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DISCLAIMER 
 
 

The Coal Technology Association, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers’ Power 
Division, the U.S. Department of Energy and the National Energy Technology Laboratory of the 
U.S. Department of Energy are proud to present the Proceedings of the 32nd International 
Technical Conference on Coal Utilization & Fuel Systems.  While these organizations deem the 
content of the papers found in the Proceedings to be reliable, the aforementioned organizations 
make no warranty, either express or implied, as to the accuracy of the information contained 
herein.  The publishers of the Proceedings have taken reasonable measure to ensure the accuracy 
of the information in this publication and cannot accept responsibility for errors in or omission 
from any information presented here or for any consequence arising from reliance on the 
information. 
 



WELCOME 
 
 
 

On behalf of the Coal Technology Association, the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers’ Power Division, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the National 
Energy Technology Laboratory, I welcome you to the 32nd International Technical 
Conference on Coal Utilization & Fuel Systems.  We are truly honored to have you 
participate in our thirty-second conference. 
 
 I want to take this occasion to thank the many people who work so hard to make 
this conference the success that it continues to be each year.  The Clearwater Conference 
Committee works diligently throughout the year to organize the panels, tutorials and 
technical sessions.  They do this under the direction and guidance of my two co-
chairmen:  Dr. Robert Romanosky of the National Energy Technology Laboratory, U.S. 
Department of Energy, and Stanley J. Vecci of The Babcock & Wilcox Company.   
 

I also want to take this opportunity to extend our sincere gratitude and 
appreciation to:  Dr. Janos Beer of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who has 
graciously agreed to report on the recent MIT study and to chair our Keynote Panel.  In 
addition, we are very grateful to our other panel and tutorial chairs:  Dr. Klaus Lackner of 
Columbia University; Prof. Dr. Klaus R. G. Hein, IVD - University of Stuttgart; Yogesh 
Patel, Tampa Electric Co.; Joseph Giove, U.S. Department of Energy; C. Lowell Miller, 
U.S. Department of Energy; Ligang Zheng, CANMET Natural Resources Canada; Tony 
Widenman of DTE Energy; Robert Bessette of CIBO; Christopher Zygarlicke and Bruce 
Folkedahl of UNDEERC; Dr. Nenad Sarunac of Lehigh University; Ronald Affolter, U.S. 
Geological Survey; Alan Paschedag, Advanced Burner Technologies Corporation; Dr. 
Edmundo Vasquez, Combustion Specialist; Hamid Sarv, The Babcock & Wilcox 
Company; Roddie Judkins, Oak Ridge National Laboratory; and Ronald W. Breault, 
National Energy Technology Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy.  They have 
selected the excellent topics that are brought to our attendees this year.  These panels and 
tutorials are an integral part of the program and receive the highest praise from our 
attendees year after year.   

 
As we enter our fourth decade of conducting these international technical 

conferences, those of us in this room and other leaders in our industry face an exciting, 
and unprecedented challenge:  The need to reduce the nation’s dependence on imported 
oil and to increase the production and utilization of domestic resources.  Coal is now 
center stage in the national quest for energy independence.  Our job is an essential one:  
developing the technologies that will allow us to burn this valuable natural resource more 
efficiently and cleanly.  Today there is no debate in Washington or anywhere else about 
the importance of clean coal technology.   

 



We very much appreciate the efforts of all who contribute to the program and to 
those who come to the conference to take advantage of the excellent program that we 
offer.  I welcome you to Florida and thank all of you for being with us.   
 
 
 

Barbara A. Sakkestad 
 

Barbara A. Sakkestad 
Vice President 
Coal Technology Association 
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State of the Art of Oxy-Coal Combustion Technology 
for CO2 Control from Coal-Fired Boilers:

Are We Ready for Commercial Installation?

	

ABSTRACT
The research and development of oxy-coal combustion 

for CO2 capture from coal-fired boilers has been the subject 
of numerous studies.  Recently, The Babcock & Wilcox 
Company (B&W) and Air Liquide (AL), with sponsorship 
of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), have finished 
a pilot-scale evaluation of the technology at 1.5 MWth (5 
MBtu/hr) using scale model commercial boiler equipment.  
The oxy-coal combustion flame stability, boiler and convec-
tive pass heat transfer, boiler thermodynamic performance 
and NOx emission levels compared favorably to the air/coal 
firing conditions.  A steam generating plant engineering and 
economic evaluation also showed that oxy-coal combustion 
is a technically feasible and economically viable technology.  
B&W and AL are currently, with sponsorship from the U.S. 
DOE, undertaking a project to significantly broaden the ap-
plicability of oxy-coal combustion technology to the existing 
fleet of coal-fired boilers.  Upon successful completion of this 
development effort, pilot-scale oxy-coal combustion test data 
will be available for application and scale-up to both wall-
fired and CycloneTM furnace boilers that burn bituminous, 
sub-bituminous or lignite coal.  This paper will describe the 
research performed to date, future pilot-scale and scale-up of 
the technology to full-scale commercial operation.

INTRODUCTION
Over half of the electric power generated in the United 

States comes from coal and almost one-third of the manmade 
carbon dioxide emitted comes from that same coal combus-
tion.  Over the next twenty-five years, an additional 147,000 
MWe of new coal-fired generating capacity will be added in 
North America to meet an economy-wide electricity demand 
growth rate of 1.6%, as reported by the Energy Information 
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Administration’s (EIA) International Energy Outlook 2006, 
while at the same time increasing coal’s market share.  To-
day, over 310,000 MWe of coal-fired generating plants are 
in service, operating at ever-increasing capacity factors, in 
the U.S.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) 
Summary for Policymakers (SPM), February 2007, recognizes 
that the continuous annual release of carbon emissions at the 
gigaton level is likely to affect the climate, and that these ef-
fects can now be resolved and modeled at the decadal level.  
Plausible predictions of climate change may now be made for 
a few decades, perhaps more.  In addition, they acknowledge 
that anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions appear to 
be contributing to a near-term warming trend.  Carbon dioxide 
is just one of several of these greenhouse gas emissions (along 
with methane, nitrous oxides, and halocarbons); however, it 
represents 63% of the radiative forcing causes (21% from 
coal) associated with anthropogenic sources. 

The need for carbon emission regulatory budgets, while 
temporal in nature, requires development for the U.S. and must 
be developed in context, and in concert, with the global efforts 
to manage carbon.  Carbon reduction budgets need to span 
the breadth of the economy, as this is a challenge that cannot 
be met by a single sector.  The presence of budgets, both near 
and long term, will then enable long-term planning decisions 
to be made, decisions that impact billions of dollars in energy 
and electricity system assets, both existing and future.  

The power industry has successfully met the challenge of 
reducing sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, particulate mat-
ter and more recently mercury.  Carbon dioxide challenges 
the industry in a new way because the quantities are vast and 
the technologies are still under development.  The Babcock 
& Wilcox Company (B&W) and Air Liquide (AL) have 
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been leaders in one such technology, Oxy-Coal Combustion 
(OCC), which is now ready for commercial demonstration.  
The OCC process allows for the isolation of CO2 from the 
combustion process without the need for a separate carbon 
capture process, and is the pathway to a Near Zero Emissions 
Power (NZEP) plant.

B&W and AL have been actively involved in the develop-
ment of oxy-coal technologies for power generation for the 
past ten years.  From earlier participation in various consortia 
focused on these technologies, AL and B&W have become 
major players and have been leading several projects in this 
field.  Together, B&W and AL performed pilot-scale oxy-coal 
combustion tests on a 1.5 MWth pulverized coal (PC) boiler, 
economics of full-scale 500 MWe PC power plants and pre-
liminary oxy-coal advanced boiler design.  Following very 
promising results, the efforts moved toward more detailed 
engineering studies at full-scale (300-500 MWe) along with 
feasibility studies at demonstration scale (22 MWe and 30 
MWth).  These studies are about to be completed providing 
extended understanding on some critical technical points of 
the oxy-coal technology.  Worldwide, several studies have also 
concluded showing great interest in the oxy-coal technology 
for CO2 capture from coal-fired power plants.

BACKGROUND/PREVIOUS	WORK	
Oxy-coal combustion for enhanced oil recovery was evalu-

ated by B&W initially in 1979 at the request of a major oil 
company.  Since the late 1990s, B&W has been a member of 
the CANMET oxy-coal combustion consortium and partici-
pated in 1-million Btu/hr tests in Canada.  AL has likewise 
been a leader worldwide with extensive R&D and subject 
patents and has collaborated with B&W in North America.  
They have been, in particular, involved in developments and 
industrial implementation of oxycombustion processes on 
many diverse industrial processes such as in metals produc-
tion or glass melting for more than 40 years.  In addition, 
they have been a leader in Air Separation Units design and 
operation for many years, in particular for energy production 
including from coal gasification.

The historical perspective of oxy-coal combustion has 
been reported by Santos.(1)  The concept was first proposed 
by Abraham in publicly available literature.(2)  The process 
was then investigated by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) 
through a series of techno-economic, pilot-scale and demon-
stration plant studies.(3,4,5,6,7)  During the 1990s, the technology 
gained more interest for CO2 capture and additional work was 
performed by a research consortium led by the International 
Flame Research Foundation (IFRF).(3,8,9)  B&W and AL work 
on oxy-coal combustion started in the late 1990s and has pro-
vided the means for assessing the potential of the technology 
for application to coal-fired power boilers to the point of near 
commercialization.

RECENT	PILOT-SCALE	EVALUATIONS	
Pilot-scale development of the technology for coal-fired 

boilers began several years ago at B&W in collaboration with 
AL.(10,11,12,13)  Highlights of the pilot-scale oxy-coal combus-
tion experience are described below.

Description	of	the	Test	Facility
Shown in Figure 1 is B&W’s 1.5 MWth (5 MBtu/hr) Small 

Boiler Simulator (SBS-I) facility used in oxy-coal combustion 
development work.  Pulverized coal (PC) flow from a storage 
bin is measured and controlled by a calibrated weigh feeder.  
The coal is then transported by heated primary oxidant (PO) 
at about 150F to the burner.  Secondary oxidant (SO) flow is 
preheated indirectly to 600F by a gas-fired heater.  For staged 
combustion, the 600F tertiary oxidant (TO) is directed to over-
fire ports located above the main combustion zone.  The SBS 
is shown here in the PC mode but the unit can be converted 
for Cyclone firing.  The oxygen levels in the primary and 
secondary streams and convection pass exit gas are measured 
with oxygen sensors.  For safety purposes, boiler permissives 
and interlocks are set to limit the oxygen concentration in the 
flue gas at 25% for secondary and 21% for the primary zones 
using the oxygen sensors and the oxygen flow controls.

Liquid oxygen from an onsite 9,000-gallon (34,000 liters) 
oxygen tank was vaporized and regulated to an appropriate 
pressure for delivery to the SBS via a copper line.  The oxygen 
delivery control system was integrated into the boiler safety 
interlock system.  Flue gas was sampled continuously from the 
convection pass exit and the concentrations of O2, NOx, CO, 
CO2, and SO2 were measured on a dry basis by calibrated gas 
analyzers.  The stack flyash was isokinetically sampled and 
analyzed for carbon content to determine carbon utilization. 

Results
The oxy-coal combustion technology has been successfully 

demonstrated and characterized in the pilot facility while 
burning a low-sulfur sub-bituminous coal and high-sulfur 
eastern bituminous coal.  The overall oxy-coal combustion 
characteristics were comparable to the air-firing case even 
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with the change in oxidant composition from air to oxy-
gen-enriched flue gas.  The NOx emissions from oxy-coal 
combustion were significantly lower (65% less) than the 
air-fired case.  The thermodynamics and heat transfer in the 
furnace and the convection pass changed only modestly.  In 
commercial applications, site-specific studies will determine 
the boiler performance, but based on this pilot-scale study, no 
heat transfer surface changes are anticipated.  Air infiltration 
into the boiler under oxy-coal combustion conditions was 
reduced to the equivalent of 5% of the overall stoichiometry.  
Substitution of combustion air with oxygen and recycled 
flue gas increased the CO2 concentration from 15% to 80% 
at the boiler exit.  Boiler upgrades can further reduce the air 
infiltration and increase the flue gas CO2 concentration.  With 
oxy-coal combustion, the flue gas volume exiting the boiler 
is reduced by 70% relative to air-fired operation, downstream 
of the recycle take-off point, thus minimizing additional 
processing or treatment that may be necessary to prepare the 
CO2-rich stream for permanent storage.

TECHNICAL-ECONOMIC	ANALYSIS
 After the successful pilot development effort, the technical 

and economic barriers to the technology were evaluated to ap-
ply the technology to existing and new boiler applications.  

Previously, extensive simulations and cost assessments 
were performed on the subcritical PC plant; here the scope was 
extended to assess the oxy-coal combustion technology with 
supercritical (SC) and ultra-supercritical (USC) steam cycles 
with more engineering and manufacturer’s data input.  

Below are some of these technical and economic results 
and items requiring further study.

Technical	Evaluation
Our joint development efforts have been performed with 

an eastern bituminous and a sub-bituminous coal, at the 1.5 
MWth (5 MBtu/hr) pilot, equipped with a wall-fired burner.  To 
broadly commercialize the oxy-coal combustion technology, 
we need to widely expand the applicability of the technology 
to other boiler types and coal ranks, and demonstrate the 
technology at a larger scale.   
Coal rank 

Previous development efforts have been performed with an 
eastern bituminous coal and a sub-bituminous coal.  Similar 
to normal air-blown combustion, the major differences in coal 
properties (e.g., heating value, ash and moisture content and 
ash elemental composition) affect the coal pulverization, flame 
stability, flyash unburned combustibles content, convection 
pass deposition and heat transfer.  To expand the applicability 
of the technology, lignite testing and characterization need to 
be performed.
Combustion and boiler equipment   

The development effort has been performed using a scale 
model of a B&W low-NOx burner that was modified for 
oxygen firing.  The oxy-coal combustion process needs to be 
adapted for application to Cyclone-equipped boilers and lig-

nite fuel PC burners.  Cyclones operate in a slagging mode that 
requires modifications of oxy-coal combustion technology be-
fore it can be used in these boilers.  This technology provides 
a means for CO2 control from existing Cyclone boilers.  An 
added benefit of the oxy-coal combustion process, especially 
for Cyclone units, is that it provides reduced NOx emissions 
from the boiler.  Thermal NOx is reduced since there is less 
molecular nitrogen in the oxidant stream.  In addition, some of 
the NOx in the recycled flue gas will be reduced to molecular 
nitrogen via reburning by hydrocarbon radicals in the flame.  
As a result, the high NOx levels that have been characteristic 
of Cyclone boilers will be much lower when Cyclones are 
retrofitted with oxy-coal combustion.   Oxy-coal combustion 
will be adaptable for applications to Cyclone boilers, but due 
to the unique Cyclone slagging mode of operation, the wall-
fired experience will not be directly applicable.  
Oxygen/recycled flue gas mixing and control, oxygen 
levels

Oxy-combustion provides a challenge of coordination 
of the combustion system and the air separation unit (ASU) 
equipment to the design engineers.  In other words, it is not 
enough that both systems function; they need to be adapt-
able and work in harmony with each other.  AL and B&W 
have completed an engineering study on a 22 MWe PC boiler 
retrofitting the unit to oxy-coal technology.(16)  During the 
progress of the project, many technical issues were identi-
fied and resolved that were never addressed in any paper or 
engineering study.  Below are some of the items requiring 
special attention, generic to any PC boiler operation in oxy-
coal combustion mode.

• The ASU should not be considered separately from a 
power plant while designing the oxy-coal power plant.  The 
ASU has to be customized to the specific needs of this applica-
tion for safety, reliability, and efficiency.  In the course of the 
technology development, AL and B&W have come up with 
key insights on how to optimize an oxy-coal power plant.

• The ASU mode of operation when supplying oxygen to 
a power plant is different from other traditional applications.  
Those specifics need to be addressed during the ASU design 
phase.

• Boiler startup and transition between air combustion and 
oxy-coal combustion modes is critical with respect to safety 
and technicality.  AL and B&W have developed this expertise 
during pilot scale tests and are applying the knowledge to 30 
MWth and 300 MWe oxy-coal boilers. 

• Mixing of oxygen with recycled flue gas should be ad-
dressed and carefully designed.  AL has patented O2 injectors 
and has extensive expertise in this area over many years.

• Interaction of the ASU with other parts of the power 
plant, other than the boiler, was identified as critical and needs 
to be addressed.
Near full-scale oxy-coal combustion pulverizer-burner 
performance 

The challenge of retrofitting the oxy-coal combustion sys-
tem to an existing coal-fired boiler is to simplify the oxy-coal 
combustion technology and to minimize the boiler heat trans-



fer surface changes.  Our research and development efforts 
have shown that by appropriately designing the process, the 
expensive pressure part modifications can nearly be avoided.  
Therefore, boiler modifications are limited to recycled flue gas 
duct, and oxygen introduction to the process, monitoring, and 
control.  The application of oxy-combustion in a new boiler 
provides the designers with an opportunity to potentially 
reduce the size of the boiler and, therefore, reduce cost.   

In the oxy-coal combustion process, oxygen is mixed with 
recycled flue gas to replace the normal combustion air at the 
pulverizer.  This primary stream consists of CO2, oxygen, and 
water vapor and its density is higher than the normal air.  The 
pulverizer performance is affected by flue gas composition and 
may require more recycle gas than air to maintain acceptable 
performance, especially with low-rank coals.  More develop-
ment in this area is needed on the mill performance, which 
directly affects the burner design and operation. 

Our research and development was conducted with a 1.5 
MWth (5 MBtu/hr) scale version of a commercial B&W low-
NOx burner.  Although the burner performed satisfactorily in 
our pilot with a bituminous coal and a sub-bituminous coal, 
a near full-scale burner development is needed to reduce the 
risk of scale-up directly from a small burner, which will be 
explained below.  

To address these technical barriers, B&W has initiated 
two projects:

• Under sponsorship of US-DOE, NETL (National Energy 
Technology Laboratory) award No. DE-FC26-06NT42747, a 
pilot-scale evaluation project has been initiated to address the 
effect of coal ranks and boiler types.  This will be discussed 
in the section titled Oxy-coal combustion for retrofitting coal-
fired boilers.

• Scale-up is being pursued in B&W’s existing 30 MWth 
pilot facility, which features a near-full scale commercial oxy-
coal combustion burner fed directly by an on-line pulverizer.  
This will be explained in the section titled CEDF oxy-coal 
combustion campaign.

Economic	Evaluation
Oxy-coal combustion can be used for retrofit or new boiler 

applications.  As a retrofit option for existing coal-fired boil-
ers, engineering and economic evaluations have shown that 
oxy-coal combustion retrofits for carbon dioxide capture are 
technically more straightforward and less expensive than other 
technologies (amine scrubbing).  For oxy-coal combustion to 
be considered as an original equipment manufacture (OEM) 
technology option for new supercritical boilers (SC), it has to 
be competitive with integrated gasification combined cycle 
(IGCC), amine scrubbing, and other alternative combustion 
systems such as circulating fluidized bed (CFB).

AL, B&W, and WorleyParsons, under sponsorship of the 
U.S. DOE, performed the following economic study.(14)  Air 
Separation Unit (ASU) design, boiler design and its modifica-
tions, and CO2 compression and purification train design were 
carried out with fine details along with the cost estimations.  
Analyses were done looking at cost of electricity (COE), net 

plant efficiency, and avoided cost of carbon dioxide.
Approach and assumptions

The gross power was adjusted to generate 550 MWe net 
power output for all studied cases.  The design and cost es-
timation of the oxy-coal and PC boilers was conducted by 
B&W in conjunction with AL, who provided the ASU and 
CO2 compression system designs and WorleyParsons who 
performed overall balance of plant design and cost estimates. 
Major economic and financial assumptions are presented in 
Table 1.

The environmental approach for the study was to evaluate 
each case on the same regulatory design basis, considering 
differences in technology.  Based on the EPA (Environmental 
Protection Agency) Green Book Non-attainment Area Map 
(http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/greenbk/mapnpoll.html), 
relatively few areas in the Midwestern U.S. are classified as 
“non-attainment.”  Thus, for the design scenarios considered 
in this study, environmental control equipment is defined to 
meet presumptive BACT (Best Available Control Technology) 
emission rates shown in Table 2.

Steam conditions for the Rankine cycle cases were selected 
based on the NETL Advanced Materials for Supercritical 
Boilers program.  The goals of the program dictated the steam 
conditions selected for the study:

• For supercritical (SC) cycle cases - 3500psig/1110F/
1150F (242 bar abs/599C/621C) 

• For ultra-supercritical (USC) cases - 4000psig/1350F/
1400F (277 bar abs/732C/760C)
Cases studied

A summary of the different plant configurations considered 
in this study is presented in Table 3. 

CO2 Specification A - Flue gas composition exiting system 
with 95 mol% O2 oxidant after drying to specified moisture 

Table	1		Major	Economic	and	Financial	Assumptions
Capacity Factor   85%
Costs Year Constant US Dollars  2005 (January)
Illinois # 6 Delivered Cost  $1.27/106 Btu ($4.33 /MWh)
Design/Construction Period  4 years
Plant Startup Date   2015 – 2020*
Land Unit Cost   $1,500 /acre
Project Book Life   20 years
* The ASU proposed in this study is designed and quoted using today’s 
commercially available technology

Table	2		Presumptive	BACT	Values
Pollutant Emission	Limit Control	Technology
PM/PM10 0.015 lb/106 Btu (0.023 

Kg/MWh)
Fabric Filter or ESP (99.5 
to 99.8% efficiency)

SOx 0.1 lb/106 Btu (0.16 
Kg/MWh)

FGD (98% reduction)

NOx 0.07 lb/106 Btu (0.11 
Kg/MWh)

LNB/OFA/SCR for air 
combustion, LNB/OFO for 
oxy-fuel

Hg 90% removal Activated Carbon Injection



content (Moisture<30 lb/106 cf CO2).  These oxy base cases 
provided good cost/benefit ratio.

CO2 Specification B - Flue gas composition exiting system 
with 99 mol% O2 oxidant after drying to specified moisture 
content (Moisture<30 lb/106 cf CO2).

CO2 Specification C – Flue gas purified to meet EOR spec: 
CO2≥95%; N2 + O2 < 5%; (Moisture<30 lb/106 cf CO2).

The results of the air-fired SC and USC boilers compared 
with amine scrubbing and SC and USC oxy-coal combustion 
cases are presented below (Figure 2).  Impact on efficiency 
shows 11% and 12% (absolute) efficiency decrease for SC 
and USC cases, respectively.  

When comparing COE increase and CO2 avoided cost 
for amine scrubbing and SC and USC oxy-coal combustion 
cases, oxy-coal combustion seems to be the lowest cost CO2 
capture technology (Figure 3). 

The cost reduction potential for CO2 capture oxy-coal 
combustion technology was evaluated.  If the FGD is elimi-
nated (for coals with <1% of sulfur), the COE increase can be 
reduced for the USC case from 44% to 36% which represents a 
CO2 avoided cost reduction from $30 to $24 per metric ton.

The technical results are as follows:
• Conversion of air blown supercritical and ultra-super-

critical designs to oxy-coal combustion to facilitate carbon 
dioxide capture and storage resulted in net plant efficiency 
(HHV) penalty of 11 and 12 percentage points, respectively.

• Presumptive BACT NOx emission rates were met in all 
oxy-coal design cases without a post combustion NOx control 
system (SCR).  

• No air emissions were released in design cases modeled 
to meet CO2 specification A (no specific CO2 purity targeted), 
i.e. NOx, SOx and PM were removed in bulk with the CO2.  

• It was concluded that the utilization of 95% mole 
oxygen with compression and purification treatment is most 
economical as compared to 99% mole oxygen, for the same 
CO2 specification (EOR).
NPV versus IRR

An additional analysis was done by B&W, and presented 
late last year, to evaluate the various capture alternatives from 
an investment standpoint, looking at net present value (NPV) 
and internal rate of return (IRR).(15)  A total of eleven cases 
were evaluated.  The NPVs are summarized here.

The goal that management sets, and the way that goal is 
measured, can make a difference in the operation of a power 
plant.  Many comparisons of generating technologies use 
the “Cost of Electricity” (COE) as the best way to compare 
different generating technologies.  B&W often works with 
the owners of the power plants, who are in the business of 
generating electricity.  For these owners, “Cost of Electricity” 
is only part of their objective.  Whether or not the power plant 
is subject to price regulation, the owners aim to recover their 
full costs, including the cost of capital.  The owners also aim 
to make an economic profit, in addition to covering their costs.  
B&W’s customers often judge the success of a power plant 
by whether it provides a positive Net Present Value (NPV) 
and whether the project’s Internal Rate of Return (IRR) meets 
their goals for such a large capital investment.  

For estimates of the price of electricity and the cost of fuels, 
the writers used recent studies from the U.S. Department of 
Energy, including the supplemental regional forecasts from the 
Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook 
2006, to define the business environment in four representative 
regions of the country, to the year 2030.  

The various technologies for carbon management are 
mixed in their rankings (far right column in dollars) on Net 
Present Value in Table 4 (rank column refers to IRR results).  
No one combustion technology appears to dominate the 
returns at this early stage of development, and gasification 
currently is the least attractive due to a higher capital cost 
and lower availability.  Based on what is known now, it is 

Table	3		Study	Matrix
Case Steam 

Cycle
Oxidant Product CO2 Product Purity

1 SCPCRef Air
2 USCPC Air
3 SCPC-OC 95 mol% O2 Spec. A Saline Formation
4 SCPC-OC 95 mol% O2 Spec. B Saline Formation
5 SCPC-OC 95 mol% O2 Purify to meet 

Spec. B
Saline Formation

6 SCPC-OC 95 mol% O2 Spec. C EOR
7 USCPC-OC 95 mol% O2 Spec. A Saline Formation
8 USCPC-OC 95 mol% O2 Spec. C EOR

Fig.	2  Efficiency impact for different scenarios.(14)

Fig.	3  COE and CO2 avoided for amine scrubbing and oxy-coal 
combustion. (14)



appropriate to invest in research and development for a range 
of technologies for carbon management of coal.

If a power company were to invest in a new plant with 
expensive carbon management, while none of the other power 
companies did, then the low-carbon investor would also have 
a higher price of electricity for sale to the grid.  As a result, 
that low-carbon plant would be dispatched less often.  Power 
companies are not as likely to invest in carbon management 
technologies until there is assurance that competing power 
companies will also invest in carbon management technolo-
gies, or until incentives encourage it.  However, some power 
companies are pursuing programs, which include carbon man-
agement.  A few are well located, to provide carbon dioxide 
for enhanced oil recovery (EOR).  Others intend to master the 
technology of carbon management, in preparation for the time 
when that may be a key competitive competence.

OXYGEN	PRODUCTION	AND	CO2	TREATMENT
The following section describes key elements of the overall 

oxy-coal combustion feasibility and competitiveness.  They 
relate to O2 production and CO2 treatment developed and 
provided by AL and resulting from its historical technology 
focus on applications developed for more than a century.

Oxygen	Production

Technology
For the quantities required by oxy-coal combustion in 

a commercial scale plant (several thousand metric tons of 
oxygen), the only available technology today is cryogenic dis-
tillation.  Other available technologies for air separation like 
pressure swing adsorption (PSA), vacuum swing adsorption 
(VSA) or polymeric membranes cannot compete economically 
for such quantities and also in terms of achievable oxygen 
purity (above 95%).  Ceramic membranes (oxygen ion trans-

port membranes) are not yet available for such quantities and 
therefore it is still hard to compare them to cryogenic distilla-
tion both in terms of investment and performance.
Specification for oxy-coal combustion

The main characteristics of the ASU for oxy-coal combus-
tion are:  large size (typically beyond 8000 tpd for industrial-
scale plants), low pressure (between 1.3 and 1.7 bar abs) and 
possible low oxygen purity.  Low oxygen purity means a value 
in the range of 95-98% O2 content compared to the typical 
99.5-99.6% O2 content of the high purity content normalized 
to 100 in energy scale.  This allows significant savings in 
power consumption in the ASU as shown in Figure 4.

The key parameter in the optimization of an ASU is the 
trade-off between capital expenses (CAPEX) and operation 
expenses (OPEX).  In other words, the question is:  how 
much am I ready to invest (CAPEX) in order to save power 
consumption (OPEX) for the ASU?  This depends primar-
ily on the cost of power.  Figure 5 illustrates the flexibility 
in the design of an ASU in terms of trade-off CAPEX vs 

Table	4		Economic	Comparison	of	Technologies
Net Present Value (NPV) equity financed, 30-year service life

Rank Case Description $000s
1 1 Conventional Supercritical w/out Carbon Management 839,545
2 2 IGCC without Carbon Management 265,742
4 7 Ultra Supercritical with Oxy-Fuel (95% O2) 227,674
3 11 Supercritical with CO2 Scrubber AC 212,651
6 8 Ultra Supercritical with Oxy-Fuel  (EOR quality) 175,609
7 4 Conventional Supercritical with Oxy-Fuel (95% O2) (12,594)
8 5 Conventional Supercritical with Oxy-Fuel (99% O2) (24,084)
9 6 Conventional Supercritical with Oxy-Fuel  (EOR quality) (24,795)

10 10 Supercritical with CO2 Scrubber KS-1 (27,789)
5 3 IGCC with Carbon Management (Achieved Availability) (124,697)

11 9 Supercritical with CO2 Scrubber MEA (595,524)

Fig.	4  Air separation unit (ASU) power requirement.



OPEX.  This typical curve shows that by increasing by 25% 
the capital expenditure, it could be possible to decrease by 
10% the power consumption of the ASU (for example from 
a specific energy of separation of 200 kWh/metric ton) or to 
decrease the capital expenditure by 15% by increasing the 
power consumption by 10%. 
Process scheme

An ASU consists of the following equipment:
- air compressor
- precooling system
- purification unit to remove water and CO2 prior to 

entering the cryogenic section
- heat exchangers
- distillation column
Up to 5000 metric tons/day, AL proposes a process scheme 

with a double column dual vaporizer scheme with no duplica-
tion of equipment:  one purification unit for water and CO2 
removal with its proprietary radial bed design, one high pres-
sure (HP) column and one low pressure (LP) column.

CO2 Compression and Purification Unit (CPU)

Technology
For oxy-coal combustion plants, the best solution to pu-

rify the flue gas coming from the boiler is a low temperature 
(around -56C) partial condensation scheme as soon as O2 
removal is considered.
Specification for oxy-coal combustion

The CO2 specification is one of the main topics to be ad-
dressed in order to design the CO2 CPU.  It depends on the 
application:  enhanced oil recovery (EOR), saline aquifer, or 
enhanced coal bed methane (ECBM).  However, other con-
siderations such as transport specifications and regulations 
may have an impact on the CO2 specification.
Process scheme

Low pressure flue gas from the boiler is compressed to a 
typical pressure of 30 bar abs, precooled and dried.  It then 
enters a “cryogenic” section where it will be partially con-
densed in one or several steps to obtain a product enriched 
in CO2 and a non-condensable stream containing N2, Ar and 
O2.  A distillation column can be added to have a product with 

a lower O2 content.  The product enriched in CO2 is further 
compressed, condensed and pumped to a supercritical pressure 
(typically between 100 and 200 bar abs).

OXY-COAL	COMBUSTION	FOR	RETROFIT-
TING	COAL-FIRED	BOILERS  

After determining the technical and economic barriers of 
the oxy-combustion technology, the following two projects 
were initiated:  1) significantly broaden the scope of the 
technology to different coal ranks and boiler types, and 2) 
scale-up the technology.   The former is discussed below and 
the latter will be discussed in the section titled CEDF oxy-coal 
combustion campaign.

Under sponsorship of the U.S. DOE, B&W and AL will 
further develop the oxy-coal combustion technology for 
commercial retrofits in wall-fired and Cyclone boilers.  As 
it was explained before, previous development efforts have 
been performed with an eastern bituminous coal and a sub-
bituminous coal.  This project expands the applicability of the 
technology to lignite firing; in addition, oxy-coal combustion 
will be adapted in this program for application to Cyclone-
equipped boilers.

Upon successful completion of this development effort, 
pilot-scale oxy-coal combustion test data will be available 
for application and scale-up to both wall-fired and Cyclone 
boilers that burn bituminous, sub-bituminous or lignite coal.  
This project significantly broadens applicability of oxy-coal 
combustion technology to the existing fleet of coal-fired 
boilers. Our approach to expand the applicability of the 
technology is:  

• To perform pilot-scale R&D, both wall-firing and Cyclone 
• To develop specifications for storage, transportation, 

and compression train, and to minimize the equipment re-
quired for emissions control, CO2 capture, and storage

• To further reduce the increase in cost of electricity 
through system integration 

• To perform an engineering and economic evaluation 
for a wall-fired and a Cyclone boiler to assess the impact of 
oxy-coal combustion on electric generation cost 

The tests will be conducted in a new 1.8 MWth facility.  The 
Small Boiler Simulator (SBS-II), illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, 
is a combustion and fuel handling facility that allows B&W 
to evaluate various fossil fuels, combustion processes, emis-
sion control devices, and associated hardware for potential 
commercial use.  The 1.8 MWth (6 MBtu/hr) vertical furnace 
of the SBS simulates the geometry of front-wall fired com-
mercial boilers.  With waterwall construction and insulation, 
it yields gas temperatures and residence times representative 
of commercial units.  

The unit will be fired by a scale model of B&W’s com-
mercial low-NOx burner (DRB-4Z®).  This allows B&W to 
examine flame shape and stability, flame temperature, and 
staged combustion with low-NOx burners and overfire oxidant 
(OFO) to ensure the pilot facility is operating similar to com-
mercial coal-fired boilers.  Pulverized coal is prepared offline 

Fig.	5  Trade-off of CAPEX and OPEX in ASU design.



to the same fineness as commercial boilers (usually 70 %< 200 
mesh) and transported by a weigh belt feeder for indirect firing 
applications.  The convection pass design produces a flue gas 
time/temperature history that is representative of commercial 
boilers.  The facility is equipped with a baghouse, dry or wet 
scrubber, and a condensing heat exchanger. 

The facility is currently under construction at the newly 
relocated Babcock & Wilcox Research Center (BWRC) 
located at the B&W main campus.  AL will relocate their 
9,000-gallon (34,000 liters) liquid oxygen tank and its oxygen 
control skids to the new location.  The facility is expected to 
be in operation in October 2007.

CEDF	OXY-COAL	COMBUSTION
CAMPAIGN																																																											

As discussed earlier, scale-up of the oxy-combustion 
burner was one of the technical barriers that will be discussed 
here.  The largest test facility in the world that has operated 

under oxy-coal combustion conditions with pulverized coal 
to date is B&W’s 5 MBtu/h (1.5 MWth) facility in Alliance, 
Ohio, U.S.A.  Others are proposing test facilities including 
the 30 MWth Vattenfall project in Germany and the 30 MWe 
Callide project in Australia.  With the need to support design 
of commercial scale projects, B&W and AL decided in late 
2006 to convert B&W’s existing 30 MWth Clean Environ-
ment Development Facility (CEDF) in Alliance, Ohio to an 
oxy-coal combustion system. 

The objective of this project is to demonstrate oxy-coal 
combustion technology at 30 MWth.  The project will dem-
onstrate the following main elements:

• Near-full-scale burner fed directly by an on-line pulverizer
• Pulverizer performance is affected by flue gas composition
• Pulverizer may require more recycle gas than air to main-

tain acceptable performance especially with low-rank coals
• New burner designs to be evaluated for various coals  
• Three coals will be tested:  lignite, sub-bituminous, and 

eastern bituminous 
• Will demonstrate B&W’s novel concept for controlling 

flue gas moisture content via a wet scrubber with integrated 
cooling 

• Support the commercial project development that will 
be explained below

A test campaign will be conducted in summer 2007.

DEVELOPING	A	 300	 MWe	 COMMERCIAL		
OXY-COAL	BOILER                                

During the next 20 to 30 years, Saskatchewan Power 
Corporation Inc. (SaskPower), Saskatchewan, Canada, will 
be making major decisions concerning the refurbishment or 
replacement of virtually its entire fleet.  Saskatchewan’s 300 
year supply of mineable lignite coal remains the most cost-
efficient and stable-priced fuel for base load generation but 
there are environmental concerns.

For several years, SaskPower has been involved in 
evaluation of technologies for carbon dioxide management 
in coal-fired power plants.  Recently they announced a Clean 
Coal Project development that will capture over 90% of the 
carbon dioxide produced from coal combustion.  This project 
would result in a power plant that not only produces 300 net 
megawatts (MWe) of electricity but also will capture 8,000 
tons of CO2 per day to extract more oil from Saskatchewan 
oil fields through enhanced oil recovery (EOR).  Additional 
emissions-control technologies will also be incorporated, 
bringing the Clean Coal Project to near zero emission plant 
(NZEP) status.

After evaluation of the technology options and selection 
of oxy-coal, SaskPower, Babcock & Wilcox Canada (B&W) 
and AL came to an agreement in late 2006 to jointly develop 
oxy-coal technology as the core process for the unit to be lo-
cated at the Shand facility near Estevan, SK, Canada.  Figure 8 
shows an artist’s rendering of the future oxy-coal combustion 
plant at Shand.  Marubeni Canada and Hitachi will supply 
the turbine generator set.  The oxy-coal technology nearly 
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Fig.	6  B&W 1.8 MWth small boiler simulator (SBS) II.

Fig.	7  SBS-II general layout.
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eliminates emissions of combustion byproducts, including 
greenhouse gas emissions, and may be the world’s first near 
zero emissions (NZEP) pulverized coal unit.

In deciding on oxy-coal, SaskPower thoroughly examined 
and researched both oxy-coal and the post-combustion clean-
up processes.  Based on the current state of both technologies 
and project-specific parameters, they selected oxy-coal and 
expect it to provide the best environmental performance and 
lowest cost.

In 2006 SaskPower, B&W, and AL came to an agreement 
to develop the plant with B&W supplying a system based 
on a supercritical boiler and AL providing the air separation 
plant and CO2 compression system.  Significant design work 
and costing is underway to assess whether SaskPower should 
proceed to the construction phase.  That decision is expected 
in mid-2007 to support an in-service date in 2011.

When successful, this power plant will be the first of its 
kind in a utility scale application.  In support of this effort, 
B&W has also decided to convert its existing 30 MWth Clean 
Environment Development Facility (CEDF) located in Alli-
ance, Ohio for oxy-coal testing in summer 2007.

SUMMARY
The ability to capture CO2 from power plants is feasible in 

advanced modes of current technology and with new technolo-
gies under development with significant industry-driven R&D 
underway.  Technologies are not decades away, but are some 
number of years away and can support a regulatory process 
that meets carbon management objectives. 

As an industry, we have been and will continue to work 
hard to absorb and analyze the impact of GHG stabilization 
policy on the power generating industry and deliver timely, 
effective and economic solutions.

B&W has been designing and supplying steam generat-
ing systems for electric power generation for more than 140 
years.  B&W continues to advance the technology in ultra-
supercritical boiler applications and advanced environmental 
emission controls meeting the requirements of today and into 
the future.

 Over the previous few decades, B&W has developed many 
new environmental control technologies and helped the power 
generation industry to significantly reduce its NOx, SO2 and 
particulate matter from coal-fired boilers.  Our current R&D 
efforts on oxy-combustion as well as other post-combustion 
technologies are enabling us to provide utility boiler opera-
tors a solution when CO2 emissions are regulated.  B&W is 
confident that with our new development efforts, PC boilers 
will operate in an environmentally friendly manner in a carbon 
constrained world.  

Further, economic evaluation carried out by AL, B&W 
and the DOE indicates that oxy-combustion is an economi-
cally viable technology for retrofitting existing boilers as 
well as new pulverized coal boilers.  Supercritical boilers 
have proven reliability and show a promise of much higher 
efficiency when they are used in ultra-supercritical steam cycle 
conditions.  B&W believes that the combination of  proven 
reliability, higher efficiency and ultra low emission of NOx, 
SO2 and particulate matter provide us with a base technology 
that we should pursue for carbon capture (along with other 
newer technologies).         

 Oxy-combustion technology requires introducing some new 
equipment such as the ASU and the CO2 CPU to power plants.  
AL has designed the largest ASU which is operated at a capac-
ity of 4000 tons/day of oxygen and is currently offering plants 
of capacities around 5000 metric tons/day.  A single industrial 
site exists with cumulative oxygen production of approximately 
40,000 metric tons/day.  Studies have also been performed for 
an air separation unit of 7000 metric tons/day.

Further, AL has more than 50 years of experience in the 
purification and liquefaction of CO2.  AL operates 67 plants 
worldwide.  However, a commercial scale plant (more than 
10,000 t/d of CO2) for oxy-coal combustion is much larger 
than any of the existing liquefaction plants.  Nevertheless, 
technologies to be used in this CO2 compression and puri-
fication unit (CO2 CPU) are very close to those used in an 
ASU:  centrifugal compressors, dryers, heat exchangers and 
distillation columns.  AL has just completed the basic design 
of a 10,000 t/d CO2 CPU.
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Ranking of Enabling Technologies for  
Oxy-Fuel Based Carbon Capture 
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The USDOE National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) has begun a process to identify 
and rank enabling technologies that have significant impacts on pulverized coal oxy-fuel 
systems.  Oxy-fuel combustion has been identified as a potential method for effectively capturing 
carbon in coal fired power plants.   Presently there are a number of approaches for carbon 
capture via oxy-fuel combustion and it is important to order those approaches so that new 
research can concentrate on those technologies with high potentials to substantially lower the 
cost of reduced carbon electricity generation.   NETL evaluates these technologies using 
computer models to determine the energy use of each technology and the potential impact of 
improvements in the technologies on energy production by a power plant. Near-term sub-critical 
boiler technologies are targeted for this analysis because:  

• most of the world continues to build single reheat sub-critical plants; 
• the overwhelming number of coal fired power plants requiring retrofit for CO2 capture 

are sub-critical plants.  
In addition, even in the realm of new construction, subcritical plants are common because they 
are well understood, easy to operate and maintain, fuel tolerant, and reliable.   Following the 
initial investigation into sub-critical oxy-fuel technology, future investigations will move into the 
supercritical range.   
 
Modeling variables investigated include: 

• oxygen purity,  
• coal fineness,  
• recycled flue gas  

 quantity  
 temperature 

• recovery of heat of compression,  
• process integration within the power cycle,  
• excess oxygen. 

 
The technologies examined comprise: 

• heat recovery,  
• air separation,  
• coal delivery and pulverization,  
• recirculated flue-gas motivation and processing.  
 

 The result of the evaluation will be a ranking of technologies by the change in heat rate of the 
oxy-fired CO2-capture process.   The screening evaluation of 7 variables for oxy-fuel firing is 
complete and results have been ranked.   The impact of these variables on technologies applied 
to oxy-fired CO2-capture is being evaluated. 
 



Background: 
 
NETL is committed to ensuring technologies are available for commercial implementation if 
carbon constraints, incentives, or penalties are enacted. Oxy-fuel combustion is a competitive 
technology path that has the potential for retrofit of the existing coal-fired fleet. Oxy-fuel 
combustion has been around for decades. Originally it was seen as a path to low NOx emissions 
and production of CO2 for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). It was not adopted earlier because the 
energy cost of oxygen makes implementation for these purposes too expensive. However, as 
soon as the subject of carbon capture arose, people recognized the potential of oxy-fuel 
combustion to produce a CO2-rich flue gas which is much easier to process for sequestration than 
dilute air-fired flue gas.    
 
If carbon constraints are mandated, it will be important to understand the details of the 
technologies that are used to improve the heat rate of both new and retrofitted power plants. In 
every case, capture of carbon will pose energy and economic penalties. It is with the idea of 
minimizing those penalties that this paper addresses potential design-choice impacts on the heat 
rate when retrofitting an existing pulverized coal power plant. Numerous choices can be made 
and these choices will make the difference in the competitive advantage of each power producer. 
 
This paper examines the heat rate response of a sub-critical single reheat (2400 psia, 1,004°F, 
1,004°F) PC power plant with a base thermal efficiency of approximately 35% which is 
converted to oxy-fuel firing with CO2 capture. A standard NETL-developed integrated pollutant 
removal (IPR™) system1,2 is applied to provide CO2 at a delivery pressure of 2,200 psig at the 
power plant fence line.  In this modeling study, the main steam mass flow (3,131,620 lb/hr) was 
kept constant by varying fuel into the boiler in order to represent the performance of a retrofit 
system (retrofit implies that the steam side of the system must remain somewhat unchanged in 
order to use the existing steam turbines, feedwater heaters, etc.). Capture of CO2 as a 
supercritical mixture is assumed in these models with co-sequestration of dry supercritical CO2 
and associated minor constituents (N2, O2, Ar).  FGD (if needed) takes place in the normal IPR™ 
process.  The computer modeling tool used was GateCycle version 5.61a.   

Results and Discussion of Cases: 
 
Figure 1 summarizes the modeled thermal efficiencies for the target retrofit power plant under a 
variety of conditions.  The air-fired and oxy-fired base cases, with HHV thermal efficiencies of 
approximately 35% and 31%, are at the far left; the effects of individual technical modifications 
on the thermal efficiency follow, and the last two values represent all of the positive 
contributions combined in one model and all of the negative contributions in another model.  The 
results range from a low oxy-fuel thermal efficiency of approximately 27.3% to a high thermal 
efficiency of approximately 32.9%. 

                                                 
a USDOE NETL neither endorses nor recommends specific vendors or products.  The mention of a brand name is 
not an indication of recommendation or endorsement. 



 
The technologies that are quantified in the computer models include: 
 

1. Lower-energy (improved) oxygen production (advanced technologies entering the 
market) 

2. Reduced excess O2 in oxy-fueled exhaust products (from 3.5% wet to 1.0% wet) 
3. Reduced flue gas recirculation to the boiler (requires heat transfer surface modifications 

in a retrofit system) from 0.58 to 0.34 (increasing O2 concentration in the comburent from 
38% to 61% O2, respectively) 

4. Improved  LOI (loss on ignition) by improving carbon burnout for oxy-fuel systems from 
1% unburned carbon in the base case to 0.5% 

5. Reduced oxygen purity from 99% O2 (base case) to 95.5% O2 
6. NETL IPR™ (Integrated Pollutant Removal) system – with and without heat recovery. 
7. Flue gas desulfurization (FGD) during recycle (there is an active discussion over the need 

for FGD in the recycled flue gas to prevent SO2 related corrosion) 
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Figure 1: HHV thermal efficiencies of a retrofit power generation system using different technologies. 

 
Air-fired base case:  The air-fired base case is based on the AEP Conesville power plant unit 5 
as defined in an earlier investigation by NETL3.  The coal for all modeling runs was Conesville 
#5 as defined in the prior report.  The model produced a net 432MW power output for the plant 



corresponding to the maximum continuous rating (MCR) equal to 105% design mode used in the 
previous study.  The FGD/SCR load was estimated at 12MW. 
 
Oxy-fired base case:  The oxy-fired base case was designed with a flue gas recycle ratio of 0.58 
to maintain heat transfer conditions similar to those of the air-fired case and to avoid any 
significant modifications to the boiler.  Main steam output was kept constant at 3,131,620 lb/hr 
to allow the steam turbines to operate as designed.  Energy recovery in the IPR™ system was 
modeled to recover both latent and sensible heat in the system. 
 
Figure 2 shows the differences in heat rate that result from applying specific modifications to the 
baseline model.  Each difference is found by subtracting the baseline oxy-fuel model heat rate 
from the modified model heat rate.  An increase in the heat rate indicates greater fuel 
consumption for a unit of power generated and lower thermal efficiency.  A decrease in heat rate 
indicates lower fuel consumption for a unit of power and higher thermal efficiency. The 
discussion below details each approach named in Figure 2. 
 
Lower energy O2 production:  NETL has been involved with industry (Air Products, Praxair) 
to reduce the specific energy requirement for the separation of O2 from air and continues to 
pursue gains in this area.  Over the past five years the specific energy requirement in a standard 
cryogenic air separation unit (ASU) has been reduced, from approximately 270 kWh/ton O2 to 
approximately 220 kWh/ton (at 99% O2 purity).  Present technology can produce 95% purity 
oxygen at a specific energy usage of approximately 210 kWh/ton.  While the reduction from 270 
kWh/ton to 220 kWh/ton for 99% purity O2 is significant, and we use the 220 kWh/ton O2 as our 
baseline specific energy consumption and 99% O2 as our baseline purity, technologies are 
presently being demonstrated that can reduce the energy consumption to as low as 150 kWh/ton 
99% O2.   Both Figure 1and Figure 2 show the significant gain that can be made if the target of 
150 kWh/ton 99% O2 can be met.  It can be seen from the heat rate reduction of -775 BTU/kWh 
that this is the single most effective way to improve the performance of an oxy-fueled power 
plant. 
 
Lower excess oxygen:  By lowering excess oxygen the oxygen production rate for combusting a 
given amount of fuel is reduced.  Lowering the excess oxygen from 3.5 to 1.0% O2 in the wet 
flue gas can be seen to result in a significant improvement in heat rate (-151 BTU/kWh).  Oxy-
fuel combustion can burn much closer to a stoichiometric mixture of oxygen and fuel because it 
takes place under significantly different conditions from air firing.  Burners can be designed with 
different characteristics from those using air.  Experiments are continuing to determine how 
close an oxy-fuel flame can come to stoichiometric. The closer the flame can be maintained to 
stoichiometric, the less O2 has to be separated from the air. 
 
Low recirculation:  One of the advantages of using oxygen as the oxidant is that recirculation 
allows the designer to change flame conditions significantly.  The lower the recirculation rate the 
higher the mole fraction of oxygen.  This can enable the approach to stoichiometric combustion 
as well as possible improvements in loss on ignition (LOI).    Reduced recirculation also results 
in lower fan loads. 
 
 



In this study, the International Flame Research Foundation definition of recycle ratio4 is used: 
 

FGtot
FGrcrcR =  

 
where R = recirculation ratio; FGrcrc = mass of the recirculated flue gas being recirculated; 
FGtot  = total mass of the flue gas including both the portion recirculated and the portion sent to 
the IPR™ system. 
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Figure 2: Change in heat rate with technology compared with the oxy-fuel base case.  Positive numbers 
(shown in red) indicate more fuel used for each kWh produced.  Negative numbers (shown in blue) indicate a 
reduction in fuel usage for each kWh produced.  

The recirculation rate was varied from as high as approximately 0.58 (37% O2) to as low as 
approximately 0.34 (61% O2).  Even holding the recycle rate constant can result in a change in 
O2 content due to changes in other parameters such as the H2O content, purity of the O2, air in-
leakage, excess O2, fuel load, LOI, and others.  This presents a challenge to burner designers 



since the O2 fraction can change with differing conditions more readily than when using air as 
the comburent.  The reduction of -77 BTU/kWh shown in Figure 2 is mostly due to reduced fan 
loads.  It is difficult to model the rest of the interactions that take place without good operating 
data for oxy-fuel boiler systems.  This is probably the lower limit of the potential improvement 
that can be expected by reducing recirculation rate. 
 
Low unburned carbon: Unburned carbon is a loss to overall power plant’s bottom line.  Since 
the burner designer using oxy-fuel is working with different flame characteristics compared to 
air, there are new parameters that can be investigated such as:  excess oxygen, recirculation, 
particle size, radiant heat transfer, and LOI.   There is on-going research in this area and the 
potential reduction in heat rate, by -50 BTU/kWh for a reduction from 1% unburned carbon to 
0.5% unburned carbon, is significant. 
 
Use of 95.5% purity O2:  Energy consumption changes if the purity of O2 can be relaxed from 
99% pure to 95% pure.  The specific energy requirement for O2 production is approximately 220 
kWh/ton for 99% O2 and approximately 210 kWh/ton O2 for 95.5% O2 using current 
technologies.   However, the increase in tramp gases (predominantly Ar and N2) results in the use 
of more energy during the recirculation, capture, and compression processes, because the tramp 
gases will also have to be moved by fans and compressed along with the CO2 for carbon capture.  
In this case, the results of the modeling indicate an increase in heat rate of approximately 95 
BTU/kWh (increased fuel input for a specific output power).  This is probably a lower limit on 
the actual penalty; power usage is dependent on the purity of the CO2 required for pipeline 
delivery, and this set of models works with a relaxed CO2 purity that allows contamination with 
inert gases.  The added separation penalty, in both energy and lost CO2, which would occur if 
EOR purity were required is not assessed.  The penalty is also sensitive to the method for 
production of O2.   In these models it was assumed that a typical cryogenic denitrification plant 
would be used.   If, instead, an advanced design denitrification facility produces 99%+ pure 
oxygen during standard operation, there is no reason to consider a lesser purity.  
 
No heat recovery:  The core technology in the IPR™ process is heat recovery in the exhaust 
stream.  Heat recovery is standard in the models in this paper.  In the model that examines the 
effect of removing heat recovery we changed the cooling process in the exhaust stream to use 
cooling water with no energy recovery.  The result is a large increase (684 BTU/kWh) in heat 
rate (approximately 1.5% change in thermal efficiency).  It is important to take whatever 
opportunities are available to recover energy from the waste streams in the system. 
 
FGD during recycle:  There is a concern about the ability of standard boiler materials to 
withstand prolonged exposure to a denitrified environment with a high SOx content (>1%).  
Little is known about the performance of materials in the oxy-combustion environment; thus 
many studies add an FGD process in the recycle loop to remove sulfur from the recycled flue 
gas.  Inclusion of the FGD step during recycle reduces the enthalpy of the recirculated flue gas 
and impacts the boiler performance.  The model shows a penalty of approximately 728 
BTU/kWh in heat rate over the baseline oxy-fuel system.  This is a very steep penalty, and a 
strong argument for evaluating the materials issues thoroughly to determine the need for FGD. 
 



Combined technologies with detrimental  effects on heat rate:  A model was built that 
combined of all of the detrimental contributions to thermal efficiency in order to see how poorly 
a system without advanced approaches could be expected to perform.  The result is a 27.3% 
HHV thermal efficiency with an increase in heat rate of approximately 1,145 BTU/kWh  (a 23% 
decrease in thermal efficiency). 
 
Combined technologies with beneficial effects on heat rate:  All of the beneficial technologies 
(those decreasing heat rate) were combined in a model to determine what the thermal efficiency 
might be for an advanced retrofit system.   The result is a HHV thermal efficiency of 
approximately 32.9%.   
 
Figure 3 shows the impact of the various technologies on the net power plant electrical output.  
Any drop in output means that additional capacity will be required to make up for the lost power.  
The greatest loss of capacity in the models examined is the loss of heat recovery – 99MW from a 
nominal 432 MW unit – a 23% reduction in power.  Employing all of the potentially beneficial 
technologies, the loss in capacity is approximately 50MW – a reduction of 12% from the air fired 
case.  When examining net power output, the energy cost of oxygen is clearly the most important 
technology.  Both power and thermal efficiency can be impacted by design choices, and those 
choices result in significant changes to the cost of electricity. 
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Figure 3: Net power plant output with potential technologies. 

 
 



Discussion of Infiltration:   
 
An issue under consideration for oxy-fired CO2 capture is the extent to which infiltration can be 
avoided in the power plant gas path.  Part of the discussion focuses on how much impact the 
increased nitrogen from the infiltrating air has on combustion and gas processing. 
 
If the infiltration rate is low and nitrogen can be tolerated in the CO2 product, then the impact 
depends on NOx production in the higher nitrogen flame (where nitrogen content is raised by air 
infiltration) and the required processing of the NOx.  Since there is limited information on 
thermal NOx production in oxy-fuel flames under varying conditions it is difficult to predict the 
NOx levels in oxy-fuel flames as infiltration increases the N2 content.  If the NOx can be co-
sequestered with the CO2, there is not much of a problem since the quantity of NOx is small.   
However, if it cannot be co-sequestered it has to be removed, which requires some NOx 
treatment (which is not generally a part of CO2 processing systems and would require additional 
equipment).  If there is no infiltration, the NOx is limited to fuel NOx and is at a concentration 
that does not require further processing. 
 
One potential problem with infiltration is the dilution of the captured CO2 with tramp gases.  If 
the minor constituents can be tolerated in the sequestration scheme then there is no problem 
compressing the entire mixture to supercritical pressure and sending the entire dry mixture 
through a pipeline to the sequestration site.  Initial experiments have even indicated that 
geological sequestration should be tolerant of minor constituents including SOx5.  However, 
there should be further research to determine if the transport and co-sequestration of SOx can be 
tolerated.  
 
If significant amounts of air are brought into the system through infiltration and if high-purity 
CO2 is required, distillation may be used to meet the requirement for pure CO2.  This additional 
distillation step will have an associated detrimental impact by reducing the total CO2 captured 
and increasing energy usage.  The higher the amount of infiltration, the greater the fraction of 
contaminants, and the smaller the fraction of CO2 that can be economically captured.  If the 
sequestration method is tolerant of a gas mixture, and if air infiltration can be minimized, then 
there is no reason to not capture 100% of the CO2 (and all other gases) during steady state 
operation. 
 
One way to avoid air infiltration is to run boilers at a slight positive pressure.  However, there are 
safety issues involved in operating at positive pressure as well as an uncertainty as to how much 
CO2 is lost to the atmosphere through the same leaks that allow air in when the boiler is running 
under negative pressure. 
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Figure 4: Sankey diagram of power flow in a PC coal air-fired power unit with no carbon capture.  Power is shown in thermal 
energy equivalent per unit time.  Only major power usage is shown for simplification.    Numbers may not sum correctly due 
to rounding. 
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Figure 5: Sankey diagram of power flow in the same PC coal unit shown in Figure 4 after conversion to oxy-fuel  with IPR™ 
CO2 capture.  Power is shown in thermal energy equivalent per unit time.  Only major power usage is shown for 
simplification.    Numbers may not sum correctly due to rounding. 

 

 



Energy flow in power generation units: 
 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the flow of thermal, shaft, and electrical power through both an air-
fired unit without CO2 capture and the same unit converted to oxy-firing with CO2 capture.  This 
is the equivalent of our base fired air case and our base oxy-fuel IPR™ model.  In both figures 
only major power sources and sinks are shown.   Both start with coal thermal power and show 
the transfer of heat into the system steam at the boiler node.   Both figures show comparable 
boiler losses due to convection and radiation from the boiler.    
 
In Figure 4, the stack losses are shown (both sensible and latent).  However, in Figure 5 the 
exhaust thermal flow is shown but it is not considered a loss.   The reason the IPR™ exhaust 
energy is not considered an immediate loss is that some of the latent and sensible heat in the 
exhaust is captured and some of the power used in processing the denitrified combustion 
products is captured and returned to the thermodynamic working fluid (the feedwater).   
Recirculation of flue gas is not shown because it is a thermal process internal to the heat transfer 
section.   The loop shown in Figure 5 is an energy loop showing recovered energy from the non-
recycled portion of the exhaust gas. 
 
The major difference between the two configurations is the extra demands on the work produced 
from the steam cycle.   The major demands of oxygen generation and exhaust gas processing 
produce a significant decrease in net electrical power in the oxy-fuel case (a loss of almost 100 
MW in the base oxy-fuel case or about 54MW when comparing the better case with the air fired 
case).   That is the reason that reducing the oxygen demand and recovering energy from the 
exhaust processing have such important impacts on the net unit generation (and overall thermal 
efficiency). 
 
Summary:  
 
The ranking of technological areas according to their impact on power plant performance 
(efficiency, capacity, and availability) has begun with an overview of the impact of specific 
technologies on capacity and efficiency.  Those technologies showing the longer bars in Figure 2 
(whether positive or negative) have the greatest impact on heat rate.   In order, according to these 
modeling exercises, the greatest improvements in heat rate can be achieved through: 
 

1. Lower energy O2 production 
2. Elimination of FGD during recycle 
3. Improvement of heat recovery in exhaust gas processing 
4. Reducing excess O2 
5. Using high purity O2 
6. Reducing recirculation 
7. Reducing unburned carbon 

 
A further parameter, which was not modeled in this study, is infiltration.  This is, naturally, site 
specific and will be an important factor to consider in the engineering effort in preparing for 
retrofit CO2 capture. Activities are underway to better quantify this variable.  Initial indications 
are that this can have a significant impact on operation. 
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Abstract 
 
In CO2 removal it is important to minimize the power plant derating and CO2 removal penalty 
resulting from the oxy-fuel combustion, when considering the specific power penalty in 
kWh/tCO2 and cost penalty in $/tCO2 as well as the cost of electricity (COE). New approaches 
and associated optimization are proposed and evaluated by Foster Wheeler to minimize the power 
plant power loss and the penalty of CO2 removal. Among these proposed approaches are 
replacing the air-heater with economizers, recovering low-grade heat to heat up boiler feed water, 
driving compressors by auxiliary steam turbine, and firing more to produce more power. By 
incorporating these and other enhancements, the CO2 removal penalty can be reduced to 126 
kWh/tCO2, the power plant derating reduced to 11%, and the cost for CO2 removal reduced to 20 
$/tCO2 under operating conditions which are almost the same as the air-firing conditions, 
minimizing the modifications required for plant design and retrofit application. 
 
2. Introduction  
 
For power generation, the use of an oxyfuel combustion steam boiler has potential to remove 
combustion-released CO2. The advantage of oxyfuel combustion is in that it is a simple, low risk, 
high efficiency technology. Adapting oxyfuel combustion to retrofit applications is especially 
important since coal firing is currently the dominant means of power generation (40% worldwide, 
48% USA).  
 
Proposed methods of CO2 sequestration require the CO2 to be compressed to greater than 110 bar. 
Consequently, energy is spent for air separation and stored in the compressed CO2. An energy 
penalty is inherently incurred in CO2 removal. For an existing plant being retrofitted for CO2 
removal, minimizing the loss of net power generation by increasing gross power and reducing 
auxiliary power can reduce the power penalty. The specific power penalty (kWh/tCO2) and 
specific cost penalty ($/tCO2) can also be reduced by maximizing the percentage of CO2 removal 
since the auxiliary power from an air separation unit (ASU) for oxyfuel combustion is fixed by 
the oxidant requirement regardless of the percentage of CO2 being removed.  
 
An oxyfuel combustion power plant with CO2 removal has been conceptually designed at Foster 
Wheeler. Development and evaluation of pulverized coal (PC) and circulating fluidized bed (CFB) 
oxyfuel boilers and balance of plant equipment have been conducted to identify the required 
specific features, which will maximize net plant power, efficiency, and minimize design changes 
and retrofit modifications.  
 
Power Plant Simulation 
 
An Aspen Plus® simulation software was used to evaluate different options, configurations, and 
designs of the oxyfuel combustion power plant with CO2 removal. The Foster Wheeler designed 
Lagisza 460 MWe supercritical CFB power plant (currently under construction in air-firing mode) 



is used as the basis for the oxyfuel retrofit study. Figure-1 shows the process flow diagram of the 
Aspen Plus® model. The model includes the CFB boiler gas cycle, power generation steam cycle, 
air separation unit (ASU), and CO2 compression/purification units (CCU). For comparison, the 
current air-fired case is simulated, which was then upgraded to capture CO2 with oxyfuel 
combustion. Currently available designs for the ASU and CCU are applied [1].  
 
The CFB boiler is fed with oxidant from the ASU mixed with recycled flue gas, solid coal fuel, 
and sorbent for sulfur capture. Excess oxidant is necessary to achieve a proper combustion 
performance. For a given O2 purity, the cryogenic ASU is simulated to represent its compression, 
power requirement and heat integration but without details of distillation. After leaving the boiler 
heat recovery area, flue gas is cooled down by a combination of a gas heat exchanger (GHX) and 
economizer (ECO) and then is sent to the electrostatic precipitator (ESP) for ash removal. In the 
model, air in-leakage is lumped-in before the ESP. The flue gas after the ESP is further cooled 
down to condense out most of the moisture in a quenching tower before it is sent to the CO2 
compression/purification units. The flue gas can be either extracted before the quenching tower as 
a hot/wet gas recycle or after the quenching tower as a cold/dry gas recycle, or in combination to 
satisfy requirements such as dry gas for the coal mill. The balance of the flue gas is then sent to 
CO2 compression/purification units. After two-stage compression, the rest of moisture in flue gas 
is removed to a ppm level by adsorption or chemical treatment. The CO2 stream (dry flue gas) 
purification is done by refrigeration, where a two-stage gas cooling condenses out most of the 
CO2.  
 
Both liquid CO2 and vent gases are flashed and used as cold sources to cool the inlet flue gas. The 
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CO2 purification may be omitted for high CO2 content (>95%v) flue gas by designing a sealed 
boiler with low excess and high purity O2. The purified/flashed CO2 streams at different pressure 
are then re-compressed by staged compressors to the extraction pressure and sent back to main 
CO2 compressor. The high pressure CO2 stream from main compressor is cooled down before 
being discharged to the pipeline.  
 
Low-grade heat from flue gas cooling and compressor inter-stage cooling is recovered to heat up 
the recycled gas, oxidant, and boiler feedwater. Using the flue gas to heat the boiler feedwater 
requires shutting off some of the steam-heated feedwater heaters and corresponding steam 
extractions. To avoid an overloading of the steam turbine due to feedwater heater shutoff, the 
excess steam is extracted to drive the compressors and feedwater pump. The oxidant from the 
ASU may be pre-heated by the CO2 stream exiting from the first stage compressor when all the 
low-grade heat cannot be removed in the boiler water economizer.  
 
In oxyfuel combustion, part of the flue gas is recycled back to the furnace to control the 
combustion temperature, and to be used as fluidization gas for CFB boiler operation. Hot flue gas 
recycle discharges less heat and has the potential to improve system efficiency. Cooling the flue 
gas to allow for a dry gas recycle may discharge more low-grade heat than required for feedwater 
heating, which needs to be balanced for system integration. But on the other hand, the hot flue gas 
recycle brings more moisture back to the boiler, which increases the moisture content of the flue 
gas to 30-40%v. and requires the flue gas temperature at the ESP to be increased to avoid the acid 
dew point. Furthermore, to maintain proper combustion performance, high moisture content 
increases the ratio of O2/CO2, which means more O2 is required per CO2 generated.  
 
The Aspen Plus® model is capable of different options and their combinations: such as hot/wet vs. 
cold/dry gas recycle, recycled flue gas heat-up, flue gas cooling via economizer or GHX, varying 
O2 purity levels, varying CO2 final purity, and air in-leakage. The solids circulation rate in the 
CFB, the amount of gas cooling in the CCU, the amount of excess O2 fed to the boiler, the flue 
gas recycle ratio, etc. can also be adjusted and optimized. For proper cold box operation and 
design, a T-Q diagram for the CO2 cooling and condensation is generated. 
 
Also investigated in the system performance trade-off study was the number of stages of CO2 
compression, or corresponding compressor discharge temperature (CDT). The application of 
more compression stages results in a less compression power and a lower CDT. But the lower 
CDT means more low quality heat will be released from inter-stage cooling, and less heat can be 
recovered. The optimization of this system is not only aimed at the heat integration, but also the 
power derating and the efficiency reduction. They are all interlinked. 
 
Power plant system efficiency can be improved by reducing the gas recycle rate, which results in 
firing under higher O2 inlet concentration. To control the CFB bed temperature, the solids 
circulation rate has to be enhanced during reduced flue gas flow.  
 
The two CO2 removal penalty indices used for comparison are the specific power penalty, 
kWh/tCO2, and the efficiency drop in percentage points. The efficiency drop caused by CO2 
removal is related to the quantity of CO2 being removed. These two indices can be combined into 
a single index of operational cost, $/tCO2, which includes the cost penalty incurred by power loss 
and efficiency loss. The capital cost for CO2 removal was estimated from the IEA case study at 
10.5 $/tCO2 assuming 100% CO2 removal for an “apple-to-apple” comparison [1]. It is assumed 
that this capital cost does not vary much from case to case since the dominant costs of the ASU, 
CCU, and economizer are fairly constant.  
 



Foster Wheeler Approach 
 
To minimize the power loss and to maximize the power generation, the Foster Wheeler new 
approach to oxyfuel combustion for CO2 removal consists of  
 

•  Feeding recycled flue gas and oxidant without preheating, 
•  Recycling more flue gas to boiler, 
•  Firing more fuel to maintain and raise bed temperature (CFB), 
•  Replacing the air-air heat exchanger by an economizer, 
•  Recovering all available low-grade heat for boiler feedwater heating, 
•  Extracting extra steam to auxiliary steam turbines to drive compressors. 

 
Firing more to increase power generation is key to minimizing derating, cost and CO2 removal 
penalty. Low-grade heat is released from flue gas cooling and from compressor inter-stage 
cooling. The low-grade heat can be recovered to heat up the recycle flue gas, oxidant, and boiler 
feedwater. The key of the Foster Wheeler approach is to recover all available low-grade heat for 
the boiler feedwater heating without any preheating of recycled gas and oxidant, and to allow the 
boiler to fire more for feedwater heating without increase of main steam generation. The saved 
steam from feedwater heating is extracted to auxiliary steam turbine to drive compressors directly. 
 
Recovering low-grade heat by heating up recycled flue gas and oxidant brings more energy back 
to boiler and reduces the coal feed rate and increase system efficiency. On the other hand, 
recovering low-grade heat by heating up boiler feedwater reduces the steam extraction and 
generates more power. The saved steam can then be extracted to feed an auxiliary steam turbine 
to drive compressors, which are similar to a steam driven feed water pumps. Although low grade 
heat recovery via feedwater economizer results in lower cycle efficiency than via recycled flue 
gas recuperator, it will generate enough more power to reduce the overall cost of CO2 removal. 
Furthermore, since the flue gas has to be cooled down before compression, and inter-stage 
cooling has to be used to reduce compression power, using a boiler feedwater economizer, instead 
of cooling water and/or recycle flue gas to recover low-grade heat does not require additional 
equipment.  
 
Most importantly, this approach allows increased firing to generate more power without an 
increase in steam generation and plant size. 
 
Results 
 
Case-A is an air-fired reference case with steam conditions of 275bar/560°C/580°C. It is designed 
with a 20% excess air, which results in excess O2 in flue gas as 3.3%v. It fires 50.4 kg/s of coal 
and generates a 438 MWe net power, with a 460 MWe gross power at the generator and 16 MWe 
from an auxiliary steam turbine for driving the feed water pump. The HHV based power plant net 
efficiency is calculated as 41.3% with the use of supercritical steam turbine. This air-fired power 
plant releases 350 tCO2/hr. Figure-1 shows the process flow diagram for both air-fired Case-A 
and oxy-fired Case-B. 
 
Case-B is a case of CFB oxyfuel combustion with CO2 removal retrofitted from Case-A by 
adding flue gas recycle, ASU and CCU. Case-B fires fuel with 95%v purity oxygen and keeps a 
3.3%v O2 in flue gas (the same as the air fired case, Case-A). The O2 inlet concentration to the 
boiler is 24.2%v, which is similar to the air-fired case (21%v). A low O2 inlet concentration 
allows direct injection of O2 into the recycle flue gas, and recycling of flue gas/O2 without 



preheating avoids specific O2 handling. Thus fewer modifications are required for retrofitting of 
the air-fired boiler to oxyfuel combustion. The model includes a 3%v air in-leakage, which is 
considered as entering before the ESP. Almost all of the feedwater heaters, four before deaerator 
and three after deaerator, except the last one, are shut off for extra power generation. The final 
feedwater temperature is kept the same as the air-fired case. To support the heat for feedwater 
heating through economizers, the combustion bed operating temperature was increased from 
855°C for the air-fired case to 900°C for the oxy-fired case, and about 72% of the flue gas has 
been recycled back to the boiler with a total gas flow through the boiler of 525 kg/s compared 
with a 456 kg/s gas flow rate in the air-fired case. The volume flow of the flue gas (1505 m3/s) 
through the oxy-fired boiler is slightly higher than that of the air-fired boiler (1466 m3/s). 
Consequently, in the oxy-fired boiler, more heat is carried to downstream by the flue gas where it 
is recovered by the economizers for feedwater heating. The recycled flue gas is sent to the boiler 
at its extraction temperature without preheating. By using a high flue gas recycle rate and low 
flue gas injection temperature, the CFB boiler must fire more to maintain the bed temperature 
than in the air-fired case, which results in a coal feed rate of 59.1 kg/s, a 17.3% increase above 
the 50.4 kg/sec of the air-fired case. Thus, this retrofitted power plant releases 409 tCO2/hr and 
captures 383 tCO2/hr with 93.7% removal efficiency as shown by Table-1. 
 
For Case-B, the power consumption is about 77 MWe by the ASU (for oxidant supply) and 54 
MWe by CCU (for CO2 compression/purification process), which combined is 131 MWe or 30% 
of net power generated in the air-fired case. This 30% power reduction causes a very high penalty 
for CO2 removal. Without extra power generation, the penalty for CO2 removal for 30% power 
reduction is 342 kWh/tCO2, and the cost for CO2 removal becomes 30 $/tCO2. An IEA study [1] 
with the same assumptions of excess oxidant and air in-leakage and using the same ASU and 
CCU processes, shows that the power penalty is 333 kWh/tCO2 and cost for CO2 removal is 27.7 
$/tCO2. The reason for this high penalty is that in Ref-[1], the gross power at the generator with 
CO2 removal is limited to the same as the air-fired case in order to handle the extra steam flow 
saved from shutting off part of feed water heaters through steam turbine. 
 
With extra power generation gained by using the Foster Wheeler approach, the total power 
produced for Case-B is increased to 562 MWe (483 MWe at generator) including 79 MWe power 
from the auxiliary steam turbines to drive the compressors. Because of the steam extraction to the 
auxiliary turbine, the exit steam flow from the low-pressure steam turbine is 213 kg/s, compared 
with 207 kg/s at full load in Case-A. A net power of 390 MWe is generated in Case-B, resulting 
in a low power reduction, which is only about 48 MWe lower, compared with the air-fired case. 
Thus power plant derating is reduced from 30% to only 11%. For the CO2 removal, the specific 
power penalty is reduced to 126 kWh/tCO2 as compared with 342 kWh/tCO2, and the cost for 
CO2 removal is reduced from 30 $/tCO2 to 20 $/tCO2 for a case with extra power generation. 
 
Power has to be supplied to the ASU and CCU for compression. Using the present approach the 
extra power obtained from auxiliary steam turbines, almost 1/6 of the power from the generator 
(Table-1) is directly used to drive the compressors without being converted to electricity at the 
generator and back to shaft power through the motor. This is the additional saving in capital, 
especially for the retrofit application, where the power from generator will be effectively used 
more for output and less for internal use.  
 
A detailed analysis of the results is listed in Table-1, where the literature data [1] has been 
included. The power generation at generator for Ref-[1] is 737 MWe with CO2 removal and 740 
MWe without CO2 removal. For a direct comparison, the literature data have been normalized to 
have the same gross power (460 MWe) at generator as the air-fired Case-A. 



 
It can be seen from Table-1 that both Case-B and Ref-[1] have the same ASU (200 kWh/tCO2) 
and nearly the same CCU (142 vs. 149 kWh/tCO2) power penalties, but they perform very 
differently in the total specific penalty (126 vs. 333 kWh/tCO2). The specific power penalty was 
calculated as 333 kWh/tCO2 for low oxygen concentration (<30%v) firing [1] and 200-250 
kWh/tCO2 for high oxygen concentration (30-50%v) firing [2, 3]. It is very clear that this big 
difference is caused by different extra power generation, where the Case-B has very high extra 
power generation as 79 MWe or 17.2% with the Foster Wheeler approach. As a result, the total 
specific power penalty (126 kWh/tCO2) for Case-B is even less than the power penalty for its 
CO2 compression/purification (142 kWh/tCO2). This also leads to a big difference in final cost for 
CO2 removal in $/tCO2 (20 vs. 28). As net power increases, the COE in $/kWh is reduced from 
7.3 ¢/kWh to 6.5 ¢/kWh (as compared to 5.0 ¢/kWh for the air-fired case). Thus, a reduction in 
power loss results in a CO2 removal cost reduction of 28% and a COE reduction of 11%. The 
delta COE of the with and without CO2 removal cases is reduced from 46% to 30%. In 
considering the 25-36% delta COE from IGCC, this 30% delta COE of the present approach is 
even comparable with the IGCC system.  
 
There are six feedwater heaters being shut off for Case-B. Because fewer feedwater heaters are 
on-line for Case-B, it has slightly lower system efficiency. To be meaningful, the efficiency drop 
should be related to the percent of CO2 removed. For comparison with different plant sizes and 

Case Air Oxyfuel ref-[1]
Oxidant Air O2 O2

O2 purity, %v 21 95 95
Boiler

Main steam flow, kg/s 361 361
Fuel flow, kg/s 50.4 59.1

O2 inlet, %v 20.7 24.2
Gas recycle flow, kg/s 378 192

ASU&CCU
 kWh/tO2 219 212

 kWh/tCO2 200 200
CO2 purity, %v 95.2 95.8

CO2 removal, % 93.7 90.6
kWh/tCO2 142 149

Power
Generator, MW 460.5 483.3 461

Auxiliary steam turbine, MW 15.6 78.7
Net Plant, MW 438 390 333

Penalties
Efficiency drop, in % point 9.9 8.9

Power Derating, % 11.0 21.4
 kWh/tCO2 126 333

Costs
Operation cost, $/tCO2 8.7 16.1

Capital Cost, $/tCO2 11.2 11.5
Operation + Capital  cost, $/tCO2 19.9 27.7

Table-1 Analysis of Result



CO2 removal methods, a specific efficiency drop or percent of CO2 removal per point of 
efficiency drop is defined as  
 

%/point = [(CO2 removed)/(air-fired CO2 released)]/(efficiency drop)  
 

The calculated specific efficiency drop is 11.0 %/effpoint for Case-B and 10.0 %/effpoint for Ref-
[1]. As mentioned, both efficiency drop and power penalty represent the operational cost related 
to CO2 removal and they can be combined into a new index as listed in Table-1. The calculated 
operation cost is 16.1 $/tCO2 for Ref-[1] and only 8.7 $/tCO2 for Case-B, which is almost a 50% 
reduction. In the operation cost for CO2 removal, the dominant effect comes from the specific 
power penalty, and less from the efficiency drop. 
 
From the present approach, the low grade-heat recovered by economizer from the flue gas is 216 
MWth for Case-B and only 32 MWth for Ref-[1] as shown by Table-2. This is a significant 
difference, and it makes the Case-B generate much more power than the Ref-[1]. This extra 
power reduces the cost and the penalty for CO2 removal. 

The effectiveness of heat recovery from compressor inter-stage cooling is affected by compressor 
discharge temperature (CDT), which results from the compression ratio. More heat recovered at 
high CDT from high compression ratio gains more extra power at the expense of more 
compression power. The trade-off result in terms of equivalent power, defined as compression 
power minus gain, indicates that the optimum compression ratio is at about 2.5 and the difference 
in equivalent power varies within 1.0 MWe at the whole range of pressure ratio as shown by 
Figure-2. But a high pressure ratio leads to both high compression power and high gain power, 
which means increased capital cost. If there is no extra power generation like the Ref-[1], it is 
better to have less heat recovery and so to use a low pressure ratio to reduce compression power 
from both ASU and CCU as shown by Figure-2, where 3-6% of compression power can be saved. 
This may not be efficient, but it reduces the power derating. To avoid temperature pinch caused 
by too much low-quality heat recovery for feedwater heating, a slightly high compression ratio 

Heat source Case-B Ref-[1]
ASU 49 34
CCU 51 41
Flue gas 216 32

Table 2 – Heat Feed Water 

Figure 2 - Compression ratio effect on equivalent power 
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will be better. For the 110 bar final CO2 discharge pressure, a corresponding optimized 
compressor with four stages has been applied for Case-B, which gives right heat integration 
(means no excess low-grade heat) and right LMTD for the low-grade heat exchanger design. 
 
More heat can be recovered for feedwater heating from a dry flue gas recycle, where all the flue 
gas after the ESP is cooled down to a low temperature at the quenching tower to condense out 
moisture. To avoid the dew point, this cold stream is reheated by a split stream from up stream of 
the quenching tower (Figure-1) before it is sent to the ID fan and FD fan. The recycled flue gas is 
then extracted from this cold stream, mixed with O2, and sent beck to the boiler directly without 
preheating. The flue gas compositions of wet and dry gas recycle are shown in Table-3. The 
reduced O2/CO2 ratio of the dry flue gas means a 5% reduction in oxidant from the ASU. But the 
dry flue gas recycling discharges more low-quality heat even though part of this heat is recovered 
by feedwater. The calculated results show that this dry flue gas recycling leads to no difference in 
performance in terms of kWh/tCO2 and $/tCO2 for CO2 removal. There is no difference between 
the wet and dry flue gas recycling because the savings in ASU duty and fan duty are balanced by 
flue gas cooling and low-grade heat discharging. The saving from reduced ASU size may be 
balanced by size increase of the quenching tower. 
 

Table 3 – Flue gas compositions without air in-leakage 

 H2O% O2% CO2% O2/CO2 
Wet gas recycle 33.6 3.3 62.4 0.053 
Dry gas recycle 13.2 3.3 82.5 0.040 

 
There should be no changes in emission control by introducing the present approach. The dried 
flue gas recycle may have additional advantage in emission control since some of acid gases and 
dusts may be washed out at the quenching tower.  
 
Removing CO2 causes efficiency drop, which is 8.9% points for Ref-[1], and 9.9% for Case-B. 
One may argue that the present system has a higher efficiency drop than the ref-[1] case. But in 
considering the quantity of CO2 removed, Case-B is more effective. Because of firing more coal, 
Case-B removes more CO2 (383 t/h for Case-B vs. 272 t/h for Ref-[1]) at the same power plant, 
which leads to specific efficiency drop as 11.0 %/point for Case-B and 10.0 %/point for Ref-[1]. 
This is another advantage from the present approach. As the result, the CO2 removal on a base of 
per net MWe generation, is 0.98 tCO2/MWh for Case-B in comparison with 0.82 tCO2/MWh for 
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Ref-[1], which is about 20% difference. In terms of absolute CO2 removal Case-B removes 383 
tCO2/hr vs. 272 tCO2/hr for Ref-[1], which means Case-B removes 40% more CO2 (Table-1).  
 
More CO2 removal and less power derating makes oxyfuel combustion with the present approach 
more attractive when compared with other CO2 removal methods in terms of the specific power 
penalty as shown in figure-3, where the data for PC-oxy comes from Ref-[1]. It becomes only 
30% when compared with post-combustion method. 
 
For different CO2 removal methods including pre-combustion removal through coal gasification, 
post-combustion capture by absorption/adsorption, and direct removal from PC and CFB boiler 
with oxyfuel combustion, the delta COE between the with and without CO2 removal cases are 
listed in Table-4 for comparison [4], where it shows that the Foster Wheeler approach has high 
potential for boiler-type power plant application and is even comparable with IGCC power 
systems in spite of the original COE without CO2 removal. 

 
More power plants have to be built to compensate the derating due to CO2 removal. The most 
important feature of the present approach is in that it introduces the most simple way to fire more 
to get extra power in the same boiler as the air-fired case, resulting in a lower power derating, a 
higher CO2 removal tCO2/MWh, and a lower cost COE. It operates the oxyfuel combustion boiler 
the same as air-fired boiler in inlet O2 concentration and gas volume flow, which benefits for 
retrofit of existing power plant to with CO2 removal.  
 
Summary 
 
For a steam boiler-type power plant with CO2 removal by oxyfuel combustion, an approach with 
extra power generation by firing more has been proposed and evaluated by the use of Aspen 
Plus®. The simulation results demonstrate that the optimization is not only aimed at heat 
integration and system efficiency, but also power derating and minimum penalty.  
 
By the proposed approach, it results in 

1. the power derating < 11%,  
2. the specific power penalty < 126 kWh/tCO2,  
3. the specific CO2 removal as 0.98 tCO2/MWh,  
4. the cost of electricity as 0.065 $/kWh, and  
5. the delta cost of electricity as 0.015 $/MWh.  
 

The approach proposed herein removes 40% more tCO2/hr or 20% more tCO2/MWh, reduces 
COE $/kWh by a further 11% compared with previous results [1] without extra power generation. 
The approach described herein also minimizes changes to the boiler in retrofit application by 
maintaining nearly the same flue gas flow and main steam flow rates.   
 
Regarding existing PC and CFB boilers being retrofitted for CO2 removal in future, an optimal 
system is required with less derating, better performance in terms of kWh/tCO2 or $/tCO2, and 
fewer modifications as well as easily switching between air-fired and oxyfuel combustion. The 

Pre-comb Pre-comb Post-comb Oxyfuel Oxyfuel Oxyfuel
GE Shell MEA IEA DOE FW

delta COE, $/MWh 12 16 34 23 19 15

CO2 removal

Table 4 Delta cost of electricity [4] with and without CO2 removal 



proposed approach introduces a way to reach the goal, where the plant is operated under almost 
the same conditions as the air-fired case in terms of gas velocity and inlet O2 level. 
 
The main conclusion is that the increase in COE due to CO2 removal by oxyfuel combustion is 
significantly reduced by the Foster Wheeler approach, which makes this option more attractive 
when compared to the other capture technologies. Although the current study addressed CFB 
retrofitting, the approach could easily be applied to a PC boiler.   
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INTRODUCTION 
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Figure 1. The CES Process 

Clean Energy Systems, Inc. (CES) has developed a zero-emission power generation technology 
by integrating proven aerospace technology into conventional power systems.  A simplified 
schematic of the process is shown in Figure 1.  The core of the CES process is an oxy-combustor 
adapted from rocket engine technology.  This combustor burns gaseous or liquid fuels with gase-
ous oxygen in the presence of water.  Fuels include syngas from coal, refinery residues, or bio-
mass; natural gas; landfill gas; biodigester gases; glycerol solutions; and oil/water emulsions. 
The combustion is performed at 
near-stoichiometric conditions in 
the presence of recycled water to 
produce a steam/CO2 mixture at 
high temperature and pressure. 
These combustion products power 
conventional or advanced steam 
turbines and may use modified gas 
turbines operating at high-
temperatures for expansion at 
intermediate-pressures. The gas 
exiting the turbines enter a 
condenser/separator where it is 
cooled, separating into its 
components, water and CO2.  The 
recovered CO2 is conditioned and 
purified as appropriate and sold or sequestered.  Most of the water is recycled to the gas 
generator but excess high-purity water is produced and available for export.   
 
Every component in the CES process, except for the combustor and reheater, is commercially 
proven and is standard in power generation.  The basic combustor technology has been used suc-
cessfully in aerospace applications for decades.  CES’ innovation has been to adapt that aero-
space technology to power generation, much like the process by which aircraft jet engines were 
adapted for aero-derivative gas turbines in conventional power plants.    
 
COMBUSTOR DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION 
 
In 1999 the California Energy Commission (CEC) awarded CES an Energy Innovation Small 
Grant to assist in the construction of a laboratory-scale oxy-combustor.  Under this program, 
CES built and tested a lab-scale combustor at temperatures up to 1482ºC and pressures up to 20.7 
bar. The combustor operated repeatedly, reliably, and stably on O2, CH4, and water during more 
than 75 starts with individual test durations up to 48 minutes.  This program experimentally es-
tablished the "proof of principle" for the new method of producing clean, high-energy drive 

http://www.cleanenergystystems.com/


 
 

gases for the generation of electrical power.  The experimental work was completed in Jan. 2001, 
and details are given in the final report [ ]1 . 
 

In September 2000, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funded CES under the Vision 21 Pro-
gram to design, fabricate, and test a 20 MWt combustor to operate on O2, CH4, and water.  That 
combustor (Figure 2) was tested during late 2002 and early 2003. The tests successfully demon-
strated operation at temperatures ranging from 316-1649°C 
and at pressures from 75.8 to 106.2 bar. The combustor oper-
ated successfully at both low power (20% of rated power) and 
full power (20 MWt) in more than 95 tests. Details are given 
in the final program report [ ]2 . 
 
In early 2002, the CEC awarded CES $2 million to fabricate 
and operate a natural gas fired zero-emission demonstration 
power plant using CES’ demonstrated gas generator [ ]3 .  The 
goals of this project were to evaluate the durability of the 
combustor and identify desirable design refinements.  In Au-
gust 2003 CES acquired the idled 5 MW “Kimberlina” bio-
mass power plant near Bakersfield, California from AES, Inc.  
The CEC approved this site for the demonstration project, and 
provided $2 million in supplemental funding. Subsequent to 
the acquisition of the Kimberlina power plant, CES designed a 
complete control system for the 20 MWt combustor and 
integrated that system with the combustor module.  

Figure 2. 20 MWt Combustor

 
KIMBERLINA DEMONSTRATION PLANT 
 
The Kimberlina facility provides broadly expanded test and demonstration opportunities to 
facilitate commercialization of the technology.  Initial development of the facility involved the 
installation of: the 20 MWt combustor, a liquid oxygen supply system, a natural gas compressor, 
a high-pressure feed-water pump, a new condenser, and a liquid ring vacuum pump.  Validation 
testing and commissioning of the integrated combustor/control system was completed using 
natural gas fuel as the fuel.  In early 2005, drive gas from the oxy-combustor was used to bring 
the existing 5 MWe turbine-generator generator to synchronous speed, and power began flowing 
from the plant shortly after permission was granted to connect to the grid.  
 
From March 2005 through March 2006, CES conducted durability and performance tests under 
the CEC project.  During this time, the combustor was started over 300 times and accumulated 
over 1,300 hours of operating time.  The duration of the individual test runs ranged from less 
than 1 minute to approximately 105 hours.  Power levels ranged from 20 to 88 % of full power, 
with power being exported to the electrical grid at levels from 0.5 to 2.7 MWe.    

 
In March 2006, the CEC notified CES that the program objectives had been met, and that no fur-
ther testing was required to satisfy the objectives of the project.  Also, during this time, represen-
tatives of two major insurers of power plant equipment toured the Kimberlina plant and reviewed 
the operating records of the system (number of starts, operating hours, shutdown circumstances, 
maintenance experience, and inspection results).  That tour and inspection resulted in their decla-



 
 

ration that the combustor is insurable, and coverage is now in place.  The ability to insure new 
technology is viewed as a critical step to commercial deployment.  
 
With the conclusion of the CEC test program, the Kimberlina facility was made available to test 
the CES technology on alternate, lower-cost fuels such as coal-derived syngas, oil/water emul-
sions, and glycerol (a by-product of bio-diesel production). 
 
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF CES SYNGAS COMBUSTOR 
 
In September 2005, the DOE awarded CES $4.5 million over three years to evaluate and develop 
a coal-based oxy-syngas combustor for zero-emissions power systems [5].  Under the same DOE 
program, Siemens Power Generation received a $14.5 million award to develop high-
temperature turbines powered by the CES combustor [6].  These turbines would be capable of op-
erating at up to 1760°C on steam/CO2 drive gas. 
 
In Phase I of the project, CES identified optimum power generation cycles for near-term (2010) 
and long-term (2015) applications with >99% CO2 capture, and conducted systems analyses to 
determine the expected cycle efficiencies.  These analyses were conducted with the AspenPlusTM 
process modeling tool, using input information from Siemens Power Generation, Siemens Fuel 
Gasification, Air Products, and other subcontractors.  CES determined that long-term coal-to-
grid efficiencies of 34-38% (HHV) can be attained, depending on the availability of supporting 
technologies. Cycle efficiencies for the corresponding long-term (2015) natural gas-fired plants 
are expected to be approximately 50%.    
 
In this phase of the project, CES also modified the Kimberlina Power Plant for operation on 
simulated coal-derived syngas.  The two major tasks were: (i) the installation of a blending sta-
tion to provide up to 5 MWt of simulated syngas and (ii) the fabrication of an oxy-
gen/syngas/water injector and its installation in the Kimberlina combustor.  The simulated syn-
gas, which comprised mixtures of CO, H2, CO2, N2, and CH4, represented syngas produced in a 
pressurized O2-blown gasifier that processes a high-sulfur eastern U.S. bituminous coal. Gases 
were supplied by tube trailers and a liquid CO2 Dewar.  CES also conducted combustion tests 
with simulated hydrogen-depleted syngas.  The latter fuel represents unshifted syngas from 
which most of the hydrogen is removed for sale as a byproduct.  This option may be particularly 
attractive if the objective is to produce hydrogen, while still providing a fuel source for zero-
emission onsite power generation. 
 
In these tests, which were completed in September 2006, the oxy-combustor was successfully 
operated on both simulated syngas and hydrogen-depleted syngas at power levels of up to 4.7 
MWt, and pressures of up to 23 bar.  The duration of each test was approximately 2 hours, which 
was limited by the capacities of the CO and H2 tube trailers.  This is the first known demonstra-
tion of high-pressure oxy-combustion of such fuels.  Table I contains the test conditions and 
compositions of the simulated syngas mixtures.  
 
In Phase II of the project, CES is using the data from the 5 MWt tests to design a nominal 50 
MWt combustor optimized for operation on coal syngas and hydrogen-depleted syngas.  The 30 
cm diameter oxy-syngas injector that forms the “core” of the combustor will be scaled up from 
the 10 cm injector tested in Phase I.  Most of the remaining combustor components would share 



 
 

similarities with those in a 170 MWt natural gas combustor that is being designed for first-
generation commercial plants.   
 
 

Simulated Fuel  
Syngas H2-Depleted  

Syngas 
Fuel composition (vol%)   

CO 48.1 66.8 
H2 29.3 4.5 
CO2 14.6 17.4 
CH4 4.6 6.3 
N2 3.4 5.0 

Combustor operating  
pressure  

15.7-23.0 bar(a) 19.4-21.6 bar(a) 

Firing Rate  3.0-4.7 MWt 3.0-4.6 MWt
Test Duration   140 min 112 min 

 
Table I.  Simulated Syngas Compositions and Test Conditions 

 
In Phase II of the project, CES is using the data from the 5 MWt tests to design a nominal 50 
MWt combustor optimized for operation on coal syngas and hydrogen-depleted syngas.  The 30 
cm diameter oxy-syngas injector that forms the “core” of the combustor will be scaled up from 
the 10 cm injector tested in Phase I.  Most of the remaining combustor components would share 
similarities with those in a 170 MWt natural gas combustor that is being designed for first-
generation commercial plants.  In Phase III of the project, CES will fabricate the remaining com-
ponents of the combustor and install and test it either at Kimberlina or at a third party location, 
preferably one having an operating oxygen-blown gasifier.   
 
DEMONSTRATION OF CES COMBUSTOR ON MSARTM EMULSION 
 
In early 2007, CES successfully tested its Kimberlina oxy-combustor on a combination of 
oil/water emulsion and natural gas.  The emulsion, known as MSARTM (Multiphase Superfine 
Atomized Residue) is a surfactant-stabilized emulsion of hydrocarbon in water.  The hydrocar-
bon could be refinery bottoms, bitumen, asphalt, and other heavy oils.  MSARTM is manufactured 
and marketed in North America by Quadrise Fuel Systems of Calgary, Alberta, Canada.  Both 
Quadrise Canada and its sister organization, Paxton Corporation, are CES investors.  In these 
tests, an MSARTM emulsion produced from refinery bottoms was co-combusted with natural gas 
to produce steam/CO2 to drive the Kimberlina steam turbine to produce power.  The tests dem-
onstrated that MSARTM, when used in an oxy-fuel combustion process, has superior combustion 
characteristics as a low-cost liquid fuel.  This was the first time that MSARTM has been used to 
produce electricity. 
 
COMMERCIALIZATION OF FIRST-GENERATION CES PLANTS   
 
With the successful conclusion of the CEC program, sufficient experience and confidence has 
been gained to justify contracts for modest-sized (40 to 70 MWe) first-generation plants based on 



 
 

present-day steam turbine technology.  These projects would be located where there is a demand 
for CO2 for enhanced oil/gas recovery, or where government incentives or CO2 credits are avail-
able.  Several projects that fall into these categories are described below: 
 
Solid Fuel Based Ultra-Low Emissions Plants.  The first generation solid fuel plants are ex-
pected to be in the ~40-50 MWe size range and will involve the gasification of low-cost coal or 
coke feedstocks to produce syngas for the CES combustor.  These plants will utilize CES’s “In-
direct Cycle” as shown in Figure 3.  This cycle is a modified process in which a syngas-fired 
combustor operating at intermediate pressure (35-50 bar) raises steam in a high-pressure heat re-
covery steam generator (HRSG).  This steam produced in the HRSG is used to drive conven-
tional intermediate pressure (IP) and low pressure (LP) industrial steam turbines.  Most of the 
moisture in the combustor product gas is condensed within the HRSG, while the CO2 is captured 
and conditioned at pressure, thereby reducing the load on the CO2 compression system. 
 
The plants will utilize the nominal 50 MWt syngas combustor that will be designed under the 
DOE project.  These plants would ideally be located in areas where there is a demand for the 
CO2 byproduct, via enhanced oil recovery or enhanced gas recovery, and where the air permit-
ting process will be greatly expedited by CES’ ultra-low emissions technology.  An optional fea-
ture of the process involves the separation of hydrogen from the syngas stream, and the use of 
the remaining H2-depleted syngas (HDS) as fuel for the CES combustor.  In these cases, the  
 

 
Figure 3. CES Solid Fuel Based Indirect Cycle 
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valuable hydrogen byproduct stream would be delivered to local users such as refineries or heavy 

alifornia ZEPP-1 Project.  In January, 2007 CES announced its intent to build the first zero 

he facility will have a 50 MWe capacity and be fueled by natural gas, MSARTM and renewable 

he facility is consistent with the State of California’s aggressive program to achieve a 25% re-

he SEQ-1 Project  is a proposed zero-emission 40-50 MWe power plant in Drachten, the 

The Zero Emissions Norwegian Gas (ZENG) Project  is being jointly developed by Lyse 

fuel upgraders, or delivered to a hydrogen pipeline. 
 
C
emission power plant (ZEPP) in California. The facility, identified as California ZEPP-1, will 
provide energy to select California utilities and municipalities. The facility will, most likely be 
located at CES’s Kimberlina power plant. The Kimberlina facility is located near several oil 
fields that are interested in using the CO2 for enhanced oil recovery. Other locations are also be-
ing investigated with the final location being based upon the most favorable conditions for a fuel 
supply, electric grid interconnection and CO2 sequestration arrangement.  
 
T
energy.  The renewable fuels may include glycerol and lignin. Discussions are now underway 
with oil producers, utilities and municipalities to contract for the facility output. 
 
T
duction in CO2 emissions by 2020. Toward that goal, the CPUC recently adopted a rule stating 
that California utilities may not enter into any new energy contract with a facility having CO2 
emissions in excess of 1,000 lbs/MWh (454 kg/MWh). CA ZEPP-1 will fully sequester all plant 
emissions. A recent study by E.O. Lawrence Berkley Laboratory identified sufficient saline for-
mations and gas/oil fields to sequester the State’s total CO2 electric generation output for several 
centuries. Demonstrating the first electric generation commercial facility, with full sequestration, 
will set the precedent for additional facilities throughout the state.             
 

[7]T
Netherlands.  It utilizes the Indirect Cycle with natural gas fuel, while the captured CO2 is used 
for enhanced gas recovery (EGR). Several unique factors combine to favor the commercial vi-
ability of this project: (1) the Dutch government has legislation in place that subsidizes climate-
neutral sources, including zero-emissions combustion systems, in a similar fashion as wind, so-
lar, and biomass, (2) the geology of the targeted gas field has been determined to be suitable for 
effective EGR, (3) the project is to be located where governmental financial stimulation of em-
ployment and business activity is available, and (4) nitrogen from the ASU may be sold locally 
for blending with natural gas. A consortium to develop the project has been formed, including 
participation from Eneco, a Dutch utility, and a major European oil and gas company.  As of 
April 2007, CES has prepared a design package for the 170 MWt combustor and control system.  
A decision to proceed to the next phase is anticipated in 2007.           

[8]

Energi AS, Nebb Engineering AS, Procom Venture AS, and CO2-Norway and is supported by 
The Norwegian Oil and Energy Department (OED), Lyse Energi AS, and the U.S. DOE. The 
goal of this program is to develop and demonstrate "near commercial" technology for zero-
emissions power generation using Norwegian natural gas in combination with the oxy-
combustion cycle developed by CES. ZEPPs are of particular interest in Norway because of the 
high tax imposed on CO  emissions. Phase 1 of the program involved a Concept and Feasibility 
Study while Phase 2 involves Pre-Engineering and Qualification, with financial support from 
Shell Technology Norway, Statoil, Lyse and the Norwegian government funding agency 

.  Subsequent phases envisage construction of a 50 MW  demonstration power plant 
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near Stavanger, Norway. Later, a high-efficiency 200 MW  zero-emissions power plant would be 
built at a Norwegian location to be determined.     
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ABSTACT 
 
Praxair and The United States Department of Energy (DOE) have signed a Cooperative 
Agreement to develop an Oxygen Transport Membrane (OTM) oxygen combustion process for 
CO2 capture from coal power plants.  The economics of oxygen combustion processes for coal 
power plants are currently limited by the parasitic power that is required for cryogenic oxygen 
production in conventional air separation units (ASU).  When thermally integrated in a coal 
power plant, Praxair’s OTM technology has the potential to reduce the parasitic power 
consumption required for oxygen production by 70-80% as compared to cryogenic oxygen 
production.   
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Oxycombustion, or burning fuel in oxygen to generate flue gas consisting primarily of CO2 and 
H2O, is established as a credible means to facilitate CO2 capture from coal power plants.  The 
economics of conventional oxycombustion processes are currently limited by the parasitic 
power that is required for cryogenic oxygen production in conventional air separation units 
(ASU).  A further limitation of oxycombustion is the requirement that a portion of the CO2 in the 
exhaust must be cooled and recycled in order to maintain the temperature in the combustion 
chamber within practical limits.   
 
Praxair is developing novel OTM technology that has the potential to solve both of these issues.  
OTMs can be integrated such that there is minimal need for air compression and the parasitic 
power consumption required for oxygen production is reduced by 70-80% as compared to 
cryogenic ASU.  
 
OTM development at Praxair for oxyfuel combustion applications has previously been funded 
through cooperative agreements with DOE under agreement DE-FC26-01NT41147 and recently 
some significant milestones have been achieved.  Novel OTM materials exhibiting high reliability 
and tolerance for repeated chemical and thermal cycling have been demonstrated.  More than 
18,000 cumulative hours of failure-free operation in a combustion environment has been 
achieved.  In a new Cooperative Agreement with DOE Praxair shall continue the development 
and scale-up OTM technology in order to drive the technology status to a level where it is ready 
for pilot-testing.  Praxair shall work to down select an optimum process for integration of the 
membranes in a coal power plant through process and economic modeling and technical 
feasibility assessment.  Assuming success in the early phases of the project Praxair shall 
develop basic engineering design and cost of key pieces of OTM-based equipment and develop 
a plan for pilot testing of the technology. 



PROCESS 
 
The proposed process for integration of OTM in a coal power plant is a hybrid of gasification 
and oxy-fuel combustion.  The key aspect of this process is to use a high efficiency gasifier to 
convert coal into relatively clean syngas and then deliver the gaseous fuel to an OTM Partial 
Oxidation (POx) reactor and OTM boiler for oxy-fuel combustion.  This process is designed such 
that the majority of the components with the exception of the OTM equipment are well known 
and commercially available.  
 
A simplified process schematic is presented in Figure 1.  Coal is gasified and fines are removed 
by a cyclone or a candle filter and recycled back to the gasifier.  The resulting syngas containing 
small quantities of tars and oils is then fed to an OTM POx unit with sulfur-tolerant membranes 
to partially oxidize syngas to raise its temperature and to convert tars and oils to syngas.  The 
hot pressurized syngas is expanded to generate power before combustion is completed in an 
OTM Boiler.  The OTM Boiler contains OTM and steam tubes, interspersed such that the fuel 
stream passes through alternating combustion and heat transfer zones. Feed-air to the OTM is 
preheated using the oxygen depleted air stream exiting OTM manifolds.   
 
In the OTM boiler, combustion is limited by the oxygen flux through the membrane and therefore 
oxygen supply for combustion is distributed over a long section of the boiler.  This results in a 
unique temperature profile in the OTM boiler as compared to a conventional boiler where all the 
fuel and oxidant are delivered at burner tips. The result of the distributed combustion is that no 
flue gas recirculation is required.  Approximately 75% of the total O2 requirement for the process 
is supplied by OTM (65% in boiler and 10% in POx). The remainder is provided by high-purity 
(99.5%) O2 from a cryogenic air separation unit (ASU).  
 
The flue gas exiting the OTM Boiler is at ~1770ºF, and consists of ~ 52% H2O, 46% CO2, with a 
balance of N2, SO2, and O2.  The economizer and the boiler feed water heater recover heat from 
the flue gas before being further cooled and sent to a wet flue gas desulphurization (FGD) 
scrubber to remove SO2.  The FGD unit will be much smaller than for an air fired boiler due to 
the smaller flue gas volume.  The flue gas exiting the FGD scrubber consists mainly of CO2, with 
residual H2O, Ar, N2, O2 and trace amounts of SO2. The flue gas is compressed in a multistage 
compressor to 1500 psia for transport to the sequestration site.  Since CO2 purity is >95%, there 
is no need for further purification, which normally causes CO2 loss.   
 
 
ECONOMICS 
 
Table 1 compares the performance of two oxy-fuel technologies: 1. Oxy-PC boiler based on 
oxygen supplied from a cryogenic ASU and 2. OTM process that supplies a majority of oxygen 
needed for the process through OTM and the remainder of oxygen from cryogenic ASU.  Air-
fired PC boiler with 39% (HHV) efficiency is used as a reference case.  The nominal net output 
was kept at 600 MW for all the cases.  For the oxy-PC case, it is assumed that flue gas 
recirculation is used so that oxy-firing operation mimics the air-fired boiler operation.  Oxygen 
with 95% purity is supplied from a cryogenic ASU and is mixed with re-circulated flue gas before 
feeding it to the boiler.  Air leak is assumed to be 3% of the total flue gas volume and the 
resulting flue gas contains ~80% CO2 on a dry basis.  This flue gas stream is compressed and 
purified to obtain 96% CO2 stream at 1500 psia.  In the purification system, the CO2 recovery is 
90%.   
 



In the OTM process, solid fuel is first reacted in a BGL gasifier with oxygen supplied from a 
cryogenic ASU to produce a syngas stream at 1000 oF.  The syngas stream is processed in an 
OTM POx reactor to raise its temperature to 1800 oF.  The hot syngas stream is expanded to 
recover power.  The expanded syngas stream is fed to an OTM boiler for oxy-fuel combustion 
and to raise steam for a supercritical steam cycle. 
 
The overall efficiency of the oxy-PC system is 29.9% (HHV).  Parasitic power consumed in air 
separation unit and CO2 processing plant account for the bulk of the efficiency penalty 
compared to the air-fired PC case.  The overall efficiency of the OTM process is much higher at 
34.5% (HHV).  In the OTM process, ~75% of oxygen requirement is met by oxygen supplied 
through OTM.  Due to significantly lower air compression requirements in the OTM process, 
parasitic power consumption drops significantly.  In addition, power recovery from the syngas 
expander contributes to further efficiency improvement.  Another benefit of the OTM process is 
that there is no need for flue gas recirculation and oxygen supplied for combustion is inherently 
high purity oxygen.  As a result, flue gas with much higher CO2 concentration is obtained from 
the boiler.  Therefore, it is possible to recover 98% of CO2 from the CO2 purification system. 
 
Percent CO2 avoided is calculated as (specific CO2 emission in the reference case in t/MWh - 
specific CO2 emission in the oxy-fuel case in t/MWh)/ specific CO2 emission in the reference 
case in t/MWh x 100%.  Due to higher CO2 recovery and lower parasitic power consumption, % 
CO2 avoided is much higher for the OTM process compared to the conventional oxy-fuel case. 
 
 
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 
 
Praxair has been engaged in OTM development since 1994.  Early in the OTM program, 
membrane materials were developed that had a high oxygen flux but were not sufficiently 
reliable and mechanically robust for commercial application.  In late 2004 Praxair embarked on 
a new OTM materials approach with the aim of developing a highly robust membrane and then 
working to drive up oxygen transport rates.  The robustness and reliability of the new membrane 
materials has been demonstrated by >18,000 hrs of failure free operation in single tube reactors 
with multiple thermal and chemical cycles. By prioritizing membrane strength and reliability in 
OTM membrane development, oxygen transport fluxes initially suffered.  However since the 
conception of the new materials system a significant and continuous improvement in oxygen 
transport flux has been demonstrated (see Figure 2).  A further highlight of the recent OTM 
combustion work at Praxair is demonstration of complete oxidation of natural gas in a laboratory 
scale OTM reactor with no air compression (see Figure 3).  The dried flue gas composition from 
the laboratory scale demonstration contained >90% CO2, the balance being predominantly 
excess O2 and N2 present in the natural gas fuel and introduced from air leaks.  The reactor was 
run for >1000 hrs with no observed degradation in OTM performance before being intentionally 
shut down for modifications.  Future tests in this laboratory scale reactor shall include the 
addition of H2S and COS to the fuel stream.   
 
The materials that are used in Praxair’s OTMs have been selected such that they are not likely 
to form corrosion products with the sulfur-containing impurities in the coal synthesis gas.  Tars, 
fines and fly ash can be expected to be present in the synthesis gas from the coal gasifier 
despite precautionary measures like cyclones and candle filters.  It is expected that tars and 
fines will be converted to gaseous products when given a sufficient resident time in the high 
pressure OTM POx unit, but this needs to be verified.  The influence of all these and other 
contaminants like HCl and NH3 is yet unknown and Praxair will study the feasibility of 



combustion of combustion of coal fines and tar vapors at the Utah Clean Coal Center who are 
sub-contracted to Praxair in the recent DOE Cooperative Agreement.   
 
In Figure 1 the OTM tubes in the partial oxidation unit in front of the hot gas expander operate at 
high temperature and under a high differential pressure, which raises the concerns for 
mechanical stability of the membrane.   The porous support structure of the OTM provides the 
mechanical support for the membrane and the material selected for this component has a very 
low creep rates so as to avoid creep induced buckling issues.  The ability of the OTM to perform 
at elevated pressures shall also be verified experimentally in laboratory scale reactors in 
Tonawanda.   
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Praxair has proposed a novel method of integrating Oxygen Transport Membranes in a Coal 
Power Plant with CO2 capture such that the energy penalty for oxyfuel combustion is 
substantially reduced.  In a preliminary analysis the efficiency of the proposed OTM oxy-
combustion power cycle is 4 to 5 points higher than an oxy-combustion pulverized coal power 
cycle with CO2 capture.  Praxair has recently entered into a Coopereative Agreement with the 
United States Department of Energy in which the technical and economic feasibility of the 
proposed power cycle will be further evaluated.  A successful outcome to this project will result 
in a development plan for pilot testing of the OTM technology. 
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Figure 1: OTM Integrated Coal Power Plant with CO2 Capture (Patent Application Filed) 
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Table 1: Preliminary Performance Comparison of Air and Oxyfuel Pulverized Coal Boiler Power 

Plants and Proposed Oxygen Transport Membrane Process with CO2 Capture.  
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Figure 2: Progress in Oxygen Transport Membrane Flux with Robust Membrane Materials 
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Figure 3: Dry Exhaust Gas Composition from OTM Combustion of Natural Gas  
in a Laboratory Scale Reactor 

 
 
 
 



 

Operation of a Retrofitted 0.5 MWth PF Combustion Facility under 
Oxyfuel Conditions – An Experience Report 
 
Dipl.-Ing. Patrick Mönckert, Dipl.-Ing. Daniel Reber, Dipl.-Ing. Jörg Maier, Prof. Dr. techn. 
Günter Scheffknecht, Institute of Power Plant Technology IVD, Universität Stuttgart 
 
Abstract 
A 0.5 MWth pulverized fuel combustion facility was modified and retrofitted for operation under 
oxyfuel conditions within the EU project ENCAP. The facility was tested towards safe handling 
and continuous operation, and optimised towards minimum air in-leakage. Combustion tests were 
performed with Lausitz lignite under both air and oxyfuel conditions including (wet) flue-gas re-
circulation. 

This paper describes experience made when operating the facility continuously under oxyfuel 
conditions with a global O2 concentration in the combustion chamber of 27% on dry basis and 
under re-circulating conditions. The CO2 share in the flue-gas was enriched to levels above 90 
vol.-%dry with O2, excess concentrations of 4–5 vol.-%dry. Switching from once-through combustion 
to re-circulation mode was tested and CO2 enrichment history was investigated. Fuel 
characterisation regarding behaviour of gas emissions and correlation with air and oxyfuel 
conditions was performed. 

 
Keywords: Oxyfuel, O2/CO2 combustion, retrofitting, CO2 enrichment  
 

INTRODUCTION 

ENCAP is an integrated EU-project whose objective is to develop new pre-combustion CO2 
capture technologies and processes for power generation industry [1]. It aims at technologies 
which meet a target of at least a 90 % CO2 capture rate and a reduction in the cost of capture of 
50 % compared to present. One of the project’s key-targets is to test oxyfuel technology in a 0.5 
MWth pilot plant application and hereby prepare for a subsequent demonstration and industrial 
scale application, i.e. the 30 MWth plant currently under construction in Schwarze Pumpe, 
Germany.  

The research activities at the 0.5 MWth test facility, i.e. the oxyfuel combustion activities 
described in this paper, focus on identifying fundamental oxyfuel combustion characteristics and 
operational issues different from air-fired processes and for a range of conditions that is relevant 
for industrial processes. Operation and handling procedures of the facility as well as the 
investigation of gas emission behaviour under modified conditions compared to air combustion 
are of major interest and initial experience made is described. 

The 0.5 MWth test facility is owned and operated by the Institute of Process Engineering and 
Power Plant Technology of Universität Stuttgart. Oxyfuel combustion experiments are performed 
since approx. 4 years at different atmospheric and pressurised test facilities ranging from 20 to 
500 kWth. 
 



 

CONFIGURATION OF THE 0.5 MWTH OXYFUEL TEST FACILITY 

The design of the 0.5 MWth test facility for oxyfuel operation is based on the design of a 
conventional once-through pulverized fuel combustion reactor. The scheme shown in figure 1 
depicts a power plant in small scale including a flue-gas cleaning path with an high-dust SCR 
catalyst, an ESP and a bag-filter. Combustion air is provided by a forced draught (FD) fan, an 
induced draught (ID) fan ensures the transport of the flue-gases through the system towards the 
stack. The test facility is optimized for investigation of pulverized fuel combustion processes and 
allows the characterization of different kinds of fuels at staged and un-staged combustion 
conditions. Modifications essential for oxyfuel operation are already included in figure 1 and are 
described in the following. 

The combustion chamber consists of several cylindrical segments with a total length of 7,000 mm 
and an inner diameter of 800 mm. The top-mounted burner is integrated into a centric opening of 
the burner plate, covering the combustion chamber. The amount of pulverized fuel fed is 
gravimetric-controlled by a dosing system. Fuel transport to the burner is ensured pneumatically 
via a primary line with either (pressurized) air or CO2 from storage tanks as carrier medium. The 
metered amounts of fuel vary between 35 – 50 kg/h for hard coals and between 50 – 100 kg/h for 
brown coals which results in a maximum thermal performance of 0.5 MW. Combustion air is 
lead to the burner through a secondary line and mixes with the fuel and gas of the primary line at 
the burner quarrel. A swirl can optionally be impressed to the secondary gas stream.  

Refractory lining covers the inner surface of the combustion chamber to a distance of 4,000 mm 
from the burner; a water jacket is integrated into the double-wall which covers the length of the 
reactor. Measurement openings are integrated into the reactor wall with distances between each 
of 150 to 170 mm. Those allow perform measurements of gas emissions, temperatures and/ or 
ash sampling in vertical and horizontal direction by means of specially designed probes.  

A heat-exchanger (APH) is installed downstream of the combustion chamber outlet and allows to 
pre-heat either air or re-circulated flue-gas. An opening in the APH housing allows to collect ash 
material ,during operation.  

Downstream the APH the flue-gas passes through a high-dust SCR (or through its by-pass) and to 
an ESP. The flue-gas temperature is limited to 350 – 400°C in the section before the SCR. 
Depending on focus of investigations an ammonia injection is ready for operation. Fly-ash 
transported with the flue-gas stream is removed in the ESP which contains three collector fields. 
The fly-ash is collected separately for each field and can be sampled during operation and 
subjected to laboratory analysis.  

In oxyfuel mode ambient air is excluded from the process; the lacking gas volume is replaced by 
re-circulation of a part of the produced flue-gas. For this purpose a flue-gas re-cycle path was 
integrated into the existing system: flue-gas is branched-off after the ESP and the re-cycle loop is 
activated by closing the main air damper. The missing air-oxygen is injected externally, 
furthermore the carrier gas line is operated with pure CO2. In re-circulation mode the FD fan acts 
as re-cycle gas (RG) fan. For re-heating the flue-gas passes through the APH. Oxygen from 
storage tanks is injected and controlled into the flue-gas stream by a mass flow controller unit 
(MFC) downstream the APH. The oxygen and re-circulated flue-gas are mixed in the following 
piping section and burner windbox.  
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Fig. 1: 0.5MWth Pulverized Fuel Oxyfuel Combustion Test Facility (KSVA) 

 

OPERATION EXPERIENCE AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

Since 1994 several research institutions such as IFRF or CANMET have significantly forwarded 
knowledge of oxyfuel pf combustion on fundamental level. Their research activities were mostly 
focused on demonstration of feasibility and potential of a pf combustion with increased oxygen 
concentration to enrich CO2 in the flue gases with the aim to facilitate its separation [2, 3, 4].  

The oxyfuel investigations at the 0.5 MWth facility aim at identifying variation in combustion 
behavior and characterize the process including impact on facility components and plant behavior 
regarding a large scale application such as targeted with the 30 MWth pilot plant to be built in 
Schwarze Pumpe, Germany [5]. 

The steps for taking the 0.5 MWth facility into continuous oxyfuel operation after its adaptation, 
was divided as follows: 

- Definition of a reference flame for air and oxyfuel and recycle rate 

- Demonstration of operational readiness for oxyfuel combustion 

- Measurement of combustion parameters at air and oxyfuel conditions 

If not mentioned differently, all gas emission results presented in this paper are given on dry 
basis. 



 

 

Definition of a reference flame and recycle rate 
The definition of a reference flame aims at creating a common basis to compare characteristics of 
an air and an oxyfuel combustion in terms of gas emissions, energy balance and impact on flue-
gas cleaning devices. For this purpose the amounts of fuel fed and the stoichiometric ratios set for 
the tests were selected identical for the air and oxyfuel case. Table 1 lists Lausitz’ composition, 
table 2 the target test parameters.  

 

Table 1: Composition of the raw Lausitz pre-dried lignite  

LHV Hl Water Ash Volatiles Fix carbon 
21,000 kJ/kg 10.5 wt.-% 6.0 wt.-% 45.5 wt.-% 38.0 wt.-% 

Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen Sulphur Oxygen 
56.5 wt.-% 4.0 wt.-% 0.7 wt.-% 0.7 wt.-% 21.5 wt.-% 

 

Table 2: Target process parameters of Lausitz reference flame 

Fuel type Thermal input P Min. O2 demand Stoich. ratio λ 
Pre-dried lignite 300 kW 87.2 kg/h 1.15 

 

Using the adiabatic flame temperature Tad as principal command variable, as described by Kather 
et al. [6], is the best option to compare an air with an oxyfuel flame in terms of energy balance. 
Identical Tad for the real oxyfuel case as for air can best be achieved by adapting the amount of 
flue-gas that is re-circulated back to the furnace. Accordingly the relative oxygen volume varies 
and has important impact on combustion behavior respectively. The recycle rate ε is defined as  

re-circulated flue-gas mass flow 
ε = 

total flue-gas mass flow 
  

To calculate the recycle rate of the actual oxyfuel experiment presented in this paper the 
following aspects need to be considered: pure CO2 was used as carrier gas resulting in a reduction 
of the effective amount of flue-gas re-circulated, and both gas streams were not pre-heated.  

Table 3 lists the adiabatic flame temperature Tad, the corresponding recycle rate ε and the global 
oxygen concentration O2, global.  

The values are given for an ideal air case and its corresponding oxyfuel case based on the process 
parameters assuming a pre-heating temperature of 300 °C, and for the air and oxyfuel case as 
performed and measured. 

The data clearly shows that to obtain the same adiabatic flame temperature Tad of 1,941 °C as in 
the ideal air case, 64 % of the produced flue-gas mass flow has to be re-circulated in the ideal 



 

oxyfuel case. This would result in an oxygen concentration O2, global of 40.9 vol.-%dry in the 
combustion gas mixture.  

Based on the measurement data listed above, Tad in the air case was determined to 1,778 °C, and 
1,473 °C in the oxyfuel case. Including the carrier gas CO2, the recycle rate was 75.8 % (47.3 % 
without carrier gas CO2), resulting in an O2, global concentration of 27.8 vol.-%dry.  

One of the major issues for future combustion tests will be to approximate the adiabatic flame 
temperature and use it as basis for comparison with the air case. Options how to modify and 
adapt the 0.5 MWth test facility to decrease the recycle rate, thus increasing O2, global and the 
adiabatic flame temperature were identified and will be considered in future investigations. Pre-
heating of the recycled flue-gas will also have important impact on matching the same Tad for the 
air and oxyfuel case. 

 

Table 3: Ideal and measured adiabatic flame temperature Tad and recycle rate ε 

IDEAL AS MEASURED 
PARAMETER AIR OXYFUEL AIR OXYFUEL 

Stoich. Ratio λ 1.15 1.15 1.13 1.13 
Air or recycle gas temp. 300 °C 300 °C 35 °C 60 °C 
Adiabatic temperature Tad 1,941 °C 1,941 °C 1,778 °C 1,473 °C 
Global O2 conc. O2, global 20.9 vol.-%dry 40.9 vol.-%dry 20.9 vol.-%dry 27.8 vol.-%dry 

Recycle rate ε - 0.64 - 0.758 

 

However, the increase of Tad involving an increase of O2, global is not limited to the characteristic 
of the 0.5 MWth test facility as implied in the presented example. This needs to be considered for 
large scale oxyfuel application where the heat transfer and thus the furnace end temperature are 
of principal interest. Less gas volume being turned over at re-circulating conditions also affects 
burner geometry; the heat absorption characteristic of the boiler varies and an adaptation of its 
design and dimensioning is required as described by Hellfritsch et al. [7]. 

 

Demonstration of operational readiness for oxyfuel combustion 
Readiness of the oxyfuel process was demonstrated with commissioning and operation of the test 
facility at both air and oxyfuel-fired conditions including the re-circulation of wet flue-gas. Air-
ingress was minimized and validated by numerous gas emission measurements along the flue-gas 
path, i.e. before and after potential leakage positions such as the ESP and numerous sampling and 
measurement ports.  

Prior to switching into re-circulation mode, the facility was operated at conventional once-
through air conditions. Using CO2 as carrier gas for safety reasons to transport the pf from the 
dosing system to the burner, the lacking air-oxygen needed to be added to the system by the O2-
injection. Figure 2 shows the courses of CO2 and O2 during transition from once-through to re-
cycle conditions.  

The numeration in the graph describes the transition from once-through to re-circulating 
conditions: 



 

#1 Carrier air is replaced with CO2; as a consequence the overall CO2 concentration at the end of 
the furnace increases from ∼ 17 vol.-% dry to above 30 vol.-%dry; O2 is injected externally to 
replace the lacking air-oxygen. 

#2 With opening of the recycle loop, a part of the flue-gas produced is re-circulated back to the 
combustion chamber; simultaneously the supply with ambient air is reduced to zero. 

#3 Once the flue-gas re-circulation is started, CO2 accumulates in the system until steady state 
conditions are achieved; the oxygen necessary for oxidation of the pf is added by the O2-
injection only.  

In the present example the procedure of switching from once-through to re-circulating 
combustion conditions took less than 10 minutes. To increase CO2 concentration in the flue-gas 
to levels above 90 vol.-%dry less than 35 minutes were consumed since start of the flue-gas re-
circulation. Several independent repetitions of the depicted transition showed the same results. 
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Fig. 2: Switch from air to oxyfuel combustion conditions  

 

Measurement of combustion parameters at air and oxyfuel conditions 
Gas emissions of NOX and SO2 were measured at the furnace end during constant air and oxyfuel 
operation with the process parameters listed above. The results and the emission averages 
determined are presented and listed in figure 3. For the oxyfuel case the CO2 concentration was 
determined to 93.0 vol.-%dry.  

Comparison of the average values for air and oxyfuel in figure 3 show that the NOX mass flow at 
the end of the furnace is less under re-circulating conditions while the SO2 mass flow is increased 
compared to the air case. The calculation of the net mass flow at the stack referred to energy 
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input gives the emission rate1. This is done by correlating the NOX and SO2 concentrations 
measured at the end of the furnace with the corresponding flue-gas volume leaving the stack. 
Table 4 lists the NOX and SO2 emission rates at the stack for air and oxyfuel conditions for the 
actual case. A comparison with the potential maximum emission based on the fuel's composition 
is done for SO2.  

The different composition of the re-circulated flue-gas stream due to the test conditions compared 
to the ideal case is already included. Table 4 shows that the flue-gas volume emitted at the stack 
in the oxyfuel case is less than 40 % of the flue-gas volume of the air case.  

 

 

  
COMP.  AIR  OXYFUEL 

NOX  317 ppm  268 ppm 
SO2  583 ppm  1,145 ppm 
CO2  14.6 vol.-%dry  93.0 vol.-%dry 

O2  2.7 vol.-%dry 4.7 vol.-%dry 

Fig. 3: Comparison of NOX and SO2 average concentrations at air and oxyfuel combustion  

 

This results in a reduction of the net NOX emission rate to only one third compared to the air 
case. Further reduction potential can be realized considered that the emitted flue-gas stream of the 
presented example included the flue-gas volume corresponding to the amount of carrier gas 
volume that usually would be re-circulated as well. Despite an increase of the concentration, the 
net SO2 emission is 22% less for the oxyfuel case compared to air conditions. However, the 
influence of the rather high SO2 concentration, that is also present in the re-circulated stream, 
                                                           
1   NOX emission rate is calculated as NO2  



 

needs to be investigated as conversion reactions of SO2 towards SO3 are expected to cause 
intensified corrosion to material and aggregates depending on local conditions (e.g. dew point 
variation, adsorption on particles, etc.) 
 

Table 4: Comparison of NOX and SO2 emission rates for air and oxyfuel combustion 

PARAMETER AIR OXYFUEL DIFF. 

Dry flue-gas volume 309 m3N/h 122 m3N/h − 61 % 

Measured NOX  317 ppm 268 ppm  

NOX emission rate 187 mg/MJ 63 mg/MJ − 66 % 

Potential max. SO2  953 mg/MJ 

Measured SO2  583 ppm 1,145 ppm 
 

SO2 emission rate 480 mg/MJ 373 mg/MJ − 22 % 

 

The potential max. SO2 emission is calculated based on the fuel’s composition, see table 1. By 
comparison of the measured emission rate with the potential maximum emission, the conversion 
rate is calculated. Fuel-bound sulphur is converted into SO2 to a percentage of 50.4 % in the air 
case only while for the oxyfuel case the rate is reduced further to 39.1 %.  

This indicates that in future further reduction in NOX and SO2 emission can be realised 
considering that the combustion tests presented above were carried out for an un-staged flame 
and without pre-heating of the combustion gas. Increased combustion temperatures, either due to 
lower recycle rates or due to higher re-circulation gas temperatures will facilitate cracking of re-
circulated NOX. The application of standard NOX reduction technology, i.e. staging with oxyfuel 
in the furnace, will further inhibit NOX formation during combustion.  

For SO2 further reduction may be expected when increasing the amount of flue-gas re-circulated; 
the percentage of fuel-S converted into SO2 is then expected to further decrease.  

 



 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

A 0.5 MWth test facility designed for (once-through) air combustion of pulverized fuels, i.e. 
lignite, high and low volatile bituminous coals, was successfully modified and adapted for 
operation under oxyfuel conditions including a wet flue-gas re-circulation. As basis for 
comparison of air and oxyfuel combustion, conditions for a reference flame were defined and 
several oxyfuel combustion tests were successfully performed. The repeated continuous operation 
of the facility over time periods of approx. 100 hours each was realized through three-shift-
operation. The transition from air towards re-circulating conditions, i.e. creating a combustion 
atmosphere consisting of re-circulated wet flue-gas and injected oxygen only, was demonstrated 
and repeated successfully several times; in total the transition and the increase of CO2 in the flue-
gas above 90 vol.-%dry was realized within less than 35 minutes. Detailed inflame measurements 
of gas concentrations, gas temperatures and gas radiation were successfully performed. This data 
is currently being evaluated and will be used for validation of CFD combustion models, such as 
AIOLOS (a CFD code developed by IVD). 

Gas emission measurements of NOX and SO2 were performed for oxyfuel combustion with a 
recycle rate ε of 0.758 and with a global oxygen concentration  O2, global of 27.8 vol.-%dry; the 
results were compared to those obtained for the reference air case. The difference in adiabatic 
flame temperature (Tad,AIR = 1,778°C vs Tad,OXYFUEL = 1,473°C) can be explained with the 
composition and temperature of the recycled flue-gas stream. However the long-term objective is 
to further reduce the recycle rate and thus approximate the adiabatic flame temperatures of the 
oxyfuel and the reference air cases increase; the global oxygen concentration O2, global will 
increase accordingly. 

For the presented combustion tests significant NOX reduction was identified during re-circulating 
conditions. Compared to once-through air combustion, the net NOX emission was determined to 
less than one third for the oxyfuel case. The SO2 concentration in the flue-gas increased when 
being re-circulated; however, the net SO2 emission at oxyfuel conditions is still less than at air 
conditions. In the example presented is included that pure CO2 was used for transporting the fuel 
to the burner; in large scale application (e.g. the 30 MWth pilot plant) this will be realized by 
using re-circulated wet flue-gas. This implies further reduction potential for both NOX and SO2, 
and will allow minimize layout and dimensioning of the flue-gas cleaning devices as well as 
reduce consumption of operating material.  

Behavior of SO2 in the gas phases and interaction with ash, particles and materials needs to be 
investigated. Based on the different process conditions in the oxyfuel case conversion of SO2 into 
SO3 might be enhanced, going along with negative effects for the facility material.  

Upcoming oxyfuel combustion tests and experiments at the 0.5 MWth facility will investigate 
effects of oxyfuel staging on gas emission behavior, and aim at identifying corrosive effects on 
and interaction of deposits with different materials. The continuous operation mode of the facility 
in combination with the numerous measurement options offers excellent conditions to perform 
time-consuming investigations in parallel, i.e. exposure of materials with focus on corrosion and 
ash formation. Standard and advanced measurement devices are available for detailed inflame 
measurements, and ash and deposit samples collected allow investigate their qualities regarding 
further utilisation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Combustion tests were undertaken in a vertical pilot-scale furnace (1.2 MWt) at the IHI 
test facility in Aioi, Japan, to compare the performance of an air fired burner retrofitted to 
oxy fired pf coal combustion with the  oxy fired feed conditions established to match 
furnace heat transfer for the air fired case. A turn down test at a reduced load was also 
conducted to study the impact on flame stability and furnace performance. Experimental 
results include gas temperature measurements using pyrometry and inferred ignition 
location, flue gas composition analysis, residence time and carbon burnout. Theoretical 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling studies using the Fluent 6.2 code were 
made to infer mechanisms for flame ignition changes. Previous research has identified that 
differences in the gas compositions of air and oxy systems influence particle ignition and 
also flame propagation velocity in laminar systems. The current study also suggests 
changes in flame aerodynamics, due to burner primary and secondary velocity differences 
(and hence their momentum flux) also influence flame ignition. For the oxy flame retrofit 
considered, the higher momentum flux of the primary stream causes the predicted ignition 
to be delayed and occur further distant from the burner nozzle The study was limited to 
experimental flames of Type-0 (that is, low swirl with no internal recirculation), and 
therefore future work should consider higher swirl flames (with ignition driven by internal 
recirculation) more common in industry. 
 
Keywords: Oxy-fuel combustion, Ignition delay, Fluent CFD modelling 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Coal contributes to 37% of worldwide electricity generation and is expected to play an 
important role in global energy supply [1]. Traditionally, electricity is generated by 
combusting coal with air resulting in carbon dioxide emissions. This is a source of 
greenhouse gas and has been associated with global warming. New low CO2 emission 
concepts must therefore be developed [1], particularly those suitable for the existing utility 
fleet. For existing plants, CO2 emissions can be concentrated either by removal of nitrogen 
from flue gases or by removal of nitrogen from the feed air, to provide a CO2 rich stream 
ready for capture and storage. This latter technology is called oxy-fuel technology. This 
technology recycles flue gas back into the furnace to ensure sufficient gas is present to 
maintain temperature and heat flux profiles in the boiler, making the technology suitable 
for retrofit purposes. However, differences in the ignition of flames from existing pf 
burners retrofitted to oxy-fuel are expected. This paper identifies these differences and 
their underlying mechanisms using experiments with both air and oxy-fuel in a pilot-scale 
furnace using the same coal and mathematical modelling. 
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2. AIR AND OXY COMBUSTION 
 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of air and oxy combustion process, with recirculated flue gas 
used to control temperatures and furnace heat transfer. In air combustion, the primary air 
stream is used to transport coal with a separate secondary air stream used to provide the 
balance of the air. In an oxy combustion retrofit, part of the recirculated flue gas (RFG) 
known as primary RFG is used to transport coal, and the remaining flue gas known as 
secondary RFG usually includes the direct O2 feed.  
The differences between air and oxy combustion are: 

o Combustion medium in air (O2/N2) and Oxy/RFG (O2/CO2/H2O) 
o Composition of combustion products, gases and particulate concentrations 
o Thermal properties (density, specific heat capacity, viscosity) as well as radiative 

properties (emissivity) of the furnace gases (as quantified in Table 1), thereby 
affecting 

o Temperature and heat flux profiles in the combustion chamber, combustion and 
heat transfer efficiency 

The qualitative trends in the burner flows – both primary and secondary – for a retrofit can 
be inferred from Figure 1 using the differences in properties between the dominant gases 
for air firing, being N2, and for oxy-fuel, being CO2, given on Table 1. The higher heat 
capacity for CO2 requires a higher O2 proportion for the gases fed through the burner to 
establish similar adiabatic flame temperatures, typically 30% by volume.  As this exceeds 
the O2 proportion for air, the total volumetric flow through the burners is reduced. The 
velocity of the primary gas must be maintained to keep the pf in suspension, requiring a 
velocity of about 17 m/s. As the density of CO2 is also higher than N2, the mass flow of 
the primary flow is increased. The balance of the mass of the RFG fed to the secondary 
stream is thereby reduced. For a retrofit therefore, the velocity of the secondary flow is 
reduced.   For swirl burners, the secondary flow is usually swirled; the primary is not, so 
that the overall swirl level of the combined burner flows will be reduced. 
In summary, for a retrofit, changes to the mass flows and velocities of the primary and 
secondary streams due to the different heat capacity and densities of the main gases - N2 
and CO2- will change burner aerodynamics, thereby influencing flame ignition and flame 
shape.  
Table 2 shows typical flue gas composition for air and oxy fired for a given Australian pf 
coal. It can be noted that the concentration of the radiating gases - CO2 and H2O- is much 
higher in oxy fired compared to air fired case, the pilot scale furnace input conditions were 
determined such as to match the furnace heat transfer for a retrofit application. Heat and 
mass balance calculations conducted by maintaining the same 3.5 % (dry) O2 
concentration levels in the flue gases for both oxy-fuel and air firing and matching furnace 
radiative heat transfer, indicate that 27% v/v O2 levels are required at the burner inlet for 
oxy-fuel [2]. Process calculations also indicate that 3.5% excess O2 [2] is needed for the 
oxy-fuel case, as against 20% excess air (and O2) usually required for air combustion. 
 
3. OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of the study are to consider the retrofitting of swirled pf burners designed 
for air firing to oxy-fuel using measurements in a pilot-scale furnace and CFD modeling 
to: 

o Compare the flame ignition for air firing and oxy-fuel, thereby identifying the 
underlying mechanisms for any differences 

o Establish if the observed trends are predicted by a CFD model 
The predictions from the Fluent CFD model used include gas temperatures, particle 
residence time, gas velocity, gas species profiles, and furnace heat transfer. 
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In the literature, research studies are conducted on performance prediction of oxy-
combustion on pilot scale test facilities and its application to the existing power plants [3]. 
Various operational parameters such as burner configuration and oxygen injection 
schemes are tested for emissions control [4, 5]. Theoretical models are developed based on 
the experimental results and are reasonably accurate in predicting flow fields and heat 
transfer. However, accurate sub-models for coal devolatilization, volatile combustion, and 
char burnout stages are required to incorporate into the CFD codes [6]. 
 
4.1 Particle ignition 
 
Ignition theory for coal particles [7] includes the ignition mechanism of a single particle, 
by either homogeneous or heterogeneous mechanisms depending on particle size and 
heating rate. Gururajan et al [8] presented a detailed steady state combustion model of a 
coal particle which shows the inverse dependence of ignition temperature on particle size 
and oxygen concentration. Molina et al [9] concluded that the presence of CO2 in oxy 
combustion retards the coal particle ignition due to its higher specific molar heat, causing 
the diffusivity of volatiles in CO2 to be lower (by 20%) than in N2 environment.  
 
4.2 Cloud ignition 
 
The understanding of particle ignition extending to particle clouds is complex because of 
particle interaction and cooperative influences between particles. Krishna et al [10] 
provide a solution where the rate of heat generation increased with particle concentration, 
and the loss rate decreased with increasing cloud size. The ignition temperature for a dense 
cloud decreases as the particles become smaller. Kiga et al [11] performed microgravity 
measurements of the combustion of coal clouds and compared the flame propagation 
speed in O2/CO2 , O2/N2 and O2/Ar atmosphere. They found that the flame speed is lower 
in CO2 environment, due to the difference in the specific heat of the gas mixtures. 
Yamamoto et al [12] also studied the effect of CO2 on flame propagation velocity. The 
results show a decrease in laminar flame propagation velocity in a gas of CO2/O2 
compared to that in N2/O2 mixture.  
Therefore, from previous studies, the different properties of the gases comprising the 
flame environment – primarily the specific heat of CO2 - do affect ignition, with delayed 
particle ignition and lower laminar flame speeds having been measured. 
However flame stability is the main issue in furnace operation. Few studies have discussed 
cloud ignition and stability in oxy-flames combustion [9, 11].  
 
4.3 Flame Types 
 
Another possibility is that flame type may change [7]. The International Flame Research 
Foundation (IFRF) has identified flame shapes from swirl burners and their classification 
[13]. A Type-0 flame is a forward-flowing low swirling flame without internal 
recirculation with ignition distant from the burner as shown in Figure 2. In a high swirling 
Type-2 flame typically achieved by practical swirl burners, the secondary flow broadens 
as the fuel jet stagnates, creating an internal recirculation, which is responsible for stable 
ignition close to the burner. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL 
 
5.1 IHI-Test facility 
 
Coal combustion experiments were carried out in a vertical pilot-scale furnace of 1.2 MWt 
at IHI test facility in Aioi, Japan. The test facility is capable of operating under oxy-retrofit 
conditions [14]. The furnace is down fired with dimensions of 1.3 m x 7.2 m, with swirl 
pulverized coal burner at the top of the furnace. The furnace is refractory lined and a 
water-cooling jacket in the outer wall. The cylindrical furnace wall is provided with 
transparent windows allowing optical access.  
 
5.2 Experiments 
 
An Australian coal with properties given in Table 3 was used. The oxy fired feed 
conditions were set to match furnace heat transfer and the thermal inputs for the 
experimental conditions were about 0.8 MWt for both air firing and oxy firing. A turn-
down test at partial load (0.48 MWt) was also conducted to study the impact on flame 
stability and furnace performance. 
 
5.3 Gas temperature 
 
In-furnace gas temperatures were measured by an optical pyrometer by sighting through 
view ports. A correction factor was applied to the temperature measurements to account 
for the estimated gas emissivity background emission from the wall. Such a measurement 
is determined by the gas temperature along the gas beam along which the pyrometer is 
sighted, and it is not a temperature at a point in the flame. However, the “pyrometer 
temperatures” do provide an indication of the shape of the experimental axial temperature 
profile along the flame and the location of flame ignition, if not an accurate measure of the 
temperature magnitudes. 
 
5.4 Flames 
 
During the combustion experiments, photos of flame were taken through the view ports. 
Under full load furnace operation, the air and oxy flames were stable but fluctuating, 
under partial load operation, the flame observation indicated an ignition delay in oxy case 
compared to air case as detailed in [14]. 
 
6. MODELLING OF COAL COMBUSTION IN FLUENT 
 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is increasingly used to predict combustion of fuels 
such as coal, biomass and their blends [15, 16]. Several parametric studies are reported for 
devolatilization and combustion models [17]. For example, recently Vuthaluru et al [16] 
used Fluent in modelling a 3-D furnace firing coal under air combustion. However, very 
limited literature is available on modelling and comparison of air and oxy-fuel combustion 
[4, 5]. Chui et al [5] compares the effect of swirl and burner configuration on pollutant 
formation.  
 
6.1 Furnace geometry and operating conditions 
 
The experimental vertical test furnace consists of a single swirl burner located at the top of 
the end-fired furnace. For CFD-modelling purpose, areas of the primary and secondary 
inlets of the burner are projected on to the input boundary plane of the burner, with 
primary and secondary outlet diameter of 77 mm and 135 mm respectively. A central oil 
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gun of 50 mm diameter is located inside the primary inlet. The burner throat has a small 
quarl, which is not included. Figure 3 shows the burner diagram with operating conditions 
in Table 4. A two-dimensional furnace geometry was created using GAMBIT 2.2 version, 
which is a pre-processor of FLUENT [18]. The meshed geometry consists of 50,000 
elements. Gird independence test was performed by conducting several simulation tests on 
different mesh sizes, to study the flow and temperature profile. The selected mesh is made 
finer near the burner and also near the furnace wall. The axial cell count is set to 300, 
corresponding to individual cell dimensions of 20 mm. 
 
6.2 Modelling procedure 
 
IHI-pilot scale coal combustion furnace is modelled using the non-premixed combustion 
model. The FLUENT - CFD code was used, including the model equations for coupling 
the continuous (gas) phase with the particle (solid) phase. The effect of turbulence is 
accounted for by k-ε turbulence model; the volatile evolution and char burnout is 
accounted using a single-mixture fraction approach. The radiation term is accounted for by 
using P1 radiation model for gas and particulate exchange with the cell based weighted 
sum of gray-gases model [18]. The following aspects were included 
o The pf particles are assumed to follow a Rosin-Rammler size distribution [18]. The 

particle size range is taken between 1 and 200 µm diameter with a mean of 60 µm 
diameter.  

o Fluent provides an option for addition of extra species for the oxidizer stream. This 
is useful in case of oxy-combustion, which includes CO2 and H2O along with O2. 

o Fluent volatile release model is based on single kinetic rate model and char burnout 
is defined by kinetics/diffusion limited combustion model. The parameters in char 
combustion model were derived from the experimental burnout results in drop-tube-
furnace (DTF) for air and oxy combustion at University of Newcastle [19]. Table 5 
gives the inputs. 

o The boundary inputs chosen are the furnace wall temperature, which was set at 1200 
K, and a wall emissivity of 0.7. 

 
7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
7.1 Burner flows 
 
The burner used in the experiments has a central oil gun, a non-swirling primary flow and 
swirling (outer) secondary flow. Differences of the primary and secondary velocities for 
the air and oxy-combustion experiments, with qualitative differences for a retrofit 
indicated in Section 2, have been determined from the mass flow of combustion air/RFG 
and temperatures are quantified in Table 6. At full load the secondary velocity has reduced 
from 35 m/s to 21 m/s for the retrofitted burner, with the momentum flux ratio (the ratio of 
primary to secondary momentum flux) increased from 0.13 to 0.73. At partial load the 
momentum flux ratio increased from 0.55 to 2.25, indicating the dominance of the primary 
flow in determining the flame aerodynamics at this condition. 
Swirl is only generated in the secondary flow and the swirl number (S) [20] is calculated 
based on available burner geometry information with the blade (vane) angle of 30o during 
the experiments.  Figure 4 gives the theoretical swirl number / blade angle relationship 
derived from the burner geometry. During the experiments the secondary swirl number 
was estimated to be 0.2, a low swirl level, so that Type-0 flames are expected. 
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7.2 Furnace performance predictions 
 
Fluent modelling predictions include parameters such as flow patterns; gas temperatures, 
ignition locations, particle residence time, carbon burnout levels, velocity, species profiles, 
and total heat transfer to the walls. 
7.2.1 Flame Aerodynamics  
All flames were predicted to be of Type-0, with forward flow apart from a minor internal 
recirculation due the bluff-body effect of the central oil gun used for ignition, and a jet 
spread influenced by the secondary swirl.  
The predicted internal recirculation zone is quite short, extending up to 60 mm from 
burner, and has little effect on the flow development downstream apart from reducing the 
axial velocity. The predicted velocity profile has a reduction on the burner axis at an axial 
distance of 0.5 m because of the oil igniter, as the flow develops; the effect is not apparent 
at an axial distance of 1.0 m.  
A stronger external recirculation was predicted in the air case compared to oxy case, due 
to a greater axial thrust imparted by the burner secondary flow. For a confined jet, the 
development of the jet is determined by its momentum flux [20]. Theoretical predictions 
were made to estimate the jet angle for confined jets in both cases, which is calculated 
from the jet origin to the point where the jet impacts the furnace wall. For air combustion, 
the jet expands at an angle of 14°, being narrower than the oxy combustion of 16° degrees 
apparently due to the effect of the stronger external recirculation zone.  This prediction 
may be compared with the Thring-Newby parameter [20], which correlates the 
recirculated mass flow to the mass flow at the nozzle. However the parameter under 
predicts the recirculation flows since it is valid for nozzle diameter smaller than 1/10th of 
the duct diameter, however in the current study the ratio is 0.2.  
7.2.2 Gas Temperature 
Figures 5 & 6 show the comparison of the predicted maximum radial temperature 
variation with axial location for full load and partial load respectively. The predicted 
trends are compared with the measured “pyrometer temperature” trends given by data 
points. For full load, the maximum predicted temperature is for air case, being about 
1950K, and slightly higher compared to oxy case, due to lower heat capacity of N2 in air-
case. For partial load, the peak predicted temperatures are lower by 125K than full load. A 
greater the ignition delay is predicted in the oxy case with a rapid rapid temperature rise at 
a greater distance from the burner. The predicted temperatures do not match the measured 
temperatures, as might be expected given the assumptions for the boundary conditions  of 
the furnace wall and in converting the measured “pyrometer temperature”.   
7.2.3 Ignition location and flame type 
For all flames ignition was predicted to occur off-axis, at a radial distance of about 0.5m 
from the burner centre line. The axial location for ignition and peak (or maximum) 
temperature is seen to differ for air combustion and oxy combustion, with oxy-conditions 
delaying ignition. Figure 7 shows model results for the full and partial load operation 
comparing air and oxy cases. In both cases, the partial load operation shows delayed 
ignition. This is due to the ratio of momentum flux being large because of the larger 
relative mass flow rate of primary air /RFG quantified in Table 6, with the effect of 
secondary gas swirl being less significant, that is the high momentum flux ratio.  
A theoretical analysis was also undertaken on oxy case in which the ratio of oxy–primary 
to secondary momentum flux is matched to the air case (here, called pseudo-air). This is to 
understand the influence of feed momentum flux alone on ignition location.  In this case, it 
was estimated that an excess amount of secondary flue gas over oxy case (around 25% 
excess) is required to match the momentum flux ratio as the air case; this implies reduction 
in O2 levels to ~ 23 % (v/v) at the burner inlet. As shown in Figure 8, the flame shifts 
towards the burner and closer to air case, but does not match the air case, Thus, the 
combustion delay in oxy case can be explained by the combined effect of the properties of 
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combustion gases, as previously found for laminar systems by Kiga [11] and Yamamoto 
[12], and  differences of momentum flux ratio on ignition.  
In the current study, all flames are Type-0 However, practical air combustion flames are 
commonly Type-2 swirled flames involving both internal as well as  and external 
recirculation. For a retrofit application, when the burner flows are reduced in oxy case, the 
flow velocities and therefore, the momentum fluxes are lower, and the possibility exists 
for practical air flames of Type-2 flames becoming Type-0 flames for the oxy flames 
associated with the retrofit. Changes to the burner dimensions and/or to the extent of 
swirling flow  may then therefore be required to maintain a similar flame.. 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Two modes of combustion, air and oxy-fuel combustion of the same coal in the same swirl 
burner and furnace were investigated when furnace heat transfer is matched. Experimental 
results and mathematical modelling of the pilot-scale furnace have provided insights into 
the mechanisms influencing differences in flame ignition. 
 
Previous research has identified that differences in the gas compositions of air and oxy 
systems increase both particle ignition times and reduce the flame propagation velocity in 
laminar systems. Both observations would cause delayed flame ignition, and are 
associated with differences in gas density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity.  
 
The current study also suggests changes in jet aerodynamics, due to burner primary and 
secondary velocity differences (and hence the momentum flux ratio of the flows) also 
influence flame shape and type. These changes are found when furnace radiative heat 
transfer is matched, and are due to differences in gas density and heat capacity. 
 
For the particular pilot-scale swirl burner of the study, Type-0 flames typical of low 
swirling jets were observed for all experiments and predictions. However, for a retrofit, 
the possibility of high-swirling Type-2 flames becoming Type-0 when retrofitted to oxy 
firing is discussed, necessitating burners modifications and/or swirl levels to re-establish 
operation with the Type-2 flame for which many industrial operations are designed. 
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Table 1: Property table for gases at 1400 K and atmospheric pressure 
  H2O O2 N2 CO2 SO2 
Density (ρ)  
 

kg/m3 0.157 0.278 0.244 0.383 0.56 

Thermal conductivity (k)  
 

W/m. K 1.3631 
e-01 

8.721 
e-02 

8.1839 
e-02 

9.7193 
e-02 

5.6252 
e-02 

Specific heat capacity @ const. 
pressure (cp) 

KJ/kmol. K 45.67 36.08 34.18 57.83 56.70 

Dynamic viscosity (µ) 
 

kg/ms 5.0184 
e-05 

5.8105 
e-05 

4.877 
e-05 

5.023 
e-05 

5.103 
e-05 

Kinematic Viscosity (ν) 
 

m2/s 3.20 
e-04 

2.09 
e-04 

2.00 
e-04 

1.31 
e-04 

9.11 
e-05 

  
Table 2: Estimated flue gas compositions 
Flue gas composition Air fired Oxy-RFG 
 Mol % Mol % 
CO2 15.1 82.5 
H2O 7.8 13.7 
O2 3.3 3.3 
N2 73.8 0.5 
   
Total flue gas (kmol/hr) 33.2 24.4 
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Table 3: Coal properties [14] 
 Coal-A 
High Heating Value (MJ/kg) 23.7 
Proximate Analysis (% dry basis)  
Ash 19.3 
Volatile Matter 25.7 
Fixed Carbon 55.0 
Ultimate Analysis (% dry basis)  
C 63.5 
H 2.83 
N 0.73 
O 13.49 
S 0.15 
 
Table 4: Input conditions for full load and partial load operation 
Parameter Coal-A Full load Partial load 
  Air case Oxy case Air case Oxy case 
Coal flow rate kg/hr 120 120 72 72 
Primary air/RFG kg/hr 195 240 170 220 
Secondary air/RFG kg/hr 780 625 420 400 
Primary Temp C 80 130 80 130 
Secondary Temp C 280 220 250 180 
 
Table 5: Combustion reactivity data inputs for Fluent model  
Coal -A  
Parameter/ Case Air case Oxy case 
Devolatilization model Single rate Single rate 
Char reactivity pre-exponential Factor (s-1) 2 E5 2 E5 
Char reactivity activation energy (J.kgmol-1) 4.9 E7 4.9 E7 
Combustion model Kinetic/ 

diffusion-limited 
Kinetic/ 
diffusion-limited 

Mass diffusion-limited rate constant 6.5 E-12 4.4 E-12 
Kinetic-limited rate pre-exponential factor 14.8 16 
Kinetic-limited rate activation energy (J.kgmol-1) 7.1 E7 7.1 E7 
Binary Diffusivity (m2.s-1) @ 1400 C 4.2934 E-4 3.3446 E-4 
 
Table 6: Estimated burner inputs 
Parameter  Full load Partial load 
  Air case Oxy case Air case Oxy case 
Coal flow rate kg/hr 120 120 72 72 
Primary velocity m/s 20 23 17 21 
Secondary velocity m/s 35 21 18 12 
Secondary swirl number - 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Primary momentum flux kg/s.m2/s2 35.7 54.1 20.9 36.8 
Secondary momentum flux kg/s.m2/s2 270.2 74.1 38.2 16.4 
Momentum Ratio (Pri/Sec) - 0.13 0.73 0.55 2.25 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of air and oxy-fuel combustion flow sheets, indicating the recirculated 
flue gas (RFG) forming the burner flows and oxygen added to the secondary flow. In 
practice the RFG may be dried, but this was not the case in the experiments 
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Figure 2: IFRF flame types for low – Type-0 - and high – Type-2 - swirl 
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Figure 3: Burner sketch showing the input boundary plane used for the CFD predictions 
obtained by projecting the burner nozzles and oil gun 
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Figure 4: Effect of blade angle on secondary swirl number (Swirl No) and velocity 
components (axial, radial and tangential, used for the CFD inputs)) at full load 
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Figure 5: The predicted maximum radial gas temperature variation with axial location, and 
measured optical pyrometer temperatures, for full load experiments 
 
 
 

Figure 6: The predicted maximum radial gas temperature variation with axial location, and 
measured optical pyrometer temperatures, for partial-load experiments.  
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Figure 7: Effect of load on predicted maximum radial temperature variation with axial 
location for secondary swirl of 0.2 at full load  
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Figure 8: Predicted axial gas temperature profiles for air and oxy firing with  the same 
primary and secondary momentum (here called pseudo air) at full load 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Oxy-combustion with flue gas recycle is a concept designed to facilitate the 
capture and subsequent sequestration of carbon dioxide from coal-fired power plants.  
The approach is applicable to both new and existing power plants.  In oxy-combustion 
mode, oxygen is mixed with recycled flue gas to replace the normal combustion air at the 
burner.  The volume of flue gas leaving the boiler is considerably smaller than the 
conventional air-fired volume, and consists primarily of carbon dioxide.  This 
concentrated stream of carbon dioxide is then available for capture and subsequent 
carbon sequestration without the need for expensive and energy-consuming-separation 
systems.   

 
This paper describes the relative performance of a 250,000 Btu/hr combustion test 

facility in air-fired and oxy-combustion modes.  A series of tests was conducted in which 
three coals; a lignite, a sub-bituminous, and a bituminous coal were combusted in the 
tangentially fired combustion test facility.  All three coals were pulverized and dried to 
similar conditions.  The coals were combusted in air, in 21/79% oxygen/carbon dioxide 
mixture, or in 27/73% oxygen/carbon dioxide mixture.  The primary, secondary and 
overfire gas flow rates were fixed to keep the flue gas mass flow rate constant at 
approximately 236 lbs/hr.  All experiments were conducted with approximately 3% 
excess oxygen.  The heat rejection across the water-wall, superheater, and economizers 
were measured.  Thermal distribution throughout the combustion test facility was 
measured with a thermocouple array.  Composition of the flue gas was monitored for 
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and 
mercury.  The fly ash composition after each test was determined with an emphasis on 
residual carbon. 

 
Results showed that NOx emissions for oxy-combustion were lower than those 

during the air-blown operations.  The level of decrease however was not as large as that 
reported by others and appeared to be dependent on the coal type.  It should be noted 
however that in these tests, no attempt was made to optimize burner staging.  Carbon 
dioxide concentration of the flue gas which was in the 15 -18 % range during air-blown 
testing increased to 95 – 96% during oxy-combustion tests.  The data also show that there 
maybe a beneficial effect on mercury emissions.  For all three coals tested, the mercury 
concentrations in the furnace back pass gas were lower during oxy-combustion than 
during air-blown operations.  As expected, carbon content of the flyash for 27/73% oxy-



combustion tests were similar to those for air-blown operations confirming the 
equivalency of the thermal performance under the two firing conditions.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
It is widely accepted that global climate change is due, in large part, to the 

emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide.  Currently, over 50 percent of 
electricity in the U.S. is generated from coal. Given that coal reserves in the U.S. are 
estimated to meet nation’s energy needs over the next 250 years, coal is expected to 
continue to play a major role in the generation of electricity.  With dwindling supplies 
and high prices of natural gas and oil, a large proportion of the new power generation 
facilities built in the U.S. can be expected to use coal as the main fuel.  Coal-fired power 
plants of the future will need to incorporate processes that can cost-effectively capture 
and sequester their carbon dioxide emissions. One of the promising carbon dioxide 
capture technologies is oxy-combustion with flue gas recycle(1).  

 
In oxy-combustion process schematically depicted in Figure 1, the combustion air 

is replaced with a mixture of oxygen and recycled flue gas to produce a carbon dioxide-
rich flue gas, which can be conditioned and delivered to a sequestration site.  Recycle 
flue gas moderates the furnace temperatures and maintains heat transfer characteristics in 
the boiler, enabling the technique to be easily applied to existing coal-fired power plants.  
However, the biggest barrier to implementation of this technology is the cost of 
producing the oxygen.  The standard oxygen production method for applications of this 
scale is the relatively costly cryogenic air separation process. The development of cost 
effective alternative technologies for oxygen production is critical to make oxy-
combustion power plants with carbon dioxide capture viable and attractive. 
 

With USDOE support, a technology under development is BOC’s ceramic auto 
thermal recovery (CAR) oxygen production process.  The CAR process utilizes oxygen 
storage capacity of perovskite materials at high temperature, and involves cyclic 
operation with conventional fixed bed vessels that contain the material in granular form.  
Figure 1 also shows how a CAR unit might be integrated with a coal-fired power plant to 
achieve oxy-combustion and produce a carbon dioxide-rich flue gas. 

 
The CAR technology is presently being tested at 0.7-tons per day pilot scale at the 

Western Research Institute (WRI) facilities in Laramie, Wyoming.  A longer-term 
objective of the technology development and testing effort is to operate the CAR pilot 
plat in a fully integrated mode with an existing 250,000 Btu/hr combustion test facility 
under coal-fired conditions. 

 
Before demonstration of the fully integrated operation of the 0.7-tons per day 

CAR system, baseline oxy-combustion tests are being conducted in the 250,000 Btu/hr 
pulverized coal fired combustion test facility.  The objective of these tests is to 
benchmark oxy-combustion against air-blown operations for three ranks of coals.  This 
paper briefly describes the results of the tests concluded thus far. 

 



 
 

Figure 1.  Schematic Depiction of Air-blown and Oxy-Combustion Systems 
 
 

COMBUSTION TEST FACILITY 
 
The WRI coal combustion test facility (CTF) is a nominal 250,000 Btu/hr 

balanced-draft system designed to replicate a pulverized coal-fired utility boiler.  A 
schematic of the CTF is shown in Figure 2.  In its present configuration, the unit has been 
set up to simulate a tangential-fired boiler, but may be easily adapted to wall-fired or 



other configurations.  The fuel feed system consists of screw-based feeders and 
pneumatic transport to four burners inserted in the corners of a refractory-lined firebox.  
The burners can be angled to attain different tangential flow characteristics in the firebox.  
The unit is equipped with appropriately sized heat-recovery surfaces such that the 
time/temperature profile of a utility boiler can be replicated.  These surfaces comprise 
water-cooled panels that simulate the waterwall, an air-cooled super heater, preheater, 
and two economizers. CTF includes provisions for preheating the combustion air to 
mimic a utility air preheater.  The system also includes over-fire air injection ports for 
combustion staging.  The unit is equipped with two baghouses for continuous fly ash 
removal.  Figure 3 shows a recent photograph of the facility as installed at the WRI 
facilities. 
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Figure 2. A Schematic of the Combustion Test Facility (CTF) 

 
Continuous monitoring and recording (i.e., 10 seconds increments) of process 

parameters and gas concentrations (i.e., SO2, NOx, CO, O2) are accomplished through a 
PC-based data acquisition system.  Carbon dioxide and nitrogen concentration in the flue 
gas are determined by gas chromatograph analysis of sample bombs withdrawn at regular 
intervals.  All flue gas samples for these tests are taken upstream of the baghouse. 
Filtration of fly ash from samples withdrawn is accomplished using a temperature 
controlled inertial separation probe followed by dew point control then pumped to the 



analysis train.  All analyzers are calibrated regularly with EPA protocol gas with ±1% 
accuracy of the reported concentration.  Isokinetic fly ash samples were taken regularly 
upstream of the baghouse for analysis. 

 

 
Figure 3. Photograph of the CTF 

 
Both total and elemental mercury were determined utilizing a continuous 

emission monitoring device. Depending upon the targeted measurement (total vs. 
elemental mercury) the sample gas is passed through a wet impinger configuration either 
to reduce the oxidized mercury or to absorb the oxidized mercury.  The sample gas then 
passes through a sodium bicarbonate solution to capture SOx, followed by a sample 
conditioner for dew point control and finally to the continuous mercury analyzer. The 
mercury analyzer (VM-3000 series) serves for continuous measurement of the mercury 
concentration in gases.  The device is manufactured by Mercury Instruments Analytical 
Technologies.  Basis for the determination of mercury concentration is the resonance 
absorption of the Hg-atoms at a wave length of 253.7 nm.  The mercury analyzer is 
checked with a test screen which determines if the UV detectors and the signal processing 
are working correct. Additionally, the precision and the accuracy of the mercury 
measurement is tracked with a mercury calibrator where a predetermined concentration 
of elemental mercury generated from the mercury calibrator is injected into the mercury 
analyzer and compared against the mercury analyzer reading. 



OPERATING CONDITIONS 
 

Tests were conducted with three ranks of coals, lignite, sub-bituminous and 
bituminous.  The ultimate and proximate analyses of the coals are displayed in Table 1.  
For a typical test, the startup procedure involved a warm-up period whereby an acetylene 
flame is used to warm up the firebox, followed by a system heat up period of about two 
hours on the test coal to achieve steady state conditions.  A three hour air-blown 
combustion test period was then followed by a three hours of oxy-combustion test period.  
All tests were conducted at a nominally constant mass flow rate of 236 pph.   A similar 
method has successfully been used by others(2). Actual mass flow-rates and other relevant 
operating data are compiled in Table 2.  The burner stoichiometric ratios were maintained 
constant for each of the coal tested.  Since the CTF is a balanced draft facility, as 
experienced by others in previous similar tests, a considerable effort had to be expended 
to reduce air infiltration into the system.  For the tests described below, the procedure 
implemented was efficient enough to reduce the air infiltration to 0.2% oxygen in a pure 
carbon dioxide stream at a negative draft of 0.3 inches of water at the upper furnace. 
 

Table 1 - Proximate and Ultimate Analysis of Coals 
 

 Sub-bituminous Lignite Bituminous 
Proximate Analysis    

Moisture, wt% 19.96 17.06 1.5 
Ash, wt% 5.17 9.79 10.33 

Volatile Matter, wt% 36.48 36.04 34.60 
Fixed Carbon, wt% 39.39 37.12 53.57 

Ultimate Analysis    
Moisture, wt% 18.96 17.05 1.5 

Hydrogen, wt% 3.29 3.04 4.65 
Carbon, wt% 58.44 55.20 76.22 

Nitrogen, wt% 0.85 0.81 1.19 
Sulfur, wt% 0.33 1.93 0.97 

Oxygen, wt% 12.96 12.18 5.14 
Ash, wt% 5.17 9.79 10.33 

Heating Value, Btu/Ib 9,448 8,863 12,985 
Chloride, mg/kg 9 12 1449 
Mercury, mg/kg 0.03 0.11 0.01 

 

Table 2 .Operating Conditions (Mass Flow Rates) 
 

  Flow Rates Per Burner (total 4 Burners)   
  Coal Primary Secondary  OFA Flue Gas Heating  Heat  

  Feed 
Rate Gas Gas Gas mass flow 

rate Value Load 

Coal Type  Ibs/hr Ibs/hr Ibs/hr SCFM Ibs/hr Btu/Ib Btu/hr 

Subbituminous Air Blown 6.1 8.1 20.8 5 237 9862 240633 
Subbituminous 27% O2 /  73% CO2 5.7 8 21 3.5 236 9862 224854 

Lignite Air Blown 5.6 8 20.8 5 235 9188 205811 
Lignite 27% O2 /  73% CO2 5.3 8 20.9 3.5 234 9188 194786 

Bituminous Air Blown 4.4 8.0 22.3 5 236 12985 227497 
Bituminous 21% O2 /  79% CO2 3.4 8.1 22.5 3.5 233 12885 175236 
Bituminous 27% O2 /  73% CO2 4.4 8.0 22.7 3.5 237 12985 230094 



A schematic flow diagram of the set up used for the oxy-combustion tests is 
shown in Figure 4.   The carbon dioxide came from a fourteen-ton storage tank provided 
by BOC and oxygen from a liquid oxygen dewar.  The switch over from air-fired 
combustion to oxy-combustion was achieved by switching to the appropriate gas supply 
line followed by a balancing of the primary, secondary, and tertiary gas supplies. For all 
tests conducted, the air or carbon dioxide/oxygen mixture flow rates to primary, 
secondary, and tertiary ports remained fixed and the coal feed-rates were adjusted to 
reach approximately 3% excess oxygen upstream of the baghouse.  In the oxy-
combustion mode, oxygen content of the feed gas was monitored every fifteen minutes.   

 
The objective of the tests was to compare the performance of coal combustion in 

air-blown and oxy-combustion modes with respect to: (1) concentration of carbon 
dioxide in the flue gas, (2) emission of pollutants including NOx, SOx, CO, and Hg 
(total), (3) heat transfer in the radiative and the convective sections of the CTF in 
comparison to the total heat input, and (4) efficiency of combustion as represented in the 
unburned carbon in fly ash. 
 

RESULTS 
 
Air Infiltration and Carbon Dioxide Concentration in the Flue Gas 
 

An important feature to enhance the implementation of oxy-combustion is to 
minimize air infiltration into the system.  High concentration of carbon dioxide in the flue 
gas is expected to greatly reduce the capital and operating costs of carbon dioxide 
capture.  Early cold-flow tests at the CTF showed that air infiltration was quite large and 
as much as 10% nitrogen was present in the flue gas stream.  Several sampling taps were 
added across the furnace gas path to facilitate leak detection.  On a section-by-section 
basis all leaks were identified and eliminated such that at an operating pressure of -0.3 
inches of water column in the upper furnace, the concentration of oxygen in the flue gas 
was reduced to 0.2% oxygen in cold pure carbon dioxide.  To reduce the air infiltration 
even further, operating procedure was modified to include maintaining a positive upper 
furnace pressure in the 0.0 to +0.3 inches of water column range. 

 
Concentration of carbon dioxide in the flue gas in the air-blown configuration for 

the three coals ranged from 15.5 to 18.5%.  As indicated in Table 3, the concentration of 
carbon dioxide in the flue gas during oxy-combustion tests increased to 95%. 
 
Pollutant Emissions 
 

Table 3 summarizes the concentration of gaseous species measured in the flue gas 
under the oxy-combustion and in the air-blown modes.  Concentration of sulfur dioxide, 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, oxygen, NOx, carbon monoxide and total mercury are tabulated 
for the combustion tests concluded.  Table 4 summarizes the unburned carbon in the fly 
ash data for the same tests.   In order to set a common basis for comparison of NOx, CO, 
and unburned carbon, the burner stoichiometric ratio was fixed for each of the three coals 
and was not optimized for either the oxy-combustion or the air-fire mode. 



 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Set up for Oxy-Combustion and Air-Blown Combustion Operations 
 



 
 

Table 3.  Emissions Data 
 

  SO2 
@ 3% O2 

SO2 N2 CO2 O2 NOx 
@ 3% O2 

NOx CO 
@ 3% O2 

Hg 
(Total) 

Hg 
Total 

Coal Type  ppm Ib/MMBtu % mole % mole % mole ppm Ib/MMBtu ppm ug/m3 ug/hr 
Subbituminous Air Blown 377 0.73 78.77 17.4 3.81 182 0.17 15 1.6 138 
Subbituminous 27% O2 /  73% CO2 380 0.56 0.49 96.7 2.85 206 0.14 5 0.9 57 

Lignite Air Blown 1522 3.46 78.1 18.5 3.34 227 0.24 13 3.3 275 
Lignite 27% O2 /  73% CO2 2095 3.56 0.27 94.8 4.96 241 0.19 15 3.3 206 

Bituminous Air Blown 653 1.37 79.5 15.5 4.98 342 0.34 106 1.4 117 
Bituminous 21% O2 /  79% CO2 674 1.28 0.96 95.6 3.45 123 0.11 284 - - 
Bituminous 27% O2 /  73% CO2 926 1.37 0.76 95.6 3.68 204 0.14 140 0.2 16 

 
 
 

Table 4.  Unburned Carbon in Fly Ash 
 

Coal Type Test Condition Unburned 
Carbon 

Subbituminous Air Blown 0.5% 
Subbituminous 27% O2 /  73% CO2 0.2% 

Lignite Air Blown 0.3% 
Lignite 27% O2 /  73% CO2 0.2% 

Bituminous Air Blown 4.9% 
Bituminous 21% O2 /  79% N2 33.1% 
Bituminous 27% O2 /  73% N2 5.8% 

 
 



Even though NOx reductions were achieved in the oxy-combustion mode when 
compared to the air-blown combustion mode for all three coals, the magnitude of 
reduction is not as large as that previously reported by others.  This is in most part due to 
the fact that in our tests no attempt was made to optimize staging during oxy-combustion 
firing mode.  Data presented in Table 4 clearly show that for 27/73% oxy-combustion 
tests, unburned carbon content of the flyash were similar to those for air-blown 
operations confirming the equivalency of the thermal performance under the two firing 
conditions. 
 

As one would expect, no change was found in the emissions of sulfur dioxide 
between either combustion operations for both lignite and bituminous coals. A slight 
reduction was noticed when burning subbituminous coal.   Other than for possible 
enhanced capture of SO2 gas by mineral in the combustion ash, in general, the 
concentration of sulfur in coal is represented in the emitted flue gas.  

 
A reduction in total mercury emitted during the oxy-combustion operation in 

comparison to air-blown combustion is evident in the data compiled in Table 3.  The 
reduction is quite pronounced for the bituminous and subbituminous coals and not as 
large for the lignite.  Earlier testing by others(3,4) has shown conflicting data in that some 
investigators have observed enhanced mercury removal during oxy-combustion while 
others have observed no significant change.  Based on our results, one could speculate 
that the observed behaviors could have been from the fact that two different coal ranks 
with different coal chemistries and contaminants were involved. 
 
Heat Transfer and Temperature Profile 
 

The heat rejected across the water wall, the superheater, and the upper and lower 
economizers were determined and compared against the heating value of the coal burned.   
The heat rejections were determined by measuring the coolant flow rates and inlet and 
outlet temperatures for all four heat exchangers. The data are compiled in Table 5.  Oxy-
combustion mode provided equal or better heat transfer performance when compared to 
the air-blown mode. 

 
The temperature profile of the CTF in the radiative and the convection sections 

are shown in Table 6.  The average deviation in temperature between the air-blown and 
27/73% oxy-combustion modes is no more than 45 0F with a maximum deviation of 100 
0F.  This again confirms the equivalency of the 27/73% oxy-combustion mode and the 
air-blown operations.  The temperature deviation for the 21/79% oxy-combustion mode is 
considerably larger. 

 
It should be pointed out that all data presented were acquired while maintaining a 

constant mass flow rate through the furnace.  The volumetric flow rate through the 
furnace therefore was reduced by approximately forty percent in the oxy-combustion 
mode when compared to the air-blown mode.  This in turn allows a longer residence time 
and from boiler design considerations implies a reduction in the boiler size. 



Table 5.  Heat Transfer Data 
 

  Water Wall Superheater Upper 
Economizer Lower Econ. Total Heat Heat Rejected 

Coal Type  Btu/hr Btu/hr Btu/hr Btu/hr Rejected, 
Btu/hr % of Total 

Subbituminous Air Blown 105885 12014 23991 24083 165973 0.69 
Subbituminous Oxygen Blown (27% O2 /  73% CO2) 110297 12749 27493 24090 174629 0.78 

Lignite Air Blown 105134 10556 24081 20376 160147 0.78 
Lignite Oxygen Blown (27% O2 /  73% CO2) 103745 10903 25942 22231 162821 0.84 

Bituminous Air Blown 125339 9568 26930 20268 182105 0.80 
Bituminous Oxygen Blown (21% O2 /  79% CO2) 95655 10876 17054 17450 141035 0.80 
Bituminous Oxygen Blown (27% O2 /  73% CO2) 123615 9987 25920 19538 179060 0.78 

 
Table 6.  Furnace Temperature Profile 

 
 TC-1 TC-2 TC-3 TC-4 TC-5 TC-6 TC-7 TC-8 
 0F 0F 0F 0F 0F 0F 0F 0F 

Lignite         
Air Blown 1945 1856 1776 1726 1578 1032 757 541 

OxyCombustion (27% O2/73% CO2) 1981 1911 1837 1793 1678 1123 819 586 

Subituminous         
Air Blown Combustion 2071 2002 1914 1867 1782 1185 865 608 

OxyCombustion (27% O2/73% CO2) 2064 2011 1950 1901 1823 1240 906 633 

Bituminous         
Air Blown Combustion 2194 2047 1945 1859 1673 1192 911 664 

OxyCombustion (21% O2/79% CO2) 1720 1696 1606 - 1503 - - - 

OxyCombustion (27% O2/73% CO2) 2152 2062 1979 1922 1735 1272 986 742 
TC-1 12” Above the Burner TC-5 Inlet to Superheater 
TC-2 14”  Abobe the Burner TC-6 Inlet to Upper Economizer 
TC-3 39” Above the Burner TC-7 Exit from Upper Economizer 
TC-4 51: Above the Burner TC-8 Exit From Lower Economizer 



CONCLUSIONS 
 
 As a part of a DOE funded program to develop a novel oxygen production 
technology, a series of air-blown and oxy-combustion tests was completed in a 250,000 
Btu/hr Combustion Test Facility with a bituminous, a sub-bituminous and a lignite coal.  
The overall oxy-combustion characteristics for 27% oxygen, 73% carbon dioxide mixture 
firing were comparable to the air-blown case.  The NOx emissions from oxy-combustion 
mode were lower than the air-blown mode but the reduction observed was not as large as 
that reported by others.  As expected, the sulfur dioxide emissions were unchanged 
between the two firing modes.  A reduction in mercury emission was observed from all 
three coals during oxy-combustion mode when compared with the air-blown mode.  
Reduction in mercury emission was the largest for the bituiminous coal, and the smallest 
for the lignite.  The heat transfer in the furnace and in the convection pass was 
comparable for the two modes of firing. 
 
 Following a considerable effort to reduce the air infiltration in the furnace, flue 
gas concentration of carbon dioxide was increased from about 18% during air-blown 
operations to greater than 95% for the oxy-combustion mode. 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper the combustion characteristics of pulverized coal, both a bituminous and a lignite
type, were investigated. Experimental work was carried out in a drop-tube furnace in two
different gaseous environments: O2-N2 and O2-CO2, at a furnace wall temperature of 1400 K.
The coal particles were burned in oxygen partial pressure intervals that increased every 0.2 atm,
starting from air-like environments up to pure-oxygen environments. Entire luminous
combustion histories of single particles were monitored with optical pyrometry. Observed
temperatures and burnout times of bituminous and lignite particles, in the size cut of 75-90 µm,
were evaluated during both their volatile- and char-combustion phases. For every experimental
condition at least 20 samples (burning particle histories) were collected and burnout-times are
presented together with deduced temperatures. Increasing the oxygen mole fraction enhanced
the temperature of both volatiles and chars, while it reduced their combustion durations. Volatile
and char combustion temperatures were higher in N2 than in CO2 at the same O2 mole fraction,
whereas corresponding combustion burnout times were shorter. Furthermore, the two coals
exhibited dissimilar combustion behaviors. The bituminous coal burned with distinct volatile and
char combustion stages, whereas the lignite coal burned with seemingly overlapping stages. The
bituminous combustion burnout times were much more affected by the substitution of N2 with
CO2 than the lignite burnout times. To the contrary, the temperatures of the two coals were
affected in the same manner.

INTRODUCTION

Coal is classified into four different types, lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous and anthracite
coals. These varieties all descended from the origin of formation of coal: the creation of peat or
partially-decomposed plant materials (Facts about Coal, 1995). Increased pressure and heat from
overlaying strata caused peat to dry and harden into lignite. Lignite is a brown-black coal with
high-moisture and high-ash contents. It is the lowest rank coal, as its heating value is low.
Nevertheless, it is an important energy resource in various countries. Significant mining of
lignite in the US takes place in Texas, North Dakota, Montana and Louisiana. Under more
pressure, lignite has changed into a higher rank coal: sub-bituminous a dull-black coal with US
reserves located in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Washington and Alaska. Even
greater pressure resulted in the formation of bituminous or soft coal. It is a high–heating value
coal, and in the US is mined primarily in Appalachia and the Midwest. Even greater pressures,
developed in folded rock strata during creation of mountain ranges, produced the anthracites or
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hard coals; primarily found in limited amounts in the Appalachian regions of Pennsylvania, and
possessing the highest heating values and the lowest amounts of moisture and ash than other coal
types.

This study contrasts the combustion behavior of two such coals in pulverized form, a lignite coal
from Texas and a bituminous coal from Pennsylvania. Both coals, pulverized in the size range of
75-90 μm, were burned in a drop-tube furnace and single particle combustion behavior was
recorded with optical pyrometry. This work is part of a bigger investigation that examines the
combustion of coal in a wide range of oxygen environments (O2 mole fractions of 20-100%),
with the balance gas being either nitrogen or carbon dioxide, see Bejarano and Levendis, 2007a
and 2007b, respectively. Combustion of coal in such environments is of interest both to scientific
studies and to practical applications, most notably oxy-fuel combustion. This technology is
currently of intense industrial interest, as it has the potential of generating power with low
pollutant emissions and, at the same time, facilitating carbon dioxide sequestration.

The combustion behaviors of various coals have been studied in the past, most often in air, and
sometimes in various oxygen-nitrogen environments. To monitor the combustion of pulverized
coal particles several previous investigations used vertical furnaces coupled with optical
techniques, see for instance, Kobayashi et al., 1977; Mitchell & McLean, 1982; Timothy et al.,
1982 and 1986; Mitchell, 1987; Remenyi et al., 1989; Hurt & Mitchell, 1992; and Joutsenoja et
al., 1999. A number of these investigations focused only on char combustion phase, i.e., on the
carbonaceous residue that remains upon termination of the devolatilization reactions.

The physical and chemical processes that are involved in the pyrolysis and combustion of coal
particles are complex. Depending on the type of coal, the heating rate, the particle size, the rates
of decomposition and oxygen transfer, the volatile evolution and combustion, and the
combustion of the solid may occur in separate stages or simultaneously (Smith, 1982). In the
early stages of coal combustion, the particle reaches sufficiently-high temperatures to release
volatile material, which surrounds the surface of the particle to form soot, tar, ash, or decompose
to produce gas (Kobayashi et al., 1977; Mitchell & McLean, 1982; Niksa et al. 1984; Duqum et
al., 1987; Joutsenoja et al., 1999). Such devolatilization continues to occur within the particle,
releasing volatile gases which diffuse to the surface often causing swelling in bituminous coals
(Duqum et al., 1987; Mitchell, 1987; Joutsenoja et al., 1999), or fragmentation in lignites (Hurt
& Mitchell, 1992; Joutsenoja et al., 1999). Such phenomena are clear examples of how the
devolatilization of these two coal types may differ, mainly because of their parent specific coal
rank (Quann & Sarofim, 1982; Baxter et al., 1987; Ekinci et al., 1988; Hurt & Mitchell, 1992;
Bosoaga et al., 2006).

Seeker et al. (1981) and McLean et al. (1981) showed that volatiles issue from bituminous coal
particles in jets or trails, forming a condensed phase matter around the particle, but not always in
spherically-uniform clouds. These coals are typically swelling, forming cenospheric chars. In
regions where there are no volatile jets, there is a possibility for heterogeneous surface reaction
with oxygen. No volatile trails were observed for anthracites and lignites and condensed phase
matter was not formed. Such coals are non-swelling. The findings were attributed to the chemical
composition of the coal particles; bituminous volatiles contain soot-producing heavy
hydrocarbons, whereas lignite volatiles contain mainly CO, CO2, H2, H2O and light



hydrocarbons. Moreover, particles of an Australian lignite showed heterogeneous combustion
before the onset of volatile evolution (Thomas et al., 1968). Leslie et al. (1982) reported that,
under certain conditions, the combustion of 60 µm particles of a Montana lignite coal occurred
by direct oxygen attack with little separate evolution of volatiles. Field (1970) reported that the
reactivity of chars increases, by a factor of ~8, as the rank of coals decreases from anthracite to
lignite. Mitchell (1987) also reported that reaction rates of a lignite were faster than the rates of
two bituminous coals. However, Timothy et al. (1982) reported longer devolatilization times and
slower burning rates for a lignite coal as compared to a bituminous coal.

Previous results on coal particle combustion have shown a lot of scatter, depending on the
furnace gas temperature used, on the coal types and origins, on the coal particle size, and of
course on particle-to-particle variability. Timothy et al. (1982, 1986) recorded single coal particle
temperature and luminous burnout histories, for two particle sizes at two gas temperatures. They
reported that average coal particle temperatures (at 50% burnout, i.e., presumably char
temperatures) increased from 2000 K in air to 2750 K in 100% oxygen for a lignite coal, and
from 2300 K in air to 3100 K in 100% oxygen for a bituminous coal, both 90-105 μm. They
reported volatile flame durations of 6-12 ms in air, and 2-4 ms in 100% O2. They also reported
overall particle burnout-times between 80 ms in air, and 10 ms at 100% O2. Murphy and Shaddix
(2006) reported average char particle temperatures of 2100-2200 K at 24% oxygen and 2300-
2400 K at 36% oxygen, for a sub-bituminous and a bituminous coal respectively. Joutsenoja et
al. (1999) measured the particle temperature of a lignite coal and two high-volatile content
bituminous coals, (75-180 µm), for gas temperatures of 1150-1270 K. Varying the oxygen level
from 5 to 30 % yielded particle temperatures for the two bituminous coals and the lignite coal
between 1450-2612 K, 1475-2630 K, and 1400-2600 K, respectively. In this case the observed
average temperatures were in agreement for all three coals.

Bejarano & Levendis (2007) reported on combustion observations of 45-53 μm bituminous chars
(PSOC-176) in 21%, 50% and 100% oxygen mole fractions in nitrogen. Average char surface
temperatures increased from 1600-1800 K in air, to 2100-2300 K in 50% O2, to 2300-2400 K in
100% O2, at gas temperatures of 1300-1500 K, respectively. Combustion durations decreased
from 25-45 ms in air, to 8-17 ms in 50% O2, to 6-13 ms in 100% O2.

This work examines the combustion of single particles of a bituminous and a lignite coal not
only in oxygen-nitrogen, but also in oxygen-carbon dioxide environments, keeping all other
conditions constant.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF COAL

Coal samples for both the bituminous and lignite coal types were obtained from the Pittsburgh
Coal Bank, and were grinded, sieved to different sizes, and dried. The size cut of 75-90 m was
selected for these experiments. The physical and chemical properties of the two coals used in this
work are tabulated in Table 1 and Table 2, for the bituminous and the lignite respectively. Both
coals have been extensively characterized in previous research, see Sahu et al. 1988a, 1988b.



Table 1. Physical and Chemical Properties of PSOC-1451 Bituminous Coal
Properties of Parent Coal Properties of the Chars

Rank HVA Bituminous C (wt. %) 78.3

Sample Location Pittsburgh H (wt. %) 0.96

Seam Name Pennsylvania Ash (wt. %) 19.1

Proximate Analysis (%) Surface Area (m
2
/g) 175*

Moisture 2.54 Density (g/cm
3
) 0.5

Ash 13.32 Pore Volume (cm
3
/g) 0.4

Volatile Matter 33.56 Particle Diameter (µm) 75-90

Fixed Carbon 50.58

Ultimate Analysis (%) As received Dry * After 5% conversion at 450 ºC

Ash 13.32 13.67

Carbon 70.05 71.88

Hydrogen 4.55* 4.67

Nitrogen 1.33 1.36

Sulfur 1.33 1.36

Chlorine 0.07 0.08

Oxygen (Diff.) 6.81* 6.99

Free Swelling Index 7.5

* Excludes moisture

Table 2. Physical and Chemical Properties of PSOC-1443 Lignite
Properties of Parent Coal Properties of the Chars

Rank Lignite A C (wt. %) 59.6
Sample Location Texas H (wt. %) 0.43

Seam Name Lower Wilcox Ash (wt. %) 36.4

Proximate Analysis (%) Surface Area (m
2
/g) 235*

Moisture 28.54 Density (g/cm
3
) 1.1

Ash 15.31 Pore Volume (cm
3
/g) 0.5

Volatile Matter 44.17 Particle Diameter (µm) 75-90

Fixed Carbon 11.98

Ultimate Analysis (%) As received Dry * After 5% conversion at 450 ºC

Ash 15.31 21.43

Carbon 40.62 56.84

Hydrogen 2.92* 4.09

Nitrogen 0.76 1.06

Sulfur 0.53 0.74

Chlorine -- --

Oxygen (Diff.) 11.32* 15.84

Free swelling index 0.0

* Excludes moisture



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Methodology: Combustion experiments were conducted in an electrically-heated laminar-flow
drop-tube furnace at a fixed furnace wall temperature of 1400 K. A few particles were placed at
the tip of a beveled needle syringe. The needle was inserted in a port at the top of the furnace and
was lightly tapped. Single coal particles could thus be dropped in the water-cooled furnace
injector. Upon exiting the injector, the particles reacted with preheated furnace gases. Both O2-
N2 and O2-CO2 gas mixtures were used with molar fractions of oxygen varying in both cases
between 20-100%. A three-color pyrometer was used to observe each particle along its vertical
trajectory in the furnace, see Fig. 1. The three operating wavelengths of the pyrometer were
998 nm, 810 nm, and 640 nm. Light intensity signals recorded by the pyrometer were converted
to temperature. Details of the pyrometer, its calibration, and the temperature conversion
methodology are given by Levendis et al., 1992, as well as by Levendis, 2003. Further analysis
on the consistency of the pyrometric temperatures of this instrument and statistical analysis are
given by Bejarano and Levendis, 2007b. Herein the particle temperatures obtained from the
998/640 wavelength ratio are presented. Entire temperature-time profiles for luminous
combustion of single coal particles were obtained by this technique.

Figure 1. Schematic of the electrically-heated laminar-flow drop-tube furnace. The coal particle
introduction point, the particle trajectory and the pyrometry configuration are all indicated.

Due to practical limitations of the pyrometric technique, a strong luminous signal is required to
be emitted by a coal particle in order to reliably record its combustion behavior, starting with the



release of volatile matter to the final consummation of the char. If the temperature of the particle
is below the wall temperature of the furnace, signals cannot be reliably recorded.

Combustion Observations: The combustion behaviors of single particles of the bituminous and
the lignite coals were observed throughout their burn-time histories. In the case of bituminous
coal two peaks were distinctively recorded by the pyrometer. The first peak corresponds to the
radiation emitted by the evolving volatiles, which burn homogeneously with air in envelope
diffusion flames. The second peak corresponds to the radiation emitted by heterogeneous surface
oxidation of the remaining char, see Atal and Levendis, 1995; Levendis, 2003. Typically, the
volatile combustion stage of bituminous coal particles is hot and brief and the char combustion
stage is cooler and longer-lasting, see Fig. 2a. In the case of the lignite coal particles, only one
peak was observed during the entire burnout process; see Figure 2b. This phenomenon was
attributed to disparities in the chemical composition of the two coals, in regards to volatile matter
and fixed carbon content. The proportion of volatile matter to fixed carbon in bituminous coal
(34% VM and 51% C) is much lower than that found in the lignite (44% VM and 12% C), which
leads to an overly dominating devolatilization process for the latter fuel. In other words, during
the combustion of the lignite, the volatile bulk burns with such higher intensity and longer
periods of time, that it either overshadows the chars, confounding the pyrometric acquisition, or
burns simultaneously, hindering the capacity of the optical pyrometer to discern the two
combustion phases.

Figure 2. Top row: Real-time radiation intensity signals of burning single particles of (a) bituminous and (b)
lignite coals, as obtained by the three-color pyrometer. Bottom row: corresponding temperature profiles

obtained from the wavelength ratio of 998/640 nm. Particle size was 75-90 μm, and gas temperature was
set at 1400 K.

Time-Temperature behavior in various gas compositions: The coal particle temperature and
burnout rate information presented below was based on a series of experimental runs for which
the mean and standard deviation values were calculated and plotted. Experiments were
performed for both coal types (bituminous and lignites), under specific environmental
conditions, sieved size-cut, and incrementing oxygen partial pressures. A minimum of 20
different particles were burned at each condition. The three-color pyrometric measuring
technique described herein facilitated the interpretation of results and the comparison of
bituminous samples against lignites, as it yielded complete particle temperature-time profiles.

(a) (b)



Figure 3 illustrates average volatile temperature data for (a) bituminous and (b) lignite coal, in
O2-N2 or O2-CO2. Best fit lines of the data are superimposed and compared for both coal types in
Figure 3(c). Flame temperatures are mostly attributed to soot radiation. The soot was assumed to
radiate as a gray body based on the findings of Panagiotou et al, 1996. Overall, a clear trend was
observed with respect to the increase of volatile temperature with increasing oxygen mole
fraction. For all cases examined, the flame temperatures at the lowest O2 mole fraction of 20%
(i.e., air-like conditions) were calculated to be 1870-2250 K, whereas the flame temperatures at
pure oxygen conditions were in the range of 3000-3150 K.

Figure 3. Volatile flame temperature of (a) bituminous and (b) lignite coal particles, 75-90 μm, burning in a
drop-tube furnace at a wall temperature of 1400 K. Standard deviations (1σ) are shown.

Best fit curves are superimposed in figure (c).

i) Detected Temperatures of Volatile Flames. Coal particles burning in nitrogen gas yielded
higher temperatures than those particles burning in carbon dioxide. The difference in the flame
temperature between the coal particles burning in O2-N2 versus O2-CO2, was on the average
150 K. A clearer interpretation of the data can be obtained by superimposing trend-lines of both
coals burning at the presence of the two different balance gases (N2 and CO2), see Fig 3c. As
illustrated therein the bituminous volatile flames were substantially hotter than the lignite flames.
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Figure 4. Volatile flame duration times of (a) bituminous and (b) lignite coal particles, 75-90 μm, burning in
a drop-tube furnace at a wall temperature of 1400 K. Standard deviations (1σ) are shown. Best fit curves
are superimposed in figure (c).

(ii) Combustion Durations of Volatile Flames. As the oxygen mole fraction in the gas increased
the luminous volatile flame durations decreased, see Fig. 4. This is consistent with the trend of
increasing volatile flame temperatures with increasing oxygen mole fractions, shown before.
Hence, as the flame temperatures increased the volatile consumption rate also increased resulting
in shorter duration flames. The effect of oxygen mole fraction on the duration of the volatile
flames was more pronounced on the lignite coals, i.e., the slope shown in Fig. 4c is steeper for
lignites. At low oxygen mole fractions the lignite volatiles took longer to burn than the
bituminous volatiles, but at high oxygen mole fractions the flame durations of the two coals seem
to overlap.

Moreover, a significant gap was observed between the volatile flame durations of the bituminous
coal in O2-N2, and in O2-CO2 environments. That gap was in the order of a factor of two, i.e.,
bituminous volatiles burned twice as fast in N2 than in CO2 at comparable O2 mole fractions.
However, the difference was not nearly as pronounced for the case of the lignite coal. Volatile
flame durations of lignite coals were ~10% briefer in N2 than in CO2 at comparable O2 mole
fractions.

(iii) Recorded Char Combustion Temperatures and Burn-times:
In this study only the bituminous coal particles (PSOC-1451) burned with pyrometrically-
discernible volatile combustion and char combustion phases; the lignite coal particles (PSOC-
1443) did not. Therefore, results on char combustion traces are only presented for the bituminous
coal.
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Figure 5. Char particle (a) temperatures and (b) burnout times for bituminous coal particles, 75-90 μm,
burning in a drop-tube furnace at a wall temperature of 1400 K.

The pyrometric trends for bituminous coal chars are shown in Figure 5. The char particle
temperatures increased with oxygen mole fraction and, accordingly, their burnout-times
decreased. The chars exhibited higher surface temperatures in N2 than in CO2, which was mostly
attributed to the higher specific heat of the latter gas. Furthermore, from a practical application
viewpoint, for this particular bituminous coal to reach the same char temperature that is obtained
in air (21% O2), approximately 30% O2 would be needed if the N2 were substituted by CO2. The
recorded temperatures were similar, i.e., 2080 K versus 2090 K, respectively. On the other hand,
for these bituminous chars to burn in times equivalent to those recorded in air (21% O2),
approximately 35% O2 would be needed if the N2 were substituted by CO2. More studies are
needed to determine if other coals also behave in the same manner.

CONCLUSIONS

Particle temperatures and burnout times were studied for the combustion process of two different
types of pulverized coals, a high-volatile bituminous and a high-volatile lignite coal. Combustion
occurred in both O2-N2 and O2-CO2 gases, at O2 mole fractions varying from air-like conditions
up to pure oxygen conditions. The oxygen mole fraction had a drastic effect on the combustion
parameters of both coals. Increasing the oxygen mole fraction enhanced the temperature of both
volatiles and chars, while it reduced their combustion durations. Volatile and char combustion
temperatures were higher in N2 than in CO2 at the same O2 mole fraction, whereas corresponding
combustion burnout times were shorter. Furthermore, the two coals exhibited dissimilar
combustion behaviors. The bituminous coal burned with distinct volatile and char combustion
stages, whereas the lignite coal burned with seemingly overlapping stages. The bituminous
combustion burnout times were much more affected by the substitution of N2 with CO2 than the
lignite burnout times. To the contrary, the temperatures of the two coals were affected
comparably.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Combustion of coal in an oxygen environment (as opposed to air) will facilitate the 
sequestering of carbon dioxide by minimizing the amount of nitrogen in the exit gas 
stream. The presence of different levels of gases associated with Oxyfuel combustion (eg,  
CO2, SO2, and H2O) may significantly impact the corrosion of waterwalls, superheaters, 
headers, reheaters, and other boiler components.   
 
Research is being conducted on ash-covered boiler tube materials in simulated 
oxyfuel/recycled flue gas-fired (Oxy/RFG) and air-fired environments at superheater and 
waterwall temperatures.  Alloys T22, T92, 347SS, and Inc 617 were covered with a 
synthetic ash mixture composed of iron oxide, sodium sulfate, and potassium sulfate and 
exposed at a superheater temperature of 675°C.  Preliminary results show very aggressive 
corrosion rates with an increase in corrosion of the alloys exposed to the Oxy/RFG-fired 
environment when compared to the air-fired environment. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Approximately 1/3 of U.S. carbon emissions are from power plants.  The President’s 
Global Climate Change Initiative, announced February 14, 2002, had as a goal to reduce 
Greenhouse Gas Intensity (GHGI) by 18% by 2012 by slowing the growth in US 
emissions of CO2.   In order to make this happen, a concentrated CO2 stream must be able 
to be generated while maintaining a lower capital cost and energy penalty for the capture 
and conversion. 
 
One process with the potential for reducing GHGI involves the use of oxyfuel energy 
generation.   Oxyfuel techniques for the combustion of pulverized coal (PC) have been 
well-discussed in the literature1-5.  Nitrogen is minimized in oxyfuel combustion in order 
to facilitate the separation and subsequent sequestration of carbon dioxide.  Several 
oxyfuel scenarios use recycled flue gas (RFG) as part of the process.  Recycling such as 
this can result in higher than air-fired-combustion levels of SO2 and H2O in addition to 
the expected higher levels of CO2.  Higher O2 concentrations in the combustion process 
can lead to higher SO2 to SO3 conversion2.  Higher levels of SO3, SO2, and H2O in the 
flue gas and higher levels of SO3 in the ash deposits6 could result in higher corrosion 
rates at equivalent temperatures.  It is also possible that temperatures in Oxy/RFG-fired 
combustion will be higher than in air-fired combustion due to the higher heat flux to the 
boiler walls and superheaters caused by the higher CO2 contents of the flue gas6.  Higher 
temperatures will lead to a greater probability that more severe high temperature 



corrosion of boiler components will occur.  The lower combustibility in the CO2-rich 
environment could lead to more unburned carbon in the deposits7 and poor attention to 
burner design could result in higher CO concentrations8.  Both of these conditions have 
been linked to localized reducing conditions below the ash resulting in accelerated 
corrosion of normally corrosion-resistant materials.9 
 
Ash-assisted high-temperature corrosion presents one of the most complex environments 
possible for corrosion.  It involves the participation of solid phases (ash constituents and 
metal tubing), liquid phases (molten salts of various compositions), and gaseous phases 
(combustion products, unreacted atmospheric gases, water vapor, and daughter products).  
Daughter products, such as SO3 which is often formed by catalytic reaction between SO2 
and ash components, then react with metal surfaces to form low melting point 
components, such as alkali-iron trisulfates that cause molten salt attack.  Boiler 
components can also be subjected to more simple high temperature gaseous corrosion 
during startup and following soot blowing operations.  Most boiler components are, 
however, coated with ash at most times during boiler operation and the ash composition 
and thickness can play a huge role in the corrosion process. 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
 
Corrosion exposure tests were conducted at elevated temperatures on select alloys 
covered with a synthetic ash and exposed to two different gaseous mixtures 
representative of air-fired and wet recycle Oxy/RFG-fired1 coal combustion 
environments.  The compositions of those gas mixtures are given in Table 1.  Both 
environments were created using pure gases that were mixed based on flow rate 

controlled using 
digital mass flow 
controllers 
(DMFC).  Water 
vapor was added to 
the gas stream 
using a metering 
pump that 

delivered deionized water at a calculated flow rate to a heating chamber where it was 
converted to steam.  The steam was picked up by the gas mixture and delivered to the 
furnace tube containing the test coupons.  Due to the variability of the metering pump, 
water vapor compositions varied from what is listed in Table 1.  For the air-fired 
environment, the water vapor content was 10% higher than that shown.  For the 
Oxy/RFG-fired environment, the water vapor content was 96% of that shown. 

 
Table 1: Compositions of gas mixtures used in this research. 

Composition, volume % 
Environment N2 O2 CO2 SO2 H2O H2O(a) 
Air-Fired 74.1 6 14.6 0.3 5 5.5 
Oxy/RFG 0 2.5 60.1 0.9 32.6 31.3 
H2O(a) = actual water vapor content 

 
The alloys used in this study are shown in Table 2.  All alloys were machined from boiler 
tube, with the exception of Inc 617 which was machined from sheet material. 



 

Table 2: Compositions of alloys used in this research. 
Composition, weight % 

Alloy Fe Cr Ni Mo C Mn Other 
T22 95.8 2.07 0.19 0.91 0.102 0.49 - 
T92 87.3 8.84 0.32 0.32 0.124 0.29 1.83 W 
347 SS 67.1 17.2 11.2 0.28 0.061 1.35 - 
Inc 617 2.24 21.6 54.6 7.74 0.102 0.036 10.9 Co 

The ash mixture used in this research has been used by others10-13 to rank alloys subject to 
ash-assisted corrosion and has been termed as a Standard Corrosion Mixture or SCM.  
The composition of the ash is shown in Table 3.   

 
Corrosion coupons with 
dimensions of approximately 12.7 
mm X 19.1 mm X 3 mm were 
placed in ceramic trays on a 3 mm 
thick layer of ash and then covered 

with a 3 mm thick layer of ash.  All alloys were placed together 
in the same trays. 

Table 3: Composition of synthetic ash mixture 
used in this research. 

Composition, weight % 
Ash Mixture Fe2O3 Na2SO4 K2SO4 

SCM 25.2 33.6 41.2 

 
Ceramic trays containing corrosion coupons and ash were 
placed into the constant temperature zones of tube furnaces 
prior to starting the experiment.  Coupons were heated to the 
test temperature of 675°C with N2 flowing.  Once at the test 
temperature, the appropriate gas mixture was started flowing at 
a linear flow velocity of 6 cm/min.  Experiments were 
conducted for a total of 240-260 hours.  Tests were ended by 
substituting N2 for the flowing gas/water vapor mixture and 
allowing the furnace to cool to room temperature. 
 
After removal from the test, corrosion coupons, along with 
attached ash, were first stabilized by encasing in epoxy.  Cross 
sections were cut from the sample and then mounted and 
polished.  Photographs of the polished cross sections were 
measured to determine remaining metal.   
 

Figure 1 - Corrosion 
samples lying on ash 
(SCM) layer prior to 
being covered with ash. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Figure 2 shows a differential thermal analysis (DTA) of the ash from room temperature to 
1000°C in the presence of air.  The DTA shows three melting points at 257, 590, and 
861°C.  The two lowest melting points are of most importance to this research because 
they are both lower than the 675°C test temperature. This means that there is at least a 
partial volume of ash that was molten during the corrosion exposure and that would 
solidify on cooling to room temperature. 



       
 

The SCM ash 
completely 
solidified during 
exposure.  The a
became very hard
and rock-like 
which made it 
very difficult to 
remove samples a
the end of the 
experiment.  
Figure 3 shows 
the result for S
ash after exposu
at 675°C for 260 

hours.  Note the raised portions of the vitrified ash marking
several of the sample locations.  Sample removal typically 
required a hammer and chisel and much care so as not to 
crack the ceramic trays.   
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Figure 2 - Differential Thermal Analysis of SCM Ash. 
 

An optical 
photomicrograph of 
cross-sections of 
one of the corroded 
T92 coupons is 
shown in Figure 4.  
This figure is 
typical of that for a
of the alloys teste
and shows the rou
uneven nature of th
corrosion attac
also shows a black area surrounding the rema
metal and separating it from the ash.  This black 
area is approximately the same dimension as the
esting that it represents internal oxidation of the

alloy.  It is similar to that reported elsewhere14 for a T91 alloy exposed at 550°C.  The 
cross sections of corroded samples were analyzed first by measuring the remaining
thickness.  Measurements were made at 10 different locations and averaged to produ
average remaining metal thickness which was then subtracted from the average initial 
metal thickness and resulting in an average metal thickness consumed.   
 

Figure 4 - Cross-sectio
covered alloy T92 expose

Figure 3 - Ceramic tray with 
vitrified SCM ash and 
corroded samples after the 260 
hour test segment. 
 n of SCM ash-

d for 260 hours 
to the Oxy/RFG-fired environment at 
675C. 
 
original uncorroded metal coupon sug



The consumed metal results for the four alloys in SCM ash 

 to 

 there 

n order to compare the data in Table 4 to data already 
published, 5-hour mass loss 

ished 

 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
• Initial tests have show that at a superheater temperature of 675°C, three alloys 

• ironment for the alloys tested. 

rder of 

 
FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
he data presented here are represent the initial research conducted on this project.  Plans 

uture research will also include an analysis for extent of internal corrosion and corrosion 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The reactivity of pulverised coal is important for optimising furnace design. The reactivity of 
pulverised coal in a retrofitted oxy-fuel furnace may vary from the reactivity in the original 
air-fired mode and this would influence the final coal burnout. The present study involves the 
measurement of reactivities of a pulverised Australian coal and its char in a 
Thermogravimetric Analyser (TGA), and extends previous work [2]. Char was formed using 
a drop tube furnace maintained at 1400 oC in N2 atmosphere. Non-isothermal experiments 
were performed by heating the fuel sample from 30 to 1100 oC, at the rate of 25 oC/min, in 
various atmospheres. The pyrolysis rate of coal was measured in 100% N2 and 100% CO2. 
Air and oxy-fuel combustion conditions were simulated by varying the O2 concentration in 
mixtures of O2/N2 and O2/CO2 respectively. The pyrolysis rate measured in 100% CO2 was 
higher at temperatures above 800 oC, this being attributed to char gasification. The reactivity 
of char was quite similar in the air and oxy-fuel case at higher O2 levels (10, 21%). However, 
at very low O2 levels (2%) and higher temperatures, the reactivity in the oxy-case was higher 
due to char gasification. Char exhibited slightly higher reactivity compared to coal in both 
atmospheres. The activation energy of char combustion was around 127 kJ/mol at 21% O2 
level in air and oxy cases, consistent with data found in the literature. 
 
Keywords:  pulverised coal, oxy-fuel combustion, reactivity, thermogravimetric analysis. 
 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 

α Mass fraction of char remaining (daf basis) dimensionless 
A Pre-exponential factor s-1 atm-1

E Activation energy kJ/mol 
ks Reaction rate coefficient s-1 atm-1

m Instantaneous mass mg 
mo Initial dry mass mg 
mash Final ash mass mg 
n Apparent reaction order - 
pO2 Oxygen concentration atm 
Rm,c Char reactivity s-1

Rm,p Coal reactivity during pyrolysis s-1

R Gas constant 8.314 J/mol.K 
t Time s 
TP Particle temperature K 



1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Coal plays a central role in the Australian economy, representing around 16% of Australia’s 
total export income worth over A$ 24 billion, and accounting for over 80% of all electricity 
produced in Australia. Though coal plays such an important role, it suffers from the drawback 
of generating CO2 during combustion. CO2 is the main contributor to global warming. Oxy-
fuel combustion or oxy combustion is a developing technology that uses pure O2 to produce a 
concentrated stream of CO2 highly suitable for direct sequestration. The review by Buhre et 
al. [1] provides information about the science and status of the technology. A modified 
version of oxy-fuel combustion uses recycled flue gas (RFG) to reduce flame temperatures 
due to combustion in pure O2 [2]. RFG mainly consists of CO2 and therefore oxy-fuel 
combustion of coal occurs in an environment of O2/CO2, while conventional coal combustion 
occurs in an environment of air (O2/N2). The reactivity of coal may be different under oxy-
fuel conditions which inturn will affect the unburnt carbon content in ash. To ensure that 
complete burnout of coal occurs in a retrofit oxy-fuel combustor, the reactivity under oxy-
fuel conditions needs to be studied and compared with the reactivity in air.  
 
The reactivity of char and coal has been studied previously in O2/CO2 mixtures. A brief 
review on these studies can be obtained in [3]. Varhegyi et al. [4] studied the kinetics of coal 
char by thermogravimetry. They measured the reactivity of coal char in mixtures of Ar/O2 
and CO2/O2. The O2 concentration in the mixture was varied from 5 to 100% in Ar and CO2. 
The results showed that the reaction rate was proportional to the O2 concentration and was 
not influenced by the presence of high levels of CO2. They also found that the data at 5% O2 
concentration did not fit well with their model [4]. It would be interesting to see if the CO2 
content, in the O2/CO2 mixture, will have an effect at very low O2 concentrations, say 2%.  
 
The present study aims to measure the reactivity of a pulverised Australian bituminous coal 
and its char under simulated air (O2/N2) and oxy-fuel (O2/CO2) conditions using a 
thermogravimetric analyser (TGA). A range covering very low to moderate O2 concentrations 
applicable to practical boiler conditions would be used in the present study. Reactivity 
parameters will be obtained using a simple char reactivity model. 
 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
 
2.1 Thermogravimetric analysis 
Thermogravimetric analysis is a rapid method to study the reactivity of coal/char under 
controlled conditions. Reactivity measurements are generally performed using isothermal or 
non-isothermal methods. Isothermal analysis maintains the sample at a set temperature while 
non-isothermal analysis ramps the temperature of the sample at a linear heating rate to a set 
value. A combination of these methods may also be adopted in some cases. Non-isothermal 
analysis offers many advantages over the isothermal analysis method. One experiment with a 
non-isothermal temperature ramp can be used to obtain kinetic parameters for a specified 
temperature range [5]. Ma et al. [6] used non-isothermal thermogravimetric analysis to study 
the reactivity of oxidation of brown coal and its chars. Gutierrez et al. [7] used the isothermal 
method to obtain the kinetic parameters (intrinsic activation energy and reaction order) of 
sub-bituminous coal. This study adopts the non-isothermal method due to its simplicity and 
effectiveness.  
 
 



2.2 Description of the experiments 
The reactivity of coal and its char formed in a Drop Tube Furnace (DTF) was studied using 
an atmospheric Thermogravimetric analyser (TGA). The TGA used in this study was a 
SETARAM Setsys 1200 model. A non-isothermal temperature program was used to measure 
the reactivity of fuel. The non-isothermal temperature program consisted of heating the 
sample from 30 oC to 1100 oC at a linear heating rate of 25 oC/min. The fuel sample was 
maintained at isothermal condition (30 oC) for about 15 min prior to the ramping of 
temperature to enable the stabilization of gas flow in the TGA furnace. A total gas flow rate 
of 20 ml/min was used in all the experiments. Coal and char sample masses ranged from 2 to 
3 mg. The sample was spread evenly on the base of the Alumina crucible to form a very thin 
layer. The small sample size spread as a thin layer avoided any mass transfer limitations on 
the reactivity. The sample mass, sample temperature, and heat flow data were recorded by a 
computer connected to the TGA. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Experimental conditions 
Parameter Condition 
Sample mass (coal / char) 
Temperature range (non-isothermal) 
Heating rate 
Gas flow rate 
Oxygen concentration in N2/CO2

2 to 3 mg 
30 to 1100 oC 
25 oC/min 
20 ml/min 
2 to 21 % v/v basis 

 
2.3 Simulation of various atmospheres 
Various gas atmospheres were simulated by using different gases/gas mixtures. The 
following gas atmospheres were used in the experiments: 
Pyrolysis – 100% N2 or 100% CO2
Combustion -  
Air – 2, 10, 21% O2 v/v basis in N2
Oxy – 2, 10, 21% O2 v/v basis in CO2
 
2.4 Char formation 
Char was formed from coal (properties in Table 2) in N2 atmosphere at 1400 oC using a DTF 
described elsewhere [3].  
 
Table 2 Analysis of +63-90 microns size cut of coal used in experiments, and from  

which the char was prepared 
 Proximate Analysis Wt. % 

Air-dried moisture 9.4 
Ash 19.7 
Volatile Matter 24.2 
Fixed Carbon 46.7 
Ultimate Analysis  
Carbon 77.8 
Hydrogen 4.40 
Nitrogen 1.14 
Sulphur 0.27 
Oxygen 16.4 
Specific Energy MJ/kg (a.d.) 20.86 
Specific Energy MJ/kg (d.a.f.) 29.42 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. CHAR REACTIVITY MODEL AND DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis is used to measure the reactivity of any fuel under chemically-
controlled conditions, which is possible at relatively low temperatures (400-650 oC). An 
Arrhenius plot of the natural logarithm of the reaction rate versus inverse reaction 
temperature shows the controlling process. At low temperatures, the gaseous reactant diffuses 
evenly up to the centre of the particle and a gas concentration equal to the bulk gas 
concentration exists throughout the particle (Regime-I). The kinetic parameters, namely 
activation energy, pre-exponential factor, and reaction order obtained in these temperatures 
are the intrinsic values. When the temperature is increased further the process is controlled by 
chemical reaction at the surface and reactant diffusion in the pores (Regime-II). At very high 
temperatures, the intrinsic reaction rate increases further and the concentration of reactant on 
the particle surface becomes close to zero and the combustion process is controlled by the 
diffusion of gaseous reactant to the surface from the bulk gas (Regime III). Gutierrez et al. [7] 
used isothermal TGA experiments to show that  the reaction rate of a sub-bituminous coal 
char is chemically controlled at temperatures below 793 K (520 oC). 
 
The char reactivity based on instantaneous mass loss rate under chemically-controlled 
conditions (Regime-I, full penetration of O2 to the centre of the particle) is a function of the 
O2 concentration ( ) and the mass fraction of ash-free char remaining at any instant (α). 
The reactivity of char during combustion under chemically-controlled conditions is given by, 
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where ks is the reaction rate coefficient given by the Arrhenius equation, 
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The char reactivity Rm was estimated from the derivative of mass with respect to time            
(-dm/dt). The derivative was estimated by SETSOFT 2000, a software developed by 
SETARAM.  
 
The reaction rate coefficient (ks) is then plotted versus inverse sample temperature (Tp) to 
obtain reaction rate parameters, namely, pre-exponential factor (A) and activation energy (E).  
 
The reactivity of coal during pyrolysis experiments (100% N2 or 100% CO2) is defined by  
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
5.1 Coal and char character 
The coal and char particle size distribution was measured using a MALVERN particle size 
analyser. The mean particle size of pulverised coal was 84.5 µm and the corresponding 1400 
oC N2 char was 76.5 µm. This clearly shows that there was no swelling during the char 
formation. However, the char had lost all the volatiles and become highly porous in 
comparison to the coal. This is clearly revealed in the SEM pictures shown below (Figure 1). 
The porosity of char will play an important role during its combustion. The surface area of 
char was measured to be 170.4 m2/g using CO2 BET technique.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (a)      (b) 

Fig. 1 SEM pictures of coal (a) and char (b) 
 
5.1 Pyrolysis of coal in N2 and CO2 
The pyrolysis reactivity of coal was measured in both N2 and CO2. Figure 2 shows that the 
pyrolysis reactivity is very similar in N2 and CO2. The onset of pyrolysis occurs at about 573 
K (300 oC). The peak pyrolysis rate occurs at about 750 K (477 oC) in both atmospheres. It 
could be clearly seen that at around 1030 K (757 oC) the rate of pyrolysis starts to increase 
significantly. This is probably due to the commencement of the char-CO2 gasification 
reaction. Varhegyi et al. [4] also observed that the char-CO2 reaction started at around 800 
oC. While the pyrolysis rate in N2 is still decreasing, the char gasification reaction in CO2 is 
increasing rapidly with the increase in temperature. It appears that the char-CO2 gasification 
reaction will play an important role at high temperatures (> 800 oC).  
 
5.2 Comparison of reactivity of char at various O2 concentrations 
The reactivity of char at various O2 concentrations in N2 and CO2 is shown in Figure 3. The 
reactivity of char increases with increasing O2 concentration in both air and oxy cases. The 
char oxidation reaction begins at around 673 K (400 oC) and increases rapidly with the 
increase in temperature. After reaching a peak value, the reactivity starts to decrease due to 
the combustion of the less reactive portion at the end. As the O2 level in the gas increases the 
peak and burnout temperature decreases. The char reactivity is slightly less in the oxy case at 
10 and 21% O2 levels. The 2% O2 case is interesting to note. The reactivity in air and oxy 
cases are similar till the temperature reaches around 1073 K (800 oC). As pointed earlier in 
the previous section, the char gasification begins at that temperature. A sharp increase in the 
reactivity is seen and then decreases during the last portion of the combustion. The char 
gasification phenomenon is not seen in the higher O2 cases, as the burnout of the char occurs 
at a temperature less than 1073 K (950 K for 21% O2 and 1000 K for 10%O2 case). While the 



burnout of char is complete at 1323 K in the 2% O2 oxy case, the char is still burning in the 
2% O2 air case.  
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Fig. 2 Pyrolysis reactivity of coal in N2 and CO2

 
Varhegyi et al. [4] found that there was no influence of CO2 on the reactivity when the O2 
content in the O2/CO2 mixture was varied between 5 to 100%. The 5% O2 case in [4] would 
also have been completed before reaching 1073 K and hence the presence of CO2 did not 
influence the reactivity in any of the cases studied. However, the 2% O2 in CO2 case in the 
present study does show significant difference in the reactivity on reaching the gasification 
temperature. This will have important implications on the burnout of char in a real oxy-fuel 
furnace where the O2 levels are very low. A better burnout of char will be obtained in the 
oxy-fuel furnace in comparison to the conventional air-fired furnace.  
 
It is also worthwhile to note that the reactivity of char in the 2% O2 case increases first and 
then tends to remain at almost a constant value at higher temperatures. This is probably due 
to the reactivity being controlled by the diffusion of O2 to the surface of the char.  
 
5.3 Comparison of reactivity of coal and char 
Figure 4 compares the reactivity of coal and char in air and oxy cases. The 21% O2 case is 
used for the comparison. The peak reactivity of coal and char are very similar in both air and 
oxy cases. While the reactions in coal begin at around 573 K (300 oC), the char combustion 
commences at around 673 K (400 oC). The release of volatile matter in coal is seen in the 
initial part of the curve where the reactivity increases gradually. The beginning of char 
combustion in coal is seen by the sharp increase in reactivity. The burnout temperature of 
char in coal occurs at around 890 K and that of the high temperature char occurs at around 
970 K. The higher burnout temperature of the char is due to the loss of reactive sites and/or 
reactive functional groups on the char surface during the char formation at high temperatures 
(1400 oC in this case) [8]. 
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Fig. 3 Char reactivity at various O2 concentrations 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of reactivity of coal and char 

 
 
 
 



 
5.4 Reactivity parameters of char combustion 
Figure 5 shows the Arrhenius plots for all the three O2 levels studied assuming the reaction 
order n as unity. The 21% O2 case gave a good linear fit suggesting combustion in Regime-I 
conditions. The 2% O2 case appears to be controlled by diffusion of O2. The correlation 
coefficient was very good in both air and oxy cases (0.997) in the 21% O2 case. The 
activation energy was 127 kJ/mol in both air and oxy cases. This is consistent with the values 
found in literature as shown in Table 3. This suggests that the non-isothermal method could 
be used to obtain the kinetic parameters at sufficiently high O2 levels. Sima-Ella et al. [9] 
found from their studies that a non-isothermal analysis could be used if the heating rate was 
optimized by experiments. They found that a heating rate of  25 oC/min was the optimal 
value, as was used here. 
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Fig. 5 Arrhenius plot for combustion of char in various O2 concentrations 
 
 

Table 3 Kinetic parameters of char oxidation 
Reference Condition Activation 

Energy, E 
kJ/mol 

Pre-exponential 
factor, A 
s-1 atm-1

Correlation 
coefficient, 
R2

Present study 
(Non-isothermal) 
 
[9] 
(Non-isothermal) 
 
[7] 
Isothermal 

21% O2 in N2
21% O2 in CO2
 
Air 
 
 
10% O2

126.9 
126.8 
 
129.4 
 
 
121.2 

2.66 x 106 

2.34 x 106

 
1.565 x 105

 
 
- 

0.997 
0.9971 
 
- 
 
 
- 

 
 



6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The reactivity of coal and its high temperature char has been measured in conditions 
pertaining to conventional air and oxy-fuel combustion. The char gasification process is 
significant and occurs at temperatures above 800 oC. The char gasification process is 
especially significant at very low O2 levels and will aid the better burnout of char during the 
later stages of combustion in a practical combustion environment furnace. No significant 
differences could be observed between the air and oxy cases at higher O2 levels. Activation 
energy of char oxidation was found to be 127 kJ/mol, consistent with previous work under 
Regime-I conditions. Non-isothermal analysis is a fast and effective tool for estimating the 
char oxidation kinetic parameters. 
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ABSTRACT 
Oxy-fuel combustion has been previously demonstrated at the pilot-scale showing the 

feasibility of producing a sequestration-ready CO2-rich stream. These reported tests also showed 
a significant reduction in NOx emissions. The objective of this work is to understand the 
mechanisms by which lowered NOx emissions are produced in oxy-fuel combustion, leading to 
an ability to optimize a system for NOx abatement. 

Pulverized Illinois #6 coal was burned in a laminar flow reactor to study the evolution of 
NOx in air and oxy-fuel combustion. Air or mixtures of 25% or 30% O2 (by mass) in CO2 were 
used as oxidizers. The 25% O2 mixture was designed to produce similar temperatures to air 
combustion. Both the 25% and 30% O2 oxidizers have higher molar O2 concentrations than air. 

In initial experiments, the overall oxygen to fuel ratio was held constant at a slightly fuel-lean 
condition. Wall temperature data suggest that combustion rates scale with oxygen concentration, 
however reductions in NOx for oxy-fuel combustion similar to those in the literature were not 
observed. Premixed oxy-fuel combustion shows potential for increased NOx suggesting that NOx 
control through oxy-fuel combustion is connected with oxidizer-staged combustion. 

In later experiments the oxidizer was staged, with the primary combustion zone overall rich 
at S.R. = 0.76 while the burnout zone was slightly lean. As before, higher oxygen concentrations 
appeared to produce more rapid combustion. The initial conversion of fuel-N to NOx was 
comparable for all oxidizers but the oxy-fuel mixtures exhibited more rapid destruction of NOx 
in the reducing zone that followed. The addition of burnout oxidizer produced an increase in NOx 
for the oxy-fuel cases; however effluent NOx levels were still lower in oxy-fuel combustion 
relative to air combustion. 

It was concluded that oxy-fuel combustion increases devolatilization and initial oxidation 
rates relative to air combustion which may affect initial NOx formation and NOx formation 
during char burnout. In the reducing zone, increased residence times and higher NOx 
concentrations (due to lower volumes of diluent), and equilibrium considerations may be 
responsible for the more rapid destruction of NOx in oxy-fuel combustion. 

While conclusions in the literature suggest that reduction of recycled NOx is the dominant 
mechanism for NOx reduction in oxy-fuel combustion, these once-through experiments 
demonstrate that other mechanisms may be as or more important. 



INTRODUCTION 
Oxy-fuel combustion, the combustion of fuel in a mixture of oxygen and recycled flue gas, 

has recently received much attention as a technology that (depending on site-specific variables) 
allows cost-effective capture of CO2 from pulverized coal fired plants (Buhre et al., 2005). In 
pilot scale testing (Sangras et al., 2004) oxy-fuel combustion also showed the potential to 
effectively control NOx emissions. Reductions in NOx emissions from baseline air-fired cases on 
the order of 70% were reported. 

Varagani et al. (2004) point out that the possible independent control of oxygen 
concentrations in various oxidizer streams offers a level of optimization that does not exist in 
conventional air combustion. Use of air as an oxidizer effectively couples temperature with 
stoichiometry, whereas control of the oxidizer oxygen concentration allows combustion 
temperatures to be adjusted independent of stoichiometry. Understanding of the mechanisms 
responsible for NOx creation and destruction in oxy-fuel combustion is required in order to 
optimize a system for NOx abatement, however as recently as January 2007 it was stated that “… 
unfortunately, the mechanisms behind these reductions have yet to be understood” (Sarofim, 
2007). 

 
Objective 

The objective of this work is to collect experimental data of NOx under various oxy-fuel 
conditions to determine the source of NOx reduction. 

 
Background  

In conventional wall-fired boilers utilizing low-NOx burners, the contributions of thermal-, 
prompt-, and fuel-NOx formation have been studied in some detail. Most of the NOx emissions 
from these air-fired boilers (~80%) are fuel-NOx with ~95% being NO (Zevenhoven and 
Kilpinen, 2002). The contributions of thermal- and prompt-NOx are relatively small under typical 
operating conditions. Nitrogen, originating in the fuel, passes through four distinct zones in this 
type of combustion process in a temporally separated sequence. In zone 1, premixed combustion 
of the volatiles with the primary air and any air entrained upstream of the flame occurs. During 
this process NOx is formed rapidly but fuel nitrogen is in competition with volatile hydrocarbons 
for oxygen, which is in short supply.  In the second zone, the atmosphere is reducing causing fuel 
nitrogen in the volatiles, typically in the form of HCN and NH3, to be reduced to N2 while NO 
formed in zone 1 can be reduced through reburning reactions. Zone 3 is the oxidation of the rich 
products of combustion volatiles that have been evolved in zones 1 and 2. This can be from 
mixing of reactants into the fuel rich recirculation zone or mixing of the secondary air. In zone 3, 
the remaining HCN and NH3 can be oxidized to produce NOx. Zone 4 consists of char burnout 
and cooling of the combustion products from peak reaction temperatures to effluent 
temperatures. In zone 4, NOx is rapidly frozen and typically remains constant; however 
heterogeneous reactions with coal char may produce a reduction of NOx and high temperatures 
may create thermal-NOx. 

In oxy-fuel combustion, the potential exists to alter temperature and species concentrations in 
each of these zones and thereby influence NOx formation and destruction mechanisms. The 
following possible reasons for NOx reduction in oxy-fuel and oxygen enhanced combustion 
(OEC) are noted, many of which have been discussed in the literature. 

 



1. Near-elimination of thermal- and prompt-NOx 
This will have a minor effect given that thermal- and prompt-NOx emissions are relatively 
low in air combustion. Oxy-fuel combustion does have the potential of higher temperatures 
and thus it is still of interest to determine how significant these mechanisms are at converting 
small amounts of N2 in the boiler to NO. N2 may be present in the boiler from air infiltration, 
recycling of N2 originating from fuel-N, and some N2 from the air separation unit. (Buhre et 
al. 2005) 

2. More attached flame 
The higher oxygen concentrations in OEC have been reported to better attach the flame to the 
burner (Bool and Bradley, 2003) resulting in less secondary oxidizer entrainment into the 
burner’s recirculation zone. This reduces oxygen availability in the initial premixed burn 
period of the volatiles and therefore reduces initial NO formation. The oxygen concentration 
in an oxy-fuel boiler will likewise determine the extent of flame attachment. 

3. High NO concentrations 
The data of Okazaki and Ando (1997) suggest that the presence of NO in the recycled flue 
gas limits the conversion of fuel-N to NO. Bose et al. (1988) concluded that NO destruction 
rates in the fuel-rich zone are first order with respect to NO. The replacement of N2 with 
higher-molecular-weight recycled flue gas in oxy-fuel combustion raises the concentration 
(relative to air combustion) of all minor species, including NO. 

4. Reduction of recycled NOx in the fuel-rich flame zone 
Okazaki and Ando (1997) concluded that this was the dominant mechanism of NOx 
abatement (accounting for 50-80% of observed reduction) in oxy-fuel combustion; however 
their experiment used oxygen concentrations of 21 vol%, which is lower than levels required 
for practical implementation of oxy-fuel combustion. Higher concentrations of oxygen will 
probably increase the relative importance of some other mechanisms. 

5. Temperature increases 
Higher temperatures in the fuel-rich recirculation zone of a low-NOx burner increase the rate 
of reduction of NO to N2. In addition, at higher temperatures the conversion of volatile-N to 
N2 is faster than volatile-N to NO conversion (Châtel-Pélage et al., 2004).  

6. Increased residence times in fuel-rich regions 
The higher oxygen concentrations in oxy-fuel combustion allow deeper staging without 
flame instability, promoting longer residence times and more fuel-rich stoichiometry in the 
burner region of the boiler (Kobayashi and Bool, 2005), both favorable conditions for 
reduction of NOx. Longer residence times are also promoted by the lower gas volumes in 
oxy-fuel combustion (Sarofim, 2007) 

7. Equilibrium considerations 
Equilibrium calculations show that the equilibrium amount of NOx in oxy-fuel combustion is 
much lower than in air combustion. Even though typical NOx emissions are at super-
equilibrium levels, this reveals that oxy-fuel combustion has greater potential than air 
combustion for destruction of NOx. 

8. Reduced NO formation from char 
Increased temperatures in the devolatilization zone can be expected to increase volatiles yield 
and to a greater extent the nitrogen content of the volatiles (Pohl and Sarofim, 1976; Blair et 
al., 1976). This would decrease the amount of char-N that can be converted to NO in the fuel-
lean burnout zone. 



9. Enhanced heterogeneous reburning 
High CO2 concentrations result in elevated concentrations of CO. NOx reduction by char 
(heterogeneous reburning) is enhanced by reduction with CO (Smoot, 1993). Okazaki and 
Ando (1997) do not consider this mechanism to be significant in pulverized coal combustion 
on account of low particle density (particle spacing > 40 particle diameters). In Smoot (1993) 
it is also noted that heterogeneous reactions involving soot have potential to both create and 
destroy NOx. Oxy-fuel combustion can change the level of soot formation in a flame due to 
temperature and chemical (CO2) effects (Andersson, 2007; Sarofim, 2007). 

10. Increased importance of gasification reactions 
The high CO2 concentrations may increase the importance of gasification reactions. The 
same may apply to increased water concentrations if wet flue gas recirculation is used. While 
gasification reactions may not directly affect NOx mechanisms, reactions rates and 
temperatures may be changed, indirectly affecting the nitrogen chemistry. 
 
In addition to the potential explanations for NOx reduction discussed above, the potential 

exists for decreased NOx formation during the initial premixed burn period in zone 1. The higher 
temperatures anticipated in oxy-fuel combustion would increase the reaction rates of both 
hydrocarbon and nitrogen containing volatiles such as HCN. The competition for oxygen 
between these two groups may be altered both by temperature and oxygen concentration, 
potentially changing NOx formation during this first stage of combustion. 

 

METHOD 
Pulverized coal was burned in a refractory-lined, laminar flow reactor referred to as the 

Multi-fuel Flow Reactor (MFR). The MFR shown in Figure 1 has inside dimensions of 0.12 m x 
2 m. The MFR uses a non-swirling, water-cooled, honeycomb, premixed burner. Methane gas 
and pulverized coal is premixed with the primary air or primary CO2/O2 oxidizer. The methane 
produces a stable flame at each of the 5 mm holes through which the coal passes. The reactor 
was run in two configurations, with and without oxidizer staging. The primary zone can therefore 
be operated overall lean or rich. When the primary zone is run overall rich, burnout air or 
oxidizer was added 0.64 m from the burner. Regularly spaced ports allow sampling of wall 
temperatures and product gases at six locations as shown in the figure. Currently, sampling is 
limited to these locations which will be seen to be a significant limitation. 

The oxidizer (air or O2/CO2 mixtures) is metered from compressed gas sources and then 
mixed prior to splitting the primary and burnout streams. Some primary oxidizer is bled off to 
convey coal from the coal feeder. A valve (6) allows adjustment of pressure inside the coal 
hopper to prevent air infiltration. The reaction chamber is operated at slight positive pressure 
(~13 Pa, gage) for the same reason. Reactor pressure is controlled with a variable speed induced-
draught exhaust fan. 

The simulated dry recycled flue gas (CO2) can be doped with NO to study the effect of 
mechanisms involving NO in the recycle stream; however this has not yet been done thus 
allowing isolation of NO reduction effects during formation. 



 

Figure 1. Schematic of the Multi-fuel Flow Reactor (MFR). 
 
O2 (vol %, dry), and CO and NOx (ppm, dry) are measured using a Horiba PG-250 portable 

gas analyzer using the chemiluminescence principle for NOx. To allow a fair comparison 
between air cases and oxy-fuel cases with varying amounts of diluent (CO2 or N2) the NOx 
results are converted to a nitrogen conversion efficiency, ηN. This is the ratio of mass flux of 
nitrogen in NOx to the mass flux of fuel-N coming into the MFR. Equation 1 provides the 
relationship necessary to convert the measured molar concentration of NOx on a dry basis 
(XNO,dry) to nitrogen conversion efficiency. Ash is considered inert and the mass flux rates 
( m& prod,wet and m& coal) are calculated from the measured reactant flow rates. All of the terms in the 
equation are known or measured except the molecular weight of the product gases being sampled 
(MWprod,dry), and the mass fraction of condensed liquids (H2O and H2SO4) in the cooled sample 
(Ymoist,prod,wet). These values were estimated from an equilibrium calculation assuming complete 
combustion. This estimate becomes progressively accurate as the fuel burns out near the bottom 
of the reactor. 
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The results shown here are from the combustion of Illinois #6 high volatile bituminous coal. 

Properties of the coal are shown in Table I while Table II shows the flow rates used. The first 
three rows of Table II show conditions for non-staged experiments and the final three rows show 
conditions for oxidizer-staged combustion. The 25 % O2 by mass oxy-fuel case was chosen to 
approximate the temperatures of air combustion. The large differences in molar O2 concentration 
between air and oxy-fuel cases should be noted. 

 

Table I. Properties of the Illinois #6 coal 
 
Proximate analysis (dry)  

Ash 9.31 % 
Volatile Matter 40.06 % 
Fixed Carbon 50.63 % 

Ultimate Analysis (dry, ash free)  
Carbon 81.88 % 

Hydrogen 4.37 % 
Oxygen 7.83 % 

Nitrogen 1.27 % 
Sulfur 4.64 % 

HHV (Btu/lb, moisture free) 12902 
Moisture (as combusted) 14.2 % 

 
 

Table II. Test matrix showing reactant flow rates and stoichiometry. 
 

Total Mass Flow Rates (kg/hr) Stoichiometry 

Coal 
Natural 

Gas Air O2 CO2 

Oxidizer 
to 

Burnout 
Section 

Primary 
Stage 

SR 

Sec. 
Stage 

SR 

Oxidizer 
Mass % 

O2 

Oxidizer 
Molar % 

O2 

0.734 0.373 17.0 - - - 1.06 23.3% 21% 

0.737 0.374 - 3.919 11.59 - 1.05 25.3% 32% 

0.737 0.378 - 3.925 9.149 - 1.04 30.0% 37% 

0.755 0.367 17.1 - - 29% 0.76 1.06 23.3% 21% 

0.756 0.366 - 4.019 11.73 29% 0.76 1.07 25.5% 32% 

0.751 0.364 - 3.986 9.303 29% 0.76 1.06 30.0% 37% 

 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results for non-staged combustion are shown in Figure 2 and staged combustion in Figure 3. 

The staged combustion results are more interesting from a practical perspective but the non-
staged results supply supporting information regarding possible reasons for NOx reduction with 
staged oxy-fuel combustion. In the non-staged experiments, there is effectively only one zone, 
the premixed reaction zone. This allows for a study, to some extent, of what happens in this zone 
prior to the fuel-rich reducing zone that occurs in staged combustion. 

 

 

Figure 2. Species and temperature data at axial locations for premixed, overall 
lean combustion. 

 
The first plot in Figure 2 shows wall temperatures measured as a function of axial location in 

the reactor. These demonstrate the location in the reactor where the highest heat release is 
occurring. The data show that the air and 25% O2 oxy-fuel cases produce a similar temperature 
profile indicating a similar rate of reaction of the coal volatiles and char and a similar flame 
temperature. The highest temperatures occur 0.45 m below the burner or at the second axial 
measurement location. Temperatures drop as the gases lose heat to the reactor walls flowing 
downstream. The 30% O2 case shows significantly higher temperatures at the first measurement 
point indicating a more rapid release and reaction of the volatiles with the oxidizer. These higher 
temperatures in the top of the reactor increase heat transfer resulting in lower downstream 
temperatures relative to the other cases. 



The second plot on the upper right shows uncorrected NOx measurements on a dry basis. The 
30% O2 oxy-fuel case shows high levels of NOx (over 1000 ppm) formed prior to the first 
sampling location. After forming, NOx remains relatively constant. Both the air combustion and 
25% O2 oxy-fuel combustion cases form NOx more slowly. It is tempting to attempt a 
comparison of NOx values between the three cases but this would produce an unfair comparison. 
In each case, fuel and oxygen flow rates were held constant but the volume of diluent (N2 or 
CO2) is decreasing in the order of air, 25% O2 and 30% O2. This means that the same total 
amount of NO formed in the oxy-fuel cases produces higher concentrations because of lower 
diluent levels. 

Viewing the data on a nitrogen conversion efficiency basis as shown in the plot in the lower 
left demonstrates the significant effect that decreased dilution has on NOx concentration 
measurements. In this figure, the 30% O2 oxy-fuel case has a higher fuel-N to NO conversion 
rate than the 25% O2 case, which may be a temperature effect. The air case which has a similar 
temperature profile to the 25% O2 case has a fuel-N to NO conversion efficiency roughly equal 
to that of the 30% O2 case, which suggests that the oxy-fuel conditions may be responsible for a 
lower fuel-N to NO conversion rate if temperature is held constant. 

Staged combustion results including wall temperature, O2, NOx, CO, and ηN are shown in 
Figure 3. In these cases, the flow of oxidizer through the burner is reduced and burnout oxidizer 
is added 0.64 m from the burner producing the four zones discussed in the introduction. In these 
data, both oxy-fuel cases produce a peak temperature at the first measurement location while the 
air case peaks later at the second measurement location. Below the point where burnout oxidizer 
is added, all three cases produced similar wall temperatures. The combustion zones are apparent 
in the O2 and CO data. O2 is initially present in the premixed zone at the top of the reactor, 
followed by a decrease in O2 and increase in CO indicating a reducing zone. The reducing zone 
is followed by burnout air at 0.64 m after which the oxygen is seen to increase and CO decrease 
as first fuel-rich gases are oxidized (zone 3) and then char is burned out (zone 4). The flat period 
at the final three measurement positions are an indication that reactions are quenched and 
remaining steady. 

NOx measurements are best viewed by the ηN plot in the lower left of the figure. All three 
cases produce large conversion efficiencies of fuel-N to NO in the premixed burn zone. 
Although not significantly above the error bars, the measured NOx in this first zone follows a 
trend of decreasing nitrogen conversion with increasing O2 concentration. The error bars are set 
at 22% of the measured values due to the uncertainty of NOx measurements in high CO2 
concentrations. The chemiluminescence analyzer used to collect the data has a reported bias for 
NOx measured in high CO2 concentration due to partial quenching of the chemiluminescence 
reactions by the CO2. The apparent trend at the first data point is therefore still in question. 

Following the premixed zone where NOx is formed, the NOx enters a reducing zone where 
NOx is destroyed. In the two oxy-fuel cases, NOx destruction occurs at a significantly higher rate 
than in the air case. Several factors are potential contributors to this higher reduction rate, 
including: 1. The longer residence time created by the lower volumetric flow rates of oxy-fuel 
combustion, 2. The higher concentrations of NOx existing in the reactor as shown in the NOx 
ppm plot and, 3. Equilibrium considerations as discussed in the introduction. It is possible that 
the air case also has a reducing zone between the second and third data points (0.42 and 0.87 m) 
but this was not found within the resolution of the current measurements. 

In both oxy-fuel cases NOx is seen to increase with the addition of burnout air at 0.64 m. 
After the addition of secondary air, ηN remains relatively constant, perhaps decreasing slightly. 



The final values of ηN are lower in the oxy-fuel cases. A possible reason for this is that higher 
amounts of fuel volatiles containing nitrogen may have been produced in zone 1 relative to the 
air case allowing a greater fraction of the fuel nitrogen to be reduced in zone 2. 

 

 

Figure 3. Axial profiles of temperature and gas species for staged combustion. 
 
The NOx data are consistent with the conclusion that oxy-fuel combustion can produce a 

reduction in NOx, independent of the reburning of flue gas NOx. In the oxy-fuel cases, there is 
evidence that the premixed burn reactions occur more rapidly and produce higher temperatures 
than the air case. This shorter residence time in the premixed zone may favor fuel hydrocarbon 
oxidation over fuel nitrogen oxidation and produce less NOx even though N containing species 



are increased and more fuel nitrogen is driven from the coal. Residence time in the reducing zone 
is increased due to the lower volumetric flow rates of oxidizer and the earlier termination of zone 
1 allowing for increased NOx reduction in zone 2. 

The measurement of HCN and NH3 are critical data that will help confirm the mechanisms 
producing the NOx reductions. Additionally, higher spatial resolution could help ensure that the 
peak NOx locations are identified. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
While conclusions in the literature suggest that reduction of recycled NOx is the dominant 

mechanism for NOx reduction in oxy-fuel combustion, these once-through experiments 
demonstrate that other mechanisms may be as or more important. The data presented suggest: 

 
1. Oxy-fuel combustion increases devolatilization and initial oxidation rates of the fuel which 

decreases the residence time for NOx formation in the initial premixed zone. 
2. Oxy-fuel combustion produces larger NOx reductions in the reducing zone which is 

potentially caused by increased residence time, higher initial NOx concentrations, and 
equilibrium considerations. 

3. Final levels of NOx in staged oxy-fuel combustion are observed to be lower than staged air 
combustion. 

4. Increases in NOx can occur with oxy-fuel combustion when the oxidizer is introduced under 
overall fuel-lean conditions. 
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The atmospheric pressure oxy-fuel pulverized coal and integrated gasification combined
cycle carbon capture technologies are complex and require multiple process trains and
many unit operations. These process trains and unit operations include Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR), Flue Gas Desulphurizers (FGD), and Electrostatic Precipitators (EP)
for the atmospheric pressure oxy-fuel approach. The IGCC with carbon capture approach
requires a water-gas shift reaction and a carbon dioxide – hydrogen separation unit. They
both require multistage CO2 compression with interstage cooling to provide pipeline
quality CO2. This adds up to a complicated process with high capital costs and Operating
and Maintenance (O&M) costs. The pressurized oxy-fuel approach offers a simpler
solution to these issues. Operating at elevated pressures, the ThermoEnergy Integrated
Power System (TIPS) is able to condense acids and particulates using a phenomenon
called nucleate condensation. This allows for easier capture of acids in the flue gas
eliminating the necessity of the FGD, EP , and SCR. In the TIPS design, it is also much
easier to provide liquid CO2 at near ambient conditions. TIPS does not require the
extensive refrigeration and product recovery train that atmospheric pressure oxy-fuel
power plants do, and it only needs a liquid CO2 pump to supply pipeline quality CO2.
Modeling studies performed both by ThermoEnergy and CANMET Energy Centre have
confirmed the relative simplicity of a TIPS carbon capture plant in comparison to
atmospheric pressure oxy-fuel and IGCC. This paper discusses and compares the unit
operations needed by these three main carbon capture approaches.
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Technical Feasibility Study of TIPS Process and Comparison with other CO2 
Capture Power Generation Processes 

 
Ligang Zheng, Richard Pomalis and Bruce Clements1

CANMET Energy Technology Centre, Natural Resources Canada 
1 Haanel Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada  K1A 1M1 

ABSTRACT 
A study was conducted to investigate the technical feasibility of the ThermoEnergy 
Integrated Power System (TIPS) [1] which is a pressurized oxy-fuel fired process.  
Wyoming PRB (PRB) and Illinois No. 6 coals were used as the fuels in a 100 MWe (net) 
boiler in this study.  In order to fully investigate the technical and economic advantages 
of the TIPS process, comparable air-fired pulverized coal plants and various oxy-fuel 
configurations operating at ambient pressure were examined. 
 
The TIPS process can handle a very wide range of fuels.  The process can utilize the full 
energy potential of the fuel by almost completely condensing out the water vapor in the 
flue gas and by making the condensate from the flue gas a useful heat source.  It was 
further found that the amount and quality of the heat of condensation can be used to 
significantly reduce the requirements for extraction steam from the turbine used for the 
boiler feed water heating (FWH) system requirements.  Hence, the TIPS process allows 
for a considerable thermal efficiency gain when compared with most conventional 
combustion processes that only use the low heating value of the fuel.  By operating at 
elevated pressure, TIPS also has the advantage of high CO2 recovery at plant operating 
pressure and ambient temperature.  Thus, the need for a CO2 recovery system involving 
multi-stage compression and refrigeration is eliminated, resulting in significant energy, 
capital, and operating and maintenance savings compared with other CO2 recovery 
systems.  
 
The benefits of the TIPS process are particularly advantageous when high moisture fuels 
are utilized.  In these cases, both the plant thermal efficiency and the CO2 content in the 
final flue gas are high.  These advantages are not shared by other oxy-fuel combustion 
systems due to the presence of infiltration air, and their inability to utilize (or fully 
utilize) the heat of condensation.     
 
This paper presents the details of the technical study including design basis and 
configuration, flow sheet, and operating conditions of major units.  Mass and energy 
balances of all major components such as furnace, air heater, pulverizer, etc. are included. 
Also included are detailed steam/water arrangements and a feed water heating (FWH) 
system analysis.  Thermal efficiencies of the boiler as well as the total plant efficiency 
were calculated. 
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e-mail: lzheng@nrcan.gc.ca (LZ), rpomalis@nrcan.gc.ca (RP), clements@nrcan.gc.ca (BC).  
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INTRODUCTION 
Many advanced and conceptually new power generating processes firing coal have been 
proposed as answers to the climate change problem facing electrical utilities.  Oxy-fuel 
combustion has been viewed as a simple and elegant method to solve the CO2 emission 
problem for utilities and other combustion related industries.  It can be applied to both 
new and existing units.  Furthermore, the key technology components in oxy-fuel 
combustion are mostly, proven “off-the-shelf” technologies that are widely accepted by 
the power industry.  Therefore, this ensures that operating staff would be able to perform 
their duties with a minimum of additional training.  As a consequence, oxy-fuel 
technology has attracted worldwide attention as one of the key technologies for the 
capture and sequestration of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion.  In Canada, the USA, and 
Europe, major developments have been underway for the demonstration of this 
technology at the industrial level.  In fact, Vattenfall Europe AG has been working on a 
30 MWe oxy-fuel power plant demonstration project in Germany ready for operation by 
2008 and Jupiter Oxygen of Chicago has started to retrofit a 25 MWe at Orrville, Ohio for 
oxy-fuel operation for 2008 as well.  In 2006, SaskPower of Saskatchewan, Canada 
announced that they have teamed up with Alstom Power and Air Liquide to build a 300 
MWe oxy-fuel coal-fired power plant and captured CO2 from this plant will be used for 
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) at the nearby Weyburn oil field.  
 
The TIPS process is an advanced concept of oxy-fuel combustion, and as such, is quite 
different from atmospheric oxy-fuel combustion.  By pressurizing the entire process, it 
enables the plant operating points to be shifted from those of the conventional areas to 
where a gas to liquid phase change can occur.  As a consequence, water vapor in the flue 
gas can be condensed out at much higher temperatures making it useful for heating the 
boiler feed water (BFW) or condensate return.  The TIPS process is able to not only 
utilize the latent heat of the fuel by operating at elevated pressure, but, more importantly 
it can also condense the CO2 in the flue gas at ambient heat sink temperatures.  In the 
authors’ view, this is far more beneficial than the efficiency gain due to latent heat 
recovery.   
 
Another key advantage of the TIPS process is that of integrated emissions control.  It is 
known that for a typical coal-fired power plant, the emissions control percentages of 
capital and annual costs are at about 25% and 38% of the total plant costs [4].  Yet, the 
TIPS process, operating at elevated pressure, can scrub particles out from the flue gas, 
and condense acid gases (SO2 and SO3) and mercury into the product stream.  It is also 
worth mentioning that a small amount of sulphur compounds helps in improving oil 
miscibility, and there is little concern regarding corrosion due to the dry CO2 stream. 
Hence, significant capital and annual savings can be achieved in this respect by using the 
TIPS process. 
 
This paper will discuss key technical issues and considerations.  Only the most important 
data will be included in this paper. It was decided that only Wyoming PRB coal 
performance data would be included.   However, any readers with further interest in this 
paper are referred to our 260 page comprehensive technical and economic feasibility 
study of the TIPS process which can be downloaded at http://www.thermoenergy.com. 



     

CO2 RECOVERY OPTIONS FOR COMBUSTION PPROCESSES 
Currently, there are two major methods for capturing CO2 from combustion processes, 
namely amine scrubbing and the use of a multistage compression and cooling process 
known as the product recovery train (PRT).  The recovery rate of CO2 is defined as the 
percentage of the mass flow of CO2 in the final product stream, ready for industrial 
application or geological sequestration, comparing to the mass flow of CO2 out of the 
combustion process.  The CO2 purity is defined as the volume percentage of the CO2 in 
the final product stream. 
 
The CO2 concentration in the flue gas of an air-fired combustion process is very low, 
usually below 15% by volume.  The dominant component in the flue gas is nitrogen, 
mainly from the combustion air, at levels close to 70%.  Currently, the most well 
established method of carbon capture from air-fired combustion systems is the so called 
amine scrubbing method.  Amine scrubbing is a chemical absorption process using amine 
solvents to capture the CO2.  The amine scrubbing process has a very stringent limit with 
respect to flue gas impurities.  Species such as NOx, SOx and hydrocarbons must be 
removed before the gas can be sent into the amine scrubbing process.  Clean flue gas is 
passed through an absorption column in which the amine reacts with the CO2 and 
selectively absorbs it from the gas stream.  The CO2-rich amine is then heated, upon 
which the CO2 is released as nearly pure CO2 gas.  In fact, the purity of the CO2 gas is so 
high that the gas can be used in food industry applications. The energy consumption of 
the amine scrubbing process is very high.  The energy input needed to regenerate the 
amine is about 2756 kJ/kg of CO2 [5].   
 
Due to the high flue gas concentration of CO2 in oxy-firing cases, there is no need to use 
a chemical process to separate the CO2 from the flue gas.  All that is required is that the 
flue gas be compressed and cooled.  The PRT was thoroughly studied and investigated in 
a paper presented at the 2005 Clearwater Coal Conference [2].  The energy requirement 
for the PRT is significant, but not as great as that for the ASU.  In general, it is believed 
that about 7 to 10% of the total output of the power plant is consumed by the PRT [4].  
This is mainly due to the compression shaft power and refrigeration duty necessary to 
achieve sufficiently high recovery rates and product purities [2].   

IMPACT OF OPERATING PRESSURE ON PLANT EFFICIENCY 
With high pressure operation, the water vapour in the flue gas can be condensed out at 
much higher temperatures than at low pressures.  Therefore, by increasing the quality of 
the condensing heat it can be more readily integrated and used within the process 
resulting in a significant plant efficiency gain. 
 
Generally, in the air case operating at ambient pressure, water in the flue gas condenses at 
about 50ºC making the available waste heat difficult to use within the existing process.     
By increasing the pressure this temperature is increased to around 200 ºC making it easier 
to integrate and use within the existing process.    
 
There is some industrial experience and history with pressurized combustion systems.   
Existing gas turbine technology uses pressurized combustion of natural gas in a Brayton 



     

cycle or in a combined cycle at high efficiencies.   There have been attempts to modify 
this basic combined cycle technology to accommodate solid fuels.   Throughout the 
1990’s pressurized fluid bed combustion (PFBC) technology brought the promise of this 
high efficiency combined cycle to the power industry.     Due to the nature of solid fuels 
and its application to power systems requiring gas turbines, these PFBC systems fell out 
of favour after encountering insurmountable operating difficulties.   
 
Using TIPS technology with CO2 recovery it makes no sense to expand the pressurized 
flue gas since the final CO2 product must be in a pressurized liquid state.  Therefore, a 
Rankine cycle can be used thus eliminating the problematic gas turbine and potentially 
using solid fuel furnace technology developed during the PFBC campaigns.  
 
It is difficult to obtain significant efficiency gains with the pressurized air case by 
utilizing a condensing heat exchanger because low partial pressures result in low 
condensate temperatures.  This situation is very different in the oxy-fuel case, in which 
the flue gas water vapour content is much higher.  In fact, the water vapour content is 
dependent on the fuel of choice.  In the case of PRB and lignite coals, the water vapour 
fraction in the flue gas may easily be more than 25% by volume. Such high water vapour 
fractions make it much easier to condense the water out at higher temperatures in a 
condensing heat exchanger when high pressure is employed.  This is one of the key 
advantages of the TIPS process. 
 
Interestingly, high pressure operation also has a negative impact on the boiler efficiency.  
This is due to the fact that high pressure causes the flue gas high heat capacity to 
increase.  As a result, assuming that all other factors are the same, the dry flue gas losses 
become greater at higher pressures given the same temperature. 
 
BASELINE CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Two coals, Wyoming PRB sub-bituminous and Illinois No. 6 bituminous, were selected 
for this study due to their wide use and because they are representative over a range of 
different fuels.  Illinois No. 6 coal is a high volatile C bituminous coal which has been 
used in many technical feasibility studies as a reference coal.  Wyoming PRB is a 
particularly unique fuel.  It has very high moisture content, making its heating value 
small compared to most other coals.  However, it has very low sulfur content.  Both coals 
have similar ash softening temperatures.  Illinois No. 6 coal has high fouling 
characteristics.   Proximate and ultimate analyses and other properties of the two coals 
are given in Table 1.  The ambient conditions for this study were: 
 
• Ambient temperature at 25°C, 
• Ambient pressure at 1.0135 bar, and 
• Cooling water (CW), from either lake or river sources, available at 15°C. 



     

 
Table 1 – Coal properties. 

 Wyoming PRB Illinois No. 6 
Moisture (% by weight) 31.63 12.00 
Volatile Matter (% by weight) 29.73 33.00 
Fixed Carbon (% by weight) 34.08 39.00 
Ash (% by weight) 4.57 16.00 
   
Carbon (% by weight) 46.59 55.35 
Hydrogen (% by weight) 3.38 4.00 
Sulfur (% by weight) 0.37 4.00 
Nitrogen (% by weight) 0.63 1.08 
Oxygen (% by weight) 12.84 7.47 
   
High Heating Value (kJ/kg) 18955 23492 
Low Heating Value (kJ/kg) 17443 22326 
Ash softening temperature (°C) 1135 1182 
Ash initial deformation temperature (°C) 1087 1126 

 
A common steam turbine was selected for this study: it is a single reheat condensing 
steam turbine rated at 3600 + 3600/3600 rpm.  The main steam conditions are specified to 
be 540.2°C and 103.5 bar while those of the reheat steam are 540°C and 25.31 bar.  The 
turbine consists of high pressure (HP), intermediate pressure (IP), and low pressure (LP) 
sections.  The design exhaust steam pressure of the LP section is 0.04826 bar with vapor 
fraction at about 90%.  The net turbine output in the air case is rated at 100 MWe (net).  
The steam conditions were optimized for the two selected coals. 
 
The boiler designed for this study is a pulverized coal-fired tower boiler with twin cell 
furnaces.  The convective components consist of one radiant superheater platen section 
(RSH), a primary reheater section (PRIMRH), a secondary reheater section (SECDRH), a 
high temperature superheater (HTSH) section, a low temperature superheater section 
(LTSH), and an economizer (ECON).  The economizer is equipped with a by-pass 
control.  The main steam temperature is controlled with attemperating spray and the 
reheat steam temperature is controlled with tilting burners.  A trisector regenerative air 
heater (AH) in the baseline air and ambient oxy-fuel cases was used to preheat the 
primary and secondary air/recycle gas upstream of the milling system and wind box. 
 
For the TIPS process, as noted later, instead of heating the recycle gas in air heaters, the 
flue gas is used to heat the water in the steam/water side through a condensing heat 
exchanger.  Therefore, air heaters were not required in the TIPS case. 
 
The TIPS system results in a much smaller furnace configuration and in order to take 
advantage of this there are a few variations that have been examined.  Furnaces are 
generally sized for ash content and handling as well as heat transfer to the walls for steam 
generation.  Using the TIPS approach can minimize the furnace size if the ash 



     

characteristics are managed.  The two methods of doing this are: using a wet furnace that 
runs the slag (also called a slagging furnace) similar to some gasification systems or 
using a fluid bed that is run at a temperature less than the ash deformation temperatures 
and therefore handles only dry ash.  For the purposes of this study the first approach 
(slagging reactor) was used.  This type of furnace is more similar to the baseline 
configurations and therefore was used to get better comparison with the baseline systems.   
Examination of the second approach of using a fluid bed has many advantages and should 
be considered for further study.  Using the slagging furnace approach may necessitate the 
use of spaced generating sections for steam generation which can be accommodated 
within the furnace shell or convective pass.  Because using this approach reduces the ash 
load to the convective pass to approximately 30% there is the possibility of using a 
tighter spacing within the convective passes for the same coal at the same flue gas 
temperature.  To keep a conservative design flue temperatures entering the convective 
passes using the slagging furnace were maintained at similar temperatures to those 
employed in the baseline dry furnace situations.   
 
The pollution control equipment for this boiler in the baseline air case includes a dry 
electrostatic precipitator (ESP), a flue gas desulphurization (FGD) unit, and low NOx 
burners together with over fire air (OFA).  Due to the potential advantage of integrated 
emission control [13] in the oxy-fuel process and the TIPS process ability to scrub out 
particles, no emissions control equipments were included in the TIPS scenarios.  
 
Plant auxiliaries include boiler primary and secondary air fans, and the boiler induced 
draft fan.  Pumps for boiler forced circulation, condenser cold water flow, condensate 
return, boiler feed, boiler feed booster and feed water drainage are included in the 
auxiliaries.    
 
The feed water heater (FWH) system consists of five steam-water heaters.  They are of 
type D-D-C-D-P where the first heater is of type P.  For each heater, steam drawn 
(termed bleed steam) from the turbine is used to heat the condensate return. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The furnace is designed to ensure that the furnace outlet temperature (FOT) is lower than 
the fuel ash softening temperature.   
 
In an oxy-fuel system, part of the flue gas is recycled back to the furnace for temperature 
control.  Generally, enough gas is recycled such that the furnace outlet temperature 
(FOT) is below the ash softening temperature to avoid fouling on the convective sections.  
In one paper [14] presented at the 2005 Clearwater Conference, the authors examined 
some aspects of boiler sizing under oxy-fuel operation.  They pointed out that the key is 
how to avoid slagging and ash deposition in the lower and upper furnace. 
 
The oxy-fuel flue gas exiting the AH is further cooled in a condensing heat exchanger 
before a portion is recycled back to the furnace.  Since the heat of condensation is of low-
grade heat, it was not credited as a useful heat source.  In fact, CANMET has been put 



     

considerable effort to examine methods to use this heat in new and retrofit cases, but to 
date no feasible solution has been found.  
  
Several ways exist to recycle flue gas back to the boiler for the purpose of controlling the 
FOT.  In the past, CANMET has studied the various ways of recycling flue gas for this 
purpose [9], [15].  The dry recycle scenario, in which the flue gas coming out of the air 
heaters is cooled to a selected temperature (typically close to the ambient temperature), 
was selected for the ambient oxy-fuel case study.  In this scenario the flue gas water 
vapour is condensed and the dry flue gas is split into recycle gas and raw product gas for 
the product recovery train process.  One of the obvious advantages of the dry recycle 
scheme is improved performance of pulverizers because hot dry gas certainly helps to 
drive off the moisture from the coal.  Wet recycle gases could be used to do the same 
task; however, using wet gases requires much higher temperatures into the pulverizers. 
 
As in any other current conceptual and pilot scale oxy-fuel combustion system, TIPS 
recycles part of the flue gas back to the furnace to moderate the combustion temperature.  
The amount of flue gas to be recycled was determined by the coal ash softening 
temperature. 
 
In this study, TIPS is particularly advantageous in that the process is also an integrated 
emissions control system.  While ambient oxy-fuel systems require particulate control 
systems (ESP and/or baghouse), TIPS can scrub out the particulate matter without such 
technologies.  Compared with the air case, this leads to significant capital and operating 
and maintenance cost savings.  The energy savings attributed to the air case ESP and 
FGD are about 1.2 MWe when a similar amount of coal is fired. 
 
Since the TIPS process operates at elevated pressure, a coal-water slurry mixing and 
pumping system are required to transfer the fuel to the burners.  The slurry solid 
concentration was set at 65% by mass.  
 
Since the water vapour only begins to condense at about 208°C at 80 bar, it was decided 
that instead of using the gas exiting the economizer to heat the air/recycle gas in an AH it 
would be better to use it to heat water as part of FWH system.  The challenge is to adjust 
the bleed steams in the FWH system and replace part of the steam’s heat duty with the 
flue gas condensing heat.  It turns out that for both PRB and Illinois No. 6 coals there is 
enough condensing heat for use in the FWH system. 
 
Two designs were carried out to investigate the potential use of the condensing heat in 
the FWH system.  The designs were based on turbine mass flow specifications.  The first 
design (TIPS I) consisted of maintaining the steam mass flow through HP, IP, and LP 
sections as close as possible to original values in order to use the same turbine.  This 
approach also ensures that the turbine load and output of each of the sections is similar.  
The second design (TIPS II) was based on the assumption that no bleed steam drawn 
from the turbine. A newly designed (or retrofitted) turbine is necessary for the second 
case.  This is because the steam mass flows crossing all HP, IP, and LP sections must be 
the same when there is no bleed steam is used for FWH. 



     

 
Elimination of the steam FWH system and replacement with a flue gas condensing FWH 
system could afford considerable capital and operating and maintenance savings while 
simplifying the plant layout.  Details of these benefits must be further identified and 
investigated in order to have an optimized design.   

RESULTS 
As shown in Table 2, the oxy-fuel cases have slightly higher gross efficiencies than the 
air cases when the cost for ASU is not considered.  This is consistent with previous oxy-
fuel research [9].  The plant net efficiencies with capture for the air cases were slightly 
higher than those of the oxy-fuel cases.  This is due to the significant energy 
consumptions of the oxy-fuel cases for the ASU and PRT.  CO2 capture would result in a 
relative 34% reduction of the plant net efficiency for the air case using amine scrubbing 
while for the oxy-fuel it is about 39%. 

 
For TIPS, the plant thermal efficiency increased for both coals when compared to the air 
and ambient oxy-fuel cases.  This result is mainly due to the use of condensing heat in the 
FWH, resulting in steam savings for turbine output. It is interesting to notice that the net 
efficiencies without capture of the TIPS cases are significantly higher than those of air 
and oxy-fuel cases.  It also indicates that the plant thermal efficiencies in both TIPS cases 
are in the same ranges.  The fuel flow rates were slightly different, due to different 
recovery rates of the condensing heat in the FWH. 
  
Energy requirements of the plant auxiliaries, emission control, and CO2 capture are 
presented in Table 3.  CO2 capture for the air cases are about 25% of the plant gross 
output.  For the oxy-fuel case, it counts more than 30%.  No NOx control equipment was 
used for the oxy-fuel case given the well established fact that the oxy-fuel has significant 
lower NOx emissions [4]. The emission control part would consume about 2.5 to 3% of the 
plant gross output.  For the boiler part, the major ones are the fuel delivery blower, boiler 
induced draft fan, and the boiler feed pump.  Due to the facts that the TIPS process can 
utilize almost all latent heat of fuel and CO2 can be condensed at ambient temperature, 
the TIPS process has very high net efficiency with CO2 capture.  Most of the increasing 
results from the elimination of the PRT process when comparing with ambient oxy-fuel 
case.  For TIPS, CO2 capture, mainly on ASU, takes about 18% of the plant gross output.   
 
The final raw flue gases were sent to the amine scrubbing unit and the PRT for CO2 
recovery processing.  The detailed performance of these CO2 recovery technologies were 
not studied here since extensive data are available in the literature [2], [3], [5].  Infiltration air 
contributed to the high nitrogen and oxygen contents in the flue gas of the oxy-fuel cases.  
The two ambient pressure oxy-fuel gases have very similar compositions with respect to 
the major species (carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen, and water).  However, the sulphur 
dioxide fractions were very different because of the different fuel sulphur contents.   For 
the air case, the high water vapour present in the PRB flue gas is attributed to the water 
content of the fuel. 



     

Table 2 – Wyoming PRB Key plant performance data. 
Wyoming PRB 

Parameter Air-fired Oxy-fuel TIPS I, 80 bar, 99.5% 
O2

TIPS II, 80 bar, 99.5% 
O2

Plant net efficiency (%, HHV), with capture 24.06 22.38 30.37 30.54 
Plant net efficiency (%, HHV) 33.20 33.30 37.07 37.25 
Plant gross efficiency (%, HHV)  36.39 36.51 39.17 39.36 

Plant net power output (kW) 100000 100000 100000 100000 
Plant gross power output (kW) 151804 163669 128982 128852 

HP turbine power output (kW) 40160 43298 32320 29370 
IP turbine power output (kW) 37381 40298 30032 29860 
LP turbine power output (kW) 74263 80063 66630 69622 

Fuel heat input (kJ/hr, LHV) 1.377 × 109 1.480 × 109 1.091 × 109 1.085 × 109

Fuel heat input (kJ/hr, HHV) 1.497 × 109 1.608 × 109 1.186 × 109 1.179 × 109

Net plant heat rate (kJ/kWh, LHV) 13772 14801 10909 10847 
Net plant heat rate (kJ/kWh, HHV) 14966 16084 11855 11787 

Coal mass flow (kg/s) 21.932 23.570 17.374 17.273 
Oxygen mass flow (kg/s) 171.36  24.934 24.790 
Slurry water mass flow (kg/s)  34.156 4.2244 4.200 
Slurry mass flow (kg/s)   21.598 21.473 
Slurry concentration (%)   55 55 

 
For TIPS, flue gas water vapor is condensed in the FWH condenser resulting in an almost 
dry gas stream exiting the boiler island.  This gas stream is further cooled in a condensing 
heat exchanger.  The amount of water condensed here is very small compared to that 
condensing in the FWH.  This secondary condensation process is necessary for the 
purpose of CO2 recovery and transportation:  first, it leads to a significant increase of CO2 
purity; second, it eliminates any concerns of ice formation in the downstream process in 
the event that a refrigeration system is required; and third, the presence of water vapor is 
a serious corrosion concern in a gas containing sulfur oxides. 
 
One of the main advantages of operating at high pressure is to enable the CO2-enriched 
flue gas to condense at ambient heat sink temperatures which leads to a 100% CO2 
recovery.  This advantage of course results in the elimination of the need for an energy 
intensive refrigeration system that is required for CO2 recovery in ambient pressure oxy-
fuel operations. 
  
When bleed steam is completely eliminated certain restrictions on the corresponding gas 
side are removed allowing for additional water vapor condensation.  Results show that 
the condensation temperature can be reduced to about 50°C compared with 120°C in 
those cases in which bleed steam was required.  It is clear that the FWH is a very efficient 
device in terms of driving water vapour from the flue gas as well as utilizing available 
latent heat. 



     

Table 3 – Wyoming PRB Plant auxiliaries power consumption (kW). 

  Parameter Air-fired Oxy-fuel TIPS I, 80 bar, 99.5% 
O2

TIPS II, 80 bar, 99.5% 
O2

ASU  28603.5 20830.72 20710.00 

Amine Scrubbing and Compression 37713.1    

FGR-cooling  3302.0   

FGR-fan  161.9 120.23 119.53 

Oxygen & FWH pumps   945.39 978.20 

Slurry pump   177.80 176.77 

PRT  17843.7   

Total CO2 Capture Use 37713.1 49911.1 22074.14 21984.50 
Total CO2 Capture Use, 
(% of plant gross output) 24.84 30.50 17.11 17.06 

SCR 881.7 0.00   

ESP 517.2 564.9   

FGD 3043.8 3374.7   

PAC 23.7 25.9   

In furnace NOx control 50.0 0.00   

Total Emission Control Use 4516.4 3965.5   
Total Emission Control Use 
(% of plant gross output) 2.98 2.42   

Boiler primary air fan 380.7 410.6 242.39 180.41 

Boiler secondary air fan 398.8 431.1 254.57 290.34 

Boiler induced draft fan 2142.4 1755.3 1037.99 963.19 

Boiler fuel delivery 1741.0 1875.6 1107.35 849.85 

Electrostatic precipitator   502.23 190.29 

Flue gas desulphurization   511.30 883.61 

Ash handling 159.0 171.3 101.16 271.97 

Condenser cold water pump 850.7 935.7 510.79 503.46 

Condensate pump 142.9 157.7 71.26 72.32 

Boiler feed pump 2980.6 3215.1 1184.32 1244.43 

Boiler feed booster pump   9.42 9.94 

FW heater drain pump 22.4 24.6 10.80 10.76 

Miscellaneous plant auxiliaries 756.6 815.6 1364.00 1397.47 

Total Boiler Use  9575.1 9792.6 6907.84 6867.81 
Total Boiler Use, 
(% of plant gross output) 6.31 5.98 5.36 5.33 

 
KEY FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS OF TECHNICAL ASPECTS 
Based on the TIPS technical performance data and comparison with the air and ambient 
oxy-fuel cases, it can be seen that: 
 
• By operating at elevated pressure, the TIPS process is able to more fully utilize the 

latent heat of flue gas water vapor condensation heat in a FWH. 
• The FWH system represents the most logical place to use the latent heat from the flue 

gas within the power generation cycle. 



     

• Due to the significant reduction of steam consumption for the FWH, more power can 
be generated from the steam turbine, resulting in higher gross and net power outputs 
when compared to the air and ambient oxy-fuel cases. 

• With the ability to utilize most of the condensing heat of the flue gas, the TIPS 
process has higher boiler thermal efficiencies and higher overall plant efficiencies 
than those of the air and ambient oxy-fuel cases. 

• The TIPS process can handle a very wide range of fuels.  The advantages of the TIPS 
process over other conventional processes using low rank coals, such as PRB and 
lignite are particularly notable. 

• Integrated emissions control together with particle scrubbing is feasible for TIPS. 
• The final flue gas can be condensed at ambient heat sink temperatures resulting in 

complete CO2 recovery in a liquid stream.  In addition, cases exist in which the purity 
of the CO2 in the recovered liquid stream is higher than 95%. 

• There is a significant advantage operating the combustion system at pressure 
compared with ambient oxy-fired systems which release the ASU pressure for firing, 
requiring considerable power consumption for compression and refrigeration for CO2 
recovery. 

• Char combustion reactions in higher operating pressure environments proceed at 
higher rates increasing carbon burnout and allowing for simpler processing of 
difficult to burn fuels. 

• Increased heat transfer rates can be achieved at these higher pressures allowing for 
decreased size of convective pass sections.    

• The TIPS furnace can be much smaller due to the increased pressure.  The furnace 
sizing strategy will be similar to that of gasifiers and can be either wet (slagging) or 
of a fluid bed style.  

• The major factor limiting size reduction will be the ability of the system to manage 
ash removal, deposition and cleaning.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
An extensive and detailed technical assessment of the TIPS process has been completed.  
The work includes analyses of 100 MWe (net) power plants firing with air and oxygen at 
ambient pressure for comparison with the TIPS process.  For high pressure operation, a 
coal-water slurry system is used for fuel delivery.  A thorough examination of the feed 
water heating system reveals that the flue gas condensing heat can be used effectively in 
the TIPS case.  This leads to significant savings of steam for FWH usage and increases in 
plant thermal efficiency.  Compared with processes operating at ambient pressure, the 
TIPS final product stream can be condensed at ambient temperatures eliminating multi-
stage compression and refrigeration, necessary for ambient oxy-fuel case.   
 
At this level of study, there appear to be no major technical obstacles in the TIPS process.  
Depending on the fuel properties and purity of oxygen, the TIPS process can recover CO2 
completely at high purity levels.  For example, firing Wyoming PRB coal with 99.5% 
oxygen allows for 100% CO2 recovery with a purity of more than 95%.  The optimal 
operating pressure for TIPS is dependent on the CO2 recovery rate and purity 
specifications, fuel properties, and the oxygen purity.  
 



     

It is interesting to compare the TIPS with IGCC with CO2 capture.  IGCC is known to 
have high plant thermal efficiency and excellent emissions control, especially for SOx 
species.  The CO2 emission rate for IGCC is about 0.75 kg/kWh [16].  IGCC utilizes the 
well-known water gas shift reaction for CO2 capture at maximum 85% recovery rate [17].  
However, IGCC faces many operational challenges such as plant availability and fuel 
quality.  On the other hand, TIPS does not appear to be limited in terms of the fuel type 
being fired.  TIPS is particularly advantageous over other processes when high moisture 
fuels are fired because of the TIPS process capability to fully utilize the latent heat of the 
fuel. 
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ABSTRACT 
Oxy-fuel combustion for power generation has been shown to be an effective technology for capturing and 
sequestering CO2.  However, the requirements of an air separation unit (ASU), flue gas recycle and 
combined multi-stage compression and refrigeration product recovery train (PRT) make conventional oxy-
fuel combustion an energy intensive process; that is, the overall electrical efficiency is significantly lower 
than that of a similar air-fired system because of the additional parasitic power consumption.  In addition, 
the capital and operating costs associated with CO2 capture in oxy-fuel systems are also considerably 
higher.  A novel process, the ThermoEnergy Integrated Power System (TIPS) has been developed to 
address these issues. 
 
TIPS is a pressurized oxy-fuel fired process that allows for (1) condensation of flue gas water vapour at 
high temperatures, leading to waste heat recovery, and (2) condensation of the CO2 product at ambient 
temperatures without the need for compression and refrigeration.  Although an ASU is required, liquefied 
oxygen produced can be pumped to pressure for a relatively small additional cost.  While maintaining 
adequate heat transfer to the steam side, high pressure operation allows for the scale-down of the furnace 
and boiler, leading to capital cost savings.  Furthermore, significant additional savings in terms of parasitic 
energy and cost are attributed to the scale-down and elimination of pollution control equipment. 
 
A study was conducted by CANMET to determine the economics of TIPS.  The results indicate that TIPS 
costs are considerably lower than those of systems employing amine scrubbing or a PRT for CO2 capture.  
This paper details the methodology and rationale of the order-of-magnitude economic study and compares 
TIPS costs with those of other technologies. 
 
It was found that TIPS has significant economic advantages compared with other systems.   Compared with 
a reference baseline plant, it was found that the TCR and COE increase by 62% and 73%, respectively, for 
an air-fired plant due to CO2 capture.  For the oxy-fuel case, these economic indicators increase to about 
107% and 111%, respectively.  Yet, for the TIPS case, they are only at 27% and 19%.  Compared with 
TIPS, the TCR and COE of the air-fired case were 28% and 46% higher, respectively, than those of TIPS.  
For the ambient oxy-fuel case, TCR and COE values were 64% and 78% greater with respect to TIPS 
values.  Preliminary analysis was also attempted to compare TIPS economic performance with that of 
integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) with CO2 capture based on literature data. 
 
Various economic analysis and methodologies were explored in this report.  Results and key findings for 
several scenarios were discussed.  Future detailed design work was recommended. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
A detailed technical feasibility study was conducted by the CANMET Energy Technology Centre-Ottawa 
(CETC-Ottawa) to evaluate the patented ThermoEnergy Integrated Power System (TIPS) process.  In this 
study, the technical aspects of the process were examined through thermodynamic analysis and process 
simulation.  A performance comparison of the TIPS process with air-fired and ambient pressure oxy-fuel 
pulverized coal plants was carried out in terms of plant thermal efficiency, with and without CO2 capture.  
It was found that the TIPS process has a significantly higher thermal efficiency than other processes due to 
its abilities to utilize the full heat content of the fuel and to condense CO2 product at ambient temperatures.  
This study constitutes part 1 of a complete technical and economic assessment of TIPS. 
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The focus of this paper deals with the economic aspects of TIPS.  Total capital requirement (TCR) and 
levelized annual cost (LAC), cost of electricity (COE) and the cost of CO2 capture and avoidance (2005 
U.S. dollars per tonne of CO2 captured) were estimated.  In concert with the technical information of part 1, 
cost analyses were also performed for corresponding air-fired and oxy-fuel cases. 
 
The economic analysis was carried out taking into consideration the major plant components.  These 
included the base plant, conventional pollution control equipment, and various CO2 capture technologies.  
Detailed thermodynamic and process data obtained from part 1 of the study were used in equipment sizing. 
 
Three costing models were employed in the analysis.  One model was based on an analysis of literature 
data for coal-fired power generation plant equipment.  The other two models, both software-based, 
represent years of developed expertise by academia and a commercial enterprise.  Where models lacked 
sufficient information about equipment sizing and costs, supplementary literature data were used. 
 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS BACKGROUND 
Various types of cost estimates exist, each having different accuracies depending on the extent of 
information required.  A typical order-of-magnitude cost estimate has a probable accuracy of greater than 
± 30% [1], with values of ± 50% or more reported elsewhere [2], [3].  A study cost estimate has a probable 
accuracy ± 30%:  given the maturity of the base utility process considered, knowledge of additional 
equipment required, and the amount of data available, the economic analysis presented below is expected to 
have an average accuracy within ± 30%.  That having been said, when it comes to the oxy-fuel plant with 
CO2 recovery and the TIPS process in general, we enter, at least in part, into the conceptual realm of 
estimation. 
 
Cost data available for preliminary, study or order-of magnitude estimates are valid for their time of 
development.  Changes in economic conditions result in changes of purchased equipment, labour, and 
financing costs.  In order to account for these changes, cost indices can be used to update older cost data to 
more current costs.  For consistency, the CEPCI was used throughout this analysis; additional equipment 
costs were derived from costs that had CEPCI values associated with them.  As far as currency conversions 
are concerned, costs in a given currency were converted to a value of United States dollars ($US) of the 
particular date.  The resultant $US costs were then converted to present costs using the cost index 
conversion noted above.  All costs here are reported in $US for the year 2005. 
 
When costs are not available for the particular size or capacity of equipment, the usual procedure in 
preliminary costing is to use the sixth-tenths factor rule.  While the exponent in the preceding equation 
varies for different equipment (from < 0.3 to > 1.0) [1], it is possible to derive the exponent when other 
models are available, thus improving cost estimation. 
 
As indicated by McRae and Meyer [5] economic comparisons tend to be problematic because “there is often 
substantial variability in both the absolute and relative costs of power generation and CO2 capture.”  The 
authors note that the variability arises from assumptions about fuel properties and cost, plant size, 
efficiency, capacity factor, financing as well as the performance and maintenance of the CO2 capture 
technology and other environmental control systems.  Furthermore, the authors conclude that “there is a 
need for a detailed, and standardized, economic comparison of the capital and operating [costs] of the TIPS 
concept against” other power generation technologies.  An early study indicated much variability in the 
cost of coal-fired plants [4].  The plant cost data are not atypical; the variation in cost per kWe may be 
attributed to such factors as [6]: 
• Unit rating, design criteria, and philosophy 
• Coal quality and range of coals to be burned 
• Coal ash content 
• Site characteristics and development 
• Number and type of building enclosures 

• Cooling water system designs 
• First unit or additional unit 
• Construction labour wages and productivity 
• Escalation 
• Schedule

In addition to large variability, plant data were further confounded with differing pollution control 
equipment configurations.  Consequently, in order to determine an average base plant capital cost it is first 
necessary to determine the costs of pollution control equipment.  The relevant pollution control equipment 
costs can then be subtracted form the individual composite plant cost data. 
 

 



Costing Models 
Three costing models and additional literature references were used to evaluate the economics of various 
subcritical pulverized coal-fired plant configurations.  The models employed were Carnegie Mellon 
University’s Integrated Environmental Control Model Carbon Sequestration Edition software (IECM-cs), 
Thermoflow’s Steam Pro/PEACE software, and CANMET’s literature survey-derived data (termed Zheng 
& Pomalis model, or simply ZaP). 
 
IECM-cs, developed by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and Department of Engineering & Public 
Policy (EPP) with support from the United States Department of Energy's National Energy Technology 
Laboratory (NETL), is a tool for calculating the performance, emissions, and cost of a fossil-fueled power 
plants.  This computer-modeling program allows the user to configure the plant (with a sub or super-critical 
pulverized coal boiler, integrated gasification and combined cycle, natural gas combined cycle, or oxy-fuel 
combustion) with various pollutant control technologies (NOx, SO2, particulate matter, mercury, and CO2 
capture and storage). 
 
Steam Pro and PEACE are two programs in Thermoflow Incorporated’s commercial thermal engineering 
software suite.  Steam Pro automates the design of conventional Rankine cycle steam power plants.  It can 
be used to create new plant designs and to find optimal configuration and design parameters.  Design 
criteria and assumptions are input and the software performs heat and mass balances, system performance 
calculations, and component sizing.  Steam Pro can be run with an optional PEACE (plant engineering and 
cost estimation) module, which provides extensive engineering and cost estimation details. 
 
As noted, ZaP is literature-based costing model that was originally developed to cost various pollution 
control and plant costs associated with a 381 MWe (net) pulverized coal plant.  The model is a “quick and 
dirty” way to approximate major plant component costs.  As will be discussed below, the model has been 
extended with scaling factors derived with IECM-cs and Steam Pro/PEACE to estimate component costs 
for smaller and larger plants. 
 
General Study Assumptions 
As noted above, cost data from literature often vary significantly from source to source.  A large part of the 
variation may be attributed to assumptions used in calculations.  Since only order-of-magnitude costs were 
desired within the scope of this work, only major assumptions were kept similar amongst the models 
employed.  Indeed, for the ZaP model, it was not possible to obtain a definite measure of underlying 
detailed assumptions as the model is, in fact, a composite of many different costs from various sources, 
each having unique (and often undisclosed) assumptions.  That having been said, during the development 
of the ZaP model, every attempt was made to normalize data to reflect the use of the following major 
assumptions. 
• Boiler:   Subcritical Tangentially-fired Tower (not necessarily the case for ZaP) 
• Plant Capacity: 100 MWe (net) 
• Construction Period: 3 years 
• Plant life: 30 years 
• Capacity Factor: 85% (7446 hours per annum) 
• Fixed Charge Factor: 14.8% (approximately 15% on average for ZaP) 
• CO2 Capture Efficiency: Greater than or equal to 90% 
• Cost Reporting: Constant 2005 U.S. Dollars (no escalation) 
For simplicity, other variables were kept at default values in IECM-cs and Steam Pro/PEACE.  Other 
assumptions used in the analysis are given in the analysis methodology section. 
 
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
Technology Configurations Investigated 
The economics of a number of technology configurations for the two coals, Wyoming PRB and Illinois 
No. 6, were evaluated.  In each case, tangentially-fired tower-type boiler was assumed.  The configuration 
scenarios studied were: 
 
1. Baseline air-fired pulverized coal plant (100 MWe, net) with in-furnace NOx control and no other 

pollution control equipment.  It was decided that in-furnace NOx control (low-NOx burners, over-fire 

 



air, etc.) should be included in the baseline case because (a) it is commonly used in industry and this 
technology is relatively inexpensive, adding slightly to overall costs.  This is the no post-combustion 
pollutant capture ambient pressure air-fired case without CO2 capture. 

2. Pulverized coal plant (100 MWe, net) with in-furnace NOx control, electrostatic precipitator (ESP), 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR), flue gas desulphurization (FGD) and mercury control via activated 
carbon injection.  This is the full post-combustion pollutant capture ambient pressure air-fired case 
without CO2 capture. 

3. Pulverized coal plant (100 MWe, net) with in-furnace NOx control, ESP, SCR, FGD, mercury control 
via activated carbon injection, and CO2 capture via amine scrubbing.  This is the full post-combustion 
pollutant capture ambient pressure air-fired case with amine scrubbing CO2 capture. 

4. Pulverized coal plant (100 MWe, net) with in-furnace NOx control, ESP, FGD, mercury control via 
activated carbon injection, and CO2 capture via ambient pressure oxy-firing, flue gas recycle (FGR) 
and a CO2 product recovery train (PRT).  This is the full post-combustion pollutant capture ambient 
pressure oxy-fired case with FGR and PRT CO2 capture. 

5. Pulverized coal plant (100 MWe, net) with no conventional pollution control equipment but with 
pollutant and CO2 capture via pressurized oxy-firing, FGR and high temperature water condensation 
and ambient temperature CO2 condensation.  This is the full post-combustion pollutant capture high 
pressure oxy-fired case with CO2 capture, known as TIPS. 

 
Scenarios 1 and 2 
For the IECM-cs and Steam Pro/PEACE models, we begin with the no post-combustion pollutant capture 
ambient pressure air-fired case without CO2 capture, and the full post-combustion pollutant capture 
ambient pressure air-fired case without CO2 capture.  These scenarios are simple as far as IECM-cs and 
Steam Pro/PEACE are concerned:  the appropriate equipment is selected or deselected, parameters such as 
net MWe required, capacity factor and so on are entered and the outputs were obtained.  It should, however, 
be noted that mercury control was on an available option in the Steam Pro/PEACE model, and was 
therefore ignored.  The error in doing so is negligible as the costs associated with activated carbon injection 
are very small compared to the costs of the rest of the plant. 
 

Table 1 – Total capital requirement (typical mid-scale subcritical pulverized coal plant). 
Technology Total Capital Requirement ($/kWe) 

Base Plant (Boiler Use) 1192 
In-furnace NOx 26.0 
Electrostatic Precipitator 63.4 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 91.2 
Flue Gas Desulphurization 192 
Mercury Control 3.3 

 
Table 2 – Cost of electricity (typical mid-scale subcritical pulverized coal plant). 

Technology Cost of Electricity ($/MWe-h) 

Base Plant (Boiler Use) 34.0 
In-furnace NOx 1.3 
Electrostatic Precipitator 3.0 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 2.6 
Flue Gas Desulphurization 8.1 
Mercury Control 1.1 

 
For the ZaP model, data from literature [6] to [26] inclusive were assembled, normalized and averaged to obtain 
the results of Tables 1 and 2.  The cost of electricity assumes a capacity factor of 0.85.  It was assumed, on 
average, the data of Tables 1 and 2 are applicable to a typical mid-scale subcritical coal plant of 381 MWe 
(net) output.  Using these data it is possible to calculate TCR, LAC, which includes annual operating and 
maintenance and financing costs), and COE for a 381 MWe plant associated with any pollution control 
equipment configuration without CO2 capture. 
 
The difficulty now lies in finding the costs for a plant having a different capacity.  We could assume a 
linear relationship through the origin for cost versus plant capacity but this seldom, if ever is observed for 

 



economies of scale.  Alternatively, we could use the sixth-tenths factor rule and hope it will provide 
sufficiently accurate costs.  However, without additional information the uncertainty in costs derived this 
way would be unknown. 
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Figure 1 – TCR as a function of net plant capacity for three models. 
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IECM-cs and Steam Pro/PEACE.  The data obtained for the TCR are plotted in Fig. 1 and were used to 
calculate the average scaling exponent for use with the ZaP model.  A similar approach was used for the 
LAC and COE.  The scaling exponents thus obtained are 0.7467 for the TCR and 0.7921 for the LAC and 
COE.  ZaP data based on the 381 MWe (net) and scaled with these exponents are in good agreement with 
the data of the other models.  To summarize, the procedure to estimate costs with the ZaP model:  (1) we 
calculate costs for a 381 MWe (net) plant with the appropriate pollution control equipment required, and 
(2) we use the derived scaling factors to estimate costs for a similar plant of a different capacity (for 
example, 100 MWe). 
 
Scenari
The IECM-c
capture ambient pressure air-fired case with amine scrubbing CO2 capture are easily obtain with this model 
by selecting the desired technologies, changing the gross output and iterating until 100 MWe (net) are 
obtained. 
 
As St
must derived with data from literature and added to Steam Pro/Peace data.  From IECM-cs data for Illinois 
No. 6 and Wyoming PRB coals, Clean Coal Power Coalition (CCPC) Report data for lignite coal [30], and 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and 
Storage [27] data for subcritical pulverized coal plants, amine scrubbing and CO2 compression account for 
24.35 to 27.78% of the total plant gross MW output, with an average of 26.22%.   In order to estimate the 
additional TCR and LAC for a plant equipped with amine scrubbing and CO2 compression versus a similar 
no capture plant, other information is required.  We need to know the approximate parasitic energy losses 
attributed to other pollution control equipment.  Data from literature [8], [27], [28], [29], [30] and IECM-cs were 
used to calculate the average energy losses presented in Table 3. 
 
W
factors, it was possible to estimate the additional TCR and LAC associated with amine scrubbing and CO2 
compression:  on average, the additional TCR and LAC were found to be approximately 63.0% and 71.4% 
for similarly sized subcritical pulverized coal plants (on a net MW basis).  With these values and the costs 
of the plant without CO2 capture, the TCR and LAC as well as COE for the amine scrubbing and 
compression case may be estimated.  For the ZaP model, we can use the results detailed for the Steam 

 



Pro/PEACE model with ZaP-derived no capture plant costs similarly to calculate the TCR, LAC and COE 
for the amine scrubbing and compression case. 
 
Table 3 – Approximate parasitic losses for various [8], [27], [28], [IECM-cs], [29], [30].  TIPS miscellaneous includes a 

slurry pump, water pumps for condenser (cooling and rinse), flue gas recycle without cooling, liquid 
oxygen pump, etc.; based on data from part 1 of the study. 
Technology Approximate Parasitic Losses 

Base Plant (Boiler Use) 5.76 % of Gross Output 
In-furnace NOx 0.050 MW 
Electrostatic Precipitator 0.35 % of Gross Output 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 0.60 % of Gross Output 
Flue Gas Desulphurization 2.05 % of Gross Output 
Mercury Control 0.016 % of Gross Output 
Amine Scrubbing 26.22 % of Gross Output 
Air Separation Unit 17.33 % of Gross Output 
Product Recovery Train 11.02 % of Gross Output 
Oxy-fuel Flue Gas Recycle 2.14 % of Gross Output 
TIPS Miscellaneous 1.00 % of Gross Output 

 
Scenario 4 
With respect to the IECM-cs Model, we now focus our attention onto the ambient pressure oxy-fuel case 
with full pollution control complement.  It should be noted that since essentially all NOx emissions come 
from the fuel and are very low, no SCR is required in this case.  Again, as the IECM-cs model is equipped 
with the oxy-firing with FGR and PRT option, obtaining process economics is fairly trivial.  All that is 
required once the appropriate technologies are selected is to change the gross output and to iterate until 100 
MWe (net) are obtained. 
 
For the  Steam Pro/PEACE model, the economics of CO2 capture via oxy-fuel combustion, FGR and PRT 
may be carried out with the parasitic energy splits of Table 3, air separation unit (ASU) cost data, and 
assuming that the ASU:FGR:PRT cost ratio approximates the energy consumption ratio.  In general, this is 
a fairly good approximation [31]. 
 
The first step is to sum all of the parasitic energy losses and back out the gross plant capacity given a 
desired net plant capacity (100 MWe in our case).  With this gross plant capacity, it is possible to obtain 
baseline air-fired plant cost and equipment size data.  Of course, the output of the model does not account 
for the parasitic losses attributed to the ASU, FGR, and PRT.  These must be subtracted from the initial net 
power output after the LAC is determined from the uncorrected COE reported in PEACE. 
 
We now need to add the costs of a cryogenic ASU.  Previous ZaP work along with values generated with 
PEACE and IECM-cs allowed for the costing of cryogenic air separation (CAS), a mature technology.  
Some cost data, over a very narrow oxygen flow range, were available for the ion transport membrane 
(ITM) technology.  Although typically reported to be 35% less expensive than CAS, because of the limited 
data and because the technology is not viewed as mature, ITM was not considered in this study.  Curve 
fitting of cost data gave: 
    TCR in 2005 $M = 0.3111 (O2 Flow in t/d) 0.7361

 
Using the data from HYSYS simulations, the TCR for CAS ASUs could be calculated.  The levelized 
annual cost for the ASU is the sum of the operating and maintenance (O&M) costs and fixed charge factor 
costs (14.8% of the TCR per annum).  ASU O&M costs have been reported to be 2.5 to 4% of the TCR per 
annum.  Taking a conservative approach, we obtain 18.8% of the TCR per annum as the LAC for the ASU. 
 
Without additional information, we assume that the FGR and PRT TCR are proportional to that of the ASU 
according the energy split ratios detailed above.  According to reference [28], the cost ratio is approximately 
ASU:FGR:PRT = 57:36:7.  For consistency, we assume that the LACs for the FGR and PRT are also 
18.8% of the TCR per annum. 
 
At this point, we are almost ready to estimate the TCR, LAC and COE for an ambient pressure oxy-fuel 
plant with CO2 capture via an FGR and PRT. However, since the flow rate and physical properties of the 

 



oxy-fuel flue gas differ from that of the air case, differences in heat transfer are likely and some changes in 
furnace and convective pass section sizes are expected.  To address this issue, furnace and convective pass 
cost and sizing data from PEACE, and HYSYS simulation process and fluid properties were used to 
determine what impact, if any, oxy-fuel combustion at ambient pressure has on the overall cost estimates.  
The methodology employed will be discussed in detail in the TIPS case, scenario 5.  It is sufficient to say at 
this point that furnace and convective pass scale-down are minor cost components for scenario 4 but were 
included for the sake of completeness. 
 
The methodology described for Steam Pro/PEACE model subsection is applicable for the ZaP model.  
Again, the parasitic energy requirements, based on process and literature data, were used to determine the 
gross plant output needed to obtain 100 MWe (net) with the required pollution control equipment and CO2 
capture via oxy-firing, FGR and PRT.  ZaP-derived no CO2 capture plant costs combined with ASU, FGR, 
and PRT costs and furnace and convective pass scale-down cost reductions were used to calculate the TCR, 
LAC and COE for this case. 
 
Scenario 5 
Costing for the TIPS case was performed similarly for all models.  The first step involved determination of 
the gross plant output based on the average parasitic losses.  It was assumed that no conventional pollution 
control equipment is required because all pollutants will be recovered during water and flue gas 
condensation operations.  Concern was raised about particulate fouling of the condensers.  This could be 
controlled simply with periodic water rinses of the condensers.  Thus, the parasitic power required for a 
TIPS plant includes that associated with the base plant (boiler use), the ASU, and some miscellaneous 
power for a fuel slurry pump, water pumps for condenser (cooling and rinse), flue gas recycle without 
cooling, liquid oxygen pump, etc.  The resultant gross plant output was found to be about 130 MWe, with 
little variation between TIPS configurations and fuel usage. 
 
With the estimated gross plant output, the costs for a similarly sized air-fired plant were determined using 
the IECM-cs and Steam Pro/PEACE models.  For ZaP, the net plant output for the air-fired situation was 
estimated by subtracting the “boiler use” energy requirement from the gross plant output.  The net output 
for the air-fired baseline plant was found to be about 122 MWe.  It was then possible to estimate costs by 
scaling as discussed above.  The approximate 22 MW above the required 100 MW (net) represent losses 
attributed to the ASU and other equipment needed for TIPS operation. 
 
At this point, the costs of the base air-fired plant must be adjusted to account for furnace and convective 
pass scale-down, and inclusion of additional equipment.  Details of the analysis are given in the subsections 
below. 
 
Furnace Scale-down:  Without detailed design information, it is difficult to accurately estimate TIPS 
furnace costs.  While detailed design is beyond the scope of the current investigation, some assumptions 
regarding the nature of the furnace must be made to allow for some cost estimation.  Beginning with the 
baseline ambient pressure air-fired furnace, some furnace size scale-down is expected mainly because of 
the high pressure employed in TIPS.  The different flue gas molecular weight, flow rate, and properties also 
affect the size of the furnace.  However, the extent of scale-down is difficult to determine since pulverized 
coal furnaces are sized according to coal ash properties.  Furthermore, high pressure operation likely 
warrants the use of a fluid bed combustor, a completely different design from a conventional pulverized 
coal-fired furnace.  Since sufficient sizing and costing data were unavailable for a fluid bed combustor, a 
simpler approach was taken:  a slagging (wet) furnace was assumed.  Size reduction was assumed to be on 
a volumetric basis; that is, the residence time was maintained. 
 
Boiler and furnace dimensions, radiant and convective element surface areas, costs, as well as the relevant 
process data (flue gas molecular weight and flow rate) for the baseline air-fired plant were obtained with 
Steam Pro/PEACE.  These data allowed for the estimation of convective and radiant surface area costs, the 
furnace proper (without the hopper) volume, as well as the cost of the furnace hopper section. 
 
With TIPS process data from HYSYS simulations, it was possible to scale down the furnace 
volumetrically.  Using the new furnace dimensions, the water wall surface area reduction was calculated.  It 
was assumed that the loss of this heat transfer surface area could be compensated for by adding radiant 

 



panels at the furnace outlet.  Finally, the net cost reduction and overall boiler dimensions (without bottom 
hopper, but allowing 3 m height for a cleanout section) were calculated. 
 
The cost reductions due to furnace scale-down were substantial.  For the two fuels used, the TIPS TCR 
reduction was about 13 to 15 million U.S. dollars.  The O&M cost reduction was assumed to be the TCR 
reduction times the ratio of the base plant O&M cost over the base plant TCR.  Addition of 14.8% of the 
TCR to the O&M cost gave the LAC reduction associated with furnace scale-down. 
 
Pressure Vessel:  The furnace scale-down calculations gave the overall boiler dimensions.  Assuming total 
boiler clearances of 2 m in terms of the pressure vessel diameter and height, the nominal pressure vessel 
inside dimensions were calculated. 
 
To estimate the cost of the pressure vessel, the wall thickness and vessel weight must be determined.  The 
vessel was assumed to be constructed of one shell with two heads.  ASME Pressure Vessel Code 
calculations were carried out to determine the minimum shell and head thickness and weight.  Minimum 
wall thicknesses were obtained with ellipsoidal heads for both fuels under consideration.  Wall thickness 
was found to be 203.2 mm (8 in) and 209.6 mm (8.25 in) for the Wyoming PRB and Illinois No. 6 cases, 
respectively.  The wall thicknesses were used to calculate vessel weights.  To account for manholes, 
flanges, supports and so on, the weights were increased by 50%. 
 
Two correlations were derived from literature data to estimate the purchased cost of the pressure vessels [1], 

[32].  The first correlation simply relates the purchased cost, PC (2005 U.S. dollars), to the vessel weight, 
w (kg):  PC = 96.854 w0.7381 for 27217 kg < w < 453616 kg.  The second correlation relates the purchased 
cost, PC (in 2005 U.S. dollars), to the operating pressure, P (N/mm2), and the vessel weight, w (kg):  PC = 
86.68 (0.000223 P3 – 0.01268 P2 + 0.558 P) w0.66 for 400 kg < w < 50000 kg.  Clearly, some extrapolation 
was required with the use of the given correlations.  While such an approach can lead to erroneous results, 
knowledge of the expected trends and the use of appropriate curve fitting functions should minimize the 
error.  Indeed, the two correlations converge with increasing vessel weight, and the exponents used are 
approximately consistent with the sixth-tenths factor rule. 
 
Based upon the authors’ experience, the purchased cost typically amounts to approximately 40% of the 
total capital requirement when all other costs are considered (installation, contractor fees, contingency, and 
so on).  Analysis of PEACE data for various boiler sizes and configurations has supported this heuristic 
within 1%.  Consequently, the TCR of the pressure vessel was calculated to be roughly 7.3 to 8.0 million 
U.S. dollars for the two coals studied. 
 
Convective Pass Scale-down:  Heat transfer analyses were performed for the relevant scenarios.  Details of 
the analyses have been omitted here for the sake of brevity:  it is sufficient to say that theoretical and 
empirical relationships available in literature were used in iterative calculations to determine physically 
realistic scale-down of the convective pass. 
 
Heat transfer coefficients were calculated for convective pass sections in the scenarios under study.  Fluid 
properties were obtained with HYSYS.  Tube bank geometries were scaled down iteratively until (1) the 
difference in overall heat transfer coefficients was minimized to the value obtained in the baseline air case, 
and (2) flue gas velocities were maintained within about 10% of those of the baseline air case.  Scale-down 
was carried out by (1) reducing the volume of the tube bank, (2) changing the number of tube rows, (3) 
changing the number of tubes per row, and, if need be (4) reducing the tube outer diameter slightly.  
Because process conditions and flue gas properties were sufficiently similar for the two fuels under 
consideration, the scale-down analysis was only done for Illinois No. 6 coal.  For Wyoming PRB coal, 
scale-down of the convective pass sections was carried out proportionately based on the other coal’s 
results. 
In the convective pass, the rate-limiting step is heat transfer from the flue gas to the tube wall.  Due to 
changes in flue gas composition and properties, overall heat transfer increases slightly when moving from 
air to oxy-fired combustion.  Pressurization of oxy-fuel combustion to 80 bar increases overall heat transfer 
by an order of magnitude.  In addition, non-luminous radiation contributes less to heat transfer as pressure 
increases.  That is, heat transfer is almost entirely by convection in the TIPS case. 
 

 



Consequently, scale-down of the convective pass should be possible for TIPS.  For ambient pressure oxy-
firing, it was possible to decrease heat transfer section surface areas by 4.5% on an overall surface area 
basis, resulting in TCR reductions of 1.3 to 1.7 million U.S. dollars for the two fuel cases.  For TIPS at 80 
bar, 82% to 93% scale-down, with an average of about 84% an overall surface area basis.  The resultant 
TCR reductions in the TIPS case were 16.5 and 20.4 million U.S. dollars for the Wyoming PRB and 
Illinois No. 6 coals, respectively.  O&M and LAC reductions associated with convective pass scale-down 
were carried as was detailed in the furnace scale-down subsection. 
 
Fuel Slurry Tank:  Due to high pressure operation, it was decided that TIPS fuel delivery be in the form of 
a slurry with 55% solids by weight.  Given coal and water mass flows from HYSYS simulations and 
assuming approximate dry coal and water densities of 750 kg/m3 and 1000 kg/m3, it was possible to 
estimate the volume of a tank for storage of one day’s supply of fuel slurry.  With curve-fitted data from 
literature [1], [32], the purchased cost of the day-tank was estimated.  Again, the purchased cost was assumed 
to be 40% of the TCR and the LAC was estimated as above.  The TCR of the day-tank for both fuels was 
found to be about 0.5 million U.S. dollars. 
 
Additional Equipment:  To complete the costing analysis, some additional equipment was considered; a 
FGR fan (with no additional process cooling required), a fuel slurry pump, condenser cooling water pumps, 
and a liquid oxygen pump.  It was assumed that an on-site ASU plant would be employed.  To avoid boiler 
downtime in the event of ASU failure, it is expected that refrigerated liquefied oxygen, typically at 300 to 
400 psig, would be stored on-site.  It was further assumed that the costs of oxygen storage were already 
built into the ASU costs.  Thus, in this economic estimate, we have only considered additional costs for 
pumping the liquefied oxygen into the furnace. 
 
TIPS, being an oxy-fuel technology with FGR, does not introduce nitrogen gas into the process.  
Consequently, NOx emissions only arise from fuel nitrogen.  However, higher initial flame temperatures 
favour reduction of fuel nitrogen to N2.  In addition NOx reburn due to flue gas recirculation further reduces 
the NOx emissions.  Thus, oxy-FGR combustion generates NOx emissions at levels well below the tightest 
emissions without SCR [29].  Particulates and mercury will however collect in condensers:  this can be 
handled simply through periodic water rinsing.  Some SOx emissions will be absorbed in the water 
condensation stage.  The remaining SOx emissions (predominantly SO2) and CO2 will be recovered in the 
final ambient temperature condensation stage.  A small amount of SOx in the CO2 product is advantageous 
for enhanced oil recovery because it improves oil miscibility.   Last, since the CO2 stream dewpoint is 
approximately -60°C, the presence of small amounts acidic species should not present any corrosion 
concerns.  As a result, it is believed that no additional major pollution control equipment will be required 
for TIPS.  This represents a large cost savings over both conventional air-fired as well as oxy-fuel power 
generation technologies. 
 
Power consumption estimates for the additional equipment were estimated through simulations of part 1 of 
the study.  It was found that the additional power consumption amounted to roughly 1.0% of the gross plant 
output.  Using the energy consumption ratio approach with the base plant costs, the increase in TCR for the 
additional equipment was found to be 31 to 35 million U.S. dollars across all models and fuels.  For 
simplicity, the base plant O&M cost to TCR ratio was again used to approximate additional annual costs. 
 
CO2 Capture and Avoidance Costs 
To estimate the costs associated with CO2 capture and avoidance, scenario 2 (ambient pressure air-fired 
plant with all pollution control equipment) was used as the no-capture baseline.  Total annual CO2 
production was calculated for the different technology scenarios, taking into account the plant capacity 
factor.  Annual costs associated with capture were calculated by subtracting the no-capture LAC from those 
of the CO2 capture scenarios.  Ninety percent CO2 capture was assumed for the amine scrubbing with 
compression and ambient pressure oxy-fuel with FGR and PRT cases.  For TIPS, 100% capture was 
assumed. 
 
RESULTS 
Results of the economic analysis for Wyoming PRB coal are summarized in Tables 4 and 5.  The 
economic data for Illinois No. 6 coal have been omitted here due to their similarity to those of the 
Wyoming PRB coal and for the sake of brevity.  For plants firing either Wyoming PRB or Illinois No. 6 

 



 

coal, with and without CO2 capture, all model TCR values are within 0% to 7% of the average TCR.  LAC 
and COE values vary 0% to 17% from model averages.  This suggests good agreement amongst the three 
models used in the analysis.  TCR, LAC and COE values did not vary appreciable between the two fuel 
scenarios.  Of course, normalization of data for each model (for example, against the TIPS baseline values) 
improves agreement amongst models. 
 
Considerable variation exists for the costs of CO2 capture and avoidance because of additivity of 
uncertainties inherent in the calculations.  Costs of CO2 capture deviate by 1% to as much as 62% of the 
model averages.  For CO2 avoidance costs, the deviations from model averages are 0% to 52%.  However, 
for a given technology configuration, these costs are very similar across fuels. 
 
Given the similarity of costs for the two fuels, the data were also analyzed together.  The data show that 
addition of a full complement of pollution control equipment to a base 100 MWe (net) air-fired plant (with 
in-furnace NOx control) increases the TCR by 38% and the LAC (or COE) by about 33%.  Taking the air-
fired plant with full pollution control without CO2 capture as the basis: 
• Amine scrubbing with compression raises the TCR by 62% and the COE by 73%. 
• Ambient pressure oxy-fuel combustion with FGR and PRT increases the TCR by 107%, and the COE 

by 111%. 
• Pressurized oxy-fuel combustion with FGR, intermediate temperature water condensation and ambient 

temperature flue gas condensation (TIPS) raises the TCR by approximately 27% and the COE by 19%. 
It should be noted that all three of these CO2 capture technologies also capture all other emissions.  In 
addition to potentially being the least expensive CO2 capture technology, TIPS is also expected to have the 
highest capture efficiency.  In addition, the costs of all technologies investigated here are likely to come 
closer together, in a relative sense, as plant size is increase due to the economics of scale. 
 
The average costs of CO2 capture and avoidance follow the trends observed for the TCR and COE.  These 
costs are highest for ambient pressure oxy-fuel at 71.2 $/t CO2 and 97.5 $/t CO2, respectively.  For amine 
scrubbing and compression capture and avoidance costs are 44.3 $/t CO2 and 64.8 $/t CO2, respectively.  
These values are consistent with those reported elsewhere [37].  Lastly, for TIPS these values drop to 
12.1 $/t CO2 and 14.5 $/t CO2, respectively, on average.  The economic data may be represented in yet 
another way:  by using the TIPS economic values as the basis, it is possible to average and normalize 
across fuels and models the values of the other technologies.  Normalization with respect to TIPS indicates 
that: 
• COE of amine scrubbing and compression and ambient pressure oxy-FGR with PRT is 46% and 78% 

higher, respectively. 
• The TCR of not capturing CO2, while capturing all other emissions, is 21% less than that of TIPS. 
• The COE of not capturing CO2, while capturing all other emissions, is 16% less than that of TIPS. 
• The TCR and COE of not capturing any pollutants (essentially doing nothing) are about 43% and 37% 

lower, respectively. 
• The cost of CO2 capture of other capture technologies is roughly 4 to 6 times greater than that of TIPS. 
• The cost of CO2 avoidance of other capture technologies is approximately 5 to 7 times greater than that 

of TIPS. 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
While this is an order-of magnitude study, it is clear from this economic analysis that TIPS is potentially 
the most competitive technology for CO2 capture examined.  With respect to data reported in literature the 
absolute values obtained in this study appear to be high [5], [27].  In the authors’ opinion, this is due to several 
factors.  Older data (2002 and earlier) are at least 20% lower than current values due to recent energy price 
hikes.  This has significant implications on TCR as well as the COE.  Another key factor is plant size.  
Larger plants (about 400 MWe and higher) tend to be more economical and efficient.  In this study, the 
plant size was predetermined based on a reasonable demonstration requirement.  Also, factors such as plant 
availability, CO2 capture efficiency and steam conditions (subcritical, supercritical, or ultra-supercritical) 
were not standardized.  Thus, significant variation exists in literature data.  The key in comparing 
technologies  with respect to their economics is to look at relative, rather than absolute, performance ratios.  
In this study, same macroscopic assumptions were used, leading to good model agreement. 
   



   
 

 

   

Table 4 – Power plant economics without CO2 capture:  100 MWe (net) plant firing Wyoming PRB coal. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 5 – Power plant economics with CO2 capture:  100 MWe (net) plant firing Wyoming PRB coal. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Data from literature suggest that integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) with CO2 capture is very competitive in terms of thermal efficiency and 
economics when compared to air-fired and oxy-fuel systems with CO2 capture [27].  By examining relative trends in the data and scaling according to results 
obtained here, preliminary analysis indicates that TIPS is even better than IGCC in these respects.  The TCR and COE of IGCC with CO2 capture are 11% and 
24% higher, respectively, than those of TIPS.  A comprehensive technical and economic comparison of TIPS and IGCC is needed in the future.  Detailed 
combustor design and pilot-scale testing for the TIPS process should be carried out in order to advance this technology.  This will allow for more accurate 
determination of TIPS economics. 

IECM-cs Steam Pro/ 
PEACE ZaP

Total Capital Requirement (million $) 174 152 167 164 3 12 2 7
Total Capital Requirement ($/kWe net) 1739 1521 1671 1644 28 123 2 7
Levelized Annual Cost ($/yr) 46.4 39.8 36.0 40.7 0.9 5.7 2 14
Cost of Electricity (¢/kW) 6.22 5.34 4.83 5.46 0.12 0.76 2 14
Total Capital Requirement (million $) 227 234 220 227 0 7 0 3
Total Capital Requirement ($/kWe net) 2272 2336 2201 2269 3 69 0 3
Levelized Annual Cost ($/yr) 60.6 51.3 49.1 53.7 2.4 7.0 4 13
Cost of Electricity (¢/kW) 8.14 6.89 6.59 7.20 0.31 0.93 4 13

Max. Relative 
Deviation 

from Avg. (%)

Min. Relative 
Deviation 

from Avg. (%)

Min. Absolute 
Deviation 
from Avg.

Max. Absolute 
Deviation 
from Avg.

Combustion 
Technology

Pollution Control 
Technologies Economic Indicator Average

Model

Ambient Pressure, Air-
fired

In-furnace NOx

Ambient Pressure, Air-
fired

In-furnace NOx, ESP, SCR, 
FGD, Hg Control

IECM-cs Steam Pro/ 
PEACE ZaP

Total Capital Requirement (million $) 370 381 359 370 0 11 0 3
Total Capital Requirement ($/kWe net) 3703 3808 3588 3700 3 112 0 3
Levelized Annual Cost ($/yr) 106.1 87.9 84.1 92.7 4.8 13.4 5 14
Cost of Electricity (¢/kW) 14.2 11.8 11.3 12.4 0.6 1.8 5 14
Cost of CO2 Capture ($/t CO2) 44.7 36.0 40.7 40.5 0.2 4.5 1 11
Cost of CO2 Avoidance ($/t CO2) 66.2 53.3 59.6 59.7 0.1 6.5 0 11
Total Capital Requirement (million $) 438 498 479 472 8 34 2 7
Total Capital Requirement ($/kWe net) 4380 4976 4794 4717 77 337 2 7
Levelized Annual Cost ($/yr) 114 128 100 114 0.3 14.0 0 12
Cost of Electricity (¢/kW) 15.3 17.2 13.4 15.3 0.0 1.9 0 12
Cost of CO2 Capture ($/t CO2) 62.1 88.5 55.3 68.7 6.5 19.9 10 29
Cost of CO2 Avoidance ($/t CO2) 76.2 109 87.7 90.8 3.2 17.8 3 20
Total Capital Requirement (million $) 295 272 293 287 6 15 2 5
Total Capital Requirement ($/kWe net) 2953 2716 2927 2865 62 149 2 5
Levelized Annual Cost ($/yr) 68.2 65.0 57.9 63.7 1.3 5.8 2 9
Cost of Electricity (¢/kW) 9.15 8.72 7.77 8.55 0.2 0.8 2 9
Cost of CO2 Capture ($/t CO2) 9.02 16.6 8.64 11.4 2.4 5.2 21 45
Cost of CO2 Avoidance ($/t CO2) 10.2 17.1 12.9 13.4 0.5 3.7 3 28

Max. Relative 
Deviation 

from Avg. (%)

Min. Relative 
Deviation 

from Avg. (%)

Min. Absolute 
Deviation 
from Avg.

Max. Absolute 
Deviation 
from Avg.

High Pressure, Oxy-
fired (TIPS)

Oxy-fuel, FGR, Intermediate 
Temperature Water 
Condensation, Ambient 
Temperature Flue Gas 
Condensation

Average

Ambient Pressure, Air-
fired

In-furnace NOx, ESP, SCR, 
FGD, Hg Control, Amine 
Scrubbing & CO2 

Compression

Ambient Pressure, Oxy-
fired

In-furnace NOx, ESP, FGD, 
Hg Control, Oxy-fuel, FGR, 
PRT

Combustion 
Technology

Pollution Control 
Technologies Economic Indicator

Model
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Executive Summary

Heat Exchanger Materials for Next Generation Biofuel Power Plants
M. Misra, and G. Priyadarshan, University of Nevada, Reno; and A. Fassbender,

ThermoEnergy, Inc., USA

A prospective new generation power plant design called the TIPS process is being
investigated for combusting waste biomass. A key unit operation of TIPS is the
condensing heat exchanger. This unit operation reduces the combustor offgas temperature
from 1200 of to 572 OF to condense much of the water vapor. This hot, predominantly
steam and CO2 gas may contain small concentrations of H2S04 and HCI due to the
combustion of the sulfur and chlorine containing compounds in the feed biomass. The
heat exchanger condenses water from the steam which will contain the acids listed above.
Such hot acidic water presents serious corrosion issues for the surfaces of the condensing
heat exchanger.

Experiments were conducted under a range of conditions expected during operation of
the condensing heat exchanger. Titanium nitride (TiN) coated copper and 303 stainless
steel 4 commercially pure titanium, and grade 7 Titanium (Ti-0.2 pet palladium) coupons
were heated for three days each at several gas compositions over the temperature range of
250-300°C. These samples were then observed in a scanning electron microscope for
visual and chemical evidence of corrosion. The two titanium samples appeared to
withstand the treatments whereas the TiN coated copper and stainless steel samples were
severely corroded.
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MODELING OF PRESSURIZED OXY-FUEL FOR RECOVERY OF LATENT 
HEAT AND CARBON CAPTURE USING USIBELLI COAL 

Robert S. Henry 
ThermoEnergy Power Systems, LLC 

www.thermoenergy.com 
 
SUMMARY 
A detailed flow sheet of the ThermoEnergy Integrated Power System (TIPS)i, a 
pressurized oxyfuel plant fueled by Usibelli Coal, was prepared with 4 different injection 
methods. The base case used no slurry to inject the coal and provided a point of 
comparison for the more realistic cases that used a coal slurry feed. The second case used 
a 50/50 coal/water slurry. Since Usibelli Coal already has 26% moisture, enough water to 
bring the total moisture content to 50% was added to the feed. The water slurry caused a 
3.3% drop in efficiency from the base case due to the inability to capture as much of the 
latent heat of vaporization in the flue gas. The third case used a 60/40 coal/water slurry. 
Since this was only 40% total water in the slurry, there was only a 1.5% drop in 
efficiency from the base case. The final case used an alternative injection method which 
was more effective than using the water slurry. The drop in total efficiency using this 
method was 1.6%.  
 
The model for simulation of this plant was developed using ASPEN PLUS 2004.1 
software. The results generated from this model demonstrated the effectiveness of TIPS 
using a low rank, sub-bituminous coal such as the Usibelli Coal from the Healy Mine. 
The steam cycle used was an ultrasupercritical cycle with inlet steam at 1350F and 4000 
psig, with two reheats to 1400F. The most important factor in the efficiency gain for the 
TIPS is the ability to capture the latent heat of vaporization. When there is no slurry 
added to the model, 93.4% of the latent heat is captured, resulting in an overall efficiency 
of 39.0%. With the 50/50 water slurry injection, the latent heat capture drops to 76.8% 
resulting in a 35.7% efficiency. With the 60/40 water slurry, 84.5% of the latent heat was 
captured and the overall efficiency was 37.5%. The alternative injection method was able 
to capture 93.0% of the latent heat and its overall efficiency was 37.4%. The 1.6% drop 
from the base case was affected by extra energy consumption of additional unit 
operations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
An Aspen Plus simulation was developed to determine the technical performance of a 
100 MW TIPS plant using Usibelli Coal with an Ultrasupercritical steam cycle that uses 2 
reheats to 1400F. In this simulation, combustion took place at a pressure of 80 bar, which 
allows for use of the latent heat of vaporization of the flue gas to heat the boiler feed 
water. This pressure also allows for cooling water to condense the CO2 in the product 
stream and pump this stream to the pipeline quality pressure of 2200 psiii. Atmospheric 
combustion would require a multistage CO2 compressor to produce pipeline quality CO2. 
Although pressurized oxy-fuel requires oxygen compression for the high combustion 
pressure, the energy consumption between the oxygen compression and the CO2 pump is 
less than the energy consumption of CO2 compression when combusting at ambient 
pressure. TIPS’ ability to capture the latent heat of vaporization of the flue gas increases 



its advantage over ambient combustion, especially when using high moisture fuels, such 
as Usibelli Coal.  
 
BASELINE CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Fuel 
Usibelli Coal, a sub-bituminous coal found in the Healy Mine in Alaska, was selected for 
this study due to a contract ThermoEnergy has with the Alaska Energy Authority (AEA). 
Tables 1 shows the proximate analysis, ultimate analysis, and sulfur analysis used in the 
ASPEN PLUS model. The high moisture content and low sulfur content make Usibelli 
Coal a particularly attractive fuel for the TIPS process. The T250 temperature of the ash, 
or the temperature at which the viscosity is 250 poise where ash slag begins to flow and 
develop strength, was 2300F. The furnace outlet temperature was set to 2300F so that a 
dry ash combustor could be employed. The higher heating value of Usibelli Coal is 7,800 
Btu/lb as received and 10,541 Btu/lb on a dry basis.  
 
 

Table 1 Proximate, Ultimate, and Sulfur Analyses of Usibelli Coal 
Proximate Analysis Ultimate Analysis Sulfur Analysis 

Moisture 26 Ash 9 Pyritic 0.432 
Ash 9 Carbon 63.25 Sulfate 0.013 

Volatile Matter 36 Hydrogen 4.1 Organic 0.185 
Fixed Carbon 29 Nitrogen 0.82   
HHV, kJ/kg 7,800 Chlorine 0   

  Sulfur 0.27   
  Ash 9   
  Oxygen 22.57   

As Received Dry Basis Dry Basis 
 
Oxygen and Ambient Conditions 
The ambient conditions for this study were: 
 

• Coal feed at 59oF, 
• Ambient Pressure at 14.7 psia, 
• Cooling water available at 45oF. 
• Interstage Cooling to 80oF in multistage oxygen compression. 
• Partial Pressure of Oxygen in the flue gas stream was 0.2 bar. This resulted in an 

oxygen mole fraction of 0.0025 
 

Table 2 Oxygen Analysis 
Oxygen from ASU @ 95% purity % by volume 
Oxygen (O2) 95.00 
Nitrogen (N2) 2.50 
Argon (Ar) 2.50 
 
 



Oxygen was assumed to be produced by a cryogenic air separation unit (ASU). The ASU 
was the biggest factor in plant thermal efficiency loss due to its significant parasitic 
energy requirement. The parasitic power from the ASU was assumed to be 1 MW per 112 
tons per day of oxygen producediii. 
 
Steam Cycle 
An ultrasupercritical steam cycle was chosen for this study. The conditions of the inlet 
steam were 1350F and 4000 psig, and there were two reheats to 1400F. The turbine 
consists of high pressure (HP), intermediate pressure (IP) and low pressure (LP) sections 
with a reheat between HP and IP and a reheat between IP and LP. The exhaust steam 
pressure of the LP section was set to 0.5 psia and was total vapor. This resulted in a boiler 
feed water temperature of 80oF into the BFW pump. For all 4 cases, 4,596 tons/day of 
steam produced 135.7 MW of gross power. The peak steam cycle efficiency was 49.4%. 
The feed water was heated to 700oF using heat from the condensing heat exchanger. The 
steam was evaporated and heated to 1350F using convective heat from the boiler. The 
convective heat was also used for the two reheats to 1400F. Isentropic efficiencies of 0.9, 
0.9301, and 0.9414 were used for the HP, IP, and LP turbines, respectively. These 
numbers are consistent with the efficiencies used in NETL’s ultrasupercritical steam 
cycle model. All unit operations in the steam cycle used the NBS/NRC steam table 
equation of state for thermodynamic calculations of water and steam. Figure 1 shows the 
layout of the steam cycle used in the simulation.  
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Figure 1 Flowsheet Used in Aspen Plus for Steam Cycle Calculations 

 



MULTI-STAGE OXYGEN COMPRESSION 
Unlike atmospheric oxyfuel, which requires multi-stage CO2 compression, TIPS requires 
multi-stage oxygen compression pre-combustion to bring oxygen to combustion pressure. 
In this study, the design pressure for combustion is 80 bar. In order to achieve an oxygen 
pressure of 80 bar, there were four low pressure compression stages with a pressure ratio 
of 2.414975 with interstage cooling to 80oF. The low pressure compression brought the 
pressure from 1.01 to 34.5 bar. Two high pressure compression stages with interstage 
cooling to 80oF were used to compress from 34.5 to 80 bar. The pressure ratio used for 
these stages was 1.52316. All unit operations in the multi-stage oxygen compression used 
the well known Peng-Robinson Equation of State. It was assumed to be a polytropic 
compressor and the ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) method was 
used to calculate the process variables. The polytropic efficiencies and mechanical 
efficiencies were assumed to be 0.86 and 0.98 for each stage, respectively. Figure 2 
shows the layout used for calculations for the oxygen compression. 
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Figure 2 Oxygen Compression Layout Used in Aspen Plus 

 
PRESSURIZED OXY-FUEL COMBUSTION 
Usibelli Coal was input to Aspen Plus as a nonconventional component and the 
proximate, ultimate, and sulfur analyses from Table 1 were input as component attributes. 
The higher heating value was input as a pure component parameter on a dry basis. The 
coal or coal slurry was input into a yield reactor which calculated the amount of energy 
used to decompose the solid into its components. This unit operated at 80 bar since it is 
part of the combustor. The component yield included the extra moisture in the cases 
where there was slurry feed. The decomposed stream entered a stoichiometric reactor 
where it reacted with the 80 bar, 95% oxygen stream. Full combustion was assumed in 
this unit where all of the carbon was converted to carbon dioxide and all the hydrogen 
was converted to water. The nitrogen combustion product was specified as NO, and only 
applied to nitrogen contained in the fuel.  
 
The furnace outlet temperature was set to 2300oF, which is the T250 temperature of ash in 
Usibelli Coaliv. T250 is the temperature at a viscosity of 250 poise, at which slag begins to 
flow and develop strength. The temperature is set at or below 2300oF to allow for use of a 
dry ash combustor. This was controlled by the flue gas recycle split. More flue gas was 
recycled in the base case with no slurry because the liquid mix lowered the furnace outlet 
temperature. The furnace outlet stream enters a convective heater which is used to 



balance with the superheater and the two reheats in the steam cycle. This stream enters 
the condensing heater which is used to balance with the feed water heater in the steam 
cycle. 98% of the water is condensed at 120oF in a flash separator from the flue gas after 
the condensing heat exchanger. Small amounts of nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur dioxide, 
carbon dioxide, and argon are condensed in this separator. All of the ash is condensed. 
The heaters and the separator use the Peng-Robinson equation of state and are assumed to 
have no pressure drop. The separator is assumed to be an adiabatic flash separator. Figure 
3 shows the layout of pressurized oxyfuel combustion used in Aspen Plus.  
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Figure 3 Aspen Plus Layout of Pressurized Oxyfuel Combustion 

 
CO2 PUMPING 
After the flash separator, the flue gas stream ranged from 0.984 to 0.986 mole fraction 
carbon dioxide. It was assumed there was enough 45oF cooling water to cool this stream 
to its condensation temperature of 85oF. This stream was simply pumped to the NETL 
pipeline quality specification pressure of 2200 psi. If necessary, a distillation column can 
be added with minimal parasitic power to purify the CO2 stream further. TIPS, because it 
is operated at a high pressure, has an integrated emissions control system. While ambient 
oxy-fuel systems require particulate control systems (Electrostatic Precipitator and/or 
baghouse), TIPS is able to scrub out particulate matter without these devicesv. As part of 
ThermoEnergy’s contract with the Alaska Energy Authority (AEA), CANMET will be 
performing experiments on the back end of the TIPS process. The Peng-Robinson 
Equation of State was used for calculations of both the condenser and the CO2 pump in 
the simulation. Figure 4 shows the layout of the CO2 pumping process used in Aspen 
Plus.  
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Figure 4 Aspen Plus Layout of CO2 Condensation and Pumping 

 



PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR 4 CASES 
Base Case 
The base case used no slurry and was intended for comparison purposes to determine the 
extent of efficiency losses in the slurry cases. Usibelli Coal was assumed to be directly 
injected into the combustor. The coal was assumed to enter the system at 14.7 psia and 
59oF, and was pumped to 80 bar before entering the system. This system only required 
the devices previously discussed in this report. 1,422 tons/day of coal were required to 
provide enough heat for the ultrasupercritical steam cycle which produced 135.7 MW of 
gross power. The parasitic power losses in this case resulted in 105.7 MW of net power. 
271.1 MW of heat were input from Usibelli Coal and the total efficiency of this system 
was 39.0%. 93.4% of the latent heat from the condensing heat exchanger was captured. 
This was used to heat the boiler feed water.  
 
50/50 Coal/Water Slurry 
This case was more realistic as it pumped a 50/50 mixture of coal and water into the 
combustor. Since Usibelli Coal has 26% moisture in the coal, enough water to bring the 
percentage up 24 points was added. The water was assumed to enter the slurry mix at 
14.7 psia and 59oF, which were the same conditions as the coal. This mixture was 
pumped to 80 bar before entering the combustor. This system used the same devices as 
the base case. 1,525 tons/day of coal were used to provide the heat for the 135.7 MW 
gross power steam cycle. The net power was 103.7 MW due to the parasitic power. 290.7 
MW of heat from the fuel were input resulting in a total efficiency of 35.7%. This was a 
3.3% efficiency drop from the base case. The majority of this efficiency drop was due to 
the fact that only 76.8% of the latent heat was captured. This was 16.6% less latent heat 
captured than the base case because of the extra 732 tons/day of water added to the 
system.  
 
60/40 Coal/Water Slurry 
Because the 50/50 mixture caused a relatively large drop in efficiency, and a 60/40 
coal/water slurry is somewhat realistic, the case was simulated with 60% solids. The 
added water was again assumed to have the same conditions as the Usibelli Coal (14.7 
psia and 59oF). This mixture was also pumped to 80 bar prior to entering the combustor 
and used the same devices as the base case. 1,464 tons/day of coal were input to provide 
the heat for the steam cycle. The net power in this case was 104.7 MW and 279.1 MW of 
heat from the fuel were input. The total efficiency in this case was 37.5% which is only 
1.5% less than the base case. Because of the lower amount of moisture added, 84.5% of 
the latent heat was captured. This was 7.7% more heat captured than when 10% more 
moisture was added to the system. 342 tons/day were added in this case, which is only 
46.7% as much added moisture as the 50/50 coal/water slurry case.  
 
Alternate Injection 
An alternate method of injection was examined and this method remains proprietary at 
the time of this paper. This method used 50% solids and another fluid. The mixture was 
again pumped to 80 bar before combustion, but there were some added devices necessary 
in this model. In this case, 1,446 tons/day of coal were input to provide the necessary heat 
to the steam cycle. This was less than the other slurry cases, which meant less oxygen 



was needed. This method captured 93.0% of the latent heat from the flue gas, which was 
only 0.4% less than the base case. Although these are major advantages, the 2 other 
devices added to the system resulted in a drop in efficiency. The total efficiency of the 
system was 37.4%, which is 0.1% less than the 60/40 coal/water slurry injection method.  
 
Comparison of Alternate Injection Methods  
Table 3 shows a comparison table for the 4 different cases in this study. Outside of the 
base case, the 60/40 Coal/Water slurry case has the highest overall efficiency at 37.5%. 
This is only a 1.5% drop from the base case with no slurry. The alternate injection 
method uses less coal and less oxygen than the 60% solid slurry, but has a lower overall 
efficiency due to the two extra unit operations needed to operate the alternate injection. 
An economic analysis would be necessary to determine which method would be more 
beneficial. Since the recycled flue gas controls the furnace outlet temperature to 2300oF 
in every case, the no slurry case required the most amount of recycle because it had the 
hottest flame temperature with no recycle. The 60% solid slurry required 735 tons/day 
(TPD) more recycle than the alternate injection method and 929 TPD more recycle than 
the 50% solid slurry case.  
 
The higher heating value was 7,800 Btu/lb for Usibelli Coal and this number was the 
same for all four cases. The gross power in the steam cycle was set to 135.7 MW and no 
changes were made to the steam cycle for a fair comparison between the different 
injection methods. The ASU auxiliary power was calculated by dividing the tons per day 
in the 95% oxygen stream by 112. The oxygen compression auxiliary power came from 
the previously described 6-stage system with inter-stage cooling to 80oF. The BFW 
pump’s auxiliary power did not change and stayed at 1.67 MW for all four cases. The 
CO2 product pump auxiliary power was calculated by pumping the liquid from 80 bar to 
2200 psi with a pump efficiency of 0.8. The other devices in the alternate injection case 
caused the overall efficiency to drop below the efficiency of the 60% solid slurry case. 
Table 3 shows the effect that latent heat capture has on the overall efficiency. This is the 
advantage of TIPS over atmospheric processes. Where atmospheric processes would use 
splits within the steam cycle to heat the feed water, TIPS is able to use 100% of the steam 
to produce power and heat the feed water with the latent heat from the condensing heat 
exchanger.  
 



Table 3 Comparison Table of Three Slurry Cases and Base Case 
 No Slurry 50/50 

Coal/Water 
60/40 

Coal/Water 
Alternate 
Injection 

Coal (TPD) 1,422 1,525 1,464 1,446 
Water Added 
(TPD) 

0 732 342 0 

95% Oxygen 
Stream (TPD) 

1,983 2,118 2,046 2,016 

Flue Gas 
Recycled 
(TPD) 

11,881 10,177 11,106 10,371 

Coal HHV 
(Btu/lb)  

7,800 7,800 7,800 7,800 

Gross Power 
(MW) 

135.7 135.7 135.7 135.7 

Auxiliary 
Power (MW) 

    

ASU 17.7 18.9 18.3 18.0 
Oxygen 

Compression 
10.2 10.9 10.5 10.4 

BFW Pump 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 
CO2 Product 

Pump 
0.39 0.43 0.41 0.4 

Other Devices N/A N/A N/A 2.1 
Net Power 
(MW) 

105.7 103.7 104.7 103.1 

Heat In (MW) 271.1 290.7 279.1 275.6 
Efficiency 
(%HHV) 

39.0 35.7 37.5 37.4 

CO2 in Product 
(TPD) 

2,577 2,754 2,652 2,595 

CO2 Mole 
Fraction  

0.986 0.984 0.985 0.986 

Latent Heat 
Captured (%) 

93.4 76.8 84.5 93.1 

 



CO2 Product Impurities 
The CO2 product stream ranged between 98.4% and 98.6% pure in the 4 cases in this 
study. However, there were some impurities in the stream and Table 4 details the 
conditions and amount of components (ppm) other than CO2 in the product stream. This 
stream could be distilled to produce a purer CO2 product stream if necessary. The vapor 
stream from the column would be compressed and recycled to help control the furnace 
outlet temperature. The distillation column is assumed to use minimal auxiliary power at 
this pressure. 
  

Table 4 Conditions and Impurities in CO2 Product Streams 
 No Slurry 50/50 

Coal/Water 
60/40 

Coal/Water 
Alternate 
Injection 

Mass Flow, 
TPD 

2,577 2,754 2,652 2,621 

Volumetric 
Flow, CFM 

120.9 129.6 124.5 122.9 

Temperature, 
oF 

118.1 118.8 118.4 118.2 

H2O Mole Frac 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 
N2 Mole Frac 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.006 
O2 PPM 75 89 81 76 
SO2 PPM 268 236 285 272 
Argon Mole 
Frac 

0.005 0.006 0.005 0.005 

 
Parasitic Power Loss 
Table 4 shows the relative effect of each auxiliary power loss on the overall efficiency in 
the TIPS plant. The ASU remains the largest contributor to efficiency loss by a wide 
margin. The multi-stage oxygen compressor has a major contribution to efficiency loss as 
well, but after those two operations, no other device comes close to the parasitic power 
loss. The boiler feed water pump and the CO2 liquid pump have a minimal effect in 
comparison. The other devices only apply to the alternate injection case. Oxygen 
production technologies that are currently in development could have the largest effect on 
the increase of oxy-fuel plant efficiencies. The most notable technologies are the ion 
transport membrane (ITM) technology developed by Air Products, Inc., and Praxair, Inc. 
and the ceramic autothermal recovery oxygen generation technology developed by the 
BOC Group. More research is required to determine if these technologies will reduce the 
cost of oxygen production. It has been suggested that the ITM technology cost is 35% 
lower than the cost of cryogenic air separation, used in this simulationvi. 
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Figure 5 Effect of Specific Parasitic Power Losses on the Overall Plant Efficiency 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of the 4 cases modeled in Aspen Plus, the following conclusions can 
be made. 

• Even with a low rank coal, such as the sub-bituminous Usibelli coal in these 
simulations, TIPS is able to use the majority of the latent heat of vaporization to 
heat the feed water. This is a major advantage over conventional and atmospheric 
oxy-fuel power plants. 

• A 60% solid slurry with water is the best injection method as there is only a 1.5% 
drop in overall efficiency from the base case with no slurry and there are no added 
unit operations.  

• The flash separation after the condensing heat exchanger provides a stream with 
over 98% pure CO2. This could be purified further with a distillation column 
using minimal auxiliary power. 

• The results of experimental work on the back end will clarify the integrated 
emissions control.  

• Alaska is an advantageous locations for the TIPS process due to its low rank coals 
and its available cooling water at low temperature. 

• TIPS can capture carbon dioxide at pipeline quality conditions with minimal 
auxiliary power. 
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ABSTRACT 

Oxy-fuel firing is among the Clean Coal Technologies under development to address CO2 emissions.  
Based on economic studies of a range of CO2 mitigation technologies, oxy-fuel firing is a competitive 
CO2 mitigation technology compared to other pre-combustion technologies (IGCC) and post-combustion 
technologies (advanced amines).   Oxy-fuel firing applications in both CFB and PC based power plants 
are being pursued by European and US suppliers in collaboration with utilities, academia, the US DOE, 
and the European Union.   

For concept validation, over 300 hours of pilot scale oxygen fired CFB testing have been completed in 
Alstom’s 3 MWth Multi-use Test Facility (MTF) located in Windsor Connecticut. The pilot scale testing 
investigated heat transfer, combustion efficiency, emissions, and several other items with no technical 
barriers identified. Conceptual design studies have shown oxygen-fired CFB’s have a unique advantage in 
that they can be designed with significant size and cost reductions when high oxygen concentration is 
used in the oxidant stream (i.e., low flue gas recirculation quantities). The next step is to demonstrate the 
oxygen fired CFB technology at a large pilot-scale  (30 to 120 MWth). This will be followed by a 50 to 
200 MWe scale plant leading to commercialization.  

In addition, Alstom is currently working with the European utility Vattenfall to build the steam generator 
for the first oxygen-fired PC plant in the world (a 30 MWth unit). Scheduled to be in operation in mid 
2008, the 30 MWth pilot plant will validate and support the technical concept and serve as the main step 
towards the design and construction of a 200 to 300 MWe demonstration power plant generating “CO2-
free” electricity under commercial conditions.  

OXYGEN FIRING CONCEPT 

Coal-fired power plants of the future will likely need systems that enable the cost effective capture and 
sequestration of their CO2 emissions, since fossil fuels will remain the primary energy source for the 
foreseeable future.  One of the potential technologies to accomplish this is oxy-combustion with flue gas 
recycle (oxy-fuel).   

mailto:frank.kluger@power.alstom.com


The basic concept (see Figure 1) in the application of oxygen firing with today’s coal combustion 
technologies is to replace combustion air with a mixture of oxygen and recycled flue gas.  The resulting 
flue gas comprises primarily CO2 and H2O vapor along with some N2, O2, and trace gases like SO2 and 
NOx.  Consequently, the flue gas can be processed relatively easily (through rectification or distillation) to 
enrich the CO2 content in the product gas to more than 99% purity for use in enhanced oil or gas recovery 
(EOR or EGR). Alternatively, the flue gas can be simply dried and compressed for geologic storage, 
which results in near-zero gaseous emissions from the power plant.  This technology is easily adaptable to 
the large fleet of existing PC and CFB power plants.  Economic evaluations show that purifying the flue 
gas from oxygen-fired systems can be competitive with extracting the CO2 from air-fired systems with 
advanced post combustion technologies and would cost less than commercial amine technologies 
(Liljedahl, et al., 2001 and internal Alstom studies). 

Figure 1: Air and O2 Fired 210 MWe Gross CFB’s – Plan Views 
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Oxy-fuel firing requires tempering of the combustion taking place in the boiler.  In most oxygen-fired PC 
boiler designs, recirculating a part of the cooled flue gas back to the furnace controls the furnace 
temperature.  This maintains normal temperatures without added heat transfer surfaces in the furnace, an 
advantage for retrofit applications.  Recirculating about 3 pounds of flue gas for every 1 pound of net flue 
gas produced and mixing it with pure oxygen results in about a 30% oxygen concentration (by volume) in 
the oxidant mixture.  This 30% mixture gives thermal conditions in the furnace similar to those with air 
firing (accounting for the different properties of CO2 and N2). 

In a CFB boiler, the temperature control can be achieved by recirculating cooled solids to the furnace 
through a fluid bed heat exchanger (FBHE).  With an oxygen-fired CFB, the additional required cooling 
duty can be achieved by recirculating cooled flue gas (as in the PC case), by increasing the circulation of 
cooled solids, or by a combination of the two.  This characteristic allows the CFB boiler to be made 
smaller and less expensive than the equivalent air fired CFB boiler in a greenfield application. 

In theory, a CFB combustor could be fired with pure 
oxygen and cooled with a high recirculation of cooled 
solids.  This would eliminate the cost of the increased 
gas flow through the backpass and the gas 
recirculation system.  As a practical matter, we have 
limited our oxygen-fired CFB design to a flue gas 
recirculation of roughly 0.5 pounds per pound of flue 
gas discharged. This provides an oxidant stream 
entering the furnace with about 70% oxygen by 
volume. Table 1 gives typical flue gas compositions 
for air firing and oxygen firing using oxidant streams 
entering the furnace with 30% and 70% O2. 

Table 1: Typical Flue Gas Composition and Flow  
Air- versus Oxygen-Fired 

 Air 30% O2 70% O2

Composition, volume % 
N2 74.78   0.81   0.74
CO2 14.49 82.78 74.91
H2O   7.40 13.05 20.97
O2   3.31   3.31   3.31
    

Relative Flow, mass (volume) 
In Furnace 100 (100) 89 (66) 36 (28)
Net Produced 100 (100) 23 (16) 23 (16)

Table 1 also shows the relative volume and mass flows 



of flue gas through the furnace, cyclone, convective pass, etc.  The reduced flue gas flow yields 
significant size and cost savings in the combustor, cyclone, convection pass, oxygen heater, ducts, fans, 
and other equipment.  With 30% O2 in the oxidant, the heat duties are similar to the air-fired case, either 
PC or CFB.  This lends itself to retrofit application. 

Because of the reduced gas flow, the oxygen-fired CFB furnace is much smaller and its heat absorption is 
proportionally reduced. Similarly, the reduced flue gas flow with oxygen firing lowers the convection 
pass heat absorption.  To compensate, the FBHE heat absorption is increased. Shown in Figure 2 is a 
comparison of the CFB boiler islands for air and oxygen firing.  The footprint of the oxygen-fired boiler 
requires about half the area of the equivalent air-fired unit and the volume of the boiler island equipment 
is about 56% of the air-fired unit.  The boiler island cost is about 32% less for the oxygen-fired CFB.  The 
total plant costs and space requirements are higher for oxygen firing because of the air separation and gas 
processing units (Marion, et al., 2003). 

Coal Silos (3)

Furnace

Cyclones (2)

Convective Pass

Tubular Air/ Oxygen Heater

Air Fired O2 Fired
 

Figure 2: Air and O2 Fired 210 MWe Gross CFB’s – Plan Views 

ADVANCED OXYGEN PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 

Cryogenic air separation plants typically require electrical inputs of up to 18% of the power plant’s gross 
electrical output (~230 kWh/ton of oxygen).  However, these figures are extrapolated from the largest unit 
currently operating in the industry field.  For large power plants, it is anticipated that approximately four 
times larger air separation units, which would lead to lower electrical inputs to the ASU.  Furthermore, 
new technologies are being developed to separate oxygen from air using much less energy.  These more 
efficient O2 production methods utilize Perovskite-based materials in systems integrated with the power 
plant.  These systems can improve the economics and thermal efficiency of oxy-fuel power production, as 
discussed in the economic section of this paper.   

OXYGEN FIRING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE 

Alstom is actively working to develop advanced pulverized coal and circulating fluidized bed combustion 
technologies for the purpose of CO2 mitigation – including the promising near term oxyfiring 
technologies. Starting in 1998, Alstom initially completed several studies to investigate the technical and 



economic viability of this concept as compared to other CO2 mitigation technologies.  The studies 
involved both PC and CFB combustion systems, and considered both greenfield and retrofit applications. 

Concept validation work also included bench scale and pilot scale testing.  Currently the pilot scale CFB 
tests have included one bituminous coal and one petroleum coke for a total of about three hundred hours 
operation in O2/CO2 mixtures containing up to 70% oxygen by volume.  Pertinent issues such as furnace 
operability, temperature control, and heat transfer, recarbonation, criteria and trace gaseous emissions, 
and unburned carbon emissions have all been satisfactorily addressed. 

Alstom has now completed the major bench and pilot scale testing and techno-economic evaluations 
necessary to move forward onto the next major step – a large scale O2 fired CFB technology 
demonstration. After the technology demonstration step, commercial offerings can begin.  Alstom, which 
has also been conducting in parallel techno-economic analysis of oxygen-fired PC plants, has been 
awarded a contract by Vattenfall Europe in Germany to supply an oxygen-fired 30 MWth boiler. 
Operation of this large-scale pilot plant is scheduled to be ready for operation in mid 2008. Information 
from these tests will be used to develop a 200 to 300 MWe demonstration project.  

TESTING / CONCEPT VALIDATION 

Testing of oxygen firing has been conducted to derive design information for use in large-scale 
technology demonstrations.  The testing has been completed to date in both small bench scale facilities (4-
inch bubbling fluidized bed and 4-inch CFB) and pilot scale equipment (3.0 MWth / 9.9 MMBtu/hr).  
Long-term testing is also planned at the Vattenfall facility.  

Oxy-Fuel CFB Bench-Scale Testing 

The oxygen-fired CFB concept was evaluated in Alstom’s 4-inch bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) 
combustion facility, which is located in Windsor, CT (Marion, et al., 2003).  The objective of this testing 
was to derive pertinent combustion performance and bed dynamic information under highly controlled 
operating conditions.  Two coals and one petroleum coke were tested in air and O2/CO2 mixtures ranging 
from 21% to 70% O2 content by volume.  Key outputs included bed and ash characteristics (e.g., potential 
bed agglomeration or sintering), gaseous emissions (NOx, SO2 and CO), desulfurization potentials, NOx 
emissions reductions, and unburned carbon emissions.  The overall results from the BFB tests can be 
summarized as follows. 

• Bed temperatures rose by up to about 250°F (121°C) compared to air firing.  Nevertheless, it was 
possible to avoid bed slagging or agglomeration problems as long as the bed was well fluidized. 

• Overall fuel combustion efficiencies, hence unburned carbon loss, improved over air firing. 
• NOx emissions were lower compared to air firing, due primarily to the elimination of nitrogen, 

and thermal NOx, from the combustion system.  
• SO2 emissions reductions of up to 90% with sorbent utilization were not negatively impacted by 

oxygen firing.   
• CO emissions were higher compared to air firing due to high CO2 concentration in the flue gas, 

which suppressed the CO oxidation reaction. 
• CO2 in the dry flue gas was highly concentrated (> 90% vs. ~15% for air firing), which would 

make the processing of this stream to achieve high CO2 purity cheaper than air firing. 
 
In addition, Alstom carried out an oxy-fuel test program in a 4-inch CFB combustion test facility at the 
University of Haute-Alsace, in Mulhouse, France. The objective of this work, supported by the European 
Union Framework Program 6 ENCAP, was to evaluate the impact of burning two fuels (a bituminous coal 
and a petroleum coke) in combustion mediums ranging from 60% to 90% O2 (by volume). The boiler 
operability was demonstrated, without any problem of agglomeration, with O2 concentrations up to 90%, 
furnace temperature ranging from 850°C to 950°C, and excess oxygen in flue gas from 2.5 to 4.5%. 



Oxy-Fuel Fired CFB Pilot-Scale Testing 

Three pilot scale test 
campaigns have been 
run in Alstom’s 3.0 
MWth (9.9 MMBtu/hr) 
CFB facility (Figure 3).  
The objective of these 
test campaigns, totalling 
about 300 hours, was to 
evaluate the suitability 
of O2 firing in CFB 
boilers.  In 2004, 
Alstom tested a medium 
volatile bituminous coal 
and a shot petroleum 
coke.  These tests were 
conducted with air 
firing and with O2/CO2 
mixtures up to 50% 
oxygen overall (70% O2 locally).  The 2005 test campaign was designed to demonstrate sulfur capture 
with the Flash Dryer Absorber (FDA), to evaluate the performance of a moving bed heat exchanger, to 
determine the impact of oxygen firing on mercury and other trace element emissions, to determine the 
effect of combustion staging and ammonia injection on NOx emissions, and to evaluate convection pass 
heat transfer performance. 
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Figure 3: Schematic of the Multiuse Test Facility (MTF) 

The CFB pilot plant ran well in all three of the 
test campaigns.  The technical issues 
investigated at the pilot scale in the MTF are 
shown in Table 2 and some key results are 
briefly discussed below (Turek, et al, 2006). 

Operability – The pilot testing experienced 
no agglomeration issues even with local 
oxygen concentrations up to 70% by volume.  
Some recarbonation (i.e., reverse calcination) 
occurred, where the temperature dropped 
below the calcination temperature, as 
expected.  No operational problems were 
experienced with recarbonation or any other 
issues due to the oxygen firing over the range 
of CFB conditions tested.     

Table 2: Pilot Plant Technical Issues Studied 

OPERATION 
Agglomeration at high local O2 
Recarbonation 
Zero limestone injection into the furnace 

SULFUR 
CAPTURE 

In-furnace w/ limestone 
Backend (FDA) w/ fly ash and fresh lime 

OTHER 
EMISSIONS 

NOx, CO, N2O 
Total Hydrocarbons (THC) 
Ammonia (SNCR) for NOx reduction 
Mercury and other trace metals 

HEAT 
TRANSFER 

In-furnace 
Convective pass - heat transfer and fouling 
MBHE - heat transfer and operation 

Heat Transfer - In-furnace heat transfer coefficients for O2 firing were comparable to air firing 
(dominated by solids effects).  The convection pass heat transfer coefficients were higher with oxygen 
firing than with air firing, as expected. 

Emissions – Approximately 70% lower NOx emissions were experienced with oxygen firing than with 
air firing, due to absence of nitrogen from air.  The CO emissions increased about 40% with oxygen 
firing, due to high CO2 partial pressure in the flue gas. The carbon in ash with O2 firing was comparable 
to carbon in ash with air firing.  The sulfur capture with lime only in the back-end baghouse/FDA system 
was about the same with oxygen firing as compared to air firing.  The overall sulfur capture with 
limestone addition was equal to or better with oxygen firing than with air.  Emissions of N2O were low 



under all circumstances.  Similarly, the emissions of mercury, VOC, and other trace metals with oxy-
firing were at least as low as with air-firing. 

Oxy-Fuel Fired PC Pilot Testing 

In the European research programs ENCAP (Enhanced Capture of CO2) and OxyBurner and in the 
German research program ADECOS (Advance Development of the Coal-Fired Oxyfuel Process with CO2 
Separation), several research institutes are focusing on oxy-fuel laboratory and pilot scale testing. Alstom 
is significantly involved in the full-scale oxy-fuel concept development and the testing activities and is 
co-funding some of these supporting projects.  Up to now several tests at scales up to 0.5 MWth were 
performed with different coals looking at combustion performance under oxy-fuel conditions.  In general, 
the laboratory and pilot scale tests didn’t indicate any technical barriers for the development of the oxy-
fuel technology. 

In the frame of the OxyBurner project, burner tests on a 0.5 MWth PC test plant will be performed. The 
burner tests will be performed utilizing the same burner design and the same pre-dried lignite as fuel that 
will be used in the 30 MWth Vattenfall plant, which is more fully described below. 

Oxy-Fuel Fired PC Pilot Scale Demonstration in Germany by Vattenfall  

Alstom has been awarded the contract by Vattenfall to build the steam generator for the first 30 MWth 
oxygen-fired PC plant in the world (Kluger, et al, 2006).  The pilot plant (Figure 4) will be located at the 
Schwarze Pumpe Power Station in Brandenburg, Germany.  
 

 
Figure 4: Vattenfall Pilot Plant Arrangement 

Scheduled to be ready for operation in mid-2008, the 30 MWth pilot plant is intended to validate and 
support the technical concept and serve as the main step towards the construction of a 200 to 300 MWe 
demonstration power plant generating “CO2-free” electricity from 2015 or earlier under commercial 
conditions.  All required components for the oxy-fuel process are included in the pilot plant: air separation 
unit (ASU), steam generator including flue gas recycle, flue gas clean up system including electrostatic 
precipitator (ESP), wet flue gas desulphurisation (FGD), and flue gas condensation (FGC).  It is also the 
intention to have a CO2 compression and liquefaction system in place in order to test this equipment and 
to produce CO2 for storage and/or industrial utilization.  This approach will allow testing each component 



of the complete technology chain and the interaction of the different components in terms of start-up, 
shutdown, and switch from air to oxy-fuel combustion as well as load change behaviour. 

The oxy-fuel steam generator, shown schematically in 
Figure 5, is designed for 30 MWth fuel heat input, 40,000 
operating hours and a lifetime of 10 years, starting in 
mid-2008. The steam parameters were selected in order 
to use the steam in the 18 bar auxiliary steam network of 
the Schwarze Pumpe power plant for internal 
consumption and steam export for external consumers, 
that will indirectly raise the power production of the 
turbine (Schwarze Pumpe) by about 6 to 8 MWe at 
stable full load of the pilot plant.  

To validate the concept for a later scale up of the 
technology to a 600 MWth demonstration power plant, 
the pilot plant is a fairly complete process. The oxy-fuel 
steam generator is equipped with an indirect firing 
system containing a down-firing single burner 
arrangement.  This 30 MWth burner will allow scaling up 
to 70 to 90 MWth, which is typical for burners in large 
boilers with normal commercial requirements and 
warranties. The burner is designed for a broad operation 
regime.  In the oxy-fuel operation mode the burner is able to operate under pre-mixed (oxygen and flue 
gas) conditions as well as with defined oxygen enrichment of single flows entering the furnace via the 
burner. One compartment of the burner is designed to operate with a pure oxygen stream. 
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Figure 5: 30 MWth Oxy-fuel PC Boiler 

The test facility will be capable of full load operation in both oxygen-fired and air-fired modes.  This 
provides the capability to obtain reference measurements on air combustion.  Special arrangements are 
needed to cope with the atmospheric emission regulations.   

The base fuel to be tested is pre-dried lignite powder as prepared and made available in a briquette factory 
nearby the Schwarze Pumpe power plant in Germany.  For bituminous coal test operation, the quality 
corresponding to today’s trade coal will be taken.  This will also be pre-dried and milled before delivery 
to the pilot facility fuel silo.  

To study the specific characteristics of oxy-fuel firing, the following set of operating conditions are 
planned to be investigated at combustion conditions potentially representative for a large-scale plant. 

• Coal types: lignite, bituminous, various kinds 
• Excess oxygen: 1%(v) to 5%(v) excess O2 in flue gas 
• Flue gas recycle rate: O2 concentration of 21 to 39%(v) 
• Dried lignite moisture content: 10.5 up to 20%(w) 
• Temperature of recycled flue gas: 150°C to 250°C 
• Staged combustion 
• The different registers in the burner are able to handle an oxygen concentration range from 0 to 

40% O2; also possible to supply 100% O2 in one of the burner registers 
• Primary / secondary recirculation alterations 
• Air blown reference readings at 100% load (burner and material issues) 
• Compression of CO2 with different levels of inert contents 
 

A number of measurement objectives for the combustion section and the gas treatment sections for 
oxygen and air-firing operation are set as validation targets. 



• Combustion characteristics (NOx, SOx, CO, O2, CO2, SO2, SO3, Hg and THC along flame and 
boiler path) 

• Behaviour of recirculated products in flame (NOx, SO2, SO3, fly ash, etc.) 
• Mapping of flame characteristics (shape and stability), temperature and velocity profiles 
• Slagging / fouling 
• Ash quality (including recovery of samples for ash /deposit characteristics in the furnace and 

convective pass) 
• Radiation heat transfer in radiant section of the boiler 
• Convective heat transfer in boiler convective section 
• Main loop air in-leakage / extracted gas quality 
• Materials testing and analysis in the different flue gas atmospheres 

 
General operating experience will also be studied such as load changes and dynamic interaction between 
the different systems, in particular the recirculation system operation, the ASU system and the CO2 
compression and purification systems.  These results will serve as a basis for defining further equipment 
testing to provide the input for designing the commercial scale plant. 

The foundation work was started in February 2007.  Figure 6 shows a picture taken from the erection site 
(mid March 2007) showing the progress of the foundation work for the steam generator. The lifting of the 
first column of
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Figure 6: Foundation Work for Oxy-fuel Steam Generator 
ONOMIC EVALUATIONS 

t several years Alstom has completed numerous evaluations on oxygen-fired applications 
production. These studies have been financially sponsored by various organizations, 

tom, DOE, BP, EU, OCDO, Suncor, TransAlta, Vattenfall, and others. Details of these 
n elsewhere (Palkes, et al., 1999; Liljedahl, et al., 2001; Marion, et al., 2003; Palkes, et al., 
 et al., 2004; Turek, et al., 2004; Liljedahl, et al., 2006; Sekkappan, et al., 2006).   

over a wide range of plant design parameters: PC and CFB boilers; greenfield and retrofit; 
nite, and petroleum coke fuels; 60 to 770 MWe net plant sizes; subcritical and supercritical 



steam conditions; simple drying and compression (for storage only), and rectification or distillation (for 
EOR/EGR).  The primary results from these evaluations show the following impact of oxy-firing 
compared to air firing: 

Net plant efficiency reduction  7 - 12 percentage points 
EPC plant investment cost increase 700 - 1,500  $/kW net 
Cost of electricity increase  1.4 - 4.4  ¢/kWh 
CO2 mitigation cost  25 - 36  $/ton CO2 avoided 
CO2 emissions decrease  1.5 - 1.8 lbm/kWh 

 
As would be expected, larger plant size and higher steam conditions result in lower costs of electricity and 
CO2 mitigation. 

In order to compare different advanced power technologies, results must be put on a common basis.  Two 
of the cases shown in Table 3 – the 327 MWe supercritical case CFB1b and the 138 MWe subcritical 
CFB2b – have been normalized to the following common design parameters and economic assumptions: 

Plant size 400 MWe net 
Steam cycle parameters 3,915 psia / 1,085°F / 1,148°F / 2.5 in. Hga 
EPC Investment Cost basis April 2006, US$ 
Coal cost 1.5 $/MMBtu 
Levelized capital charge rate 13.8% of investment cost 
Capacity factor 80% 

 
The results of this normalization are shown in Table 3.  On this common basis, the two CFB cases are 
similar.  The results of other studies on other technologies have also been normalized to the same 
conditions and are presented in Table 3.  A summary of the original studies on these technologies is given 
in Table 4.  The cost of electricity for the different technologies are plotted in Figure 7 as a function of 
CO2 allowance price – that is, the additional price paid for the CO2 emitted. 
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Figure 7: Cost of Electricity Comparison for Near Term CO2 Capture 
Options 

Results show that an oxygen-
fired CFB power plant (using a 
cryogenic air separation unit) 
produces electricity at a slightly 
lower cost than either an IGCC 
power plant using a double 
Selexol process for CO2 capture 
or a PC power plant with post-
combustion capture using an 
advanced MEA CO2 scrubbing 
process.  The IGCC plants 
shown in this figure are single 
train plants using a GE-Texaco 
gasifier with syngas cooler and 
a GE 7FA gas turbine.  The 
availability of IGCC plants is 
not currently as high as that of 
combustion plants.  To account 
for this difference, IGCC 
economics often include a spare gasifier.  Figure 7 includes IGCC both with and without a spare gasifier. 

A conventional air fired PC plant without capture is also shown for reference.  It has the steepest slope 
since it emits the most CO2 per kWh of net electricity produced. 



Figure 7 shows how an advanced air separation technology (in this case, Oxygen Transport Membrane 
OTM) improves the economics of oxygen firing.  The OTM technology could also improve IGCC, 
although to a lesser degree, since IGCC uses only about 40% as much oxygen per pound of coal as a 
combustion process. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of Normalized Results 

  

CFB1b CFB2b
IGCC w/o 
Spare with 

Capture 

IGCC with 
Spare with 

Capture 

PC with 
Advanced 

Amine CO2 
Scrubbing 

O2 Fired 
CFB (via 

OTM) with 
Capture 

Reference 
PC w/o 
Capture 

         
Plant Performance        
Gross Power Output MWe 576 591 512 512 505 678 444 
Auxiliary Power 
Consumption MWe 176 191 112 112 105 278 44 

Net Power Output MWe 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
         

Plant Efficiency and Emissions        
Thermal Efficiency, HHV % 28.9 30.5 30.8 30.8 30.2 34.7 39.8 
CO2 Emissions lbm/kWh 0.23 0.15 0.22 0.22 0.34 0.13 1.76 
CO2 Captured % 90.3 93.5 90 90 85 94 0 

         
Costs         
Capital Cost $/kW 1921 1965 2145 2634 1958 1959 1098 
Cost of Electricity  ¢/kWh 6.7 6.7 6.93 7.9 6.9 6.28 4.01 
Cost of CO2 Avoidance $/ton CO2 36 32 26 28 50 25 -- 

 

 

 

Table 4: Various Techno-Economic Results Summary 

Cases in Table 3 
Plant 

Output, 
MWe net 

Steam Conditions, 
psia/°F/°F/ in. Hg 

Original 
COE, 
¢/kWh 

Reference 

IGCC w/o spare 
Oxyfired CFB 
Oxyfired CFB w/ OTM 

230 
138 
197 

1800/1000/1000/3.0 
1800/1000/1000/3.0 
1800/1000/1000/3.0

7.18 
7.90 
7.69 

Alstom - Marion et al., 2003 
Alstom - Turek et al., 2005 
Alstom - Marion et al., 2003 

PC w/ Advance Amine 
Scrubbing 665 4206/1112/1148/1.2 6.23 IEA - PH4/33, November, 2004 

Reference PC 677 3915/1085/1148/2.5 3.76 Alstom - Palkes et al., 2004 

 



CONCLUSIONS 

Combustion of fossil fuels with oxygen instead of air produces a CO2-rich flue gas, which can be readily 
processed for storage or use.  Both PC and CFB combustion are well suited to oxygen firing and existing 
units are relatively easily retrofitable (Liljedahl, et al., 2001; Liljedahl, et al., 2006).  In greenfield 
oxygen-fired CFB applications, the solids circulation through an FBHE can reduce the requirement for 
flue gas recirculation, thus making the boiler smaller and less costly than an equivalent air fired boiler. 

The results from initial investigations establish the oxy-fuel firing technology as a competitive option for 
CO2 capture.  From the initial investigations, it is recognized that oxygen-firing technology applied to 
advanced supercritical power plants is one of the most promising routes to CO2 capture, as this 
technology is predominantly based on well proven, commercially available equipment, which can be 
delivered at a low risk.  The oxy-fuel technology is relatively low risk and near term for the following 
reasons: 

• It uses proven, reliable, commercially available PC and CFB technology 

• Oxygen can be readily produced by commercial cryogenic distillation air separation processes 

• CO2 cleanup, compression, and liquefaction also uses proven technology 

The relative simplicity of the process is likely to have a lower impact on the availability of the plant 
compared to other CO2 capture options.  This is envisaged to increase interest among utilities on 
employing oxy-fuel technology in advanced supercritical power plants.  The first oxy-fuel PC pilot plant 
is the 30 MWth Vattenfall pilot plant to be located at the Schwarze Pumpe Power Station in Brandenburg, 
Germany.  This plant is scheduled for operation in mid-2008. 

The introduction of oxyfuel technology in coal-fired plants to capture CO2 requires an additional capital 
investment of around 50 to 80% (based on net power output).  An efficiency penalty of around 7 to 10% 
points is expected with the current available technologies.  Further improvements in oxygen production 
technologies (e.g., OTM and CAR) are expected to lead to a major reduction in the efficiency penalty. 

For these reasons, the development of oxy-fuel technology is important to the electric power industry as 
an attractive option for carbon capture and storage, and, potentially, to the petroleum industry for 
production of CO2 for use in enhanced oil or gas recovery. 
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Abstract 

Oxy-fuel combustion technology with CO2 capture and storage has been attracting 

increasing interest from the power industry as an alternative to gasification for near-zero-

emission power production using coal and other solid fuels. While most of the focus up to 

now has been on PC-fired units, oxy-Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) is now attracting 

more attention because of its ability to use recycled solids as cooling media, thus 

reducing the need for flue gas recirculation, and its potential fuel flexibility, inherent in 

the technology. In this paper, we present a series of oxy-CFB experiments with flue gas 

recirculation conducted using CANMET’s mini-CFB. These experiments used a 

bituminous coal and demonstrated a smooth transition from air- to oxygen-fired operation 

with flue gas recirculation. The volumetric concentration of CO2 in the flue gas reached 

85–90% with the global input oxygen concentrations ranging from 25–34% and local 

input oxygen concentration up to 68%. The results showed that the temperature profiles 

of the mini-CFB did not vary much when compared to air-fired operation and the 

concentrations of CO and NOx were also similar to those for air-fired operation. By 

contrast, SO2 concentration levels increased significantly. Apart from flue gas 

recirculation, all other aspects of CFB operation were similar to those for air-fired 



operation, indicating that there should be no significant technical difficulties in adapting 

current CFB technology to oxy-fuel firing for CO2 capture and storage. 

Introduction 

In last year’s Clearwater Coal Conference, we presented a series of oxy-fuel 

combustion tests with coal conducted using CANMET’s mini-Circulating Fluidized Bed 

(CFB) [1]. These tests were done with bottled O2 and CO2 as well as bottled O2 and 

recycled flue gas. These tests showed that it was possible, under oxy-fuel conditions, to 

maintain stable combustion characteristics, including bed temperatures, fuel burn-out and 

flue gas compositions that are similar to air-fired CFB. 

However, due to significant sources of leakage, it was not possible at that time to 

obtain flue gas CO2 concentrations higher than 55% (vol. dry), especially during 

O2/recycled flue gas combustion, as considerable amounts of air leaked into the recycled 

flue gas stream. Much work has been done since then to minimize air leakage and to 

obtain flue gas CO2 concentration of at least 80% by volume (dry basis). This paper 

reports the results of a series of tests conducted on CANMET’s mini-CFB to study oxy-

fuel combustion using two coals that are widely used in North America for power 

generation. 

CANMET’s mini-CFB Combustor 

Since detailed description of this facility was given in last year’s paper, we will only 

discuss the changes made to it since then. As stated in the Introduction, most of the 

modifications were aimed at minimizing air leakage to the recycled flue gas stream. For 

the fuel feeding system, an airlock was installed along with other measures to tighten this 

part of the system that was identified as the major source for air leakage. For the 



baghouse, new insulation materials were applied to seal between the baghouse itself and 

the flyash-collecting hopper. New weld was applied to the baghouse outlet. Various 

connecting flanges were tightened or replaced as necessary. Additionally, the recycled 

flue gas blower was replaced by more powerful pumps to ensure an adequate amount of 

recycled flue gas was available. 

However, we believe that the single most important change to ensure minimal air 

leakage was to operate the mini-CFB under slightly positive pressure—about 5 cm of 

water column at the dense bed region. Without this, even with all the modifications 

mentioned above, it was impossible to achieve consistent flue gas CO2 concentration 

above 70%. The only challenge associated with operating the mini-CFB under positive 

pressure was coal feeding, as the coal was gas-entrained. To achieve this, it was 

necessary to maintain a high enough entrained gas flow, at about 5 kg/h. This was made 

possible by replacing the recycled flue gas blowers with more powerful ones. 

Results and Discussion 

The combination tests were done with a US eastern bituminous coal and a Canadian 

western sub-bituminous coal commonly used in North America. Their characteristics are 

shown in Table 1: 

Table 1 – Analysis of the eastern bituminous coal 

 US eastern bituminous Canadian western sub-
bituminous 

Moisture, wt% (as 
analyzed) 

1.08 11.85 

Proximate, wt% (dry)   
Ash 8.86 16.85 
Volatile Matter 35.78 33.70 
Fixed Carbon 55.56 49.45 
Ultimate, wt% (dry)   
Carbon 77.81 61.75 



Hydrogen 5.05 3.64 
Nitrogen 1.49 0.84 
Sulphur 0.95 0.22 
Ash 8.86 16.85 
Oxygen 6.04 16.70 
Heating Value (MJ/kg) 32.51 23.63 

The mini-CFB was first heated up with electric heaters located in the dense bed area. 

Coal was then added to start combustion in air-blown mode when the bed temperature 

reached 700°C using a manually controlled rotary screw feeder. When stable combustion 

conditions were reached, air supply was shut off and the blowers for flue gas recirculation 

were started. The recycled flue gas was then mixed with O2 and fed to the combustor. At 

the same time, the recycled flue gas replaced air for coal conveying and for looping gas 

that was responsible for solids circulation. A gate valve leading to the stack was gradually 

closed to pressurize the combustor to about 5 cm of water column in the dense bed area. 

O2 was introduced at two locations: one stream was introduced at the bottom of mini-

CFB along with recycled flue gas (main or fluidizing stream) and the other at about 1 m 

above the combustor bottom also mixed with recycled flue gas (secondary stream). 

Independent flow controllers allowed control for O2 concentrations in each stream. 

Table 2 shows the O2 concentrations for each test: 

Table 2 – O2 concentrations for each test 

Test 
# 

Fuel Main stream 
O2 (%, vol. 
dry) 

Secondary stream 
O2 (%, vol. dry) 

Global O2 
concentration (%, vol. 
dry) 

1 Canadian western 
sub-bituminous 

35.1 60.9 28.3 

2 Canadian western 
sub-bituminous 

36.3 41.0 26.1 

3 US eastern 
bituminous 

37.6 63.0 30.7 



4 US eastern 
bituminous 

41.3 68.4 34.1 

The global O2 concentration was calculated by taking into account the total amount of 

input O2 and recycled flue gas, i.e.: 

Global O2 = (main stream [O2] + 2nd stream[O2])/(main stream [O2] + 2nd stream [O2] 

+ main stream RFG + 2nd stream RFG + RFG in loop gas + RFG for coal entrainment) 

From Table 2, one can see that, even though the global O2 for the tests ranged 

modestly from 26% to 34%, which is comparable to the oxy-coal fired PC units, local O2 

concentrations could be as high as 68%. 

Table 3 shows the flue gas compositions for these 4 tests under stable oxy-fired 

conditions: 

Table 3 – Flue gas compositions (vol. dry) under stable oxy-fired conditions 

Test # O2% CO2% CO (ppm) SO2 (ppm) NOx (ppm) 

1 6.6 79.6 50 98 252 

2 3.5 91.3 52 117 173 

3 3.3 84.0 218 1747 220 

4 4.76 84.6 167 1314 218 

As Table 3 shows, we achieved good CO2 concentration in the flue gas, ranging from 

80 to 90%. CO concentrations were low for the sub-bituminous coal but moderately high 

for the bituminous, especially for test #3. The lower CO concentrations for the western 

sub-bituminous coal can be explained by its faster devolatilization. SO2 concentrations 

were also low for the sub-bituminous because of its low sulphur content as well as its 

highly alkaline ash. For the bituminous coal, SO2 concentrations were much higher, even 



though limestone was used in both tests. On the other hand, NOx concentrations were 

comparable in both cases. 

Figure 1 shows the concentration profiles for major species for test #2 (upper figures) 

under oxy-firing and test #4 (lower figures) from air firing to oxy-firing. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Flue gas compositions for Tests #2 (upper figures) and #4 from air firing to 
oxy-fuel firing 

Both figures show a flue gas CO2 concentration at or above 80%, and stable flue gas 

O2 and CO concentrations. The lower figure (EB coal) clearly shows that NOx 

concentrations did not change when the mini-CFB transitioned from air-firing to oxy-fuel 

firing. For SO2 concentrations, the EB coal showed a consistent build-up under oxy-fuel 

conditions. For the sub-bituminous coal, the SO2 concentrations stayed low at a level 

comparable to air firing conditions and there was no evidence of any build-up in the 
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combustor. This difference can be explained by the sulphur content in the coal and fly ash 

characteristics of these two coals. This observation could lead to somewhat different 

approaches for sulphur removal for these two coals under oxy-firing conditions. Further 

work is now being planned for this spring to study the impact of oxy-firing on sulphur 

removal. 

Under oxy-firing conditions, high local O2 concentrations may lead to hot spots in the 

combustor. These hot spots may in turn lead to ash agglomeration which will affect 

fluidizing bed performance. In our tests, no evidence of agglomeration was observed 

despite local O2 concentrations as high as 68%. In fact, the temperature profiles obtained 

under oxy-firing conditions are remarkably similar to those under air-firing conditions as 

shown in Figure 2 obtained for test #4: 

 

Figure 2 – CFB temperature profiles for Test #4. 

It can be seen that the temperature for both the dense bed and the riser increased 

moderately when the mini-CFB transitioned from air-firing to oxy-firing modes. The riser 

temperature increased for about 40°C and the dense bed temperature for 20°C. This 

increase in temperature was easily controlled by adjusting the coal feed rate as shown in 

the later stage of the test. The temperature spikes observed for the dense bed are due to 
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the lack of solids circulation during the transition. Once the solids circulation was 

restored, the temperatures returned to normal operating ranges. These results show that as 

long as good solids circulation can be maintained, combustor temperature under oxy-

firing conditions can be well controlled. 

Conclusion 

Four tests were conducted using CANMET’s mini-CFB to study combustion 

characteristics of oxy-coal fired CFB. These tests showed that, when the combustor was 

operated under slightly positive pressure, flue gas CO2 concentrations of 80 – 90% could 

be achieved with stable combustion conditions and good fuel burn out. Temperatures in 

the combustor were very well controlled even with local O2 concentrations as high as 

68%. NOx concentrations remained when the combustor transitioned from air-firing to 

oxy-firing and there was no evidence of fly ash agglomeration. SO2 concentration 

profiles for the two coals used showed distinct behaviour, with the bituminous coal 

showing a gradual build-up of SO2 under oxy-firing conditions and the sub-bituminous 

coal showing constant SO2 comparable to air-firing conditions. 

Future work is now being planned to study sulphur removal for oxy-CFB under 

extended operating periods. CANMET is also in the process of converting a 1MWth 

pilot-scale unit to oxy-firing and expects the unit to be functional by the end of the year. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of innovative technologies 
for power production is necessary to mitigate 
the effects of global warming. As the 
geopolitical situation is a second reason to 
worry about, “Clean Coal” cannot be left out 
and will be a major part of the energy mix of 
the future. 

CCS is the technology to produce power 
from coal in an environment-friendly way. 
All three major technologies for coal CCS 
(pre-combustion, oxy-fuel and post-
combustion) are considered to be 
economically viable when carbon dioxide 
emissions are valued.  

The Institute for Energy Systems is doing 
research about coal combustion systems for 
oxy-fuel processes and is coordinating the 
European research project FRIENDLY 
COAL partly funded by the Research Fund 
for Coal and Steel of the European Union. It 
started in July 2006 and will end in June 
2009. This project investigates two possible 
options for oxy-fuel steam generators (see 
figure 1). The difference is the way to 
control the flame temperatures of coal-
oxygen combustion. One option uses only 
the recirculation of cold flue gases (high 
recirculation), the other innovative option 
uses additionally to the flue gas recirculation 
non-stoichiometric burner operation to 
control the temperature (CSNB).  

 

Controlled Staging with Non-Stoichiometric  
Burners for Oxy-fuel Processes 
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ABSTRACT 

The combustion process is one of the parts with most need for research to realize an oxy-fuel Carbon Capture and 
Storage (CCS) process. The Technische Universität München is investigating experimentally and numerically an 
innovative burner concept to drastically reduce the flue gas recirculation mass flow in oxy-fuel combustion for 
CCS. 
The concept of Controlled Staging with Non-Stoichiometric Burners (CSNB) uses special burners operating rich or 
lean inside the steam boiler. The flame temperatures are controlled by the burner stoichiometry.  
The main advantages of the concept are: 
� Reduction of flue gas recirculation rate from 75% to around 50% of total flow at the end of the furnace 
� Increase of radiative heat transfer in the combustion chamber and decrease of heat transfer in the convective 

section  
� Improved control of radiative heat transfer by means of flame temperature variation 
In the first stage of the project, which is currently ongoing, experimental tests are done with three 100 kWth burners 
in an air-cooled combustion chamber. At the beginning of the test series natural gas is used as fuel and the CO2/O2 
atmosphere is replaced by an N2/O2 mixture with variable oxygen content up to 50 vol.-percent.  
In order to get a detailed inside view of the burner aerodynamics and the temperature and flow fields inside the 
furnace numerical simulations are done with the software CFX from “ANSYS”.  
The second stage of the project will be the basic design of a large-scale oxy-fuel boiler system with the knowledge 
from the experiments and calculations of the first stage. 
The paper presents an explanation of the concept of “Controlled Staging with Non-Stoichiometric Burners” and 
the experimental and numerical setup. It ends with a summary of the expected results.  

 



In the first stage of the project ENEL 
Produzione S. p. A. (Italy) is doing 
experimental tests for the high recirculation 
option at their 3 MWth test facility in 
Livorno, Italy [2] and the Technische 
Universität München (Germany) is doing 
tests for the CSNB with 3 x 100 kWth natural 
gas burners. Numerical simulations for the 
ENEL tests are done by the Technische 
Universiät Graz (Austria) and for the 
controlled staging at the Technische 
Universität München. Additional kinetic 
studies for coal-oxygen combustion both 
experimentally and numerically are done by 
the Technical University of Denmark. The 
aim of the experimental tests from ENEL is 
the design of an optimized 3 MW oxy-fuel 
burner for high recirculation and of the tests 
from TU München the proof-of-concept for 
the Controlled Staging.   

The second stage of the project will be the 
basic design and economic evaluation of a 
300 MWth oxy-fuel boiler system and 
especially the design of the steam generator 
for both options. 

This paper will in the following go into more 
detail about the CSNB and its planned 
experimental and numerical validation at the 
Technische Universität München.  

2 CONCEPT 

In oxy-fuel processes the fuel is burned with 
pure oxygen to get a CO2 rich flue gas 

stream. The flame temperatures are cooled 
down through recirculation of around 73% 
of the cold flue gases at the exit of the steam 
generator to avoid material damage within 
the steam generator.  

The combustion concept of CSNB controls 
the flame temperature additionally through 
operating the burners over- and 
understoichiometric (see figure 2). In this 
way the rate of recirculation can be lowered 
considerably and the near-burner 
temperatures are in material restricted 
ranges. The aim is to reach recirculation 
rates of around 50% which corresponds to a 
recirculation flue gas flow reduction of more 
than 50% compared to the oxy-fuel process 
operating only with flue gas recirculation, 
where the recirculation rates are typically 
between 73% and 67% depending on the 
process parameters and cycle configurations 
[3]. 

Complete combustion at the end of the 
furnace is ensured through a combination of 
over- and understoichiometric burners (see 
figure 3). The stoichiometry in the steam 
generator approaches stoichiometric 
combustion towards the end of the furnace. 
The temperature for stoichiometric 
combustion is avoided through intermediate 
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Figure 2: Adiabatic flame temperature over 
stoichiometry; gas properties from [1]; 

TRecirculation = 300°C, wet recycle, TOxygen = 30°C, 
fuel = hard coal 
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Figure 1: Structure of FRIENDLY COAL 



heat transfer to the furnace wall between the 
burners. 

 
A range of burner arrangements is possible 
for the concept (see figure 4). Also shown 
are staging concepts with pure fuel or 
oxygen inlets. This is not wise for oxy-fuel 
plants, as volume flows are lower and 
therefore the mixing impulse.  

The staging can be realized over the whole 
furnace or in each burner level. The furnace 
staging allows a higher number of burners 
and therefore a slower approach towards 
near stoichiometric combustion at the end of 
the furnace but limits the partial load ability 
as the operation is only possible in a small 
range. The burner level staging is more 
variable in partial load operation as the 
levels can be operated independently from 
each other.  

Another variation is the type of staging. Two 
burner arrangements are possible, whether 
first overstoichiometric and then 
understoichiometric burners (fuel staging) or 
first understoichiometric and then 
overstoichiometric burners (oxygen staging). 
Former have the advantage of higher mass 
flow in the whole furnace, but this can be 
reached for latter as well with a change of 
the recirculation mass flow distribution 
towards the first burners. A serious 
disadvantage of the oxygen staging is the 
reducing atmosphere at the 

understoichiometric burners, which has a 
high potential of furnace wall corrosion. 

The concept has a number of advantages 
compared to the oxy-fuel process with high 
recirculation rate. 

The flue gas recirculation rate can be 
reduced from 75% to around 50% of the 
total flow at the end of the furnace, which 
corresponds to 50% less necessary 
recirculation duct area and recirculation fan 
diameters. The power consumption for the 
recirculation fan decreases as well, but this 
is not too important for the overall power 
plant efficiency [4]. 

The next advantage is the improved control 
of the flame temperature at the burners and 
therefore the control of the radiative heat 
transfer in the furnace. The temperature of 
each burner can be controlled by two 
variables, the recirculation mass flow and 
the stoichiometry of the burner. This adds an 
additional degree of freedom to oxy-coal 
burners with high recirculation rate [5].  

The biggest advantage is the change of the 
amount of heat transfer in the radiative and 
in the convective section of the steam 
generator. Figure 5 explains this change. As 
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Figure 4: Possible burner arrangements for 
Controlled Staging 

Figure 3: Concept of Controlled Staging with 
Non-stoichiometric Burners 



the gas is cooled on its way through the 
steam generator, nearly all heat above 
1200°C is transferred through radiation 
inside the furnace section. The heat transfer 
below 1200°C takes place in the convective 
section. If the flue gas recirculation rate is 
decreased, the maximum theoretical gas 
temperature and the amount of heat 
transferred in the radiative section  (bars at 
the bottom of figure 5) increases. The 
difference from an air-fired plant with 
around 40% of heat transferred in the 
furnace to 60% for the CSNB for oxy-fuel 
power plants entails a major change in the 
design of the steam generator. The furnace 
wall area increases and the number of 
convective heat transfer pipes decreases. 
The radiative heat transfer densities in the 
furnace are much higher than the convective 
heat transfer densities in the convective 
section. Therefore the total necessary heat 
transfer area is smaller leading to lower 
material demand equivalent to less 
investment costs. 

The main task for the experimental and 
numerical research about the CSNB within 
FRIENDLY COAL is to get more 
knowledge and optimization strategies about 
the mixing of the burner flue gases inside the 
furnace and to develop natural gas burners 

for over- und understoichiometric operation 
in oxy-fuel. The proof-of-concept will be 
done with natural gas as fuel for simplicity 
reasons. The experimental setup and first 
numerical results will be described in the 
following. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL  
SETUP  

3.1 TEST PHASES 
The experimental tests will be divided in 
three phases.  

At the beginning tests with a single burner in 
the open atmosphere will be done for start-
up of the test facility and control system and 
for burner optimization for oxy-fuel 
especially of the secondary oxidant outlet. 
The O2/CO2-atmosphere will be replaced 
with an O2/N2 –atmosphere to test the burner 
outlets with an enriched oxygen flame and 
get first experimental results about non-
stoichiometric oxy-fuel burner operation.  

After these initial tests three burners will be 
installed into a 200 kWth air-cooled 
combustion chamber where first runs will be 
done with O2/N2–atmosphere for the proof-
of-concept of the CSNB. 

A reconfiguration of the combustion 
chamber will add a flue gas recirculation to 
study the effect of CO2 in the combustion. 

3.2 BURNER  
The burner is a standard natural gas ignition 
burner from “Hegwein” model ZA0 with 50 
– 120 kWth for full-scale pulverized coal 
burners. It is designed to operate at 
stoichiometric ratios from 0.3 to 0.5 with 
natural gas and air. For the oxy-fuel tests a 
secondary oxidant inlet is added with a swirl 
generator at the outlet to enlarge the 
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Figure 5: Transferred heat in the steam boiler 

 



stoichiometric range of the burner up to 4 
(see figure 6).  

The swirl generator can be exchanged to 
adjust the secondary oxidant swirl number 
and velocity at different oxygen volume 
fractions.  

3.3 COMBUSTION CHAMBER 
The combustion chamber (see figure 7) is an 
air-cooled cylindrical furnace with 8 
independently controlled cooling sections 
with up to 30 kW cooling capacity each. It 
has a height of 4m and 700mm in Diameter 
and has 24 ports in 8 levels. The three 
burners will be inserted in three of the 24 
ports while the other ports will be used for 
measurement probes. At the end of the 
furnace is a flue gas cooler with a flue gas 
fan downstream. Thereafter the dry flue gas 
goes whether to the recirculation duct or to 
the chimney.   

The mixing line for the burners mixes an air 
stream for start-up of the facility and the first 
test phases with the recirculated flue gas 
stream and additional oxygen. Thereafter the 
mixed stream is distributed to the primary 
and secondary oxidant stream of each burner 
(six streams in total).  

3.4 MEASUREMENT 
INSTRUMENTATION 

For the temperature measurements a suction 
pyrometer from IFRF type will be used [6]. 
It is designed to measure gas temperatures 
up to 1600°C and has a ceramic radiation 
shield to avoid errors due to radiation to the 
surrounding walls. The pyrometer will be 
used for the open atmosphere tests and 
inside the combustion chamber.  

In the flue gas duct is an outlet to an IR/UV 
gas analyzing system for CO2, CO, NOx and 
O2 concentrations. 

Inside the combustion chamber are 60 type 
K thermocouples for recording of the 
temperature profile of the wall opposite of 
the burner mounting ports.  

3.5 DATA ACQUISITION 
The data acquisition is based on the control 
system SIMATIC S7 from “Siemens”. It 
controls all burner gas streams and 
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temperatures, realizes the safety concept and 
records all measured values.  

4 NUMERICAL 
SIMULATION 

The accompanying numerical simulations 
are done with the software package CFX 
from “ANSYS”.  

As a first step for the proof-of-concept of the 
CSNB concept the attention has been 
oriented towards secondary air outlet design, 
aerodynamic behavior of the natural gas 
burner (see figure 6)  in open air tests and 
flame temperature prediction.  

For the simulation of the burner a 2m x 1m x 
1m volume domain delimited by opening 
type boundary conditions was defined.  

All the temperatures for the inlets/openings 
were considered to be 300K.  

For the turbulence modeling the standard k-
omega model was used as it is considered 
more appropriate for simulations of flows 
with adverse pressure gradients. 

The combustion model used for the 
calculations was the eddy dissipation model 
(EDM) from CFX coupled with the discrete 
transfer radiation model. The eddy 
dissipation model is based on the concept 

that chemical reaction is fast relative to the 
turbulence transport. The model assumes 
that the reaction rate may be related directly 
to the time required to mix reactants at the 
molecular level (“mixed is burned”). In 
turbulent flows, this mixing time is 
dominated by the eddy properties and, 
therefore, the chemical rate is proportional to 
a mixing time defined by the turbulent 
kinetic energy and dissipation [7]. 

Although this approach does not take into 
account the kinetics of combustion 
chemistry at high temperatures which are to 
be found in oxy-natural gas flames, the 
chemical reactions are extremely fast 
compared to the ones found in conventional 
natural gas flames. Therefore, the turbulent 
mixing can be assumed as the rate limiting 
mechanism allowing using equilibrium 
chemistry to describe the chemical reactions 
as a first step. 

 
However the flame temperatures cannot be 
accurately predicted as dissociation into free 
radicals at high temperatures is not taken 
into account in the EDM combustion model.  

The equilibrium chemistry in terms of 
radical species, thermal dissociation, 
equilibrium temperature and composition 
were calculated with the CEA software from 
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Figure 8: Adiabatic flame temperatures from CEA 
calculations 



“NASA” after a publication by A. Brink et 
al. [7]. 

For the calculations three sets of species 
were considered. The oxidizer was 
considered as consisting of 50% O2 and 50% 
N2. The natural gas, as provided by the TUM 
supplier, has a composition of 97.55% CH4, 
0.74% C2H6, 0.28% C3H8, 0.09% C4H10 and 
0.71% N2. All higher hydrocarbons in the 
fuel were accounted as C2H6 which leads to 
an approximated fuel composition of 97.55% 
CH4, 1.74% C2H6 and 0.71% N2.  

Set I, beside the species present in fuel and 
oxidizer, considered CO and H2, as well as 
the most important radicals (H, O and OH). 
In set II the only additional species beside 
the ones from fuel and oxidizer were CO and 
H2, while set III did not account for any 
additional species besides the ones present in 
fuel and oxidizer. Therefore it cannot 
describe the water gas shift reaction as the 
CO and H2 species are missing. Figure 8 
shows the adiabatic flame temperature as 
computed for the three sets of species. 

 
For the CFD modeling the same fuel 
composition has been used as for the 
prediction of equilibrium chemistry. The 

chemical scheme was defined by the 8 
species considered in set II which are to be 
found in the fuel composition, oxidant and 
water gas shift reaction. The considered 
species are  C2H6, CH4, CO2, CO, O2, H2O, 
H2, N2. The chemical reactions considered in 
the CFD model are two multi-step reactions 
that describe the methane and ethane 
oxidation taking into account the water gas 
shift reaction for both directions, forward 
and backward. The predicted temperature 
over the radial direction at the burner outlet 
is shown in figure 9.  

Figure 10 and figure 11 show the flow field 
in the vicinity of the burner outlet. The value 
of the swirl number as computed from the 
model at a distance of 30mm from the burner 
outlet has a value of 0.9.  

From both figures the annular back-flow due 
to the adverse pressure gradient can be 
observed that develops due to the swirl 
motion of the fluid. 

The model has to be validated against the 
experimental results from the single burner 
tests in the open atmosphere. The numerical 
simulations of the combustion chamber tests 

 

Figure 10: Velocity profile 30mm downstream of 
burner outlets – front view 

 

Figure 11: Velocity profile 30mm downstream of 
burner outlets – side view 



later this year will support the experimental 
proof-of-concept.  

5 EXPECTED RESULTS 

As the first test phase did not yet start, no 
experimental results are available.  

The main result of the numerical and 
experimental tests will be the proof-of-
concept for the CSNB and to find out the 
lowest possible recirculation rate. This is the 
main input for the design of a large scale 
steam generator with the new combustion 
concept.  

Further on the project will generate valuable 
burner design and operation experiences for 
non-stoichiometric oxy-fuel conditions 
under N2/O2 as well as CO2/O2 atmosphere. 
This will be of interest to all oxy-fuel burner 
designs.  

Flame characteristics depending on 
stoichiometry will be known as heat fluxes, 
flame emissivities and flame temperatures.   

The connection of numerical simulations 
with the experimental test will result in 
kinetic and radiation models adapted for 
oxy-fuel / staged combustion of natural gas.  

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The CSNB combustion concept is a further 
development of the oxy-fuel combustion as 

will be used in the first generation CCS 
pulverized coal power plants. It promises 
steam generator design advantages and 
better control of the flame.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Oxyfuel combustion could establish itself as 
one of the future CO2-free power generating 
technologies. Within the European Research 
Fund for Coal and Steel (RFCS) project 
“Friendly Coal”, answers to several technical 
questions in connection with oxyfuel 
combustion are sought by the way of 
numerical investigations and tests at a 3 MW 
test facility. A basic layout of the furnace was 
developed based on a thermodynamic 
calculation of the combustion chamber which 
takes the chemical equilibrium at the local 
temperatures into account. Together with these 
parameters and the typical boundary conditions 
for coal combustion it was possible to establish 
a setup for further CFD calculations. Special 
attention was paid to the modelling of the 
combustion of coal particles in an oxygen 
enriched atmosphere. We thus developed a 
user-defined function in order to take into 
account the kinetic and diffusion parameters at 
such conditions (based on the results of 
Murphy and Shaddix [13]). Our publication is 
aimed to present and discuss the results for 
different burners under over- and 
understoichiometric conditions. These results 
will be used to manufacture and test a 3 MW 
burner for a test facility in Italy at the end of 
the year. 
 
Keywords: Coal combustion, Oxyfuel process, 
CFD Simulation  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The concept of oxyfuel combustion (i.e. 
combustion of fuel using high-purity oxygen 
instead of air as the oxidant) is not new but is 
routinely employed where high furnace 
temperatures are required. Oxyfuel combustion 
requires the redesign of the furnace, as the 
conventional combustion with pure oxygen 

would result in excessively high temperatures 
that present an obstacle to the technical 
feasibility of the boiler design. The standard 
solution for this problem is external flue gas 
recirculation. This is considered technically 
feasible and allows for combustion conditions 
comparable to an air-fired combustion system 
to be obtained. Previous research, however, 
clearly pointed out that the main remaining 
uncertainties lie in the performance of large-
scale coal burners using oxygen and 
recirculated fuel gas, and in the prediction of 
the flame properties. 
 
The “Friendly Coal” project’s objective is to 
carry out research into advanced boiler 
concepts for hard coal fired power plants with 
oxyfuel technology. The focus of this project is 
to compare the external flue gas recirculation 
concept with the internally staged combustion. 
(The recirculation of the flue gas can be 
minimized by working with overstoichiometric 
burners which transport a global five-time 
overstoichiometric oxygen amount at the 
bottom of the furnace and understoichiometric 
burners at three upper levels that reduce the 
flame temperature.) The tasks of the Institute 
of Thermal Engineering of the Graz University 
of Technology include design, construction 
and testing of a newly designed 3 MW burner 
based on detailed CFD calculations of the 
furnace and the swirl burner.  
 
It remains an open question how far the CO2 
recirculation ratio can be reduced or minimized 
by an optimized burner design. This issue has 
not yet been studied for oxyfuel combustion by 
using modern CFD tools in combination with a 
3 MW experimental furnace. With reference to 
the measurements from the coal combustion in 
oxygen atmosphere in the IFRF combustion 
chamber “2” [1] a basic burner design was 
developed and virtually tested with the CFD 
code Fluent 6.2.16. Both concepts mentioned, 
i.e. external and internal flue gas recirculation, 



require a redesign of existing pulverized coal 
burners. These adjustments to the conventional 
burner design are necessary in order to 
introduce the higher oxygen feed concentration 
into the boiler in two separate streams. With 
higher concentrations of a denser CO2 gas near 
the burner, the design must also be adequate 
for fuel air mixing and recycle flows (burner 
aero-dynamics) for ideal combustion. The 
recirculation of NOx and the introduction of O2 
in separate streams also require adjustments in 
the flame staging design so as to reduce CO 
formation and to further minimize NOx 
formation as a result of fuel burning.  
 
 
THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 
 
The first step was to set up a steady-state 
performance model of the existing test furnace 
unit. This involved calculating all the 
thermodynamic and geometric information for 
the unit as required by a boiler configuration 
calculation scheme. Particular attention had to 
be paid to the combustion at high temperatures 
because of the incomplete oxidation to carbon 
dioxide (dissociation effects). Therefore it was 
necessary to work with an adapted specific 
heat of the flue gas[2] or to integrate a model 
which takes the chemical equilibrium 
(minimization of the total Gibbs energy Gt) at 
the local temperatures into account. In order to 
achieve maximum accuracy the second model 
based on an algorithm[3] which will be 
explained subsequently was integrated into the 
thermo-dynamic calculation:     
 
In the equilibrium state, differential variations 
may occur in the system with constant T and p 
but without producing a change in Gt. This is 
the meaning of the equilibrium criterion 

0),( =∆ pTGR . (1) 

For the thermodynamic calculation the Gibbs 
energy must be calculated by the following 
equations 1-4. The coefficients for the 
specific heat were taken from previously 
documented studies. 
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Formulating the constraining material-balance 
equations based on conservation of the total 
number of atoms of each element in a system 
comprised of w elements and multiplying each 
element balance by a Lagrange multiplier λK 
leads to the following expression by combining 
all single equations: 
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A user-defined model based on this algorithm 
was integrated into the software. Together with 
the implemented standard components the 
thermodynamic cycle could be closed and 
calculated including the given boundary 
conditions.   
 
Table 1: Assumptions for system components 
Coal composition    
Carbon (C) 69.56 wt% 
Hydrogen (H) 4.54 wt% 
Nitrogen (N) 1.64 wt% 
Sulfur (S) 0.57 wt% 
Oxygen (O) 5.00 wt% 
Ashes (A) 15.32 wt% 
Humidity (H2O) 3.37 wt% 
Hu (by Boie) 28.033 MJ/kg
 
Furnace parameters   
CC outlet temperature 1230 °C 
Flue gas recirculation rate 0.6 - 
Temp. of the recirc. flue gas 150 °C 
Flue gas water content 27,45 vol% 
Flue gas oxygen content 3,0 vol% 
 
1st burner section  (each burner) 
Primary coal stream  0.291 kg/s 
Primary flue gas stream 0.233 kg/s 
Secondary flue gas stream 0.685 kg/s 
Secondary oxygen stream 0.698 kg/s 
Tertiary oxygen stream 0.801 kg/s 
2nd – 4th  burner section (each burner) 
Primary coal stream  0.146 kg/s 
Primary flue gas stream 0.117 kg/s 
Secondary flue gas stream 0.801 kg/s 
Secondary oxygen stream 0.074 kg/s 



Figure 1 shows the basic cycle of the 
controlled staged process with the calculated 
mass streams and temperatures for a thermal 
output of 150 MW. The combustion chamber 
is divided into four sections with eight burners 
in one layer. The first section operates under 
overstoichiometric conditions of λ = 2.3, the 
three upper sections under λ = 0.3. To simulate 
the understoichiometric conditions, the three 
upper staged must be divided into a zone of 
oxygen lack (first Gibbs reactor) and a mixing 
zone where the burner flue gas is mixed with 
the exhaust gas of the lower zone.   
 

 
Fig. 1: Thermodynamic scheme of the 
controlled staged process with flue gas recycle 
with a thermal output of 150 MW  
 
The results of this thermodynamic simulation 
were used for the CFD simulation to calculate 
the boundary conditions and the flue gas 

composition of the recycled gas, and also to 
cross-check the results of the simulations. 
 
CFD- MODELL DESCRIPTION 
 
The solver used for the calculations was Fluent 
6.2.16 [4]. The grid was established with the 
preprocessor Gambit and a beta-PDF was 
required for the calculation of the chemical 
species distribution. 
 
For the pressure-velocity coupling, the 
SIMPLE algorithm was used and the 
segregated solution method with implicit 
linearization was chosen. The discretization 
scheme applied in this investigation was 
second-order upwind, which is essential for an 
accurate modeling of the combustion process 
although it is very difficult to obtain 
convergence. 

 
The three-dimensional mathematical model of 
the IFRF furnace test facilty and the steam 
generator combustion chamber is based on 
time-averaged non-linear partial differential 
equations whose general form written in 
Cartesian tensor notation is  
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where ϕ  is any of Favre averaged transport 
properties. For the simulation of a steady-state 
situation, as in the above case, the transient 
term may be omitted. The remaining terms 
account for the convective and diffusive fluxes 
and sources.  
 
• Turbulence 
The turbulence model is highly significant 
when modeling combustion. From former CFD 
simulations of steam boilers at the Institute of 
Thermal Engineering [5] it is known that the 
standard k-ε turbulence model can produce non 
realistic results, especially when simulating 
particle reactions in detail. However, a 
validated CFD case of the IFRF combustion 
chamber grounded on this turbulence model 
and separate additional simulations based on 
the RSM model exists [6] and produced 
comparable results. For this reason and 
because of a much faster convergence time it 
was decided to apply the standard k-ε 
turbulence model. 
 



• Radiation 
The radiative heat flux amounts to more than 
90% of the total heat flux in the combustion 
chamber. A fundamental problem for the 
calculation of the radiation heat transfer is the 
solution of the equation of radiation intensity 
transport because it is an integral-differential 
equation.  
 
A number of numerical calculations in a 
previous project showed that two radiation 
models are appropriate for modeling radiative 
heat transfer: the simple P1 model [7, 8] and the 
numerically costly Discrete Ordinates (DO) 
model [9, 10]. Both showed nearly identical 
wall fluxes in the thermotechnical analysis of 
the CFD model [11]. Since the computational 
effort for the DO model is tremendous, the P1 
model was chosen for further calculation. 
 
The gas radiation also plays an important role 
in heat transfer because of the high contents of 
water and carbon dioxide in the furnace caused 
by the oxygen combustion and the flue gas 
recycle. Another important issue is the effect 
of soot radiation in an oxygen enriched 
atmosphere. Knowing that these problems 
must be solved in a separate research project 
for the first calculation, the weighted sum of 
the gray gases model[12] was chosen and 
additional effects of soot radiation were 
neglected. 
 
• Combustion Modeling 
In order to simulate the combustion processes 
the non-premixed combustion model was 
chosen, which was developed for the 
simulation of turbulent diffusion flames with 
Fast Chemistry.  
The chemistry of the burning process is 
assumed to respond rapidly to strain, i.e. as the 
strain relaxes, the chemistry relaxes to 
equilibrium. This non-premixed modeling 
approach is based on the fact that the 
instantaneous thermochemical state of the fluid 
is related to the mixture fraction f, a conserved 
scalar quantity: 
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where Zi is the elemental mass fraction for a 
given element i. The subscript ox denotes the 
value of the oxidizer and the subscript fuel the 
value of the fuel stream. The transport 

equations for the mixture fraction f and its 
variance which are used in the closure model 
to describe turbulence-chemistry interactions 
are given in [8] and [9]): 
For the simulation of the flue gas recycle a 
secondary stream was included, so that the 
system includes the sum of all three mixture 
fractions (fuel, oxidizer and flue gas) which is 
always equal to 1. 
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Non-equilibrium effects, such as the influence 
of an external flow field on a combustion zone, 
are described by the following expression for 
the scalar dissipation rate of mixture fraction: 
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The values of f , 2'f and χ  stand for the 
values of the mass fraction of the fuel, of an 
oxidizer and of combustion products. For the 
secondary stream the same variables have to be 
calculated. The local enthalpy H is used to 
describe the effects of radiation and heat 
transfer in non-adiabatic systems as in the 
combustion chamber of a steam generator.  
 
Temperature, density and any species 
concentration can subsequently be accessed in 
look-up tables. Thus only four additional 
transport equations, the mixture fraction and its 
variance have to be solved in the CFD 
calculation in order to describe the complex 
combustion process.  
It must be emphasized that this modeling 
approach is not dedicated to describe premixed 
combustion systems. As a combustion process 
of coal and oil in boilers is typically non 
premixed, this combustion model is 
appropriate while premixed combustion 
systems require other modeling strategies.  
 
Due to the high flame temperatures and high 
oxygen concentrations the oxidation of the fuel 
is mainly kinetically and partly diffusion 
limited. Therefore a user-defined function 
(UDF) was developed and integrated into the 
CFD code which includes a global reaction 
rate with included diffusion coefficient 



calculation for gas mixtures, an Arrhenius 
expression and a relation for the partial 
pressure of oxygen on the char surface. The 
model based on the kinetic oxidation tests of 
Murphy-Shaddix [13].  

Figure 2 shows the implemented routine for 
particle combustion behaviour which also 
includes the calculation of the diffusion 
coefficient of the gas mixture. 
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Fig. 2: Flow sheet of the implemented particle combustion routine   
 
 
• Boundary Conditions 
Mass flow entries were modeled by velocity 
inlet conditions, which were divided into three 
stages. The primary stream was set up without 
a tangential component. The secondary and the 
tertiary inlets were modeled by using an axial 
and a tangential velocity component. The inlet 
temperatures were varied from 293 K to 435 
K. The turbulence intensity was 10% in each 
case. A “pressure outlet” boundary condition 
pout=1.013 bar was used to simulate the end of 
the domain. The internal emissivity of the wall 
boundaries was set to ε=0.6 and the heat flux 
through the combustion chamber wall was set 
to 0.15 MW/m². Table 2 below sums up the 
related data for the CFD simulation. 
 
Table 2: CFD case settings 
Fuel composition    
Carbon (C) 85.56 wt% 
Hydrogen (H) 5.58 wt% 
Nitrogen (N) 2.71 wt% 
Oxygen (O) 6.15 wt% 

Lower heating value 25.8 MJ/kg 
Specific heat 1.259 kJ/kgK
Oxidiser composition    
Oxygen (O2) 95.6 wt% 
Nitrogen (N2) 4.4 wt% 
 
Flue gas composition    
Carbon dioxide (CO2) 79.40 wt% 
Water (H2O) 13.78 wt% 
Oxygen (O2) 2.63 wt% 
Nitrogen (N2) 4.19 wt% 
   
Combusting particle   
Inlet velocity 15.0 m/s 
Mass stream 0.1165 kg/s 
Mean particle diameter 45 µm 
Particle density 1401 kg/m³ 
Devolatization fraction 25.3 wt% 
Combustible fraction 49.9 wt% 
Devolatization model single rate 
Combustion model UDF (Shaddix) 
   



Burner settings   
Primary mass stream 0.0932 kg/s 
Prim. axial velocity 15.0 m/s 
Prim. tangential velocity 0 m/s 
Prim. inlet temperature  351 K 
Secondary mass stream 0.7695 kg/s 
Sec. axial velocity 35.0 m/s 
Sec. tangential velocity 44.0 m/s 
Sec. inlet temperature  556 K 
Tertiary mass stream 1.0204 kg/s 
Tert. axial velocity 35.0 m/s 
Tert. tangential velocity 45.8 m/s 
Tert. inlet temperature  293 K 
 
Fluid settings   
Radiation model wsggm 
Absorption coefficient cell based 
Scattering coefficient 0.15 - 
 
 
BURNER DESIGN 
 
For hard coal combustion swirl burners have 
become the state-of-the-art in the power 
generation. The swirling motion created by a 
set of guiding vanes leads to a recirculation 
zone which helps to ignite the fuel and sustain 
the flame. The recirculation also helps 
accelerate the process of mixing the fuel and 
the oxidator[14]. Generally, the structure of the 
flame is influenced by the mass flow rates, the 
axial and tangential velocities, the temperature 
and the oxygen contents of the primary, 
secondary and, in the case of the 
overstoichiometric concept also the tertiary 
streams. The design of the burner throat 
section plays yet another important role in the 
burner layout. Based on the burner layout of 
the IFRF test facility[6] several calculations 
with different recirculation ratios were carried 
out. The primary and secondary air/exhaust gas 
ratios with a range of swirl numbers were also 
varied.  
 
Two burner designs had to be developed for 
the concept of controlled staging, an  
overstoichiometric and an understoichiometric 
burner. For the overstoichiometric burner, 
shown in figure 3, the typical swirl burner 
design for PC burners with three air stages was 
adapted and redesigned for flue gas and 
oxygen. The primary stream consists only of 
flue gas which is the carrier for the coal 
particles. The secondary stream is a mixture of 
oxygen and recycled flue gas with a lean 

overstiochiometry, which enables a stable 
ignition. The tertiary stream is the remaining 
oxygen that enters into the combustion 
chamber and provides a longer flame length as 
shown in figure 5.    
 

 
Fig. 3: Layout of the first zone burner (over-
stoichiometric conditions)   
 
For the understoichiometric burner the 
challenge was to develop a concept with both 
the low local oxygen content and the oxygen-
related safety issues in mind. As shown in 
figure 4, the oxygen is introduced into the 
primary stream at the top of the burner. This 
design guarantees a good oxygen distribution 
at the beginning of the flame without 
presenting any safety risks.  
 

 
Fig. 4: Layout of the second to fourth zone 
burners (understoichiometric conditions)  
 
 



CFD-RESULTS  
 
This paper discusses the results of the over-
stoichiometric burner by way of example. The 
figures 5 and 6 show the stable flame of the 
three staged burner with the boundary 
conditions of the IFRF test 
facility.

 
Fig. 5: Contours of the static temperature of 
the overstoichiometric burner  
 
Without this staging the kinetically dominated 
flame would have a very fast burnout and 
would produce very high temperature peaks.  
 

Due to the staged oxygen supply it is possible 
to extend the normally short oxygen flame. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Contours of the O2 mole fraction of the 
overstiochiometric burner  
 
Figure 7 shows in detail the local recirculation 
zone in front of the burner, which is necessary 
for a stable ignition of the flame. The 
additional cone between the primary and the 
secondary streams supports this kind of swirl 
motion. 

 
Fig. 7: Velocity vectors colored according to the static temperature of the overstoichiometric burner 
 



CONCLUSIONS - FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
 
In the past, several tests with oxyfuel 
combustion were carried out with the available 
conventional burner configurations. These tests 
showed that there is a need to find out how 
(location and mass flow) oxygen and CO2 must 
be injected into the furnace in order to achieve 
ideal combustion with regard to flame stability, 
burnout and emissions. Another issue of 
considerable importance is the flue gas 
recirculation rate. For existing plants the 
maximum heat flux plays an important role and 
therefore the flue gas recirculation rate must be 
adapted. For new power plants it is possible to 
reduce this recycling rate with an optimized 
burner design. Within the RFCS project 
“Friendly Coal” the controlled staging for 
oxyfuel combustion, one possibility to reduce 
this flue gas amount, is put to a test.  
 
The aim of this paper was to describe 
fundamental considerations regarding burner 
design and basic design options for controlled 
staged combustion. A CFD case was set up by 
way of a thermodynamic simulation which takes 
the minimum Gibbs energy and the typical 
boundary conditions for coal combustion into 
account. It was possible to carry out a realistic 
flame simulation through an extended kinetic 
mechanism for oxygen enriched atmosphere 
which also considers the diffusional limits. 
 
As stipulated by the RFCS project, two burner 
designs, one for overstoichiometric and one for 
understoichiometric conditions were elaborated 
and simulated within the given boundary 
conditions. The images of the CFD simulation of 
the overstoichiometric burner showed a stable 
fully developed flame with a distinct internal 
recirculation zone.    
 
The results of these simulations will be used for 
the design of a 3 MW burner that will be 
manufactured and tested in Italy at the end of 
2007. The simulations of the complete furnace 
are ongoing; the first results are expected mid 
2007.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

 
Latin 
f  mixture fraction 

2'f  mixture fraction variance 

k  turbulent kinetic energy 
A,B,C,D coefficients 
c specific heat capacity 
C constant 
CC combustion chamber 
D diffusion coefficent  
H local enthalpy 
J flux ratio 
k reaction rate 
p pressure 
q global reaction ratet 
r reaction rate 
t time 
S entropy or source 
T temperature 
u velocity 
x number of moles or direction 
Y mass fraction 
Z element mass fraction 
wsggm weighted sum of grey gas model 
  
Greek  
µ  viscosity 
ρ  density 
ϕ  Favre averaged transport property 
ε  turbulent dissipation rate 
χ  scalar dissipation rate 
λ excess air ratio (λ=1/φ) 
 
 

 



Subscripts 
i,j index 
ox oxidizer 
s solid 
st stoichiometric 
t turbulent 
P particle 
PC pulverized coal 
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ABSTRACT  
This paper describes experimental work on the combustion characteristics of lignite-fired 
oxy-fuel flames, in terms of temperature distribution, gas composition (O2, CO2, CO, total 
hydrocarbon concentration (THC) and NO) and ignition behaviour. The aim is hence to 
evaluate the differences in flame structure between three different oxy-fuel conditions 
including a comparison with an air-fired reference case. Measurements have been carried out 
in the Chalmers 100 kW test unit which facilitates oxy-fuel combustion under real flue gas 
recycling conditions. The fuel used in the experiments was German lignite (Lausitz) and the 
oxy-fuel cases were obtained by means of different flue gas recycle rates, with the O2 
fractions in the feed gas being 25, 27 and 29 vol % for the respective cases (hereafter termed 
OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29). Hence, the effect of a varying recycle rate was studied. 
 
The OF 25 case shows a temperature distribution similar to the reference air case, whereas the 
OF 27 case gives slightly higher temperatures. For the OF 29 case the temperatures increase 
further to about 100°C higher than for the air case. The increasing temperature levels are a 
consequence of the reduced amount of cooling recycled flue gas together with an increased O2 
content in the carrier gas. The in-flame radial O2 and CO gas concentration profiles of the 
OF 27 and OF 29 cases differ from the corresponding profiles of the air and OF 25 cases. The 
differences in O2 concentrations indicate earlier ignition and more intense combustion in the 
OF 27 and OF 29 cases compared to the OF 25 and air cases. Furthermore, the change in flow 
patterns between the cases may also be affecting the local gas concentrations and the 
behaviours of the flames. Despite significant differences in local CO concentrations between 
the four cases the stack emissions of CO are comparable. Hence, CO emissions from oxy-fuel 
combustion should not be a more challenging problem than during air-firing. High resolution 
images of the respective flames, clearly shows that for instance the OF 27 flame is better 
attached to the burner tip than the air flame and that the ignition of the coal particles is 
improved during OF 27 conditions (as well as for the OF 29 case). The improved ignition is 
mostly due to the higher O2 content of the feed/carrier gas. Furthermore, from an operational 
point of view the OF 27 and OF 29 flames were found to be more stable and significantly less 
sensitive to changes in overall stoichiometry compared to the OF 25 and air flames.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most dominant green house gas in terms of amount emitted and 
global warming as a consequence of CO2 emissions is undoubtedly one of the most 
challenging environmental problems of our time. CO2 capture and storage is a technology 
which has a significant potential to contribute to CO2 reductions, allowing for a continuous 
use of fossil fuels as a bridge towards a more sustainable energy system (ultimately being 
non-fossil) Oxy-fuel combustion (also known as O2/CO2 combustion) is emerging as a 
possible carbon capture technology, due to its rather favourable economics [1, 2] and since it 
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is more or less based on known technology. In oxy-fuel combustion N2 is separated from the 
air and the fuel is combusted in a mixture of O2 and recycled flue gas. The resulting high 
concentration of CO2 in the flue gas enables direct CO2 recovery and other advantages of the 
oxy-fuel process are a potential for reduced emission levels of NOx and SOx compared to 
conventional air-firing [3, 4, 5].  
 
Coal-fired oxy-fuel experiments have been carried out and are discussed in several 
experimental studies. Emission characteristics of different coal types have been investigated 
in detail in these studies, often with focus on NOx formation, see e.g. [3, 4 and 6]. Several 
oxy-fuel combustion studies have been performed using pulverized bituminous, sub-
bituminous or anthracite coals [3, 4, 5, 6 and 7], but few papers on lignite-fired experiments 
are available. However, Maier et al. [8] performed an experimental study in a once through, 
electrically heated 20 kW combustor using the same lignite as in this paper (Lausitz) as fuel. 
Centreline gas concentration of CO in the near burner area was measured higher for the 
oxy-fuel case tested (27 vol % O2) than for a reference air-fired case and the authors 
concluded that the higher CO concentration was probably due to shift reaction of CO2 towards 
CO when it reacts with carbon in the coal in the near burner region. However, the CO 
emission rates of the two cases were comparable. Tan et al. [9] examined the combustion 
characteristics of three different coals (including one lignite) during oxy-fuel combustion 
(35 vol % O2) and compared the emissions of CO2, CO, SO2 and NO at the furnace outlet to 
reference air cases. The CO concentrations in the flue gas were higher for the oxy-fuel cases 
than for the air cases, which were explained by the slower diffusion rate of volatiles under 
high CO2 conditions.   
 
An experimental comparison on pulverized coal combustion in air and mixtures of O2/CO2 is 
reported in [10]. The tests were performed in a 20 kW down-fired combustor using a high 
volatile bituminous coal and it was concluded that a feed gas mixture of 30 % O2 and 
70 % CO2 was required in order to match the temperature profiles of conventional air-firing. 
Moreover, oxy-fuel combustion in 30 % O2 and 70 % CO2 was reported to produce less NOx 
than in air combustion (for once through conditions). Kiga et al. [11] studied the flame 
propagation speed of coal combustion in O2/CO2, O2/N2 and O2/Ar atmospheres. The tests 
were performed in a microgravity combustion chamber, in which coal-dust clouds were 
ignited. The flame propagation speed proved to increase with increasing O2 concentration for 
all three cases, but the flame propagation speed was significantly reduced in the O2/CO2 
atmosphere compared to atmospheres of O2/N2 and O2/Ar. The authors suggested that the 
major reason for the lower flame propagation speed of O2/CO2 combustion was the higher 
specific heat of CO2 compared to N2 and Ar. 
 
Little work that combines experiments and modelling has been performed, but in [12] the 
oxy-fuel combustion process of a pulverized sub-bituminous coal was simulated using a CFD 
tool and simulation results were compared with experimental data from a down-fired 
0.3 MWth combustor. The comparison concerned measured temperature profiles and gas 
concentration profiles (O2, CO and NOx) along the reactor centreline. The measured in-flame 
peak CO gas concentration was high (~7000 ppm, dry) and the NO concentration in the 
exhaust was higher than in the baseline air case. The reason for the higher NO gas 
concentration was probably due to the burner configuration according to the authors. 
 
Radial in-flame gas concentration and temperature profiles of gas-fired oxy-fuel combustion 
are reported in [13] and [14] and for coal-fired oxy-fuel combustion in [15]. Besides from 
these studies there are not many papers, presenting cross section measurement data, available 



in the literature. However, to be able to design and construct a full scale industrial oxy-fuel 
combustion facility, more detailed in-flame data would be of interest in order to better 
understand and predict the behaviour of a coal-fired oxy-fuel furnace. The experimental work 
in this study is based on lignite-fired tests performed in a 100 kW test unit and the aim of the 
study has been to perform detailed radial measurements under carefully controlled conditions 
in terms of stable coal and feed gas flows, and in establishing a fully sealed combustion unit 
with close to zero air ingress. In this paper the influence of different O2 fractions (i.d. recycle 
rates) in the feed gas during oxy-fuel combustion is investigated and compared to a reference 
air-fired case. The effects on the flame structure and the emissions that follow with changing 
the recycle rate are examined in detail in order to gain sufficient data for future modelling of 
oxy-fuel flames. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The Chalmers 100 kW test unit, shown in Figure 1, has been described in detail in a previous 
paper [14] and it facilitates oxy-fuel combustion under real flue gas recycling conditions. In 
the previous experiments propane was used as fuel, thus to enable coal-fired combustion the 
unit was modified by installing a fabric filter, a soot-blowing system and a gravimetric coal 
feeder. The unit is down-fired and has a cylindrical refractory lined furnace with an inner 
height of 2.4 m and an inner diameter of 0.8 m. Two ID-fans distribute the flue gas flow 
between the stack and the recycle stream and control the pressure conditions in the furnace 
and the recycle loop. 
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Figure 1. The Chalmers 100 kW oxy-fuel combustion test unit. 

 
 
 



The oxygen (purity 99.5 vol %) is fed from gas tube manifolds and is injected in the recycled 
flue gas after the pre-heater (the pre-heater is not used during these tests). Out of the total 
flow roughly 30 % enters the primary stream and the remaining part is fed to the secondary 
stream. The volumetric flows of both streams are measured with turbine flow meters. The O2 
injection is controlled by a mass flow meter and a twin screw loss-in-weight coal feeder 
(K-tron) measures and controls the coal flow. For the coal-fired tests a burner consisting of 
two separate lances for fuel and direct O2 injection respectively, is used. However, during the 
coal-fired tests the direct O2 injection is not applied and instead the O2 injection lance is used 
for propane-firing during start-up, before switching to coal-firing. After the condenser a small 
amount of the recycled flue gas is withdrawn by a compressor to be used as carrier gas for the 
fuel during oxy-fuel conditions. Downstream the compressor the carrier gas passes a separate 
pressurized condenser, after which O2 is mixed into the dried carrier gas. When the carrier gas 
enters the fuel lance of the burner together with the coal, the volumetric O2 fraction is 
approximately 30 % and the remaining part is CO2. The flue gas and the O2 flows in the 
carrier gas are measured and controlled by variable area flow meters. For the reference air 
case, air is used as carrier gas.   
 
Table 1 gives the overall test conditions of the measurements. For all four test cases (air, 
OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29) the stoichiometric conditions are kept at λ = 1.18. While keeping 
the stoichiometry constant the oxy-fuel cases are obtained by changing the flue gas recycle 
rate and the resulting target O2 excess is 3.1 vol % for the air-fired case, 3.7 vol % for the OF 
25 case, 3.9 vol % for the OF 27 case and 4.2 vol % for the OF 29 case. The reason for the 
higher O2 excess levels of the oxy-fuel cases is that the volumetric flow of recycled flue gas is 
reduced to different degrees compared to air-fired conditions. 
 
Seven measurement openings, termed R1 to R7 in Figure 1, are used for the temperature and 
gas concentration profile measurements. The vertical distances from the burner to the 
respective measurement ports are listed in Table 2. At each side of the probe ports K-type 
thermocouples measure the wall temperatures, 20 mm from the inner wall surface. 
 

Table 1. Test conditions for the lignite-fired tests in the Chalmers 100 kW oxy-fuel unit. 
Overall test conditions    Case specific data     

  Test case Air OF 25 OF 27 OF 29 Heat input 76 kW th 
  Air 
  

Combustion media 
 

O2/CO2
dry recycle

O2/CO2
dry recycle 

O2/CO2
dry recycle

Fuel Lausitz 
lignite   Feed gas composition  [vol %] [vol %] [vol %] [vol %] 

  O2 21 25 27 29 Stoich. ratio 1.18 
  CO2 - 72 71 69 
  N2 79 - - - Temp. 

feed gas [°C] 20-30 
  Carrier gas composition [vol %] [vol %] [vol %] [vol %] 
  O2 21 30 30 30 Primary 

register 
Fin angle 
45   CO2 - 68 68 68 

  N2 79 - - - Secondary 
register 

Fin angle 
15   CO2 conc. at stack  [vol %] 17 94 94 93 

 
Table 2. Measurement sampling ports. 

Port ID R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 
Downstream distance 
from burner [mm] 46 215 384 553 800 998 1400 

 



In-situ temperature measurements are performed with a water-cooled suction pyrometer, 
shown in Figure 2. The suction pyrometer has an outer diameter of 45 mm and the suction tip 
is made out of three concentric ceramic tubes. The suction takes place through a 14 mm hole 
on the side of the outer ceramic tube. The S-type thermocouple enables temperature 
measurements up to ~1500°C. The gas is sucked between the middle and the inner ceramic 
tube at high velocity in order to prevent radiative heat loss from the thermocouple junction.  
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the suction pyrometer. 

 
Gas samples are collected in the furnace and at the furnace outlet using a gas sampling probe. 
The water-cooled probe has an outer diameter of 45 mm and is shown in detail in Figure 3. 
The sampling takes place through the heated inner tube of the probe in order to prevent 
condensation of the gas sample inside the probe. After the probe, the gas is dried and filtered 
and subsequently sent to the on-line gas analysis system. Samples are also collected after the 
flue gas cooler at various locations in the recycle loop for mass balance purposes. In order to 
maintain stable test conditions the O2 excess in the stack is monitored during the entire 
measurement period. 
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the gas sampling probe. 

 
The gas analysis includes measurements of O2, CO2, CO, total hydrocarbon concentration 
(THC) and NO, which are detected by a number of different gas analysers, as described 
below. Two instruments using the paramagnetic measurement principle are used for the 
analysis of O2 (one instrument with the measurement range set for reference conditions and 
one set for oxy-fuel conditions). The CO2 is also measured by two different instruments by 
means of non-dispersive infrared absorption (NDIR) and thermal conductivity (TC) 
principles. Two NDIR based instruments analyzes the CO content and the THC is detected by 
an instrument of flame ionization detector (FID) type, which measures methane equivalents. 
NO is measured by means of chemiluminescence and the instrument has been calibrated for 
air conditions as well as for a CO2 rich atmosphere. Hence two different settings are used for 
this instrument. 
 
 
 



Table 3. The properties of the coal used. 
Proximate analysis (wt.%)    Ultimate analysis (wt.%, daf)   Heating value 

Coal 
Moisture Volatile Ash Fixed 

carbon* C H N S O*  Hi [MJ/kg] 

Lausitz 
lignite 10.2 50.4 5.0 34.4 69.90 5.38 0.63 1.01 23.08  20.86 

* By difference            

  
All the tests are performed using German lignite (Lausitz) as fuel. The properties of the 
pulverized pre-dried lignite are shown in Table 3. The ash melting properties of the lignite is 
characterized by an initial deformation temperature of 1310°C and a fluid temperature of 
1360°C. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to give an overall view of the temperature differences between the four flames, the 
contour maps of the in-furnace gas temperatures of the three oxy-fuel cases are shown (RHS) 
against the temperatures of the reference air case (LHS) in Figure 4. The contour maps are 
based on measurement data except for the furnace ceiling temperature (y = 0), which has been 
estimated to 600°C, i.e. approximately similar to the furnace wall temperature measured at 
level R1. Temperature measurements on both sides of the furnace axis were performed on 
level R2 which showed that the four flames were close to axisymmetric. 
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   (a)              (b)                    (c)  
Figure 4. Measured in-furnace gas temperatures. The LHS of the plots a, b and c show air fired temperatures and 
the RHS of the plots a, b and c show temperatures for OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29 respectively. 
 
 
 



The reference air flame and the OF 25 flame show similar temperature distributions. The 
OF 27 flame shows temperatures that are approximately 50°C higher and the OF 29 flame 
exhibits temperatures that are on average 100°C above the temperatures of the air flame. 
However, in the last position measured, 1400 mm from burner, all four flames approach a 
temperature of about 820 ± 20ºC. The tendency that peak gas temperatures increase with 
reduced recycle rate under oxy-fuel combustion was expected and agrees well with previous 
experimental findings, see e.g. [10] and [14]. The specific heat of CO2 is higher than for N2, 
which in an oxy-fuel case with a similar volumetric concentration of O2 as for air would lead 
to decreased peak and overall combustion temperatures. For all oxy-fuel cases tested the 
volumetric oxidant flow is reduced compared to the air case. Hence, the cooling impact of the 
CO2 present during combustion is not as strong as in an oxy-fuel case with the same 
volumetric O2 fraction as in air. Comparing the volumetric feed gas flow ratios of the oxy-fuel 
cases with the air case the quotients are 0.83, 0.77 and 0.72 for the OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29 
cases, respectively. Since the flow ratios between primary and secondary register are the same 
for all cases, the inlet feed gas velocities of the registers for the oxy-fuel cases are reduced in 
proportion to the volumetric flows. From Figure 4 it can be seen that the air-fired case differ 
from the oxy-fuel cases in that the cold feed gas stream penetrates further into the furnace and 
cools the region near the burner so that on measurement level R2, 50 mm from the centreline, 
the temperature is as low as 570°C (i.e. lowest of all cases). Thus, this is a direct result of the 
penetration of the air stream from the primary and secondary register. 
 
The highest gas temperature throughout the tests was measured in port R2, where the OF 29 
case shows a centreline temperature of 1340°C. This is within the range between the lower 
and upper ash melting temperature of the fuel used in this work. Depending on the boiler 
application, ash melting may introduce technical problems. Hence, these temperatures points 
out the limitations for certain fuels, in terms of the choice of recycle ratio and O2 
concentration in the feed gas, if problems with ash melting are to be avoided. 
 
When comparing the lignite-fired results with previous measurements in the same combustion 
unit under propane-fired oxy-fuel conditions, the flames are similar in terms of overall 
combustion behaviour (see [14] for further details). In the gas-fired OF 27 case the flame 
temperatures were similar or lower than the temperatures of the gas-fired reference air case. 
The gas-fired OF 21 case showed significantly lower temperatures than the air case as well as 
unstable flame behaviour, and a lignite-fired OF 21 flame was not possible to establish, due to 
flame extinction. From an operational point of view the lignite-fired OF 27 and OF 29 cases 
represent the two most stable flames in this study, with e.g the least sensitivity to a reduced 
stoichiometric ratio. The differences in O2 fraction (i.e. recycle ratio) and flame temperature 
between the OF 25 case and the OF 27 case are minor and the carrier gas mixture is the same, 
but there is a significant difference in the flame stability. Hence, it is important to have 
precise control over feed gas flow, O2 and fuel flow in order to be able to run at optimum 
conditions. 
 
To investigate the ignition behaviour of the four test flames, more detailed temperature 
measurements close to the burner would have been desirable. Because of the physical 
disturbance of the flame during measurements close to the burner tip, temperature 
measurements in port R1 with the suction pyrometer used in this study would not have gained 
any useful results. Instead, high resolution images of the flames were recorded through an 
inspection window at the burner tip level. Since all test flames are luminous, the point of 
ignition is clearly detectable from the photometric differences in the images. 



 
Figure 5. Images of the flame at the burner tip level. The left image shows the air flame and the right image 
shows the OF 27 flame. 
 
In Figure 5 an image of the air-fired flame in the near burner area is compared with a 
corresponding image of the OF 27 flame. The horizontal 100 mm line is located at the burner 
tip and indicates the width of the secondary register of the burner, whereas the vertical 30 mm 
line is included as a reference for the point of ignition. From the images it is clear that the 
point of ignition in the OF 27 case is closer to the burner than in the air case. This fact can to a 
large extent be attributed to the higher O2 concentration in the carrier gas and the feed gas. It 
should be mentioned that the feed gas stream of the oxy-fuel cases is ejected from the burner 
registers at lower velocities than during air-firing, which results in increased particle residence 
time in the near burner area and hence in more favourable ignition conditions compared to air-
firing. To summarize, from Figure 5 it is seen that an increase in the O2 content from air to 
oxy-firing in the carrier gas (from 21 to 30 vol %) and the feed gas (from 21 to 27 vol %) 
enables an improved ignition sequence for the coal particles in the O2/CO2 mixture compared 
to in air for the flames investigated in this work. 
 
In Figure 6 the flame region (axial distance: 0 - 900mm, radial distance: 0 - 150 mm) contour 
maps of the O2 concentration profiles for the air-fired case are shown against the OF 25 case 
in (a) and the OF 29 case in (b). The gas concentrations along the furnace ceiling (y = 0) are 
estimated based on the measured gas concentrations close to the wall at level R2. Except for 
the inlet O2 concentrations, the air case and the OF 25 case show strong similarity in O2 
profiles, whereas the OF 29 profile yields stabilized O2 concentrations earlier than the two 
other cases. Furthermore, at the reactor centreline, 215 mm from the burner, no O2 is detected 
for the OF 29 case compared to the air-fired case where the O2 concentration is approximately 
5 vol %, which indicates earlier ignition and more intense combustion in the OF 29 case. A 
similar behaviour is seen in the OF 27 case. Thus, the combusting particles consume more of 
the available oxygen in the OF 27 and OF 29 flames than in the OF25 and air cases. 
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(a)      (b)     
Figure 6. Measured gas concentrations of O2 in the flame region (a and b) shown for the air, OF 25 and OF 29 
cases. 
 
Figure 7 shows radial profiles of O2, THC, CO and CO2 at level R2 and R4.  For both the air 
and OF 25 cases the O2 concentrations are still decreasing at level R4 and the detection of 
hydrocarbons shows that the burn-out in the gaseous phase is not yet completed. The O2 
concentrations levels for the OF 29 case at port R4 approach the stoichiometric O2 excess 
value (4.2 vol %) and there is no detection of hydrocarbons. It should be kept in mind that the 
volumetric flow of the OF 29 case is reduced, which enables the combustion to finish closer 
to the burner since the residence time of the gas is longer. As expected, this behaviour 
indicates that the burnout of the gaseous hydrocarbons depends on the residence time, the 
temperature and the oxygen concentration present during the combustion. However, the 
burnout of the gas phase appears not to depend on if the surrounding gas consists of CO2 or 
N2 given that thermal effects from the CO2 can be balanced out by “tuning” of the recycle 
rate. The measured gas concentration profiles of the OF 27 case, with for instance a high CO 
concentration of about 7 vol % at the centreline in port R2, are more similar to the OF 29 case 
than the OF 25 case. In port R4 the OF 27 case shows low total hydrocarbon concentrations, 
which, as for the OF 29 case indicates faster gaseous burnout than in the OF 25 and air cases. 
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Figure 7. Measured radial gas concentration profiles of O2, THC, CO and CO2 in measurement port R2 and R4 
for the air, OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29 cases.  
 
When comparing the gas concentration profiles of the air case and the OF 25 case shown in 
Figure 7, the similarities between the profiles are obvious. In port R2 the highest total 
hydrocarbon concentration is measured 100 mm from the centreline for both cases (0.4 vol % 
for air and 0.36 vol % for OF 25) and the CO profiles are almost identical, also with the 
highest concentrations 100 mm from the centreline (1.24 vol % for air and 1.13 vol % for 
OF 25). The only significant difference between the air and the OF 25 case are in the O2 
concentration profiles in port R2 where the OF 25 case exhibits higher peak concentrations 
50 mm from the centreline than in air. This was however expected, since the volumetric inlet 
O2 concentrations of the OF 25 case are higher than for the air case. The resemblance between 
the gas concentration profiles for OF 25 and air conditions shows that by reducing the inlet 
flow rates and increasing the O2 content in both the feed and the carrier gas during oxy-fuel 
operation, it is possible to establish an oxy-fuel flame with in principle the same properties as 
for an air-fired flame. 
 
The four plots in Figure 7 indicate clear differences locally in the gas composition of the 
oxy fuel flames, especially in terms of CO and O2 content. Thus, by a change of the O2 
fraction in the feed gas from 25 to 27 vol % the local gas composition of the flame changes 
significantly. 
 



Table 4. Stack gas concentrations. 

Stack conc. O2 [vol %], dry base CO2 [vol %], dry base CO [ppm], dry base NO [mg/MJ], dry base 

Air 3,1 17,0 124 161 
OF 25 3,7 94,0 208 41 
OF 27 3,9 93,9 172 47 
OF 29 4,2 93,4 155 48 

 
However, when studying the stack gas concentrations of CO, shown in Table 4, the 
differences between the four cases are negligible, which indicates that the CO emissions from 
oxy-fuel combustion are comparable with the emissions from air combustion. The emissions 
of NO [mg/MJ] listed in Table 4 confirm the findings in previous studies [4, 16] showing 
significantly reduced emission rates during oxy-fuel combustion compared to air-firing. Only 
a small difference is observed between the oxy-fuel cases and the oxy-fuel NO emissions are 
below 30 % of the air-fired emissions. Similar results were found in previous tests for the 
same coal type (Lausitz lignite) [17], but the coal contained more nitrogen which resulted in 
higher overall NOx emissions for all test cases. In summary, the emissions of both CO and 
NO hence seem rather unaffected by the differences in flame structure between the different 
oxy-fuel flames, as presented in detail above. 
   
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on experimental data from the Chalmers 100 kW combustion test unit three different 
lignite-fired oxy-fuel flames (OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29) were investigated and compared to a 
reference air case. The results show that the temperature distributions of the air flame and the 
OF 25 flame are similar. For the OF 27 case the overall temperatures are slightly higher and 
for the OF 29 case the temperatures are approximately 100°C higher than for the air case. 
Hence, as anticipated, the temperature levels increase with reduced recycle rate. The radial 
gas concentration profiles and the temperature profiles reveal that the combustion intensity 
improves with an increasing O2 fraction in the feed gas (i.e. reduced recycle rate) leading to 
higher peak temperatures and faster gas burnout for the OF 29 case compared to the OF 25 
case. 
 
The air-fired case and the OF 25 case show strong similarity in terms of temperature profiles, 
in-flame gas concentration profiles and flame stability. This indicates that it is possible to 
establish an oxy-fuel flame with a flame structure almost identical to an air-fired case. 
 
Despite high in-flame gas concentrations of CO for the OF 27 and OF 29 cases, the emissions 
leaving the furnace do not increase, indicating that controlling CO emissions during oxy-fuel 
firing should not be more difficult than during air-firing. The air case and the OF 25 case 
exhibit similar in-flame CO gas concentrations, which show that in-flame CO gas 
concentrations are not necessarily higher during oxy-fuel combustion than during air-firing. 
 
In summary, the experimental results presented show that adjustments of the O2 fraction in the 
feed gas (i.e. recycle rate), from 25 to 27 and up to 29 vol %, lead to significant local 
differences in gas composition, a change in combustion intensity and important differences in 
flame stability. This, however, without changing the emission of CO and NO leaving the 
furnace. Hence, appropriate adjustment of the recycle rate is an effective measure to achieve 
desired combustion stability and structure of coal-fired oxy-fuel flames, without any 
significant impact on the emission level.  
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Abstract 
This paper presents experimental and modeling work on the combustion chemistry of the oxy-fuel 
(O2/CO2 recycle) process with focus on the difference in NO formation between oxy-fuel and air-fired 
conditions. Measurements have been carried out in a 100 kW test unit, which facilitates oxy-fuel 
combustion with real flue gas recycle. These measurements include in-furnace gas concentrations and 
temperature profiles from lignite-fired tests. The tests comprise a reference test in air and three oxy-
fuel test cases with different oxygen fractions in the recycled feed gas. Additional oxy-fuel 
experiments were performed in order to study the sensitivity of the NO formation to both 
stoichiometry and air ingress. 

 
The results show that for the burner settings used in this work, lignite oxy-combustion with a global 
oxygen fraction of 25 vol % in the feed gas results in flame temperature levels close to those during 
air-firing. Similar to previous work, it is seen that the NO emission levels in [mg/MJ] during oxy-fuel 
operation are reduced to less than 30 % of the emission level during air-fired conditions. The results 
from the modeling shows that the reduction of NO emissions during oxy-fuel combustion is caused by 
an increased destruction of formed and recycled NO. Further experimental tests on the OF 27 
condition show that an increased stoichiometric ratio (from λ = 1.18 to 1.41) as well as an increased 
N2 content in the feed gas (from about 1% to 15%) only has a small effect on the NO formation during 
oxy-combustion. 

Introduction 
NOx emissions has for a long time been considered as a major concern in association with thermal 
power production and the mechanisms behind the formation and destruction of NOx have been subject 
to extensive investigations in air-fired combustion as discussed in [1] and by references therein. More 
recently, the oxy-fuel combustion process has received a growing attention as a promising technology 
for CO2 capture from fossil fuel fired power plants (with subsequent storage of the CO2). Experimental 
investigations on the oxy-fuel combustion fundamentals, both on laboratory and semi-technical scale 
(or pilot), have underlined some significant differences in emission formation between air and oxy-
fired conditions, as discussed in the review by Buhre et al [2] (i.e. work up to 2004). Special emphasis 
has been put on the formation of NOx, and it has been shown that significant reductions can be 
achieved during oxy-fuel combustion compared to air-fired conditions.  
 
In several of the laboratory studies [3-6] NO was added to the O2/CO2 oxidants in order to simulate the 
recycle of NOx in a real system. Okazaki et al [3] examine, in an early study on the NOx behavior, 
various possible effects on the reduction of NO during recycling conditions. It was concluded from 
their work that the influence of the high CO2 concentration is negligible, the effect of the interaction 
between fuel-N and recycled NO can be detected (according to the authors it accounts for 10-50 % of 
the total reduction), but the reduction of NO to molecular N2 due to chemical reactions in the 
combustion zone is the major explanation to the overall reduction (50-80 %) in NO during recycling. 
Hu et al [5] evaluated three coal types for a wide range of stoichiometric conditions. From the 
experiments it is concluded that the reduction efficiency of recycled NO range from 0.3 for a fuel 
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equivalence ratio (φ) below or equal to 0.5 and up to 0.8 for φ = 1.4, a feature which to a large extent 
seems independent of the coal tested. In [6] seven different coal types were tested for which the coal-N 
to NO conversion varied between 0.5 and 0.9 and the conversion seemed to increase with the 
reactivity of the coal. Further, it was concluded that the reduction rate of the recycled NO depends on 
the mixture of the oxidant, combustion conditions such as staging, and the location of the recycle 
stream. Thus, different effects and mechanisms acting in the nitrogen chemistry of oxy-fuel 
combustion are discussed in the laboratory studies mentioned, but no attempts to model the nitrogen 
chemistry have been made so far.  
 
The work performed on semi-technical scale applying real flue gas recycling conditions, generally 
agree on a reduction of the total NOx emission between 20 to 50 % for oxy-fuel combustion compared 
to air-firing. In [9] the stoichiometric ratio (λ) was varied from 0.8 to 1.2 with a rather small effect on 
the overall conversion of fuel-N to NOx as opposed to air-fired conditions for which the conversion 
was more than threefold for λ = 1.2 compared to λ = 0.85. Another early study conducted by Nozaki et 
al [8] discusses the differences in NOx production for air and oxy-fuel environments on the basis of in-
flame measurements of HCN and NH3. They conclude that NOx in the flame zone is rapidly reduced to 
HCN or NH3 and that this is the reason for the reduction of the recycled NOx. By means of CFD 
modeling Chui et al [10] discusses the importance of the oxy-fuel burner design and swirl settings on 
the NOx formation. However, up to date, the only study incorporating both experiments and modeling 
of the nitrogen chemistry during oxy-coal combustion is the work presented in [11] (except for the 
brief comparison made in  [10]) in which acceptable agreement was found between experiments and 
modeling predictions according to the authors. It is less clear to what extent NO was included in the 
recycle stream in their study.  
 
To summarize, little research has so far been conducted that combines experiments with modeling on 
the nitrogen chemistry in coal-fired oxy-fuel processes, and this holds for both laboratory and semi-
technical scale. Therefore, this work aims at clarifying the importance of different mechanisms active 
in the formation and destruction of NO during oxy-fuel combustion. The reaction kinetics of the model 
used were obtained from a first set of experimental data (including air and oxy-fuel with 25 vol % O2 
in the feed gas) and validated against another set of data (using a case with 27 % O2 in the feed gas). In 
this way, the use of a rather simple mechanism describing the formation and reduction of NO, 
common for air and oxy-fuel combustion, is evaluated against measurement data from a 100 kW 
combustor. Furthermore, the sensitivity of NO formation to both stoichiometry and air ingress is 
studied by a set of special designed oxy-fuel experiments. 

Experiments  
In the 100 kW experimental test facility (Figure 1) used in this work both gaseous and pulverized fuels 
can be tested. The fuel investigated in this work is pre-dried lignite from Germany (see Table 1). The 
test conditions are summarized in Table 2. The reference condition in air is compared to three different 
oxy-fuel test cases. In the oxy-fuel tests the global oxygen content of the recycled flue gas (RFG) 
entering the burner was kept close to three target levels: 25, 27 and 29 vol %. These oxy-fuel test cases 
are termed OF 25, OF 27 and OF 29 respectively, and the oxygen fraction for each case was obtained 
by varying the flue gas recycle rate while maintaining a constant stoichiometry (λ = 1.18). Additional 
tests were made with 27 vol % O2 in the recycled feed gas for which the stoichiometric conditions was 
varied (λ = 1.18/1.30/1.41) both with and without air ingress. The effect of air ingress was tested by 
means of replacing the O2/CO2 carrier gas mixture with air, which corresponds to a leakage flow of 
approximately 4 vol % of the total inlet flow. The three different levels of oxygen fraction in the RFG 
(or the recycle rates) were chosen on the basis of the fact that: 1) similar in-furnace temperature 
conditions were achieved for OF 25 and air-fired conditions, 2) when the recycle rate was increased 
from the OF 25 case towards lower oxygen concentrations in the RFG (the stoichiometry was kept 
constant) flame stability problems started to occur and, 3) when the recycle rate was decreased from OF 
25 conditions towards OF 29 conditions, the temperatures were increased and the liquid ash melting 
temperature (~1350ºC) was reached. 
 



Compared to the previous work on propane-fired conditions [12] a new fuel feeding system, a soot 
blowing system and a fly ash fabric filter has been installed at the test unit in order to be able to use 
pulverized fuels. The coal transport gas used during oxy-fuel operation is composed of dried and 
compressed recycled flue gas, which is mixed together with fresh oxygen before the gas/coal mixture 
enters the combustion chamber. The oxygen fraction in the carrier gas was kept at 30 vol % for all 
oxy-fuel test cases. The oxy-fuel experiments presented in this paper were performed under dry 
recycling conditions and the oxidizer during both air and oxy-firing was supplied without preheating.  
 
The measurements presented here consist of radial temperature and gas composition profiles (the 
probe ports, R1 to R7, are indicated in Figure 1). The temperature measurements were performed with 
a suction pyrometer equipped with a type S thermocouple, shielded with three concentric ceramic 
tubes. The gas composition measurements are performed with a gas suction probe connected to on-line 
gas analysers and the data presented here include O2, CO, CO2, NO and total hydrocarbon 
concentrations. In this work NO emissions are given both in [ppm] and [mg/MJ]. During oxy-fuel 
operation the NO emission in [mg/MJ], ENO, is calculated using Equation (1) 
 

i

NOFG
NO H

Χ−Μ
=Ε

)1( β    (1) 

 
for which MFG is the dry flue gas yield related to unit mass of fuel, β is the dry recycle rate, XNO is the 
measured fraction of NO in the flue gas (on dry basis) and Hi is the inferior heating value (given in 
Table 1).  
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Figure 1. The Chalmers 100 kW oxy-fuel combustion test unit. 

 
 
 

 



Table 1. Fuel and oxygen properties. 
Fuel analysis Oxygen properties 

Proximate [wt %] Ultimate [wt %] 
Hi [MJ/kg] 

M A V FC C H N S O 
Quality Purity 

[vol. %] 
20.9 10.2 5.0 50.4 34.4 69.9 5.4 0.63 1.0 23.1 2.5 99.5 

 
Table 2. Measurement positions on the Chalmers 100 kW oxy-fuel unit. 

Target feed gas composition [vol %] 
Test case Combustion media Stoich ratio, λ O2 N2 CO2

Target O2 
excess in flue 
gas [vol %] 

Air air 1.18 21 79 - 3.1 
OF 25 O2/CO2 dry recycle 1.18 25 - 73.5 3.7 
OF 27 O2/CO2 dry recycle 1.18/1.30/1.41 27 - 71.5 3.9/6.0/8.0 
OF 29 O2/CO2 dry recycle 1.18 29  69.5 4.2 

 

Model theory 
1. NOx formation 

It is generally acknowledged that NO is mainly formed through three different routes: thermal NO, 
prompt NO and fuel NO. Thermal NO evolves from gas phase reactions between molecular N2 and O2, 
as described by the well established Zeldovich mechanism. Figure 2 shows the equilibrium 
concentrations of NO as a function of temperature in an atmosphere of 70%, 15% and 1% N2, 
corresponding to typical values for air-fired conditions, the oxy-fuel experiment with air ingress, and 
the main oxy-fuel experiments respectively. As seen the equilibrium concentrations for NO in oxy-
combustion (1%, 15% N2) are far lower than in air (70% N2) and in oxy-combustion the atmosphere in 
the combustor will always be “too rich” on NO. Thus, in oxy-combustion there will in principle be no 
thermal mechanisms contributing to the formation of NO. The gas phase reactions will instead be 
directed towards the equilibrium curve through various NO reduction mechanisms. The formation of 
prompt NO is, similar to thermal NO, closely related to the amount of free nitrogen available. 
Generally, it makes a limited contribution to the NO formed and is only of importance under certain 
conditions with low temperatures and fuel rich conditions. Fuel bound nitrogen, on the other hand, 
contributes with the largest part of the NO formed in air-fired combustion, and even more so during 
oxy-fuel combustion. The formation of fuel NO can be derived from either volatile-N or char-N which 
is separated in the devolatilization phase. The distribution of nitrogen between char and volatiles 
depends on combustion properties and coal type but volatile-N is the major contributor to the NO 
formation [13]. The important reaction steps for the formation of volatile-NO, agreed on in commonly 
used combustion models, consists of the transformation of fuel-N into one or more intermediate 
species, e.g. HCN, NH3 or N. The intermediate compound can then react through either one of two 
competitive reaction paths to form either NO or N2 [14]. 
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Figure 2. Equilibrium concentrations of NO in an atmosphere of 3% 
O2 with 1%, 15% and 70% N2, respectively. 
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Figure 3. The overall mechanism for fuel-NO formation. 

 
The formation of char-NO involves heterogeneous reactions which are more complex but the 

overall mechanism is a series of reactions leading to formation of either NO or N2. The char is also 
important as a catalyst for destruction of NO either directly or by reaction with CO or H2. The 
formation ratio between N2 and NO varies with different coal and depends on qualities like nitrogen 
content, coal rank and volatility. Figure 3 shows the overall reaction path for fuel-N to either NO or N2 
where Vol-N is the intermediate gaseous compound. 

   
2. Combustion model 

The overall aim of the NO model is to try to describe the formation and reduction of NO in air and 
oxyfuel fired combustion in a simple and transparent way. One recognized way to model the chemical 
reactions taking part in a combustion process is to assume instantaneous reactions and chemical 
equilibrium of the products. Formation of pollutants such as CO, soot and NOx is, however, dependent 
on factors like temperature, incomplete combustion and the presence of other chemical substances. 
Therefore, such pollutants do not reach chemical equilibrium and instead they are controlled by 
reaction kinetics. The reactions in the model are thus treated in the following different ways. The 
reactions taking part in the formation and destruction of NOx is modeled using reaction kinetics. All 
other reactions are assumed to reach instantaneous chemical equilibrium but the substances that 
directly affect the NOx reactions, i.e. O2 and CO, are controlled to fit with the measured values.  
Typically NOx formed in pulverized coal combustion consists mainly of NO and to a much less extent 
of NO2 and N2O [15]. For this reason only NO is modeled and other nitrogen oxides are not taken into 
account, which is a common procedure for NOx modeling. The rate of reaction for the time dependent 
reactions is expressed according to Equation (2) where pA and pB are the partial pressures of the 
respective reactants; k

B

0 is the rate constant and EA the activation energy.  
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The thermal mechanism has a limited or no effect on the modeled experiment, due to the low 
temperatures in the combustor (c.f. Figure 2 and Table 3). Therefore, all formation of thermal NO is 
neglected, which is an assumption supported by a special designed experiment as will be discussed 
further in relation to Figure 9. The reaction path of prompt NO is also neglected because its 
contribution only becomes important at low total NO formation, even with air as an oxidizer. The gas 
phase Reaction (3) is used for expressing the NO reduction in the model. As the overall direction of 
the gas phase reactions involving destruction and formation of NO is expected to move towards the 
equilibrium concentration, see Figure 2, and one NO destruction path is assumed to be sufficient to 
describe the system. 

 
 2221 CONCONO +→+  (3) 
 

The conversion of fuel-N is modeled by de Soete’s gas phase model [14] with HCN as an intermediate 
component which is converted in two parallel irreversible reaction paths: one to NO and one to N2. De 
Soete’s model has been shown to describe the NO formation well and due to its simplicity it also gives 
intuitive understanding of the mechanisms [16]. All fuel-N entering the combustor is converted to 
either NO or N2 and it is only the selectivity between these that are of interest. Therefore the fuel-N is 
assumed to be instantaneously and completely transformed into HCN and the time dependent feature 
of this process is to be described by the reaction steps outlined below. From the experimental data in 
[7] on the intermediate species HCN and NH3 an evaluation was made from which it was concluded 



that HCN is the most important intermediate species of the volatile-N species, for the coal used and 
the temperatures measured (See Figure 6). The HCN is then modeled to be completely converted 
through the time dependent and irreversible Reaction (4) and Reaction (5) to form either NO or N2.  

 

 NOCHOHCN 222 22 ++→+  (4) 
 22 22 NCHHCN ++→  (5) 
 

To model volatile-N and char-N separately and to model the solid char-N sites would add a 
complexity to the model, which would counteract the aim of this work. Furthermore, the char-N 
oxidation is a minor source of NO formation in an unstaged flame [1, 13]. Thus, the HCN molecule is 
also used to represent char-N. Consequently, the chemistry described by a char-NO scheme is not 
captured by the model and aspects concerning char-N, e.g. reduction of NO on char, cannot be treated. 
The reduction caused by char during the combustion is, nevertheless, included in the gas phase 
reduction described by Reaction (3) and thereby treated by the model. 
 

3. Implementation 

The combustion process was modeled in steady state and in one dimension using the chemical flow 
sheeting program Aspen Plus [17] applying the extensive database of physical properties and 
thermodynamic models included in the software. The RGIBBS block where used to calculate the 
equilibrium reactions, by minimizing the Gibbs free energy. For the reactions controlled by kinetics 
the RPLUG block, in which the reactions are time dependent, was used. The RPLUG block models a 
plug flow reactor in which the system is made one-dimensional by the assumption that the gases are 
perfectly mixed in the radial direction. Both calculator blocks used in the model assumes perfect 
mixing, i.e. a significant simplification. To get around this problem the combustor is discretized into 
six sections. Each section consists of one initial equilibrium calculation of the non-nitrogen containing 
components, at the given temperature, which gives the major gas composition of that section, see 
Figure 4. The O2 and CO contents in each section, which influence the NO reactions, are controlled to 
match the experimental result by bypassing O2 and controlling the burnout of the coal in the first 
sections. This is followed by a kinetic reactor that calculates the formation and destruction of NO and 
N2 using Equation (2) for the given reaction paths, with the residence time calculated from the length 
and width for the given section.  
 
Within the white area in Figure 5a there is a maximum radial temperature difference of 20% and this 
domain is treated as one-dimensional, i.e. by using the average data within the area. The temperature 
distributions and gas compositions within the shaded area are strongly two-dimensional, but due to the 
low temperatures (see Figure 6) and low fuel concentrations the chemical reactions occurring in this 
area are neglected. Instead it is treated as a bypass for transport of gases in the model. Figure 5b 
displays a scheme of the construction of the model including the discretized sections and where R0 to 
R8 are the measurement ports of the combustor (no measurements were performed in R1). The length 
of each section has been chosen to agree with the length between these probe ports for the use of the 
measurement data and because the increasing section length is coherent with the increasing 
homogeneity of the flow. 
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Oxidant  

Figure 4. Schematic picture of a section in the combustion model, where T is temperature, C is concentration, i 
is the measurement port, x is the position in the current section and L is the total length of the current section. 
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Figure 5. Scheme of the combustion model with (a) showing the basic principles of the reactor discretization 
and (b) the overall construction of the model. 

 
The measurement position at the end of each section is used to determine the temperature and gas 
composition of the equilibrium reactor of that section. The temperature of the kinetic reactor is, 
however, not set as a fixed value but assumed to increase linearly within the section between the 
measurement points, see Figure 4. Heat is extracted from each section to adjust to the measured 
temperatures. Before the flue gas is recycled the solid ash is separated and the water content is reduced 
by condensation to the same level as in the experiments.  

Results 
The discussion of the results below will treat both the experimental and modeling findings in detail. 
First the experimental results are presented alone, with special emphasis on the radial temperature and 
gas composition data, which is important for the implementation of the model. The modeling results 
are thereafter discussed in connection to the axial profile measurements of NO. 
 

1. Experiments 

Table 3 shows the time averaged value of the measured dry gas composition and the temperatures at 
the inlet and outlet of the reactor for the main test cases (with λ = 1.18). The measured total gas 
concentration (CO2 + O2) varies between 97 and 98 vol %. Due to the presence of 0.5 vol % argon in 
the oxygen feed, the theoretical maximum is just below 98.5 vol% on dry basis, i.e. there is a 
discrepancy of about 0.5 - 1.5 vol % which can be attributed to a small ingress of air into the system. 
From the equilibrium curves in Figure 2 it can be concluded that this small leakage level will have in 
principle no effect on the formation of NO. Figure 6-8 show the temperature measurements and gas 
analysis (O2, CO and NO) performed in probe ports 2 and 4 (215 and 553 mm from the burner inlet 
respectively). The data in Figure 6 shows that the OF 25 case is the oxy-fired condition most similar to 
the reference conditions in terms of flame temperatures measured. When the recycle rate is decreased 
from OF 25 conditions to OF 27 and OF 29 conditions, the in-flame temperature levels increase, since 
the amount of recycled flue gas that cools the flame is being reduced. In Figure 6b it is seen that the 
temperature distributions for each case approach more uniform conditions with increasing distance 
from the burner inlet. 



Table 3. Measured gas composition (dry basis) at the inlet and outlet of the reactor. 

Measured dry gas composition at the reactor inlet/outlet (in/out) Measured 
temperatures 

O2 [vol.%] CO2 [vol.%] CO [ppm] NO [ppm] Test case 

In Out In Out In Out* In Out 
In  

[ºC] 
Out 
[ºC] 

Peak 
[ºC] 

Air 20.9 3.1 - 16.9 - 129 - 327 20.6 708 1222 
OF 25 25.1 3.7 72.4 93.7 149 208 228 351 23.1 625 1203 
OF 27 26.9 3.9 71.3 94.2 112 172 253 403 27.9 663 1261 
OF 29 29.1 4.2 68.7 93.6 102 155 249 407 20.2 645 1343 

       * Measured stack gas concentrations 
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Figure 6. Radial temperature profiles measured at (a) 215 mm and (b) 553 mm from the burner 
inlet. The dashed lines are spline fits to the experimental data. 

 

The O2 profiles 215 mm from the burner are given for the Air and the OF 25 case in Figure 7a and the 
corresponding data for the OF 27 and OF 29 cases are shown in Figure 7b. The error bars give the 
maximum deviation from the time average during one sampling sequence (8-10 min). For the air and 
OF 25 flames a large amount of oxygen is present at the furnace centreline, with concentrations in the 
range between 5 to 7 vol %. Instead, for the OF 27 and OF 29 cases, the O2 concentrations are close or 
equal to zero at the centreline. In Figure 7c it is seen that for both OF 25 and air-fired conditions the 
centreline concentration of CO is below 0.5 vol %, whereas for OF 27 and OF 29 (Figure 7d) these 
concentrations are much higher. For the two latter cases, the oxygen is hence being consumed rapidly 
in the proximity of the centreline under strong reducing conditions. In Figure 7e-f the effect of these 
differences, between Air/OF 25 and OF 27/OF 29, on the NO formation can be observed. On the 
centreline the NO formation peaks for both the Air and the OF 25 case (Figure 7e) where the 
conditions are characterized by high concentrations of fuel and oxygen as well as by high 
temperatures. Instead, Figure 7f shows that the NO present at the centreline for both OF 27 and OF 29 
are the lowest concentrations detected 215 mm from the burner. Moreover, for the OF 27 and OF 29 
flames it can be seen that the measurement plane, 215 mm from the burner inlet, through which the 
recycled NO is transported, will act to reduce the NO that enters the reactor together with the RFG 
flow (cf. CO concentrations in Figure 7d). The recycled NO is introduced into the flame zone, where it 
is exposed to a reducing environment and hence decreased to low levels. Subsequently (or in parallel) 
new NO is being formed from fuel bound nitrogen via char and volatiles. The reduction sequence of 
the recycled NO will be discussed further in relation to the modeling. As for the temperatures, the 
uniformity of the gas composition for the furnace cross section increases rather rapidly from 215 
towards 553 mm away from the burner as can be seen in Figure 8. Here, the differences in oxidizing 
conditions between all test cases are negligible and the concentration of NO for both air and oxy-firing 
are already close to the conditions at the combustor outlet.  
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Figure 7. Radial profiles for different gas components 215 mm from the burner: (a) O2 for 
Air and OF 25, (b) O2 for OF 27 and OF 29, (c) CO for Air and OF 25, (d) CO for OF 27 
and OF 29, (e) NO for Air and OF 25 and (f) NO for OF 27 and OF 29. 
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Figure 8. Radial profiles of (a) O2 and (b) NO, 553 mm from the burner. 
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Figure 9. NO emissions at the stack for (a) constant λ = 1.18 and (b) with λ varying 
between 1.18 and 1.41 with and without air ingress (≈ 4% of the feed gas flow).  

 
In Figure 9a the emission levels in [mg/MJ] at the combustor outlet are summarized (for the tests with 
λ = 1.18). The emission per unit energy released is reduced down to about 25 % for OF 25 conditions 
compared to air-firing and as seen only small changes can be observed between different O2 fractions 
in the feed gas. In previous tests with the same coal type as in this work (Lausitz lignite) similar results 
were obtained, but the fuel-N content was higher which resulted in higher overall NOx emissions for 
all test cases [18]. Figure 9b shows additional oxy-fuel tests, in which the stoichiometric ratio was 
varied while keeping the oxygen fraction in the feed gas constant at 27 vol %. The tests were 
performed both with and without simulated air ingress.  
 
The data shows that the stoichiometric conditions have little effect on the NO formation, i.e. for λ 
between 1.18 and 1.41. In the tests with simulated air ingress a leakage corresponding to about 4 % of 
the total feed gas flow was introduced as carrier gas. According to feed gas composition 
measurements, the CO2 concentration decreased down to about 55 vol % at steady state conditions 
with air ingress, which correspond to an increased share of N2 in the feed gas from close to zero to 
about 15 vol %. Despite this increase in air borne N2 available in the reactor, the change in NO 
emission level is insignificant. Hence, for the experimental conditions presented here, the absence of 
the thermal NOx formation mechanism has little to do with the reduced formation of NO during oxy-
fuel combustion. This is obviously also related to the temperature levels obtained in these experiments. 

 
2. Modeling 

In the modeling three reaction rates, i.e. the three rate constants and the three activation energies, are 
determined by curve fitting to the experimental data presented in this work. The experimental data in 
Table 3 has been divided into two data sets. The first set, which contains the Air and OF 25 case, is 
used to correlate the model constants with the experiments using the method of least mean squares. 
The second set uses the data from the OF 27 case in order to validate the model results. The 
measurement data from the OF 29 case was hence not used in the modeling due to the large degree of 
similarity between the OF 27 and OF 29 data, i.e. no additional information would be obtained from 
modeling this case.  
 
In Figure 10 the modeling and experimental data of the reactor NO fractions are compared for all three 
test cases. The largest error both for the Air and the OF 25 case lies in the initial measurement position 
where the measured formation of NO for the air fired case is faster than for the OF 25 case. The 
disagreement may be due to the neglected formation of thermal NO, which in spite of its low 
contribution with the given circumstances would have a larger contribution for the air fired case. More 
importantly, however, is that the OF 27 case is rather well described by the model, i.e. by using the 
same reaction constants as for the first set of data. The model can thus be considered adequate since it 
captures the main features of the measurement data in a consistent manner for all three test cases.  
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Figure 10. Modeled NO fractions compared with measured values: (a) Air, (b) OF 25, (c) OF 27 
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Table 4. Total formation and destruction of NO both in absolute values and in proportion to the air-fired case. 

 Air OF 25 OF 27 
Fuel-NO formation [mmol/s] 0.68 (Ref.) 0.80 (118%) 0.64 (94%) 
NO Destruction [mmol/s] 0.31 (Ref.) 0.51 (161%) 0.47 (148%) 

 
The different contributions to the NO content of each section, i.e. the inlet flow, formation from fuel-N 
and destruction mechanisms, were separated from each other and are shown in Figure 11. When 
interpreting the figure the assumptions made for the model, e.g. that all reduction mechanisms are 
allocated to Reaction (3), must be recognized. Nevertheless, the figure shows on important differences 
between air-fired and oxy-fired combustion. The formation of NO from fuel-N is somewhat increased 
from the Air case to the OF 25 case, especially in the first section. This result has been observed 
previously as discussed in [7]. For the OF 27 case the total formation of NO is, however, slightly 
decreased due to the modest formation in the first section where the oxygen content is almost zero. 
The overall formation and destruction of NO for each case is summarized in Table 4. The trend for the 
reduction mechanism, which in the model is described by Reaction (3), shows an increasing activity 
during oxy-fuel combustion. The higher rates of NO reduction in oxy-fuel combustion is explained by 
an increased content of NO in the reactor, from the recirculation flow, and by zones in the combustor 
with low O2 (high CO) content. 
 

Conclusions 
Gas composition and temperature measurements on lignite-fired air and oxy-fuel flames are presented 
in this work, together with reactor modeling of the combustion chemistry. The focus of the study is on 
the formation of NO and the results presented for oxy-fired conditions show that  

 
• the amount of NO emitted per unit energy released is reduced to 25-30% of the emission 

level during air-fired conditions, i.e. similar to conclusions drawn from previous work, 
• the absence of free N2 in oxyfuel combustion is not an important factor in the overall 

reduction of NO for the experimental conditions presented here, 
• the reduction is instead caused by an increased destruction of formed and recycled NO as 



shown by the modeling results, 
• the conversion of coal-N to NO is similar or slightly higher than for air-firing, as indicated 

by the model,  
• the relation between the NO emission and the different volume fractions of O2 tested (25 to 

29 vol %) is negligible (λ = constant = 1.18), 
• if λ is increased from 1.18 to 1.41, while keeping the O2 fraction constant at 27 vol %, the  

amount of NO formed increases with less than 20 %, 
• only a small effect on the NO emission level is seen when leakage air, corresponding to 

about 4 % of the total feed gas flow, is introduced into the combustion chamber for a λ 
between 1.18 and 1.41 during OF 27 operation, and 

• the basic features of NO formation can be adequately described by a simple and transparent 
model, which is based mainly on de Soete’s gas phase mechanism and an NO reduction 
mechanism coupled to the formation of CO. 

 
It should be noted that these results are obtained although the burner was not designed for low NOx 
operation, and further optimizations on the reduction of NO should be possible to achieve. 
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Abstract – The Oxy-fuel technique offers a option for existing power generation technologies making CO2 capture 
and storage possible. The vapour content in the flue gases has to be reduced with a condenser to very low levels in 
order to separate, compress and transport the CO2.  
The presence of CO2 in the flue gases drastically reduces the overall heat transfer coefficient compared to a 
conventional pure steam condenser. The necessary new condenser design requires a validation of the existing heat 
and mass transfer calculation models for the condensation in the presence of CO2. The existing database for 
calculation is mostly based on steam/air measurements with low inert gas contents.  
The present work focuses on H2O/CO2 condensation measurements for heat- and mass transfer coefficients up to 90 
mol-% CO2 content and on experimental validation of the existing theories of film condensation for H2O/CO2 
mixtures. The measurements are made on a horizontal tube with forced convection of steam/CO2 mixtures, velocities 
up to 10 m/s and heat fluxes from 2-65 kW/m² at atmospheric pressure conditions. 
This paper does not only present condensation phenomena in the presence of inert gases but also validations of the 
existing theories with experimental data.  
*corresponding author: Boltzmannstr. 15, 85747 Garching, Tel.: ++49 89 289 16281, Fax.: ++49 89 289 16271, raindl@es.mw.tum.de 

NOMENCLATURE 
A area m²  Greek symbols  
C correction factor -  α  Heat transfer coefficient W/(m²K) 
cp isobaric specific heat capacity kJ/(kgK)  β  Mass transfer coefficient m/s 
d diameter m  λ  Heat conductivity W/(mK) 
D Diffusion coefficient  m/s  ρ  density kg/m³ 
Fr Froude number -  vh∆  Specific enthalpy of vaporisation kJ/kg 
g gravitational acceleration m/s²  gξ  Coefficient of friction - 
L length m  ν  viscosity m²/s 
Le Lewis number -  Subscript  
M molar fraction -  0 one phase condition  
m&  mass flow kg/s  b bulk  
Nu Nusselt number -  c Condensate, corrected  
p pressure bar  cw cooling water 
Pr Prandlt number -  f film, two-phase interphase  
Q&  heat flow W  i inner diameter  
q&  heat flux W/m²  o outer diameter  
r radius M  pw pipe wall  
Re Reynolds number -  s steam, saturated  

fRe  ‘two-phase’ Reynolds number -  w wall  
Sc Schmidt number -  Superscript  
Sh Sherwood number -  s saturated  
T temperature K  * gaseous phase conditions  
u velocity m/s     
x mass fraction -     
y mole fraction -     



INTRODUCTION 

Overview about Process Configurations and Parameters 
Current research focuses on four different types of Oxy-fuel processes. There are Oxy-fuel 
processes with steam turbines e.g. Oxy-fuel with coal or S-Graz Cycle [1], CO2 turbines as the 
Matiant Cycle [2], gas turbines e.g. Advanced Zero Emission Plant (AZEP) [3] and chemical 
processes like Chemical Looping Combustion [4], [5]. Thus, there is a wide range of Oxy-fuel 
flue gas compositions with CO2 contents up to 85 mass-% after the burner section. The flue gas is 
used as working fluid e.g. in the S-Graz Cycle, Matiant Cycle, CES Water Cycle [6] or only for 
steam generation as in the Oxy-fuel with coal. As the flue gas is used as working fluid, the 
condenser pressures depend on the process and can go down to approximately 0.2 bar at cooling 
water temperatures of 20 °C (S-Graz Cycle). In cases of flue gas condensation the condenser 
pressure is normally at atmospheric conditions. Therefore flue gas CO2 contents range from 22 
mass-% (S-Graz Cycle) to 83 mass-% (Matiant Cycle) at the condenser entrance, condensing 
pressures from 0.2 to 1 bar and CO2 contents at the outlet of the condenser can be up to 95 mass-
% or higher (Fig. 1).  
The field of CO2 concentrations in Fig. 1 is limited by the characteristically development of the 
S-Graz Cycle as a high steam content cycle and the Matiant Cycle as a high CO2 content Oxy-
fuel process. Two facts are important for the condenser design. First, if the CO2 content of the gas 
mixture in the condenser reaches higher levels, an even more specific heat transfer area is needed 
to condense further steam 
(Fig. 2). Second, an 
increasing steam content 
at the outlet of the 
condenser reduces the 
over-all efficiency of the 
process. This is caused by 
the increasing massflow 
in the CO2 liquefaction. 
For example, a rest steam 
content after the 
condenser of 40 mass-%, 
caused by inappropriate 
condenser design, reduces 
the net efficiency of the 
Oxy-fuel with coal about 
2 basis points. Thus, it is 
important to have a better 
knowledge of the heat and mass transfer coefficients.  

Previous Work 
Theoretical investigations on heat and mass transfer for condensing steam in presence of inert 
gases with forced convection on typical condenser conditions were conducted by [7-10] including 
a validation by measurements. Other authors present only theory, like [11] and [12]. Local 
measurements on horizontal single or more tube geometries were done by [13-20]. Global 
measurements on a condenser with horizontal air cooled tubes were investigated by [21].  
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Fig. 1 Overview of working ranges for the calculated parameters CO2 
concentration and flue gas velocity in oxy-fuel condensers over the heat transfer 
area. 
 



Table 1 Inert gas contents and velocities from some previous measurements of heat and mass transfers coefficients 
Author Geometry of 

the tube 
Gas mixture Inert gas content 

[mass-%] 
Gas velocity 

[m/s] 
Mills [17] h. t., cr.-fl. Steam/Air 0 – 8 0.3 – 1.0 
Schrader [16] h. t., lg.-fl. Steam/N2 0 – 46 0.9 – 4.9 
Lee, Rose [14] h. t., cr.-fl. Steam/Air, /H2,  0 – 32 0.3 – 26 
Berman [18] h. t., cr.-fl. Steam/Air 0 – 51 0.7 – 24 
Shah, Webb [20] h. t., cr.-fl. Methanol/CO2, /N2, /R12 0 – 52 Re 2000 - 6000 
Wu, Vierow [33] h. t., lg.-fl. Steam/Air 0 – 20 8.2 – 38  

Abbreviation: h.t. horizontal tube, cr.-fl. cross flow, lg.-fl. longitudinal flow 
 
A comparison of the ranges for inert gas content and gas velocity (Table 1) with Fig. 1 shows that 
for 60 % of the heat transfer area of an Oxy-fuel condenser there is a lack of local heat and mass 
transfer measurements. This region can be characterized by low flue gas velocities (smaller 10 
m/s with S-Graz Cycle) and CO2 contents over 60 mass-%.  

Influence of Non-Condensable Gases 
Condensation of steam in the presence of non-
condensable gases leads to lower heat and mass 
transfer and requires higher heat transfer area and 
increasing investment. 
The non-condensable gas concentration increases 
at the surface where steam is condensed, as shown 
in Fig. 2. This effect generates a mass transfer 
resistance for steam in the boundary layer, 
reducing cq& . The gases are assumed to be ideal 
gas, and the steam temperature Ts is assumed to be 
at equilibrium. Thus, the decreasing steam 
concentration in the boundary layer reduces the 
local Ts, causing the heat flux sq& . 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Apparatuses 
An experimental test rig is set up to investigate the condensation behaviour of the H2O/CO2 and 
H2O/N2 gas mixtures. In Fig. 3 the parts of the test rig are numbered and named accordingly. The 
steam is generated from the water pool (14) underneath the test section (22). The pool is supplied 
with deionised water and heated by an immersed 12 kW heating coil (15). The gas mixtures of 
H2O/N2 or H2O/CO2 are formed with an external gas supply from cylinders containing chemical 
quality (99.995%) N2 and CO2 (10). The gas is preheated to the desired temperature before it 
reaches the test section. The velocity of the gas mixture inside the turbine pipe (20) is varied by 
changing the rpm of the forced draft fan (8), which is connected to an external air turbine (7). The 
compressed air (6) of up to 10 bars is expanded over the air turbine and the rpm is varied by 
adjusting the pressure levels of the supplied air.  
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Fig. 2 Temperature profile and breakdown of the 
heat flux from gas mixture to cooling water on a 
horizontal wall while condensing steam content of a 
downwards streaming Oxy-fuel flue gas. 



Fig. 3 Apparatus: (1) Cooling 
water tank, (2) cooling water 
pump, (3) Flow meter, (4) 
electrical heater, (5) 
thermocouple, (6) compressed 
Air (10 bar), (7) Air turbine, (8) 
forced draft fan with a radial 
sealed shaft, (9) baffles, (10) CO2 
und N2 supply bottles, (11) 
Nd:YAG Laser (532 nm), (12) 
CCD camera, (13) mirror, (14) 
deionised water, (15) electrical 
heater, (16) pressure sensor, (17) 
thermocouples, (18) velocity 
sensors, (19) tube with three 
inner and three outer tube wall 
thermocouples, (20) turbine pipe, 
(21) insulation, (22) test section, 
(23) valve controlled outlet, (24) 
three turbulence generating 
fences. 

 
Baffles (9) are used to streamline the flow inside the turbine pipe. A cooling water supply takes 
away the heat of condensation from the condenser pipe. Deionised water circulates from the 
cooling water tank (1) which is kept in the basement. A pressure regulated pump (2) in the circuit 
is used to run the cooling water flow. The cooling water inlet temperature can be set to the 
desired level with an electric pre-heater (4).  
The condenser pipe is a horizontal tube (19) of 0.089 m length and the ID and OD of 0.012 and 
0.024 m, respectively. Six K-type thermocouples are embedded inside the tube in three 
circumferential locations of 0, 90 and 180 degrees from the tube top two in each location close to 
the surfaces to obtain the average inner and outer wall temperatures (Fig. 4). Each thermocouple 
is placed 0.005 m below the inner or outer surfaces along isothermal lines and in a vertical plane 
perpendicular to the axis of the tube. The test rig is thermally well insulated with glass wool 
which is covered with a highly reflective surface (21). A turbine flow meter (3) and a 

thermocouple (5) are used to measure the cooling water 
flow rate and the inlet temperature in the circuit. A 
pressure sensor (16) is used to measure the system 
pressure in the test section. System temperature is 
measured with thermocouples (17) fixed in the upper 
and lower parts of the test section. As well, flow velocity 
inside the turbine tube is measured with a velocity sensor 
(18). This sensor is calibrated using Pitot tube readings.  
In addition to the explained measurement techniques, the 
test rig is equipped with a sophisticated laser diagnostic 
system. A Nd: YAG 532 nm pulsed Laser (11) is used to 
generate the laser signals which reflect on a mirror (13) 
and is being diverted to the test section as shown in Fig. 
3. The scattered Raman signals are collected with a CCD 
camera (12) on the other side to investigate the boundary 
layer concentration profiles of the gas mixture.  

 
Fig. 4 Cross section of the condenser pipe 
with three pairs of thermocouples, placed 
under the surface of the inner and outer tube 
diameter. The tube material consists of X 5 
CrNi 8 10 with a wall thickness of 0.006 m. 
 



Procedure 
In order to determine gas fractions inside the test rig, steam with saturation pressure over 
atmospheric pressure is produced to press out the air inside. After closing the valve, there is pure 
steam inside the test rig. By controlling the total pressure, while condensing steam, CO2 or N2 is 
streaming inside the test rig. The gas mass fraction can then be determined by  
 

( )( )OHCOCOCOCOCOCO MyMyMyx
2222222

1−+=     (1) 

 
where ( )( ) pTppy b

sSCO −=
2

.  
 

Table 2 Test conditions and failure range 
Parameter Range Failure range 
Noncondensable gas mole fraction  0-90 %  
System pressure  1.04 bar ± 2 %. 
Velocity of the gas mixture 0-10 m/s ± 15 % 
Cooling water flow rate  0.022 kg/s ± 1.5 % 
Cooling water temperature difference 0.1 – 5 °C ± 0.1 % 1,2 

Tube wall temperature difference 0.5 – 36.5 °C ± 0.1 % 2 

1Inlet temperature from 17 – 21 °C, 2 Calibrated temperature difference of all used thermocouples at icing and boiling point of water 

 
The total condensation heat transfer of the H2O/CO2 or N2 gas mixtures is calculated in two ways. 
The first method uses the measured condenser pipe wall temperatures in three different angles 
while the second method makes use of the measured cooling water flow rate with its inlet and 
outlet temperature difference. For the first method one can use Fourier’s law of heat transfer 
 

( )ioo

iwowow
pw rrr

TTA
Q

/ln
)( ,, −

=
λ& ,     (2) 

 
where )( ,, iwow TT −  is the averaged temperature drop across the tube wall. The heat flow rate is 
calculated by knowing the thermal conductivity of the condenser pipe (X5 CrNi 18 10) and the 
diameters in addition to the measured temperatures of the pipe wall. For the second method the 
mass bounded heat transfer equation  
 

cwcwpcwcw TcmQ ∆= &&       (3) 
 
is used. Here, cwQ&  is calculated by knowing the temperature depended heat capacity of the 
deionised water in addition to the measured cooling water flow rate and the temperature 
difference. It is clear that both calculated heat flow rates are equal 
 

pwcw QQ && = .       (4) 
 
Comparison of equation (2) and (3) are used to prove the accuracy of the averaged tube wall 
temperatures. The procedure is explained in the next paragraph. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Influence Of Carbondioxide On The Heat Transfer 
In a first step, present H2O/CO2 data will be compared with present H2O/N2 data to detect 
possible differences concerning heat transfer. Therefore measurements at free convection, 5 and 
10 m/s with steps of ∆xinert gas = 0.1 from 0.1 to 0.9 and cooling water temperatures of 17 – 21 °C 
were done. Effects of different heat and mass transfer can be outlined by investigating the ‘dry’ 
outer tube wall heat transfer coefficient from bulk to tube wall. This can be written as 
 

( )ow
s

bw TTq ,−= &α .       (5) 
 
The heat flux there is calculated by changing equation (2) opw AQq && = . For the data in Fig. 5 it 

has been checked, that the mol fraction of 
N2 or CO2 in mixture with steam at same 
velocities and cooling temperatures is in a 
range of ± 5 %. The heat transfer 
coefficient of equation (5) for H2O/N2 
mixtures is approximately 11.5 % higher 
than for H2O/CO2 mixtures. One reason 
for this could be the 12.3 % lower 
diffusion coefficient ( )xTpfD COOH ,,

22 , = , 
which correlates with the mass transfer 
coefficient  
 

dDSh COOH 22 ,⋅=β    (6) 
 

for steam through CO2 and reduces 
condensed mass flux of steam to the two 
phase interphase. Only in regions where 

8.0
2
≥COx , the discussed heat transfer 

coefficient of CO2 mixtures is in a range 
of ± 5 % to those of H2O/N2 mixtures. 

Hence, it is important that theories for heat and mass transfer include specific properties of the 
inert gas in mixture with steam. 
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Present Data and Rose Equation 
In order to determine heat and mass transfer coefficients for condensing steam containing high 
contents of non-condensable gases, it is necessary to calculate the film temperature Ts

f, of which 
the measurement is particular challenging. Therefore, one has to measure the inner and outer pipe 
wall surface temperatures Tw,i and Tw,o, to get the heat flux across the pipe wall. By proving 
equation (4), the 
spline method (Fig. 6) 
was chosen and 
proved to calculate 
this average temper-
atures. With the spline 
method it was 
possible to get a 
deviation smaller than 
± 10 % between the 
heat flow rate of 
cooling water and 
over pipe wall 
equations (2) and (3) 
as shown in Fig. 7.  

owT ,  is necessary to 
calculate the temper-
ature f

sT  at the 

vapour-condensate interphase. For this 
purpose we need a Nusselt correlation, 
linking measured heat flux and the 
temperature drop across the condensate film. 
Fujii et al. [22] presented a Nusselt 
correlation for pure steam condensation 
 

( )( ) 26.02121 Re91.0Re MFrNu ffw
&−− ⋅=      (7) 

 
where ( )gduFr b

2=  and ( )Vf hdqM ∆= ν&& . 
Fujii et al. compared the observed steam data 
with Equation (7) and found out that it fits 
quite well. The ranges of velocities and heat 
fluxes of the pure vapour data of Fujii et al. 
covered those of the present vapour-gas data. 
The temperature drop across the condensate 
film makes it necessary to calculate a sort of 
average temperature for the gaseous phase. 

Lee and Rose [14] chose the following temperature for the condensate properties 
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Fig. 6 Exemplary spline calculation for averaging the OD tube wall temperature 
with measured and at the circle mirrored temperatures. The marked region is used for 
averaging the tube wall temperature by integrating the spline function. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of equation (2) and (3) by using the 
spline method for averaging the inner and outer surface 
temperature. 
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where vh∆  was calculated at f

sT . The vapour-condensate interface is assumed to be in 
equilibrium. Assuming this being correct, vapour-gas properties at the two-phase interphase can 
be taken at f

sT . Density was calculated with the ideal gas mixture law at bulk or two-phase 
interphase temperatures and the Diffusion coefficient with Kagaku-Kogaku [23] at ( ) 2f

sb TT − . 
Viscosity is given by VDI Wärmeatlas [24] at the same temperatures like density. Steam and 
condensate data are calculated with the formulations of IAPWS-95 [25]. 
For the comparison of the present H2O/CO2 data with previous ones, the equation presented by 
Rose [9], was chosen. It can be written as  
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Lee, Rose [14] found a good agreement of equation (9) with their own steam-air, R113-hydrogen 
and R113-air data. As well, there is a good correlation of equation (9) in Rose [9] and Michael et 
al. [15] with own steam-air data or data measured by Mills et al. [17] and Fujii et al. [26]. The 
comparison of the present H2O/CO2 data with equation (9) in addition with steam-air data from 
Lee, Rose [14] is shown in Fig. 8.  
To plot the present data for Fig. 8, cm&  was calculated with the simple assumption vc hqm ∆= && . It 

is clear that with 
increasing CO2 content, 
the condensed mass flux 
will be cumulatively 
overestimated (max. 31 %, 
calculated with (9)).  
 
As it can be seen in Fig. 8, 
there is a good fit of 
present H2O/CO2 data 
with equation (9) for the 
whole range of measured 
CO2 content and 
velocities, using the 
described gas, steam and 
water properties.  
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Fig. 8 Comparison of present H2O/CO2 data with observed steam-air data [14] 
and equation (9). 
 



Analyse of Heat a Mass Transfer Coefficient  
There exist several well proofed Nusselt and Sherwood correlations for heat and mass transfer 
calculation, e.g. from Gnielinski (2300 < Re <106) 
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Considering coupled heat and mass transfer, 0Nu  can respectively be calculated by changing Sc 
through Pr in equation (10). To consider the effects of partial condensation, where only one gas 
diffuses, 0Nu  and 0Sh  has to be corrected. Because of, this one-sided exchange process 
strengthens the convective mass transport by a perpendicular stream towards two-phase 
interphase. With respect to this, correction terms were developed, for example, by Ackermann 
[27] and Colburn, Drew [28] for the Film theory. Corrected Nu and Sh can be calculated like  
 

0NuNuC CNu =       (11) 
( ) 0,1 ShyShC fsCSh −= .     (12) 
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Where ShR  is given by ( ) ( )fOHfOHbOHSh yyyR ,,, 222

1−−= . CSh  for Rose can be calculated by 
changing equation (9) 
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For this paper CNu  is calculated by a simplified Lewis correlation, which can be written as  
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Thus, the measured heat flux across the pipe wall 
 

scmeasured qqq &&& +=       (15) 
 



(see Fig. 2) can be compared with the Nusselt and Sherwood theory for analysing heat and mass 
transfer coefficients. Thereby sensible heat flux ( )s

f
s

bbfs TTq −= −α&  can be expressed by  
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In cases of one dimensional and perpendicular mass transfer with 

( ) ( )( )bsfssbsCOOHc yyppm ,,, 11ln
22

−−⋅⋅⋅= ρβ& , recommended by VDI Wärmeatlas [30], 
condensation heat flux vcc hmq ∆= &&  can be written as  
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The term ( )fsy ,1−  is necessary in the calculation of ( )fsC yDdSh ,11 −⋅⋅= β , when the pressure 
difference of steam between bulk and two-phase interphase is not negligible [9], [31].  

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Heat Flux 
The often used ‘Film theory’ [29], Mills equation [17], and Rose equation [9] are used for the 
heat flux comparison of equation (15). 
It is quite interesting that, even in the case of 90 % mol fraction of CO2, the calculated Nusselt 
sensible heat flux is maximum 10 % of calculated cq& . Therefore the calculation of cq&  determines 

mainly the predicted total heat flux for 
the measured inert gas range. 
 
Fig. 9 was calculated with the correction 
terms of Rose, Mills and Film theory (see 
table 3) to compare the heat fluxes, 
expressed in equation (15), (16) and (18). 
As already shown in Fig. 8, the Rose 
equation fits quite well to the whole 
range of measured vapour-gas mixtures. 
Film theory and Mills equation predict 
total heat flux a bit more conservative. It 
is interesting to see that, for high 
condensation rates and low inert gas 
contents, the Film theory predicts the 
H2O/CO2 mixtures quite well for laminar 
boundary layer condition. 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of measured (H2O/CO2) and predicted 
heat flux. 
 



CONCLUSION 
Oxy-fuel condensers are used to separate CO2 from the flue gas, consisting mainly of H2O and 
CO2. For this purpose, steam has to be condensed to very small levels. The problems generated 
by the presence of non-condensing gases are, such as 
 

• strong decrease of heat transfer,  
• fog formation, reducing separation efficiency and a  
• decreasing pH value of condensate  

 
have to be investigated to find solutions for a cost-effective condenser design.  
As mentioned in the introduction, an accurate design of an Oxy-fuel condenser is quite important, 
so the knowledge about heat and mass transfer in conclusion. Condensation measurements with 
downwards streaming of H2O/CO2 mixtures, containing up to 90 mol-% CO2 on a horizontal 
tube, were done to proof heat and mass transfer theories. 
The comparison of H2O/N2 with H2O/CO2 mixtures showed 11.5 % higher ‘dry’ heat transfer 
coefficient at the outer wall surface. Thus, theories for heat and mass transfer coefficient should 
include the specific properties of the non-condensing gas. 
The measurements of heat fluxes showed a factor of 27 between the highest and lowest value 
(corresponding to 10 and 90 mol-% CO2) at the same conditions. So it is clear that the calculation 
of a condenser can be done only stepwise, as Colburn and Hougen [32] recommended. Exact gas 
properties are needed for this purpose.  
Finally, the Rose equation fits quite well for the heat flux calculation of heat and mass transfer 
for the tested range of non-condensing gas content and velocities. Mills equation is a bit more 
conservative, like the Film theory in cases of lower heat fluxes. For high heat fluxes a good 
correlation between Film theory and measured H2O/CO2 data was found. 
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Increasingly, Canadian oil sands are recognized as a strategic resource and a potential 

contributor to North American energy security. Production more than doubled between 1995 

and 2004, to 1.1 million barrels a day and, while long term predictions might be contentious, it 

is anticipated that Canada’s oil sands production will reach 5 million barrels a day by 2030. 

Although, the emissions intensity of producing oil sands has decreased substantially, but in a 

carbon-constrained and environmentally conscious world, sustainable development in oil sands 

will require energy self-sufficiency, decreased greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and reduced 

water usage.  

 

Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) is the primary technology used to recover in situ 

bitumen deposits below 100 m in depth; in general, between 40% and 70% of the bitumen in a 

deposit is recoverable by SAGD. Oil sands operations are heavily dependent on natural gas use 

for energy and power (co-generation), as well as hydrogen production for upgrading. For every 

barrel of bitumen extracted using SAGD process, between 2.5 – 4.0 barrels of steam and 

roughly 1000 cubic feet (28 m
3
) of natural gas are required. Hence, to minimize natural gas 

consumption and to reduce emissions, the industry will need to seek alternative fuels, 

approaches, and adopt new technologies.  

 

The objective of the study presented in this paper is to evaluate substituting natural gas with 

bitumen-based fuels using oxy-fuel combustion with CO2 capture for enhanced recovery of 

hydrocarbons through storage in geological formations. The proposed oxy-fuel process provides 

an alternative approach for in-situ recovery process, generating a CO2-rich flue gas for gas 

recovery from "gas over bitumen" fields, and elimination of natural gas usage; thereby, allowing 

a drastic reduction of operating costs and GHG emissions in this sector.  

 

This paper expands the scope of a previous study
1

 by providing a detailed model of the proposed 

process for in-situ recovery of bitumen. The simulation results for a modified oxy-fuel boiler, 

steam cycle and turbines, optimization of steam extraction, as well as the impact on the overall 

efficiency and output of the oxy-fuel plant will be presented and discussed. By implementing 

the proposed process, carbon neutrality can be achieved over time for in-situ recovery of 

bitumen by GHG reduction through CO2 capture and storage, use of opportunity fuels, and 

increase in the overall efficiency of the process. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Bitumen can be recovered at depths less than about 300 m by various in-situ techniques. Steam 

injection at relatively high pressures is required for greater recovery and for lower than about 9E 



API bitumen. The recovery process either involves cyclic steam injection at single vertical 

injector/producer wells, known as cyclic steam stimulation (CSS), or steam-assisted gravity 

drainage (SAGD) between injectors and producers. CSS works better with good horizontal 

permeability; however, SAGD works well with the reservoirs having good vertical permeability. 

For these reasons, the current oil-sands extraction and upgrading process are very energy 

intensive and rely heavily on natural gas. However, natural gas prices have been steadily rising 

in recent years and hence alternative energy sources are required to maintain the economic 

competitiveness of this operation. 

 

The proposed study explores the details of substituting natural gas with bitumen using oxy-fuel 

combustion process with CO2 capture. Oxy-fuel combustion uses a mixture of nearly pure 

oxygen and recycled flue gas for combustion, resulting in a flue gas stream that is comprised 

mainly of CO2, H2O, a small concentration of excess O2, and other impurities.  This approach 

effectively eliminates nitrogen from the combustion process (except for minor air infiltration 

and fuel-bond nitrogen) while raising the concentration of CO2 in the flue gas to as high as 90%. 

Such high CO2 concentrations greatly facilitate the capture of CO2. This is in contrast to air-

fired systems that CO2 levels are in the range of 4% to 15%. The exit stream from the oxy-fuel 

plant can be handled more efficiently due this high concentration of CO2.  It is simply possible 

to capture CO2 from the flue gas stream by installing a relatively inexpensive CO2 compression 

unit. The compressed CO2 product stream is then transported via pipeline for reuse or permanent 

storage.  

 

In this paper, we propose a process whereby the steam used for the SAGD process is extracted 

from a suitable point along the turbine island of the oxy-bitumen combustion plant. The process 

can represent a cogeneration system involving power generation as well as steam production for 

the SAGD process. The steam pressure for the SAGD operation might range up to 50 bar, 

depending on the reservoir depth at a particular location.  In doing so, steam extraction will be 

optimized by meeting the SAGD demand and maximizing the power generation from the plant. 

There might be instances where dedicated boilers are supplying steam to the CSS and SAGD 

processes without any power generation. However, this is beyond the scope of the study at hand. 

   

FUEL TYPES 

 

Since the main motivation of this work is to suggest a strategy to substitute natural gas usage in 

SAGD operations, the study compares the performance of three potential fuels, namely, 

 

• Emulsified bitumen; 

• Fuel oil (#6); and,  

• Natural gas.  

 

The emulsified bitumen used in this study is Orimulsion-400. It consists of a 70/30 mixture of 

natural Cerro Negro bitumen and water, in which the bitumen is first degassed, dehydrated, and 

de-salinited before it is emulsified in water. An emulsifying agent is also used to stabilize the 

emulsion.  This emulsion fuel is easily handled at room temperature, while the presence of water 

improves the combustion characteristics of the bitumen fuel. The emulsion fuel can be used in 

conventional coal- or oil-fired power plants with little modifications to the boiler. The pollution 



control technology for the emulsified bitumen, such as Orimulsion, will be similar to that of the 

existing air pollution control devices for the conventional coal-fired boilers. Orimulsion is 

currently being used around the world in different power plants that are using conventional 

boiler technology. This fuel is very similar to the bitumen found in western Canada and hence, 

in absence of detailed properties of western Canadian bitumen, it was chosen as one of the 

sample fuels in this study. Additional information on Orimulsion may be found elsewhere [1,2].  

 

The other two fuels, fuel oil (number 6) and natural gas are widely used in different combustion 

processes. Some selected properties of Cerro Negro bitumen, Orimulsion, natural gas and the 

fuel oil are presented in Table 1. The composition for the natural gas was considered to be pure 

methane only [3, 4, 5].  

 

Table 1: Fuel Properties 

Components Cerro Negro Bitumen #6 Fuel Oil Orimulsion-400 Natural Gas

% w/w % w/w % w/w % w/w

Water 0 0.7 28.92 0

Carbon 85.3 86.45 58.12 0

Hydrogen 9.7 10.23 7.14 0

Nitrogen 0.54 0.26 0.17 0

Sulfur 4.04 2.07 2.23 0

Ash 0.12 0.08 0.07 0

Oxygen 0.3 0.9 3.35 0

Methane 0 0 0 100

HHV Btu/lb 18416 18121 12596 23880

Fuel Composition

 
 

 

PROCESS MODELING AND SIMULATION 

 

The advanced process modeling and boiler simulation software was used in this study for 

process simulation and steam cycle modeling. Conventional air combustion models as well as 

oxy-fuel models were used for all the three fuel types for both air and oxy-fuel cases. However, 

steam cycle modeling was done only for the Orimulsion case.  

 

Baseline Parameters 

 

In all cases involving natural gas, #6 fuel oil, and Orimulsion, the firing rate was held constant.  

This resulted in a difference in flame temperature, owing to differences in the fuel properties.  

While considering the oxy-fuel case, natural gas flame temperature was used as the baseline and 

an appropriate amount of flue gas was recycled to maintain this temperature. The air leakage 

into the boiler was kept constant at 2% for all the simulation models. The oxygen purity used 

here was assumed to be 95%. However, a comprehensive analysis is recommended to determine 

the most suitable O2 purity from the point of view of economics [6]. The excess oxygen at the 

boiler exit flue gas was maintained at 2% (by volume) for all the simulations.  

 

 

 

 



Results 

 

The amount of fuel and oxygen required for sustaining a firing rate of 300 MWth, for both 

conventional air-fired and advanced oxy-fired cases are presented in Table 2. The Air 

Separation Unit (ASU) plant is approximately 2000 to 2200 tonne/day. 

  

Table 2: Fuel flow rates 
Air case Oxy-fuel case

Fuel Flow Air flow Oxygen Flow

(tonne/day) (tonne/day) (tonne/day)

Natural Gas 475.92 9163 2061

#6 Fuel Oil 650.4 9711 2182

Orimulsion-400 926.4 9408 2117  
 

The properties of the boiler exit flue gases including composition, volume and mass flow rate, 

and flame temperature are given in Table 3. However, as mentioned above, the adiabatic flame 

temperature for the oxy-fuel cases is not shown in the table since it maintains the same 

temperature as the natural gas air-fired case, which is about 1876 deg C. Moreover, for the oxy-

fuel case, only a part of the flue gas that is not recycled into the boiler and that only goes to the 

CO2 capture and compression unit is presented in the table and is referred to as “flue gas to CO2 

compression unit”. On the other hand, all flue gases in the air-fired case are vented to the 

atmosphere and are presented in the table as “boiler exit flue gas”. The difference between the 

two flow rates, i.e., between air and oxy-fuel cases, clearly indicates the significant pollution 

reduction opportunity for the oxy-fuel case, if CO2 capture is included. The stack temperature in 

the air-fired case must be maintained above the acid dew point over the total stack height. 

However, in this study we arbitrarily set it to 40 deg C as this does not have any impact on the 

results of the current study. The flue gas temperature entering into the CO2 compression unit is 

set to 40 °C in order to partially remove moisture before being sent to the CO2 compression unit. 

 

As expected and also shown in Table 3, the oxy-fired case produces a flue gas with high CO2 

concentration and significantly less stack flue gas flow rates compared to air-fired cases. Figure 

1 shows the relative volume flow rate reduction between the air and oxy-fired cases. 

 

Table 3: Boiler exit flue gas properties 

Properties # 6 Fuel Oil Orim-400 Natural Gas # 6 Fuel Oil Orim-400 Methane

Mass flow (tonne/hr) 431.7 430.6 401.6 98.82 96.68 65.59

Adiabatic Flame Temp °C 

(Air case only)
1924 1842 1876 - - -

Stack Temperature ºC 40 40 40 40 40 40

Components % v/v % v/v % v/v % v/v % v/v % v/v

CO2 13.2 12.55 8.6 80.08 78.93 75.76

H2O 9.38 13.35 17.15 7.53 7.54 7.53

O2 2.02 2 2 2.99 3.53 4.9

N2 74.39 71.07 71.89 5.1 5.34 6.81

Ar 0.89 0.84 0.85 3.58 3.55 5.01

SO2 0.12 0.18 0 0.71 1.12 0

Boiler exit flue gas Flue gas to CO2 compression unit

Boiler Exit Flue Gas Properties

Air Combustion Oxy-fuel Combustion

 



    Figure 1: Flue gas volume flow rates               Figure 2: CO2 emission to the atmosphere 

 

The recycle flue gas is mainly wet flue gas at 145 deg C and the recycle ratio is maintained 

close to 65-70% in order to keep the same baseline temperature in the boiler. However, an 

optimum balance in the recycle flow rate and the boiler temperature would definitely maximize 

the efficiency of plant in the oxy-fuel case. 

 

CO2 emission intensity is an important parameter for both air and oxy-fuel combustion cases. 

The emission rate will be the same for both cases, irrespective of the combustion mode, as long 

as the firing rate and fuel remain the same. Figure 2 represents the amount of CO2 emissions to 

the atmosphere from the air and oxy-fuel combustion cases.  

 

STEAM CYCLE MODELING 

 

The second part of this study focuses on oxy-fuel plant modelling and simulation, including 

modelling and analysis of a supercritical boiler, steam cycle modelling, turbine performance 

simulation and the effect of steam extraction on the overall cycle performance and efficiency.  It 

should be noted that, the overall model does not include the Air Separation Unit (ASU) and the 

CO2 capture and compression unit.  A detail study on the integration of the ASU and the 

compression unit is being investigated and is subject of another paper.    

 

 

Figure 3.  Simplified steam cycle without steam extraction to SAGD process 

 

The 300MWth once-through supercritical boiler and the steam cycle are modeled in this study. 

Figure 3 illustrates simplified 300MWth cycle (without steam extraction to SAGD process). 
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The boiler outlet conditions were set at 600ºC and 285bar with one reheat at 620ºC and 60bar.  

The baseline cycle efficiency, i.e., no steam extraction, was 46.2% resulting in a 138.75MWe 

output with turbine efficiency of 90%.  It should be noted that, the steam turbine parameters 

were maintained constant throughout this study. 

 

Assuming an oil sands operation producing 10,000 barrels of bitumen per day, and knowing that 

2-4.5 barrels of water [8] are required to produce and upgrade a single barrel of bitumen (in this 

study we assume the ratio of 2.5), six case studies were investigated with a goal to minimize 

steam extraction ratio from the IP turbine. For all case studies, steam extraction temperature to 

SAGD is maintained between 220ºC and 260ºC. 

 

Case Study 1: Direct Extraction to SAGD 

 

Figure 4 illustrates direct extraction approach.  In this case, a stream is bled off from the IP 

turbine section and sent to the feedwater heater for heat removal and then to SAGD process.  In 

this case, the extraction is limited by the amount of steam bled off the turbine.  For the highest 

extraction ratio, up to 6300 barrels of bitumen per day may be extracted.  The pressure of 

extraction is varied between 30-50 bar and the extraction ratio ranges between 10 to 30%.    

 

In Figure 5, the effect of extraction pressure and steam ratio is plotted versus the overall cycle 

efficiency.  The highest efficiency is achieved at the lowest pressure and ratio of extraction.   

The overall efficiency varies by changing the extraction ratio; however, the highest cycle 

efficiency, i.e., 44.3%, is obtained at 30 bar and extraction ratio of 10%.  The steam quality for 

all conditions of extraction is 100%. 
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Figure 4.  Direct extraction to SAGD             Figure 5. Effect of pressure and ratio of            

extraction on the overall cycle efficiency 

 

Case Study 2: Stream Mixing for Extraction to SAGD 

 

In the second case study, the steam from the IP is mixed with a hot stream in a direct mixing 

heat exchanger and then sent to SAGD process.  The extraction ratio at the IP was maintained 

constant, while the make-up water was adjusted to meet the extraction requirements, as stated 

above.  Furthermore, two sub-cases were investigated, as illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6.  Mixing for extraction to SAGD       Figure 7.  Overall cycle efficiency 

 

In the first case, the steam extracted from the IP turbine section is first sent to the feedwater 

heater and then to the mixing heat exchanger.  The quality of steam in this way is then lower 

than 100%.  However, if the steam is sent directly to the mixing heat exchange, as shown in 

Figure 6, the steam quality can subsequently be adjusted at the expense of the overall cycle 

efficiency.  Future studies should include an investigation into the quality of the steam leaving 

the feedwater heater.  By keeping the steam quality higher at the outlet of the feedwater heater, 

the steam quality for extraction to SAGD can be increased. However, this may be reduced to 

desired operational levels (e.g. > 50%) in order to increase bitumen extraction by increasing the 

amount of steam available to SAGD.  The improvement in steam quality at the outlet of the 

feedwater heater adversely impact the cycle efficiency.  Figure 7 shows a plot of the effect of 

both approaches on the overall cycle efficiency.  At the extraction ratio of 10% (overall 

efficiency of 44.4%) in sub-case 1, the steam quality to SAGD is not suitable while at 30% 

(overall efficiency 41.2%) it reaches 39% at 30 bar.  The efficiency drops to 40.5% and steam 

quality to SAGD rises to 35.9% at 50 bar.  At the same extraction ratios, i.e. 10% and 30% in 

sub-case 2, the steam quality is also not suitable and it remains as hot water at 30 bar for 10% 

extraction (at overall efficiency of 43.4%), while the efficiency drops to 36.6% and steam 

quality rises to 66.4% at 50 bar.    For steam quality of 50% to SAGD, approximately 33% of 

steam has to be extracted from the IP turbine in sub-case 1 and approximately 26% in sub-case 2 

(at all extraction pressures).  Hence, the efficiency ranges from 40.7% to 40.1% in sub-case 1 

and 39.1% to 37.8% in sub-case 2, for all pressure ranges. 

 

Case Study 3: Make-up Water Pre-heating for Extraction to SAGD 

 

The focus of this case study is to investigate the effect of preheating make-up water on the 

overall cycle efficiency.  In this case, make-up water is pre-heated in the feedwater heaters and 

then sent to the mixing heat exchanger.  The stream extracted from the IP turbine section may be 

used to preheat boiler feedwater (1) or it may be immediately sent to the mixing heat exchanger 

(2).  As in case study 2, by directly bleeding off the high-pressure steam to the mixing heat 

exchanger, the steam quality for the SAGD extraction may be controlled at the expense of the 
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efficiency, as illustrated in Figure 9.   The efficiency ranges between 43.1% and with a very 

poor steam quality (i.e., 1.9% which can be considered as hot water) for extraction to SAGD, to 

39.9% efficiency and 47.8% steam quality at 30 bar (and 10% extraction) and 50 bar (and 30% 

extraction) from IP turbine section, respectively.  For sub-case 2, the efficiency ranges between 

42.1% and 36.1% with steam quality reaching 77.2% at 50 bar (with 30% IP extraction).  Steam 

quality to SAGD of 50% or over may be obtained by extracting approximately 30% of the steam 

at the IP, which leads to overall cycle efficiencies from 40.6% to 39.8% in sub-case 1. However, 

in sub-case 2, the efficiency ranges in between 39.3% to 38.1% at an IP extraction ratio of 

approximately 22%. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Make-up water pre-heating to SAGD    Figure 9.  Overall cycle efficiencies   for 

make-up water pre-heating to SAGD 

 

Case Study 4: Spray Feedwater Extraction for Extraction to SAGD 

 

Figure 10 illustrates a schematic of the process for this case.  In order to increase the extraction 

to SAGD, while maintaining high-efficiency, and to improve the steam quality spray water is 

extracted before the economizer.  As a result, the overall cycle efficiency ranges from 44.4% 

and steam quality of 30.9% at 30 bar and 10% bleed, to 40.6% and steam quality of 63.2% at 50 

bar and 30% bleed, for sub-case 1.  For sub-case 2, the efficiency varies from 43.4% at steam 

quality of  39.1% to 36.3% at steam quality of 97.5%, at the same pressures and IP extraction 

ratios. 

 

To achieve steam quality of 50% or higher in sub-case 1, up to 24% of steam should be 

extracted from the IP turbine resulting in efficiencies between 42.59% and 41.51%, at 30 and 50 

bar, respectively.  In sub-case 2, extraction ratio of up to 15% is necessary resulting in an 

approximate efficiency reduction of 1%. During the analysis, it was assumed that the 

economizer outlet gas temperature remains constant.  This configuration yields best results. 

Figure 11 illustrates the overall efficiency trends for both sub-cases. 
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Figure 10.  Spray injection from boiler  Figure 11.  Overall cycle efficiencies for 

feedwater.    spray extraction from boiler feedwater. 

 

Case Study 5: Cold Spray Water Injection for Extraction to SAGD 

 

Another option investigated is to inject compressed water at room temperature.  The result is 

higher overall cycle efficiency (44.1 to 40.4% in sub-case 1) for 30 and 50 bar, respectively 

(despite poor steam quality).  To achieve 50% or higher steam extraction quality to SAGD for 

10,000 barrels per day production at the water-to-bitumen ratio of 2.5, over 30% of steam has to 

be extracted from the IP turbine.  Lower quantities need to be extracted in sub-case 2 at the 

expense of overall cycle efficiency. Figure 13 shows the effect of cold spray water injection on 

the overall cycle performance. 

 

 
Figure 12.  Cold spray injection process                        Figure 13.  Overall cycle efficiencies 

                                                                                        for cold spray injection 

 

Case Study 6: Preheated Spray Water Injection for Extraction to SAGD 
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The final configuration studied here is to preheat the spray water prior to injecting and mixing it 

with steam for extraction to SAGD.  The latter case results in lower cycle efficiencies, see 

Figure 15, but better steam quality.  An extraction ratio of at least 30% is needed (at all 

pressures) to achieve 50% steam quality extraction to SAGD. 
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Figure 14.  Preheated spray injection                 Figure 15.  Overall cycle efficiencies for               

preheated spray injection case 

 

Steam Quality 

 

In order to improve the steam quality, it can be passed through a separator column before using 

it in SAGD process (see Figure 16). For case study 5 and sub-case 2, a separator is added prior 

to extraction to SAGD to improve the steam quality to 80%.  The approach results in overall 

cycle efficiencies ranging from 43.3% at 30 bar and IP extraction of 10% to 36.5% at 50 bar and 

IP extraction of 30%.  At 30 bar and IP extraction ratio of 30%, the overall cycle efficiency 

approaches to 38.2%. The impact of adding a separator on the overall cycle efficiency is not 

significant, while the steam quality for extraction can be significantly improved.  

 

Other Considerations 

 

Preliminary studies indicate that there is a significant increase in hydrogen sulphide production 

with increase in temperature for extraction to SAGD, while the carbon dioxide production is 

somewhat less pronounced [9].  However, the absolute production of carbon dioxide is larger 

than that of hydrogen sulphide.  These gases are produced by SAGD operations by a process 

called "aquathermolysis".  Furthermore, high steam pressures required for SAGD operations 

cause the dissolution of silica minerals in the steam zone and their movement with produced 

water.  If not removed, silica deposits in the facility will become a problem since it will react 

with other components of the produced water to form silicate scales. 
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Figure 16.  Case 5 with addition of a separator 

 

It has been reported that the steam quality also has an effect on silica dissolution.  While high 

pH in the liquid steam phase will increase the tendency of silica to be produced, high alkalinity 

at near-neutral pH will also cause an increase in silica production.  High alkalinity of the source 

water causes high pH of the water mist phase which when injected with steam (i.e. less than 

100% quality) increases the production of silica.  

 

CO2 CAPTURE AND COMPRESSION UNIT 

 

A cryogenic compression unit in oxy-fuel case will be used to dry, purify, recover and compress 

CO2 from the exit flue gas streams for further reuse or pipeline transportation [7]. The CO2 is 

typically compressed to the supercritical state (approximately more than 100 bar) for 

economical transportation and storage. However, as mentioned earlier, no analysis is added for 

the compression unit in this paper. Flue gas desulphurization is an issue for both air and the oxy-

fuel case for high-sulfur fuels such as Orimulsion-400 and fuel oil #6. Corrective measures must 

be taken to reduce SO2 emission to the atmosphere to below acceptable limits. However, this 

topic is beyond the scope of the current study. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study investigated the opportunity of burning bitumen in oxy-combustion mode for oil 

sands and other related operations. It also showed a pathway to reduce dependence on natural 

gas by using low-value or opportunity fuels for this kind of operations.  Furthermore, this study 

provided preliminary data on the effect of steam pressure and extraction ratio on the overall 

cycle performance.  This study yields the best results in the Case study 4, where the spray water 

is extracted at the inlet of the economizer. However, further study is recommended to evaluate 



this approach and justify its economic viability for the SAGD process. Moreover, for large-scale 

oil sands operation the cost of the water treatment plant as well as the effect of water quality and 

other factors on the overall cycle performance should be investigated. 
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Executive Summary

Pilot-Scale Evaluation of Coal Combustion in Hydroxy-Fuel Mode
Kourosh Zanganeh, Carlos Salvador, and Ahmed Shafeen, Zero-Emission Technologies Group,

CANMET Energy Technology Center, Natural Resources Canada

In “oxy-fuel” combustion process, the combustion of fossil fuels is achieved in an oxygen-
enriched environment. This results in a flue gas comprised of mainly CO2 and H2O as well as
small concentrations of impurities, including nitrogen (e.g., due to air infiltration) and excess O2.
In this combustion mode, as fuel is burnt in pure oxygen the resulting flame temperature will be
excessively high. One way of controlling the flame temperature in the oxy-fuel combustion
process is to inject a gas that could reduce the temperature without generating further emissions.
In the so called “1st generation” of oxy-fuel systems1, the CO2-rich flue gas is recycled to the
boiler or combustor to reduce the flame temperature such that the existing technology for
materials and, more or less, similar boiler design for the air case with minor modifications can be
used for oxycombustion case. In the new generation of oxy-fuel combustion systems, henceforth
referred to as the “3rd generation”, the flue gas recycle is eliminated (or minimized). This allows
to significantly reduce the size of the system and to eliminate the recycle loop, thereby leading to
significant reduction in the capital and operating costs of oxy-fuel combustion systems.

The Zero-Emission Technologies Group of CANMET has recently developed a series of
advanced multi-function oxy-fuel/steam burner prototypes. These burners are being used to
conduct extensive pilot-scale studies of coal combustion in hydroxy-fuel mode to better
understand the characteristics of the hydroxy-fuel combustion process, including radiation
properties and emissions. In this paper, we present for the first time the pilotscale test results for
combustion of coal (low-sulfur bituminous) in hydroxy-fuel mode. In these tests, steam has been
used as the flame temperature moderator in the combustion process with no recycle of flue gas.
Some practical and operational aspects of the work will be discussed in this paper and the
preliminary results for pollutant concentrations trends will be presented here. This will provide
an insight to the combustion characteristics of this emerging new approach to the oxy-fuel
combustion.

1 In the 2nd generation, the flue gas recycle is used to control the flame temperature while integration of
components’ heat and mass flows and optimization are used to maximize the efficiency of the overall plant.
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Activated Carbon Production Using Hot Oxygen Technology

Lawrence E. Bool III
Praxair, Inc

ABSTRACT
Activated carbon injection (ACI) represents a promising method to reduce mercury emissions
from coal-fired plants. In recent years Praxair has developed a flexible process to produce
powder activated carbon (PAC) on-site using the plant’s pulverized coal. The process is very
flexible, allowing both undoped and doped carbons to be easily produced with the same
equipment. Third party test results from slipstream tests in the US at We Energies’ Pleasant
Prairie Plant and Xcel Energy’s Comanche and Pawnee Stations have shown removals of 90% or
greater. Praxair has developed designs for full-scale production systems. Recent experiments
have confirmed the scaling methods. Finally the effects of different coal feedstocks are
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The detrimental health effects of mercury consumption on critical segments of the world’s
population are well known. One source of mercury in the environment is the combustion of
mercury-containing fossil fuels, such as coal. In fact one study estimated that coal-fired power
plants in the U.S. alone emit 48 tons of mercury a year1. This concern has led the U.S. and
Canadian governments to enact regulations to limit mercury emissions, with several individual
states proposing stricter standards with earlier adoption dates. While air pollution control
devices, such as SCRs and scrubbers, have shown a significant co-benefit of mercury reduction
for flue gas from bituminous coal, removal from flue gas originating from sub-bituminous and
lignite coals is more problematic. Activated carbon injection, particularly halogenated carbons,
has been shown to be more effective for these coals, but can be costly.

PAC is currently produced from a wide variety of feedstocks using a complicated, fairly energy
intensive process. Chunks of feedstock are typically pyrolized over long residence times in
rotary kilns. The resultant coke is then activated in a second processing step using either steam
or chemicals. Finally the activated material is pulverized to very fine sizes to produce the final
PAC. Doping is typically done after the material has been produced in another processing step.

Over the last several years Praxair has developed a novel process to produce PAC at a power
plant site using the coal being fired by the plant. This process uses a patented oxy-fuel burner to
devolatilize and activate the coal to produce activated carbon. By simply changing processing
conditions, and with simple addition of dopants, this process can produce a wide variety of
carbons, allowing the customer to tailor the sorbent’s properties to meet specific mercury capture
needs.

PAC PRODUCTION PROCESS
The novel production process described here uses a high-temperature gas to convert a pulverized
feedstock, such as coal, into powder activated carbon. By starting with a pulverized feedstock



the coal can be processed in a simple entrained-flow reactor with short residence times. This
system is much less complex than the more energy-intensive and mechanically complex
processes currently in use. The heart of the proprietary Praxair process is the patented hot
oxygen burner (HOB)2, shown schematically in Figure 1. In this burner natural gas is used to
combust a portion of an oxygen stream, producing a high temperature oxygen-rich stream.
Depending on the burner stoichiometric ratio, defined based on the ratio of natural gas to oxygen
fed to the burner, the hot oxygen temperatures can reach 2400 C (4300 F). This ‘hot oxygen’
stream then passes through a nozzle creating a high velocity, reactive, gas jet. Downstream of
the hot oxygen nozzle pulverized coal is entrained into the hot oxygen jet. This rapid mixing
yields particle heating rates of over 107 C /s, which, in turn, leads to enhanced devolatilization
and ignition. Additional burnout of the residual carbon, leading to increased surface areas and
surface activation, takes place in an entrained flow reactor.
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Figure 1: Schematic of hot oxygen burner

The hot oxygen burner stoichiometric ratio (HOB SR) is defined based on the ratio of the
residual oxygen in the hot oxygen and the coal. Since this ratio is fairly low the products at the
outlet of the entrained flow reactor are a mix of powder activated carbon and syngas. A cyclone
is typically used to separate the solid product from the syngas which can be sent back to the
boiler to recover the heating value.

One of the key characteristics of the PAC production process is its flexibility. Any kind of
pulverized carbon can be used to produce PAC, although, as shown later, some are better than
others. A wide range of hot oxygen compositions and temperatures are available. The HOB SR
can also be varied to optimize product qualities, including surface area and morphology. Finally,
doped carbons can easily be produced by adding dopants to any of several points in the process.
This flexibility allows a user to produce PAC that matches the requirements of their particular
facility.



RESULTS OF SLIP STREAM TESTING
Over the last several years a small pilot-scale unit, capable of producing approximately 2.5-3.5
kg/hr (5-8 lbs/hr) of product, was used to explore the effect of coal type, processing conditions,
and doping strategies on PAC properties3. The unit included a coal feeder, a hot oxygen burner,
a refractory-lined entrained flow reactor and a cyclone. By including all of the process
components that would be used on a commercial-scale this test rig provided data on design
requirements for the larger facilities and demonstrated that the PAC can be produced in a fairly
simple continuous process.

To screen and determine performance of the PAC produced, slip-stream tests were conducted by
Apogee Scientific. Apogee evaluated the sorbents by using Electric Power Research Institute’s
Pollution Control Test system (PoCT) at three different utility host sites. The PoCT is a residence
time chamber used to simulate in-flight sorbent injection before the first field of an electrostatic
precipitator (ESP)4. Residence times of two and four seconds and injection rates of 1-6 lb per
MMACF were used. The first host site was We Energies’ Pleasant Prairie Plant that burns a
sub-bituminous coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB). The second and third sites, Comanche
and Pawnee Stations, are owned by Xcel energy and also burn PRB coals.

The results of process optimization efforts are shown in Figure 2. For these data the feedstock
was a PRB coal to simulate a utility producing PAC from it’s own coal. Mercury capture rates
of over 95% have been achieved using Praxair-produced doped PAC on challenging PRB flue
gas. Even as the mercury capture rates have increased, the required injection rates have been
reduced – leading to much lower capture costs. In fact, the most recent measurements have
shown that the Praxair produced materials met or exceeded the capture performance from
commercially available doped PAC. Praxair-produced PAC has also been stored for several
months with no measurable degradation in mercury capture efficiencies5. Preliminary work has
suggested that PAC produced with the Praxair process has a much lower impact on the suitability
of flyash as a cement replacement in concrete mixtures6. Testing at SaskPower’s Emission
Control Research Facility (ECRF) showed Praxair-produced PAC achieved >90% capture on a 1
MW slipstream of flue gas from a lignite fired system when injected into a fabric filter7. Testing
on a 1 MW slipstream ESP at the same facility showed the Praxair sorbent performed as well as
the Darco Hg-LH used as the baseline.
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Figure 2. Mercury capture with Praxair PAC using the PoCT system



SCALE UP OF PILOT-SCALE FACILITY
The next step in the commercialization of the process was designing a full-scale production unit.
The primary goal of the scaling effort was to ensure that the high product quality is maintained
as the scale is increased. To achieve this goal scaling rules were developed that keep the time-
temperature history of the coal particles constant as the scale is increased. Although these
scaling rules were developed using fairly standard methods, they needed to be validated before
scaling from the very small pilot to full scale. To test the rules a new reactor was designed and
built at a 3x scale, 7-11 kg/hr (15-24 lb/hr product). Doped PAC was produced using a PRB coal
and the optimized processing conditions identified on the baseline scale. Details of the data are
presented elsewhere7. The average and peak temperatures of the scaled system were very
similar to the baseline runs. The scale up work also identified a way to enhance the process,
resulting in an ‘Enhanced 3x’. The enhanced process yields higher surface area at similar yield
as the standard 3x case. Mercury capture measurements of the 3x PAC samples using the PoCT
system showed the capture efficiency was very good, 95% or higher with 32 kg/m3 (2 lb/MMacf)
injection, and almost identical between the sorbents produced at the different scales. The
enhanced sorbent also performed well at 16 kg/m3 (1 lb/MMacf) capturing over 85%7.

The similarity between the sorbents produced at different scales suggests that the scaling rules
are well understood, which will facilitate refining the preliminary full-scale system. Ongoing
physical and CFD modeling will support the final design and is expected to be complete in the
next few months. In the interim the 3x system has been further modified allowing longer
duration runs to produce large samples for testing at select utilities. Therefore samples can be
produced using a utility’s coal and tested at that utility to demonstrate sorbent effectiveness
before breaking ground for an on-site system.

EFFECT OF COAL FEEDSTOCK TYPE
In previous papers preliminary data was presented that suggested that, while the optimized PRB
was an excellent mercury sorbent, PAC samples made from lignite and bituminous coals were
less effective. Recently further optimization work was completed using the enhanced 3x system
described above. Samples produced under the optimized conditions were tested on a slipstream
of PRB flue gas using the PoCT tester. The results are shown in Figure 3. Both the PAC
produced from lignite and PRB coals had greater than 95% capture at 2 lb/MMacf injection. The
surface areas of the two samples were also very similar. These results were very reproducible.
The PAC produced from a western bituminous coal had a capture rate of approximately 90%
with a higher variability. Surface areas were less than 50% of that from the PAC from the lower
rank coals. This lower surface area, and the resulting lower capture rates, are consistent with the
swelling/plastic behavior often associated with heating and devolatilization of bituminous coals.
However, even with the lower surface area the capture was good at these low capture rates. This
suggests even those utilities that blend PRB and bituminous coals may still produce acceptable
PAC materials for mercury capture using the HOB process.
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CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of a threefold scale up of the baseline PAC production system has shown that the
sorbent properties at the baseline and 3x scales are very similar. This suggests the process can be
scaled to the full scale without degrading the sorbent performance. The scaled system is also
consistent with the preliminary system used to estimate that sorbent can be produced onsite with
savings of 40% over purchasing doped carbon. Doped coal-based activated carbons produced
with this process are able to achieve greater than 95% capture of mercury from PRB flue gas
streams. Sorbents have been produced that demonstrate high capture even at low (32 kg/m3)
injection rates at short residence times. Larger-scale evaluations with a 1 MW slip stream at
SaskPower’s ECRF has shown that high capture rates (>90%) can be achieved with injection
rates less than 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lb/MMacf) in a fabric filter. PAC produced by lignite and PRB
coals had excellent mercury capture. PAC produced with a bituminous coal had slightly lower
capture rates than the PRB sample.
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ABSTRACT 
Catalyst-enhanced elemental mercury (Hg0) oxidation, when combined with a wet flue gas desulfurization 
system, provides a promising method to simultaneously control mercury and SO2 emissions.  The 
objective of this study was to investigate Hg0 oxidation by catalysts in typical conditions downstream of 
particulate collection devices.  A fractional factorial experimental design explored the effects of five 
factors on Hg0 oxidation by copper (II) chloride (CuCl2) catalysts: titania-alumina (TiO2-Al2O3) or 
alumina (Al2O3) as the substrate, copper loading on the catalyst surface, gas-phase SO2 concentration, 
temperature, and gas-phase HCl concentration.  The CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst is more tolerant of SO2 
and able to maintain activity over a wide set of conditions; the CuCl2-Al2O3 catalyst provides a higher 
activity under a narrower set of conditions.  Both catalysts were more active in oxidizing Hg0 than an 
SCR-type catalyst under the tested temperatures and HCl concentrations. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
On March 15, 2005, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) issued the Clean Air 
Mercury Rule (CAMR) to permanently reduce mercury emissions from coal-fired power plants through a 
cap-and-trade program.  This regulation makes the U.S. the first country in the world to control mercury 
emissions from utilities, which are the largest anthropogenic sources.  CAMR will be implemented in two 
phases, beginning with a cap of 38 tons in 2010.  When fully implemented in 2018, this regulation will 
decrease utility emissions of mercury to 15 tons per year, a reduction of nearly 70% from the 1999 level 
of 48 tons [1, 2].   
 
Mercury is volatized and converted to elemental mercury (Hg0) in the high temperature regions of coal-
fired boilers.  As the flue gas cools, Hg0 participates in a series of complex reactions resulting in partial 
conversion of vapor-phase Hg0 to vapor-phase oxidized mercury (Hg2+) and particle-associated mercury 
(Hgp) [3-7].  The conversion rate, which is kinetically limited by gas-phase (homogeneous) and gas-solid 
(heterogeneous) reaction rates, is dependent on temperature, flue gas composition, and fly ash properties.  
Hg0 may be oxidized to mercuric oxide (HgO), mercuric sulfate (HgSO4), mercuric chloride (HgCl2), 
mercuric nitrate Hg(NO3)2, or other Hg compounds.  Chlorine species (Cl·, HCl, and Cl2) are generally 
considered to be the dominant Hg0 oxidation reagents in coal combustion flue gas; HgCl2 is the 
thermodynamically favored product assuming chlorine species  exist [4, 5, 8, 9].       
 
The transformation of Hg0 to Hg2+ primarily occurs in coal-fired power plants utilizing coal with a high 
chlorine content, such as Eastern bituminous coal [5, 8, 10, 11].  A large portion of this transformation 
occurs across the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) unit, assuming one is present.  Plants burning 
Western subbituminous or lignitic coals observe significantly less Hg0 oxidation across the SCR system 
[8, 10, 12].  While it is evident that a certain amount of chlorine species in the flue gas is necessary for 
these reactions to occur, the exact mechanisms for Hg0 oxidation by vanadium catalysts and their 
dependence on flue gas properties are currently unknown [5, 8, 10, 11].    



Relative to Hg0, Hg2+ and Hgp are more conveniently captured with conventional pollution control 
devices.  Hg2+ is water soluble and may be captured in wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) units.  Hgp is 
captured along with fly ash particles in electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) and baghouses.  Hg0 is nearly 
insoluble in water and is not removed with particulate collection devices, since it exists in the vapor 
phase.     
 
WFGD systems have become the preferred technology for SO2 control in U.S. coal-fired power plants 
due to their high removal efficiency [13].  A mercury oxidation technology upstream of the WFGD 
system would provide both SO2 and mercury emissions control.  Previous research indicated that copper-
based catalysts are capable of Hg0 oxidation in low temperature regions (250-350ºF) typically observed 
upstream of WFGD systems [14]. 
 
Ghorishi [14-16] studied the effect of unsupported transition metals on Hg0 oxidation.  The investigation 
determined that CuCl2 is capable of oxidizing Hg0 in the absence of gas-phase HCl, whereas CuO 
required the presence of HCl to oxidize Hg0.  CuCl2 was the source of the chlorinating agent, which can 
be formed by the reduction of CuCl2 to metallic Cu or conversion of CuCl2 to CuO.  The promising nature 
of CuCl2 as an Hg0 oxidation catalyst established in prior studies prompted the detailed investigation 
presented here.  It was hypothesized that dispersing CuCl2 on a substrate would significantly enhance the 
Hg0 oxidation performance, with respect to the unsupported CuCl2 used in previous studies.        
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
Catalyst Preparation 
A procedure defined and optimized by Chen et al. [17] was used in preparing the TiO2-Al2O3 substrate 
with the following materials: γ-Al2O3 with a surface area of 155 m2/g (Sigma Aldrich, 199974), titanium 
isopropoxide (Sigma Aldrich, 205273), ethanol (Cole Parmer, EW-86987-22), and acetylacetone (Sigma 
Aldrich, P7754).  Copper was deposited on Al2O3 and TiO2-Al2O3 through incipient wetness 
impregnation with copper (II) chloride dehydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 307483).   
 
An SCR-type catalyst was used in this study to benchmark Hg0 oxidation results obtained with copper-
based catalysts.  A procedure defined by Guo [18] was used in the preparation of the 1%V2O5-
9%WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst.   
 
Space Velocity Calculations 
Space velocity (SV) is a function of gas flow rate and reactor volume, expressed as the reciprocal of 
contact time.  Typical SCR space velocities may range from 2000-7000 h-1.  The space velocity of an 
SCR is calculated using Equation 1, where the catalyst volume is considered to be the volume occupied 
by the blocks of catalyst monolith [19].  Equation 2 applies to catalyst in a powdered form, where the 
reactor volume is considered to be the catalyst volume based on the catalyst mass and the bulk density of 
the catalyst powder.   
 
 
 1.   2.  
 
 
Catalyst in a powder form, used in a differential reactor, allows fundamental kinetic information to be 
gathered for many catalysts in a short time period.  The space velocity calculated using Equation 2 may 
not be directly related or compared to a space velocity in a monolith-based SCR system.  
  
 



Experimental Facility 
The bench-scale system used in this study consists of three major components: a gas mixing module, a 
catalytic reactor, and a gas analysis unit.  
 
The gas mixing module encompasses the premixing and preheating of the major coal combustion flue gas 
components and an Hg0 generation system.  Gas-phase components are introduced using calibrated mass 
flow controllers.  To simulate the moisture content in flue gas, water is pumped into the hot section and 
incorporated with the other flue gas components using a peristaltic pump at a calibrated rate. 
 
The construction material, from the point of mercury introduction forward, is PTFE (a Teflon® type 
material), which is inert toward Hg0 and Hg2+ vapors.  Hg0 is generated using a permeation oven and an 
Hg0 permeation tube (VICI Metronics, Inc.).  A preheated, controlled stream of N2 is sent to the Hg0 
generation system.  The temperature of the generation device controls the concentration of the Hg0-spiked 
N2 stream, which is mixed with the simulated flue gas in heated PTFE lines before entering the catalytic 
reactor. 
 
The Pyrex catalytic reactor, 18 inches long and 2.5 inches in diameter, contained powdered catalyst and 
was heated by a split-hinged tubular furnace/temperature controller (Mellen Inc.).  A PTFE reactor by-
pass line established the inlet component concentration in the simulated flue gas before sending the gas to 
the catalytic reactor.  
 
The gas analysis unit contains sampling, conditioning, calibration, and analysis devices for Hg, NOX, and 
SO2.  Calibrated NOx and SO2 analyzers (Rosemount NGA 2000) along with a total mercury analyzer 
(Ohio Lumex Mini CEM 915) provide an analysis of the reactor effluent.  The Hg analyzer, which has a 
detection limit of 1 μg/dscm, is equipped with an internal thermal converter and measures total mercury 
(Hg0 + Hg2+).  To determine the fraction of Hg2+ in the flue gas (or speciation measurement of mercury), 
the flue gas is sent to an iced bath that contains a potassium chloride (KCl) impinger followed by an 
empty impinger.  These impingers remove the Hg2+ portion of vapor-phase mercury and provide a direct 
measurement of Hg0 in the flue gas.  By difference of the Hg0 concentration from the total Hg 
measurement, the Hg2+ portion of mercury can be evaluated.  The total Hg analyzer is equipped with a 
total mercury calibration system (HOVACAL S-Hot Vapor Calibrator for CEMS, Ecochem Analytics), 
which generates an accurate and steady stream of Hg2+ in N2 used to calibrate the total mercury analyzer.   
 
Operation of Test Facility 
A 5 L/min flow through 0.2 g of catalyst determined the space velocity, calculated using Equation 2, to be 
6,000,000 h-1 throughout this study.  Space velocities lower than this provided 100% Hg0 oxidation at 
most conditions, making it difficult to observe the effects of the factors being studied.     
 
The reactor was loaded with fresh catalyst at the beginning of each test.  To facilitate uniform gas-solid 
contact, 9.8 g of inert material expanded the catalyst bed to a total of 10 g.  Initially, Al2O3 was used as 
the inert material, but due to its ability to capture Hg2+, it was replaced with SiO2.  When SiO2 is 
employed as the inert material, the mercury mass balance in the test facility closes (HgT, inlet = HgT, outlet = 
Hg0

outlet + Hg2+
outlet).  Mercury mass balance closure was observed during the steady-state Hg0 oxidation 

phase of the experiments.  
 
Each test began with in-situ catalyst calcination for 30 minutes at 450°C in a 0.5 L/min flow of 1400 ppm 
HCl with the balance being N2.  Catalyst calcination concluded as the reactor was cooled to 200°C in the 
controlled atmosphere and flushed with a 4 L/min flow, consisting of 2 L/min purified air and 2 L/min N2.   
 
A 5 L/min flow was established in the reactor bypass line prior to the start of each test.  The overall 
composition of this flow varied, as HCl and SO2 were present for certain tests; 5 wt% O2, 14 wt% CO2 



and 7 wt% H2O remained constant.  After establishing 5 L/min flow in the reactor bypass, 2.5 L/min was 
taken from the reactor exit and sent to the NOX and SO2 analyzers. 
 
Before allowing simulated flue gas through the reactor, the Hg analyzer determined the inlet Hg0 
composition.  The Hg analyzer was zeroed before and after each measurement to ensure the data was not 
affected by instrumentation drifts.   
 
Experimental Design 
A fractional factorial experimental design determined the effects of five factors on Hg0 oxidation by 
supported CuCl2 catalysts: TiO2-Al2O3 or Al2O3 as the substrate, copper loading on the catalyst surface, 
gas-phase SO2 concentration, temperature, and gas-phase HCl concentration.  The factors and 
corresponding high and low levels are shown in Table 1.  This experimental design allows the effects of 
two-factor interactions to be determined while performing fewer experiments than required by a full 
factorial design.  A statistically significant two-level interaction indicates that the effect of one factor 
depends on the value for another factor.   
 

Table 1.  Factors included in experimental design and corresponding high and low levels.  
 Factor Low ( - ) High ( + ) 

X1 Substrate Al2O3 TiO2-Al2O3 

X2 SO2 Concentration (ppm) 0 2000 

X3 Copper loading (wt. %) 0.25 9.0 

X4 Temperature (°C) 125 175 

X5 HCl Concentration (ppm) 0 40 

 
Factor 1 – Substrate: 
TiO2-Al2O3 has proven to be a superior substrate and is more resistant to deactivation by SO2 than TiO2 or 
Al2O3 alone [20, 21].  It also allows a variety of metal deposition techniques, such as sol-gel impregnation 
or photodeposition, which may produce a more dispersed copper loading [22, 23].  Al2O3 alone was 
explored since it was widely employed in previous research, and its high surface area (~155 m2/g) makes 
it an excellent substrate [24-27].   
 
Factor 2 – SO2 Concentration During the Hg0 Oxidation Reaction 
The high SO2 concentration in this study, 2000 ppm, represents an uncontrolled SO2 level in a pulverized 
coal-fired power plant.  SO2 acts as a catalyst poison by reacting with active sites, forming metal sulfates, 
and thereby reducing catalytic activity.  The low SO2 concentration in this study, 0 ppm, allowed 
comparison of catalytic activities in presence and absence of SO2.  
 
Factor 3 – Cu wt% on the Catalyst Surface 
A low Cu loading of 0.25 wt% and high loading of 9 wt% were used to explore the difference in Cu 
morphology on the catalyst surface and its effect on catalyst activity in Hg0 oxidation.  These Cu wt% 
levels were used in previous studies and allow comparison to results from previous research [24-27].  The 
low Cu loading of 0.25 wt% provides Cu deposition in the dissociative region, where CuCl2 deposits as 
Al-Cl and (Al-O)2-Cu [27].  The high Cu loading of 9.0 wt% provides Cu deposition in the soluble 
region, where Cu deposits as Al-CuCl2 with a smaller percentage of Cu still depositing dissociatively as 
an insoluble species [24-27].   
 
Factor 4 – Temperature During the Hg0 Oxidation Reaction 
The rate of catalytic Hg0 oxidation is temperature dependent.  Temperatures chosen for this study (125-
175°C, 257-347°F) represent the typical range after the particulate collection devices in a pulverized coal-
fired power plant. 



Factor 5 – HCl Concentration During the Hg0 Oxidation Reaction 
The HCl concentrations incorporated in this study represent coals with high and low chlorine content.  
The low value of HCl concentration is 0 ppm and represents subbituminous and lignite coals, which have 
very low chlorine content (to the point of being negligible).  No HCl in the flue gas represents a worst-
case scenario, where the catalyst would be the only source of chlorine species.  The high value of HCl 
concentration is 40 ppm and represents bituminous coals. 
 
 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 
Results of the Experimental Design 
The mathematical models created through regression of the experimental data, where percent oxidation of 
Hg0 was the response, are shown in Equations 3 and 4.  These equations describe the effects of the 
statistically significant factors and two-level interactions on percent oxidation of Hg0.  The substrate (X1) 
can not be eliminated as a significant factor since its interactions are significant, though it alone does not 
have an effect on Hg0 oxidation.  
 
 3. YCODED = 38.3 ± 1.65 - (0.996 ± 1.68)X1 - (14.7 ± 1.68)X2 + (16.6 ± 1.68)X3 - 
    (6.75 ± 1.63)X4 + (13.2 ± 1.68)X5 + (2.86 ± 1.67)X1X3 + (2.31 ±1.68)X1X4 -  

  (4.25 ± 1.67)X1X5 - (4.05 ± 1.63)X2X3 + (4.19 ± 1.68)X2X4 - (1.93 ± 1.68)X3X4 - 
(2.69 ± 1.68)X4X5 

 
 4. YUNCODED = 55.8 - (13.6)X1 - (0.0360)X2 + (7.35)X3 - (0.249)X4 + (1.46)X5 + (0.668)X1X3 +  
    (0.0929)X1X4 - (0.215)X1X5 - (0.000908)X2X3 + (0.000170)X2X4 - (0.0178)X3X4 -  
    (0.00536)X4X5 
 
Equation 3 is in a coded form; percent oxidation of Hg0 (YCODED) cannot be predicted given values for the 
factors and interactions, represented by X.  The percent oxidation of Hg0 can be maximized or minimized 
by assuming high or low values for each factor (+1 or -1).  A relative importance is assigned to each 
factor and interaction through the magnitude of the regression coefficient.    
 
An uncoded form of the regression equation, shown in Equation 4, represents the actual Hg0 oxidation 
(YUNCODED) given conditions within the range considered in this study.  Actual values may be substituted 
for all factors except the substrate, where TiO2-Al2O3 will still be represented by +1 and Al2O3 will be 
represented by -1.  Confidence intervals are not present here, as the standard error calculated for each 
coefficient is only relevant for coded values.   
 
Though the coded and uncoded coefficients have different purposes, they are equally important.   
Equation 3 includes coded coefficients used in determining the significance of the factors and their 
interactions.  Random error within the experiments is quantified through confidence intervals for each 
coded coefficient.  Equation 4 includes uncoded coefficients and allows performance to be predicted 
within the range studied in the experimental design.   
 
Results From Coded Regression Response Equation 
Figure 1 shows results described by Equation 3, the coded form of the regression analysis.  The 
magnitude of the regression coefficient indicates the relative importance of the factor or interaction.  If 
the error bars on the regression coefficient include zero, the factor may be deemed insignificant and it is 
assumed that it does not have an effect on the response (in this case, Hg0 oxidation).   
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Figure 1.  Regression results from five-factor experimental design. 

 
The copper loading on the catalyst surface was indicated as the most important factor in the regression 
analysis.  A high Cu wt% on the catalyst surface provides a more active catalyst and a higher extent of 
Hg0 oxidation than a low Cu wt%.  This result was expected as catalyst activity is largely influenced by 
the amount of active metal deposited on the substrate.   
 
The SO2 concentration during Hg0 oxidation was indicated as the second most important factor in the 
regression analysis.  A high SO2 concentration will decrease catalyst activity and the extent of Hg0 
oxidation more than a low SO2 concentration.  Since SO2 acts as a catalyst poison by reacting with active 
sites to form metal sulfates, this result was expected. 
 
The HCl concentration during Hg0 oxidation was indicated as the third most important factor in the 
regression analysis.  A high HCl concentration allows a greater extent of Hg0 oxidation than a low HCl 
concentration.  This result was expected since the rate of Hg0 oxidation, forming HgCl2, is a function of 
HCl concentration.  When chlorine species are present, HgCl2 is the thermodynamically preferred Hg0 
oxidation product [5, 9].  Though a high HCl concentration is optimal, it is not required to oxidize Hg0 in 
the presence of a CuCl2 catalyst. 
 
The temperature during Hg0 oxidation was indicated as the fourth most important factor in the regression 
analysis.  The magnitude of this effect was significantly smaller than the effects of Cu wt%, SO2 
concentration, and HCl concentration.  This result is viewed as positive, since it indicates Hg0 oxidation 
activity throughout the typical temperature range experienced upstream of a WFGD device.  Lower 
temperatures allow a higher extent of Hg0 oxidation.  At high temperatures (175ºC) Hg0 oxidation still 
occurred, but at a slower rate.  This result may indicate the importance of an adsorption step during the 
overall Hg0 oxidation process; lower temperatures lead to a faster adsorption step with respect to other 
steps in the reaction mechanism. 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the effect of two-factor interactions is generally much less than the effect of single 
factors on Hg0 oxidation.  Each interaction may be viewed two ways depending on which variable is 
deemed independent; X1X5 is identical to X5X1.  The interactions are listed, in order of decreasing 
significance, in Table 2; two observations for each interaction are shown.   

 



Table 2.  Statistically significant two-level interactions and their implications.  
Interaction Observations 

1.  HCl concentration has a larger effect on CuCl2-Al2O3. X1X5 2.  Substrate has a larger effect at high HCl concentrations. 
1.  Temperature has a larger effect at low SO2 concentrations. 

X2X4 2.  SO2 concentration has a larger effect at high temperatures. 
1.  Cu wt% has a larger effect at low SO2 concentrations. 

X2X3 2.  SO2 concentration has a larger effect at high Cu wt%. 
1.  Cu wt% has a greater effect on CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3. X1X3 2.  Substrate has a larger effect at low Cu wt%. 
1.  Temperature has a larger effect at high HCl concentrations. 

X4X5 2.  HCl concentration has a larger effect at low temperatures. 
1.  Temperature has a larger effect on CuCl2-Al2O3. X1X4 2.  Substrate has a larger effect at high temperatures. 
1.  Temperature has a larger effect at high Cu wt%. 

X3X4 2.  Cu wt% has a larger effect at low temperatures. 

 
Results From Uncoded Regression Response Equation 
The figures introduced in this section use Equation 4 to show the effects of the five factors and their 
interactions on the percent of Hg0 oxidation.  Since the percent of Hg0 oxidation may be altered by 
changing the gas flow rate or catalyst mass present during reaction, the level of Hg0 oxidation shown here 
may also be interpreted as relative catalyst activity.  Equation 4 may be used to calculate a predicted 
percent of Hg0 oxidation given a set of conditions within the range studied. 
 
Figure 2 shows the effects of Cu wt% and SO2 concentration on Hg0 oxidation by CuCl2 catalysts on 
TiO2-Al2O3 and Al2O3 substrates.  The TiO2-Al2O3 substrate provides a more active catalyst at higher SO2 
levels and a lower Cu wt% loading on the surface, with respect to the Al2O3 substrate.  To achieve equal 
levels of Hg0 oxidation (or catalyst activity) at 1000 ppm SO2, the CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst needs ~5 
wt% Cu, whereas the CuCl2-Al2O3 catalyst needs ~7 wt% Cu.  These results support Observation 1 from 
the X1X3 interaction, shown in Table 2; Cu wt% has a greater effect on CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3. 
 
TiO2-Al2O3, as compared to Al2O3, is more tolerant of SO2 and makes better use of the copper on its 
surface.  Figure 2 qualitatively shows, through the size of the green (more active) and blue (less active) 
areas, that CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 is more active over the range of Cu wt% loadings and SO2 concentrations 
observed here.   
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Figure 2.  Catalyst activity as a function of Cu wt% and SO2 concentration. 



 
Figure 3 shows the effects of temperature and SO2 concentration on Hg0 oxidation by CuCl2 catalysts 
with TiO2-Al2O3 and Al2O3 substrates.  CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 is more tolerant of SO2 than CuCl2-Al2O3; this 
was also shown in Figure 2.  At 150ºC and 1000 ppm SO2 CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 achieves 48% Hg0 
oxidation, whereas CuCl2-Al2O3 achieves only 35% Hg0 oxidation.     
 
The steeper slope in Figure 3a indicates that CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 is less sensitive to temperature than 
CuCl2-Al2O3.  This agrees with Observation 1 from the X1X4 interaction, shown in Table 2.  At 1000 ppm 
SO2, a temperature change from 130ºC to 170ºC decreases the Hg0 oxidation from CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 by 
6%, compared to a decrease of 13% for CuCl2-Al2O3 in the same conditions.   
 
Each section in Figures 3a and 3b broadens as temperature increases.  This indicates that SO2 levels have 
a larger effect at higher temperature, supporting Observation 2 from the X2X4 interaction (shown in   
Table 2).  As temperature increases, the rate of metal sulfate formation on the catalyst surface increases, 
thereby decreasing catalyst activity.  Metal sulfate species are a product of the reaction between gas-phase 
SO2 and active sites on the catalyst surface. 
 

  
Figure 3.  Catalyst activity as a function of temperature and SO2 concentration. 

 
Figure 4 shows the effects of Cu wt% and temperature on Hg0 oxidation by CuCl2 catalysts with TiO2-
Al2O3 and Al2O3 substrates.  This figure supports the conclusion made from Figure 2; the TiO2-Al2O3 
substrate uses the copper on its surface more effectively than the Al2O3 substrate.  To achieve equal levels 
of catalytic activity across the temperature range shown here, the CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst needs ~4 
wt% Cu, whereas the CuCl2-Al2O3 catalyst needs ~7 wt% Cu.   
 
For both TiO2-Al2O3 and Al2O3 substrates, the areas representing a given range of Hg0 oxidation become 
broader as temperature increases, indicating that Cu wt% has a larger effect at lower temperatures.  This 
agrees with Observation 2 from the X3X4 interaction, shown in Table 2.   
 
Figure 4 shows that increasing temperature has a positive effect on CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 and a negative 
effect on CuCl2-Al2O3.  This is demonstrated by a negative slope in Figure 4a and a positive slope in 
Figure 4b.  More experiments are needed to explain the opposing effect of temperature on these catalysts.  
 



  
Figure 4.  Catalyst activity as a function of Cu wt% and temperature. 

 
Figure 5 shows the effects of Cu wt% and HCl concentration on Hg0 oxidation by CuCl2 catalysts with 
TiO2-Al2O3 and Al2O3 substrates.  This figure supports conclusions drawn from Figures 2 and 4; the TiO2-
Al2O3 substrate uses the copper on its surface more effectively than the Al2O3 substrate.  To achieve equal 
levels of Hg0 oxidation at 10 ppm HCl, the CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst needs ~5 wt% Cu where the 
CuCl2-Al2O3 catalyst needs ~7 wt% Cu.   
 
The sections representing a certain level of Hg0 oxidation in Figure 5b have a steeper slope than those in 
Figure 5a.  The difference in slope indicates that the HCl concentration has a larger effect on CuCl2-Al2O3 
than CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3; this agrees with Observation 1 from the X1X5 interaction (shown in Table 2).  At 
low HCl levels, CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalysts are more active for a given Cu wt% loading on the surface.  
As HCl level increases, the activity of CuCl2-Al2O3 catalysts increases more than the activity of CuCl2-
TiO2-Al2O3 catalysts.  Apparently, CuCl2-Al2O3 makes better use of gas-phase HCl in Hg0 oxidation 
reactions and CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 is more capable of maintaining activity in its absence. 
 

  
Figure 5.  Catalyst activity as a function of Cu wt% and HCl concentration. 

 
Figure 6 shows the effects of temperature and HCl concentration on Hg0 oxidation by CuCl2 catalysts 
with TiO2-Al2O3 and Al2O3 substrates.  The sections representing a range of Hg0 oxidation in Figure 6a 
are larger than the corresponding sections in Figure 6b.  This indicates that HCl concentration has a 
greater effect on CuCl2-Al2O3.  The same conclusion was drawn from Figure 5 and Observation 1 from 
the X1X5 interaction (shown in Table 2).  CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 maintains moderate activity as temperature 
and HCl concentration change, whereas CuCl2-Al2O3 is capable of a higher activity under a narrow set of 
conditions (low temperature, high HCl concentration). 
 



Each section in Figures 6a and 6b representing a certain level of catalytic activity broadens as temperature 
increases.  This indicates that HCl levels have a larger effect at lower temperature, supporting 
Observation 2 from the X4X5 interaction (shown in Table 2). 
 

  
Figure 6.  Catalyst activity as a function of temperature and HCl concentration. 

 
Effect of SCR Catalyst on Mercury Oxidation  
Figure 7 shows the results of experiments comparing the Hg0 oxidation activity of an SCR catalyst 
(1%V2O5-9%WO3/TiO2) to CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 and CuCl2-Al2O3 (both 9 wt% Cu).  The variable 
conditions for this experiment are described in Figure 7 and the constant conditions were: 5 L/min gas 
flow rate, 5 wt% O2, 14 wt% CO2, 7 wt% H2O, 2000 ppm SO2, 0.2 g catalyst, and 9.8 g SiO2. 
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Figure 7.  Comparison of Hg0 oxidation using a CuCl2 catalyst and a typical SCR catalyst.  Constant conditions 

include a 5 L/min gas flow rate, 5 wt% O2, 14 wt% CO2, 7 wt% H2O, 2000 ppm SO2, 0.2 g catalyst, and 
9.8 g SiO2. 



The SCR catalyst employed in the absence of gas-phase HCl only provided 3% Hg0 oxidation; the CuCl2-
TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst used under the same conditions yielded 28% Hg0 oxidation.  At similar conditions 
(175ºC, 2000 ppm SO2, 0 ppm HCl) the CuCl2-Al2O3 catalyst provided 12-15% Hg0 oxidation.   
 
The SCR catalyst provided 10% Hg0 oxidation in the presence of gas-phase HCl at both 125ºC and 175ºC.  
Under the same gas composition, the CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst provided 41% Hg0 oxidation at 175ºC 
and the CuCl2-Al2O3 catalyst provided 62% Hg0 oxidation at 125ºC. 
  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Both CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 and CuCl2-Al2O3 are effective catalysts for Hg0 oxidation over the range of 
conditions studied.  The catalysts provide negligible activity only when the following occur 
simultaneously: 0.25 wt% Cu on the catalyst surface, 2000 ppm SO2, and 0 ppm HCl.   
 
Compared to CuCl2-Al2O3, the CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 catalyst is more tolerant of SO2 and makes better use of 
the copper on its surface.  The SO2 level had a larger effect on catalyst activity at higher temperatures.  In 
the presence of SO2, catalyst activity decreases, due to metal sulfate formation on the catalyst surface; the 
rate of this process increases with temperature.      
 
For both substrates, HCl concentration and Cu wt% have a larger effect at lower temperatures.  CuCl2-
TiO2-Al2O3 maintains moderate activity as temperature and HCl concentration change.  CuCl2-Al2O3 
makes better use of gas-phase HCl, whereas CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 is more capable of maintaining activity in 
its absence.  CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 is less sensitive to temperature than CuCl2-Al2O3.  Under a narrow set of 
conditions (low temperature, high HCl concentration), CuCl2-Al2O3 is more active than CuCl2-TiO2-
Al2O3.  
 
CuCl2-TiO2-Al2O3 and CuCl2-Al2O3 with 9 wt% Cu on the catalyst surface outperformed a typical SCR 
catalyst in the presence and absence of gas-phase HCl.  Temperature changes between 125-175ºC did not 
affect this result significantly. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Mercury emissions from coal fired power plants need to be reduced due to the toxicity of mercury and 
therefore its potential impact on the environment and human beings. Thereby, the use of existing air 
pollution control devises is the most cost effective way. Besides SCR-DeNOx and FGD plants, fly ash 
can influence the mercury speciation along the flue gas path. Here, the fly ash constituents play an 
important role. It is known, that different fly ash constituents can have different impacts on the 
behaviour of mercury. This means that fly ash constituents are potentially able to increase as well as 
to decrease the mercury separation efficiency of existing air pollution control devices.   
 
For a better understanding of the behaviour of mercury along the flue gas path in coal fired power 
plants, comprehensive investigations concerning the effects of fly ash constituents are carried out. 
Therefore, the influence of SiO2, Fe2O3, Al2O3, TiO2, CaO and MgO on mercury speciation depending 
on flue gas temperature, HCl and SO2 content in the flue gas have been investigated. The results 
reported in this paper show a general difference between CaO, MgO and TiO2 on the one hand side 
and Fe2O3, Al2O3 and SiO2 on the other hand side. Generally, there is no influence of Fe2O3, Al2O3 
and SiO2 on mercury speciation. However, CaO, MgO and TiO2 are adsorbing ionic mercury and they 
are promoting a reduction of ionic to elemental mercury. However, the tests do not show any 
influence of the investigated metal oxides on elemental mercury behaviour. 
 
KEY WORDS: Mercury, Speciation, Oxidation, Sorption, Fly Ash Constituents 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Being a fuel constituent, mercury is fed to the combustion process of a coal fired boiler, from where it 
can be emitted into the environment. In comparison to other trace elements mercury is highly volatile 
and due to that most difficult to control and most likely to be emitted at the stack. To reduce mercury 
emissions at the stack it is possible to install additional flue gas cleaning technologies like sorbent or 
oxidising agent injection systems. This first option causes additional investment as well as operating 
costs. Previous investigations showed that already available air pollution control devices (APCD) for 
NOx, dust and SOx control can have a positive effect on mercury emissions [6], [3]. This second 
option causes no additional costs. However, in order to reach a reliable mercury removal, detailed 
knowledge on its behaviour in APCDs is necessary. SCR-DeNOx catalysts and FGD systems can 
have a positive effect on the removal of mercury as discussed in [4] and [7]. In [1] it was shown that 
fly ash is potentially able to adsorb mercury but it can also influence its speciation. In order to 
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increase the knowledge on the influence of different fly ash compositions on mercury behaviour in 
power plants and especially on mercury removal in ESPs, the fly ash constituents MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, 
CaO, TiO2 and Fe2O3 are investigated in lab-scale tests. 

EXPERIMENTAL  

Test set-up 
To study the influence of powdery metal oxides on the behaviour of mercury a laboratory set-up is 
used which is introduced and discussed in more detail in [11]. It consists of three parts, a synthetic 
flue gas generation unit, a reaction chamber and an analysis and speciation unit, like it is shown in 
Figure 1. Model flue gases are generated with the synthetic flue gas generation unit, consisting of two 
HOVACAL evaporation units and a mixing chamber. The resulting flue gas flows through the 
temperature controlled reaction chamber where the metal oxide sample is placed, and is finally 
sucked through the continuous mercury monitor1 (CMM). Excess flue gas that is not sucked through 
the analyser leaves the mixing chamber at a by-pass valve.  
 

evaporator 1

evaporator 2

mixing chamber

MFC

MFC

CMM

N2 / air

Hg, HCl, H2O

     metal oxide 
        powder 
  on glass wool

DOWEX

 reaction
chamber

SnCl2

gas / liquid

SO2, HCl, H2O
 mercury analyser 
and speciation unitsynthetic gas generation unit

 
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the test set-up 

 

Test Settings 
The metal oxides MgO, CaO, TiO2, Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3 are selected for a detailed, isolated 
investigation of their influence on mercury at different test conditions. Tests with different gas 
compositions are carried out at temperatures between 150 and 350°C. Approximately 100mg of the 
powdery MeO, given in Table 1 are finely dispersed on glass wool, introduced in a glass tube and 
finally fixed in the heated reaction chamber. For the experiments only new and pure powdery MeOs 
are used for each test run. 
 
During the tests synthetic flue gas is passed through the reaction chamber for up to 30 minutes and 
mercury is measured downstream the test sample. This procedure is done twice for each test. First, 
the total mercury concentration is measured and then a glass tube filled with DOWEX® is inserted 
between the reaction chamber and the mercury analyser. DOWEX® adsorbs selectively the chloride 

                                                 
1 SEMTECH Hg 2010, manufacturer: Semtech AB, Lund, Sweden 



form of gaseous mercury HgCl2(g), as described in [2]. Thus only elemental mercury is detected by 
the CMM in the second run. 
 
Table 1: Fly ash constituents investigated 

Substance Quality Particle size  
MgO 99,99 % Powder 
Al2O3 99.8 % Powder; 10 micron 
SiO2 99.9 % Powder 
CaO 99.95 % Powder 
TiO2 99.5 % (rutile) Powder; 45 micron 
Fe2O3 99,9 % Powder 

 
In order to investigate the impact of the flue gas components HCl and SO2 on mercury behaviour as 
well as the differences between elemental and ionic mercury six different gas compositions that are 
displayed in Table 1 are generated. 
 
Table 2: Synthetic flue gas compositions 

 O2  
[Vol-%] 

H2O  
[Vol-%] 

HCl  
[mg/m3] 

SO2  
[ppm] N2

Hg(g)  
[µg/m3] 

HgCl2/Hg 
[%] 

Gas 1 10.5 9.4 200 0 balance 30 > 95 
Gas 2 10.5 9.4 100 0 balance 30 > 95 
Gas 3 10.5 11.1 100 12.5 balance 30 > 95 
Gas 4 10.5 9.4 10 0 balance 30 > 95 
Gas 5 10.5 8.9 100 0 balance 30 0-5 
Gas 6 10.5 9.4 10 0 balance 30 0-5 

 
 
For each test settings characteristic mercury concentrations are measured. An example showing the 
basic test results for CaO and gas 1 at a reactor temperature of 150°C is given in Figure 2. The graph 
shows two curves. One displays the total mercury concentration over time after start of dosing and 
the other shows the elemental mercury concentration. The difference between Hg(g) and Hg0(g) 
accounts for the HgCl2(g) concentration. The distinction between the Hg(g) curve and the total 
mercury input concentration (30µg/m³) displays the adsorbed mercury share.  
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Figure 2: Mercury speciation downstream the reaction chamber – example CaO, gas 1, 150°C 



At the example given in Figure 2, Hg(g) starts to increase right after the start of dosing and reaches 
the input concentration asymptotically after about 1500 seconds. The elemental mercury 
concentration starts to increase similar to Hg(g), reaches its maximum at about 12 µg/m³ before it 
starts to level off towards its input concentration. This means, that CaO adsorbs mercury and it 
causes a conversion of HgCl2(g) to Hg0(g) for a certain period of time. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Conversion of Ionic to Elemental Mercury 
To be able to compare the results of the tests with the different fly ash constituents at various test 
settings, a conversion rate (CR) is calculated. The conversion rate is a characteristic value that 
indicates the amount of HgCl2(g) that is converted to Hg0(g) in presence of the investigated MeO. 
Here the time period between 100 seconds and 350 seconds after start of the flue gas dosing is 
considered. This time period is chosen due to the fact that the most characteristic differences 
between the various tests occur here. With this value the results of the experimental investigations 
can be compared in terms of the influence of the specific MeO on the conversion of ionic to elemental 
mercury. 
 
The conversion rate is calculated according to Equation 1 and averaged over the relevant time 
period. The difference between the elemental mercury concentration with and without MeO 
represents the share of Hg0(g) that is formed in presence of MeO. The initial HgCl2(g) concentration 
without MeO is the difference between the gaseous total mercury concentration Hg(g) and the 
elemental mercury concentration Hg0(g). 
 

[ ]%
cHgcHg

cHgcHg
CR

withoutwithout

withoutwith 100
0

00
⋅

−

−
=  Equation 1 

 
 
Where: 
cHg0

with = Hg0(g) concentration with MeO 
cHg0

without = Hg0(g) concentration without MeO 
cHgwithout = Hg(g) concentration without MeO 
 
Figure 3 shows the results of the conversion rate calculations according to Equation 1 for the gases 
that are high in ionic mercury. It illustrates the conversion rates of the six different metal oxides as a 
function of temperature. Generally, it can be seen, that there is a difference between the three graphs 
on the left side and the graphs on the right side.  
 
From Figure 3 it can be concluded, that in presence of MgO, CaO and TiO2, depending on the 
temperature, HgCl2(g) is converted to Hg0(g). On average CaO shows the highest conversion rates, 
while an increase in the reaction chamber temperature results in higher conversion rates. This 
tendency is also seen for MgO, while the average CR is slightly lower. For TiO2 the same tendency is 
visible however, the average conversion rates are the lowest. Depending on the metal oxide and also 
on the flue gas composition the highest conversion rates are reached at 300°C or 350°C. 
 
During the tests with MgO and gas 1 the highest conversion rate is determined at 300°C. With gas 2, 
which contains a lower share of HCl and gas 3 which contains SO2, the conversion rates are higher at 
350°C than at 300°C. In presence of CaO no significant difference is visible for the different gases 
containing different HCl and SO2 concentrations. This means the most important factor influencing the 



CaO driven mercury conversion rate is the temperature. The conversion rate is lowest at 150°C with 
CR ≈ 40% and highest at 350°C with CR > 80%. 
 
Figure 3 suggests also, that in presence of Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3 HgCl2(g) is not converted to Hg0(g). 
Furthermore, it can be seen, that the flue gas composition does not show any significant influences. 
However, for gas 1, containing the higher HCl concentration a high conversion rate is visible at 150°C 
in the presence of Al2O3 and SiO2. 
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Figure 3: Conversion rate of HgCl2(g) to Hg0(g) in presence of different fly ash constituents 



Oxidation of Elemental Mercury 
Tests with gases 5 and 6 are done in order to investigate the oxidation of Hg0(g) in presence of 
different MeOs. The mercury species distribution is evaluated downstream the reaction chamber and 
the results are displayed in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Mercury oxidation in presence of different fly ash constituents 

 
It can be seen, that no oxidation can be determined for MgO, CaO and TiO2 which is in good 
agreement with the findings of the previous chapter where those metal oxides are found to support a 
conversion of HgCl2(g) to Hg0(g). Furthermore, no oxidation occurs in presence of Al2O3, Fe2O3 and 



SiO2. Figure 4 shows that there is also no influence of temperature, no matter which gas composition 
is passed through the reaction chamber. 
 

Sorption of Mercury 
To quantify the sorption of mercury to MeO particles, the sorption rate (SR) is calculated according to 
Equation 2. The SR is the ratio between the Hg(g) concentration adsorbed to MeO and the mercury 
input concentration. The sorption rate is calculated for each measurement point and averaged over 
the time period between 100 seconds and 350 seconds after start of flue gas dosing. 
 

[ ]%100⋅
−

=
without

withwithout

cHg
cHgcHg

SR  Equation 2 
 

 
Where: 
cHgwith   = Hg(g) concentration with MeO 
cHgwithout = Hg(g) concentration without MeO 
 
Figure 5 illustrates the sorption rates of the tested fly ash constituents for the tests with ionic mercury 
as a function of different reaction chamber temperatures, as well as different HCl and SO2 
concentrations. As for the conversion rate, also for the sorption rate a general difference between the 
graphs in the left column (MgO, CaO and TiO2) and the graphs in the right column (Al2O3, SiO2 and 
Fe2O3) is visible. 
 
MgO, CaO and TiO2 are adsorbing mercury. The sorption rate generally increases with decreasing 
reaction chamber temperature. For MgO the highest sorption rate of about 80% is reached at 200°C. 
This means that the sorption rate for MgO is very low at high temperatures, reaches its highest value 
at 200°C and is only 40 – 60 % at 150°C. Comparing gas 1 containing 200 mg/m³ HCl with gas 2 that 
contains 100 mg/m³, no clear influence of the HCl content is visible. Besides that it can be seen, that 
the SO2 in the gas increases the mercury sorption at low temperature slightly. 
 
For CaO the sorption rate is well below 20% at temperatures above 300°C. At lower temperatures the 
sorption rate increases to about 35% at 200°C and 30 – 80% at 150°C. Different HCl contents do not 
show a clear influence or tendency. For gases 1 to 3 the temperature is the most important factor and 
the highest sorption rate is observed at 150°C. Similar to MgO, SO2 increases also in case of CaO 
the sorption rate at low temperatures. 
 
TiO2 shows the lowest sorption rates of the metal oxides displayed on the left hand side of Figure 5. 
While for gas 2 and 3 no sorption is seen only in case of gas 1 mercury is adsorbed to TiO2. Looking 
at the influence of temperature, it can be concluded, that temperature does not significantly influence 
mercury sorption to TiO2. 
 
Figure 5 furthermore shows, that no mercury is adsorbed by Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3. This is neither 
influenced by the flue gas composition nor by the reaction chamber temperature. The sorption rates 
are in all cases close to or below 20%. Those rates are comparable to the values gained at blank 
tests. 
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Figure 5: Sorption rate of Hg(g) to fly ash constituents – ionic mercury tests 

 
The same sorption tests as for the ionic mercury rich gases are done for gases 5 and 6 which are 
high in elemental mercury. However, it is necessary to consider, that during the tests with low ionic 
shares the gas is passed through a reduction unit. This causes a decelerated response of the 
mercury concentration. This means the graphs displayed in Figure 5 can not be directly compared to 
the diagrams shown in Figure 6. 



 
 

Figure 6 displays the sorption rate as a function of different temperatures for different metal oxides. 
The sorption rate is comparable to the blank tests for all metal oxides at all temperatures and HCl 
concentrations. This means, that there is no sorption of elemental mercury visible. Furthermore, no 
influence of temperature or HCl is seen.  
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Figure 6: Sorption of Hg(g) to fly ash constituents – elemental mercury tests 
 
 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The tests investigating the influence of fly ash constituents on mercury sorption and speciation show, 
that there is a general difference between the metal oxides CaO, MgO and TiO2 on the one hand side 
and Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3 on the other hand side.  
 
Conversion 
As previously reported in [1] and [11], the tests show that ionic mercury is converted to elemental 
mercury in presence of CaO. The results presented here show furthermore that higher HCl 
concentrations as well as SO2 in the synthetic gas do not significantly influence the conversion rate in 
presence of CaO. Whereas it needs to be noted, that the SO2 concentration is rather low and 
additional experiments with higher SO2 concentrations are required. 
 
Similar to the findings for CaO, ionic mercury is also converted to elemental mercury in presence of 
MgO. Even though the average conversion rate in presence of MgO is about 40% points lower than in 
presence of CaO, the conversion rate increases with increasing temperature. Tests with different HCl 
and SO2 concentrations show no significant influence on mercury speciation in presence of MgO.  
 
Comparable to the results for CaO and MgO but again at a lower level, the conversion rate in 
presence of TiO2 increases from 0% at 150°C to 40% at 300°C, but decreases to 15% at 350°C when 
the gas contains no SO2. When SO2 is added to the gas the conversion rate increases from 0% at 
150°C and 200°C to 20% at 350°C. This means that even at low concentrations, SO2 reduces the 
reducing influence of TiO2.  
 
For the other fly ash constituents Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3 tested, no tendency of promoting a 
conversion of HgCl2(g) to Hg0(g) is seen. 
 
Oxidation 
Literature data show an enhanced mercury oxidation promoted by fly ash. Furthermore, it is stated 
[8], that Al2O3 can promote the oxidation of mercury under laboratory-scale conditions. The 
experimental investigations presented here give approximately the same results for all tested fly ash 
constituents. However, the tests do not show any oxidation promoting influence, neither for CaO, 
MgO and TiO2 nor for Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3. Comparing the iron oxide results to other literature data 
given in [9] they are in good agreement since no real oxidising influence of iron oxides was found by 
Galbreath et al. during bench-scale experiments.  
 
Sorption 
The tests show a general difference between elemental and ionic mercury. Hg0(g) does not adsorb on 
any fly ash constituents under any flue gas conditions. In case of HgCl2(g) sorption is also not seen in 
presence of Al2O3, SiO2 and Fe2O3. In presence of CaO and MgO, HgCl2(g) sorption is strongly 
depending on the temperature. At high temperatures low and at low temperature high sorption rates 
are seen. In [10] it is assumed based on findings from 42 full-scale measurement campaigns that 
besides the UBC and other parameters the CaO in the fuels play a major role. There the increased 
HgCl2(g) sorption to fly ash is linked to the calcium concentrations in the fuels while it is assumed that 
elemental mercury is not adsorbed. This means, that the results of the lab-scale experiments 
corroborate the findings from full-scale campaigns, but give a more fundamental understanding. 
 
Mechanisms in the fixed bed reactor 
From the results gained for mercury reduction, oxidation and sorption the following mechanisms are 
proposed. Elemental mercury is not oxidised, does not adsorb on active sites and passes the pipe 
with the fly ash constituents unaffectedly. For ionic mercury there are three basic paths likely. The 
first possible way is that HgCl2(g) passes the reaction chamber unaffectedly. The second option is, 



that HgCl2(g) adsorbs on active calcium or magnesium sites, is therefore trapped in the fixed bed and 
does not leave the reaction chamber. This path is possible until all active sites are occupied. The third 
option is, a heterogeneous reaction of CaO or MgO with HgCl2(g) so that HgCl2(g) is reduced and 
leaves the reaction chamber as  Hg0(g). This reaction is only taking place at the beginning of the tests 
as seen in Figure 2. With an increased number of active sites occupied, less reduction is seen. When 
all active sites are occupied, no reduction takes place anymore and the outlet concentration of Hg(g) 
as well as the speciation reaches the same conditions as at the inlet. 
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ABSTRACT 
DOE, EPRI, and a number of electric power producers and other industry partners have been 
funding full-scale evaluations of the commercial feasibility of activated carbon injection for 
mercury control.  Activated carbon injection provides a cost-effective technique to reduce 
mercury emissions for many configurations.  An overview of test results from the past six years 
will be presented in this paper, including the range of expected control levels for different 
configurations and balance-of-plant issues. 

INTRODUCTION 
DOE, EPRI, and a number of electric power producers and other industry partners have been 
funding full-scale evaluations to determine the commercial feasibility of activated carbon 
injection for mercury control at existing coal-fired generation plants and potentially a significant 
portion of new plants.  This paper provides an overview of general observations supported by 
examples from available results. 

The performance of powdered activated carbon (PAC) is influenced by the flue gas characteris-
tics.  These are determined by factors such as the coal type, air pollution control configuration, 
and additions to the flue gas including SO3 for flue gas conditioning.  Laboratory studies 
conducted by URS Group, UNDEERC, and others over the past 15 years indicate that HCl and 
sulfur species (SO2 and SO3) in the flue gas can significantly impact the adsorption capacity of 
fly ash and activated carbon for mercury.1,2  In general, results from these laboratory studies 
suggest: 

• HCl and H2SO4 accumulate on the surface of carbon. 

• HCl increases the mercury removal effectiveness of activated carbon and fly ash for 
mercury, particularly as the flue gas HCl concentration increases from 1 ppm to nominally 
10 ppm.  The relative enhancement in mercury removal performance is not as great above 
10 ppm HCl.  Other strong Brønsted acids such as the hydrogen halides HCl, HBr, or HI 
should have a similar effect.  Halogens such as Cl2 and Br2 should also be effective at 
enhancing mercury removal effectiveness, but this may be a result of the halogens reacting 



directly with mercury rather than the halides promoting the effectiveness of the activated 
carbon. 

• SO2 and SO3 reduce the equilibrium capacity of activated carbon and fly ash for mercury.  
Activated carbon catalyzes SO2 to H2SO4 in flue gas.  Because the concentration of SO2 is 
much higher than mercury in flue gas, the overall adsorption capacity of mercury is likely 
dependant on the SO2 and SO3 concentrations in the gas as these form H2SO4 on the 
surface of the carbon. 

An overview of PAC injection results from full-scale testing various control configurations is 
presented in the following sections.  These results confirm that halogen, halides, and SOx 
concentrations are the primary determining factor when comparing the mercury control 
effectiveness of PAC for specific categories of air pollution control types.   

Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs) 
In 2001, sorbent-based mercury control technology was first applied to full-scale plants burning 
Powder River Basin (PRB) coals.  In general, these early results suggested that mercury removal 
for PRB units configured with ESPs was limited to roughly 70% while using standard PAC.3,4,5  
This limitation likely represented the point where available halides, in this case HCl, had been 
adsorbed by  the injected carbon.  Additional HCl or other halogens were not present to promote 
oxidation and chemisorption of the elemental mercury onto the excess carbon. 

Results from ESP sites firing 100% PRB coal indicate that adding halogens in the form of 
bromine either to the coal or as a treatment chemical to the activated carbon resulted in much 
higher mercury removal than PAC without bromine addition.  An example of results from We 
Energies’ Pleasant Prairie Power Plant, DTE’s St. Clair Station, and Ameren’s Meramec Power 
Plant are shown in Figure 1.  DARCO® Hg-LH is a bromine-treated version of NORIT 
Americas’ DARCO® Hg.  B-PAC is also a bromine-treated PAC and is provided by Sorbent 
Technologies Inc.  An improvement in performance can be seen between the standard and 
brominated carbons, which were tested at Meramec and St. Clair.  Brominated sorbents were not 
yet available in quantities sufficient for full-scale testing when testing was conducted at Pleasant 
Prairie in 2001. 

When halides or halogens were present in sufficient quantities, such as when 100% bituminous 
or a blend of PRB and bituminous coals were fired, no improvement in the performance of 
brominated PAC was noted as compared to PAC alone.  One site, DTE’s Monroe Station, 
typically fires a blend of 60% PRB and 40% eastern bituminous coal.  There was no difference in 
the performance of PAC or bromine-treated PAC at this site.7  Based on EPA M26A tests, the 
HCl concentration at Monroe was 46 to 67 ppm, compared to 0.6 to 0.9 ppm at Meramec. 
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Figure 1.  Comparison of DARCO® Hg and Bromine-Treated PAC, PRB Coals.4,5,6 
 
Full-scale field tests indicate that standard activated carbon is less efficient in high-sulfur 
environments.  Activated carbon injection tests were conducted at the University of Illinois’ 
Abbott Power Plant in Champaign, Illinois, in 2001 and AEP’s Conesville Station in 2006.8,9  
Abbott fires high sulfur (3.8%) bituminous coal with 2500 ppm chlorine.  Conesville fires 3.5 to 
4% sulfur coal with chlorine ranging from 687 to 1140 ppm.  Injection tests were conducted at 
Abbott at two flue gas temperatures, 360ºF and 330ºF, and the results suggest a slight increase in 
the mercury removal performance of DARCO® Hg at the lower temperature.  Injection tests were 
also conducted at the Lausche plant of Ohio University (1000 ppm SO2 and 20 ppm SO3 in flue 
gas).10  Test results from Abbott, Lausche, and Conesville are shown in Figure 2 and indicate 
limited mercury removal performance; less than 50% at injection concentrations up to 
10 lb/MMacf with standard activated carbons, as compared to nominally 70% at the lower-sulfur 
coal site Brayton Point. 
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Figure 2.  PAC Injection Test Results from Multiple Low to High Sulfur Plants.8,9,10,11,12,13,14 
 
Flue gas SO3 concentrations in bituminous coals can be further elevated downstream of an SCR 
for NOx control.  Tests are currently underway at Public Service of New Hampshire’s Merrimack 
Station Unit 2.  Merrimack fires a 1.2% sulfur blend of medium sulfur eastern bituminous and 
Venezuelan coals.  The unit is configured with an SCR for NOx control and two cold-side ESPs 
in series for particulate control.  SO3 concentrations were measured in the range from 12 to 
17 ppm downstream of the SCR.  The mercury removal was limited to less than 22% with PAC 
at injection concentrations up to 8 lbs/MMacf.14  These data are included in Figure 2.  The 
mercury removal could be increased to 65% with injection of Trona upstream of the air pre-
heater (APH) to reduce the SO3 concentration in conjunction with a reduction in the flue gas 
temperature downstream of the air pre-heater. 

Another indication of the impact of SO3 on PAC performance are results from sites introducing 
SO3 as a flue gas conditioning agent to improve particulate collection in their ESPs.  Results 
from full-scale injection testing conducted at Mississippi Power’s Plant Daniel, Ameren’s 
Labadie Power Plant, and Progress Energy’s Lee Station indicated that SO3 used for flue gas 
conditioning had a negative impact on sorbent performance.9,15  These data are presented in 
Figure 3.  However, data from Brayton Point and Pleasant Prairie (P4) suggest little or no impact 
from SO3 injection.  A test was conducted at Ameren’s Labadie Power Plant to further assess the 
impact of SO3 concentration on sorbent performance.  These data, shown in Figure 4, suggest 
that the PAC performance degrades even at the lowest SO3 setpoint of 5 ppm.  As the SO3 
injection rate increases, the PAC performance decreases further.  It is possible that the change in 
SO3 where PAC was introduced at Pleasant Prairie and Brayton Point was very low.  There was a 
long duct run between SO3 injection and PAC injection at Pleasant Prairie and two ESPs in series 
at Brayton Point (SO3 upstream of the first, PAC upstream of the second). 
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Figure 3.  Comparison of PAC Performance With and Without SO3 Injection, DARCO® 
Hg.6,11,15,16 
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Figure 4.  Impact of SO3 on DARCO® Hg-LH Performance at Labadie Power Plant. 
 



An option for plants firing low sulfur coals with ESPs using SO3 injection is introducing PAC 
upstream of the air pre-heater and SO3 injection location.  The performance of DARCO® Hg-LH 
at Labadie (PRB) and DARCO® Hg at Lee and Merrimack (both bituminous) are presented in 
Figure 5.  Lee and Labadie both use SO3 for flue gas conditioning and a significant improvement 
in PAC performance was noted when PAC was introduced upstream of the air pre-heater.  
Merrimack has high SO3 from an upstream SCR and no improvement in PAC performance was 
observed as a result of injecting PAC upstream of the air pre-heater.  Long-term testing of PAC 
injection upstream of the air pre-heater is required to determine if there is an impact on air pre-
heater operation.  No changes in air pre-heater operation have been reported as a result of testing 
to date.14, 16, 17 
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Figure 5.  Sorbent Injection Summary Upstream and Downstream of the APH, Labadie 
Power Plant.14, 16, 17 
 
In general, no balance-of-plant issues including increases in particulate emissions and changes in 
ESP operation have been identified as a result of PAC injection in the duct runs upstream of the 
installed particulate collection devices.  One exception was an increase in the arc rate at low 
boiler load conditions, as compared to baseline arcing, during PAC injection testing at Georgia 
Power’s Plant Yates, Unit 1.12 
 
TOXECON II™ 
A promising option for sites that sell their fly ash as a concrete admixture is TOXECON II™.  
With TOXECON II™, sorbent injection is between the fields of the ESP, generally after the 
first two fields, allowing the untreated ash to be segregated from the treated sorbent/ash 
mixture through the design of the ash handling system.  Thus, if the plant typically sells ESP 
ash for use as a concrete admixture, TOXECON II™ maintains the salability of the majority of 
the ash. 



Results from recent testing at Entergy’s Independence Station indicated that in short-term tests, 
mercury removal up to 90% was achievable with bromine-treated PAC at 5 lb/MMacf.  This is 
consistent with the mercury removal expected when PAC is injected upstream of the ESP.  

Particulate emissions resulting from PAC injection in the TOXECON II™ configuration are 
being closely evaluated because there are fewer collection fields to capture the PAC before it 
exits the stack.  Particulate measurements collected at the outlet of the ESP at Independence 
indicated that PAC injection did not impact particulate emissions.  However, stack opacity and 
ESP outlet particulate spikes associated with PAC injection following fourth field raps were 
observed during testing.18 

Fabric Filters 
No data are available from privately funded full-scale PAC injection tests upstream of a stand-
alone fabric filter (no upstream spray dryer absorber or upstream ESP).  However, results are 
expected to be similar or better than injection into a fabric filter in the TOXECON™ 
configuration (fabric filter downstream of a primary ESP). 

TOXECON™ 
TOXECON™ is a patented process in which a fabric filter system (baghouse) is installed 
downstream of an existing particle control device.  Mercury is controlled by injection of 
activated carbon downstream of the existing ESP, which allows for continued sale and reuse of 
captured fly ash, uncontaminated by activated carbon.  The only operating TOXECON™ 
baghouse is at We Energies’ Presque Isle Power Plant.  Tests were also conducted on COHPAC® 
units at Alabama Power’s Plant Gaston19 and TXU’s Big Brown Steam Electric Station.20  
COHPAC® units operate at higher air-to-cloth ratios than TOXECON™ units because they are 
not designed for the additional particulate loading of the injected sorbents. 

Results from tests conducted at these three sites indicate that PAC can be very effective for 
mercury control in a COHPAC® or TOXECON™ configuration.  Results from Presque Isle 
indicate that mercury removal may degrade from the level shown in Figure 6 if PAC is left on 
the bags.  If the cleaning frequency is too long, mercury may begin to “break through” the PAC, 
resulting in an overall decline in the mercury removal efficiency.  This effect may be enhanced if 
the flue gas temperature is fluctuating (lower observed mercury removal at higher temperatures).  
The temperature effect is not as significant at higher cleaning frequencies.21 

Two significant balance-of-plant issues were discovered during TOXECON™ testing at Presque 
Isle.  The first was that PAC can self-ignite in the hoppers of the baghouse when it is allowed to 
accumulate and when exposed to external heating from hopper heaters.21  This phenomenon is 
now well understood and precautions can be implemented to minimize the potential of this 
happening.  Precautions include frequent evacuation of the hoppers and controlling the 
maximum temperature of the heating elements to less than 300ºF.  The second issue was that, 
when heated, the ash/PAC mixture becomes stickier than ash alone and is harder to remove from 
the hoppers and transport with the ash removal system.  However, equipment designed with this 
in mind can be made to adequately transport the ash/PAC mixture.  These issues and the 
solutions identified to manage them are applicable to both TOXECON™ and TOXECON II™.  
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Figure 6.  Results from TOXECON™ and COHPAC® Demonstrations.19,20,21 
 
Fabric Filter With Upstream Spray Dryer Absorber 
DARCO® Hg-LH was evaluated at Sunflower Electric’s Holcomb Station during a 30-day 
continuous injection period.  Brominated PAC was injected upstream of the SDA.  The average 
removal for the 30-day period at Holcomb was 93%, at an injection concentration of 
1.2 lb/MMacf.  During this test period, mercury emissions at Holcomb averaged 0.8 lb/TBtu.  
Tests were also conducted at Great River Energy’s Stanton Station and Basin Electric’s Antelope 
Valley Station.  Results indicate that bromine-treated carbon or sorbent enhancement additives 
(SEA) introduced onto the coal result in significant improvements over untreated PAC injection.  
These data are summarized on Figure 7.  No balance-of-plant problems, such as increased 
opacity or changes in the SDA or FF operation, were noted at any of the sites as a result of 
activated carbon injection. 
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Figure 7.  Results from SDA + FF Demonstrations.4,22,23 
 
SUMMARY 
Several tests have been conducted since 2001 and data can be summarized fairly succinctly.  
Ranges of demonstrated mercury removal for the configurations included in this paper are shown 
in Table 1 for an injection concentration of 5 lb/MMacf.  The range of mercury removal 
measured for the specific configurations indicates the uncertainty that remains when projecting 
PAC performance.  For some configurations, such as SDA + FF on units firing PRB coal, the 
uncertainty is fairly low and the expected mercury removal is relatively high.  For other sites, 
such as high sulfur bituminous units, the range is also quite low and the performance is expected 
to be very poor.  Continued sorbent development is required for units with either high SO2 or 
SO3 in the flue gas, including additional testing of absorbents for SO3 control co-injected with 
PAC. 
 
Table 1.  Demonstrated Mercury Removal at 2 or 5 lb/MMacf. 

 ESP ESP with SO3* TOXECON™ SDA + FF 
 5 lb/MMacf 5 lb/MMacf 2 lb/MMacf 2 lb/MMacf 

Low Sulfur, VERY Low Cl 
(PRB or ND lignite) B:  78–95 B:  40–91% 70–90% B:  90–95% 

Low Sulfur, > 50 ppm Cl  
(Some TX Lignite) 78–95 40–91% 70–90% B:  90–95% 

LS Bituminous 55–70% 40–91% ND:  70–90% ND:  70–95% 
LS Bituminous with SCR 15–70% NA ND:  50–90% ND:  70–95% 
HS Bituminous < 15% NA NA NA 

NA:  Not applicable or configuration unlikely 
ND:  No data available 
* SO3 from SO3 injection 
B:  Bromine-treated PAC 



Overall, the data confirm that PAC injection is an effective mercury control technology for 
plants firing low sulfur coals and indications are that the balance-of-plant issues identified during 
testing are manageable. 
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ABSTRACT 
Regulations in the US on the control of mercury emissions from industrial and utility boilers have 
spurred an interest in better understanding the behavior of mercury in combustion flue gas.  Pilot- 
and full-scale studies have shown that the addition of halogen compounds such as chlorine and 
bromine to combustion systems influences the chemistry of mercury and its removal in air 
pollution control devices.  The chemistry of mercury and chlorine in combustion systems such as 
incinerators and coal-fired boilers has been probed in many experimental and theoretical studies.  
However, the chemistry of mercury and bromine and of mixed bromine – chlorine species, has 
not been studied in much detail.  REI’s mercury computational workbench has been modified to 
include bromine chemistry.  We have assembled a set of elementary, gas-phase (homogeneous) 
reactions and associated thermochemical parameters as well as heterogeneous reactions involving 
bromine and mercury species.  In this paper, we review recent full-scale data on bromine 
injection in full-scale power plants.  Modeling and experimental results suggest that addition of 
bromine enhances mercury oxidation in flue gas via heterogeneous reactions on fly ash. 

INTRODUCTION 
U.S. EPA has recently put in place limits on mercury emissions from U.S. coal-fired utilities, the 
largest remaining point-source category of emissions not currently regulated with the Clean Air 
Mercury Rule of CAMR (U.S. EPA, 2005a) The recent Clean Air Interstate Rule or CAIR (U.S. 
EPA, 2005b) specifies reductions in NOx and SO2 emissions, that are projected to result in a 40% 
reduction in mercury emissions in the utility sector by 2010, the start of Phase I of the CAMR.  
This mercury reduction is assumed to result from existing technologies, primarily as a co-benefit 
of reducing other pollutants such as NOx, and SO2, in 28 eastern states and the District of 
Columbia.  A similar plan has been introduced in Canada, with emissions caps in 2010 that vary 
from province to province, and the possibility of more stringent reductions by 2018 (Canadian 
Council of Ministers of the Environment, 2005).  Mercury-specific technology will be required in 
the U.S. to achieve 70% reductions in mercury emissions mandated by 2018 under the Clean Air 
Mercury Rule.   

In the last several years, demonstrations of a number of different mercury control technologies 
have been carried out in the U.S. on commercial coal-fired power plants in anticipation of the 
control of mercury emissions from electricity generating plants, as promulgated by CAMR.   
Activated carbon injection is one technology that is considered close to commercial application.  
Wet flue gas desulphurization (FGD) scrubbers are also effective for removing mercury if there is 
sufficient oxidized mercury in the flue gas at the FGD inlet. 

The ability to oxidize elemental mercury or to make activated carbon more effective at removing 
mercury from coal-fired power plants could substantially lower the cost of compliance; thus, a 
better understanding of the role of halogen compounds in the combustion exhaust gas is of great 



 

importance.  The behavior of bromine and chlorine in combustion system appear to be 
significantly different, as least where mercury is concerned.  In this study, the chemistry of 
bromine and chlorine in combustion exhaust gas is studied theoretically, using both equilibrium 
and gas-phase kinetic analytical methods. 

Mercury exists as the elemental form (Hg0) in the high-temperature regions of coal-fired boilers.  
As the flue gas is cooled, a series of complex reactions begin to convert the Hg0 to gaseous 
oxidized forms (Hg2+) and particulate-bound mercury (Hgp). The extent of conversion of Hg0 to 
Hg2+ and Hgp depends on the flue gas composition, the amount and properties of fly ash and the 
flue gas quench rate.   

Laboratory studies show that increasing the chlorine content of combustion exhaust gases results 
in an increase in the amount of mercury in the exhaust gas in an oxidized form (Sliger et al., 
2000; Qiu et al., 2001; Fry et al., 2006).  Utility boiler field-test data show that the chlorine 
content of the coal has some impact on the speciation of mercury at the inlet to the air pollution 
control device(s) (Afonso and Senior, 2001; Kilgroe et al., 2002).  Activated carbon, a sorbent for 
adsorption of mercury from combustion exhaust gas, has also been shown to be more effective for 
capturing mercury, in particular elemental mercury, if chlorine is added to the activated carbon 
(Ghorishi et al., 2002).   

Much has been published on the chemistry of chlorine compounds in industrial combustion 
systems.  Comparatively little has been published about bromine compounds (Ehrhardt et al., 
2002; Vosteen et al., 2006).   

Recently, equilibrium calculations were carried out for typical bituminous and subbituminous flue 
gas compositions (Senior et al., 2007).  The most thermodynamically favorable chlorine 
compound over the range of temperatures expected in a coal-fired boiler was HCl.  For the 
bituminous coal, the equilibrium Cl2 concentration was about 5 percent of total chlorine at 200oC 
(400oF), whereas for the subbituminous coal, the equilibrium Cl2 concentration at this 
temperature was negligible.  The equilibrium calculations showed that Br2 was 
thermodynamically favored at temperatures below about 200oC, which could correspond to 
conditions post-air heater in a coal-fired power plant.  Elemental mercury was stable at 
temperatures above 450-550oC (840-1020oF).   Below this temperature range, HgCl2 was the 
stable mercury-chlorine species.  There was a minor amount of HgO that was thermodynamically 
stable above about 500oC (930oF).  Compared to equilibrium calculations that include only 
chlorine species, the temperature at which Hg2+ species become stable did not change when 
chlorine and bromine were included in the equilibrium calculation.   A new species was predicted 
to be thermodynamically stable:  HgBrCl.  Both HgBrCl and HgBr2 were predicted to be 
thermodynamically stable between 300 and 500oC (570 and 930oF).  At lower temperatures, 
HgCl2 was more thermodynamically stable.  Bromine species were significant in the conversion 
of elemental mercury to oxidized mercury.  However, bromine species were not dominant over 
chlorine species at equilibrium when using typical coal Cl/Br ratios. 

Bromine chemistry in flames has been studied for decades, because of the effect of bromine 
atoms on the free radical chemistry in the flame (Boyd et al., 1974) and the use of brominated 
compounds as fire retardants (Babushok et al., 1996; Reshetnikov and Reshetnikov, 1999).  A 
comprehensive set of kinetic rate constants for Halon chemistry has recently been published by 
NIST (NIST, 2006).   

The addition of bromine compounds to the flue gas in boilers in which activated carbon is 
injected has recently been demonstrated at full scale to be effective at increasing mercury 
oxidation in flue gas (Benson et al., 2006; Richardson et al., 2006) and enhancing the ability of 
activated carbon, when injected into the combustion gas upstream of a particulate control device 
(Sjostrom et al., 2005).  Vosteen has patented a process by which bromine compounds are added 



 

to the fuel or the combustion zone in furnaces (Vosteen et al., 2005), and this process has been 
licensed in the U.S. by ALSTOM under the name of KNXTM additive (Vosteen et al., 2006).   

Recent data on the impact of the addition of halogen-containing salts to coal-fired utility boilers 
serves to underscore the differences between chlorine and bromine on the mercury speciation in 
flue gas.  Table 1 summarizes the Monticello Unit 3 boiler in which bromine or chlorine salts (as 
CaBr2 or CaCl2) were added to the combustion zone (Benson et al., 2006).   
Table 1.  Monticello Unit 3 description (Benson et al., 2006). 

Table 2 summarizes the reported 
coal concentrations and calculated 
flue gas compositions at 3% O2.  
Note that the addition of halogen 
is noted in the table as the 
equivalent halogen content in the 
coal; these values were calculated 
from the reported concentrations 
of HCl and HBr, as measured in 
the flue gas by Method 26.  
Chlorine and bromine in the flue 
gas are reported as equivalent 
concentrations of HCl and HBr, 

respectively, recognizing that in the boiler, the halogens will be distributed among various 
species.  Concentrations of SO2 were calculated from the coal sulfur content and combustion 
stoichiometry.  Concentrations of NOx were taken from reported emissions of NOx from EPA’s 
Acid Rain Program database. 

Figure 1 shows the impact of chlorine and bromine addition on the measured speciation at the 
ESP outlet, respectively.  Continuous emission monitors (CEMs) were used to measure 
concentrations of gaseous and total mercury at the air preheater outlet (ESP inlet) and ESP outlet.  
The x-axis is the equivalent coal halogen, either chlorine content or bromine content, depending 
on the test series.  Adding either bromine or chlorine decreased the amount of elemental mercury 
in the flue gas.  Per mass of halogen in coal, bromine had a larger impact on oxidized mercury in 
the flue gas. 

Table 2.  Mercury and halogen concentrations in coal and flue gas (at 3% O2) for halogen 
injection studies at Monticello Unit 3. 

Coal Cl 
(μg/g dry) 

Coal Br 
(μg/g dry) 

Coal Hg 
(μg/g dry) 

HCl, 
ppmv  

HBr, 
ppmv  

SO2, 
ppmv  

NOx, 
ppmv  

Hg, 
ppbv  

Cl/Br 
Ratio 

Baseline:                  
19 1 0.158 1.45 0.03 743 135 2.19 41.70 
72 1 0.233 5.61 0.03 743 139 3.23 161.15 
72 1 0.170 5.61 0.03 743 133 2.36 161.15 
72 1 0.222 5.61 0.03 743 132 3.08 161.15 

Chlorine Injection:              
587 1 0.175 46.09 0.03 742 135 2.57 1322.98 
388 1 0.233 30.46 0.03 742 135 3.23 874.47 
740 1 0.170 58.10 0.03 742 135 2.36 1667.81 

Bromine Injection:             
72 60 0.222 5.61 2.09 742 132 3.08 2.69 
72 127 0.222 5.61 4.42 742 135 3.08 1.27 

Combustion system wall-fired 
MW 840 
In-furnace NOx control OFA 
Flue gas conditioning None 
Particulate control C-ESP 
Sulfur control FGD 
Coal rank 50% PRB-50% TX Lig.

Additive Studies 
Baseline, Cl and Br 

injection 
Baseline Hg Removal (ESP only) 20.5% 
Baseline Hg Removal (FGD only) 23.3% 
Baseline Hg Removal (Total) 31.4% 
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Figure 1.  Percentage of elemental mercury in flue gas at ESP outlet as a function of 

halogen addition (equivalent coal halogen) observed at full-scale boilers. 

Figure 2, the removal of mercury across the ESP, suggests that there was considerable mercury 
removal across the ESP.  Addition of bromine appeared to have a greater impact on mercury 
removal across the ESP.  Both bromine and chlorine addition increased the amount of oxidized 
mercury at the ESP inlet, which has implications for mercury removal by wet scrubbers. 
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Figure 2.  Mercury removal across ESP as a function of halogen addition (equivalent coal 
halogen) observed at full-scale boilers. 

 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
The homogenous kinetic model for coal combustion flue gas includes 468 reactions involving 
127 species.  Mechanisms are included for hydrocarbon chemistry, NOx chemistry, SO2 
chemistry, chlorine chemistry, bromine chemistry, and mercury chemistry.  Chlorine speciation is 
predicted using the mechanism proposed by Roessler and coworkers (Qiu et al., 2001) and 
consists of 29 reactions and 6 species and is dependent on the presence of O, OH and H radicals.  
An additional 9 reactions were added to account for interactions of chlorine and NO.  Bromine 



 

chemistry (71 reactions) as taken from the NIST website for Halon chemistry (NIST, 2006).  
Mercury-halogen kinetic reactions (69 reactions) were developed for this work.  

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
The gas-phase kinetics calculations were carried out at 3% excess oxygen, using different initial 
concentrations of bromine.   Figure 3 gives the time-temperature history used for this calculation, 
which has been derived from the design of full-scale coal-fired power plants.  The initial 
temperature was 1600 K (2420oF), and the final temperature, which would be characteristic of the 
inlet to the particulate control device, was 408 K (274oF).   
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Figure 3.  Typical time-temperature history in boiler. 

For these calculations, initial chlorine concentration was held constant, 70 μg/g Cl in the coal.  
The equivalent bromine in the coal was set to values of 1 μg/g, 60 ug/g, and 125 μg/g.  These 
values were representative of the baseline and bromine injection cases for Monticello Unit 3, 
discussed above.  The initial concentrations of NO and SO3 were set to 400 ppmv and 27 ppmv, 
respectively.  The initial mercury concentration was 9.6 ppbv.   

Figure 4 shows the major chlorine and bromine species as a function of residence time (see 
Figure 3 for reference to temperature).  At temperatures above 408 K (274oF), Br (not shown), 
rather than HBr, dominates gaseous bromine.  At about 500 K (that is, in the air preheater), Br2 
concentration begins to rise as the concentration of Br falls.  After the air preheater, Br2 
concentration approaches that of HBr.  For example, for 125 μg/g Br in the coal, the HBr 
concentration is about 4 ppmv while the Br2 concentration is about 1.2 ppmv, that is, about 30% 
of the initial bromine is found as Br2 at the end of the calculation.  For chlorine species, HCl is far 
more important than Cl or Cl2 over the entire temperature range; less than 5% of the chlorine is 
typically found as Cl2 at conditions typical of the air preheater exit in a coal-fired boiler (Senior et 
al., 2000).   
The kinetic calculations show that bromine species do not achieve equilibrium with a time-
temperature profile typical of a coal-fired power plant.  These kinetic results are consistent with 
the equilibrium calculations in that the majority of the bromine was predicted to be Br2 while a 
very small fraction of the chlorine was predicted to be Cl2 at equilibrium at ~400 K.   

Figure 5 gives the concentrations of HgCl2, HgBr2, and HgBrCl, the main mercury species 
identified in the equilibrium calculation.  The presence of bromine does not affect the 
concentration of HgCl2.  HgBr2 is seen to be the most important gaseous oxidized mercury-
bromine compound.  For the cases considered here, however, addition of bromine did not result in 
a net increase in oxidation of elemental mercury.   In fact, for these conditions, a negligible 
amount of elemental mercury was oxidized (Figure 6). 
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Figure 4.  Results of kinetic calculations for major halogen species. 
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Figure 5.  Concentrations of HgCl2, HgBr2, and HgBrCl as a function of time. 
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Figure 6.  Results of kinetic calculations:  elemental mercury. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Kinetic calculations were carried out using a typical time-temperature history in a coal-fired 
boiler.  Bromine and chlorine species do not come to equilibrium in the kinetic calculations, but 
the results are consistent with the results of the equilibrium calculations:  Br and Br2 (at 
temperatures below 500 K) are the important bromine species, while HCl dominates the chlorine 
species over the entire range of temperatures examined.   Below temperatures of 500 K, HBr and 
Br2 concentrations are predicted to be the same order of magnitude, while Cl2 concentration is 
predicted to be much less than HCl concentration.  HgCl2 concentration was not affected by 
addition of bromine; however, in these calculations negligible conversion of Hg0 to oxidized 
species was predicted.   

Increasing bromine concentration (at constant chlorine) did not increase the amount of 
homogeneous mercury oxidation.  This result is not consistent with the observations of the 
oxidation of mercury in coal-fired power plants when bromine is added to the fuel.  In coal-fired 
power plants, both homogeneous oxidation and heterogeneous oxidation (catalyzed by fly ash) 
will occur.  The present study only accounts for the former pathway.   Current development work 
is aimed at developing models for fly-ash catalyzed mercury oxidation and adsorption in the 
presence of bromine compounds in flue gas. 
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Field Experience with Mercury Measurement
Part 1: Continuous and Semi-Continuous Monitors1
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ABSTRACT

As the world population grows and standard of living increases worldwide, energy use increases. The increase
in energy demand, combined with high natural gas and oil prices results in increased electric energy generation demand
from the coal-fired power plants. This results in increased pollutant emissions, such as NOx, SOx, mercury (Hg), heavy
metals, particulate matter, and other.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has promulgated a Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR)
which includes provisions related to use of mercury (Hg) continuous emission monitoring systems (Hg CEMs) to
measure Hg emissions from coal-fired electric utility steam generating units.

As a result of new regulations, measurement of Hg in combustion flue gas is of critical importance. Hg monitors
(Hg CEMs) and sorbent traps (ST), commercially available in the U.S., were field-tested at a coal-fired power plant, firing
bituminous coals with varying Hg content. The Hg concentration values, measured by the mercury monitors and STs,
were compared to the Reference Methods (RM) developed in the U.S. and European Union (EU). The Ontario Hydro
method (OHM) was used as a reference for all measurements. Test procedures and measurement accuracy of Hg CEMs
relative to the OHM are described in this paper. The results for sorbent traps are presented in Part 2 of this paper.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has promulgated a Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR)
which includes provisions related to use of mercury (Hg) continuous emission monitoring systems (Hg CEMs) to
measure Hg emissions from coal-fired electric utility steam generating units. Among these are the Hg monitoring
additions to 40 CFR Part 75 and a new Appendix B Performance Specification for 40 CFR Part 60 – “Specifications and
Test Procedures for Total Vapor Phase Mercury Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems in Stationary Sources” (PS-
12A). Both of these provisions require a CEM certification process that includes a Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA)
using an approved EPA reference method (RM).

The important issue currently facing U.S. electric utility industry is a short compliance timeline: by January 1,
2009, certified continuous Hg monitors (CEMs) or ST systems need to be installed to monitor Hg emissions from
stationary sources where annual Hg emissions exceed 29 pounds of Hg. Following certification, a certified Hg CEM
should collect 12 months of Hg emissions data. Reporting of data for compliance monitoring would start on January 1,
2010. This gives two years for CEM or ST system installation and certification, and three years until mandatory reporting
for emissions compliance (Figure 1).

1
Prepared for presentation at the 32nd International Technical Conference on Coal Utilization, June 10-15 2007, Clearwater, FL.



Figure 1: Mercury Compliance Timeline

With the support from the U.S. EPA, EPRI, U.S. electrical utility companies, and the Italian Ministry of Economic
Development, The Institute for Environment and Sustainability of the Joint Research Centre, and with great help from
Allegheny Energy, the Lehigh University’s Energy Research Center (ERC) organized a field test in which continuous and
semi-continuous Hg monitors, commercially available in the U.S., and STs, were field-tested. Field testing was
performed in July 2006 by a joint U.S. and EU team at Unit 2 of the Allegheny Energy Armstrong Generating Station,
located northeast of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S. For the first part of the test, the plant was firing locally mined
bituminous coals having high and varying Hg content. For the second part of the test, a low-Hg coal was fired.

The Hg concentrations measured by the Hg CEMs, STs, and EU Reference Method were compared to the Hg
concentrations measured by the OHM. The on-site analysis of collected OHM samples was performed by Western
Kentucky University (WKU) using a mobile chemical analysis laboratory.

Project Objectives

The main objectives of the Armstrong project were the following:

 Field-test Hg CEMs and compare against the reference method (OHM).
 Field-test STs and compare results against the reference method (OHM).
 Field-test the Instrumental Reference Method (IRM).
 Compare RMs for Hg measurement developed by the U.S. and EU.
 Determine whether there is a bias in Hg emissions measured by the U.S. and EU RMs.
 Compare reference and other methods for Hg measurement under the same test conditions.

A total of 72 OHM tests were performed. In addition, 36 samples were obtained by the EU Reference Method.
The total number of ST tests, performed by all test teams, was 186. Based on the number of the performed tests, the
Armstrong field test represents one of the most comprehensive field test efforts in the Hg measurement area conducted
in the U.S. The total number of the OHM, EU, and ST tests performed at Armstrong is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Tests Performed at Armstrong
Test Method Standard Comment No. of Tests

OHM ASTM D6784-02 US Reference Method 72

EU EN-13211 EU Reference Method 36

Sorbent Trap Appendix K New Reference Method 186

TECHNICAL APPROACH

A side-to-side field comparison of the continuous and semi-continuous Hg monitors, and STs to the OHM was
performed at a coal-fired power plant. The continuous Hg monitors were located on the ground level. The flue gas
samples, extracted from the stack and conditioned by the sample extraction probes, were delivered to the Hg analyzers
via 450 ft long heated umbilical lines. A semi-continuous Hg monitor was located at the stack CEM platform, 350 ft above
the ground and utilized a short heated umbilical cord.
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The OHM was used to obtain samples in accordance with ASTM D6784-02 - Standard Test Method for
Elemental, Oxidized Particle-bound, and Total Mercury in Flue Gas Generated from Coal-Fired Stationary Sources. The
OHM testing was performed by the WKU test crew using two paired OHM sampling trains. Two EU computer-controlled
automated isokinetic sampling trains were used to obtain samples in accordance to the EN-1321 method for total Hg
measurement. The samples, collected by the OHM and EU trains, were analyzed on site by using the WKU mobile
chemical analysis laboratory. Sample analysis was performed by the second WKU crew overnight, and results from the
previous test day were available next morning.

During the test, the host unit was participating in frequency control (Area Grid Regulation). Two two-hour
periods of constant load were provided for testing each day: one in the morning and one in the afternoon. This has
limited the number of tests to two per day. Duration of the each test corresponded to the time needed to sample a
required gas volume as specified by the OHM (typically 2 hours). The fly ash and coal samples were collected at least
three times per day to determine Hg concentration and stability in the ash. The coal samples were collected from the
coal mills, while the fly ash samples were collected from the Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) hoppers.

Description of Host Unit and Stack Measurement Location

Armstrong Generating Station consists of two units rated at approximately 190 MW gross, each. The station
receives coal by truck from a number of local mines, and also fires a low-Hg Virginia coal delivered by rail. Two ESPs in
a serial arrangement are used for particulate emissions control. As a result, opacity at the stack is very low, typically in
the 3 percent range. Although Armstrong is typically a base-loaded unit, it participates in the frequency control.

Units 1 and 2 at Armstrong discharge flue gas into the atmosphere through two steel stacks. The stacks are
contained in a common 1,000 ft high concrete liner. Stack diameter is 14.5 ft, which gives average flue gas velocity of
approximately 75 ft/s at full-load. The main CEM platform is located approximately 350 ft above ground level, Figure 2.

Figure 2: Armstrong stack: Location of CEM platforms and arrangement of sampling ports for the OHM and EU trains

As shown in Figure 2 the CEM platform at Armstrong has four elevations. A number of sampling ports are
available at each elevation, which makes Armstrong a perfect test site. The five sampling ports on the main CEM
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platform were used for the Hg CEMs sampling. The three Hg CEMs were located in the shelters at the ground level. The
flue gas samples, extracted and conditioned by the sampling probes, were delivered to the Hg CEMs via 450 ft long
heated umbilical lines. A semi-continuous Hg CEM was located at the main CEM platform close to the sampling probe.
The flue gas sample was delivered to the analyzer via a short heated umbilical cord.

The four stack ports in the cross arrangement, located on the main CEM platform, were used for the two paired
OHM trains and two single EU sampling trains. The port and equipment arrangement is presented in Figure 2. The OHM
sampling trains used Ports 1 and 4, while the EU sampling trains used Ports 2 and 3. The sampling ports were
numbered in a clockwise direction, with a 12 o’clock port being numbered Port 1. Halfway through the test the WKU and
CESI RICERCA teams, operating the OHM and EU sampling trains, switched ports to eliminate possible bias in
measurement that could be caused by spatial stratification in Hg.

Ontario Hydro Method

The OHM was initially developed to support EPA’s information collection request to characterize and inventory
Hg emissions from the nation’s coal-fired power plants. The method was submitted to the American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM) and, following several revisions, was finalized as an ASTM standard test method (ASTM Method
D 6784-02). The OHM has been adopted by U.S. EPA as a RM for total mercury (HgT).

A diagram of the OHM sampling train is presented in Figure 3. Generally, all sampling trains consist of the same
components: a nozzle and probe operated isokinetically for extracting a representative sample from the stack or duct, a
filter to collect particulate matter, and a liquid solution(s) and/or reagent(s) to capture gas-phase Hg. After sampling, the
filter and sorption media are prepared and analyzed for Hg in a laboratory. The solutions from individual impingers are
analyzed separately to determine the distribution of oxidized and elemental Hg within the sampling train. A complex
sample recovery and analytical procedures are needed to obtain accurate results.

Figure 3: Diagram of the OHM sampling train

The precision of the particle-bound (HgP), oxidized (Hg2+), and elemental mercury (Hg0) sampling method data
is influenced by many factors: flue gas concentration, source, procedural and equipment variables. Strict adherence to
the method is necessary to reduce the effect of these variables. To ensure precise results are achieved, it is necessary
that the system be leak-free; all system components accurately calibrated; proper sampling locations selected;



glassware thoroughly cleaned; and prescribed sample recovery, preparation, and analysis procedures followed.
Experimental data support application of OHM to concentrations < 0.1 µg/Nm3. The precision of the OHM when used as
a Reference Method is a critical parameter. The OHM precision data, collected from various reports on pilot-scale and
field measurement of gas-phase Hg by the OHM show the relative standard deviation (RSD) in the 5 to 15 percent
range.

According to EPA Part 75 Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA) criteria, the OHM sampling has to be performed
in paired trains. The paired RM samples are required to be within 10 percent of the relative standard deviation of the
results.

RD = |Ca – Cb|/(Ca + Cb) x 100% < 10% Eqn. 1

The speciated mercury samples were collected from sampling ports located at the main CEM elevation at
Armstrong (Figure 2). Two sets of field blanks and reagent blanks were taken at each location and analyzed for QA/QC
purposes. EPA Method 17 for isokinetic sampling was followed. To maintain isokinetic sampling rate, an operator is
needed to make manual adjustments. Since it takes approximately 2 hours to collect sufficient sample volume, the OHM
is a manpower-intensive and expensive Hg measurement and Reference Method.

EN-13211 Manual Method for Total Mercury

This European standard specifies a manual reference method for determination of the HgT concentration in the
flue gas in power plant stacks. Similar to the U.S. RM, sample flue gas stream is extracted isokinetically from a stack
over a certain period of time with a controlled flow and known volume. Particulate matter in the sampled gas stream is
collected on a filter. The particle-free flue gas stream passes through a series of impingers which contain solution(s) for
collecting gas phase Hg. At the end of sampling period, the filter and impinger solutions are analyzed in a laboratory.

The sampling equipment consists of a heated probe and sampling nozzle made of titanium, filter housing, a
series of impingers, suction unit with gas metering device, and a flow controller. Depending on the type of impingers
used, two different sampling arrangements may be employed: main stream and side stream. In the main stream
arrangement, shown in Figure 4, all sampled flue gas flows through the impingers. In the side stream arrangement only a
part of the flue gas is passed through the impingers. Depending on the arrangement, one or two suction units may be
used.

EN-13211 uses two impingers in a serial arrangement. A third, empty impinger is placed downstream of the
first two to serve as a liquid trap and for the protection of the downstream equipment. The sampling train should be leak
tested before each sampling by sealing and starting the suction unit(s). The low detection limit of EN-13211 is 0.11
g/Nm3 for the average blank concentration of 0.05 g/Nm3 and sampled flue gas volume of 0.05 m3. The repeatability
(precision) of the measurement is ± 30% for Hg concentration in the 4-10 g/Nm3 range. For Hg concentration in the
40-100 g/Nm3 range, repeatability is ± 18%.

In summary, EN-13211 is, in many aspects, similar to the OHM. The main difference is that isokinetic rate is
computer-controlled (no operator is needed), and only two impingers are used, compared to seven. The impingers are
smaller compared to the Smith-Greenburg impingers used by OHM. Also, the required sampling volume is smaller and
sampling time shorter, compared to the OHM. These features make EN-13211 less expensive to use, compared to the
OHM.



Figure 4: A schematic of the EU sampling train: Main stream arrangement

Continuous Mercury Monitors

Continuous monitoring of Hg emissions will be needed for all stationary sources where annual Hg emissions
exceed 29 pounds of Hg. The OHM wet chemistry and dry sorbent trap methods provide good results for total and
speciated Hg measurements; however, these methods cannot provide the real-time data often necessary for
environmental compliance. The Hg CEMs are similar to other combustion system CEMs in that a sample is extracted
from the flue gas stream, conditioned, and sent to a remote analyzer for detection. However, as stated earlier, Hg is
present in three different forms (HgP, Hg2+, and Hg0), which greatly complicates the measurement process.

Hg analyzers can be distinguished by their measurement detection principle. Methods used include: pre-
concentration by gold amalgamation with CVAAS detection, Zeeman modulated CVAAS, pre-concentration, and gold
amalgamation with CVAFS detection. Measurement principles and the other main features of the Hg CEMs tested at
Armstrong are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Measurement Principles and Features of Hg CEMs tested at Armstrong

Manufacturer
Monitor
Location

Sample Extraction Probe Sample Treatment Measurement Principle

A Ground
Inertial, dilution probe.
450 ft heated umbilical line

Thermal conversion at
the ground

CVAF with gold
preconcentration

B Ground
Inertial probe
450 ft umbilical line

Thermal conversion at
the probe

CVAF without gold
preconcentration

C Ground
Inertial, dilution probe
400 ft heated umbilical line

Dry thermal converter
at the ground

CVAF with two gold
traps

D CEM Platform
Probe with heated filter and sample

dilution/ thermal conversion.
Short heated umbilical line

Thermal conversion
performed at the
probe

AA with Zeeman
background correction,
no gold preconcentration



TEST RESULTS

A total of 18 tests were performed over a range of unit loads from 75 to 176 MW. The coal composition data
show that coal properties have changed after Test 10. During the first part of the test (Tests 1 to 10), coal from the local
mines was fired, resulting in high Hg emissions (>20 g/dsm3). A low-Hg Virginia coal, fired during the second part of the
test (Tests 11 to 18), resulted in Hg emissions in the 7-10 g/dsm3 range. This change in coal properties allowed test
data to be collected over a wide range of mercury concentrations, from 7 - 23 g/dsm3. The Virginia coal had much lower
Hg content (less than 50 percent), and lower Cl- content (Figure 5) compared to the local coals. Also, the Cl-/Hg ratio for
the Virginia coal was more than 50 percent higher compared to the local coals.

Figure 9: Mercury and chlorine in as-received coal

OHM Results

The OHM results were analyzed to determine precision of the Reference Method. The HgT concentration values
measured by the paired OHM sampling trains (A and B trains) at Ports 1 and 3 are presented in Figure 6. A change in
HgT emissions after Test 10 due to a change in coal properties is easily discernable. The results show that despite
changes in Hg concentration caused by changes in fuel quality and unit load, the Hg concentration values, measured by
four individual OHM sampling trains located at two sampling ports, were very close to each other. The average value of
the train-to-train relative difference (RD) for Port 1 is 5.7 percent. For Port 3, the average value of RD is 4 percent.

The test data were divided in the two sets: the high-Hg and low-Hg coal sets when calculating test statistics.
The results are summarized in Table 3. The average HgT concentration for the high-Hg coal data set is 17.7 g/wsm3,
standard deviation (S) is 2.9 g/wsm3, Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) is 16.5 percent, 95 percent confidence interval
(CI) is ± 1.1 g/wsm3, and 95% Relative Confidence Interval (RCI) is ± 14.1 percent. For the low-Hg coal data set, the
average HgT concentration is 7.8g/wsm3, S is 1 g/wsm3, RSD is 14.1 percent, CI is ± 0.4g/wsm3, and RCI is ± 5
percent. The RSD and CI values for the high-Hg coal are higher compared to the low-Hg coal due to the large variability
in Hg content in coals delivered from the local mines.
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Figure 6: HgT and RD: Paired OHM Sampling Trains A and B at Ports 1 and 3

A comparison of the RSD values obtained at Armstrong and from OHM tests performed at other units is
presented in Figure 7. For the low-Hg Virginia coal, the RSD value for the Armstrong tests is very close to the OHM
precision for tests performed at other units. For the high-Hg coals, RSD value for the Armstrong tests is higher due to the
variability in coal Hg content.

Figure 7: Precision of the OHM tests

Hg CEMs

The raw gas-phase Hg (Hg+2 and Hg0) concentration values measured by the Hg CEMs were collected at the
end of each test day, corrected to the standard EPA STP conditions, and analyzed. A comparison of the gas-phase Hg
emissions, measured by the four Hg CEMs is presented in Figure 8, for July 12th 2006. Please note a semi-continuous
Hg CEM was running only during the OHM sampling.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the gas-phase Hg concentration measured by Hg CEMs and OHM

Similar comparisons were performed for other test days. The results show that Hg concentration values
measured by four different Hg CEMs compared well, followed the same trends, and were in an excellent agreement with
the OHM results, despite differences in the Hg CEM location, sample conditioning, length of the umbilical line, or Hg
measurement principle. A comparison of the gas-phase Hg concentration values measured by the Hg CEMs and OHM,
presented in Figure 9, shows a very good agreement between both methods. A 45-degree line represents a perfect
correlation. Also, the inter-comparison between different Hg CEMs is very good, especially for the low-Hg coal.

Figure 9: Comparison of the gas-phase Hg concentration measured by Hg CEMs and OHM

A comparison of the absolute differences, expressed in g/wsm3, in gas-phase Hg concentration measured by
the Hg CEMs and OHM is presented in Figure 10. The relative differences, defined as percent difference with respect to
the OHM, are compared in Figure 11. For the high-Hg coal having a variable Hg content, the absolute difference
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between the Hg CEM and OHM results was in the -1.5 to 3.4 g/wsm3 (-8 to 19 percent) range. For the low-Hg coal, the
absolute difference was in the -1.6 to 1.1 g/wsm3 (-20 to 17 percent) range. The Hg CEM by the Manufacturer A
consistently under-predicted Hg concentration, compared to the OHM. The difference between the other Hg CEMs and
OHM varied from the positive to negative values.

Figure 10: Absolute difference in the gas-phase Hg concentration measured by the Hg CEMs and OHM

Figure 11: Relative difference in the gas-phase Hg concentration measured by the Hg CEMs and OHM

The Hg CEM data were also divided in the high-Hg and low-Hg coal sets when calculating test statistics. The
results, summarized in Table 3, show that the average, S, RSD, CI, and RCI values for all Hg CEMs are similar. For the
high-Hg coals, the S, RSD, CI, and RCI values for Armstrong tests are higher compared to the low-Hg coal due to the
variability in Hg content in the high-Hg coal.
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Table 3: Test Statistics – Hg CEMs

Parameter Units High-Hg Coal Low-Hg Coal Test Average

Manufacturer A Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 17.1 17.7 7.0 7.8 11.9 12.4

S g/wsm3 ± 3.0 ± 2.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.1 ± 5.5 ± 5.5

RSD % ± 17.8 ± 16.5 ± 9.5 ± 14.1 ± 46.1 ± 44.2

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 2.8 ± 1.1 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 ± 3.0 ± 1.4

95% RCI % ± 16.4 ± 6.4 ± 7.9 ± 5.0 ± 25.5 ± 11.4

Bias Error % -3.1 -10.4 -4.2

Manufacturer B Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 19.0 17.7 7.6 7.8 13.1 12.4

S g/wsm3 ± 3.2 ± 2.9 ± 0.8 ± 1.1 ± 6.1 ± 5.5

RSD % ± 17.0 ± 16.5 ± 11.2 ± 14.1 ± 46.8 ± 44.2

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 3.0 ± 1.1 ± 0.7 ± 0.4 ± 3.4 ± 1.4

95% RCI % ± 15.8 ± 6.4 ± 9.3 ± 5.0 ± 25.9 ± 11.4

Bias Error % 7.8 -2.3 6.2

Manufacturer C Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 19.5 17.7 8.1 7.8 13.7 12.4

S g/wsm3 ± 3.6 ± 2.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.1 ± 6.2 ± 5.5

RSD % ± 18.6 ± 16.5 ± 8.7 ± 14.1 ± 45.5 ± 44.2

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 3.4 ± 1.1 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 ± 3.4 ± 1.4

95% RCI % ± 17.2 ± 6.4 ± 7.3 ± 5.0 ± 25.2 ± 11.4

Bias Error % 10.5 4.6 10.5

Manufacturer D Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 19.2 17.7 7.0 7.8 13.1 12.4

S g/wsm3 ± 2.9 ± 2.9 ± 1.0 ± 1.1 ± 6.6 ± 5.5

RSD % ± 15.1 ± 16.5 ± 14.1 ± 14.1 ± 50.3 ± 44.2

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 2.7 ± 1.1 ± 0.8 ± 0.4 ± 3.7 ± 1.4

95% RCI % ± 14.0 ± 6.4 ± 11.8 ± 5.0 ± 27.8 ± 11.4

Bias Error % 8.7 -9.4 6.2

The bias error, B, between the Hg CEM and OHM results was calculated as:

B = (HgCEM/HgOHM – 1) x 100% Eqn. 5

For the high-Hg coal B is in the -3.1 to 10.5 percent range, while for the low-Hg coal the value of B is in the -
10.4 to 4.6 percent range. The test average value of B ranges from -4.2 to + 10.5 percent. The values of bias error B
between the Hg CEM and OHM measurements are presented in Figure 12 along with the RSD and RCI values for the
OHM.



Figure 12: Hg CEM bias with respect to OHM

The statistical significance of the bias B was determined before conclusions were made concerning
measurement bias. The RSD, CI, and RCI values were used here as criteria for determining statistical significance. As
shown in Figure 12, the bias errors for all Hg CEMs tested at Armstrong are contained within the ± RSD interval. If the
RSD value were used as a criterion it would be concluded that bias errors between the Hg CEM and OHM
measurements, performed at Armstrong, are not statistically significant. However, if the RCI value were used as a
criterion it would be concluded that bias B error for some Hg CEMs is statistically significant, while for the others is not.

A more rigorous analysis involved comparison of the interval estimates, i.e., the Hgavg ± CI values measured by
the OHM and Hg CEMs. According to this criterion, for the high-Hg coal the bias error for Manufacturers C and D is
statistically significant. For the low-Hg coal, the bias error for Manufacturer D is statistically significant. The results of all
three criteria, summarized in Table 4, show that the ±RCI and interval estimate criteria provide approximately the same
results.

Table 4: Statistical Significance of the Hg CEM vs. OHM Bias – Armstrong Tests
High-Hg Coal Low-Hg Coal

Criterion RSD RCI Hgavg ± CI RSD RCI Hgavg ± CI
Hg CEM % % g/wsm3 % % g/wsm3

Manufacturer A NO NO NO NO YES YES
Manufacturer B NO YES NO NO NO NO
Manufacturer C NO YES YES NO NO NO
Manufacturer D NO YES YES NO YES YES

EN-13211

The HgT concentration was also measured by two EU sampling trains (A and B) located in Ports 2 and 3 on the
main CEM platform at Armstrong. A three-point traverse according to the EPA Equal Area Method (EAM) was used to
obtain a composite Hg sample for every test point. The results, including the individual train readings, stack-average
value, and port-to-port relative difference (RD) are presented in Figure 13. It has to be noted that the RD values,
presented in Figure 13 represent a relative difference between two sampling trains located at two different test ports.
The average value of RD for Tests 3 to 18 is 4.5 percent.
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Figure 13: EN-13211 Results

A comparison of the total Hg concentration values measured by the EN-13211 and OHM, presented in Figure
14, shows a very good agreement in HgT concentrations measured by both methods. The scatter in the HgT

concentration values measured for the low-Hg coal is considerably lower compared to the high-Hg coal.

Figure 14: EN-13211 vs. OHM comparison: wet basis

When calculating test statistics, test data was divided into the high-Hg and low-Hg coal sets. The EN-13211 and
OHM results are summarized and compared in Table 5. Some data points were excluded from the statistical analysis.
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Table 5: EN-13211 vs. OHM Comparison: Test Points 3, 5, and 10 Excluded
High-Hg Coal Low-Hg Coal Test Average

Parameter Units
EN-13211 OHM EN-13211 OHM EN-13211 OHM

Average HgT g/wsm3 18.8 18.3 7.9 7.6 12.8 12.5

Std. Dev. g/wsm3 ± 2.6 ± 1.6 ± 1.5 ± 1.1 ± 5.9 ± 5.5

RSD % ± 13.8 ± 8.5 ± 18.8 ± 14.4 ± 45.9 ± 44.4

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 2.4 ± 0.7 ± 1.0 ± 0.5 ± 2.9 ± 1.7

95% RCI % ± 12.7 ± 4.0 ± 12.6 ± 6.1 ± 22.8 ± 13.4

Bias Error % 2.5 3.8 2.9

The results show the average HgT values measured by the EN-13211 and OHM methods were very close
(within 0.5 g/wsm3) for both the high-Hg and low-Hg coals. The precision of the OHM was better but this can be
attributed to a larger number of samples that were obtained by the OHM compared to EN-13211 (two paired trains vs.
two single trains).

The average bias between the EN-13211 and OHM readings is 2.9 percent. The bias for the high-Hg coal is 2.5
percent while, for the low-Hg coal B is larger, 3.8 percent. The results from Table 5 show that bias B is contained within
the ± RSD and ± RCI intervals of the OHM, meaning that the bias B between EN-13211 and OHM is not statistically
significant.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the support from the U.S. EPA, EPRI, U.S. electrical utility companies, and the Italian Ministry of Economic
Development, The Institute for Environment and Sustainability of the Joint Research Centre, and with great help from
Allegheny Energy, the ERC organized a field test where continuous and semi-continuous Hg CEMs commercially
available in the U.S. and STs were field-tested at Allegheny Energy’s Armstrong Generating Station. A comparison of the
U.S. and EU Reference Methods for Hg was also performed. For the first part of the test, the plant was firing locally
mined bituminous coals having high and varying Hg content. For the second part of the test, a low-Hg coal from Virginia
was fired.

All Hg CEMs tested at Armstrong performed very well, having a similar measurement precision.

Better precision was obtained for the low-Hg coal, compared to the high-Hg coal. This is attributed to a constant Hg
content of the low-Hg coal, and a variable Hg-content of the high-Hg coal.

Precision of the OHM results obtained at Armstrong was comparable to the precision obtained at other sites.

A comparison of the Hg concentration values measured by the Hg CEMs and OHM shows a very good agreement.
The average bias B in Hg concentration measured by the Hg monitors and OHM ranged from -4.2 to + 10.5 percent.

For the low-Hg coal, bias B between the Manufacturers A and D CEM readings and OHM is statistically significant.

For the high-Hg coal, bias B between the Manufacturers C and D CEM readings and OHM is statistically significant.

The average bias between the EN-13211 and OHM readings is 2.9 percent, and is contained within the ± RSD and
± RCI intervals of the OHM. Therefore, bias error B between the EN-13211 and OHM is not statistically significant.

The EN-13211 reference method produced almost identical values compared to the OHM. This means that the Hg
emission rates measured by the Reference Methods in the U.S. and European Union are, from the statistical point of
view, identical and Global trading (if it ever becomes a reality), would be fair and unbiased, as far as the accuracy of
the Hg measurement equipment is concerned.

Based on the results obtained and experience with the reference methods, test equipment, and Hg monitors at
Armstrong, the following recommendations are given for the dry stacks:



OHM is the oldest and most-proven Reference Method. However, it is man-power intensive and, therefore, time-
consuming and expensive to use. Automating the OHM method to allow automatic isokinetic sample collection
without manual intervention is highly recommended.

For the Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA) testing purposes it would be of great help if the HgT concentration in
impinger solutions, collected by the OHM sampling train, could be determined in the field by using a spectroscopy-
based Hg analyzer, rather than by performing wet chemistry analyses in the laboratory. Further work in this area is
recommended.
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ABSTRACT 
Activated carbon from biomass may be an economical and effective solution regarding 
the capture of mercury emitted from the coal burning power plants in USA and abroad. 
Activated carbon was produced from two European biomass sources olive residue and 
wheat straw, and it was tested for mercury capture in a bench scale reactor against the 
commercial grade activated carbon DARCO FGD. The activated carbons from the 
biomass residues were seen to have a porosity that was very close to the porosity of the 
commercial catalyst. The bench-scale mercury capture tests using the activated carbon 
made from olive stone and wheat straw showed that these carbons may be a good 
solution for replacing the lignite based commercial catalysts.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Mercury (Hg) compounds released from human activities are one of the most toxic 
pollutants to human health and the ecosystem. Mercury emissions from coal-fired power 
plants contribute about 30% to the anthropogenic sources of mercury. This amount is 
estimated at slightly <50t a year in the USA. On December 14, 2001, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced that it would regulate mercury 
emissions from coal-fired utility boilers with regulations being proposed in 2003 and 
implementation expected by 2007. In Europe, mercury emission from coal combustion is 
also becoming a matter of growing interest. A number of European countries such as 
Germany, Italy, and Switzerland have already adopted national regulations on mercury 
emissions. Furthermore, in April 2001, the European Commission (EC) approved the 
protocol on heavy metals to reduce the emissions of metals that are prone to long-range 
trans-boundary atmospheric transport and are likely to have adverse effects on human 
health and the environment. Finally, in January 2005, the European Commission adopted 
a mercury strategy that envisages a number of measures to protect the health of EU 
citizens and of the environment.[1-5] 
 
Coal contains naturally occurring mercury that varies with both the coal rank and its 
origin. Power plants burning lignite coal emit greater proportions of gaseous elemental 
mercury (Hg0) relative to gaseous oxidized mercury (Hg2+) than plants burning 
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bituminous coals. Lignite coals are seen to contain comparable mercury concentrations 
but significantly lower concentrations of chlorine compared to bituminous coals. Lignite 
coals are also seen to have much higher calcium contents. These compositional 
differences affect the quantity and form of mercury emitted from a boiler as well as the 
capabilities of the various control devices regarding mercury capture. Bituminous coals 
contain relatively high concentrations of chlorine and produce a flue gas with Hg2+ as the 
dominant mercury form. On the contrary, low-chlorine coals, such as lignite, form mainly 
Hg0, which is substantially more difficult to remove from the flue gas stream than 
Hg2+.[6-8] 
 
The capability of the various methods used for removing mercury from the flue gas 
depends largely on the species of the mercury formed upstream of the control devices. 
Emitted mercury is found in association with particulate matter (Hg[p]), in gaseous 
elemental form (Hg0), and as various gaseous mercuric compounds (Hg2+). Every utility 
power plant utilizes different fuels with different mercury concentrations as well as 
different plant operating parameters. As a result, the concentrations of specific mercury 
species cannot be assumed to be the same from plant to plant. A comprehensive 
understanding of transformations among mercury species is of importance, because 
control options and transport models for mercury rely heavily on its form or species. 
Over the past several years, research has provided extensive descriptive information on 
the physical and chemical factors that govern mercury speciation in combustion flue gas. 
[9-11] 
 
The data from full- and laboratory-scale coal combustion vary, and different ratios of the 
elemental to oxidized fractions have been reported. Many studies show that Hg0 is the 
dominant species at the high temperatures, and kinetic transformations are the controlling 
mechanisms of mercury reactions. Chemical kinetic models suggest that the chlorine 
content of the flue gas is the main contributor to mercury oxidation prior to the air 
pollution control devices. Oxidized mercury is soluble and has a tendency to associate 
with particulate matter. Therefore, emissions of oxidized mercury may be efficiently 
controlled by air emission and particulate controlling equipment, such as a flue-gas 
desulfurization (FGD) scrubber system, electrostatic precipitator (ESP), and activated 
carbon injection (ACI) systems. On the contrary, elemental mercury is extremely volatile 
and insoluble. It has a high vapor pressure at the typical operating temperatures of air 
emissions and particulate control devices. As a result, effective collection by particulate 
matter control devices is highly variable and elemental mercury emissions are harder to 
reduce than oxidized mercury emissions. [12-14] 
 
At present, there is no universally accepted Hg control technology for coal-fired utilities, 
and the incorporation of the technologies already in use in waste incineration plants could 
enhance the cost of the process considerably. Several solid materials, such as activated 
carbons, calcium-based sorbents, and zeolites, have been considered as sorbents for 
mercury control in flue gases from coal combustion. Experience in the use of such 
sorbents has been gained from solid-waste incinerators, in which mercury species in 
gases are typically removed by using hydrated lime and activated carbons. [10,15] 
 



In the present study activated carbons prepared from biomass residues such as wheat 
straw and olive residue are tested as mercury capturing sorbents and the results are 
compared to those from activated carbons prepared from lignite coals as well as to those 
from commercial grade activated carbons. 
 
 
MATERIALS&METHODS 
Two different biomass materials, olive residue and wheat straw, as well as a North 
Dakota lignite were used for the production of activated carbons at EERC. Both biomass 
materials originate from Greece. The lignite originates from North Dakota BNI mine. 
Table 1 presents the analysis and characterization of the biomass and the lignite 
materials, while Table 2 presents the ash elemental analyses. As it can be seen from 
Table 1 both biomass samples contain a large amount of volatiles and they also have low 
fixed carbon and ash contents compared to the lignite coals that are normally used for the 
production of activated carbons for mercury capture. The ash elemental analyses in Table 
2 show that both materials contain a large amount of alkali metals as well as silica, 
calcium and chlorine. They are also seen to contain average amounts of sulfur and also 
small amounts of other compounds such as iron, magnesium, aluminum and titanium. 
The lignite is seen to contain lower amounts of volatiles and higher of fixed carbon 
compared to the biomass samples. The moisture and ash contents of the lignite are seen to 
be close to those of the wheat straw sample. The lignite ash is seen to be rich in silica, 
aluminium, calcium and sulfur, while it also contains substantial amounts of sodium, 
magnesium and iron. 
 
A commercial catalyst named NORIT® DARCO® Hg produced by Norit Americas was 
also used in order to compare the Hg adsorption capacity of the biomass and the lignite 
carbons with the capacity of the commercial product. It has a mean diameter by volume 
of approximately 18 microns and an approximate density of 30 lb/ft3. It is produced using 
Texas lignite as the raw feedstock. 
 
The lignite carbon was prepared in a rotary kiln as part of a larger project for pilot-scale 
testing of the produced carbon in mercury capture. The kiln is a sealed, indirectly 
electrically heated rotary kiln with a nominal heated zone 6-in. diameter and 5 feet long, 
3-zone temperature control to 1000°C, inert atmosphere operating conditions, rotation 
from 1 to 5 rpm, internal screw-fed auger, and variable inclination to 5°.  
 
The biomass materials were charred and activated in a bench-scale fixed-bed rector. The 
bench-scale reactor is a vertically oriented fixed-bed tube furnace for the batch 
preparation of chars as well as activated carbon samples. The reactor is a stainless steel 
tube with 3-in.i.d., approximately 36 inches long.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 1: Proximate&Elemental analysis of wheat straw, olive residue and lignite samples 
Proximate Analysis 

(% dry basis) 
Wheat 
straw 

Olive 
residue 

Lignite 

moisture 8.1 9.5 12.89 

ash 7.6 4.6 9.26 

volatiles 76.0 76.0 49.26 

Fixed carbon 16.4 19.4 41.48 

Elemental Analysis    

nitrogen 0.79 1.36 1.24 

carbon 43.7 50.7 64.34 

hydrogen 5.08 5.89 4.46 

sulfur 0.43 0.3 1.31 

chlorine 0.44 0.18 nd 

oxygen 41.96 36.97 19.39 

Gross Calorific 
Value (MJ/kg)

18.91 21.21 24.7 

nd: Not determined 
 

Table 2: Ash elemental analysis of wheat straw, olive residue and lignite samples 
samples K2O Na2O CaO MgO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 TiO2 SO3 Cl 

Olive residue 27.23 4.17 10.22 3.79 32.6 2.96 1.9 0.1 4.97 1.43 
Wheat straw 15.86 4.3 14.4 2.67 39.2 1.95 0.38 0.1 5.27 2.73 

Lignite 0.48 8.04 17.6 6.22 23.8 13.5 9.52 0.48 18.91 nd 
nd: Not determined 
 
A bench-scale  system presented in Figure 1 was used for the mercury capture tests. The 
system is consisted of a 63.5-mm diameter holder supporting a 150-mg fixed-bed of 
sorbent on a quartz tissue filter; the sorbent under evaluation is vacuum deposited onto 
this support. The fixed bed and all associated plumbing are held within a temperature-
controlled oven at a nominal 135°C. Flue gas is supplied to the fixed bed via a manifold 
that combines gases, water, and either Hg0 or HgCl2 from permeation sources. These 
permeation sources (VICI Metronics) are kept under constant temperature and flow 
conditions. Equipment in current use on the bench-scale flue simulator includes a PSA 
conditioning and conversion unit and a PSA Sir Gallahad Online Mercury Analyzer. This 
analyzer is capable of detecting mercury at levels around 10 ng/m3 and uses a gold trap to 
separate Hg0 from the sample stream, allowing the analysis method (atomic fluorescence 
spectrometery) to take place in an inert gas.  



      
Figure 1: Schematic of the EERC bench-scale apparatus. 

 
 
RESULTS&DISCUSSION 
 
Preparation of Chars&Activated Carbons 
Olive residue and wheat straw were first pyrolyzed in N2 atmosphere using a method 
developed at the EERC to remove moisture and volatile matter and to increase the surface 
area of the material by creating mesopores that are thought to facilitate the heterogeneous 
Hg–C reaction. The process is known as the carbonization process.  
 
The carbonization was conducted in batch mode in a fixed-bed stainless steel tube reactor 
(3" diameter). The olive residue as well as the wheat straw samples, were placed in the 
bench-scale tube reactor. The tube reactor was placed in a vertical electrically heated 
furnace. The stainless steel tube is also attached to a nitrogen inlet tube. The reactor was 
heated to desired temperature (600°C) in a gentle flow of nitrogen according to the 
following steps. First it was heated up to 200oC and retained at this temperature for 
30min. Then it was heated up to 600oC in intervals of 100oC each time with an isothermal 
step of 10min. At 600oC the reactor was left to equilibrate for 2h. This time is considered 
to be adequate for the tarry material ceased to evolve. The produced char was stored 
under nitrogen atmosphere for the production of activated carbons in a second stage. 
 
The activated carbons were prepared by steam activation of the char made from the olive 
residue and the wheat straw samples. Steam activation enhances the minimal pore 
structure created during the initial carbonization where volatile matter is released. The 
diameters of the pores are enlarged and thus pore volume is increased. The development 
of new porosity in the form of micropores during steam activation results from the 
removal of less crystalline carbon by reaction with the steam to form CO and H2 and 



some thermal rearrangement of the structures to form more graphite sheets. This burn-out 
of the disordered structure may be catalyzed by the inorganic material, especially the 
alkali present.  
 
Steam activation was conducted in batch mode in the fixed-bed vertical stainless steel 

Table 3: % Yield of activated carbons produced from olive residue and wheat straw 
sa d

tube reactor (3" diameter) also used for the charring of the biomass samples. The char 
was placed in the vertical tube reactor, which was heated to the desired temperature 
(750°C) in a gentle flow of nitrogen (250cm3/min). The heating of the char up to 750oC 
was done by following the same temperature program, had been followed before during 
the biomass charring. At 750oC, steam was introduced from the bottom of the reactor. 
The char was then heated in a gentle flow of steam and nitrogen for 30min. At the end of 
the activation period, the steam was stopped and the reactor was cooled to room 
temperature in nitrogen flow. Then the activated carbon was removed from the reactor, 
weighed, and stored under nitrogen until used in the mercury adsorption tests. Table 3 
presents the results from the production of activated carbon from the two biomass 
samples. As it seen wheat straw has higher yield compared to olive residue during the 
charring stage as well as during the steam activation stage. 

 

mples Initial mass Dry mass Pyrolysis mass % Yield Activation mass % Yiel
Olive 

residue 
457.72 411.95 128.1 31.1 97.4 23.64 

Wheat 
straw 

128.2 115.38 39.8 34.5 35.4 30.68 

 
he surface area of the activated carbons was determined by iodine numbers that were 

he activated carbons prepared from olive residue and wheat straw were tested in the 

ench-Scale Mercury Capture Tests 
 ground to pass through a 400-mesh sieve in 

• 6% O2   

T
used to investigate the effect of conditions used for generating the activated carbons on 
the surface area of the carbons. The surface areas (iodine number) were determined using 
the ASTM D 4607 standard method. The carbons were first ground to pass through a 
200-mesh sieve. The iodine numbers of activated carbon produced from olive residue and 
wheat straw were 766 and 443 mg I2/g respectively. The activated carbon made from 
olive residue is seen to be superior to DARCO FGD commercial catalyst, which has an 
iodine number in the range of 500 to 600 mg I2/g , as well as to the activated lignite 
carbon, which has an iodine number of around 275 mg I2/g. The activated carbon made 
from wheat straw is also seen to be superior to the activated lignite carbon. 
 
T
bench scale mercury test system to determine the mercury capture capability of the 
carbons compared to carbons made from other sources. 
 
B
The steam-activated carbons were
preparation for the bench-scale mercury capture screening. The sample was tested at 
135°C under a simulated flue gas with the following composition: 
 



• 12% CO2  
O  

  

0   

Figure 2 presents the results from the mercury capture tests performed in the bench-scale 

• 120 ppm N
• 6 ppm NO2  
• 600 ppm SO2

• 1 ppm HCl 
• 15% H2O  
• 14µg/m3 Hg
• N2 to balance   
 

system at the EERC. The results are given as percentage of inlet mercury for the different 
activated carbon during the different mercury capture tests.  
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Figure 2: Results of bench-scale mercury capture screening of carbons made from olive 

  
 Figure 2 show that inlet total mercury concentration drops to a minimum 

residue, and wheat straw, DARCO FGD, and lignite derived carbon (600°C char, 850°C 
activation) under low acid simulated flue gas conditions. 

The results from
of approximately 18% after 30 minutes during the test with the DARCO FGD 
commercial carbon. The activated carbon from the olive residue biomass is seen to 
capture mercury as good as the commercial grade DARCO FGD after 30 minutes of 
testing. After that point the capture efficiency of the olive residue carbon is seen to 
decrease. The olive residue carbon is seen to capture more than 78% of the total mercury 
in the flue gas stream after one hour of operation, while its capture efficiency drops 
slowly down to the 50% by the end of the two hours testing period. The mercury capture 



efficiency of the wheat straw carbon is seen to be lower compared to the DARCO FGD 
commercial carbon but still remains significant capturing more than 50% of the mercury 
in the flue gas stream during the whole test period. The mercury capture efficiency of the 
activated carbon made from the lignite coal that was activated at 850°C is seen to be 
lower compared to those of olive residue, wheat straw as well as the DARCO FGD 
carbons during the whole duration of the mercury capture testing. Its capture efficiency is 
seen to be close to that of the wheat straw carbon and it matches it by the end of the 
testing period. According to Figure 2 the capture efficiency of the lignite carbon is seen 
to remain steady during the whole test. This shows that the lignite carbon has also larger 
capacity compared to the olive residue and wheat straw carbons.   
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

ated carbon from the European olive residue and wheat straw was 

he iodine number of the produced activated carbon was 766 and 443 mg I2/g for olive 

oth biomass activated carbons had higher mercury capture efficiency compared to the 

he activated carbon produced from olive residue and what straw may be a viable and 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Recent field testing of mercury control sorbent injection options with a TOXECON™ 
configuration has been completed at TXU Power’s (TXU) Big Brown Station. Mercury control 
results at Big Brown were promising and have been reported previously; however, elevated 
differential pressure across the high air-to-cloth baghouse makes sorbent injection in the 
TOXECON™ configuration an unacceptable option for Big Brown. Shortly following the 
conclusion of field testing, TXU initiated a bag change for the test baghouse module (which is 
one of four modules serving Unit 2) and discovered that two of the eight hoppers on the test 
module were plugged and filled with ash. In these two hoppers, unusual deposits were found 
mixed with the loose ash, and the ash itself was reported to be very hot and smoldering. Some of 
the deposits appeared to have been molten and, when studied, provided indications that they may 
have formed at unusually high temperatures (>1800°F). While the cause of the plugged hoppers 
appears to be unrelated to the sorbent options that were tested, the plugged hoppers did create 
favorable conditions for potential self-heating of the high carbon–ash mixtures that are typical of 
TOXECON™. This paper presents a review of the findings from Big Brown and the 
investigation into the self-heating potential of the ash–carbon mixture. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC), TXU Power (TXU), and the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) completed field testing of sorbent injection options for mercury 
control at TXU’s Big Brown Station in early 2006. Plants such as Big Brown, which burn a high 
percentage of Texas lignite, present a challenging environment for mercury control. Some of the 
key reasons include the following: 
 
• Texas lignite is among the U.S. coals with the highest Hg content. 



• It has relatively low chlorine content and can, therefore, emit relatively high levels of 
elemental Hg. 

• Previous on-site testing by the EERC at Big Brown has shown an unusually high degree of 
variability in Hg concentrations (1). 

• Texas lignite is relatively high in selenium, which hinders Hg capture using activated carbon 
injection (ACI) and makes flue gas mercury measurements more difficult. 

 
TEST UNIT 
 
Big Brown Station is located in Freestone County near Fairfield, Texas, and has an approximate 
capacity of 1200 MW with two 600-MW units. The test unit was Unit 2, which has a tangentially 
fired boiler with low-NOx burners. The typical fuel is a blend of 70% Texas lignite and  
30% Powder River Basin (PRB); however, 100% PRB was fired for approximately 9 days during 
field testing. No SO2 control is employed. A COHPAC™ configuration is used for particulate 
control. Each unit has four parallel electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) followed by four fabric filter 
(FF) modules operating at a nominal air-to-cloth (A/C) ratio of 12 ft/min. Each ESP has two 
fields, two rows, and a total of eight hoppers (two hoppers per box); each FF module has eight 
hoppers. Injection of SO3 and NH3 into the ESP is used for ash conditioning. High-perm bags are 
used in the baghouses. 
 
FIELD TEST SUMMARY 
 
A schematic of Unit 2, highlighting injection and sampling locations, is shown in Figure 1. As 
indicated in the figure, sorbent testing was performed on one-quarter of the plant flue gas, across 
one of the four FF modules, which is designated FF 2-4. Mercury sampling with continuous 
mercury monitors (CMMs) was performed at the common inlet to FF modules 2-3 and 2-4 and at 
the outlet of FF 2-4. Ontario Hydro (OH) method sampling took place at ports adjacent to those 
used for the CMMs at the FF inlet and outlet. Sorbent injection was downstream of the FF inlet 
sampling location on the inlet duct to FF 2-4. Other sampling included collecting coal and FF 2-4 
ash samples on a daily basis. 
 
Field testing included parametric testing of three sorbent injection options, activated carbon 
(AC)-only injection, an EERC sorbent enhancement additive (SEA4), with and without AC, and 
an EERC-enhanced AC. The AC used was DARCO Hg supplied by NORIT Americas Inc. The 
SEA and enhanced AC treatment are proprietary technologies of the EERC. During parametric 
testing, injection rates began low with a minimum injection target of 0.5 lb/Macf and were 
increased incrementally to determine mercury removal. Injection rates were determined for all of 
the options to achieve the target ≥ 55% removal. A monthlong test was also conducted using 
conditions that were optimized based on parametric Hg removals. 
 
Parametric Testing 
 
A summary of parametric testing results is shown in Figure 2. The AC-only results produce a 
removal trend which rises rapidly to approximately 70% capture with 3 lb/Macf and then tapers 
to maximum captures of around 90% with higher injection rates (>6 lb/Macf). The EERC- 



 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of Big Brown Unit 2 showing sampling and injection locations. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Comparison of observed Hg removals across FF 2-4 during the parametric tests with 
the 70/30 Texas lignite/PRB blend at Big Brown Unit 2. 

 



enhanced AC performed better by achieving nearly 90% removal with injection of 2 lb/Macf. 
AC and SEA4 removal data are presented two ways in Figure 2: the first is as a function of only 
the AC component of the total injection, and the second is by plotting removal against the total 
(AC plus SEA4) sorbent injection. The rationale behind the two presentations is that SEA4 is a 
low-cost additive (estimated to be an order of magnitude cheaper than standard AC) that can be 
injected with AC to enhance Hg removal in comparison to AC alone. However, at Big Brown, 
the total amount of injected material (regardless of cost) is more important since that directly 
affects differential pressure (ΔP) across the FF, which is a limiting factor for sustainable 
injection. The EERC-enhanced AC was eventually chosen for the monthlong test, and the 
average removal for the month is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Short-term effects of sorbent injection on FF 2-4 ΔP were also monitored during parametric 
testing. These tests identified that a maximum injection of approximately 2 lb/Macf of sorbent 
could be injected with no immediate effect on FF 2-4 ΔP. Tests with injection rates higher than 
this caused a rapid change to ΔP and were intentionally short in duration to avoid exceeding ΔP 
limits. 
 
Monthlong Testing 
 
After the parametric screening tests, a monthlong test at constant control conditions was 
conducted to obtain data regarding long-term mercury control performance and balance of plant 
(BOP) effects. The control technology selected for the monthlong test was the enhanced AC 
option because, at the conclusion of parametric screening, it provided the most attractive balance 
between key factors including mercury removal, preliminary economics, and minimizing BOP 
effects. 
 
The nominal injection rate of the enhanced AC was chosen to be 1.5 lb/Macf since this indicated 
good mercury removal, (>70%) during the parametric screening and, during the short-term tests, 
did not have an appreciable effect on FF 2-4 ΔP. The injection system was set up to load-follow 
based on a load signal provided by the plant. Also, the plant supplied a trip signal which was 
used to suspend sorbent injection if it became necessary to open a bypass damper on FF 2-4 to 
relieve differential pressure. 
 
To evaluate test data, the CMM data set was edited to remove periods when the control 
technology was idle (e.g., during a bypass opening) and during transient periods by eliminating 
data points where ACI was not active for at least the prior 30 minutes. The monthlong average 
removal across FF 2-4 was determined to be approximately 75% and is shown in comparison to 
the parametric testing results in Figure 2. This exceeded the minimum target removal of 55% that 
was a stated objective of the proposal. 
 
BOP OBSERVATIONS 
 
Following the Hg field testing, the residual ΔP across FF 2-4 had reached a point where TXU 
was not confident in the performance of this baghouse for the upcoming summer season; 
therefore, the plant initiated a full bag replacement of FF 2-4 in May 2006. During the bag 
change, it was discovered that two of the eight hoppers (designated C and H) on FF 2-4 were 



plugged and filled with ash. In the ash filling these hoppers, unusual deposits were found mixed 
with the loose ash, and the ash itself was reported to be very hot and smoldering. 
 
Hopper Deposits 
 
Compartment C was taken offline for the filter change on May 1, 2006. It was the first 
compartment serviced during the bag change since one of the ash-level sensors indicated the 
compartment was not pulling ash completely. However, when opened it was discovered that the 
hopper was plugged and overfilled with ash to a height above the access door. The ash above the 
access door was dumped out, and the remaining ash was vacuumed and shoveled out by plant 
contractors. The ash that was dumped and the ash that remained in the bottom of the hopper was 
reported to be very hot and smoldering. Also, in the bottom of Hopper C, solid deposits were 
found mixed with the loose ash. Cleaning of the hopper and sorting of the deposits were 
performed by plant contractors and plant personnel. They categorized the deposits into two 
general types, of which representative photos are provided in Figure 3. On the left in Figure 3 is 
a sample received by the EERC and termed the “monolith.” This deposit was solid with no 
internal voids (hence the nickname). It possessed good mechanical strength and did not crumble 
through ordinary handling. The deposit sample on the right was photographed at Big Brown, 
after being rinsed with water, and is similar to samples received by the EERC for study. This 
deposit, termed “popcorn,” was very strong and hard and contained significant porosity which 
resembled trapped gas bubbles. The approximate layering in the bottom of Hopper C, as 
observed by the plant contractors, is diagrammed in Figure 4. 
 
As for Hopper H, it was taken offline as part of the normal sequence through the eight 
compartments since it displayed no abnormal operation. However, when opened on May 16, 
2006, it was discovered that this hopper was also plugged and overfilled with ash. Similar to 
Hopper C, when the ash above the access door was dumped out it was reported to be hot and 
smoldering and deposits were discovered in the hopper. Figure 5 contains images for the two 
representative deposits. The left deposit in Figure 5, “orange,” appears less dense than either 
deposit from  
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Photos of representative deposit samples collected from Hopper C. On the left is a 
sample of the monolithic deposit and on the right is a sample of the hard popcorn deposit that has 

been rinsed. Images are not to the same scale. 



 
 

Figure 4. Diagram showing the approximate layering (as observed by plant contractors) in the 
bottom of Hopper C. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Photos of representative deposit samples collected from hopper H, the sample on the 
left is referred to as the “orange” deposit and those on the right are the “grey” deposits. Images 

are not to the same scale. 
 
 
 
Hopper C and has some mechanical strength but, again, less than either Hopper C deposit. It also 
has a solid interior with no voids. The right deposit, “grey,” in Figure 5 possesses very little 
mechanical strength and has the appearance of a simple agglomeration of the FF ash. According 
to the plant contractors, the layering in the bottom of the hopper cone for Hopper H was similar 
to that in Hopper C, Figure 4, with the orange deposit in the central core and the grey masses on 
top mixed with the loose ash. 
 



The deposit investigation began with an analysis of the deposit samples received at the EERC. 
Samples were taken from these deposits and subjected to x-ray fluorescence for bulk 
composition data, analyzed for carbon content, examined with scanning electron microscopy, 
and subjected to x-ray diffraction to determine the mineral phases present. Additionally, physical 
observations such as color, mechanical strength, etc., were noted during the preparation of the 
samples for analysis. 
 
As for the deposits recovered from Hopper C, both of the general types that were received by the 
EERC possessed significant mechanical strength with the popcorn being stronger. Upon 
examination, both deposits from Hopper C were sintered with heat which gives them their 
mechanical strength. The mineralogy between the two deposit types is very similar with both 
having the same minerals present; however, the higher-temperature minerals are not as well 
developed in the monolith as they are in the popcorn. Figure 6 presents the diffraction patterns 
for both the popcorn and monolith and shows better anorthite and diopside formation in the 
popcorn than in the monolith. This indicates that the monolith did not reach as high a 
temperature as the popcorn, which would explain the differences in the degree of sintering in 
both deposits and their differences in strength. The mineral apatite (Ca5[PO4]3[OH]) was 
detected in the popcorn deposit; it begins to crystallize from a melt at temperatures near 1800°F 
which suggests that the popcorn deposit formed at this elevated temperature. The average 
temperatures across FF 2-4 during field testing were approximately 315°F with the 70/30 blend 
and 340°F with the 100% PRB. 
 
The representative deposits from Hopper H are different from those in Hopper C in that neither 
sample appears to have been exposed to much heat. As indicated by the diffraction patterns of 
Figure 7, both samples show a broad reflection indicative of amorphous (noncrystalline) 
material. In physical characteristics, neither deposit from Hopper H possessed much strength and 
the lack of crystalline material implies that these deposits were not sintered together like those 
from Hopper C. It appears that a small amount of moisture may have caused these deposits to 
stick together. In fact, the grey deposits have almost completely disintegrated from drying while 
in storage during the investigation. The orange deposit has maintained its shape, but it did 
indicate more crystalline development which gives it some added strength. However, the mineral 
phases present in the orange deposit do not indicate that it was exposed to temperatures as high 
as those experienced in Hopper C. 
 
Carbon contents of the deposits and the related FF 2-4 ashes were determined and compared. 
Results for the FF ash under several test conditions are summarized in Table 1. Unburned carbon 
content in the baseline FF ash is low, less than 0.5%. The carbon content of the AC used at Big 
Brown is approximately 67% and the FF ash samples during carbon injection ranged between 
7%–20% and depended on the coal type and the length of continuous time allowed for ACI. 
Overall, none of the deposit samples had carbon contents above the baseline FF ash values, 
indicating that they either formed from ash that did not contain carbon from ACI or that during 
heating any carbon was efficiently burned away. Exceptions were noted for the monolith from 
Hopper C and the orange deposit from Hopper H, both of which had noticeable, although 
extremely thin, dark patches on the surface only. Thin surface samples did indicate elevated 
carbon content, but only baseline levels of carbon were detected in the interiors of these deposits. 
 



 
 

Figure 6. Diffraction patterns for the popcorn and monolith deposits from Hopper C. Mineral 
identification key: Ah = anhydrite (CaSO4), An = anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8), Di = 

diopside (Ca[Mg,Al][Si,Al]2O6), Hm = hematite (Fe2O3), Mw = merwinite (Ca3Mg[SiO4]2), and 
Qz = quartz (SiO2). 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Diffraction patterns for the orange deposit and grey deposit from hopper H. Mineral 
identification key: Ah = anhydrite (CaSO4), An = anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8), Hm = 

hematite (Fe2O3), and Qz = quartz (SiO2). 



 Table 1. Measured Carbon Content of the FF Ash During Field Testing 
Sample Carbon Content, % 
Baseline 70/30 FF Ash 0.30 
Average 70/30 Ash with monthlong ACI 7.9 
Average 100% PRB Ash with ACI 15.7 

 
 
In summary, findings from the deposits indicate that for the deposits associated with each 
hopper, the deposit type indicating higher-temperature exposure was found near the core of the 
stagnant material. Inspection of the deposits indicates at least two separate formation 
mechanisms. The first is represented by the popcorn of Hopper C which appears to have formed 
from a molten state, and the second is represented by all other deposits, which collectively 
appear to have started as agglomerations of ash that were sintered with heat to varying degrees. 
The popcorn deposit shows signs of desorbed gases and extreme heat; therefore, it could have 
formed from ash containing AC and the carbon burned away during formation. On the other 
hand, the lower temperatures needed for formation of the other deposits and the absence of 
elevated carbon in their interiors suggest that they formed from ash which pre- or postdates field 
testing. 
 
Plant Data 
 
Maintenance records indicate that level sensors on Hoppers C and H were not functioning 
properly and, therefore, did not report the true ash level in each hopper. This provides some 
explanation as to how ash levels were able to become abnormally high without detection. 
 
Also of interest was temperature data for each compartment of FF 2-4, since results from the 
deposit investigation indicate the presence of unusually high temperatures. Surprisingly, it was 
discovered that the hopper surface temperatures for both C and H were unusually low. The 
bottom cone of each hopper on the COHPAC units is heated with hopper heaters to prevent 
condensation and keep the ash dry and free-flowing. However, plant data indicate that the heaters 
for Hoppers C and H were not functioning and the outside skin of the hopper bottom cone was 
essentially at ambient temperatures for 2 months prior to and for the entire time during field 
testing. Figure 8 shows the average hopper bottom cone temperatures for Hoppers C and H for 
the time period immediately before and after the bag change in May 2006. The normal outside 
skin temperature for the hoppers is approximately 200°-250°F, based on the other six hoppers 
which were working properly. As Figure 8 shows, the heaters for Hoppers C and H began 
working properly when each compartment was brought back online after the bag change. 
 
The lack of heat applied by the electrical heaters to Hoppers C and H resulted in cool surfaces 
which could have facilitated the introduction of moisture into those hoppers. While there is no 
definitive evidence, a logical extrapolation of known data would be that moisture condensed 
from the flue gas on the unheated surfaces of Hoppers C and H. This moisture likely led to the 
formation of the initial ash agglomerations that eventually became the monolith deposit from 
Hopper C and the orange and grey deposits from Hopper H. Furthermore, the lack of heat and 
probable condensation likely contributed to the eventual plugging of Hoppers C and H. 
 



 
 

Figure 8. Hopper bottom cone external temperatures for Hoppers C and H before and after the 
May 2006 bag change. 

 
 
Self-Heating of Ash–Activated Carbon 
 
Heat, at temperatures higher than those of the flue gas, was necessary in varying degrees during 
the formation of the deposits. This fact along with descriptions of smoldering ash by plant 
personnel suggest that the activated carbon had self-ignited in both of the plugged hoppers. The 
mechanism of self-heating and self-ignition has been suggested as a possibility for stagnant 
TOXECON™ ash mixtures (2), and it has been implicated in a confirmed case of smoldering 
TOXECON™ ash (3). While there are many differences, there are some similarities between the 
conditions at Big Brown and those cases just mentioned, therefore, warranting further 
investigation into the possibility that self-heating had occurred at Big Brown. 
 
The basic concept of the self-heating phenomena is that some combustible materials slowly 
oxidize and generate heat at temperatures below their ignition temperature; AC is an example. 
For these materials, a balance exists between the heat that is generated and the heat that can be 
dissipated to the surroundings. At ambient conditions the generated heat is easily dissipated. 
However, if the heat generation rate is high (generation rate is a strong function of temperature 
and available oxygen) and the thermal gradient across the material is large (because of a large 
volume of material with low thermal conductivity) or the ambient temperature is too high (which 
restricts heat release to the environment), then the generated heat may not be released at a 
sufficient rate to maintain a constant temperature, and the temperature of the material will rise. In 
the limiting case, temperatures could rise to the standard ignition temperature, which is the 
temperature at which self-sustained combustion occurs. 
 



Standard tests exist to classify self-heating behavior for transportation or disposal purposes  
(e.g., 4, 5); however, these classifications are of limited value since they do not scale to 
conditions relevant to those observed at Big Brown; therefore, more fundamental data had to be 
pursued. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measurements of the AC used at Big Brown 
indicate a standard ignition temperature of approximately 830°F, when interpreted according to 
Reference 6. The same data also indicate that the carbon clearly produces an exothermic 
response at temperatures as low as 300°F. For mixtures of AC and Big Brown FF ash (test 
mixtures included 10%–50% AC by weight, but actual mixtures generated during field testing 
contained less than 25% AC), the ignition temperature appears to remain unchanged from that of 
pure AC; however, the heat generation rate is diluted accordingly since the ash is essentially inert 
at these temperatures. As for other supporting evidence, Derenne et al. have shown that cubic 
samples (6 inch) of ash–AC can be ignited at ambient temperatures of 430°F (3). When scaled to 
larger volumes of the mixture, this data will imply ignition at even lower ambient temperatures, 
at an equivalent O2 partial pressure (7). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Field testing of the mercury control strategies at Big Brown was successful in that significant Hg 
removals were achieved; however because of the limited margin for added differential pressure 
across the baghouses, ACI with the TOXECON™ configuration at Big Brown is not sustainable 
without major modifications to the plant. While ACI does not result in a long-term solution for 
Big Brown, the field testing provided operating experience and highlighted BOP issues 
associated with the TOXECON™ configuration. 
 
Based on evidence gathered from the plant and analysis of deposits left behind in two of the 
eight hoppers of the test baghouse module, it appears that the ash–AC mixture did self-ignite and 
smolder to generate high temperatures and, at least in one local area, became hot enough to form 
a molten mixture of ash. These hot regions were limited and no damage, other than the need to 
remove the deposits, was noted at Big Brown. 
 
Initial thermal analysis of the AC and ash–AC mixtures indicates that measurable heat 
generation does occur in the AC at temperatures typical of those observed in baghouses. 
However, the risk of self-heating has not yet been quantified; i.e., the effects of ash mixture 
composition, stagnant mass geometry, thermal boundary conditions, and other factors have not 
been fully explained, so only guidelines for prevention can be given. 
 
Both Lindau and Derenne (2, 3) provide suggestions for preventing self-heating of TOXECON™ 
ash mixtures. Based on the observations at Big Brown, the role of hopper heaters as the critical 
heat source for self-heating is now debatable. Clearly, if the heaters get too hot, they could 
trigger self-heating; however, at Big Brown, since the heaters were off on the hoppers in 
question, it appears that heating from the flue gas alone may have been sufficient to promote the 
self-heating mechanism. Average flue gas temperatures across FF 2-4 were 315° to 340°F, 
depending on the fuel being fired. The apparent effect of hopper heaters (or lack of them) in this 
case was to contribute to eventual plugging of the hoppers. Consequently, the most salient 
conclusion from this and other investigations is that it is essential that the baghouse hoppers be 
properly monitored and emptied frequently to avoid stagnant quantities of ash–AC. All of the 



other six compartments of Module 2-4 emptied ash normally throughout the entire field test and, 
no unusual problems were reported for them. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 Current mercury regulation requires an immediate implementation of control technologies 
to reduce mercury emissions from coal-fired power plants. Among various mercury control 
options being developed, halogen species have been widely used to enhance mercury oxidation 
and/or improve the chemistry reactivity between mercury and a sorbent injected into flue gas. 
However, these applied mercury control technologies using halogens not only enhance the 
mercury association with particulate matter but also may change the fates of other hazardous air 
pollutants (HAPs) in flue gas. A comprehensive understanding of the impacts of various Hg 
control strategies using halogens upon the partitioning and emissions of other HAPs in the flue 
gas stream will be helpful to determine the optimum approach for power plants.  
 
 Pilot-scale combustion tests have been conducted with calcium chloride injected into the 
combustion zone of the furnace. The goal is to understand the differences in partitioning of Hg, 
As, Se, Sb, and other HAPs in a low-rank coal combustion flue gas under two conditions: 1) no 
chlorine addition and 2) chlorine addition in the flame. For each testing condition, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Method 29 samples are collected and analyzed for trace 
elements in flue gas stream. Size-segregated fly ash samples at the postcombustion zone (after 
the preheater) are collected using cascade impactors, and the samples are analyzed to determine 
the partitioning of trace elements as a function of fly ash size.  
 
 The analysis results from the pilot-scale experiments will be presented to demonstrate the 
partitioning and emission of HAPs in the flue gas stream when halogens are added into coal-fired 
systems.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
 The current Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR), issued by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), requires a permanent cap and reduction of mercury emissions from 
coal-fired power plants. CAMR will build on EPA’s Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) to create a 
multipollutant reduction plan for coal-fired power plants. When fully implemented, these rules 
will reduce U.S. utility emissions of mercury from 48 tons a year to 15 tons, a reduction of 
nearly 70%.  



 Through extensive studies on the reaction mechanisms of mercury species in coal-derived 
flue gas, chlorine species have been recognized as being critical factors in mercury oxidation and 
gas-to-particulate conversion in flue gas, both homogeneously and heterogeneously. During 
combustion, chlorine in coal decomposes primarily as atomic chlorine and then forms HCl or 
molecular Cl2. Kinetic studies have shown that atomic Cl is most likely the dominant reactant in 
homogeneous mercury chlorination (1, 2). Although HCl, the dominant chlorine species in flue 
gas, cannot directly oxidize elemental mercury, once it is bound with fly ash, chlorine still affects 
mercury species by trapping mercury with the aid of certain fly ash constituents such as CuO, 
Fe2O3 (3), and unburned carbon and indirect mercury oxidation by forming extra Cl2 (4). Many 
experimental data have indicated a strong correlation between chlorine content in coal and ionic 
mercury and particulate associated mercury Hg(p) in flue gas (5–7); higher coal chlorine content, 
in general, results in more oxidized mercury and Hg(p) in flue gas, which is much easier to 
capture with existing air pollution control devices, for example, an electrostatic precipitator 
(ESP), fabric filter, or wet scrubber.  
 
 Based on this, several mercury control technologies using chlorine or bromine compounds 
have been developed over the last few years. The added halogen species, that is, chlorine or 
bromine, have been either used as chemical additives to improve mercury oxidation in flue gas or 
serve as a sorbent enhancement additive to improve the reactivity of mercury with injected 
powder activated carbon. For example, field testing data have shown that cofiring 500 ppm 
chlorine with a Powder River Basin (PRB) coal can significantly improve mercury capture in a 
wet scrubber, up to 80%, because of the elevated mercury oxidation (8). However, the impact of 
the added chlorine for mercury reduction upon the partitioning and emission of other hazardous 
air pollutants (HAPs), that is, antimony, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, lead, 
manganese, mercury, nickel, and selenium, has not been well characterized. Partitioning of trace 
elements in coal combustion heavily depends on the volatility of the elements. In general, 
nonvolatile elements melt and coalesce during coal combustion to form large sphere particles, 
while volatile and semivolatile elements are completely or partially vaporized in a high-
temperature regime. The evaporated elements may remain in the gas phase as mercury or be 
enriched in fine particles through a condensation–coagulation mechanism (9). The fates of these 
elements in coal flue gas may be changed by introducing a chlorine compound into the coal 
combustion, and so far, very little information on partitioning and emissions of other trace toxic 
metals in flue gas is available from test programs involving Hg control technologies.  
 
 To address these concerns, the Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC) has 
conducted a series of pilot-scale studies to evaluate the impact of cofiring chlorine on the fate of 
other HAPs.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
 A 580-MJ/hr pc-fired unit was used to generate representative flue gas and fly ash that are 
produced in a full-scale utility boiler. The combustor is oriented vertically to minimize ash 
deposition on the wall. A refractory lining ensures adequate combustion zone temperature for 
complete combustion of fuel and prevents rapid quenching of the coalescing or condensing fly 
ash. Based on the superficial gas velocity, the mean residence time of a particle in the combustor 
is approximately 3 seconds. The coal nozzle of the unit fires axially upward from the bottom of 



the combustor, and secondary air is introduced concentrically to the primary air with turbulent 
mixing. Coal is introduced to the primary air stream via a screw feeder and ejector. An electric 
air preheater is used for precise control of the combustion air temperature. The temperature in the 
combustion zone is around 1510°C, and flue gas temperature at the combustor outlet is about 
1037°C. The unit was designed to generate fly ash and flue gas representative of that produced in 
a full-scale utility boiler. After exiting the combustor, the coal flue gas was cooled down to a 
designated temperature and then routed into a single-wire tubular ESP. The tubular ESP provides 
a specific collection area of 125 at 300ºF with a 5 ft/min gas velocity flowing through the unit. 
Two emission monitors were used to measure O2, CO, CO2, SO2, and NOx concentrations in flue 
gas at combustor outlet and ESP outlet, respectively. The analyzers are regularly calibrated and 
maintained to provide accurate flue gas concentration measurements. Gaseous mercury 
concentrations were measured with two continuous mercury monitors (CMMs), with one at the 
ESP inlet and one at the ESP outlet. 
 
 A subbituminous coal was used for the pilot-scale experimental study with two testing 
conditions: 1) baseline without chlorine addition and 2) cofiring calcium chloride, equivalent to 
575 ppm chlorine in coal (dry basis) into the combustor. For each testing condition, EPA Method 
29 (M29) measurements were taken at the ESP outlet to characterize trace metal emissions. Also, 
size-segregated fly ash samples at the ESP inlet were also collected using a cascade impactor, 
and the samples were analyzed to determine the partitioning of trace elements as a function of fly 
ash size for each testing condition.  
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 Coal Analysis 
 
 Table 1 lists the proximate and ultimate analysis results of the tested coal, and Table 2 lists 
the concentrations of 11 trace elements, including mercury, in the coal.  
 
 Based on the mercury content in the coal and the analysis results of proximate and 
ultimate, the total mercury concentration in the flue gas was expected to be approximately 16 
μg/m3 of dry flue gas (at 3% oxygen level). 
 
 Flue Gas Composition 
 
 Table 3 summarizes the averaged flue gas concentrations of O2, CO2, CO, NOx, and SO2 in 
the tested coal flue gas at the combustor outlet. As noted, an excess of air was maintained by 
regulating the oxygen level to minimize unburned carbon that could complicate the evaluation of 
the partitioning of the toxic metal elements.  
 
 Mercury CMM Measurement 
 
 Plotted in Figure 1 are the mercury measurements for baseline and chorine addition tests. 
The anticipated total mercury concentration in flue gas was also calculated and plotted in the 
figure for comparison. The low-sulfur-containing coal produced a total of 16.5 µg/dNm3 gaseous 
mercury in flue gas entering the ESP. As a result of the high proportion of elemental mercury,  



Table 1. Proximate and Ultimate Analysis 
for the Tested Coal 
 As Detected As Received
Proximate, wt%   

Moisture 9.48 17.80 
Volatile 40.66 36.91 
Fixed Carbon 43.46 39.48 
Ash 6.40 5.81 

Ultimate, wt%   
Hydrogen 5.56 6.07 
Carbon 60.87 55.25 
Nitrogen 1.16 1.05 
Sulfur 0.69 0.63 
Oxygen 25.32 31.18 
Ash 6.40 5.81 

 
 

 Table 2 Trace Toxic Metals in the Tested Coal, µg/g 
Sb As Be Cd Cr Co Mn Hg Ni Se Pb 

0.18 1.89 0.28 0.074 5.42 1.66 16.06 0.13 10.66 1.67 2.19 
 
 

 Table 3. Averaged Flue   
 Gas Composition for the  
 Tested Coal, Measured at   
 Combustor Outlet 

O2, dry, vol% 4.45 
CO2, dry, vol% 15.5 
SO2, dry, ppmv 483 
NOx, dry, ppmv 780 
CO, dry, ppmv 27 

 
 
14.7 of Hg0 and only 1.8 µg/Nm3 of Hg++, only ~5% of the mercury was captured within the 
ESP. Mercury emission from the ESP in the baseline test was 15.6 µg/dNm3 with only 15% 
oxidized mercury. By adding 575 ppm chlorine into the coal, mercury concentration at the ESP 
outlet was reduced to 13 µg/dNm3, and the fraction of oxidized mercury increased to 26%. 
 
 Emissions of Trace Elements at ESP Outlet 
 
 Plotted in Figures 2 and 3 are the M29 measurement of the trace elements at ESP outlet 
under baseline condition as well as 575 ppm chlorine addition into the feed coal. Among the 
trace elements detected in the flue gas exhaust, selenium has the highest emission of  
125 µg/dNm3 in the baseline test, and >90% selenium emitted from ESP was in the gas phase. 
By adding 575 ppm chlorine into the coal combustion, 75% of the gaseous selenium was 
scavenged, and the total selenium concentration in the ESP exhaust was reduced to 32 µg/dNm3.  



 
 

Figure 1. Mercury measurements for baseline and chorine addition tests. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Emission of trace elements in PRB coal flue gas with ESP. 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 3. Partitioning of trace elements in PRB coal flue gas. 
 
 
The impact of chlorine addition on the emissions of other trace elements is not as significant as it 
was to selenium. The minor differences of other element emissions between baseline and 
chlorine addition tests were most likely caused by fluctuations of the system operation.  
 
 The concentrations of the trace element in ESP ashes were measured and reported as 
µg/dNm3 by timing the analysis results with dust loading in flue gas. The partitioning of trace 
elements in flue gas before entering the ESP was obtained by combing the results of ESP ash and 
the emissions at the ESP outlet. Normalized distributions of trace elements, gas phase vs. 
particulate matter, are listed in Table 4. Except for selenium, other trace elements were enriched 
in particulate matter, and therefore, can be removed by particulate control devices such as an 
ESP. Chlorine addition into coal combustion has shifted selenium partitioning of gas-to-particle 
from 74.5%/25.5% in baseline tests to 23.6%/76.4%. 
 
 To further understand the distributions of trace elements in fly ash, cascade impactor 
sampling was taken in flue gas for both baseline and chlorine addition tests. The size-segregated 
ash samples were analyzed to determine the concentrations of trace elements in different-sized 
ashes, and the analysis results are plotted as a function of fly ash size shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
As plotted in Figure 4, elements of Sb, Ni, As, Be, Co, and Mn are quite uniformly distributed 
among different-sized ash samples, or slightly increased with increasing fly ash size. While for 
elements of Se, Cd, and Pb (plotted in Figure 5), the analysis results clearly indicated enrichment 
of trace elements in fine-sized ash. Different size distributions of trace elements indicate that 
there are different transformation mechanisms of these elements in coal combustion. Elements of 
Sb, Ni, Be, and Mn, whose size distributions are uniform or slightly increased with fly ash size 
 



Table 4. Normalized Partitioning of Trace Elements in Coal Flue Gas 
 Baseline Chlorine Addition 
 Particulate, % Gas, % Particulate, % Gas, % 
As 100 0 100 0 
Co 99.8 0.2 99.8 0.2 
Cr 98.2 1.8 97.8 2.2 
Mn 99.0 1.0 99.0 1.0 
Ni 99.0 1.0 99.0 1.0 
Pb 98.2 1.8 96.7 3.3 
Se 25.5 74.5 76.4 23.6 
Be 100 0 100 0 
Cd 99.0 1.0 99.0 1.0 
Sb 100 0 100 0 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Size distributions of trace element in flue gas with and without addition into coal. 
 
 
indicate melting and coalescence mechanisms. As volatile matter in coal vaporizes during 
combustion, these relatively nonvolatile elements are melted and randomly coalescence into 
different sizes, therefore having uniform size distributions. Elements like Se and Pb vaporize 
during coal combustion and nucleate and/or condense to form fine particles with flue gas 
cooling. Since the condensation rate increases with decreasing particle size, these volatile trace 
elements are preferably enriched in fine-sized particles, similar to that observed in Figure 5.  
 
 Chlorine addition into coal combustion seemingly does not change transformation 
mechanisms of trace elements but may affect the rates of transformation such as selenium. The 
distributions of selenium on different-sized ashes in the two tests both showed an increasing 
enrichment with decreasing fly ash size, indicating condensation is the main mechanism for 
selenium transformation in coal flue gas. However, chlorine definitely facilitates the  



 
 

Figure 5. Size distributions of trace element in flue gas with and without addition into coal. 
 
 

condensation of gaseous selenium on fly ash, resulting in higher selenium concentrations in fly 
ash in chlorine tests than those in the baseline tests.  
 
 The size distribution of Cr in baseline and chlorine addition tests are too scattered to 
determine the impact of chlorine addition.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Impact of chlorine on partitioning and emission of trace elements has been evaluated in a 
pilot-scale experimental study. The combustion testing data indicate that, by adding 575 ppm 
chlorine (coal basis) into a subbituminous coal combustion, mercury oxidation has been 
moderately improved from 15% in baseline to 26%. EPA M29 sampling data show that chlorine 
addition into coal combustion does not affect the emissions of most trace elements except for 
selenium, whose emission was reduced from 125 µg/dNm3 in baseline tests to 32 µg/dNm3. 
Cascade impactor sampling data further indicate that the reduction of selenium emission is 
mainly caused by a chlorine-induced condensation of gaseous selenium, resulting in selenium 
enrichment in fine-particulate matters.  
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ABSTRACT

As the world population grows and standard of living increases worldwide, energy use increases. The
increase in energy demand, combined with high natural gas and oil prices results in increased electric energy
generation demand from the coal-fired power plants. This results in increased pollutant emissions, such as NOx, SOx,
mercury, heavy metals, particulate matter, and other.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has promulgated a Clean Air Mercury Rule
(CAMR) which includes provisions related to use of mercury (Hg) continuous emission monitoring systems (Hg
CEMs) to measure Hg emissions from coal-fired electric utility steam generating units.

As a result of new regulations, measurement of Hg in combustion flue gas is of critical importance. Hg
monitors (Hg CEMs) and sorbent traps (ST), commercially available in the U.S., were field-tested at a coal-fired
power plant, firing bituminous coals with varying Hg content. The Hg concentration values, measured by the mercury
monitors and STs, were compared to the Reference Methods (RM) developed in the U.S. and European Union (EU).
The Ontario Hydro method (OHM) was used as a reference for all measurements. Test procedures and
measurement accuracy of the STs, relative to the OHM, are described in this paper. The results for the Hg monitors
are presented in Part 1 of this paper.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has promulgated a Clean Air Mercury Rule
(CAMR) which includes provisions related to use of mercury (Hg) continuous emission monitoring systems (Hg
CEMs) to measure Hg emissions from coal-fired electric utility steam generating units. Among these are the Hg
monitoring additions to 40 CFR Part 75 and a new Appendix B Performance Specification for 40 CFR Part 60 –
“Specifications and Test Procedures for Total Vapor Phase Mercury Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems in
Stationary Sources” (PS-12A). Both of these provisions require a CEM certification process that includes a Relative
Accuracy Test Audit (RATA) using an approved EPA reference method (RM).

The important issue currently facing U.S. electric utility industry is a short compliance timeline: by January
1, 2009, certified continuous Hg monitors (CEMs) or ST systems need to be installed to monitor Hg emissions from
stationary sources where annual Hg emissions exceed 29 pounds of Hg. Following certification, a certified Hg CEM
should collect 12 months of Hg emissions data. Reporting of data for compliance monitoring would start on January
1, 2010. This gives two years for CEM or ST system installation and certification, and three years until mandatory

1
Prepared for presentation at the 32nd International Technical Conference on Coal Utilization, June 10-15 2007, Clearwater, FL.



reporting for emissions compliance

With the support from the U.S. EPA, EPRI, U.S. electrical utility companies, and the Italian Ministry of
Economic Development, The Institute for Environment and Sustainability of the Joint Research Centre, and with
great help from Allegheny Energy, the Lehigh University’s Energy Research Center (ERC) organized a field test in
which sorbent traps, and continuous and semi-continuous Hg monitors, commercially available in the U.S., were
field-tested.

Field testing was performed in July 2006 by a joint U.S. and EU team at Unit 2 of the Allegheny Energy
Armstrong Generating Station, located northeast of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For the first part of the test, the plant
was firing locally mined bituminous coals having high and varying mercury content. For the second part of the test, a
low-Hg coal from Virginia was fired. The Hg concentrations measured by the sorbent traps, Hg CEMs, and EU RM
were compared to the Hg concentrations measured by the OHM. The on-site analysis of collected OHM samples
was performed by Western Kentucky University (WKU) using a mobile chemical analysis laboratory.

Project Objectives

The main objectives of the Armstrong project were the following:

 Field-test Hg CEMs and compare against the reference method (OHM).
 Field-test STs and compare results against the reference method (OHM).
 Field-test the Instrumental Reference Method (IRM).
 Compare RMs for Hg measurement developed by the U.S. and EU.
 Determine whether there is a bias in Hg emissions measured by the U.S. and EU RMs.
 Compare reference and other methods for Hg measurement under the same test conditions.

A total of 72 OHM tests were performed. In addition, 36 samples were obtained by the EU reference Method.
The total number of sorbent trap tests, performed by all test teams, was 186. Based on the number of the performed
tests, the Armstrong field test represents one of the most comprehensive field test efforts in the Hg measurement
area conducted in the U.S. The total number of the OHM, EU, and ST tests performed at Armstrong is summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1: Tests Performed at Armstrong
Test Method Standard Comment No. of Tests

OHM ASTM D6784-02 US Reference Method 72

EU EN-13211 EU Reference Method 36

Sorbent Trap Appendix K New Reference Method 186

TECHNICAL APPROACH

A side-to-side field comparison of the sorbent traps, continuous and semi-continuous Hg monitors to the
OHM was performed at a coal-fired power plant. The sorbent trap testing was conducted by three test teams in
parallel to the OHM tests. The start and end times for the OHM and ST tests were coordinated to allow direct
comparison of the results.

The Ontario Hydro Method was used to obtain samples in accordance with ASTM D6784-02 - Standard
Test Method for Elemental, Oxidized Particle-bound, and Total Mercury in Flue Gas Generated from Coal-Fired
Stationary Sources. The OHM testing was performed by the WKU test crew using two paired OHM sampling trains.
The samples were analyzed on site by using the WKU mobile chemical analysis laboratory. Sample analysis was
performed by the second WKU crew overnight, and results from the previous test day were available next morning.



During the test, the host unit was participating in frequency control (Area Grid Regulation). Two two-hour
periods of constant load were provided for testing each day: one in the morning and one in the afternoon. This limited
the number of tests to two per day. The duration of the each test corresponded to the time needed to sample a
required gas volume as specified by the OHM (typically 2 hours). The fly ash and coal samples were collected at
least three times per day to determine Hg concentration and stability in the ash. The coal samples were collected
from the coal mills, while the fly ash samples were collected from the Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) hoppers.

Description of Host Unit and Stack Measurement Location

Armstrong Generating station consists of two units rated at approximately 190 MW gross, each. The station
receives coal by truck from a number of local mines, and also fires Virginia coal that is delivered by rail. Two ESPs in
a serial arrangement are used for particulate emissions control. As a result, opacity at the stack is very low, typically
in the 3 percent range. Although Armstrong is typically a base-loaded unit, it participates in the frequency control.

Units 1 and 2 at Armstrong discharge flue gas into the atmosphere through two steel stacks. The stacks are
contained in a common 1,000 ft high concrete liner. Stack diameter is 14.5 ft, which gives average flue gas velocity of
approximately 75 ft/s at full-load. The main CEM platform is located approximately 350 ft above ground level, Figure
1, and is accessible by an elevator.

Figure 1: Armstrong stack: Location of CEM platforms

As presented in Figure 1 the CEM platform at Armstrong has four elevations. A number of sampling ports
are available at each elevation, which makes Armstrong a perfect test site. The sampling ports on the main CEM
platform were used for the RM and Hg CEMs sampling. The four stack ports in the cross arrangement were used for
the two paired OHM trains and two single EU sampling trains. Stack ports located on the second, third, and fourth
CEM platforms were used for the sorbent trap sampling.
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Sorbent Trap Sampling Train

The sorbent trap testing at Armstrong was conducted according to the Appendix K of 40 CFR Part 75
regulations in parallel to the OHM tests. The start and end times for the OHM and ST tests were coordinated to allow
direct comparison of the results.

Sorbent traps have been developed and used to measure total Hg in flue gas from coal-fired units since
1990. A known volume of flue gas is drawn by a sampling train through a tube (sorbent trap) filled with a material
that absorbs Hg. The traps are then analyzed either on site or in the laboratory to determine the Hg concentration in
the stack flue gas. Most sorbent traps are designed to measure HgT. Some traps employ multiple sorbents to
determine Hg speciation.

Different versions of sampling trains were developed by the manufacturers. A typical ST sampling system
consists of the sampling probe, paired sorbent traps, automated data acquisition and handling system, moisture
removal components, sample pump, dry gas meter and heated umbilical line. A schematic of the sampling train is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A schematic of the sorbent trap sampling train

Paired traps are required and must show relative agreement. Each trap is comprised of three sections. The
first section is used for Hg measurement, the second one for quantification of the Hg breakthrough, and the third,
spiked, section is used to demonstrate analytical proficiency. Under Appendix K, the ST breakthrough, detected in
the second section, must be 5 percent or less of the first section mass. The relative deviation, RD, of the paired traps
must be less or equal to 10 percent. For low average concentrations (1 g/sm3), the recently proposed revisions to
Part 75 allow for a relative deviation of less or equal to 20 percent. Spike recovery from the third trap section must
be between 75 and 125 percent. Also, Appendix K requires the results to be corrected for spike recovery.

The relative deviation (RD) of the paired traps is calculated from:

RD = |C1 – C2|/(C1 + C2) x 100% Eqn. 1

The correction for spike recovery is calculated as:

HgCorrected = HgMeasured /R Eqn. 2



where spike recovery, R, is determined from:

R = HgMeasured,Section 3 /HgPre-spiked,Section 3 x 100% Eqn. 3

RESULTS

A total of 18 tests were performed over a range of unit loads from 75 to 176 MW and varying coal Hg
content. The data from Figure 3 show that coal properties have changed after Test 10. During the first part of the test
(Tests 1 to 10), coal from the local mines was fired. This local coal resulted in high Hg emissions (> 20 g/dsm3). A
low-Hg coal from Virginia, fired during the second part of the test (Tests 11 to 18), resulted in Hg emissions in the 7-
10 g/dsm3 range. This change in coal properties allowed test data to be collected over a wide range of mercury
concentrations, from 7 - 23 g/dsm3. The Virginia coal had much lower Hg content (less than 50 percent) and lower
Cl- content (Figure 3) compared to the local coals. Also, the Cl-/Hg ratio for the Virginia coal was more than 50
percent higher compared to the local coals.

Figure 3: Mercury and chlorine in as-received coal

Sampling equipment for ST testing was provided by the three manufacturers (Manufactures I, II, and III). While
some of the STs were analyzed on site, the majority of the traps were sent to the company’s labs for the off-site
analysis. One of the ST manufacturers (Manufacturer III) used two different methods (methods a and b) to measure
Hg concentration.

Typical results obtained with a dual-trap train are presented in Figure 4. The HgT concentration values
corrected and uncorrected for spike, expressed on a dry basis, are given for Tests 2 to 18. No results are available
for Test 4 since both traps broke during recovery. As the results show, the HgT values, measured for Tests 11 to 18
were significantly lower compared to the Test 2 to 10 results due to a change in coal properties. The average
difference between the corrected and uncorrected values at Armstrong was small, in the 0.5 to 1 g/dsm3range, with
the uncorrected values being higher.

A comparison of the HgT concentration values measured by the sorbent traps and OHM, presented in Figure
5, shows a very good agreement between by both methods. The agreement is especially good for the low-Hg coal,
where measured HgT values cluster together. For the high-Hg coal, the scatter in measurements is higher compared
to the low-Hg coal.
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Figure 4: HgT concentration values measured by individual traps corrected and uncorrected for spike: Manufacturer I

Figure 5: Comparison of HgT concentration measured by STs and OHM

A comparison of absolute differences in the HgT concentration measured by the STs and OHM is presented
in Figure 6. The relative differences (expressed as percent difference with respect to OHM) are compared in Figure
7. For the high-Hg coal having a variable Hg content, the absolute difference between the ST and OHM results was
in the -3.1 to 3.5 g/dsm3 (-15 to 18 percent) range. For the low-Hg coal, the absolute difference was in the -1.7 to
0.7 g/dsm3 (-19 to 9 percent) range.

When calculating test statistics the ST test data were divided in two sets: the high-Hg and low-Hg coal sets.
The results, summarized in Table 2, show that the average, standard deviation (S), relative standard deviation
(RSD), confidence interval (CI), and relative confidence interval (RCI) values for the ST Manufacturers I, II, and III-a
were similar. The Manufacturer’s III-b method and equipment resulted in a significantly better precision, compared to
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the other results. The precision of the sorbent trap tests performed with the low-Hg coal at Armstrong was higher
compared to the high-Hg coal.

Figure 6: Absolute difference in HgT concentration measured by sorbent traps and OHM

Figure 7: Relative difference in HgT concentration measured by sorbent traps and OHM

The bias error, B, between the ST and OHM results was calculated from Equation 4. For the spike-corrected
data, the average bias error in HgT concentration, measured by the sorbent traps and OHM, ranges from –4.7 to 5.1
percent. The bias error for the high-Hg coal is within the -1 to 6.6 percent range while, while for the low-Hg coal, B is
within the -12 to 2.5 percent range.

B = (HgST/HgOHM – 1) x 100% Eqn. 4
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Table 2: Test Statistics – Sorbent Traps

Parameter Units High-Hg Coal Low-Hg Coal Test Average

Manufacturer I ST OHM ST OHM ST OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 20.6 19.3 8.7 8.5 13.8 13.1

S g/wsm3 ± 4.4 ± 3.1 ± 1.2 ± 1.1 ± 6.7 ± 5.9

RSD % ± 21.3 ± 15.8 ± 13.8 ± 13 ± 48.6 ± 45.2

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 2.8 ± 1.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 ± 2.6 ± 1.6

95% RCI % ± 13.6 ± 6.7 ± 7.4 ± 4.6 ± 18.9 ± 12.1

Bias Error % 6.6 2.5 5.1

Manufacturer II ST OHM ST OHM ST OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 19.1 19.3 7.4 8.5 12.9 13.5

S g/wsm3 ± 3.6 ± 3.1 ± 0.8 ± 1.1 ± 6.4 ± 5.9

RSD % ± 18.8 ± 15.9 ± 10.7 ± 13 ± 49.7 ± 43.8

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 2.1 ± 1.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.4 ± 2.3 ± 1.5

95% RCI % ± 10.8 ± 6.2 ± 5.7 ± 4.6 ± 18.1 ± 11.3

Bias Error % -1.0 -12.0 -4.7

Manufacturer III-a Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 18.9 18.6 8.5 8.6 13.4 13.1

S g/wsm3 ± 4.4 ± 3.8 ± 1.2 ± 1.3 ± 6.1 ± 5.7

RSD % ± 23.6 ± 20.4 ± 14.3 ± 14.6 ± 45.7 ± 43.7

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 2.4 ± 2 ± 0.6 ± 0.6 ± 1.9 ± 1.9

95% RCI % ± 12.6 ± 10.9 ± 6.7 ± 6.9 ± 14.5 ± 14.6

Bias Error % 1.4 -1.1 2.5

Manufacturer III-b Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM Hg CEM OHM

Average Hg g/wsm3 20.5 20.0 8.2 8.4 14.4 14.2

S g/wsm3 ± 2.1 ± 1.7 ± 0.7 ± 1.1 ± 6.5 ± 6.1

RSD % ± 10.1 ± 8.7 ± 8.3 ± 13.1 ± 45.2 ± 43

95% CI g/wsm3 ± 1 ± 0.8 ± 0.3 ± 0.5 ± 2 ± 1.9

95% RCI % ± 4.7 ± 4.1 ± 3.9 ± 6.1 ± 13.6 ± 13.6

Bias Error % 2.6 -2.5 1.1

The values of the bias error B between the sorbent trap and OHM results are presented in Figure 8 along
with the RSD and RCI values. The statistical significance of the bias B was determined before making conclusions
concerning bias values. The RSD, CI, and RCI values were used as criteria for determining statistical significance.

As shown in Figure 8, the bias errors for all sorbent traps are contained within the ± RSD interval. If the
RSD value were used as a criterion for determining statistical significance, it could be concluded that bias errors
between the sorbent traps and OHM measurements, determined at Armstrong, are not statistically significant. If the



RCI value were used as a criterion, it could be concluded that bias erros determined for the Manufacturer I and high-
Hg coal, and Manufacturer II and low-Hg coal are statistically significant. A more rigorous analysis involves
comparison of the interval estimates, i.e., the Hgavg ± CI values measured by the sorbent traps OHM. According to
the interval estimates criterion, bias error for the Manufacturer II and low-Hg coal is statistically significant.

The results of all three criteria, summarized in Table 3, show that bias B error between the sorbent trap and
OHM results for the Manufacturer II and low-Hg coal is statistically significant. For the high-Hg coal, bias error for the
Manufacturer I could be statistically significant. These results confirm a very good agreement between the sorbent
trap and OHM results obtained at Armstrong.

Figure 8: Bias error between sorbent trap and OHM results

Table 3: Statistical Significance of the ST vs. OHM Bias – Armstrong Tests
High-Hg Coal Low-Hg Coal

Criterion RSD RCI Hgavg ± CI RSD RCI Hgavg ± CI
Sorbent Trap % % g/wsm3 % % g/wsm3

Manufacturer I NO YES NO NO NO NO
Manufacturer II NO NO NO NO YES YES
Manufacturer III-a NO NO NO NO NO NO
Manufacturer III-b NO NO NO NO NO NO

The precision (expressed at the 95 percent confidence interval) of the spike-corrected and spike-
uncorrected EPA Appendix K method results is presented in Figure 9. The results show that correcting for spike has
a very small and inconsistent effect on precision of the Appendix K results obtained at Armstrong.
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Figure 9: Precision of the spike-corrected and spike-uncorrected EPA Appendix K method results

CONCLUSIONS

With the support from the U.S. EPA, EPRI, U.S. electrical utility companies, and the Italian Ministry of
Economic Development, The Institute for Environment and Sustainability of the Joint Research Centre, and with
great help from Allegheny Energy, the ERC organized a field test where sorbent traps, and continuous and semi-
continuous Hg CEMs commercially available in the U.S. and were field-tested at Allegheny Energy’s Armstrong
Generating Station. For the first part of the test, the plant was firing locally mined bituminous coals having high and
varying Hg content. For the second part of the test, a low-Hg coal from Virginia was fired.

All sorbent traps tested at Armstrong performed very well, having a similar measurement precision.

Better precision was obtained for the low-Hg coal, compared to the high-Hg coal. This is attributed to a constant
Hg content of the low-Hg coal, and a variable Hg-content of the high-Hg coal.

A comparison of the HgT concentration values measured by the sorbent traps and OHM shows an excellent
agreement between both methods.

The average bias B error values for the spike-corrected HgT concentrations measured by the sorbent traps and
OHM range from –4.7 to 5.1 percent.

The bias B error between the sorbent trap and OHM results for the Manufacturer II and low-Hg coal is
statistically significant. For the high-Hg coal, the bias error for the Manufacturer I could be statistically significant.

Sorbent traps are simple to use and offer the same precision and accuracy compared to the Hg CEMs but are
not designed for continuous sampling. However, sorbent traps are well suited for RATA testing. It is
recommended that the sorbent traps be analyzed in a laboratory, unless well-trained and experienced personnel
are available for a field analysis.
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Abstract- Modeling and simulation tools are becoming pervasive in the process 
engineering practice of designing advanced power generation facilities. These tools 
enable engineers to explore many what-if scenarios before cutting metal or constructing a 
pilot scale facility. While such tools enable investigation of crucial plant design aspects, 
typical commercial process simulation tools such as Aspen Plus®, gPROMS®, and 
HYSYS® still do not explore some plant design information, including computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) models for complex thermal and fluid flow phenomena, economics 
models for policy decisions, operational data after the plant is constructed, and as-built 
information for use in as-designed models. Software tools must be created that allow 
disparate sources of information to be integrated if environments are to be constructed 
where process simulation information can be accessed. At the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), the Advanced Process 
Engineering Co-Simulator (APECS) has been developed as an integrated software suite 
that combines process simulation (e.g., Aspen Plus) and high-fidelity equipment 
simulation (e.g., Fluent® CFD), together with advanced analysis capabilities including 
case studies, sensitivity analysis, stochastic simulation for risk/uncertainty analysis, and 
multi-objective optimization. In this paper, we discuss the initial phases of integrating 
APECS with the immersive and interactive virtual engineering software, VE-Suite, 
developed at Iowa State University and Ames Laboratory. VE-Suite utilizes the ActiveX 
(OLE Automation) controls in Aspen Plus wrapped by the CASI library developed by 
Reaction Engineering International to run the process simulation and query for unit 
operation results. This integration permits any application that uses the VE-Open 
interface to integrate with APECS co-simulations, enabling construction of the 
comprehensive virtual engineering environment needed for the rapid engineering of 
advanced power generation facilities. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
In power plant design, access to a broad range of information is necessary to make 
informed decisions that impact plant performance, cost, and risk. Many information 
sources are available in today’s engineering environment, from spreadsheet-based models 
to process models to CFD models. Each of these models provides valuable information 
for the decision-making process and provides a different and unique perspective of the 
power plant’s design characteristics (Fig. 1). Providing stakeholders with accurate, 
reliable, and complete information is an important characteristic of today’s engineering 
tools. Coupling process simulation modeling with an information framework, which 
would provide stakeholders with process simulation modeling information in conjunction 



with three-dimensional CAD geometry, will be examined in this paper. Presenting 
process simulation information in this format helps the engineer contextualize abstract 
simulation information.  
 
The integration of two software frameworks, namely APECS (with Aspen Plus) and VE-
Suite, will be examined here. This coupling will support automatic and manual mapping 
of pre-configured flowsheet interconnectivity to VE-Suite (VE-Conductor), automatic 
and manual configuration of Aspen Plus parameters for access in VE-Suite (VE-
Conductor), and basic runtime control of APECS co-simulations from VE-Suite (VE-
Conductor). APECS will be enhanced to provide three-dimensional equipment 
positioning, module-based controls for detailed simulation visualization, and user-defined 
pipe routing between three-dimensional equipment. This is a collaborative effort between 
Fluent, Ames Lab, Reaction Engineering International, and the National Energy 
Technology Laboratory.  
 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual advanced power generation facility 

 
One of the key elements of functionality required to couple VE-Suite and Aspen Plus is a 
wrapper, or abstraction, library for Aspen Plus. REI implemented the CASI library to 
address this need. The function of the library is to provide a high-level C++ interface to 
the Aspen Plus software. In addition to a simplified interface, the library also 
encapsulates the details of Aspen Plus interfacing in the library itself. REI has continued 



to refine the CASI library to meet the requirements of the new coupled software. While 
maintaining the external interface to the library to keep from breaking existing library 
client codeas well as to provide additional robustness enhancements. 
 
Key features of the library include: 
 

• Implementation of C++ as a class library 
• Hidden details of AspenTech’s automation interface implementation 

(AspenTech’s automation interface is undergoing rapid changes) 
• Ease of use from non-managed C++ 
• Portability to other platforms (wrapper code) 
• Simplified development of automation code for Aspen Plus 

 
Section 2 of this paper will present background information about VE-Suite and Aspen 
Plus. Section 3 will discuss implementing the CASI library. Section 4 will describe the 
implementation of VE-Suite components that support CASI and Aspen Plus. Section 5 
will outline the conclusions and future work related to this research. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
Both APECS/Aspen Plus and VE-Suite will be utilized to produce an immersive and 
interactive environment where these advanced power generation facilities can be created. 
These two toolsets bring unique capabilities to the engineering environment that enable 
more efficient power plants to be constructed. 
 
2.1 Apecs 
NETL and its R&D collaboration partners are developing the Advanced Process 
Engineering Co-Simulator (APECS) as an innovative software tool that combines process 
simulation with high-fidelity equipment models based on CFD. APECS enables design 
engineers to better understand and optimize power plant performance with respect to 
coupled fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, and chemical reactions.  
 
The APECS integration framework (Fig. 2) uses the process industry-standard CAPE-
OPEN (CO) software interfaces to provide plug-and-play interoperability between 
process simulation and equipment models. The hierarchy of equipment models ranges 
from high-fidelity CFD models to custom engineering models (CEMs) to fast reduced-
order models (ROMs). At NETL, system analysts typically use APECS to run power 
plant co-simulations coupling the CO-compliant steady-state process simulator, Aspen 
Plus, with CO-compliant CFD models based on Fluent, a leading software package for 
comprehensive flow analysis. 
 



 
Figure 2. APECS Software Framework 

 
The APECS system reduces the time and effort required to couple CFD-based equipment 
models into plant-wide Aspen Plus simulations. Previously, such integration was not 
practicable, requiring months of effort by expert programmers. Today, design engineers 
can use APECS to integrate CFD models into a process simulation in a matter of an hour 
or two using the CO software interfaces and a number of systematic and timesaving 
features, including easy-to-use configuration wizards and an equipment model database.   
 
To improve co-simulation turnaround time, APECS provides options on both ends of the 
performance spectrum, including the use of fast ROMs and parallel execution of the CFD 
models on high-performance computers. ROMs are a class of equipment models that are 
based on pre-computed CFD solutions over a range of parameter values, but are much 
faster than CFD models. For example, the APECS system currently provides for 
automatically generating and using a ROM based on multiple linear regressions to 
demonstrate the concept. Future ROM solvers will include non-linear regression, neural 
networks, and proper orthogonal decomposition. For parallel execution, the APECS CO-
based integration controller allows process simulations running under the Windows 
operating system to use equipment models running locally/remotely and serially/in 
parallel on Linux clusters and/or supercomputers. 
 
The APECS system also provides a wide variety of powerful analysis tools for 
optimizing overall power plant performance. Design specifications are used to calculate 
operating conditions or equipment parameters to meet specified performance targets.  
Case studies are used to run multiple simulations with different input for comparison and 
study. Sensitivity analysis shows how process performance varies with changes to 
selected equipment specifications and operating conditions. Optimization is used for 
maximizing an objective function, including plant efficiency, energy production, and 



process economics. For process optimization in the face of multiple and some time 
conflicting objectives, APECS offers stochastic modeling and multi-objective 
optimization capabilities developed to comply with the CO software standard.   
 
Advanced two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualization tools available in APECS 
enable design engineers to display, within the process simulator, the results of a 
process/CFD co-simulation including contours of velocity, temperature, pressure, and 
species mass fractions for specified surfaces in the equipment models. Ongoing 
collaborative efforts are aimed at integrating APECS with VE-Suite, an open-source 
virtual engineering software toolkit, enabling users to explore co-simulation results in a 
context-based, user-centered interface, including walking through a three-dimensional 
representation of the power plant. 
 
2.2 Aspen Plus 
Aspen Plus from Aspen Technology is widely-used, commercial, steady-state process 
modeling tool for steady-state simulation, design, performance monitoring, and 
optimization. The process simulation capabilities of Aspen Plus enable engineers to 
predict the behavior of a process using basic engineering relationships such as mass and 
energy balances, phase and chemical equilibrium, and reaction kinetics. Aspen Plus 
contains data, physical properties, unit operation models, built-in defaults, reports and a 
wide variety of analysis tools including equation-oriented modeling, case studies, 
sensitivity analysis, and optimization.  
 
For modeling coal-fired power generation systems, Aspen Plus offers solids handling 
capabilities important for combustion and gasification modeling; comprehensive physical 
properties, thermodynamics, phase and chemical equilibrium relations, and reaction 
kinetics for gas cleanup modeling; and an extensive library of heat exchange and rotating 
equipment models for simulating combined cycles. 
 
Aspen Plus also offers an open environment to easily incorporate proprietary in-house or 
third-party technology.  These may be created using Microsoft Excel®, FORTRAN or 
Aspen Custom Modeler®.  In addition, Aspen Plus supports the process industry 
standard, CAPE-OPEN, which is the basis of the process/CFD co-simulation capabilities 
provided in APECS. 
 
2.3 Ve-Suite 
VE-Suite is an open-source virtual engineering software toolkit that enables the user to 
simultaneously interact with engineering analyses and graphical models (Fig. 3) to create 
a virtual decision-making environment. 
 
In nearly all aspects of the engineering process—design, manufacturing, and 
maintenance—the tools employed at each phase rely on virtual models (e.g., software 
tools) to reduce cost and shorten development time. This results in a wider variety of 
software tools being used across a wide range of vendors and engineering firms. In this 
environment, engineers are required to manually move information from one software 
package to another. Thus, the process does not support real-time, collaborative design in 



which the engineer establishes the dynamic thinking process needed to obtain an intuitive 
feel for the performance of a product. It also does not permit the real-time exploration of 
questions raised by other engineers, designers, or managers. This working arrangement 
significantly lessens the number of alternatives that can be investigated, limits the 
essential creative design process, and discourages “what if” questions that can lead to 
breakthroughs in design. As a result, the engineer has to shift his or her focus from 
engineering to manual information integration. To allow engineers to focus on 
engineering, a new workflow and paradigm is needed. This workflow is described within 
a new enabling technology called virtual engineering and is implemented via VE-Suite. 
Using VE-Suite to implement virtual engineering reduces the design cycle time to allow 
new technologies to reach production and operation more quickly than previously 
possible. 
 

 
Figure 3. VE-Suite running in a virtual environment for design review 

 
Engineering tools and information need to be integrated throughout each engineering 
project. That is, information from the design phase needs to be available to design and 
manufacturing contractors without manual reentry or other hassles. Currently, for a 
variety of reasons (e.g., budgetary constraints and inter-company politics), no commercial 
software package can integrate information from the complete product design team, from 
economists and numerical modelers to design and manufacturing firms. VE-Suite 
addresses this constraint by creating a tool that has open interfaces and allows other 
commercial and open-source packages to exchange data in a comprehensive design 



environment. In this environment, all the data and tools necessary to make a particular 
engineering decision are available to the stakeholder trying to move the engineering 
process forward. 
 
VE-Suite is intended to be used in the engineering process, whether for business model 
investigation or training. It is used in a diverse set of engineering applications to allow 
engineers and other project stakeholders to gain insight into complex engineering 
problems. 
 
3. IMPLEMENTATION – CASI 
A lightweight library called the C/C++ Aspen Simulator Interface was written to enable 
VE-Suite and APECS/Aspen Plus to communicate and combine their assets.  
 
3.1 Motivation 
As noted in Section 1, the key motivation for creating the CASI library is to encapsulate 
the details of communicating with Aspen Plus (Fig. 4). In this work, the Aspen Plus 
automation server is used to provide access to simulation data and control the execution 
of the simulator from the outside. The Aspen Plus Windows user interface is an ActiveX 
Automation Server. The ActiveX technology (also called OLE Automation) enables an 
external Windows application to interact with Aspen Plus through a programming 
interface using a language such as Microsoft's Visual Basic. The server exposes objects 
through the COM object model. 
 
AspenTech is planning to implement a number of changes to the automation interface 
that fundamentally alter how software must be written to utilize the interface. CASI limits 
the software modifications required to support future AspenTech changes to the CASI 
library. Thus, user code (including VE-Suite) does not need modification. 

 
 
3.2 Object-Oriented Architecture 
 
As noted previously, the CASI library has been implemented in object-oriented C++. 
This object orientation fits naturally with the Aspen Plus model of documents, unit 

 
VE-Suite 

 
CASI Library 

 
Aspen Plus 

Figure 4. CASI library: Abstraction layer 



operation blocks, process streams, and variables. The following sections provide 
additional details about the library. 
 
The CASI library consists of three main C++ classes: 
 

• class Variable – This is an abstraction for an Aspen Plus variable and has member 
functions for obtaining data associated with the variable (data that would be 
shown in the right-hand pane of the variable explorer (Fig. 5). This class is 
derived from the CASIObj class because of the functional overlap between block, 
streams, and variables. 

 
Figure 5. Object-oriented architecture of the CASI library 

 
 

• class CASIObj : public Variable – This is an abstraction for both blocks and 
streams. From the standpoint of the class interface, both blocks and streams can 

be effectively represented by the same abstraction. Member functions include 
methods to obtain port information, chemical component information, and block 
inputs and outputs. 
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• class CASIDocument – This is an abstraction for the entire Aspen Plus flowsheet. 
Methods of this class allow the developer to load flowsheets, connect to the 
Aspen Plus automation engine, and obtain detailed information about the current 
active flowsheet. 

 
4. IMPLEMENTATION – VE-SUITE 
Changes must be made to various parts of VE-Suite to support the vast amount of 
information available in Aspen Plus as well as the ability to work with process 
simulators. These changes are implemented in: 
 

• VE-Conductor 
• Computational Engine 
• Unit wrappers 

 
The CORBA IDL interface (VE-Open) is modified for back-end computational units to 
support a query-style interface. With the query infrastructure in place in VE-Suite, 
implementing Aspen Plus-specific functionality for the unit wrappers in VE-Suite is 
possible. Specifically, the Aspen Unit includes a command-driven Aspen Plus interface 
engine, which receives commands through the user-constructed query interface based on 
user requests. The engine then parses the command, compares it to a set of available 
commands in the Aspen Unit, and carries out the required tasks using the CASI interface 
calls.  
 
The objective of these changes to VE-Suite is to reduce the amount of information 
transferred between each part of the VE-Suite framework. To achieve this, only 
information requested by the user will be transferred, resulting in several smaller data 
structures transmitted to reduce latency and network burden. For example, each unit 
operation in Aspen Plus has its own XML string that contains only its own input 
parameters. These parts are transmitted individually according to the user’s action. The 
changes that make this possible will be covered in detail below.  
 
4.1 Computational Unit 
The unit wrappers can accept an XML formatted command through the query interface:  
 
string Query(in string commands) raises(Error::EUnknown); 
 
The computational unit will parse this XML command and extract the command element. 
For each predefined command, a command handler is implemented to perform the 
specified action. Following is a list of current predefined commands used to interface 
with Aspen Plus. This list will expand as needed in the future. The first command, 
“getNetwork,” retrieves the flowsheet information from Aspen Plus so VE-Suite can 
draw the respective network (Fig. 6) and enable the user to query individual unit 
operations for results information. The second command is “getModuleParamList,” 
which returns the list of available parameters for a given unit operation. Once the user has 
chosen a specific parameter, the properties for that variable are queried via the 
“getParamProperties” command from Aspen and displayed to the user. These commands 



and methods for accessing data within Aspen Plus have shown to scale from flowsheets 
with anywhere from 10 to 200+ unit operations. 
 

 
Figure 6. An Aspen Plus flowsheet in VE-Conductor 

 
4.2 Computational Engine 
The changes to the computational engine (CE) result in the CE being a data proxy that is 
responsible for scheduling the execution of various units and the transfer of information 
between units. This enables the CE to continue to be put on a low-powered gateway 
computer, even when the network data is large and must be passed through the interfaces.  
 
When operating with a process simulator as one of the units in the VE-Suite framework, 
the CE passes commands from the user through to the respective unit. The unit is then 
responsible for sending the information on to the respective software package. In this 
case, the unit interfaces with the CASI library and sends inputs pack into Aspen based on 
the command passed by the CE. 
 
4.3 VE-Conductor 
The changes in VE-Conductor enable real-time query and retrieval of information as 
described above. Because of these changes, the user can query Aspen Plus for flowsheet 
information. This process is described in section 4.1. The user can then query for input 
and result parameters. This data is provided in a data browser-like user interface to 
handle display and editing for query-enabled units. When the query is called on the 
Aspen Unit, this dialogue will query the parameters list. The user can then pick out 



certain parameters and assign an alias to each one. The plugin GUI will remember this 
list and bring a dialogue with only those parameters when the module is double clicked 
again from the flowsheet. As noted previously, the Aspen Plus unit-specific data is all 
accessed in real time by the user. This enables the user to edit and interact with the 
system under investigation in the three-dimensional environment created through VE-
Suite and simultaneously interact with Aspen Plus to make low-level changes to the 
flowsheet. This workflow is possible through the implementation of the query interfaces 
implemented in VE-Suite. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The integration of Aspen Plus and VE-Suite will allow more information to be accessible 
to stakeholders in creating advanced power generation facilities in the next decade. This 
toolset will enable process simulation data to be presented in a format that is accessible to 
a broad audience and will enable further research into integrating it with APECS. The 
CASI library will continue to be enhanced as needed. REI is currently working with 
NETL and AspenTech personnel to investigate the feasibility of modifying CASI to make 
use of the new AspenTech Case eXecution Services (CXS) interface. CXS has been 
designated as the replacement for the aging COM Automation Interface to Aspen Plus 
that is currently used by CASI. When the transition to CXS occurs, only the CASI library 
will be modified accordingly. 
 

 
Figure 7. Using VE-Suite to work with a power plant model. 



 
Through this initial integration of Aspen Plus and VE-Suite, it is possible for project 
stakeholders to interact with Aspen Plus in an immersive environment (Fig. 7) while 
looking at the process simulation data with the physical plant layout. This brings the 
possibility of creating a virtual plant walk-through one step closer to completion. 
Coupling APECS and VE-Suite will enable real-time display of high fidelity Fluent data 
once an APECS flowsheet has completed execution. In addition to the capabilities gained 
through integrating these process tools, the ability to share Aspen Plus and APECS 
information with other software frameworks also becomes a possibility. 
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Abstract- The use of sensors and controls has significantly enhanced today’s power 
generation systems. As the power industry continues to strive for higher operating 
efficiency, lower operating costs, and safer environmental practices, sensors and controls 
become increasingly important. To gain appreciable value from informational systems, 
sensor networks will need to handle tasks autonomously and intelligently. This paper will 
focus on techniques that use autonomous construction agents to carry out self-
management. The goal of this research is to enable information obtained from surrogate 
problems to serve as a useful framework for managing power plant sensor networks. 
Insights into the issues surrounding sensor management, essential data selection, and data 
integration with process simulators such as AspenPlus™ will be discussed in application 
to a hybrid fuel cell turbine power generation facility. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With environmental regulations becoming progressively stringent and the ever-increasing 
world energy consumption, power generation systems must develop ways to improve 
operating efficiencies, reduce emissions, and lower costs. These systems have been 
recognized to benefit from new and innovative solutions in implementing sensors and 
controls. 
 
Lower manufacturing costs and improvements in sensor system component technologies 
will allow further sensor integration within power generation systems, thus providing 
more advanced control. As these systems acquire more data, data management becomes 
increasingly difficult. The intricacy and complexity of interpreting this information and 
making decisions will continue to grow. With increased information load on central 
controls, system response times can decrease, preventing system parameter optimization.  
To apply advanced control, real-time decisions must be made for the system. 
 
These requirements suggest that decentralizing system implementation would be 
beneficial. Decision making will need to occur at lower levels of the system with limited 
central management. Sensors should become more intelligent and autonomous in their 
behavior to facilitate the decision process. If sensor systems are designed with these types 
of abilities, then the opportunity to develop and apply parallelism within the system will 
significantly increase. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
To gain a better understanding of self-managing systems, we will focus on techniques 
that use autonomous construction agents to build two-dimensional structures. These 



techniques are based on an extended concept of stigmergy, in which environmental 
elements are used to coordinate multi-agent groups [1]. 
 
The term stigmergy was originally introduced to describe the ability of social insects to 
create complex structures through the use of indirect communication. These insects are 
able to extract information from a progressing structure’s current configuration and use 
that information to decide upon new building actions. Information is stored within the 
environment and not directly transferred between agents. The concept of stigmergy could 
prove to be a very useful tool in coordinating a variety of system activities when time and 
space considerations are important. 
 

 
Figure 1. The virtual construction world for the autonomous construction agents 

 
Our objective is to apply information obtained from this study to improve the current 
implementation of complex sensor networks and controls within power plants.  We hope 
this framework will allow us to investigate different informational configurations and 
what works well for autonomous systems. 
 
3. IMPLEMENTATION 
The basic framework for this construction problem will be, to a great extent, the same as 
the original design. Elements in the environment will consist of building blocks, mobile 
agents, and a block-sized marker to designate the starting point for construction. Agents 
will coordinate their actions only through the progressing structure, thus eliminating 
dependence upon other agents. The overall goal is to start with a predefined shape and 
determine a set of basic low-level rules that can be used to construct it. 
 
The construction problem framework will be implemented using VE-Suite, an open-
source interactive virtual engineering software package. VE-Suite creates a fully 
immersive and interactive virtual environment in which decision-making processes can 
take place. Through this interactive graphical interface, visual recognition of data and 



information flow gives the user an enhanced connection and understanding of the 
environment. For the study at hand, this may allow innovative adjustments to the 
informational control schemas. 
 

 
Figure 2. Real-time rendering in VE-Suite of the experimental hybrid  

fuel cell turbine power generation facility 
 

The tools developed to explore the surrogate autonomous construction agent problem will 
be applied to controlling information from the hybrid fuel cell power generation facility 
[2]. Although the facility has relatively few sensors (40–100), the platform will provide a 
pragmatic application to explore the information control schemas developed with the 
construction agents. The information streaming form the hybrid plant will then be 
displayed in the virtual environment based on the control schema implemented. Using the 
surrogate problem should allow many more information control patterns to be explored 
than working directly with the power facility. In addition, the surrogate problem can 
prevent costly failures that may result from using the experimental power facility for 
exploring information control schemes. 
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ABSTRACT  

Advanced and detailed engineering combined with a better understanding of combustion 
systems requires the simulation of complex reactions.  To account for detailed chemical 
reactions, a network of zones or reactors approach can be used [1]. However, the method 
often neglects or highly simplifies the effect of fluid mechanics. This study uniquely 
integrates, within a software environment, both the detailed fluid mechanics in complex 
geometries and the detailed chemistry. 

The advantage of this approach, referred to as zonal modeling, is its ability to represent 
complex phenomena within a reasonable amount of CPU time. This approach opens new 
possibilities in the area of designing industrial scale process equipment and combustion 
systems involving complex reactions, radiation heat transfer, multiphase, and other 
complex physics in addition to rigorous hydrodynamics.  

In the current case, the multi-zonal model approach is applied to gas and coal combustion 
simulations. The approach is applicable to boilers, furnaces and other equipment where 
geometric simplification or a severe reduction of the reaction mechanism is not desired. 
One of the test cases illustrated here is for gas phase combustion, and includes detailed 
chemical kinetics, pollutant modeling, and radiation heat transfer. In this case detailed 
complex chemistry is considered. Additionally, the multi-zonal approach is applied to 
simulation of the International Flame Research Foundation (IFRF) industrial pulverized 
coal furnace.  

Results obtained from a full simulation performed on a fine mesh in order to account for 
all physics, chemistry, and fluid mechanics are compared to those obtained from zonal 
modeling. For the cases examined, the results from the zonal modeling approach are 
within 5% error as compared to those from the full simulation.  Additionally, the 
computational time for the multi-zonal approach was about four times faster. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Reliable computational fluid dynamics (CFD) predictions of combustion systems like 
furnace or boilers, including predictions of pollutant formation, are an important tool for 
researchers and process engineers.  CFD is used to improve and scale up existing design, 
to provide an in-depth understanding of the reacting flow field in industries including 
power generation, chemical process, pharmaceutical and many more. The common 
challenge faced by these different applications is the capture of the fluid dynamics details 
while simultaneously including more complex physics like reactions, multiphase 
interactions, or radiation heat transfer.  CFD is successful in modeling such complex 
phenomena however the challenge has been to complete the simulation within reasonable 
turn around time. This paper discusses an approach that can substantially reduce the 
overall CPU time without compromising the accuracy of the simulation by using an 
extension of the network of zones or reactors modeling [2]. In the traditional network of 
zones or reactors approach, the furnace or other process equipment is divided in a limited 
series of zone/reactors interconnected within each others.  Generally, in this approach 
CFD is used only to define the network of reactors.  The reactors are solved using 
different software and there is no feedback into the CFD simulation.  

The current work describes a CFD-based methodology in which the reactor and zone 
definitions in addition to all the computations are addressed within a single software 
environment. The CFD software creates and defines the mesh connectivity information, 
provides the physical models for the simulation calculations, and solves the problem, all 
within a single software environment.  

A multi-zonal approach, described in this document, uses knowledge of the mesh 
refinement required for simulation accuracy to reduce computation time.  Fluid dynamics 
models generally require a fine grid resolution.  However for many industrial cases, the 
chemical reactions and radiation heat transfer do not necessitate the same fine spatial 
resolution as is seen with hydrodynamics. Multi-zonal modeling takes advantage of this 
fact by simulating different physics on meshes of appropriate spatial resolution.  The 
fluid dynamics are modeled on a fine mesh, while additional physical models like 
radiation or chemical reactions are solved on a coarser mesh. This approach considerably 
reduces the CPU time required for the simulation without compromising the accuracy. 

 

METHODS 

In the multi-zonal modeling technique, fluid flow, chemical reactions, and heat transfer 
events are solved for simultaneously for a single domain.  By using meshes of differing 
refinement for the differing physics in the domain, the solution time can be reduced.



 

           

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Fine mesh                                                                 Figure 2. Coarse mesh 

Figures 1 and 2 shows images of fine mesh and coarse mesh, respectively for the same 
physical domain. Simulation of detailed hydrodynamics requires a fine mesh resolution, 
while a coarser mesh can be sufficient for the additional physical models like radiation or 
chemical reactions. Combustion, which combines detailed reaction kinetics with radiation 
heat transfer, or particle tracking in a multiphase reacting flow system are two examples 
of additional physical models that may be of interest. Within this paper, the grid 
resolution for hydrodynamics will be referred to as fine mesh, while grid resolution for 
additional physics will be referred to as coarse mesh.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(a)      (b) 
 

Figure 3.  (a) Single cell in coarse cell mesh zone (b) Group of fine cells which would be equivalent to 
the coarse cell from a;  Disaggregated zone variables, temperature, mass fraction, etc. pass from the 
coarse mesh to the refined mesh, while aggregated flux and flow variable pass from the fine mesh to 
the coarse mesh.   

 
Figure 3(a) shows a single cell of the coarse mesh, which is assumed to be a perfectly 
mixed zone.  The coarse mesh is a collection of cells which are connected and have 
information exchange for mass, heat, and other quantities. Each of these cells is assumed 
to represent a well mixed homogenous mixture and will have a single value for every 
physical quantity. Each cell in the coarse mesh corresponds to a group of cells in the fine 
mesh. Figure 3(b) shows a group of cells in the fine mesh, which corresponds to the cell 
in the coarse mesh in Figure 3(a).  Each cell of the fine mesh is associated with only one 
cell of the coarse mesh.  

 



For example, in the case of two reacting jets, the accuracy of the simulation depends on 
how well the mixing of two jets is resolved. A fine mesh resolution is required to 
accurately predict the mixing of the jet, and a coarser mesh is generally sufficient for the 
reactions. When using the multi-zonal approach for this scenario, the equations which 
define the system hydrodynamics are solved on the fine mesh, while the equations related 
to chemical reactions and heat transfer are solved on the coarse mesh.  The simulation 
occurs entirely within the FLUENT software. 

An iterative solution is performed in which hydrodynamic equations are solved on the 
fine mesh, aggregated flux and flow variables are transferred from the fine cells to the 
corresponding cell in the coarse mesh and the remaining equations are solved on the 
coarse mesh. Species mass fractions and other data are then transferred from the coarse 
mesh to the fine mesh and the solution is continued until convergence is obtained.   

An interface has been designed to automatically control the solution of selective 
equations on desired meshes and moderate the information exchange across the two 
meshes.  

 
RESULTS 

In this paper results for two cases will be presented. The first case is the International 
Flame Research Foundation (IFRF) industrial pulverized coal furnace and the second 
case is a HTAC (high temperature air combustion) application. In the first example, the 
focus is on the overall temperature and flow field results.  In the second example the 
focus is on slow chemistry phenomena like CO burnout. Both cases use the realizable k-
epsilon turbulence model. Discrete ordinate model with high-order angular discretization 
is employed for modeling radiation heat transfer. Details of all these models can be 
obtained from the Fluent 6 User’s Guide.  In the following sections, the results for these 
two cases are discussed and compared with both experimental data and predictions 
obtained by running all the equations on a fine mesh. 

 

Coal combustion case 

The first test case that we are presenting in this paper is the simulation of an industrial 
scale pulverized coal furnace. Semi-industrial-scale tests were carried out in the IFRF 
Furnace Number 1. Figure 4 shows the sketch of Furnace Number 1, which has internal 
dimensions of are 2.0 m x 2.0 m x 6.25 m. The water cooled furnace is brick lined and 
the heat extraction is adjusted by 6 cooling loops distributed along the length of the 
furnace. The 2.4 MW combustor has a single unstaged swirl burner. In-flame 
measurements of temperature, velocity and chemical species were carried out at different 
locations in the furnace. This test case has been extensively used as benchmark and 
validation for coal combustion models [4-5].  



 
 

Figure 4 Sketch of the IFRF furnace 

 

The multi-zonal approach to the IFRF simulation used a fine mesh of 698816 cells and a 
coarse mesh of 87352 cells. An independent study was performed to determine that the 
fine mesh resolution was adequate though to resolve the flow field. Based on the fine 
mesh resolution, an initial coarse mesh was generated that reduced the cell count by a 
factor of ten. The coarsening of fine mesh was performed isotropically. The coarse mesh 
cell count was then modified to achieve an appropriate grid resolution for accurately 
modeling the additional reactions. The solution of fluid flow and turbulence equations 
was performed on the fine mesh, while radiation, species transport with reactions and 
Discrete Phase Model (DPM) equations were solved on the coarse mesh. The DPM 
required tracking of a large number of particles to provide a statistically meaningful 
representation of the particle trajectories in addition to mass and heat exchange with the 
gas phase. Choosing to solve the DPM on a coarse mesh substantially reduced the CPU 
time required to complete the simulation.  

Radial profiles of temperature and velocity at axial locations of 0.85 and 1.95 meters 
downstream from the inlet are shown in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. In these plots the multi-
zonal results are compared with the case where all the equations are solved on a fine 
mesh.  The temperature results are compared with experimental data as well. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Temperature at 0.85 m from the IFRF simulation inlet 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Temperature at 1.95 m from the IFRF simulation inlet 
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Figure 7. Comparison of axial velocity at 0.85 m from the IFRF simulation inlet 
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Figure 8. Comparison of axial velocity at 1.95 m the IFRF simulation inlet 

 

 

 



The results show a good agreement with the experimental data.  There is no substantial 
difference between the multi-zonal approach and the case where all the equations are 
solved on the fine grid has been found, except that the multi-zonal approach runs four 
times faster.  These results exemplify a case where the multi-zonal methodology enables 
completion of the calculations in substantially less CPU time than running the full fine 
mesh simulation would demand and without loosing any accuracy in the predictions.  

 

HTAC case 

In IFRF-HTAC (high temperature air combustion) scenario, fuel is oxidized in an 
environment that contains a substantial amount of inert gas and only limited amount of 
oxygen, typically 3-5 %. It has been shown in [7] that CFD simulation of such a system 
requires good predictions of the mixing and jet entrainment and some details on the 
combustion chemistry. Combustion models based on equilibrium assumptions have 
shown overprediction of CO concentration by almost one order of magnitude [7, 8, and 
9]. The multi zonal approach is a promising method to address these issues, due to its 
ability to resolve the details of the fluid dynamics and incorporate the kinetics effects 
while simultaneously reducing the CPU time required for the simulation. 

The in-furnace measured data used in this paper originates from the IFRF experiments [6, 
7] carried out in a refractory lined furnace with a 2.0 m x 2.0 m cross-section and a length 
of 6.25 m. Figure 9 shows the sketch of the HTAC furnace which is equipped with one 
0.58 MW burner (thermal input), operated under steady state conditions. The burner 
consisted of a central oxidizer jet and two natural gas injectors. Since half of the 
geometry is modeled sketch shows half oxidizer inlet and one natural gas injector. A 
gaseous oxidizer stream, operating at a temperature of 1573 K and comprised of 19.5% 
wet O2, 59.1% wet N2, 15% wet H2O, and 6.4% wet CO2, was supplied into the furnace 
through the central jet. Detailed mapping of the turbulent velocities, temperatures, 
chemical composition were carried out in an independent experiment [6, 7]. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 9 Sketch of HTAC-IFRF furnace 
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The multi-zonal HTAC furnace was simulated on a fine mesh of 244664 elements and a 
coarse mesh of 30583 elements. An independent study was performed to verify that the 
mesh resolution was sufficient to resolve the flow field. Several simulations were 
performed with different mesh resolution to define an appropriate coarse mesh. A fine 
mesh resolution was required to capture properly the penetration and mixing of the small 
fuel jets and their interaction with the strong oxidizer jet. The flow equations and 
turbulence were solved on the fine mesh, while the chemistry and radiation are solved on 
the coarse mesh. The EDC combustion model, which including complex chemistry in a 
turbulent flow, is used to capture slow chemistry phenomena like CO and NOx 
formation. In this case the reduced mechanism ARM19 was used. The advantage that 
using multi-zonal model for this type of problem offers is a substantially reduced 
computation time, due to the choice to solve the CPU intensive chemistry and radiation 
physics on a coarser mesh. 

Results of the multi-zonal model are compared with experimental data and with the 
solutions obtained by running all the equations on a fine mesh. Radial profile of 
temperature and CO at axial locations of 0.15, 0.73, and 2.05 meters downstream from 
the inlet are shown in figures 10, 11 and 12. While no substantial difference between the 
multi-zonal approach and other CFD results reported for this case is apparent for the 0.73 
m and the 2.05 m sites, the results do vary slightly from the experimental data, though 
generally in a satisfactory range [7, 8].  The 0.15 m case, due to the complexity of 
predicting CO concentration in the flame area, experiences the most variation from both 
the experimental and additional CFD data. While the multi-zonal model accuracy is 
acceptable, though not perfect in all cases, its implementation is consistently suitable as 
an alternative to the other CFD data, providing simulation results three times faster. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of CO at 0.73 m 



Carbon Monoxide at z=0.15
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Figure 11. Comparison of CO at 0.15m 
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Figure 12. Comparison of temperature at 2.05m 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A CFD based network of reactors approach, which has been developed within FLUENT, 
substantially reduces the computational time for modeling complex reacting-flow 



systems. The multi-zonal model simulates different physics events, like fluid flow, 
chemical reactions, and heat transfer, on varying mesh refinements simultaneously for a 
single domain.  The fluid dynamics are modeled on a fine mesh while additional physics 
like radiation, chemical reactions, or pollutant formation can be solved on a coarser mesh. 
The multi-zonal modeling approach demonstrated in this paper has been found to be three 
to four times faster than solving all the equations on a single fine mesh, which would be 
necessary to resolve the complexity of the fluid flow behavior but excessively fine for 
additional physics. This methodology offers the possibility to apply CFD more widely to 
simulate complex reacting flow systems in industrial-scale devices without simplifying 
the physics or the geometry. In the examples presented radiation, particle tracking, and 
detailed chemistry were simulated on a coarse mesh, while still capturing the fluid 
dynamics on a fine mesh. The multi-zonal approach can be extended to other systems, 
like furnace simulations which include NOx formation mechanisms that require several 
species and many reactions and that are often time-prohibitive.  The multi-zonal model 
offers an effective solution for completing complex-reaction, fluid simulations in a 
reasonable amount of time, within the same software environment, and while 
automatically defining the network of reactors.    
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we describe our efforts to assist in the development of NETL’s Advanced Process 
Engineering Co-simulation (APECS) framework for process simulation of advanced power 
generation systems. REI is supporting NETL by providing: enhancements to the APECS 
software infrastructure, including Virtual Engineering capabilities provided by VE-Suite; 
equipment models for use in APECS; and exercising the capabilities of APECS through 
calculations of Integrated coal Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plant configurations 
with and without CO2 capture. 

INTRODUCTION 
Interest in Integrated coal Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plants has seen a rapid 
rise in recent years. However, many problems continue to hinder the performance of IGCC 
plants [Holt, 2001], [MIT, 2007]. To date, industry has viewed IGCC plants as each being a 
“first of a kind” plant. Computational modeling can help reduce the technical risk associate with 
developing an IGCC plant. In particular, computational modeling can provide insights to allow 
improving the reliability, availability and maintainability of these plants [Holt, 2005].  
 
The US Department of Energy (DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) is 
facilitating the development of future zero-emissions, high-efficiency polygeneration plant 
configurations that will be based on IGCC technology. Through co-funding from a DOE NETL 
“Clean Coal” R&D award, Reaction Engineering International (REI) is assisting in the 
development of NETL’s Advanced Process Engineering Co-simulation (APECS) framework for 
advanced power generation systems. In final form, APECS will include a hierarchy of equipment 
models including Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD), process models, and reduced order 
models. A broad range of analysis capabilities will be supported. APECS was formally known as 
the Fluent-Aspen Integration framework. APECS  make extensive use of the Aspen Plus 
software system for performing process simulation of industrial plants.   
 
REI is supporting NETL in the development of APECS through the following:  

• assistance in enhancing the APECS software infrastructure, including support for Virtual 
Engineering capabilities provided by the Iowa State University (ISU) VE-Suite software 
system;  

• providing process models of key plant equipment for use in APECS; and  
• exercising the capabilities of APECS via selected example calculations of IGCC plant 

configurations with and without CO2 capture.  
All provided equipment models that are not Aspen Plus compatible are to be provided as APECS 
CAPE-Open compliant components (CORBA CAPE-Open standard). The overall effort is being 
guided by an Advisory Panel that includes industry and academic experts in gasification, CO2 



capture issues, process simulation and representatives from technology developers and the 
electric utility industry. To optimize benefit to NETL, REI is coordinating its efforts with NETL 
and NETL funded projects at Iowa State University (ISU), Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) 
and ANSYS/Fluent, Inc.. 
 
In the following, we describe (in order) our efforts on software enhancements for the APECS 
framework, equipment models to be provided for use in APECS and example calculations.  
APECS Framework Enhancements - Software 
In coordination with NETL, ISU and other NETL supported teams, REI is assisting to implement 
Virtual Engineering capabilities into APECS. Capabilities of interest include mapping of (pre-
configured) Aspen Plus flowsheets to VE-Suite, basic run-time control of APECS from VE-Suite 
and enhanced communication between VE-Suite and APECS computational units. Within this 
effort, REI’s contribution is to provide general software engineering support (guidance on 
software design and architecture) and to provide specific software elements that facilitate the 
coupling of Aspen Plus to VE Suite.  
 

 
 
Shown in Figure 1 is an example of the GUI panels that have been developed to couple VE-Suite 
and Aspen Plus. The example test case is a NETL flowsheet for the NETL HYPER facility. 
Highlighted are the GUI panels used to set parameters and control the simulation computed 

Figure 1. Selected screenshots of the coupled software



within Aspen Plus from VE-Suite. The software shown in Figure 1 was developed as a combined 
effort of ISU and NETL personnel. 
 
Aspen Plus Interfacing 
One of the key elements of functionality required to create the VE-Suite-APECS coupling is a 
wrapper (or abstraction) library for Aspen Plus. To address this need, REI has developed a 
C/C++ Aspen Simulator Interface (CASI) library. The function of the library is to provide a 
high-level C++ interface to the Aspen Plus software. In addition to a robust, simplified interface, 
the library also encapsulates the details of the Aspen Plus interfacing to the library itself (to 
avoid breaking existing library client code). The REI CASI library is regularly updated and 
refined to meet the requirements of the new coupled software and is available to all NETL 
funded researchers assisting in the development of APECS.  
APECS Framework Enhancements – Models 
REI is assisting NETL in the development of APECS by providing equipment models. In the 
following we highlight efforts on providing a detailed ASU process model, the REI Gasifier 
Process model and implementing a coupling between APECS and GE GateCycle.  
 
ASU Model 
The ASU is an important piece of equipment for an IGCC plant. REI was provided a HYSYS 
based process model for a cryogenic ASU by a member from our DOE funded project. REI 
subsequently developed an AspenPlus version of the HYSYS based ASU process model (see 
Figure 2). Based on the level of detail in the model and because the model used numerous 
HYSYS computational blocks (sub-models), it was determined that the most effective means to 
implement the model into AspenPlus was to replicate the HYSYS model using similar 
computational blocks from AspenPlus. The AspenPlus version of the ASU model requires a 
network of models which includes: 3 Distillation Column (RadFrac) blocks; 3 Heat exchanger 
(MHeatX) blocks; 3 Heater (Heater) blocks; 5 Splitter (FSplit) blocks; 2 Compressors (Compr) 
blocks; 2 Pump blocks; and 3 Valve blocks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Calculations for the processes contained within an ASU require an accurate equation of state 
(EOS) to properly compute liquid and vapor properties. Technology developers for ASU systems 
typically use a proprietary EOS for property evaluation. Although the basic form of the EOS 
might be taken from the literature (e.g., [Bender, 1970], [Bender, 1973], [Stryjek and Vera, 
1986]), many of the model parameters would be adjusted to provide a better fit to proprietary 
data. AspenPlus provides several EOS property models that are applicable to non-polar 

 

Figure 2. AspenPlus network for ASU model. 



molecules such as that found in air. We have used the Peng-Robinson EOS for baseline 
calculations; it is similar to the Bender model, but has been used in studies available in the open 
literature and is available in AspenPlus.  
 
Coupling To GE GateCycle 
REI and Enginomix, a member of our NETL funded project team, are implementing a CAPE-
Open compliant coupling to selected GE GateCycle models for use in the APECS framework. 
(note: to access this capability will require that the user have a valid GE GateCycle license). The 
DOE GE GateCycle 7FB gas turbine model was chosen as the first GateCycle model to be fitted 
with a CAPE-Open wrapper.  
 
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the CAPE-
Compliant 7FB model, which illustrates the 
various software layers of the module’s 
architecture. At the highest level is the APECS-
complaint CAPE-Open wrapper, which consists of 
the compiled CAPE-Open CORBA IDL enhanced 
by the ANSYS/Fluent team with core APECS 
functionality. From this CAPE layer, the 
GateCycle API (GCAPI) wrapper is used to 
communicate with and control GE GateCycle via 
the GCAPI layer. 
 
At present, this effort continues to be a work in-
progress. Due to technical difficulties, results are 
not yet available.  
 
Gasifier Model 
The gasifier is a key piece of equipment for an IGCC plant. Hence, REI has invested significant 
effort in developing our gasifier models. For the results discussed in this paper we have used the 
REI Gasifier Process model for all calculations. The process model is mechanistic based, and 
includes a coal gasification kinetics model to account for high-pressure kinetics effects, a 
flowing slag indicator, and soot and tar models. The model employs realistic gasification kinetics 
that include CO, CO2, H2 and H2O inhibition effects for slurry (wet) feed and dry feed one stage 
gasifiers. Calculations have highlighted that the gasification rate for water vapor dominates that 
of CO2 [Bockelie et al., 2006].   
 
To improve the heat transfer rates predicted by the gasifier model, a gas radiative properties 
model that is more accurate at higher pressure was recently implemented into the REI Gasifier 
Process model. Local heat transfer rates in entrained flow coal gasifiers used in IGCC plants can 
be quite high because of the high peak temperatures near the injectors that can be achieved with 
oxygen combustion, and the high partial pressures of the radiating species (CO2, H2O, CO, 
augmented locally with soot).  The high heat transfer is responsible for the limited lifetime of the 
fuel injectors. Hence, the emissivity use in a gasifiers should include pressure dependence. This 
effect could potentially be even more important for gasifiers that operate at elevated pressures, 
such as might occur for CO2 capture ready IGCC plants.  
 
The program RADCAL [Grosshandler, 1993], developed at NIST, was implemented as a 
submodel into the gasifier model. RADCAL predicts the radiation intensity leaving a non-
isothermal volume containing non-uniform concentrations of CO2, H2O, CO, CH4, N2, O2, and 
soot. The radiative properties of the combined gases are calculated with a narrow-band model. 
The soot is treated as purely absorbing in the Rayleigh limit.  
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Gatecycle API WrapperGatecycle API Wrapper
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of CAPE 
GateCycle 7FB model 



The improved gasifier process model was tested by using it to predict radiative gas properties for 
different operating pressures. Comparisons were performed for using the improved RADCAL 
based sub-model versus a sub-model based on a correlation (curve fit) developed from a Hottel 
chart (i.e., our traditional method for computing radiative gas properties).  
• The comparisons show that at low pressures (e.g., 1 atm) RADCAL and our traditional 

method of correlated fits with Hottel have reasonable agreement, but at sufficiently high 
pressure (e.g., 70 atm) the differences in gas radiative properties computed using RADCAL 
and correlated fits with Hottel become significant.  

• RADCAL is valid over a larger range in total pressure than are the Hottel charts. 
Grosshandler (1993) indicates a total pressure range for RADCAL up to 10 MPa (~100 atm) 
but cautions that the results 
are likely to be less 
accurate at pressures over 
1.0 MPa (10 atm).  

• Figure 4 shows the effect of 
total pressure on total 
emissivity as predicted by 
RADCAL. At the higher 
pressure line broadening 
produces an increase in 
emissivity. This increase is 
more pronounced at lower 
temperatures. 

 
The process model only 
provides information about the 
gross conditions within the 
gasifier, but runs quickly and thus can be used for scoping studies and for investigating optimal 
process conditions prior to running a CFD based gasifier model. Further details on the gasifier 
model are provided in [Bockelie et al., 2006]. 
 
Other Models 
In a previous NETL funded project REI developed process engineering models for equipment 
and processes needed to simulate advanced IGCC systems [Bockelie et al, 2004]. In our current 
efforts, REI will port selected models to be modified to be CAPE-Open compliant for use in 
APECS as needed. Possible models include unit operation (reactor) models for equipment such 
as a syngas cooler, H2S removal, Water Gas Shift, Pressure Swing Adsorber, CO2 capture with 
chemical adsorption, CO2 capture with physical adsorption, Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs).  
Process models that approximate acid gas removal from the syngas and mercury removal from 
the syngas with a carbon bed have been ported to CAPE-Open components. 
RESULTS 
Our intent has been to highlight the improved simulation capability of APECS by performing 
example calculations for IGCC plant configurations. As such, REI obtained a set of Aspen Plus 
flowsheets (“public versions”) for IGCC plant configurations with and without CO2 capture 
originally developed by NETL [Ciferno, 2006ab]. These flowsheets provide an excellent starting 
point for our efforts. The configurations used in this paper are Case 1 (no CO2 capture) and Case 
2 (with CO2 capture), both of which use a slurry feed gasifier. Included in the plant 
configuration are models for cryogenic ASU, wet (slurry) feed gasifier (GE/Texaco style), 
syngas cooler/quench, particulate removal, water gas shift reactor, syngas cooler, CO2 removal 
(2 stage Selexol process), fuel gas reheat for the gas turbine, conventional cycle power island, 
and CO2 compression. The AspenPlus network of Case 1 consists of 263 blocks and 493 streams 
while the network of Case 2 consists of 293 blocks and 549 streams. These networks are quite 
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Figure 4. Comparison of total emissivity of H2O CO2
mixture at 1 and 70 atm. total pressure. 



complicated and detailed. All AspenPlus computations were performed using AspenPlus 2006. 
The required run times were on the order of minutes using a desk top computer.  
 
In the following we highlight results from example calculations using the detailed ASU model 
described above imported into the NETL IGCC flowsheets. Unfortunately, due to software 
difficulties the calculations could not be performed using APECS. Although the calculations 
were performed using only Aspen Plus models, useful information was obtained. 
 
In addition, we also highlight a comparison of the predicted syngas composition predicted by the 
REI Gasifier Process model and the gasifier block used in the IGCC flowsheets. The differences 
between the two models could be important in future work. 
 
Example calculations with NETL IGCC flowsheet using detailed ASU model 
The Aspen Plus version of the 
detailed ASU model (see Figure 
1) was imported into the IGCC 
flowsheets as a hierarchal library. 
This ASU mode is far more 
detailed than the ASU model 
(i.e., flow splitter block) 
contained in the original 
flowsheets. Although the detailed 
ASU model includes 21 
operations, to the user the ASU 
hierarchal library appears as a 
single unit operation, thereby 
hiding many model details from 
the user (see Figure 5).  
 
To run the detailed ASU model 
within the IGCC flowsheets 
required changing some ASU 
stream settings and initial 
conditions. The ASU streams run 
under the conventional, CONV, 
setting. The model interface 
however uses MIXEDNC. The 
CONV stream setting only 
allows for gas and liquid streams 
whereas the MIXEDNC allows for some solids. To overcome this conflict a CLCHNG icon was 
placed preceding the feed stream of the ASU and at each stream leaving the ASU. The CLCHNG 
icon allows streams under different settings to be connected. To obtain convergence, the detailed 
ASU model must be properly initialized to ensure the inner iteration loops of the model 
converge; initial values that approximate the expected feed conditions should be used. The 
detailed ASU model is not capable of modeling air streams with significant amounts of water. It 
is necessary to separate the incoming water such that there are only trace amounts entering the 
ASU (i.e., the detailed ASU requires dry, clean air).  Last, after importing the detailed ASU 
model it was necessary to adjust the convergence criteria and convergence sequence that had 
been prescribed in the flowsheets received from NETL. 
 
Results 
Illustrated in Figure 5 are comparisons of the overall plant performance predicted with the 
original IGCC flowsheet and the modified IGCC flowsheet that employs the detailed ASU model 
for Case 1 and Case 2.  

Figure 5: Case 2 – NETL IGCC Flow sheet with 
detailed ASU model as hierarchal library.
Only the equipment and streams in the 
immediate vicinity of the ASU are shown. 



 
Shown is a snapshot of a 
spreadsheet window containing a 
table that summarizes the 
differences for the Gross Plant 
Power Output, Auxiliary Load 
and Net Plant Performance. 
Under the heading of Auxiliary 
Load, several equipment 
operations and processes are 
listed that highlight different 
parasitic load losses. The 
columns labeled NETL and REI 
are the predicted values for the 
IGCC flowsheet with the original 
ASU model versus the IGCC 
flowsheet with the detailed ASU 
model,  respectively. From the 
figure it can be seen that the two 
ASU models predict about the 
same overall plant performance 
for these conditions. Small 
differences are predicted for the 
power consumption for the Air 
and Nitrogen compressors and 
power generated by the steam 
turbine. The differences in the 
predicted overall plant efficiency 
(differences in the fourth 
significant digit) are within the 
error tolerances of the models 
and should be ignored. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compare REI Gasifier Process model vs. NETL IGCC flowsheet gasifier block (RGIBBS) 
Comparisons of the predicted syngas output have been performed between the REI Gasifier 
Process model and the slurry feed gasifier model in the referenced NETL IGCC flowsheets.  
 
As described above, the REI Gasifier Process model employs a particle burnout sub-model that 
captures the important effect of inhibition of the heterogeneous gasification rates. In the present 
effort we have assumed 100% particle burnout and therefore sought to provide a comparison of 
the gas phase calculations.  
In the NETL IGCC flowsheets, the gasifier is computed using the RGIBBS block available in 
Aspen Plus and thus is based solely on gas-phase reactions. In both models the predicted gas 
phase composition is calculated from a gas equilibrium calculation. The REI Gasifier Process 
model uses unconstrained equilibrium at the reactor temperature. The RGIBSS model uses a 
restricted chemical equilibrium calculation where the temperature approach was defined for 
separate reactions as given in Table 1. The approach values listed in Table 1 were extracted from 
the flow sheet obtained from NETL. 
 

Case 1 Case 2

Figure 5. IGCC flowsheet results for Case 1 and Case 2.



Table 1. Temperature approach used in RGIBBS restricted chemical equilibrium. 
Temperature approach, K Reaction 

0 C + O2 => CO2 
0 C + ½ O2 => CO 
0 H2 + S => H2S 

-500 H2O + CO => CO2 + H2 
-56 CH4 + H2O => 3H2 + CO 
-722 N2 + 3H2 => 2NH3 
-667 COS + H2O => CO2 + H2S 

 
 

The operating conditions used to perform the comparison are listed below in Tables 2 and 3. The 
values were obtained from the NETL IGCC flowsheet for Case 2 (with CO2 capture).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4. Comparison of Syngas Results 
Vol % REI Gasifier  

Process Model 
RGIBBS 

CO 39.7 34.4 
CO2 9.7 15.1 
H2 27.9 33.5 

H2O 20.1 14.2 
CH4 0.02 0.08 
H2S 0.71 0.72 
NH3 0.01 0.17 
COS 0.01 0.02 

Cold Gas Efficiency (HHV), % 79.7 79.0 
Temperature, oF 2402 2400 

 
 
A comparison of the predicted gasifier performance between the two models is provided in Table 
4. In the RGIBBS model the reactor temperature was set to 2400oF, while in the REI Gasifier 
Process model the HHV shown in Table 2 was used with a heat loss of 2.3% to produce the 
temperature within 5oF of that value.  
 
The results contained in Table 4 indicate the REI Gasifier Process model to yield a syngas that is 
shifted to more CO and less CO2 relative to the RGIBBS calculation. This produces a slightly 
higher cold gas efficiency. The primary reason for this difference is the REI Gasifier Process 
model uses unconstrained equilibrium at the reactor temperature, whereas the RGIBSS model 

Table 2. Coal Analysis (Dry)
Composition (% wt)  
  C 77.65 
  H 5.59 
  O 0 
  N 0 
  S 3.12 
  Ash 13.64 
Heating value  (HHV, kJ/kg dry) 33,000

Table 3. Gasifier Operating Conditions
Gasifier Pressure, atm. 55.4 
Slurry flow, klb/hr 650 
Slurry, wt % solids 60.6 
Oxidant flow, klb/hr 451 
O2 purity in oxidant 93.5 



result is based on a restricted chemical equilibrium calculation where the temperature approach 
was defined for separate reactions (see Table 1).  
 
Gas Phase Kinetics Study 
 
To investigate the differences in the predicted syngas compositions, a series of independent 
kinetics calculation were performed to investigate the validity of the equilibrium assumption of 
the REI Gasifier Process model at 2400oF. These homogeneous gas phase kinetic calculations 
assumed no overlap with any heterogeneous particle rates; the syngas exiting the REI Gasifier 
Process model was used as the input to a homogeneous gas phase kinetics solver.  
 
Illustrated in Figure 6 are the predicted CO and H2 concentrations as a function of time where the 
temperature is held at 2400oF for one second after which the temperature is decreased at the rate 
of 360oF/s (200oK/s) to 1100oF. From the figure it is seen that equilibrium is achieved for the 
overall water gas shift reaction for residence times of greater than 0.3 seconds, which is well 
within the expected residence time for an industrial scale, one stage, slurry-feed gasifier that fires 
650K lb/hr (7800 tpd) of coal slurry. The cooling rate of 360oF/s (200oK/s) resulted in an 
increase H2 concentration (30.3 vol%) and reduced CO concentration (38.1 vol%) in the syngas 
at the exit of the cooler; this composition is closer to that predicted by the RGIBBS model.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The H2S concentrations agree fairly well between the RGIBSS and REI Gasifier Process model. 
In the kinetics calculations, the H2S reached equilibrium in less than 0.1 seconds for a 
temperature of 2400oF. It was found from the equilibrium calculations that the H2S concentration 
is less sensitive to temperature (740 ppm at 2400oF versus 830 ppm at 1600oF).   
 
The kinetics calculations highlight that the reactions involving methane are much slower than the 
water gas shift reactions. Assuming there is no methane present at the beginning of the gas phase 
kinetic calculation, the results of Figures 7 and 8 are predicted. Note that equilibrium 
concentration of CH4 decreases with increasing temperature. In practice, methane is used as an 
indicator of the gasifier gas temperature. At 2400oF, more than 30 seconds of residence time is 
required to achieve an equilibrium methane concentration. As the temperature is increased the 
time to achieve equilibrium is reduced.  
 

Figure 6. Mole fraction of CO and H2 from kinetic calculation. The gas temperature is 2400oF 
between 0 and 1 second, then ramps down at 360oF/s (200oK/s) to 1100oF. 
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Illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 are the methane concentration histories that would occur if during 
particle reactions some methane from devolatilization were to survive oxidation. Note that the 
same equilibrium concentration is reached independent of how much methane is initially present. 
The equilibrium concentration is only a function of the elemental composition and temperature. 
A residence time in excess of 30 seconds is required to achieve equilibrium. Therefore, 
equilibrium is not a good assumption for predicting methane concentration. The methane 
concentration is not expected to change appreciably across the radiative cooler because the 
reaction would be slower at temperatures of 2400oF and less. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
It is likely the temperature approach settings used in the RGIBBS gasifier model received from 
NETL were adjusted to represent a reverse water-gas shift caused by a relatively slow cooling 
rate that occurs in the radiative syngas cooler located immediately downstream of the gasifier 
block. The radiative cooler block used in the IGCC flowsheet does not include any chemical 
reactions and thus the syngas composition is “frozen” (unchanged) across the radiative cooler 
block. If needed, the REI Gasifier Process model could be modified to use finite rate kinetics to 
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Figure 8. Methane concentration (wet) from 
homogeneous kinetic calculation at 2600 oF 
and 2780oF. Initial methane concentration 
is zero.  
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Figure 7. Methane concentration (wet) from 
homogeneous kinetic calculation at 
2400oF. Initial methane concentration is 
zero. 

Figure 9. Methane concentration (wet) from 
homogeneous kinetic calculation at 
2400oF. Initial methane concentration 
is 1000 ppm wet. 
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Figure 10. Methane concentration (wet) from 
homogeneous kinetic calculation at 2600 oF 
and 2780oF. Initial methane concentration is 
1000 ppm wet. 



better predict minor species concentrations (e.g.., methane); this would be useful if data on 
syngas composition at the gasifier exit should become available in the future. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have highlighted some of our recent efforts to assist NETL in the development 
of the APECS framework for modeling advanced power generation systems. Descriptions have 
been provided for enhancements to APECS in regards to software infrastructure and equipment 
models. Example calculations have been provided.  
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ABSTRACT 

A three-dimensional numerical simulation was applied to a pulverized coal combustion field in a furnace to 
understand the flow and coal particle behaviors in the furnace. The furnace is equipped with three vertically placed 
burners. Simulation results are compared with experimental results. The trajectories of the coal particles with respect 
to each burner, which are hardly obtained by experiment, are also investigated in detail. The results show that the 
numerical and experimental results are consistent generally. The examination of the particle trajectories shows that 
most of the unburned carbon in ash is originated from the upper stage burner. This result indicate that the overall 
carbon in ash can be reduced by supplying a coal with a low combustibility to lower or middle stage burners and 
supplying a coal with a high combustibility to upper stage burner. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Coal is an important energy resource from the viewpoint of energy security, since coal quarries and mines exist in 

various regions all over the world and the amount of coal deposits is much greater than those of other fossil fuels. 
According to IOE2006 [1], it is speculated that the world coal consumption will be nearly doubled from 2003 to 2030. 

Since a large part of coal is consumed by a method of pulverized coal combustion, the beneficial uses of the fly ash 
collected from the electrostatic precipitator of pulverized-coal-fired thermal power plants are increasingly important. 
Most of the fly ash is utilized as a cement or concrete additive, and this is clearly the dominant market for the ash [2]. 
The utilization of fly ash in concrete is beneficial to the properties of the concrete due to the pozzolanic nature of the 
fly ash [3, 4]. However, when fly ash contains a large amount of unburned carbon, the adsorption of the air-entraining 
admixtures (AEAs), which are special surfactants used to stabilize air bubbles in concrete mixtures, destroys the ability 
of the concrete to hold the required air [5-7]. Recently, combustion techniques for reducing NOx emissions, such as 
staged combustion, have been utilized in the pulverized-coal-fired plant. However, the staged combustion tends to 
increase the residual carbon levels in fly ash. For the promotion of fly ash utilization, therefore, reduction of unburned 
carbon in fly ash without any increase in NOx emission under the condition of staged combustion is desired. This 
requires the promotion of combustion reaction in the region upstream of the second stage combustion region, where 
reduced atmosphere is formed. The development of the combustion technology meeting this demand has been 
conducted in CRIEPI [8]. To make a further improvement, an understanding of the flow field and coal particle 
behaviors in the furnace is necessary. However, it is difficult to obtain such information solely on the basis of 
experiments.  

To understand and predict the detailed characteristics of the pulverized coal combustion field in furnaces, a 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of pulverized coal combustion has been performed recently [9-22]. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of test furnace. 
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We have performed numerical 
simulations of pulverized coal 
combustion fields in a single-
burner furnace by duplicating 
the complex shape of the 
burner, and investigated the 
effects of coal properties on 
the combustion characteristics 
in detail [9-11].  

In this study, a numerical 
simulation is applied to a 
pulverized coal combustion 
field in a multi-burner furnace, 
and the trajectories of coal 
particles with respect to each 

burner are investigated in detail. Some 
researchers have performed numerical 
simulations for large-scale furnaces 
with a multi-burner system [17-22]. As 
far as we know, however, most of 
them did not discuss the combustion 
characteristics for each burner. In this 
study, on the other hand, the 
combustion characteristics for each 
burner are evaluated by tracking each 
coal particle until it is released from 
the outlet or completely burned. In 
processing the particle tracking data 
statistically, the unburned fraction for 
each stage burner, which can hardly be 
obtained experimentally, is estimated. 
Furthermore, suggestions on the 
operating method for reducing the total 
unburned fraction of a multi-burner 
furnace are given. 
 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
Computational domain and 
conditions 

The furnace studied here is that at 
the Energy Engineering Research 
Laboratory of CRIEPI, in which three advanced low-NOx burners (CI-α burner [9]) each with a coal combustion 
capacity of about 100 kg/h are vertically installed (Fig. 1). The furnace is a water-cooled furnace made of steel in 
which refractory materials are placed on the inside wall. The height, horizontal width and depth of this furnace are 11 
m, 0.9 m and 1.9 m, respectively.  

The configuration of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 2. This was designed to faithfully match the actual 
configuration. Combustion air was injected into the furnace through the burner and staged combustion air ports located 
2.0 m downstream from the upper stage burner outlet. The air passing through the burner was divided into primary, 
secondary and tertiary air. Primary air, which carries pulverized coal, had a straight motion, and secondary and tertiary 
air had strong swirling motions. The swirl vane angles for secondary and tertiary air were set at 72 deg. and 63 deg., 
respectively, which are optimum values for bituminous coal (these values are zero when the swirl force is zero). 

The operating conditions of the furnace in the simulation were given to correspond with those in our experiment 
[23]. The thermal input of the coal combustion test furnace was 8.62×106 kJ/h (the coal feed rate for each burner was 
approximately 100 kg/h). The air ratio was 1.24, and the excess O2 concentration at the furnace outlet was 4.0%. The 



 

Table 1. Coal properties. 

Coal Senakin Enshu Newlands
Proximate analysis [wt%] 

Moisture*1 
Volatile matter*2 
Fixed carbon*2 

Ash*2 

 
(4.2) 
43.1 
43.2 
13.7 

 
(2.8) 
36.3 
52.2 
11.5 

 
(1.9) 
28.5 
57.2 
14.3 

Fuel ratio [-] 1.00 1.44 2.01 
Ultimate analysis*2 [wt%] 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Nitrogen 
Oxygen 

Combustible sulfur 

 
70.0 
5.6 

1.40 
8.7 

0.59 

 
70.8 
4.8 

1.34 
11.4 
0.18 

 
73.3 
4.4 

1.54 
6.2 

0.29 
Heating value (low)*2 [MJ/kg] 27.7 28.4 28.5 

*1：As received     *2：Dry basis
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Fig. 3. Concept of pulverized coal combustion. 

Table 2. Parameters in eq. (2) obtained using FLASHCHAIN○R model. 

Coal Particle 
diameter [μm]

Temperature 
of DTF [℃]

vA  [1/s] vE  [J/mol]

Newlands
Enshu 

Senakin 

38.6 
42.5 
45.6 

1400 
1400 
1400 

9.78 × 104 
5.75 × 104 
1.50 × 105 

4.66 × 104 
3.88 × 104 

5.06 × 104 

staged combustion air ratio was set at 30 %. 
The mass ratio of the pulverized coal (dry 
base) to the primary air was 1:2.2, and the 
mass ratio of secondary air to tertiary air 
was 1:6. Three bituminous coals with fuel 
ratio of 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0 were chosen for the 
test fuels. The properties of the test fuels 
are listed in Table 1. 
 
Mathematical models and numerical 
method 

The simulation was performed using the 
STAR-CD code with a NO reduction model 
incorporated as a user subroutine. The basic 
mathematical models and numerical 
methods for two-phase flow employed in 
the current research are the same as our 

previous research [9-11]. Only the numerical methods 
relating the coal combustion model are presented in 
this paper. 

The schematic diagram of the pulverized coal 
combustion simplified for this calculation is shown in 
Fig. 3. Coal devolatilization was simulated by a first-
order single reaction model [arrow (1)]: 

)*( VVK
dt
dV

v −=   -----  (1) 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−=

p

v
vv RT

EAK exp ,  -----  (2) 

where V* and V indicate the total volatile matter 
content in the coal (kg) and volatile mass released 
from the coal (kg), respectively, and R is the universal 
gas constant (=8.31 J/(mol K)). The 
values of pre-exponential factor Av 
(1/s) and activation energy Ev (J/mol) 
in eq. (2) strongly affect the 
simulation results [24]. It is known 
that appropriate values for Av and Ev 
are largely dependent on coal 
properties [25]. In this study, these 
values for each coal were obtained 
by pyrolysis simulation using a 
FLASHCHAIN○R  model [26], which can simulate the volatile matter evolution process of coal in a drop tube furnace 
(DTF). The obtained values are listed in Table 2. The mass median particle diameter measured in the experiment was 
employed as the diameter of a coal particle for the pyrolysis simulation. The temperature of DTF was set at 1400℃ for 
all cases.  

Gaseous combustion between the volatilized fuel and air was calculated using the combined model of kinetics and 
eddy dissipation models [27] [arrows (3)-(5)]. The chemical mechanism consists of 2 global reactions: 

22

22

COOCO
OHCOOOHC cba

→+
+→+ βα

,  -----  (3) 



 

Table 3. Parameters in eq. (4). 

Reactant gA  [1/s] gE  [J/mol] d  [-] e  [-] 

cba OHC
CO  

2.8 × 109 
9.0 × 1013 

2.023 × 105 
1.676 × 105 

-0.3 
1 

1.3 
0.25 

where a, b, c, α and β are governed by the coal constituents given in Table 1. Regarding the kinetics, the rate of 
reaction for reactants such as CaHbOc and CO is given as an Arrhenius expression: 

ed
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−= ,  -----  (4) 

where [ψ] means the mol fractions of chemical species ψ. The values of the pre-exponential factor Ag (1/s), activation 
energy Eg (J/mol), and orders d and e are listed [28] in Table 3. 

The char burning rate was calculated using Field et al.’s model [29] [arrow (2)]: 
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where C is the char mass (kg), Kc and Kd are the surface reaction rate coefficient and diffusional reaction rate 
coefficient ((kg/m2 s)/Pa), respectively, and Pg is the partial pressure of oxygen in the bulk gas (Pa). This model is 
obtained under the assumption that the char burning rate is controlled by both the chemical reaction rate and the rate of 
diffusion of oxygen to the surface of the char particle. The values of the kinematic parameters, namely, the pre-
exponential factor Ac (kg/m2 s)/(N/m2) and activation energy Ec (J/mol), in eq. (7) were determined in such a manner 
that the predicted and experimental unburned fractions for Newlands coal are consistent, which are Ac=1.1×10-2 
(kg/m2 s)/(N/m2) and Ec=5.0×104 (J/mol), respectively. 

The NOx formation model was typically employed in a “post processing” fashion, where a converged combustion 
flow field solution is first obtained before performing the NO prediction [13]. For the formation of NOx, three 
different mechanisms were employed, namely, Zeldovich NOx, prompt NOx and fuel NOx formation mechanisms 
indicated by arrows (6)-(9), respectively, in Fig. 3. Zeldovich NOx and prompt NOx are classified as thermal NOx. 
Here, only the production of NO was taken into account because the NOx emitted to the atmosphere from combusting 
fuels consists mostly of NO, with much lower concentrations of NO2 and N2O. Zeldovich NO [arrow (6)] was 
evaluated by applying the quasi-steady-state approximation for N species to the extended Zeldovich mechanisms (N2 + 
O→NO + N, N + O2→NO + O, N + OH→NO + H) with the rate constants used by Baulch et al. [30]. The O 
concentration required is given by Westenberg’s expression [31]. Prompt NO [arrow (7)] and fuel NO [arrows (8) and 
(9)] were both calculated using De Soete’s models [32,33]. Fuel NO originating from volatile N was assumed to be 
formed through instantaneous evolution in the form of HCN, and the minor evolution of NH3 was neglected. 

Reduction of NO by char was considered in this study. NO-char reaction has been investigated by various 
researchers [34], and has been believed to have a significant effect on NO reduction in a pulverized coal combustion 
environment [35]. The rate of NO reduction by char is expressed as follows [36]: 

NOE
re

re PA
RT
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ANO
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d

⎟
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⎛
−= exp][ ,  -----  (8) 

where [NO] is the NO mole fraction (mol), AE is the external surface area of char in a unit volume (m2/m3), and PNO is 
the NO partial pressure (atm). The pre-exponential factor Are and the activation energy Ere were set at Are= 1.1×10-2 
(m mol)/(s atm) and Ere= 1.45×105 (J/mol) [37], respectively (this NO reduction model is incorporated into the 
original STAR-CD code as a user subroutine).  

It was assumed that the pulverized coal particles consisted of particles with diameters Dp of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 
100 μm. The mass fractions MFp of coal particles and their representative coal particle numbers Np are shown in Table 
4.  
The temperature and velocity of the particles at the burner inlet were equal to those of primary air. The temperature of 
primary combustion air and coal particles was set to be 353 K, and that of secondary and tertiary combustion air was 



 

Table 4. Initial diameter, mass fraction and number of 
representative coal particles. 

Coal pD  [ μ m] pMF  [%] pN  [-] 

Newlands 
 

(Mass-based mean 
diameter: 38.6 μm)

10 
20 
40 
60 
80 

100 

10.62 
15.12 
25.76 
17.39 
23.13 
7.98 

200 
280 
400 
320 
400 
160 

Enshu 
 

(Mass-based mean 
diameter: 42.5 μm)

10 
20 
40 
60 
80 

100 

4.63 
12.59 
29.29 
24.14 
22.56 
6.79 

120 
200 
400 
360 
320 
120 

Senakin 
 

(Mass-based mean 
diameter: 45.6 μm)

10 
20 
40 
60 
80 

100 

0.99 
9.12 

30.99 
27.62 
21.35 
9.93 

40 
160 
400 
400 
320 
160 
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of coal particles (Newlands coal).

623 K. Regarding the boundary condition on the wall, 
the temperature outside the furnace was assumed to be 
308 K and thermal resistance was set at 0.04 (m2 s 
K/J). 

The number of fluid cells was about 300,000, and 
the cells near the burners were refined. The CPU time 
required for this simulation was about 500 hr. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Comparison with experiments 

Figure 4 shows the predicted gas velocity vectors in 
the case of Newlands coal. The colors of the vectors 
indicate the magnitude of the absolute velocity. It is 
found that recirculation flows are formed in the exit 
area of each burner (region A in the figure). The 
recirculation zones are created by the strong swirling 
flow of secondary and tertiary burner air. Another 
recirculation flow is also observed in the region above 
the upper stage burner (arrow B). It is considered that 
this recirculation flow is induced by the main gas 
stream, which flows along the wall opposite to the 
burners (arrow C).  

Figure 5 shows the trajectories of the coal particles. 180 particles are randomly chosen for display. The colors of the 
particles indicate the temperature of the particles. Here, only the coal particles containing unburned carbon are plotted 

and the particles containing ash only are not shown. The 
highest particle temperature is observed in the region 
between the upper stage burner and middle stage burner. 
In the region downstream of the staged combustion air 
ports, coal particles tend to flow outward on the side 
opposite to the burners (right-hand side in the figure). 
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This is because most particles are captured by the main gas stream along the wall opposite to the burners (arrow C in 
Fig. 4).  

Figure 6 shows comparisons of contour plots of gas temperature and chemical species mole fractions between 
simulations and experiments [23]. On the whole, simulated and experimental contour plots are consistent qualitatively, 
although there are some quantitative discrepancies. In the temperature contour plot (Fig. 6 (a)) for example, there is a 
high-temperature region between the upper stage and middle stage burners, and the temperature on the right-hand side 
is higher than that on the left-hand side in the region downstream of the staged combustion air ports, for both 
experimental and simulated results. The quantitative difference in peak temperature is considered to be due to the 
radiative heat loss from the thermocouples [38] used for temperature measurement in the experiments.  

In the O2 mole fraction contour plot (Fig. 6 (b)), the O2 mole fraction is almost 0% near the wall opposite to the 
burners (right-hand wall) in the region upstream of the staged combustion air ports. The O2 mole fraction on the right-
hand side is lower than that on the left-hand side in the region downstream of the staged combustion air ports. This 
means that second stage combustion mainly occurs on the right-hand side of the furnace and the oxygen consumption 
on the right-hand side is lager than that on the left-hand side. This is confirmed by the fact that in the region 
downstream of the staged combustion air ports, coal particles concentrate on the right-hand side in Fig. 5 and the fact 
that the temperature on the right-hand side is higher than that on the left-hand side in Fig. 6 (a) because of the heat 
released by the combustion reaction.  

In the NO mole fraction contour plot (Fig. 6 (c)), it is observed that the NO produced by the combustion in the 
burner zone is reduced gradually in the region upstream of the staged combustion air ports. In the region downstream 
of the ports, NO is reproduced by the second stage combustion.  

As discussed above, simulated and experimental contour plots are consistent qualitatively for Newlands coal. 
Unfortunately, since the experimental contour plots for Enshu coal and Senakin coal were not obtained, no 
comparisons were able to be performed. However, the trends of the combustion fields for Enshu coal and Senakin coal 
were generally similar to those for Newlands coal.  

The overall unburned fraction Uc*, at the furnace outlet derived from simulations and experiments are compared in 
Fig. 7. The definition of Uc* is expressed as 
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where Uc* (%) is the unburned fraction, η (%) is the 
combustion efficiency, Uc (%) is the unburned carbon 
concentration in fly ash and Cash (%) is the ash 
content in coal.  

It is well known that there is a rough trend that Uc* 
generally increases with fuel ratio [39]. Simulation 
results in Fig. 7 indicate this trend well, i.e., Uc* 
from simulations increases with fuel ratio. However, 
the Uc* of Enshu coal from experiments is low 
compared with that from simulations. This is 
considered to be due to the fact that the ash content 
for Enshu coal is lower than that for Newlands coal. 
Ash in a coal particle can inhibit char combustion by 
occupying some volume within the particle, thereby 
reducing the carbon mass and carbon surface 
available per unit particle volume [40,41]. However, 
the ash inhibition of char combustion is not 
considered in the current study. As mentioned earlier, 
kinematic parameters for the char combustion model 
were determined in such a manner that the Uc* values 
from experiments and simulations are consistent for 
Newlands coal (high ash content). Because of this, the 
simulation underestimated the char combustion rate 
for Enshu coal (low ash content). Figure 8 shows the 
comparison of NO mole fractions at the furnace outlet 
between simulations and experiments. It is found that 
the simulated and measured NO mole fractions at the 
furnace outlet are consistent for all cases. 
 

Combustion characteristics for each burner 
It is considered that the unburned fractions Uc*, 

differ depending on which stage burner the coal 
particles are issued from, since their residence times 
in the furnace differ. Figure 9 shows Uc* from each 
stage burner. The coal particles were tracked until 
they were released from the outlet boundary or 
completely burned. It should be noted that these data 
can hardly be obtained experimentally, but are very 
useful for examining the new combustion technology. 
It is found that Uc* for the upper stage burner is 
higher than that for the middle or lower stage burner, 
for all cases. This is caused by the difference in 
particle residence time in the high-temperature region. 
As seen in Fig. 6 (a), the highest-temperature region 
is formed between the upper and middle stage burners. 
The coal particles supplied from the middle or lower 
stage burner pass through the highest-temperature 
region spending a long residence time there. On the 
other hand, the coal particles supplied from the upper stage burner leave the high-temperature region immediately, and 
therefore, the residence time in the high-temperature zone is short. As a result, the combustion reaction of the coal 
particles supplied from the upper stage burner is slower than those of coal particles from the other stage burners. 
Because of this, Uc* for the upper stage burner is higher than that for the middle or lower stage burner. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of initial particle diameter on ejection rate 
of unburned carbon for different stage burners. 
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In recent years, coal blending has frequently been conducted in coal-fired plants, to widen the usage capability of 
the coal brands. There are two methods of coal blending, i.e., line blending (where the blending is carried out in the 
coal banker), and in-furnace blending (where the blending is carried out in the furnace). In the case of line blending, 
the blending ratio of coal brands is the same for all stage burners. In the case of in-furnace blending, on the other hand, 
the coal brands are completely different between burners, or the blending ratios of coal brands are different between 
burners. From the discussion above, it is considered that the overall Uc* of coal-fired plants can be reduced by 
employing an appropriate in-furnace blend, i.e., supplying coal with a low combustibility (for example, high-fuel-ratio 
coal) to the lower or middle stage burner and supplying coal with a high combustibility (low-fuel-ratio coal) to the 
upper stage burner. Recently, Ikeda et al. [42] have conducted an in-furnace blend experiment using the MARINE 
furnace. The results show that Uc* for the case of supplying coal with a low combustibility to the lower and middle 
stage burners is lower than Uc* for the case of supplying the coal to the upper stage burner. The current study supports 

their experimental results. 
Figure 10 shows the effect of initial particle 

diameter on the ejection rate of unburned carbon 
(kg/s) for different stage burners. It is seen that coal 
particles with initial diameters of 10 to 40 are 
almost completely burned. Therefore, it is 
considered that the carbon in ash mostly originates 
from coal particles with initial diameters greater 
than or equal to 60. Particularly, the ejection rate 
for particles with initial diameters of 80 and 100 
supplied from the upper stage burner is higher than 
that from the middle or lower stage burner. From 
the results, it is suggested that the overall Uc* of 
coal-fired plants can be effectively reduced by 
preferentially crushing the coal supplied from the 
upper stage burner into finer particles. 

Figure 11 shows the contribution of each stage 
burner to the total unburned fraction. The 
contribution of the upper stage burner is found to be 
higher than that of the middle or lower stage burner 
for all coal brands. However, the contribution of the 
upper stage burner decreases with decreasing fuel 
ratio. This is considered to be due to the difference 
in residence time for the coal particles supplied 
from the upper stage burner. Figure 12 shows the 
residence time in the furnace for the coal particles 
supplied from the upper stage burner. It can be seen 
that the residence time for high-fuel-ratio coal 
brands is longer than that for low-fuel-ratio coal 
brands. This is caused by the difference in the coal 
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Fig. 12. Mean residence time in the furnace for the coal 
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particle trajectory, as discussed below. 
To clarify the effect of the fuel ratio on the residence 

time of the particles supplied from the upper stage 
burner, the gas velocity vectors and coal particle 
trajectories for Newlands coal (fuel ratio = 2.0) and 
Senakin coal (fuel ratio = 1.0) are compared. The 
comparisons of gas velocity vectors and coal particle 
trajectories in the region near the upper stage burner 
are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The 
trajectories for 10 typical coal particles are shown in 
Fig. 14. In Fig. 13, it is seen that the recirculation flow 
formed above the upper stage burner for Senakin coal 
is larger than that for Newlands coal. This is 
considered to be caused by the difference in the main 
gas stream, which flows along the wall opposite to the 
burners. The velocity magnitude of the main gas stream 
for Senakin coal is larger than that for Newlands coal. 
As a result, a larger recirculation flow is induced for 
Senakin coal than for 
Newlands coal. Because the 
coal particles supplied from 
the upper stage burner pass 
the region around the 
recirculation flow, the 
trajectories of the coal 
particles are strongly 
affected by the recirculation 
flow. The larger the 
recirculation flow, the 
greater the number of 
particles captured by the 
recirculation flow. 
Therefore, the number of 
coal particles captured by 
the recirculation flow for 
Senakin coal is larger than 
that for Newlands coal. As a 
consequence, the residence 
time of the coal particles 
supplied from the upper 
stage burner for Senakin 
coal is longer than that for 
Newlands coal (Fig. 12), 
and the combustion reaction 
is promoted. This is the 
reason why the contribution 
of the upper stage burner to 
the total unburned fraction 
for Senakin coal is low (Fig. 
11). The discussion above 
indicates that the total 
unburned fraction can be 
decreased by making the 
residence time of the coal 
particles supplied from the 
upper stage burner longer. 



 

 

CONCLUSION 
In this study, a numerical analysis in the pulverized coal combustion field in a multi-burner furnace was conducted. 

The accuracy of the numerical analysis was evaluated by comparing simulation and experimental results. The 
combustion characteristics for each stage burner, which can hardly be obtained experimentally, were also investigated. 
The principal findings are as follows. 

Although there are some discrepancies in absolute value, the temperature and chemical species contours from the 
numerical and experimental results are consistent, which means that the present numerical method is of sufficient 
accuracy to predict the general characteristics of the pulverized coal combustion field in furnaces with multi-burner 
systems. 

The unburned fraction for the upper stage burner is higher than that for the middle or lower stage burner. This is due 
to the fact that the residence time in the high-temperature region of the coal particles supplied from the upper stage 
burner is shorter than that in the case of the middle or lower stage burner. This result suggests that the overall Uc* of 
coal-fired plants can be reduced by supplying coal with a low combustibility to the middle or lower stage burner and 
supplying coal with a high combustibility to the upper stage burner. 

The contribution of the upper stage burner to the total unburned fraction decreases with decreasing fuel ratio. This is 
because the residence time of the coal particles supplied from the upper stage burner for low-fuel-ratio coal is longer 
than that for high-fuel-ratio coal. The difference in residence time is caused by the difference in the size of the 
recirculation flow above the upper stage burner induced by the main gas flow. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Today's control systems face two main tasks: the maximization of yields of desired quality products or 
the optimization of total economic effects of coal preparation plants production. The design of such 
systems requires thorough understanding of the whole technological process, its characteristics and 
interactions between unit operations in the plant. Computer simulation is a convenient tool to design and 
evaluate such a complex system. The paper presents a computer simulation package for coal preparation 
analysis and control. Three technological processes were chosen to illustrate various optimization 
problems: producing the blend of concentrates from gravitational washers in parallel, blending a 
concentrate from a washer (jig) with material from a stockpile, and producing blends and concentrates in 
the system of several coal preparation plants and several power stations cross-connected by mutual 
contracts. The analysis of the first two problems showed the possibility to apply specially designed feed-
forward and feed-back control strategies instead of algorithms searching for the optimal point of 
operation. Such an approach gives better control results than a typical search algorithm, which usually 
produces high control losses in case of transport delays and inertia of objects. A simulation analysis of 
the production of several coal preparation plants for several clients of steam coal blends and clients of 
coal concentrates was presented. The aim of the simulation was to find the best combination of washed 
and unwashed fine coal in each plant and the best proportion of products sent to each client. The criterion 
of optimization was the maximum overall tonnage of concentrates of required quality at the constant 
overall tonnage of the blend. The parameters of the simulation model for each plant were: tonnage of raw 
fines, washability characteristic, separation density of fines washing, desired ash contents in the blend 
and in the concentrates. The simulation analysis showed the extreme character of production process and 
demonstrated that it was possible to find an optimum way of production, which can result in the increase 
in concentrate tonnage by 10-15 %.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A number of local control systems applied currently at coal preparation plants are designed to control 
coal washing in heavy media process, jigs and flotation, coal blending and coal loading to wagons and 
lorries, as well as control circuits and fine coal de-watering. Most systems are based on a microcomputer 
technique with control algorithms focused on the stabilization of coal quality parameters in concentrates 
produced in unit processes, the control of flows (tonnage) of product streams, and the stabilization of 
water and slurry circuits operation. Coal preparation plants are currently considering the introduction of 
more complex control procedures. The maximization of yields of the desired quality saleable products or 
the optimization of total economic effect of plant production are the main tasks for control systems at 
present. The design of such systems requires thorough understanding of the whole technological process, 



its characteristics and interaction between unit operations in the plant. Computer simulation is a 
convenient tool for designing and evaluating such complex systems [2,4,7,8]. 

The paper presents a computer simulation program for coal preparation analysis and control. The 
software package [2] allows to simulate the operation of technological systems consisting of unit 
processes of coal screening, washing in heavy media circuits, jigs and cyclones, blending of different 
products and stream splitting. The package incorporates optimization procedures for a proper choice of 
technological parameters (i.e. densities of separation, diameter of screen, proportion of product streams). 
The program allows to evaluate effects of complex control systems operation and analyze various 
algorithms of process control. The simulation program was developed [3] to also allow for the dynamic 
simulation of transient states in the coal preparation plant. The basic modules of the model was 
developed with the use of static and dynamic characteristics. Static characteristics apply coal washability 
characteristics in the form of tables, partition curves for gravitational washers, and product parameters 
(yield/ash) as a function of control signals. Dynamic characteristics are represented by time constants and 
delays of unit operations, transport delays, storage and coal blending in bunkers. 

 
STATIC SIMULATION MODEL 
 

The computer simulation model “Syprom” is based on partition coefficients [6], which determine 
the probability αij at which a given elementary fraction (of size-j and density-i) of coal will report to the 
chosen product (for instance to the concentrate in the case of gravitational separators or the upper product 
in the case of screening process).  

 
 

 
 
Fig.1. The model of a technological 
separation process 

 
 
Fig.1 illustrates the structure of the model for a single 
preparation procedure. The full model of a technological 
process can consist of up to 25 unit processes linked with 
each other (also with recirculation of streams). The yield 
and quality parameters (ash, calorific value, sulfur) of i-
th density and j-th size fraction in output products 
(streams) from the k-th unit are calculated according to 
the following equations: 

 
 

(1)
 
The yield of the ij-th fraction in the k-th stream (1- first or 2-second output) can be also calculated for 
the whole preparation process of the feed (raw coal): 
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where:  γij - yield of i-th density and j-th size fraction in the feed, 
  αijk - partition coefficient , 
  ck,t - coefficient defined by eq.3, 
  γijk - yield of i-th density and j-th size fraction in the output product of k-th unit, 
  Nk - number of unit operations, 
  NT - number of different fraction paths equal to the number of blending operations.  
 
Yields Γk

(1,2)
 of the output streams of the k-th unit : 

 
 
 

 
(4)

Quality parameters (ash contents) Λk
(1,2) of the output streams from the k-th unit               

 
 

 
(5)

where:    λijk  - quality attribute (ash) of the i-th density and j-th size  elementary coal 
fraction, 
 
  

 
Yields Γp. and ash contents Λp of output products from the plant can be calculated from equations (4) and 
(5) for k equal to the number of the last unit operation in the process.   
 
Partition coefficients αijk in equations (1) and (2) are functions of separation parameters P1....k of unit 
processes, so yields Γk

(1,2)and ash contents Λk
(1,2)of output products are also functions of those 

parameters. The flow of the elementary fraction through the technological layout is shown in Fig.2.   
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.2. Flow of the elementary feed fraction through the 
technological scheme 

 
The structure of the simulation program
is shown in Fig.3. Besides complex
analysis of technological layout, the
simulation program allows to optimize
coal processing results in terms of
maximum yield of the desired quality
products  or in terms of maximum profit
of a plant operation. The optimization
procedures use a penalty function
together with the chosen criterion of
evaluation . 
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Where: 
 
Vp.  - profit from sales of output products, 
P1, P2,...PN - vector of  separation parameters (densities of separation, 
proportions of products), 
N  - number of decision variables, 
l  - l-th saleable product, 
Nl  - number of saleable products, 
Γpl.  - yield of l-th saleable product, 
Cl  - unit price of l-th product, 
Γom  - yield of m.-th stream of refuse, 
Ko  - cost of refuse storage and processing, 
Kl(Λl)  - penalty function for quality parameter Λl, 
wl  - weight coefficient. 
 
Optimized (minimized) function is as follows: 
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is the penalty function. 

 
 

 

 

 
As a result of the optimization procedure 
(minimization of the function (8)), the 
optimal parameters of the system P1

*, 
P2

*,....PN
*  (separation densities, 

proportions of streams) are  determined. 
The evaluation of the control system 
structure for the whole plant is also 
possible. 
 
 

Fig.3. The structure of the simulation program  
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EXAMPLE OF STATIC SIMULATION  
 
An example of the control strategy for a complex technological process is shown in Fig. 4. Raw coal is 
processed in three heavy media vessels HMV1,2,3, water only cyclone WOC and flotation. It has to be 
noted that the flotation process cannot be treated in the simulation model in the same way as  
gravitational processes. The flotation process is represented here by the table of yields and corresponding 
ash contents in the froth flotation concentrate. The basic task of the system is to maximize profit of the 
plant according to the accepted criterion, including yields of products and their prices (two concentrates 
Γ1, Γ2, and the blend Γb). The criterion of optimization is the maximum profit from the whole production 

(7) at desired ash contents in two 
concentrates. In the system there are five 
parameters which can be controlled 
according to the results of plant operation: 
densities of separation of three heavy media 
vessels (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3), amount of froth flotation 
concentrate Γf, and proportion of 
concentrate added to the blend (P). These 
parameters are evaluated in the simulation 
model on the basis of the average 
washability of raw coal, measurements of 
tonnage and ash contents of products, and 
the optimization criterion. 
 

The optimization criterion was as follows: 
 
 
 
Fig.4. The example of a complex technological system 
 
Desired ash content in concentrate "1":7 – 8% of ash, desired ash content in concentrate "2":10 – 11% of 
ash, costs of refuse storage: constant, ash content in the blend: resulting from the simulation. 
 
The aim of optimization procedure was to maximize the profit from sales of two concentrates ("1" and 
"2") and the blend. As a result of the optimization procedure the following  optimal separation 
parameters were found: 
 
density of separation ρ1:    1.374 g/cm3  density of separation ρwoc:          1.936 g/cm3 
density of separation ρ2:           1.797 g/cm3  relative yield of froth flotation Γf:   80.5% 
density of separation ρ3:           1.473 g/cm3  proportion of the concentrate P:      26.9% 

 
 

PRODUCTION  CONTROL IN A GROUP OF COAL PREPARATION PLANTS 
 
The major products of coal preparation plants in Poland which process raw coals for energetic purposes 
are concentrates and blends. Coal blends are products for domestic power stations and concentrates are 
mainly products for export. Optimum proportion between the tonnage of the concentrate and the blend, 
both produced from the certain amount of raw coal, can be settled by the proper choice of separation 
density in the washing process and by the proportion of the concentrate added to the blend [2,3,5,6]. In 
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the case of parallel washing processes, there is also a problem of an optimum choice of separation 
densities to produce the maximum tonnage of the final concentrate of the desired quality (ash content) 
[1]. The analysis of a single preparation plant and one or a few clients can be applied to several plants 
and several clients for blends and concentrates as it was discussed in the paper. 
 
Optimum operation point of a technological system 
 
Two-product washing process with by-pass  
 
A typical technological layout of a coal preparation plant producing the concentrate and the blend in 
parallel for different consumers is shown in Fig. 5a. Let us assume that the mass Qn (100%) of raw fines 
is split into Qs (feed to the jig) and Qb (by-pass) and in result, after time T of washing and blending, two 
products are manufactured: the concentrate (tonnage Qc, ash content Ac) and the blend (tonnage Qm , ash 
content Am). The principle of washing the whole raw coal to get maximum possible tonnage of two 
products [1] applied to the above scheme leads us to the proposition of washing raw coal in two periods 
at different separation densities as it is shown in Fig. 5b.  
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Fig.5. Two product washing process with by-pass (A) and time sharing production (B) 
 
The whole stream of raw coal is washed at first during time T1 at high separation density ρ1 so as to 
produce Qc1 = Qm tonnage of the concentrate with desired ash content Ac1 = Am, then the rest of raw fines 
is washed during time T2 at low separation density ρ2 so as to produce desired quality (Ac2  = Ac) of the 
concentrate (tonnage Qc2). The performance of two technological systems is presented in Fig. 6.  
 

 
The increase ∆Qc of the concentrate in the second 
system by 1.5% - 7% in comparison with the first 
system was observed. This increase depends mostly 
on the amount of the concentrate added to the blend. 
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system (B) 



 
 
Washing process and stockpile 
 
Let us now consider the blend production from the concentrate and raw fines from stockpile, which for 
some reasons cannot be processed in a jig (Fig. 7). The same ash content Am in the blend can be obtained 
for different separation densities of the jig and adjusted raw fines tonnage. In each case, different tonnage 
of the blend will be produced as shown in Fig. 7. The maximum tonnage will be produced for separation 
density chosen so as separation “elementary ash”  “as” corresponding to it equals to the ash content in 
raw fines Ab [1].   
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Fig.7. Blending the concentrate with raw fines from a stockpile – typical (A) and optimized system (B)
 

 
The maximum tonnage of the blend at desired ash 
content depends on raw fines ash content stored 
on the stockpile. This maximum moves towards 
lower separation densities when ash content in raw 
fines decreases. The control system shown in Fig. 
7b is designed according to the formula (9). The 
first feed-forward loop (separation “elementary 
ash” equal to the ash content in the material on the 
stockpile) moves the whole system operation point 
close to the maximum yield and the second feed-
back loop (control of raw fines tonnage according 
to indications of ash monitor for the blend) 

stabilizes ash content in the blend at the desired level. 
 
 
Two washers in parallel 
 
An example of a simple technological system of two washers working in parallel is shown in Fig. 9. Coal 
is washed in a heavy media process and in a jig. Local control systems enable an operator to adjust the 
desired values of coal separation densities by changing the heavy media density or the float position (in 
the jig), which influences refuse discharge. The density of separation is known only indirectly in the 
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latter case, nevertheless it can be easily changed. Concentrates of coarse and fine coals are blended 
together to produce the final product of expected quality (price) according to the terms of a contract 
between a producer and a client. The final product of the desired quality (ash content) can be produced 
for various set values of separation densities in both processes so that blending two components would 
give the product of the desired quality. The simulation analysis  shows that the system has extreme 
characteristics, which means that there exists the optimal combination of separation densities giving the 
maximum amount of the blend of desired ash content or the maximum value of the product. The 
simulated relation between the yield of the final concentrate and the separation densities of the heavy 
media bath and the jig (for the same ash content) are shown in Fig. 10.  
 

The curve has an extreme point for a certain 
pair of separation densities ρ1

opt, ρ2
opt, which 

is called the optimal separation densities 
maximizing the yield of the blend of the 
desired ash content. The location of the 
maximum yield point Qmax depends on the 
washability characteristics of raw coal and 
the partition curve of the separation unit. The 
analysis of the shape of the function 
Q=Q(ρ,ρ2) shows that this function has only 
one global extreme point which makes it 
easier to propose algorithms searching for 
this point. The slope of the surface in the 

vicinity of the extreme point is a good indication if the search for this point brings noticeable economic 
benefits.  
 
The difference between blend yields in the maximum point and, for instance, equal separation densities 
ρ1  = ρ2  = 1.5 g/cm3 (for which the desired ash content is also Am = 11%) is ∆Q = 3.66% (in relation to 
100% of the final product). This example shows that the operation of the technological system close to 
the optimum point can bring significant economic benefits in comparison to the point of operation 
usually chosen at random. It was proved [1,8] that the maximum tonnage of final product would be 
produced when separation densities  ρ1 and ρ2 fulfilled the condition   (10): 
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The closer analysis [3] of the formula (10) gives the following simplified principle for operating the 
system close to the maximum yield of the concentrate blend: 
 
  ρρρ ∆≈ +21                                                                                                                                            (11) 
The difference between two separation densities ∆ρ can be calculated and accepted as fairly constant for 
a given technological situation. The last conclusion allows us to replace a hardly feasible control system 
shown in Fig. 9 with a simple feed-back traditional control system shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig.9. Two washers working in parallel 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.10. Extreme static characteristic of the system 
from Fig. 9 

Fig.11. Simplified feed-back control system 
maximizing final product tonnage 

 
 
Optimum operation point of a group of plants 
 
A group of coal preparation plants connected by contracts with their clients can be analyzed in a similar 
manner as the single plant. Let us limit the analysis of various concentrates and blends to two products: 
one concentrate for export and one blend for power stations. This is a typical situation at Polish plants 
processing steam coals. The general scheme of connections between plants and clients is shown in Fig. 
12. Coal preparation plants produce k products from Ni raw coal feeds. The cost of production is Ki,k, 
price Ci,k, costs of transportation to j clients Ti,j and ordered tonnage of products Mi,j,k. The general aim of 
optimization of production of a group of plants will be to deliver ordered products (tonnage and quality) 
according to the contract at minimum costs of production and transportation, and maximize the tonnage 
of products chosen. This criterion of optimization can be described for existing technological layouts of 
plants by the formula (12): 
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with additional constrains (for 
example): 
 
total tonnage of products ordered by 
clients is defined: 
 

∑ =
i
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The desired quality of products ordered is defined by ash content Ak,j, calorific value Qk,j and sulfur 
content  Sk,j: 
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Fig.12. A group of plants working for several clients 
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Let us consider, as an example, a system of two plants manufacturing two products for two clients: 
washed fines (concentrate) and the blend of raw fines stored on the stockpile and a part of the concentrate 
as shown in Fig. 13a. The blend – the product for a power station -  has the ash content Am= 22%, and 
washed fines are produced for export; the ordered tonnage of two products is Qc and Qm. The  
optimization aims at producing the maximum tonnage of products of the desired quality (ash content) 
from the certain tonnage of mined raw coal. It is assumed that, in this case, the tonnage of the blend is  
optimized and the tonnage of the concentrate is constant. Similarly, we can consider an opposite situation 
where the tonnage of the concentrate is optimized and the tonnage of the blend is constant. The 
simulation analysis shows that the maximum tonnage of the concentrate can be produced in the manner 
showed in Fig. 13b, where one plant produces only the concentrate and the second one only the blend. 
The increase ∆Qm of the blend production as a function of parameters of components and characteristic 
of raw coal is shown in Fig. 14. 

 

 
 
Another case of two plants production is shown in Fig. 15, where two plants produce concentrates for 
one client. In Fig. 15a, concentrates at both plants are washed at separation densities such as to produce 
concentrates of the same ash content Am=Amdes. In Fig. 15b, concentrates are washed at optimum 
separation densities ρ1

opt and ρ2
opt such as after concentrates blending the resulting ash content in the 

blended product is the same as in the first case Am=Amdes. The increase of production ∆Qm (at optimum 
separation densities) as a function component quality is shown in Fig. 16. The increase of the blend 
production ∆Qm depends on the desired ash content in the final product (reaches 4% - relative for 
Amdes=7% (of ash). 
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Fig.14. Increase of the blend tonnage as a 
function of ash content in the concentrate 
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Fig.16. Change of the blend tonnage as a function 
of ash content in the concentrate 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The simulation analysis of the operation of a coal preparation plant group in order to maximize their total 
tonnage of products of desired ash contents (or calorific value) let us draw the following conclusions: 

• the methods of the optimization of the plant group's production can be similar to those developed 
for one technological system (plant), 

• reducing the number of products at each plant and washing all raw coal, if possible, usually 
increases total production, 

• the blend of concentrate and raw material stored on the stockpile should be produced according to 
the principle of equal “elementary ash” in the washing process and ash content in the material 
stored, 

• the principle of washing coals in different processes (plants) at optimal separation densities and 
blending the concentrates in the blending plant brings additional economic benefits. 
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ABSTRACT 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most important greenhouse gas influencing global warming. Fossil 

fuel combustion is the greatest contributor to increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere over the 

past century. Since the middle of eighteenth century its concentration in the atmosphere rose by 31 % 

(from 280 till 375 ppm). Geological formations provide prospective sinks for CO2 sequestration, 

essentially the storage options in the saline aquifers. Alternatively, the mineral carbonation which is a 

process of converting naturally occurring minerals such as magnesium- and calcium-based silicates into 

stable carbonate minerals has a great potential. These technologies, compared to e.g. hydrodynamic 

trapping in the saline aquifers, are however rather immature and need considerable developments.  

Different minerals can be potentially used for the immobilization of the carbon dioxide. The 

ultramafic rocks have been identified as the most suitable rock media. However, they are rather rare 

and can provide only the limited reserves for CO2 sequestration. Alternatively, the serpentinite rocks 

are abundant in the world and can serve for immobilization of CO2. The large serpentinite province was 

mapped in the Palaeoproterozoic crystalline basement of south Lithuania. Serpentinites associate with 

the high-quality iron ore that provides the opportunity for the cascade utilization of these formations.  

The serpentine samples were collected from the key exploration wells. X-Ray and simultaneous 

thermal analysis (STA), specific surface area (SSA) measurements were carried out on unaltered and 

strongly weathered samples comprising various associations of the minerals (magnetite, flogopite, etc.). 

The study was performed also on the Finnish serpentine obtained from the similar geological setting.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

The fossil fuel remains a most important energy source. On the other hand it is a major source for 

the greenhouse gases that have a considerable affect on the climate change. Amount of CO2, which is 

the principal greenhouse component, rose from 280 ppm to 380 ppm during the past century (IPCC, 

2005). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) projects that atmospheric carbon 

dioxide levels will reach 450-550 ppm by 2050, unless appropriate measures are taken to diminish the 

emissions of the greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.  

At the Kyoto conference 1997 a number of countries signed an agreement targeted at reducing 

CO2 emissions, and it came into force in 2005. The European Union (EU) is committed to reduce 

greenhouse gases by eight percent from 1990 levels in the period 2008-2012.  



Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) is considered as a promising option for diminishing 

CO2 emissions (IPCC, 2005). CCS involves capturing the carbon dioxide before it is emitted into the 

atmosphere, transporting it to a secure location and isolating it from the atmosphere for a long time. 

Lithuania, which is EU member, has to follow the Kyoto protocol requirements. Presently the 

CO2 emissions do not exceed the base year (1990) limit, but the emissions are expected to grow, 

essentially after closing the Ignalina Nuclear  Power Plant.  

Mineral carbonation storage option using serpentinite is discussed in the paper. Mineral CO2 

sequestration is a technology to reduce greenhouse gas emissions on the basis of the industrial 

carbonation of Ca/Mg silicates (Huijgen and Comans, 2005).  

 CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS 

The global annual emission of CO2 is about 26 Gt CO2/yr (year 2005) (Mocilnikar, 2006). The 

concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere has increased progressively since the beginning of the 

Industrial Age by about 30 % from 280 (year 1750) to 380 ppm (year 2005) (Worldwatch Institute, 

2006).  

The fossil fuel, which is a most important energy source, contributes significantly to increasing 

CO2 concentration. The other factors, such as the land-use management, particularly deforestation, also 

contribute to CO2 increasing concentration in the atmosphere.  

The fossil fuel provides 85 % of the world’s energy need.  To stop using fossil fuel makes little 

sense while fossil energy resources are huge (Lackner and Ziock, 2000). Without specific actions to 

minimize impact on the climate, CO2 emissions from fossil fuel energy are projected to swell over the 

course of the 21
st
 century.  Thus, fossil fuel may continue to be used if carbon dioxide emitted was 

captured and put into long-term storage (Koljonen et al, 2002). 

  

Carbon dioxide emissions in Lithuania 

Lithuania presently meets the Kyoto protocol requirements under CO2 emissions. The total CO2 

emissions, with respect to the base year 1990, have decreased by 16 % during 1990-2003. Total CO2 

emissions from stationary sources in Lithuania are given in Table 1. (Bubniene et al, 2006). 

 

Table 1.  Total CO2 emission trend from stationary sources in Lithuania, Mt. 

1990 1998 2001  2002 2003 
Years / CO2 

33,4 8,0  4,4 5,1 5,3 

  

The energy sector is the major source of greenhouse gas emissions. In 2003, 71 % of the 

greenhouse gases were produced by the energy sector, whereas only 12% by the agriculture, 9% by the 

industry, and 8% by wastes. In the industry sector CO2 is mainly emitted from cement production.  

 

MINERAL CARBONATION FOR CO2 SEQUESTRATION 

Mineral sequestration involves the reaction of CO2 with minerals to form geologically stable 

carbonates (Goldberg et al, 2000). Carbonation of the naturally occurring silicate minerals, such as 

serpentine and olivine, provide CO2 storage capacity on a geological time scale. One of the advantages 

of this method is that magnesium and calcium carbonates are already plentiful in nature and are 

difficult to dissolve (Lackner, 2002). Ultramafic rocks, raw materials for binding CO2, exist in vast 

quantities across the world and it makes the mineral carbonation an optimistic storage option (Fig.1).  

   



 
Figure 1.  Accessible worldwide deposits of ultramafic rocks (Goldberg, 2000). 

The metal oxides in silicate rocks that can be found in the Earth’s could bind all the CO2 that is 

produced by combustion of all available fossil fuel reserves (Lackner, 2003). The net carbonation 

process using calcium- or magnesium silicates is presented in Equation 1 (Goldberg et al, 2001).  

(Mg,Ca)xSiyOx+2y+zH2z(s) + xCO2(g) ‡ x(Mg,Ca)CO3(s) + ySiO2(s) + zH2O (1) 

 

The natural process is very slow, therefore the carbonation process must be accelerated 

considerably to be a viable large-scale storage method for captured CO2. Since carbonation securely 

traps CO2, there would be little need to monitor the disposal sites and the environmental risks would be 

very low (IPCC 2005). 

 

Mineral carbonation options in Lithuania 

The Lithuanian geological formations provide different potential options for the mineral 

sequestration of the carbon dioxide. Lithuania is situated in the eastern part of the Baltic sedimentary 

basin that contains geological formations of different litholgical compositions. For in-situ sequestration 

the large Lower Devonian saline aquifer, composed of the feldspar-quartz sandstones with shale layers, 

is of the highest potential. The mineral trapping potential of the basin (mainly related to the 

transformation of the feldspars) amounts 50 Gt (Sliaupa and Sliaupiene, 2007).  

Considering potential mineral sources for the on-site sequestration, the glauconite and 

sedimentary silicate rocks were studied in Lithuania. The glauconite is a common mineral of the Albian 

and Cenomanian (Cretaceous) sands composing 15-50% of the rock volume. They occur at the depths 

of 100-200 m in the southeastern half of Lithuania. The total thickness of the Albian-Cenomanian 

succession is in the range of 40-75 m. The sedimentary silica rocks (opoka) occur in the Upper 

Cretaceous chalky succession in west Lithuania and in the Palaeogene sediments of southern Lithuania. 

They occur at the depths of 10-80 m, the thickness attains a few dozens of meters.  

The investigation of the CO2 trapping potential of those minerals revealed however the very low 

capacity and therefore can not be regarded as reliable candidates for the mineral immobilization of the 

carbon dioxide (Kavaliauskaite et al, 2006). Alternatively, the serpentinites were investigated.  

Serpentinite (Mg3Si2O5(OH)4) is a silicate mineral that contains magnesium and is mainly 

composed of 35-40% Mg and 35-40% SiO2 with impurities. This hydrated magnesium silicate has 



three principle forms of antigorite, lizardite, and chrysolite (O’Hanley and Wicks, 1995; Zhang et al., 

1997) that have different properties which should be takes into consideration in CO2 sequestration.  

 

SERPENTINITE CARBONATION POTENTIAL IN LITHUANIA 

 

Geological setting of Lithuania 

Lithuania is situated in the eastern part of the Baltic sedimentary basin. The thickness of the 

sediments varies from 200-500 m in the east and the south to more than 2 km in the west of the 

country. It contains all geological systems of the Phanerozoic that is related to a protracted subsidence 

history of the basin.  

The platform sediments overly the high-grade metamorphic and igneous rocks of the 

Palaeoproterozoic age (Skridlaite and Motuza, 2001). Two major crustal blocks are identified in 

Lithuania (Figure 2). The eastern part of Lithuania is attributed to the East Lithuanian Domain (ELD), 

composed mainly by mafic metavolcanic and felsic metasedimentary rocks metamorphosed in 

amphibolite to granulite facies, they are intensely migmatised. West Lithuania is comprised by the 

West Lithuanian Granulite domain (WLGD). It is dominated by felsic and metapelitic gneisses that 

formed at an expense of the psammites, pelites, felsic and intermediate volcanics. The supracrustals 

were metamorphosed in the granulite facies and migmatised. Intrusive charnockites and S-type 

granitoids comprise a major part of WLGD.  

 

Serpentine distribution 

Serpentinites are distributed in the southeastern part of the Lithuania within the Varena 

Geological Province of the ELD (Figure 3). Serpentinite bodies are well discernable on the gravity and 

essentially the magnetic field maps, as they associate with the magnetite (iron ore) concentrations. 

More than a dozen of serpentinite bodies were identified in south Lithuania. Owing to their association 

with the iron ore deposits these bodies were extensively studied by the drilling. They subcrop at the top 

of the basement and are covered by the platform sediments of 280-500 m thick (Figure 2). The depth of 

the basement increases to the northwest.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Left – major domains of the crystalline basement of Lithuania. The study area is shaded. 

Right – distribution of the serpentinite bodies in southern Lithuania. The Varena Iron Ore deposit is 

marked. The depths of the top of the crystalline basement are indicated. 

 



With respect to the major CO2 emission sources the Varena Serpentinite Province is located close 

to the south-eastern cluster of emission sources, the distance to the particular sources varying from 50 

km to 150 km (Figure 3). The total capacity of the south-eastern cluster is 2.5 Mt/y of CO2 (seven 

major sources capacity of which is in the range of 125,000 – 750,000 t/y) (data reported for 2005).  

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Location of major stationary CO2 emission sources (capacity >100 000 t/y). Gas distribution 

pipe lines are shown. The Varena Serpentinite Area is indicated. 

 

Serpentinite origin and mineral components 

The serpentinites are attributed to a peculiar Varena Complex of the metasomatic skarn origin 

identified in south-east Lithuania. They were formed at an expense of the primary dolomites, 

marlstones, and mafic rocks affected by the acid fluids released during migmatization of hosting rocks 

and intrusion of granitoids during the Palaeoproterozoic time. Several phases of the metasomatosis are 

recognised that, in combination with different litholgies affected and characteristic metasomatic 

chemical-mineralogical zonation, produced a very complex mineral assemblage. The reacting fluids 

carry dissolved silica, iron, metals, sulfur, therefore the resulting rock is a highly complex combination 

of calcium, magnesium and carbonate rich minerals.  

Originally the carbonates (dolomites, marlstones) were deposited in association with psamitic 

sediments (sandstones, conglomerates) intercalating with mafic volcanics in the Varena Province. The 

subsequent high-grade metamorphosis lead to partial melting of rocks resulting in release of the large 

masses of fluids enriched in silica and other elements that reacted with the carbonates and mafic rocks.  

During the first phase of the high-temperature metasomatosis the olivine was mainly formed at 

the expense of the dolomite:  

 

dolomite + quartz → olivine + calcite + CO2 

The mineral olivine is a magnesium iron silicate with the formula (Mg,Fe)2SiO4. The ratio of 

magnesium and iron varies between the two end-members of the solid solution series: forsterite (Mg-

endmember) and fayalite (Fe-endmember).  In Varena Province the olivine is represented by forsterite 

that reflects the dolomite predecessor mineralogy. The pyroxene was formed mainly after the mafic 

rocks. The less affected intervals of the dolomite were transformed into calcifier with varying amount 

of the diopside (CaMgSi2O6).  



During the succeeding lower-temperature stages of the metasomatosis the amphibolite, scapolitic 

and other minerals were formed. With the decreasing temperature the olivines, affected by water-rich 

fluids, were transformed into serpentinites: 

 

4Mg2SiO4+ 4H2O + 2SiO2 → 2Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 

  

The low-fluid-flux serpentinization of olivine to serpentine was followed by later stages of 

serpentinization under more open-system conditions and formation of the magnetite ore. 

Petrographicaly, the serpentine is commonly found pseudomorphed after olivines. It is fine-

grained, rarely medium-grained (1-2 mm), massive and banded, mainly due to variations in the 

magnetite content. Serpentinties contain relic carbonate, olivine and spinel (MgAl2O4), varying amount 

of the magnetite (Fe3O4, from traces to 95%), a few per cent of the phlogopite (KMg3AlSi3O10(OH)2), 

apatite (Ca5(PO4)3(OH,F,Cl), etc.  

Geochemically, the serpentinties are characterized by a low amount of most of trace elements that 

is typical for the carbonates. In particular serpentinites contain miserable amounts of the titanium, 

chromium that are otherwise characteristic elements of the ultramafic rocks.  

In the topmost of up to 200 m thick part of the basement the serpentinites and associating 

lithologies are affected by the weathering. Due to oxidation of the magnetite the serpentinite changes in 

colour from greenish black to yellowish brown.  

 

Geometry of serpentinite bodies 

Serpentinites compose the separate layers within the metasomatic bodies of the Varena Complex 

(PR1vr). The thickness of the individual layers varies from a few meters to 50 m. The total thickness of 

serpentinites, including serpentinite-magnetite ore, within individual metasomatic bodies of the Varena 

Complex attains 300 m in the largest Varena Iron Ore Deposit (Figure 4).  

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Geological cross-section across Varena Iron Ore deposit, southern Lithuania (modified after 

Marfin et al., 1996 - unpublished industrial report). 

 

The layers dip at the high angle (~60
o
), paralleling the general structural grain of the basement 

rocks of southeast Lithuania. In the Varena Iron Ore Deposit the major metasomatic body has the 



sinusoidal shape. In other areas they seem to have roughly monoclinal shape. In most cases the 

serpentinites have gradual contacts with the magnetite ore.  

 

CO2 sequestration potential 

The carbon dioxide is immobilized by reacting with the serpentinite to form stable minerals. 

Roughly, the ratio of the immobilized CO2 to the serpentinite is assumed 1:2. The volume of the 

serpentinites in the largest Varena Iron Ore Deposit is estimated 1-2 Gt. Consequently, the 

sequestration potential is evaluated as high as 0.5-1 Gt. It equals to CO2 production during 200-500 

years in the southeastern carbon dioxide emission cluster. The other serpentinite bodies identified in 

southeast Lithuania are much smaller. Assuming the total capacity of the rest objects at least equal to 

the Varena Iron Ore Deposit, they provide considerable potential for mineral sequestration of the 

carbon dioxide. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF LITHUANIAN SERPENTINES  

  

Methods and material 

The serpentine samples were collected from six wells drilled at four different sites of southeast 

Lithuania [well number-depth: 966-545(1), 978-704(2), 980-630(3), 989-430(4), 989-451.7(5), 20183-

433.2(6)]. X-Ray and simultaneous thermal analysis STA (differential scanning calorimetry–DSC and 

thermogravimetry–TG) (Ashimov et al., 2005), the specific surface area (SSA) measurements were 

carried out on the six unaltered and strongly weathered serpentine samples comprising various 

associating minerals, such as magnetite, flogopite, etc. The pictures of Lithuanian serpentine samples 

used in the analysis are showed in Figure 5. Similar analyses were performed on the Finnish serpentine 

(7). 

 

      
966-545(1) 978-704(2) 980-630(3) 989-430(4) 989-451.7(5) 20183-433.2(6) 

 

Figure 5. Pictures of Lithuanian serpentines. 

 

X-Ray analysis was performed by Dron-6 instrument with Cu anode at a heating rate of 4 
o
C/min, 

the temperature ranged from 20 – 1000
o
C under air atmosphere. 

STA was employed for measuring the thermal stability and phase transformation of serpentines at 

a heating rate of 10
o
C/min, the temperature ranged from 25

o
C up to 1000

o
C under air atmosphere. The 

test was carried out on a Netzsch instrument STA 409 PC Luxx. The ceramic sample handlers and 

crucibles of Pt-Rh were used. 

Specific surface area (SSA) data was determined by BET-method at Sorptometer KELVIN 1042 

(degassing temperature was 200
o
C, adsorbtive gas - N2 and carrier gas – He) in Tallinn Technical 

University. 

 

Results  

The X-Ray analysis allows identification the main compounds in a rock sample. The X-Ray 

spectra are shown in the Figure 6.   



The main compound lizardite (Mg3Si2(OH)4O5) is corresponded by the highest picks in  X-Ray 

spectra in samples 966-545(1), 978-704(2), 980-630(3), 989-430(4). Clinochrysotile (Mg3Si2(OH)4O5) 

is the prevailing component in the samples 989-451.7(5), 20183-433.2(6) and Finnish serpentine 

sample (7). Ferric minerals (e.g. hematite, magnetite) are present in all Lithuanian serpentines samples 

in different proportions. The Finnish serpentine (7) is devoided of ferric minerals, it is dominated by 

the clinochrysotile with some calcite, potassium aluminium silicate hydrate, kornelite, sodium silicate 

and sodium titanium oxide.  

 

 

Figure 6. X-Ray spectra of serpentinites. 

Silicon oxide occurs in almost all Lithuanian samples.  Other compounds as calcite, vuagnatite, 

iron titanium hydride, etc. are present in miserable amounts in Lithuanian serpentines samples.        
STA results are shown in Figures 7-13. Mass loss with increasing temperature is registered in all 

serpentine samples. DSC curves of all serpentine samples are rather similar, but some important 

differences are also noted. The first noticeable water release occurs at 310-320
0
C that might be related 

to the brucite evolution. It is stated from the obtained curves that the serpentine is rather stable till 

550
0
C. The most significant changes are registered in the temperature range of about 600-700

0
C. Two 

peaks are identified at the temperatures about respectively 640
0
C and 690

0
C. The latter one is more 

stable and ranges within narrow interval (a few degrees), whereas the former peak is shifting from 

626
0
C to 650

0
C. This shift is related to the presence of several types of serpentine minerals. The lower 

temperature reflects the dehydroxylation of the clinochrysotile transforming into olivine and talk, 

whereas the higher temperature is identified for the lizardite transformation. It corresponds to the 

weight loss (dewatering) for 8-12.5%. Exothermal effect above 690
0
C indicates serpentine completely 

reacted, and forsterite together with talc are formed (5 serpentine → 12 olivine + 2 talc + 18 H2O). The 

strong peak at 8240C reflects formation of the pyroxene (enstatite?).  

 The BET measurements revealed the highest specific surface area (SSA) in the samples 966-545 

(1), 980-630 (3), and 20183-433.2(6) that is respectively 10.89 m2/g, 26.07 m2/g, and 22.34 m2/g.  The 

other studied serpentines have smaller SSA values, i.e. the sample 978-704(2) has SSA - 8.66 m2/g, the 

sample 989-430(4) has 6.93 m
2
/g, and the sample 989-451.7(5) has 8.8 m

2
/g. The Finnish serpentine 

has the highest specific surface area 24.03 m
2
/g that suggests its highest adsorbing capacity. 
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Figure 7. STA analysis of serpentine 966-545(1) Figure 8. STA analysis of serpentine 978-704(2). 
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Figure 9. STA analysis of serpentine 980-630(3). Figure 10. STA analysis of serpentine 989-430(4). 
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Figure 11. STA analysis of serpentine 989-451.7(5). Figure 12. STA analysis of serpentine 20183-

433.2(6). 
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Figure 13. STA analysis of Finnish serpentine (7).  

 

DISCUSSION 

Although Lithuania meets Kyoto protocol requirements under CO2 emissions, it’s growing 

emissions and expected closure of the Ignalina Nuclear Power plant (the main electricity producer in 

the country) urges developing reliable CO2 capture and storage technologies. The geological conditions 

are not suitable for application of the most mature technique of storage of the carbon dioxide in the 

structural traps of the saline aquifers (Sliaupa et al., 2005). Therefore, alternative approaches should be 

evaluated.  

The serpentines, distributed in the crystalline basement underlying the Baltic sedimentary basin, 

are discussed in the paper. The motive for the study is a high capacity of serpentines to bind the carbon 

dioxide. X-Ray, STA and SSA measurements were performed on six Lithuanian and one Finnish 

serpentine samples. In particular, it was recognised that the SSA is the highest in the Finnish serpentine 

(24.03 m2/g), whereas Lithuanian samples have much lower specific surface area implying somewhat 

the lower adsorption capacity. 

The thermal treatment of the serpentine is required to reach the fast CO2 reaction rates. The study 

of the serpentine samples indicates that the most significant transformation of the serpentinite occurs in 

temperature range 630-650
0
C. The optimal heat treatment temperature is therefore 630-650

0
C. The 

dehydroxylation temperature is depended on the mineral associations. The domination of the 

clinochrysotile serpentine is most favourable. The formation of the forsterite occurs at the temperature 

about 690
0
C. The high temperatures required for the serpentine modification to reach high carbonation 

rate leads to high energy costs.  

The utilization of the Lithuanian serpentines provides several advantages though. Firstly, they are 

related to the high-quality iron ore deposits that can be exploited efficiently in economic terms. 

Besides, the most of the technological chain used for the magnetite extraction is applied in CO2 

carbonation procedure that is as following: 

 

Serpentine → Crushing → Grinding → Screening → Magnetic separation (iron ore Fe3O4) → Reactor 

(CO2, solution). 

 

Only the last operation in this chain is applicable for just the carbonation of the serpentine. 

Moreover, the oxidation of the iron is known to passivate the serpentine, therefore removal of the ferric 



minerals increases considerably the carbonation efficiency. Furthermore, one of the major problems in 

using rock material for the CO2 immobilization is related to the volume problem, as the wastes have to 

be disposed somewhere. The extraction of the magnetite provides additional underground space for 

back-filling of a mine.   

The volume of the serpentines in the largest Varena Iron Ore Deposit is estimated as large as 1-2 

Gt. Consequently, the sequestration potential is evaluated as high as 0.5-1 Gt. It is equal to the 200-500 

years CO2 production by the major southeastern Lithuanian carbon dioxide emission cluster. The other 

serpentine bodies identified in the south-eastern Lithuania are much smaller. Assuming total capacity 

of the rest objects roughly equal to the Varena Iron Ore Deposit, they provide large potential for 

mineral sequestration of the carbon dioxide. 
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Executive Summary

Investigating Geological Sequestration Reaction Processes under In Situ
Process Conditions
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George Wolf,1 Hamdallah Béarat,2 and Brandon Doss2

1Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2LeRoy Eyring Center for Solid State Science,
School of Materials, and 3Department of Physics
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Understanding the chemical/geochemical mechanisms associated with geological sequestration of carbon
dioxide, under actual below ground temperatures and pressures, is central to engineering a safe and
effective process. Detailed reservoir models and simulations of the fate of the injected CO2 also require
fundamental knowledge of the associated fluid-solid reactions, fluid-fluid interactions, fluid activities and
fluid transport. We have developed two novel reaction cells to investigate these phenomena in the
laboratory, under in situ sequestration conditions. Our observations are being synergistically integrated
with advanced atomistic modeling (e.g., carbonate phase formation, fluid/solution behavior) to better
understand the associated processes and phenomena. Our microreactor (X-ray synchrotron diffraction,
Raman Spectroscopy, etc.) and high pressure nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) probe provide
sequestration process environments with controlled temperature, pressure, and reactant/solution activity.
The microreactor provides direct observation of the fluid-solid reaction process while the NMR probe
allows direct determination of aqueous CO2 and bicarbonate activities and diffusivities. All of these
observations are made under below-ground sequestration conditions.

Reliable well-bore seals are essential for long-term stability of geological sequestration. Well-bore
cement additives, including serpentine, olivine and wollastonite, are currently being explored by NETL-
Albany for their potential to enhance the integrity of these seals, via the volume expansion associated with
their carbonation. Fundamental understanding of the phase space associated with carbonation as a
function of P, T, and solution activity is therefore also critical to engineering effective long-term well-
bore seals. In this context we have used our microreaction system to explore the formation and stability
of the carbonate-containing phases formed during the carbonation of wollastonite, serpentine and olivine
as a function of P, T and aqueous solution composition and activity. These studies are complemented by
HP NMR probe investigations of aqueous solution CO2 and HCO3

- speciation, activities and diffusivities
under representative below-ground pressures and temperatures. In collaboration with the Southwest
Regional Partnership for Carbon Sequestration, these studies are being extended to formation waters from
the Aneth Oil Field in the Paradox Basin. The above experimental observations are being integrated with
advanced atomistic modeling to deepen process understanding. Current results and their implication for
furthering process understanding will be discussed.

* Contact Information:

Chizmeshya; Phone: (480) 965-6072; FAX: 480 965-2747; chizmesh@asu.edu



LIQUID PRODUCTS OBTAINED IN ATMOSPHERE OF MINE
METHANE FROM COALS OF CENTRAL KAZAKHSTAN

In the last 10 years of last century problems of mine methane gained especial
actuality as having ecological meaning and resource saving. If earlier problems of
mine methane were bounded only with safe and effective underground mining of
coal, now mine methane is considered as energy carrier and chemical raw material.
At the same time its throw outs into the atmosphere represent ecological harm of
planetary scale.

Coalfields of Republic of Kazakhstan in fact are coal-gas, coal methane stocks
in them can be compared with stocks of natural gas. 1-4 trillion m3 of gas is
contained in Karagandy coal basin (Shubarkol, Maikube and etc. coalfields) at the
dept of 1800 m.

High strength of C-H bonds in the molecule of methane makes it difficult to
use it in technological processes, because due to high temperatures and pressures
methane is being used for obtining synthes gas and hydrogen in different
proportions. Its turning into these very important half-products makes methane
main source for the production of various organic compounds. Carrying out
competeable according to oil processing high-scale productions of liquid products
based on coal depends on working out of technology of direct conversion of mine
methane into hydrogen.

Catalytic influence of iron compounds on the process of destructive
hydrogenation of heavy hydrocarbon raw material (HHRM) is known for a long
time. At the present time iron containing compounds are being used as catalytic
additions in liquid phase hydrogenation of coal and heavy oil remains. Although
the low catalytic activity of iron compounds searching of new iron containing
catalytic systems is continueing. Different industrial wastes have a big interest.
Last years’ research showed that catalytic activity of iron compounds grow when
we add sulfurising agents of sulfur or hydrosulfur in the stages of hydrogenation.
In H2-H2S-Fe system existing of several forms of iron is determined.For the
process of destructive hydrogenation of HHRW pyrit, pyrrotine are very important.
At this moment in the literature there is no single opinion that explains high
catalytic activity of iron sulfide. It is thought that catalytic activity takes place in
the expense of hydrosulfur and pyrrotine. For determination of activity of chosen
catalytic additions and catalyts we carried out several experiments. Results of
experiments are present in table 1.

Data of table 1 show that all used catalytic systems differently show activity,
but the best during hydrogenation of coal are sulfur containing systems – pyrit,
with their presence conversion of organic mass of coal (OMC) reaches 81,5%.
Without catalysts and exchange of hydrogen to synthes-gas and mine methane
conversion increases by 13%. At the presence of catalysts using of synthes-gas and
mine methane brings to increase of conversion of organic mass from 78,4 to 81,5
respectively.



Table 1

Influence of catalytic additions on hydrogenation of coal in the environment of
reduction gases.

Parameters: Т=430оС; proportion coal:tetraline=1:2; amount of added catalyst
- 5% on OMC;=60 min

Gas Catalyst type Coal’s conversion degree mass.%
Н2 Without catalyst 58,1

Н2:СО
(1:1)

FeS2 + Co
(CoS1,035)

81,5

Н2:СО
(1:1)

FeS2 + Ni
(Fe,Ni)9S8

78,4

Н2:СО
(1:1)

FeS2 + Fe
(Fe7S8)

78,9

Н2:СО
(1:1)

FeS2 + Fe
(Fe7S8)

79,7

СН4 CoS1,035 72,2
СН4 (Fe,Ni)9S8 76,8
СН4 (Fe7S8) 70,3
СН4 Fe7S8 77,3

By the method of poly factored planning hydrogenation of Shubarkol
coalfield’s coal in the presencs of synthesized heterogeneous catalysts – iron
sulfuric solid solutions in the atmophere of mine methane has been studied. Factors
in the given experiments, intrvals of variation by stages are given in table 2.

Table 2
Stages of studied factors

Factors Stages
1 2 3 4

Х1 – temperature, К 663 683 703 723
Х2 – proportion of fraction
higher than 3200С to coal

0,5:1 1:1 1,5:1 2:1

Х3 – proportion of metall to
pyrite: Ni:FeS2

Co:FeS2

0,17:1
0,08:1

0,20:1
0,10:1

0,23:1
0,12:1

0,26:1
0,14:1



Fe:FeS2 0,36:1 0,38:1 0,40:1 0,42:1
Х4 – continueing, min 45 60 75 90
Х5 – amount of catalyst, %

Fe4Ni5S8

Co0,5Fe0,5S2

Fe7S8

0,0
0,0
0,0

2,0
2,0
2,0

4,0
4,0
4,0

6,0
6,0
6,0

In the table 9 results by functions of respond of carried out experiment are
shown. As function of respond COM’s conversion degree has been taken, here У1

– COM’s conversion degree (catalyst Fe4Ni5S8); У2 - COM’s conversion degree
(catalyst Co0,5Fe0,5S2); У3 - COM’s conversion degree (catalyst Fe7S8).

According to obtained results (table 3) by the measure of average meaning of
respond function - У1 – all evaluations are given.

In the tables 4 and 5 experimental and evaluated meanings of individual
functions’ cat.(Fe4Ni5S8) are given. On the figure1 corresponding lines of
approximation and pointed graphics are given. Because for cat.(Fe4Ni5S8) all
functions have meanings. All functions will take place in the common expression
and Protodyakonov’s equation will be represented by the next formula:

   
   

У
Х Х Х Х Х

Х Х Х Х
П1

1 1
2

2 2
2

3

4
4 4

2 1

5 5
2 1

0 0036 0 14 0 0001 6 07 106 2 37 74 6 53 285 9

69 6 0 52 2 15 0 016 1 96 19 84 1 33
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For Со0,5Fe0,5S2 catalyst Protodyakonov’s equation will be represented by the
next formula:

   
   

У
Х Х Х Х

Х Х Х Х
П2

1 3 4 4
2

2 2
2 1

5 5
2 1 4

0 109 0 099 9 601 511 58 0 14 2 12 0 016

6 82 97 11 32 89 1 66 18 45 117 68 2
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Table 3

Respond functions of five factored experiment on four stages

№ Respond function

У1 У2 У3

1 59,2 50,3 62,4

2 68,5 60,1 70,1

3 75,7 72,3 75,4

4 67,2 70,1 70,4

5 65,4 66,1 58,5

6 66,7 59,5 67,4

7 73,3 77,1 70,5



8 75,2 68,4 69,6

9 68,6 63,4 67,7

10 74,8 76,3 71,4

11 60,5 62,4 60,6

12 71,7 73,6 68,9

13 70,4 76,1 74,7

14 79,4 72,3 73,3

15 66,7 67,5 70,4

16 70,5 76,4 67,1

Average meaning 69,61 68,24 68,65

Table 4

Experimental meanings of individual functions cat. Fe4Ni5S8

Function Stages Average

1 2 3 4 meaning, Уav.

У1 65,9 72,4 69,1 71,2 69,6

У2 64,2 68,1 74,7 71,4 69,4

У3 70,9 68,7 71,6 67,3 69,6

У4 68,9 70,2 71,1 68,1 69,6

У5 67,6 70,2 68,9 71,8 69,6

For (Fe7S8) catalyst Protodyakonov’s equation will be represented by the next
formula:

   
   

У
Х Х Х

Х X Х X
П3

1 2 3

4 4
2 1

5 5
2 1 4

0 17 0 099 6 77 102 2 0 91 173 2

0 43 2 16 0 016 2 54 19 35 1 29 68 6
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Mathematical treatment of factored experiment, especially graphical
interpretation (figure 1), is very important, because it gives an opinion about
influence of paste former and coal proportion, temperature, amount of catalyst,
continueing on COM’s conversion and an opportunity to compare these factors.

Analysis of the results obtained during the mathematical treatment of the
experiment (table 5 and figure 1) showede the following:

1) For the У1 (Кт Fe4Ni5S8) function all factors have meanings. Factors Х1 has
an optimum in the 72,0-72,4% interval.

Х2 – influences on У1 function, the larger of amount paste former’s, the higher
COM’s conversion degree.



Х3 – this factor’s influence on У1 function is not one meaning, the higher
proportion of nickel to pyrite inthe solid solution, the higher COM’s conversion
degree, and the lateral increase higher than 0,23 brings to decrease of COM’s
conversion degree, it may depend on pyrrotine’s non-stechiometrity inthe catalytic
system.

Х4 –increase of contact time passes through the optimum in the 70,2-72,2%
interval.

Х5 –direct dependance, it proves catalyst’s high activity.
2) For У2 (Кт Со0,5Fe0,5S2) function all factors have meanings.

Х1 and Х2 – for the given factors there is a direct dependance, the higher
temperature and paste former-coal proportion, the higher meaning of У2 function.

Х3 – influence of proportion of cobalt to pyrite in the solid solution has sn
optimum in the 70,0-72,8% interval.

Х4 – increase of coal’s hydrogenation time brings to increase of У2.
Х5 – direct dependance, increase of added catalyst’s amount brings to increase

of COM’s conversion degree.
3) For the У3 (Кт Fe7S8) function all factors have meanings. Х1 – has an

extremum at 70,5%.
Х2 –increase of paste former- coal proportion brings to increase of COM’s

conversion degree.
Х3 - direct dependance, the lower proportion of iron to pyrite in the solid

solution, the higher У3 meaning. It may depend on increase of proportion of sulfur
to iron in the pyrrotine.

Х4 – duringthe increase of contact time of coal’s hydrogenation COM’s
cnversion degree decreases.

Changing of coal’s conversion degree function during the changing of
catalyst’s composition



Figure 1



Table 5
Evauated meanings of Кт (Fe4Ni5S8) individual functions.

Function Stages Average
meaning

1 2 3 4 Уav

У1=0,11-0,1003Х1 66,61 68,61 70,62 72,63 69,8

У2=6,07+106,2Х2-37,74Х2
2 49,70 74,53 80,46 67,50 68,0

У3=6,53+285,85Х3 55,12 63,70 72,30 80,90 68,0

У4=0,52+2,15Х4-0,016Х4
2 64,90 71,90 71,80 64,40 68,30

У5=63,53+1,69Х5-0,025Х5
2 65,20 66,81 69,90 72,80 68,70

Х5 – factor at which function has an extremum at 66,5%.
Thus, by the results of mathematic planning by activity in the process of coal’s

hydrogenation in the atmosphere of mine methane catalysts are plced in the
following row

Fe4Ni5S8 > Co0,5Fe0,5S2 > Fe7S8
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ABSTRACT 
 
The state of Illinois provides a number of programs and economic incentives to assist with the 
development and deployment of advanced coal utilization technologies within the state.  Specific 
energy projects underway or in development within Illinois include conventional PC, coal-fired 
ethanol, integrated gasification combined cycle, coal-to-SNG, coal-to-FT diesel, and coal-to-
ammonia plants.  The status of the state’s bid to host the U.S. DOE FutureGen project is 
discussed. 
 
In August 2006, the Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich unveiled a comprehensive long-term 
energy plan to replace Illinois’ dependence on foreign oil with homegrown alternatives.  The 
Governor’s plan would provide new incentives to help triple Illinois’ production of ethanol and 
other biofuels, and build up to ten new coal gasification plants to convert Illinois coal into 
natural gas, diesel fuel and electricity.  The plan also includes construction of a pipeline from 
Central to Southeastern Illinois to transport carbon dioxide produced by new energy plants to 
where it can be utilized to extract more oil and gas from existing and new wells in Illinois. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Why Use Coal in Illinois?  It’s abundant.  It’s affordable. It has many uses.  It’s increasingly 
clean.  It’s home grown energy.  Consequently, the Department of Commerce and  
Economic Opportunity (DECO) through its Office of Coal Development (OCD) provides 
technical and financial support to Illinois’ coal and energy industries.  OCD awards funding for 
basic research and development on coal and its utilization, as well as commercial-scale 
demonstration of promising coal utilization technologies.  Investment within the Illinois energy 
sector is stimulated through financial incentives provided by OCD grants.  Education and 
marketing programs develop and convey appropriate messages about the importance of Illinois 
coal to the local and state economy and in meeting domestic and international energy needs. 
 
Funding for OCD programs comes from two revenue sources.  The Coal Technology 
Development Assistance Fund derives approximately $24 million annually from the Public 
Utility Tax applied to residential electric utility bills.  The state’s Coal Research & Development 
Programs, Coal Competitiveness Program, Coal Education Program, as well as administrative 
budgets for OCD and the Illinois Clean Coal Institute (ICCI) are supported by this fund.   
 



In addition, OCD has a $683 million lifetime authorization to finance projects with sale of 
General Obligation Bonds.  The Coal Technology Demonstration Program and Coal Revival 
Program utilize this bond authorization to provide funding assistance for the development and 
deployment of advanced clean coal technologies within the state. 
 
SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS 
 
The Illinois Coal Research Program, administered by OCD and under the technical oversight of 
the Illinois Clean Coal Institute (ICCI) in Carterville, Illinois, is recognized as a national leader 
among state coal research programs.  Since its inception in 1985, the Coal Research Program has 
provided grants totaling more than $73 million in state, federal and private funds to more than 15 
universities and other research institutions engaged in clean coal research activities focusing on 
the needs of coal users and producers in meeting the standards of the Clean Air Act Amendments 
of 1990.  Each year, 15-20 research projects are selected to receive subgrants totaling $3 million 
through this classic peer-reviewed, university research program.   
 
Coal Research Program funding priorities include: 

 Advanced Coal Mining Technologies 
 Coal Preparation and Other Production Business Practices 
 Power Generation and Flue-Gas Cleaning 
 Coal Chemistry 
 Coal Bed Methane Production 
 Commercialization and Technology Transfer 
 Mercury Emissions and Other Air Toxics 
 Coal Gasification, Hydrogen Production, and Coal-to-Liquids 
 Carbon Dioxide Capture and Sequestration 

 
The Illinois Coal Development Program, administered by the OCD, under the technical oversight 
of the ICCI, has provided nearly $5 million in state funds to advance promising new coal 
research technologies through the proof-of-concept stage to the commercial demonstration stage.  
Development processes include technology maturation, technology transfer and related studies.  
Priorities for the Development Program are established by tracking key market issues and 
projecting how technology can take advantage of these issues to create markets for Illinois coal.   
 
The Illinois Coal Competitiveness Program is structured to encourage capital investments and 
infrastructure improvements by producers, shippers and consumers of Illinois coal.  Launched in 
1996, the program is aimed at making Illinois coal more competitive in domestic and offshore 
markets.  To date, the program has granted more than $127 million in state dollars and leveraged 
nearly $837 million in private investment in the Illinois coal industry infrastructure.   Proposals 
are received from producers, shippers, coal terminals, electric utilities, manufacturers, regional 
planning commissions, etc.   Since its inception, 309 projects have been funded that encompass 
upgrades and new installations in mine, prep plant, rail, barge, road and power plant facilities. 
 
The Illinois Coal Demonstration Program, administered by OCD, exemplifies successful 
cooperation between the private and public sectors to bring advanced coal technologies to 
commercial-scale application.  Since its inception in 1981, the Illinois Coal Demonstration 



Program has committed more than $134 million to 26 state-of-the-art projects demonstrating 
advanced coal systems for utility and industrial use and leveraged more than $708 million in 
private and public investment.  Funding is provided through the Illinois Coal and Energy 
Development Bond Fund, which has a total authorization of $183 million.  The federal 
government, primarily through the Department of Energy's Clean Coal Technology Program, has 
been a major partner, committing more than $200 million in federal funds towards 11 of these 
projects.   
 
Potential projects must exhibit commercial readiness, economic feasibility, technical innovation 
and environmental acceptability for consideration under this program.  Each project provides 
near- and long-term benefits to the state of Illinois primarily in the form of economic growth 
through the creation of new construction, mining, manufacturing, technical and secondary 
service-sector jobs, increased tax revenues and reduced unemployment.  These projects help 
meet state environmental objectives by reducing air emissions, improving energy efficiency and 
making better use of Illinois' natural resources.   
 
The Illinois Coal Revival Program provides financial assistance in the form of grants to assist 
with the development of new, coal-fired electric generation and coal gasification facilities in 
Illinois.  Businesses must propose to construct a new electric generating or coal gasification 
facility or an expansion at an existing electric generating facility, including transmission lines 
and associated equipment to provide baseload electric power.  The proposed new facility or 
facility expansion must: 1) have an aggregate nameplate generating capacity of 400 megawatts 
or more for all units at one site, will use coal or gases derived from coal as its primary fuel 
source at the proposed facility, and will support the creation of at least 150 new Illinois coal-
mining jobs, or 2) use coal gasification or IGCC to generate chemical feedstocks, transportation 
fuels or electricity.  
 
Financial assistance through the program is provided in the form of a grant based on State Retail 
Occupation Taxes that will be paid on Illinois coal purchases for new facilities.  Qualifying 
facilities may be eligible for grants roughly equal to the present value of future sales taxes paid 
on Illinois-mined coal over a 25-year period, up to a maximum amount of $100 million.  Projects 
that qualify for financial assistance through the Coal Revival Program may also be designated as 
a High-Impact Business, which confers an Illinois sales tax exemption on building materials and 
equipment, a 0.5% investment tax credit, exemption from the Public Utility Tax, and eligibility 
for local property tax abatement.  No Coal Revival Program projects have been funded to date. 
 
The Illinois Coal Education Program educates Illinois students on coal issues through the 
development and distribution of kindergarten through high school classroom instructional 
programs and materials.  By providing suitable classroom curricula, OCD is ensuring that today's 
students and tomorrow's adults understand the importance of coal in our day-to-day activities.   
Each year, OCD holds the Illinois Coal Calendar Contest to raise coal awareness in schools and 
homes.  More than 4000 fifth- through eighth-grade students submit entries from many schools 
throughout Illinois.  A reception following the Calendar Contest is held at the Executive 
Mansion in Springfield, to acknowledge winning students and their teachers.  Winning pictures 
and essays are included in DCEO's annual Illinois Coal Calendar and distributed to 10,000 
homes and offices throughout the state and nation. 



 
SUMMARY OF PROGRAM SPENDING 

DCEO PROGRAM $ SPENT  
TO DATE 

$ LEVERAGED 
TO DATE 

FY2007 
BUDGET 

Coal Research & Development (ICCI) $ 72.7 M $ 9.2 M $ 4.2 M 

Coal Competitiveness Program $ 126.7 M $ 837.1 M $ 16.8 M 

Coal Demonstration Program $ 146.3 M $ 752.7 M $ 25.0 M 

Coal Revival Program $ 0 $ 0 $ 50.0 M 

    $ 96.0 M 
 
 
ILLINOIS ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES 
 
During the past year, Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich has announced numerous initiatives that 
support the development and utilization of coal for the production of electric power, 
transportation fuels, and chemical feedstocks, while addressing environmental concerns 
associated with coal utilization:  

 Jun. 6, 2006 – $17 million in state funding announced for the FutureGen project. 
 Aug. 22, 2006 – Illinois Energy Independence Plan unveiled. 
 Oct. 5, 2006 – Global Warming Initiative launched. 
 Nov. 2. 2006 – Mercury control rules adopted. 
 Nov. 6, 2006 – CO2 Pipeline announced. 
 Feb. 1, 2007 – Energy Biosciences Institute created. 
 Feb. 13, 2007 – Greenhouse gas reduction goals announced. 

 
Much of this new policy is embodied in the Governor’s Energy Independence Plan for Illinois in 
which he proposes a number of steps to help solve our energy and global warming issues.  Goals 
of the plan are to develop Illinois’ unique natural resources to: 

 Meet 50% of our motor fuel needs by 2017, and 25% of the natural gas needs by 2017. 
 Give consumers real energy choices that can help them use less energy and save money.  
 Create thousands of jobs from new fuel production plants and from increased demand for 

agricultural crops and coal. 
 Clean our air and reduce greenhouse gas emissions that lead to global warming, by 

cutting consumption of motor fuel. 
 
The 10-year Energy Independence plan to expand Illinois’ energy options over the next decade 
will include the following components.  Invest in renewable biofuels like ethanol and biodiesel.  
Increase the number of gas stations that sell biofuels until all gas stations provide E-85, and help 
the auto industry to make more and better flex fuel vehicles.  Invest in natural gas, diesel fuel and 
electricity produced from Illinois coal using advanced coal gasification technology.  Use 
captured carbon dioxide to boost extraction of resources from Illinois’s oil and natural gas 
reserves, while reducing the environmental impact of coal gasification facilities.  Invest in 
renewable power and energy efficiency, while reducing emissions and fuel consumption. 



Incentives for Biofuels 
 Create the Biofuels Investment and Infrastructure Taskforce. 
 Provide $100 million to support construction of 20 new ethanol production facilities, $25 

million to support 5 new biodiesel plants. 
 Expedite and streamline the permitting of new facilities. 
 Extend tax incentives for ethanol and biodiesel. 
 Increase state support for the Nat. Corn to Ethanol Research Center. 
 Invest $30 million to add 900 more E-85 pumps statewide by 2010 and make E-85 

available at all Illinois gas stations by 2017. 
 Provide automakers in Illinois with up to $25 million to help them offer more flex fuel 

vehicles to Illinois drivers, improve the gas mileage of these vehicles, and create the first 
generation of flex fuel hybrid vehicles. 

 
Incentives for Coal Gasification 

 Provide more than $750 million in state incentives to stimulate construction of up to 10 
coal gasification plants.  

 Partner with utility companies to purchase electricity and natural gas from coal 
gasification plants under long-term contracts that will help stabilize natural gas and 
electricity prices for consumers.  

 Encourage large corporate and government fleets to buy diesel fuel produced by coal 
gasification plants. 

 Work with coal gasification facilities, pipeline operators and oil producers to construct a 
pipeline to transport CO2 produced at gasification facilities for storage underground. 

 
Other Components 

 Adopt an Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard to greatly increase investments in energy 
saving programs and technologies. 

 Create a $25 million revolving loan fund to support energy efficiency investments in 
public buildings to reduce government energy usage. 

 Create a $25 million revolving loan fund to support energy efficiency investments by 
small businesses and manufacturers. 

 
The Energy Plan includes new programs, self-funded programs and programs funded with 
existing operations.   New program spending includes: 
 

 NEW SPENDING ANNUAL COST 

Coal Gasification (Startup costs) $175 million $16 million 

Biodiesel Incentives $25 million $2 million 

Automakers’ Incentives $25 million $2 million 

E-85 Station Conversions $30 million $2 million 

Energy Efficiency Revolving Funds $50 million $5 million 

TOTAL $305 MILLION $27 MILLION 
 



Ethanol projects in Illinois are leading the way towards energy independence.  Illinois has four 
existing ethanol plants, each producing between 90 – 290 MG of fuel grade ethanol/year.  Fifty-
three new ethanol plants have been proposed since 2000.  Since the Illinois Energy Independence 
Plan was announced on August 22, 2006, 28 air permit applications have been submitted for 
projects ranging in size from 50-120 MG/year and 13 construction/air permits issued. 
 
A number of “New Coal” projects are contending to be the first to utilize the various gasification 
incentives of the Governor’s Energy Plan: 
 

 
 
For more information on Illinois’ coal programs, FutureGen for Illinois, the Illinois Clean Coal 
Institute, the Illinois State Geological Survey or the Midwest Geological Sequestration 
Consortium, visit our websites at: 
 

www.illinoiscoal.biz 
www.futuregenforillinois.com/ 
www.icci.org 
www.isgs.uiuc.edu/ 
www.sequestration.org/ 

Power Holdings 
• Williamson County, Illinois 
• 135 mcf/day SNG plant 

Secure Energy Gasification 
• Decatur, Illinois 
• 67 mcf/day SNG plant 

Taylorville Energy Center 
• Taylorville, Illinois 
• 630MW IGCC/SNG plant 

Rentech Energy Midwest 
• East Dubuque, Illinois 
• ammonia & FT fuels 

USDOE FutureGen Project 
• Tuscola or Mattoon, Illinois 
• 275 MW zero-emissions IGCC 
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ABSTRACT
For CO2 capture from existing power plants, the current technical focus is to implement

near-term and inexpensive methods to capture and sequester carbon. Post-combustion CO2

capture techniques suitable for use on fossil fuel fired power plants are still in the research and

development stage. While absorption/stripping with amine-based scrubber systems have been

successfully used for natural-gas purification, they pose several technical challenges, including

the fact that flue gas from utility boilers is at atmospheric pressure and the concentration of

CO2 in the flue gas is a relatively low at 12~14%. Both of these factors would require massive

CO2 capture equipment. Another technical hurdle is the energy requirement for the CO2

capture/desorption devices to regenerate absorber reagents. The energy required for CO2

capture and sequestration using amine-based systems is estimated to reduce a PC plant's output

by about 30 percent which equates to a substantial 60-70% increase in the cost of electricity

(COE).

In this article, a model of CO2 absorption by ammonia solvent is described. The model

results indicate that the heat requirement for regenerating the ammonia scrubber solution is

significantly lower than that of a comparable MEA scrubber system. Unlike the ammine-based

processes, aqueous ammonia does not have absorbent degradation problems caused by sulfur

dioxide and oxygen in the flue gas, as in the case of MEA. The influence of scrubber internal

flow rate, system circulated flow rate between scrubber and stripper, stripper operating

pressure, and reboiler temperature are all investigated. The preliminary conclusions are that

CO2 separate efficiency can reach above 90% at the cost of around 1000 Btu/lb CO2 separation

(approximately 8% of coal energy input). The results of a system optimization study are also

presented.

INTRODUCTION

Fossil fuels provide over 80% of world energy today and are expected to continue their

dominance throughout this century. For the near future, coal will continue to be a significant

fuel in the electric power sector, especially for base-load power plants. Projected increases in

the use of fossil fuels in the coming decades will result in significant increases in CO2

emissions, with the potential for inducing changes in the global climate. In general, there are

two ways to reduce CO2 emissions from coal-fired power plants: (a) to increase plant

efficiency or (b) to capture the carbon released by either pre-, in-situ or post-combustion

processes. Among the post-combustion CO2 capture techniques currently available,



chemical-solvent methods (aqueous absorption/stripping) are generally recognized as the most

effective [White et al, 2003]. Of these, the monoethanolamine (MEA) process has been

extensively studied and used successfully in chemical plants for CO2 recovery. There are

several small commercial facilities in the U.S. that use solutions of 15 to 30 % MEA by weight

to recover CO2 from coal-fired power plants and from gas turbines [Chapel et al., 1999]. In fact,

the aqueous absorption/stripping (MEA) process is the only commercially-available

technology for extracting CO2 from post-combustion flue gas [IEA, 2003; Gibbins, 2004].

This process involves the counter-current contact of the flue gas with the aqueous amine-based

solvent to reversibly react CO2 in an absorber column at 100oF. The solvent is regenerated in a

stripper that liberates the CO2 at 250oF.

In work by Bai and Yeh [1997], Yeh [1999, 2001, 2002], the scrubbing capacity of NH3

was calculated to be around 0.35 mol of CO2/mol of NH3, equating to 0.9 ~1.2 kg of CO2/kg of

NH3, and the reported CO2 removal efficiency was ~99%. This compares favorably to MEA

which has a reported loading capacity and maximum CO2 removal efficiency of 0.40 Kg

CO2/Kg and 94%, respectively. In work by Smouse [2003], a multi-pollution control concept

that involved the spraying of aqueous ammonia into flue gas to capture CO2, SO2 and NOx

emissions, was proposed and tested. The reported capture efficiency of CO2 in this process was

76.4% to 91.7% at 95 oF.

It is estimated that an aqueous-ammonia technology can reduce the heat rate of a

pulverized coal (PC) combustion power plant equipped for CO2 capture from 11,896 Btu/kWh

(amine capture) to 10,140 Btu/kWh. In addition, capital costs are reduced from $2,231/kW to

$1,800/kW, partially due to the cascading effect of improved efficiency [Ciferno, 2005]. The

aqueous ammonia process also offers a lower net cost for SO2 and mercury control, thus

offering the economic benefits of a multi-pollutant-control system. The major byproducts from

an aqueous ammonia process include ammonium sulfate, and ammonium bicarbonate which

are well-known fertilizers. Fertilizer by-products could provide net revenue of 0.5 cents/kWh,

depending on site-specific markets. Overall, aqueous-ammonia scrubbing can potentially

provide a net cost of $13-14/metric ton of CO2 captured, which equates to a 18-21% increase in

the cost of electricity (COE) compared to a PC unit without CO2 capture. However, research

on ammonia-based systems is at a very early stage. Little published information is available

regarding the use of ammonia to capture CO2. The most notable reports can be found in [Bai

and Yeh, 1997], [Yeh, 1999], and [Diao, 2004], as well as a British patent for manufacturing

ammonium bicarbonate issued in 1953. Since 2000, the thermal degradation of ammonium

bicarbonate to regenerate ammonia and yield a concentrated stream of CO2 has been

demonstrated at NETL. In Airborne’s multi-pollution-control project supported by DOE, a

chilled-ammonia process was deployed to produce ammonium sulfate. Recently, Alstom and

EPRI proposed a 5MWe, slip-stream pilot-scale study on CO2 capture at the utility site using a

chilled ammonia scrubbing technology.

In April 2006, E-ON U.S. and the University of Kentucky’s Center for Applied Energy

Research (UK CAER) announced a three-year research partnership to study technologies to

reduce the emissions of CO2 during the production of energy from coal. E.ON U.S. has

committed $1.5M in funding to this effort with the research being conducted focused on both



existing and future-generation power plants. As part of this research program, a process

simulation model for ammonia-based CO2 capture system was created, and will be used to

guide pilot-scale CO2 capture plant and evaluate the influence of system configuration and

various operational CO2 separate efficiency and energy consumption for CO2 capture.

CREATION OF PROCESS SIMULATION MODEL

A commercial simulation software ChemCAD (version 5.5.1) was used as platform to

simulate the CO2 capture and regeneration process. However, because the lack of chemistry

database for some necessary chemical reaction in the ChemCAD, a regressed electrolytes

reaction physical and kinetic data was derived from CO2-NH3-H2O phase diagram by CAER

researchers and was dedicated to calculate the vapor/liquid/solid equilibrium in the model

created. The following reactions are considered for the process:

2H O H OH   (1)

2 2 3CO H O H HCO    (2)

2
3 3 3 4HCO NH CO NH     (3)

3 2 4NH H O NH OH    (4)

3 3 2 2 2NH HCO NH CO H O    (5)

4 3 3 4NH HCO HCO NH   (6)

2 4 4 2NH COONH NH NH COO   (7)

Before the simulation model was used for our project, a verification step was conducted

initially using the experiment results presented in one of cited references [Yeh, 1999]. As

shown in Figure 1, the simulation results are consistent with the experiment results under same

operating conditions, especially when the NH3 concentration is below 14% which is the

operational range of the ammonia scrubber for CO2 capture. The results suggest the reaction

mechanism proposed in the simulation model is appropriate, and can be adopted to the sequent

research.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

A simplified ammonia scrubber process was simulated and is represented by the schematic

flowchart is shown in Figure 2. The system contains an ambient pressure wet CO2 scrubber

with an ammonia recovery unit, a pressurized CO2 stripper with a condenser for ammonia

separation, make-up ammonia and water system, pumps and heat exchangers. The brief

process is: reaction reagent (aqueous ammonia solution) is injected at the top of the wet

scrubber while flue gas enters from the bottom of the scrubber. After the counter-flow



absorption reaction in the scrubber for transporting gaseous carbon into liquid phase carbon,

the carbon-free flue gas will vent into atmosphere, and carbon-rich solvent is discharged from

scrubber and pump into stripper for CO2 regeneration. In the stripper, the carbon-rich

solution is heated to liberate CO2, followed by a downstream process. The carbon-lean solution

is recycled to the scrubber for reuse. In order to promote CO2 capture efficiency inside the

scrubber, the absorber solution was recycled internally within the scrubber. In an effort to the

reduce energy penalty for CO2 regeneration, two heat exchangers are deployed to recover the

sensible heat of the carbon-lean solution discharged from stripper.

In this simulation, the flue gas flow rate is fixed at 93 scfm. The constituent flue gas rates

are 88 lb/hr CO2 (12.9% by vol) 18 lb/hr H2O (6.5% by vol), 336 lb/hr N2 (77.4% by vol), and

16 lb/hr O2 (3.2% by vol). The scrubber temperature is at 25 oC with ambient pressure

open-tower configuration. The impact from parameters such as scrubber solution

recirculation rate (i.e. the L/G ratio defined as gallons solution per 1,000 scfm of flue gas),

system circulated flow rate between the scrubber and stripper, stripper pressure and reboiler

temperature on CO2 capture efficiency and energy consumption were studied in this paper.

CO2 capture efficiency is defined as the ratio of CO2 exhausted from stripper and CO2 induced

to the scrubber by the flue gas. Energy penalty for CO2 separation is defined as reboiler heat

consumption by CO2 flow rate exhausted from stripper, which excludes the benefit from

exhaust CO2 pressure and also omits other system energy expenditure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. The Impact of Scrubber Internal Flow Rate (L/G Ratio)

Figures 3 and 4 show the influence of the scrubber solution recirculation or L/G on the

CO2 separation efficiency and the required energy for CO2 regeneration (where 51.3 gpm/1000

scfm is the baseline). The separation efficiency increases proportionally with the L/G ratio.

However, the efficiency approaches to a plateau after 94 % because of chemical equilibrium

and kinetic limitations. The required L/G ratio for a CO2 separation efficiency above 90%

should be around 51.3 gpm/1,000 scfm referring to Figure 3. Energy consumption for CO2

separation was maintained around 1075 Btu/lb CO2 during the parameter variation of the study,

which suggests there is little relevancy between scrubber configuration and energy

consumption for CO2 decomposition in the stripper.

2. System Circulated Flow Rate between Scrubber and Stripper

The influence of system flow rate on CO2 separate efficiency and required energy

consumption is showed in Figures 5 and 6. The baseline of the system flow rate is 582 lb/hr.

The simulation results reveal increasing system circulated flow rate improves CO2 separate

efficiency dramatically, but the most significant improvement occurs when system circulated

flow rate is below 582 lb/hr, yielding the acceptable CO2 separate efficiency of 92%.

Continuing to increase the flow to the stripper has limited contribution to CO2 separation



efficiency improvement. On the contrary, the energy consumption on CO2 regeneration is

increased with an increasing of flow between the stripper and scrubber.

3. Stripper Operating Pressure

The altering the operating pressure could impact the component distribution in the

exhaust gas from the stripper and lead to a different energy consumption for CO2 separation, as

seen in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Optimal CO2 separate efficiency can be obtained at 50

psia, instead of the baseline of 70 psia. The energy consumption at this point is also at a

minimum. To comprehend the reason for this profile, a relationship between the pressure in the

stripper and gaseous components concentration in the stripper exhaust gas is plotted in Figures

9 and 10. It was found that the majority of energy consumption for low pressure condition

went into evaporation of water, which could be observed by the water vapor concentration in

the exhaust stream (55.2% by vol). On other hand, looking at the NH3 concentration, when

operated at 120 oC with 88.0 lb/hr CO2 entering the scrubber, the amount of NH3 exiting in the

stripper exhaust can be reduced from 28.4 lb/hr to 0.85 lb/hr by simply increasing the stripper

pressure from 40 psia to 80 psia. The side effect is that with the pressure continuing to

decrease, the flow rate of all the components exhausted from stripper drop steadily, which

means CO2 separation efficiency goes downward. The energy consumption for CO2 separation

increases with pressure higher than 50 psia because of the decreasing quantity of CO2 liberated

from liquid phase. It should be noted the energy consumption was calculated excluding the

energy saving for downstream CO2 compression for subsequent sequestration. The

pre-pressurized CO2 stream gain from stripper will reduce the power requirement in the

downstream compression process. Meanwhile, the increase of system CO2 separation energy

consumption may be justified by less NH3 emitted from stripper.

4. Reboiler Temperature

Figures 11 and 12 show the effect of reboiler temperature on CO2 separation efficiency

and energy consumption. The results show CO2 separation efficiency increases along with

the increasing temperature and peaks at 130 oC instead of the baseline temperature of 120 oC.

The CO2 separation efficiency slightly decreases when the temperature continues to increase.

The energy consumption also increases apparently when the temperature above 130 oC, which

can be explained by an increasing NH3 and H2O concentration in the exhaust stream.

Overall, the simulation shows that CO2 separation efficiency above 90% can be obtained

at an energy cost of 1000 Btu/lb CO2 separated. Based on the simulation, the ammonia-based

CO2 scrubber has many advantages over than MEA-based CO2 separation technology. The

root-causes are less NH3 and H2O exhausted with CO2 in ammonia system as compared to

MEA system. For example, in a typical MEA system, 0.22 lb H2O vapor is produced along

with 1 lb CO2 separation [Fisher, 2005], whereas only 0.06 lb H2O is evaporated in the

ammonia-based CO2 system along with 1 lb CO2.



CONCLUSION

1. Ammonia based CO2 separation technology has displayed a potential advantage than

conventional MEA technology. CO2 separate efficiencies over 90% are possible with an

energy consumption cost of around 1000 Btu/lb CO2 separated (approximately 8% of coal

energy input).

2. The L/G ratio, the stripper pressure, and the reboiler temperature have a notable

influence on CO2 separate efficiency and energy consumption.

3. Optimal configuration and operational parameter could be designed to meet economic

and efficiency requirements for ammonia-based CO2 separation technology.
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Figure 2. The Schematic Flowchart of the CO2 Scrubbing System
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Figure 3. CO2 Separate Efficiency (%) vs. L/G (gpm liquid per 1000 acfm flue gas)
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Figure 4. Energy Penalty (Btu/lb CO2 Separation) vs. L/G (gpm liquid per 1000 acfm flue gas)
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Figure 6. Energy Penalty (Btu/lb CO2 Separation) vs. System Circulated Flow Rate
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Figure 7. CO2 Separation Efficiency (%) vs. Stripper Operating Pressure (psia)
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Figure 8. Energy Penalty (Btu/lb CO2 Separation) vs. Stripper Operating Pressure (psia)
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Figure 11. CO2 Separate Efficiency (%) vs. Reboiler Temperature (oC)
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 Nowadays  more than 20 milliards tons of a coal industry’s scraps is accumulated in Republic of 
Kazakhstan. Due to a combination of small pore structure and hydrofugest of surface carbon 
sorbents find broad application as absorbents, catalysts, carrier of catalysts, hemosorbents and 
desiccants. 

A considerable amount of the highly toxic phosphine (allowed concentration limit of PH3 0,1 
mg/m3) is contained in waste gases of enterprises of phosphorus and its derivatives production. 
Because of inertness in heterolytic reactions PH3 is not processed but everywhere is burned on 
"candle". For activation of PH3 we used transition metal complexes for the first time [1-3].  In the 
present work the kinetic regularities of oxidative reactions of PH3 by oxygen in the presence of 
the gas-phase catalyst on the basis of activated coal (AC), chlorides of copper(II) and 
mercury(II), techniques of the contact’s preparation, optimum composition of the catalyst are 
considered. During the development of the optimum composition of the gas-phase catalyst the 
detailed kinetic and potentiometric study of separate steps of catalytic process in water-alcoholic 
solutions were conducted. Kinetic and potentiometric studies of the metal complex behaviour in 
solution allow to determinate more exactly and in broad area of component’s concentration the 
nature and composition of the particles, participating in redox processes. The conducted studies 
have shown, that complexes formed at fixing catalytic solution on AC save their catalytic 
properties and the kinetic regularities similar as observed in solution. 
  

EXPERIMENTAL PART 
 
The catalytic sorbent have prepared by impregnation dried under 100оС AC with water-alcoholic 
solution of the salts with allowance for moisture capacity. The duration of AC’s steeping 
decreases with increasing of the volumetric mass of coal and temperature of impregnation 
solution. In this work the granulated AC of the marks AG-3, AG-5, BAU, AR-3, SKG, 
sulphocoal with mesopores by a size 10-100 Å, surface of  50-140 m2/g and volume of 0,04-0,27 
сm3/g were used. The component composition in catalytic sorbent varied in limits: HgCI2 - 0,0-
0,06; CuCI2 - 0-16,2; AC - 58-60; ROH – the rest up to 100% wt. The reaction kinetics in the 
presence of the gas-phase catalyst was investigated in flowing unit with thermostatted tubular 
reactor by a diameter 5 cm, height 10 cm and reactor by 0,7 cm, height 6 cm depending on its 
activity and concentrations of PH3, O2 in an initial gas mixture. For studing of the kinetics of  
PH3 reactions in a solution the flowing unit with the isothermal intensive shaken  reactor of 
volume 150 cm3 with a potentiometric device, tubes for entering and leaving the gas, entering of 
liquid and solid reactants, samples for the analysis of a reaction mixture and gas before and after 



reaction zone, gas-holder and devices for measurement of a velocity decreasing and volume of 
passed gas was used. The velocity of submission of a gas mixture in the reactor adjusted so that 
the PH3 concentration was constant (~0,2 Pa) in a removalling gas mixture. The reaction velocity 
was  proportional to a velocity of a mixture submission, as concentration of PH3 before and after 
the reactor, as well as degree of the absorption of PH3 during experience were constant. The 
phosphine was received by acid hydrolysis of Zn3P2. The analysis of PH3 conducted by the 
colorimetric, and products of its oxidation – by photocolorimetric and chromatographic methods. 
The typical conversion curves of PH3 absorption by catalytic sorbent and solution are presented 
on Fig. 1,2, where W - a velocity, mol/l·min, Q - an amount of absorbed PH3, mol/l, calculated 
on methods, described in [3].  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The phosphorus hydride, as well as many hydrides, is a rather strong reduction agent. However, 
in spite of the fact that phosphine has a low redox potential (EPH3→P = 0,06 V, EP→H3PO4 = 0,15 
V), it is not oxidized by any known acceptors of electrons without catalysts. 
 
It was established by us that in the presence of the gas-phase catalyst based on the activated coal, 
copper(II) and mercury(II) chlorides, reactions of PH3 oxidation by oxygen takes place in soft 
conditions (20-50оС) in water-alcoholic solution (ROH, R= H, C3-C5) with a high velocity. 
 
                                       Cat. 

PH3 + O2 + ROH → (RO)3PO + 3H2O                                                                            (1) 
 
Depending on a nature of the solvent, the phosphoric acid or its ethers – trialkylphosphates are 
formed on reaction (1). Trialkylphosphates are widely used as extractants of rare and radioactive 
elements from mineral raw materials and wastes of atomic engineering, as solvents of varnishes 
and paints in a polygraphic industry, as additives to combustible-lubricating materials, as 
plastifiers, as antipyrotic additives etc.  
 
The reaction (1) can be realized as non-stop method by submission of the diluted gas mixture of 
PH3-O2-Ar in the reactor with the catalyst and as periodic method, giving at first PH3-Ar gas 
mixture, and then oxygen. In periodic method CuCI2 is reduced by phosphine to give CuCI under 
argon atmosphere.  
 

PH3 + 8CuCI2 + 4ROH → (RO)3PO + 8CuCI + RCI + 7HCI                                          (2) 
 
Under oxygen atmosphere copper(I) is oxidized by copper(II) and returns to a catalytic cycle. 
 

O2 + 4CuCI + 4HCI → 4CuCI2 + 2H2O                                                                           (3) 
 
The identical products are recieved by periodic and non-stop methods. The behaviour of  a 
number of two-, three-, four- and multicomponent systems is studied with the purpose of 
chemical modeling of the separate steps of catalytic reaction (1) and elucidation of a role of 
Hg(II) complexes. 
  



System PH3 - ROH - AC. The activated coal exhibits a low catalytic activity. Only tracing 
amount of oxygen compounds of phosphorus are found out after saturation of the AC surface by 
the phosphine. 
 
System PH3 - HgCI2 - ROH - AC. The Hg(II) chlorides do not conduct the reaction (1). They 
form yellow precipitate of mercury(II) phosphides with PH3: 
 
 PH3 + HgCI2 → (HgCI)РН2 + HCI.                                                                                  (4) 
 
The absorption curves of PH3 have falling form in the presence of HgCI2. The velocity of the 
absorption gradually decreases with increasing of the amount of absorbed PH3 and time of the 
absorption (Fig.1). The velocity of the reaction (4) increases with increasing of PH3, HgCI2 
concentrations and the temperature. According to (4) one mol of HgCI2 absorbs one mol of  PH3. 
 
The velocity of  PH3 absorption is reduced greatly (on one order) at turning from water to water-
alcoholic and alcoholic solutions. The influence of the alcohol is stipulated for increases on six 
orders of  stability constants of metal complexes at transition from aqua solution to alcohol. This 
is connected with reduction of dielectric constant of the solutions. The analysis of the reaction 
solution after association of all initial HgCI2 sample has shown that inorganic and organic 
phosphates are not formed after interaction Hg(II) with PH3. The mercury(II) phosphide is not 
subjected to the oxidative hydrolysis and alcoholysis.  
 
System PH3 - CuCI2 – ROH - AC. In composition of the catalytic sorbent the copper chlorides 
realize the oxidative hydro(alcoho)lysis of PH3 on a reaction (2) in difference from Hg(II). The 
major feature of the reaction (2) is the autocatalytic character (Fig.1,2). The velocity of the 
reaction gets through maximum in accordance with reduction Cu(II) to Cu(I). The maximum 
appears at [Cu(II)]τ = ½[Cu(II)]0, where [Cu(II)]τ , [Cu(II)]0 are current and initial concentration 
of copper(II) in solution, mol/l. The velocity of the PH3 absorption by alcohol solution of CuCI2 
is on two orders lower, than for water solution of CuCI2. The yield of organic phosphate 
(trialkylphosphates) reaches 100% on absorbed PH3 in dry alcoholic solution [2]. 
 
System PH3 - HgCI2 - CuCI2 – ROH – AC. The kinetic regularities of the reactions of PH3 
oxidation by copper(II) chloride in the presence of HgCI2 are similar to kinetic regularities of the 
absorption PH3 by copper(II) chloride. Mercury(II) phosphide, formed in the mixed system on 
(4), decomposes with quantitative formation of inorganic and organic phosphate under the action 
of CuCI2. 
 

(HgCI)РН2 + 8CuCI2 + 4ROH  →  (RO)3PO + HgCI2 + 8CuCI + RCI + 6HCI              (5) 
 
The yield of trialkylphosphates reaches 100% in dry alcoholic solution [2]. The yield of organic 
phosphate sharply reduces, when H2O : CuCI2 > 6-8. In the presence of the bimetallic copper-
mercury catalyst the kinetic curves of the PH3 absorption are characterized by a small maximum, 
connected with the formation of Cu(I) and mercury(II) phosphide. The velocity of the reaction 
(2) increases at increasing of the temperature and concentrations of PH3, CuCI2, CuCI, HgCI2. 
 
 



Fig 1. Conversion curves of the oxidation of phosphine in alcoholic solutions of  CuCI2, HgCI2: 
1 – [CuCI2] = 0,48, [BuOH] = 10,9, [PH3] = 17,4·10-4, mol/l, 25°C; 
2 - [CuCI2] = 0,48, [HgCI2] = 3·10-3,  [BuOH] = 10,9, [PH3] = 13,6·10-4, mol/l, 40°C; 
3 -  [HgCI2] = 3,6·10-2,  [PrOH] = 13,4, [PH3] = 14,2·10-4, mol/l, 50°C. 
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Fig 2. Conversion curves of the oxidation of phosphine in the presence of  the supported CuCI2, 
HgCI2 catalysts: 
Activ.Carbon – 50-60; CuCI2 = 16,2; HCI  = 1,8; H2O – the rest up to 100 wt.%; PPH3 =0,06%, 
PC2H2 = 99,3 vol.%; 
HgCI2: 1 – 0,0014; 2 – 0,014; 3 – 0,06 wt.% ; 3’ – after regeneration by air during 1 hour. 
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The reaction ability of catalytic sorbents based on alcohol solution is on order lower in 
comparison with that based on water. The precipitate of (HgCI)PH2 drops out after reduction of 
Cu(II) by phosphine up to Cu(I). During regeneration of Cu(II) by oxygen (3) the Hg(II) 
phosphides is destroyed and mixed catalytic system restores its activity. Under repeated 
realization of experience the initial amount of PH3 is adsorbed. The stationary mode of the 
process is fixed in the presence of the oxygen in the gas mixture PH3-Ar (1). 
 
The catalytic systems, developed by us, allow to purify acetylene, removalling gases of  
phosphoric production from high toxic, fire dangerous and explosive PH3. The purified C2H2 and 
furnace gas, consisting on 90% from CO, can be used as chemical raw material for synthesis of 
diverse organic compounds. The pure CO, which heat capacity is 2800 kkal/m3, can be applied 
as  technological fuel. The developed new catalytic sorbent showed high efficiency during 
purification of carbide acetylene from impurities of phosphine and oxygen. The catalyst is 
gradually fulfilled because of small contents of the oxygen in carbide acetylene. The waste 
catalyst is easy regenerated by blowing of the air with volumetric velocity 60 h-1 during 1-2 
hours. One volume of the gas-phase catalyst cleans up to 8·103 volumes of C2H2 with the 
velocity of 2·102-2·103 h-1. The catalyst does not change its productivity after more than 8 cycles 
of clearing and regeneration. Free chlorine does not formed in the system due to using of soft 
oxidizer - Cu(II) chloride. Mercury(II) chloride does not reduce up to metal and remains as salts, 
possessing extremely low steam   pressure.  
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ABSTRACT 
After waning in the 1980s, electric utility interest in supercritical pressure steam cycles has revived in the 
United States. Since supercritical cycles provide higher plant efficiencies than subcritical cycles, there is a 
proportional reduction in traditional stack gas pollutants, including CO2.  As a result, there is interest to 
pursue even more advanced steam conditions. The advantages of supercritical (SC) and ultra supercritical 
(USC) steam conditions have been demonstrated in the high gas temperature, high heat flux environment 
of large, pulverized coal-fired (PC) boilers.  
 
Interest in circulating fluidized-bed (CFB) combustion, as an alternative to PC combustion, has been 
steadily increasing. Although CFB boilers as large as 330 MWe are now in operation, they are drum-type, 
subcritical pressure units. With their sizes being much smaller than and their combustion temperatures 
much lower than those of PC boilers, a conceptual design study was conducted to investigate the technical 
feasibility and economics of USC CFB boilers. 
 
The USC CFB boiler conceptual study was conducted under U.S. Department of Energy Cooperative 
Agreement No. DE-FC26-03NT41737 at 400 MWe and 800 MWe nominal plant sizes. The plants fired 
2.5 percent sulfur Illinois No. 6 coal and were located at a generic Ohio River Valley site. The overall 
performance and economics of the USC CFB plants were determined and, like their present subcritical 
designs, they were found to be competitive with comparably sized PC power plants while offering 
operating advantages of increased fuel flexibility, reduced emissions, and ability to burn low calorific 
value fuels. The conceptual design effort established the features and operating characteristics of the USC 
CFB boilers. Despite their significant increase in size over current operating CFBs, the USC CFB boilers 
reflected conventional design practices and could be built without the need for R&D. This paper provides 
a description of the USC boilers together with their overall plant performance and economics. (Since 
embarking on this study, Foster Wheeler was awarded a contract by a Polish utility, Poludniowy Koncern 
Energetyczny SA, to supply a 460 MWe, supercritical pressure CFB boiler for an early 2009 start up at 
their Lagisza power station; the Lagisza unit, which will be both the world’s largest CFB and the first to 
use supercritical steam, confirms the study’s findings that CFB boiler technology is ready today, to move 
to both larger sizes and more advanced steam conditions.) 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Circulating fluidized-bed (CFB) combustion, with its well-known benefits of fuel flexibility and low 
emissions, has established itself as a boiler technology suitable for utility-scale power generation. Plant 
sizes up to 330 MWe are in operation today, and designs for larger boilers are being developed.  Along 
with the desire for increased size, there is a desire for increased power plant efficiencies. All of the CFB 
boilers in operation today utilize natural circulation (drum-type boilers). Since increases in steam turbine 
and, hence, boiler pressures and temperatures will result in increased power plant efficiency, there is a 
desire to operate CFB boilers in both larger sizes and at ultra supercritical pressures conditions (steam 
temperatures typically 1100ºF or higher).  
 
In drum-type units the steam flow rate is controlled by the fuel-firing rate. Superheat steam temperature is 
determined by the proper sizing of superheater heat transfer surface and controlled by spray water 
attemperation. The drum boilers are typically limited to main steam pressure below 2800 psig because 
their natural circulation principle is based on the density difference between steam and water, a difference 



that diminishes at higher pressures. In a once-through boiler, the steam flow rate is established by the feed 
water pump and the superheat steam temperature is controlled by the fuel-firing rate. Since the once 
through boiler does not rely on the density difference between steam and water to provide proper 
circulation and cooling of the furnace enclosure tubes, it can be operated at pressures above the 
supercritical point. Operation above the critical pressure significantly increases the plant efficiency and 
results in reduced fuel consumption, reduced carbon dioxide production (green house effect), and lower 
emissions of SO2 and NOx (acid rain) per megawatt of power output.  
 
In subcritical boilers evaporation/boiling occurs in the furnace enclosure wall tubes, all of which are 
cooled by a constant temperature (saturation), water-steam mixture. At supercritical conditions, however, 
there is no heat of vaporization and the fluid in individual tubes can have different temperatures that are 
determined by the amount of heat flux and cooling water flow they receive. Thus the primary design 
requirement for the furnace walls of supercritical boilers is to minimize peak tube metal temperatures 
while limiting the temperature differential between adjacent enclosure wall tubes.  
 
Historically, these issues were addressed by using high steam/water mass flow rates that yield high 
pressure losses. This mode of operation has what is termed a “once-through” characteristic wherein a 
strongly heated tube will experience a decrease in coolant flow. Compared with the average tube, the 
strongly heated tube contains hotter fluid, which results in a lower density and a smaller hydrostatic head 
pressure loss.  With the fluid density being lower, the fluid velocity and friction pressure loss will 
increase. Although there is a reduction in hydrostatic head, the increase in friction loss dominates and the 
circuit total pressure loss increases. The increased pressure loss will result in a reduction of flow in the 
excessively heated tube, as the average pressure loss of the circuit must be maintained. This combination 
of high heat input with reduced flow can increase both steam and tube metal temperatures and result in 
tube failures. 
 
To provide high mass flow rates, the evaporative furnace walls have used several sequential fluid passes 
that reduce the fluid-temperature rise per pass. Complete mixing between passes minimizes the potential 
for large temperature unbalances. However, this type of an arrangement requires operation at supercritical 
pressure over the load range to avoid two-phase flow related problems that can occur when trying to 
distribute steam/water mixtures between passes. As a result, there is a throttling pressure loss during low 
load operation that results in a “part load” penalty in plant thermal efficiency. 
 
Another method for achieving high mass flow rates is to incline the furnace enclosure tubes in a single 
pass, spiral wound arrangement. This allows the furnace walls to be formed from fewer tubes. Also, since 
all the tubes wrap around all the enclosure walls and corners, differences in tube heat absorption, and 
therefore tube metal temperature unbalances, are minimized. Since the furnace walls are covered by a 
single tube pass, there is no multi-pass mixing and the unit can operate at subcritical pressure during part 
load or cycling operation; as a result, part load cycle  efficiency is improved and it is easier to match steam 
and turbine blade metal temperatures for improved steam turbine life. 
 
One drawback of the spiral tube arrangement is its higher manufacturing and installation costs. The 
inclined tubes are not self-supporting and a special support system is needed that requires complex 
fabrication and numerous field welds. Although popular for PC boiler construction, a spiral tube 
arrangement is not acceptable for CFB boiler application because the inclined enclosure tubes would be 
subject to erosion. In CFB boilers, fuel, sorbent and ash are entrained in the flue gas that passes up 
through the furnace. A significant amount of the entrained solids reflux (fall down) along the furnace 
walls and any protrusion or unevenness, which changes the direction of the falling solids, will be subject 
to erosion.  
 
In once-through boilers using vertical, multi-pass construction, the inside surface of the vertical tubes can 



be roughened/rifled in areas of high heat flux to induce turbulence that prevents departure from nucleate 
boiling (DNB) and suppresses dry-out, conditions that can result in elevated tube metal temperatures and 
failures.  
 
Since the CFB combustion temperature is relatively low and uniform, the heat flux to its furnace 
enclosure walls are considerably lower than those of a PC furnace (see Figure 1). In addition, up to 25 
feet of the lower furnace height is covered by a relatively thin layer of refractory that protects the tubes 
from corrosion and erosion caused by localized substoichiometric conditions and circulating bed material. 
As a result, the heat absorption in this area is minimal and the highest heat fluxes occur just above the 
refractory protected area. In this transition region, there is a significant amount of refluxing (falling back) 
of strands of particles that are effectively too coarse to be carried off by the rising flue gas. Even though 
the heat transfer to the furnace walls is highest in this region, the ratio of the CFB’s peak to average heat 
flux is still considerably lower than that of a PC furnace.  
 
Because CFB furnace heat fluxes are relatively low and uniform, its tubes can operate with water mass 
flow rates that are lower than those of a typical PC furnace and still be protected from DNB and dry-out. 
Because a supercritical CFB boiler will be designed with lower mass flow rates it will operate with a 
“natural circulation” rather than a “once-through” characteristic. With the flow rate reduced, the tube 
friction loss is much smaller than the hydrostatic pressure effect. Although an increase in heat input still 
increases the friction loss, the increase is less than the reduction in hydrostatic pressure. With the tube 
total pressure loss now less than that of the average tube, the water flow rate to the tube will increase; this 
flow increase provides additional cooling that will help limit increases in tube metal temperatures. This is 
the desirable self-compensating, “natural circulation” characteristic wherein an excessively heated tube 
will experience an increase in flow that tends to limit over heating.  
 
For typical CFB operation, the heat fluxes experienced with smooth furnace enclosure wall tubes are not 
high enough to increase the tube wall temperature to that at which low steam quality film boiling occurs. 
As a result, the furnace walls of a CFB will not require rifled tubing. Evaporative tube surfaces that 
protrude into the furnace, however, will be provided with normal rifling as, being heated from both sides, 
their heat fluxes are significantly higher than the one-side heated enclosure wall values. Compared with a 
supercritical pressure PC boiler, a supercritical pressure CFB boiler will operate with lower water mass 
flow rates that result in reduced pressure loss/pumping power. 
 

MOVE TO LARGER SIZE UNITS 
Since CFB boilers are currently operating 
in a nominal 300 MWe size, the move to 
400 MWe and especially 800 MWe units 
represents a significant scale -up step. The 
CFB components/sections to be considered 
in such a scale -up are: 

• Furnace 

• Solid Separators 

• INTREX™ Fluidized-Bed Heat 
Exchanger 

• Convection Pass HRA 

 
Furnace 
The design of a CFB furnace involves a careful evaluation of fuel and sorbent characteristics followed by 

 
Figure 1 CFB versus PC Heat Flux Distribution 



a selection of operating temperature, gas velocity, gas/solids residence times, and solids circulation rates. 
The amount of particulate contained in the furnace flue gas decreases in going from the bottom to the top 
of the unit and, given sufficient height, can approach a constant minimum value. With wall heat transfer 
rates being proportional to the amount of particulate entrained in the gas, furnace heights are typically 
limited to about 165 feet to maximize the cost effectiveness of its heat transfer surfaces. Similar to the 
height limitation, there is also a furnace depth limitation. With fuel and secondary air being injected 
through the side walls of the boiler, the furnace depth is typically limited to approximately 40 feet to 
insure they are distributed uniformly across the unit. Primary combustion air is admitted at the base of the 
unit and, to provide highly turbulent mixing of fuel, air, and sorbent plus enhanced solids entrainment, 
Foster Wheeler narrows the furnace cross section at the base of the unit.  
 
With maximum allowable furnace heights and furnace depths established, the main remaining variable in 
the scale -up process is the width of the furnace. By increasing the width of the furnace, the boiler cross 
sectional flow area can be increased to accommodate increased firing rates while keeping flue gas 
velocities at normal levels. As cross sectional areas are increased, however, the ratio of furnace wall 
surface area to enclosed volume reduces. Since the furnace walls are used for boiling/evaporation, large 
CFB boilers must be provided with additional evaporative surfaces, typically wing walls that protrude 
into the furnace and are connected in parallel with the furnace walls in a single pass water flow 
arrangement.  
 
The number of fuel feeding and limestone injection points required by large units will be based on the 
cross section feed areas (pounds per hour per square feet of bed area) proven in smaller units. The same 
applies also for air distribution and start-up burners. Other auxiliary equipment, such as fans, conveyors, 
feeders, air heaters, baghouse filters, etc. are similar to those used in large power plants, which means that 
there will be no scale-up issues in the auxiliary systems. 
 
Solids Separators  
Maintaining a high separation efficiency in the CFB boiler’s solids separators is key to achieving high 
combustion efficiency, reduced limestone consumption, and high sulfur capture efficiency. Since the 
separation efficiency of these devices tends to decrease as physical sizes/diameters are increased, large 
CFB boilers will use the separator sizes proven in smaller size units. Although a large CFB boiler will 
tend to require a larger number of separators, they will be of a proven size and design. By applying them 
in nominal 100 MWe furnace-separator module building blocks as shown in Figure 2, scale-up will not be 
an issue, especially since Foster Wheeler has already provided several CFB boilers with separators 
installed on opposing walls.  
 
Convection Pass Heat Recovery Area 
(HRA) After passing through the furnace 
solids separators, the nominal 1600ºF flue gas 
of a large CFB boiler will be cooled by an 
HRA consisting of convective tube bundles 
and walls used for superheating, reheating, 
and or feedwater preheating (economizer); 
the arrangement will be typical of large PC 
boilers and pose no scale -up issues.   
 
INTREX™ Fluidized-Bed Heat Exchanger 
If the heat content of the CFB flue gas 
entering the HRA can not satisfy the plant’s 
superheat and reheat needs, superheat wing walls will be added to the furnace. With evaporative surfaces 
already added there, the space for this additional surface may be limited.  If this situation develops, then 
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Figure 2 CFB Furnace-Solids Separator Arrangement: 

Modularization and Scale-up 
 



superheat and reheat tube surfaces will be placed in bubbling fluidized-bed heat exchangers (INTREXTM) 
located directly under the solids separators. Solids collected by the separators pass through the 
INTREXTM cells (external solids circulation) and, after transferring heat to the immersed tube bundles, 
return to the furnace via aerated lift legs.  Slots can be provided in the lower furnace walls adjacent to the 
INTREXTM cells to allow hot solids from the lower furnace to also fall into them (internal solids 
circulation). This increases the temperature of the INTREXTM cells for increased heat transfer to their 
tube bundles. Since these exchangers provide a dense “package” of highly efficient heat transfer surfaces 
and have been utilized on several Foster Wheeler CFB boilers, they should not pose a scale -up issue.  
 
NOMINAL PLANT SIZES AND STEAM CYCLE CONDITIONS 
The USC steam cycle conditions selected for this study are listed in Table 1. Case 1 uses superheat and 
reheat steam temperatures of 1100ºF, values that are coming into use in the latest PC boilers but at higher 
than normal pressure (4500 versus ~3500 psig) [1]. Case 2 represents a modest increase to 1112ºF 
superheat and 1148ºF reheat in a much larger size. The Case 1 plant will be available in the near future, 
whereas, Case 2 plant offerings are about 5 years away. 
 

Plant Performance and CFB Boiler 
Arrangement 

Full load heat and material balances were 
prepared for each of the plants. Both utilized 
single reheat steam turbines, single -pressure 
condensers operating at 2.0 inches of 
mercury absolute, feedwater trains consisting 
of 3 high pressure feedwater heaters and 
either four (400 MWe unit) or 5 (800 MWe 
unit) low-pressure heaters, and one 
deaerator. Extractions for feedwater heating, 

deaerating, and the boiler feed pump were taken from the HP, IP, and LP turbine cylinders, and from the 
cold reheat piping. 
 
Table 2 summarizes the full load performance and auxiliary power consumption of the plants. They have 
net plant power outputs of 404.9 MWe and 740.5 MWe with higher heating value (HHV) efficiencies of 
40.6 and 41.3 percent, respectively. Their USC steam cycles result in plant efficiencies that are 
approximately 13 to 15 percent higher, respectively, than a comparable 37.0 percent efficient, subcritical 
pressure CFB plant. As a result, the USC plants operate with less coal flow and their emissions are 
proportionately reduced.  
 
The operating conditions of the USC CFB boilers are also shown in Table 2. Both CFB boilers operate 
with nominal 1600ºF bed/furnace temperatures and combust 2.5 percent sulfur Illinois No. 6 coal with 20 
percent excess air. The CFBs operate with staged air injection to control NOx emissions and limestone is 
injected into their furnaces at a calcium to sulfur molar feed ratio of 2.4 to provide 96 percent sulfur 
capture. Table 3 lists the general features of the CFB boilers, all of which reflect conventional CFB 
design practices, and the boilers are shown in side and front views in Figures 3 through 5. Including silos, 
fans, and air heater, the nominal 400 MWe unit occupies an approximate 180 feet by 275 feet footprint 
and is top supported from structural steel approximately 225 feet above grade. The nominal 800 MWe 
unit occupies an approximate 200 feet by 330 feet footprint and is top supported from structural steel 
approximately 250 feet above grade.  
 
Table 4 presents CFB furnace dimensions along with INTREXTM heat duties and compares them to three 
other operating Foster Wheeler CFB boilers. As seen from the drawings and Tables 3 and 4, both units are 
essentially conventional in configuration. The boilers operate with internal circulating type INTREXTM 

Table 1 Study Steam Cycle Conditions 

 Case 1  Case 2 

Unit Nominal Capacity, MWe  400 800 

Main Steam Pressure, psig  4500 4366 

Main Steam Temperature, F 1100 1112 

Reheater 1 Inlet Temperature, F 1100 1148 

Condenser Back Pressure, "Hg 2.0 2.0 



heat exchangers located under their Compact Solids Separators.  The 800 MWe boiler has a larger 
INTREXTM duty requirement and to keep its heat exchangers at commercially proven sizes they were 
divided into 16 units; to eliminate equipment congestion along the sidewalls, they are provided in pairs in 
a stacked configuration, placed one above the other per Figure 6 rather than side by side. Solids collected 
by the Compact Separators pass through the upper eight external circulating INTREXTM cells and then 
cascade down into the lower eight internal circulating INTREXTM cells for return to the furnace.  Solids 
can be bypassed around both upper and lower INTREXTM cells by controlling the aeration rate to their lift 
legs. This cascading arrangement provides a convenient means for increasing INTREXTM heat transfer 
surface and eliminated the need for furnace internal superheater panels.  As a result of the Figure 2 
modular scale-up approach, and with the exception of the two elevations of INTREXTM heat exchangers, 
the boilers reflect a conventional arrangement of proven components and there are no perceived scale -up 
issues. 
.  

Table 2 Overall Plant and USC CFB Boiler Operating Conditions 
 

Case 1 2

Plant Power Summary
  Gross Power Output MWe 426.28 777.64

  Total Auxiliary Load* MWe 21.40 37.16

  Net Power Output MWe 404.88 740.48

  Net Plant Efficiency (HHV) % 40.6 41.3

H&M Balance Parameters:
  Flow Rates:

    Coal Mlb/hr 292 524

    Limestone Mlb/hr 59 106

    Combustion Air Mlb/hr 3,029 5,446

    Stack Gas  Mlb/hr 3,296 5,927

    Total Ash Mlb/hr 83 114

  Ambient F 63 63

  Stack Gas Temperature F 264 286

  Condenser Cooling Duty MMBtu/hr 1,560 2,731

Boiler Outlet Steam Conditions:
  Main Steam Flow Rate Mlb/hr 2,710 4,514

  Main Steam Temperature F 1,106 1,119

  Main Steam Pressure psia 4,732 4,573

  Reheat Steam Flow Rate Mlb/hr 2,198 3,867

  Reheat Steam Temperature F 1,101 1,148

  Reheat Steam Pressure psia 804 648

CFB Temperatures:
  Furnace Exit F 1,600 1,568

  Flue Gas Entering Air Heater F 649 625

  Flue Gas Exiting Air Heater F 244 267

  Air Exiting Air Heater F 600 535

  Feedwater Inlet Temperature F 569 553

  Bottom Ash F 500 500

CFB Excess Air % 20 20

*Boiler Feed Pump Has Steam Turbine Drive  



 
Table 3  USC CFB Boiler Features 

400 MWe 800 MWe

Number of

Coal Silos 4 4

Limestone Silos 2 1

Full Height Wing Walls 6 6

Pendant SHTR Panels 9

Compact Separators 8 8

INTREXs 8 16

Btm Ash Stripper Coolers 2 2

Type of Heat Recovery Area Series Pass Parallel Pass  
 
 

Table 4 Comparison of CFB Furnace Dimensions and INTREX
TM

 Sizes  

  Case 1 Case 2 Turow 4-6 JEA 

Nominal Output, MWe 400 800 260 300 

Furnace Size         

 - Height, ft 157.5 164.0 137.8 115.2 

 - Depth, ft 33.5 39.4 33.1 22.0 

 - Width, ft 86.6 131.2 72.2 85.3 

INTREXs         

-Number 8 16 8 6 

           -Duty, MWt         

  4 at 33 8 at 20 4 at 10 4 at 19 

  4 at 34 4 at 32 4 at 12 2 at 32 

    4 at 45      

 
 
In a CFB boiler the air flow rate and, hence, fluidizing velocity varies with load/coal firing rate until a 
minimum, turn down design value is reached. Reduced flue gas velocities result in reduced solids 
circulation rates, reduced upper furnace temperatures, and reduced INTREXTM bed temperatures, 
especially in the lower level. To maintain both superheat and reheat temperatures with a cascading 
INTREXTM arrangement, the finishing superheater (SH-IVa/b) was placed in the upper INTREXTM level, 
and the intermediate superheater and finishing reheater were located in the lower level where internal 
circulation was used to augment their performance. By combining a stacked INTREXTM configuration 
with internal solids circulation and a parallel pass HRA, superheat and reheat temperatures can be 
maintained at full load values over the 40 to 100 percent load range, a range larger than the 50 to 100 
percent typical of PC boilers. 
 



 
 

Figure 3  400 MWe USC CFB Boiler – Front and Side Views  



 
Figure 4 Nominal 800 MWe USC CFB Boiler Front View



 
Figure 5 Nominal 800 MWe USC CFB Boiler Side View 



PLANT COSTS AND ECONOMICS 
The USC CFB boiler systems shown in Figures 3 and 4, complete with 
silos, limestone milling, coal and limestone feeding, CFB boilers, air 
heaters, fans, flues, ducts, ash coolers, ash conveyors, and structural 
steel, represent a typical boiler scope of supply and were estimated to 
cost, delivered to the site and erected with union labor, $248.3 and 
$367.1 million in January 2006 dollars, respectively. With boiler 
system costs established, Foster Wheeler used its proprietary CFB 
state-of-the-art Power Plant Program, a software product developed by 
Foster Wheeler and the Electric Power Research Institute, to predict 
balance of plant (BOP) costs and overall plant economics. Table 5 
presents an economic analysis of the plants. The plants have bare 
erected costs (equipment plus field labor and materials) of $518.8 and 
$761.3 million respectively and adding 10 percent for architect/plant 
engineering, construction management, home office costs, and fee, plus 
10 percent for project contingency, yields Total Plant Costs of $627.8 
and $921.1 million or $1,551 and $1,244/kW, respectively.  
 
The Total Plant Costs assume overnight construction; including interest during construction along with 
start-up costs, inventory capital, land, etc., yields Total Capital Requirements of $734.8 million and 
$1,097.3 million. O&M costs, operating costs, and fuel costs (coal at $1.34 per million Btu) are also 
shown and, together with the levelized fixed carrying charge, yield a 20 year levelized cost of electricity 
of $52.21 and $44.08/MWhr at an 85 percent capacity factor. 
 
Reference [2] estimated that a PC plant operating with 3500psig/1100ºF/1100ºF supercritical pressure 
conditions, the same $1.34/MMBtu Illinois No. 6 coal, wet flue gas desulfurization, low NOx burners and 
SCR, would produce 550 MWe of net power at an HHV efficiency of 39.1 percent. The plant would have 
a total cost of $1,355 kW in January 2006 dollars and, based on an 85 percent capacity factor, a 10-year 
levelized cost of electricity of $49.7/MWhr. Recognizing that many assumptions are involved in 
calculating plant performance, costs, and economics, a comparison of values calculated by different 
investigators must be done with caution. With the USC CFB plants bracketing the output of the PC plant, 
their Total Plant Costs and levelized cost of electricity also bracket those of the PC plant. Hence, a 
superficial comparison of the plants indicates CFB boilers will remain competitive with PC plants in both 
larger sizes as well as under USC steam conditions while still offering advantages of greater fuel 
flexibility and the ability to handle low calorific value fuels.  
 
SUMMARY 
This study has shown that 400 MWe and 800 MWe size USC CFB boilers will have performance and 
economics that are similar to comparable PC boilers while still offering greater fuel flexibility, especially 
the ability to burn low heating value opportunity fuels. In addition, the CFB furnaces can be built from 
straight, self supporting, vertical tubes, rather than the complex spiral wound wall designs typical of PCs, 
and their lower pressure drop will enable them to operate with a natural circulation characteristic, 
wherein, an excessively heated tube will naturally experience an increase in flow that will limit tube 
overheating and failures. (Since embarking on this study, Foster Wheeler was awarded a contract by a 
Polish utility, Poludniowy Koncern Energetyczny SA, to supply a 460 MWe, supercritical pressure CFB 
boiler for an early 2009 start up at their Lagisza power station; the Lagisza unit, which will be both the 
world’s largest CFB and the first to use supercritical steam, confirms the study’s findings that CFB boiler 
technology is ready today, to move to both larger sizes and more advanced steam conditions.) 
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Executive Summary

Carbon Recycling - An Operationally Non-Interfering Methodology For Coal Plants

Raymond Hobbs, Arizona Public Service
David Haberman, IF, LLC

Arizona Public Service is currently building a solar energized carbon capture system. This
system utilizes algae hosted in water to synthesize CO2 (photosynthesis) from the combustion
products of a power plant. A direct feed from a smokestack is piped into a bioreactor array that
sits on the desert floor and uses non-potable water as the media. Algae production in Arizona's
solar environment is productive. The algae can then be used as a feedstock to produce biomass
derived liquid fuels, fertilizer, food or other high value carbon based products. APS is now in the
process of developing a 6-7 acre configuration of this system in order to mitigate scale-up risk.
Large scale implementations of this technology offer coal utilities an operationally non-
interfering method of conducting carbon management. The use of desert land and non-potable
water are mechanizations of environmental stewardship that avoid the impacts of using farmland
to grow energy crops. APS will share lessons learned from recycling the carbon from fossil fuels.

submitted by David Haberman, IF, LLC (561) 733-7350, ifdhllc@aol.com
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FULL SCALE VALIDATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF CO-FIRING ON

CORROSION AND FOULING

K.S. Agema, M.P. de Jong, A.F. Stam

KEMA, P.O. Box 9035, 6800 ET ARNHEM, the Netherlands
e-mail: martin.dejong@kema.com; website : www.kema.com

ABSTRACT

KEMA has been involved in projects with the aim of monitoring of corrosion, slagging and fouling in

industrial utilities. It is already ten years ago since the KEMA corrosion probe was developed which

enabled both sampling of the scale formed/deposited on the boiler wall and investigation of the

degradation of the boiler wall due to co-firing secondary fuels. Thanks to dedicated microscopic

investigation techniques practical results can be obtained within an exposure time of several weeks to

months without shutting down the boiler. To determine the boundaries of co-firing secondary fuels in

coal fired utilities in respect to corrosion, slagging and fouling, KEMA carried out several monitoring

projects. One of the challenges encountered was the evaluation of large amount of information

generated by SEM-analyses of the scales to determine the important phases present in the sample.

KEMA developed an application which enables the user to visualize phases present in deposits or in

corrosion layers. These phases are derived from element mappings obtained with the SEM combined

with the known chemical composition of relevant phases. The exact composition of the relevant

phases can be tailored for each type of investigation. Combined with plots of local enrichments of

elements like sulphur, chloride and zinc, it gives more substance to the investigations into

slagging/fouling, degradation and failure mechanisms. In this article thermodynamic equilibrium

calculations are used to understand fouling and fouling mechanisms encountered. Based on a

practical case the influence of co-firing a large variety of secondary fuels in a large scale coal fired

utility on corrosion and fouling is described in colourful detail.

Keywords: Corrosion, slagging, fouling, co-firing, secondary fuels, sulphur, chloride, coal fired boilers,

KEMPHASE, KEMCOP, Thermodynamic Equilibrium calculations

INTRODUCTION

For more than 10 years, KEMA has gained extensive experience with direct and indirect co-firing of

biomass fuels. KEMA has tested co-firing mixtures of coal and different biomass fuels up to about 25%

(on an energy basis) in KEMA’s 1 MWth test boiler and has been involved in over 50 full-scale

commercial and demonstration projects at coal-fired power plants. This hands-on experience has

resulted in an extensive knowledge base about both short-term and long-term operational aspects

related to co-firing such as storage and spontaneous combustion, quality of fly ash, effect on flue gas

equipment (FGD, SCR), milling performance, emissions, fuel handling, corrosion and erosion.

One of the limiting factors of co-firing is the degradation of the boiler in the form of corrosion, slag

formation and fouling. The revenues of using biomass are greatly influenced by unscheduled

maintenance, efficiency loss and premature replacement of boiler wall parts. Operators are therefore

interested in pin pointing and if possible quantifying any possible degradation caused by the

http://www.kema.com/


secondary fuel. Also the prediction of enhanced deposit formation due to co-firing of biomass is an

important tool for the secondary fuels selection.

KEMA offers a range of corrosion monitoring services utilizing different corrosion monitoring

techniques comprising of air cooled test coupon exposures in superheater sections, air cooled

electrochemical measurements in both the super heater and furnace sections and a patented

corrosion monitoring probe called KEMCOP (KEMA Corrosion Probe).

Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations are used to estimate slagging and fouling with co-firing

secondary fuels with coal. Interpretation of the results is very important as the equilibrium composition

is not likely to be obtained as the residence time in modern boilers is 1–3 seconds with rapid heating

and cooling down. This means that reactions are constrained by kinetics and availability of elements

due to only partly melting or only partly disintegrating of crystal matrices. The calculated composition

of condensed phases is compared with the composition of deposit from test scale slagging probes

(1300 and 1000 °C) and with a deposition layer on a part of a membrane wall from an evaporator part

of a large scale pf boiler (450 °C).

KEMCOPS

In 1997 KEMA started development of the KEMA Corrosion Probe (KEMCOP) which is a patented

small sized corrosion probe. The main intention of the KEMCOP was that it would overcome the

limitations of the classical corrosion monitoring techniques, (see e.g. [De Jong and Leferink, 2006]).

There are no AC/DC power requirements, no external cooling, no outages, no special access ports or

any other special requirements to deploy the KEMCOP design. In addition, the exposition periods are

not fixed to a certain period so the probes can be extracted whenever the plant operator needs to use

the data. In practice, implementation of KEMCOPs has lead to corrosion monitoring on demand.

Figure 1. The route from exposure of KEMCOPs in a boiler(A), exchanging the KEMCOPs during

full load operation (B), Lab analyses (C), Micrograph of a corrosion layer and material loss

measurements (D) and a final result as prediction of the corrosion rate (E).

A

B

C

D
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Figure 1 represents the sequence of actions from exposure of KEMCOP till the final result which can

be consisting of a prediction of the remaining lifetime of a boiler part. The principle of the KEMCOP is

based on the integration of a small sized corrosion probe inside the strip of a membrane water wall.

The probe is not simulating the conditions on the water wall, but due to its integration with the water

wall it is experiencing its actual corrosion. The option to exchange the KEMCOPs during full load

operation is an additional advantage of the utilisation of the KEMCOP for corrosion monitoring.

ANALYSIS OF THE DEPOSITION LAYER ON A MEMBRANE WALL IN A COAL FIRED
POWER PLANT

At a power plant KEMCOPs were installed as part of

a national corrosion monitoring program. In this

specific coal fired power plant a wide range of

biomasses are co-fired. After varying exposure

periods, KEMCOPs exposed in different area’s in

the boiler were analysed by KEMA. The KEMCOP-

results already revealed within 3000 operational

hours that intergranular attack and excessive water

wall wastage was locally present in the boiler.

During a planned revision, ultrasonic wall thickness

measurements indicated above average water wall

wastage in the “KEMCOP” area.

During a stop two panels were cut from the wall of

this boiler in the section of the boiler wall with

increased wall thickness reduction. Metallographic

samples were prepared from these panels for

detailed study into the effect of co-firing on the

condition of the oxide scale. Typical enlargement of

the scales formed on these panels were

investigated using KEMPhase, an example is presented

KEMPHase

KEMPhase is a software tool developed by KEMA to fa
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mappings for each chemical element. These quantitative mappings open the possibility to allocate

compounds or phases to each point of the image based on the relative levels of the different chemical

elements in that point.

Compounds are for instance in ‘the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics’ defined as a homogeneous

substance containing more than one constituent chemical element and with a very specific unique

composition. In most samples of oxidation or corrosion products those ‘pure’ compounds are not

present. Oxidation products consist of a broad mix of phases. Even if a point of the SEM image does

almost match with a specific ‘handbook’ compound composition it is most probably that it also contains

minor or moderate concentrations of other elements. The mutual proportions of the elements that

make a ‘handbook’ phase of compound are very specific. But in practice a substance like for instance

fly ash may exist with a wide range of compositions.

Instead of the ‘handbook’ compounds with an unique very specific composition, KEMPhase is using

sample related compounds with a band width of chemical compositions rather than one unique

composition. These sample related compounds are designated by experts on the specific sample

under investigation. These experts provide a list of relevant compounds by specifying for each

compound several key chemical components and their minimal and maximal levels. An example from

the list of compounds defined for deposits on boiler walls are provided below:

Table 1 Example of from list of compounds defined for deposits on boiler walls

Compound Elem1 Min Max Elem2 Min Max Elem3 Min Max Elem4 Min Max

fly ash Al 5 40 Si 5 40 O 35 75 Al+Si 20 70

fly ash with Ti Al 5 40 Si 10 30 O 35 75 Ti 2 30

fly ash + Fe-oxide Al 3 40 Si 3 10 O 35 75 Fe 10 30

SiO2 O 40 76 Si 28 50 O+Si 55 100

This approach enables to define both very general and very specific compounds in the same sample

depending on the needs of the investigation. The sample can be evaluated in different levels of detail.

The SEM image can be broadly defined in very general defined ‘compounds’ like iron oxides, alumina

silicates, sulphates and phosphates. On the other hand more specific sulphate compounds can be

discriminates in the SEM image depending on their oxygen level like (K+Na)-sulphate, (K+Na)-

sulphate/sulphide, (K+Na)-sulphide or (K+Ca)-sulphate, (K+Ca)-sulphate/sulphide, (K+Ca)-sulphide or

even a (K+Ca+Na)-sulphate if required.

As a result of this approach a point of the SEM image can be allocated to more than one compound.

For this reason the most general defined compound are allocated first in a KEMPhase session

followed by the more strictly defined compounds. So one point might first be allocated to ‘fly ash’ but

later in the recognition process be allocated to ‘fly ash with Ti’. The results of the ‘compound

recognition’ process are a series of false colour images representing the distribution of each

compound in the image.

The KEMPhase Viewer enables to evaluate the results of the compound recognition process by

correlating these with the back scattered electron image and the original mappings of the chemical

elements. The KEMPhase Viewer can stack the false colour compound mappings on the screen in the

same order as they were allocated in the KEMPhase session. By using KEMPhase the SEM image

and the series of element mapping are upgraded to an understandable visual representation of



relevant substances. The selection and definition of relevant substances is the most knowledge

intensive step in the KEMPhase process which determines the quality of the results.

Analysis Results

The boiler from which the investigated part was removed has been operated on coal for the first

couple of years. Since some years a high level of secondary fuel is used of different compositions. The

exposed surface of the tubes has been oxidized during the 100% coal firing period by the hot flue

gasses. This results in an iron oxide layer on top of the base material. The sulphur present in the coal

is evaporated during combustion and condenses on the relative cold surface of the boiler wall. The

sulphur migrates in the oxide layer and will react with the base metal to form iron sulphate. This iron

sulphate is visible in figure 3 in the form of strings of Fe-sulphite, sulphate islands within the iron oxide

scale.

Figure 3 Results of the compounds allocation on the area shown in figure 2.

So far this is standard practice in coal fired boilers. On top of the oxide layer an additional potassium

sulphate layer had been deposited during operation which is probably due to co-combustion. The

deposited layer is from the aspect of chemical composition not homogeneous but consists of areas

with different compositions. These differences in chemical composition are used to allocate several

compounds in the deposited layer (figure 3). Some of these compounds do originate from the coal, for

example the entrapped fly ash particles and the entrapped quartz particles. Most of them seem, due to

the high potassium content (figure 4), related to secondary fuel. Some particles are rich in calcium and

phosphor and therefore probably related to bone meal (figure 5).



Figure 4 Enrichment of potassium and zinc as found in the sample image of figure 2

The zinc concentration map (figure 4) shows specific strings with zinc enrichment within the deposited

layer. These are probably due to some wood pellets fuels that contained relative high zinc

concentrations. Due to the low concentration of zinc this does not show up as a specific zinc phase but

as a enrichment of the iron oxide and potassium sulphate.

Figure 5 Enrichment of phosphor and calcium as found in the sample image of figure 2

Although sulphur is present in the iron oxide layer and in abundance in the additional deposited layer it

is not present at the metal oxide interface and therefore appears to be not active in the corrosion

phenomena (figure 6). Chloride however is present at the metal/oxide interface and in such levels that

is spreads out across the polished sample surface. This chloride is responsible for increased material

degradation by intergranular attack of the boiler wall material. This chloride is present in relative high

concentrations in some secondary fuels like bone meal, wood pellets and cacao meal. It is not

restrained like sulphur in the deposited potassium sulphate layer but migrates to the metal interface,

leading to metal attack.



Figure 6 Enrichment of sulphur and chloride as found in the sample image of figure 2

COMPARISON EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS PILOT AND FULL SCALE

Test facility

At Delft University of Technology, tests have been

performed in an Entrained Flow Reactor with coal,

co-firing several biomasses. The EFR is electrically

heated; fuel flow can be varied in the range 0.4 – 4

[kg/s]. Parameters such as the heat transfer

mechanism, heating rate, final temperature reached,

residence time at this temperature, composition of

particles direct environment and particle size must

be considered. Typical conditions in pulverized fuel

boilers are reproduced (the particles have a

residence time of 2 – 3 [s], heating rate is 10
4

Ks
-1

,

particle size < 0.5 mm and final temperature < 1550

°C). Fuel is entered at the top of the reactor using a

screw feeder, see figure 7. Fuels are premixed in a

blending chamber and transported with primary air

to the burner.

Metal probes (air cooled) and ceramic probes are

used to gather ash deposits at temperatures of 1300

and 1000 °C. The deposits are analyzed with

SEM/EDS to determine the elemental composition. The co-fired biomasses are chicken litter, olive

residue, palm kernels, wood and Meat and Bone Meal (MBM).

Test results and Thermodynamic Equilibrium calculations

The ashes are brought into equilibrium with the flue gas after which the elemental composition of the

condensed phases is obtained. The analysis results of the deposition obtained in the EFR are

compared with thermodynamic equilibrium calculations, see figure 8.

Figure 7 Entrained Flow Reactor
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Figure 8 Element analysis of deposit originating from 100% coal firing on ceramic probe at 1300 °C.

With FactSage the thermodynamic equilibrium at this temperature is calculated

In figure 8 the analysis and calculation results of coal deposition at 1300 °C are compared. The results

show good agreements. It appears that the composition of the calculated condensed phases complies

with the measured composition of the deposit. This is different for the composition of deposit

originating from co-firing of biomass. Overall, the composition of the condensed phases in equilibrium

calculations shows good agreements with the composition of the analyzed deposits originating from

co-firing. However, predictions and measurements show disagreements for certain elements and

certain biomasses co-fired. Sulphur is at 1300 and 1000 °C at equilibrium mostly present in the gas

phase and consequently very low quantities of sulphur are predicted in the condensed phase. This is

illustrated in figure 9 where a significant amount of S is found in the deposit whereas almost none is

calculated.
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Figure 9 Results of SEM analysis of deposit formed during co-firing of 20% (e/e) chicken litter, SEM

analysis in comparison to equilibrium composition calculated using FactSage; amount of S

is calculated lower, amount of Ca and P higher

The measured concentration Ca and P in the deposit of 20% co-firing of chicken litter is higher in

comparison with firing of pure coal, but not as high as predicted using FactSage. The predicted



enrichment of calcium and phosphor was not found in the formed deposits. An explanation is that not

all Ca in the fuel is available for reaction. The predicted (molten) calcium phosphate is not formed in

such high amounts as measurements in the deposit indicate.

Large scale pf fired power plant with 10% (m/m) biomass co-combustion

During more than a year a collection of different biomasses was co-fired with coal with an average

percentage of approximately 10 % (m/m). Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations are used to

theoretically understand the fouling mechanisms. The measured composition of a selected area of the

deposit on the evaporator wall (see figure 10, left) is given in table 2.

Figure 10 Left: Deposition layer on boiler membrane wall at about 450 °C, an elemental

composition of the boxed area is made using SEM (see table 2) and compared with

the equilibrium composition calculated with FactSage

Right: discrete fly ash particles (turquoise), quartz particles (red), (Ca,Mg)phosphate

particle (grey); Si-enrichment is given in yellow, Al-enrichment occurs at the same

places.

Table 2 Elemental composition of selected area of deposition layer (see figure 10)

Element

average

conc (%) Element

average

conc (%)

Al 2.60 Mn 0.09

Ba 0.05 Na 0.31

C 4.41 O 43.65

Ca 1.07 P 0.26

Cl 0.24 Pb 0.25

Cr 0.06 S 15.24

Cu 0.18 Si 5.01

Fe 1.02 Ti 0.29

K 27.11 Zn 0.26

Mg 0.17

It was found with KEMPhase (see figure 3) that potassium sulphate is the major part of the deposition

layer. This also holds for the boxed area (see table 2). It can also be seen that discrete fly ash



particles were captured in the deposition layer, see figure 10, right. A Si-enrichment is also seen, Al-

enrichment occurs at merely the same places. This means that fly ash was captured in molten

potassium sulphate layers.

The part of the membrane wall was cut out between the lower burner layers at a height of about 17

meters. Thermodynamic analysis shows an average boiler temperature of 1000 °C at this height. The

temperature in the centre of the boiler will be higher but near the walls it will be lower, down to about

450 °C. Temperatures around the boiler side of the wall are estimated as 900 – 450 °C.

Figure 11 Average boiler temperature at certain height in the boiler, thermodynamic analysis

(different percentages of co-firing are shown).

The formed solid phase composition is said to ‘freeze’ at 900 °C. This means that the mineralogical

composition of the bulk of the fly ash does not change. The equilibrium calculations were performed as

follows. The calculated gas phase was separated from the “frozen” condensed phases at 900 °C and

its equilibrium composition was calculated for temperatures below 900 °C, see figure 12.

It can be seen in figure 12 that potassium sulphate is the solid phase most present. The secondary

fuel contains more potassium, about 2.5 times the mass fraction of potassium in coal. Since in the

calculations the gas phase was separated at 900 °C, the measured composition of the deposition

layer could not be reproduced precisely with calculations. The reason is that in reality fly ash particles

are captured in the molten deposit and alter the composition of the deposit. In calculations, the fly ash

(condensed phase at 900 °C) is not included in the separated gas phase and shall thus not appear in

the condensed phase at 450 °C. The capturing of fly ash particles is a mechanism determined by flow

phenomena rather than by chemical phenomena.

The fact that potassium sulphate is attached to the wall and that fly ash particles are captured, means

that the potassium sulphate must have been sticky and thus partly molten. This is not reproduced by

the equilibrium calculations which only show gaseous and solid potassium sulphate.
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The calculations show a molten salt between 500 and 700 °C, consisting from K2SO4 and Na2SO4,

which form a eutectic. As the analysis of the molten layer shows no sodium, the eutectic is not present

in the deposition layer.

Figure 12 Equilibrium composition of flue gasses and condensed phases from the flue gasses; 10 %

(m/m) co-firing of secondary fuels.

Since in the calculations the gas phase was separated at 900 °C, the measured composition of the

deposition layer could not totally be reproduced with calculations. The reason is that in reality fly ash

particles are captured in the molten deposit and alter the composition of the deposit. In calculations,

the fly ash (condensed phase at 900 °C) is not included in the separated gas phase and shall thus not

appear in the condensed phase at 450 °C. The capturing of fly ash particles is a mechanism

determined by flow phenomena rather than by chemical phenomena.

The distribution of Si and Al (see figure 10) over the deposition layer is not homogeneous and cannot

be explained by equilibrium calculations. Also it cannot always be shown whether certain layers within

the deposit layer (e.g. sulphur enrichment) are a consequence of history (operation, co-fired fuels) or

diffusion phenomena. It was expected that in the burner region, considering the average temperature

of 1000 °C at which molten slag occurs, also slagging would occur.

CONCLUSIONS

Considerable wall thickness reduction was detected with the KEMCOP, a simple and effective

corrosion probe. After verifying the wall thickness reduction with ultrasonic sound measurements, a

piece of the membrane wall located around the lower burner layer was cut out and investigated with

KEMPHASE. The latter is a tool developed by KEMA. The elemental concentrations are determined

with XRF and can be plotted on the background of a SEM image. KEMPHASE determines the

concentrations on the whole image by compensating for the influence of all other elements. Certain

compounds (potassium sulphate, fly ash, etc.) can be distinguished by the ratios of elemental



concentrations. Some discrete particles such as a particle enriched with Ca and P, could be related to

co-firing of specific secondary fuels, in this case bone meal.

Only chloride and no sulphate was found at the metal / oxide interface. It can thus be concluded that

chloride (present in higher concentrations in some secondary fuels like bone meal, wood pellets and

cacao meal) is responsible for increased material degradation by intergranular attack of the boiler wall

material.

Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations are used to theoretically understand the fouling mechanisms.

Lab scale tests were performed for high temperatures. The predicted (calculated) elemental

composition of the condensed phases at 1000 and 1300 °C are similar to the elemental composition of

the deposit gathered with probes. This holds for firing of coal and partly for co-firing of biomass. E.g.,

with co-firing of chicken litter, the measured amounts of Ca and P are much higher than with coal firing

but not as high as predicted with equilibrium calculations. Probably not all Ca in the fuel is free lime

and thus not totally available for reaction and able to form calcium phosphate.

The boiler part that was cut out in the region of the lower burner layer has a wall temperature during

operation of approximately 400 – 500 °C. According to thermodynamic analysis, the average gas

temperature in the boiler is 1000 °C (higher in the centre and lower near the walls). The equilibrium at

900 °C was calculated and subsequently the calculated gas phase was separated. The equilibrium

during cooling of the gas phase was calculated showing mainly solid potassium sulphate at 400 – 500

°C which complies with the measurements. The capturing of fly ash particles is a mechanism

determined by flow phenomena rather than by chemical phenomena and could not be reproduced with

these calculations.
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An issue associated with CO2 capture and sequestration from fossil fuel power plants
involves the added costs associated with the plant design and configuration required to
capture most of the carbon from the plant as CO2. In a carbon-constrained world, future
plant designs may have to include additional equipment for CO2 capture. Between these
two design approaches, builders of new plants have the option of designing the plants in
anticipation of a carbon capture retrofit at some future date. These are defined as the CO2

Capture-Ready plants. This paper discusses the results of a systems analysis to assess the
impacts (performance, costs, investment risk) of constructing new PC and IGCC power
plants in a “CO2 Capture-Ready” mode. The approach to meeting the study goals
consisted of preparing conceptual designs and cost estimates for a series of coal-fired
plants which includes baseline PC and IGCC plants without CO2 capture capabilities and
baseline plants without CO2 capture capabilities but with pre-investment for ease of
future retrofit to CO2 capture. These were followed with both the baseline plants and the
capture-ready plants retrofitted for CO2 capture. Comparisons were derived between the
baseline and retrofit plants to assess the cost of electricity and the cost of CO2 avoided.
Rather than analyze the plant economics on a constant dollar basis, a discounted cash
flow economic analysis was utilized to determine the true present worth of each case.
Optimal years in which retrofit of each plant configuration could occur is discussed.
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Study ObjectiveStudy Objective

• Develop an empirically-based method to estimate 
future costs of power plants with CO2 capture,   
suitable for use in large-scale energy modeling, 
R&D planning, and other related efforts
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Two Approaches to Estimating Two Approaches to Estimating 
Future Technology CostsFuture Technology Costs

• Method 1:  Engineering-Economic Modeling
A “bottom up” approach based on engineering process 
models, informed by expert elicitations regarding 
potential improvements in key process parameters

• Method 2:  Use of Historical Experience Curves
A “top down” approach based on use of mathematical 
“learning curves” or “experience curves” reflecting 
historical trends for analogous technologies or systems  

This study employs the latter method

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Study ApproachStudy Approach

• Quantify historical learning rates of energy and 
environmental technologies relevant to power 
plants with CO2 capture

• Apply these results to leading plant design 
options to estimate learning rates and future 
plant costs

Note: This study does not include the costs of                
CO2 transport and storage technologies
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• Detailed report 
available from 
International 
Energy Agency 
Greenhouse Gas 
Programme 
(IEA GHG)

Retrospective Case StudiesRetrospective Case Studies

E.S. Rubin, Carnegie Mellon
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Case Study TechnologiesCase Study Technologies

• Flue gas desulfurization systems (FGD)

• Selective catalytic reduction systems (SCR)

• Gas turbine combined cycle system (GTCC)

• Pulverized coal-fired boilers (PC)

• Liquefied natural gas plants (LNG)

• Oxygen production plants (ASU)

• Hydrogen production plants (SMR)

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Learning Curve Formulation Learning Curve Formulation 

where,
yi = time or cost to produce ith unit
xi = cumulative production thru period i
b = learning rate exponent
a = coefficient (constant)

General equation:

Percent cost reduction for a doubling of cumulative 
output is called the “learning rate” (LR) = (1 – 2 –b)

yi = axi 
–b
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FGD System Capital CostsFGD System Capital Costs

(Based on 90% SO(Based on 90% SO22 removal, 500 MW plant, 3.5%S coal)removal, 500 MW plant, 3.5%S coal)
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SCR System Capital CostsSCR System Capital Costs

(Based on 80% NO(Based on 80% NOxx removal, 500 MW plant, medium S coal)removal, 500 MW plant, medium S coal)
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EarlyEarly Trend of FGD Capital CostTrend of FGD Capital Cost
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Early Trend of SCR Cost EstimatesEarly Trend of SCR Cost Estimates
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GTCC Capital CostsGTCC Capital Costs
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LNG Plant Capital CostsLNG Plant Capital Costs
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PC Boiler Capital CostsPC Boiler Capital Costs
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Oxygen Plant Capital CostOxygen Plant Capital Cost
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Case Study Learning RatesCase Study Learning Rates

0.270.27Hydrogen production (SMR)

0.050.10Oxygen production (ASU)

0.120.14LNG production

0.180.05Pulverized coal (PC) boilers

0.060.10Gas turbine combined cycle (GTCC)

0.130.12Selective catalytic reduction (SCR)

0.220.11Flue gas desulfurization (FGD)

O&M 
Cost

Capital   
Cost

“Best Estimate”
Learning Rates

Technology

Results are within ranges reported for other energy-related technologies

Application to Power Plants Application to Power Plants 
with COwith CO22 CaptureCapture

E.S. Rubin, Carnegie Mellon
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Power Plants with COPower Plants with CO22 CaptureCapture

• PC plant with post-combustion capture (amine 
system)

• PC plant with oxyfuel combustion

• NGCC plant with post-combustion capture
(amine system)

• IGCC coal plant with pre-combustion capture
(WGS + Selexol)

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Baseline Plant Designs Baseline Plant Designs (1)(1)
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Baseline Plant Designs Baseline Plant Designs (2)(2)
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Step 1Step 1: Disaggregate each plant : Disaggregate each plant 
into major subinto major sub--sections sections 

For example:

• IGCC Plant Components
Air separation unit
Gasifier area
Sulfur removal/recovery system
CO2 capture system (WGS+Selexol)
CO2 compression
GTCC (power block)
Fuel cost
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Step 2Step 2: Estimate current plant costs and : Estimate current plant costs and 
contribution of each subcontribution of each sub--section section 

19 %54%--Fuel cost**
25 %9 %34 %GTCC (power block)
2 %2 %2%CO2 compression

11 %7 %13 %CO2 capture system*
5 %3 %6 %Sulfur removal/recovery

24 %17 %27 %Gasifier area
14 %8 %18 %Air separation unit

62.6 $/MWh21.3 $/MWh1,831 $/kWIGCC Plant w/ Capture

Cost of
Electricity*

Annual O&M 
Cost*

Capital 
Cost Plant Type & Technology

Levelized costs in constant $2002 Levelized costs in constant $2002 

*Excludes costs of CO2 transport and storage    **Based on Pittsburgh #8 coal @ $1.0/GJ

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Baseline costs obtained from IECMBaseline costs obtained from IECM

• A computer model developed 
for DOE/NETL, benchmarked 
on recent engineering studies

• Provides preliminary design 
estimates of performance, 
emissions and cost for:

PC, NGCC and IGCC plants
Conventional AP controls
CCS options (pre- and post-
combustion, oxyfuel comb.)

• Free Web Download :
www. iecm-online.com
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Step 3Step 3: Select learning rate analogues : Select learning rate analogues 
for each plant componentfor each plant component

XGTCC (power block)
CO2 compression

XXCO2 capture system

XXSulfur removal/recovery
XGasifier area

XAir separation unit
IGCC Plant

O2
prod

LNG 
prod

PC 
boilerGTCCSCRFGDPlant Type & 

Technology

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Step 4Step 4: Estimate current capacity : Estimate current capacity 
of major plant componentsof major plant components

240,000GTCC (power block)

10,000CO2 compression

10,000CO2 capture system

50,000Sulfur removal/recovery

10,000Gasifier area

50,000Air separation units

IGCC Plant Components

Current 
MWnet

Equiv.
Plant Type &Technology
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Step 5Step 5: Set projection period : Set projection period 
and start of learningand start of learning

nth Plant1st Plant

100,00010,000500Oxyfuel Plant
100,0007,000490IGCC Plant
100,0005,000500PC Plant
100,0003,000432NGCC Plant

Learning 
Projected 

to:
Learning Begins at:Plant Type

Cumulative CCS Capacity (MW)

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Step 6Step 6: Sensitivity Analysis: Sensitivity Analysis

• Learning starts at either first or nth plant
• Range of component learning rates
• Projection to 50 GW of worldwide capacity 
• Lower estimates of current component capacity
• Effect of additional non-CCS experience 
• Higher fuel prices for coal and natural gas 
• Lower financing costs + higher plant utilization 
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Detailed Detailed 
results are results are 
available available 

in the in the 
IEAGHG IEAGHG 

reportreport

Learning 
Rate

Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change Learning 

Rate
Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change

Nominal Base Case Assumptions 0.022 916 817 10.8% 0.033 59.1 49.9 15.5%
Learning Starts with First Plant 0.014 916 811 11.5% 0.028 59.1 47.0 20.4%
Learning up to 50 GW 0.018 916 849 7.3% 0.031 59.1 52.0 12.0%
Current Capture Capacity = 0 GW 0.029 916 786 14.2% 0.037 59.1 48.8 17.4%
Non-CSS Exp. Multipliers = 2.0 0.030 916 783 14.4% 0.036 59.1 49.0 17.1%
Natural Gas Price = $6.0/GJ 0.022 925 826 10.7% 0.033 76.1 64.2 15.7%
FCF = 11%, CF = 85% 0.022 918 820 10.7% 0.034 51.6 43.3 16.1%

Learning 
Rate

Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change Learning 

Rate
Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change

Nominal Base Case Assumptions 0.021 1,962 1,783 9.1% 0.035 73.4 62.8 14.4%
Learning Starts with First Plant 0.013 1,962 1,764 10.1% 0.024 73.4 60.8 17.2%
Learning up to 50 GW 0.018 1,962 1,846 5.9% 0.031 73.4 66.0 10.1%
Current Capture Capacity = 0 GW 0.026 1,962 1,744 11.1% 0.042 73.4 60.9 17.1%
Non-CSS Exp. Multipliers = 2.0 0.029 1,962 1,723 12.2% 0.068 73.4 60.4 17.8%
Coal Price = $1.5/GJ 0.021 1,965 1,786 9.1% 0.035 79.6 68.2 14.3%
FCF = 11%, CF = 85% 0.021 1,963 1,785 9.1% 0.039 57.2 48.2 15.7%

Learning 
Rate

Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change Learning 

Rate
Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change

Nominal Base Case Assumptions 0.050 1,831 1,505 17.8% 0.049 62.6 51.5 17.7%
Learning Starts with First Plant 0.029 1,831 1,448 20.9% 0.032 62.6 48.6 22.4%
Learning  up to 50 GW 0.044 1,831 1,610 12.1% 0.045 62.6 54.9 12.2%
Current Gasifier Capacity = 1 GW 0.057 1,831 1,460 20.3% 0.055 62.6 50.2 19.7%
Above + H2-GTCC = 0 GW 0.088 1,831 1,285 29.8% 0.078 62.6 45.9 26.6%
Non-CSS Exp. Multipliers = 2.0 0.062 1,831 1,432 21.8% 0.054 62.6 49.5 20.8%
Coal Price = $1.5/GJ 0.050 1,834 1,507 17.8% 0.048 68.4 56.6 17.3%
FCF = 11%, CF = 85% 0.048 1,832 1,516 17.2% 0.047 47.2 39.2 16.9%

Learning 
Rate

Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change Learning 

Rate
Initial 
Value

Final 
Value % Change

Nominal Base Case Assumptions 0.028 2,417 2,201 9.0% 0.030 78.8 71.2 9.6%
Learning Starts with First Plant 0.013 2,417 2,160 10.7% 0.017 78.8 68.6 12.9%
Learning  up to 50 GW 0.023 2,417 2,291 5.2% 0.025 78.8 74.3 5.8%
Current Boiler Capacity = 0 0.054 2,417 2,008 16.9% 0.056 78.8 65.1 17.5%
Non-CSS Exp. Multipliers = 2.0 0.038 2,417 2,122 12.2% 0.044 78.8 68.8 12.7%
Coal Price = $1.5/GJ 0.028 2,421 2,204 9.0% 0.030 84.7 76.4 9.8%
FCF = 11%, CF = 85% 0.028 2,418 2,202 9.0% 0.031 58.8 53.0 9.9%

COE ($/MWh)

COE ($/MWh)

COE ($/MWh)

COE ($/MWh)
NGCC Sensitivity Case

Capital Cost ($/kW)

PC Sensitivity Case
Capital Cost ($/kW)

IGCC Sensitivity Case
Capital Cost ($/kW)

Oxyfuel Sensitivity Case
Capital Cost ($/kW)

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

Results for IGCC Capital Cost  Results for IGCC Capital Cost  
(Assume learning begins at first capture plant)(Assume learning begins at first capture plant)

10

100
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CCS Cumulative Capacity (MWnet)
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)  

Total
  Air separation unit
  Gasifier area
  Sulfur removal/recovery
  CO2 capture (WGS/selexol)
  CO2 compression
  GTCC (power block)

Based on nominal case study assumptions
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Summary of Learning Rate ResultsSummary of Learning Rate Results
(Based on 100 GW of cumulative CCS capacity)(Based on 100 GW of cumulative CCS capacity)
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Summary of COE ResultsSummary of COE Results
(Based on 100 GW of cumulative CCS capacity)(Based on 100 GW of cumulative CCS capacity)
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Percentage Reduction in Percentage Reduction in 
Overall Cost of COOverall Cost of CO22 CaptureCapture

Capture cost is the difference between plants with and without 
capture at any point in time.  This cost falls more rapidly than

the total cost of plants with capture.

1313Oxyfuel comb
2015IGCC, pre-comb
2615PC, post-comb
4020NGCC, post-comb

Cost of CaptureCapital CostTechnology

(Based on 100 GW of cumulative CCS capacity)(Based on 100 GW of cumulative CCS capacity)

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon

ConclusionsConclusions

• Future reductions in the cost of power plants with 
CO2 capture will require not only sustained R&D, 
but also full-scale deployment to foster learning-by-
doing

• Results suggests that IGCC plants with CO2 capture 
have a potential for larger cost reductions compared 
to combustion-based plants with capture

• The timing and magnitude of future cost reductions 
are uncertain;  policy drivers will play a key role
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CaveatsCaveats

• There are many!

• Please see full report for details.

A spreadsheet model accompanies the report to 
facilitate analyses with other input assumptions

Rubin & Berkenpas, Carnegie Mellon
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CLEAN FEED FOR CLEANER ENERGY PRODUCTION

Latif Khan and William R. Roy
Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS)1

Abstract
Coal preparation plants produce fine-grained material during the course of processing
coal. One of the problems in cleaning Illinois coal has been that fine particles  such as
pyrite and clay  are difficult to separate and remove from the coal. Impounding of this
fine-grained coal-bearing material as a waste is a common practice. Failure to recover
coal from fines that are routinely discharged into surface impoundments not only
represents a loss of potential revenue, but also may create environmental concerns. The
method commonly used at present to remove pyrite and other minerals from fine coal on
an industrial scale is froth flotation in subaeration cells and/or in columns. Both flotation
processes are costly and are limited in their quality of product and/or throughput.
Effective cleaning of fine-grained Illinois coals could produce a product that contains
significantly less ash-forming mineral matter and greater heat content. ISGS researchers
have developed an inclined washer device that, when attached to a subaeration cell, made
the cell outperform a packed column using the same feed material. This retrofittable
device represents an innovative improvement of existing systems. This paper describes
the theoretical and empirical approaches undertaken to help flotation cells produce a
cleaner (less sulfur and ash content) product at a more rapid rate than that achieved by
conventional froth flotation. The research and development activities reported here were
supported in part with funding from the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity through the Office of Coal Development and the Illinois Clean Coal
Institute.

Background

Unlike many other minerals and metals, coal generally is cleaned using a combination of
processes. At present, less expensive processes which utilize differences in the physical
characteristics of the feed components, such as specific gravity, are used first to remove
coarse impurities. Depending on their proportion, characteristics and market potential, the
finer fraction (-28 mesh, <589µm) produced during mining and preparation is either
discarded or cleaned by processes which utilize differences in the specific gravity or
surface properties of the feed constituents, predominantly cyclones, spirals and froth
flotation. During the past two decades, coal cleaning methods have been improved and
new methods introduced to provide utilities with cleaner coal (less sulfur and ash content)
at competitive prices. The methods most commonly used or being developed at present to
remove fine-grained impurities from feeds are froth flotation with subaeration cells
and/or flotation columns.

Subaeration Cells

1 Publication authorized by the Chief, Illinois State Geological Survey



Subaeration cells have been used for froth flotation for decades. The throughput of these
cells is quite large, but their product may still contain large amounts of fine-grained
minerals. Contamination of the product is caused by fine rejects carried in the froth either
in entrapped or suspended form, and by the reject particles which are coated by a film or
slime of product. Gangs of cells in succession, each recleaning the product of the
preceding cell may be used to provide more complete separation of the product from the
rejects. Besides adversely affecting the selectivity of the process, the fine wastes trapped
in the product also carry away flotation reagents.

In fine-size ranges, the separation of fine particles in subaeration cells and flotation
columns is adversely affected by: 1) non-selective adhesion of reject particles to the air
bubbles of the froth; 2) by entrapment of reject mineral matter between the bubbles in the
froth; and 3) by mechanical carryover of the particle suspended in slurry. The unselective
adhesion of mineral matter to the air bubbles can take place in both subaeration cells and
advanced columns. Unlike coarser particles, the detaching forces working on the
unselectively attached fine particles are small, and thus they are not easily mechanically
dislodged once they get "hooked" on the bubbles. One way to dislodge these
unselectively attached particles is to wash the froth with enough water so that hydrophilic
particles are transferred back to the aqueous phase. In subaeration cells, considerable
amounts of reject mineral matter suspended in the slurry are picked up by the froth and
carried along with the product out of the flotation cell. Drainage through the shallow
froth that is constantly exposed to the turbulent pulp phase, is not adequate to remove the
contaminants, which results in a poor quality product.

Flotation Columns

Several different versions of flotation columns have been developed to generate a cleaner
product and minimize contamination. Their efficacy in separating wastes from product is
enhanced over subaeration cells because the separation takes place in a quiescent
environment, and adhering fine waste mineral matter is dislodged from the froth by
washing. Because they lack a mechanical device to break the air into small bubbles, as is
the case in subaeration cells, columns require larger concentrations of reagents to help
reduce the surface tension and generate an adequate amount of fine-bubble froth. The
frequency of collision between the particles and air bubbles is less in columns than it is in
mechanically stirred subaeration cells and the counter-current flow of descending
particles meeting rising froth bubbles does not impart enough inertia to overcome the
streaming resistance and to make a successful contact between particles and froth. As a
result of this, columns produce a cleaner product because of better drainage and less
mechanical carry-over of suspended material, but the throughput of a column is much
less than that of a subaeration cell and gangs of columns typically are needed to deal with
the quantity of fine material that must be processed. Also, washing of the froth still may
not completely remove all of the finest, unselectively attached and other physically
entrapped reject particles from the product-bearing froth flowing out of the column.



The Inclined Washer

In about 1991, the first author hypothesized that if the froth coming out of a subaeration
cell could somehow be better drained and washed, mechanical carry over of impurities
should be reduced. To explore this idea, the top of a 1-liter Denver cell was closed, and a
circular tube fitted with spray heads was attached to this raiser at a shallow angle. The
inclined tube was called “the washer.” To deflect the froth into the raiser and to minimize
dead space in the flotation cell, a triangular wooden block was inserted in the top front
portion of the cell. The edge of the block facing the froth was curved to decrease the
volume occupied by the crowder. These wooden crowders, which had a tendency to swell
and damage the cell, were replaced by plastic crowders

The air introduced into the flotation device to produce froth escaped through the single
opening at the top of the washer, and this transported the coal-bearing froth up the
inclined tube. During this climb, the froth drained and the mechanically entrapped
particles were removed during the prolonged drainage. The froth was then washed with
water in the inclined portion. During the washing, both the unselectively attached
impurities and those that were trapped between the air bubbles were flushed out. To make
sure that the flushed particles did not become trapped in the lower layers of the froth as
they were transported, it was better to limit the vertical height of the froth that was being
washed. In the inclined washer, the washed-out minerals were carried a short vertical
distance to a separate stream along the lower part of the washer where they could not
become entrapped in the froth again to allow better drainage and washing of the froth.
Because of its inclination angle, the distance the froth had to traverse before being
removed could be longer at a given vertical froth depth in the inclined washer than a
column of the same length. Thus, better drainage was obtained in the inclined washer
with a thinner froth column. In the inclined washer, the risk of squeezing the air bubbles
in the lower layers of the froth under the weight of the top layers and the tendency to
over-mineralize and subsequently rupture bubbles was decreased. To make sure that the
detached particles did not pass through a large column of coal-bearing froth and become
trapped again, the shape of the inclined washer was changed from a circular to a
rectangular opening.

Whereas the cylindrical riser and crowder worked well on a small-scale flotation cell,
building a proportionately larger cylindrical washer would have defeated the purpose of
the washer (Figure 1). It was also determined that a vertical riser to drain the froth prior
to washing was not required, and that draining and washing of the froth both could occur
in the inclined washer itself. To minimize the froth thickness in the washer while
increasing output, rather than increasing the diameter of the single washer tube we first
decided to use several smaller washing tubes arranged next to each other (Figure 2).
However, we quickly recognized that the total wall surface of multiple washer tubes in
contact with the froth and the resulting resistance to movement of the froth would have
been very high. To keep the froth height small while providing for movement of a larger
volume of froth, we used a rectangular chute instead of a multitude of smaller tubes
(Figure 3). A corrugated bottom in the chute helped to keep the return flow of waste-
contaminated fluid separated from the product-bearing cleaned froth. This basic



rectangular chute design of the washer has been used not only on table top flotation cells
but also in larger versions, including a full-scale test at a coal preparation plant in Illinois.

Advanced Flotation Release Analysis

Advanced Flotation Release Analysis (AFRA) is a relatively aggressive laboratory
procedure designed to determine the maximum separation of hydrophobic particles (coal)
from hydrophilic mineral matter that is possible using a froth-flotation device. The
procedure is conducted in two steps. In the first step, the floated coal slurry is repeatedly
re-floated using a standard laboratory-scale Denver cell (Mohanty et al., 1998a). In the
second phase, the final product from the Denver cell is then segregated into fractions of
decreasing hydrophobicity using a laboratory scale flotation column (Mohanty et al.,
1998b). The AFRA results for the Pittsburgh No. 8 coal sample were used as the basis
for assessing the performance of the ISGS washer by comparing the AFRA-predicted
results with the experimental results.

Results

Froth flotation columns and subaeration cells retrofitted with the inclined washer
produced better grades and recoveries than the most advanced systems available–in some
cases even better grades and recoveries than those predicted by the advanced flotation
washability curve (Figures 4-7). The results shown in these figures indicate that under
certain conditions a subaeration cell equipped with the ISGS froth washer can produce a
much cleaner product than that predicted by advanced flotation release analysis. This is
especially the case with sulfur rejection (Figure 7).

The inclined washer can allow a single flotation cell produce a product that is better than
that produced by a flotation column at the throughput rates of common subaeration cells.
In other words this simple device makes major improvements on the old system of
subaeration cell batteries in which the froth or tails had to be recleaned to generate a
product of the desired quality. Equipped with the ISGS froth washer, each subaeration
cell may be able to produce the final product in a single run, leading to a substantially
increased capacity for the plant, or a decrease in the number of cells required to process a
given stream of material

There are several reasons that the inclined washer can operate so effectively: the inclined
washer provides multi-stage washing along the length of the tube by spraying clean wash
water at each stage. Because of the small froth depth in the washing chute, lower levels of
the froth do not become crushed and contaminants need only travel a short distance
through the froth to a stream at the bottom of the chute to return to the pulp; the ISGS
washer is especially effective for rejecting fine clay and pyrite particles that have very
slow settling velocities. To produce cleaner coal with the inclined froth washer installed
on a flotation column, the amount of wash water can be increased to levels that would
flood a normal column without causing any difficulty in the operation of the column. To
provide cleaner coal with a flotation column, the turbulence of washing can be increased
by spraying water onto the froth in amounts that would destroy the froth in a vertical



washer on a column; because of the wet, flowing condition, the froth in the inclined
washer just becomes more fluid and cleaner under these conditions.

The inclined washer can be operated successfully to produce a well-drained dry froth or a
very wet, water-laden froth depending on the needs of the system and the capacity of the
filtration system. In either case, the coal produced can be cleaner than that produced by
advanced columns or subaeration cells

Economic Benefits

The ISGS inclined froth washer device has the potential to eliminate the need for
multistage cleaning in mineral preparation plants and thereby economically enlarge the
capacity of existing plants at relatively low capital costs. It could also reduce the cost of
fines processing in coal preparation plants. Successful deployment of the inclined washer
can decrease both the capital and operating costs of froth flotation because the washer is
specifically designed to increase the throughput of a flotation cell. In a fine coal recovery
plant, where no grinding is required, the flotation circuit is the largest expense, generally
more than one half of the total. The inclined washer can increase the throughput of a
given flotation machine and consequently decrease capital costs. Several operating
expenses should be expected to decrease as well, but we do not have much information to
estimate these expenses currently. We do know that a subaeration cell equipped with the
inclined washer required considerably less reagent than the packed column
(approximately one half the frother). So far, it appears that reagent consumption will be
approximately the same as a standard subaeration cell. However, when run under
saturated conditions where collapsing of bubbles are no longer a problem, we anticipate
that the reagent requirement will decrease. When cleaner coal (and consequently a more
concentrated tail) is produced, both the operating and capital costs will decease. The
volume of tails will decrease, leading to decreased cost of disposal, and more coal will be
recovered, leading to increased profit from the operation.

Through installation of the inclined froth washer, the cost of recovering coal from fines
can be decreased at a time when coal processing plants handle increasingly larger
quantities of fine grained materials generated either during mining, transportation or
processing. Notable quantities of fine coal are lost during processing because of the lack
of equipment which can effectively and economically process these fines. The losses are
further aggravated by the presence of clayey minerals which render effective cleaning of
the coal impractical. Consequently millions of tons of coal are rejected into tailings ponds
annually. The rejection of such large quantities of fines causes environmental, aesthetic
and economic problems.
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the scale-up
by increasing the diameter of a hypothetical cylindrical washer

Figure 2. Diagram showing scale-up
by increasing the number of two-inch diameter tubes.



Figure 3. Diagram showing scale-up by using a rectangular tube
with a corrugated bottom to carry the liquids back to the pulp section.
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Figure 4. Comparison of sulfur rejection capability of a Microcel column with ISGS froth
washer attachment to column with conventional washer and advanced flotation release

analysis in treating –48 mesh Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coal refuse.
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Figure 5. Comparison of sulfur rejection capability of a conventional column with and
without the ISGS froth washer in treating -325 mesh Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coal refuse.
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Figure 6. Combustible recovery vs. ash content of the product produced from slurry (5%
solids) of IL fine coal (8% ash) in AFR analysis and 1.3-ft3 subaeration cell fitted with

the ISGS washer (Big Cell).
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Abstract 
Since 1998, The Pennsylvania State University has been successfully managing the 

Consortium for Premium Carbon Products for Coal (CPCPC), which is a vehicle for industry-
driven research on the promotion, development, and transfer of innovative technology on 
premium carbon products from coal to United States industry. The U.S. Department of Energy’s 
National Energy Technology Laboratory provides the base funding for CPCPC, while The 
Pennsylvania State University and West Virginia University share charter membership and 
collaborate with numerous affiliate members from industry and academia to form a dedicated 
and productive team, effectively carrying out innovative research and development of high-value 
carbon products derived from coal. Penn State is responsible for consortium management, with 
activities ranging from membership recruitment to proposal solicitation to awarding and 
monitoring subcontracts to members. Another key responsibility is providing a forum in which 
its industry-led council selects proposals submitted by members to ensure CPCPC target areas 
have strong industrial support. CPCPC and its members are fully committed to fulfilling the 
consortium mission and vision to promote the use of secure, domestic coal resources to produce 
environmentally sound, affordable carbon products that would reduce dependence on foreign 
imports. Since its inception, CPCPC continues to strive for the sustainable development of the 
U.S. carbon industry and the recognition of coal as a valuable resource for producing premium 
carbon products. This paper, examines, in-depth, the mission that drives CPCPC and summarizes 
the cutting-edge research and success stories that have resulted from its existence. 
 
Introduction 

The objective of the industry-driven Consortium for Premium Carbon Products from 
Coal (CPCPC) is to investigate alternative technologies for the non-fuel uses of coal. Research, 
development, demonstration and commercial application programs are conducted to investigate 
technologies for non-fuel uses of coal, including production of coke and other premium carbon 
products from coal, and production of coal-derived feedstocks that will be precursors of value-
added premium carbon products. The intent of this program is greater recovery of mined coal, 
the recovery of lost carbon materials from waste generated during coal processing, and the 
development of the technology for producing premium carbon products for the industrial market. 
The development of advanced technologies designed to improve the efficiency, economics, and 
environmental performance of coal-based feedstocks was performed, reduction of hazardous air 
pollutants were investigated, and work toward bringing high-value premium carbon products to 
the marketplace was pursued. The CPCPC has been funded over a period of nine years, with 88 
projects either completed or on-going to fulfill this objective. Total funding for these 88 projects, 
which has involved nearly 100 companies/universities, is over $10 million. 



 CPCPC is promoting the use of secure, domestic coal resources to produce 
environmentally-benign, high-value carbon products, such as carbon fibers, activated carbons, 
binder pitches, cokes for baked anodes and graphite, carbon foams, and carbon nanotubes. 
Although coal is the largest domestic fossil fuel hydrocarbon resource of the U.S., estimated to 
last over 200 years at the present consumption rate, most of the premium carbon products 
developed and manufactured in the U.S. derive mainly from petroleum, thus creating dependence 
on foreign imports to manufacture essential carbon products for the domestic market. To ensure 
sustainable development of the carbon product, the inherent potential of the great abundance of 
coal in the U.S. must be pursued to supply and introduce environmentally benign and affordable 
premium carbon products to the general public. The CPCPC has, since 1998, strived for the 
recognition of coal as a valuable resource for producing premium carbon products. Through its 
implementation, the industrial-driven consortium is committed to promote projects that use coal 
to ensure a sustainable development of the U.S. carbon industry. 
 
Consortium Structure 

The CPCPC is an initiative led by Penn State, West Virginia University (WVU), and the U.S. 
Department of Energy, National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), with Penn State responsible 
for consortium management. Each CPCPC member appoints a representative to an Advisory 
Committee, which serves as a steering committee for the consortium. The Executive Council is 
composed of one representative each from Penn State and WVU, together with seven elected 
industrial members who evaluate and select those research projects that will be of most benefit to the 
CPCPC membership. 

Projects are solicited from the CPCPC membership. Each member is eligible to submit 
projects and compete for financial support. Successful projects usually have general applicability to all 
members so that the entire membership will benefit. Research projects require a minimum 30% cost 
share. 

The organizational structure of the CPCPC underscores that the consortium is industry-
driven. Industry identifies, selects, and partially funds projects that it deems as having near-term 
potential for producing competitively priced premium carbon products from coal or coal-derived 
feedstocks. 

The scope of Penn State’s activities includes managing the process of attracting and 
maintaining consortium members, soliciting proposals, providing the forum for the CPCPC 
council in selecting proposals from members for technical work in the subject area, awarding and 
monitoring subcontracts to members to accomplish the selected technical work, and 
disseminating the results of the technical work via meetings of the consortium and a Web site. 
 
Members and Membership Benefits 
 Membership in CPCPC fluctuates each year and has varied from 30 to 60 members per 
year. Members include anthracite and bituminous coal producers, manufacturers of specialty 
carbon and graphite products, activated carbon producers, municipally-owned water treatment 
facilities, anthracite filter media producers, carbon fiber and composite producers, aluminum 
producers, carbon black and coal tar pitch producers, battery manufacturers, coal-fired electric 
utilities, humic acid producers, firms specializing in coal cleaning and plant construction, and 
academia. There are currently 28 members of CPCPC including: 
 
 



Industrial Participants Location 
Alcoa Primary Metals Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Asbury Graphite Mills, Inc. Asbury, New Jersey 
CII Carbon, LLC. Kingwood, Texas 
Carbon Sales Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
Carbone of America St. Marys, Pennsylvania 
Caterpillar, Inc. East Peoria, Illinois 
Comalco Aluminum Ltd. Thomastown, Australia 
Fisher Mining Co. Montoursville, Pennsylvania 
GrafTech International, Ltd. Parma, Ohio 
Graphite Metallizing Corp. Yonkers, New York 
Greater Cincinnati Water Works Cincinnati, Ohio 
HYCET, LLC. Apex, North Carolina 
Inorganic Specialists, Inc. Miamisburg, Ohio 
Jeddo Coal Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
Koppers Industries, Inc. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Morgan AM&T Pure Carbon St. Mary’s Pennsylvania 
Neenah Foundry Company Neenah, Wisconsin 
Premium Anthracite Wales Strand, London 
Premium Carbon Products, LLC Morgantown, West Virginia 
Preptech, Inc. Apollo, Pennsylvania 
Pure Carbon Company St. Mary’s, Pennsylvania 
Reading Anthracite Company Pottsville, Pennsylvania 
RJ Lee Group, Inc. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
West Materials, Inc. Warren, Ohio 
 
University Participants  
Pennsylvania State University University Park, Pennsylvania 
University of Florida Gainesville, Florida 
University of Kentucky Lexington, Kentucky 
West Virginia University Morgantown, West Virginia 

 
 
 
 The benefits of being a member include: 

• Members steer research into areas that are of strategic importance to the coal and 
carbon/graphite industries; 

• Members gain immediate access to low-cost technology transfer on projects 
valued at ≈ $1.5 million annually as well as the final reports for all projects 
conducted since CPCPC’s inception; 

• Coals, carbon products, and other materials that are used, produced, or sold by 
members can be used as part of CPCPC projects; and 

• CPCPC-sponsored events serve as an ideal networking opportunity. 
 



Funded Research 
 Since CPCPC’s inception, there have been 88 projects funded. These projects can be 
categorized into eight overall objectives: 

(1) To find alternative methods to alleviate the problems associated with the decline 
in metallurgical and petroleum coke production; 

(2) To determine new methods of utilizing fly ash from power plants; 
(3) To produce high-quality and low-cost products from anthracite;  
(4) To better understand and integrate the use of carbon fibers into new technologies;  
(5) To find additional uses for activated carbons; 
(6) To integrate the use of carbon foams into industry; 
(7) To better understand the characteristics of coal and specialty coal products such as 

nanofibers and turbostractic carbon; and 
(8) To increase environmental responsibility by reducing harmful waste products 

from coal-fired power plants. 
 

A full listing of all projects, the company that performed the funding, and the project 
principal investigator can be found at http://www.energy.psu.edu/cpcpc/. Currently, CPCPC is 
funding nine research projects with a total project value of nearly $1.0 million. These projects 
include: 

•  Removal of SO2 and NOx Over Coal-Petroleum Based Activated Carbons  -  The 
main objective of this research is to understand the properties (surface area, porous 
texture, pore volume) of activated carbons produced from different carbonization and 
activation methods using blends of decant oil and bituminous coal. An in-depth study 
is being conducted to correlate optical textures of cokes after carbonizing the blends 
using various activated carbon properties, investigate the effect of different 
carbonization and activation conditions on activated carbon production and 
properties, and correlate these properties with SO2 and NOx adsorption capacity.   

•  Investigation of Carbon Foams Produced from Pitch via Blowing Agents  -  It has 
been demonstrated that blowing agents can produce carbon foam from coal tar pitch, 
but important information is absent. Several objectives must be met before the 
technology is commercially viable. In this study, the following will be performed: 1) 
estimate the cost of one cubic foot of carbon foam produced with this technology; 2) 
determine requirements for implementing this technology on a large scale; 3) 
investigate potential applications of carbon foam; 4) research and model the rheology 
of coal tar pitch plasticized with blowing agents; 5) relate the system rheology to the 
cell morphology of the resultant carbon foam; 6) test mechanical and electrical 
properties of the carbon foam; and 7) model foam properties as a function of 
morphology and treatment temperatures. 

•  Coal Derived Carbon Foam as an Energy Attenuator  -  Energy attenuators 
function by absorbing kinetic energy, which transforms high acceleration impacts into 
lower acceleration impacts. They can be used to prevent head injuries during 
automobile accidents, improve survivability in airplane crashes, and protect delicate 
equipment during shipping. This research project hypothesizes that energy attenuating 
coal derived carbon foams weigh less, require less space, and cost less than current 
state-of-the-art energy attenuating materials. The main objective of this research is to 
develop low cost coal-derived energy attenuating carbon foams. 



•  Catalytic Extraction of Coal for the Development of Highly Oriented Cokes  -  
This research seeks to demonstrate that catalytic coal extraction can make feedstocks 
that can be processed into highly crystalline cokes. The objective of this work is to 
demonstrate that coal has the ability to fulfill the role in non-fuel uses, in that suitable 
coal-derived cokes can be used in graphite electrodes, materials supplying critical 
markets.   

•  Enhanced Pyrolysis of Coal Derivatives  -  This project seeks to produce high 
quality nanocarbon structures, such as acetylene black as well as carbon nanofibers 
using coal derivatives augmented with high pressure plasma.   

•  Needle Coke from Nitrogen Removed and Coal-Derived Feedstock  -  Needle 
coke is the most important raw material for making graphite electrodes, which are 
used in electric furnaces in industry for making steel from scrap metals. Currently, 
there are no coal-based needle coke producers in the United States. If treated 
properly, needle coke for coal-based feedstock could be superior to that of petroleum 
needle coke. In this study, a coal-based feedstock will be used for making needle 
coke, after removing the nitrogen from the feedstock. 

•  Premium Carbon Products from Coal: A Sulfur-Based Approach  -  The goal of 
the project is to develop new methods for producing marketable forms of carbon from 
coals using a sulfur dehydrogenation process. If successful, this research could allow 
for the development of a new, environmentally-cleaner process for coke and carbon 
production, expanding the number of coals that can be used to make these products 
and allowing the development of a carbon dioxide-free, carbon-neutral, source of 
hydrogen. 

•  Bituminous Coal for Cincinnati Water Treatment  -  Granular Activated Carbon 
(GAC) that is derived from coal effectively removes organic contaminants from 
drinking water in hundreds of municipalities in the United States. The focus of this 
research project is to devise a thermal reactivation protocol that allows reactivated 
carbon to remove organic compounds for longer durations, than can be achieved 
conventionally, by employing low-temperature steam preconditioning and curing, so 
as to create reactivated carbon that hosts more micropores, more mesopores, less 
chemisorbed oxygen, and less negative charge. 

•  Activated Carbons for CO2 Capture from Coal-Derived Pitch/ Polymer  -  The 
main objective of this investigation is to produce activated carbons from coal-derived 
pitch/ polymer blends that offer the potential for successful implementation as CO2 
adsorbents. These porous materials will offer a viable and economic route to meeting 
carbon dioxide emission limits, particularly for existing and aging coal-fired power 
generation plants 

 
Technology Transfer 
 Semiannual meetings are sponsored by the CPCPC, and are held in the spring and fall of 
each year, with a short tutorial typically taking place in the summer. Fall meetings are usually 
dedicated to project solicitation, while spring meetings are reserved for project reviews. 
Members are provided with a comprehensive final report at the conclusion of each project. 
 
 
 



Success Stories 
Several success stories have been funded so far including, but not limited to, low-cost 

carbon fibers from coal for lighter vehicles, large production of inexpensive activated carbon for 
water and air treatment, high-quality binder pitches and cokes from coal, production of 
nanocrystalline diamond from anthracite, development of a hydrogen storage and production 
technique using anthracite, use of high surface area carbon for ultracapacitors and other 
applications, and carbon foam production using coal tar binder pitch. Detailed discussions of 
these projects can be found at http://www.energy.psu.edu/cpcpc/ in the members-only site. In 
some cases, provisional patents have been filed. 
 
Closing Statements 
 CPCPC has strived, since 1998, for the recognition of coal as a valuable resource for 
producing premium carbon products. Coal is the largest domestic fossil hydrocarbon resource of 
the United States estimated to last over 200 years at the present usage rate. Yet, much of the 
premium carbon products developed and manufactured in the United States are derived from 
fossil hydrocarbon sources other than coal, mainly petroleum, creating dependence on foreign 
imports to manufacture essential carbon products for the domestic market. 
 The goal of CPCPC is to simulate the development, commercialization and promotion of 
the technologies necessary for producing value-added carbon products using coal and coal-
derived feedstocks. CPCPC is an industry-driven consortium whose members propose research 
initiatives in areas they identify as being strategically important to the coal and carbon industries. 
 Just as the CPCPC seeks to advance the carbon and coal industries through its research, 
the success of the consortium relies heavily upon the active involvement and leadership of its 
industrial participants. Currently, the CPCPC is comprised of ≈30 industrial and university 
members, among which are manufacturers of specialty carbon and graphite products, activated 
carbon producers, coal-fired electric utilities, coal producers and firms specializing in coal 
cleaning and plant construction. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Mesophase pitch is an important raw material for producing premium carbon 
products, such as high-modulus carbon fibers, high-conductivity graphite foams, binders 
and matrices for carbon-carbon composites, and meso-carbon microbeads.  In the U.S.A, 
manufacturers of mesophase pitch do so for their internal use only, usually from 
petroleum-based feedstocks.    Unfortunately, there currently is no domestic source of 
mesophase pitch generally available to industry or consumers, although Mitsubishi Gas 
Chemical Co. produces AR mesophase pitch from naphthalene in commercial quantities. 
Thus, there is motivation to seek alternative sources of quality feedstocks for mesophase 
pitch production. 

The goal of this DOE-funded Consortium for Premium Carbon Products from 
Coal project was to demonstrate process routes for producing mesophase pitch from coal-
derived distillates. GrafTech has an extensive background in the chemistry and processes 
involved in the production of mesophase pitch and the equipment necessary for 
processing distillate materials to pitch and mesophase.  The basic concept was to obtain a 
commercial coal tar distillate material, which is free of solids and highly aromatic, and to 
demonstrate its suitability as a precursor for mesophase pitch. A key first step was to 
transform the distillate thermally into a tar that would provide an acceptable yield of pitch 
after distillation. The thermal route was developed at Union Carbide for obtaining 
petroleum pitch-derived mesophase pitch for carbon fibers.(1)  Batch heat treatments 
under pressure were used to polymerize the polynuclear aromatic components of the 
distillate to potential mesophase-forming species. The goal was to obtain a tar with a high 
Modified Conradson Carbon (MCC) value while avoiding the formation of mesophase or 
coke. The presence of mesophase in the product thermal tar is undesirable because it 
could cause premature coking in commercial operations.  On the other hand, the highest 
feasible MCC coking value in the thermal tar ensures an acceptable yield of pitch after 
distillation. 

Another element of the project was to utilize solvent extraction concepts to 
produce the final mesophase pitch and to compare this approach to that of thermal 
treatment. The solvent extraction route was first reported by Riggs and Diefendorf (2) and 
was employed by ConocoPhillips to transform petroleum pitch to mesophase.(3)   The 
solvent extraction route requires preparation of a precursor pitch with a high 
concentration of high molecular weight species capable of forming mesophase. These 
components will transform to mesophase after they are separated from the lower 
molecular weight non-mesophase formers by extraction. The intricate phase behavior of 
the anisotropic and isotropic phases in a mesophase pitch and the interaction between 



high and low molecular weight components is highly complex and has recently been 
modeled by Hurt and co-workers.(4) 

For mesophase pitch production by either the thermal or extraction route, precise 
control of the production process is critical. First, the mesophase pitch yield should be 
high. Second, both the mesophase content and the mesophase viscosity need to be 
acceptable for further processing. For example, for petroleum-derived mesophase pitch 
for fiber spinning, it was shown that near 100% mesophase could be achieved at a 
softening point of less than 350 °C.(5)  In this way, fiber spinning could be carried out 
below reaction temperatures. A schematic representation for transforming coal tar 
distillate to mesophase pitch by both the thermal and extraction routes is shown in Figure 
1.  
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Figure 1: Schematic Representation of Mesophase Pitch Formation Using Thermal 

and Extraction Routes. 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Analytical Methods 
 
 Koppers Incorporated provided the coal tar distillate for this work. Additional 
details on the characterization of the distillate material and other experimental procedures 
have been reported elsewhere (6).   A standard coking value test, Modified Conradson 
Carbon (ASTM D-2416), was used to estimate the amount of very high boiling material 
present in the material before heat treatment.  Softening point temperature was 
determined using a Mettler apparatus and weight loss versus temperature was measured 
using thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA).  Samples were also evaluated by elemental 
analysis, density or specific gravity (ASTM D-71), and QI content (ASTM D-2318). The 



elemental analysis (C,H,N) was obtained using a LECO CHN instrument.  A LECO 
SC132 instrument was used to measure the sulfur content.  For the mesophase pitches, 
mesophase contents were estimated from polarized light photomicrographs on annealed 
samples or by hot-stage microscopy.(7)  Number average molecular weights for some tar 
and pitch samples were measured for pyridine solutions using vapor phase osmometry 
(VPO).  
 
Mesophase Pitch Development 
 

Pilot-scale pressure heat treatments were performed in an autoclave system with 
dimensions of 29.8 cm I.D. by 144.8 cm inside length.  The autoclave is capable of 1500 
psig pressure and up to 600 °C operating temperature.  The temperature can be computer 
controlled for a pre-determined ramping rate, final hold temperature, and hold time.  Gas 
pressure was maintained during a run with an automatic pressure control system.  The 
pressure heat treatments were carried out on material contained in a covered stainless 
steel vessel with a capacity of about 4 liters.  The vessel was partially filled with 
approximately 1550 g of coal tar distillate. 

The pressure heat-treated coal tar distillate (CTD) was converted to pitches with 
different softening points by vacuum distillation.  The distillation was performed in resin 
flasks using inert argon gas sparge.  Final temperatures were kept below 350 °C to 
minimize further reaction. In the initial distillations, 1000 g of tar was converted to 120-
130 °C SP pitch.  This product was then used as a precursor for higher SP pitches for use 
in solvent extraction.  The same gas sparging system was used to produce the higher SP 
pitches. 

Small-scaled solvent extractions with toluene were used to determine the 
conditions for obtaining mesophase from the vacuum-distilled pitches.  The toluene 
insolubles were examined by hot-stage microscopy and annealed at 350-400 °C for 
examination by polarized light microscopy.  Once these small-scale scoping studies were 
completed, larger-scale extractions were performed using 50 g of pitch in 1000 ml of 
toluene. Following extraction, the insolubles were heated under nitrogen with stirring to 
350-360 °C to remove residual solvent and to homogenize the mesophase pitch.  The 
thermal transformations of isotropic pitch to mesophase were carried out in a specially 
designed lab-scale reactor using ~200 g quantity of starting material. The reactions were 
performed at temperatures of 390-400 °C with nitrogen gas sparging using published 
procedures.(1)  
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
Characterization of Coal Tar Distillate 
 
 The TGA curve for the coal tar distillate is shown in Figure 2.  The extrapolated 
onset and endset temperatures were 312° and 419 °C, respectively.  Approximately 98% 
of the sample had volatilized by 450 °C.  This is consistent with the 1.2% MCC value 
measured for this material.   



 

 

Figure 2:  TGA of Coal Tar Distillate. 
 

 
Pilot-Scale Pressure Heat Treatment of Coal Tar Distillate 

 
Initially, laboratory trials were undertaken to guide in the selection of processing 

conditions for the larger pilot-scale studies (6).  After the laboratory trials, pilot-scale 
pressure heat treatments were then performed, nominally between 430°-435 °C for 5 
hours at 100 psig.  The exceptions are runs PHT-2, which was conducted at a 
significantly higher temperature, and PHT-6, which was for a longer residence time.  
These two samples were both found to contain mesophase and were not examined 
further.  The results are summarized in Table I.   
 

Table I 
Summary of Pilot-Scale Pressure Heat Treatment Runs PHT-1 to PHT-5 

 
Run No. 

 
Estimated Temp, 

°C 
Yield, 
Wt % 

MCC, 
Wt % 

Mesophase Content, 
Vol. % 

PHT-1 435 94.0 19.2 0 
PHT-2  441 84.5 24.5 1-5 
PHT-3 431 95.8 14.3 0 
PHT-4 434 92.7 20.4 0 
PHT-5 432 90.5 22.1 0 
PHT-6 435 (7 hr. hold) 90.5 23.4 1-5 
PHT-7 435 95.0 19.1 0 



 
Distillation of Tars to Isotropic Precursor Pitches 
 
 The tar obtained from the first pressure heat treatment (PHT-1) was initially 
distilled to a 128 °C SP pitch. This pitch was to be used as the precursor for higher SP 
pitches for scoping experiments for the solvent extraction route to mesophase. The 
objective was to establish the requirements for achieving an isotropic pitch that would 
provide an acceptable yield of mesophase using toluene as a solvent.  
 Properties of this 128 °C SP pitch (13-22) are presented in Table II along with 
those obtained for the precursor CTD.  As expected, the aromaticity and average 
molecular weight have increased considerably as a result of the pressure heat treatment 
and distillation processes.   
 

Table II 
Properties of  Coal Tar Distillate and Derived 128 °C SP Pitch 

 
Test  Coal Tar Distillate Pitch 13-22 

C, % 92.3 92.7 
H, % 5.44 4.59 
Atomic C/H Ratio 1.43 1.70 
N, % 1.03 1.13 
S, % 0.58 0.44 
MCC, % 1.2 61.4 
RT Density, g/cc 1.16 NM 
QI, % 0.0 NM 
TI, % NM 15.5 
Number Average Molecular 
Wt. (VPO) 

163 304 

 
 In a second distillation, the 128 °C SP pitch was used to prepare smaller quantities 
(~50 g) of higher SP pitches with softening points ranging up to 220 °C. The pitch yields 
and softening points for the various products are summarized in Table III. The pitch 
yields are based on the original coal tar distillate. 
 

Table III 
Pitches From Distillation of Pressure Treated CTD – PHT-1 

 
Pitch ID Number Overall Yield , Wt % SP , °C 

13-22 32.1 128.5 
13-38 26.1 164.9 
13-50 23.6 187.2 
13-52 22.8 194.0 
13-54 19.7 204.2 
13-81 17.9 220.6 

 
 



 The pitch softening points are directly related to the amount of distillate removed. 
This conclusion is apparent from Figure 3, where the pitch softening point is plotted 
versus yield. The filled squares represent the data from Table III. 
 

        Figure 3:  SP vs. Yield for Pitches from Distillation of PHT-1. 
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3 was also performed.  As seen in Table I, this material was less severely treated and had 
a lower MCC value than the tar from PHT-1. The tar PHT-3 was distilled to produce 
about 350 g of pitch with a softening point of 132 °C. The pitch yield was 26.1%. The red 
diamond-shaped symbol in Figure 3 represents the data point for this pitch and, as can be 
seen, it deviates from the plot of the pitches derived from the PHT-1 tar. The pitch yield 
is evidently related to the severity of the thermal treatment in conversion of CTD to tar.  
The 132 °C SP pitch was used as a precursor for the thermal mesophase pitch and also 
used for assessing the potential mesophase domain size. 
 
 
T
 

 from the distillation of the heat-treated coal tar distillate. The process involves 
heat treating at a high enough temperature to effect chemical polymerization while 
sparging with an inert gas to remove the low molecular weight species and reaction by-
products.(1) In a first  trial, the 132 °C SP pitch (distilled tar PHT-3) was used as the 
starting material and heat treated in a reaction vessel for 24 hours at 390 °C to produce a 
product with a softening point of 338 °C. The mesophase pitch yield was 53%, based on 
the precursor isotropic pitch. Shown in Figure 4a is a polarized light photomicrograph of 
the annealed mesophase pitch. The anisotropic mesophase is the continuous phase with 
small spherical isotropic regions uniformly distributed throughout the bulk coalesced 



mesophase. The mesophase content is estimated at about 75%. This appearance is typical 
for pitches suitable for fiber spinning in that the rheology is controlled by the continuous 
mesophase and the material does not undergo significant phase separation at spinning 
temperatures(5) .  In contrast, Figure 4b shows the appearance of a mesophase pitch with a 
lower mesophase content  (~50%) which exhibits phase separation and is unsuitable for 
production of carbon fibers. 
 
 

 
 

A second thermal mesophase pitch was prepared after combining tars from PHT-4 

 
 
 
 
 
and PHT-5 and distilling them to a 129 °C SP pitch.  In this case, the heat treatment was 
increased to 26 hours at 390 °C followed by 2 hours at 400  °C. About 180 g of 
mesophase pitch product was obtained in a yield of 53%. The mesophase pitch softening 
point was 343 °C. From examination of the mesophase pitch by polarized light 
microscopy, the mesophase content was estimated as 85%. A polarized light 
photomicrograph of the annealed mesophase pitch is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
 

igure 5: Thermal Mesophase Pitch, 343 °C, 85% Mesophase.  

 
Figure 4a: Thermal Mesophase Figure 4b: Segregated 2-Phase 
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This mesophase pitch appears to be an acceptable precursor for products such as 
high performance carbon fibers and carbon foam. In order to obtain more detailed 
information about the processability of the material, particularly for fiber spinning, its 
viscosity versus temperature was measured. Shown in Figure 6 is a plot of viscosity 
versus temperature for the thermal mesophase pitch. An activation energy plot of log 
viscosity versus 1/T(K) is presented in Figure 7.  An activation energy of 24.2 kcal/mole 
was calculated from this plot. 
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Figure 6:  Viscosity vs. Temperature for Thermal Mesophase Pitch. 
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Figure 7:  Viscosity vs. 1/T(K) for Thermal Mesophase Pitch. 
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moved in order to develop mesophase. Examination of the 
riginal pitch by hot-stage microscopy showed that it was completely isotropic. 

Extractions were performed with toluene at room temperature and with heated toluene at 
75 °C. The room temperature extracted residue was re-extracted a second time with 
toluene at room temperature in order to determine if more material could be removed 
using the fixed ratio of 25 g solid to 500 ml of solvent. The extraction residues were 
screened initially by hot-stage microscopy to obtain a quick estimate of mesophase 
content and viscosity. They were also annealed by heating at 350 °C and examined by 
conventional optical microscopy to determine the amount of mesophase more accurately.  
The hot toluene extract residue was also annealed at 400 °C. The results are summarized 
in Table IV. 
 

Table IV 
Yields and Mesophase Contents from Toluene Extraction of Pitch (13-54)

PHASE PITCH BY SOLVENT EXTRACTON  
 
Small-Scale Extractions of 204 °C SP Pitch (13-54) 
 

We performed some initial small-scale toluene extractions with the 204 °C SP 
pitch (13-54, Table III) in order to determine the quantity of low molecular weight 
components that need to be re
o

 
 

Treatment Yield, 
Wt. % 

Estimated 
Mesophase Content, 

Vol.% 
1x at 25 °C 64 10-20 
2x at 25 °C 50 40-50 
1x at 75 °C* 45 70-80 
1x at 75 °C** 44 90-95 

*Annealed at 350 °C, **Annealed at 400 °C 
 

The results in Table IV show how sensitive the mesophase concentration is to the 
amount of low molecular weight material removed. At least 45% removal is required in 
order to obtain > 80% mesophase from the 204 °C SP pitch. The hot toluene extraction 
residue gave an ~ 70-80% anisotropic phase content after being annealed at 350 °C. 
When the same material was annealed at 400 °C, the mesophase content increased to a 
value of over 90% as a result of only an additional 1% weight loss. The mesophase 
derived from the pitch extraction exhibited a very large average domain size. A polarized 
light photomicrograph for the mesophase from the 1X cold toluene extraction is shown in 
Figure 8. Figure 9 presents a photomicrograph of the mesophase from the pitch extracted 
with toluene at 75 °C. The insolubles from the hot toluene extraction, after annealing at 
350 °C to remove any residual solvent, gave a Mettler softening point of 357 °C. 
 



 
Figure 8: Polarized Light Photomicrograph of Mesophase from 1X Toluene Extraction of 

204 °C SP Pitch (13-54). 
 

 

 
 

igure 9:  Polarized Light Photomicrograph of (400 °C) Annealed Mesophase from 

ining a 
omogeneous liquid state free of solid mesophase and coke.  

Physical separation procedures of distillation and solvent extraction can then be 
used to concentrate the high molecular weight components and allow the formation of 
mesophase. Distillation to a high softening point pitch, followed by extraction with 

F
       Hot Toluene Extraction of 204 °C SP Pitch (13-54). 

 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A coal tar distillate was shown to be an acceptable precursor for mesophase pitch 
suitable for producing high performance carbon products. The key initial step involves a 
pressure heat treatment for polymerizing the low molecular weight aromatic components 
to higher molecular weight molecules capable of forming mesophase. For a commercial 
continuous process, it is necessary to carry out these reactions while mainta
h



toluene, was shown to provide a route to mesophase.  Mesophase content can be altered 
by choice of extraction conditions. 

Higher mesophase pitch yields were obtained using the thermal route where an 
intermediate softening point pitch was heated treated at temperatures sufficient to effect 
thermal reaction. The thermal treatment can effectively polymerize low molecular weight 
components of the pitch into molecules capable of incorporating into the mesophase. 
Viscosity versus temperature measurements for the thermal mesophase pitch show that it 
is suitable for spinning fibers. It attains a viscosity which is suitable for spinning (~200 
poise) below reaction temperature.(8)
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INTRODUCTION  

Anthracite coal, a non-graphitic carbon, is known to graphitize from 1700-3000ºC.  
Several researchers have suggested anthracite will graphitize so long as the anthracite coal has a 
basic structure that will align and inherent mineral matter that catalyzes graphitization upon 
thermal annealing at high temperature.1-11 Most researchers have suggested that two factors must 
be present for anthracite to graphitize: 1) the carbon structure in the anthracite must be partially 
aligned to allow for graphitization1-8 and 2) certain minerals must be present to catalyze 
graphitization of anthracite by carbide formation and decomposition.3-11 Mechanical pretreatment 
of the coal to small particles and in the presence of solvent may affect graphitization behavior of 
the coal, and in work published elsewhere, have shown that other carbons (i.e., nanocrystalline 
diamond) and hydrogen are other products of the reaction.12-15  In this particular research, we 
report differences in behavior for low temperature graphitization, depending on whether 
anthracite coal was pretreated with or without solvent. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS  
Synthesis of Samples – Materials, Ball Milling and Heat Treatment. The coal used is PSOC-
1468 from the Penn State University coal sample bank.   The coal is an anthracite coal from the 
Buck Mountain seam, bottom of the Llewellyn formation, collected from Luzerne Co., PA, near 
Eckley.  Henceforth, it will be labeled as BMT.  It has a fairly low ash content coal, with low 
volatile matter content and high fixed carbon content.  Details of the ultimate and proximate 
analysis are included in Table 1.  Cyclohexene (99 % purity) was purchased from JT Baker.  

BMT was milled both under dry conditions and in the presence of a cyclohexene solvent 
as a wetting agent.  All milling occurred with an argon purge to minimize oxidation effects and 
water contamination during processing.  Ball milling was done on a Fritsch Pulveristte LC-106A 
at 400 rpm, using 6 g of BMT and 20 mL of cyclohexene solvent in the 250 mL bowl and 15 
balls (each 15 mm diameter) in the mill.  The grinding bowl and balls were made of 316 stainless 
steel.  The coal was ball-milled for 80 h, with and without cyclohexene.  The ball milling time 
was selected based on preliminary work in our laboratory.12 The milled samples are denoted 
BMT-dry when no solvent was used and BMT-wet when cyclohexene was used.  

After milling, samples were heated in a tube furnace at 1400°C for 3 h under 1 L/min of 
argon. The temperature ramp rate was 2.5°C/min to 1400 °C. The 1400°C annealing temperature 
was selected based on previous reports of annealing ball-milled graphite to form MWNTs.16-17 

The thermally-annealed samples are labeled BMT-HT, BMT-dry-HT and BMT-wet-HT, 
respectively, with BMT-HT denoting thermal anneal without ball milling. 
 
Characterization of Samples: Several electron spectroscopy methods were used to examine the 
milled samples. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used for analysis of milled coal.  
Samples were analyzed on a Hitachi S 3000-H, under high vacuum and 20 eV.  Energy 
dispersion spectrometry was done on a Hitachi S 3500N, under low vacuum and 20 eV, and 



images were obtained from background scattering SEM.   Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) was done on a JEOL 2020F 200kV field emission transmission electron microscope at 
the Materials Research Institute at the Penn State University. 

Samples were analyzed via temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) on a Perkin Elmer 
7 thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) using purified air as the oxidant and a heating rate of 
10°C/min. The TPO figures shown are the negative derivative of the mass loss over time, thus 
the TPO figures represent the rate of mass loss.  TPO is a technique being used more widely to 
distinguish different carbon morphologies.  It easily distinguishes crystalline graphite from 
amorphous carbon, as amorphous carbon oxidizes at ~150-200 °C while graphite oxidizes at 
~850°C or above. Carbon nanotubes and nanofibers typically oxidize around 500 °C, with the 
oxidation temperature dependent upon orientation of graphene layers, particle size, and metal 
content.  

XRD was performed on a Phillips X’Pert MPD with Cu Kα (which has a wavelength of 
1.54051 nm) radiation operated at 40 kV and 40 mA with a beam mask of 10 mm and divergent 
slit of 2o. Scans were made from 5º to 80º with a scan rate of 0.020º/sec and the scan type used 
was continuous. To calculate the Lc (crystallite stacking height), La (crystallite size), and d-
spacing (height between adjacent layers in the z direction), the JADE+ Version 7.1 was used. 
The database used to analyze the data is the PDF4, 2005 edition.  The same software was used to 
determine the identity of other peaks in the samples, thought to be minerals and mixtures of 
carbon and oxygen with minerals (carbides and oxides). 

Proximate analysis was done on a Thermogravimetric Analyzer LECO MAC 400, and 
was used to determine the ash and volatile content of the coal and products.  The moisture 
temperature was set at 105ºC, the temperature for measurement of volatiles was set at 950 ºC, 
and the ash temperature was set at 750 ºC.   

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) was done using the following procedure.  The sample 
was placed near the reactor core so that could be bombarded by a beam of neutrons.  After a 
predetermined amount of time, the sample was removed and taken to the counting laboratory.  
Measurements were taken using a multi-channel analyzer HPGe detector system and the 
unknown elements were determined using the gamma ray energies detected.  A comparative 
method was used to convert the output of the analyzer, which is in gamma ray energies, to parts 
per million (ppm) or weight percent.  The coal samples were transferred from the sealed 
packaging to clean Pyrex evaporating bowls and dried in an oven for approximately 2 hours; the 
samples were then placed into clean, pre-weighed polyethylene vials and the weight of each 
sample determined.  Depending on the sample, the irradiation time used was 30 seconds or 1 h, 
the reactor power was set at 25, 50, or 200 kW, and the reactor flux was set at 1.7 x 1012 -
8.5x1011 n/cm2-sec.  The decay time was 10 minutes or 7 days and the count time was 2, 4, or 
167 minutes. 

Maire and Mering defined a degree of graphitization (DOG) based on the d[002] by 
comparing a thermally annealed sample to “ideal” graphite and non-graphitic carbon; however, 
according to the literature, this equation is only useful for thermal treatments above 1800ºC.18  
For samples that have been thermally treated to 1200-1500ºC, Feret developed a method using a 
curve-fitting program to deconvolute the graphitic and non-graphitic carbon portions of the [002] 
peak to calculate the areas of each for inclusion in Equation A.19     
 
  g =  (Agraphite/ Acoke+graphite)  x 100%   (A) 
 



For BMT-HT, BMT-dry-HT, and BMT-wet-HT, the [002] peaks were curve-fitted and 
areas for each deconvoluted peak calculated using the ThermoGalatic GRAMS program.  The R2 
for the curves generated using this program ranged from 0.96-1.03, and areas of the peaks and g 
have been included in Table 2. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The discussion will focus on examining the products of the coal before and after thermal 
annealing, by separating the discussion into the different milling parameters, i.e., before milling 
(BMT and BMT-HT), after milling 80 h (BMT-dry and BMT-dry-HT), and after milling 80 h in 
cyclohexene (BMT-wet and BMT-wet-HT). 

 
Examination of BMT and BMT-HT. The nominal particle size of BMT as received is -60 
mesh, or 250 µm and smaller.  SEM (Figure 1a and b) of the surface of the particles indicates 
that after thermal annealing, the surface is rougher, a possible indication of volatile evolution.   

The XRD parameters of BMT and BMT-HT are in Figure 2a, and parameters for the 
XRD are shown in Table 2.  For BMT, the spectrum is fairly typical for an anthracite coal, with 
broad peaks at 26, 40-45, 53, and 78º representing carbon.  The mineral peaks have been 
preliminarily identified as SiO2, SiC, FexOy, FexSiy, FexCy and other minerals that could be 
composites of the elements associated in the sample.  The carbon peaks are broad, an indication 
of the sample containing amorphous carbon, with a d002 of 3.42 Å, Lc of 12 Å, and a La of 38 Å. 
When BMT is heated to 1400 ºC, the d002 does not change significantly (3.41 Å).  Lc and La 
increase slightly to 20 Å and 40 Å, respectively.  The slight increase is expected with heating, 
but the d002 of BMT-HT indicates the sample is not graphitic. The DOG for BMT-HT was 
13.6%, suggesting a small portion of the sample graphitized.  

The TPO of BMT and BMT-HT are in Figure 3a.  For BMT, the sample oxidizes over a 
relatively broad temperature range of 500-750 ºC.  The major peak occurs at ~575 ºC, but there 
are numerous peaks in this sample as expected for the relatively heterogeneous coal.  Thermal 
annealing shifts the oxidation temperature of BMT-HT to 600-1000 ºC, with the major peak at 
~900 ºC.  The high temperature of oxidation is even greater than that observed for a graphite 
powder, which oxidized at ~850 ºC.      
 
Examination of BMT-dry and BMT-dry-HT. SEM micrographs indicated the particle size of 
BMT-dry was ~5 µm (Figure 1c).  Heat treatment (BMT-dry-HT, Figure 1d) led to some 
agglomeration of small particles to form large particles on the order of 100 µm.  Rod-like spikes 
were observed in SEM in certain areas of BMT-80-1400.   

XRD of BMT-dry is similar to its BMT precursor, with broad carbon peaks at 26, 40-45, 
53, and 78º  (Figure 2b, Table 2). Mineral peaks are not observed in BMT-dry, suggesting 
amorphitization of the minerals by milling.  Ball milling has not significantly altered the d002 
(3.40 Å), Lc (18 Å), and La (36 Å) of BMT-80 compared to BMT.  Thermal annealing (BMT-
dry-HT) leads to mineral peaks in XRD, and the d002 has increased slightly to 3.45 Å (from 
3.40Å), suggesting annealing actually decreases the graphitic order of BMT-dry.  However, the 
DOG of BMT-dry-HT has increased slightly to 21.4% compared to 13.6% for BMT-HT, 
suggesting a slightly higher proportion of the carbon in the sample is graphitic. 

Ball milling decreases the range of oxidation temperature in TPO; BMT-dry oxidizes 
from 450-600 ºC, a narrower temperature range than the BMT precursor (Figure 3b).  The major 
peak occurs at ~540 ºC.  The narrower temperature range is likely due to homogenization of the 



sample during milling and the temperature shift is likely due to a decrease particle size.  Thermal 
annealing shifts the oxidation profile to 500-900 ºC, with two major peaks at ~650 and 825 ºC 
(Figure 5X).  TPO of BMT-dry-HT suggests two types of carbon, including a portion that is 
oxidation resistant and a more reactive portion that oxidizes at 650 ºC. BMT-dry has a slightly 
higher metal content, ~0.8% which is iron.  BMT-dry-HT has a higher metal content at 13.10 
wt%, due to the loss of carbon during thermal annealing.  The introduction of metals via milling 
may shift the TPO profile due to catalytic oxidation.  Thus, the shift of BMT-dry-HT compared 
to BMT-HT is consistent with metal introduction.   
 
Examination of BMT-wet and BMT-wet-HT. SEM indicated that the particle size of BMT-wet 
was on the order of 100-200 µm (data not shown).12-13 As the particle size of BMT-wet is much 
larger than BMT-dry, the introduction of cyclohexene into the mill has increased the particle 
size. The SEM shows increased particle size (100-200 μm); however, while large particles were 
observed in BMT, upon higher magnification, the surface of BMT-wet is quite different from 
BMT. The surface of BMT-wet (Figure 1e) appears to have several 1-5 μm particles that appear 
to have agglomerated or accreted.  Upon thermal annealing (BMT-wet-HT), unusual structures 
are observed in SEM, including amorphous, round particles (Figure 1f, denoted on micrograph as 
*1), and tubular particles (*2, *3).  The tubular particles appear to be attached to the round 
particles, and vary in size from ~50-500 nm. EDS (data not  shown) of the sample indicated the 
round particles are iron, the tubes are carbon, and background particle is silicon.  

The d002 spacing of BMT-wet, at 3.49 Å, is greater than the BMT precursor, again 
suggesting that milling decreases the graphitic order of the carbon (Figure 2c, Table 2).  
However, the Lc (12 Å), and La (40 Å) are not significantly altered.  Once again, the mineral 
peaks are not present in the XRD of the milled material.  Thermal annealing (BMT-wet-HT) 
shows an increased in order of minerals and a reduction in  the d002  to 3.39 Å.  The d002 of BMT-
wet-HT is less than the other two annealed samples, and the DOG has increased to 74.3% 
compared to the other thermally annealed samples, suggesting this sample is most graphitic of 
the three.  The mineral peaks have been identified as a mixture of iron and silicon oxides, iron 
and silicon carbides, and possibly iron silicides, and are much more predominant in BMT-wet-
HT than the other annealed samples.  Milling in cyclohexene significantly increased the ash 
content of the material;  the ash content of BMT-wet is 10.82 wt% (Table 3) and NAA  indicates 
the iron content has increased to 3.84 wt% relative to the 0.5 wt% content in the BMT precursor.  
It is evident that significantly more attrition of the milling container occurred in BMT-wet than 
with BMT-dry.  The introduced iron likely plays a role in the graphitizability of BMT-wet.   

BMT-wet oxidizes in two major regions, from 150-400 ºC and from 450-700 ºC (Figure 
3c).  The secondary oxidation range has two maxima, suggesting there is a third types of carbon 
in this second range.  The major peaks occur at ~275, 550, and 650 ºC.  Parallel studies suggest 
this sample desorbs significant cyclohexene and benzene as well as evolves hydrogen,14-15 thus 
the low temperature peaks are likely associated with some combination of desorption and 
oxidation of the desorbed species.   Thermal annealing at 1400 ºC shifts the TPO to 450-775 ºC.  
The low temperature peak is gone, likely due to removal of this material during the thermal 
anneal.  The TPO again appears bimodal with peaks at ~550 and 700 ºC.  The ash content of 
BMT-wet-HT is 22.20 wt% and the metals in this sample may affect the TPO. The oxidation 
temperature of BMT-wet-HT is typical of a graphitic nanocarbon, but not of graphite.  This 
apparent discrepancy is explained in the subsequent paragraph, based on the structure of the 
graphitic carbons observed in TEM of BMT-wet-HT.      



TEM analysis of BMT-wet-HT was performed due to the unusual structures seen in SEM 
of this sample.  TEM of BMT-wet-HT (Figure 4) has confirmed many types of structures, 
including nanographene ribbons,20 multiwalled nanopolyhedral particles (a common byproduct 
in nanotube formation21), and curved graphitic regions (Figure 4a, c, d).  In many of the TEM 
images, it was impossible to distinguish between the different types of graphitic carbon due to 
sample overlap (Figure 3c). Silicon carbide (identified with EELS, data not shown) tubes with a 
diameter of ~100 nm were also observed in the sample via TEM (Figure 4e).  These silicon 
carbide tubes were highly irregular with variable diameter along the tube length.  Nanocrystalline 
diamond was also found in the samples after thermal treatment and purification (Figure 4b), and 
is discussed in greater detail in other publications.14-15 
 
Graphitizing versus non-graphitizing behavior of milled anthracite. Franklin suggested that 
with thermal annealing, some non-graphitic carbons will graphitize and others are non-
graphitizing.1-2 She suggested that the hard, non-graphitic carbon can only graphitize and turn 
into a soft carbon if the crystallites have cross-links that will break upon thermal anneal at 1700-
2500°C; others suggest that there must be a catalyst available to promote crystallite growth 
through carbide formation and decomposition.6-8, 10 Graphitization is much less likely to occur if 
the cross-links are numerous and between layers, even with available catalyst.  We will examine 
our data in comparison with this work.  

When coal was thermally annealed without any milling, there is evidence that while the 
material may be losing volatile matter and becoming more difficult to oxidize, it is a non-
graphitizing material, probably due to cross-links inherent in the coal.   

When milling the coal without solvent (BMT-dry), the particle size of the coal is reduced.  
Upon thermal annealing at 1400°C (BMT-dry-HT), it clearly evident from XRD and TPO that 
the carbon is beginning to crystallize, although the carbon is non-graphitic carbon.   

However, when milling the coal in cyclohexene (BMT-wet), the particle size is 
significantly larger, the result of agglomeration and possibly reaction of cyclohexene with the 
coal.  Upon thermal annealing at 1400°C (BMT-wet-HT), it is evident from XRD that carbon is 
more crystalline and approaching graphite.  Silicon carbides and iron silicides are clearly 
observed in XRD in BMT-wet-HT, materials known to catalyze graphite formation and even 
overcome barriers to graphite formation.6-10 However, TPO indicates a less crystalline material.  
Clearly there are structural differences in the three thermally annealed samples.  And as shown in 
SEM and TEM, other types of graphitic carbons are forming in BMT-wet-HT, such as 
nanographene ribbons, multiwalled nanopolyhedral particles, curved graphitic regions, silicon 
carbide tubes, and nanocrystalline diamond.12-13 These types of carbons will oxidize at a lower 
temperature than graphite.  We also believe the high metal content in BMT-wet-HT that may be 
catalyzing graphite formation (XRD) can also be catalyzing oxidation as seen in TPO and why 
the results appear contradictory. As discussed elsewhere, another side product of the reaction is 
the production of hydrogen.14 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

Thermal annealing of anthracite coal that has been ball-milled in cyclohexene leads to a 
variety of nanocarbons, including non-graphitic carbon and nanographene ribbons. Minerals 
present in the coal and introduced during milling form metal complexes that crystallize during 
thermal annealing, as noted by XRD.  These crystalline metals appear to catalyze graphitic 
carbon formation and nanographene ribbon formation in BMT-wet-HT. Milling BMT without 



solvent reduced the particle size of the coal (SEM, TPO) and led to a decrease in graphitic 
carbon upon thermal annealing. Milling in cyclohexene modified the products after thermal 
annealing. The carbons in BMT-HT and BMT-dry-HT are non-graphitic when compared to 
BMT-wet-HT according to XRD, and while TPO indicates BMT-wet-HT may be less crystalline 
than the other heat treated samples, the sample contains graphitic nanocarbons and metals that 
can decrease the oxidation temperature. Milling in cyclohexene appears to cause an increase in 
quasi-graphitic carbon upon thermal annealing.  This appears to be due increased attrition of 
metals into the sample when the anthracite was milled with cyclohexene, metals that have been 
shown to catalyze graphitization. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 1: Ultimate and proximate analyses of BMT coal. 
 

Analytical Method Value 

Moisture, as received 6.53 

Ash, wt %, dry 6.83 

Volatile Matter, wt %, dry 3.65 

Fixed Carbon, wt%, dry 89.52 

Carbon, wt %, dmmf 88.85 

Hydrogen, wt %, dmmf 1.29 

Nitrogen, wt %, dmmf 0.78 

Sulfur, wt %, dmmf 0.49 

Oxygen (by difference), wt %, dmmf 1.76 

Vitrinite reflectance, % 5.45 

Inertinite reflectance, % 14.1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 2: XRD parameters of coal before and after thermal annealing. 
 

 XRD Parameters Measurement of DOGa 
Processing Method d002 (Å) Lc (Å) La (Å) Agraphite Acoke g (%) 
BMT 3.42 12 38 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
BMT-HT 3.41 20 40 1369.63 8698.42 13.6 
BMT-dry 3.40 18 36 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
BMT-dry-HT 3.45 29 40 1829.00 6718.34 21.4 
BMT-wet 3.49 12 44 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
BMT-wet-HT 3.39 50 44 968.40 605.68 74.3 
 
a Degree of graphitization, determined by Feret’s method.19 
 
Table 3: Ash content of coal before and after thermal annealing. 
 

Processing of PSOC 1468 

Total Ash 

(wt%) 

Ironc  

(wt%) 

Magnesiumc 

(wt %) 

Aluminumc 

(wt%) 

BMT 6.60a 0.494  0.060  1.337  

BMT-HT 8.23 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

BMT-dry 6.80a 0.78 0.027 1.200 

BMT-dry-HT 13.10 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

BMT-wet 10.82a 3.84 0.041 0.982 

BMT-wet-HT 22.20 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

 
a Ash content measured by Proximate Analysis on different sample than earlier PSU characterization 
b Ash content measured by TGA 
c Individual metal content measured by Neutron Activation Analysis 
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Figure 1: SEM micrographs of sample with no milling (a) before (BMT) and (b) after heat 
treatment at 1400 °C (BMT-HT), sample ball milled without solvent for 80 h (c) before (BMT-
dry) and (d) after heat treatment at 1400 °C (BMT-dry-HT), sample ball milled with solvent for 
80 h (e) before (BMT-wet) and (f) after heat treatment at 1400 °C (BMT-wet-HT). 
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Figure 2: XRD spectra of (a) BMT and BMT-HT, (b) BMT-dry and BMT-dry-HT, and (c) 
BMT-wet and BMT-wet-HT. 
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Figure 3: TPO, the derivative of the mass loss for (a) BMT and BMT-HT, (b) BMT-dry and 
BMT-dry-HT, and (c) BMT-wet and BMT-wet-HT. 



Figure 4: TEM of coal samples after milling in solvent and thermal annealing.  Includes TEM 
micrographs of several different structures observed in BMT-wet-HT (a) nanographene ribbon, 
(b) nanocrystalline diamond, (c) carbon overlap (d) curved graphitic regions (e) silicon tubes. 
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ABSTRACT

The production of synthetic tar or synthetic crude from coal via direct liquefaction
process results in the creation of slurries of hydrocarbon tar with solid matter,
necessitating separation of the two phases. This paper describes the use of a
commercially available, reaction-turbine style centrifuge to reduce the ash level in the
synthetic tar product. The synthetic tar can then be converted to carbon products such as
binder pitch or anode grade coke. Alternatively, synthetic tar can be refined to produce
fuels products including gasoline, diesel, aviation fuel, etc. The ash-containing
component has significant fuel value and is suggested as a possible fuel for coal
gasification systems such as FutureGen.

For this study, a synthetic tar was created by dissolving powdered coal at about -
50 mesh in a hydrogenated commodity solvent similar to naphthalene. Approximately
85% of the dry-ash free material was dissolved. The remainder is a solid phase material
consisting primarily of mineral matter (ash) and fixed carbon. Hence centrifugation is
required to separate the solid and liquid phases. Accordingly, a pressure vessel and
return system were designed to allow continuous flow through the centrifuge. The return
system operates using pressure differentials, enabling the system to be self-regulating.
This return system allows the centrifuge to run continuously at a constant flow rate until
acceptable ash levels are obtained in the product. Proximate Analysis was performed to
determine ash levels of the product (centrate) and cake.

The centrifuged product can then be further processed and used for a variety of
applications. Carbon Products at West Virginia University is currently researching ways
to make electrode binder pitch from the centrifuged product and is also investigating
liquid automotive fuels from coal. The centrifugation process is a necessary step for the
production of carbon products from coal.



INTRODUCTION

Separation of solid materials from coal liquefaction-derived crude is problematic
due to the tendency of heavy aromatic liquids to form viscous tarry phases. Solid
particles, mainly consisting of mineral matter and fixed carbon, are often found
suspended in the tarry phase. This makes conventional filtration problematic. For
activities at the pilot scale and beyond, it is important to identify credible means for
handling this problem.

A low cost solution was considered, based on the use of a centrifuge mass
produced for use in large diesel engines to filter engine oil. For this research, a Spinner II
Centrifuge (C. F. Hudgins, Houston TX 77292) was selected as a representative unit.
The centrifuge is normally powered by the pressure differential between the high pressure
oil line and the low pressure oil pan, so that oil flows through hollow spindle into rotating
bowl (see Figure 1). As oil passes through the rotating bowl, centrifugal force separates
the working fluid into two phases. The solid phase is deposited as a solid cake on the
surface the cleanable bowl. Clean oil exits through opposing, twin nozzles that power the
centrifuge, and returns to the crankcase from the level control base. Flows of up to 16
gpm can be accommodated by large units of this type, although for the experiments
described herein, a smaller Model 60 unit rated at 0.8 gpm was used.

Figure 1. Centrifuge Diagram (courtesy T. F. Hudgins Inc).



The operation of the centrifuge separates the slurry into two components. The
first component, referred to s the centrate, contains a reduced level of solids. The second
component, referred to as the residue, contains an enhanced level of solids. Continuity
requires that

tctot mmm  , (1)

Where mtot is the total initial mass of the slurry, mc is the mass of the liquid phase or
“centrate,” and mt is the mass of the solid phase or “tails”. The ash content in the
centrate is described by

c,ashcc,ash Cmm  , (2)

where the ash concentration in the centrate Cash,c is determined by proximate analysis or
some other appropriate technique. Likewise, the mass of ash in the tails is given by

t,ashtt,ash Cmm  . (3)

The centrifuge separation ratio is given by

c,ash

t,ash

C

C
 . (4)

Thus a perfect centrifuge would be one in which  tends toward infinity. The centrifuge
separation ratio  is likely not constant for most centrifuges but would likely vary
according to the particle size distribution present in the centrifuge medium, the
concentration, fluid viscosity and other parameters.

In the case of a direct liquefaction slurry, it is intended to create two main
products. The centrate, i.e., a low-ash heavy liquid, would be used as a synthetic crude.
The centrifuge tails would be coked to drive off volatile gas and nominated as a
gasification fuel (e.g., for a coal gasifier such as FutureGen).

Because the tails are of much lower economic value than the centrate, it is
desirable to maximize the relative yield of the centrate. A slurry made up of one part
Lower Kittanning bituminous coal with a nominal ash content of 6%, when dissolved in
three parts coal tar distillate would exhibit an ash content of about 1.5%. The required
maximum ash content is 0.5% in order to create a precursor for a binder pitch extender
(i.e., binder pitch would be produced by distilling the precursor and combining the
distillation residue with other pitches in order to meet binder pitch specifications. Thus
the problem can then be reduced to that of removing a quantity of ash equal to 1.0% of
the total working fluid mass.

For example, a 55 gallon drum with 10% head space (total quantity of slurried
working fluid 49.5 gallons), and an average density of 1.1 kg/liter would have a mass
given by



90.0*1.1*
gal

lb
3.8*gal55m tot 

(5)

= 452 lbs = 205 kg (6)

An initial ash content of 1.5% by mass implies that the total mass of ash would be 6.77
pounds or 3.07 kg. Approximately two thirds of this total will be rejected in the tails, or
about 2 kg.

For a given centrifuge separation ratio  and assuming a value of 0.5 mass
percent for the maximum ash content in the centrate, the value of ash concentration in the
tails would be

 005.0C t,ash . (7)

The total quantity of tails can then be determined from Equation 3, or







kg400

005.0

kg2

C

m
m

t,ash

t,ash

t . (8)

A plot of total quantity of tails versus centrifuge ratio  is shown below.
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Figure 2. Normalized Mass of Centrifuge Tails Produced as a Function of Centrifuge
Separation Ratio.



EXPERIMENTAL

A synthetic crude was extracted using bituminous coal (Lower Kittanning seam,
with an ash level of about 6% by mass as measured by proximate analysis).1 The solvent
was a coal tar distillate obtained from Koppers Inc. and modified via a mild
hydrogenation such that the hydrogen concentration was enhanced by about 0.5% by
mass. The coal was dissolved in the solvent at a ratio of 1:3. Total solubility is estimated
at 90% by mass, with the result being a slurry with about 2.5% solids (1.5% ash and 1.0%
fixed carbon) and the balance being a high viscosity hydrocarbon liquid.

Because the centrifuge was designed for operation with motor oil rather than the
higher viscosity coal slurry, tests were conducted to determine the effectiveness of the
centrifuge. Figures 3 and 4 show that the centrifuge rotational velocity is considerably
slower as a function of air pressure when a coal liquid slurry is utilized, but still within
the effective operating performance of the device. That is, to obtain equivalent
performance with the coal slurry compared to engine oil, it would be necessary to
increase the air pressure to the unit by some 40 to 60 psig.

Figure 3. Centrifuge Rotational Velocity with SAE 30 Motor Oil Working Fluid at 75˚C.
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Figure 4. Centrifuge Rotational Velocity with Coal Slurry Working Fluid at 49˚C.

A pressure vessel and return system were designed to allow the continuous
operation of the centrifuge. A twenty gallon pressure vessel was outfitted with a bottom
outlet valve, a side return valve with internal mixing arm, a top return valve, a top gas
inlet for pressurizing, a top gas bleed valve and a top pressure relief valve. During
operation, the pressure vessel was maintained at a pressure of 60 psig and a temperature
of 50˚C. From the tank, the working fluid travels out the bottom valve into the
centrifuge. From the centrifuge, the filtered tar is then directed to a reservoir which is
open to atmospheric pressure. The 60 psig pressure differential powers the centrifuge.
Using a pneumatic pump, the centrate is then pumped back into the pressure vessel (see
Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 5. Spinner II Model 60 System Schematic.

Figure 6. Spinner II Model 60 Centrifuge Experimental Setup.

Heating bands are used to regulate the temperature of the tank at 50˚C.
Compressed nitrogen or air is used to bring the pressure vessel to an initial pressure of 65
psig. Upon initiation of the centrifugation process, a pressure of 60 psig is maintained in
the tank by returning the product under pressure. Through the use of a pneumatic
powered return pump, the pressure in the pressure vessel is self regulating and remains
fairly constant.

The centrifugation process was timed to determine the effectiveness of the
centrifugation over time. Periodically the centrifugation process was stopped to take
measurements and to empty the cake from the centrifuge. To stop the process, the
bottom feed valve was closed to stop flow to the centrifuge. Any product in the



centrifuge was removed with compressed air. The centrate in the reservoir was pumped
back into the pressure vessel. The centrifuge was disassembled and the bowl was
weighed to determine the mass of the removed solids. Samples were taken of the tails
and of the centrate. The bowl was then cleaned and the centrifuge was reassembled. The
centrifugation process was then resumed.

The samples were analyzed by proximate analysis according to ASTM D-3172 to
determine ash concentrations. The results indicate that the centrifuge significantly
reduced the ash levels in the centrate, especially in the first few hours of operation (see
Figure 7). The goal of less than 0.5% ash concentration was met after about seven hours
of centrifugation. Somewhat disappointingly, however, the ash levels were no lower than
about 0.4% even after 20 hours of treatment. The ability to produce centrate with 0.5%
ash level would be adequate for the purpose of producing a binder pitch extender, but
would not be acceptable if the synthetic pitch thus produced were the majority
constituent.
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Figure 7. Percent Ash in Coal Derived Tar over Centrifuge Time.

The centrifuge tails were also tested according to ASTM D-3172 to determine the
amount of ash present in the tails. Results of these tests correlate with the tests on the
centrate. Results show that that the amount of ash in the centrifuge cake was high
initially but diminished within several hours of operating time (See Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Ash Content in Centrifuge Tails as a Function of Operating Time.

Figure 8 confirms that the centrifugation process was less effective as a function
of operating time. This is not unexpected, as the larger, more-easily-removed particles
are captured early on, leaving behind smaller particles in the centrate that are more
difficult to remove. Figure 9 confirms that after 20 hours, a point of diminishing returns
was probably reached.
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CONCLUSION

The centrifuge tested, although primarily used for removing particulates from
engine oil, can be used successfully to remove particulates from coal liquids. A 55 gallon
drum would contain about five gallons of centrifuge tails, based on the achieved values of
centrifuge separation ratio in Figure 9. Acceptable ash levels were observed in the
centrate after several hours of centrifugation, although it proved difficult to achieve ash
levels in the centrate below about 0.4% by mass. Slightly higher temperature might
produce better results if the viscosity of the coal liquids is enhanced sufficiently, although
the polymer seals used in the device currently limit working fluid temperatures to about
70 oC. Higher pressure would also presumably improve performance, especially the
centrifuge separation ratio. Limitations on the in-house air supply prevented the use of
higher pressure that might have been able to improve the centrifuge separation ratio.

An additional factor may have been the use of carbon steel pressure vessels and
storage drums, which could present an avenue for the generation of metal oxide corrosion
products, which would appear as ash during proximate analysis.
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ABSTRACT 
Nanoporous carbon materials with high surface area (1500 – 2000 m2/g) and narrow pore size 
distribution ranging from 1 – 3 nm were synthesized using coal tar pitch/polymer blends. Coal 
tar pitch was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and the insoluble fraction of coal tar pitch was 
extracted and mixed with an oxidizing agent such as sulfuric acid. The resultant mixture was 
pyrolyzed and activated using CO2 at 900°C. Electrical double layer capacitor was fabricated 
using the synthesized carbons and  specific capacitances was measured using cyclic voltammetry 
(CV), constant current charge/discharge measurements (CC) and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS). Carbon derived from the modified coal tar pitch alone showed specific 
capacitances as high as 100 F/g using sulfuric acid as electrolyte. When a pore former like 
polyethylene glycol diacid was added to the modified pitch, the gravimetric capacitances as high 
as 130 F/g was achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 
 Porous carbon research has fueled interest in some recent applications like 
electrochemical capacitors and batteries. Microporous carbon materials possess huge surface 
area in the order of 600 – 3000 m2/g. This property makes them excellent candidates for 
electrode materials for double layer electrochemical capacitors. In order to use high surface area 
carbons for this application, it is important to create optimum porosity in the material. Typically, 
pores less than 1 – 2 nm are not accessible by the electrolyte ions while pores greater than 5 nm 
lead to loss of surface area and density [1]. In addition to this, capacitance of carbon-based 
capacitor are also affected by conductivity of carbon-binder composite, blockage of carbon pores 
by the binder, thickness of the composite, electrolyte characteristics and their properties. As a 
result, charge accumulated in a practical capacitor varies widely from one activated carbon to 
another. The proper selection of carbonaceous material is thus very important for further electric 
double layer capacitors (EDLC) development.  

Several different forms of carbon such as carbon black, carbon aerogels, glassy carbon 
and carbon fibers have been investigated as potential electrodes for ultracapacitors [2]. Specific 
capacitances as high as 100 – 250 F/g can be achieved when these carbons are activated 
thermally using carbon dioxide or chemically using sodium or potassium hydroxide. However, 
the volumetric capacitances of most of these carbons are low. In terms of high volumetric 
capacitances, pitch based carbons seems to be a promising material [3]. In this investigation, we 
report the synthesis of high surface area carbons derived from modified coal tar pitch/polymer 
blends for ultracapacitor applications. 

 
 
 



EXPERIMENT 
Synthesis of NPC derived from Coal tar pitch/polyethylene glycol diacid blends 

 5g of coal tar pitch was dissolved in 50 ml of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and allowed to stir 
for 2 hours. The dissolved mixture was then filtered using suction filtration and the residue (THF 
insoluble) and the filtrate (THF soluble) were collected separately. After the extraction, 3g of 
THF insoluble were mixed with 10g of PEG600 diacid and 2ml of H2SO4. The solution was 
stirred overnight and the mixture was carbonized at 800°C. 

The pyrolyzed carbon was then placed in a quartz boat and placed in a tube furnace. The 
sample was heated under argon atmosphere to 900°C in one hour and soaked for another hour. 
This was followed by activating under CO2 atmosphere at 900°C. After activation, the sample 
was cooled down to room temperature under argon atmosphere. 
Pore size distribution 
  The pore size distribution of the carbon was calculated using methyl chloride adsorption 
tests. The pore size was calculated using H-K model described elsewhere [4]. 
Electrode preparation 
 0.2g of carbon was mixed with polyvinyledene powder (0.02g) and grinded using a 
mortar and pestle. The resultant powder was dispersed in 1 ml of N-methylpyrrolidone. The 
solution was ultrasonicated for half hour and the resultant paste was applied onto a gold foil (1 
cm2) and blow dried to form a thin carbon film. The weight of the carbon film was ~ 20 mg for 
every experiment.  
Fabrication of double layer electrochemical capacitor 

Two-electrode electrochemical capacitor was fabricated by sandwiching a Celgard 5400 
membrane between two identical carbon electrodes. The carbon electrodes were prepared by 
mixing 90wt% carbon with 5wt% Teflon solution and 5wt% acetylene black. The resultant 
mixture was kneaded into dough and pressed into a 50µ thick carbon film. Two stainless steel 
meshes were used as the current collector. The assembly was then immersed in 1M H2SO4 for 2 
hours before beginning any testing. One of the carbon electrodes acted as both the counter 
electrode and as well as the reference electrode. The capacitor was then tested using both 
galvanostatic charge-discharge experiments, cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Coal tar pitch was dissolved in THF and the insoluble fractions of the pitch were 
extracted. The insoluble fraction was then mixed with sulfuric acid, carbonized and activated 
using CO2 at 900°C for 2 hours. We used sulfuric acid, as it is known to accelerate 
polycondensation reactions of lighter volatile fractions in the pitch and create more insoluble 
fractions, which in turn, induces more disorder in the carbonized pitch [5,6]. Our investigation 
showed that addition of sulfuric acid to the insoluble fraction aids in creating significant amount 
of microporosity (5 – 6 Å) in the pyrolyzed carbons. These carbons upon CO2 activation has 
surface area of about 1000 - 1500 m2/g with significant of micropores ranging from 1 – 2 nm. 
When a pore former like PEG was mixed with the modified pitch, pyrolyzed and activated using 
similar conditions, the surface area increased to 1500 - 2000 m2/g while maintaining narrow pore 
size distribution of 1 – 2 nm. Similar treatments with the soluble fraction of the pitch yielded a 
carbon with surface area as high as 1000 m2/g but with a narrow pore size distribution of 5 - 6Å. 

 
 



Demonstration of double layer electrochemical capacitor 
 The fabricated capacitor was tested using Galvanostatic charge/discharge experiments, cyclic 
voltammetry and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. Carbon derived from the mixture of 
insoluble fraction and H2SO4 showed a gravimetric specific capacitance of 100 F/g and had a 
time constant of 43 seconds. The bulk density of this carbon was about 0.72 g/cc. The high bulk 
density with controlled pore size distribution makes it a promising candidate for making high 
volumetric capacitor applications. When PEG600 was added in the precursor, the gravimetric 
specific capacitance increased to 120 F/g and the time constant was 25s. However, the bulk 
density also reduced to 0.62 g/cc. When the soluble fraction was used as the precursor, we saw 
that the gravimetric capacitance was lower (85 F/g) and the time constant increased to 125s. In 
this case, the bulk density of the sample was about 0.78 g/cc.  
 

  
   (a)      (b) 

 

    
       (c) 
Figure 1. Cyclic voltammogram of two-electrode ultracapacitor fabricated using nanoporous 
carbon derived from coal tar pitch/PEG600 blends, (b) Charge/discharge galvanostatic 
measurements under a constant current load of 1 A/g and (c) Plot of imaginary capacitance 
versus frequency as a function of composition of precursors 

CONCLUSIONS  
CTP when modified with H2SO4 can be used as a suitable precursor to yield high surface area 
carbon with controlled porosity. We believe that this carbon can be used to make high energy 
density capacitors as the bulk density of these carbons can be as high as 0.5 – 0.8 g/cc. The 

τ = 43s 

τ = 125s 

τ = 25s 



developed carbons were systematically studied using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy. We have also fabricated a two-electrode electrochemical double layer 
capacitor using these carbons as electrodes. Using sulfuric acid as electrolyte, we were able to 
make capacitors with capacitances as high as 100 -130 F/g. These are very promising and we 
believe that there is potential to extend the use of these capacitors in organic electrolyte system 
to achieve higher energy densities. 
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ABSTRACT 
The quality and availability of petroleum coke used in the manufacture of carbon anodes for 
aluminum production is becoming of increasing concern to the industry. Coke quality and yields 
have progressively declined as changes in refinery practice and the move towards processing an 
increasing proportion of heavier sour crudes have affected coke properties, resulting in an 
increase in the metal impurities and sulfur content of the coke. An alternative supply of anode 
coke is required to supplement or eventually replace calcined petroleum coke. The significant 
domestic reserves of coal could represent a viable carbon resource for anode production, 
provided defined coke specifications can be met and at a cost that is economically viable. 
 
The principal objective of this study was to examine the feasibility of producing anode grade 
coke by the UKCAER process for the mild solvent extraction of coal. Selected coals were 
dissolved in a high boiling solvent, the mineral matter and unreacted products removed by 
filtration and the clean coal liquids converted to coke. A range of feedstocks and process 
conditions were examined that offered the most likely route to producing the required result. A 
simple solvent extraction screening test was established to assess potential candidate materials 
and process variables without the need for prolonged and complex routines. The most promising 
materials in both performance and economic viability were assessed in more detail by 
conducting larger scale extraction tests to yield sufficient material for conversion to coke. The 
clean coal solutions were coked in a series of tests to assess the optimum process conditions. The 
green cokes were calcined and the product characterized. The composition and structure of the 
calcined cokes were compared to typical petroleum coke and assessed for their use in the 
fabrication of carbon anodes.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The carbon anodes used in the production of aluminum are manufactured by carbonization of a 
blend of petroleum coke with a small proportion of coal tar binder pitch. Impregnation with more 
pitch is commonly used to produce the dense anodes needed to meet the required performance 
standards. Consumption rates of the anodes in the molten fluoride salt electrolysis cell are high, 
approaching 0.5t of carbon for each tonne of aluminum produced. Hence, large quantities of 
coke are required for carbon anode manufacture to satisfy the demands of the indigenous 
aluminum industry in the USA, amounting to ~1.6m tonnes/annum of calcined petroleum coke. 
 
Unfortunately, the supply of petroleum coke of the required quality is becoming more uncertain. 
Impurity levels in petroleum cokes have been progressively increasing in recent years as the 
refineries have been obliged to accept a higher proportion of heavy sour crudes. This trend and 
changes in refinery practice, dictated by the economics of the petroleum market aimed at 
maximizing the yield of lighter high value products, have resulted in an increase in the sulfur 
content of the petroleum coke. Impurities in the crude oil become concentrated in the coke and 
can have undesirable effects on aluminum production. Metal impurities such as vanadium and 
nickel catalyze carbon oxidation reactions and lead to higher carbon consumption in the 
electrolysis cell. Other impurities collect in the refined aluminum and can lower its value. An 
alternative supply of anode coke is required to supplement or eventually replace calcined 
petroleum coke supplies. The principal objective of this project was to demonstrate that the 
significant domestic reserves of coal could be converted into coke suitable for anode fabrication 
by a mild solvent extraction process(1).  
 

Component Value Method 

Ash ≤  0.1 % ASTM D2415 
S ≤  1.0 % Leco or XRF 
Fe ≤  300 ppm ICP, AA or XRF 
Si, V & Ni ≤  200 ppm ICP, AA or XRF 
Na ≤  100 ppm ICP, AA or XRF 
Ca ≤  50 ppm ICP, AA or XRF 
P ≤  5 ppm ICP, AA or XRF 
Pb, Be, As, Cd, Cr & Hg ≤  1 ppm ICP, AA or XRF 

Table 1 Generic Coke Specification for Anode Production 
The process developed by UKCAER has previously used anthracene oil (a coal tar distillate) as 
the solvent without the need for a hydrogen atmosphere or the use of high pressures, expensive 
catalysts or exotic solvents that make alternative processes economically unattractive. 
Dissolution of the coal in the digestion reactor allows the mineral matter and undissolved coal 
fraction to be removed from the coal solution by a solids separation step. Filtration is generally 
used for this purpose as the ill-defined separation between the dissolved coal and the boiling 
point distribution of the heavy process solvent make the use of alternative anti-solvent de-ashing 
techniques impractical. Virtually all of the mineral matter present in the coal is removed during 
the filtration stage and the clean coal solution can then be fed directly to a coking drum, from 
which the solvent can be recovered and recycled. Green coke would be discharged from the 
coker and calcined by heating to ~1300oC. As a proof of concept study this project was initiated 



in order to examine the feasibility of producing anode grade coke of the required specification, 
Table 1 by the solvent extraction of coal.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL  
A simple, rapid and effective screening test was established to determine the optimum process 
conditions and identify possible coals and solvents as feedstocks for conversion to anode grade 
coke. The test can be completed in a short period of time and does not require investment in 
significant resources or infrastructure. A set of micro-reactors were constructed consisting of 
200mm lengths of 12.7mm diameter stainless steel tubing (1.25mm wall) closed at one end with 
a cap and at the other with a valve via a reducing union. 
 

Coals WKy#6 WKy#9 Blue Gem Pittsburgh 

H2O (%) 2.5 5.2 3.4 1.4 
Ash (%) 7.4 19.0 1.2 8.1 
VM (%) 38.4 34.6 37.0 38.5 
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FC (%) 51.7 41.2 58.4 51.9 
C (%) 83.1 78.0 84.8 83.9 
H (%) 5.8 5.2 5.5 5.0 
O (by diff) (%) 6.5 10.1 7.0 6.8 
N (%) 1.8 1.7 2.0 1.6 U
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S total (%) 2.9 5.0 0.7 2.7 

Table 2 Coal Analysis 
In the test procedure, the reactor was loaded with a slurry of coal and solvent and heated by 
immersion in a fluidized sand bath controlled at the required temperature. The reactor, mounted 
in a cradle was oscillated at ~120cycles/min to provide agitation for the slurry. At completion, 
the reactor was quenched in water and allowed to dry. The gas evolved during the reaction was 
determined by weighing the reactor before and after venting the gas through the valve. The 
amount of undissolved solids in the coal digest was determined from the filter cake yield 
following filtration of the reaction products through a GFA glass fiber filter. Quinoline, used as a 
diluent, was displaced by THF before vacuum drying. The dry filter cake contains mineral matter 
and insoluble organic matter (IOM). Calculation of the IOM from the weight of dry cake and the 
known ash content of the coal allowed determination of the amount coal converted to soluble 
products on a dry ash-free basis.  The tests were performed in duplicate. 
 
Two Kentucky coals, WKy#6 from Western Kentucky and Blue Gem from Eastern Kentucky 
were targeted as the primary feed materials. In addition, a Western Kentucky coal (WKy#9) used 
in previous coal dissolution studies was employed to provide reference data since some 
information on its performance in solvent extraction was available(2) and a Pittsburgh coal 
(Bailey mine) was used to prepare bulk coal solutions for testing the coking procedures. The 
coals were crushed to the required specification, 80% <75μm and analyzed, Table 2. All tests 
were conducted at a solvent/coal ratio of 2:1 and for residence times of 60minutes. In the first 
series of tests the reactivity of WKy#6 was determined over a range of reaction temperatures by 
extraction with the reference process solvent, anthracene oil (AOil#2) supplied by Reilly 
Industries to give a benchmark in the assessment of alternative solvents. Anthracene oil, a coke 



oven by-product has commonly been used as the process solvent in the solvent extraction of coal. 
However, if the process were to be adopted as a viable means of producing even a small 
proportion of the ~1.6mt of anode grade coke consumed by the aluminum industry in the US 
each year, an alternative process solvent would be required, as there is only a limited supply of 
anthracene oil. A range of petroleum derived solvents have been assessed. These were mostly the 
lower value by-products from a refinery fluid catalytic cracker (FCC) and would be available in 
the quantities required for a large scale industrial application. 
 
Decant Oil, the heaviest fraction from an FCC unit was considered to be the most likely 
candidate to make an acceptable solvent for the extraction of coal and, therefore, separate 
samples were obtained from two different refineries, (A & B). In addition, other lighter oil 
refinery fractions were investigated for this purpose. These included a heavy coker gas oil and a 
vacuum gas oil from refinery ‘A’. The solvents were sampled and analyzed, Table 3. The 
petroleum derived solvents contain significantly more hydrogen than the coal derived anthracene 
oils reflecting their aliphatic character which may inhibit their performance in the solvent 
extraction of coal. The heavier oils, FCC Decant Oils are the most likely to make suitable 
process solvents. 
 

Ultimate Analysis, (%) 
Solvent  Source 

C H O (by diff) N S 

Anthracene oil #2 Reilly 
Industries 90.7 6.31 2.5 0.23 0.25 

Coker heavy gas oil 91.8 7.52 0.6 0.07 0.08 

Vacuum gas oil 84.6 11.90 <0.1 0.15 3.35 

FCC Decant Oil 

Refinery ‘A’ 

89.5 8.95 0.9 0.11 0.60 

FCC Decant Oil Refinery ‘B’ 91.0 8.22 0.5 0.08 0.16 

Table 3 Solvent Analysis 
Larger scale tests were required in order to prepare coal extract solutions for assessment as 
feedstocks for the production of anode grade coke. A series of coal extraction tests were 
conducted using a 2liter stirred autoclave. The Pittsburgh coal and WKy#9 reference coal were 
used in the commissioning tests to produce clean coal solutions that were used to determine the 
best operating conditions for the coking reactor. The low ash Blue Gem and reactive WKy#6 
were then used to generate the coal solutions and subsequent calcined cokes for the study. After 
charging the reactor and purging with nitrogen, it was rapidly brought to the operating 
temperature to commence the digestion stage. The pressure was maintained at 1.4MPa (200psi) 
by venting gas and light distillate evolved through a manual control valve and into the 
condensate traps and gas collection bags. At completion (60minutes residence time) the reactor 
was allowed to cool to ~280oC and residual gas vented through the collection train to de-
pressurize the reactor. The digest was drained from the reactor, sampled for analysis and filtered 
at 250oC through glass fiber membrane using ~70kPa (10psi) nitrogen pressure differential. 
Filtration rate decreases with time as the thickness of the cake progressively increases by the 
deposition of solids and hence increases the pressure drop across the cake. The rate was recorded 
and the filtrate viscosity measured using a Brookfield viscometer. Determination of the specific 



cake resistance, α and the fluid viscosity, μ effectively define filtration characteristics of the 
slurry(3). 
 
Coking tests were conducted by heating samples of coal solution batch-wise in a steel reactor. 
The samples were heated to ~450oC and held at this temperature to allow growth of mesophase 
while retaining some solvent to enhance mobility. Turbulence and shear were promoted by 
sparging with nitrogen to induce coalescence of the mesophase. To prevent premature loss of 
solvent and hence give time for growth of the mesophase domains, a reflux column was fitted to 
the reactor. The reactor was controlled under these conditions for ~3hours in the initial tests and 
for longer periods in the later tests, before the temperature was raised to ~550oC to complete the 
coking process. Although far removed from the conditions found in an authentic delayed coker, 
it was considered that the coke produced by this route could be characterized and its structure 
compared to a typical coker feed treated in the same way. An additional test was conducted 
under the same conditions but using Decant Oil alone as the feedstock in order to make this 
comparison. Low boiling material generated by the thermal cracking of the feed was carried 
from the reactor to collection traps downstream.  
 
Coking tests CK23, 24 & 26 were conducted using sub-samples of the coal solution prepared 
from WKy#6 coal and Decant Oil. The first test followed the procedure established above while 
in the following tests mesophase growth was encouraged by a slow heating regime, whereby the 
coal solution was held under quiescent conditions at 450oC for an extended period (5 to 20h). 
The temperature was then increased to 550oC to produce a green coke. Similar conditions were 
used in the last test CK28 using the coal solution derived from Blue Gem coal. Samples were 
calcined at 1350oC and the structure and properties of the cokes characterized by measurement of 
the proximate and ultimate analyses and by determination of the metals content by x-ray 
fluorescence (XRF). Samples were also set in epoxy resin, sectioned and polished to observe 
coke structure by polarized light optical microscopy.  
  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(i) Micro-Reactor Tests.  Extraction of the reference coal (WKy#9) with anthracene 
oil was impractical at 400oC. The reaction temperature was too low producing some partially 
digested residual coal particles with sticky deformable surface properties which rapidly blinded 
the pores in the filter cake or membrane, making filtration virtually impossible. Increasing the 
reaction temperature by 10oC had a marked affect upon coal dissolution, producing residual 
solids that collectively formed a porous filter cake. The conversion, 68 to 70%daf coal, Table 4 
are typical of values for the conversion of bituminous coals in a non-hydrogen donor aromatic 
solvent like anthracene oil(4).The data are in good agreement with the results from the previous 
2liter reactor tests under the same conditions(2), giving confidence to this simple but effective test 
and at much less expenditure of time and effort. The ability to filter the quinoline diluted digest 
likewise gives valuable information on the filtration performance of the digest on a larger scale. 
 
Very high conversions, approaching 90% on a dry ash-free basis were obtained for the solvent 
extraction of the targeted coal sample, WKy#6 in anthracene oil, Figure 1. This compares with 
68 to 70% obtained for WKy#9. A reaction temperature of 400oC was likewise too low for this 
coal when using anthracene oil as the solvent. Increasing the reaction temperature by 10oC to 
410oC again had a marked affect upon coal dissolution. Conversion was very high (~90%) and 



filtration accomplished without difficulty. However, when the reaction temperature was further 
increased to 420oC, the conversion fell to ~80%, resulting from polymerization reactions of the 
dissolved coal in the non-donor solvent. There was also a small increase in gas yield at the 
expense of the more valuable liquid product, effectively allowing more side chains to be lopped 
from the large parent coal molecules.  
 

Experiment MR#  1 3 5 6 

Coal  WKy #9* 

Solvent  Anthracene Oil #2 

Solvent/Coal ratio  2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 

Temperature oC 400 410 410 410 

Time min 60 60 60 60 

Coal Conversion % daf coal † 69.9 69.0 67.9 
† Could not be filtered 

Table 4 Extraction of WKy#9 with Anthracene Oil 
With the petroleum-derived Decant Oils, the coal extraction behavior was quite different. In 
contrast to the digests made using anthracene oil those made with the Decant Oil surprisingly 
presented no filtration problems over the whole range tested, 390 to 420oC, a significant 
processing benefit compared with anthracene oil. With the Decant Oil from refinery ‘B’ a very 
high coal conversion was again achieved with this reactive coal, 88 to 91% (Figure 2), at reaction 
temperatures of 400 and 410oC. The conversion fell off significantly outside this range. A similar 
trend was observed for the refinery ‘A’ Decant Oil but at a lower level of conversion, 76 to 78%. 
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Figure 1 Extraction of WKy#6 with Anthracene Oil 
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Figure 2 Extraction of WKy#6 with Decant Oil 

Gas yields increased progressively with reaction temperature for both solvents at higher levels 
than obtained with anthracene oil coal extraction. The other two solvents, heavy coker gas oil 
and vacuum gas oil were tested over the most promising temperature range, 400 to 410oC. Coal 
conversion with the coker gas oil was again high, 81 to 86%, while the results for the vacuum 
gas oil were much lower, 30 to 50% with significantly more gas evolution, Table 5. 
 

Coal  Western Kentucky #6 

Solvent  Heavy coker gas oil Vacuum gas oil 

No of tests  2 2 2 2 
Solvent/Coal ratio  2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1 
Temperature oC 400 410 400 410 
Time Min 60 60 60 60 
Gas yield % daf coal 2.7 4.1 4.9 9.7 
Coal conversion % daf coal 86 81 47 32 

Table 5 Extraction of WKy#6 with the Lighter Petroleum Fractions 
(ii) 2l Reactor Tests. A 2liter reactor was used to prepare larger samples of coal solution 
for the coking tests. The conditions selected were based upon the results from the screening tests 
using the micro-reactors and with similar results. The definitive test using the primary coal 
WKy#6 and Decant Oil ‘B’ produced a very encouraging set of results. The micro-reactor tests 
had shown that filtration of coal digests made using the Decant Oils was insensitive to the 
conditions used to prepare the digest (over the range tested). Thus, to maximize liquid yield the 
digestion temperature was reduced to 405oC in order to reduce the predicted higher gas yield 
with this solvent. Filtration was fast, with rates of ~90kg/m2/h. 



 
The conversion of the targeted coal WKy#6 to liquid products during solvent extraction with 
Decant Oil was high, yielding a conversion of around 83%daf, a slightly lower conversion than 
achieved in the micro-reactor screening tests (~90%daf). The low ash Blue Gem coal was 
extracted under the same conditions with a conversion of ~75%daf and filtration rate of 
~60kg/m2/h. Coal conversions in the tests using the reference coal WKy#9 and Anthracene Oil 
were also similar to the results from the micro-reactor tests, 65 to 70%daf coal. Mass balance 
closures were in the range 96 to 100%. Losses can be largely attributed to uncontained vapor 
emissions during transfer of the digest from the reactor to the filter and during filter cake 
blowing, performed to recover the coal solution from the cake. 
 
(iii) Coking Tests.  The yield of green coke from the clean coal solutions was in the 
range 28 to 33%, depending on source. Calcining yields were in the range 90 to 95% of the green 
coke as a result of the loss of a small amount of residual volatile material. However, when the 
soak time at 450oC was increased from 3 to 7 or 20h there was a marked increase in the yield of 
coke from the coal solutions, by over 50%. This implies that a proportion of the Decant Oil was 
converted to coke in the later tests, since the amount of dissolved coal in the feed coal solution 
was approximately 30%.  
 
The amount of ash, generally around 0.2 to 0.5%, was above the target specification for anode 
coke, <0.1%, Table 6. However, the sulfur contents of 0.1 to 0.35% were well within the 
specified limit, <1wt%. Metal contents were somewhat variable although the concentrations 
naturally follow the trend set by the ash content. Nickel and vanadium, the metals of concern in 
relation to carbon consumption and hence increased cost to the process were very low, well 
below the specified value of <200ppm. Sodium was present at equally low concentrations while 
the phosphorus content, <10ppm, appeared to meet the specification (<5ppm) to within the 
sensitivity limits of the method of analysis. The same is true for the chromium content, <10ppm 
for the WKy#6 cokes (compared to the spec. of <1ppm). However, for the Blue Gem coke Cr 
was much higher. The high silicon, calcium and iron contents of this same sample suggest that 
contamination of the sample may have occurred. For the other coke samples the silicon and iron 
contents were within the target values (<200 & <300ppm respectively).  However, some of the 
ash and hence metals in the coke can be attributed to contamination from the coking vessel. This 
was apparent from analysis of pitches made by vacuum distillation in glassware of sub-samples 
of the same coal solutions. Here, the ash contents were significantly lower, 0.1 to 0.3%, about 
half of the coke ash values, although still above the target of <0.1%, while the yields were not 
dissimilar. The likely ash content in the coke can be calculated from the pitch ash contents and 
their relative yields derived from the same coal solution. All of the predicted ash values were 
well below the measured values, generally by factors of between 50 and 100%. The implications 
are that the samples are contaminated during coking, presumably from the walls of the coking 
vessel. On an industrial scale the increase in volume to surface area ratio of several orders of 
magnitude, renders wall effects insignificant for the coke from a delayed coker.  
 



 

Run No CCK23 CCK24 CCK26 CCK28 Anode Grade 
Specification 

Coal  WKy#6 WKy#6 WKy#6 Blue Gem  
Ash % 0.36 0.18 0.50 0.24 ≤  0.1 
VM % 0.62 0.52 0.72 0.45  
FC % 99.0 99.0 98.7 99.3  
C %daf 98.5 97.0 93.5 99.0  
H %daf 0.03 0.02 0.04 <0.01  

O* %daf 0.3 1.4 5.1 0.03  
N %daf 0.41 0.57 0.57 0.42  
S %daf 0.12 0.34 0.35 0.33 ≤  1.0 
       

Na ppm <1 7 9 <1 ≤  100 
Mg ppm 10 4 3 23  
Al ppm 17 7 20 100  
Si ppm 55 3 105 75 ≤  200 
P ppm <1 2 3 <10 ≤  5 
K ppm <1 <1 2 <1  
Ca ppm 48 13 7 210 ≤  50 
Ti ppm 166 43 125 <1  
V ppm <1 <1 <1 <1 ≤  200 
Cr ppm 10 5 2 78 ≤  1 
Mn ppm <1 5 <1 6  
Fe ppm 115 5 11 475 ≤  300 
Ni ppm <1 4 1 35 ≤  200 

Table 6 Analysis of Calcined Cokes from the Dissolution of Coals in Decant Oil  
 
Comparing the microstructure of cokes from a typical coker feed, FCC decant oil, (a) prepared in 
the laboratory reactor to that (b) produced in a delayed coker shows that while the former has 
well-developed anisotropic domains, it does not exhibit the needle like structure of typical anode 
cokes produced in a delayed coker, Figure 3.  It can therefore be argued that, provided some 
evidence of mesophase growth and coalescence can be demonstrated in coal extract cokes, cokes 
suitable for anode fabrication could be produced by this method when generated under the 
optimum conditions found in a true delayed coker. In practice, the structure of cokes derived 
through coal extraction in anthracene oil, although essentially anisotropic, is predominantly 
composed of small mosaics. However, there was some evidence of larger mesophase domains in 
infrequent isolated zones in the coke, Figure 4 that offers the prospect for developing cokes with 
the required properties. In contrast, it is the microstructure of the cokes derived from the Decant 
Oil coal extracts that are most interesting. The cokes display an extensive array of anisotropic 
domains with particularly well-defined large areas of well-aligned mesophase that should be 
ideal for the fabrication of carbon anodes. The structure became progressively more pronounced 
and impressive with increasing soak time in the laboratory reactor, Figure 5. 
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Figure 3 FCC Calcined Coke from Laboratory & Delayed Coker  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 4 Small Mozaic Anisotropy of Anthracene Oil derived Coal Extract Cokes 
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Figure 5 Large Anisotropic Domains of Decant Oil derived Coal Extract Cokes 



 
(iv) Material Balance Based on data from the solvent extraction of WKy#6 with Decant 
Oil and the coking data from CK23, a material balance was constructed, Figure 6. A plant built 
for a coal throughput of 100t/h would produce calcined coke suitable for the fabrication of 
carbon anodes at a rate of 79t/h. The reject stream of dry filter cake residue would amount to 
24t/h with a high value gas/light distillate yield of ~10t/h. However, a make-up supply of process 
solvent (Decant Oil) of 35t/h would be required to maintain the solvent inventory. 
 

 

Figure 6 Conceptual Plant Material Balance 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
• A simple micro-reactor test to assess the dissolution of coals in process solvents has been 

established and validated. A feature of the test is the fast response time giving reliable results 
on the performance of coals and solvents in the conversion to soluble products. 

• A Western Kentucky coal (WKy#6) was very reactive with conversions of ~90%daf coal at 
410oC with either anthracene oil or decant oil ‘B’ as the solvent. A lower conversion (~80%) 
was achieved with a decant oil from refinery ‘A’, but well above the typical values for 
bituminous coals (~70%) in non-donor solvents. Gas yields were slightly higher with decant 
oil as solvent. 

• Filtration of the decant oil digests was fast under all conditions tested. In contrast, it was 
critical that the reaction temperature was ≥410oC for viable filtration of anthracene oil digests. 

• Bulk samples of clean coal solution were prepared using a 2l reactor. The conversion 
achieved for the extraction of WKy#6 in decant oil was slightly lower (83%daf) than achieved 
in the micro-rectors while filtration was fast, ~90kg/m2/h. This feature of Decant Oil coal 
digests offers the prospect for facile process control in an area that can be problematic for 
anthracene oil extracts. The conversion achieved with Blue Gem coal was 75%daf with a 



filtration rate of ~60 kg/m2/h, while the conversion of WKy#9 was more typical of bituminous 
coals at 65 to 70%daf and filtration rate of ~70kg/m2/h. 

• Coke yields were increased by heat soaking at 450oC. Growth and coalescence of mesophase 
were also promoted by this action. 

• Ash contents of the cokes exceeded the anode coke specification but some of this can be 
attributed to contamination from the laboratory coker. The effect of scale in an industrial 
process should eliminate this problem. 

• Metals concentrations were mostly within the required limits defined for anode cokes while 
sulfur was well within the defined limit. 

• The microstructure of the anthracene oil / coal extract cokes was a predominantly small 
anisotropic mosaic with a few isolated larger anisotropic domains. 

• The microstructure of the decant oil / coal extract cokes showed extensive arrays of coalesced 
anisotropic domains, ideal for the fabrication of carbon anodes. 

• Determination of the process mass balance showed that for coal feed rate of 100t/h the  
calcined coke yield would be 79t/h with a gas and light distillate make of ~10t/h. However, 
~35t/h of decant oil make-up solvent would be required to maintain solvent inventory. 
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Abstract

The goal of this research is to develop methods for producing marketable forms of carbon
from coals using a sulfur dehydrogenation process. If successful, this work could have
considerable impact, allowing the development of a new, environmentally cleaner process for
coke and carbon production, expanding the number of coals that can be used to make these
products and allowing the development of a CO2 free, carbon neutral, source of H2.
Initial work has focused on fundamental research to establish feasibility and an understanding of
the relationships between processing conditions, coal structure, the mechanism of
dehydrogenation, and the nature of the carbon being produced. The results presented in this
communication demonstrate that the extent of dehydrogenation by sulfur at 500°C appears
comparable to that obtained in the absence of sulfur, only at much higher temperatures. This is
broadly consistent with the findings of Jusino and Schobert (2006) who produced a product
much like metallurgical coke but at much lower temperatures than in a conventional coke oven.
Flow-reactor tests at 700°C also produced coke cenospheres, which may have interesting
potential applications.

Introduction

The focus of the research described here is the production of premium carbon products from
coal through the development of a dehydrogenation process that uses vapor-phase sulfur. This
builds on the recently reported work of Jusino and Schobert (2005). These authors used vapor-
phase sulfur to dehydrogenate a medium volatile bituminous coal through the formation of H2S.
Yields of 70–75% of the hydrogen in a medium volatile bituminous coal were obtained in this
way. CO2 was not produced in this process. Furthermore, the carbon so produced met or
exceeded the specifications for fixed carbon, ash, low sulfur content and friability of
conventional metallurgical coke, even though it was produced at lower temperatures than those
used in typical by-product coke ovens. Jusino and Schobert (2005) proposed a process in which
the H2S is subsequently converted to hydrogen and sulfur and the sulfur is recycled through the
reactor. With the present intense interest in developing a “hydrogen economy”, the production of
hydrogen as a by-product in this process would obviously be extremely attractive.

The work of Jusino and Schobert (2005) demonstrated that sulfur vapor reacts rapidly with
coals at temperatures above the normal boiling point of sulfur (445°C), producing a carbon with
intriguing properties. Our goal is to study the relationships between processing conditions, coal
structure, the mechanism of dehydrogenation, and the nature of the carbon being produced. A
fundamental understanding of the chemistry of the reaction and its relationship to the properties
of the final products is a prerequisite for the rational design of processes that can produce high-
value carbon materials. Here we will present some of our initial results.



Experimental

The coal used in the work was a medium-volatile bituminous coking coal, DECS-30, from
Virginia, USA. On an as-received basis, this coal has an ash content of 3.81 %, with 29.51%
volatile matter, 64.62% fixed carbon and a sulfur content of 0.77%. The coal was selected in part
for its low ash yield and sulfur content, so that the effect of coal minerals and initial sulfur
content on the results would be minimized.

The flow reactor was similar to that described by Jusino and Schobert. Essentially, a Pyrex
glass tube (about 1 m long, 5 cm diameter) was heated in an electric furnace. The ends of the
reactor were closed with stoppers that have provisions for an inert gas sweep inlet tube and an
exist tube. The inert gas sweeps the sulfur vapor, as it is formed in a separate “boat”, through a
bed of coal, and prevents the vapor from diffusing away from the coal. This procedure also
allowed the hydrogen sulfide produced to be swept out of the reactor into gas washing bottles
that contained a solution of cadmium chloride. These solutions were used to determine the
amount of hydrogen sulfide generated.

Weighed quantities of coal and sulfur were placed in the reactor. The ratio of sulfur to coal
was varied according to the requirements of the experiment. The reactor was heated to the
desired test temperature and allowed to run for the desired test duration (usually 1 hour, but in
one case the reaction time was prolonged to 2 hours). At the end of the reaction, nitrogen flow
through the reactor was continued for several additional minutes, to insure that all the hydrogen
sulfide in the reactor was swept through the wash bottles. The contents of the wash bottles were
filtered to remove precipitated cadmium sulfide. The amount of cadmium remaining in solution
was determined by atomic absorption spectroscopic analysis of the filtrate. Given the known
amount of cadmium in solution at the start of a test and that remaining in solution at the end, the
amount of cadmium sulfide formed, and hence the amount of hydrogen sulfide generated, was
determined by straightforward stoichiometric calculations.

Proximate analysis of the samples (volatile matter, VM; ash; and fixed carbon, FC) was
performed using a LECO MAC-400 Proximate Analyzer. Sulfur content was determined using a
Leco SC-32 analyzer. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained using a Digilab
FTS 45 spectrometer and a diffuse reflectance attachment. A Hitachi S-35000N scanning
electron microscope (SEM) with a Princeton Gamma-Tech (PCT) energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS) was used for analysis of selected samples.

Results and Discussion

In initial work two sets of reactions were performed. First, the coal was heated under a flow
of nitrogen alone at temperatures of 500˚C, 600˚C and 700˚C, for one hour. The experiments
were then repeated with sulfur in the reaction vessel (in a separate vessel to the coal), so that
dehydrogenation by sulfur vapor could occur and the changes in coal structure compared.



There are distinct differences in the visual appearance of the products. The coal heated to
500˚C in the absence of sulfur and held at that temperature for one hour passed through the
anticipated fluid stage and reformed into a very, brittle, porous, carbonaceous mass that broke
into smaller particles on being removed from the reaction vessel. At 600˚C, the product consisted
of two phases. One phase consisted of large lumps of material that had a coke-like appearance,
while the second phase was similar to that formed at 500˚C. As an example, a picture of these
products is shown in figure 1. At 700˚C only large lumps of material that had a coke like
appearance were formed.

Figure 1. Products formed at 600˚C. The product consisted of two phases. One phase consisted of large lumps of
material that had a coke-like appearance, while the second phase was a powder similar to that formed at 500˚C

FTIR spectra of these samples were obtained. It is important to note that infrared spectra
cannot be obtained from a highly carbonaceous material like coke; all one obtains is a sharply
sloping baseline and noise. Accordingly, we could not obtain spectra from the coke-like lumps
formed at 700˚C, but did manage to obtain spectra from the smaller, broken-up particles formed
at lower temperatures and one of the coke-like lumps formed at 600˚C. The spectra of the
products formed at this latter temperature are shown in Figure 2, where they are compared to the
spectrum of the original coal.

The spectra show that dehydrogenation occurs primary through the loss of aliphatic CH
groups. In the broken-up smaller particles, the aliphatic CH content (as measured by the
stretching modes near 2900 cm-1) is less than half that of the original coal. In the coke-like
product, the aliphatic stretching modes have essentially been eliminated. The aromatic CH
groups appear to be only slightly affected by heating to this temperature, however. In addition, a
band near 1670 cm-1, possibly due to quinone or semiquinone-like structures, becomes more
prominent in the spectra of the products. (This latter mode may also be an overtone or
combination mode of the out-of-plane aromatic CH bending vibrations between 700 cm-1 and
900 cm-1.) Finally, if the spectra are carefully examined in the 700 cm-1 to 900 cm-1 region of the
spectrum, it can be seen that the band at 815 cm-1, assigned to out-of-plane motions of two



Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the original coal, DECS 30 (bottom); broken-up particulate material produced at
600˚C (middle); and the coke-like material also formed at 600˚C (top).

adjacent aromatic CH, groups has a lower relative intensity than its two immediate neighbors,
near 975 cm-1 and 775 cm-1, assigned to isolated CH vibrations and vibrations of three adjacent
CH groups, respectively. This suggests that such groups, presumably on the edge of aromatic
clusters, are involved in the formation of the larger molecules that, in turn, lead to mesophase
formation.

The samples dehydrogenated by sulfur at these temperatures had a different character. At
500˚C, a two-phase system consisting of larger lumps of a product with a coke-like appearance
were formed, together with what appeared to be small particles formed by a degree of “melting”
and fusing of the even smaller coal particles originally present. Visually, these have the
appearance of a roughly ground coal. At 600˚C a similar two-phase system was occasionally
observed, although in some experiments the smaller particles were obtained with some larger
lumps. These larger lumps are extremely brittle, unlike the lumps formed in the absence of sulfur
at the same temperature, and often fell apart upon simply being touched. They look like an
agglomeration of bigger particles that are only weakly attached to one another. Similar results
were obtained for samples heated to 700˚C.

Only the FTIR spectra of samples obtained at 500˚C could be obtained. These demonstrated
that in the presence of sulfur, the extent of dehydrogenation at 500˚C appeared comparable to
that obtained at higher temperatures in the absence of sulfur. The fact that spectra of samples
obtained by heating to higher temperature could not be obtained at all also implies that there is a
greater degree of dehydrogenation. This conclusion is supported by the results of proximate
analysis, where it was seen that the amount of fixed carbon is higher in the samples
dehydrogenated in the presence of sulfur.



SEM micrographs of the samples heated both in the presence and absence of sulfur were
obtained. Continuous structures appeared in the micrographs of the coke-like lumps formed by
heating in the absence of sulfur. These are presumably what one would expect if the coal forms a
mesophase through the condensation of aromatic molecules. Such large, continuous structures
are not formed by sulfur dehydrogenation under these conditions. However, what is really
interesting are the particles that are formed by sulfur dehydrogenation. SEM micrographs of
these samples are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. The SEM of carbon products formed at 500˚C (top two micrographs) and 700˚C (bottom two
micrographs) by sulfur dehydrogenation. On the left side are the micrographs of the coke like lumps cokes, on the
right side are micrographs of the powder or particle fractions.

The particles formed at 500˚C are smaller and “more solid” than those formed at 700˚C. The
latter appear to be hollow. Gray has discussed the formation of such coke cenospheres (1989).
Their formation is attributed to swelling of plasticized particles of coal by gases trapped inside
the particle. This is particularly the case when the heating of the coal is relatively rapid and the
coal particles are unconfined (Gray and Krupinski, 1997). Hollow carbon spheres might prove to
be useful products and we are proposing to investigate their properties in future work.
Preliminary work in this laboratory has indicated that these cenospheres might make a good
catalyst support, while preliminary work by a colleague at Penn State (Ramakrishnan
Rajagopalan) has shown that these carbons could form electrodes with very high volumetric
capacitance.
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Abstract

One of the pathways for achieving the goal of utilizing the available large quantities of indigenous coal, at the
same time reducing emissions, is by increasing the efficiency of power plants by utilizing much higher steam
conditions. The US Ultra-Supercritical Steam (USC) Project funded by US Department of Energy (DOE) and
the Ohio Coal Development Office (OCDO) promises to increase the efficiency of pulverized coal-fired power
plants by as much as nine percentage points, with an associated reduction of CO2 emissions by about 22%
compared to current subcritical steam power plants, by increasing the operating temperature and pressure to
760°C (1400°F) and 35 MPa (5000 psi), respectively. Preliminary analysis has shown such a plant to be
economically viable. The current project primarily focuses on developing the materials technology needed to
achieve these conditions in the boiler. The scope of the materials evaluation includes mechanical properties,
steam-side oxidation and fireside corrosion studies, weldability and fabricability evaluations, and review of
applicable design codes and standards. These evaluations are nearly completed, and have provided the
confidence that currently-available materials can meet the challenge.While this paper deals with boiler
materials,parallel work on turbine materials is also in progress. These results are not presented here in the
interest of brevity.

Introduction and Background

In the 21st Century, the world faces the critical challenge of providing abundant, cheap electricity to meet the
needs of a growing global population, while at the same time, preserving environmental values. Most studies
of this issue conclude that a robust portfolio of generation technologies and fuels should be developed to
assure that the United States will have adequate electricity supplies in a variety of possible future scenarios.
Traditional methods of coal combustion emit pollutants (including CO2) at high levels relative to other
generation options. Maintaining coal as a generation option will require methods for addressing these
environmental issues.

This project, through a government/industry consortium, is undertaking a five-year effort to evaluate and
develop materials technologies that allow the use of advanced steam cycles in coal-based power plants. These
advanced cycles, with target steam temperatures up to 760°C (1400°F) will increase the efficiency of coal-fired
boilers and reduce emissions substantially. Worldwide, more than a dozen plants are operating at steam
conditions close to 593°C (1100°F)/27 MPa (4000 psi and plant operation at 620°C (1150°F) appears to be a
near-term possibility.(1) Research, development and demonstration programs have been underway in Europe
and Japan aimed at materials capable of withstanding steam conditions up to 650°C (1200°F), and over the
next decade to 700°C (1300°F). It is imperative that the US boiler manufacturers match those capabilities in
this advanced technology area. This is one of the objectives of the US DOE/OCDO project. Furthermore,
materials technology is generic in nature and cuts across many energy systems operating at high temperatures.
Consequently, materials technology developments for high-temperature applications are expected to be of
enduring value. In the near term, materials developed for USC plants can be confidently used for retrofit
applications in currently-operating plants to increase their reliability.
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The project objectives are addressed through the eight tasks listed below:

Task 1. Conceptual Design and Economic Analysis
Task 2. Mechanical Properties of Advanced Alloys
Task 3. Steamside Oxidation and Resistance
Task 4. Fireside Corrosion Resistance
Task 5. Weldability
Task 6. Fabricability
Task 7. Coatings
Task 8. Design Data and Rules

The current scope of the project is nearly complete.Highlights from the results achieved so far are summarised
in this paper

Results

Conceptual Design and Economic Analysis
Based on temperature/pressure calculations performed for various sections of a conceptual boiler(2-4), possible
materials selection have been performed from a creep strength point of view.Haynes® 230, Inconel® 740 and
CCA 617* were selected for the highest-temperature, heavy-section applications as well as tubular
components; the austenitics HR 6W and SUPER 304H were selected for tubular applications; and ferritic alloy
SAVE 12 was selected for heavy sections at lower temperatures. Alloys T92, T23 and HCM 12 were
considered for application in waterwall tubing. The compositions and intended applications of the alloys are
shown in Table1.

Table 1. Candidate Alloys

Alloy Nominal Composition Developer Application

Haynes 230 57Ni-22Cr-14W-2Mo-La Haynes P, SH/RH Tubes

INCO 740 50Ni-25Cr-20Co-2Ti-2Nb-V-Al Special Metals P, SH/RH Tubes

CCA 617 55Ni-22Cr-.3W-8Mo-11Co-Al VDM P, SH/RH Tubes

HR6W 43Ni-23Cr-6W-Nb-Ti-B Sumitomo SH/RH Tubes

Super 304H 18Cr-8Ni-W-Nb-N Sumitomo SH/RH Tubes
Save 12 12Cr-W-Co-V-Nb-N P

T92 9Cr-2W-Mo-V-Nb-N Nippon Steel WW Tubes

T23 2-1/4Cr-1.5W-V Sumitomo WW Tubes
HCM12 12Cr-1Mo-1W-V-Nb ---- WW Tubes

P - pipe

A tentative bill of materials for the conceptual boiler is shown in Fig 1. Overall, the feasibility of designing an
ultra-supercritical 750 MW boiler operating at 760°C (1400°F)/35 MPa (5000 psi) throttle steam conditions
with existing material technology is encouraging. It was estimated that such a plant will increase the plant from

*
CCA617: Controlled Compositional Analysis, a modified composition of Alloy 617
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Figure1. Alloy choices for components of a conceptual USC boiler

the efficiency from an average of 35% (HHV)* (current domestic aging sub-critical steam fleet) to
approximately 45% (HHV).(2,3). For a double reheat configuration the efficiency will reach 47%. Expressed
in terms of European parameters, this could be as high as 52% LHV*.

Based on a 20-year break-even consideration, an assumed capacity factor of 80%, and coal cost of $1.42/G J.
($1.50/MBtu), the fuel cost savings over the 20-year period, are sufficient to allow an ultra-supercritical plant
to be cost competitive even if the total plant capital cost is 12 to 15% more than a comparable scale facility
built using conventional subcritical boiler and cycle design (5,6),. Balance-of-plant (BOP) costs are expected
to be lower than those for existing boiler and cycle designs due to smaller coal handling and pollution control
systems, resulting from the improved plant efficiencies. As a result of these reductions in fuel and BOP costs
and the smaller plant size due o increasd efficiency, boiler and steam turbine capital costs can be permitted to
be higher compared to subcritical plant. If a potential "carbon tax" were also taken into account, the advantage
of the USC plant becomes even more substantial..These economic calculations are being up dated

An alternative design consideration that mitigates the high cost of the superalloys is a design with increased
throttle temperature without a major increase in throttle pressure. As mentioned earlier, the costs involved in
increasing steam temperature are lower than for raising steam pressure. Reducing throttle pressure may allow
the more extensive use of standard austenitic materials, while maintaining the plant efficiency gains due to
higher throttle temperature. This approach of using lower pressure (in combination with the better than

*
HHV and LHV: Higher Heating Value and Lower Heating Value, respectively (related to the assumption regarding

recovery of heat of vaporization of moisture). Efficiency calculations were based on typical US plant siting and
operating practices.
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expected material properties observed for some alloys and the lower stresses calculated from the reference
stress approach( (7) as described later), favors the possibility of achieving the initial goal of 760°C (1400°F)
throttle steam.

Figure. 2 Allowable stresses for various classes of alloys(8)

Mechanical Properties

Figure 2 is a plot of the allowable stresses as a function of temperature used to compare and determine the
temperature capabilities of various classes of alloys.(8) The figure also shows the actual stresses at several
steam pressures.(8) The nickel-based alloys Inconel 740, Haynes 230, Inconel 625, Inconel 617, and HR 120
have much higher temperature capability, in decreasing order as listed compared to austenitic steels, followed
by the ferritic steels. Purely from the creep strength point of view, at a pressure of 35 MPa (5000 psi) for a 5
cm (2 in) by 1.25cm ( 0.5 in.) tube (stress 60 MPa or 8.7 ksi), ferritic steels are useful up to about 620°C
(1150°F) (metal temperature) and austenitic steels up to about 675°C(1250°F). At metal temperatures higher
than this, Ni-based alloys are required.

Creep rupture testing has exceeded 30000hr for SAVE 12, Super 304H, Haynes 230, CCA617, and Inconel
740. Creep-rupture tests on HR6W tubing are complete, and the results confirm earlier predictions (based on
short-term data) that indicated the alloy had poorer creep strength than expected from literature. Figure 3
compares the expected and measured 100,000 hour rupture strength as a function of temperature for HR6W.
The measured values are 20 to 30% lower than expected. When compared to Super 304H, the creep strength
of HR6W is inferior below ~675ºC while it shows an improvement over Super 304H above 675ºC.
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Figure 3. 100,000 hour rupture life for austenitic tubing (extrapolations based on data up to ~20,000
hours). Measured strength of HR6W is significantly lower than projected values from material supplier.

Creep tests on CCA617 have exceeded expectations in the lower temperature regime (650°C to 700°C), but
above 750°C the creep strength was indistinguishable from that of the standard Inconel 617. Microstructural
studies suggest that this strength difference is due to the precipitation of gamma prime, but at 750°C these
precipitates were found to coarsen significantly with time, and at 800°C contributed little to the hardening of
the material. (9) This suggests that at 750ºC and above, no long-term strength advantaged is expected for
CCA617 due to gamma prime precipitation. Figure 4 shows the extrapolated 100,000 hour rupture strengths of
617 and CCA617. The 100 MPa-100,000 hour rupture strength for CCA617 is estimated at 725ºC compared
to ~700ºC for 617.
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Figure. 4. 100,000 hour rupture life for nickel-based tubing and plates (extrapolations based on data up to
~23,000 hours). CCA617 shows improved strength compared to 617 (725ºC at 100MPa). Inconel 740

rupture strength shows heat-to-heat and heat-treatment variations. All the data suggests better strength
than AD700 program reported values.
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Creep testing of Inconel 740 is being performed on both tubing and thick plate. Tests on two heats of material
and two heat-treatments have shown some data scatter for rupture life as shown in figure 4. All material was
given a standard 800ºC-16hr heat-treatment before testing. Heat ‘A’ shows behavior similar (although slightly
improved) to that reported on the AD700 program(10). However when Heat ‘A’ was subjected to an
additional solution heat-treatement, its rupture behavior followed that of Heat ‘B’ which was significantly
better than that reported by the AD700 program. Heat ‘B’ has a 100MPa-100,000hr estimated rupture life
greater than 760ºC, which meets the aggressive strength requirements of this project. For ASME code
qualification, data is required on a minimum of three heats of material. A third heat of 740 has been obtained
for the required testing.

To evaluate the fabrication and welding processes developed on the program, testing is being performed on
welds, weldments, and cold-bent tubes. Cross-weld creep tests on HR6W and on Super 304H have shown that
‘overmatching’ filler metals have superior creep strength compared to the base metal with most ruptures in the
base metal at expected base metal lives. Cross-weld tests on Haynes 230 tubes and thin plates show the weld
metal to be approximately 80% the strength of the base metal with all cross-weld failures in the weldments.
Current cross-weld creep studies are focused on thick plate weldments in CCA617 (specimens up to 37mm in
thickness), tube weldments in 617, dissimilar metal welds (DMW) in CCA617/Super 304H, and plate
weldments in Inconel 740. The cross-weld tests on Inconel 740 are in support of the welding development
efforts on this alloy and include matching 740 filler metal and Nimonic 263 filler metal. To examine cold-
work effects, pressurized creep tests on tube bends have been performed on Haynes 230 and HR6W. At
relatively high levels of cold work (20 to 35% outer fiber strain) after 8,000 hours in test, neither alloy showed
large reductions in rupture life at 775ºC indicating the ASME code rules for cold-work will be conservative for
the solid solution nickel-based alloys. Tests on Inconel 740 tubes bends are currently underway to examine
cold-work effects in age-hardenable nickel-based alloys.

In support of design rules and model development, LCF, thermal fatigue (thermal shock experiments), and
creep-fatigue tests are being performed on some alloys. These data will be used primarily to determine the
effect thermal transients will have on thick-section components. This is important because the current
experience for most boilers is with ferritic steels which have different physical properties compared to the
nickel-based alloys.

Steamside Oxidation Tests

Steamside oxidation testing has been completed at 650°C (1 and 17 atm); 700°C (17 atm); and 800°C (1 and
17 atm). The oxidation rates primarily followed a parabolic rate law, and the rate constants derived were found
to be in agreement with literature data (where this information is available)(11). Among the ferritic steels, two
new steels: MARB2 (developed by NIMS) and VM12 (developed by V&M Tubes) displayed the lowest
weight gains/metal loss, whereas all other 2-9% steels were subject to rapid oxidation. Ferritic steels that
showed the lowest weight loss also exhibited the lowest tendency for their oxide to spall. Clear evidence of
spallation was observed for alloys T23, T91 and T92. Ferritic material MARB2 and austenitic material 304H
displayed the formation of oxide islands, indicative of the development of a non-protective oxide at some
location. The highest tendency among the austenitics for scale exfoliation was found in 347HFG. Shot blasting
was found to be beneficial in both Super 304H and in 347HFG steel. The oxidation behavior of some
nominally 12%Cr steels (for example, T122) was very variable, with anomalous temperature dependence
apparently resulting from the fact that their ability to form a consistently-protective scale was unusually
sensitive to minor changes in factors such as levels of minor alloying elements, surface condition, and test
variables. However, one nominally 12%Cr steel (VM12) was able to reliably form a protective scale, and
performed as well as some austenitic and Ni-based alloys.

No spallation was observed from the austenitic steels or Ni-based alloys in the 650°C (1200°F) tests. Of the
austenitic and Ni-based alloys, the Co-containing alloys Nimonic 263, CCA 617 and Inconel 740 exhibited the
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best oxidation behavior. All of the austenitic and Ni-based materials tested formed a dense layer of chromium
oxide that will result in low oxidation rates at this temperature. The Ni-based alloys that contained between 0.5
and 1.3% Al formed near-surface intergranular aluminum oxide penetrations beneath the external (protective)
chromia scales, which effectively increased the thickness of load-bearing section lost.

Results from tests at 650 and 600°C in 1 atm steam, shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the oxidation susceptibility
appears to be independent of Cr level, once a threshold level of about 10% is reached.

Figure 5. Normalized weight loss of sample after steamside oxidation 1000 hr at 800°C(11)

Among the diffusion coatings tested, SiCr and FeCr coatings performed much better than AlCr coatings. Based
on calculated oxidation rates, it appears that the life of austenitic and Ni-based tubing was unlikely to be
controlled by steamside oxidation rates rather than fireside corrosion. The primary concern with respect to
steamside oxidation is oxide exfoliation.

Fireside Corrosion

The objective of this task is to evaluate the relative resistance of various candidate alloys to fireside corrosion
over the full temperature range expected in an USC steam plant.(12,13) The testing involved the corrosive
environments representative of three different domestic coal types: Eastern (E), Midwestern (MW), and
Western (W). Also, three types of testing were undertaken: (1) laboratory testing simulating conditions
expected at the waterwalls and superheater/reheaters, using appropriate deposit compositions and gas mixtures;
(2) steam loops formed by welding together spool pieces of the various materials and inserted into the
superheater circuit to be exposed to much higher temperature boiler conditions; and (3) retractable air-cooled
probes inserted inside operating boilers. Steam loops are hydrotested prior to installation in a boiler, which
burns high sulfur coal.(13,14) USC boiler design operating conditions are simulated by throttling the steam
flow to achieve metal temperatures up to 760°C (1400°F). Operating parameters during the test are monitored
remotely. Physical monitoring of the tubes is accomplished during outages at the plant by means of diameter
measurements for hot corrosion wastage, and photographs of the surface condition.
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Results of laboratory tests,In the case of the waterwall conditions, specimens tested under MW and E
conditions exhibited more wastage than those tested under W-coal conditions (see Fig. 6(12)). The difference
in the amount of wastage between the MW/E and W conditions was greater at

Figure 6. Total metal wastage for alloys under waterwall conditions at 525°C (975°F), 1000 hr(12)

454°C (850°F) and 525°C (975°F) than at 593°C (1100°F). The MARB2 and SAVE12 alloys (which contain
Co) exhibited higher wastage rates than did the P92 and HCM12A alloys at all three temperatures.

The Inconel-622, -52, and -72 weld overlays and laser clad 50/50 displayed significant improvement in
corrosion resistance compared to the wrought alloys at all temperatures, although the Inconel-622 overlay
started to show more attack at 593°C (1100°F) compared to -52 and -72. With regard to the diffusion coatings
(on T92), they also exhibited significantly improved corrosion resistance compared to the wrought alloys. The
chromized coating displayed the best performance, followed by the SiCr and the AlCr. As in the SH/RH tests,
the AlCr coating exhibited the most subsurface attack.

The results for superheater/reheater corrosion so far confirm that:

As noted by others, of US Midwestern and Eastern coals are much more corrosive than the environment
typical of a Western coal.

Corrosion behavior was a function of Cr level, with corrosion decreasing rapidly as the chromium level
increased to 22-27%, and then leveling off.

Fe-Ni-Cr and Ni-Fe-Cr alloys HR3C (53Fe-25Cr-20Ni), 353 (36Fe-35Ni- 25Cr-1Si), 120 (37Ni-35Fe-25Cr),
and HR6W (40Ni-25Fe-23Cr-6W) performed better than the Ni-based alloys tested.

Of the Ni-based alloys, Inconel 740 exhibited better corrosion resistance than Haynes 230 and CCA617.

Weld overlays Inconel-72 (42% Cr) and Inconel-52 (28% Cr) performed better than Inconel-622 (21% Cr).

Diffusion coatings of Cr and Cr-Si displayed better corrosion resistance than Al-Cr and were comparable to
weld overlays, but because they are thinner will be breached sooner.
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Of the weld overlays, Inconel-72 (typically 42 Cr) and Inconel-52 (typically 28 Cr) performed better than
Inconel-622 (typically 21 Cr) at all temperatures, with 72 performing better than the 52. At 650°C (1200°C)
and 704°C (1300°C), the 72 and 52 were better than the wrought alloys in the 22-27 Cr range. With regard to
the diffusion coating (on Super 304H), the FeCr and SiCr compositions performed better than the AlCr, which
exhibited the most extensive subsurface penetration. The FeCr and SiCr coatings were comparable to the weld
overlays but, because they are thinner, will be breached sooner.

Weldability Studies

The scope of this task includes study of six alloys: SAVE12, Super 304H, HR6W, Haynes 230, Inconel 740,
CCA 617. Two product forms, tubing and pipe or plate, are being studied, and welding procedures for 15
materials/product forms/welding processes combinations are being developed. Welding procedures are being
developed for three dissimilar metal weld configurations, and weldments for each of the combinations are
being evaluated15).

Preliminary results indicate that submerged arc welding (SAW), a high deposition rate process favored by
boilermakers for thick sections, might not be feasible for Ni-based materials; tests on Haynes 230 and Inconel
740 have been unsuccessful. A 7.5cm (3 in.) thick plate of Haynes 230 was successfully welded using pulsed
gas metal arc welding (GMAW) technique,.(16) Hot wire gas tungsten arc welding tests conducted on 2-inch
thick Inconel 740 plates using a 25% Helium/75% Argon shielding gas and matching filler wire gave
encouraging results. There were very few microfissures compared to earlier samples using a pulsed gas metal
arc process. Bend and tensile tests will be conducted for further evaluation of this plate in an attempt to fully
qualify a welding procedure.

An orbital gas-tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process has been qualified for Super 304H and test specimens
are being fabricated. While attempts to weld tubing using an automatic GMAW process were unsuccessful,
type 347 filler produced acceptable welds. An orbital GTA process was qualified for tubing of alloy CCA 617,
and a SAW process was qualified for plate and test specimens are being fabricated. Attempts to perform
shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) using matching filler were unsuccessful due to slag control problems
with CCA 617 electrodes. On the other hand, successful SMAW welds were achieved using conventional 617
electrodes. Collaboration is being pursued with the alloy vendor (Special Metals Corp.) in view of their
experience in welding 2.5 cm (1 in) thick plates of Inconel 740 using GMAW.

Fabricability Studies

The primary objective of this task is to conduct fabrication studies on the alloys of interest and to assess the
effects of fabrication on material properties, so that potential fabrication problems may be identified.(17)
Experience in welding, machining, cutting, boring and grinding of Haynes 230, Inconel 740, HR6W, CCA 617
and Super304H stainless steel has been gained in the course of fabrication of two steam test loops. Protective
weld overlay claddings using alloys Inconel 52, Inconel 72 and Inconel 622 were successfully applied to the
tube sections that form the test loops. Field welding was additionally demonstrated during installation of the
test loops in the boiler. Samples of strained material required for characterizing the
recrystallization/precipitation behavior of USC steam alloys were made by controlled straining (ranging from 0
to 50%) of special tapered tube specimens. Fabrication of multiple U-bends from Haynes 230 and HR6 W.
tubing (2 in. OD X 0.4 in. MW) was successfully demonstrated using production equipment. Tube U-bends
with strains of 15%, 20% and 35% were produced as shown in Fig 7.
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Figure 7. Current Status of Workplan Activities – Alloy 230

Swaging trials of two of the USC steam alloys have been completed. Data on recrystallization behavior, phase
precipitation and dissolution in the Ni-based alloys are being compiled to assist in the understanding and
development of fabrication procedures. Summary of results for one of Alloy 230 are shown in the table in
Figure 7.(17),for illustrating the type of data being gathered

As a demonstration of the fabrication capabilities achieved in the course of this project, a mock up section of a
header was fabricated, see Figure 8. The mock up illustrates capabilities with respect to fabrication of CCA
617 alloy into the header shape by bending of plate; girth welding; seam welding; socket welding machining;
swaging; hole drilling; and dissimilar welding between CCA 617 and Super304H and T91 tubing.
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Figure 8. Demonstration of fabrication capabilities with alloys of interest for an USC steam boiler

Coatings

Several specimens with claddings, sprayed coatings [cold spray, high-velocity oxygen/fuel (HVOF)] and
diffusion chromium, chromium-silicon, chromium-aluminum coatings have been prepared using
commercially-viable processing.(4) Results show that ferritic steels benefit most from coatings; austenitic
steels may benefit; while Ni-based alloys are not likely to need coatings at all. Process scale-up activities are
being pursued. The scale-up tests for the chromizing process have been completed, and the evaluation of
results revealed excellent reproducibility for both types of materials, Super304H and T 92. Development of
parameters for depositing HVOF and cold spraying techniques for 50Ni/50Cr coatings also has been
completed. Optimal parameters have been selected and used to coat Haynes 230 tubes. For the other coating
processes of interest, parameters for deposition of 50Ni/50Cr by plasma-transferred arc and laser cladding are
being measured.

Design Data and Rules

A new set of design equations has been developed for cylindrical components (tubes, pipes, headers, shells and
drums). Since these are based on analysis, they are less conservative than those used in conventional design
practice.(7) The impact of the new design equations will be that a consistent failure criterion will be applied to
all sizes and types of cylindrical sections. This criterion incorporates a limit load approach in the time-
independent regime, and a reference stress approach in the time-dependent regime. It is expected that these
proposed rules will permit the use of thinner-walled components than would be permitted under the current
ASME and European rules, without compromising component reliability and safety. It is estimated that in
ultra-supercritical boilers, where expensive materials are required, a 12% reduction of the cost of boiler
pressure parts can be achieved. Also, thinner-walled components would be less subject to thermal fatigue, and
therefore the plant would be less susceptible to damage from cyclic operation. This less conservative approach
also would permit use of materials with lower creep strengths under a given set of conditions, thus offering a

Fabrication Process
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wider selection of alloys for use at high temperatures. Proposed revisions to Section I of the ASME code to
permit the use of simplified and more technically-defensible design equations were submitted to Subcommittee
I, and accepted by them in September 2004. Subsequent to that, the revisions were included in the Main
Committee ballot.

Summary

The technical and economic feasibility of designing an ultra-supercritical steam 750 MW boiler operating at
732/760°C (1350/1400°F) and 35 MPa (5000 psi) with existing materials technology is encouraging. This
plant would be capable of achieving a net plant efficiency of about 45 % HHV, based on US design and
operating practice. With a double-reheat configuration, a plant efficiency of 47% could be achieved. The
materials needed for construction of various parts of the boiler have been identified. Studies pertaining to
mechanical properties, steamside oxidation resistance, fireside corrosion resistance, weldability, fabricability
and the use of coatings/claddings are nearing completion. Design approaches that are less conservative and
more robust have been explored, with a view to extending the range of applicability of available materials to
higher temperatures/stresses.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Carbon monoxide-containing syngas obtained from coal gasification is being 
considered as a fuel for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). Carbon monoxide in the fuel 
could cause serious performance problems of metallic materials used as interconnects in 
SOFCs operating below 800°C. Cr2O3 scale-forming ferritic alloys are the most 
promising candidates for SOFC interconnect applications. 

 
Due to the potential detrimental effect of CO on ferritic steel stability, it is 

necessary to determine the corrosion performance of metallic interconnect candidates in 
CO-rich atmospheres at SOFC operating temperatures. This paper describes the corrosion 
behavior of a ferritic steel containing 22 wt% Cr (Fe-22Cr) in CO-rich atmosphere at 
750°C. Surface characterization, such as scanning electron microscopy, optical 
profilometry, and X-ray diffraction analysis were used in this study. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Significant progress in reducing the operating temperature of SOFCs below 800oC 

may allow the use of chromia-forming metallic interconnects at a substantial cost 
savings.1 Ferritic steels are primary candidates for the SOFC interconnect applications. 
The interconnect is a critical component in the SOFC stack, with two main functions:2 to 
provide electrical connection between individual cells; and to serve as a gas separation 
barrier to prevent the mixing of the fuel and air. Therefore, on the air side, the metallic 
interconnect has to be protected from oxidation and chromia evaporation and on the other 
side from detrimental degradation in fuels containing carbon monoxide. 

 
Hydrogen is the main fuel for all types of fuel cells except direct methanol fuel 

cells. It can be generated from fossil fuels, including coal, natural gas, diesel, gasoline, 
other hydrocarbons, and oxygenates (e.g., methanol, ethanol, butanol, etc.). Carbon 
oxides present in the hydrogen fuel can undergo the following reactions: 

 
CO + H2 = H2O + C    (1) 

and  
2CO = CO2 + C (Bouduard reaction)   (2) 

 
Carbon that forms could diffuse into the material, and form internal carbides. For 

carbon activity ≤ 1, formation of the internal carbides leads to metal degradation, 
embrittlement and fracture.3 For carbon activity >1, another form of degradation which 
may occur is metal dusting. The attack generally occurs in Fe-, Ni- and Co-based alloys 



resulting in the formation of a dust composed of metal particles, metal carbides, and 
carbon. The pits that can form on alloy surfaces during metal dusting may lead to 
degradation of the metallic interconnect.4  

 
Considering the potential detrimental effect of carbon from CO-based fuel on Fe-

based alloys, it is necessary to determine the corrosion performance of metallic 
interconnect candidates in carbon oxide-containing environments at SOFC operating 
temperatures. In this research, the corrosion behavior of Fe-22Cr was studied in a CO-
rich atmosphere at 750oC. Gaseous composition was determined using gas 
chromatography (GC). The surfaces of the corroded samples were studied after 800 h of 
exposure to the gaseous environment by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped 
with microanalytical capabilities. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was also used in this 
study. ThermoCalc5 software was used for calculating activities of Cr 750 °C. FactStage6 
software was used for constructing the Fe-Cr-C-O phase stability diagram for the 
calculated amounts of chromium and iron.  
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 
 

The chemical composition of the ferritic stainless steel used in this study is listed 
in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Chemical Composition (wt%) of Fe-22C 

Fe Cr Mn Ni Si Al Ti La Mo W Y 
Bal 22.33 0.45 0.32 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.1 0.002 <0.001 N.D. 
 
The Fe-22Cr material, known as Crofer 22 APU, is low coefficient of thermal 

expansion (CTE) commercial ferritic stainless steel developed for SOFC applications by 
Forschungszentrum Julich and commercialized by ThyssenKrupp VDM.  All experiments 
were performed on materials as received, i.e., no additional heat treatment was 
performed. 

 
Samples were planar pieces approximately 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.09 cm. Before a test, 

the samples were polished with diamond paste, ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, and 
measured, weighed, and placed in the quartz fixture shown in Figure 1. Then, the samples 
were inserted into an Al2O3-tube reactor and heated to 750 oC. 



 
 

Figure 1. Experimental setup for carrying out corrosion experiments. 
 

Corrosion Experiments 
Corrosion experiments were conducted in CO-rich atmosphere at 750ºC. Linear 

velocity of the gaseous species was 11.5 cm/min. The inlet gas was carbon monoxide 
(CO). The chemical composition of the outlet gas during the experiment was monitored 
by Gas Chromatography (GC). The heating and cooling cycles were repeated several 
times during the 2800 h exposure. One sample out of a sample set was removed after 800 
h for the surface studies. 
 
Surface Analysis 

The post-corrosion surface studies involved the use of optical profilometry to 
determine topography of the surface, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine 
morphology of the scales, wavelength dispersive X-ray (WDX) spectroscopy to 
determine elemental distribution in the scale and the substrate. Finally, X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) was used to identify phases present in the scale.  
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Thermodynamic Considerations 
 
Table 2 shows a typical chemical composition of the outlet gas determined by GC. 
 



 
Table 2. Chemical Composition 

of Outlet Gas 
Specie (mol%) 
CO 92.1 
CO2 7.3x10-2

O2 7.81 
H2 2.81x10-3

 
 
Figure 2 shows the C-O equilibrium curve7 and stability and instability regions for the 
Bouduard reaction (2) in terms of CO concentration vs. temperature.  
 

 
Figure 2. Equilibrium C-O showing stability and instability regions for Bouduard 

reaction.7 

 
Above the curve, the Bouduard reaction takes place and below the curve, the carbon is 
consumed.  
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At 750 °C concentration of CO at equilibrium is 80 mol%. The GC analysis 
determined 92.1 mol% CO in the gas mixture. This indicates that the concentration of CO 
in the experimental mixture is higher than 80 mol% and, therefore, deposition of carbon 
might occur during the experiment.  
 

Also, carbon activity (aC) was also calculated to determine potential susceptibility 
of the material to carbon-induced corrosion, namely: carburization8 ( aC<1) or metal 
dusting4 (aC>1). The carbon activity for the gaseous mixture was calculated using the 
following equation: 



 
aC= Kf(CO2) (pCO)2 (Kf(CO))-2 p(CO2)

-1      (3) 
 
where Kf(CO2) (1020.21) and Kf(CO) (109.78) are equilibrium constants for formation of CO2 
and CO,9 respectively at 750°C, pCO2and pCO2 are the partial pressures of CO2 (0.921 atm) 
and CO (0.073 atm) in the gas mixture. The calculated carbon activity aC =51.6 indicates 
that the environment may lead to metal dusting. 
 

 
Kinetics 
 

The results of the gravimetric experiments for Fe-22Cr in the CO-rich atmosphere 
at 750ºC, plotted as mass change/area versus scale growth time, are shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Scale growth kinetics of Fe-22Cr in CO-rich atmosphere at 750°C. 

 
The plot is not parabolic indicating that the materials do not follow the parabolic 

rate law of scale growth. 
 

Surface Topography and Microstructure 
 

The surface topography of Fe-22Cr determined by optical profilometry is shown in 
Figure 4. 

 
 
 



 

 
 
Figure 4. Three-dimensional profile maps of Fe-22Cr surface after exposure to to CO-

rich atmosphere at 750 oC for 800 hours. 
 
It appears that the scale is thicker at the grain boundaries than in the grains. The 

average roughness of the surface is 0.15 µm. 
 
Figure 5 shows an SEM (secondary electrons) micrograph of the scale formed on the 

Crofer 22 APU sample exposed to the CO-rich atmosphere for 800 h at 750ºC. The 
surface is covered with sponge-like grains. Some coarse grains, few nodules, and carbon 
filaments are also present in the scale. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of scale on Fe-22Cr after exposure to CO-rich atmosphere at 
750 oC for 800 hours. 

 



Microscopic investigations of the sample cross section (Figure 6) show relatively 
good surface coverage by the scale. 
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Figure 6. SEM cross-section of Fe-22Cr after exposure to CO-rich atmosphere at 

750 oC for 800 hours. 
 

Table 3 shows concentration trends of Fe, Cr, C, O, and Al at two locations in the 
scale and one location in the substrate. 

 
Table 3. Chemical Concentrations of Areas in Figure 6.  

Concentration, at% Location 
Fe  Cr C O Al 

A 6 64 30   
B  31 19 50  
C 65 12 14 5 1 

 
The results show that in location A, the scale is rich in Cr and C, while in location 

B is rich in Cr, O, and C. The substrate region (location C) is rich in Fe, Cr, C, O, and Al. 
The presence of carbon in the scale and the substrate indicates that carbon diffused into 
the material. 

 
Phases in Scales 

The phases formed on the Fe-22Cr in CO-rich atmosphere and identified by XRD 
are Cr2O3, FeCr2O4, and possibly Cr7C3. Figure 7 shows the XRD pattern for the sample 
surface. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                        

Figure 7. XRD pattern for Fe-22Cr after exposure to CO-rich atmosphere at  
750 oC for 800 hours. 
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6Figure 8. Fe-Cr-C-O phase stability diagram for Cr/(Fe+Cr) = 0.238 at 750 °C.
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The diagram shows Cr23C6 and Cr3C2 in addition to Cr7C3. Theoretically, the 
C23C6 phase forms first. However, with increasing carbon activity, it could transform to 
Cr7C3.8 Also, C23C6 appears to be stable at lower carbon activity, but it may not form first 
due to kinetics. The Cr3C2 phase is not observed in commercial alloys after exposure to 
carburizing gases; it forms in Cr exposed to a mixture of CO and CO2.  

 
The results indicate that Fe-22Cr underwent carburization after 800 hours of 

exposure to the CO-rich environment at 800 °C. Although carbon activity was greater 
than 1, indicating possible material degradation due metal dusting resulting in pit 
formation, the presence of pits were not detected on the surface. 

 
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

Based on the kinetic results, Fe-22Cr does not follow the parabolic rate law of scale 
formation in CO-rich atmosphere. 
 
The XRD results obtained for Fe-22Cr after 800 h of exposure to CO-rich atmosphere 
revealed the presence of a Cr2O3-like phase, FeCr2O4-like phase, and possibly Cr7C3-
like phase, which is in good agreement with thermodynamic data. 
 
tThe SEM results revealed carbide formation and carbon diffusion into Fe-22Cr. This 
indicated that Fe-22Cr underwent carburization. However, no evidence of aggressive 
deg
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radation by metal dusting was observed after 800 hours. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the Ohio Coal Development Office (OCDO) are co-
sponsoring a project, managed by Energy Industries of Ohio (EIO), to evaluate candidate materials for 
coal-fired boilers operating under ultra-supercritical (USC) steam conditions. Power plants incorporating 
USC technology will deliver higher cycle efficiency, and lower emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
other pollutants than current coal-fired plants. Turbine throttle steam conditions for USC boilers will 
approach 732°C (1350°F), at 35 Mpa (5000 psi). The materials used in current boilers typically operate at 
temperatures below 600°C (1112°F) and do not have the high-temperature strength and corrosion 
resistance required for USC operation. Materials that can meet the high-temperature strength and 
corrosion requirements for the waterwalls and superheater/reheater sections of USC boilers are have been 
tested, and being evaluated. 

 
The focus of the current work is experimental evaluation of fireside corrosion resistance of candidate 
materials for use in USC boilers. These materials include high-strength ferritic steels (SAVE12, P92, 
HCM12A), austenitic stainless steels (Super304H, 347HFG, HR3C), and high-nickel alloys (Haynes® 
230, CCA617, INCONEL® 740, HR6W). Protective coatings (weld overlays, diffusion coatings, laser 
claddings) that may be required to mitigate corrosion were also evaluated. Corrosion resistance was 
evaluated under synthesized coal-ash and flue gas conditions typical of three North American coals, 
representing Eastern (mid-sulfur bituminous), Mid-western (high-sulfur bituminous), and Western (low-
sulfur sub-bituminous) coal types. Laboratory testing for waterwall materials was previously performed at 
temperatures ranging from 455°C (850°F) to 595°C (1100°F). The superheat/reheat materials were 
exposed at temperatures ranging from 650°C (1200°F) to 870°C (1600°F).  
 
Promising materials from the laboratory tests were assembled on air-cooled, retractable corrosion probes 
for testing in utility boilers. The probes were designed to maintain metal temperatures using multiple 
zones, ranging from 650°C (1200°F) to 870°C (1600°F). Three utility boilers, equipped with low NOx 
burners, were identified that have adequate flue gas temperatures and represent each of the three coal 
types. This paper presents new fireside corrosion probe results after one-year of exposure in the field. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Program Background 
 
Power plants in the United States are under increasing pressures to improve efficiency and reduce 
emissions. The efficiency of conventional pulverized coal power plant cycles is strongly related to 
operating temperature and pressure. The need to improve efficiency has been a driving force to advance 



materials suitable for these higher boiler operating temperatures and pressures. The present program, 
through a unique government and industry consortium, is conducting a multi-year materials evaluation 
effort to advance the technology in coal-fired power generation. The objective of this program is to allow 
boiler operation at much higher temperatures and pressures than are presently used in conventional power 
plants. These higher operating conditions will enable the use of advanced, more efficient ultra-
supercritical (USC) steam cycles in coal-fired power generation, which offers the added advantage of 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions.  
 
The existing fleet of pulverized-coal power plants is typically 35 percent (HHV) efficient, and operates at 
steam temperatures below 600°C (1112°F). The materials used in these existing plants do not have the 
high-temperature strength and corrosion properties required for USC operation. By developing improved 
materials systems that can withstand higher temperatures, pulverized coal power plant efficiencies of up 
to 47 percent (HHV) are possible. These efficiency gains, alone, would cut the release of carbon dioxide 
and other emissions by nearly 30 percent. Additionally, USC cycles can be combined with 
oxycombustion technology to facilitate carbon dioxide capture. 
 
This multi-year program is funded by DOE through the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), 
co-funded by OCDO, and managed by EIO. A consortium of industry members who are cost-sharing the 
project (Alstom Power, Riley Power, Babcock and Wilcox, and Foster Wheeler), along with the direct 
participation of DOE's National Laboratories (NETL and Oak Ridge National Laboratory), are 
performing the technical aspects of the project. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) provides 
technical management and direction for the program. The program has been divided into eight tasks, with 
responsibilities distributed among the consortium members, as described by Viswanathan [1]. The focus of 
this paper is the work being conducted by Foster Wheeler on the “Fireside Corrosion Resistance” task. 
 
Fireside Corrosion  
 
In the first half of the 20th century, the development of pulverized coal boilers evolved gradually, setting 
the groundwork for the explosion of technology that occurred in the second half. Steam temperatures rose 
an average of 3.7°C (6.6°F)/yr from 173°C (343°F) in 1903 to about 621°C (1150°F) in 1955. However, 
the excursion above 538°C (1005°F) was short lived; by 1960 most steam generators were designed for 
565°C (1049°F), and by 1970 they were back to 538°C (1005°F). There were several reasons for this 
retreat, one being a materials problem that, at that time, defied a technical or economic solution. Materials 
that exhibited strength to withstand the higher temperatures and pressures present in the superheaters of 
these supercritical advanced boilers were available; but they proved to be especially susceptible to 
corrosion by certain coals, most notably high-sulfur bituminous coals. 
 
The cause of this type of corrosion, referred to as coal ash corrosion, was discovered in the late 1950’s 
and is now generally accepted to be the presence of liquid alkali iron trisulfates on the surface of the 
superheater and reheater tubes beneath an overlying ash deposit. [5] Approaches to solving this problem 
have included changing the fuel or providing protective baffling with sheaths of corrosion resistant 
material around selected tubes. Coal ash corrosion is a widespread problem for superheater and reheater 
tubes, especially where high-sulfur, high-alkali, and high-chlorine coals are used, and is a critical problem 
that needs to be resolved before advanced ultra supercritical boilers can be deployed. The installation of 
low-NOx  burners in boilers in the 1980’s has, in some cases, resulted in conditions in the superheater and 
reheater sections that have exacerbated the coal ash corrosion problem. Tube samples obtained from the 
superheater section in units operating with low-NOx burners contained evidence of carbon carryover and 
less oxidizing flue gases. This environment has resulted in carburization of the tube surfaces. 
Carburization ties up the chromium in the alloy, which is the element that provides the most benefit to 
coal ash corrosion resistance and, as a result, promotes higher wastage rates. In a somewhat related 
matter, Powder River Basin (PRB) fuels that were previously thought to be non-corrosive have been 



found to cause very high wastage rates under certain less oxidizing operating conditions. [3] There have 
been a number of literature reviews and recent updates discussing the variables affecting the corrosion 
mechanism. 
  
As part of a project, "Boiler R&D for Improved Coal Fired Power Plants" sponsored by the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI), Foster Wheeler Development Corporation (FWDC), and Ishikawajima 
Harima Heavy Industries Co, Inc. (IHI) performed both laboratory and field-testing to assess coal ash 
corrosion mechanisms. [2, 3] The results of the laboratory tests for twenty two materials, three alkali sulfate 
levels, three levels of SO2, and four temperatures, indicated that the alkali and sulfur content, along with 
the metal operating temperature, can have a significant effect on coal ash corrosion. The loss from 
corrosion increased with higher levels of SO2, alkali sulfates, and temperature. The temperature for the 
maximum corrosion rate, can be represented by a bell-shaped curve (plotting corrosion loss vs. 
temperature), the form of which shifts and varies in width as a function of alloy composition, SO2 level in 
gas, alkali content, and CaO concentration in the coal. Pitting attack was not an active mechanism at low 
levels of SO2 and alkali, but it became active, especially on stainless steels and chromized coatings at 
very high levels of SO2 and alkali sulfate concentrations. Also, chromium was found to be the most 
beneficial alloying element for enhanced corrosion resistance. The corrosion resistance was greatly 
improved as the chromium levels approached and exceeded 25 percent. Laboratory tests also indicated 
that standard Type 347 tube material is adequate for mildly-corrosive environments, but Type 310 or 
Type 310 HCbN (Sumitomo HR3C, ASME code case 2115) is required for more corrosive conditions. 
 
The second phase of the above project included field tests exposing eight alloys on air cooled, retractable 
corrosion probes for up to 16,000 hours. FWDC and EPRI chose three boilers; two burning Eastern high-
sulfur coal and one burning Western low-sulfur sub-bituminous coal, for test probe exposures. The air-
cooled, retractable corrosion probes were designed and installed; they exposed eight metal samples for 
4000, 12000, and 16000 hours at temperatures generally in the range of 650°C to 700°C (1200°F to 
1300°F). In both of the units burning the high-sulfur Eastern coal, the classic alkali-iron trisulfate attack 
occurred. As expected, chromium was the most beneficial element that improved coal ash corrosion 
resistance in these tests. Alloys with 25 percent or more chromium generally showed satisfactory 
corrosion resistance. The boiler burning the low-sulfur Western coal produced atypical reducing 
conditions on the backside of the corrosion probes. This resulted in high corrosion rates, from sulfidation 
in the presence of calcium sulfate, on the backside of the tube, rather than at the 2 and 10 o'clock 
positions on the front of the tube, which are typical for coal-ash corrosion. The results from these field 
corrosion probe exposures confirmed the performance of alloys in the laboratory corrosion tests. The 
combination of the laboratory screening and parameter testing and field test results under complex 
realistic conditions provided a database for alloy selection. 
 
A similar field test, at temperatures typical of an advanced-cycle plant, exposed 10 alloys (including 
developmental and clad compositions) on air-cooled retractable corrosion probes for up to 16000 hours at 
temperatures in the range of 620°C to 730°C (1150°F to 1340°F). [4] The results of that Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory program showed that some of the developmental alloys and claddings had wastage 
rates that were one fourth of the wastage typical for a 347 superheater tube. In a separate study for EPRI, 
samples of 304, 347, 800H, NF709 HR3C, CR30A and chromized T22 were exposed for over 45,000 
hours at temperatures from 521°C to 685°C (970°F to 1265°F), which covers the first part of the first 
target for the expected tube metal temperatures for a ultra-supercritical steam plant. [5] The active 
corrosion mechanism was found to be molten salt attack by potassium-iron trisulfate. Additionally, the 
tube location in the boiler was found to be very important, and in some areas this variable overshadowed 
the effect of temperature and alloy content. 
 
Under the USC conditions, maximum steam temperatures will approach 760°C (1400°F), which means 
that metal temperatures will approach 815°C (1500°F) or higher. As a result of these metal temperatures, 



high-strength, high-nickel alloys and advanced austenitic stainless steels have initially been selected for 
the superheater and reheater sections of the boiler. An insidious form of corrosion that could be 
problematic in the high-strength Ni base super-alloys that will be necessary in USC boilers is known as 
Type II hot corrosion. A temperature of 815°C (1500°F) is high enough that the ashes, even with the fuel 
and low-NOx burner conditions discussed above, should not result in the classic coal ash corrosion. 
Rather, the corrosion mechanisms that will be operative are oxidation and sulfidation from the gas and 
solid deposits. In much of the previous work cited, fireside corrosion data were measured that were 
generally in the temperature range of 620°C to 727°C (1148°F to 1340°F). More importantly, no field 
data were obtained on the high-nickel alloys that have been selected for the high-temperature tubular 
components of the USC plant. Thus, the absence of fireside corrosion data for many alloys above 
temperatures of 727°C (1340°F) where Type II hot corrosion could be a problem, and particularly for the 
high-nickel alloys over the full temperature range expected for the USC plant requires additional 
laboratory and field-testing. 
 
The waterwalls located in the furnace also have fireside exposure, but the operating conditions, deposits 
and resulting corrosion mechanisms differ from those in the superheater and reheater. In the area of the 
waterwalls, the introduction of new combustion systems to reduce NOx emissions has led to severe 
waterwall corrosion for some fuels, especially eastern bituminous coals. The active fireside corrosion 
mechanism is expected to be sulfidation from a sub-stoichiometric gas with H2S and deposits containing 
carbon and iron sulfide. The higher waterwall temperatures of the USC plant will significantly increase 
corrosion rates vis-à-vis existing plants. Future, more stringent NOx emission regulations will further 
increase the risk of waterwall corrosion. The utility industry is studying and implementing combustion 
system modifications to reduce waterwall corrosion, but it is likely that waterwall corrosion will persist in 
core areas. This will require protective coatings or claddings applied by various means, such as weld 
overlaying, laser cladding, and various forms of thermal spraying. In response to present waterwall 
corrosion problems, various promising coating compositions and application techniques are under 
development, but need thorough evaluation and possibly some more development. 
 
Fireside corrosion evaluation involves a three-task approach. First, laboratory testing is necessary to 
screen the different alloys in controlled environments where the different variables of alloy content, 
temperature, fuel/ash and sulfur in the flue gas can be evaluated. Second, the evaluation of the best-
performing alloys in the laboratory tests can be made on air-cooled retractable corrosion probes inserted 
in the superheater and reheater areas of actual operating boilers burning distinctly different fuels.  Third is 
a test of the best-performing alloys under pressure in actual boiler operating conditions, e.g., steam loop, 
in-line probes. Since the temperature at any given location in an operating boiler is usually not isothermal, 
because of unit cycling, multiple test locations must be utilized to cover multiple temperatures and 
different deposit formations. This third task requires some boiler modification because none of the 
existing boilers are operating at the advanced USC conditions. Some limited higher temperatures can be 
obtained by the use of flow-restricting orifices in the tubes, but the highest temperatures will require a 
separate steam circuit. That steam circuit will be at the needed higher temperature but not at a higher 
pressure than the operating boiler. In the waterwalls the outer diameter metal temperature can be 
increased by the use of a greater wall thickness.  
 
The objectives of the present fireside corrosion resistance program are as follows:  
 
• To determine the fireside corrosion and Type II hot corrosion resistance of the alloys which have the 

strength for USC tubing applications, and to select the optimum tubing alloy or coating for 
superheaters and reheater tubes.  

• To determine the fireside corrosion resistance of alloys, overlays and coatings which have the 
strength for USC waterwall applications and to select the optimum alloy and protection system for the 
waterwalls. 



 
 
 
FIELD TESTING 
 
During the laboratory-testing phase of the fireside corrosion resistance task, experiments were performed 
on a variety of developmental and commercial alloys and coatings by exposing them to simulated USC 
superheater and reheater environments. [6, 7] While these laboratory tests are a valuable screening tool for 
down-selecting candidate materials for use in advanced USC power plant applications, there are a variety 
of variables that cannot be addressed in laboratory tests. Field exposures allow for the evaluation of a 
number of important environmental parameters that cannot be fully simulated in the laboratory tests.  
With regard to these parameters:  
 
• The actual composition of the deposits formed on the tubes is more complex than the composition of 

the simulated ash in laboratory tests. 
• The SO3 concentration formed by heterogeneous reaction on cooled surfaces is variable. 
• The temperature gradients that occur within the ash deposits are very large. 
• The ash and flue gas move past tubes at high velocity; the rate varies with design. 
• The composition of the corrosive deposits changes over time. 
• The temperatures are not constant. 
• The effect of fly ash erosion results in 

the removal of the protective oxides 
from the tube and replenishes the 
metal surface with fresh corrosive, 
molten sulfate ash. 

 
The materials and coatings that indicated 
promising results based upon laboratory 
testing were selected for field-testing. 
Some of the materials that were tested in 
the laboratory were not available in 
tubular form, and/or in sizes compatible 
with the probe design. Therefore, the 
materials selected for testing in the field 
were a subset of those tested in the 
laboratory. Table 1 lists the materials that were used in the present field tests. The weld overlays and laser 
claddings were applied to 230 tubing material. The diffusion coatings were applied to Super 304H tubing 
material.  
 
Three utility boilers were selected for use as host sites for installation of the field corrosion probes. Two 
air-cooled, retractable, corrosion probes are installed at each utility plant. Each of these boilers have low-
NOx burners and one each will be burning Eastern, Mid-West, and Western coal for the duration of the 
testing. Promising alloys from the laboratory testing were assembled on air-cooled retractable corrosion 
probes for testing in the superheater or reheater areas of these three utility boilers. The two corrosion 
probes are being exposed for one and two years, respectively, at each site. The corrosion probes include 
material samples exposed at controlled metal temperatures of 650°C, 704°C, 760°C, 815°C, and 871°C, 
(1200°F, 1300°F, 1400°F, 1500°F, and 1600°F), representing a range of temperatures expected in the 
superheater and reheater components of the USC plant. 
 

Table 1:  Materials and Coatings Selected for Field 
Testing 

 
Wrought Weld 

Overlays 
Diffusion 
Coated 

Laser 
Clad 

Super 304H 622 FeCr 50/50 
347HFG 52 SiCr  
800HT 72   

617 33   
230    

HR6W    
HR3C    

740    



The layout of the material specimens on each probe was based upon knowledge of the fuels burned at the 
host site, combined with the results of the laboratory testing. For example, the first of the three 
installations is burning a high-sulfur Mid-western coal. The specimen layout for this site is shown in 
Table 2. Note that the two-year probe contains a more conservative material specimen layout than the 
one-year probe. 
 
 

Table 2:  Specimen Layout for Mid-western Utility Site Showing Target Temperatures 
 

TIME Zone 5 - 
1200F Zone 4 - 1300F Zone 3 - 1400F Zone 2 - 1500F Zone 1 - 1600F

2 YR HR6W 740 50/50 LC 740 50/50 LC  
 HR3C 617 230 HR3C HR6W  
 S304H 230 740 72WO/230 52WO/230 
 33WO/230 50/50 LC SiCr/S304H 52WO/230 HR3C 
 622WO/230 HR6W 33WO/230 HR6W 72WO/230 

1 YR 800HT HR3C HR6W 740 72WO/230 
 740 S304H 230 800HT 740 
 617 800HT 740 50/50 LC 52WO/230 
 347HFG 622WO/230 52WO/230 SiCr/S304H HR6W 
 230 347HFG 800HT 230 50/50 LC 

 
 
The selected materials were machined into uniform tubular specimens, and assembled into probes, each 
containing 25 specimens. Figure 1 shows one of the corrosion probes, in the extended position, mounted 
to the retraction mechanism, currently installed at a Mid-western utility site. The probes are instrumented 
with thermocouples to monitor and control the zone temperatures. Figure 2 shows a close-up view of the 
same probe, in the retracted position, in which the sample segments are visible. The completed probe 
extends approximately five feet into the furnace. 
 
The first set of corrosion probes was successfully installed and tested at a Mid-western host utility site in 
January 2006. Installations at the Western and Eastern utility sites followed thereafter. The corrosion 
probe system was designed to be independent from the main boiler, to be installed and removed without a 
boiler outage, and to be fail safe, retracting the probe if there were any malfunctions. With these safety 
features, years of testing would not be compromised by a sudden overheating event. Each assembled and 
instrumented probe is attached to a retraction mechanism that allows automatic removal of the probe in 
the event of a malfunction. A blower supplies cooling air to maintain the temperatures of each of the five 
zones within each probe. A control system monitors selected thermocouples for each temperature zone, 
and modulates the airflow to maintain the correct average metal temperature for each zone. The probes 
will retract automatically upon failure of the cooling air supply system, loss of data signal, power failure, 
computer failure, and thermocouple failure. Probe status and temperature data are being continuously 
monitored and collected remotely. Periodic on-site inspections are performed to remove the probes and 
visually assess the deposits, corrosion rates, and wall thickness loss of the specimens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 1:  Corrosion Probe Installed at Mid-western Utility 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Close-up View Corrosion Probe Installed at Mid-western Utility 
 



The field corrosion probe testing is an ongoing part of this program. At the end of the testing period, post-
exposure metallurgical evaluation will be performed on each of the probes. All of the samples from each 
probe will be disassembled and will be evaluated for thickness loss and sub-surface penetration of the 
corrosive species. The samples and deposits will be evaluated to determine what corrosion mechanisms 
are operative at each test condition.  
 
The first probe to complete the field exposure was the one-year corrosion probe at the Mid-Western site. 
This probe was removed for metallurgical evaluation during April 2007, with approximately 5,200 hours 
of exposure time to boiler operating temperatures. The initial metallurgical evaluation focused on Zone 2, 
which had a target temperature of 816°C (1500°F). The median temperature for the exposure time was 
approximately 732°C (1350°F), with short-term exposures to temperatures as high as 927°C (1700°F).  
The external surface was mostly covered with relatively thin, hard, dark-colored ash deposits that were 
non-uniformly distributed across the length of the probe and around the circumference, as seen in Figure 
3.  The heaviest deposit buildup was generally located between the 3 and 5 o’clock positions (as viewed 
from the probe tip) where the flue gas was impinging on the probe surface.  In several locations along the 
probe length, however, entire coupon specimens were free of ash deposits, and covered with only thin, 
black and red oxide layers.  The specimens located near the back (coolest) portion of the probe were also 
covered with streaks of light-colored residue.   
 
Following post exposure evaluation and documentation, the probe was sectioned into five zones, each 
representing the different temperature regimes that the probe specimens were expected to maintain during 
testing.  Ring sections for the five different materials residing within each zone were cut from the coupons 
samples and lightly grit blasted for macroscopic and physical evaluation of wall loss, as shown in Figure 
4.  Visual examination of the samples removed from zones 1 – 4 revealed little to no evidence of 
significant wall loss for any of the proposed materials.  Scattered pits were observed on a few of the 
sections removed from zones 3 and 4, but the extent of wall loss appeared to be relatively shallow. The 
wall thickness loss on the Zone 2 material samples ranged from 0.4% to 1.2% of the original wall 
thickness. Further evaluation and quantification of total metal wastage through wall thickness 
measurements and metallographic examination of subsurface penetration is required before any definitive 
statements can be made concerning the condition of the probe samples, and relative ranking of candidate 
material alloys. 
 
 



 

 
 
Figure 3:  One-year Corrosion Probe Zone 2 - Mid-western Utility Post Exposure (Before Cleaning) 
 
 
 
 
 

                
 

 
 

Figure 4:  One-year Corrosion Probe Rings from Zone 2 - Mid-western Utility – Showing Post 
Exposure - Before Cleaning (Top Left) and After Cleaning (Top Right, and Bottom) 

 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The status of current work in experimental evaluation of fireside corrosion resistance of candidate 
materials for use in USC boilers was presented. Corrosion resistance was previously evaluated in 
laboratory tests under synthesized coal-ash and flue gas conditions typical of three North American coals, 
representing Eastern (mid-sulfur bituminous), Mid-western (high-sulfur bituminous), and Western (low-
sulfur sub-bituminous) coal types. A status report on the ongoing field corrosion probe test phase of this 
fireside corrosion test program has been presented. Promising materials from the laboratory tests were 
assembled on probes, and are being exposed in three utility boilers for one and two-year durations. These 
air-cooled, retractable corrosion probes were designed to maintain metal temperatures using multiple 
zones, ranging from 650°C (1200°F) to 870°C (1600°F).  
 
Visual examination of the samples removed from the Mid-Western utility site indicated minimal evidence 
of significant wall loss for any of the tested materials.  The extent of wall loss, especially in Zone 2, 
appeared to be relatively shallow.  Further evaluation and quantification of total metal wastage through 
wall thickness measurements and metallographic examination of subsurface penetration is required before 
any definitive statements can be made concerning the condition of the probe samples.  
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Abstract 
 
 A goal of the US Department of Energy’s FutureGen initiative is to enable the design and 
construction of the fossil fuel power plant of the future – one with near zero emissions of CO2 

and major pollutants such as mercury, SOX or NOX.  One of the more challenging aspects of this 
plan is the ability to capture and sequester CO2.  Dense hydrogen transport membranes are being 
developed for the FutureGen program that can provide a means for separating CO2 and H2, 
enabling cost effective capture of CO2 at high pressure and supply of H2 for fuel cells, 
combustion turbines and other chemical applications.  An additional benefit is that these 
membranes can be used to improve the efficiency of water-gas shift reactor systems, through 
integration with the reactor or as a staged system, thus enabling more cost effective and 
thermodynamically efficient schemes for deeper reduction of CO2 emissions.  The most recent 
results in the development of these membrane and reaction systems will be presented in this 
paper.  The discussion will also illustrate how these membranes can be effectively utilized in 
IGCC applications.  Finally, issues and development plans for the scale-up and 
commercialization of these systems will be reviewed. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 To meet increasing world demand for 
electricity, some projections indicate that 
new electric power plants will need to be 
commissioned at a rate of one new plant 
every few days for the next thirty years.1  
Decisions made today on the types of plant 
to be built will affect world population, 
prosperity, and well-being for at least the 
next 50–100 years over the lifetimes of such 

power plants.  Therefore, it is imperative 
that planners carefully consider all viable 
options for production of the most efficient 
and economical power plants, yielding the 
maximum return on investment.  
 In the case of coal-burning power plants, 
an ideal scenario might be that new electric 
power plants be designed to double as 
chemical production facilities, synthesizing 
coal-derived liquid transportation fuels, 
substitute natural gas, and industrial and 



agricultural chemicals in their off-peak 
hours.  As oil is depleted and as competition 
for coal resources increases between electric 
power utilities and producers of synthetic 
fuels, economics will dictate whether coal is 
better utilized to generate electricity or to 
produce transportation fuels and chemicals.  
With proper foresight and initiative, electric 
power companies could have a great 
advantage by leveraging their existing 
infrastructure for the mining, transportation 
and handling of coal, handling and disposal 
of ash, and gasification of coal.  New 
technologies should be considered,2,3 but 
earlier, proven  technologies4-10 for 
conversion of coal to chemicals discussed 
during past energy crises should not be 
forgotten, as these may possess economic 
advantages as prices of oil escalate.  
 Designers and planners of coal-fired 
electric power plants must also consider 
effects of emission on climate11 and possible 
future legislation which may be enacted for 
the control of emissions, including the 
sequestration of CO2.

2,3  One possibility is 
that electric power plants could sell CO2 to 
oil companies for use in enhanced oil 
recovery.12,13  Injection of CO2 into oil fields 
aids removal of oil trapped in porous 

rock.12,13  Unlike water injected into oil 
wells, most of the components of petroleum 
are soluble in liquid or supercritical CO2.

12  
Use of CO2 for enhanced oil recovery is 
very well established and consumption of 
CO2 for enhanced oil recovery is, by far, the 
largest industrial use of carbon dioxide.  For 
example, since September, 2000, the Dakota 
Gasification Company and its Great Plains 
Synfuels Plant in Beulah, North Dakota, 
U.S.A. have economically piped CO2 over 
205 miles (330 km) to Canadian oil fields.12 
 Table 1 summarizes data collected from 
the International Energy Outlook for 2006, 
published by the U.S. Department of 
Energy.1  Forecasts show that the World 
demand for electricity will likely more than 
double in the period 2003–2030.  
Consumption of coal is expected to nearly 
double over the same period.  Use of oil is 
predicted to increase nearly 1.5 times, and 
emissions of CO2 are projected to increase 
by 1.75 times.  Critical unknowns which 
will greatly affect choice and design of 
electric power plants include the price of oil, 
price and availability of natural gas, and the 
types and extent of regulation on CO2 
emissions. 
 

 
 

Table 1. 

Year 

World Annual 
Demand 

for Electricity 
(kilowatt-hours) 

World Annual 
Coal 

Consumption 
(short tons) 

World Oil  
Consumption 

(barrels per day) 

Oil 
Price 

($ per barrel) 

CO2 
Annual Emissions 

(million metric tons) 

2003 14,781   5,400,000,000   80,000,000 31 25,028 

2015 21,699   7,792,000,000   98,000,000 34–80 33,663 

2030 30,116 10,600,000,000 118,000,000 34–96 43,676 

 



 
 
2. MULTI-PURPOSE IGCC POWER 

PLANTS 
 
 Figure 1 shows very schematically some 
concepts for how Integrated Gasification 
Combined Cycle (IGCC) electric power 
plants might be employed for production of 
electricity at high efficiency, for production 
of hydrogen and synthetic fuels and 
chemicals, and for sequestration of CO2.  
Central to success is the efficient and 
reliable gasification of coal (or coal mixed 
with biomass) into synthesis gas, a mixture 
of H2 + CO.  As its name implies, synthesis 
gas can be utilized to synthesize a wide 
variety of products including methanol,14 
substitute natural gas,10,12 and Fischer-
Tropsch liquids.4  In turn, methanol can be 
converted into hydrocarbons suitable for use 
as gasoline using zeolite catalysts,15 for 
example, and Fischer-Tropsch liquids can be 
converted into gasoline and diesel fuel.4  
From the water-gas shift reaction,16 
synthesis gas, H2 + CO, can be converted 
into a mixture containing predominantly 
H2 + CO2.  Separation of the hydrogen from 

the CO2 would allow the hydrogen to be 
utilized as a clean, non-polluting fuel, for 
use in petroleum upgrading, and for 
synthesis of ammonia and other chemicals.  
Separation of CO2 from steam would 
produce CO2 at very high concentration, 
which is necessary for economic transport in 
pipelines.  
 Many types of coal gasifier exist, 
operating over a range of pressures and 
temperatures.  The choice of gasifier will 
depend upon the over all economics and 
goals of the plant.  Figure 1 shows as an 
example a slagging-type gasifier operating 
at a temperature above 1040 °C and a 
pressure of 1000 psi (69 bar) (1 bar = 
14.5 psi; 1 atm = 14.7 psi; psi = pounds per 
square inch; 1 bar = 100,000 Pa).  In 
general, high temperatures (>1000 °C) 
thermodynamically favor formation of 
H2 + CO and will disfavor CH4, CO2, H2O 
and C.  This assumes that oxygen is not 
added in excess to favor complete oxidation 
to CO2 + H2O.  High temperatures liquefy 
slag, which can be desired as a means for 
removal of minerals and their decomposition 

Figure 1.  Simplified scenario for integrating hydrogen separation membranes with coal gasifiers and 
water-gas shift reactors for producing hydrogen at high purity while retaining CO2 at high pressure and 
concentration for economic sequestration. 
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products originating from coal.  
Disadvantages of use of high temperatures 
include severe materials requirements for 
the walls of the gasifier and resulting high 
capital and maintenance costs.   
 Operation at higher pressures thermo-
dynamically disfavors gasification of coal 
according to Le Chatelier’s Principle, which 
states that reactions will shift to favor phases 
containing the lower volumes of gas.  For 
example, in the steam reforming of carbon 
in coal:  C(s) + H2O(g) = H2(g) + CO(g), 
two volumes of gaseous (g) product are 
formed from one volume of gaseous reactant 
and solid(s) carbon, implying that high 
pressure will shift the reaction in favor of 
the reactants on the left.  For the partial 
oxidation of carbon in coal: C(s) + ½O2(g) = 
CO(g), one volume of gaseous product is 
formed from one-half volume of gaseous 
reactant, again favoring the reactants on the 
left at high pressure.  High pressure and 
lower temperatures will favor downstream 
formation of methane: 3H2(g) + CO(g) = 
CH4(g) + H2O(g), for which case two 
volumes of product are formed from four 
volumes of reactant.  Operation of gasifiers 
at high pressures also requires compression 
of oxygen and use of high-pressure locks to 
admit the coal or coal slurry and to remove 
the slag. 
 Although high pressures thermo-
dynamically disfavor gasification of coal 
and increase capital costs of gasifiers, this 
may be offset by improved kinetics of the 
gasification reactions and by economic 
advantages related to downstream 
operations.  For many applications, it is 
desired that hydrogen be delivered at high 
pressure.  Hydrogen turbines under 
development will likely require hydrogen at 
pressures above 350 psi (27.6 bar).  Fischer-
Tropsch synthesis typically requires 
hydrogen above 300 psi (20.7 bar), and 
production of other synthetic fuels typically 
requires still higher hydrogen pressures.  A 

gasifier operating at 1000 psi (69 bar) will 
deliver hydrogen at a maximum partial 
pressure of 400 psi (27.6 bar), assuming 
minimum pressure drop downstream from 
the gasifier and that the water-gas shift 
reaction produces a gas mixture containing 
40% by volume (or mole fraction) of 
hydrogen.  Capital and operating costs for 
compression of hydrogen can be greatly 
reduced, or stages of compression 
eliminated, if hydrogen is delivered from a 
gasifier operating at high pressure.  
Likewise, for delivery of CO2 to pipelines 
operating at pressures of 2700 psi (186 bar), 
for example, needed for transportation of 
CO2 to sequestration sites, downstream 
compression costs can be greatly reduced if 
CO2 is produced and maintained at pressures 
of 1000 psi.  Finally, sizes of piping and 
vessels can be reduced if gases are handled 
at high pressures. 
 If sequestration of CO2 is a goal, then it 
is highly desirable that oxygen be separated 
from nitrogen and the other components of 
air upstream from the coal gasifier 
(Figure 1).  Separation of oxygen from air 
avoids handling of millions of tons of 
nitrogen in the gasifier, compressing, 
heating and cooling millions of tons of 
nitrogen, and final separation of dilute CO2 
from nitrogen.  Upstream removal of 
nitrogen also reduces the size of downstream 
components.   
 The air separation unit could be a 
conventional commercial cryogenic system 
based upon the Linde principle.  Other 
options for separating oxygen from air could 
be to use a chemical looping system or 
oxygen transport membranes.17  In a 
chemical looping system, a system capable 
of forming solids in multiple oxidation 
states, such as Fe, FeOx, Fe3O4, Fe2O3 is 
employed.  Solids in a reduced or partially 
reduced state (e.g., Fe or Fe3O4) are allowed 
to react with oxygen in air, while leaving 
nitrogen and argon behind.  The more fully 



oxidized solid (Fe2O3) is then mechanically 
transported into the gasifier system where 
oxygen of the solid reacts with fuel.  The 
solid is partially reduced as oxygen is 
removed.  The solids, Fe and Fe3O4, are 
ferromagnetic and can be separated from the 
carbon and other solids in coal by a 
magnetic field, if the ferromagnetic 
materials are cooled below their Curie 
Temperature (1043 K for Fe and 858 K for 
Fe3O4).

18  Other candidates for solids in 
chemical looping include magnetic materials 
based upon nickel and cobalt and doped 
materials with the perovskite crystal 
structure, such as those based upon versions 
of La1-xSrxMnO3-δ and related compounds.  
These perovskite manganites have 
ferromagnetic phases and readily take up 
and release oxygen.19  Oxygen transport 
membranes, also with the perovskite crystal 
structure, likewise show potential for 
separation of oxygen from the air.17  In such 
membrane materials, perovskites are doped 
to produce vacancies.20  Oxygen anions, O2-, 
are transported by a hopping mechanism 
between vacancy sites.  
 If pre-combustion de-carbonization is a 
goal of the electric power plant, then it is 
necessary to maximize production of non-
polluting hydrogen for feed to a hydrogen 
turbine and to convert the CO in the 
synthesis gas to CO2 by the water-gas shift 
reaction:  CO(g) + H2O(g) = CO2(g) + 
H2(g).16  The thermodynamics of the water-
gas shift reaction will not be affected by the 
pressure of the system because there is no 
net change in the volumes between the 
gaseous reactants and products.  To employ 
commercial high-temperature water-gas 
shift catalysts based on Fe3O4 stabilized by 
Cr2O3, it is necessary to lower the 
temperature of the synthesis gas to about 
320 °C.16  The exact entrance temperature to 
the bed of water-gas shift catalyst will 
depend upon the age and activity of the 
catalyst, and in general will be between 

320–400 °C.16  The water-gas shift reaction 
is exothermic, and, in general, the bed of 
water-gas shift catalyst must be kept below 
about 440 °C to avoid excessive sintering 
and deactivation of the water-gas shift 
catalysts.16  Because the reaction is 
exothermic, production of hydrogen is 
thermodynamically favored at lower 
temperatures.  However, in practice, the bed 
of high-temperature water-gas shift catalyst 
must be kept above about 320 °C to allow 
favorable reaction kinetics.16  Use of water-
gas shift catalysts based upon cobalt require 
slightly different temperatures and may 
allow higher temperatures (~550 °C) in the 
bed of the water-gas shift reactor. 
 The above considerations imply that the 
temperature of the synthesis gas must be 
dropped from that of the gasifier (>1040 °C) 
to that required for the entrance of the water-
gas shift reactor (~320 °C).  As indicated in 
Figure 1, a heat exchanger can be used to 
lower the temperature and to raise clean 
steam to power a non-polluting steam 
turbine in the first cycle of an IGCC electric 
power plant. 
 In general, sour water-gas shift catalysts 
based upon cobalt will be highly resistant to 
sulfur originating from coal.  Iron-based 
water-gas shift catalysts also show fair 
tolerance to sulfur.16  However, both types 
of water-gas shift catalyst will, in general, 
require some protection from particulates 
and the majority of other impurities in the 
gas stream to minimize de-activation and 
poisoning.  A particulate removal system 
and catalyst guard bed adsorbent are 
required.  Both need only operate at 
~320 °C, in the so-called warm-gas clean-up 
regime.  Dual guard beds are required so 
that one remains in service while a second is 
replaced or regenerated.  Guard beds may 
contain sacrificial water-gas shift catalysts, 
which readily adsorb and react with 
impurities which would otherwise poison 
the water-gas shift catalysts downstream. 



 If hydrogen separation membranes were 
commercially available, they could be used 
to separate hydrogen from CO2, steam and 
other components of the water-gas shift 
mixture.  The pure hydrogen could be fed to 
a hydrogen turbine or used to produce 
synthetic fuels and chemicals or used for 
petroleum upgrading.  Existing turbines 
cannot operate on pure hydrogen, because of 
the high temperatures produced.  The 
hydrogen could be diluted with nitrogen 
from the air separation unit.  One option is 
to use nitrogen from the air separation unit 
as a sweep gas on the permeate side of the 
hydrogen transport membrane.  Dilution of 
hydrogen by nitrogen will lower the partial 
pressure of hydrogen on the permeate side 
of the membrane and thus increase the 
driving force for transport of hydrogen 
across the membrane.  
 Transport of hydrogen across inorganic 
membranes occurs by diffusion, which at the 
atomic and molecular level, is simply 
random motion.  It thus is equally probable 
for hydrogen to diffuse from the permeate 
side of the membrane back to the feed side 
of the membrane as from the feed to the 
permeate side.  Only if the number of 
hydrogen molecules on the feed side of the 
membrane is greater than that on the 
permeate side will there be a net flux to the 
permeate side.  The best that any inorganic 
membrane operating by passive diffusion 
can do is to bring the partial pressures of 
hydrogen to equilibrium on both sides of the 
membrane.  For a gasifier operating at 
1000 psi, and for 40 mole % hydrogen 
produced at equilibrium downstream from 
the water-gas shift reactor, the highest 
partial pressure of hydrogen in the feed will 
be 400 psi (27.6 bar).  Thus the maximum 
pressure of pure hydrogen which can be 
delivered is also 400 psi or 27.6 bar.  Coal 
gasifiers operating at lower pressures will 
deliver lower partial pressures of hydrogen.  
If hydrogen turbines must be operated at 

400 psi or above, then the hydrogen would 
need to be compressed or the nitrogen sweep 
gas would need to be delivered at 400 psi or 
above.  
 
3. ELTRON’S APPROACH 
 

Eltron Research & Development has 
actively developed hydrogen separation 
membrane technology for the past six years.  
Initially as part of DOE’s Vision 21 program 
Eltron advanced membrane technology from 
ceramic membranes with low permeability 
to metal composite membranes with high 
permeabilities.  These high permeability 
membranes offer significant potential for 
simultaneous separation of pure hydrogen 
and capture of carbon dioxide at elevated 
pressure for more economic sequestration.  
As part of DOE’s FutureGen program, 
Eltron is currently in the process of scaling 
up membrane technology and integrating 
membranes into a complete hydrogen 
separation system.  Scaling up membranes 
includes development of manufacturing 
techniques, large scale catalyst deposition, 
and sealing technologies.  Integration of 
membrane separation units into IGCC power 
plants such as FutureGen includes 
development of process economics for 
integration with upstream water-gas shift 
and gas cleaning technologies and 
downstream technologies such as fuel cells 
and/or hydrogen turbines for power 
production.  Economic base cases are being 
developed for power only and power and 
hydrogen co-production.  

The approach that Eltron is using to 
develop this technology is outlined in 
Figure 2.  Dense phase metallic alloy 
membranes, which show permeabilities an 
order of magnitude better than palladium-
based membranes, are being developed. 
These membranes are also less expensive 
and are projected to meet DOE FutureGen 
cost targets for these systems.  



Ceramic metal composites (cermets) are 
also under development.  Although in the 
early stages of development, these are 
showing permeabilities comparable to 
palladium membranes at considerably lower 
cost.  In fact, based on results to date, these 
may prove to be less expensive than the 
metallic alloy membranes discussed above. 

These membrane systems require 
catalysts on both sides of the membrane to 
dissociate the hydrogen for transport 
through the membrane and then 
recombining the hydrogen on the permeate 
side before desorbing from the membrane.  
A schematic representation of a membrane 
with catalyst on both sides is shown in 
Figure 3.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.  Brief sketch of approach to scaling up hydrogen transport membrane technology. 
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Catalyst alloys are being developed for 
both sides of the membranes.  Various 
membrane preparation techniques and 
catalyst deposition methods are being 
evaluated.  The composition and thickness 
of the catalyst layers are being varied on 
both sides of the membrane as part of the 
membrane system development. 

These membranes have been 
demonstrated at pressures from ambient up 
to 1000 psig using simulated water-gas shift 
compositions.  These membranes have been 
operated at up to 500 psig pressure drop 
across the membrane.  Operating 
temperatures of the membrane range from 
250–440 °C. Hydrogen purity of essentially 
100% is obtained with these membranes 
with recovery of hydrogen from a single 
stage as high as 95 %.  Depending on the 
application, the membranes can be operated 
with a sweep gas (nitrogen or steam) on the 
permeate side.  They also work effectively 
with no sweep gas on the permeate side.  

Several runs of longer than 3000 hours 
have been made with these membranes. 
Although the deactivation rate is larger than 
desired, even after 8000 hours the 
performance still exceeded that of the best 
know palladium membrane system. 

One of the key issues in developing 
these systems for larger scale is whether to 
incorporate them in a planar or tubular 
configuration.  Tubular systems are a more 
proven mechanical design and are easily 
maintained.  On the other hand, to operate at 
high pressure drop they will need to be 
thicker (lower flux) and additional 
manufacturing complexity will be required 
to coat the inside of the tubes with catalyst. 
A supported planar membrane will allow 
thinner membranes and higher fluxes but are 
much more complex to design and 
manufacture.  Planar membranes will also 
be more difficult to maintain.  

Other issues being addressed for the 
manufacturing scale up of these membranes 

include development of welding techniques, 
sealing systems and understanding the 
strength of these alloys under both static and 
dynamic conditions.  Material selection for 
supports and seals must be evaluated for 
their impact on performance of the 
membranes. 

The laboratory systems being operated 
today range from less than 0.1 lbs/day 
hydrogen throughput to about 1.5 lbs/day. 
The 1.5 lb/day unit can be seen in Figures 4 
and 5.  It is capable of operating at up to 
1000 psig pressure and can be tested with 
simulated water-gas shift synthesis gas 
composition.  Currently four small systems 
are being used, two for rapid screening of 
materials, operating conditions and 
preparation techniques at ambient pressure, 
and two for doing so at pressures up to 
1000 psig.  Two small high pressure reactor 
systems are being built to increase the 
capacity for performing life studies.  A 
reactor system dedicated to the study of 
impurity effects, such as sulfur and mercury 
is being designed. 

The next planned step is a 220 lb/day 
unit operating on live coal-based synthesis 
gas.  Many of the operating requirements 
and engineering challenges will be solved on 
this unit.  Data will be gathered to enable 
improved economic evaluation.  The data 
will also be used to improve the design and 
scale up to the next step – a 4 TPD unit.  
This unit will be used to acquire the 
engineering data necessary to build 
commercial modules.  The unit will also 
serve as a useful training ground for 
operators and to further develop the 
operating procedures, including start-up, 
shutdown and emergency procedures.  This 
scale-up step is also a necessary one to 
reduce risk in design, building and operating 
a commercial module, which is expected to 
be about 25-35 TPD.  

An essential step in the development of 
this technology is evaluation of the 



economics when incorporating the 
membrane system into an IGCC plant. 
Preliminary results indicate that use of a 
membrane system provides a lower cost of 
CO2 capture than with conventional 
technology such as Selexol.  Estimates range 
from 5 % better to as much as 15 % 

improvement depending on plant 
configuration and the amount of CO2 that is 
to be captured. Utilization of an emerging 
technology such as warm gas cleaning offers 
the promise of further improvement in both 
thermal efficiency and cost effectiveness.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.  High pressure system - Eltron Research & Development Inc. 

Figure 4.  High pressure membrane testing module. 

1.5 lbs H2/day separation unit designed by NORAM 
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1 Abstract 
 
New technology is driving the need for new higher strength, higher temperature 
materials for improved efficiency in fossil energy production. The Silicon Carbide 
Fibril development is focused on providing such a material in volume quantities at 
a reasonable cost. The SiC Fibril is a single crystal fiber-shaped structure 
capable of being formed into primary heat exchanger tubes, reinforcing 
combustion chamber refractory tiles, and being fabricated into filter media for hot 
gas filters. Existing silicon carbide materials begin oxidizing at 1,000oC and have 
a maximum tensile strength of approximately 500,000 psi. The new SiC Fibril 
material begins oxidizing at 1,600oC and has an ultimate tensile strength of 
2,300,000 psi, with a potential manufacturing cost equal to or less than the 
current SiC fiber products. This presentation discusses the unique microwave-
assisted Fibril growth process through the bench-scale proof of concept, the first 
laboratory scale up reactor, and the current pilot model reactor. Scanning 
electron photomicrographs are presented to demonstrate the Fibril growth 
process and the unique Fibril crystal structure.  The new pilot reactor and its 
operating procedure are discussed. Several potential applications and prototypes 
of the SiC Fibrils in the advanced fossil energy coal and power systems 
processes are shown. The 2007 and future project plans are presented. This 
work is being supported by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Fossil Energy 
Department Advanced Research Materials Program. 
 
2 Introduction 
 
This research was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, Fossil Energy 
Advanced Research Materials Program. The U.S. Department of Energy projects 
using the Silicon Carbide Fibrils as a primary structural component for fiber 
reinforced silicon carbide composite heat exchanger tubes that would be 
fabricated by chemical vapor infiltration.  
 
The VLS silicon carbide fibrils are grown when gaseous reactants are dissolved 
into a liquid catalyst and precipitated on to the growing fibril to form a perfect 
single crystal structure. ReMaxCo Technologies has access to a commercial 
ceramic fiber papermaking process. When SiC fibril development work produces 
adequate quantities, silicon carbide fibril paper will be produced and rolled into 
the required geometric shapes for the heat exchanger tube, joints and elbows. 



 
 

These shapes will be treated with a bindering process capable of liquid and 
pressure impermeability at high temperatures in a corrosive environment.  
 
The major limitations of the previous “state of the art” fibril growth were the high 
temperatures required (1600oC to 1700oC), the slow fibril growth rate (~0.17 
mm/hr), and the large quantity of excess of expensive methyl trichlorosilane gas, 
which is wasted1. The commercial process is complicated by the processing of 
large quantities of hydrogen gas at high temperatures and the generation of 
corrosive hydrochloric acid2. This current work continues a proof-of-concept, 
microwave based, VLS process development completed in 1999 by ReMaxCo. 
The catalyst was heated to the experimental temperature (1200oC to 1300oC) 
while a mixture of MTS and hydrogen were introduced into an aluminum oxide 
ceramic container. The MTS is dissociated and the carbon and silicon 
components are dissolved into the catalyst. The catalyst saturates and 
precipitates silicon carbide onto the surface of the growing fibril. These 
experiments yielded fibril growth rates of 0.75 mm/hr.  That was an improvement 
of approximately 4.4 times faster than the best graphite furnace runs3.  Volume 
scale up of the process was demonstrated. 
 
The current project moves the commercial process development to a pilot scale 
commercial reactor that will lead to sufficient quantities of fibrils to allow 
expanded work by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and combustion chamber 
component suppliers to develop heat exchanger tubes, robust combustion 
chamber tiles and hot gas filters.  
 
A semi-continuous, microwave heated, vacuum reactor was previously designed, 
fabricated and tested in earlier experiments.  The major obstacles that had to be 
overcome during this current project was the questionable performance of the 
reactor. The original design of the reactor focused the microwaves in such a 
manner that they missed the catalyst/fibrils growth zone.  The microwaves did 
react with the insulation and the reactor was heated by coupling with the 
insulation.  Modifications were made to the reactor to focus the microwaves on 
the catalyst. SiC Fibrils were produced using both MTS and Starfire SP4000 (a 
commercial silcon carbide organic precursor material) as feed-gas precursors.  
Both precursors produced fibrils at temperatures of less than 1000oC. The new 
Starfire SP4000 produced fibrils as low as 800oC, without the use of hydrogen 
and without producing the hazardous hydrochloric acid. 
  
3 Technology Approach 
 
The previous low-productivity, semi-continuous, microwave heated, vacuum 
reactor is shown in Figures 1.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1.   Fibril microwave reactor in operation 
 
The boundary conditions for the experiments were determined by running a 
computer thermodynamic analysis on the raw materials system. The results are 
shown in Figure 2.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.   Thermodynamic analysis showing optimum temperature range 
  for growing silicon carbide fibrils 
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Cylindrical aluminum oxide reaction boats were coated, on the inner surface, with 
a catalyst and placed into the reactor under a light vacuum. Several catalyst 
options were tested including ferrous silicon, iron powder and several mixtures 
thereof. A series of reaction boats traveled, one at a time, through the reactor. 
Each boat is first preheated with resistance heaters to 850o C to 900o C, 
measured by a Type K thermocouple.  Each reaction boat was then moved, in 
turn, to the microwave heated section. The catalyst is heated to the required 
temperature of 1200oC to 1300oC, measured by a Mikron M90-Q Infrared 
Pyrometer while a mixture of MTS (methyl trichlorosilane) and hydrogen were 
introduced into the catalyst-coated area of the boat.  The MTS forms the carbon 
and silicon components, which dissolve into the catalyst to grow the Fibrils.   
 
Once the furnace was debugged and running consistently, process optimization 
experiments were conducted to achieve fibril growth and define operating 
parameters. The operating results from these experiments were used to design a 
second-generation microwave reactor to solve the problems that became 
apparent in operating the current reactor. There was also a group of experiments 
to identify a less hazardous raw material gas than the methyl trichlorosilane. 
 

4 Experimental Procedures 
 
 
A number of runs were made to debug the microwave reactor and the reaction 
gas feed system. The MTS reaction gas is generated by bubbling hydrogen 
through liquid MTS in a steel container. The steel container was replaced with a 
transparent, heated glass bubbler to allow the operator to view the hydrogen flow 
through MTS liquid and control the vapor pressure of the M TS gas (Figures 3 
and 4). 
 
 

                                               
 
Figure 3.   Metal bubbler            Figure 4.   Glass bubbler 
 
 
 



 
 

Silicon Carbide Fibrils Reaction Vessel Runs  
 
The fibril catalyst seed paint was prepared using metallurgical grade –325 mesh 
ferrous silicon mixed in a dispersant paint purchased from YZP Corporation in a 
1:1 ratio. The paint was applied in a 0.1-millimeter thick coating to the interior 
diameter of a 7.6 centimeter diameter x 7.6 centimeter long high-density 
aluminum oxide cylinder. When the paint dried, the boats were loaded in the 
vacuum chamber of the microwave reactor. A boat that exhibits some Fibril 
growth is shown in Figure 5 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 5.   Ceramic boat with microwave  

grown Fibrils 
 
The microwave reactor was evacuated by vacuum pumps to approximately 30 
mTorr, and then flushed with nitrogen gas at a pressure of 150 Torr. After the 
nitrogen flush, the furnace was backfilled with hydrogen gas to a pressure of 150 
Torr and maintained at less than 180 Torr throughout the microwave fibril growth 
run. The preheat zone resistance heaters were stabilized at 800oC and held 
there throughout the run. Each one of the two 2-KW microwave sources was 
stabilized at 1.8-KW. Hydrogen flow was run through the MTS bubbler at a rate 
of 0.13 liters/minute for a period of one to three hours. Figure 6 shows the 
reaction zone during microwave assisted silicon carbide fibril growth. 
 
 
Figure 6.   Fibril growth in the 
 microwave field.  Glowing 
 annulus is the catalyst  
 layer reacting to the  

microwave energy  
 
 



 
 

 
Additional optimization testing was conducted replacing ferrous silicon with iron 
particles, then a mixture of 50% ferrous silicon and 50% iron by weight. In 
addition, the procedure described above was tested replacing the MTS liquid with 
a SP4000, a polysilymethylene CVD silicon carbide precursor produced by 
Starfire Systems. The SP4000 can be reacted in nitrogen gas rather than the 
more dangerous hydrogen required by the MTS liquid and gas.  
 
Typical Run Sheet:    
 
5/8/02 

Reactant Gas SP4000 
Atmosphere Hydrogen 
Catalyst Fe 
Fibrils Observed Yes 

 
A nitrogen purge was used during start up. 
 
14:45 Hydrogen was turned on 
 
Time
  

MZ1 
(kW) 

MZ2 
(kW) 

GZ1 
(C) 

GZ2 
(C) 

Press
. 
(Torr) 

Main 
Flow 
(lpm) 

Bubbl
er 
Flow  
(lpm) 

Temp
. 
(C) 
 

15:00 1.80 1.80 530 484 175 0.52 0.08 NR 
15:04 Some glow appeared in spots 
15:07 MZ1 and MZ2 power adjusted to prevent arcing.  GZ set  pts to 

600C 
15:18 GZ set points to 700C 
15:20 GZ set points to 800C 
15:30 1.80 1.80 NR NR NR 0.52 0.13 NR 
16:30 1.90 1.90 801 734 165 0.52 0.13 854 
16:45 2.00 2.00 801 735 160 0.52 0.13 904 
17:00 2.00 2.00 802 738 185 0.51 0.13 909 
17:40 2.00 2.00 802 744 175 0.51 0.13 922 
17:50 2.00 2.00 800 742 180 0.51 0.13 921 
18:00 2.00 2.00 800 745 160 0.51 0.13 924 
18:10 2.00 2.00 800 745 170 0.51 0.13 924 
18:30 2.00 2.00 800 743 175 0.51 0.13 920 
19:00 2.00 2.00 800 745 165 0.51 0.12 921 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

5 Results 
 
The only fibril growth in the initial microwave field configuration happened after 
being in the microwave growth chamber for approximately three hours. The 
microwave intensity was measured in the fibril growth area and found to be zero. 
The furnace was rebuilt to focus more of the microwave field in the fibril growth 
zone. This improved the fibril growth quality and time. The fibrils grown in this 
sequence are shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. The fibril quality is good, but the 
fibril yield was very low. They are 2 to 5 micrometer diameter in size.  
 

 
Figure 7.   Fibril growth on the      Figure 8.   Electron microscopy of 
        boat by digital camera   same Fibril product 
 

 
Figure 9.   Electron microscopy             Figure 10.   Fibril growth balls 
          shows perfect single     indicate true VLS 
          crystal growth                growth process 
 
There are a number of issues with the fibril reactor that need to be improved and 
will be implemented in the next phase of this work. The microwave field 
uniformity was poor and can be significantly improved. The catalyst paint tended 
to flake off the tops and sides of the round ceramic boats. Flat ceramic plates will 



 
 

be more efficient. Finally, the MTS gas feed mechanism had very little mass flow 
control and an irregular feed pattern to the fibril growth zone. A more accurate 
mass flow controller and a manifold-mixer are needed for the reaction gas 
distribution.  
 
One of the problems with scaling the fibril development to a large-scale 
commercial process is the generation of significant quantities of hydrochloric acid 
in the off-gas stream. This acid destroys the vacuum system and the exhaust 
ducts. Silicon carbide fibrils were produced using the SP4000 in nitrogen. An 
unexpected advantage, beyond the elimination of acid in the off-gas, was the fact 
that fibrils grew at 850oC. The MTS reaction required a temperature of 1200oC to 
1300oC. Fibrils grown in the SP4000 experiments are shown in Figures 11, 12, 
13 and 14. They are 5 to 15 micrometers in diameter. Melt growth balls in Figure 
13 were observed with the fibrils indicating that they were VLS growth products. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11.   Scanning electron          Figure 12.  2,000X magnification 
microscopy of SP4000 Fibrils                     showing Fibril size 
 

 
 
                                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13.   Melt growth balls          Figure 14.   Fibril from growth  
indicating vapor-liquid-solid                    ball 
 
 



 
 

6 Conclusions on the First Generation Pilot Reactor 
 
These experiments demonstrated that silicon carbide fibrils could be produced at 
temperatures as low as 850oC, as compared to the 1700oC in the previous 
graphite furnaces.  The fibril growth rate has been increased by a factor of four 
over previous technologies. The microwaves exhibited a significant effect on 
lowering the fibril reaction temperature and accelerating the fibril growth process. 
The SP4000 silicon carbide precursor provides a reaction without hazardous off-
gas products, with a projected future volume cost of $600/liter (kilogram). 
 
A commercial process is feasible by overcoming the equipment engineering 
problems encountered on this project. Those include a uniform microwave field, 
good control and uniform distribution of reactant gases, and the use of flat 
ceramic reaction boats. These improvements will get the commercial process 
closer to the $300 per pound project goal. 
 
With these improvements in place, one can improve on previous technology to 
accomplish: 
 

1 Lower energy consumption 
2 Higher growth rates 
3 Reduced reactant gas waste 
4 Lower cost raw materials 
5 Consistent quality fibrils product 

 
 
 
7 Second Generation Fibril Reactor 
 
Introduction 
 
The First Generation Fibril Reactor exhibited inflexible problems with microwave 
field distribution and control, as well as, non-uniform reactant gas feed control 
and distribution. A Second Generation Fibril Reactor has been designed and 
fabricated to overcome these principal issues. Solutions were insured by 
employing the design services of experienced experts in the fields of chemical 
vapor deposition gas distribution (MS&E Resources) and microwave field control 
(RF Technologies). The total system design was coordinated by an experienced 
furnace designer and fabricator.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Reactor Configuration 
 
  
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15.  Reactor assembly           Figure 16.   Fibril Growth Area 
 
Figure 15 shows the entire reactor assembly inside the vacuum chamber. Figure 
16 shows the fibril growth zone. The round tubes above the flat plat are the 
microwave applicators (red), designed to produce a uniform and controllable 
microwave field on the aluminum oxide flat plate (purple) containing the fibril 
seed crystals. The reactant gases are feed through the triangular gas plenums 
(burgundy) across the seeded growth plates. Electrical heating elements are 
located in the wall or the reaction chamber to maintain the chamber at a uniform 
800oC. The microwave energy boosts this temperature at the seed crystal 
surface to 1,000oC to assure that the reactant gases only react with the seed 
crystals to prevent reactant gas waste and silicon carbide growth on the reaction 
chamber walls. 
 
Reactor Fabrication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Figure 17.   Fabricated Second Generation Fibrils Reactor 
 



 
 

Figure 17 shows the Second Generation Fibrils reactor, as fabricated. The left 
view is the full unit. The middle view is the microwave units and the microwave 
coaxial feed system. And the right view is the fibrils growth chamber, with fibril 
boats coated with seed crystals. 
 
8 Future Work 
 
The Second Generation Fibrils Pilot Reactor, incorporating all of the 
improvements described above, should be capable of producing 200 grams of 
fibrils per day. This reactor started in May 2007, tested, process optimized, then 
operated to supply sample quantities to various researchers in the Fossil Energy 
Materials Program and in commercial applications. Samples should be ready for 
shipment to customers by August 2007. Success in testing and demand for 
volume product will lead to the design of a continuous reactor capable of 
commercial volumes of silicon carbide fibrils. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

As the reserve of the fossil fuel decreases and the environmental regulation becomes 
stricter, the research to enhance boiler efficiency as well as to reduce pollutant emission 
has been pursued worldwide.  Ultra-supercritical (USC) boiler employing enhanced 
steam pressure and temperature is one of the advanced power systems that are actively 
researched for the efficiency increase.  However enhanced steam conditions can cause 
severe wastage of the heat transfer surface inside the furnace due to increased steam 
temperature.   In addition, staged combustion often used to reduce pollutant emission 
may also increase corrosion potential in the lower furnace region.  Therefore efforts to 
understand potential corrosion mechanism and to identify/develop appropriate corrosion 
resistant material are very active.  In this study, Reaction Engineering International (REI) 
in collaboration with Korea Electric Power Research Institute (KEPRI) investigated water 
wall and superheater/reheater fire-side corrosion behaviors and developed corrosion 
correlations that would provide corrosion potential when used in conjunction with 
computational fluid dynamics simulation.  W also tested various candidate materials 
considered in Korea’s USC development effort for their corrosion propensity at KEPRI’s 
coal-fired pilot-scale test furnace.  In this paper, we will discuss the testing results and the 
potential fire-side corrosion mechanisms and their correlations at waterwall and 
superheater. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

KEPRI has a program to develop USC power plant, which includes a task to develop 
superheater corrosion correlations and to identify appropriate superheater tube materials 
for use in USC boiler under enhanced steam properties.  KEPRI also has waterwall 
corrosion correlation development program.  REI is collaborating with KEPRI in both 
programs to develop corrosion testing procedure and corrosion correlations.    
 
The efficiency of boiler/steam turbine fossil power plants is a strong function of the 
steam temperature and pressure and USC power plants with enhance steam properties are 
being developed to achieve higher efficiency than conventional sub- and super-critical 
power plants..  USC power plants are already in service and under construction in Japan 
and Europe that are operating at steam conditions close to 593 °C/27MPa.  Most current 
supercritical unit operates at 540 °C and 16.5 to 24 MPa of steam.  USC programs of 



 

USDOE and Korea are looking for 650 °C /34.5MPa, which corresponds to about 10% 
gain with double reheat system compared to single reheat at 538 °C /18.5MPa.  Increased 
thermal efficiency also helps reducing in release of SOx, NOx, and CO2 as less fuel is 
used to achieve the same electricity generation.  Enhanced steam conditions in USC 
boiler give a major challenge in the areas of materials technology due to potential tube 
failures.  One of the main limiting issues is fire-side corrosion under increased 
temperature.  Maximum steam temperature has already been compromised to reduce tube 
failures in superheater/reheater sections of conventional boiler and increase in operating 
steam temperature may exacerbate tube failures.  One of the important parameters 
determining high temperature corrosion of boiler tube is the type of steels and alloys used 
in tube manufacture.  Therefore, research in boiler materials to develop a material 
resistant to corrosion and address tube failure issues has been active in US, Europe, and 
Japan.  In addition to fireside corrosion, characteristics of metals that are important for 
use in the boiler include high creep strength, thermal fatigue strength, weldability, 
resistance to fireside erosion and to steam side oxidation, and spallation.  In the program 
with KEPRI, we are focusing on only fire-side corrosion issue. 
 
Stringent NOx emissions limits imposed during recent years, combustion modifications 
such as the use of low-NOx burners (LNBs) and over-fire air (OFA) have become 
commonly used strategies for achieving NOx emission reductions in large utility coal 
furnaces. Although these methods are effective and inexpensive to implement and operate, 
there are some adverse impacts, notably increases in furnace fireside waterwall wastage 
in fuel rich or alternating fuel rich / fuel lean regions.  One of the objectives in this 
program is to develop waterwall corrosion correlation that can be used either standalone 
or in conjunction with CFD to provide a predictive tool.  This type of tool has value in 
the prevention of waterwall wastage through evaluation of the impact of planned 
operational or physical furnace modifications or as an aid in troubleshooting current 
wastage problems.  
 
Most data available for the corrosion are from laboratory experiment, but many important 
variables cannot be fully simulated in the well-controlled laboratory experiment.  They 
include that actual composition of the deposits formed on the tubes is more complex than 
the simulated ash; the SO2 can be formed by heterogeneous reaction on cooled surfaces; 
very large temperature gradients occur within the ash deposits.  In the current project, 
pilot-scale test furnace was utilized for corrosion testing and subsequent corrosion 
correlation development.   
 
The objectives of the project were to test various candidate materials considered in 
KEPRI’s USC program and develop corrosion correlations appropriate in superheater and 
waterwall regions of the boiler.  For this, we used KEPRI’s pilot-scale test furnace 
operating under corner-firing configuration and REI’s real time corrosion monitoring 
system.  In this paper, the corrosion mechanisms and the results of the corrosion testing 
are discussed. 
 



 

PILOT SCALE TEST FURNACE 
 
The KEPRI pilot scale test furnace is designed for up to five MMBtu/hr firing on natural 
gas or coal.  The test facility at KEPRI is shown in Figure 1 along with the schematic of 
the furnace.  The furnace has various firing methods including multiple/single wall firing 
and corner firing.  In this program, corner firing is utilized.  The furnace has a dimension 
of 1.6 x 1.9 x 7.1 meters (depth x width x height, inside) and refractory lined walls.  The 
body of the furnace has ash hopper, firebox, two radiant, and nose sections and each 
section has a refractory lining cast on the fireside.  On the fireside of the first radiant 
section, cooling tubes were installed at front and rear walls.  The rectangular furnace 
section exits to the convective sections in the nose section.  The exit of the section is a 
0.711 x 1.86 rectangular duct with a horizontal run through heat exchanger tubes.  The 
furnace has various sampling port at each sections.  In the testing, the port at the nose 
section was used.   

 

Nose Section

Second 
Radiant 
Section

First 
Radiant 
Section

Firebox 
Section

Hopper 
Section

   
Figure 1:  The KEPRI pilot scale test facility and schematic of the furnace. 

 

CORROSION MECHANISMS AND CORRELATIONS 
 
The corrosion mechanisms can be broadly divided into water wall and superheater 
/reheater mechanisms.  However, one mechanism in one region can also occur at the 
other region due to complexity of the actual combustion environment in the furnace.  
Corrosion can also occur further downstream of the furnace at low temperature region, 
which is mostly associated with acid dew point corrosion.  In this paper, we will focus on 
the high temperature corrosion mechanisms that can occur in the waterwall and 
superheater/reheater zones in the furnace. 
 
Waterwall corrosion has been linked to fuel composition, primarily fuel sulfur and 
chlorine content, and to local combustion conditions such as near-wall flue gas 
composition and stoichiometry, tube metal temperature, wall deposit characteristics, wall 
heat flux, and wall flame impingement.  Although details of the actual mechanisms 
involved are not completely understood and are currently actively researched, recent 
work has identified three mechanisms for waterwall wastage in coal-fired utility boilers:  
 



 

• Gas-phase attack by reduced sulfur species such as H2S; 
• Deposition of unoxidized fuel and impurities on furnace waterwalls, leading to 

near tube sulfidizing conditions; 
• Chlorine-based attack under local high heat flux reducing conditions. 

 
Superheater/reheater corrosion mechanisms leading to material loss can include active 
oxidation, molten sulfate, and sulfidization.  Each mechanism is discussed briefly in the 
following: 
 

• Oxidation is the most commonly encountered form of high temperature corrosion 
and is not always detrimental as most tube metals form an oxide scale that 
provides corrosion resistance to the bare tube metal surface.  However, it is 
known that the presence of chlorine in most cases prevents the formation of the 
protective oxide layer and causes accelerated attack in oxidizing environment.  
This is called active oxidation and chlorine in this mechanism can either be in the 
form of HCl, Cl2 or combined with Na, K, Zn, Pb, Sn and other elements.   

• Coal-ash corrosion or molten sulfate mechanism is most commonly reported 
mechanism in the superheaters.  This mechanism involves alkali metal trisulfate 
formation from the reaction of iron oxides in contact with alkali sulfates in an 
oxidizing atmosphere and in the presence of sulfur dioxide.  The stability of the 
alkali metal trisulfate determines the classical bell shape of temperature 
dependency of the corrosion rates.   

• Sulfidization due to H2S gas attack can also occur locally.  However, fuel lean 
condition near the superheater/reheater region in general may prevent this 
mechanism from being a dominant mechanism. 

• Additional mechanisms considered are carburization molten chlorides mechanism 
due to lowered melting point of salt mixtures (chloride-chloride or chloride-
sulfate).  

 
Corrosion correlations for the aforementioned corrosion mechanisms except molten 
chloride and carburization were developed during this program.  The complexity and 
often the uncertainty of actual furnace fire side conditions make the development of 
correlations from fundamental principles impractical.  Therefore in this study, we 
developed correlations based on major corrosion parameters of each mechanism and 
available experimental data.  These correlations can be used in conjunction with fluid 
dynamics code.  The parameters that can affect corrosion include: 1) metal/gas 
temperatures, 2) heat flux, 3) temperature gradient and fluctuation, 4) fuel/deposit 
characteristics, 5) local gas stoichiometry, 6) tube metallurgy, and 7) boiler 
design/operating conditions.  Table 1 shows the main parameters of the corrosion 
correlations developed based on the available literature and experimental data during this 
program.   
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table 1:  Corrosion correlations. 
Corrosion Parameters 
Waterwall Corrosion Correlations 
  H2S Corrosion Tube metal temperature, chromium content, H2S concentration 
  Deposit-based Deposition, local stoichiometry, tube metal temeprature, heat flux 
  Chlorine-based Local chlorine concentration, heat flux, tube metal temperature 
Superheater/reheater Corrosion Correlations 
  Molten sulfate Tube metal temperature, chromium content, fuel, deposition, heat flux, tube location 
  Active 
  Oxidation 

Tube metal temperature, local gas temperature, chromium content, chlorine 
concentration 

  Sulfidation Tube metal temperature, chromium content, H2S concentration 
 

CORROSION MONITORING SYSTEM AND ITS INSTALLATION 
 
A schematic of the setup for the REI’s corrosion monitoring system is shown in Figure 2. 
The measurement system consisted of an electrochemical noise sensor, signal 
conditioning and data acquisition modules, a temperature controller, cooling air supply 
and a computer for data processing. The data acquisition and noise modules and the 
temperature controller are enclosed in a rugged dust-free NEMA enclosure case that is 
designed for use in the field.  The setup also includes a cooling air control valve to enable 
the operating temperature of the sensor elements to be controlled at the desired tube metal 
temperature.  The flow control system is enclosed in the same NEMA enclosure.  
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Figure 2:  Schematic of the on-line corrosion sensor and auxiliary equipment. 

 
The signal processing and conditioning electronics consists of advanced modular units 
designed and built for fieldwork.  The signals from the probe are collected at a specified 
interval, typically once per second, via the instrumentation. The data analysis software 
averages the signals and computes the corrosion rates.  Software allows a display of 
corrosion rate and probe temperature.  The data collected can be reviewed on screen, or 
processed after completion of a corrosion test.  Further, once installed, the data also can 
be viewed from a remote location.  This permits the engineers at REI to monitor the 
progress of the experimentation without traveling to Korea. 
 
The probe was installed at the sampling port available at the various sampling ports of the 
furnace as shown in Figure 3.  For waterwall corrosion rate measurements, the sampling 



 

ports near burner belt were used.  For superheater corrosion rate measurement, the 
“USC” port near the nose of the furnace was used. 
 

 
Figure 3:  Corrosion probe location. 

 
Figure 4 shows the installed control box and probe at the facility.  In the KEPRI’s USC 
program, six different materials with varying degree of chromium content are considered 
and the corrosion rates of each material were measured at the KEPRI’s pilot scale test 
furnace under the same operating conditions. 
 

 
Figure 4:  Installed control box and corrosion probes. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In developing waterwall corrosion correlations, various operating conditions were used to 
generate diverse local corrosion environment near the furnace wall.  The detailed local 
information required for corrosion rate calculation was obtained by performing 
computational fluid dynamics simulation for each given operating conditions.  The 
parameters obtained from the simulations were used to identify local environment and 
corrosion mechanisms and to calculate corrosion rates.  Figure 5 shows example 
waterwall corrosion rates measured by the corrosion monitoring system.  Figure 6 shows 
the comparison between the measurements by the corrosion monitoring system and the 
predictions based on the corrosion correlations and the CFD simulation.  The predictions 



 

from the correlation show relatively good agreement with the measured values.  The 
further study to confirm the material loss are being pursued using advanced profilometry. 
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Figure 5:  Example waterwall corrosion rate measurements. 
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Figure 6:  Waterwall corrosion rate comparisons between the measurements by 
corrosion monitoring system and the calculations based on CFD and corrosion 

correlation. 

 
In the superheater corrosion testing, 6 different materials were tested (see Table 2).  The 
corrosion rates were measured at three different metal surface temperatures: 650, 675, 
and 700 °C.  The surface temperature of the metal was maintained at each temperature 
about an hour to collect data.  Figure 7 shows this experimental process with the 
measured corrosion rates.  The corrosion rates increased with increasing surface 
temperatures.  All candidate materials showed similar trends as a function of tube metal 
temperature as shown in Figure 8.  The corrosion propensities of the six candidate 
materials are in the order shown below: 

HR3C < S304H < T122 < TP347HFG < T91 < T92 
HR3C with the chromium content of 25% showed the highest corrosion resistance.  T122 
and S304H showed similar corrosion rates at low temperature, but the difference became 
larger at high temperature.  9% chromium materials showed higher corrosion rates.  In 



 

general, the difference between the materials was small at low surface temperature, but 
became large at high surface temperature.  Figure 8 also shows the measured corrosion 
rates as a function of chromium content in the material at the tube metal surface 
temperature of 700 °C.  As expected, the corrosion rates decreased with increasing 
chromium content in the metal.  However 11% and 18% Cr metals showed the opposite 
trend.  The cause of this is not understood at current time, but overall trend showed a 
good agreement with those found in literature. 
 

Table 2:  Superheater tube material compositions. 

C Fe Cr Ni Si Al W Cu Mo Nb Mn V B N
T92 0.07 Bal 9 - 0.06 - 1.8 0.5 0.05 0.45 0.2 0.004 0.06 Ferrite
T122 0.1 Bal 11 - 0.1 - 2 1 0,4 0,05 0.6 0,20 0.003 0.06 Ferrite
HR3C 0.06 Bal 25 20 0.4 - - - 0.45 1.2 - - 0.2 Austenite
T91 Bal 9 1 Ferrite
S304H 0.1 Bal 18.15 9.25 0.27 3 0.4 0.78 0.091 Austenite
TP347HFG 0.08 Bal 18 10 0.6 0.8 1.6 Austenite

Candidate CommentsComposition, %
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Figure 7:  Example corrosion rates and temperature variations as a function of time. 
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Figure 8:  Corrosion rates of candidate materials as a function of tube metal 
temperatures and chromium contents. 



 

 
During this program, the superheater corrosion correlations were also developed.  The 
correlations needs various parameters as shown in Table 1 and these parameters were 
obtained by CFD simulations performed under the same operating conditions.  According 
to the CFD simulation, the main mechanism occurring under a given condition at the 
superather probe was identified as molten sulfate mechanism with some minor 
contribution from sulfidation mechanism.  Due to low chlorine content in fuel, active 
oxidation was not expected to occur.  The predicted corrosion rates based on the 
corrosion and CFD simulation are compared with the measured corrosion rates in Figure 
9.  Under the limited data available for comparison, the prediction showed good 
agreement with the measurements.  Further study under laboratory conditions will be 
performed to understand and identify the corrosion correlations. 
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Figure 9:  Superheater corrosion rates comparison between the measurement by the 
corrosion monitoring system and the prediction based on the corrosion correlations 
and the CFD simulation. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

• Corrosion correlations for waterwall and superheater regions have been developed 
based on literature and experimental data available.   

• Corrosion rates at various locations of the pilot-scale test furnace were measured 
using the real-time corrosion monitoring system.  Different type of the corrosion 
probes was used according to the location it is applied in the furnace.  

• Local parameters required for corrosion rate calculation from the correlation were 
obtained by computational fluid dynamics simulation. 

• The corrosion correlation in conjunction with CFD simulation showed good 
agreement with the measured corrosion rates. 

• Corrosion propensities of various candidate materials were measured and 
compared under the same boiler operating conditions.  The corrosion rates 
decreased with increasing chromium content in a metal and increased with 
increasing tube metal temperature under the range considered in this program. 



 

• Further study will be performed under the well-controlled environment to 
understand the corrosion mechanisms. 
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1 FORMING OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 

The European Union (EU)  is a multinational and intergovernmental union, established in 
1992 by the Treaty of Maastricht with the intention to promote the economical and 
political integration of the member states. The present union is the successor of the s.c. 
Common Market, the European Economic Community (EEC), founded in 1957 as a 
supranational association with the purpose of enhancing the economic cooperation of 
the first 6 members Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg, France, Italy and West 
Germany. In the following years this community became enlarged by new partners - 
Denmark, Ireland and Great Britain in 1973, Greece in 1981, Portugal and Spain in 1986 
- forming the first EU of 12 member states in 1993. 10 more partners gained accession 
to the union in 2004 (Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, 
Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia) followed by Bulgaria and Romania in 2007  which brought 
the total number of member states to 27 at present.  
 
The EU represents a single market with no internal barriers, a common trade policy and 
an own currency adopted so far by already half of its members.  Despite of still very 
strong and historically based gradients in industrial development and economy, in 
particular between the early partner countries in Western Europe and the more recent 
new member states of Centre and Eastern Europe, the economy in the European Union 
has grown steadily over the last decade, resulting in a total GDP increase of almost 48% 
since 1996. Thus, the EU has developed up to today into one of the largest economical 
and political units in the world. In fact, selected statistical data for comparable industrial 
areas (USA, Canada, Japan, Australia, Table 1) shows that the EU on an area of less 
than half of that of the USA with 60% more inhabitants – resulting in an 4 times higher 
population density – has presently a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the same order 
of magnitude as the United States. The lower specific productivity per inhabitant in the 
EU is related to the above briefly mentioned differences between member states; 
productivity data of several partner countries in Western Europe are comparable to 
those of the USA and of the other industrialized countries.  



 

Country EU USA Canada Japan Australia 

Population; 
106  inhabitants 

 
492.9 

 
301.0 

 
32.6 

 
128.2 

 
20.4 

Area,  
106  km² 

 
4.24 

 
9.63 

 
9.94 

 
0.38 

 
7.69 

Population density;  
inhabitants per km² 

 
113 

 
31 

 
3 

 
339 

 
3 

Gross national product, GDP; 
1012;  US $   *) 

 
12.82 

 
11.68 

 
0.97 

 
4.67 

 
0.66 

Productivity; 
10³  US $ GDP per capita 

 
26.0 

 
38.9 

 
29.8 

 
36.7 

 
35.0 

*)  at current prices and exchange rates  
                                                                       Source: Statistisches Bundesamt,Statistical Yearbook 2006 
 
Table 1:  Comparative Statistics; Population and Production (data 2004) 
 

2 ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT IN EUROPE 

In line with the economic growth in the EU, the expected rise in gross energy 
consumption during the last decade was with 12,1% comparatively low which – at a 
marginal population increase of about 2.3% – resulted in a reduction of the energy 
intensity (in toe per 1000 US $ GDP) of more than 11% [2]. This positive tendency 
indicates both savings in direct use of primary energy sources and an increasing 
application of more efficient energy conversion processes.  However, due to the present 
state of industrial and economic development, the total primary energy demand is 
considerable, although the specific consumption per inhabitant is – in comparison with 
similarly advanced regions of the world – much lower, e.g. less than half of that of the 
USA (Table 2).  

Country EU USA Canada Japan Australia 

Primary Energy  Consumption; 
106 toe 

 
1805.6 

 
2331.6 

 
307.5 

 
514.6 

 
119.0 

Specific Energy Consumption; 
toe per capita 

 
3.66 

 
7.96 

 
9.46 

 
4.04 

 
5.98 

Energy Intensity; 
toe per 10³  US $  GDP 

 
0.141 

 
0.199 

 
0.317 

 
0.109 

 
0.170 

CO2-emissions;  
106 t 

 
4028.3 

 
5800.0 

 
550.9 

 
1215.0 

 
354.4 

Specific CO2-emission; 
t CO2 per capita 

 
8.2 

 
19.3 

 
16.9 

 
9.5 

 
17.4 

                                                                       Source: Statistisches Bundesamt,Statistical Yearbook 2006 
 
Table 2: Comparative Statistics; Energy and Environment  (data 2004) 
 



In  more detail, the gross inland consumption of energy in the EU of about 1.8 · 109 toe 
per year (27 member  states; data 2004, [2] ) is with more than 77% essentially based 
on fossil fuels (37.3% oil, 23.9% natural gas, 17.9% solid fuels) with only 14.6% nuclear 
energy and 6.3% renewable sources.  
Furthermore noteworthy is the remarkable move towards the conversion of primary 
energy into electricity as the most versatile form of usable energy. Between 1994 and 
2004 the electricity generation increased by about 23.5% which is much in excess of the 
rise of the total energy consumption of 12.1% during the same time period. The fastest 
growth in  generation is reported from wind turbines and – to a much lesser extend – 
from biomass fired plants, however, with presently a share of only 1.8% and 2.1% 
respectively. In total, apart from 31.0% nuclear and 10.6% hydro power, the electricity 
production in the EU is based on the fossil fuels coal (including lignites) with 29.5%, 
natural gas with 18.9% and a remaining 4.5% on oil [2]. 
The above stated energy consumption is in contrast with an own total production of 
primary energy carriers which – after a decrease since 1996 by 5.2% – comes at 
present (2004) close to 0.9 · 109 toe per year, of which Great Britain, Germany and 
France contributing almost 54%. These data underline the fact that the in-house 
production in the EU is not only highly diverse and regionally distributed in resources as 
well as output  but also insufficient to cover the demand. Therefore, there is a 
dependence on energy imports of presently 50.5%. Details in Table 3 show an increase 
of this dependency from 44.2% in 1996 by 14.3% up to 2004. These data also reveal 
that Europe relies highly on oil imports (and to a lesser extend on natural gas and coal) 
with over the years’ rising tendency. Also, the import dependency of the various member 
states varies strongly between 4% and more than 80%; Denmark was the only energy 
exporter within the EU in 2004. 
 

Year 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 

Total dependence  44.2 46.4 47.3 47.9 50.5 

Solid fuels 22.9 26.4 30.9 33.0 38.2 

Crude oil and petroleum products 75.9 77.4 76.3 76.4 80.2 

Natural gas 43.5 46.0 49.7 51.7 54.5 
                                                                                                               Source: Eurostat Yearbook 2006-07 

Table 3: Import dependence of the European Union, net import as percentage of gross 
consumption 
 
The utilization of energy resources of fossil origin is, among several other causes, 
believed to have a major negative influence on the global climate via its product carbon 
dioxide (CO2) as one of the s.c. “greenhouse gases”. Typically the main contributors to 
the CO2-emission in  the EU are the fossil fuel related energy conversion processes in 
power plants with about 32%, the industry with about 25% and the traffic with about 
24%. [3] 
In order to alleviate the anticipated effects the EU in 1997 (with 15 members at that time) 
agreed under the Kyoto Protocol to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to 8% below 



the 1990 level by 2008 – 2012 with different target levels for the individual partners. 
Most of the new member states that joined the EU in later years adopted similar 
reduction levels. As a result of joint efforts in policy and technology it was made possible 
to reduce  the CO2-emission up to 2004 by 2.2% [2] in comparison to 1990 whilst during 
the same period from other regions of the world a considerable rise of such emissions is 
reported, e.g. 15.9% for the USA, 6.7% for Japan and even 107% for China. 
Furthermore, in Table 2 (bottom) the present CO2-emission of some key regions is 
given; the specific CO2 emission per capita shows the lowest value for the EU in 
comparison with the other similarly advanced countries. However, despite of the positive 
results the set goals for the reduction of greenhouse gases are still far from being 
achieved and certainly require extensive further actions.  
 

3 CONSEQUENSES AND ACTIONS 

The above given data briefly characterize the present situation in the EU and underline 
the critical issues, some of which also apply to other regions of the world: 
 

• Energy is one of the most vital commodities for the continuing development of our 
economies; access to energy in required quantities and at affordable costs has 
become an essential pre-requisite for our modern societies to function. 

• The ongoing rise in demand for energy will continue; for the EU 1-2% per year is 
expected for the coming two decades with an even stronger need for electricity. 

• For a foreseeable future the primary energy base in the EU will remain essentially 
similar to that of the previous decade: Almost a third is based on nuclear power 
(its future utilization being under controversial discussion in various member 
states), about 10% is hydropower and (because of strong political support and 
subsidy schemes) a small but steadily growing part is provided by the utilization 
of biomass and, in particular, wind power of presently below 4%. Consequently, 
the major energy conversion is based on fuels of fossil origin with a  predominant 
share of oil for the petrochemical sector and subsequent transport application 
whilst coals and – with rising tendency – also natural gas are used in stationary 
conversion processes. 

• For natural reasons, the EU as a whole is short of primary energy resources; still 
available reserves are limited and/or not competitive to mine. As a consequence, 
the always existing dependence on primary energy imports, grown already to 
about 50%, is expected to increase to 65 or even 70% by 2030. Without any 
countermeasures, the reliance on imports of natural gas may rise to above 80%, 
of oil to above 90%. [4]. Given such a strong dependency and an already 
experienced high fuel price volatility,  the observable concentration of external 
fuel resources in the hands of a decreasing number of suppliers may imply the 
danger of economical risks and political uncertainties.  

• In line with the profound opinion of many leading scientists of the world and 
supported by various extensive international studies, e.g. [5], [6], it is generally 
believed that our climate and a related “global warming” is negatively effected by 
anthropogenic activities, in particular the CO2-emission from the conversion of 
fossil fuels, by more than 60% globally and even about 80% in the EU. Despite of 



the almost constant CO2-emission in the EU during the previous decade, any 
projected rise of primary energy conversion will lead to additional emissions of 
CO2 (as well as other s.c. greenhouse gases) which, in case of “business as 
usual”, leaves the achievement of the targets of the Kyoto Protocol – and any 
more demanding goals already under discussion – highly questionable or 
impossible. 

 
With these background issues the European Union has adopted a long-term and 
coherent energy policy for balancing  the 3 challenging key objectives: 
 

• sustainable security of supply 
• environment protection 
• economical competitiveness  

 
The first objective comprises essentially the two main goals of minimizing the energy 
utilization by improving the energy efficiency on one hand and providing energy at 
necessary quantities and qualities for the consuming market. Numerous programmes 
were set up to support activities in areas such as: 
 

• saving energy by reducing / avoiding losses at the end-user, including the 
provision of measures for public convincement and incentives for the application 
of technological improvements;  

• increase of energy conversion processes for both mobile and stationary 
applications, including component improvement, retrofit of existing installations as 
well as replacement strategies for the rapidly aging fleet of European large scale 
industrial plants; 

• alleviation of the import dependence via improvement and further diversification 
of the already practiced energy mix, e.g. by supporting the rapid development of 
renewable power resources and their competitiveness as well as (re)vitalizing 
“dormant” energy reserves; 

• enhancement of external energy policy relations in order to ensure a safe, 
affordable and long-term provision of primary energy and, thus, to reduce the 
potential external of supply failures. 

 
With regard to the second objective concerning the environment any of the above areas 
with the intention to lower the use of fossil fuels will also be of immediate benefit to 
reducing the CO2-emission. In addition, actions for CO2-separation, capture and storage 
are initiated and supported.  
 
Finally the third objective, competitiveness, covers topics such as the support of new 
and emerging energy- and environment-saving technologies, the stimulation of clean 
energy production and the further opening of the EU-internal market. 
 
For the performance of the activities policy measures were developed such as a recently 
distributed Green Paper on “A European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and 
Secure Energy” [7] which elaborates the priority areas for possible common actions and 
comes up with concrete proposals for immediate motions.  



 
Furthermore, instruments for the support of technology advancement programmes 
through research, development and demonstration for several years’ duration, the 
“Framework Programmes” (FP) are essential parts of the EU strategy. During the 
previous 5th FP (1998-2002) already several multi-country, multi-partner projects on 
CO2-sequestration and storage monitoring of in total 32 million Euro were partly financed 
by the European Commission, followed during the last 6th FP (2002-2006) by more 
specific and still ongoing projects on advanced CO2-separation techniques for fossil fuel 
plants, subsequent large scale CO2-storage and co-ordination activities of EU-member 
states programmes as well as EU-involvement in international cooperation, e.g. 
contributing to the Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF). 
 
The present FP7 of which the first call was recently lounged, will continue to support  
activities in 
           “Research, development and demonstration of technologies to drastically reduce 
            the  adverse environmental impact of fossil fuel use…”  
with priority topics on large scale energy conversion and environment under the titles 
“CO2 capture and storage technologies for zero emission power generation” and “Clean 
coal technologies”. Further related topics under the 7th FP are i.a. energy savings, 
energy efficiency, Hydrogen, fuel cells and energy policy.  
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ABSTRACT 

Since 1997 Energie Baden-Wurttemberg AG (EnBW) operates Europe's most modern 
pulverised bituminous coal-fired power plant in the south-western part of Germany. The 
combined heat and power plant consists of a 730 MWth pulverised fuel fired boiler whereas a 
steam-side coupling of the coal boiler with a heat recovery boiler of a 65 MW,, gas turbine has 
been realised for the first time for reasons of highest fuel utilisation rates and plant flexibility. The 
achievable maximum net electric efficiency amounts up to 44.2 YO, the highest overall fuel 
utilisation efficiency up to 72 %. The chosen all-wall firing system with swirl burners in all 
evaporator membrane walls shows lowest raw gas concentrations of pollutants such as NOx and 
CO in combination with lowest unburned carbon values. A continuous optimisation of the 
pulverised coal combustion process by detailed measurements and simulation studies allows 
and provides a solid basis for secure operation and high availability while using a broad variety 
of world market bituminous coals. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2006, the electricity supply of Energie Baden-Wurttemberg (EnBW), Germany's third largest 
utility, amounted to approximately 74.9 billion kWh (255.6 x 10l2 Btu). For this, a totally installed 
power plant capacity of about 14,800 MW is available. About 34% of the electricity is produced 
in nuclear power stations. Fossil energy sources such as coal, fuel oil and natural gas 
contributed to about 19.3 % of the overall power generation. Power plants using renewable 
energy sources, such as hydro power, solar, wind and biomass, formed a share of about 16.3 %. 
The remaining 30.4% were covered by market purchases from various primary energy sources. 

In the south-western part of Germany EnBW operates conventional thermal power plants at 
seven different locations. Among those, the combined heat and power station Altbach, situated 
in Greater Stuttgart, comprises several power plants with a total generation capacity of about 
1.200 MW. The larger units HKW 1 and HKW 2 are able to produce district heating and 
electricity from coal in combined heat and power operation, whereas the maximum heat output 
per plant amounts up to 280 MW. Additionally, a gas and fuel oil-fired combined cycle plant as 
well as two gas turbines are in operation at the Altbach site. Due to the various power plant 
technologies installed in Altbach the power station is capable to provide electricity on base, 
medium and peak load. 

mailto:s.unterberger@enbw.com


CONCEPTUAL ASPECTS OF THE COMBINED HEAT AND POWER PLANT HKW 2 

In 1997 the unit HKW 2, up to now the most modern European bituminous coal-fired power 
plant, was set into operation. The design and process layout of the power plant fulfills distinct 
requirements in terms of flexible energy supply and lowest environmental impact. 

Process Layout 

The HKVV 2 heat and power plant features a 430 MVA steam turbine driven generator and an 
80 MVA gas turbine driven generator. A large share of steam is produced by a Benson-type 
coal-fired boiler, fed with hard coal dust. The steam of the coal section is supplemented by the 
steam produced in the gas turbine heat recovery steam generator (HRSG), also a Benson-type. 
Both boilers were manufactured by Steinmuller, Gummersbach, Germany. 

The layout of the so-called 'compound process', i.e. the steam-side coupling of a coal steam 
generator with a waste heat recovery process downstream of a gas turbine is shown in Figure 1. 

100 % Compound 

Figure 1 : Process layout of the combined heat and power plant HKW 2 

The heat recovery steam generator takes on part of the LP and HP preheating. The MP steam 
generated by the HRSG is led to the hot reheat stage before reaching the steam turbine. 



In the HKW 2 compound plant there is no flue gas-side coupling between the gas turbine system 
and the coal-fired boiler. Therefore, proven coal-fired power plant components can be used for 
the firing systems as well as for the DeNOx plant. 

I Operating mode I Power generation I Cogeneration of heat and power 

I i I 
in MW in MW 

The configuration of the HKW 2 plant is intended to maintain the highest possible efficiency over 
a very wide operating range. The high operating flexibility is achieved by different operation 
modes, such as compound operation, main boiler operation and gas turbine operation with or 
without supply of district heat. An overview about the different operating modes is shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 : Operating modes and corresponding net electric and thermal output 

I 355 280 1 i 1 Compound i 397 I 
1 Main boiler I 302 I 246 I 280 I 
I Gas turbine I 65 I 63 I 87 I 

Figure 2 shows for compound operation a maximum net electric efficiency of 44.2 YO. The value 
slightly decreases to 41.8 Oh for main boiler operation with steam generation only (without district 
heating). Generally, the supply of district heating energy is possible in any operating mode. For 
the CHP operational cases, the fuel utilisation rate is as high as 72 % in case of main boiler 
operation (280 MW district heating) and up to 83 YO for gas turbine operation (87 MW district 
heating output). 

When operating in parallel, the efficiency remains constant at a very high level thanks to the 
flexibility offered by the coupled steam system that allows the reduction of the coal-fired boiler 
load down to a minimum while maintaining the gas turbine at constant full load. The operating 
mode thus shifts in the direction of the combined-cycle process and, therefore, compensates the 
drop in efficiency experienced by the conventional steam portion of the plant. 
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Figure 2: Net efficiencies vs. load for HWK 2 



The HKW 2 plant, as well as being one of the first parallel-powered combined-cycle systems, is 
noteworthy for many other advanced features. It is the first time that a HRSG operates in a 
Benson mode, which is due to the fact that in the steam turbine the steam flow from the coal- 
fired boiler mixes with the one produced by the HRSG. Therefore, the demineralised water has 
to have the same chemical composition in the two boilers. 

The power plant is provided with an electrostatic precipitator, a high-dust SCR DeNOx systems 
as well as a desulphurisation plant working with a limestoneigypsum wet scrubber in order to 
purify the flue gases before reaching the 250 m high stack. As well as adopting the latest 
technologies to reduce emissions, EnBW has devoted great attention to achieving popular 
acceptance by assigning to architects the task of covering the technical building so as to 
optically reduce the landscape impact. For example, a hybrid cooling tower is used to reduce 
water evaporation responsible for the steam plume. 

All-Wall Firing Concept 

The predominant concept for modern coal-fired boiler is a pulverised-fuel (PF) firing system with 
dry ash removal. These firing systems can basically be divided in two categories: 

- Swirl burner systems which are characterised by the use of individual burners 
with stabilised swirl 

- Tangential firing systems characterised by swirl flow in the furnace and the use of 
mu It i-jet bu rners 

Swirl burner concepts most familiar so far, are the front firing system with all burners being 
arranged at a single and as the opposed or boxer firing system with burners placed at two 
opposed walls of the furnace respectively. All-wall firing systems with burners centrally arranged 
in all four walls have seldom been realised. 

Figure 3 contains a schematic representation of possible burner arrangements for various firing 
concepts including either swirl or multi-jet burners, 

Swir l  Burner Svstems 

All-Wall Front Wall Opposed Front and 
Rear Wall 

Tangential Firing Systems 

Corner Wall AI I -Wal I 

Figure 3: Established firing systems for pulverised fuel boilers 



The following advantages are offered by swirl burners: 
- stable flames at the individual burners 
- quick and intense ignition of the pulverised fuel 
- good mixing of air with fuel at the burner 
- good burnout close to the burner 
- air envelope around the PF flow 
- very good part-load behaviour when operating with coal firing alone 

Multi-jet burners are used in conventional tangential firing systems. The burners are either 
arranged in a corner or at a certain angle to the furnace walls. The use of swirl burners would 
not be sensible with this burner arrangement, since the swirled flow from the burners would most 
probably contact the furnace wall so that no distinct swirled flame could form. 

Tangential firing systems offer the following advantages: 
- good mixing of flue gases in the furnace 
- efficient protection of the furnace walls against corrosion 
- a fairly uniform temperature profile at furnace outlet 

In order to generate a rotating flow in the furnace when the flame emerges perpendicularly from 
the wall, the burners for the all-wall firing concept are arranged eccentrically on all four walls as 
shown in Figure 3. It is thus possible to equip tangential firing systems with swirl burners, making 
use of the advantages of swirl burners and those offered by the tangential firing system at the 
same time. 

Another advantage of the all-wall firing concept is the large distance of the burners from the side 
walls and the resultant good protection of the walls from slagging and corrosion. 

The all-wall firing system with swirl burners in the walls, shown in Figure 4 has been developed 
by L. & C. Steinmuller, Germany and is realised for the first time at the HKW 2 plant. The 
development of the tangential all-wall firing system is based on comprehensive experience both 
with front firing and opposed or boxer firing systems as typical swirl burner concepts for 
bituminous coal firing, but also with corner firing concepts developed as tangential firing systems 
for bituminous coal and wall firings as a typical tangential firing concept for brown coal or lignite. 

The thermal capacity of the bituminous coal-fired boiler of HKW 2 is 730 MW. Either up to 33 YO 
of the maximum coal input can be substituted by heavy fuel oil or up to 50 YO by natural gas. 
Each individual burner can be set for operation with pure coal, heavy fuel oil or gas firing. 

The all-wall firing system installed consists of 12 SM-IV burners in 3 planes and an overfire air 
arrangement above the burner planes. The overfire air is injected through three openings cut 
into in each furnace wall. The side wall air nozzles are located between the burners and the wall 
next to it (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: All-wall firing concept of the CHP plant HKW 2 

The 12 burners with a thermal output of approx. 61 MW each are supplied by 6 Babcock mills, 
type MPS 150, with rotary classifiers. The two PF lines of a single burner are directly connected 
to the classifier outlet of each mill. With a total of 6 mills installed, the firing system can be safely 
operated with 2 mills in operation and coal firing alone at a rating of less than 20 YO of the 
maximum thermal capacity, The firing system is designed for coal available on the international 
market fulfilling the specifications given in Table 2 .  

Table 2: Fuel spectrum used in HKW 2 

1 Volatile content in % (daf) 1 ~ 25-42 ~~I 
1 Grindability in "H j 45 - 66 i 

As a result of the considerable distance of the burners from the wall, the side wall air supply and 
the well-defined flow configuration due to the rotating flow in the furnace, the side walls are 
ideally protected from slagging and corrosion. The areas of highest temperatures are located 
centrally in the furnace. 



Also observable is the triple air staging concept which can be realised in a highly effective 
manner: 

Saar Coal High Volatile LCV 28 03 MJIkg 
Ash 7 8 *ia Water 6 77 X Volatiles (daO 37 

- air staging inside the burner with a primary air index of 0.3 to 0.4 and a total air 
ratio of 0.7 to 0.8 at the burner 

- the radial staging in the furnace through the side wall air nozzles with an air ratio 
of 0.8 to 0.9 for the plane 

- the vertical air staging in the furnace through the burn-out air nozzles with an air 
ratio of 1 . I 2  to 1.18 in the furnace 

South African Coal Medium Volatile LCV 25 2 
MJlkg Ash 13 % Water 8 '/a VOlallleS (da0 

OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE COMBINED HEAT AND POWER PLANT HKW 2 

To ensure optimum operation of a firing system the mode of functioning and/or the sensitivity of 
the system to certain parameters such as steam generator load or air indices at the burner must 
be properly understood. Below we present some combustion results obtained with different 
parameters. 

Raw Gas Composition 

NOx concentrations in the raw flue gases of lower than 300 mg/m3 STP are achievable in the 
range of 50 to 100% steam generator load with high-volatile German Saar coal. For medium- 
volatile South African coal, the NOx emission level versus load is 100 to 150 mg/m3 STP higher 
as compared to the German hard coal, see Figure 5. The optimum for NOx emissions is 
between 60 and 80 % steam generator load. NOx emissions of less than 250 mg/m3 STP can 
safely be reached in this load range when firing Saar coal. With these settings, the CO 
emissions vary from 10 to 30 mg/m3 STP and the content of unburned carbon in the wet ash is 
of the order of 1 YO. The content of unburned carbon in the fly ash generally varies between only 
2 and 3 Yo, even with daily start-up and shut-down. 
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Figure 5: Raw gas concentrations of NOx and CO against steam generator load 



Besides the air staging over the furnace height, the use of side wall air also ensures radial 
staging of the combustion. It can be seen from Figure 6 that this radial staging can also lead to 
a reduction of emissions, in particular of CO. This reduction of CO and the unburned carbon 
content is achieved with a decreasing air index at the burner, since the bigger side wall air flow 
is deducted from the burner staging air flow. This effect must be due to better mixing in the 
furnace, i.e. to one of the advantages of the all-wall firing concept. The test trials have shown 
that, even with the maximum possible share of side wall air equal to 15 % of the total air flow, 
the optimum side wall air volume flow has not yet been exceeded. 
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Figure 6: Raw gas concentrations of NOx and CO against side wall air flow 

Wall Atmosphere 

The side wall air, besides its positive effects on the behaviour of the firing system, primarily 
serves the purpose of ensuring a sufficiently high O2 concentration to safely avoid inadmissible 
wall corrosion, despite the air indices of 0.7 at burner and 0.85 in the burner belt. For the design 
of the HKW 2 all-wall firing system, the sidewall air volume flow was fixed at about 5 % of the 
total air flow. Even the initial trials for optimisation of the firing system revealed that increasing 
the sidewall air flow produces, besides higher O2 concentrations at the wall, lower primary NOx 
concentrations, lower CO emissions and a lower content of unburnt combustibles in the fly ash. 
In order to make better use of this potential of the new firing system, per burner an additional 
side wall air nozzle was retrofitted. Figure 7 shows the effect which the sidewall airflow has on 
the wali atmosphere. 

Oxygen deficiencies occur, as expected, when operating without sidewall air. Due to large areas 
with an O2 content of lower than 2 YO, there is a considerable risk of corrosion for the membrane 
walls. Operation with both sidewall air nozzles of each burner, however, ensures safe conditions 
with an average O2 content directly at the wall surfaces of 7.4 %. Generally for this case, none of 
the values measured was found to be lower than 2 YO. The results were confirmed by several 
subsequent measurements, even using different types of coal and coal mixtures. 
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Figure 7: Influence of the side wall air flow on the wall atmosphere 

The air index at the burner is another important factor influencing the wall atmosphere. 
Measurements have shown that with an air index at the burner set to 0.7 - 0.75, excellent 
protection of the furnace walls can be ensured. 

Further parameters having an effect on the wall atmosphere are the total air volume flow and the 
swirl number of the staging air. The wall atmosphere in the hopper up to the middle of the first 
burner level can be in fact influenced by very small amounts of additional hopper air. No clear 
effect on the wall atmosphere is however found above the first burner level. As a result of the 
trials, the hopper air volume flow was set to 1 .O m3 STP, equal to 0.5 % of the total combustion 
air flow. 

The all-wall firing system in CHP 2 had been designed for a total air index of 1.18. The good 
stability of the firing system, the safe protection of the furnace walls and the excellent burnout 
led to a reduction of the air index down to 1 .I 5 for full steam generator load. 

Fouling and Slagging 

No slagging could be observed on the combustion chamber walls. Fouling in the furnace was 
comparatively light. Occasionally, heavier slagging occurred in the area of the staging air 
nozzles in the case of imported coals with critical ash softening behaviour. However, this can be 
counteracted by adjusting the secondary air volume flow or the staging ratio respectively. 



OPTlMlSATlON BY MEASUREMENTS AND MODELLING STUDIES 

In order to come to a better understanding of the flame and firing characteristics in the coal-fired 
boiler, in-furnace measurements were performed. Furthermore, the coal combustion process 
within the coal-fired boiler has simulated in detail by RECOM Services using the furnace 
simulation program AIOLOS developed by the University of Stuttgart. 

Assessing the Ignition Behaviour depending on Fuel Type and Particle Size 

Besides the conventional measuring technology using high-velocity thermocouples or probes for 
the determination of flue gas temperatures and 02, CO, CO2 and NOx concentrations in the flue 
gas two non-intrusive in-situ measuring methods have been applied in order to provide details of 
the particle cloud temperature and the flow configuration in the cross-sections being 
investigated. 

On the left hand side of Figure 8 the flue gas temperatures measured along the burner axis 
when two different coals were fired are shown. It can be clearly seen that the Saar coal ignites 
earlier than the South African coal on account of its higher volatiles content. Ignition of the 
German Saar coal already begins in the burner quarl (-200 mm) and the combustion 
temperatures peak in the flame core at 800 mm from the quarl. By contrast, the South African 
coal only begins to ignite in the core region approx. 1000 mm away from the burner quari. 
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Figure 8: Flue gas temperatures measured along the burner axis dependent on coal type 
(left hand side) and coal particle size (right hand side) 

In order to investigate effects of the grinding fineness on the flame configuration, the classifier 
speed was varied during operation with medium-volatile South African coal. Furthermore, the 
flue gas temperature along the burner axis was measured. The right hand side of Figure 8 
shows the flue gas temperatures for different grinding finenesses characterised by 5 YO and 
10 % residues on the 90 pm screen respectively. It can be clearly seen that the finer-ground coal 
particles already ignites at a distance of 600 mm from the furnace wall. With coarser grinding the 
ignition of the coal dust starts after a distance of around 1200 mm. 

Modelling Studies for Evaluation of Petcoke Co-combustion in the HKW 2 

Co-firing of secondary fuels, such as municipal sewage sludge, biomass or petcoke, often 
represents an opportunity for improving the economic boundary conditions of a coal-fired power 
plant. However, the success of using secondary fuels is highly dependent on potential negative 
effects of the co-firing process on the overall power plant performance. Furthermore, the degree 
of fuel utilisation of the secondary fuel used is of vital importance. 



Prior to the application of petcoke co-combustion in EnBWs CHP plant HKW 2 a detailed 
theoretical evaluation concerning technical risks has been carried out. The mathematical model 
used for the CFD calculations comprised a discrete number of 2,300,000 grid points and 
therefore achieves a spatial resolution of 2 to 15 centimetres over wide areas of the furnace, 
necessary for the provision of reliable conclusions related to industrially relevant problems. The 
high degree of reliance of the used furnace model has been successfully demonstrated in 
several validation exercises. 

Several scenarios for a petcoke co-combustion of 30 YO of the total thermal input have been 
analysed regarding their effect on fouling and slagging in the area close to the swirl burners as 
well as on the wall atmosphere, NOx raw gas concentration and unburned carbon content in the 
fly ash. The latter is an important parameter considerably influencing the common utilisation of 
fly ashes as aggregate in the cement and concrete industry. For commercial fly ash utilisation 
the carbon content is limited to 5 %. 

The results of the simulation studies, presented in Figure 9, show for an equal distribution of the 
petcoke over the three burner levels (left hand side) a clear increase of the unburned carbon 
content of the fly ashes from initially 2.5 % up to 8.5 Oh, which is presumably due to the low char 
reactivity of the petcoke. For the case that all petcoke is added to the burners on the lowest level 
a minimum value of unburned carbon of 5.8 YO could be found (see centre picture of Figure 9). 
However, the right hand side of Figure 9 shows that the coal type and their combination within 
the boiler influence considerably the resulting unburned carbon content of the fly ash. Combining 
a 30 YO petcoke addition to the first burner level while burning a low volatile coal on this level will 
result in an increase of the unburned carbon content up to 7.3 YO. 
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Figure 9: 
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Development of unburned carbon content within the boiler of HKW2; 
left hand side: equal distribution of 30 YO petcoke co-combustion; 
center: all petcoke at lowest burner level + medium-volatile coal; 
right hand side: all petcoke at lowest burner level + low-volatile coal 

The results of the studies show that for guaranteed unburned carbon fly ash contents below the 
given limit further measures, such as an increase of the flue gas temperatures in the lower boiler 
part or a limitation of the total petcoke share to 30 % of the thermal input have to be taken. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Up to now the HKW 2 combined heat and power plant of EnBW represents for European 
bituminous coal-fired power plants actual state of the art technology. 

The realised compound process coupling a coal-fired steam boiler with the heat recovery 
process of a gas turbine cycle ensures highest plant flexibility and generation efficiency. Power 
production in base, medium and peak load using different types of fossil fuels with and without 
the provision of district heating allows an economic and environmental friendly energy supply. 

Low pollutant emissions are guaranteed by effective in-furnace measures and proven 
downstream flue gas cleaning systems. Based on the chosen all-wall firing concept the coal-fired 
boiler is characterised by a high availability in connection with low operational problems such as 
fouling, slagging and corrosion. 

Attention is given to the aspect of continuous optimisation and improvement of the overall power 
plant process. Concerning the combustion process in the coal-fired boiler this is achieved by 
both the application of conventional experimental methods, such as flue gas temperature 
measurements and gas analysis, as well as by the usage of modern optimisation tools such as 
CFD modelling and numerical simulation. 
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1. Growing Demand for New Technologies

Picture 5: Growing Demand for New Technologies (1)

The growth in world electricity consumption keeps pace with the general economic growth. In
2050, total electricity production is expected to be four times greater than today. Electricity
generation is the main avenue for the comeback of coal, which is reckognised as a
significant feature even by the Research and Development Directorate of the European
Commission in its "World Energy Technology Outlook" just published at end of 2006.

The table shows the relevant figures:

Picture 6: Growing Demand for New Technologies (2)

2001 2010 2030 2050
Electricity Production (TWh) 15.468 21.113 36.295 60.040
Thermal, of which : 10.074 14.669 23.809 31.584

Coal, lignite 5.848 7.600 12.689 19.066
of which advanced coal 0 2.022 9.122 15.964
Gas 2.934 5.823 8.760 9.072
of which combined cycle 944 2.885 5.233 4.300
of which cogeneration (industry) 250 356 865 1.954
Oil 1.136 804 988 1.200
Biomass 155 442 1.372 2.246

Nuclear 2.653 3.049 6.328 14.866
of which new design 0 0 0 3.401

Hydro (large) 2.613 3.088 3.943 4.588
Hydro (small) 90 110 205 265
Wind 37 188 1.880 6.433
Solar 1 7 91 1.493
Hydrogen 0 2 39 811
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Ref.: European Commission "World Energy Technology Outlook" (WETO-H2),  2006

Thermal electricity production will increase beyond 300 per cent. This seems relevant to
mention especially with respect to the prospected emission scenario (refered to later on).

At the same time the energy branches in the EU, as well as in the U.S., face the challenges
to secure the energy supply and at the same time to protect climate and resources.

Picture 7: Growing Demand for New Technologies (3)

Therefore, electricity production from coal comes increasingly from new advanced
technologies, although the carbon value is not sufficient to induce a significant amount of
CO2 capture and Storage (CCS).

This is not a statistical prediction – this reflects current market processes: Projects to built
new power plants or expand existing ones with an overall capacity of about 130.000 MW are
under way or announced in the EU-countries. By 2030 the energy demand in the EU-25
countries will rise by about one third. This requires to replace existing power plants or to add
new capacities of several hundred thousands megawatts.

This scenario shows the challenge which European – as well as American or Asian – plant
manufacturers face under a increasingly strict climate protection regime: To supply the
predicted demand with new, low to zero emission technology for thermal power generation.

As well important to the author seems the following fact:

Due to the manifold discussions on future fuel mix for power generation under a increasingly
strict climate protection regime one could easily find other references than the WETO-H2 by
the European Commission which would be in favour of one or the other energy source –
depending on the particular interest of the respective author.

As EU-Commission is framesetting for the European markets and for manufacturing in
Europe the Author wants to refer just to the mentioned WETO-H2 study:

This study reckognises even in its business-as-usual scenario - without extra-ordinary growth
rate of new energy sources (i.e. Hydrogen) - the contribution of advanced coal-based power
generation technologies to emission reductions:

Picture 8: Power generation on track - the challenge remains

Increased energy demand with no other energy source (except nuclear) commercially
avaible on large scale urges thermal power generation – mentioned above - as to increase
beyond 300%.

At the same time: CO2-emissions related to power generation will increase at a significantly
lower extend: to a lever of about 180%.

CO2 Emissions (MtCO2), of which : 1990 2001 2010 2020 2030 2050
Electricity generation 7.433 8.932 10.562 12.246 13.747 16.065
Industry 4.653 4.812 6.045 6.910 7.656 7.971
Transport 3.982 5.056 5.461 6.206 6.815 7.263
Household, Service, Agriculture 3.191 3.196 4.128 5.431 6.488 7.891
Other sectors 902 1.570 2.859 3.413 4.043 5.107
Overall 20.161 23.566 29.055 34.206 38.749 44.297
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Ref.: European Commission "World Energy Technology Outlook" (WETO-H2), 2006

But the challenge to secure world-wide energy supply with efficient, clean fossil fuel-based
power plant technology still remains. 

Picture 9 Overview - 2. Strategies to Supply the Growing Demand

2. Strategies to Supply the Growing Demand

As coal will remain its worldwide importance for electricity generation; it must be used even
more efficient and environmental sound.

Against the ongoing political discussions on energy supply under growing climate protection
constraints: The necessary time-frame to be successful is about 10 to 15 years.

As well as under commercial aspects: Budgets are allocated on Research and Development
activities, pilot-plants, investment decisions on first CCS-demo-plants are due within next 4-6
years.

This makes it necessary to prove the full marketability of next technology generation of
thermal power generation (Advanced 700°C-Steam Power Plant; CCS) latest by 2020.

Picture 10 Specific CO2-Emissions of Coal Power Plants

Within this time horizon the prospective CO2-mitigation by efficiency increase are beyound
40% against the current worldwide average of thermal power plant efficiencies.

Picture 11 Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Global Power Generation

the successful deployment of CCS-technologies could add a similar climate protection
potential – but only in the long run – by about 2050.

Against this background it remains necessary to stress the following facts in the discussion:

1. Within the predictable - and commercially relevant - future the efficiency increase offers
highest climate protection potential. Fuel switch and more than CCS will have
additional emmision reduction effects just beyound 2030.

Picture 12:Increased efficiency is preposition for CCS

2. CCS lead finally to reduced CO2-emissions, but in a first step it means increased fuel
consumption and increased CO2-production – it reduces power plant efficiency by
about one third.

This means: Efficiency increase is a clear preposition in order to make CCS
commercially viable – i.e. to make the climate protection potential of CCS become
effective.

Consequently:
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Picture 13 Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Global Power Generation

3. The European Power Plant Suppliers clearly follow a "Two Avenue Strategy":

Highest efficiencies are mandatory for the realization of zero emission power plants.
The point of time when suppliers can shift with singular projects from the "Increased
Efficiency Trajectory" towards the "Zero Emisson Trajectory" depends on

- progress in the CO2- capture, transportation and storage technologies,

- the clarification of still uncertain legal framework (legal questions of land use for
CO2-storage, liabilities and others) This must be realised on a common legal base

- the development of of CO2 costs and the storage potential which has still to be
clearly defind.

Technology suppliers will have parallelly and continuously to follow up both the "Zero
Emisson Trajectory" and the "Increased Efficiency Trajectory". Otherwise the way
towards CCS will become a "dead-end street".

Picture 14 Overview - RD&D Initiatives of European Power Plant Supplier

3. RD&D Initiatives of European Power Plant Supplier to Meet the Growing

Demand for New Technologies

Picture 15 The long-term vision for highly efficient lignite fired power plants with lowest emissions

The branch accepts the challenge to innovate a broad range of technologies options:

The requirements of raised efficiency with less emission drives the innovation process for
new materials, components, new manufacturing processes and an overall process
optimation in power plants.

In a concerted and promising initiative named "European Technology Platform on Zero
Emission Fossil Fuel Power Plants" (ZEP) the industry – i.e. plant manufacturers and
operators - has with support from Europan Commission set an innovation network:

In line with the proposed priority for “Near Zero Emission Power Generation” in the Europan
Framework Programme for Research (FP7), the Platform aims at identifying and removing
the obstacles to the creation of this new generation of power plants. The scope will include
both CO2 capture and storage, as well as clean conversion technologies for substantial
improvements in plant efficiency, reliability and costs.

Reminding the necessary time-frame for success is about 10 to 15 years: The Technology
Platform will have to prove the marketability of a Zero Emission Fossil Fuel Power Plant by
2020.

Picture 16 Concepts and Efficiencies for Larger Scale Boilers (600°C Technology)

Today, we base on the 600°C-Power Plant Technology. Also this "State of the Art"-
technology currently undergoes further optimisation for larger scale boilers:
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Those optimised technologies for lignite-fired power plants (BoA-Plus WTA, MTE, DWT) will
push the power plant efficiencies up to 50% or even clearly above (ca. 53,0%), dependent on
the quality of the used coal.

Picture 17 Drying and Dewatering Processes

Mechanical Thermal Dewatering (MTE) and new drying processes like the Steam heated
fluidised bed drying with internal heat recovery (WTA) are in the phase of component testing
or already in large-scale implementation.

The process development for new drying processes like the Pressurised Fluidised Bed
Steam Drying (DWT) has been proceeded for about 5 years; test facilities (> 70t/h) are
scheduled at the end of this decade.

The commercial implementation of those optimised processes seems realistic within the next
5-8 years, i.e. before 2015.

Picture 18 Fossil Fuel Power Plants in Europe – Steps of Development

What are the next steps towards the new generation of 700°C-power plant:

Picture 19 Components Test Facility (COMTES 700)

Currently European manufacturers and operators cooperate in the RTD-Project
COMTES700, in order to test the required materials, components and manufacturing
processes for large-scale 700°C-coal-based power plant with net efficiency beyond 50%:

A Component Test Facility (CTF) is installed in the coal-fired power plant Scholven F located
in Gelsenkirchen, Germany. (The operating conditions of the host power plant are a steam
temperature of 535°C and a high pressure of 230 bar. The steam flow of 2,200 t/h produces
a net output capacity of 676 MW.)

The steam for the testing purpose of the CTF (12 kg/s) is taken from the inlet header of the
superheater 1 and is led to the evaporator panel, where it is heated up to 600 °C. Between
the evaporator panel and the superheater an injection is foreseen, which can quickly control
the temperature level before the test superheater inlet.

The steam is heated in the test superheater at 705 °C and will then either enter the high
pressure bypass test valve, or will be cooled down at superheater 4 temperature level and
mixed with the main superheater steam. In the first case the steam after leaving the high
pressure bypass test valve will be cooled down and led to the reheater 1 outlet header.

The testing period of approximately 20,000 operating hours has the following focuses:

• manufacturing, bending and welding of the materials used,

• determination and evaluation of residual service life,

• in-plant monitoring, and in-service inspections,

• operational testing of Ni-based alloys for tubes, pipes and valves,

• flue gas corrosion and steam oxidation behaviour of the materials.
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The results of the operation of the CTF are evaluated in a special working group and flow
back into engineering and design of components to optimise them for the future 700 °C
demonstration power plant.

Picture 20: The development raodmap for 700°C Power Plant

The further development raodmap for 700°C Power Plant mainly bases on the successful
component testing within COMTES700 by the end of this decade. In a next step further
opinion about the whole power plant process could be gained from a Demo Plant 2010/11-
2015. This ambitiuous schedule is required in order to hold the timeframe for commercial
implementation.

Picture 21: Oxyfuel Combustion Development.

Parallel to COMTES700 an other testing process is currently taken off in order develop the
oxyfuel combustion process:

A € 50mn. investment is made into a 30 MW-oxyfuel pilot plant in Boxberg, Germany in order
to prove the large-scale marketability of oxyfuel-combustion. It will commissioned 2008.

The testing period will have the following focuses:

• Tests of components (burner, DeSOx, FG cooling, CO2 Compression)

• Tests of materials

• Tests of variatious fuels (worldwide bituminous coals, dry lignite)

A oxyfuel demonstration power plant is scheduled for 2015.

Picture 22: Overview European Power Plant Technology  - Highlights & Experiences

4. European Power Plant Technology - Highlights & Experiences from

RD&D Process

The following survey outlines some of the most advanced full scale power plant projects
which are currently under construction or in the planning process. This includes the largest
coal-fired steam generator in Europe (Dattel 4, Gernmany), a double unit plant which sets
new standards in of a 800 MW class (Moorburg A / B):
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Picture 23: European Power Plant Technology - Highlights

Picture 24: State of the art 1100 MW Lignite-fired Power Station with 600°C Steam cycle and ≥ 43% efficiency

Picture 25: State of the art 1100 MW Bituminouscoal-fired Power Station with 600°C Steam cycle and ≥ 45%
efficiency

Picture 26: Ongoing highlights

Further planned activities implementing new technologies for the proof of their marketability
include, i.e.

- a large-scale coal gasification plant of 1.000 MWth. to be planned by 2009 - follewd by

- a IGCC combined with carbon capture and storage (CCS) processes by mid of next
decade.

Picture 27: Challenging experiences from RD&D-process

European Power Plant Suppliers go ahead – in close cooperation with the operators and with
the research community in order to implement the currently most efficient coal-fired power
plant technology, and to test next generation technologies in order to prove ther marketability
within the next decade

There can be driven some interesting experiences from this ongoing process of research and
development as well as from the technology implemention in the full scale projects. The
deployment of new, high efficient generation of plant technologies faces several challenges
in the related processes of procurement and manufacturing:

- There is only a limited number of highly qualified suppliers at the market who can meet
the requirements for enginering and manufacturing of highly advanced components.
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- As well, there is only a limited number of highly qualified plant suppliers at the market who
can steer the complex processes as general contractors.

Both facts on the one hand promote the necessary cooperation between the suppliers at
the different steps of the supply chain and the operators but holds the risk of shortages in
capacities for research, engineering and manufacturing of most advanced components
and plants.

This seems especially valid under the currently booming demand for new power plant
capacities.

Furthermore: The development of new, highly efficient components bases much on the
implementation of new materials and alloys which leads to the following cahallenges:

- Technological challenges in the manufacturing processes - as in foundry, forging, welding
of new materials – must not be underestimated by drawing the (partly politically induced)
time schedules.

- New, complex welding processes with a significantly increased time effort must be
managed; new methods of non-destructive component testing have to be implemented.

And finally:

- The increasing demand of new materials / alloys goes along with growing uncertainties
from unsecure price development of these materials/alloys.

Picture 28: Overview - 5. Conclusions

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn:

Picture 29: Conclusions

- Coal will remain its worldwide importance for electricity generation; it can be used even
more efficient and environmental friendly.

- CCS is a promising option for future fossil-fuel based power generation.

- CCS increases the necessity of CO2 avoidance through higher power plant efficiency

- Large scale tests of efficiency increasing technologies are essential
(i.e. integrated coal drying / dewatering processes / raised steam parameters)

- The necessary time-frame to be successful is about 10 to 15 years.

- The process of R&D of new power plant techhnologies and the deployment of latest most
advanced proven technologies comprises challenges in the engineering and
manufacturing processes.

The European Power Plant Suppliers see the opportunities of the growing demand of new
high-efficient, (close to) zero emission coal-fired power plant technologies – and they assess
the manifold challenges to meet this demand on a realistic base.
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They deploy most advanced components and power plants today, and they closely
cooperate with the operators and the research community in several networks and projects in
order to develop the next technology generation.

Therefore, the conclusion seems acceptable:

European Power Plant Suppliers are fit for supplying a growing demand with new
technologies.

Picture 30: Thank you for your attention!
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ABSTRACT 

The utilisation of coal in thermal power plants in the EU will have an appreciable share 

in the European energy mix for power generation also in the long-term future. Even if 

this question frequently triggers a controversial discussion, there is a broadly 

acceptance of this fact in Europe, because of the lack of alternatives for the basis of a 

secure and competitive energy supply. Well recognised prognoses of different experts 

approve this and lead to comparable conclusions for the future energy mix for Europe 

and for the world. 

On the other hand, the direct interaction of CO2 emitted by fossil fuelled power plants 

with the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and the endorsed climate change is also 

a relation that most of the stakeholders in Europe seem to be committed to. The high 

specific CO2 emissions that the today’s utilisation of coal for electricity generation 

causes can not be sugar-coated. But there are technological opportunities to merge the 

advantages of coal utilisation in terms of reliability and competitiveness with the 

weighty requirements of global climate protection. As a logical consequent this topic 

belongs to the main technological pathways of the EU. 

Especially for the German energy supply the utilisation of coal has – and will have in 

the future - a high relevance. According to some reasonable European research 

programmes the focus of several German research initiatives is the improvement of the 

efficiency of fossil fuelled power plants and the development of advanced processes 

with capture of CO2 from power plants and storage of the separated carbon dioxide in 

geological formations. Most of the German activities are launched by the COORETEC-

Initiative (COORETEC stands for: CO2 reduction technologies) and are jointly financed 



by the Ministry of Economics and the industry. The pendant on European level is the 

Emax-group (Emax stands for: efficiency maximisation). But these are only two 

examples out of the diversified R&D landscape for energy technologies in Europe. The 

so called ZEP-Initiative (Zero Emission Power) implemented a platform on that a large 

number of governmental and industrial policy makers as well as NGO’s agreed on a 

development strategy to the future energy supply for Europe. They also put the 

increase of power plant efficiency on the top of their development agenda. As well as 

E.ON does – one of Europeans biggest private energy supplier. This is pointed out in 

the E.ON technology initiative and in our R&D philosophy - innovate.on. 

 

By investment in a fundamental renewal of the E.ON electricity generation fleet in 

Europe – 3 x 1.000 MW and 6 x 800 MW supercritical coal fired power plants and 

several natural gas fired combined cycle power plants – we do a significant step in the 

direction of efficiency increase. The new European standard for coal fired power plants 

are live steam parameters of 600/620 °C at 285 bar leading to net efficiencies of up to 

46 % (LHV). Newest NGCC increase the efficiency of electricity generation from natural 

gas to 58 % (LHV). 

But even the following steps beyond this E.ON already announced. E.ON will develop 

and realise the first coal fired power plant with a net efficiency of at least 50 % (LHV) 

worldwide, called 50plus. In addition to that E.ON cooperates with Siemens PG in the 

realisation of a combined cycle power plant with 60 % net efficiency (LHV) which also 

has not been realised up to now. 

E.ON regards these developments as prerequisites for the implementation of any 

technologies making CO2 capture in fossil fired power plants reality in the future. One 

finding that all studies and experiments of different competing capture technologies 



agree in is that the loss of efficiency caused by CO2 capture is serious. That is our 

incitation for the priority of rigorous efficiency increase measures. 

 

Figure 1: E.ON will realise the first coal fired power plant with 50 % net efficiency 

(LHV) in 2014 – called 50plus. Gross power output ~500 MW. 

 

Figure 2: General time schedule of the E.ON 50plus project 
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E.ON´s High Efficiency 700°C Coal Fired Power Plant

… „50plus“ realised with new materials



The realisation of the 50plus power plant requires the application of live steam 

parameters of at least 700 °C using new nickel based alloys in the most temperature 

bounded sections of the steam generation, steam piping, valves and turbine 

components. To qualify different materials for these conditions and manufacturers for 

the processing of the materials there are several projects on the way. In a VGB-

coordinated and EU-sponsored project first full-scale components have been 

manufactured and are operated under realistic combustion conditions in one of E.ON’s 

power plants in Germany. Further challenges are addressed in several material 

focused research projects in Europe. In parallel the basic engineering of a 700 °C 

demonstration power plant has been started (NRWPP700). Some of the leading 

Manufacturers are involved in this European (also VGB-coordinated) project performing 

the basic and detailed design of the 700 °C parts of the steam generator and of the HP- 

and IP part of the steam turbine for this power plant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Key technologies that will be implemented by E.ON 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper analyses the influence of increasing steam parameters and feed water temperature on 
achievable efficiency of a power station boiler. It is proved that these measures which clearly 
increase the efficiency of thermal cycle of steam power plant, deteriorate the conditions for final 
cooling of flue gas in a boiler and when the traditional concept of a boiler is used, they can even 
limit its achievable efficiency. This situation can be improved by incorporating of feed water 
preheat by flue gas which allows better cooling of flue gas and potential increasing of the 
efficiency of the boiler, or the whole plant. 

1 CZECH ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY 
Electricity industry in the Czech Republic is based on the utilisation of locally mined brown 
coal. The share of the installed capacity of coal fired power plants represents 61% of the total 
installed capacity, which is 17.4 GW. The last coal fired power plants were built in Bohemia at 
the beginning of the 1980s. All coal power plants were renovated during the 1990s and modified 
to comply with the stricter ecological standards. Primary measures were applied to reduce 
production of NOx and to ensure desulphurisation by means of wet limestone flu gas washing. 
However, the time when the service life of these units and their auxiliary equipment comes to an 
end is approaching and it is necessary to start dealing with the issue regarding their replacement 
or renovation. Complex renovation of two power plants with units whose output is 200 MWe has 
started; its aim is to increase their efficiency by 4%. In addition to that, the construction of two 
modern units with output of 660 MWe, supercritical steam parameters and designed net 
efficiency amounting to 42% has been planned. Both the units will burn the locally mined brown 
coal whose calorific value is about 11.5 MJ/kg with a relatively high ash content of 30% and 
with sulphur content in dry matter up to 2%. 
The Czech company called ENERGOPROJEKT was charged with the preparation of a design 
for the new units. During the first stage, the company was supposed to design the thermal cycle 
of the power plant and optimise the unit parameters in such a way that the required efficiency of 
42% can be achieved while the planned limits for investment costs are respected. Our department 
participated in these works as well. We specifically dealt with the following issues: 

• optimisation of feeding water temperature and considering of the influence of feeding 
water temperature on the size of heating surfaces in the boiler 

• evaluation of the influence of minimum output on the efficiency of the unit 
• evaluation of the influence of final flue gas temperature on the efficiency of the boiler, or 

more specifically the cycle 
• evaluation of the influence of flue gas recirculation with regard to the boiler size 
• possibilities of flue gas waste heat utilisation 

 



2 INFLUENCE OF STEAM PARAMETERS AND FEED WATER 
TEMPERATURE ON THE BOILER CONSTRUCTION 

The optimization of feed water temperature for the newly designed Ledvice power plant (LPP) 
with capacity of 660 MW was performed. Calculation of feed water temperature changes were 
carried out within the range of 290 - 310°C using the Gate Cycle program for constant output 
parameters of superheated steam and constant temperature of the reheated steam. The 
temperature in the feed tank was kept at a constant level too. The necessary increase in the 
temperature level of feed water preheat was done by increasing the pressure and temperature in 
high pressure extraction and after high pressure part of turbine which led to increase of reheated 
steam pressure. Pressure drop assigned to individual high-pressure feed water heaters (HP FWH) 
was adjusted approximately equal for all. In addition to that, we considered constant output 
temperature of flue gas from the boiler to be 170°C which means that boiler efficiency was the 
same in all cases. 

In accordance with the performed optimizations of the thermal cycle of LPP, feed water 
temperature would be as high as possible to reach higher thermal efficiency. However, the 
growing temperature of feed water has negative influence on boiler construction, namely the size 
of its final heating surfaces. The configuration of heating surfaces and the distribution of output 
was taken over from a boiler designed by ALSTOM which was prepared within the first stage of 
design of a new unit for feed water temperature of 305°C. This design was used as a reference 
one to be compared with other modifications which were derived providing the following 
conditions: 
• The temperature of water at the outlet from economizer (ECO) does not change when the 

feed water temperature changes; this temperature will be 331°C for all the considered 
options. The reason for this decision was the prerequisite that the unit will be operated at load 
regulation with sliding pressure. Consequently from output of approx. 65% and lower the 
boiler will work within a sub-critical area. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate the 
possibility of boiling in the ECO. 

• The steam temperature before and behind individual surfaces does not change. 
• The temperature of air pre-heating remains the same at the level of 329°C. 
Negative influence of feed water temperature increase on boiler construction is obvious from 
reduction of temperature differences on final surfaces, specifically in economizer (ECO), in the 
first and partly also the second part of steam reheater (RH1 and 2) and in the 2nd section of 
superheater (SH2) which results in increasing their necessary size. As far as ECO is concerned, 
this effect is compensated by reduction of its necessary output; the most apparent is the change 
of temperature difference in RH1 which is documented by cut-outs from heat pick up - 
temperature diagram of a boiler for feed water temperature of 290°C, or 310°C in figure 1. 
A change in the size of heating surfaces of the boiler resulting from the modification of feed 
water temperature was estimated according to the modification of their load and temperature 
difference while presuming that the conditions for heat transfer are the same. The change in the 
size of the heating surface was expressed by means of a relative and absolute difference from the 
basic design of the boiler designed by ALSTOM which was chosen as a reference one. A relative 
modification of the necessary size of heating surfaces is showed in figure 2. In table 1 the 
relative change is re-calculated to an absolute difference from the size of surfaces in the basic 
boiler design by ALSTOM which is showed in the first column of the table 1. 
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FW temperature  ALSTOM 290°C 295°C 300°C 305°C 310°C 
SH1b m2 1210 -151,25 -124,63 -90,75 -54,45 -16,94 
SH3 m2 5904 -915,12 -749,808 -525,456 -277,488 -17,712 
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Figure 1   A cut-out from the section of the heat pick up - temperature diagram of boiler 
for feed water temperature of 290°C and 310°C. 
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Figure 2   Relative change of the size of heating surfaces related to the change in feed water 

temperature 

 
Table 1   Absolute modification of the size of heating surfaces depending on the feed water 

temperature  



Higher temperature of feed water improves the efficiency of steam thermal cycle and its 
operating economy, however, on the other hand, it makes the steam boiler larger and logically 
also more expensive. 

 

3 SELECTION OF THE FINAL FLUE GAS TEMPERATURE 
Another issue which was dealt with in this context is the temperature of flue gas leaving the 
boiler. ALSTOM designed a boiler with final flue gas temperature of 170°C. This temperature 
seems to be fairly high at first sight. By reducing this temperature from 170°C to 160°C, we 
could increase the boiler efficiency by approximately 0.53 percentage point which would 
improve the thermal cycle efficiency by approximately half of the value. However, better cooling 
of flue gas in the boiler would result in further reduction of temperature differences at final 
heating surfaces which would require enlarging of them. In addition to that there would be a risk 
of flue gas vapor condensation on APH when the boiler is operated at reduced load and 
subsequently, its sticking and corroding. According to a statement by ALSTOM, the final 
temperature differences at APH and ECO in Figure 1 are designed to be economically the best 
option and their reduction would increase the price of the boiler unreasonably. As far as units 
with super-critical steam parameters are concerned, it is necessary to look for another method 
how to cool down the flue gas and where to utilize their low-potential heat. 
 

4 UTILISATION OF WASTE HEAT FROM FLUE GAS 
The above-mentioned conclusions make evident that it would be very cost consumable to 
achieve better cooling of flue gas in the boiler with high feed water temperature because the size 
of final heating surfaces would increase considerably. It is therefore necessary to cool flue gas 
only behind the boiler and utilize the heat in some other way. The only medium whose 
temperature is low enough to efficiently utilize the low-potential heat of flue gas is feed water in 
the low-pressure or high-pressure feed water preheat system. In practice it means that some of 
the heat for feed water preheat could be obtained from final cooling of flue gas which would 
result in saving a certain amount of extracted steam which could expand in the remaining turbine 
stages. This option of utilizing waste heat from flue gas was widely analyzed in Germany within 
the construction of new brown-coal fired power plants. Its potential to improve the efficiency of 
the units is classified as one of the highest with possible improvement by up to 2 percentage 
points. The purpose of the measure is to cool the flue gas under the temperature at which they 
commonly leave the boiler, i.e. under 150°C. In principle two methods of utilisation of waste 
heat from flue gas were proposed: 

• utilization of flue gas waste heat within low-pressure feed water preheat (LP FWH)  
• utilization of flue gas waste heat within high-pressure feed water preheat (HP FWH) 

Utilization of waste heat from flue gas for low-pressure preheat was used for example in 
Schwarze Pumpe or Lippendorf power plants in Germany. A special flue gas heat exchanger was 
incorporated in the system before the desulphurization reactor with “U” pipes from PFA where 
flue gas are cooled down from 170°C to approximately 125°C. Heat is transferred into the feed 
water preheat system by means of an incorporated water cycle which is necessary to separate 
both the systems and to manage the pressure conditions better. A disadvantage to this solution is 
the possibility of using the waste heat from flue gas only for LP FWH as a result of its 
connection behind the boiler which is less efficient. 



 
Figure 3   LUBECO system - utilisation of waste heat from cooling of flue gas within HP 

and LP feed water preheat 
 

Qualitative improvement can be achieved by applying another principle called LUBECO used in 
German Niederaussem power plant. The scheme is showed in figure 3. Feed water is preheated 
by flue gas directly in the boiler where a high-pressure and low-pressure feed water heater is 
incorporated in a split flue gas duct in parallel with APH. Flue gas leaves the boiler at a 
temperature of about 160°C. Heat obtained from final cooling of flue gas in a plastic heat 
exchanger which is located, like in the previous case, before the desulphurization reactor, is used 
for the first step of combustion air pre-heat. 

 
Within the design works on the new unit of LPP, the possibility of utilisation of low-potential 
heat from flue gas for LP FWH and HP FWH was considered. 
The consideration of utilisation of waste heat from flue gas for LP FWH was performed by 
comparing two output options which were designed for boiler where the feed water temperature 
is 290°C and the final temperature of flue gas is 170°C. The output of flue gas cooling heat 
exchanger with “U” tubes from PFA was 

o 35 MW – cooling of flue gas from 170°C to 125°C 
o 50 MW – cooling of flue gas from 170°C to 105°C 

Heat is transferred to low-pressure feed water preheat through immersed water cycle, and the 
heat exchanger water/water would be connected in parallel always through two low-pressure 
heaters : 

o through the 1st and 2nd LP FWH – heating of turbine condensate from 37°C to 104 °C 
o through the 2nd and 3rd LP FWH – heating of turbine condensate from 81°C to 129 °C 

By combining the change of the above parameters, we obtained options which were 
subsequently compared with regard to gross efficiency of the thermal cycle and the necessary 
size of the cooling exchanger depending on the change of output and temperature difference. The 
results of the comparison are summarized in table 2. Option 1 was selected to be the reference 
one with the smallest cooling exchanger, i.e. with utilisation of 35 MW for the 1st and 2nd LPH 
when the improvement of the efficiency represents 0.28 percentage points compared to a case 



without utilization of flue gas waste heat. After comparing the two options, we can make the 
following conclusions: 

• the best improvement of steam cycle efficiency by 0.56 of percentage point was achieved 
with option 4 when 50MW was used for the 2nd and 3rd LPH which is a double 
compared to the basic option, however, the heat exchanger would have to be three times 
as large which would be probably too expensive. 

• options 2 and 3 are nearly the same with regard to unit efficiency increase, however, for 
option 3 the cooling exchanger would have to be larger, therefore, the second option is 
more advantageous. 

This analysis makes it apparent that it makes sense to continue considering only the utilisation of 
waste heat of flue gas within the 1st and 2nd LP FWH and to determine the optimum output 
based on economic evaluation.  

 
The researched sources clearly show more significant improvement of cycle efficiency in the 
LUBECO system which results namely from the fact that heat from flue gas is transferred to HP 
FWH. On the other hand, we mentioned the cost consumable construction and unreliability of 
the equipment related namely to the low pressure part of the system. Therefore, a modified 
solution of the LUBECO system was suggested and considered without the low pressure part 
whose diagram is in figure 4. 
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Figure 4   A system utilizing flue gas waste heat for HP FWH 
Again, we suggested dividing the flue gas behind the ECO into two streams. The main stream 
continues to air preheater. Approximately 30% of flue gas run through a parallel duct around air 
heater where flue gas high pressure feed water heater is incorporated whose construction is 
similar to the economiser. Feed water is deaerated and it has a sufficient temperature higher than 
dew point of flue gas, so there is no risk of corrosion on the inner or outer side of tube wall. 
Unlike in the LUBECO system, flue gas are not cooled to the same temperature as after the air 
heater, which means that two streams of flue gas of different temperatures will mix before ESP. 
It is expected that the temperature of flue gas after mixing will range between 160 and 170°C. 
The heat which is transferred to HP FWH misses in flue gas air preheater. This missing heat is 
obtained from flue gas cooling before desulphurization reactor in the PFA exchanger from which 
the heat is transferred to the first level of air pre-heating via a water circuit. The temperature 



conditions of this solution are showed in the cut-out from the heat pick up - temperature diagram 
in figure 5. 
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Figure 5   Diagram of the designed system utilizing flue gas waste heat for HP FWH 
 

Table 2   Relative change in heating surface of PFA heat exchanger for flue gas cooling 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Option Without waste 
heat utilization 

35MW 
1+2 LP FWH

50MW 
1+2 LP FWH

35MW 
2+3 LP FWH 

50MW 
2+3 LP FWH

35MW 
HP FWH

PFA heat exchanger change % - 0,0 67,2 106,5 337,0 7,3 
Unit efficiency % 45,19 45,47 45,61 45,59 45,75 46,10 

 
In the given conditions 35MW of heat from flue gas was brought to the high pressure feed water 
preheater, and flue gas were cooled down before desulphurization to a temperature of 124°C. 
The temperatures in individual exchangers have not been optimized yet and we based their 
selection in the design on usual recommendations regarding the selection of minimum 
temperature differences only. 
Comparison of the case which is in figure 4 with previously evaluated options where flue gas 
waste heat is utilised in low pressure feed water preheat is showed in table 2. The results make it 
apparent that the proposed utilisation of flue gas waste heat in the HP FWH brings the following 
increase of thermal cycle gross efficiency:  

• 0.91 of percentage point compared to the option without using the low-potential heat 
from flue gas 

• 0.49 of percentage point compared to the better of the recommended options for heat 
utilisation in a low pressure feed water preheat (option 2) where the amount of utilised 
heat is higher by 15 MW (cooling of flue gas to 106°C in bigger PFA exchanger)  

Flue gas air preheater needs to be slightly larger, however, when thermal conditions were 
optimized, we could probably succeed in reducing its size. In addition to that, the boiler would 



be slightly more expensive due to dividing the 2nd duct and involving the flue gas high-pressure 
feed water heater, therefore, it is necessary to consider this option from the economic point of 
view. 

 

5 CONCLUSION 
We can conclude that increasing of steam parameters and feed water temperature, which 
apparently increases the efficiency of steam thermal cycle, deteriorates the conditions for final 
cooling of flue gas in the boiler and when the traditional concept of a boiler is applied, it can 
even limits its achievable efficiency. A solution to this problem is to include feed water preheat 
by flue gas into the thermal cycle of the power plant which allows better cooling of flue gas and 
subsequently might even increase the efficiency of the boiler, or the whole plant. The possible 
technical solution and energy benefit of this solution is documented in designed options for the 
new unit 660 MW whose construction is prepared in the Czech Republic. However, application 
of these measures shall be carefully assessed since the costs connected with implementation of 
designed modifications will certainly be fairly high. 
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Executive Summary

Initiatives at Vattenfall to reach the “Zero Emission Fossil Fuel Power
Plant” within a commercial framework and with continuous power plant

renewal

Lars Strömberg
Vattenfall AB

SE-162 87 Stockholm, Sweden
e-mail lars.stromberg@vattenfall.com

Sufficient supply of energy without fossil fuels is not possible the next fifty years, neither in
the world, nor in Europe. Thus, we must find a solution to use coal, without endangering the
environment. Vattenfall has taken initiative to develop technology for Carbon Capture and
Storage, CCS, in parallel with continued investment in new coal fired highly efficient and
environmentally friendly technology. Vattenfall is one of Europe’s largest power companies,
but also unfortunately one of Europe’s largest CO2 emitters. A project has been initiated to
allow us to decrease our emissions by 60 – 80 % within the time span equaling the lifetime of
our generation portfolio.

At a cost of about 20 €/ton CO2, it seems there exist CCS technologies, which can be ready
for commercial application in 2020. After that, even more cost effective technologies will be
developed. The technologies are known to a large extent. Most components exist, but are not
large enough and not optimized for this purpose. The extra cost is depending on additional
investments, but also largely due to the energy penalty the CO2 separation process gives.

Up until that time however, Northern Europe needs more generation capacity, and a large
portion of the existing portfolio has to be renewed. The technology used will be the most
efficient available, utilizing ultrasupercritical steam data as a standard. Also whenever
possible, combined heat and power generation will be utilized for improved fuel utilization.

These plants will not be prepared for any carbon capture technique, due to that all
technologies which can be used are simply not ready for any commercial introduction before
2015. This also means it is better to build a highly efficient plant and rebuild it after 2016 if
necessary, than to run it for many years in a non optimized condition. Further a retrofitted
block is always inferior to a new and optimized. Thus, there is no such thing as a “capture
ready” technology. Except prepare space for a retrofit. It will be better to build blocks as
efficient as possible, until the time new blocks with CCS can be built.

The targets set by the EU, to reduce emissions by more than half until 2050, cannot be
reached without CCS. Although, CCS is very powerful, it is not the only tool. All ways to
reduce emissions, including renewables and nuclear must be used.

To put emphasis behind the words, Vattenfall has started a program to develop technology for
CCS in a ten-year process. As part of that, Vattenfall is building a Pilot Plant including all
process steps from coal input to liquid CO2. It will be ready in 2008.

In parallel, preparations for a demonstration plant are ongoing. It will be a coal fired full size
plant with storage on shore. That can be ready for operation in 2015.
www.vattenfall.com/co2free

mailto:lars.stromberg@vattenfall.com
http://www.vattenfall.com/co2free
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Introduction 
 
Our nation’s energy mix is heavily dependent on fossil energy.  Today, coal and natural gas are 
used to generate about 50% and 16% of our nation’s electricity respectively, while petroleum 
supplies nearly all of our fuel for the transportation sector.  According to public- and private-
sector forecasts, the nation’s demand for electricity and transportation fuels will continue to be 
fossil fuel-based for the foreseeable future.  This continued use, however, must be matched by 
combining energy availability at reasonable prices with increasingly clean environmental 
performance throughout the energy life cycle of production, conversion, and end-use.  
 
Gasification is one technology that offers considerable potential to enhance our nation’s energy 
security and economic competitiveness through the production of clean energy, transportation 
fuels, and chemicals using our indigenous coal resource.  Gasification is a well-proven 
technology that had its beginnings in the late 1700s.  In the 19th century, gasification was used 
extensively for the production of “town gas” for urban areas.  Although this application has all 
but vanished in the 20th century, gasification has found new applications in the production of 
fuels and chemicals and in large-scale power generation.  In fact, more than 160 commercial 
gasification plants are currently in operation, under construction, or in planning and design 
stages in 28 countries worldwide.   
 
Gasification-based technologies can be used to convert coal or other carbon-containing resources 
into a high-value, clean gas for use as a fuel for combined cycle power generation or as a 
feedstock for the production of liquid fuels and chemicals.  Moreover, these systems have the 
advantage of being capable of co-generating electricity and fuels/chemicals efficiently, 
economically, and in an environmentally acceptable manner.  Environmental performance of 
these systems can be tailored to any specific requirements. In addition, due to the high efficiency 
of these plants, the emissions of CO2 are inherently low.  
 
 
Program Goals for Growing Markets 
 
The DOE’s gasification program focuses on developing advanced technologies for improving 
process efficiency, environmental performance, and plant economics. The R&D program goals 
(as shown in Table 1) are consistent with other organizations such as , Coal Utilization Research 



Council (CURC), and EPRI. Together with developments from DOE’s turbines, fuel cell, and 
sequestration programs, gasification for power generation is targeted to achieve near-zero 
emissions of criteria pollutants and sequester carbon dioxide (CO2) at thermal efficiencies  
nearing 60% (HHV).  Such high efficiencies not only reduce emissions but also conserve our 
coal resource for future generations.   
 
 
The Gasification Process 
 
In the gasification process, carbon-based feedstocks are converted in the gasifier in the presence 
of steam and oxygen at high temperatures (+1000C) and moderate pressure (25 to 75 atm) to 
synthesis gas, a mixture of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (H2). The chemistry of 
gasification is quite complex and involves many chemical reactions.  In the initial stages of 
gasification, the rising temperature of the feedstock in the gasifier initiates devolatilization of the 
feedstock and the breaking of weaker chemical bonds to yield tars, oils, phenols, and 
hydrocarbon gases.  These products generally react further to form H2, CO, and CO2.  The fixed 
carbon that remains after devolatilization is reacted with oxygen (O2), steam, CO2, and H2 to 
further contribute to the final gas mixture.  The water-gas shift reaction alters the H2/CO ratio in 
the final mixture but does not greatly impact the heating value of the synthesis gas.  Methane 
(CH4) formation via two methanation reactions is favored by high pressures and low 
temperatures and is thus important in lower-temperature gasification systems.  Methane 
formation is a highly exothermic reaction that does not consume oxygen and therefore increases 
the efficiency of gasification and the final heating value of the synthesis gas.  Overall, about 70% 
of the feed fuel’s heating value is associated with the CO and H2 components of the gas but can 
be higher depending upon the gasifier type.   
 
Depending on the gasification technology employed, significant quantities of water (H2O), CO2, 
and CH4 can be present in the synthesis gas as well as several minor and trace components. 
Under the substoichiometric-reducing conditions of the gasifier, most of the fuel’s sulfur 
converts to hydrogen sulfide (H2S), but some (3-10%) also converts to carbonyl sulfide (COS).  
Nitrogen bound with the fuel generally converts to gaseous nitrogen (N2), but some ammonia 
(NH3) and a small amount of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) are also formed.  Most of the chlorine 
content of the fuel is converted to hydrogen chloride (HCl) gas and some particulate-phase 
chlorides.  Trace elements associated with both organic and inorganic components of the 
feedstock, such as mercury and arsenic, are released during gasification and partition between the 
different ash fractions (e.g., fly ash, bottom ash, slag) and gaseous emissions.  The synthesis gas 
must be cleaned of these minor and trace components to predetermined levels consistent with 
further downstream processing.  To clean the synthesis gas, chemical and physical solvents such 
as methyl diethanolamine (MDEA), methanol, etc. operating at near ambient temperatures or 
lower are employed.  The selection of the technology for gas cleanup, e.g., Selexol, Rectisol, 
etc., is dependent on the purity requirements of downstream operations.  Because of the cleanup 
process, nearly all of the sulfur is removed from the fuel gas as elemental sulfur, leading to very 
low emissions of SOx from the gas turbine.  Eliminating fuel-bound nitrogen from the synthesis 
gas in the gas cleaning system and providing diluent or moisture to the fuel gas prior to the 
turbine will also result in very low levels of NOx emissions even in the absence of selective 
catalytic reduction (SCR).  
 



Once the synthesis gas is sufficiently cleaned, various options exist for its utilization such as the 
production of electricity via integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) or the production of 
chemicals, hydrogen, and reformable liquid fuels.  In the IGCC process, the clean synthesis gas 
is sent to a combustion turbine where the gas is combusted to produce electricity.  The energy 
contained in the exhaust gas from the gas turbine is recovered in a heat recovery steam generator 
(HRSG) for the production of additional electricity in a steam turbine.  Approximately, two-
thirds of the total electricity produced in the IGCC plant is produced by the gas turbine. 
 
For the production H2 (and other liquid fuels and chemicals), the synthesis gas is routed to the 
water-gas shift reactor where the CO in the gas is reacted with water over a catalyst to adjust the 
H2/CO ratio of the gas.  The H2 and CO2 are then separated with the H2 being used either in the 
gas turbine, highly efficient fuel cells, or distributed for use as a fuel in the transportation sector, 
while the CO2 can be sequestered.  For the production of a reformable liquid fuel, the synthesis 
gas is partially shifted to a predetermined H2/CO ratio and then catalytically converted to a 
saturated hydrocarbon product via conventional Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.  The reaction can be 
viewed as a polymerization process, with CO molecules being added one by one to a growing 
chain which may terminate at any length.  The most common catalysts are cobalt and iron.  The 
reaction is highly exothermic, and must be carried out in reactors that are designed with good 
heat removal capabilities (e.g., tubular fixed bed, fluidized bed, and slurry).  The Fischer-
Tropsch product can then be shipped to the point of use where it would be catalytically reformed 
to produce the needed H2.  Through the appropriate adjustment of the H2/CO ratio and other 
catalysts, chemicals such as methanol, dimethyl ether, and higher alcohols can also be produced 
from the clean synthesis gas while still achieving near-zero emissions of criteria pollutants and 
capturing CO2. 
 
The low-cost production of H2 from fossil fuels, and in particular coal, is a key factor that will 
impact the successful introduction of H2 into the transportation and utility energy sectors.  
Advanced technologies for the production of H2 will be required to achieve the level of cost 
necessary to minimize the impact to the consumer.  While natural gas currently represents the 
primary fossil energy resource for H2 production, coal and other solid carbonaceous resources 
also offer viable options for producing the large quantities of H2 that will be required to fuel 
future world energy needs.  Because of its unique process and environmental attributes, 
gasification is viewed as a key technology in the transition to a H2 economy in the United States.   
 
 
DOE’s Gasification Program 
 
The DOE’s gasification program implements strategic, time-phased R&D to develop lower-cost, 
lower-risk technologies to improve the economic environmental performance of existing 
systems, advanced technologies for a new generation of gasification systems by 2010, and 
advanced integrated energy plants by 2015.  The gasification program is currently structured in 
the following technology areas:  
 
Advanced gasification – To further develop fuel flexibility, higher efficiency and reliability, and 
improved economic and environmental performance.  Research is being conducted on advanced 
gasifier concepts so that higher performance can be achieved and the variety of possible 
feedstocks can be further expanded.  Advanced materials, instrumentation, and controls are being 



developed to improve system reliability and availability, operational control, and overall system 
performance.  Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) modeling is being employed to better 
understand the dynamics inside the gasifier and to provide insight into improving the overall 
performance of the gasifier as well as specific components. 
 
Gas cleaning and conditioning – To evaluate novel concepts to meet rigid synthesis gas quality 
specifications for fuel cells and catalytic conversion processes.  The goal is to achieve near-zero 
emissions while simultaneously reducing capital and operating costs and improving overall plant 
thermal efficiency.  Novel gas cleaning approaches are undergoing development to achieve these 
goals.  Process that operate at mild temperature (i.e., 150 – 370 C) and incorporate multi-
contaminant control to reduce the number of unit operations are being explored.  Contaminants 
of interest include particulates, sulfur, ammonia, chlorides, and trace metals, e.g., mercury (Hg), 
arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), and selenium (Se). 
 
Advanced gas separation – To investigate alternatives to energy intensive separation methods, such as 
cryogenic separation. A major initiative is the development of cost-effective air separation 
membranes which have shown considerable promise in achieving improvements in cost and 
efficiency compared to conventional cryogenic air separation technologies.  H2 recovery and 
CO2 removal are becoming important, and a new suite of technologies that offer various options 
depending upon the end-use application of the H2 and CO2 are being developed. 
 
 
Ongoing Research - Technology Issues  
 
The development of advanced technologies can play a significant role in the reduction of cost 
and improvements in the efficiency and performance of gasification-based processes.  Figure 1 
depicts some of the critical technology issues that have been identified by industry that would 
contribute to gasification achieving its full potential.  These issues are the focus of the DOE’s 
gasification program. The following discussion will further elaborate on some of those issues and 
the approach being taken for mitigation. 
 
Gasification     
 
The reliability and performance of the gasifier is a key factor impacting the commercial 
deployment of gasification technologies.  Today, single train IGCC plants such as the Wabash 
River and Tampa Electric plants have typically not achieved plant availabilities in excess of 80% 
for any sustained period of time.  However, for gasification to be accepted for utility 
applications, single train availabilities in excess of 90% are required.  For other applications such 
as in refineries and chemical plants, the availability of the gasifier must be >97%.  Today, these 
high availabilities can only be accomplished through the use of a spare gasifier, but at a cost to 
the plant.   To achieve these high availabilities, several areas of the gasifier require improvement 
namely, feed injection, dry feeder, refractory, and thermocouples (instruments) for example.   
 
Feed injectors are considered to be the weakest links in the process for achieving high on-stream 
factor, particularly with slurry-fed systems. A typical injector is reported to last between two to 
six months; however, a minimum life of 12 months is desired.    New materials and/or coatings 
for existing materials are needed to provide protection from sulfidation and corrosion at high 



reactor temperatures. The Gas Technology Institute under DOE sponsorship has developed a 
diagnostic technique to characterize the environment around the injector flame with the hope of 
obtaining information crucial to improving the life of injectors.    
 
Injector life is also believed to be highly dependent on whether a dry or wet feed system is used. 
In a dry feed system, injector life is usually better, possibly due to the absence of large amounts 
of evaporating water.  Although improved life has been reported, operations with dry feed 
systems at high pressures are problematic in the feed system because of the use of lock hoppers.  
To eliminate the lock hoppers, a high pressure coal feed pump is currently being developed by 
Stamet.  This technology is slated for testing at the DOE’s Power Systems Development Facility 
in conjunction with the transport gasifier.  This new pump technology offers promise for 
significant cost reductions for dry feed systems.  (See table 2 – results from statement study).   
 
For those gasifiers employing refractories to protect the pressure vessel, e.g., GE and E-gas, new 
materials must be developed and demonstrated that have a useful live in excess of three years.  
Depending upon how aggressive the gasifier is operated to achieve the desired level of carbon 
conversion and the feedstock itself, these liners typically last between six to 18 months.  To 
rebrick these gasifiers typically requires three weeks of downtime and costs between $1-2 
million.  If a gasifier must be rebricked at least once per year, the availability is automatically 
reduced by 5-6 percentage points.  DOE has developed a new high chromium refractory material 
that has shown considerable resistance to slag attack under simulated gasifier conditions.  This 
material is being tested in a commercial coal gasifier to confirm its performance under actual 
gasifier conditions   
 
Thermocouples used to measure the temperature inside the gasification zone are reported to last 
about 30-45 days. Failure of the thermocouples is due to corrosion resulting from slag 
penetration into the refractory and stresses caused by temperature cycles.  New instrumentation 
capable of operating in the gasification environment with an expected lifetime of >1 year is 
required.  DOE has sponsored considerable work on the development of new high temperature 
measurement methodologies.  An infrared pyrometer developed by ChevronTexaco has been 
tested in the Tampa Electric gasifier, an optical fiber device developed by Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute has been installed in the Wabash River and Tampa gasifiers, and a modificed 
thermocouple assembly developed by DOE  is undergoing testing in the Eastman gasifier.  
 
The gasifier technologies being deployed today were developed many years ago, and therefore 
only incremental improvements can be made to the overall technology.  To provide any 
significant improvements, innovative approaches must be explored.  The transport gasifier being 
pioneered by Southern Company has shown significant promise for a variety of feedstocks and 
works especially well on low-rank coals and lignites.  The chemical looping concepts being 
developed by Alstom, GE Global Research, and the Zero Emission Coal Alliance (ZECA) offer a 
new direct route to the production of hydrogen and the capture of CO2 through the use of solid 
sorbents.  Although the technologies are in the very early stages of development and numerous 
problems associated with the transfer of hot solids between the vessels must be resolved, 
preliminary studies have shown the potential for significant capital cost reductions and efficiency 
improvements if the performance goals can be achieved.   
 



Synthesis Gas Cleaning Technologies 
 
Current synthesis gas cleaning technologies employ chemical or physical solvents and operate at 
near ambient temperature or lower.  In an IGCC plant, these technologies generally constitute 
12-15% of the total capital cost of the plant.  Amine-based systems are suitable for meeting 
today’s emission requirements, but they are not capable of achieving future potential regulations 
nor are they applicable for chemicals production.  For the latter, more expensive and energy 
intensive technologies such as Rectisol must be employed.  Industry would like to have 
technologies that are capable of achieving the performance of a Rectisol unit but at equal or 
lower cost than an amine system. 
 
Several technologies currently under development have potential for achieving just that.  A novel 
sorbent-based technology utilizing a transport reactor is currently being commissioned in 
conjunction with a coal gasifier that can achieve sulfur levels as low as parts per billion (ppb) in 
the synthesis gas stream while operating at moderate process conditions (i.e., 500-900oF).  Such 
temperatures are consistent with downstream process applications and obviate the need for 
cooling and reheating which impart an efficiency penalty on the system.  Integrated operations 
with a coal gasifier are necessary to demonstrate the impact of trace contaminants in the coal-
derived synthesis gas on the performance and longevity of the sorbent and its regenerability and 
to evaluate attrition resistance.   
 
Preliminary engineering analyses of these technologies have shown significant improvements 
over current commercial technologies.  While achieving greater than an order of magnitude 
reduction in sulfur over amine-based systems and comparable performance to Rectisol, the 
capital cost of the technology is expected to be reduced by about $250/kW lower than amine-
based technologies.  In addition to the capital cost reduction, there is a concomitant increase in 
thermal efficiency of 1-2 efficiency points. 
 
For the above approaches to be commercially attractive at moderate process temperatures, 
technologies are needed that can remove other trace contaminants at similar process conditions.  
Technologies for ammonia, chlorides, and mercury removal are currently being developed, and 
testing in conjunction with a coal gasifier is expected within the next year or two.  Although not 
regulated at this time, the gasification program is also focused on the removal of arsenic, 
selenium, and cadmium with emphasis on multi-contaminant removal technologies to achieve 
near-zero emissions of all contaminants.  
 
Gas Separation Technologies 
 
Cost effective and efficient gas separation technologies are vital in any chemical process 
operation and will impact the overall cost of the system.  For the production of hydrogen from 
coal, gas separation operations occur in two major areas: 1) the separation of oxygen from air for 
use in the gasifier and 2) the separation of the shifted synthesis gas stream into pure H2 and CO2 
streams. 
 
Cryogenic technologies are currently employed for the production of oxygen; however this 
process is very capital and energy intensive.  Cryogenic air separation units (ASU) in an IGCC 
plant typically constitute 12-15% of the total plant capital cost and can consume upwards of 10% 



of the gross power output of the plant.  Advanced dense ceramic membranes possessing both 
ionic and electronic conductance are being developed as a high temperature approach for air 
separation.  Air Products and Chemicals Inc. is developing a planar membrane technology.  A 
preliminary engineering analysis comparing these advanced membranes with conventional 
cryogenic technologies has been performed and the results are presented in Table 3. As shown, 
the advanced membranes have the potential for reducing the capital cost of an IGCC plant by 
about $130/kWe with a corresponding ½ point gain in thermal efficiency.  Integration of the 
membranes with a gas turbine is critical for achieving the stated performance; however, recent 
indications are that no critical issues exist with the integration of a gas turbine that cannot be 
overcome through design modifications. 
 
Separation of hydrogen from shifted synthesis gas, either derived from coal or natural gas, is a 
key unit operation of any fossil-energy-based hydrogen production system.  Membrane 
technologies have been and continue to be explored quite extensively by many.  Table 4 presents 
the results of an engineering analysis comparing conventional coal gasification technologies for 
producing hydrogen with that employing advanced membranes and other technologies.  As 
shown, the cost of the hydrogen is about $8.20/106 Btu, which is equivalent to natural gas 
costing $5.50/106 Btu.  Employing the advanced technologies reduces the cost of the hydrogen in 
2015 to about $5.90/106 Btu, equivalent to natural gas at about $3.60/106 Btu.  If a two train 
gasification system is employed and electricity is co-produced, the cost of hydrogen drops to a 
value of $4.00/106 Btu, or an equivalent natural gas cost of about $2.15/106 Btu.  As can be seen, 
there is substantial incentive to develop advanced H2/CO2 separation as well as other 
technologies.  
 
Membranes can usually be divided into either organic or inorganic.  Organic membranes appear 
to have limited applications for coal-based hydrogen production routes because of their extreme 
sensitivity to process conditions and trace contaminants.  Instead, the bulk of the work for 
hydrogen separation is focused on inorganic membranes.  Inorganic membranes can be further 
classified as either porous or dense, and the latter can be further subdivided into metallic or solid 
electrolytes (ceramic).   
 
Considerable effort has also been devoted to metallic membranes, most of which are based on 
Palladium (Pd).  Although initially thought to be promising, these membranes have been found 
to be susceptible to degradation from the presence of both sulfur and CO.  However, Eltron 
Research has recently reported metal-based membranes that have shown very high hydrogen 
fluxes at temperatures around 400 C.   
 
 
Clean, Affordable Energy Options  

 
In addition to power generation, new markets are emerging that will benefit significantly from 
the flexibility, environmental improvements, economic successes, and efficiency gains of 
gasification. Two examples of emerging markets are repowering and poly-generation.  
 
Repowering of existing coal plants: As demand for power production increases, the nation’s coal 
plants — the heart of stable and affordable electric power in the United States — face the need 
for ever-cleaner power production. Repowering of these plants with gasification, as was done in 



the Wabash River Clean Coal Technology project, can offer major benefits: improved 
environmental performance, reduced capital investment, feedstock flexibility, and capacity 
increases due to improved process efficiency.   
 
Multi-production facilities for industry: Feedstock and product options will become increasingly 
important as the nation continues to make the difficult transition from a regulated environment to 
one having market-based energy options. Gasification offers the most flexible route to using 
variable feedstocks and producing electric power, fuels, hydrogen, chemicals, or steam. 
Feedstock flexibility, with feedstocks that include coal, biomass, petroleum “bottoms” (coke and 
residuum), and waste materials, will ensure that stable, low-cost fuel sources are available. The 
ability to vary the product slate will improve plant economics and support market stability.  
 
Summary 
 
In today’s business environment, markets and market drivers are changing at a rapid pace. 
Environmental performance is a much greater factor now than in previous years as emission 
standards tighten and market growth occurs in areas where total allowable emissions are capped.  
In addition, the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions is one of the major challenges facing 
industry in response to global climate change.  To help meet these challenges, there is a need for 
more environmentally sound, flexible, efficient, and reliable systems, while still meeting the 
ever-present demand for higher profitability.  Gasification is one technology that is poised to 
meet these requirements. Today, the majority of existing applications have been geared toward 
the production of a single product or a constant ratio of two or more products per facility.  
Tomorrow, the potential of gasification in expanding markets is in its use of low-cost and 
blended feedstocks and its multiproduct flexibility. With deregulation, rapidly changing market 
demands, fluctuation in natural-gas prices, and increased environmental concerns, gasification 
will become the cornerstone technology for market flexibility as advanced technologies reduce 
capital and operating and maintenance cost of gasification-based plants, achieve near-zero 
emissions of all pollutants, and demonstrate higher thermal efficiencies and the capture of CO2. 
 
 
Disclaimer 

References in this article to any specific commercial product, process, or service are to facilitate 
understanding and do not imply endorsement by the authors/U.S. Department of Energy.   

 
 

Table 1.  DOE Coal Roadmap R&D Targets 

 2004 2010 2015 

Plant Efficiency (% HIHV) 40 45-50 50-60 

Environmental <NSPS* 1/10 NSPS Near zero 

Plant Capital Cost ($/kW)** 1250 1000 900 

*NSPS – New Source Performance Standards 

**2002 Dollars



Table 2.  Gasifier Performance and Capital Cost Summary with and without Stamet Pump 

  Shell  

Gasifier 

Transport 

Gasifier 

GE Energy R/C 

Gasifier 

Coal Type / Feed Type Eastern Western Eastern 

Coal Preparation for 

Feed 

Drying Stamet Drying Stamet Slurry Stamet 

Auxiliary Power, MWe 43.2 44.2 35.8 39.9 49.0 44.0 

Net Plant Efficiency 

(HHV) 
40.6% 40.9% 40.5% 40.7% 40.4% 40.9% 

Net Heat Rate 

(Btu/kWhr) 
8,410 8,345 8,416 8,386 8,456 8,335 

Total Coal Prep Capital 

Cost  ($x1000) 
$45,590 $17,898 $59,594 $33,279 $12,766 $9,751 

Total Coal Prep Capital 

Cost  ($/kW) 
$176 $69 $197 $111 $46 $37 

Total Gasifier Island 

Cost  ($/kW) 
$611 $501 $438 $352 $449 $463 

 
 
 
 
Table 3. Comparison of Performance of IGCC with Advanced Air Separation  
Membranes with Conventional Cryogenic Technology 

 
   

ITM Oxygen
 

Cryo ASU 
 

Δ % 

IGCC Net Power (MWe) 627 543 +15 

Net IGCC Efficiency (% HHV) 38.9 38.4 +1.2 

Oxygen Plant Cost ($/sTPD) 18,700 25,000 - 25 

IGCC Specific Cost ($/kW) 1,368 1,500 - 9 

 
ITM:  Ion Transfer membrane 
TPD: Tons per day 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Table 4.  Summary of Hydrogen Production Costs with Carbon Sequestration Using Conventional 
and Advanced Technologies (Gray and Tomlinson 2002 -  
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/pubs/pdf/HYDROGEN%20FROM%20CO
AL4.pdf) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Conventional gasification technology assumes Texaco quench gasification; advanced gasification 
technology assumes advanced E-gas gasification. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Overview of Technical Issues Related to Gasification-based Processes 
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BACKGROUND 
The goal of Fossil Energy Research and Development (R&D) is to ensure the 
availability of ultra-clean (“zero” emissions), abundant, low-cost, domestic electricity and 
energy (including hydrogen) to fuel economic prosperity and strengthen energy security. 
Advances in technology are making it possible to generate power from fossil fuels with 
great improvements in the efficiency of energy use while at the same time significantly 
reducing the impact on the environment, including the long-term impact of fossil energy 
use on the Earth’s climate.  The objective of the R&D Program is to build on these 
advances and bring these building blocks together into a new, revolutionary concept for 
future coal-based power and energy production.  
 
The Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) has 
developed estimates for the cost and performance of the near-term commercial 
offerings for fossil energy power plants, both with and without current technology for 
carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) for the purpose of providing a baseline to 
benchmark the progress of the Fossil Energy R&D portfolio.  The Cost and Performance 
Baseline for Fossil Energy Plants; Volume 1 (Bituminous Coal and Natural Gas to 
Electricity)1 uses consistent design requirements for all technologies examined as well 
as up-to-date performance and capital cost estimates.  The study timeframe focuses on 
plants built today with current technology to be commissioned in 2010.   
 
Twelve different power plant configurations were analyzed.  The list includes six 
integrated gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) cases utilizing General Electric Energy 
(GEE), ConocoPhillips (CoP), and Shell gasifiers, each with and without CCS; four 
pulverized coal (PC) cases, two subcritical and two supercritical, each with and without 

                                                           
1 Cost and Performance Baseline for Fossil Energy Plants, Volume 1: Bituminous Coal and Natural Gas to 
Electricity, DOE/NETL-401/051507, May 2007. 



CCS; and two natural gas combined-cycle (NGCC) plants, one with and one without 
CCS.  The study matrix is provided in Table 1.   

 
 

Table 1 – Study Matrix 
 

Plant 
Type 

Standard 
Conditions 
(psig/°F/°F) 

Gas 
Turbine 

Gasifier/Boiler Acid Gas 
Removal/CO2 

Separation/Sulfur 
Recovery 

CO2 
Capture

GEE Selexol/ - /Claus  
CoP E-Gas™ MDEA/ - /Claus  

1,800/1,050/1,050 

Shell Sulfinol-M/ - /Claus  
GEE Selexol/Selexol/Claus 90% 

CoP E-Gas™ Selexol/Selexol/Claus 90% 

IGCC 
1,800/1,000/1,000  

F Class 

Shell Selexol/Selexol/Claus 90% 
Wet FGD/ - /Gypsum  2,400/1,050/1,050 Subcritical 

Wet 
FGD/Econamine/Gyp

sum 

90% 

Wet FGD/ - /Gypsum  PC 3,500/1,100/1,100 

 

Supercritical 
Wet 

FGD/Econamine/Gyp
sum 

90% 

-  NGCC 2,400/1,050/950 F Class HRSG 
- /Econamine/ - 90% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

GASIFICATION TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 
The IGCC power plant configurations were analyzed on the same basis, using a 
consistent set of assumptions and analytical tools.  Each gasifier type was assessed 
with and without CCS.  The designs are based on market-ready technology that is 
assumed to be commercially available in time to support a 2010 startup date.  In cases 
where equipment or proc3esses have little or no commercial experience, a process 
contingency was added to the cost account.  The IGCC plants are built at a greenfield 
site in the midwestern United States and are assumed to operate at 80 percent capacity 
factor without sparing of major train components.  Nominal net plant size is roughly 600 
MWe without CCS and about 520 MWe with CCS.  Figure 1 illustrates a generic block 
flow diagram for the IGCC plants. 
 
Oxygen-blown, dual-gasifier trains are supplied with Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal.  
Cryogenic air separation units supply 95 mole percent oxygen to the gasifiers.  After 
being cleaned of particulates, mercury (Hg), and sulfur compounds, the syngas is fed to 
two advanced F-Class combustion turbines each generating 232 MWe on syngas.  With 
two combustion turbines, the combined gross gas turbine output is 464 MWe.  Nitrogen 
dilution is used to the maximum extent possible in all cases, and syngas humidification 
and steam injection are used if necessary to achieve a syngas lower heating value of 
approximately 120 Btu/scf.  The Brayton cycle is integrated with a conventional 
subcritical steam Rankine cycle consisting of two HRSGs and a steam turbine, 
operating at 12.4 MPa/566 °C/566 °C (1,800 psig/1,050 °F/1,050 °F) in non-capture 
cases and 12.4 MPa/538 °C/538 °C (1,800 psig/1,000 °F/1,000 °F) for the CO2 capture 



cases.  The capture cases have a lower main and reheat steam temperature, primarily 
because the turbine firing temperature is reduced to allow for more reliable operation 
with a high-hydrogen content fuel, which results in a lower turbine exhaust temperature.  
The two cycles are integrated by use of the combustion turbine exhaust heat for 
generation of steam in the HRSGs, by feedwater heating in the HRSGs, and by heat 
recovery from the IGCC process.  Recirculating evaporative cooling systems are used 
for cycle heat rejection.   

 
Figure 1 - IGCC Power Plant* 

PM Control:  Water scrubbing and/or candle filters to get 0.007 lb/MMBtu 
SOX Control:  Selexol acid gas removal of sulfur to <28 ppmvd H2S in syngas; 

Claus plant with tail gas recycle for ~99.8% overall S recovery 
NOX Control:  N2 dilution to ~120 Btu/scf LHV to get 15 ppmvd @ 15% O2
CO2 Control:  Selexol and water-gas-shift reactor for 90% removal 
Mercury Control:  Activated carbon beds for ~95% removal 
Advanced F-Class Combution Turbine:  232 MWe 
Steam Conditions:  1,800 psig/1,000 °F/1,000°F 

The designs that include CCS are equipped with a water gas shift reactor containing a 
series of shifts with intercooled stages, to convert a nominal 96-98 percent of the carbon 
monoxide to CO2.  Carbon dioxide is removed from the cool, particulate-free gas stream 
with Selexol solvent.  The dual-absorber Selexol process preferentially removes H2S as 
a product stream, leaving CO2 as a separate stream.  The CO2 is dried and compressed 
to 15.3 MPa (2,215 psia) before being transported 50 miles via pipeline to a geologic 
sequestration field for injection into a saline formation.   

* Orange blocks indicate additional unit operations required for the CCS configurations 

 
The average efficiency of the non-CCS cases is 39 percent HHV.  The carbon-capture 
cases require a significant amount of auxiliary power and extraction steam for the 
process, which reduces the output of the steam turbine in those cases.  This results in a 
lower plant output for the CCS cases, for an average net plant efficiency of 32 percent 
HHV.   

Fuel Analysis and Costs 
All coal-fired cases were modeled using Illinois No. 6 coal, characterized by the 
proximate analysis shown in Table 1.   
 



The first year cost of coal used in this study is $1.80/106 Btu.  This is the cost of coal in 
2010 (the year of first operation) reported in January 2007 dollars.  The coal cost 
projections are taken from the Energy Information Administration 2007 Annual Energy 
Outlook, Supplemental Table 113. 

 
Table 1 - Fuel Analysis 

Rank Bituminous 
Illinois No. 6 (Herrin) Seam 

Old Ben mine Source 
Proximate Analysis (weight %)1

 As Received Dry 
Moisture 11.12 0.00 

Ash 9.70 10.91 
Volatile matter 34.99 39.37 
Fixed carbon 44.19 49.72 

Total 100.00 100.00 
Sulfur 2.51 2.82 

Higher heating 
value, Btu/lb 11,666 13,126 

Lower heating 
value, Btu/lb 11,252 12,712 

1 The above proximate analysis assumes sulfur as a 
volatile matter. 

 

Environmental Design Basis 
The environmental approach for this study was to evaluate each of the IGCC cases on 
the same regulatory design basis.  The environmental specifications for a greenfield 
IGCC plant are based on the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) CoalFleet User 
Design Basis Specification for Coal-Based IGCC Plants.2  Table 2 provides details of 
the environmental design basis for IGCC plants built at a midwestern location.  The 
emission controls assumed for each of the six IGCC cases are as follows: 
 

• Selexol, Sulfinol-M, or refrigerated methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) acid gas removal 
process in combination with a Claus plant are used for sulfur control in the GEE, 
Shell and CoP non-CCS cases, respectively. 

• A two-stage Selexol process was used for acid gas removal and CO2 control in all 
CCS cases. 

• Nitrogen dilution is used for NOx control to the maximum extent possible, and if 
necessary, humidification and steam injection are also used to obtain the required 
syngas heating value. 

• Water scrubbing and/or cyclones and candle filters were used for particulate matter 
(PM) control. 

• Activated carbon beds were used for mercury (Hg) removal. 

                                                           
2 CoalFleet User Design Basis Specification for Coal-Based Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) Power 
Plants:  Version 4, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2006. 101227 



Table 2—Environmental Targets 
Pollutant IGCC 
SO2 0.0128 lb/MMBtu 
NOx  15 ppmvd @ 15% O2
PM 0.0071 lb/MMBtu 
Hg >90% capture 

 

Major Economic and Financial Assumptions 
Estimates of capital cost, production cost, and levelized cost-of-electricity (LCOE) were 
developed for each plant based on adjusted vendor-furnished and actual cost data from 
recent (within past 2 years) design/build projects.  Due to significant increases in the 
pricing of equipment and bulk materials, the vendor quotes used to develop the cost 
estimates were escalated based on a survey of actual and projected pricing increases 
from 2004 through the third quarter of 2006.   
 
Further, the estimates were based on an Engineering, Procurement, and Construction 
Management (EPCM) approach utilizing multiple subcontracts.  In this approach, the 
Owner retains the risks, but these risks become reduced with time as scope definition 
improves prior to contract award(s).  In today’s market, contractor premiums for 
accepting the risks, particularly performance risk, can be substantial and increase the 
overall project costs dramatically.  The cost estimates reported here do not include 
additional premiums associated with an Engineer/Procure/Construct (EPC) contracting 
approach.  The revenue requirement for a 20-year LCOE was determined based on the 
power plant costs and assumed financing structure.  Listed in Table 3 are the major 
economic and financial assumptions for the IGCC cases.  The cost estimates carry an 
accuracy of ±30 percent, consistent with the screening study level of design engineering 
applied to the various cases in this study.   
 

Table 3 – Major Economic and Financial 
Assumptions for IGCC Cases 

Major Economic Assumptions 

 

 Capacity factor  80% 
Costs per year, constant U.S. 
dollars  2007 (January)  
Illinois No. 6 coal delivered cost  $1.80/106 Btu 
Design/construction period  3 years 
Plant startup date   2010 (January) 

Major Financial Assumptions 
Project book life  20 years 
Federal income tax  34% 
State income tax 

 

 6% 
After-tax weighted cost of capital 

 
 9.67% 

Capital structure:    
    55% (Cost = 12%) Common equity 
  Debt  45% (Cost = 11%) 
Capital charge factor   17.5% 

 



Results 
An analysis of the six IGCC cases is presented in the following subsections.  
 
Capital Cost 
The total plant cost (TPC) for each of the six IGCC cases is compared in Figure 2.  The 
TPC includes equipment with initial chemical and catalyst loadings, materials, labor, 
indirect construction costs, construction management costs, engineering, and 
contingencies.  Owner’s costs are not included. 
 Figure 2 – IGCC Total Plant Cost  
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Project contingencies in the range of 20% were added to the IGCC plant costs to cover 
project uncertainty and the cost of any additional equipment that could result from 
detailed design.  Process contingencies were added to compensate for uncertainties 
arising as a result of the state of technology development.  The following process 
contingencies were added for the IGCC cases: 
 

• 5% on the slurry pump and feed in the GE IGCC case since the systems are 
operating at a higher pressure than standard 

• 15% on the gasifier and syngas coolers in all IGCC cases to account for the next 
commercial offering of gasifiers and integration with the power island 

• 20% on the 2-stage Selexol unit in all IGCC capture cases since the technology 
is unproven at commercial scale in IGCC service 

• 5% on mercury removal in all IGCC cases since there is minimal commercial- 
scale experience in IGCC applications 

• 5% on the combustion turbine generator for all non-capture IGCC cases to 
account for syngas firing and ASU integration 

• 10% on the combustion turbine generator for all capture IGCC cases to account 
for the use of high hydrogen firing 

• 5% on the instrumentation and controls in all IGCC cases to cover integration 
issues 

 
The results of the analysis indicate that the average capital cost for the non-capture 
IGCC cases is roughly $1850/kW.  With CCS, the IGCC TPC increases by about 35 
percent on average, resulting in an average capital cost of about $2500/kW. 



Efficiency 
The net plant HHV efficiencies for the six IGCC cases are compared in Figure 3.  This 
analysis indicates that without CCS the average efficiency of today’s IGCC is about 39 
percent.  When CCS is added, the efficiency penalty is about a 7 percentage point HHV 
drop, resulting in an average efficiency of roughly 32 percent (HHV).   

Cost-of-Electricity  

Figure 3 – IGCC Net Plant Efficiency  
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The cost-of-electricity is a measure of the coal-to-busbar cost of power expressed in 
mills/kWh.  In this analysis, the COE is levelized over a 20-year period and includes the 
TPC and 20-year levelized values for fixed and variable operating and maintenance 
costs, consumable operating costs, and fuel costs.  For the capture cases, capital and 
operating costs were estimated for CO2 transport, storage and monitoring.  These costs 
were also levelized over a 20-year period. 
 

Figure 4 – IGCC Levelized Cost of Electricity 
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The IGCC plants generate power at an LCOE of about 78 mills/kWh (7.8 cents/kWh) at 
a capacity factor of 80 percent.  When CCS is included, the increased TPC and reduced 
efficiency result in a higher LCOE of about 106 mills/kWh (10.6 cents/kWh).  The 
transport, storage and maintenance costs are a small fraction of the increase in COE.  
Most of the cost and efficiency penalty results from CO2 capture and compression. 
 
 
Environmental Impacts 
Table 4 indicates that the emissions from all six IGCC plants evaluated meet or exceed 
the CoalFleet IGCC Design Basis.  CO2 emissions are reduced by a nominal 90 percent 
in the GEE and Shell capture cases, resulting in less than 460,000 tons/year of CO2 
emissions.  In the case of CoP, the capture target of 90 percent could not be achieved 
because of the high syngas methane content (3.5 vol% compared to 0.10 vol% in the 
GEE gasifier and 0.04% in the Shell gasifier).  Methane is not converted in the water 
gas shift reactors nor it is removed by the Selexol unit.  The CoP capture case achieved 
an 88.4% reduction in CO2. The cost of CO2 avoided (see Table 4 footnote for 
definition) ranges from $27/ton to $37/ton.   

Table 4 – Comparative Emissions for the Six IGCC Cases @ 80% Capacity Factor 
 IGCC 
Pollutant GEE CoP E-Gas™  Shell 
CO2 Capture  

COMPARISON TO OTHER FOSSIL FUEL POWER SYSTEMS 

Pulverized Coal 
The four PC cases employ a one-on-one configuration comprising a state-of-the-art PC 
steam generator and steam turbine.  The boiler is a dry-bottom, wall-fired unit that 
employs low-nitrogen oxides (NOx) burners with over-fire air and selective catalytic 

No Yes No Yes No Yes 
CO2       

• tons/year 3,937,729 401,124 3,777,817 459,970 3,693,990 361,056 
• lb/106 Btu 197 19.6 199 23.5 200 18.7 
• cost of CO2 

avoided1 ($/ton) 
--- 27 --- 36 --- 37 

SO2       
• tons/year 254 196 237 164 230 204 
• lb/106 Btu 0.0127 0.0096 0.0125 0.0084 0.0124 0.0105 

NOx       
• tons/year 1,096 955 1,126 972 1,082 944 
• lb/106 Btu 0.055 0.047 0.059 0.050 0.058 0.049 

Particulate       
• tons/year 142 145 135 139 131 137 
• lb/106 Btu 0.0071 0.0071 0.0071 0.0071 0.0071 0.0071 

Mercury       
• tons/year 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 
• lb/TBtu 0.571 0.571 0.571 0.571 0.571 0.571 

1The cost of CO2 avoided is defined as the difference in the 20-year levelized cost-of-electricity between controlled and 
uncontrolled like cases, divided by the difference in CO2 emissions in kg/MWh 



reduction for NOx control, a wet-limestone, forced-oxidation scrubber for sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) and mercury (Hg) control, and a fabric filter for particulate control.  Steam cycle 
conditions for the sub-critical PC plant are 16.5 MPa/566C/566C (2400psig 
psig/1050F/1050F), and for the super-critical PC plant steam conditions are 24.1 
MPa/593C/593C (3500psig/1100F/1100F).  In the cases with CCS, the PC plant is 
equipped with the Econamine FG Plus™ process.  The coal feed rate is increased in 
the CCS cases to increase the gross steam turbine output and account for the higher 
auxiliary load of carbon capture and compression.  The boiler and steam turbine 
industry’s ability to match unit size to a custom specification has been commercially 
demonstrated, enabling a common net output of 550 MWe for the PC cases in this 
study.   The capacity factor for PC plants is assumed to be 85 percent. 

Natural Gas Combined Cycles 
The NGCC cases use two F-class turbines, each generating a gross 185 MWe.  The 
two turbines are coupled with two HRSGs and one steam turbine generator in a multi-
shaft 2x2x1 configuration.  For the CCS cases, CO2 is removed in an Econamine 
process that imposes a significant auxiliary power load on the system and requires 
significant extraction steam, reducing the steam turbine power output.  The steam 
conditions for the NGCC are 16.5 MPa/566C/510C (2400psig/1050F/950F).  Similar to 
the IGCC cases, the NGCC cases are constrained by the combustion turbine size.  The 
NGCC cases have a total net power output of 560 MWe without CCS and 482 MWe 
with capture.   The NGCC plants are assumed to operate in baseload application at a 
capacity factor of 85 percent. 

System Comparison 
The energy efficiency of the NGCC is greater than 50 percent (HHV) and is the most 
efficient of the fossil energy power plant options.  The supercritical PC and IGCC have 
similar efficiencies of about 39 percent, HHV.  Figure 5 shows the relative energy 
efficiency of each technology case. 

 
Figure 5 - Plant Efficiency 
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With CCS, the energy penalty is greatest for the PC plants at 12 percentage points.  
This reduces PC plant efficiency to about 26 percent (HHV) making it the least efficient 
option.  The penalty for CCS is about 7 percentage points for both the NGCC and IGCC 
cases, so the NGCC still maintains the highest efficiency of the plants evaluated at over 
40 percent (HHV).  IGCC has an efficiency advantage over PC in the CCS cases 
primarily because the CO2 is more concentrated in IGCC syngas than in PC flue gas, 
thus requiring less energy for capture.  The efficiency of the IGCC plants with CCS is 
approximately 32 percent (HHV).  
 
All cases exceed the environmental requirements set forth in the study design basis.  
Best Available Control Technology was applied to each of the PC and NGCC cases, 
and the resulting emissions compared to 2006 New Source Performance Standards 
limits and recent permit averages.    The natural gas systems are the cleanest fossil 
power plants due to the low sulfur content and lower carbon-to-hydrogen ratio of the 
natural gas.  IGCC plants are the cleanest coal-based systems, with significantly lower 
levels of criteria pollutants than the PC plants.   
 
The coal-based plants have a much higher TPC than NGCC, both with and without 
CCS.  For IGCC, the TPC is about $1,840/kWe, varying somewhat based on the 
gasifier type.  This is nearly 20 percent higher than the TPC for a PC supercritical plant, 
which is about $1,550/kWe.  
 
With CCS, the TPC for NGCC and PC plants increases by about 110 and 85 percent 
respectively, whereas the TPC for the IGCC plant increases by only 35 percent.  The 
NGCC plant capital requirement is still the lowest at under  $1,200/kWe, while the IGCC 
plants cost approximately $2,500/kWe, and the PC plants cost over $2,800/kWe.  
Figure 6 shows the TPC for each technology case. 
 

Figure 6 – Total Plant Cost 
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 Total Plant Capital Cost includes equipment, materials, labor, indirect construction costs, 

construction management costs, engineering, and contingencies.  Owners costs are not included. 
CCS = Carbon capture and sequestration 



Cost-of-electricity in this study is levelized over a 20-year period and expressed in 
mills/kWh.  Figure 7 shows a breakdown by component of the levelized COE for each 
technology.  The COE for non-CCS cases ranges from about 63 mills/kWh (6.3 
cents/kWh) for PC to 68.3 mills/kWh (6.8 cents/kWh) for NGCC and 77.9 mills/kWh (7.8 
cents/kWh) on average for IGCC. 

 
Figure 7 – Cost of Electricity Comparison 
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IGCC is the least expensive coal-based option for CO2 removal with an average 
levelized COE of 102 mills/kWh (10.2 cents/kWh).  This is about 9 percent lower than 
the COE for PC plants equipped with CCS, which generate electricity at a cost of 111 
mills/kWh (11.1 cents/kWh).  On an avoided cost of CO2 basis, IGCC is the least 
expensive option overall ($35/tonne).  However, this still amounts to an increase in the 
COE of about 40 percent compared to the non-capture case (see Figure 8).  
 

Figure 8 – CO2 Mitigation Costs 
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CONCLUSION 
Based on this analysis, several observations can be made: 
 
• Coal-based plants using today’s technology are capable of producing electricity 

at relatively high efficiencies of about 39%, HHV (without capture) on bituminous 
coal and at the same time meet or exceed current environmental requirements 
for criteria pollutants.    

 
• Capital cost (total plant cost) for the non-capture plants are in ascending cost 

order:  $554/kW for NGCC; $1561/kW (average) for PC; $1841/kW (average) for 
IGCC.  With CCS, plant capital costs are:  $1169/kW for NGCC; $2496/kW 
(average) for IGCC; $2788/kW (average) for PC.  

 
• At fuel costs of $1.80/ton for coal and $6.75/MMBtu for natural gas, the 20-year 

levelized cost of electricity for the non-capture plants are:  64 mills/kWh 
(average) for PC; 68 mills/kWh for NGCC; 78 mills/kWh (average) for IGCC. 

 
• When today’s technology for carbon capture and sequestration is integrated into 

these new power plants, the resultant 20-year levelized COE including the cost of 
CO2 transport, storage and monitoring is: 97 mills/kWh for NGCC; 106 mills/kWh 
(average) for IGCC; and 117 mills/kWh (average) for PC.  The cost of 
transporting CO2 fifty miles for storage in a geologic formation with over 30 years 
of monitoring is determined to add only 3-4 mills/kWh to the COE.  This 
represents less than 15 percent of the total carbon capture and sequestration 
costs.  

 
• Carbon capture and sequestration adds 40 percent to the IGCC cost of 

electricity.  It adds more than 80 percent to the PC plant electricity production 
cost.  Opportunity exists for improving the performance and cost of the base 
clean coal technology plant as well as of CO2 capture technology.  

 
• Fossil Energy RD&D is aimed at developing new approaches to improve the 

competitiveness of these systems to cleanly and efficiently generate power in 
today’s market and regulatory environment, as well as to affordably capture and 
sequester greenhouse gases in a carbon constrained scenario.  The results of 
this analysis provide a starting point from which to measure the progress of R&D 
toward achieving these goals. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Great Plains Synfuels Plant, located near Beulah, North Dakota, is the only commercial-
scale gasification plant operating in the United States that produces Synthetic Natural Gas (SNG) 
from coal.  The plant is owned and operated by Dakota Gasification Company (DGC), which is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC), based in Bismarck, 
North Dakota.  
 
The concept for the Synfuels Plant originated in the 1970s and grew from a desire to alleviate the 
United States’ dependence on foreign oil.  Today upwards of 150 million standard cubic feet per 
day (MMSCFD) of SNG are produced and exported to consumers throughout the Midwest via 
the Northern Border Pipeline.  Numerous byproducts and co-products, including anhydrous 
ammonia, ammonium sulfate fertilizer, phenol, cresylic acid, krypton/xenon, naphtha and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) enhance the viability of the facility.   
 
The Great Plains Synfuels Plant has operated 14 Lurgi Mark IV gasifiers for over 20 years.  On 
April 24, 1984, the gasification plant began producing an intermediate raw gas.  Subsequently, 
the first synthetic natural gas entered the nation’s interstate pipeline network on July 28, 1984.  
While the facility had its challenges, it is a technical success story.  Under current energy 
markets, it is an economic success as well. 
 
This paper discusses the operation of the Lurgi Mark IV gasifier with North Dakota lignite coal.  
The effects of coal quality, and operational changes and limits, are described.  Facility efficiency 
is discussed in terms of plant capacity factor.  Maintenance needs, both planned and unplanned, 
are highlighted, with emphasis on the scope of scheduled turnarounds.



 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Great Plains Synfuels Plant is the only commercial-scale coal gasification plant in the 
United States that manufactures natural gas for sale.  The Synfuels Plant is owned and operated 
by Dakota Gasification Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Basin Electric Power 
Cooperative, based in Bismarck, North Dakota.   
 
The plant’s genesis lies in the energy crisis of the 1970s when Americans felt the tightening grip 
from oil-producing nations of the Middle East.  It is the only project operating today that is tied 
to the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, which was enacted to 
spur developments that could help the United States achieve energy independence.   
 
The $2.1 billion plant began operating in 1984.  Using the Lurgi gasification process, the 
Synfuels Plant gasifies lignite (a low-rank form of coal) to produce valuable gases and liquids.  
The gas path portion of the plant is configured in two 50% trains, with a maximum total capacity 
of 170 MMSCFD of SNG.  Including planned and unplanned outages and rate reductions, the 
average annual plant loading factor is typically about 90 to 92%.  The product SNG is piped into 
the Northern Border pipeline, which runs to Ventura, Iowa, for distribution in the Midwestern 
and Eastern United States. 
 
The Synfuels Plant also produces up to 1150 tons per day of anhydrous ammonia, approximately 
150 MMSCFD of CO2, and a variety of other byproducts.  The ammonia is primarily sold into 
the regional agricultural market, with smaller amounts purchased by industrial users around the 
country.  The CO2 is compressed and delivered through a 205-mile pipeline to EnCana and 
Apache Corporation oilfields near Weyburn, Saskatchewan, Canada, for use in enhanced oil 
recovery.  As an added environmental benefit, virtually all of the injected CO2 is expected to 
remain sequestered in the depleted oil fields long after they have been abandoned. 
 
The Synfuels Plant consumes about 18,500 tons daily of lignite supplied by the nearby Freedom 
Mine.  The mine is owned and operated by the Coteau Properties Company, a subsidiary of the 
North American Coal Corporation. 
 
THE GREAT PLAINS SYNFUELS PLANT PROCESS 
 
The process of turning lignite into SNG begins by feeding approximately 55 tons/hour of golf 
ball-to-baseball-sized coal to each of 14 Lurgi Mark IV gasifiers (see Figure 1).  In the Lurgi 
moving bed gasifiers, steam and oxygen are fed to the bottom of the gasifier and distributed by a 
revolving grate.  The steam and oxygen slowly rise through the coal bed, reacting with the coal 
to produce a raw gas stream.   
 
The raw gas stream that exits each gasifier is first cooled in a waste heat boiler that generates 100 
psig saturated steam.  After this initial cooling step, two-thirds of the raw gas is sent to additional 
waste heat recovery and cooling water exchangers where it is cooled to 95oF.   
 



The remaining one-third of the raw gas is sent to Shift Conversion, where the composition of the 
gas is modified by converting a portion of the carbon monoxide (CO) and water vapor to carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen.  The shifted gas is then cooled to 95oF and combined with the 
cooled raw gas to become what is called “mixed gas.” 
 
The mixed gas stream is sent to the acid gas unit where CO2 and sulfur compounds are removed 
by a cold methanol wash.  The Great Plains Synfuels Plant utilizes the Rectisol Process, licensed 
by Lurgi, a German company, to accomplish this step.  Naphtha components are also removed by 
the cold methanol wash.  The naphtha stream, once separated from the methanol, can either be 
further treated and sold as a byproduct, or burned in the plant’s main boilers as a liquid fuel.  The 
synthesis gas product from the Rectisol unit is then sent to Methanation, where SNG is produced.  
Following Methanation, the SNG is compressed, dried, and sent to the pipeline. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1.  Great Plains Synfuels Plant Process 
 
 
The waste gas stream from the Rectisol Unit is the plant’s primary source of CO2.  This stream is 
comprised primarily of the CO2 and sulfur compounds removed from the mixed gas, but it also 
contains smaller amounts of combustible hydrocarbons.  The entire waste gas stream had 
historically been used as gaseous fuel in the plant’s three main boilers, to recover its 40 to 50 
Btu/SCF of heating value, and oxidize the H2S (hydrogen sulfide) and other sulfur components 
into SO2 (sulfur dioxide).  However, beginning in 2000, a portion of this stream has become the 
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plant’s newest byproduct.  The CO2 is now compressed to 2700 psig and sent to Canada via a 
new 205-mile pipeline.   
 
Gasification of lignite (which contains an average of 36 wt. % moisture) also produces a dirty 
water stream called gas liquor.  Gas liquor contains, in part, tars, oils, phenolic compounds, and 
ammonia.  This liquor stream is condensed from raw gas and shifted gas at the various steps 
where these gases are cooled prior to the cold methanol wash in the Rectisol Unit. 
 
The condensed liquor is first treated in the Gas Liquor Separation Unit where, through gravity 
separation, any tar, coal fines, and tar oil are removed.  The tar and coal fines are recycled back 
to the gasifiers.  The tar oil is used as a liquid fuel in the main plant boilers. 
 
The treated raw gas liquor from the Gas Liquor Separation Unit is further processed in two 
additional units, Phenosolvan and Phosam, which remove crude phenolic compounds and 
ammonia, respectively.  Stripped gas liquor, which is the treated water from these two areas, is 
sent to the plant’s cooling tower as make-up water.  The crude phenol stream is further processed 
in a Phenol Purification Unit, where pure phenol and cresylic acid are produced as saleable 
byproducts. 
 
In 1996 a used 1000-ton per day CF Braun ammonia plant was purchased and relocated from Ft. 
Madison, Iowa, to the Great Plains Synfuels Plant.  The ammonia plant is a conventional unit 
with the exception that it does not need a primary reformer, due to the composition of the feed 
gas.  Air and a portion of the synthesis gas from the Rectisol Unit are preheated and fed directly 
to the secondary reformer.  The remainder of the ammonia process is like in any other 
conventional plant.  Several improvements to the original design have increased the maximum 
production capacity to 1150 tons per day.  Recently, however, the ammonia plant has been 
operated for only part of each year, depending on ammonia and natural gas market conditions.   
  
The Great Plains Synfuels Plant has three Riley Stoker boilers and two CE direct-fired 
superheaters.  The Riley boilers convert purified boiler feedwater into 1150 psig superheated 
steam; while the “superheaters” superheat 1250 psig saturated steam produced from waste heat 
in the Methanation Unit and the Ammonia Plant.  The steam from both sources is combined and 
used in turbine drivers for several large compressors throughout the plant.  A majority of the 550 
psig exhaust steam from these turbines is used as reaction steam in the gasifiers, with the 
remainder sent to distillation column reboilers and other plant users. 
 
The flue gas from the boilers is processed in a unique FGD (Flue Gas Desulfurization) unit, 
where ammonia is used as the reagent in a solution that absorbs a minimum of 93% of the 
incoming SO2.  The solution is then dewatered, and the resulting solid product further processed 
to produce a granular ammonium sulfate fertilizer, marketed under the trade name Daksul 45®. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
GASIFICATION PROCESS  
 
The 14 Lurgi Mark IV gasifiers are configured as two independent trains of 7 gasifiers each.  
This design allows for common equipment outages while continuing operation at reduced rates.  
 
Seven gasifiers were manufactured in Memphis, Tennessee, by Chicago Bridge and Iron, and the 
other seven were manufactured in Japan by Hitachi.  The gasifiers are 13 feet in diameter, 40 feet 
high, and weigh 165 tons empty.   
  
Coal is continually being added to the gasifier via batch cycling of the coal lock.  The desired 
coal size is 1/4-inch to 2-inch pieces.  At full rates the coal lock is cycled every 8 minutes.  Ash 
is continually removed from the bottom of the gasifier by a rotating grate.  The 550 pound steam 
and oxygen mix together in the mixing tube and enter the gasifier through agent distribution 
holes in the grate.  Oxygen is consumed in the fire bed and creates the heat necessary for the 
gasification process to occur.  The 550 pound steam helps cool the molten ash so that it will fuse 
together in small 2-inch by 2-inch pieces.  The ash falls into the ashlock, which is cycled once 
every 75 minutes to dump the ash into the sluiceway.   
 
The gasifier has five process zones: the ash zone, the combustion zone, the gasification zone, the 
carbonization zone, and the drying zone (Figure 2). 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2.  Lurgi Mark IV Gasifier 
 
 



 
In the combustion zone the coal and oxygen react to form carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.  
These reactions are exothermic, heating the combustion zone to approximately 2200oF.  The ash 
temperature is controlled to allow ash to begin to melt and fuse together.  Steam is added, which 
cools the combustion zone and increases the ash fusion temperature.   
 
The hot gas passes upward from the combustion zone into the gasification zone.  The gas in the 
gasification zone combines carbon dioxide, steam, and carbon monoxide to form hydrogen, 
methane, and carbon monoxide.  These reactions are endothermic, cooling the gasification zone 
to 1400oF. 
 
In the carbonization zone, or devolatilization zone, aromatic or volatile matter in the coal is 
driven out at approximately 800oF. 
 
In the drying zone the moisture from the coal is driven off at a controlled rate. 
 
GASIFIER OUTAGES 
 
A schedule for gasifier preventive maintenance has been developed based on operational 
experience.  Gasifier reliability is a key plant performance indicator.  Hard surfacing of various 
components, metallurgy upgrades, lubrication modifications, and design changes have recently 
allowed the time between planned outages (turnarounds) to be increased from 18 months to 24 
months.  Table 1 shows the five levels of turnarounds and major maintenance activity associated 
with each level.  These outages range from 5 to 14 days. 
   
Typically, a gasifier has a Level A outage every 8 years, while a Level D+ is only conducted 
when inspection indicates poor jacket condition.  The timeframe between Level D+ outages is 8 
to 12 years.   
 
To facilitate these planned outages, spare coal locks, ash locks, grate drives, and grates are 
continually refurbished on plant site.  Figure 2, above, shows the location of the components 
replaced during these outages.   
 



 

Level A Level B Level C Level D Level D+ 

Change ash lock Change ash lock Change ash lock Change ash lock Change ash lock 
Change coal lock Change coal lock Change coal lock Change coal lock Change coal lock
 
5-day outage 

Replace grate 
drives 

 
5-day outage 

Replace grate 
drives 

Replace grate 
drives 

 Replace oxygen 
check valve 

 Replace oxygen 
check valve 

Replace oxygen 
check valve 

  
8-day outage 

 Complete grate 
overhaul and 
internal repairs 

Complete grate 
overhaul and 
internal repairs 

    
10-day outage 

Change jacket 
 
14-day outage 

   
TABLE 1:  Gasifier Preventive Maintenance 

 
 
As mentioned previously, the gas path portion of the plant is configured in two 50% trains.  A 
train is brought down during one of two half plant turnarounds each spring.  These outages are 7 
to 10 days.  The main purpose of these outages is to:  
 

• Clean heat exchangers. 
• Conduct preventive maintenance on major rotating equipment. 
• Change out catalyst. 
• Conduct internal inspections and repairs as required by the Process Safety Management 

regulations. 
• Install process improvements projects that require an outage.   

 
One gasifier is scheduled during each of these half plant turnarounds for a gasifier outage based 
on Table 1.  In addition, each train is taken down for common train work. 
 
Table 2 shows the gasifier outages for 2006.  The gasifiers had a 94 percent online factor.  The 
outage days in Table 2 are based on each calendar day consisting of 14 gasifier days, yielding 
5110 gasifier days per year. 
 
 

Gasifier Planned Outages 56 days 
Gasifier Unplanned Outages 78 days 

A Train Planned Outages 67 days 
B Train Planned Outages 103 days 

 
TABLE 2:  2006 Gasifier Outages 

 



 
 
GASIFIER PERFORMANCE 
 
Coal quality 
 
The performance of the Lurgi Mark IV is dependent on the quality of the coal.  The gasifier 
responds well to small variations in coal quality.  If coal quality varies from normal parameters, 
and appropriate action is not taken, either an outage, or what we refer to as a “sick gasifier,” will 
result.  A sick gasifier generally requires reduced production rates, in order to “heal” the gasifier. 
 
Three primary coal quality parameters are monitored: 
 

1. Sodium content 
2. Percent fines 
3. Percent water  

 
Sodium content is important because a concentration higher than 8% will significantly lower the 
ash fusion temperature.  When this occurs, large ash agglomerations form within the gasifier, 
causing channeling.  If severe, the large “clinkers” will cause internal damage to the grates.  An 
outage is necessary to repair the grate.  
 
Coal with greater than 4% fines < 1/4 inch will cause some channeling, but, more importantly, 
the gasifier will “flash.”  Flashing is a very rapid increase in gasifier pressure.   The gasifiers will 
automatically shut down under these conditions, resulting in lost production.  Although not 
proven, it is suspected that this occurrence contributes to jacket failures, which require an outage 
to repair.  In many cases, these flashes will carry fine coal over into the waste heat exchangers, 
down stream of the gasifier.  Plugged heat exchanger sump outlets occur if the carryover is too 
great. 
 
Water content greater than 39% will result in operational upsets similar to those from high fines.  
 
Operational limits   
 
Gasifier operational limits are coal specific.  The parameters given here will NOT be directly 
applicable to lignite from a different mine or different types of coal such as subbituminous.  The 
operational targets need to be developed for each situation. 
 
Operational parameters that can be changed to affect the gasifier operation are rather limited.   
 
There are three main controls used: 
 

1. Steam/oxygen ratio 
2. Grate drive speed 
3. Gasifier rate 

 



The most commonly used parameter is the steam/oxygen (Stm/O2) ratio.  This is defined as the 
pounds per hour of steam injection divided by the standard cubic feet per hour of oxygen flow to 
the gasifier.  The Stm/O2 ratio is used to correct a number of variables which deviate from 
targeted values.  Two of these variables are carbon dioxide content and high gasifier outlet 
temperature. 
 
The carbon dioxide content of the gasifier outlet gas is targeted to be 32% to 33%.  When the 
CO2 value is lower than this target the Stm/O2 ratio is typically increased.  When the CO2 value 
is higher than this target, the Stm/O2 ratio is lowered. 
 
High gasifier outlet temperatures can also be controlled by the Stm/O2 ratio.  The usual deviation 
from the mid 400oF range target value is increased temperature.  When this happens the Stm/O2 
ratio is increased, which quenches the fire bed in the gasifier. 
 
The grate drive speed is used to control the ash lock temperature.  This temperature gives an 
indirect indication of where the fire bed is located.  Typically, this is targeted to be in the  
mid 600oF range.  When the ash lock temperature increases, the grate drive is slowed down.  
When the ash lock temperature decreases, the grate drive speed is increased. 
 
Gasifier rate is the control parameter of last choice.  This decreases the rate through the gasifier 
and obviously reduces production.  When a gasifier is sick and will not respond to other process 
changes, the throughput is reduced, and the gasifier is allowed to heal.  Typically, the rate is 
reduced to approximately 80% of normal throughput, and the deviated process variable is 
allowed to come back into line.  Once this variable is back to normal, rates are increased slowly, 
while maintaining the normal values. 
 
FACILITY EFFICIENCY 
 
The plant capacity factor is based on 170 MMSCFD equivalent production rate.  Equivalent 
production includes exported natural gas and internally consumed intermediate gas streams.  The 
original design production rate for the plant was 137.5 MMSCFD.  The plant capacity factor goal 
is 91%.  The following chart (Figure 3) shows production as a percentage of plant capacity. 
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FIGURE 3.  Plant Capacity 

 
 
As illustrated, there has been some variability in plant production.  The decrease in 1997 was due 
to a prolonged initial start-up of the relocated ammonia plant, along with a number of boiler 
outages.  The other significant drop in 2004 was a result of the facility’s first complete shutdown 
or “black plant.”  During the black plant, in addition to the normal train outages, all of the 
common equipment was brought down at the same time.  This outage was undertaken to meet 
regulations requiring the inspection of equipment and vessels.  It is anticipated that another 
outage of this type will occur in approximately ten years.   
 
SUMMARY 
 
The performance of the Lurgi Mark IV gasifier, using ND lignite, has been proven over the last 
twenty plus years at the Great Plains Synfuels Plant.  Production through the facility has been 
continually increased via operational changes and installation of debottlenecking projects.  
Reliability has also been enhanced by implementing various upgrades to the gasifiers and other 
plant equipment.  Because of these improvements the facility will consistently operate at a plant 
capacity factor of 90%.   
 
Studies are continually underway seeking additional modifications which may increase the 
capacity factor or overall plant efficiency. 
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Introduction 
The Power Systems Development Facility (PSDF) located in Wilsonville, Alabama, was 
established in 1995 to lead the United States' effort to develop cost-competitive, 
environmentally acceptable, coal-based power plant technologies. The PSDF includes an 
engineering scale demonstration of key components of an Integrated Gasification 
Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plant, including a KBR (formerly Kellogg, Brown, & 
Root) Transport Gasifier, a Siemens Particulate Control Device (PCD), syngas cooling, 
and high pressure solids handling systems.  These components are designed at sufficient 
size to provide data for commercial scale-up.  As of May 2007, the PSDF gasification 
process had been operated for more than 10,000 hours.   
 
The Transport Gasifier is a circulating fluidized bed reactor designed to operate at higher 
circulation rates and riser densities than conventional circulating bed units.  The higher 
circulation rates result in higher throughput, better mixing, and higher mass and heat 
transfer rates. Since the gasifier uses a dry feed system and does not slag the ash, it is 
particularly well-suited for high moisture and high ash fuels such as subbituminous coal 
and lignite.  The gasifier has operated in both air-blown and oxygen-blown modes. This 
paper will discuss the most recent testing of the gasification process at the PSDF.   
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Project Description 
Figure 1 below illustrates the general flow diagram of the gasification process at the 
PSDF.  A lock hopper assembly supplies fuel to the pressurized gasifier, while a separate 
system supplies sorbent, if necessary, to capture sulfur in the fuel. A burner is available to 
heat the gasifier from ambient conditions to a temperature suitable for adding coal, but is 
only necessary during startup. The continuous coarse ash depressurization (CCAD) 
system, located beneath the gasifier, allows for the removal of bed material to control the 
gasifier bed inventory.  
 

Figure 1.  PSDF Gasification Process Flow Diagram. 
 
The gasifier consists of an assembly of refractory-lined pipe that includes a mixing zone, 
riser, solids separation and collection unit, and a solids recycle section. The solids from 
the separation and collection unit enter the lower portion of the mixing zone and combust 
to provide the heat necessary for the gasification reactions. The coal and sorbent are fed 
to the gasifier in the upper mixing zone, where the hot circulating solids traveling upward 
from the lower mixing zone provide the heat necessary to devolatilize and gasify the coal 
in the riser, producing syngas and gasification ash. The Transport Gasifier operating 
temperature for Powder River Basin (PRB) subbituminous coal and lignite is nominally 
1750°F. The PSDF gasifier has a maximum operating pressure of 294 psig and a thermal 
capacity of about 50 MMBtu/hr. 
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The syngas and solids mixture from the mixing zone flows through the riser to the solids 
separation unit. The separation system removes the majority of solid particles and sends 
them via the recycle section to the lower mixing zone for combustion, while the syngas 
exits the solids separation unit and proceeds to the primary gas cooler and the PCD. 
Although the carbon content in the circulating solids is low, the high circulation rate 
ensures that enough carbon is present to provide the heat necessary to maintain sufficient 
gasifier temperatures. Nitrogen or recycled syngas is used to fluidize the solids recycle 
sections to ensure that the circulating solids flow properly. Air or oxygen is necessary for 
combusting the recycled carbon, while steam provides a means for dispersing the oxidant 
and regulating the temperatures when using pure oxygen.  
 
After leaving the solids collection unit of the gasifier, the syngas flows into the primary 
gas cooler at a temperature of approximately 1700°F. The primary gas cooler decreases 
the syngas temperature to about 800°F before the gas enters the PCD. The gas flows into 
the vessel through a tangential entrance, around a shroud, and through the filter elements 
into the plenums. Virtually all the particulate from the syngas is removed by the PCD 
shown in Figures 2 and 3, which uses candle-type filter elements. The PCD contains a 
tube sheet holding up to 91 filter elements that are attached to one of two plenums.  A 
failsafe device located on the clean side of each element is designed to stop solids 
leakage in the event of a filter failure by acting as a back-up filter. High pressure gas is 
used to pulse clean the elements periodically to remove the accumulated solids, forcing 
the filter cake to fall to the PCD cone and into the continuous fine ash depressurization 
(CFAD) system. A common ash silo collects the solids removed via the CCAD and 
CFAD for disposal.  
 

        
 
Figure 2.  PCD Internals.    Figure 3.  Schematic of PCD. 
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The filtered syngas exiting the PCD continues to either a combustion turbine for 
producing electricity or to the secondary gas cooler and the atmospheric syngas 
combustor, where the gas is burned and all reduced sulfur compounds (H2S, COS, CS2) 
and reduced nitrogen compounds (NH3, HCN) become oxidized. Upon leaving the 
syngas combustor, the flue gas flows through a heat recovery boiler to cool the gas and to 
generate steam. The cooled gas then passes through a baghouse and out an exhaust stack. 
A slipstream test unit is also available for testing various catalysts and sorbents for 
removing syngas contaminants before sending the syngas to the atmospheric syngas 
combustor or to a fuel cell. To improve heating value and reduce nitrogen consumption, a 
recycle gas system can send a portion of the syngas back to the gasifier as fluidization 
gas. 
 
Operational History 
System commissioning and initial test campaigns were performed in combustion mode 
from 1996 to 1999. Operation in air-blown gasification mode began in September 1999. 
Four gasification commissioning tests, each lasting nominally 250 hours, were completed 
by early 2001. Since then, 17 test campaigns, each nominally 250 to 1,500 hours in 
duration, have been completed, resulting in over 10,000 hours of gasification testing. 
PRB subbituminous coal has been tested extensively, totaling about 7,700 hours. Three 
bituminous coals and four different lignite coals have also been tested. Transport reactor 
operation during combustion mode operation has been previously described (Liu, 1999), 
as has operation in early gasification testing (Loganbach, 2005).  
 
Prior to 2006, the Transport Gasifier configuration was based on a combined 
combustor/gasifier design that limited its performance as a gasifier. In early 2006, 
changes to the gasifier provided a new, more robust solids separation system as well as a 
larger diameter riser. These changes consisted of replacing approximately 85% of the 
refractory-lined gasifier. The primary goals were to improve the solids collection 
efficiency, and to increase the residence time in the gasifier to increase the carbon 
conversion and syngas heating value and to test a solids collection system better suited 
for commercial scale-up.  
 
Results  
In addition to the continued development of the Transport Gasifier, significant progress 
has been made in the development of supporting technologies for the gasification 
process.  Some major areas of technology development at the PSDF include the 
following: 
 

• Hot Gas Filtration—Testing and research has continued to yield critical 
information needed for commercial design.  A companion paper in these 
proceedings describes recent filtration research at the PSDF (Yongue, 
2007). 

• Coal Feeding—Additional work on the pressurized coal feed systems has 
increased the understanding and optimization of these systems.  



• Ash Removal—A new design concept for fine and coarse ash cooling and 
depressurizing was developed and successfully tested at the PSDF, 
providing reliable ash removal.  

• Sensor Development and Process Automation—A continued focus on 
development of advanced sensors for gasification technology in general 
has continued to provide critical progress in this area.   

• Syngas Analysis and Sampling—Advances in syngas sampling and 
analysis has improved the operational reliability of the systems and 
provided the data needed for technology development and process 
understanding.  

• Advanced Syngas Cleanup—A slipstream unit has provided a very 
flexible test platform for testing numerous syngas contaminant removal 
technologies. 

 
Transport Gasifier Performance 
The gasifier was modified in 2006 to improve the capture efficiency of the gasifier solids 
separation system and to increase the residence time in the gasifier. In August of 2006, 
the system was successfully commissioned and tested with PRB coal, achieving the most 
stable gasifier operations since testing began, and demonstrating improvements in the 
solids collection efficiency, syngas heating value, and carbon conversion.  The increase 
in separation efficiency led to a decrease in particle size and bulk density of the solids 
circulating in the gasifier; however, gasifier operations were not adversely affected. 
 
Syngas heating values after the modifications were the highest the Transport Gasifier at 
the PSDF had achieved. For air-blown operations with PRB, there was about a 20% 
increase in the raw syngas lower heating value. The raw lower heating values ranged as 
high 87 Btu/SCF on a wet basis and occasionally exceeded 100 Btu/SCF on a dry basis. 
Listed below in Table 1 are the commercially projected lower heating values achieved for 
the fuels tested during the runs following the gasifier modifications.  All values are 
acceptable for operating a combustion turbine. 
 

Table 1.  Projected Lower Heating Values.  

Type of Fuel 
Projected Lower Heating 

Value at Turbine Inlet 
(Btu/SCF) 

Mississippi Lignite 119 

North Dakota Lignite 128 

PRB 128 

 
Typically, carbon conversion for the Transport Gasifier has been high for low rank coals 
such as PRB (averaging 95%) and lignite (averaging 97%). The conversion, however, is 
notably lower at lower gasifier temperatures and also with higher rank coals.  The gasifier 
has been operated at lower operating temperature with lignite containing large amounts of 
sodium in the ash to prevent agglomeration caused when the sodium reacts with silica to 
form low melting point compounds. (Agglomeration with high sodium lignite has 



prevented long-term operation with these coals; operating strategies for more acceptable 
gasifier performance with high sodium lignite are currently being developed.)  Table 2 
lists the average carbon conversion for fuels tested to date, including PRB coal, lignite 
coals from the Falkirk and Freedom Mines in North Dakota and the Red Hills mine in 
Mississippi, and bituminous coals from Indiana and the Hiawatha seam in Utah. All of 
the carbon conversions shown on Table 2 were at similar gasifier temperatures with the 
exception of the Freedom Lignite (high sodium content). The data indicate that the 
carbon conversion improved after the gasifier modifications, with the average conversion 
for PRB coal increasing from 95.4% to 98.1%. 
 

Table 2.  Average Carbon Conversions. 

Type of Fuel Gasifier 
Configuration 

Average 
Carbon 

Conversion 

Standard 
Deviation 

Falkirk Lignite Original 97.0 0.9 
Freedom Lignite Original 95.1 3.1 
Freedom Lignite Modified 97.8 0.5 
Freedom Lignite 

(Low Temperature) Original 84.4 3.6 

Freedom Lignite 
(Low Temperature) Modified 93.9 2.2 

Hiawatha Bituminous Original 90.4 2.0 
Indiana Bituminous Original 83.2 1.8 
Mississippi Lignite Modified 97.8 1.0 

PRB Original 95.4 1.6 
PRB Modified 98.1 0.6 

 
Coal Feed Systems 
A coal preparation and feeder development program has been implemented to 
demonstrate and quantify systems that will optimize process performance, reduce capital 
cost, and improve reliability. Work to date includes determining the effect of feed particle 
size on the gasifier operations and performance and developing the operating envelope 
for different fuel types. Test run results achieved after the gasifier modifications have 
shown that the range of particle size (250-600 microns, mass median diameter) gives 
acceptable gasifier performance. Two key parameters for coal feeder system performance 
are the moisture content in the feed and the particle size distribution of the material. If the 
moisture content is too high, there are operating issues associated with the flowability of 
the material. If the feed contains an excessive amount of fines, the material will pack in 
the pressurizing vessel in the feed system; however, if the feed size is too large there can 
be issues with the discharge line plugging.  
 
Ash Removal Systems 
Two new ash removal systems were designed and tested as part of the Transport Gasifier 
train.  These proprietary systems (CCAD and CFAD) have no moving parts and do not 
require a pressurizing gas. These ash removal systems have together operated over 8,500 



hours with 100% availability over a range of particle size distributions.  Figure 4 shows 
the particle size range of material typically discharged by the CFAD and CCAD systems.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.  CFAD and CCAD Material Particle Size Distribustions. 

 
Sensor Development/Automation 
Significant progress with sensor development and process automation has been achieved.  
Development of reliable and accurate sensors for the gasification process has 
concentrated on coal feed, Transport Gasifier, and PCD systems. Extensive testing of a 
nuclear based coal feed rate measurement revealed limitations in the measurement 
capability. A combination of capacitance velocity and nuclear density was tested and 
proved to be an accurate instantaneous coal feed rate measurement.   
 
To improve gasifier temperature measurement reliability, various materials and 
instrument configurations have been tested. The effect of thermowell insertion length has 
also been studied. In low velocity regions, HR-160 thermowells have shown to be 
adequate; however, in higher velocity areas, extensive wear of these thermowells has 
been problematic. Ceramic thermowells procured from SynTemp have shown promise in 
high velocity regions, lasting over 1,000 hours with only minimal wear.  Because of the 
lower operating velocities in the riser after the gasifier modifications, erosion problems 
with the HR-160 thermowells have been minimized.  Based on the different insertion 
lengths tested, it was determined that a 2 inch insertion beyond the refractory wall plane 
is sufficient for 0.75 inch thermowells. There was no difference between the 
measurements made at insertion lengths from 2 to 8 inches. Results from the temperature 
measurement development at PSDF could be used for other gasification technologies as 
well.  
 
To reduce purge flow requirements and to prevent plugging of nozzles for gasifier 
pressure differential measurements, ceramic filters have been installed and tested. 
Although balancing the measurement is more sensitive, the measurement correlated well 
with standard measurements, as shown in Figure 5, and the instrument has not plugged 
during the testing.  
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Figure 5.  Pressure Differential Indicator (PDI) Instrument Using 
Ceramic Filter versus Standard PDI without Ceramic Filter. 

 
Another area of sensor testing has been on-line particulate monitoring at the PCD outlet.  
The Dust Alert 90 monitor from PCME infers a particulate concentration from the 
electrical charge flowing near the probe and has proven to reliably detect significant 
particle penetration through the PCD.  For detection of very small levels of particulate 
penetration, which is much more typical, the Process Metrix, Inc. Process Particle 
Counter (PPC), an extractive, laser-based single-particle counter, has been tested in 
recent runs.  The PPC appears to be able to reliably detect mass concentrations as low as 
0.5 ppmw and can potentially predict particle size distributions as well.  Although more 
development is needed, real-time, reliable particulate monitoring has been realized.   
 
Automation efforts have focused on Transport Gasifier operation.  As shown in Figure 6, 
the gasifier temperature control scheme effectively controls the gasifier temperature 
within 5°F by modulating the air flow rate.  Changes in set points are also effectively 
met, as shown in Figure 7. Gasifier standpipe level control has also been tested and has 
maintained the level within an acceptable range. Additional automation work has 
included automatic ramp rates for increasing the gasifier temperature and pressure during 
startup, as well as automated operation of most of the auxiliary equipment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.  Automatic Gasifier 
Temperature Control. 

 Figure 7.  Gasifier Temperature 
Control Response to Setpoint Change. 
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Gas Analysis and Sampling 
There have been several recent advances in the areas of gas analysis and sampling. Often 
performed in coordination with vendors, these include design changes to existing 
instruments, the employment of performance coatings, and novel applications of 
sampling techniques in conjunction with laboratory instruments.  For example, there have 
been changes made to a Gasmet Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analyzer 
manufactured by Temet. These changes include the relocation of several electrical 
components and the installation of a deflector directly into the sample cell. These changes 
have dramatically increased this analyzer's effectiveness.  Advancements in measuring 
active sulfur compounds have been achieved by the use of Sulfinert performance coatings 
by Restek Corporation.  These coatings allow for a fast and accurate analysis of hydrogen 
sulfide as well as other reactive compounds such as ammonia. Recently, laboratory gas 
chromatography (GC) analyzers have been used for the sulfur analyses previously 
mentioned.  These analyses, coupled with performance coatings and specific columns, 
have provided reliable and accurate data previously unattainable. Lastly, bomb sampling 
techniques as well as new reflux probe applications have opened up numerous sample 
locations that were inaccessible in the past. These applications allow for the direct 
sampling of gasifier locations, particulate-laden streams, and various points on gas 
cleanup systems.  
 
Advanced Syngas Cleanup 
In order to develop commercially viable syngas cleanup systems to achieve ultra low 
emissions from coal gasification processes, a slip stream test facility was implemented in 
mid-2003.  The cleanup facility is a flexible unit, and testing can be done simultaneously 
for individual components or removal technologies or for combinations thereof.  In 
addition to testing with syngas when the Transport Gasifier is in operation, tests are 
conducted during plant outages using bottled gases.  
 
The equipment includes several small reactors, knock out pots, and scrubbers which 
operate at varying temperatures, pressures, and flow rates.  Table 3 below lists the major 
equipment including approximate sizes and operating conditions.  The small reactors and 
solution scrubbers are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.   
 

Table 3.  Advanced Gas Cleanup Major Equipment. 

Equipment Temperature
oF 

Pressure
psig 

Syngas Flow Rate
lb/hr 

Micro Reactors (2” Χ 6”) 600 350 1 
Mini Reactors (1.5” Χ 3’) 1800 14 1 
Small Reactor RX700A (5.1” Χ 4’) 800 350 100 
Small Reactor RX700B (5.1” Χ 4’) 1400 45 50 
Small Reactor RX700C (5.1” Χ 4’) 700 350 100 
Mini Reactor RX700D (2” Χ 4’) 1600 200 20 
2 Water Scrubbers (12” Χ 4’) 250 100 30 
2 Knock out Pots (4” Χ 6’) 40 100 30 
2 Solution Scrubbers (12” Χ 4’) 150 100 30 
CO2 Capture Test Unit 400 2000 6 



 

 
 
Figure 9.  Small Reactors in Syngas 
Cleanup Facility. 

 Figure 10.  Solution Scrubbers in  
Syngas Cleanup Facility. 

    
 
A number of analytical methods have been used for determining removal efficiencies, 
including FTIR and GC analyzers and wet chemistry sampling.  The slip stream facility 
has also been used to provide outside researchers and developers a platform for testing of 
various technologies, such as fuel cell testing and trace metals removal, and is accessible 
for future testing, pending the availability of resources.   
 
Several hundred hours of testing have been achieved thus far using various contaminant 
removal technologies.  The main contaminants of interest and the general technologies 
employed are shown below in Table 4.   
 

Table 4.  Syngas Cleanup Contaminants and Removal Technologies. 

Syngas Contaminant Technology Examples of 
Sorbents/Catalysts  

Ammonia High Temperature Cracking; 
Hot Gas Sorbents 

Nickel-based catalysts; 
Zeolites 

Alkali, Trace Metals Hot Gas Sorbent; Scrubbing Various materials; 
condensate scrubbing 

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Solution Absorption/Regeneration Conventional solvents 
Carbonyl Sulfide 
(COS) 

COS Hydrolysis Catalysts Activated aluminum oxide; 
titanium dioxide 

Chloride Acid Gas Cleanup Solutions and 
Sorbents 

Trona sorbent 

Mercury Hot Gas Sorbents Activated carbon; Coated 
sorbents 

Organics High Temperature Cracking; 
Reforming  

Fluid Catalytic Cracking 
catalysts; Nickel-based 
catalysts 

Sulfur Hot Gas Sorbents and Solutions; 
Direct Oxidation 

Nano materials; Iron and 
zinc based sorbents; 
Conventional solvents 



 
 
Conclusions 
The PSDF continuously endeavors to improve all aspects of the gasification process. The 
Transport Gasifier has been successfully tested, operating in air-blown and oxygen-blown 
gasification modes for over 10,000 hours.  Operations to date have generated data and 
experience valuable to the design of the first Transport Gasifier-based commercial plant.  
Sponsored by the Department of Energy’s Clean Coal Power Initiative program, this 
285-MW IGCC unit will be built in Orlando, Florida.  Southern Company and KBR are 
currently in the design phase, and the projected start date is mid-2010. 
 
Future Testing 
To support the development of CO2 reduction technology, a major area of future testing 
at the PSDF will be advanced syngas cleanup with CO2 separation.  In addition to 
exploring the operating envelopes for conventional separation technologies, 
developmental technologies will also be evaluated.  Other testing to support further 
enhancement of the entire gasification process will involve expanding gasifier fuel 
diversity, continuing process automation work and sensor development, and evaluating 
developmental coal feed system technologies.  The next test run is scheduled to begin in 
late July 2007 using a lignite coal from North Dakota.  
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Abstract 
Arizona Public Service (APS) Advanced Hydrogasification Project’s (AHP) mission is 

to develop and demonstrate an engineering-scale coal hydrogasification-based process for co-
production of Substitute Natural Gas (SNG) and electricity from Western coals, with near zero 
CO2 emission.  The Phase I study focused on process alternatives selection, hydrogasification 
reactor configuration, process flow modeling, and bench scale experimental design.  It is 
anticipated that 60% carbon in the coal can be hydrogasified.  More than 50% methane yield is 
expected at the desired operating conditions of 1,600°F and 1,000 psi.  Unconverted coal will 
be introduced into the oxy-burner to produce CO2 and generate electricity.  The CO2 stream 
out of the oxy-burner is introduced to an algae farm.  The algae farm can capture about 150 
tons/acre-year carbon dioxide and produce 11,000 gallons biodiesel and 50 tons cattle meal 
annually per acre, based on GreenFuel Technology GEN3 performance tests.  Bench scale lab 
testing is being designed to mainly determine the energy and material balance around the 
gasifier and to study the hydrogasification kinetics.  The effect of temperature, pressure, 
H2/Coal ratio, H2/O2 ratio (for H2/O2 tip burner), coal residence time, and coal particle size will 
be investigated.  The composition of the gas stream (CH4, CO, CO2, H2S, H2O, H2, light HCs), 
the weight and composition of oil (light aromatics, tar), as well as ash (C, S) will be analyzed.   

Keywords 
Hydrogasification, Substitute Natural Gas (SNG), Western Coal, Algae, Biodiesel  

Background 
The essence of the Arizona Public Service (APS) Advanced Hydrogasification Project 

(AHP) is to explore the hypothesis of converting coal to methane utilizing hydrogen as the 
“converter.”  This study is being done under a contract between DOE/NETL and APS, which 
began in April, 2006.  The development of an advanced hydrogasification process resides 
within a broader national context of energy need, renewable energy, and a growing interest in 
CO2 reduction.  The AHP Project exists within that framework.  Driven by  the fact that in the 
near future the demand for natural gas will exceed North American supply and coupled with 
the world oil supply will be likely exceeded by real demand over the next 10 to 20 years, there 
is clearly a need for a broader range of energy options in the United States(Schlesinger 2005).   

 
The AHP is designed to provide a source of sustainable, easily transportable energy – 

natural gas – starting within the next decade.  It is also designed to fit within a timeframe when 
hydrogen will be available to the AHP from sources that are not available today, for example 
wind-generated hydrogen.  Currently, hydrogen can be generated from off-peak electricity.   

 
The AHP further anticipates greater value being placed on energy projects that do not 

release CO2.  By feeding CO2 released from the process into an algae farm, CO2 will be 
captured and consumed by the algae cells, where it is converted into hydrocarbon materials 
through photosynthesis.  Oxygen will be released and valuable products (biodiesel, ethanol, 
and cattle meals) will be produced from dry algae.   



Figure 1 APS Advance Hydrogasification Process 

APS AHP Process 
The APS AHP is a newly developed integrated process for the co-production of 

substitute natural gas (SNG), biofuel, and electrical power from western coals, with near-zero 
CO2 emission.  As shown in Figure 1, as-received Fruitland formation coal from northwest New 
Mexico goes to a hydrogasifier where it is treated with renewable hydrogen at a temperature of 
about 1,600°F at a pressure of 1,000 psia to produce methane-enriched gaseous products.  
The unconverted coal (primarily carbon and mineral matter) is withdrawn and sent to a low 
pressure oxygen combustion process (ash combustor), where CO2, the main gaseous product, 
and slag are produced.  A portion of this CO2 stream is compressed and recycled to convey 
the coal into the hydrogasifier.  The remainder is fed to the algae farm.  The gaseous products 
from hydrogasifier are cleaned (fly ash, mercury, and sulfur are removed) and sent to a multi-
bed methanation process to further convert CO and CO2 into CH4.  The raw SNG leaving the 
methanation process is cooled, flashed to remove water, dehydrated to remove residual water, 
and passed through a separation process to remove extra hydrogen.  The finished SNG is 
compressed and injected into the El Paso natural gas pipeline system.   

 
The AHP process was developed to utilize the US’s abundant coal supply and 

renewable hydrogen to make the SNG 
(CH4).  Coal provides the carbon for the 
process.  Wind energy can be used to 
power an electrolyzer that splits water into 
oxygen and hydrogen needed for the 
hydrogasifier.  Algae, fed on carbon 
dioxide emissions, are dried and can be 
used either as an additional fuel source or 
as a feedstock for biodiesel and cattle 
meal production.  The role for each of 
these concepts, or the utilization of 
alternative concepts or a combination 
thereof, is under continuing evaluation.   

 
The resulting system could be 

placed at a mine mouth location in the 
Four Corners area, far from load centers, 
with decent wind energy resources (or 

other source of hydrogen).  The SNG can be 
transported by natural gas pipeline to highly efficient, clean natural gas combined cycle 
(NGCC) power plants.  Efficiency will be gained by eliminating transmission line losses and by 
providing a reliable source of natural gas that is so critical for meeting peak load demands in 
the West.  Electric power produced in the AHP process and the SNG used in NGCC power 
plants meets the stringent new California long-term power purchase performance standard for 
greenhouse gas emissions.  The assessment from the Western Governors’ Association 
indicates that the Governors supported advanced coal technologies, such as hydrogasification, 
as an important resource for the future.  Recognition of the importance of diverse and reliable 
sources of electric power that reduce emissions is clearly growing rapidly in the western US. 

 



The performance targets for the AHP include: 
• A process efficiency greater than 50%; 
• Production of SNG at a cost of $5 - $10/MMBtu; 
• Capture of more than 90% of emission from a coal-fired generating unit; 
• Reduction in water use by least 50% below that of a comparable gasification or 

synthesis gas methanation process plant; 
• Ability to accept hydrogen as a supplemental source of energy; 
• Use of low-rank western coal; 
• Co-production of electricity; 
• Evaluation of an algae process for CO2 recycle and preparation of a test 

protocol for the algae process; 

Process Modeling 
An AspenPlusTM process simulation model has been developed for this AHP process.  

From 1,000 short-tons/day (37,799.4 kg/hr) of dry Fruitland coal, simulation results show the 
process produces 25,900 kg/hr of SNG with an assumed 70% carbon conversion (Feldmann 
1973; Asaoka 1999; Noguchi 2000).  The process requires about 7,333 kg/hr hydrogen and 
25,500 kg/hr oxygen.  Besides the SNG, the process also produces 261 kg/hr of sulfur and 
exports about 36 MWe of electric power.  The CO2 generation rate is about 400 ton per day, 
which will be fed to an algae farm, which will produce about 20 MWe dry algae. 

 
The design basis for the AspenPlus™ simulation model is presented below. 
 
End Product Required: Substitute Natural Gas (SNG) for export to pipeline  
Gasification Processes: Hydrogasification and Ash Combustion 
Coal Feed Rate: 1,000 stpd (dry basis) or  
 1,078 stpd as-received (7.27% moisture) 
Oxygen Purity: 100% oxygen at 1,025 psia and 275°F (135°C) 
Hydrogen Purity: 100% hydrogen at 1,025 psia and 275°F (135°C) 
Gasification Pressure: 1,000 psia 
Gasification Temperature: 1607°F (875°C) hydrogasifier exit 
Sulfur Removal: Crystasulf process 
Methanation:  Multistage methanation process with high conversion of    

both CO and CO2 to methane 
Product Treating: Drying and compression (to 875 psia) 
 

The process has an overall thermal efficiency of 80% based on the higher heating values of 
the feeds and products.  When the electrical energy that is required to produce the externally 
generated hydrogen and oxygen is considered, the overall thermal efficiency drops to 68% on 
a thermal HHV basis, but there are 33,200 kg/hr of pure oxygen available for other uses or 
sale. 

 
Based on the Aspen modeling, external heat is required to maintain the thermal 

neutral operation of the hydrogasifier.  To get this additional heat, oxygen is introduced to burn 
a small portion of hydrogen in a H2/O2 pre-burner (Friedman 1979; Asaoka 1999; Noguchi 
2000).  By this means, the hydrogen stream is heated to a high temperature before it contacts 
the coal to initiate the hydrogasification reaction.  A manual trial and error procedure was used 



Case: CO2 into Algae Farm
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Figure 2 Hydrogen Supply Source 

Figure 3 Projected SNG Price 

to calculate the oxygen feed rate going into the hydrogasifier.  The oxygen feed rate was set to 
maintain the desired hydrogasifier exit temperature of 875°C (1607°F).  The simulation result 
shows that a H2/O2 mole ratio of 30:1 is required in the pre-burner.  This combustion generates 
about 5,600 kg/hr water vapor.  

 
The pure oxygen flow rate to the ash combustor automatically was set so that there 

was 10% excess oxygen leaving the ash combustor.  The excess hydrogen was removed from 
the SNG product and recycled back into hydrogasifier. 

 
Using the same simulation model, a series of sensitivity cases were also investigated 

to study the effect of reactor temperature, hydrgen/coal ratio, addition of CO2 and H2O et al.  
 

Estimated SNG Price 
SNG price was estimated for the proposed AHP process.  The price is heavily 

dependent on the method of hydrogen supply.  As shown in Figure 2, three main strategies are 
considered for hydrogen supply in the 
current APS AHP process.  Path I was 
through electrolysis powered by wind 
electricity.  This pathway provides 100% 
renewable hydrogen.  However, due to 
relatively high cost of today’s wind plant and 
electrolysis plant, the estimated hydrogen 
price is somewhere between $2-
5/kg(Leighty 2007).  Hydrogen storage 
needs to be included since wind electricity 
does not have a firm delivery.  In Path II, the 
electricity required by electrolysis will be 
provided by APS internal off-peak grid 

electricity.  It is likely that the hydrogen price will 
drop to between $1 – 2 /kg.  Path I and Path II 
can be combined since they all use electrolysis 
process to produce hydrogen.  Path III is to 
supply hydrogen through gasification method.  In 
this “Coal to Hydrogen” process, the coal is first 
gasified with oxygen and steam to produce 
synthesis gas consisting primarily of CO and H2, 
with some CO2, sulfur, particulates and trace 
elements.  In “Hydrogen from Coal Program” 
report by US DOE (Longanbach 2002; 2006), 
three different further processes are described for 
hydrogen and electricity generation from this 
synthesis gas.  The hydrogen price is claimed to 
be anywhere between $0.4 – 1.1/kg.   

Combining with estimated capital, O&M 
cost of hydrogasification process and electrolysis 
process, Figure 3 gives the estimated SNG price.  Profits from co-generated electricity, 
biodiesel and cattle meals are also included in the calculation.  As shown in the figure, the 



current estimated SNG price falls between $4 - $10/MMBtu.  Using 100% wind electricity does 
not seem practical at the moment due to the scale of the project and the current 
availability/price of wind electricity. 

Coal Hydrogasification 

Fruitland Coal  
The project analyzed Fruitland coal from field in the Northwest New Mexico.  Table 1 

summarizes the coal physical and chemical characterization.  This western coal has relatively 
low moisture and high ash content.  On a dry basis, it has a heating value of 10,710 Btu/lb. 

Coal High Pressure TGA (HPTGA) Test 
Three HPTGA tests have been successfully completed by Gas Technology Institute, 

Chicago, IL, to evaluate the gasification reactivity of the devolatilized Fruitland coal sample in 
the 1500-1700°F temperature range, at 500 psi pressure using a 50 vol% H2O – 50% N2 gas 
mixture.  One additional test was also carried out at 1700°F, but at the higher pressure of 700 
psig.  HPTGA test results indicate the devolatilized Fruitland coal sample is highly reactive 
under these regular gasification conditions.  Consistent with expectations, reactivity improved 
with increasing temperature.  Reactivity was reduced at the increased pressure.  It took 90 
minutes to achieve ~100% base carbon conversion at 1500°F (and 500 psig).  Similar high 
conversions were achieved during 30 minutes at 1600°F and during only 15 minutes at 
1700°F.  At 1700°F, reactivity at 700 psi was lower than that at 500 psig, requiring about 25 
minutes to achieve complete conversion compared to 15 minutes at the lower pressure. 

 
 Table 1 Properties of Fruitland Coal 

Proximate Analysis As Received Dry Basis 
Moisture, % 7.27 
Volatile Matter, % 35.00 
Ash (950ºC), % 20.07 
Fixed Carbon, % (by difference) 37.66 

--- 
37.74 
21.32 
40.94 

Ultimate Analysis Dry Basis Fluorine, Chlorine, and Trace Elements (µg/g) 
Ash (750ºC), % 21.32 Fluorine     87 
Carbon, % 61.92 Chlorine     99 
Hydrogen, % 4.61 Arsenic < 200 
Nitrogen, % 1.28 Cadmium  <    6 
Sulfur, % 0.69 Lead  < 200 
Oxygen, % (by difference) 10.18 Mercury     0.055 

 
The hydrogasification performance of Fruitland coal was tested using the same 

technology.  A raw coal sample (100 milligrams, -20+50 mesh) was used for this test.  The 
testing conditions were 1600°F, 800 psig, and 90% H2-10% N2 mixture.  With a heating rate of 
1000°C/min, coal sample reached the desired test temperature within a few seconds.  The test 
took 96 minutes until no further weight change was measured.  Base carbon conversion was 
estimated as 84.8%.  This lower conversion suggests that the coal is not as reactive under 
hydrogasification conditions as regular gasification conditions.  The process may tend to be a 
kinetic controlled process.  Even lower conversion should be expected during the 
bench/engineer scale operation because of the limitation on the achievable residence time. 

 



Figure 4 shows Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of fresh coal, char from 
HPTGA test and fly ash from power plant.  SEM confirmed cavity structure in the char sample 
which indicates entrapped volatiles burst during the testing.  Fly ash is essentially fine particles 
(<10 μm).  Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) indicates that fly ash is mainly composed of 
aluminum, instead, both the fresh coal and char samples are mainly composed of carbon and 
oxygen, with trace amounts of aluminum. 

 
Figure 4 SEM of Fresh Coal, Char Sample from HPTGA, and Fry Ash from Power Plant 

 
 

Bench Scale Testing 
The proposed AHP process combines off-the-shelf technology with the advanced 

technologies in the hydrogasifier and Algae farm.  APS is building a bench-scale hydrogasifier.  
The objective for bench-scale testing is to experimentally verify key assumptions for the APS 
AHP process and develop the kinetics of western coal hydrogasification step.  The knowledge 
will be used to optimize operating conditions, update ASPEN process modeling, support 
commercial scale hydrogasification reactor CFD modeling and guide the next phase 
experimental testing.  Key test parameters are temperature, pressure, coal particle size, 
residence time, hydrogen to carbon ratio and coal particle size.  The bench-scale test reactor 
must be capable of varying these variables to determine optimum conditions for methane 
production.  The current bench reactor design is 1.6” i.d. and 12 feet long (reaction zone).  It 
can provide a test range of 5 - 15 lb/hr coal feed rate, 300 -900 SCFT hydrogen feed rate, and 
up to 1900°F temperature and 1200 psig pressure.  The system also has the capability to test 
the effect of H2O and CO2 additions.  The H2/O2 tip-burner design is not introduced into this 
bench reactor.  H2 is heated by a pre-heater and the reactor zone temperature is controlled by 
external heaters. 

Performance of Algae Farm 
Working with Green Field Technology (GFT), a pilot algae system (GEN3) was built at 

the APS Red Hawk NGCC power plant.  Actual results from the Red Hawk GEN3 system 
demonstrated an algae growth rate of 57 grams per square meter-day.  This growth rate 
extrapolated to 150 tons/acre-year of carbon capture which could yield about 11,000 gallons of 
biofuel annually per acre.  Economic modeling estimates the cost of algae-based 
transportation fuel from this process to be competitive with petroleum based fuels, when 
systems are built to moderate scale.  In addition, the adsorption of carbon dioxide is 70 times 
the rate per unit of land compared to conventional agricultural operations.  The corresponding 
growth rates result in yields that produce 20-70 times more biofuel than other conventional 



Table 2 Diagram Biomass Performance 

crops including corn, canola, and jatroha trees, without using limited resources as fresh water 
and fertile land (shown in Table 2).   

 
 

Crop CO2 Capture 
(tons/acre/yr) 

Biodiesel Yield 
(gals/acre/yr) 

Ethanol Yield 
(gals/acre/yr) 

GFT 
Algae 
process 

150 8,000 3,000 

Corn 
(Source2) 

<6 18 328 

Soybean 
(Source2) 

<2 48 n/a 

Canola 
(Source2) 

<2 127 n/a 

Jatropha 
(Source2) 

- 194 n/a 
 

An Engineering Scale GEN5 System has been constructed at Red Hawk and will 
undergo performance testing.  The GEN5 system is expected to capture higher amounts of 
CO2 per acre at lower costs and at higher efficiency than the GEN3 system.  Higher capture 
rates will result in greater amounts of algae per acre.  

Conclusions 
One of the key challenges in the coming decade is to produce electricity in a more 

sustainable manner without the production of large quantities of carbon dioxide emissions.  
This project is aimed at achieving this goal by developing and demonstrating an engineering-
scale coal hydrogasification-based process using western coal and renewable hydrogen 
source.  Sustainable SNG will be supplied and complete carbon recycle will be accomplished 
using an algae farm. 

The proposed APS AHP process combines a hydrogasification reactor to produce 
methane tied to generating unit to burn excess char from the gasification (co-production of 
electricity) and a back end clean up utilizing algae to reformat the CO2.  The algae process 
essentially allows for the recycling of carbon back into the process, which makes the designed 
hydrogasification process is “zero emission”.  The Algae produced could also be feedstock to 
produce Biodiesel and cattle meal.  There are multiple variables in utilizing renewable sources 
for hydrogen production and for applying algae to capture CO2 from the SNG process or 
electric generation facilities.  The AHP process will have overall energy efficiency above 78%.  
An Algae farm with a GEN3 system can capture 150 tons/acre-year of carbon dioxide and can 
yield about 11,000 gallons of biofuels (biodiesel and ethanol) per acre year.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Power Systems Development Facility (PSDF) is a joint Industry/DOE large pilot plant (2-3 
tons/hour coal feed rate) operated by Southern Company Services (SCS) near Wilsonville, 
Alabama.  The purpose of the PSDF is to gain operating experience with new process 
configurations and critical components for advanced power and syngas generating systems at a 
scale large enough to provide data for scaleup to demonstration or first commercial plants.  SCS 
is leading a team of equipment and process developers that is currently commissioning and/or 
operating the PSDF technologies. Testing under long-term, realistic conditions at the PSDF is a 
key step in the development of new components and integrated advanced coal-based systems. It 
is also critical to the future commercialization of cleaner, more efficient, power and syngas 
generation technologies.  The paper will describe the results of the past year and the current 
status of operations.  These include: 
 

• Commission gasifier modifications with PRB coal. 
• Test low and high sodium lignite in the modified gasifier.  
• Operate the modified gasifier with recycle gas. 
• Transport air evaluation. 
• Ammonia injection.  
• Gas and solids sampling.   
• Continued sensor development. 
• Gasifier performance optimization. 
• Ash removal system evaluation 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Power Systems Development Facility (PSDF) is a joint Industry/DOE large pilot plant (2-3 
tons/hour coal feed rate) operated by Southern Company Services (SCS) near Wilsonville, 
Alabama.  SCS is leading a team of equipment and process developers, including EPRI, Kellogg 
Brown and Root, Inc. (KBR), Peabody Energy, Burlington Northern Railroad, Siemens-
Westinghouse Power Corporation (SWPC)  and the Lignite Energy Council which are currently 
cofunding the PSDF technologies.   
 
The purpose of the PSDF is to gain operating experience with new process configurations and 
critical components for advanced power generating and syngas producing systems at a scale 



large enough to provide data for scale-up to demonstration or first commercial plants.  Testing 
and development of new components and integrated advanced fossil fuel-fired systems under 
long-term, realistic conditions is critical to the commercialization of these systems.  It is also 
necessary to demonstrate reliable operation of many "off-the-shelf" equipment components and 
systems under the conditions of advanced fossil fuel-conversion processes.  This reduces the 
technology risk so that financing can be arranged for demonstration and first commercial plants. 
  
 
In addition to testing and developing the Transport Gasifier, the initial focus of the work was on 
testing and developing Particulate Control Devices (PCDs) to remove particles from gas streams 
at high temperature and pressure under integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) 
conditions.  This has been expanded to test gas cleanup systems, improved coal feed and ash 
removal systems, and a planar Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC).  In the future, the PSDF will also 
be used to test advanced components and improved processes which can meet the goals of the 
DOE’s FutureGen program, which are coal-based processes competitive with natural gas with 
virtually zero emissions.  
 
 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSPORT GASIFIER 
 
The Transport Reactor is being developed by KBR as both a gasifier and a combustor.  It is 
based on their catalytic cracker technology which has been used for decades in petroleum 
refineries.  The reactor operates at considerably higher circulation rates, velocities, and riser 
densities than a conventional circulating bed, resulting in higher throughput, better mixing, and 
higher mass and heat transfer rates. Approximately 5000 hours of testing as a combustor were 
completed between 1996 and 1999.  At that point the Transport Reactor was converted to 
operation as a gasifier. Since then, the unit has operated for nearly 9500 hours as a gasifier in air 
and oxygen blown configurations. 
 
The reactor consists of two sections; a short mixing zone where coal, recycle and gas (O2/air and 
steam) and a longer riser (Figure 1).  In the gasifier configuration air and steam are introduced at 
the bottom of the mixing zone, operating at up to 260 psig and 1940 F, to raise heat by burning 
the carbon in the recirculated char.  The coal and sorbent are fed to the top of the mixing zone to 
separate the coal from the oxidant and avoid burning the volatile material produced when the 
coal is heated.  All of the solids and gases are carried from the mixing zone into the riser where 
devolatilization and carbon-steam gasification reactions occur.  In addition, some of the sulfur 
released from the coal is captured as calcium sulfide by the calcium in the coal or added calcium-
based sorbent.   The majority of the unreacted char leaving the riser is captured by a disengager 
and cyclone assembly and recycled back to the mixing zone through a standpipe and a 
nonmechanical "J-valve".  This increases the effective solids residence time increasing the 
carbon conversion.  The product gas and fine char which are not captured in the cyclone are 
cooled to 700-800 F in a heat exchanger before entering the particulate control device (PCD), a 
filtration device developed by Siemens-Westinghouse which removes any remaining particles 
from the gas at high temperature and pressure. 
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Figure 1. Transport Reactor System at the PSDF 

 
The Siemens-Westinghouse PCD is a filtration device with a tangential side inlet and a single 
cluster holding filters in two plenums which are backpulsed separately.  It is designed to operate 
at temperatures up to 1800 F at 1000 acfm gas flow rate. It operates at 750 F with up to 91 metal 
filter elements, 36 in the upper plenum and 55 in the lower plenum (Figure 2). Each filter is 
equipped with a failsafe device to block particle flow in case of a filter failure.  The filter holder 
and failsafe have been improved to routinely achieve outlet particle levels  below the detectable 
limit of 0.1 ppmw. The use of metal candles filters at 750 F has virtually eliminated candle 
breakage.  The lower operating temperature also allows the use of metal, rather than refractory-
lined pipe.  

• Up to 91 filter element candles on 
two plenums 

• Top and bottom plenums are back- 
pulsed separately

• Tangential inlet
• Cylindrical shroudDirty Gas 

In 

Shroud Shroud

Top View 

Clean 
Gas Out 

Figure 2. Siemens-Westinghouse PCD FL0301 



OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PSDF DURING 2005  
 
Transport Gasifier. The transport gasifier began shakedown in September 1999.  Since then 
over 9500 hours of operation have been completed under gasification conditions. The transport 
gasifier operated 1250 hours on coal feed during 2006. A summary of this operation is presented 
in Table 1.  

Table 1. 2006 Operation Summary 

 

3200 – 51502000–39002000 – 5000Coal Feed Rate

0.62-0.850.60-0.950.70-0.99Oxygen to Coal Ratio, lb/lb

2.7-3.73.0-4.3Air to Coal Ratio, lb/lb

20-2820-2316-35Riser Velocity, ft/s

190–200174 -214160140 -260Gasifier Exit Pressure, psig

1460 -15101620-17401730 - 1850Mixing Zone Temperature °F

4930435835Hours of Operation

High 
Sodium

Low 
SodiumOxygenAir

Lignite (Air Blown)PRB 
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0.62-0.850.60-0.950.70-0.99Oxygen to Coal Ratio, lb/lb

2.7-3.73.0-4.3Air to Coal Ratio, lb/lb

20-2820-2316-35Riser Velocity, ft/s

190–200174 -214160140 -260Gasifier Exit Pressure, psig

1460 -15101620-17401730 - 1850Mixing Zone Temperature °F

4930435835Hours of Operation

High 
Sodium

Low 
SodiumOxygenAir

Lignite (Air Blown)PRB 

The first half of 2006, the facility was undergoing modifications to the gasifier and the primary 
particle disengager. In July, the unit began startup with PRB coal and operated for 870 hours 
during August and September characterizing the new designs. In November, the unit began 
operation with North Dakota low sodium lignite and operated for a little over 300 hours prior to 
switching to high sodium lignite. The unit operated for about 50 hours before the operators 
detected a thermal swing in the mixing zone and brought the unit down. During the outage, the 
operators made some modifications to introduce dolomite to reduce and inhibit the formation of 
agglomerates. The unit was restarted and operated for about 100 hours before being brought off 
line. The unit out performed expectations with all three fuels. Some of the results are discussed 
below. 
 
A comparison of the carbon conversion in the original and modified configurations is presented 
in Figure 3 for PRB and the low and high sodium lignites. In all cases, the carbon conversion 
increased and the variance in the measurements decreased. For PRB coal, the carbon conversion 
went from 95% to 98% with the variance being cut in half. Similar performance was seen with 
the low sodium lignite as the carbon conversion increased from 95% to 98% with the variance 
being cut by a factor of 4. The performance of the modified unit for the high sodium lignite was 
most dramatic with the carbon conversion increasing from 84% to 95% while the variance was 
cut by a factor greater than 4. 
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Figure 3 Comparison of the carbon conversion in the original and modified configurations 
 
The performance with both the high and low sodium lignites are detailed in Figure 4 which 
presents the carbon conversion versus the Mixing Zone temperature. The performance data from 
test campaigns 13 and 16 (TC13 and TC16) were obtained in the original riser/disengager 
configuration. In that work, low sodium performance ranged from 87% to about 97% carbon 
conversion with a temperature increase from about 1610 F to 1700 F. The variance with this data 
is on the order of ± 2%. In contrast, the low sodium data in the modified riser ranges from 97% 
to 98% for the same range in temperature. In addition to modified riser’s contribution to the 
carbon conversion, variance is cut in half form about 2%to less than 1%. The tests high sodium 
lignite were initially run in the same temperature band and actually had higher carbon conversion 
values than the low sodium tests. This is probably due to the catalytic properties of the sodium. 
The sodium has other properties as well, it combines with the silicates present and forms low 
melting sodium silicates that give rise to the  very high variances (about ± 5 %) in the carbon 
conversion. The gasifier operated well at temperatures of about 1400 F, but with only 81 ± 1 % 
carbon conversion and resulted in the eventual shutdown because of bed agglomerates. 
Temperatures greater than 1430 F gave erratic performance.  Dolomite was added to reduce the 
formation of sodium silicates in TC16 where the gasifier was operated smoothly between 1500F 
and 1550 F with carbon conversions about 87 ± 2 %. The high sodium lignite was run in the 
modified riser at about 1460 F giving a carbon conversion of 94%. Encouraged with the 
operation, the temperature was increased to 1500 F. The operational behavior of the mixing 
zone/riser degraded. Even so, a carbon conversion sample was taken and the unit brought down. 
The conversion of this test was only 90%. 
 
 
 



 
Figure 4. Lignite Carbon Conversion data for original and modified risers 

 
The degradation of the performance and operation of the gasifier can be understood by 
examining the standpipe solids shown in Figure 5. The first picture (12/2/06 10:00 a.m.) was 
taken about the same time as the carbon conversion data yielding 94% conversion. The last 
picture was taken at about the same time as the sample giving the 90% carbon conversion value. 
The gasifier hydrodynamics would clearly change with this change in bed material. 
 
 

12/2/06 10:00 a.m. 12/2/06 6:00 p.m. 12/3/06 2:00 a.m.

12/3/06 10:00 a.m. 12/4/06 2:00 a.m.

12/2/06 10:00 a.m. 12/2/06 6:00 p.m. 12/3/06 2:00 a.m.

12/3/06 10:00 a.m. 12/4/06 2:00 a.m.

Figure 5. Standpipe solids samples during high sodium test 
 
 



Another attempt was made at running the high sodium lignite as part of TC21 with the addition 
of dolomite as was done in TC16. The gasifier successfully operated at temperatures between 
1485 F and 1500 F. The carbon conversion during these tests averaged 95% ± 0.5%. The gasifier 
was brought down after taking this data as the thermocouples in the riser were giving abnormal 
readings. Inspection of the riser showed that the thermocouple wells were coated with a very fine 
and friable cake that was mostly calcined dolomite. Even with this short run, the carbon 
conversion of the high sodium lignite was fantastic. Further tests will be conducted later this 
year. 
 
 
PCD. It was first presented last year that there might be a potential concern with corrosion of the 
Iron Aluminide (FEAL) candle filters. This information is presented here again with additional 
data that adds more than a 1200 hours to the data base lifetime. The extent of the corrosion 
coverage on the surface appeared to be related to the amount of time that the element was 
exposed to syngas. A metallurgist at SCS identified the corrosion product as hematite (Fe2O3). 
The presence of this material suggests that the protective alumina layer on the iron aluminide 
was damaged, allowing attack of the underlying iron aluminide (see Figure 6). Figure 7 presents 
close-up views of some of the surfaces. 
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Figure 6. Candle Filter Corrosion 
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Figure 7. Close-up Showing Candle Filter Corrosion 

 
It has been determined that the mechanism of the iron aluminide filter element corrosion is most 
likely a two step process with first step being the damage of the protective alumina layer 
followed by corrosion of the iron to Fe2O3 as the second step. The growth direction of the Fe2O3 
indicates formation at 750 to 850°C, which implies that the corrosion occurred during normal 
operations. Furthermore, free energy calculations and a literature review of previous studies 
reported in the literature confirm that any exposed iron would react vigorously with steam at 
PCD temperatures. In addition, laboratory tests conducted at the PSDF showed that used iron 
aluminide was further corroded when exposed to steam, confirming that the alumina layer had 
been damaged. Even though corrosion is present, the iron aluminide elements continue to 
perform well, albeit with an increase in the pressure drop. 
 
The pressure drop data for FEAL candles is shown in Figure 8. Candles have been operated for 
9000 plus hours, a major milestone giving credibility to the assumption that the candles will not 
cause an unscheduled outages. The pressure drop significantly jumps for operating hours in 
excess of 5000 hours. This is shown with the candles that have back-pulsed prior to removal and 
inspection with the pressure drop increasing from about 10 in wc to about 35 in wc. 
Mechanically cleaned candles showed the same behavior  with a similar increase in the pressure 
drop. Finally, this trend is even observed in pressure-washed candles where the pressure drop 
increases from about 3 to about 12 in wc. 
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Figure 8 FEAL Candle performance data. 
 
 
Syngas Cleanup. A number of experiments were conducted to evaluate various catalyst and 
sorbents for syngas cleanup during the past year. Two of these are discussed here; COS 
hydrolysis catalyst and H2S capture sorbent. The performance of the COS hydrolysis catalyst is 
shown in Figure 9 for runs TC 20 and TC21. For both runs, the catalyst converted 90% of the 
COS. In Figure 10, the H2S and COS inlet concentrations were reduced to below the detection 
limit using Puraspec 2010 and 2020 sorbents. 
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Figure 9. COS hydrolysis catalyst performance. 
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Figure 10. Performance data of Puraspec 2010 and 2020 sorbents. 

 
 
FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
Future activities are summarized in the following list. 
 

• Southern Company will continue development of the Transport Gasifier and associated 
technology at the PSDF and prepare for testing of advanced FutureGen process modules. 



• Continue to conduct long-term tests on high sodium lignite, high moisture lignite and a 
bituminous coal to show improve performance of the Transport Gasifier to provide 
design data and ensure success of the future CCPI demonstration project. 

• Continue to evaluate the use of recycled syngas for aeration of recycle solids in the 
Transport Gasifier, replacing the use of nitrogen and increasing the syngas heating value 

• Continue testing of high temperature syngas cleanup system to validate performance and 
ensure low emissions levels. 

• Continue testing the Continuous Fine Ash Depressurization Technology, coal drying 
technology, sensors, and automation in support of the DOE Clean Coal Technology 
Roadmap. 

 
 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of the PSDF is to gain operating experience with new process configurations and 
critical components for advanced power generating and syngas-producing systems at a scale 
large enough to provide data for scaleup to demonstration or first commercial plants. The PSDF 
began about 11 years ago as a facility to study  particle removal at high temperature and 
pressure, consisting of a dirty gas source (transport reactor) and one or more PCDs.  The 
transport reactor has proven to be an excellent combustor for power production purposes with 
very high coal throughput and heat release rates and filters have been developed and 
demonstrated with acceptable projected commercial lifetimes when operated at 1400 F under 
combustion conditions. The Transport Reactor is capable of meeting commercial goals as a 
gasifier when using a subbituminous coal.  Testing has been successfully completed with a 
bituminous coal and with several lignites under air and oxygen-blown conditions during the past 
year.  Filter testing under gasification conditions will continue to identify filters which can 
achieve commercial lifetimes under gasification conditions at 750 F.  Auxiliary equipment in the 
PCD such as filter holders, failsafes, and in-situ particle monitors have been improved and 
demonstrated. 
 
The DOE is developing new fossil fuel conversion processes in the Vision 21 program to meet 
the goals of lower capital and operating costs and virtually pollution free operation.  Over the 
next few years this work could include integration of an air separation module with oxygen-
blown operation of the Transport Reactor, operation with processes to achieve multicontaminant 
removal, including mercury, and testing of CO2 and H2 separation systems on coal-derived 
syngas to make coal competitive with natural gas.  In addition processes which co-produce a 
variety of products made from syngas and the use of alternate feedstocks such as biomass and 
petroleum coke are of interest.  The PSDF will continue to be a key facility to bring these 
technologies to commercialization.  
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Abstract
An analysis of the use of slurries of low rank coals in liquid CO2 as gasifier feedstocks
was performed. A rheological model of dense suspensions developed by the Dooher
Institute was used to analyze data from earlier studies. In addition an extensive literature
survey was conducted. Comparisons with coal water slurries including cases where the
LRC’s were hot water dried were made. Theoretical analysis of atomization properties of
both coal/CO2 (l) and coal /water slurries were performed. The results indicated that
higher solids contents could be achieved with liquid CO2 than with water and that
coal/CO2 (l) slurries atomized more completely in the reactor vessel. Recommendations
for follow on studies to confirm the potential advantages of LRC/CO2 (l) slurries are
delineated.
Applying the DIPE model to LRC/water slurries showed that the maximum dry coal
concentrations only approached 50% by weight. Applying a process which prevented
water reabsorption such as hot water drying (HWD) could bring these concentrations
close to 60%. However the same results could possibly be achieved with liquid CO2.
Since the HWD process is expensive and future gasifiers may need to capture CO2 and
liquefy it as a matter of course this could be a significant advantage for coal/CO2 (l)
slurry feed.
If CO2 capture becomes a requirement, future gasifiers will, by necessity, provide for
CO2 liquefaction.

 Therefore additional costs of providing for liquid CO2 slurry feed system will be
most likely a small add on. In addition skimming might not be the optimum
scenario.

 Because the liquid CO2 slurries will immediately atomize to the bare coal
particles, and the energy required for vaporization of the CO2 is only a fraction of
that required to vaporize water, the LRC/ liquid CO2 slurries could gasify
efficiently with direct feed. This system could combine the advantages of liquids
handling with the efficiency of dry feed.

In order to estimate the effect of the CO2 on the gasifier reactions a preliminary
simulation was done for a single stage entrained flow gasifier using ASPEN+. Results of
this study show that the direct CO2 slurry feed option provides another possibility for
modifying and improving LRC gasification, even for the case where the LRC are not
dried before slurrying in liquid CO2

mailto:dooher@adelphi.edu
mailto:sirjohn@optonline.net
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1 Introduction
Because on the high moisture content of lignite and sub-bituminous coals (>30% water)
application of slurry fed gasification will have inherently low efficiencies if conventional
methods of producing slurry feed are used. Since much of the water is trapped in the coal
pore structure it cannot be used as a carrier fluid. For example slurry with 50% weight
coal particles will actually only carry 35% effective solids for gasification if the trapped
moisture is 30%.

This effect was highlighted in a recent study of the impact of coal quality and
gasifier technology on IGCC performance conducted by Massachussetts Institute of
Technology (see; Ola Maurstad, Howard Herzog, Olav Bolland, and Jonos Beer,
MITwebsite). In this the Dooher Institute slurry model was used to estimate the
maximum bone-dry coal content of coal water slurries for a range of coals (see table 1).

Table 1 Maximum Dry Coal Concentrations for Coal Water Slurries for 5 Premium
Coals
(ar=as received, mf=moisture free, bd=bone dry concentration; psd of coal has top size
of 300microns and 40% less than 45 microns)

Coal ID Coal 1 Coal 2 Coal 3 Coal 4 Coal5
Property North

Dakota
Lignite

Wyoming
PRB

Illinois #6 Upper
Freeport,
PA

Pocahontas
#3. VA

HHV(Btu/lb,
mf)

11,002 11,716 11,952 13,466 15,026

Moisture(ar) 32.24% 28.09% 7.97% 1.13% 0.65%
Ash(ar) 6.59% 6.31% 14.25% 13.03% 4.74%
CSsolids(bd) 40.9% 48% 61.1% 70.7% 75.7%

In table 2 the effect of the different slurry concentration is shown to be very significant
for the Texaco slurry fed gasifier. The MIT study showed that a Shell type dry feed
entrained flow system system was relatively insensitive to the coal type.
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Table 2 Results for IGCC Performance for Texaco/GE type Gasifier with water
quench from MIT Study

Coal ID Coal 1 Coal 2 Coal 3 Coal 4 Coal5
Property North Dakota

Lignite
Wyoming
PRB

Illinois #6 Upper
Freeport, PA

Pocahontas #3.
VA

CO2
capture(kg/s/MW)

0.0 2.163 0.0 1.377 0.0 0.929 0.0 0.765 0.0 0.815

Net Power(MW) 300 220 328 282 357 331 370 351 366 339
Thermal
efficiency
(ar,HHV)

18.9% 13.4% 25.7% 20.4% 32.6% 27.9% 37.6% 33.0% 38.1% 32.4%

CO2em.
(kg/kWhe)

1.704 0.253 1.227 0.168 0.907 0.131 0.790 0.136 0.817 0.143

There is also a dramatic drop in cold gas efficiency from 79% for coal 5 to 49% for coal
1 for the Texaco/GE gasifier.

Use of Liquid CO2 as a Carrier Fluid

Using liquid CO2 as a carrier fluid in a gasifier feed system for low rank coals instead of
water is a possible option for several reasons:

 The latent heat of vaporization of liquid CO2 is significantly less than that of
water (at least a factor of four) which results in less energy penalty and oxygen
use in a slurry fed entrained flow gasifier

 A test program conducted by Arthur D. Little indicated that higher coal solids
contents could be achieved with liquid CO2 slurries than with water slurries

 The potential requirement of capturing and delivering CO2 for sequestration
means that future gasification plants will of necessity have to liquefy large
quantities of CO2, thereby insuring minimal excess costs for use of liquid CO2 as
a slurry feed

 The liquid CO2 slurries may have benefit in that the Boudouard reaction
CO2 + C 2 CO can be used to supplement the gasification process

In order to examine the possible benefits of low rank coal liquid CO2 slurries, an initial
study to examine these various concepts was undertaken by the Dooher Institute (DIPE)
using modeling techniques and literature review and analysis

2 Objectives of the Study
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The overall objective of the proposed study is to assess the feasibility of improving
the efficiency of slurry fed low rank coal gasification technologies by modifying the
slurry feed composition using advanced concepts such as liquid CO2 slurries,
modeling, and coal particle surface modifications.

Subsidiary technical objectives include:

 Evaluating physiochemical properties of coal/liquid CO2 slurries as applied to
low rank coal gasification

 Estimating increases in coal concentrations in low rank coal/water slurries
obtainable by optimizing particle size distribution

 Estimating increases in coal concentrations in low rank coal/water slurries by
coal particle surface modifications including hot water drying and using
optimum particle size distribution.

3 Methodologies
The methodology of this study examines various advanced concepts for coal
slurry gasifier feed includes using modeling techniques and literature review and
analysis. Analyses include modeling both coal water and coal/CO2 slurries and
the effect of coal surface treatment to reduce reabsoption of carrier liquids.
Necessary further testing and development was determined.

4 Literature Survey
The results of the literature survey showed that there was continued interest in CWS
for LRC with HWD processing into the 1990’s and some work on CO2 absorption in
coal and some coal beneficiation process involving liquid CO2.

5 Application of the Dooher Institute Slurry Model to Liquid CO2 Slurries

A key parameter in describing a suspension concentrate is the particle concentration or
the volume fraction of solid particles, . For very dilute systems, (< 0.1) particle-
particle interactions can be neglected and it is possible to develop a theory describing tthhee
rreellaattiivvee vviissccoossiittyy, η, by treating the interactions between the fluid and the individual 
particles. The result is 

(1)  = 1 + K 

Where K1 is a constant dependent upon particle shape and is equal to 2.5 for hard

spheres. As concentration () increases, particle-particle interactions become important
and the simple linear relation does not obtain.
.
For highly concentrated suspensions, which are the main focus in the study of coal
slurries, the shear viscosity will be infinite at some value called the maximum packing,
m. At this volume density of particles, the suspension will not flow under the stresses

typical in pumping and flow of the suspensions. Therefore,
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(2)  = F ( , m)

Such that

(3)   as   m

The maximum packing, m, includes structural information such as the geometric

placement of particles which maximizes m by smaller particle filling voids present in

the loose packing structure of larger particles.

Description of model

The model is most easily understood by analyzing the flow diagram shown in Figure 1

Figure 1 Slurry Model Operation

The basic inputs to the model are the particle size distribution and material bulk and
surface properties as determined by chemical analyses (for coal –ultimate and proximate
analyses). The model can be refined by inputting some surface properties such as % C-O
bonds as determined by ESCA. For most applications such refinements are not
necessary. The maximum packing is then determined with the given particle size
distribution or a particle size distribution can be generated that will yield the highest
maximum packing. The model can then predict the viscosity as a function of solids
content, determine the maximum solids that can be pumped, the degree of agglomeration
of the particles, the expected high shear behavior, and the type and concentrations of any
dispersants and Ph adjusters required subject to an add on cost limitation of less than
.10$/millionBtu. Algorithms based on suspension rheology and particle surface physics
are used to accomplish these tasks and the program can be formatted for easy lap top use.
The output of the DIPE model for solid liquid slurries is a determination of the
slurryability, S, defined as follows:

 Slurryability” is defined as the experimental maximum possible coal content, by
volume that could be obtained in slurry divided by the maximum volume
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concentration of non-interacting spheres with the same particle size distribution as
the coal. This definition takes into account the interaction of coal particles and the
effect of particle shape but minimizes the effect of particle size distribution which
allows the use of the slurryability concept to be applied to coal slurries with a
variety of coal particle size distributions. If the maximum volume concentration
of slurry is needed then it is only necessary to multiply the maximum theoretical
packing for the specific particle size distribution, as calculated from the DIPE
proprietary packing program, by the slurryability, S.

Analysis of the ADL Data

In the ADL report the following measured data relevant to slurry analysis were presented:

 Pressure drops as a function of slurry velocity
 Density of the coal/CO2 slurries
 Temperature of the slurry
 Coal moisture content before and after drying
 Coal particle size distribution in terms of % thru 170 mesh
 Detailed descriptions of pipe loop viscometer and pilot test loop system including

instrumentation (however quantitative instrument specifications were not
presented)

Data essential for an accurate slurry analysis that was not presented included:
 Coal densities
 Coal ultimate and proximate analyses
 Additional information on coal particle distributions including particle top size

and more sieve size information
 Any data on the claimed 88% solids slurry
 Liquid CO2 viscosity
 Liquid CO2 density

The rheology analyses consisted of fitting equations for transitional flow and turbulent
flow with a Bingham plastic model. Assuming a slurry viscosity of 1 cp or greater (the
situation in the majority of cases) the Reynolds numbers were in the transition-turbulent
region region (Re>1200) in most of the cases. This contributes added unavoidable
difficulties in analyzing slurry properties. It would be worth considering performing
slurry rheology in a pressurized concentric cylinder viscometer with a 1.0 mm gap.
Slurries with particle sizes less than 200 microns could be run without bridging and in the
shear rates of interest for flow in gasifiers (100-400 sec-1 ) the Reynolds number should
be less than 1000, allowing laminar flow analysis. Once the rheology has been
determined the scale up can be accomplished using accepted techniques.

Determination of Slurry Solids Content

The ADL study determined the solids content from the slurry densities as measured either
by the Micro Motion flow meter or a nuclear densitometer. In order to obtain the volume
concentration of coal, C, from the slurry density the following equation is used:

(4) c = (S - CO2)/(c - CO2)
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Where S, CO2, and c are the slurry, CO2, and coal densities respectively. .

The solids content can be determined from the equation:

(5) Xc = cc/S

If the weight fraction of the inherent moisture of the coal as received is e, and it is not

dried before slurrying, the bone-dry solids, Xdc, is obtained from Eq. (5) by multiplying

Xc by (1-e), where e is the fraction of moisture. If the coal is partially dried from a

weight fraction of moisture, e, to one of e’ before slurrying and the Liquid CO2 fills up

the pore volume vacated by the evaporated moisture the volume concentration of the coal

is obtained by replacing c in Eq. (4) by:

(6) c’ = c (1-e + CO2(e-e’))/(1-e’)

The bone dry solids can be obtained by multiplying Eq. (5) by (1-e) as long as the as

received coal density, c, is used in Eq. (5)

If the coal is partially dried the actual coal density, excluding pore volume vacated by the

evaporated water can be determined by:

(7) dc = p /(1-e’ + pe’)

The parameter p is obtained from the as received coal density, c, from:

(8) c = p /(1-e + pe)

Where e is the as received equilibrium moisture.

If the drying process closes off pore volume (as in the HWD process) then dc is the

appropriate density to be used in Eqs. (4) & (5). Xdc is obtained from Eq. (5) by

multiplication be (1-e’).

To obtain slurryability the “true” coal volume is obtained from Eq. (4) at three high

concentrations and the corresponding viscosity measured. Using extrapolation

techniques the volume at which infinite viscosity is reached, pc, is obtained.

From the coal particle size distribution (psd) the theoretical maximum packing, m-th, is

calculated. The slurryability is then obtained from the DIPE model. To obtain the

maximum solids for CO2 slurry with the coal analyzed for any psd the following

procedure is applied.
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 Calculate m-th

 Find pc = Sm-th

 Obtain Xc from Eq. (5)
 Subtract 2% and find the bone dry solids, Xdc

To apply this analysis to the ADL data two cases were considered
A) A density of 1.4 was assumed for the lignite and 1.3 for the sub-bituminous and

the as received moisture was used to calculate the bone dry solids
B) All coals were assumed to have an as received density of 1.25 and the drying was

taken into account thru Eqs. (7) & (8) and the drying process was assumed to
close off all the evacuated pore internal volume.

The values for CO2 density (at saturation) and viscosity were taken from”Handbook
of Physics and Chemistry”.

Results are presented in Table 3

Table 3 ADL Analyses

Sample

#

e’

dm

ADL

Slds

wt%

ADL

Visc

cp

ADL

T

oF

ADL

ρS

gm/cc

ADL

ρCO2

gm/cc

e

arm

ADL

ρdc

gm/cc

caseB

φc,B Xc,B

wt%

Xdc,B

wt%

φc,A Xc,A

wt%

Xdc,A

wt%

NDL.8 0.11 0.5 1.0 60 1.01 0.81 0.33 1.36 0.36 0.49 0.43 0.34 0.47 0.31

NDL.8 0.11 0.6 1.8 60.5 1.08 0.81 0.33 1.36 0.49 0.62 0.55 0.46 0.59 0.4

NDL.8 0.11 0.8 8.5 60 1.22 0.81 0.33 1.36 0.74 0.83 0.74 0.69 0.8 0.53

NDL.8 0.15 0.43 0.92 70 0.942 0.76 0.33 1.34 0.31 0.44 0.37 0.28 0.42 0.28

NDL.8 0.18 0.45 2.1 62 0.979 0.8 0.33 1.32 0.34 0.46 0.37 0.3 0.42 0.28

NDL.5 0.1 0.5 0.95 69 0.986 0.76 0.33 1.37 0.37 0.51 0.46 0.35 0.5 0.33

WSB.8 0.1 0.5 0.75 66 0.994 0.78 0.26 1.32 0.39 0.52 0.47 0.41 0.54 0.4

WSB.8 0.15 0.5 0.75 66.5 0.988 0.78 0.26 1.3 0.4 0.53 0.45 0.4 0.53 0.39

WSB.8 0.24 0.4 0.92 68 0.919 0.77 0.26 1.26 0.31 0.42 0.32 0.28 0.4 0.3

WSB.5 0.1 0.55 1.1 60 1.006 0.81 0.26 1.32 0.38 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.51 0.38

WSB.5 0.15 0.55 1.1 65 1.001 0.79 0.26 1.3 0.42 0.54 0.46 0.42 0.54 0.4

WSB.5 0.24 0.6 1.2 60 1.02 0.81 0.26 1.26 0.47 0.57 0.44 0.43 0.54 0.4

WSB.5 0.15 0.56 NA 60 1.02 0.81 0.26 1.3 0.43 0.54 0.46 0.43 0.54 0.4

WSB.5 0.2 0.5 NA 62 0.989 0.8 0.26 1.28 0.39 0.51 0.41 0.37 0.49 0.37
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#(NDL.8 =North Dakota lignite 80% thru 170 mesh, NDL.5=North Dakota lignite

50% thru 170 mesh, WSB.8=Western subituminous 80%thru 170 mesh,

WSB.5=Western subituminois 50% thru 170 mesh)

Model Analysis of ADL Data

As can be seen from Table 3 case B yields results closer to the solids contents

reported by ADL.

However without any additional coal data it is not possible to draw a definite

conclusion.

For the 80% thru 170 mesh distribution the maximum theoretical volume packing, m-

th, is calculated to be 0.89 and for the 50% thru 170 mesh, 0.76.

Viscosity-Concentration Analysis

There is only sufficient data for the North Dakota lignite coal to perform any kind of

viscosity model analysis. The extrapolations are not as good as in the case of coal

water slurries analyzed in a laminar flow regime. However some approximate results

can be obtained.

For case B extrapolation of the viscosity –concentration data yields a maximum

packing, pc, of 0.81. The ratio yields a slurryability of S=0.92. This would lead to

maximum solids at infinite viscosity of 88%. Subtracting 2% and accounting for the

11% moisture would give bone-dry maximum solids of 78%.

For case A the maximum volume is 0.77 and the slurryability is 0.86. The maximum

solids are 85% and 60% bone dry.

Some Conclusions

The slurryability in the .85-.9 range is a definite possibility for liquid CO2 slurries.

Such high slurryabilities have been obtained for some bituminous coal/water slurries.

Also it is in line with the 30% increase observed for slurryabilities of low rank coals

in oil. In the turbulent flow regime (as was the case for the ADL study) and/or at

high shear rates the agglomerate breakup could dominate yielding a higher
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slurryability than for low shear laminar flow. Therefore solids contents in the 60%

range are a definite possibility. Table 4 shows a viscosity analysis

Table 4 Viscosities for LRC/CO2 (l) with 30% EM and S=0.9 (and S=0.8)

m-th Dry Solids (%) Viscosity (cp)

0.87 57(51) 52(41)

0.85 56(50) 50(40)

0.83 55(49) 48(38)

There is not sufficient data in the ADL report to confirm the validity of their

conclusions that such high solids (80%) were actually observed. For example if a

density of 1.25 is assumed for the coals and the drying did not remove internal pore

volume the ADL data would imply that volume concentrations above the theoretical

maximum were obtained which would not appear to be possible. However, some

general conclusions can be drawn

 The slurryability in the .85-.9 range is a definite possibility for liquid CO2
slurries. This is a significant increase over slurryabilities of LRC in water which
are closer to 0.7 Therefore solids contents in the 60% range are a definite
possibility. Further testing is planned to verify this in the laminar flow regime
using a pressurized measuring system in a rheometer. Also theoretical studies are
underway to ascertain the effect of turbulent breakup of agglomerates on
maximum packing.

 A HWD process applied to these low rank coals could bring the bone-dry
concentrations close to 80%.

 Appling a theoretical analysis for the atomization of coal/CO2 (l) slurries showed
that these slurries will atomize completely upon injection into the reactor vessel,
thereby offering the potential for better carbon conversion that coal/water slurry
feed systems

 There is potential for advantageous use of high concentration low rank coal/liquid

CO2 slurries for gasification

.
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5 Results on Modeling Low Rank Coal/Water Slurries
Table 5 shows the results of applying the modified model to a set of low rank Alaska
coal samples, which have undergone a hot water drying process at 275C, 300C, and 325C
for periods of time ranging from 1-2 hours. The HWD process reduces the equilibrium
moisture and volatiles, thereby increasing the fixed carbon. The effect is to increase
slurryability and bone dry solids content. Results are also given for HWD coal/liquid
CO2 slurries.
Table 5 Analysis of HWD slurries (Alaska LRC with dispersant&ph adj.)

Eqm
(%)

HWD Ash
(mf)
wt%

FC
(mf)
wt%

Vol
(mf)
%

Bone dry
solids
wt%

Slurryability
S (from
DIPE
model)

C/CO2
(l)
Bone dry
solids
S=0.9(.8)

25.1 nd 6.676 44.5 48.8 49.4 0.705 63(56)

13.1 2h@2756.676 49.5 43.9 60.3 0.742 73.1(65)

10.2 2h@3006.676 51.6 41.7 63.5 0.756 75.6(67)

8.5 2h@3256.614 52.7 40.6 65.3 0.763 77.0(68)

24.4 nd 6.614 47.0 45.5 50.9 0.720 63.6(57)

10.3 2h@2756.614 50.5 42.9 62.7 0.748 75.5(67)

9.6 2h@3006.614 52.3 41.1 64.2 0.760 76.1(67)

8.2 2h@3256.614 54.6 38.8 66.5 0.775 77.2(68)

27.4 nd 6.887 41.0 52.1 46.4 0.684 61.1(54)

18.2 2h@2756.887 48.9 44.2 56.5 0.739 68.8(61)

15.4 2h@3006.887 51.6 41.5 59.8 0.756 71.2(63)

15.1 2h2325 6.887 53.3 39.9 60.8 0.799 71.4(63)

(For the table a coal particle size distribution with a top size of 300 microns and fines of
45% below 325 mesh was used which yields a theoretical maximum volume
concentration of 86.3%. The data in the table is derived from an extensive study by
Walsh et.al)
As can be seen from Table 5, the solids contents for coal/lCO2 slurries with no drying are
equivalent to those of the HWD coal/water slurries. Also the viscosities of the coal/lCO2
will be only 1/10 of the HWD coal/water slurries. Therefore
Coal/lCO2 slurry feed provides an alternate method to HWD for increasing coal content
of slurry feedstocks.
Discussion
Previous studies on applications of LRC/liquid CO2 slurries have considered in detail
only a feed scenario where the liquid CO2 is skimmed and some CO2 gas remains in the
feed to the gasifier. However this adds the complexities of a dense phase pneumatic feed
system to slurry fed gasifier. In addition in these studies the cost of liquefying the CO2
was considered as a significant added cost and energy penalty. The conclusions that
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were drawn implied that only bone dry solids concentrations >80% were economical.
However as shown in this study such high bone dry solids are probably not attainable,
and concentrations of 60% are probably the norm, unless a process like HWD treats the
coals. Because of the potential necessity of CO2 capture future gasifiers will, by
necessity, provide for CO2 liquefaction.

 Therefore additional costs of providing for liquid CO2 slurry feed system will be
most likely a small add on. In addition skimming might not be the optimum
scenario.

 Because the liquid CO2 slurries will immediately atomize to the bare coal
particles, and the energy required for vaporization of the CO2 is only a fraction of
that required to vaporize water, the LRC/ liquid CO2 slurries could gasify
efficiently with direct feed. This system could combine the advantages of liquids
handling with the efficiency of dry feed.

 In order to asses the effect of the CO2 on the gasifier reactions a preliminary
simulation was done for a single stage entrained flow gasifier using ASPEN+
with an input of C, CO2, and H2O in the weight ration of 13/13/7 and with a O/C
molar ratio of 0.5. The molar composition of the cool gas out put was 86%CO,
7%H2, 5%CO2, <1%CH4, and less than 1% H2O. Water gas shift can be used to
change the H/CO ratio. Further simulations for actual test coals will be done.

 The direct CO2 slurry feed option provides another possibility for modifying and
improving LRC gasification, even for the case where the LRC are not dried before
slurrying in liquid CO2.
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ABSTRACT 

A new concept for production of electricity from coal using molten carbonate fuel cells is 
proposed. It involves feeding 200 mesh coal particles with steam into the anode compartment of the fuel 
cell in which the waste heat from the fuel cell is used to produce synthesis gas which reacts 
electrochemically. The overall reaction is carbon plus oxygen yields carbon dioxide. Hence the reversible 
efficiency of this process is near 100 per cent, as in the direct carbon fuel cell. The gaseous product is 
carbon dioxide with impurities which can be scrubbed to produce carbon dioxide for sequestration. The 
impurities from coal in the bubbling gasifier-fuel cell, ash and sulfur, can be potentially removed by re-
circulating the electrolyte, cleaning the electrodes with pulses of steam and by filtering the electrolyte. 

A kinetic theory based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model for a bubbling bed gasifier-
fuel cell has been developed. Concentration, temperature and current density profiles have been 
computed. The computed efficiency for power generation is of the order of 70% of the enthalpy of carbon 
combustion. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 For carbon capture (Schrag, 2007) fossil fuel electric power generation plants will have to be 
made more efficient (Beer, 2007). Department of Energy (DOE) vision 21 concept involves coal 
gasification with oxygen in an entrained flow gasifier and electricity production using solid oxide fuel 
cells and gas turbines. The use of oxygen to supply the heat necessary for the endothermic carbon – steam 
reaction requires an additional 34 % moles of carbon per mole of steam. Half a century ago Gorin (1952) 
suggested that this heat can be supplied by the fuel cells. Panopoulos et al. (2006a, b) described the use of 
a heat pipe to transfer heat from the fuel cell to the gasifier. Recently we (Gidaspow and Jiradilok, 2007) 
have extended this concept by combining the gasifier and the fuel cell into one unit.  The new concept 
was illustrated with carbon nanoparticles using the previously developed model for nanoparticles. This 
concept is similar to the megawatt molten carbonate fuel cell power plants commercialized by Fuel Cell 
Energy, Inc. in which natural gas is internally reformed with steam, with an efficiency of larger than 50 
per cent and battery life of over one year.  
 Here we have developed a hydrodynamic model for a bubbling fluidized bed gasifier-fuel cell 
using 200 mesh carbon particles. The hydrodynamics is computed using the kinetic theory of granular 
flow (Gidaspow, 1994). The particles are fed into the gasifier fuel cell with steam and react in a batch 
mode for a long time before requiring a refill.  
 In this concept the steam will be produced from the anode gases by cooling and condensing and 
then reheating the product water vapor. The remaining near pure carbon dioxide will be available for 
sequestration. The overall reaction is carbon plus oxygen yields carbon dioxide. Hence the reversible 
efficiency of this process is near 100 per cent, as in the direct carbon fuel cells (Cooper et al, 2000; 
Cooper, 2003; Hemmes, 2004; Dick, 2006). The computed efficiency in this study is, however, of the 
order of 60% due to incomplete hydrogen and carbon monoxide conversion and higher outlet than inlet 
temperatures.  
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2. NEW CONCEPT 
 Figure 1 shows the new concept for the ideal gasifier fuel cell with carbon feed. Typical 
computed volume fractions of carbon for the bubbling bed and the nanoparticle gasifier fuel cell are 
shown in figures 2a and 2b, respectively. In the gasifer fuel cell the carbon particles react with steam 
producing carbon monoxide and hydrogen which then react electrochemically to give steam and carbon 
dioxide. The oxygen is supplied from the cathode by migration of carbonate ions. Liebhafsky and Cairns’ 
book (1968) describes the electrochemical reaction for the molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC). At IIT 
Chuck (1966) using a molten carbonate cell manufactured at IGT (Institute of Gas Technology), now GTI 
(Gas Technology Institute), systematically measured the current density of oxidation of carbon monoxide 
as a function of polarization from 10 to 70% inlet carbon monoxide concentration and temperatures of 
750–875 ◦C. All the data were correlated by the relation current density equals Nernst potential minus 
voltage divided by cell resistance. The same model is used here. 
 In figure 1 the steam and carbon dioxide are fed into the condenser which separates the liquid 
water from the carbon dioxide. The liquid water is then reheated and vaporized in the boiler. The heat to 
the boiler is supplied by the hot air from the cathode.  The steam is then recycled to the gasifier-MCFC. A 
portion of carbon dioxide from the condenser is added to the cathode stream to maintain a reasonably 
high concentration of carbon dioxide. 
 Figure 3 shows the coal gasifier fuel cell system. With coal feed containing ash and sulfur 
impurities, the molten salt electrolyte will have to be periodically recirculated as shown in figure 3 and 
the electrodes cleaned with steam. The simulations show that it will be impractical to react all of the 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the gasifier-MCFC. This will require fuel cell #2 shown in figure 3. 
The stream from the condenser will contain carbon dioxide and pollutants such as hydrogen sulfide which 
will be removed in a scrubber. The extra heat needed in the boiler will come from fuel cell #2.  
 The overall reaction is as follows: 
Gasification                   2 2C H O CO H+ → +
Fuel Cell  2 2, 2 2cathodeCO H O CO H O+ + → +  

Net                2, 2cathodeC O CO+ →
Hence, ideally the gasifier fuel cell is 100% efficient, since H GΔ = Δ = Electrical work.  
 

3. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD) MODEL 
 

3.1 Hydrodynamic model 
The hydrodynamic model for the multiphase flow is based on the generalization of Navier–Stokes 

equations. It was developed earlier at Illinois Institute of Technology. It uses the Eulerian–Eulerian 
approach (Ding and Gidaspow, 1990). The basic equations given below are the mass, momentum and 
energy conservation laws for the fluid and the particulate phase as summarized in table 1. It is a 
hydrodynamic model B (Gidaspow, 1994). The numerical scheme used in this code is the Implicit 
Continuous Eulerian (ICE) approach. The model uses donor cell differencing. A kinetic theory based 
hydrodynamics model with Johnson and Jackson (1987) boundary conditions has been developed by Neri 
and Gidaspow (2000) for flow of FCC particles in the fast fluidization regime. The granular temperature 
is computed by solving a fluctuating kinetic energy equation for the particles. The solid viscosity and 
pressure are computed as a function of granular temperature. In order to solve the fluctuating energy 
equation, we need to specify the collisional energy dissipation, sγ , due to inelastic collisions of particles 
and the granular conductivity, sκ . 
 
 
 
 

 



3.2 Gasification 
 3.2.1 Description of Gasifier 

The gasification reactions are similar to those for a moving-bed coal gasification reactor of Yoon 
et al (1978). The dominant processes of the gasification are heterogeneous reactions between carbon and 
components of the gas phase.  

Gasification reactions consist of 3 reactions as follows: 

Reaction 1:    COCOC 22 →+

Reaction 2:   422 CHHC →+
Reaction 3:  22 HCOOHC +→+  

In addition to the three heterogeneous reactions, the water gas shift reaction occurs in the gas 
phase catalyzed by carbon particles. 
Water shift reaction 222 HCOOHCO +⇔+  
Skinner and Smoot  (1979) have reviewed the literature of the reactions of char and carbon. 
 

3.2.2 Model 
For the gasification the conservation of species equations are added into the kinetic theory based 

hydrodynamics code to describe gasification reactions. The left hand side terms of the continuity 
equations for solids and gas phase do not equal to zero due to mass changing with reactions. They are 
summarized in Table 1. The shrinking core model is used to calculate the rate of the heterogeneous 
reaction. Similar to that given by Yoon et al. (1978) there are three main resistances in this model, mass 
transfer, diffusion and reaction effects. The numerical values are for Pittsburgh 8 coal. There are similar 
to those of Yoon et al (1978). Skinner and Smoot (1979) give the Arrhenius constants for graphite, 
charcoal and coke. Wen (1975) reviewed the details of the shift reaction. 
 
3.3 Gasifier Fuel cell 

Description of Gasifier Fuel Cell 
The current density is given in Dharia (1977), in Gidaspow’s report (1980,1984) and his book 

(1994) as .   ( )( ) effEii RVPEI /−=
The fuel cells produce electricity by the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen and carbon 

monoxide. The half-cell reactions are summarized in Table 1. Actual anode and cathode reactions involve 
ion. The mechanisms for the cathode of the molten carbonate fuel cell are discussed in Liebhafsky 

and Cairns (1968). In order to eliminate any effect due to CO2 concentration across the electrolyte, the 
anode and cathodic CO2 partial pressure were kept the same throughout the simulations of hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide systems. The reversible emf of fuel cell, 

2
3
−CO

( )
2HPE and ( )COPE  are obtained from the 

Nernst equation, found as a function of pressure as summarized in table 1.  The rate consumption of 

hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the fuel cell is 
αFn

I

i

i mol cm-3s-1. 

3.4 Initial condition and boundary condition 
The definition of appropriate initial and boundary conditions is critical for carrying out of a 

realistic simulation. In this study we simulated the gasifier fuel cells in a batch mode. At the inlet, the gas 
velocity, the gas compositions, gas temperature and pressure were prescribed. In the reactor, the carbon 
particles were contained at minimum fluidizing velocity.  Therefore the volume fractions, velocities, 
compositions, temperatures of gas and solids phases, gas pressure and granular temperature were 
prescribed. The simulations were carried out for a two-dimensional fluidized bed. The system geometry, 
all properties of the gas and the solid and the operating conditions are summarized in Figure 4.  

 



In this study, the restitution coefficient (e) was approximately determined to be 0.95. The 
specularity coefficient was 1.0 and the restitution coefficient at the wall was assumed to be 1.0 for the 
particle phase.  

 
3.4.1       Initial conditions for gasifier fuel cell 
Initial weight fractions of H2O and CO2 are 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. The initial concentration of the 

steam and carbon dioxide is used to start the fuel cell process.  
In the simulation, the anode is simulated; the concentration of oxygen  in the cathode is assumed 

to be constant with mole fraction of 0.21. The steam and carbon dioxide produced from fuel cell are the 
reactants for gasification reactions, reaction 1 and 3, and water shift reaction. 

2OP

 
3.4.2   Boundary conditions 
At an impenetrable solid wall the gas velocities in two directions are generally set to be zero. For the 

granular temperature wall the Johnson and Jackson (1987) boundary condition was applied for solids 
phase as summarized in table 1. It was obtained by equating the granular flux to collisional dissipation 
with a correction for slip.  
 
4. The entire system efficiency is estimated from the output of electric power and the consumption 
of carbon in the batch system (Cordiner et al 2007)  

22 COOCnconsumptioCarbon

el
g Hm

P

→+Δ
=η  

where  is the output electric power estimated byelP ∫∫= IdxdyVPel   (Watt) 

nconsumptioCarbonm is the rate of carbon consumption    (g/s)     

22 COOCH →+Δ is the heat formation of carbon dioxide   (-29677 J/g) 
 
5. CFD SIMULATIONS 

Five different cases were studied. The effect of the water gas shift reaction (cases 1 & 2), the inlet 
steam temperature (cases 2 & 3) and the operating cell potential (cases 2 & 4) and the initial concentration 
of H2O and CO2 (cases 2 & 5) were simulated. 

Case  1 2 3 4 5 

Parameter, b, in water gas shift  1 100 100 100 100 

Inlet steam temperature (K) 1073 1073 973 1073 1073 

Operating cell potential (V) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6 

Initial weight fractions of H2O and CO2 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5 0.05,0.05
 
 Figure 5 shows isothermal gasification at 1073 K with the water gas shift reaction (b=100 in 
water gas shift equation) with inlet steam at a velocity of 7.3 m s-1. The outlet concentrations of CO and 
H2 are 50%. The gasification reactions took place in the bottom portion, at 0 to 6 cm, which contains the 
carbon. There is no formation of CO2 due to the reaction of carbon with carbon dioxide. 
 Figure 6 shows the compositions in the hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier fuel cell based on 
case 1 & case 2, which demonstrate the effect of the water gas shift reaction. The parameter, b in water 
gas shift equation was varied to be 1 and 100, corresponding to cases 1 and 2, respectively. The 
concentrations of H2 and H2O were varied with parameter, b. The concentration of H2 increases due to the 
higher water shift reaction. Therefore in the following cases we used the parameter, b of 100 in the shift 

 



reaction. In figure 3 the hydrogen and carbon monoxide increase due to gasifications and then decrease 
due to electrochemical oxidation.  
 Figure 7 shows the compositions in the hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier fuel cell based on 
case 2 & case 3. Figure 7 shows the effect of the inlet steam temperature. The effect of inlet steam 
temperature is small due to adiabatic operation. 
 Figure 8 shows the compositions in the hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier fuel cell based on 
case 2 & case 4. The operating cell potential shows a tremendous effect on the concentrations of each 
species.  
 Figure 9 shows the current densities of gasifier hydrogen and carbon monoxide fuel cells for 
cases 2 and 4. The profiles of current density for both operating voltages give similar profiles, high 
current at the bottom portion, corresponding to the high concentrations of carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen. The current density from carbon monoxide is higher than that from hydrogen. The total 
averaged current densities are 0.41 and 0.30 based on operating cell potentials of 0.6 and 0.8 volts, 
respectively.  
 Figure 10 shows the weight fraction of carbon conversion as a function of operating time for 
cases 2, 3 and 4. The rates of carbon consumption estimated from slope are 0.0016, 0.0019 and 0.0012 s-1 

corresponding to cases 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The rate of carbon consumption is used to estimate the 
efficiency.  A higher rate of carbon consumption gives a lower efficiency for the same power output.  
 The simulations show that it will be impractical to react all of the carbon monoxide and hydrogen 
in the gasifier-MCFC. This will require fuel cell #2 shown in figure 3. The dimension of fuel cell #2 is 
assumed to be 20 cm  high. The additional current density is estimated to be half of current density from a 
gasifier fuel cell.  
 Figure 11 shows the heat flow in the hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier fuel cell for case 2. It is 
endothermic at the bottom portion due to gasification reactions and exothermic due to the fuel cell at the 
top portion. 
 Figure 12 shows temperature and total heat profiles of the hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier 
fuel cell for case 2. There is a lager rinse in temperature in the portion in the cell where is no carbon. The 
high exit temperature causes the energy efficiency to be much lower than ideal 100%. To increase the 
efficiency the hot end of one cell should be attached to the colder end of a second cell. In a stack of cells 
conduction will smooth out the temperature difference. Operation of the gasifier fuel cell as an entrained 
reactor will also increase the efficiency at the expense of complexity.  
 Figure 13 shows our simulation for the hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier fuel cell for case 2, 
1073 K, 0.6 V. The instantaneous solid volume fraction, the CO concentration, the H2 concentrations, gas 
temperature, current density from the CO system and current density from the H2 system at 4.5 seconds 
are shown in figure 13, respectively. Figure 13 suggests that the fuel cell gasifier should be only 8 cm 
high, followed by a normal fuel cell, whose extra heat can be used in a gas turbine for high efficiency.  
This figure and figure 12 also show that the gasifier fuel cell bottom section is at nearly constant 750 K 
temperature. The current production is also uniform in the bottom section, despite a non-uniform carbon 
volume fraction distribution. Table 2 summarizes the total power estimated for the gasifier fuel cell and 
fuel cell # 2, the heat of combustion and the efficiency for all cases. The computed efficiency in this study 
is of the order of 60% due to incomplete hydrogen and carbon monoxide conversion and higher outlet 
than inlet temperatures.  
Table 2: Total power estimated from fuel cell no 1&2, heat of combustion and entire efficiency of all 
cases 

Case 1 2 3 4 5 
Total Power (W) 
(Gasifier fuel cell & Fuel cell 2) 72.96 96.41 101.84 93.44 95.85 

Heat combustion (W) 158.21 140.62 193.71 157.72 140.70 
Total Efficiency % 46.11 68.56 52.57 59.25 68.12 

 



7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The new concept of the bubbling gasifier – fuel cell ideally allows 

• 100% of carbon enthalpy conversion to electrical energy 
• Formation of CO2 as the only product ready for cleaning and sequestration 
• High capacity storage of fuel: carbon, coal or biomass, not gases or liquid hydrogen 

However, optimization is required to get closer to 100% efficiency.  The present scheme gives an 
efficiency of 68% and less. 
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The constitutive relations in the energy equations are described in Gidaspow and Jiradilok (2007). 
The constitutive equations and boundary conditions are those in Jiradilok et al (2006) and Neri & Gidaspow (2000) 

Gasifier 

For the gasification the conservations of species equations are added into the code to describe gasification 
reactions. They are summarized as follows: 
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Kinetic study     Heterogeneous reaction model 
The shrinking core model used to calculate the rate of the heterogeneous reaction is given by 
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The Gasification reactions consist of 3 reactions as follows: 
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Reaction 2:   422 CHHC →+ 849.21
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Water shift reaction 222 HCOOHCO +⇔+   838.9
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A complete derivation of the basic model equation ( ) effii RVPEI /−= to obtain the current density is given in 

Dharia (1977) and Gidaspow’s (1980) report. Rate consumption of hydrogen in a fuel cell = I/nFαmol/cm3.s 
Continuity equation for gas phase  
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The reversible emf of fuel cell, ( )

2HPE and ( )COPE  are obtained from the Nernst equation. 
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Nomenclature is given in Gidaspow and Jiradilok (2007) and in Jiradilok et al (2006) 
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Figure 1. Ideal Gasifier Fuel Cell with Carbon Feed 
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 Fihure2. Typical computed volume fractions of carbon for the bubbling bed and the 
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Geometry of the reactors  
• Height    20  cm. 
• Reactor Diameter (ID)  15.5    cm. 
• Position of outlet   Top 
• Type of outlet   Filter (only gas exit)  

Solid properties 
• Density    1121.3  kg/m3 
• Diameter   127  μm 
• Restitution coefficient, e  0.95 
• Wall restitution coefficient, ew 1 
• Specularity coefficient, φ   1  

Grid size     
• Radial     cmx 5.0=Δ
• Axial    Δ  cmy 5.0=

 

Number of Grid    
• Radial ×  Axial         cells8233×

(Including boundary wall cells) 
Operating Condition 

• Gas velocity   7.3  cm/s 
• Initial solid volume fraction 0.4  
• Initial bed height  5 cm. 
• Temperature   1073 or 973 K  
• Pressure   1 atm 
• Time step   1 ×10-5sec 

Figure 4. System geometry and operating 
conditions for bubbling bed simulations 
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Figure 5. Gasification axial profiles with no current 
production, 1073 K, 7.3 m s-1 steam 

Effect of water shift reaction 
Figure 6. Concentration axial profiles of gasifier fuel cells 
for cases 1(b=1) and 2 (b=100).   
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Effect of operating cell potential 
Figure 8. Concentration axial profiles of gasifier fuel cells 
for cases 2 (0.6 V) and 4 (0.8 V).   
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Figure 11. Heat flow in the hydrogen-carbon monoxide 
gasifier fuel cell for case 2 

Figure 12. Temperature and total heat profiles of the 
hydrogen-carbon monoxide gasifier fuel cell for case 2 
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Abstract 

As a major energy source in the future, hydrogen is expected to be produced more effectively from 

available resources including the most abundant coal. We proposed a novel coal gasification 

method-HyPr-RING (Hydrogen Production by Reaction-Integrated Novel Gasification) in 1999.  HyPr-RING 

method utilizes a chemical looping-the calcium cycle, CaO reacts with high pressure steam to form reactive 

Ca(OH)2 and to release heat, then Ca(OH)2 absorbs CO2 produced from hydrocarbon steam gasification to form 

CaCO3 in one pressurized fluidized bed gasifier; thereafter, the produced CaCO3 is decomposed to CaO in a 

regenerator for reuse.  This paper introduces the current developing status of HyPr-RING method, mainly 

including the operating condition, hydrogen yield and the cold gas efficiency etc. for a 50 kg-coal/d continuous 

reactor.  The results shows that at 2.0 MPa and 610℃, the concentrations of H2, CH4 and CO2 in the gas are 

84.6 vol.%, 13.0 vol.% and 0 vol.%, respectively.     

Thermodynamic calculations are also used to analyze the material and energy balances in the 

HyPr-RING process for H2 production.  A fuel gas comprising an equilibrium mixture of 91vol.% H2 and 9 

vol.% CH4 can be obtained by coal gasification at 923 K and 3.0 MPa.  The amount of the produced gas is 

calculated to be 1.4 mN
3/kg-coal.  The cold gas efficiency and carbon recovery efficiency (in CO2) are 77% 

and 40%, respectively. 

 

Keywords:  hydrogen, coal gasification, sorbent CaO, CO2 
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1. Introduction 

 

Hydrogen, as a clean energy, is paid attention more and more.  There are many methods for the 

production of hydrogen, such as the gasification of fossil fuels (coal, oil, or natural gas) and biomass, nuclear 

reaction, photovoltaic energy conversion, and solar thermal system, etc.  However at present, the global 

hydrogen production mainly relies on processes that extract hydrogen from fossil fuels.  The coal, as the 

largest reserve fossil fuel and the most stable energy source, is used to produce hydrogen through gasification 

more popular.  In 1999, our group proposed a novel hydrogen production method (HyPr-RING) which is a 

coal/steam/CaO gasification technology1, 2.  This method integrates gas production and separation, and the 

associated endothermic and exothermic reactions, to produce hydrogen in one gasifier and in one step. 

Since the process development was started from 2000, efforts were paid on the process design, feasible 

studies and experimental confirmations which are the most important to obtain data of the reactor design, gas 

product, material reactivity and operating conditions.  Early results1, 3 have demonstrated that the produced 

gas consisted of mostly H2 with only small CH4 when coal, steam and CaO were allowed to react at 873-973 K 

with batch scale apparatus such as autoclave set-up, a 5 kg-coal/d apparatus.  Recently, a 50kg-coal/d 

continuous apparatus was built to investigate the effects of coal/CaO-steam contact, solid residence time, and 

temperature and pressure on the production of hydrogen.  Simultaneously, a fluidized bed regenerator was also 

built to decompose the produced CaCO3 to CaO.  In this present, the development of HyPr-RING project will 

be introduced. 

 

2. HyPr-RING method 

 

Figure 1 shows the concept of the HyPr-RING method.  It consists of two main reactors, gasifier and 

regenerator.  A high-pressure fluidized bed reactor was selected to be the gasifier.  As stated above, in the 

gasifier, gas production and separation, and the associated endothermic and exothermic reactions are integrated.  

Four main reactions take place in the gasifier: CaO hydration (1); Carbon gasification (2); Water-gas shift 

reaction (3) and Ca(OH)2 carbonation (4). 

 
(1)

22 )(OHCaOHCaO →+             ∆H0
298= -109 kJ/mol  

22 HCOOHC +→+                ∆H0
298=132 kJ/mol          (2)

222 HCOOHCO +→+            ∆H0
298= -41.5 kJ/mol         

OHCaCOCOOHCa 2322)( +→+     ∆H0
298 = -69 kJ/mol         

(3)

(4)

 The overall reaction is written as: 

232 22 HCaCOOHCaOC +→++     ∆H0
298= -88 kJ/mol         (5)

 



CaO (lime) is used to remove CO2 and thereby CO completely during coal gasification.  The heat 

released from the absorption of CO2 is available for coal gasification.      
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Fig 1.  Concept of the HyPr-RING method 

 

 

Integrating of reactions (1)-(4) in a single reactor and no coal combustion are the key point for 

HyPr-RING method.  Overall reaction equilibrium is suitable for a gas composition of high concentration of 

hydrogen.  Equilibrium compositions from C-H2O-CaO and C-H2O-CaO reaction systems were calculated 

using HSC Chemistry 4.0 software.  Gas compositions for the C-H2O and C-H2O-CaO reaction system are 

shown in Figure 2.  It shows that, with CaO addition, as in C-H2O-CaO reaction system, CO and CO2 

decreased with increasing pressure, and reached below 1.0 vol.% at pressures above 3.0 MPa.  CO2 capture by 

CaO is a significant factor in the reduction of CO and CH4 and the increase of H2.  H2 is the primary resultant 

gas, together with a small amount of CH4.  The ratio of H2/CH4 is about 6.7/1 at 3.0 MPa.  

Also a fluidized bed regenerator is selected to decompose CaCO3 to CaO because a fluidized bed has a 

property of the good heat conductivity and it also allows the particles to remain segregated which could keep 

the particles to have a higher specific surface area and porosity.  The regenerated CaO is transferred to the 

gasifier for reuse.  Figure 3 shows process components and mass/energy balances for a 1000t/d coal process.  

Since CO2 separation energy can be recycled as CaO chemical energy to be released in gasifier for coal 

gasification, process can obtained cold gas efficiency as high as 77%. 
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Fig 2.  Gas equilibrium composition in C-H2O and H2O-CaO-C system 
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Fig 3. Mass/energy flows and process components 

 



The operating temperature of gasifier is 873-973K, as determined from experimental results3.  A 

comparatively lower gasification temperature is used to prevent eutectic melting of calcium compounds and to 

improve CO2 absorption and the water-gas shift reaction.  A high pressure over 2.0 MPa (steam pressure) is 

used for hydration of CaO in the gasifier to restore sorbent reactivity.  Accordingly, CO2 in the gasifier is 

absorbed mainly by Ca(OH)2.  Regenerator is operated at 1373 K and 0.1 MPa based on the conditions of 

traditional calcination process.   

The method for separating coal ash from the CaO sorbent has not yet been tested experimentally.  In 

the calculation, we considered the disposal of a part of CaO/ash mixture and the injection of fresh CaCO3 into 

the process system to maintain a certain CaO/ash ratio in the process.   

In the solid residue from HyPr-RING process, CaO is main material (lager than 80%) with coal ash of 

SiO2, Al2O3 and CaSO4.  Some CaO absorb H2S to form CaS in gasifier, and then be oxidized in regenerator 

to CaSO4.  Solid residue is good source material for cement industry.   

Energy contained in coal supply should be distributed to the gasifier and the regenerator rationally, too. 

It is designed that a part of carbon (about 40-50%) after gasification is sent to regenerator as a fuel for CaCO3 

regeneration.  Since most of the energy used in the regenerator can be return to the gasifier by CaO reaction 

heat, energy distributed to the gasifier, in fact, is larger than 85 % for producing H2. 

For the utilization of the gasification gas (H2 >90% + CH4 9%), three ways are considered.  The first 

way is that the gas will be directly supplied to IGCC plant or gas engine for power generation.  The second 

way is that the purity of the hydrogen will be enhanced further (99.99%) and then hydrogen is applied to fuel 

cell or the fuel of hydrogen car.  The third way is that hydrogen is used for the chemical material, maybe 

enhancing its purity if it is necessary.   

 

3. Process development 

 

Process development was started from 2000.  Members contained five companies, two universities, 

and the national institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) of Japan.  Tables 1 and 2 

show the schedule up to now and the developmental target of the project, respectively. 

 

Table 1.  The schedule of HyPr-RING project up to now 

 Terms 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
(1) Fundamental study
(2) Obtain reactor design data
(3) 50 kg/d continous run test
(4) Design 5 t/d pilot plant
(5) Feasibility study

Terms 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
(1) Fundamental study
(2) Obtain reactor design data
(3) 50 kg/d continous run test
(4) Design 5 t/d pilot plant
(5) Feasibility study

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2.  The developmental target of HyPr-RING project  

 Value 

Cold gas efficiency [%] >75 

CO2 recovery efficiency [%] >40 

H2S concentration [ppm] <1.0 

 

 

3.1 Obtain reactor design data  

HyPr-RING process contains two main reactors, gasifier and regenerator.  Coal and sorbent are 

injected into gasifier with steam together, to produce H2 and CaCO3.  CaCO3 then be regenerated in 

regenerator to CaO for reusing.  However, most challenges in the process development are focused on the 

gasifier which is required to: 

1) completely fix CO2 in gasifier ;                        2) completely shift CO in gasifier; 

3) maximize H2, minimize other hydrocarbon products;       4) use CaO reaction heat for coal gasification; 

5) minimize sorbent/coal supply ratio;                  and 6) restore CaO reactivity 

Correct choices of sorben and operation conditions are the keys for requirement terms. 

 

From 1999 to 2003, efforts were paid mainly on coal reactivity and CaO hydration reactivity.  The 

results showed that, CaO hydration and the Ca(OH)2 carbonation rates were faster than char gasification, and 

CaO hydration rate varied as the 2 power with respect to the difference between the reactant steam pressure and 

the equilibrium steam pressure, (PH2O – P*
H2O);  the char gasification rates were on levels of 0.145 [1/min] and 

0.486 [1/min] at 923 K and 973 K, respectively, and were about twice those produced by char-only 

gasification;  yang rank coal can produce more hydrogen than old rank coals, etc. 

 

3.2 Results of the 50 kg-coal/day apparatus  

 

A 50 kg-coal/d continuous apparatus (Figure 4) has been built since 2003, to confirm the reactor form 

(fluidized bed), the operating condition, feeding method, the product gas composition, the sorbent recycle etc.   

The continuous apparatus consists of a screw feeder, a high-pressure fluidized bed reactor and a 

gas-solid separating equipment.  Coal/CaO powder mixture is continuously supplied into the reactor by feeder 

to react with high temperature and high pressure steam.  Product gas is separated from solid residue and then 

is continuously analyzed by a gas chromatograph.  At present, the gasifier is stably operated under 2.0~2.5 

MPa and 600~630℃.  One of the results is shown in Figure 5.  When the temperature and the pressure were 

610℃ and 2.0 MPa, the experiment was stably operated for three hours.  The gas compositions at the gasifier 



exit were listed in Table 3.  It shows the main gas compositions were H2 and CH4 whose concentrations were 

84.6 vol.% and 13.0 vol.%, respectively.  CO was almost completely transferred to H2 and CO2, and further 

CO2 was completely captured.  In a stable run range as shown in Figure 5(b), it showed that carbon in coal 

converted about 60% into the gas phase, and H2/CH4 ratio in product gas was about 6.6. This was similar to the 

result of the equilibrium calculation shown in Figure 2.  H2S can be captured and NH3 was decomposed by 

CaO (Ca(OH)2) very well.  The concentrations of H2S, NH3 and HCN in the gas were 2.2 ppm, 0 ppm and 3.2 

ppm (Table 3), respectively.   
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Fig 4. Continuous 50 kg-coal/d apparatus 
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Fig. 5  Gas composition and carbon conversion in the continuous test  

 

 

Table 3.  The comparison of the gas composition under different experimental conditions 

Gas composition [vol.% or ppm] 
 

H2 CH4 C2H4 C2H6 CO CO2 H2S HCN NH3 

50 kg-coal/d, 

610℃, 2.0 MPa 
84.6 13.0 1.0 1.2 0.2 0 2.2 ppm 3.2 ppm 0 ppm 

 

 

In addition, the solid residues including coal char, the produced CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 were 

decomposed to CaO in a regenerator at air atmosphere, and then the regenerated CaO was transferred to the 

gasifier for gasification.   This procedure was carried out for three cycles.  The results shows that the 

concentrations of H2, CH4 and CO2 in the gasification gas were a little change, which indicated that the 

reactivity of the recycled CaO hydration and CO2 absorption almost were no decrease.   

 

3.2 The plan from here on  

 

In the next stage, the 50 kg/d apparatus will be operated at 3.0 MPa and 650 ℃, because this condition 

can improve the yield of H2 and the carbon conversion efficiency. 

It is very important to grasp the handling of the solid particles (sorbent CaO) because of its great 

amount and high reactivity.  So this problem will be investigated in a 5 ton/d pilot plant in the future. 

 



4. Summary 

In this study, the developing status of HyPr-RING method was introduced.  Some results were 

obtained as follows. 

 

● Continuous run test shows that at 2.0 MPa and 631℃, the concentrations of H2, CH4 and CO2 in the gas 

were 84.6 vol.%, 13.0 vol.% and 0 vol.%, respectively.  And concentrations of H2S, NH3 and HCN in the gas 

were 2.2 ppm, 0 ppm and 3.2 ppm, respectively.  The carbon recovery efficiency (in CO2) was above 40%.  

The sorbent CaO was cyclic used for three times, and the result shows that the concentrations of H2, CH4 and 

CO2 in the gas were almost no change. 

 

● Thermodynamic calculation results shows that a fuel gas comprising an equilibrium mixture of 91vol.% H2 

and 9 vol.% CH4 can be obtained by coal gasification at 923 K and 3.0 MPa.  The amount of the fuel gas 

produced was calculated to be 1.4 mN
3/kg-coal.  The cold gas efficiency was 77%. 
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ABSTRACT 

The importance of coal gasification technology is increasing in the world due to the rising cost 

of oil and natural gas. IHI has developed TIGARR (Twin IHI Gasifier) process for lignite coal 

gasification based on our commercialized circulating fluidized bed technology. This process can 

produce syngas with high calorific value and also high hydrogen content with air under atmospheric 

pressure. In this study, fundamental experiments for the development of TIGARR and also gasification 

performance of lignite coal using 6t/day TIGARR pilot plant are shown.  

Results of system energy balance calculation using ASPEN PLUS showed that gasifier 

temperature is strongly affected by the circulating sand flow rate, and higher sand flow rate is needed to 

decrease the temperature difference between combustor and gasifier. Gasification test with small fluidized 

bed gasifier is conducted, and it is shown the reaction rate of lignite is quite larger than that of 

sub-bituminous, which seems to be due to the difference in volatile amount and also the reactivity of char. 

The 6t/d pilot plant is constructed using the results from calculation and fundamental experiments. 

Pilot plant is equipped with air blown riser combustor and bubbling fluidized bed gasifier using steam 

as a gasification agent. Experimental results show that syngas with high calorific value of more than 

14,000kJ/m3
N (dry,HHV) can be obtained with less than 1% nitrogen contamination. Hydrogen 

concentration in syngas can be more than 50%. The process is stable and can be continuously operated 

without any additional fuel into the riser in order to maintain the temperature of riser and gasifier.  

 

 

1.Intorduction 

The importance of coal gasification 

technology is increasing in the world due to the 

rising cost of oil and natural gas. High volatile  

fuels like lignite coal and biomass are suitable for 

gasification because of its higher reactivity, and 

considering its huge reserve, much simple, cheap 

and efficient gasifier is needed for the practical 

application of the system. Circulating fluidized bed 

with twin reactor (riser combustor and bubbling 

bed gasifier) is suitable for this purpose because it 

can produce syngas with high calorific value 

without using pure oxygen or pressurized 

condition. A novel gasification technology, Twin 

IHI Gasifier (TIGARR) has been developed for the 

production of synthesis gas and power generation. 

TIGARR system is a combination of fluidized bed 

(FB) gasifier and circulating fluidized bed (CF B) 

combustor, as shown in Figure 1. Steam is mainly 

used as a gasification agent and reforming medium 

in the gasifier. Circulating bed material from the 

combustor supplies the heat needed for gasification  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

reaction in the gasifier where the volatile matter 

and a part of fixed carbon are gasified.  The 

remaining char is transported into the combustor 

where the char is combusted with air and heats up 

the circulating bed materials. TIGARR has unique 

features as follows; 

 

>Co-production system 

The combustor of TIGARR can generate steam, 

which can be used both for gasification agent and 

steam turbine for power generation. The fraction of 

the production of synthesis gas and power can be 

changed by controlling the gasifier condition. 

 

> Lower CAPEX and O&M cost. 

Most of gasifiers use Air Separation Unit (ASU) to 

produce oxygen as the reforming medium. CAPEX 

of the ASU is very high and energy penalty to 

operate ASU is large.  On the other hand, 

TIGARR does not use ASU. Also, TIGARR is 

operated at lower pressure near ambient conditions 

and at lower temperature less than 1000℃ that is 

commercially proven level in CFB and FB plants. 

Therefore, the materials used for the gasifier and 

the combustor are almost the same as those for 

those fluidized boilers. 

 

>Wide range of Feedstock 

TIGARR can gasify many fuels like low rank coals 

(lignite and sub-bituminous coal), biomass, waste 

plastics, organic sludge, and other organic wastes 

as a feedstock.    

 

>High reliability and Availability 

TIGARR gasification technology is based on 

proven and mature fluidized bed technologies 

which have been already commercialized in FB 

boilers, CFB boilers and pressurized fluidized bed 

boilers (PFBC) of  IHI with long experience. 

 

 For the development of TIGARR system, 

some important feature should be confirmed by the 

experiments and also by process simulation.  

 

 

2. Calculation of system energy balance 

As TIGARR system is a combination of 

exothermic and endothermic reactor, it is important 

to clarify the operating condition where heat from 

both reaction is balanced. ASPEN PLUS has been 

used for the predic tion of balancing point and 

performance of the gasifier. Figure 2 shows the 

process model for the calculation. Gasifier and 

combustor are assumed as batch reactor and 

combined with hot bed material flow in the process. 

Pyrolysis of the coal is predicted us ing 

FLASHCHAIN[1] model. Reaction of char with 

steam is controlled in the calculation in order to 

achieve the heat balance in the process.  
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Fig.1 Overview of TIGARR gasifier 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 3 shows the example of operation 

condition of 6t/d pilot plant. It is shown that 

gasifier temperature is strongly affected by the 

circulating sand flow rate, and higher sand flow 

rate is needed to decrease the temperature 

difference between combustor and gasifier. Figure 

4 shows the change of the cold gas efficiency 

(CGE) with the circulating solid mass flow. The 

temperature of the combustor top is restricted to 

950 degree C.  It is shown that there is the 

maximum CGE at the certain solid mass flow rate. 

When the solid flow rate is lower, the gasifier 

temperature decreases due to the reducing heat 

input. Meanwhile, excessive solid flow rate results 

in decreasing the combustor and the gasifier 

temperature.  The CGE exceeds over 73% for 

lignite coal whose moisture content is 35%. 

Although the higher moisture content results in 

increase of heat loss of the gasifier, increase of 

steam partial pressure enhances carbon conversion  

in the TIGARR gasifier. Therefore, the reduction of 

the CGE with increase of moisture contents is 

smaller than that of partial oxidizing gasifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. High concentration sand flow 

In order to assure the high concentration 

sand flow in the process, scale down model test is 

conducted. Figure 5 shows the experimental 

apparatus. High speed riser with 174mm diameter 

and 5.9m height combined with bubbling fluidized 

bed is used in the experiment. Silica sand (average 

diameter 300um) is used as a bed material, and in 

order to measure the sand flow rate directly and 

continuously, flow meter using impact force is 

used in the experiment. 
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Fig.3 Prediction of 6t/d pilot plant 
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Figure 6 shows the effect of superficial 

velocity on flux of bed material Gs [kg/s/m2]. It is 

clarified that high concentration sand flow can be 

achieved with enough superficial velocity and 

dense bed height in the bottom of riser, and also 

minimum resistance in the gasifier. It was also 

shown that the solid mass flow rate could be 

controlled by the ratio of the primary and 

secondary air and also inventory of the solid mass.  

 

 

 

 

 

4. Gasification behavior of lignite coal 

In order to clarify the fundamental 

gasification behavior of fuel, gasification test with 

small fluidized bed gasifier is conducted.  

Cylindrical pipe made of quartz glass (I.D. 50mm, 

Height 650mm) is used as a reactor. Silica sand is 

installed in the pipe and fluidized by a steam gas 

which is introduced from the bottom of the reactor. 

Fluidized bed inside the reactor is heated up to 

800-900 ℃  by electrical heaters before the 

experiment. After the reactor temperature reaches a 

setting value, sample of the test coal (1-2g) is fed 

into the fluidized bed instantaneously from the top 

of the reactor. Table 1 shows the property of test 

coal. Synthesis gas from the coal is periodically 

collected and analyzed by gas chromatograph to 

obtain the gas composition and carbon conversion 

of coal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 shows the time variation of carbon 

conversion of lignite, sub-bituminous and 

bituminous coal at 900 ℃. Carbon conversion 

increases with the increase of reaction time and 

reaches a constant value at a certain reaction time. 

The reaction rate of lignite is quite larger than that 

of sub-bituminous, which seems to be due to the 

difference in volatile amount and also the 

reactivity of char. The difference of reaction rate 

between both coals indicates that the size of the 

gasifier for lignite can be relatively smaller than 

that for sub-bituminous. 

Fig.5 Scale down model test apparatus  
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Equation by Bi [2]

Sub-Bituminous Lignite
25.0 35

Proximate Moisture 14.5 23.0
analysis (%) Volatile matter 42.5 38.0
(AD) Fixed carbon 42.0 35.1

Ash 1.0 3.9
Total Sulfer 0.10 0.15

0.99 0.92
Ultimate C 74.30 73.0
analysis (%) H 5.60 8.4
(DAF) N 1.10 1.0

S 0.10 0.2
O 18.90 17.4

21.63 17.83

Coal
Total Moisture (%-AR)

High Heating Value (MJ/kg-RV)

Fuel ratio

Table 1 Properties of coal used in the experiment. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Pilot model test 

From the results obtained from the process 

simulation and fundamental experiments, pilot 

plant of TIGARR is designed and constructed in 

IHI Yokohama Works, and gasification test using 

lignite, sub-bituminous coal and also biomass is 

conducted in order to confirm the performance of 

the gasifier.   

Figure 8 and 9 shows the process flow and 

overview of 6 ton per day (t/d) TIGARR pilot plant,  

respectively. This plant is configured with 

combustor, gasifier, synthesis gas treatment system 

and flare stack. Combustor is cylindrical type, 

made by steal and refractory. Silica sand is 

installed inside the gasifier as a bed material. Air 

and steam are fed into the combustor and the 

gasifier, respectively. Whole system is heated up 

by a city gas burner before the experiment. After 

the gasifier temperature reaches a set value, coal is 

fed into the gasifier by a coal feeder from the 

middle of the gasifier. Synthesis gas is sampled 

from the duct in order to analyze the gas 

composition and tar concentration. After the gas 

treatment system, synthesis gas is incinerated by 

flare stack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the experiment using 6 t/d pilot plant, 

both lignite and sub-bituminous coal show a stable 

gasification performance, and no trouble has 

occurred. Figure 10 show the combustion of 

syngas in the incinerator and combustion of char in 

the bottom of the combustor. Temperature 

distribution in the riser combustor was uniform, 

and CO concentration in the exhaust gas was 

below 100ppm, which shows that char combustion 

performance in the riser combustor is acceptable. 

 

Fig.7 Effect of coal type on carbon conversion   

Fig.9 Overview of 6t/d TIGARR pilot plant 
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Fig.10 Combustion behavior in pilot plant 
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Figure 11 shows the effect of gasification 

temperature on the carbon conversion for both 

lignite and sub-bituminous coal. Carbon 

conversion increases with the gasifier temperature, 

which shows that gasifier temperature has a strong 

impact on the gasification performance. Carbon 

conversion of lignite coal is larger than that of 

sub-bituminous coal, which agrees well with the 

data from laboratory scale gasification test. Figure 

12 shows the typical composition of lignite 

synthesis gas. More than 50% of synthesis gas 

consists of hydrogen. Calorific value of this 

synthesis gas is over 3000kcal/m3
N. 

 

 

6. Applications of TIGARR 

Figure 13 shows potential applications of 

TIGARR process. The requirement to the 

gasification process and its capacity is different 

with the downstream processes. Considering 

capacity of the present CFB furnaces, the 

commercial size of the TIGARR is from 100 to 

2000 t/d which is applicable for small size biomass 

gasification plant to middle size gasification plant 

for chemical production processes. By preliminary 

designing commercial TIGARR plant, the scale 

effect on the CGE is about 3 points between 

1000t/d and 100t/d capacity and not as large as 

entrained gasifiers.  Also, the TIGARR process 

does not use expensive ASU for oxygen 

production and manufacturing cost is low, and the 

initial cost of the plant is lower that those of the 

existing oxygen blown entrained bed gasifiers, 

especially for middle and small scale plants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also, the feasibility study of applying the 

TIGARR to the present ammonia production plant 

has been conducted. Result of economical analysis 

showed that the TIGARR process is feasible when 

the coal price is less than 40 USD/ton and the NG 

price is 5USD/MMBTU.   
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7. Summary 

For the development of TIGARR gasification 

system, some fundamental and pilot plant 

experiments are conducted. Results are as follows: 

 

(1) From the 6t/d pilot plant experiments, it is 

revealed that biomass and coal can be gasified 

stably and syngas with higher heating value can be 

obtained continuously.   

(2) The laboratory scale gasification test and pilot 

plant test showed that gasification efficiency of 

lignite coal is higher than that of sub-bituminous 

and bituminous coal. 

(3) From the process simulation of the gasifier and 

also from the pilot plant test, it is revealed that 

higher flow rate of bed material is needed for 

increasing the performance of the gasifier. Scale 

down test shows that enough superficial velocity 

and sand inventory will ensure this higher sand 

flow rate.  

 (4) Hydrogen composition in lignite synthesis gas 

is over 50%, that is very much suitable for the 

plants like ammonia production plants. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In our current era of constrained oil production, growing demand for energy and 
increasing desire for clean emissions, we are compelled to look for new technologies that 
burn other fuels cleanly. Given the relative abundance of coal in many places, especially 
the United States, there is a supply-side push for coal as the preferred fuel for power 
plants and production of liquid transportation fuels. HydroMax is one gasification 
technology that shows significant promise for cleanly and economically converting coal 
or any carbon feedstock into power and fuels. 

HydroMax can be viewed as a combination of two sequential thermodynamic 
processes: an oxidation cycle and a reduction cycle. During oxidation, steam is injected 
into a bath of molten iron-tin at 1300˚C. The iron strips the oxygen off the water 
molecules, producing hydrogen gas and iron oxide, which segregates to the slag layer. 
During reduction, coal (or any carbon-rich feedstock) is injected into the slag. As in any 
similar smelting process, the carbon in the coal reduces the oxide back to metal, which 
percolates back down into the bottom layer, and generates a carbon monoxide-rich gas. 
The reduction process is relatively indiscriminate as to the carbon feedstock; fuels from 
domestic coals and petroleum coke to municipal solid waste and used tires are prospects. 
Such fuelstock flexibility will be a key discriminator of gasifiers as fossil fuels decline 
and as commodity prices (i.e. coal, biomass, etc.) fluctuate. Having separate gas streams 
from the two cycles also creates a wide variety of downstream synthesis alternatives 
through tailoring the CO/H2 ratio. Also, the compact size of the molten metal reactor 
lends itself well to many small-scale industrial applications. 

Although the iron in this process does chemically combine and react with the 
feedstock, it could actually be considered a “catalyst” in the sense that, from a 
macroscopic perspective, it is regenerated in its original form and is generally not 
consumed in the process. Hence, its role is effectively the same as a catalyst in the 
conventional sense. More importantly for this journal, however, a wide array of catalytic 
processes can be brought to bear on the syngas (CO + H2) produced by the HydroMax 
process. Many commercially important compounds can be produced from syngas, to 
include hydrocarbon fuels (e.g. using Fischer-Tropsch synthesis), methane, methanol and 
potentially other materials. 

We will briefly describe the chemistry of the HydroMax process and some of the 
analytical and test results obtained so far in the development of this technology. 

 
THEORY 

We will first look at the HydroMax oxidation cycle. This process is commonly 
referred to as “steaming iron”: 

Fe(l) + H2O(g) ↔ FeO(l) + H2(g) 
Note that both the iron metal and oxide are written as liquid phase constituents, since 

the former is part of the iron-tin alloy at a temperature above its melting point (1130˚C 
from 15.6% to 85.1% tin, Figure 1) and the latter is a component of a ternary oxide 



solution in the molten slag above the alloy, Figure 2. Tin serves two very important 
functions in the alloy. First, it depresses the iron freezing point (1538˚C) to provide 
molten iron at a more moderate temperature (1300˚C) for gasification of the fuel. A few 
other alternatives to tin present themselves as potential freezing point depressants, 
namely gallium and antimony, but tin is by far the most available and affordable. 
Secondly, tin captures sulfur from the coal into tin sulfide, sequestering it from the 
effluent gases that go on to the combustion turbine or downstream catalytic chemical 
syntheses. For this function, tin, being the most electropositive, is the clear choice of the 
semimetals that both depress iron’s freezing point and form stable but volatile sulfides. 

 
Figure 1. Iron-tin phase diagram [1] 

 
From a thermodynamic perspective, the oxidation reaction is relatively pristine. If 

pure steam is injected into the molten alloy, FeO and H2 are the only products, along with 
some minority component of unreacted steam. The only available side reaction is: 

H2O(g) ↔H2(g)  + ½O2(g) 
The equilibrium constant for this reaction is given by 

ln(K) = -29528/T + 6.526 
At 1300˚C (1573˚K), the equilibrium constant is 4.82x10-6, giving a hydrogen gas 

concentration of ~1.6 %. 
The reduction reaction is similar to conventional iron smelting: 

FeO(l) + C(s) ↔ Fe(l) + CO(g) 
Again, both FeO and Fe are shown in the liquid phase. Although carbon dioxide 

could be, and is, produced during the reduction of FeO, careful control of the oxygen 
partial pressure minimizes CO2 production so that the ratio of CO/CO2 in the syngas is as 



high as possible. Oxygen partial pressure is controlled by slag composition, as described 
by Ellingham [2]. 

 

 
Figure 2. CaO-SiO2-FeO ternary system in equilibrium with metallic iron [3] 

There are several benefits of using a molten metal bath as the reaction medium for 
gasification. In fact, other contemporary gasifiers use molten iron [4, 5]. Primarily, when 
compared to other gasifiers, molten metal baths provide a large thermal reservoir of latent 
enthalpy of fusion, enabling a much smaller volume reactor than conventional gasifiers. 
Since many gasification reactions are endothermic, it is important to have a heat source 
sufficient to drive these reactions. 

 
MODELING 

Original mass and energy balances were analyzed using METSIM® as part of 
development efforts with Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organization (CSIRO) [6]. Subsequently, we undertook manual calculation of the 
equilibrium thermodynamics to better understand the processes involved. Figure 3 shows 
the thermodynamic states [7, 8] for each species in the calculation of the oxidation 
reaction enthalpy. In the diagram, each vertical transition represents an ∫CPdT between 
the two endpoint temperatures. Each horizontal transition is either an isothermal phase 
change or the heat of reaction at standard temperature. The net enthalpy of this reaction at 
1573˚K is +29.2 calories (endothermic). In order to provide the heat necessary to drive 



this reaction, excess oxygen gas is provided to the system, causing direct oxidation of 
iron: 

Fe(l) + ½ O2 (g) ↔ FeO(l) 
The enthalpy of this reaction at 1300˚C is -61,484 calories (exothermic), so that 

consuming ~0.05% of the iron in this reaction generates enough heat to drive the 
endothermic steaming reaction, ignoring the heat losses in the system.  
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Figure 3. Thermodynamic states of components in HydroMax oxidation reaction 
 
Similarly, the reduction reaction states [6] are shown in Figure 4. The net enthalpy of 

this reaction at 1573˚K is +32,709 calories (endothermic). The heat needed to drive this 
reaction is provided by partial combustion of carbon, for -27,652 calories (exothermic): 

C(s) + ½ O2→CO (g) 
 
Recently we have employed Aspen Plus® to perform more thorough thermodynamic 

analyses of the oxidation and reduction reactions and the simultaneous processes 
operating on prospective fuels. We compared these results to those obtained with 
METSIM®. Among the many assumptions made in these models was a 1.0m inside 
diameter (ID) reactor with a constant heat loss. The shell loss is high, commensurate with 
a water-cooled reactor lining that maintains a solid coating of slag on the interior walls to 
protect the refractory bricks from erosion. 

For the oxidation cycle (steaming iron), the effluent gas is ~30% H2O and ~70% H2 
in both models. For the reduction cycle, a variety of fuels and moisture contents were 
studied, including petroleum coke, wood and two types of coal. It was discovered that 
feedstocks with >30% moisture content did not convert all of the FeO to Fe to repeat the 
oxidation cycle, since it simultaneously steams the iron and reduces the oxide in one  
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Figure 4. Thermodynamic states of components in HydroMax reduction reaction 
 
continuous cycle. Otherwise, carbon monoxide-rich syngas was produced with CO/CO2 
molar ratios of 6 to 9. Less than 50% of the syngas was either H2 or H2O, with H2/H2O 
molar ratios of 2 to 3. 
 
DEVELOPMENT HERITAGE AND TEST RESULTS 

Since 2001, five tests have been done using 0.1m and 0.3m ID reactors at Pittsburgh 
Mineral & Environmental Technology, Inc. (PMET) in Pittsburgh, PA and CSIRO. These 
tests were externally heated for constant temperature control. The first test demonstrated 
hydrogen production by steaming iron. The second test demonstrated both oxidation and 
reduction cycles. Steam injection rates were studied in the third test and simultaneous 
cycles in Test 4. The most recent test demonstrated locked cycles, switching back and 
forth from oxidation to reduction. Steam conversion efficiencies of 10-90% were 
obtained under various conditions, with the highest efficiencies corresponding to 
injection of steam into iron-rich alloy phase, rather than tin-rich alloy or slag phase. In 
fact, the conversion efficiency was 4X higher when the steam was injected into the alloy. 
Figure 5 shows the effluent gas composition for the reduction reaction, injecting 
petroleum coke into the alloy layer under a deep layer of slag. CSIRO test data are 
compared in the figure to METSIM® and Aspen Plus® model results. As expected, the 
best results were obtained for FeO-rich slag and injection of the coke deep in a thick layer 
of the slag. Thus, reduction rates decreased over time as the slag layer became thinner 
and FeO-lean, but were 100X-1000X greater for the larger-scale tests. Sulfur (~5 wt.% of 
the petroleum coke feedstock) reports to the fume and dust, with negligible quantities in 
the gas phase. 
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Figure 5. Petroleum coke reduction - CSIRO test results and model calculations 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
Modeling and test results for the HydroMax process thus far have confirmed its 

viability for generating hydrogen-rich and carbon monoxide-rich streams for subsequent 
combustion or chemical synthesis. There has been substantial interest from the industrial 
marketplace for a natural gas replacement, from refineries to provide hydrogen, from 
developers aiming at small-scale coal-to-liquids plants, among many others. We continue 
to correlate model results with previous test data as we plan for the fabrication, 
production and testing of a small-scale engineering prototype reactor within the next 18 
months.  

Headquartered in Gilbert, Arizona, Diversified Energy Corporation is a privately 
held alternative and renewable energy company focused on maturing innovative 
technologies, developing commercial energy projects, and providing engineering services 
support to project developers. Principal areas of expertise include gasification, biofuels, 
and next-generation solar. Diversified Energy received a technology license from 
Alchemix Corporation in 2006 to develop HydroMax technology. More information can 
be found at www.diversified-energy.com.  
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Introduction 
Hot gas filter system and component testing for future application in Integrated 
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plants is an area of major focus at the Power 
Systems Development Facility (PSDF).  The PSDF is an engineering scale demonstration 
of key features of advanced coal-fired power systems, including a KBR (formerly 
Kellogg, Brown, & Root) Transport Gasifier and a Siemens Particulate Control Device 
(PCD), which are designed at sufficient size to provide data for commercial scale-up.  
The objective of the PCD is to clean the syngas of particulate so that it can be utilized in 
a gas turbine or fuel cell.  As of May, 2007, the Transport Gasifier train, including the 
Siemens PCD, had been operated for more than 10,000 hours, providing valuable 
operational data for future commercial scale IGCC power plants.   
 
Recent testing at the PSDF related to hot gas filtration has focused on several areas key to 
achieving high filter system efficiency and availability.  These areas include 
demonstration of reliable filter element and failsafe performance and optimization of 
filter system operations.  Significant improvements in performance and reliability have 
been realized, and operational understanding has been gained through on-going testing.  



This paper will discuss the hot gas filtration testing in recent years of gasification 
operation at the PSDF.   
 
Project Description 
The KBR Transport Gasifier which operates at the PSDF is a circulating fluidized bed 
reactor designed to operate at higher circulation rates and riser densities than 
conventional circulating bed units.  The higher circulation rates result in higher 
throughput, better mixing, and higher mass and heat transfer rates.  Since the gasifier uses 
a dry feed system and does not slag the ash, it is well-suited for high moisture fuels such 
as subbituminous and lignite coals, but can also process some higher-rank coals.  The 
gasifier can be operated in both air-blown and oxygen-blown mode.  An update on 
Transport Gasifier operations is discussed in a companion paper in these proceedings 
(Leonard, 2007). 
 
Virtually all the particulate from the syngas exiting the gasifier is removed by the 
downstream PCD.  The PSDF’s most extensively tested PCD, a Siemens hot gas filter 
vessel using candle-type filters, is shown in Figures 1 and 2 below.  This PCD utilizes a 
tube sheet holding up to 91 filter elements which are attached to one of two plenums.  
Process gas flows into the vessel through a tangential entrance, around a shroud, and 
through the filter elements into the plenums.  High pressure gas is used to pulse clean the 
elements periodically to remove the accumulated solids and control the pressure drop 
across the tube sheet.  A failsafe device is located on the clean side of each element and is 
designed to stop solids leakage in the event of a filter failure by acting as a back-up filter.  
Maintaining a sufficiently low solids outlet loading and tube sheet pressure drop are the 
major operational objectives of the filter system. 
 
 

        
 
Figure 1.  Filter Vessel Internals.   Figure 2.  Schematic of Filter Vessel. 
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Operational History 
System commissioning and initial test campaigns were performed in combustion mode 
from 1996 to 1999, and gasification operation began in late 1999.  Four gasification 
commissioning tests, each lasting nominally 250 hours, were completed by early 2001.  
Since then, 17 test campaigns, each nominally 250 to 1,500 hours in duration, have been 
completed.  The most extensively tested fuel has been Powder River Basin 
subbituminous coal, although several bituminous and lignite coals have also been tested.  
PCD operation during combustion mode operation has been previously described 
(Davidson, 1999), as has operation in early gasification testing (Martin, 2002).  Table 1 
below lists typical PCD operating conditions during recent testing. 
 

 
Filter element and failsafe materials must be compatible with these operating conditions 
in the corrosive gasification environment and must be able to withstand system upsets.  
As discussed in previous papers (Martin et al., 2005; Guan et al., 2005), many different 
types of filter elements have been tested at the PSDF, including monolithic ceramic, 
ceramic composite, sintered metal powder, and sintered metal fiber.  The ceramic 
elements were primarily used in early combustion-mode tests at temperatures around 
1400°F (760°C).  When the filter operating temperature was reduced to around 750 to 
850°F (400 to 450°C) for gasification mode operation, it was possible to use the more 
durable metal elements.  In gasification tests to date, the most experience has been 
achieved with iron aluminide (FEAL) sintered metal powder elements and Haynes HR-
160 sintered metal fiber elements.   
 
Results  
Operational concerns of early gasification testing were addressed, and the PCD has been 
consistently reliable and available during recent testing, demonstrating collection 
efficiencies greater than 99.999%.  Challenges such as ash level control and upset 
conditions were successfully addressed, and the primary focus has become demonstrating 
long-term filter element and failsafe performance.   

Table 1.  Typical Filter System Operating Conditions in Gasification Operation. 
Dustcake Drag, inH2O/(ft/min)/(lb/ft2) 
  Normalized to Room Temperature 

100 

Temperature, oF (oC)  750 (400) 
Pressure, psig (bar) 200 (14) 
Face Velocity, ft/min (cm/s) 3.5 (1.8) 
Baseline ΔP, inH2O (bar) 80 (0.2) 
ΔP Rise Rate, inH2O/min (bar/min) 10 (0.025) 
Pulse Cycle Time, min 5   
Pulse Duration, sec 0.2 
Pulse Pressure, psig (bar) 450 (31) 
Inlet Loading, ppmw 13,000 
Particle Mass Mean Diameter, μm 15 



 
 
Evaluation of Filter Elements  
 
A central part of the PSDF hot gas filter test program is the evaluation of filter elements 
in terms of collection efficiency and corrosion resistance.  With respect to the collection 
efficiency, the primary concern is whether the outlet particle loading and particle size 
distribution will satisfy commercial turbine specifications.  With respect to corrosion 
resistance, the primary concern is that the elements provide a service life of at least one 
or two years of continuous operation without an unacceptable loss of strength or buildup 
of pressure drop. 
 
Particulate Collection Efficiency 
 
Experience with the iron aluminide sintered powder elements and with the HR-160 
sintered fiber elements have shown that both types of elements are capable of providing 
excellent particulate collection performance.  During normal operations, the combination 
of these filter elements and their downstream failsafe devices have been able to routinely 
achieve outlet particle loadings of <0.1 ppmw.  (The in situ sampling method employed 
to characterize filter performance is described in detail in Dahlin, et al., 1998).  Even 
during the initial period of filter “seasoning” outlet particulate loadings are generally well 
below the turbine specification of 2.4 ppmw (for a turbine inlet flow to fuel ratio of 4) 
(GE Power Systems, 2002) as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  Comparison of Initial Particulate Collection of Sintered Metal Powder and 
Sintered Metal Fiber Elements. 

 
While turbine specifications on total particle loading can be easily met with either type of 
filter element, meeting turbine specifications for large particles (> 10 μm) is a concern.  
Particles larger than 10 μm have been observed on the outlet sampling filters, with a 
smaller number of these large particles seen when the sintered metal powder elements are 
used exclusively.  It should be noted that some of these large particles may result from 
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gasket leakage or re-entrainment of contaminants from the piping downstream of the 
filter elements.  
 
One of the key differences between the sintered metal powder and sintered metal fiber 
elements can be seen in the morphologies and size of the openings in the media (See 
Figure 4.).  The metal fiber elements typically have some larger openings as a result of 
the random deposition of the fibers.  The fiber cross sections are also much smoother than 
the angular grains of sintered powder, thereby providing a less tortuous path for 
migration of particles through the filter medium.  Ordinarily, these differences in filter 
structure do not affect the collection efficiency, since most of the filtration is performed 
by the dustcake.  However, these differences in morphology and opening size become 
important immediately after a backpulse, when the dustcake is altered. 
 

Photos are at same magnification.Photos are at same magnification.

 
 

Figure 4.  Photomicrographs of Filter Element Surfaces 
 

Real-time particulate monitoring has confirmed that most of the particle emissions occur 
immediately after backpulses.  Backpulsing of the metal fiber elements appears to 
produce more particle penetration than backpulsing of the sintered metal powder 
elements. 

 
Because of the strict limits on large particles imposed by turbine vendors, there is clearly 
a need to accurately quantify the concentration of large particles penetrating through the 
filter vessel.  The quantification of these large particles is very difficult to do from filter 
samples because of the limited resolution of optical microscopes and because some of the 
particles penetrate into the filter matrix and are no longer visible during microscopic 
examination of the filters.  More research is needed to completely understand the factors 
that affect particulate penetration through the filter vessel and how they relate to 
compliance with the turbine specifications.   
 
Corrosion Resistance  
 
Corrosion resistance is an important consideration in the selection of filter elements.  As 
mentioned earlier, current testing at the PSDF is focused on two types of metal filter 
elements:  iron aluminide sintered metal powder and HR-160 sintered metal fiber.  In 
general, the iron aluminide sintered metal powder elements offer superior particle 
collection, but they have shown signs of corrosion.  The original batch of HR-160 
sintered metal fiber elements have not yet shown any signs of significant corrosion 

Iron Aluminide Sintered Metal Powder HR-160 Sintered Metal Fiber 



(although they have been tested for less time), but they allow more particle penetration, 
including particles that appear to be larger than the turbine limit (> 10 μm).  Large 
particle penetration through the sintered fiber elements may be mitigated by reducing 
fiber size, although this must be balanced with pressure drop and corrosion concerns.  
Cold flow testing of finer fiber media at the PSDF showed significant improvement in 
particulate collection efficiency.  Batch testing of HR-160 elements with finer fiber 
media will be conducted at the PSDF in the near future to evaluate their corrosion 
resistance and particulate collection performance under real operating conditions.   
 
Examination of iron aluminide filter elements tested at the PSDF has shown signs of a 
considerable degree of sulfidation and plugging in certain areas of the filter cross section.  
Figure 5 shows an example of this where both plugged and open areas can be seen in a 
filter cross section that has 7,158 exposure hours in gasification. 
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Figure 5.  Cross Section of Iron Aluminide Filter Element Exposed for 7,158 Hours in 

Gasification. 
 
Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses of the plugged and open areas are shown in 
Figure 6.  The comparison of the two areas suggests that sulfidation is responsible for the 
plugging.  This same effect was observed in iron aluminide filter elements used at the 
Wabash River IGCC project (McKamey et al., 2002).  However, it should be noted that 
the H2S concentration in the syngas at the Wabash River facility was much higher than at 
the PSDF because of higher sulfur feedstock.  Both the PSDF and the Wabash River 
facility results confirm that sulfidation and plugging can occur in iron aluminide elements 
at temperatures of about 750 to 800°F (400 to 425°C).  Moreover, published data on iron 
aluminide confirm small but measurable rates of sulfidation (Judkins and Rao, 2000).  
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Figure 6.  Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Analyses of Areas Shown in Figure 5. 
 
During the manufacturing of iron aluminide filter elements, a pre-oxidation step is used 
to form a protective layer of alpha-alumina on the surface of the iron aluminide grains.  If 
this layer is intact, it should prevent sulfidation and other forms of corrosion.  However, 
compared to other alumina-forming alloys, the protective alumina layer on iron aluminide 
spalls more readily (Pint et al., 2001).  Estimates of the expansion differential between 
the alumina and the underlying iron aluminide also show that cracking of the layer would 
be expected during startups when the filter element is heated from ambient temperature to 
750°F. 
 
Once the alumina layer is cracked, the iron in the underlying iron aluminide is susceptible 
to attack by H2S, as well as other reactive gases such as steam.  Actually, steam attack 
should proceed more rapidly than the attack by H2S, since the partial pressure of steam in 
the PSDF syngas is two orders of magnitude higher than the partial pressure of H2S.  
Moreover, steam is known to react very vigorously with finely divided iron.  This may 
explain why the formation of iron oxide was observed on the PSDF filter elements as a 
precursor to the formation of iron sulfide. 
 
Even though the steam attack is very rapid initially, it eventually forms an extensive layer 
of iron oxide that tends to be converted to iron sulfide because iron oxide reacts rapidly 
with H2S at 750 to 800°F (400 to 425°C) (Milbourne and Huff, 1930; Tamhankar et al., 
1981; and Danielewski et al., 1982).  The reaction rate increases with increasing 
temperature up to a point where the reaction product (FeS) becomes thermodynamically 
unstable.  At a temperature of 750°F, both the thermodynamics and the kinetics are 
favorable for formation of FeS by the reaction of Fe2O3 with H2S. 
 
To summarize, a postulated mechanism of the iron aluminide corrosion is:  
 

(1)  The protective alumina layer is cracked by differential expansion during startup 
and other thermal transients. 

 
(2)  The underlying iron is attacked by steam to form iron oxide. 
 
(3)  Iron oxide is sulfidized to FeS by reaction with H2S. 



 
While the proposed mechanism has not been verified, each step of the mechanism seems 
to be supported by observations at the PSDF and by the published literature on iron 
aluminide behavior and sulfidation. 
 
In standard flow tests performed on cleaned (pressure-washed) iron aluminide filter 
elements, a steady increase in the pressure drop even after cleaning has been observed.  
Some of this increase could be due to sulfidation.  One way to investigate this possibility 
is to measure the filter pressure drop before and after descaling with a citric acid solution, 
which removes the iron oxide and iron sulfide scale.  While this type of measurement has 
not been made on a filter element, it has been done with an iron aluminide failsafe, which 
is similar to the filter element except in porosity.  The results obtained are illustrated in 
Figure 6, which shows how the pressure drop was reduced by cleaning in an ultrasonic 
cleaner and then by two consecutive descaling treatments using inhibited citric acid.  The 
additional reduction in pressure drop is most probably attributable to the fact that both 
iron oxide and iron sulfide are very soluble in hot citric acid.  The reduction could not be 
attributed to additional removal of ash, because no ash particles were found in the spent 
descaling solution.  Therefore, it appears that, at least in the case of this failsafe, 
sulfidation/corrosion is a major contributor to the pressure drop increase.  A similar test is 
needed on the iron aluminide filter element to determine whether this also holds true for 
the elements. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Effect of Cleaning and Descaling on Iron Aluminide Failsafe Pressure Drop  
 

Although the tests with the failsafe descaling suggest that sulfidation can contribute to 
pressure drop buildup in iron aluminide failsafes, the evidence of this effect is less clear 
with the iron aluminide filter elements.  With the filter elements, pressure washing with 
water generally eliminates most of the pressure drop buildup, but the remaining pressure 
drop is still somewhat higher than that of a virgin filter element.  This indicates that the 
residual pressure drop is primarily attributable to particulate, possibly due to augmented 
retention of fine particulate on the rough element surface caused by corrosion.  Also, it 
has been observed that the older iron aluminide elements tend to rapidly return to a high 
pressure drop when put back into service in the PCD.  
 



Currently at the PSDF, several iron aluminide filter elements have achieved more than 
one year of cumulative exposure time, and a large number of others are approaching that 
time.  However, more prolonged monitoring of the pressure drop buildup is needed to 
determine whether the elements can achieve a commercially viable service life with 
acceptable pressure drop based on the design criteria of a commercial PCD. 
 
In addition to the pressure drop buildup, the effect of the corrosion on the strength of the 
elements is also of concern.  To address this concern, selected iron aluminide elements 
have been removed from service after various periods of exposure, and measurements 
have been made of their axial and hoop tensile strengths.  The results obtained to date are 
shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Axial and Hoop Tensile Strength of Iron Aluminide Elements Tested at Room 
Temperature  

 
As shown in Figure 7, the latest measurements made after 7,158 hours of gasification 
exposure show a potential decline in strength.  However, the strength is still sufficient for 
filter element structural integrity.  As with the pressure drop buildup, more prolonged 
monitoring of the strength is needed to ensure that an acceptable commercial service life 
is achievable. 
 
Failsafe Development 
 
Because filter element failures during early test campaigns at the PSDF resulted in high 
particle penetration due to poor failsafe performance, a failsafe test program was initiated 
to develop and identify failsafe devices that would effectively prevent particle penetration 
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in the event of filter element failure.  As part of the failsafe program, failsafe testing was 
designed to simulate the failures of single filter elements under various conditions 
causing small, moderate, and large amounts of particle loading to the failsafe.  Since the 
implementation of the failsafe development program, six different types of failsafes have 
been used and tested at the PSDF: (1) a PSDF-designed failsafe (a metal platform and 
metal fiber media), (2) a Pall iron aluminide sintered powder fuse, (3) a Pall HR-160 
metal fiber failsafe, (4) a Specific Surface ceramic honeycomb failsafe, (5) a CeraMem 
ceramic honeycomb failsafe, and (6) a Pall HR-160 reversed-media failsafe.   
 
A detailed presentation of the failsafe test program and results obtained has been 
published previously (Howard, 2007).  Because of the development program, reliable 
failsafes have been identified that effectively prevent particle penetration.  With these 
failsafes, filter element failures have been undetectable during test campaigns.   
 
Future Testing 
Plans are underway to test a new backpulse system with a “coupled pulse pressure” or 
CPPTM (Pall Corporation) design to compare its performance against the jet pulse system 
currently used.  The CPPTM system is designed to achieve high pulse intensity at lower 
pulse pressures than conventional systems.  In conjunction with the CPPTM testing, a new 
filter system with a single-tiered, modular tube sheet design will be implemented.  
Compared to the non-modular tube sheet design currently installed, the modular design 
will allow greater flexibility in areas such as filter element and failsafe configurations and 
sizes.   
 
Summary 
Measurements of particle collection efficiency show that the iron aluminide sintered 
metal powder elements are better particle collectors than the HR-160 sintered metal fiber 
elements.  While turbine specifications on the overall particle loading can be achieved 
with either type of element, there is more penetration of large (> 10 μm) particles with 
the metal fiber elements.  This large-particle penetration is of concern, since some turbine 
specifications call for complete elimination of particles larger than 10 μm. 
 
While the iron aluminide elements offer better particle collection, they are showing signs 
of a considerable degree of corrosion and sulfidation.  The mechanism of the corrosion 
appears to involve cracking of the protective alumina layer, formation of an iron oxide 
scale, and sulfidation.  The corrosion appears to be indirectly contributing to a steady 
increase in the baseline pressure drop across the iron aluminide elements.  The 
mechanism is unknown, but it is theorized that the roughening of the filter element 
surface is effectively retaining fine particles, causing higher residual pressure drop. 
 
In addition to the effect on pressure drop, there is some evidence that the corrosion has 
produced a slight decrease in the strength of the iron aluminide elements after 7,158 
hours of exposure.  However, the strength is still well above the mechanical requirement 
for the filter element structural integrity.  Further monitoring of the pressure drop and 
strength is needed to determine whether a two-year service life is realistic. 
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ABSTRACT 
 The University of California Sulfur Recovery Process – High Pressure (UCSRP-HP) provides 
the potential to desulfurize high-pressure, warm synthesis gas while removing ammonia, hydrogen 
chloride, and heavy metals including arsenic, mercury, cadmium, and selenium from a coal-derived 
synthesis gas in a compound, contacting tower.  The process operates above the melting point of sulfur 
at about 260o − 285oF (125o – 140oC) and at any pressure with improved performance at higher 
pressures. 

 This paper will discuss the current experimental studies of UCSRP-HP for syngas cleanup that 
include laboratory studies on solvent stability, sulfur compounds-, ammonia-, chloride-, and heavy 
metal-removal, and corrosion studies performed in laboratory scale equipment and preparation for 
column scale-up testing in bench-scale apparatus conducted to be conducted at GTI. 

BACKGROUND 
The number of coal gasification facilities in design is growing every year.  Advanced 

gasification systems are planned to provide synthesis gas feed for advanced, combined cycle power 
plants; for separation systems for hydrogen production or for separating CO2 for sequestration purposes; 
or for chemical conversion plants.  All of these advanced applications will require that any sulfur-
containing species, as well as other contaminants, be reduced to parts-per-million (ppm) or in some 
cases parts-per-billion (ppb) levels.  For acid-gas removal, technologies that are either currently 
available or under development include:  low-temperature or refrigerated solvent-based scrubbing 
systems using amines, such as MDEA, or physical solvents (i.e., Rectisol, Selexol, Sulfinol), or high 
temperature sorbents (not yet demonstrated at commercial scale).  However, these gas-cleaning 
processes operate at temperatures that are either below or above the temperature of the downstream 
processing operations (for gas turbine fuel systems and catalytic synthesis processes), which are in the 
range of 300 to 700°F.  These temperature differences lead to lower energy efficiencies: the low-
temperature clean-up processes require temperature reductions to below 100°F and then reheating to 
downstream process requirements; the high-temperature sorbent systems operate at 1000°F, leading to 
unnecessary gas stream corrosivity. 

In advanced gasification applications where a low-temperature absorption process, such as 
Rectisol or Selexol, is employed to scrub the gas and remove the sulfur compounds, the sulfur-
containing species such as H2S and COS are recovered as an acid gas, which then requires a sulfur-
recovery process.  The modified Claus process coupled with a tail gas treatment (TGT) process such as 
SCOT are typically used to recover elemental sulfur and produce a dischargeable plant tail gas. 
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The development of desulfurization systems that can be matched to the elevated temperature and 
pressure conditions of gasification processes (i.e., temperatures in the range of 300-700 oF and pressures 
in the range 400-1200 psig) and that can be integrated with the warm-gas cleanup of other contaminants 
(trace components and heavy metals) is, therefore, of critical importance for early commercialization of 
advanced gasification technologies being promoted by U.S. DOE in the FutureGen and Clean Coal 
Power Initiative programs. 

Research at the University of California, Berkeley (UCB), coupled with experimental work at 
Gas Technology Institute (GTI), is leading to the development of an integrated multi-contaminant 
removal process whereby syngas is sent to a reactor column at a temperature above the melting point 
(247 oF) and below the polymerization temperature (310 oF) of elemental sulfur and a gasification 
pressure of 400 psig or higher.  H2S in the syngas, together with injected SO2, dissolves in a solvent that 
is circulated from the bottom to the top of the column.  The Claus reaction is carried out in the liquid 
phase.  Sulfur is only sparingly soluble in the solvent and therefore forms a separate liquid phase.  The 
solvent contains 3-Pyridinemethanol, a homogeneous liquid catalyst at less than 1% by weight of the 
solution.  This catalyst is a commonly available and inexpensive material that does not degrade nor 
dissolve in the sulfur.  The water formed in the Claus reaction vaporizes and forms part of the syngas.  
One-third of the sulfur product is burned with oxygen (if an oxygen-blown gasifier is involved this 
would be a fraction of the oxygen requirement for the process), and fed to the reactor column.  Means 
are also provided to remove COS, HCl, NH3, and trace heavy metals.  The treated gas leaving the reactor 
column will meet the strict specifications set for H2S and the other contaminants for turbines, fuel cells, 
and catalytic processes. 

The process is ideal for syngas desulfurization at 285 to 300 oF and at any given pressure (the 
higher the better) and offers a tighter integration with the process for removal of trace contaminants and 
heavy metals.  It is expected to be significantly lower in capital and operating cost compared to 
conventionally applied amine or physical solvent based acid-gas removal process followed by 
Claus/SCOT process.  Testing done at GTI has shown negligible chemical consumption (including 
catalyst), unlike typical chemicals costs of $300 - $1000 per ton sulfur removed found in competing 
processes.  There is much less of any need for stainless steels in the process, and can be scaled to either 
larger or smaller scale applications in terms of sulfur handling at which Claus/SCOT becomes more 
economical. 

This process differs from liquid redox processes in several important ways.  There is no need for 
filtering a solid sulfur paste with attendant handling problems and loss of solvent.  The sulfur quality can 
be as good as Claus sulfur due to the low solubility of the solvent in the liquid sulfur, and to the large 
density difference and ease of liquid/liquid separation in the process.  The process can operate at 
significantly higher temperatures than the liquid redox or CrystaSulf processes, which is of value in 
IGCC applications.  No foaming of the solution occurs since the solvent is non-aqueous and has no 
surfactant properties.  No sticky or solid sulfur is anywhere present in the system so the problems of 
liquid redox plugging and pump wear would not be present. 

The SO2 is fed separately, at a rate that is in stoichiometric excess to the H2S.  The process is 
useful for producing a product gas that may be dry and is substantially free of H2S, SO2 and other sulfur-
containing compounds from a wet H2S-containing feed gas with the following characteristics:  

Although there is no minimum (or maximum) pressure at which the process can operate, the flow 
of solvent is reduced and reaction rates are increased at higher pressures.  This permits the use of smaller 



equipment and lowers operating costs; hence the process will be most attractive for the treatment of 
H2S-containing gases at high pressure. 

TREATMENT OF SYNTHESIS GAS FROM COAL GASIFICATION 
 When coal is gasified, the syngas produced may contain not only H2S, but also NH3 and HCl and 
heavy metals, such as As, Cd, Hg and Se.  Before the syngas is used as fuel for a gas turbine or further 
processing to methane, liquid hydrocarbons or hydrogen, all of the above should be reduced to very low 
values.  A PFD demonstrating one application of UCSRP to this problem is shown in Figure 4. 

a)  Reactor: The countercurrent reactor column is divided into two sections: the scrub section and the 
reactor section.  The sour gas feed enters scrub section, 2A, where it is contacted with a stream of 
diethylene glycol (DEG) or other glycol ether.  At the pressure, temperature and water content of the 
syngas, the DEG will have a steady-state water content of about 10 to 20 wt%.  It will also have 
substantially smaller, but significant, steady-state contents of NH3 and H2S.  As a result, the HCl content 
of the feed gas will be absorbed very effectively to form highly soluble NH4Cl.  A small but significant 
concentration of NH4HS will also be present in the liquid phase, and the heavy metals As, Cd and Hg 
will be absorbed to form their respective, very insoluble sulfides.  Selenium will be present in the syngas 
as H2Se and will be absorbed to form highly soluble (NH4)2Se under these conditions.  At the bottom of 
the scrub section the DEG stream is withdrawn and circulated by pump back to the top.  A small 
slipstream of the DEG stream may be withdrawn, perhaps intermittently, for filtration and other 
treatment to remove the accumulated impurities, and then returned.  The gas stream leaving the scrub 
section passes into the reactor section through a chimney that effectively prevents the mixing of the 
solvent in the two sections.   

 In the operation of the reactor column, 2B, a stream of glycol ether, such as diethylene glycol 
methyl ether (DGM) is circulated from the bottom of Stripper 1 to the top of the reactor section.  The 
temperature of this stream may be increased or decreased by the heater-cooler, depending on the heat 
balance in the reactor section.  This lean solvent stream, depleted of SO2 and NH3, effectively absorbs 
those components from the gas stream flowing upward in the reactor section.  NH3 passes through the 
reactor section without being oxidized but is absorbed as an ammonium salt through its reaction with 
SO2.  The solvent has a water content that is essentially in equilibrium with the syngas.  A stream of 
liquid SO2 is injected into the reactor section at one or more points below the entry of the solvent stream, 
and is mixed with the solvent flow within the column.  The quantity of SO2 fed into the column exceeds 
that required to react with the H2S in the feed stream by an amount between 0.5 and 1 mole per mole of 
NH3 in the feed stream.  The solvent catalyzes the reaction between H2S and SO2.  The water formed by 
the reaction remains in the vapor phase.  The sulfur forms a second liquid phase.  The two liquids flow 
from the bottom of the reactor section to a liquid/liquid separator.  The solvent stream then flows to 
Stripper 1, STR1, by way of HX2.  The liquid sulfur stream flows to the furnace. 

b)  NH3 and SO2 Removal: The gas stream leaving the reactor section of the reactor column has passed 
through a section in which the gas has been contacted with a solvent stream that is depleted in NH3 and 
SO2, but has a water content that is in near equilibrium with the gas.  Depending on the water content of 
the solvent, NH3 and SO2 will be absorbed as the separate compounds, as the ion pair or as ammonium 
sulfite and/or bisulfite.  The treated gas leaving the process has a temperature and water and CO2 content 
that are little changed from those of the feed stream but is substantially free of H2S, NH3, HCl, SO2 and 
heavy metals.  The solvent stream that exits the reactor section of the reactor column exchanges heat 
with the bottoms stream as it flows to Stripper 1, which operates at near-ambient pressure.  The 
overhead vapor from Stripper 1 is condensed to form a solution of ammonium sulfite and bisulfite.  The 



water stream entering the condenser is provided to insure that no solid salts are formed.  As was noted 
above, the flow of SO2 to the reactor column is regulated so that the molar ratio of SO2 to NH3 stripped 
out of the fat solvent stream fed to Stripper 1 is between 0.5 and 1.  Both can therefore be absorbed in 
the water stream (plus the water from the condensed overhead vapor) and pumped as a solution to the 
furnace to moderate the combustion temperature, destroying the NH3 and recovering the SO2. 

c)  SO2 Generation: The stream of liquid sulfur leaving the reactor column flows directly to the 
furnace, where, when time-averaged, exactly one-third of it is burned with a stream of oxygen to form 
the SO2 required for the process.  The high pressure in the reactor column, about 10 bar absolute, makes 
it advantageous to use oxygen for the combustion, so that the SO2 formed may readily be condensed and 
pumped as a liquid to reactor pressure.  The aqueous solution from Stripper 1 is used to moderate the 
temperature of combustion in the furnace.  The high temperature that would result when one-third of the 
sulfur combusted reacts with oxygen could damage the materials in the furnace if such moderation were 
not provided.  The NH3 content of the aqueous stream is converted to N2 and H2O as it passes through 
the furnace.  The presence of S2 vapor prevents any NOx formation.  The combustion gas raises steam in 
the boiler and then passes through the condenser, where liquid sulfur is collected.  The wet SO2 gas then 
flows to a cooler, where liquid water, saturated with dissolved SO2, is condensed.  The SO2 stream 
leaving the cooler is converted to liquid in another condenser, and then pressurized to the pressure of the 
reactor column by a pump as shown.  This pump must also be able to handle the small amounts of N2 
and CO2 that will be present.   

d)  CO2 Capture:  An option for non-IGCC facilities would be to capture the CO2 for sequestration.  
Here, the gas stream leaving the reactor column is cooled to near-ambient temperature in the heat 
exchanger(s) before entering a dryer column, where it is contacted with a part of the solvent stream from 
a CO2 column.  The solvent absorbs mercaptans, SO2 and H2O, together with some CO2 and syngas 
components.  The dissolved CO2 tends to desorb from the solvent as mercaptans, SO2 and H2O are 
absorbed, which reduces the temperature rise that might otherwise occur.  The reboiler at the bottom of 
column heats the solvent sufficiently to strip out a large fraction of the CO2, and syngas dissolved in it 
while retaining substantially all of the mercaptans, SO2 and H2O.  The solvent stream then flows to the 
SO2/H2O stripper.   

 The gas stream leaving the dryer column flows to the CO2 column and is contacted with freshly 
stripped, cooled solvent.  A major fraction of the CO2 in the natural gas stream is absorbed.  The reboiler 
at the bottom of the CO2 column heats the rich solvent sufficiently to strip out a large fraction of the 
syngas while retaining substantially all of the CO2.  The reboiler serves also to cool the stream leaving 
the solvent strippers.  The product gas leaving the CO2 column will have a CO2 content of 1 vol % or 
less, will be substantially free of SO2 (1 ppmv or below), mercaptan (0.01 ppmv or below), and will be 
dried to a dew point of 0oC or to meet process specifications.  The CO2-rich solvent then flows to the 
CO2 stripper, which operates near ambient pressure and removes most of the CO2 from the solvent.  The 
solvent contains about 1 wt% water, so that most of the stripping vapor in the reboiler of the CO2 
stripper is H2O and the temperature is low enough to prevent thermal degradation of the solvent.  No 
water is removed from the system in the CO2 stripper; the water vapor condensed at the top is returned 
as a reflux that prevents loss of solvent vapor.  The captured CO2 can then be compressed for transfer to 
a sequestration facility. 

d)  Syngas Temperature Recovery:  To maximize thermal efficiency, it is preferable to minimize the 
temperature drop during sulfur removal.  This process is preferably operated above the melting point 
(247 °F) and below the polymerization temperature (310 °F) of elemental sulfur.  Therefore, if the 



temperature of the sour syngas feed to the reactor is above this range, stream 1 will be passed through a 
gas-gas heat exchanger, HX1.  The feed gas temperature will be reduced to about 280 to 300°F by 
exchange with the treated syngas stream 5.  This way we expect that almost all heat will be recovered 
and the maximum temperature differential between sour feed gas and treated sweet gas will be around 
30 to 40°F. 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING – SOLVENT STABILITY AND MATERIALS CORROSIVITY  
A 1,000 hour test was conducted to study solvent stability and the corrosivity of the system on 

potential reactor materials of construction.  As noted previously, the reactor section of the process will 
have SO2 and H2S being converted to molten, elemental sulfur in a DGM solvent contains a 
homogeneous liquid catalyst.  It is important to verify that the catalyst and solvent remain stable and 
active, as well as verifying that carbon steel vessels will be acceptable to prevent the expense of 
requiring stainless steels.   

The tests were run at 400 psi and 275oF with an average outlet flow rate of 0.2 L/min.  The 
apparatus mainly consists of a 4L jacketed, cylindrical, stainless steel vessel with a stainless steel top 
and bottom plate equipped with a variable speed stirrer, and bottom drain valves to periodically remove 
sulfur produced and the sample during the reaction. All the surfaces exposed to the chemicals are 
stainless steel or Teflon to withstand temperature and the corrosive conditions within the reaction vessel. 
The inlet gases are heated using heating tape and the wall is electrically heated. Temperature of the 
reaction medium is measured with a K-type thermocouple and controlled using PID type temperature 
controller. H2S/syngas and SO2 inlet pipes and exit gas pipe from the reactor were heated to avoid the 
plugging of flow lines. Flow rates of the feed gas were controlled manually by means of precession 
needle valves and monitored by separate mass flow meters. The exit gas stream passed through the gas-
washing bottle to condense water produced in the reaction, which was then sent to a second gas-washing 
bottle filled with 50% sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution to consume all the unreacted H2S before it 
was vented.  H2S and SO2 leak detectors were placed near the setup to detect any leaks.  2200 ml of 
94.5% diethylene glycol methyl ether (DGM), 5% water (H2O) and 0.5% 3-pyridyl carbinol (3-HP) was 
taken into the reaction vessel. The solution was stirred well and heated to 135°C.  After the desired 
temperature was achieved, SO2 and H2S (The ratio of inlet flows was kept at 1.8% SO2 to 0.9% H2S) 
/sygas were introduced into the reactor.  

The experiment was conducted for 1,000 hours. Small liquid samples (5-10 mL) were withdrawn 
from the reactor at regular intervals and analyzed by GC/MS.  An initial analysis of the solvent was 
performed by the GTI Analytical Laboratory to be able to identify any degradation products during the 
experiment.   The mass spectrometer was set up to 'bypass' the diethylene glycol methyl ether peak as it 
is the major component in the sample, essentially serving as a solvent for the sample.  The catalyst, 3-
pyridinemethanol, appears to diminish in concentration during the experiment, but comes back when the 
gases and reaction are stopped.  This would be expected as the catalyst partakes in the reaction, but is 
not itself consumed.   

The gas analysis indicates that the COS is created, probably by reaction of carbon dioxide with 
the sulfur that is formed.  Up to 30 ppmv may have formed via this reaction pathway.  At these levels, 
we are at the limit of the gas chromatograph accuracy and may not actually be forming any carbonyl 
sulfide.  COS is in the Wabash River gasifier syngas at about 700 ppm.  However if carbonyl sulfide has 
formed, it is in equilibrium with the reverse reaction of carbonyl sulfide combining with sulfur dioxide 
to reform carbon dioxide and sulfur.   Therefore, withdrawal of sulfur from the reactor should further 



minimize carbonyl sulfide formation.  Further testing of COS was initiated as explained later in this 
paper. 

The sulfur that was formed during this test was also analyzed for sulfur purity.  Without any 
washing or other preparation techniques, the sulfur was 99.2% pure.  This is very good and the target of 
99.5+% purity should be easily achieved in the plant.  

To study the corrosive nature of the reaction mixture, four, pre-weighed, photographed, 1” × 1” 
× 1/16” metal coupons (2 uncoated carbon steel Grade 1010 and 2 stainless steel Grade 304) were 
mounted on two diffuser shafts at two different location such that one was half way submerged and the 
other was always fully submerged in the solution for each metal. Grade 304 was chosen because it is the 
“standard 18/8 stainless”; it is the most versatile and most widely used stainless steel.  At the end of the 
1,000 hour experiment, these coupons were carefully dismounted, and sent for analysis to determine the 
type and rate of corrosion in the units of mills per year (mpy).    

Metal Samples Inc. provided the standard corrosion coupons and independent analysis of these 
coupons after exposure of 1,000 hour.  The coupon results for corrosion showed no pitting or etching.  
Weight losses for uncoated 1010 carbon steel and stainless steel samples in the chamber were 0.02 and 
0.008 g, respectively.  The corrosion rates were 0.52 mils/year and 0.23 mils/year over the 1,000 hour 
period; below 2 mils/year is considered excellent corrosion inhibition.  The coupons in the gas and in the 
liquid phase showed essentially the same weight loss and corrosion rate.  These tests verified the use of 
carbon steel as an acceptable material of construction for the process. 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING – TRACE COMPONENT REMOVAL  
Laboratory units for testing the absorption and conversion of trace contaminants in coal-derived 

syngas were prepared.  Separate tests with mercury as elemental mercury, selenium as H2Se, chloride as 
HCl, and ammonia as NH3 were initiated with diethlyene glycol (DEG) as the solvent.  A permeability 
tube was used to introduce the mercury into the gas stream.  H2Se and NH3 were added as separate gases 
and liquid HCl was added to the solvent.   

A new mercury vapor adsorption apparatus used a mercury permeation tube (VICI Metronics, 
Inc., CA) for introducing the contaminant. A bath maintained the required stable temperature. The 
carrier gas was high purity grade nitrogen gas. The reactor temperature was regulated by an electrical 
jacket fitted around it. Teflon and stainless tubing was selected as connecting materials.  A bubble flow 
meter measured the inlet, intermediate and outlet flows from the reactor.  The tubing and valving were 
such that the selection of which flow rate to be measured could be made during the experiment with the 
same bubble flow meter.  

An Ohio Lumex analytical instrument was employed for measuring the mercury concentrations.  
Initially, straight through “blank” experiments were performed to measure the Hg0 concentration in the 
inlet gas to the reactor.   The main limitation of inlet Hg0 concentration is the measurement maximum of 
the Ohio Lumex Instrument, which can measure Hg0 concentration up to 200μg/m3 (STP). Thus, if the 
concentrated mercury vapor needed to be diluted for measurement purposes, there was a bypass line 
installed with nitrogen gas before being introduced into the reactor.  This was not necessary for these 
runs because the average inlet mercury concentration tested was 44.3±0.4 μg/m3.  We also observed that 
the concentration of mercury decreased as the nitrogen flow rate over the permeation tube increased, as 
expected.  

Mercury vapor phase concentration curves in the presence of DEG are presented in Figure 1.  
The spike at about 4400 seconds resulted from bypassing the reaction vessel to ensure that mercury was 



still flowing.  DEG improved the extent of the reaction of Hg with hydrogen sulfide over that observed 
in a vapor phase reaction; i.e., 95% of the mercury reacted with the hydrogen sulfide in the presence of 
DEG, while only 58% reacted in the vapor phase, as can be seen Figure 2. This is important because it is 
desired to bring the mercury concentration down to ppb levels in the gas, which was indeed 
accomplished in the presence of DEG.  The final mercury concentration in the vapor phase was 0.2 ppb 
(1,900 μg/m3) when the solvent was present for absorption and reaction to take place. 
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Figure 1 Mercury Concentration in the 
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Figure 2  Mercury Concentration in the Vapor 

Phase with No Solvent 
A new test system was installed and initial runs made to study the conversion and separation of 

ammonia, chlorides, and selenium from a simulated syngas.  The selenium, ammonia, and chloride 
sources are high pressure cylinders containing 15% H2Se in nitrogen, 99+% anhydrous ammonia, 99+% 
HCl, respectively.  The carrier gas was high purity grade nitrogen gas.  All gases were introduced into 
the reactor simultaneously via the different inlets, pressure regulators and rotameters. The reactor 
temperature was regulated by an electrical jacket fitted around it. Teflon and stainless tubing was 
selected as connecting materials.  A bubble flow meter measured the inlet, intermediate and outlet flows 
from the reactor.  The tubing and valving were such that the selection of which flow rate to be measured 
could be made during the experiment with the same bubble flow meter.   

A series of tests were conducted to study the solubility of H2Se.  The qualitative results showed 
H2Se solubility as indicated by the bright red color. A solution of 85 wt% DEG and 15 wt% H2O was 
prepared, but found to boil at 131.5°C, which is lower than the temperature set point for the experiment 
of 135°C. Subsequently, the temperature set point had to be lowered to 129.3°C to avoid boiling. This 
was accomplished by a simple calculation using the boiling point elevation equation and finding that 13 
wt% H2O (353 ml H2O in 2L of DEG) would raise the boiling point of water to 135°C.   Solution in the 
tank turned from clear to reddish-pink which later turned to grey-black on cooling. 

The analytical results for the total selenium content in solution are presented in Table 1  At this 
point, the higher temperature resulted in lower physical solubility, but, in the presence of ammonium 
chloride in the solution, the solubility appeared to have increased.  Further testing was delayed due to an 
reverse air flow from inside the hood into the laboratory space  For safely reasons, the testing was 
deferred until proper ventilation could be assured while working with these hazardous gases.  

The fate of COS in the UCSRP-HP process was raised as an issue during a project review 
meeting with DOE.  To better address the issue, GTI initiated the re-assembly of the 400 psia stirred 
tank reactor that was used in the stability and materials testing previously.  The system will be similar to 
the unit used for the solvent stability/corrosion with the addition of COS in the feed gas and without the 
corrosion coupons.  Experimentation to determine the fate of the COS in the feed gas is underway. 



Table 1  Selenium Solubility Data 

Sample Number Sample Description Se, mg/l Notes 

0071026-001 NH4Cl + DEG + water + H2Se 20 grey color 

0071026-002 275 F - water + H2Se 7 red color 

0071026-003 75 F - water + H2Se 438 grey color 

 

BENCH-SCALE UNIT DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
The design of the bench-scale unit was completed and NATCO completed fabrication of the 

pressure vessels and procurement of other equipment as seen in Figure 3.  The main unit where 
absorption and reaction will take place is in the absorber. It is a 4-inch-outer-diameter by 36-inch-high 
bench-scale cocurrent packed bed reactor. The simulated feed gas used in these experiments will contain 
synthesis gas components including hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen. The flow rate of 
simulated feed gas through the packed bed was set to be between 20-100 scfh. The operating condition 
ranges for the bench-scale packed bed reactor is from ambient temperature to 300°F and pressures from 
atmospheric to 1000 psig. 

The cocurrent, packed column was chosen for several reasons.  The main reason for cocurrent 
flow is that, in cocurrent downflow, the gas is forced to move in a direction opposite to its natural 
direction/buoyancy, thereby enhancing its residence time and contact efficiency with the liquid.    Of 
course, if the liquid velocity is not high enough, that is, below the gas rise velocity, the gases will 
gradually accumulate at the column top.   Cocurrent designs also have lower pressure drops and are not 
subject to the flooding limitations that are commonly experienced in countercurrent reactors.  These 
features result in less expensive equipment costs. 

 
Figure 3  Bench-Scale Unit at GTI 
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Heat is generated as a result of the exothermal chemical reaction between hydrogen sulfide and 
sulfur dioxide. Heat may also be generated when large amounts of solute are absorbed into the liquid 
phase, due to the heat of solution. The resulting change in temperature along the height of the absorber 
column may damage equipment and reduce absorption efficiency. This problem can be avoided by 
adding cooling coils to the column or by adding quench water as shown for this small vessel.  The 
evaporation of water will cause a substantial cooling within the absorber to offset the heat generated if it 
deemed necessary for temperature control.  Heat losses in the small column may be sufficient to control 
temperature.  A thermocouple will regulate the addition of water to the system as necessary.  A once-
through caustic scrubber was chosen as a simple and effective system to remove any H2S and SO2 
remaining at the end of the process before venting to our internal compressor system.   

ANTICIPATED ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
The UCSRP-HP is ideal for syngas desulfurization at 285 to 300°F and at any given pressure and 

offers a tighter integration with the process for removal of trace contaminants and heavy metals.  It is 
expected to be significantly lower in capital and operating cost compared to conventionally applied 
amine or physical solvent based acid-gas removal process followed by Claus/SCOT process.  A GRI 
sponsored techno-economic evaluation of the related process (i.e., low pressure UCSRP) done by 
Halliburton KBR has found significant advantages (40% reduction in each of capital and operating cost) 
for the proposed scheme compared with conventional treating approaches., i.e., Claus plus SCOT tail 
gas treating.  Testing done at GTI has shown negligible chemical consumption (including catalyst), 
unlike typical chemical costs of $300 - $1000 per ton sulfur removed found in competing processes.  
There is much less need for stainless steels in the process and we see no cut-off point in terms of sulfur 
handling at which Claus/SCOT become more economical.  In this process there is no need for filtering a 
solid sulfur paste with attendant handling problems and loss of solvent.  The sulfur quality can be as 
good as Claus sulfur due to the low solubility of the solvent in the liquid sulfur, and to the large density 
difference and ease of liquid/liquid separation in the process.  The process can operate at significantly 
higher temperatures than the liquid redox or CrystaSulf processes, which is of value in IGCC 
applications.  No foaming of the solution occurs since the solvent is non-aqueous and has no surfactant 
properties.  No sticky or solid sulfur is anywhere present in the system so the problems of liquid redox 
plugging and pump wear would not be present.  The heat losses in the process are expected to be 
minimal. 

ConocoPhillips will be performing a techno-economic evaluation of the UCSRP-HP 
incorporated into their E-GAS entrained gasifier system using Illinois #6 coal for power generation in an 
IGCC mode.  GTI will provide ConocoPhillips with the design for the UCSRP-HP with the contaminant 
removal of H2S down to 50 ppb, NH3 down to 0.1%, and HCl down to 1 ppm as per DOE’s objective to 
develop a cleanup process that will result in a syngas suitable for fuel cell applications.   

CONCLUSIONS 
The UCSRP process offers great potential as an integrated sulfur and trace component removal 

technology to significantly lower the cost of electricity or chemicals from coal-derived gasification 
processes.  The papers presented in San Francisco and Amsterdam and published in GasTIPS (see 
References 5, 6 and 7) showed that the UCSRP replaces a typical Claus plant plus tailgas unit.  The 
papers also reported an engineering study by Kellogg, Brown and Root showing that both capital and 
operating costs are cut by one-third or more.  UCSRP-HP offers additional savings by replacing the 
typical alkanolamine absorber/stripper used to sweeten a high-pressure gas as well as the sulfur-recovery 
system that follows.  In some cases, no tail gas at all is produced and chemical costs are nearly 



eliminated.  The scrub and reactor columns will require a pilot plant both to obtain plate-efficiency data 
and to demonstrate the process.  The GTI program, with support from the U.S. DOE, the Illinois Clean 
Coal Institute and the Gas Research Institute is studying the reactor column, as well as reaction kinetics, 
trace gas removal effectiveness, solvent degradation and corrosion.  The next phase will be scale-up to a 
pilot unit in the field.  GTI would welcome an industrial partner to undertake this important step.  The 
technology described in this paper is the subject of several patents and a pending patent application, with 
rights assigned to the Regents of University of California and which are licensed to GTI. 
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ABSTRACT 

NETL’s Office of Research and Development is exploring the integration of membrane reactors into coal 
gasification plants as a way of increasing efficiency and reducing costs. Water-Gas Shift Reaction experiments were 
conducted in membrane reactors at conditions similar to those encountered at the outlet of a coal gasifier. The 
changes in reactant conversion and product selectivity due to the removal of hydrogen via the membrane reactor 
were quantified. Research was conducted to determine the influence of residence time and H2S on CO conversion in 
both Pd and Pd80wt%Cu membrane reactors. Effects of the hydrogen sulfide-to-hydrogen ratio on palladium and a 
palladium-copper alloy at high-temperature were also investigated. These results were compared to thermodynamic 
calculations for the stability of palladium sulfides. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Hydrogen production from coal gasification has gained renewed interest in recent years as a result of the vast 
amount of available coal which can be gasified to produce a syngas stream with relatively high concentrations of H2 
(~35vol%) and CO (~51%). The CO can be further reacted with steam via the water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) to 
increase the H2 concentration in the syngas. At the same time, this reaction produces a concentrated stream of CO2 
that, once separated from the H2, can be geologically sequestered to mitigate the greenhouse effect. 
 
Pd-based membranes have gained a great deal of attention for membrane reactor (MR) application because these 
membranes are highly permeable to H2, are virtually impermeable to other gases and are stable at relatively high 
temperatures. Such Pd-based MRs have been successfully demonstrated to enhance CO conversions via the WGSR 
(Equation (1)) to values above the thermodynamic equilibrium at various temperatures (Uemiya et al. 1991; Basile 
et al. 1996; Basile et al. 2001; Iyoha et al. 2007; Iyoha et al. 20072) as a result of the selective and rapid extraction of 
H2 from the reaction zone.  
 

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2,  = -41kJ/mol oH298Δ (1) 

 
However, most of these experiments have been conducted using pure reagent feeds (i.e. CO and H2O) and have been 
limited to temperatures below 600K. Only a few studies have explored conducting the WGSR in a MR when the CO 
is present in a mixture with components other than steam. And none of the previous studies were conducted in the 
presence of H2S.  
 
H2S is a common contaminant present in coal-derived syngas and is a known poison of Pd-based membranes, 
resulting in reduced H2 permeance (McKinley 1967; Morreale 2006), sulfidation (Morreale 2006), pitting 
(Kulprathipanja et al. 2005), and catastrophic rupture of the membrane within seconds of contact (Edlund et al. 
1994). To successfully integrate a MR immediately downstream of the coal gasifier for high-purity H2 production, 
robust MRs capable of tolerating poisoning by contaminants such as H2S, would have to be developed. The 
Pd80wt%Cu membrane used in the present work was selected because it was expected to exhibit tolerance to higher 
concentrations of H2S relative to the pure Pd membrane. A recent study by Iyoha et al. (Iyoha et al. 20073) suggested 
that the sulfidation of Pd-based membranes is dependent on the H2S-to-H2 ratio associated with the thermodynamic 
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stability of the sulfide. Further, Iyoha et al. showed that it is possible to operate Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MRs at 1173K in 
the presence of H2S-to-H2 molar ratios below 0.0011.  
 
The objective of this work is to demonstrate enhanced CO conversion via the WGSR, and high-purity H2 recovery in 
Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MRs using simulated, coal-derived syngas at 1173K, in the absence and presence of varying 
concentrations of H2S. This temperature was selected to be representative of a MR positioned just downstream of 
the coal gasifier.  
 

EXPERIMENTAL 
 
WGS reaction in multi-tube Pd and Pd-Cu membrane reactors 
The four-tube MR (Figure 1) and experimental apparatus used in this study has been described previously (Iyoha et 
al. 20072). Briefly, the 3.175 mm OD, 125-µm thick Pd and Pd80wt%Cu alloy tubes used in the present study were 
each 15.25 cm in length. The effective surface area of the four tubes for H2 transport was about 51.9 cm2 and the 
total reactor volume was 3.5 cm3.  
 
The gases used were He, Ar, 1000 ppm H2S-10%He-balance H2 and a simulated syngas containing 53%CO, 35%H2 
and 12%CO2 purchased from Butler Gas Products. All gases were 99.999% certified calibration gases. He and Ar 
were used during heat-up of the various reactor systems to the desired reaction temperature of 1173K. At the desired 
operating temperature, syngas and steam were introduced into the four-tube reactor. The resultant feed composition 
was about 29.5% CO, 19.5% H2, 6.7% CO2 and 44.3% H2O. For experiments involving H2S, the 1000 ppm H2S-
10%He-balance H2 gas was introduced after steady-state CO conversion was attained at the specified condition, at a 
flow rate to ensure the desired H2S-to-H2 ratio. 
 
The desired amount of steam was introduced by injecting distilled water into the flowing gas stream using a 
calibrated ISCO 500D syringe pump. The water was vaporized in the heated feed line before entering the reactor. 
Excess steam was used to prevent carbon formation in the membrane tubes. Prior control studies suggested that the 
1.5 steam-to-CO ratio was adequate to suppress carbon formation in the reactor systems. A trap was placed on the 
exit line to collect the unreacted steam before the effluent gases were directed to a Hewlett-Packard 5890 Series II 
GC equipped with a 3 m long by 3.2 mm OD zeolite-packed column and thermal conductivity detector for 
quantification. The Ar sweep gas was introduced in a counter current flow mode. The flow rate of each gas was 
controlled by Brooks mass flow controllers. The volumetric flow-rate of the effluent stream was measured with a 
wet gas meter. The mass balance closure was within ±3%. 
 
Equations (2) to (5) were used to calculate the CO conversion and the H2 recovery from the reaction zone, while 
Equation (6) was used to determine the H2 permeance of the membranes. The amounts/concentrations of H2, CO and 
CO2 in the reactor effluent were determined by gas chromatography. The CO conversion, XCO, calculated by 
Equation (2) was assumed to have taken place only within the reactor. Negligible conversion occurred in the tubing 
leading to and from the reactor because of the steep temperature changes before and after the reaction zone. Further, 
the feed lines were lined with quartz to minimize interaction of the reactant gases with the stainless-steel walls. 
 
The residence times of the reactor systems were varied by changing the operating pressure while keeping the inlet 
feed flow rate and reaction temperature constant. Note that previous work conducted by Bustamante et al. 
(Bustamante et al. 2005) provides a rate expression for the forward WGSR based on high pressure data obtained at 
NETL. Increasing the reaction pressure increased the residence time, increased the H2 partial pressure driving force 
for H2 flux, and also increased the rate of reaction.    
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Where: 
XCO is the molar CO conversion. 
xCO and xH2 are the mole fractions of CO and H2, respectively. 
JH2 is the H2 flux through the membrane. 
k’ is the H2 permeance (mol/m2/s/Pa0.5). 
Pret and Pper are the H2 partial pressures (Pa) in the retentate and permeate streams, respectively. 
Qfeed is the inlet syngas flow rate (sccm). 
Qeffluent is the effluent retentate flow rate measured by the wet gas meter (sccm). 
QAr is the argon sweep gas flow rate (sccm). 
 
Note that all results presented in this paper were collected during periods of complete H2 selectivity of the MR.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
H2 permeance testing 
Figure 2a and b show control experiments in which the H2 permeance of the Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MRs was measured 
using 3.175 cm tubes (Equation (6)) at 1173K in 90%H2-He and 90%H2-1000 ppm H2S-He environments. The 
figures show steady state H2 permeance values in both MR systems within about 2 hours of the introduction of the 
90%H2-He mixture. The results indicate that the permeance of the Pd80wt%Cu membrane, 1.42*10-4 mols/m2/s/Pa0.5, 
was about 46% that of the pure Pd membrane (3.10*10-4 mols/m2/s/Pa0.5) at 1173K. These values are in very good 
agreement with published permeance values for Pd80wt%Cu (Howard et al. 2004) and Pd (Morreale et al. 2003) 
membranes. Figure 2a and b also show that introducing H2S to the system by switching the feed mixture to 90%H2-
1000 ppm H2S-He results in no discernable change in H2 permeance for both membrane systems. Furthermore, 
Figure 2b shows that when the 90%H2-1000 ppm H2S-He mixture was reverted to the 90%H2-He mixture (~24hrs), 
and subsequently reintroduced (28hrs), there was no change in H2 permeance of the Pd80wt%Cu membrane. 
Therefore, it was concluded that the presence of H2S (H2S-to-H2 ratio ~ 0.0011) does not affect the H2 permeance of 
the Pd and Pd80wt%Cu membranes at 1173K.   
 
WGSR in Pd MR using simulated, H2S-free, syngas feed 
Following H2 permeance testing of the Pd and Pd80wt%Cu membranes, the efficacy of the MR for enhancing the 
conversion of CO contained in the simulated coal-derived syngas was determined at 1173K. The WGSR was 
conducted using a H2S-free, simulated syngas feed in both Pd and Pd80wt%Cu four-tube MRs operated in 
countercurrent mode, i.e. with the reactant gases and the sweep gas flowing in opposite directions. The effect of 
feed-side residence time on CO conversion was investigated by varying the feed-side pressure while keeping the 
inlet feed flow rate and permeate side pressure of 159 kPa constant. 
 
Figure 3 depicts the real-time CO, CO2 and H2 effluent concentration trend in the Pd MR for feed-side pressures of 
143, 239 and 412 kPa, which correspond to MR residence times of 0.7, 1.2 and 2s (based on inlet flow rates), 
respectively. The specified operating condition was maintained until steady state effluent concentrations were 
attained, after which the pressure was increased in order to increase the residence time. Figure 3 illustrates 
increasing CO2 concentration with increasing residence time, while CO and H2 concentrations were observed to 
decrease. The decrease in CO concentration with increasing residence time was the result of increasing CO 
conversion via the WGSR. The decreasing H2 concentration from approximately 9% H2 to 5% H2 to <0.5% H2 was 
attributed to the combination of the longer residence time of reactants in the MR and the higher trans-membrane H2 
partial pressure differential (as a result of the higher operating pressure) resulting in higher H2 flux through the Pd 
membrane. This is further substantiated by the increasing H2 recovery observed in Figure 4.  



 
Figure 4 shows the CO conversion and H2 recovery for the four-tube Pd MR as a function of time-on-stream for 
residence times of 0.7, 1.2 and 2s, which correspond to feed-side pressures of 143, 239 and 412 kPa, respectively. 
These results demonstrate the efficacy of the MR to significantly enhance CO conversion of the equilibrium limited 
WGSR to nearly complete conversion, while simultaneously producing a high-purity H2 stream. Compared to the 
equilibrium CO conversion of 32% for the syngas feed mixture at these conditions, the results show an increase in 
CO conversion to 56.4, 75.2 & 99.7% for increasing residence times of 0.7 to 1.2 to 2s, respectively. The shift in the 
CO conversion above the equilibrium value was attributed primarily to the high rate of H2 extraction from the 
reaction zone through the Pd membranes. It is worth noting that all of the CO2 was removed from the MR in the 
high pressure retentate stream, which also contained steam. Figure 3 and Figure 4 also show that the Pd MR 
operated in counter-current configuration is capable of nearly complete H2 recovery if a sweep gas is used to remove 
the permeate.   
 
WGSR in Pd80wt%Cu MRs using simulated, H2S-free, syngas feed 
Figure 5 depicts the real-time component effluent concentration trend in the Pd80wt%Cu MR at 1173K for residence 
times of 0.96, 2 and 2.8s, corresponding to feed-side pressures of 198, 412 and 483 kPa. The figure shows a similar 
trend of effluent concentrations (decreasing CO and H2 and increasing CO2 concentrations) and CO conversion 
(Figure 4) observed in the Pd MR system. Figure 6 shows the corresponding component conversions for Pd80wt%Cu. 
The results also show that the Pd80wt%Cu MR effectively enhanced CO conversions above the equilibrium value of 
32% over the conditions of the study.  
 
It is evident that when the Pd MR was replaced with a Pd80wt%Cu MR, however, the CO2 concentration in the 
retentate stream (Figure 5), and the level of CO conversions attained (Figure 6) were always lower than that of the 
Pd MR. Specifically, the maximum CO conversions attained in the Pd80wt%Cu MR were 62% and 78% at 2 and 2.8s 
residence times, respectively, compared to the 99.7% CO conversion attained in the Pd MR at 2s residence time. 
This phenomenon had been previously observed for WGSMR involving pure CO and steam reagent gases at a 
similar temperature (Iyoha et al. 20072), and was primarily attributed to the lower H2 permeance of the Pd80wt%Cu 
membrane relative to Pd at this temperature. Further, Figure 6 also shows that the H2 recovery of the Pd80wt%Cu MR, 
75%, was lower than the H2 recovery in the Pd MR, nearly 100%, at feed-side pressure of 412 kPa corresponding to 
a residence time of 2s. 
 
With regards to the longevity of the membrane, the Pd80wt%Cu MR was successfully operated for about 6 days in the 
WGSR environment without experiencing failure. The Pd MR lasted 3 days under comparable conditions before 
pinhole defects formed. This suggests that alloying Pd with Cu may result in a more robust MRs that can withstand 
the harsh, high-temperature operating conditions of the post-gasifier environment (H2S-free).   
 
WGSR in Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MR using simulated syngas feed containing H2S 
The WGSR was also conducted in Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MRs in the presence of varying concentrations of H2S. The 
amounts of H2S introduced to the Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MRs were specified to either be below or above the threshold 
H2S-to-H2 ratios expected to result in membrane sulfidation, based on the H2 concentration in the effluent retentate 
stream of the respective MR systems.  
 
WGSR in Pd MR using simulated syngas feed containing H2S 
For experiments involving H2S, the desired amount of H2S was introduced by co-feeding the 1,000 ppm H2S-He-H2 
with the syngas. The slight increase in total feed flow rate (less-than 6%) was compensated for by increasing the 
retentate pressure to achieve the same residence time. When the H2S flow rate was controlled such that the H2S-to-
H2 ratio remained below the equilibrium ratio expected for stable Pd4S formation, i.e. 0.0014 at 1173K for Pd 
(Taylor 1985; Iyoha et al. 2007), a precipitous drop in CO conversion was observed. Figure 7 illustrates the real-
time CO conversion and H2 recovery trend for the Pd MR in the absence and presence of 30 ppm H2S at a residence 
time of 0.4s. With a H2 effluent concentration of 10 mol% before the H2S introduction (Figure 8(18hrs)), the 
introduced H2S concentrations of 30 ppm to the Pd MR resulted in H2S-to-H2 ratios of about 0.0003 (equivalent to 
about 300 ppm H2S-in-pure H2) at the reactor exit. It is evident in Figure 7 that after a steady state conversion of 
about 49% CO conversion was attained, introducing 30 ppm H2S quickly resulted in the decrease in CO conversion, 
reaching a new steady-state value of about 12% after approximately 3 hours. This reduction in CO conversion is also 
observed in the data depicted in Figure 8 which shows the real-time component concentration trend for the Pd MR 
exposed to the syngas mixture.  



 
When the H2S was introduced along with the syngas (~19hrs), a rapid reduction in CO2 concentration, accompanied 
by the increase in CO concentration was observed, likely due to the deactivation of the catalytic activity of the Pd 
membrane towards the WGSR. H2 concentration in the retentate stream was also observed to decrease from about 
10% to 3.5%. As expected (control experiments shown in Figure 2a and b resulted in no discernable influence of 
H2S on H2 permeance), this catalyst deactivation phenomenon did not appear to impact H2 transport through the 
MR, and no decrease in H2 recovery was observed. Furthermore, when the H2S was switched off (39hr, Figure 7), 
the CO conversion was observed to recover to about 83% of its original conversion. This corroborates the assertion 
that the decrease in CO conversion observed was not the result of sulfidation of the MR, but deactivation of the 
catalytic Pd walls towards the WGSR. In addition, the MR was observed to maintain its mechanical integrity and H2 
selectivity for the duration of the 30 ppm H2S-syngas testing period.  
 
When the H2S concentration was increased to 50 ppm (68hrs), the MR failed within minutes, as evidenced by a 
rupture in one of the four membrane tubes. The failure of the MR was probably the result of the sulfidation of the 
MR due to the presence of a H2S-to-H2 ratio of greater than 0.0014. At the time of the 50 ppm H2S introduction to 
the MR, the effluent H2 concentration of about 3.5% (Figure 8(68hrs)) resulted in a H2S-to-H2 ratio of 
approximately 0.00145 at the exit of the MR. This value is slightly above the minimum H2S-to-H2 ratio that is 
expected to result in sulfidation of Pd at 1173K (Iyoha et al. 20073). It was therefore not surprising that the MR 
failed. 
  
WGSR in Pd80wt%Cu MR using simulated syngas feed containing H2S 
Figure 9 depicts CO conversion and H2 recovery for the Pd80wt%Cu at 2s residence time in the presence and absence 
of H2S. In the absence of H2S (27 to ~48hrs), the CO conversion and H2 recovery were both observed to reach 
steady state values of about 67%. Similar to the Pd MR, when 40 ppm H2S was introduced to the MR, a rapid 
reduction in CO conversion was observed, decreasing within 3 hours of introduction to a steady state value of ~16%. 
However, in contrast to the Pd MR which experienced no change in H2 recovery when H2S was introduced, the H2 
recovery in the Pd80wt%Cu MR was observed to decrease slightly from about 68% to a new steady-state value of 
approximately 56% (Figure 9). Figure 9 also shows that when the H2S is switched off, CO conversion did not 
recover to its original level within the 10-hour period. In fact, only a modest increase of about 15% points was 
observed. Increasing the H2S concentration to 60 ppm (77hrs) decreased the CO conversion from 30% back to about 
16%.   
 
Figure 10 shows the real-time effluent concentration data for the Pd80wt%Cu MRs exposed to the syngas mixture 
containing 40 and 60 ppm H2S. Similar to the Pd MR system, when the H2S was introduced (~49hrs), a rapid 
reduction of CO2 concentration, accompanied by the increase in CO concentration was observed. Assuming no 
change in H2 concentration measured in the effluent retentate stream (~12% H2 between 40 & 50 hr (Figure )), the 
introduced 40 ppm H2S resulted in a H2S-to-H2 ratio of approximately 0.0004 (equivalent to ~400 ppm H2S-in-H2). 
When the 60 ppm H2 was introduced after about 77 hours, the H2 concentration was observed to decrease to about 
10% (Figure 10(85 hr)), resulting in a H2S-to-H2 ratio of approximately 0.0006 (equivalent to ~600 ppm H2S-in-H2). 
These ratios were below the H2S-to-H2 ratios expected to sulfide the Pd80wt%Cu membrane (Iyoha et al. 20073), 
therefore it is no surprise that the membrane maintained its H2 selectivity and mechanical integrity.  
 
Control experiments shown in Figure 2a and b suggest no influence of the H2S on H2 permeance of both MRs. This 
observation, coupled with the fact that the H2 recovery was observed to only be slightly reduced in the presence of 
H2S, support the theory that the observed reduction of CO conversion experienced by the MR when H2S was 
introduced with the syngas mixture likely resulted from the blocking of catalytic surface sites for the WGSR by 
sulfur. The presence of adsorbed sulfur on the membrane surface may impede the transfer of WGS reactants from 
the bulk to the membrane catalytic surface, appreciably reducing the catalytic activity of the MR for the WGSR. It is 
uncertain, however, why the CO conversion did not increase more appreciably in the Pd80wt%Cu system after the H2S 
was turned off.  
 
When the inlet H2S concentration was increased to 90 ppm H2S for the Pd80wt%Cu MR system, the MR module was 
observed to fail within minutes, resulting in the complete loss of membrane selectivity, and the depressurization of 
the reactor. With a steady-state H2 effluent concentration of about 8% before the H2S introduction (100 hrs, figure 
not shown), introducing 90 ppm H2S to the syngas feed resulted in a H2S-to-H2 ratio of about 0.0012 (~1,200 ppm 
H2S-in-H2), a value just below the H2S-to-H2 ratio expected to sulfide the membrane. However, note that further 



reduction of CO conversion would have resulted in a lower H2 concentration as less H2 is produced, thereby 
increasing the H2S-to-H2 ratio, which would explain the observed failure of the MR.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
A CO conversion of 99.7% in a simulated syngas feed containing 53%CO, 35%H2 and 12%CO2 (dry basis) was 
attained in a 125-μm Pd four-tube membrane reactor at 1173K with a steam-to-CO ratio of 1.5 and 2s residence 
time. Furthermore, nearly complete H2 recovery was also attained through the Pd membrane reactor module. 
 
The Pd80wt%Cu membrane reactor also effectively enhanced CO conversions above the equilibrium value of 32% 
(associated with non-membrane reactors) over the conditions of the study. However, the maximum conversions 
attained were appreciably lower than those obtained in the Pd membrane reactor, reaching maximum CO 
conversions of 62% and 78% at 2 and 2.8s residence times, respectively. This was primarily attributed to the lower 
H2 permeance compared to that of Pd. The H2 recovery was also observed to always be lower for the Pd80wt%Cu MR. 
 
Exposure of both membrane reactors to syngas mixtures containing H2S levels such that the H2S-to-H2 ratio was less 
than ~0.001 (a value less than the 0.0014 value expected to form stable sulfides at 1173K) did not appear to affect 
the H2 permeance, mechanical integrity, and H2 selectivity of the membrane reactors at 1173K. However, a steep 
drop in CO conversion was observed. This reduction in CO conversion was attributed to sulfur deactivating the 
catalytic activity of the Pd membrane surface towards the WGSR. When the H2S-to-H2 feed ratio was increased to 
50 and 90 ppm H2S for the Pd and Pd80wt%Cu membrane reactor systems equivalent to 0.0014 and 0.0012 H2S-to-H2 
ratios, respectively (values equal to or just below ratios expected for stable sulfides to form), the membrane reactors 
were observed to fail within minutes. These membranes must, therefore, be operated at conditions that prohibit the 
formation of thermodynamically stable sulfides. 
 
Our results show that at high temperatures, with no added catalyst particles, it is possible to enhance CO conversions 
significantly above the equilibrium value and attain high H2 recovery from simulated syngas in the absence of H2S. 
The results also show that it is possible to stably operate (with respect to H2 selectivity and mechanical integrity) the 
Pd and Pd80wt%Cu MRs in the presence of H2S-to-H2 ratios well below 0.0014. However, the deactivation of the 
catalytic activity of the Pd and Pd80wt%Cu membranes towards the WGSR by the H2S will reduce CO conversions 
when H2S is present in the feed. 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 
Reference in this paper to any specific commercial product, process, or service is to facilitate understanding and 
does not necessarily imply its endorsement or favoring by the U.S. Department of Energy.   
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Figure 1.  Detail of NETL four-tube Pd-based membrane reactor. 
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Figure 2. H2 permeance of Pd (a) and Pd80wt%Cu (b) MRs in 90%H2-He and 90%H2-1000 ppm H2S-He atmospheres 
at 1173K. 
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Figure 3. Real-time concentration (CO, CO2 and H2) trend in the four-tube Pd MR at 1173K for 0.7s, 1.2s and 2s 
residence times using simulated syngas feed with steam added to produce an initial steam-to-CO ratio of 1.5 (29.5% 
CO, 19.5% H2, 6.7% CO2, and 44.3% H2O). MR was exposed to the syngas environment for ~60 hours and 
developed pinholes after about 3 days at 1173K. 
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Figure 4. Real-time CO conversion and H2 recovery trend in the four-tube Pd MR at 1173K for residence times of  
0.7s, 1.2s and 2s using simulated syngas feed with steam added to produce an initial steam-to-CO ratio of 1.5 
(29.5% CO, 19.5% H2, 6.7% CO2, and 44.3% H2O). MR was exposed to the syngas environment for ~60 hours and 
developed pinholes after about 3 days at 1173K. The equilibrium CO conversion at this condition is ~32%.  
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Figure 5. Real-time concentration (CO, CO2 and H2) trend in the four-tube Pd80wt%Cu MR at 1173K for 0.96, 2 and 
2.8s residence times using simulated syngas feed with steam added to produce an initial steam-to-CO ratio of 1.5 
(29.5% CO, 19.5% H2, 6.7% CO2, and 44.3% H2O). MR operated for about 6 days without failure. 
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Figure 6. Real-time CO conversion and H2 recovery trend in the four-tube Pd80wt%Cu MR at 1173K for residence 
times of 0.96, 2 and 2.8s using simulated syngas feed with steam added to produce an initial steam-to-CO ratio of 
1.5 (29.5% CO, 19.5% H2, 6.7% CO2, and 44.3% H2O). The equilibrium CO conversion at this condition is ~32%. 
The Pd80wt%Cu MR was successfully operated for about 6 days without failure. 
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Figure 7. Real-time CO conversion and H2 recovery trend in the four-tube Pd MR at 1173K for residence times of 
0.4s before and after reaction testing with 30 ppm H2S-syngas. Membrane failed within minutes of exposure to 50 
ppm H2S that began at 68hrs. 
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Figure 8. Real-time concentration (CO, CO2 and H2) trend for the four-tube Pd MR at 1173K and 0.4s residence 
time before and after reaction testing with 30 ppm H2S-syngas. Membrane failed within minutes of exposure to 50 
ppm H2S that began at 68hrs. 
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Figure 9. Real-time CO conversion trend and H2 recovery in the four-tube Pd80wt%Cu MR at 1173K and residence 
time of 2s before and after 40 and 60 ppm H2S-syngas reaction testing. Membrane failed after exposure to 90 ppm 
H2S.  
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Figure 10. Real-time concentration (CO, CO2 and H2) trend for the four-tube Pd80wt%Cu MR at 1173K and 2s 
residence time before and after 40 and 60 ppm H2S-syngas reaction testing. Membrane failed after exposure to 90 
ppm H2S.  
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Gasifiers convert coal into synthesis gas feed streams that can be used in advanced power cycles to
generate electricity and in the production of a wide variety of chemicals. However, the coal-derived
synthesis gas contains a myriad of trace contaminants that cannot be released to the environment if the
syngas is burned to generate power or may poison the catalysts used in the downstream chemical
manufacturing processes. Therefore, removal of these contaminants is critical for the widespread and
environmentally-friendly utilization of coal.

TDA Research Inc. (TDA) is developing a sorbent-based system that can reduce the concentration of the
trace metal contaminants (i.e., mercury, arsenic, selenium and cadmium) to less than parts per billion
levels in the coal-derived synthesis gas at elevated temperatures (260oC). This paper discusses the results
of our sorbent development efforts.

In series bench-scale experiments, it is first showed that the sorbent is capable of removing Hg, As and Se
separately using simulated synthesis gas. The sorbent performance was also evaluated for combined
removal of these contaminants. The impact of using syngas from different types of gasifiers (primarily
the effect of steam partial pressure) and the presence of sulfur (as hydrogen sulfide and carbonyl sulfide)
on sorbent performance were also evaluated. This paper will also summarize the results of a small-scale
demonstration using real coal gas will also be included.
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ABSTRACT 
 
The process was developed for the separation of hydrogen from coal gasification based syngas components for 
end uses such as clean energy production. The process is flexible such that it can be used within the gasifier to 
separate hydrogen or as a separate unit process, depending on the requirements of the process design. The basic 
idea of the research was to design and apply solids to be used in a fixed bed reactor that will increase the 
hydrogen yield as well as capture greenhouse gases in its matrix through reaction. The end product envisioned 
in this process is pure hydrogen. The spent solids were then regenerated thermoneutrally while releasing 
sequestration-ready carbon dioxide. The research involved the validation of the process along with the 
evaluation of the process parameters to maximize the hydrogen content in the product stream. The effect of 
sulfur (present as H2S) in the product stream on the process efficiency was also evaluated. Most importantly, the 
solids were designed such that they have the maximum selectivity to the beneficial reactions while maintaining 
their structure and activity through the reaction-regeneration cycles. 
 
Iron (created by reduction of hematite with syngas) was selected as the Boudouard catalyst and CaO was 
selected as the carbon dioxide removal material. Thermogravimetric (TG) and Temperature Programmed 
Reduction (TPR) Analysis were utilized to evaluate the reaction rate parameters, and capacity for CO2. Specially 
synthesized CaO (wherein the surface properties were modified) was found to provide better capacity and 
reaction rates as compared to commercially available CaO. In addition, these specially synthesized CaO-based 
sorbent showed lower deactivation over multiple cycles. Experiments were also performed with different 
compositions of syngas to identify the optimal conditions for pure H2 production. Finally, simultaneous coal 
gasification and hydrogen enrichment experiments were conducted. It was found that for a catalyst to coal ratio 
of 22:1, and catalyst to CaO-based sorbent ratio of 1:3, no COx was released, while for a catalyst to coal ratio of 
44:1, no H2S was released.   
 
  
INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogen is an important raw material in the chemical industries for the manufacture of ammonia, methanol, 
etc..  The possibility of hydrogen as a future energy source in heating, electric power and transportation sectors 
will cause a huge increase in hydrogen demand.  Currently, the primary route for hydrogen production is the 
reforming of natural gas and other light hydrocarbons.  Coal and petroleum coke may also serve as raw 
materials for hydrogen production in the future.   

The first step in the production of hydrogen from coal is gasification1 -3 followed by the water gas shift reaction4.  
Reforming reactions are highly endothermic and thermodynamically favored by high temperature and low 
pressure.  On the other hand, the water gas shift reaction is favored by low temperature and is not pressure 
dependent.  Due to the overall endothermic nature, gasification is generally conducted at high temperatures.  
Thermochemical conversion of carbonaceous raw materials to high yield hydrogen via the use of catalysts is 
gaining attention from several researchers.  Ca-based catalysts are also known to promote steam gasification at 
relatively moderate reaction conditions.  Thermogravimetric studies and high temperature x-ray diffraction 
analysis to investigate the catalytic effects of Ca -based compounds5 showed that the addition of calcium 
compounds decreased the reaction temperature and increased the gasification rates.  In their investigations, 
Balasubramanian et al6 found that the addition of NiO/Al2O3 and CaO successfully achieved near equilibrium 
conditions for reforming of methane, water gas shift and the separation of CO2 simultaneously in a single 
reactor at 50oC. 

The CO2 generated, a greenhouse gas with a potential to contribute to global warming, is generally released to 
the atmosphere.  With stringent environmental regulation already in place and the requirement for zero 
emissions in the future, it is important to develop means to capture/sequester CO2 from the process.  In the 
current context, in situ capture of CO2 not only provides a chance to sequestrate the greenhouse gas, but also 
increases the conversion to and the purity of the hydrogen stream by removing the thermodynamic limitations at 
a given condition.  Thus, separation of the carbon dioxide and hydrogen7 needs to be achieved.  Separation of H2 



 

from the coal gasification products also supports existing H2 markets (such as refineries and power production) 
and makes a hydrogen economy a distinct possibility.  It must also be noted that carbon monoxide in the 
hydrogen gas stream acts as a poison to the catalysts used in electrodes employed in fuel cells necessitating its 
removal.  Given that a CO2 acceptor is available, near zero CO content in the outlet gas may also be achieved.  
Existing technologies utilize the water gas shift reaction for the conversion of CO to CO2.  The carbon dioxide is 
then separated from hydrogen by absorption (Selexol, Rectisol, A-MDEA, Purisol, Sulfinol, UCARSOL, 
amines), adsorption (molecular sieves, activated carbon), cryogenic separation, and membrane separation 
(polymer, metal, facilitated transport membrane, molecular sieves), all of which are costly alternatives.  In 
addition, a methanation step may be required to follow the amine scrubbing step to reduce the COx to trace 
levels.  In the pressure swing adsorption technology, no further purification is required but at the cost of 
hydrogen yield.   

The first attempt of using CaO in a “CO2 acceptor process” was conducted by Curran et al8 and McCoy et al9.  
In these studies only 50 % of CO and CO2 were immobilized in the solids.  However, later studies in a micro-
autoclave10, product gases consisting of primarily H2 and CH4 were obtained.  Up to 84 % purity hydrogen 
stream was reported by Lin et al7 in a pressurized bed reactor.  The pressurized bed reactor provided higher rates 
of CH4 decomposition resulting in the higher H2 contents.  A new method, Hydrogen Production by Reactions 
Integrated Gasification (HyPr-Ring), that combines the gas production and separation reactions in one reactor 
was suggested by Lin et al10.  In this process the energy required for the endothermic reforming reactions were 
provided by the heat of CO2 absorption.   

The paper describes a novel approach to the enrichment of hydrogen from syngas while providing for an 
inexpensive route for the generation of a sequestration ready carbon dioxide using the Boudouard reaction over 
iron catalyst and CO2 capture onto CaO.  This approach also has the potential of reducing the load for 
sequestration of carbon dioxide by the separation of solid carbon in addition to the removal of other trace 
impurities.  This reduces the volume of gas that need to be cleaned and should substantially reduce pollution 
control costs.  In addition, the approach opens up the possibility of extracting solid carbon thereby reducing the 
sequestration load.  Table 1 contains the expected reactions and their heats of reaction.  The flexibility of the 
process is such that it can be used within a gasifier or as a separate unit process next to gasification.  In terms of 
the products, the process can adjust the CO to H2 ratios, with one extreme being pure hydrogen.  Experiments 
were conducted to evaluate the effect of temperature and gas composition on the reactions, along with other 
parameters (steam, temperature, Fe2O3 loading, CaO loading) on hydrogen yield and purity in a fixed bed 
reactor.   

 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The paper describes a reaction swing process for the separation of hydrogen from syngas constituents and 
impurities such as CO, CO2 and H2S.  The main reactions in this process are the conversion of CO to CO2 by 
disproportionation on a catalyst and subsequent removal of the CO2 by a suitable CO2 removal agent.  CaO has 
been determined to be the most suitable CO2 removal agent.   
 
The process involves the reaction of syngas with the two solid phases in a nearly thermoneutral process step 
which enriches hydrogen while providing for an inexpensive method for the production of sequestration ready 
carbon dioxide.  In addition, as a result of CO2 removal from the process stream, additional hydrogen is obtained 
through the water gas shift reaction.  Theoretically, the regeneration of the spent solids can also be conducted 
thermoneutrally.   
 
A simplistic schematic of the basic idea of the proposed research is provided in Figure 1.  In the hydrogen 
enrichment mode, the coal gasification products are passed through a bed of Fe2O3. Three major reactions 
(Table 1) take place (Eq 1-6): a) CO is oxidized to CO2; b) CO disproportionation via the Boudouard reaction 
resulting in carbon deposition and CO2 formation, and c) steam reforming of CH4.  The products are then passed 
through the bed of CaO – the carbon dioxide removal material (CDRM).  The carbonation of CaO removes the 
CO2 from the stream resulting in a high purity H2 gas stream.  The spent bed now contains mainly FeO, C, and 
Fe along with CaCO3.  Oxygen/air is then passed through the bed, as shown in Figure 1b (Oxide Regeneration 
Mode) resulting in oxidation of FeO and Fe along with the formation/release of CO2 from the deposited C and 
from the calcination of CaCO3 
 
Table 1 
Hydrogen Enrichment Stage: 

2
OFe

24 H3COOHCH 32 +⎯⎯⎯ →⎯+                  +206 kJ/mol  [1] 



 

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2        (Water-Gas Shift Reaction)  -42 kJ/mol  [2] 
2 CO → CO2 + C            (Boudouard Reaction)             -162 kJ/mol  [3] 
CO + Fe2O3 → 2 FeO + CO2      +1.30 kJ/mol   [4] 
CO + FeO → Fe + CO2  (negligible levels)                 [5] 
CaO + CO2  → CaCO3             -167.6 kJ/mol  [6] 

 
Oxide Regeneration Stage: 
2Fe + O2 → 2FeO  (negligible amounts)     [7] 
2FeO + 0.5 O2 → Fe2O3      -281.4 kJ/mol  [8] 
C + O2 → CO2       -398.9 kJ/mol  [9] 
CaCO3 → CaO + CO2      +167.6 kJ/mol  [10] 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials:   

 Premixed syngas tanks were supplied by Airgas.  Pulverized  Illinois  coal  was used for this study.  
The combustibles content was 73.30 %, while the ash and moisture contents were 7.85 and 8.68 % respectively.  
The size ranges of CaO (from Mississippi Lime Company, MO), iron oxide (Fisher Scientific, Chicago, IL) and 
silica sand used were 75-106 µm.  Calcium carbonate was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a) Hydrogen Enrichment   (b) Regeneration of OTC and CDRM 
Figure 1  Schematic of the proposed process 

 
Hydrogen Enrichment Studies 

 The small scale laboratory reactor was set up for those experiments.  The reactor system consists of  
gas supplies, water pump, steam generator, reactor system (reactor + furnace), water trap and gas collection 
system and the required fittings and flow measurement devices.  A microGC from Agilent Technologies has 
been attached to the reactor system to provide real-time data analysis from the reactor.  It consists of two 
separate channels, one with  Plot Q column and other with  Molecular Sieve 5A column and 2 TC detectors.  It 
is capable of analyzing samples containing CO, H2, CO2, CH4, C2H6, O2  and N2 in less than 2 minutes. Figure 2 
is a schematic of the setup.  Syngas cylinders containing 20, 43 and 48 % H2 (with the balance CO) were 
obtained from AirGas.  Experiments were conducted to establish baselines such as residence time distributions 
for each gas at different flow rates and temperatures.  Experiments with syngas were conducted to study the 

1.  2CO  = C + CO2 

2.  Fe2O3 + H2 = H2O + 2FeO 
3.  CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 
4.  CO + Fe2O3 = 2FeO + CO2 
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   CO2 + CaO = CaCO3 

 

 

1. C + O2 = CO2 
2. 2FeO + 1/2O2 = Fe2O3

CaCO3 = CaO + CO2 



 

effect of gas flow rates (25 – 100 ml/min), syngas content (from 5 to 50%), temperature (650 -850 oC), steam, 
syngas composition, solids loading (Fe2O3 loadings of 0.14 – 2 g and CaO loadings of 0.56 – 6 g) and solids 
ratio on the hydrogen purity and cycle time for enrichment. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Schematic of the reaction systems fixed bed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3  Bench Scale Reactor Schematic 
 
Hydrogen Production Studies– Bench Scale 
 
The schematic of a bench scale reactor (1 in dia X 6 in length) is shown in Figure 3.  Simultaneous coal 
gasification and hydrogen enrichment in a single reactor was evaluated in these experiments.  At the beginning 
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of each experiment the reactor was filled with Fe2O3 and CaO carriers according to the desired ratios.  Nitrogen 
was used as the carrier gas.  The temperature was raised to the predetermined value.  Once the preset 
temperature is reached, the steam generator was turned on to introduce pre-heated steam into the reactor and 
coal was injected.  The off gases were passed through a water cold trap and then through the online GC 
analyzer. The effects of temperature (700 – 850 oC), steam content (0 -91 %), iron oxide to coal ratio (0 – 44), 
and CaO:iron oxide ratio (0 -6) on the extent of coal conversion, hydrogen purity, CO and H2S rejections were 
evaluated. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Hydrogen Enrichment from Syngas 
 
Table 2 shows the effect of temperature on the hydrogen enrichment and solids regeneration. It can be clearly 
seen there that hydrogen enrichment goes through a maxima around 800oC.  However, due to the intensive CO2 
removal the lowest gas yield was observed at that temperature. 
  
Table 2.  Data on Experiments using Fe2O3 (0.5g) and CaO (0.5g)  
 

  H2 % CO %
Inlet  48 52    

 Enrichment Regeneration 

Temp Gas Yield H2 

H2 
Recovery C removed CO2 from C CO2 in CaCO3 

oC % % % % % % 
750 78 60 80 82 - - 
800 48 98 95 92 35 65 
850 68 72 100 54 20 80 

 
The evaluation of the key process parameters revealed that the actual moles of syngas flowing and the amount 
of the active solids are the most significant factors.  It was thus observed that a high residence time and high 
syngas content or a low residence time and low syngas content provide the optimal enrichment cycle time. A set 
of experiments were conducted at different iron oxide to calcium oxide ratios, ranging from 1:1 to 1:36.  Figures 
4 and 5 contain the plots of the gas content as a function of time for the cases of Fe2O3:CaO ratios of 1:12 and 
1:36.  The hydrogen content in the product stream was increasing from the feed content of 48 % to nearly 80 % 
in both cases.  The addition of steam under these conditions resulted in greater than 95 % H2 in the product for 
the former case while it was nearly 100 % for the latter case.  Some methane in the product was observed in the 
absence of steam in both cases.  This was found to be the result of methanation of the carbon deposited from the 
Boudouard reaction with the excess hydrogen. 
 
Figures 6 a, b,  and 7 a and b show the effect of syngas content on the outlet gas composition. All the 
experiments were conducted with a Fe:Ca ratio of 1:3 at 750 oC. Figure 6a contains the data on the experiments 
conducted with 20% syngas in N2 while Figure 6b contains the data for the experiments conducted with 50% 
syngas mixture in N2.  Figure 7 c and d are the outlet gas compositions of the experiments conducted at higher 
flow rates for feed syngas contents of 20 and 50 %, respectively.  It is seen that increasing the flow rate (for a 
given syngas content shortens the cycling time significantly).   
 
Hydrogen Production Studies 
 
Simultaneous coal gasification and hydrogen enrichment experiments were conducted.  The effect of 
temperature, steam partial pressure, and coal loading on the of conversion and hydrogen yield were evaluated.   
 
Effect of Temperature: Table 3 summarizes the results of the coal gasification experiments conducted at 
different temperatures.  0.2 g of coal was gasified at different temperatures.  The steam content used in these 
experiments was 82 %.  It was observed that as the temperature is increased, the hydrogen content also 
increases.  This increase was found to be the result of both – increased conversion of coal and enhanced water 
gas shift reaction.  The latter is evident from the fact that as the temperature increased to 800oC no carbon 
monoxide is observed in the resulting gases.   
 



 

Effect of Steam: Table 4 summarizes the data on the effect of steam on the coal conversion and the product gas 
distribution.  0.2 g of coal was gasified at 750oC.  It is seen in the table that an increase in the steam content 
results in a decrease in CO content (due to an increase in the degree of the water gas shift reaction) as well as a 
decrease in the methane content (due to steam reforming).  The total amount of gases evolved also increased 
with an increase in the steam content.   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         Figure 4:  Outlet gas Composition for Fe:Ca ratio of 1:12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                        Figure 5:  Outlet gas Composition for Fe:Ca ratio of 1:36 
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                                        (a)  5 % syngas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                       (b)    50 % syngas 
 
                                          Figure 6 Effect of syngas content, gas flow rate – 45 ml/min 
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(a) 20 % syngas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(b) 50 % syngas 

 
Figure 7 Effect of syngas content, gas flow rate – 100 ml/min 
 
                                    Table 3.   Effect of Temperature 
Temp H2 CO CO2 CH4 Total Conversion 

700 34.23 28.27 13.22  24.11 0.007 18.05 
750 70.71 12.47 14.08 2.73 0.014 36.09 
800 83.63 0.00 15.63 0.74 0.02 37.59 
900 85.11 0.00 14.89 0.00 0.0252 41.23 
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                            Table 4.  Effect of Steam Content 
Steam H2 CO CO2 CH4 Total Conversion 

0 58.03 19.38 14.76 7.83 0.007 17.66 
59 58.76 20.36 17.63 3.25 0.008 25.22 
82 70.71 12.47 14.08 2.73 0.014 36.09 
91 78.49 0.00 21.51 0.00 0.02 63.85 

 
Effect of Coal Loading: The optimal amount of coal for maximizing the gasification yield was identified by 
running steam gasification experiments (82 % steam) at 750 oC.  The data from these experiments are presented 
in Table 5. Experiments with 0.4 and 0.5 g of coal are not reported since it resulted in a large amount of tars and 
hydrocarbon formation. 
 
Table 5 Effect of Coal Loading 
Coal H2 CO CO2 CH4 Total Conversion 

0.05 59.64 22.33 15.56 2.21 0.0028 51.88
0.1 61.18 17.87 18.27 2.68 0.0085 44.05 
0.2 70.71 12.47 14.08 2.73 0.014 36.09 

 
Effect of Solids Addition: A comparison of pyrolysis, steam gasification, catalysts addition and catalysts and 
CDRM addition during steam gasification is shown in Table 6 and Figure 8.  The experiments were conducted 
at 750oC.  0.2 g of coal was used for these experiments.  The table contains the cumulative product distribution 
at the end of 1 hr.  It can be clearly seen there that CDRM presence increased H2 content while CO content was 
decreased.  
 
Effect of Iron Loading: Table 7 lists the outlet gas compositions for different amount of Fe2O3 added.  No 
CaO was used for these experiments.  It was observed that an increase in iron oxide results in a decrease in the 
hydrogen content (initial water formation during reduction of iron oxide).  However, the CO content and the 
H2S content also decreased with an increase in iron oxide content.  The catalytic effect of iron oxide on the 
gasification process was also observed by the increase in the gas yield due to the addition of iron oxide.  
Experiments were also conducted to evaluate the effect of catalyst loading in the presence of CDRM (in the 
ratio catalyst:CDRM = 1:3).  No CO was observed at a catalyst loading of 0.56 g, while complete H2S removal 
was obtained at a catalyst loading of 1.12 g.  Since 0.05 g of coal was used, the catalyst to coal ratio for 
complete CO and H2S removal was 44:1.  99.74 % pure hydrogen was produced under these conditions.  It must 
be noted that the use of 1.68 g of CaO with 0.05 g of coal yielded significant amount of CO and H2S.  Thus, the 
CO2 acceptor process alone is not sufficient for complete impurity removal from coal derived syngas. 
 
Table 6  Effect of solids addition 
Steam catalyst CDRM H2 CO CO2 CH4 Total Conversion 

0 0 0 58.03 19.38 14.76 7.83 0.007 17.66 
82 0 0 70.71 12.47 14.08 2.73 0.014 36.09 
82 0.56 0 68.31 2.46 27.69 1.55 0.0252 63.32 
82 0.56 1.68 80.24 0.01 18.84 0.90 0.0113 93.22 

 
Table 7 Effect of Iron Oxide addition alone 

catalyst H2 CO CO2 CH4 H2S Total Conversion 
0 59.64 22.33 15.56 2.21 0.26 0.0028 51.88 

0.28 63.65 1.32 33.34 1.53 0.16 0.0070 79.98 
0.56 52 0.19 46.123 1.68 0.007 0.006 69.84 
1.12 42.72 0 55.47 1.82 0 0.0032 49.73 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table 8 Effect of iron oxide (Fe2O3:CaO = 1:3) 
catalyst CDRM H2 CO CO2 CH4 H2S Total Conversion 

0.28 0.84 61.53 0.42 37.13 0.83 0.086 0.0056 66.87 
0.56 1.68 84.15 0 15.73 0.11 0.0017 0.0031 36.70 
0.84 2.52 93.27 0 6.72 0.1 0.0005 0.0025 18.34 
1.12 3.36 99.74 0 0.25 0 0 0.0023 9.25 

 
Effect of CaO Loading: Table 9 contains the data on the cumulative outlet gas composition as a function of 
the CDRM loading for 0.56 g of catalyst loading.  Increasing the CaO loading resulted in an increase in the 
hydrogen purity, however the H2S removal was not complete due to the low iron oxide loading. 
 
Simultaneous Regeneration Enrichment experiments were conducted for an iron oxide loading of 0.84 and a 
CaO loading of 1.68.  The coal loading was 0.05 and the temperature and steam content were 750oC and 82%, 
respectively.  One cycle of enrichment followed by regeneration in air and a second cycle of enrichment was 
studied.  No change in the activity as evidenced by the outlet gas composition and total gas yield was observed. 
 
Table 9 Effect of CaO addition 

catalyst CDRM H2 CO CO2 CH4 H2S Total Conversion 
0.56 0 52 0.19 46.12 1.68 0.007 0.0062 69.84 
0.56 0.56 57.65 0 40.74 1.49 0.12 0.0051 65.14 
0.56 1.12 54.75 0 43.53 1.41 0.31 0.0039 44.66 
0.56 1.68 84.15 0 15.73 0.12 0.0017 0.0031 36.71 
0.56 3.36 97.95 0 0.22 1.74 0.0839 0.0026 10.62 

 
As a result of these studies the following operating conditions are suggested: Temperature – 750oC, Steam 
content – 82%, catalyst:coal ratio – 44:1, catalyst:CDRM – 1:6.  In addition, it is suggested that CaO 
synthesized from a CaO suspension (3.84 g/L) with sodium dodecyl sulfate anionic surfactant (0.01 g/L) be used 
instead of the commercially available dolomite.  The similar values of optimal parameters were obtained using 
Fe2O3 and CaO supported on the monoliths. 
 
 CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions were made from the analysis of the data 
 

• Iron acts as a suitable catalyst for the Boudouard reaction. 
• When used as a separate unit operation, the process should be operated at 800oC 
• High residence time and high syngas content or low residence time and low syngas content should be 

used.   
• The addition of steam enhances the efficiency of CO removal. 
• The preferred catalyst to CDRM ratio is 1:3. 
• Suggested operating conditions for simultaneous gasification-enrichment: Temperature – 750oC, Steam 

content – 82%, catalyst:coal ratio – 44:1, catalyst:CDRM – 1:6. 
• The efficiency of separation did not decrease as a result of on enrichment-regeneration cycle. 
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Steam (82 %) +Coal (0.2 g) + iron oxide (0.56 g)       Steam (82 %)+Coal (0.2 g)+iron oxide(0.56g      
                                                                                                         + CaO (1.68 g) 
Figure 8 Separation of coal gasification products for high purity hydrogen:  Carrier Gas – N2 at 33 mL/min, 

Temp = 750 oC 
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ABSTRACT 

A previous study was conducted to determine the early sooting pathways of biphenyl and pyrene.  Soot/pah samples 
from biphenyl were collected in a fuel-rich flat-flame burner at temperatures of 1365, 1410, and 1470 K and from 
pyrene at 1410 and 1470K.  A more detailed analysis of the pyrolitic products has been performed using additional 
NMR data obtained on the whole soot sample correlated with detailed high resolution as well as GC mass spectrometry 
data on the solvent extracted portion of the same samples. These latter data complement the earlier NMR data with 
details of the pre-sooting structures, referred to as “young soot.”  The data reveal the roles played by free radical 
assisted polymerization reactions as well as the hydrogen abstraction carbon addition (HACA) reactions for the 
biphenyl pyrolysis. The mass spectroscopy data of pyrene describe a much different set of reactions due to 
polymerization which employs free radical reactions of the pyrene due primarily to hydrogen abstraction followed by 
the formation of biaryl linkages at mass numbers up to five times that of the parent pyrene.  Conceptual schema of 
reaction mechanisms are proposed to explain the formation pathways to materials detected in the soot extracts. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally agreed that soot occurs as follows: (a) a complex process encompassing formation of radical precursors 
such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons through radical reactions of small molecules and/or fragments; (b) molecular 
growth; (c) nucleation; (d) coagulation; and (e) oxidation.1 Numerous mechanisms have been proposed for the 
formation of precursors and growth of PAH.2-4 For gaseous hydrocarbon fuels, reactions involving the addition of C2 - 
C4 species5-7 have been shown to play a key role in PAH and soot formation reactions in a variety of combustion and 
pyrolysis systems. Other mechanisms might be expected to prevail, however, for certain liquid and solid fuels since 
aromatic units are inherent components of the fuels themselves. 

To explore the mechanisms for formation of aromatic hydrocarbons as precursors to soot, a model system using 
combustion of biphenyl (and to a lesser extent pyrene) in a fuel rich flame is studied.  These two model structures were 
chosen because of the convenience of following the formation of bridging carbons (bridgehead and substituted) in their 
respective NMR spectra. The biphenyl and pyrene soots were acquired at three and two different temperatures, 
respectively. All samples were solvent extracted and the extract characterized by both GCMS and high resolution mass 
spectrometry (HRMS). A description of the NMR results for these un-extracted soot samples has been published.8 The 
formation of most of the biphenyl products can be rationalized from the coupling of benzene and biphenyl radicals and 
subsequent aromatic species together with the addition of acetylenes to existing aromatic molecules.  Early work by 
Badger on pyrolysis of hydrocarbons is used in developing these schemes.9 The data obtained from the two pyrene 
soots were not as rich in information as that obtained from the biphenyl samples. The reaction schemes that produce 
larger aromatic hydrocarbons will be discussed.  These schemes are consistent with the work of Richter and Howard1 
who have discussed in detail potential reaction mechanisms in the formation of aromatics as precursors to soot.  

The product distributions from the aromatic fuels reveal that there are at least two types of reaction 
mechanisms at work-the first, involving polymerization of aryl (radical) species and cyclodehydrogenation; the 
second, ring fragmentation and combination of fragment species. 



 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Soot samples from biphenyl were produced in a flat flame burner, as described previously8 at three temperatures (1365, 
1410, and 1470K), while the less reactive pyrene was collected at the two higher temperatures. The samples were 
extracted at room temperature with methylene chloride using sonication for 15 minutes followed by centrifugation 
with yields shown in Table 1. Desorption electron impact high resolution mass spectra (DEIHRMS) of these extracts 
were taken on a 3-sector MS-50.10  Samples were heated on a probe from 200 to 700 °C at 200 °C/min. directly in the 
source.  Precise mass measurements were averaged from scans over the entire temperature range.  Formulae were 
assigned and the data sorted via a procedure developed in house.10  High resolution mass spectrometry data is sorted by 
both heteroatom content and by hydrogen deficiency, which is also termed double-bond equivalents (dbe).  From 
hydrogen deficiency, the size of aromatic clusters can be estimated.  GCMS data were obtained using a Hewlett 
Packard 6890 gas chromatograph with a 5973 quadrupole mass selective detector.  The injection system is a CDS 
pyrolysis injector.  The solvent extracted samples were placed in a quartz tube and the solvent allowed to evaporate 
prior to analysis.  The samples were pyrolyzed at 600ºC while a stream of helium passed over the sample and onto the 
column.   The column used is a 60 meter J&W DB-17HT with a 0.25 mm id and a film thickness of 0.25 µm.  The 
oven was held at 40ºC for 1 minute, then ramped at 6ºC/minute to 280 ºC and held there for 10 minutes.  The 
quadrupole was held at 150 ºC, while the source was at 230 ºC. 

The LD-TOF mass spectrometer used in these studies is a modified version of a commercial MALDI instrument 
(Kratos MALDI III). A 337 nm 10 µs pulse duration nitrogen laser focused in the range of 1-4 µm diamter  achieves 
sub megawatt power densities.  The repetition rate of the laser was 10 Hz.  The desorbed ions were extracted at 18kV.  
Mass separation of the ions was achieved using a 1.2 meter flight path fitted with a reflectron.  The ions were detected 
by an electron multiplier. The dichloromethane extracts were evaporated onto the stainless steel probe to form thin 
films.  Most of the samples were soluble under these conditions.  LD spectra, each accumulated over 100 shots, were 
recorded for each sample. Standard samples were recorded under similar conditions to verify the efficiencies and 
ionization yields.   

Table 1. Extract yields from soot samples. 

 Sample Temperature %Extracted 

1410 73.3 Pyrene 
1460 55 
1365 15 
1410 13.4 

Biphenyl 

1470 Not determined 
 

RESULTS 

The discussion is limited to the structure and formation of only the most abundant aromatic hydrocarbons (relative 
abundance >10).  All of these species can be rationalized from the pyrolysis of biphenyl.1,8,11,12 Growth to larger 
molecules occurs by dimerization of aromatics and by acetylene addition.  Both of these growth mechanisms have 
previously been suggested for soot formation.2-4 Analysis of these data suggest that both pathways are occurring along 
with a small amount of methylation and insertion of methylenes.  The structures are deduced from the precursors and 
from molecular formulae.  In some cases, especially in C2 addition, multiple isomers probably exist and a 
representation is shown.  Only in the lowest temperature sample is biphenylene observed which can be formed from 
biphenyl by the loss of two hydrogens.  The preparation of biphenylene in a high temperature plasma has previously 
been reported.13-15 

NMR Results 
Dipolar dephased spectra (42 μs dephasing time) of the three biphenyl (1365 K, 1410 K and 1470 K) and two pyrene 
(1410 K and 1460 K) un-extracted aerosols are shown in Figure 1.  These spectra can be used to define the 



 

approximate size of the aromatic ring structures and the number of cross-links per cluster (see Table 2). These NMR 
spectra represent only carbons from nonprotonated aromatic systems.  

 

Figure 1. Examples of dipolar dephased Carbon-13 CP/MAS NMR spectra of aerosol samples obtained at the indicated 
temperatures. The dephasing time was selected so as to eliminate signals from protonated carbons. The dotted lines 
highlight the key spectral areas for substituted, and two different types of bridgehead carbons which can be used to 
describe the general types of aromatic structures present. 

There are three major regions of interest where key structural features can be found. The peaks or shoulders 
highlighted by the three vertical dotted lines define the general chemical shift regions for alkyl/aryl substituted 
aromatic carbons (~139 ppm), the cata-condensed or outer bridgehead aromatic carbons (~130-131 ppm) and the peri-
condensed, or inner-bridgehead carbons (~124 ppm). All five spectra exhibit a distinctive peak in the region of the 
cata-condensed outer bridgehead aromatic carbons. Since these types of carbons are not present in the original 
biphenyl sample they must have been created during pyrolysis. The shoulder at 139 - 140 ppm is persistent in all of the 
samples studied and represents the presence of aromatic carbons in biaryl linkages or with aliphatic substituents. This 
structural feature is original only to the biphenyl molecule and is present in each of the samples studied.  The 
appearance of relatively weak shoulders in the pyrene samples indicates that at least modest amounts of biaryl linkages 
are present in these samples, as the mass spectroscopy data confirms (vida infra). Peaks at this chemical shift are most 
uniquely prominent in the two lower temperature biphenyl samples and identify the presence of polyphenyl structures 
(e.g., m-and p-terphenyl, quaterphenyl, etc., vida infra) The presence of polybiphenyl structures as large as the 
pentamers and hexamers have been reported by Sarofim and coworkers.12 This peak is still present in the much broader 
1470 K biphenyl sample, with only a small shoulder evident in each of the pyrene spectra.  The third area of interest 
(124 ppm), arising from the presence of inner or peri-condensed bridgehead carbons, is originally present only in the 
pyrene starting material. The intensity of this region in the two lower temperature biphenyl spectra is very small. While 
the GCMS results indicate that pyrene is the most abundant product observed in the extractable material (representing 
13.4% of the sample) from the 1410 K sample, the NMR data suggest that the relative amount of peri-condensed 
structures in the entire soot sample is less abundant than that suggested from the extracted material. However, the 
NMR data in Figure 1 suggest that the peri-condensed PAH structure is much higher in the 1470K sample. These data 
on the un-extracted sample indicate that the 1470K biphenyl has undergone a major structural rearrangement forming 



 

larger aromatic ring systems with inner bridgeheads. This is in contrast to the two lower temperature samples where 
polymerization of phenyl and biphenyl units are more dominant when one considers the un-extracted sample. When 
considering the whole sample, the formation of the more condensed aromatic units do not appear to be as dominant as 
the polymerized structures in the 1365-1410K temperature region.  

Table 2. Average structural information derived from 13C NMR data on un-extracted aerosol samples. 

Molecule Pyrolysis 
Temperature 

Average Aromatic 
Cluster Size (C 

per cluster) 

Average 
Cross-links 
per Cluster 

300 K 6 1 

1365 K 9 2.2 

1410 K 11 2.5 

Biphenyl 

1470K 20 4.7 

300 K 16 0 

1410 K 18 2.6 

Pyrene 

1470 K 23 3.7 

 

ESR Results 
The unpaired electron spin concentrations have been measured for the three biphenyl and two pyrene aerosols (un-
extracted) and the results are given in Table 3.  The unpaired spin concentrations are consistent with data obtained on 
other aerosol samples examined. Unpaired electrons in these types of carbonaceous systems are thought to be of the 
odd-alternate type.17 Several of the mass peaks from the HRMS experiment could be of this type. Examples of the 
possible types of structures derived from the biphenyl samples are shown in Figure 2.  

Table 3. Unpaired Electron Spin Concentrations of the Biphenyl and Pyrene Aerosols. 

Sample Ne x 1019 spins/g 

Biphenyl 1365 K 0.06 

Biphenyl 1410 K 0.2 

Biphenyl 1470 K 4.7 

Pyrene 1410 K 2.0 

Pyrene 1460 K 4.3 



 

 

Figure 2. Possible non-alternate free radicals that could be formed as intermediate structures from pyrolysis of biphenyl. 

 

Mass Spectrometry Results 

Biphenyl 
The distribution of ring sizes from the HRMS date for biphenyl aerosols are presented in Figure 3.  The detail results 
for the three temperatures are given by Winans et al.,18 with structures presented for identified molecules where there 
is GCMS data and possible structures for HRMS.  The details for the formation of the significant species are discussed 
in the following text.  At each of the three temperatures the distribution in ring size passes through a maximum at 5-6. 
Only a small amount of 1-3 ring structures (<5%) were observed at all temperatures. The relative mole percent of the 
three possible isomers of the terphenyl structures are given in Figure 4. All three isomers of terphenyl are observed in 
both GCMS and HRMS resulting from the coupling of biphenyl with a benzene radical.  Benzene radicals will form 
readily from cleavage of biphenyl.  O-terphenyl [1] can be transformed simply by a loss of two hydrogen radicals to 
form triphenylene [2].  This terphenyl isomer is found in the least amount of all three possible isomers in the 1410 K 
sample (Figure 4), which can be explained by its conversion to triphenylene.  The addition of acetylene (C2) gives 
benz[e]pyrene [3].   The addition of one more C2 results in benzo[ghi]perylene [4] and the next addition of C2 yields 
coronene [5].  In each of these cases only one isomer is possible and [1]-[4] have been identified by GCMS and the 
formulae for all five are observed in HRMS (see Scheme 1). 

HC13H9Unpaired Electron Structures
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Figure 3.  Distribution of ring sizes determined from HRMS analysis of biphenyl soot extracts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of o-, m-, and p-terphenyl structures from GCMS analysis of byphenyl soot extracts.        
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The m-terphenyl [6] isomer gives a much different suite of products (see Scheme 2) and does not yield molecules in 
the pyrene family.  The addition of C2 gives a phenyl-phenanthrene [7] and with the addition of a second C2 is 
transformed into dibenz[a,j]anthracene [8].  This molecule [8] has been observed in soot in a number of studies.19 At 
the lower temperature (1365 K) two hydrogenated products, the 1,2-dihydro [9] and the 7,14-dihydro [10], are 
observed in the MS.  These hydroaromatics appear not to survive at the higher temperatures. This is consistent with the 
NMR data where the aromaticity of the biphenyl soot increases from 0.91 at 1365 K to 0.98 at 1470 K. The presence 
of polybiphenyl structures as large as the pentamers and hexamers has been reported.11,12  
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There are non-direct pathways to molecules such as perylene [11]. Under pyrolysis conditions the loss of C2 
from phenanthrene to form biphenyl has been observed.20 Direct pathways from phenyl radical to perylene [11] are not 
readily apparent. 

 



 

However, naphthalene is formed from the phenyl radical in a well documented pathway.1  Perylene can be formed 
from the 1,1-binaphyl which can be formed directly by coupling of  naphthalenes or via a route which forms phenyl-
naphthalene with subsequent C2 addition followed by loss of two hydrogen radicals to provide ring closure (see 
Scheme 3). 
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The distribution of polyphenyl structures (ter- to hexa-phenyls) as a function of temperature is presented in Figure 5. 
The tetraphenyl structures exist at concentrations 4-5 fold greater than the other polyphenyls at both 1365 and 1410K. 
At 1470 K the only polyphenyls observed are the terphenyls and quaterphenyls. 
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Figure 5.  Relative distributions of polyphenyl structures observe by HRMS 

Larger PAHs are observed in the HRMS data, but structures can only be deduced from the smaller products 
characterized by GCMS, and logical pathways that have been elucidated for their formation (Scheme 4).  For example, 
C32H16 which is found at the two higher temperatures could result from the dimerization of pyrene or the combination 
of pyrene with phenanthrene with the addition of C2. 
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Scheme 4 



 

A phenyl radical can attach to tripenylene in only two possible positions.  It attaches in the ortho position then it is in 
position of a facile loss of hydrogen for ring closure to form a five ring compound, Dibenzo[fg,op]naphthacene (6CI, 
7CI, 8CI, 9CI). Attachment of the phenyl in the meta position is less likely to result in ring growth.  Subsequent 
addition of acetylene will lead to the formation of ovalene, C32H14.  

A symmetrical C42H18, hexa-peri-benzocoronene, is the only stable aromatic molecule known with that formula.  Hexa-
peri-benzocoronene can not be directly formed from the addition of either C2 or C3 fragments to known small PAHs.  
This molecule could be formed from the loss of hydrogen of a polyphenyl as shown in Scheme 5. Recently, 
hexabenzocoronene was prepared from oligophenylene precursor by cyclodehydrogenation.21 Molecular formulae for 
molecules which are formed by the stepwise hydrogen loss are observed in the HRMS and are presented in Table 4.  
The fully dehydrogenated molecule is only observed at the highest temperature. 

Table 4. Items found that match C42Hn series of molecules in HRMS Data. 

 Moles % (Temperature K) 
n m/z 1365 1410 1470 

30 534   0.0 0.0   0.0 
28 532 0.13 0.0   0.0 
26 530 0.07 0.0   0.0 
24 528 0.23 0.0 0.11 
22 526 0.26 0.0 0.27 
20 524 0.19 0.0 0.25 
18 522   0.0 0.0 0.23 
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Scheme 5 

Pyrene  
For the pure unreacted pyrene, the LD mass spectrum exhibit the parent ion M+, with no fragmentation peaks.  The 
parent ion peak and the C13 peak are in agreement with the expected ratio.  This supports the assignment of the parent 



 

ion satellite peaks to 13C rather than protonated parent ions. Elemental composition of some major species was 
determined by examination of the C/H ratio, using the HRMS (EI) instrument.  For example, carbon clusters may have 
the same nominal mass as the PAH.  The LD-TOF mass spectra of pyrene soot extract at 1410K and 1460K is shown 
in figure 6.   

The observed patterns in both samples are very similar, the PAH at m/z 202 and clusters at m/z ~400 are the most 
intense and the intensity of higher mass PAH decreases exponentially with mass.  The ions observed correspond to a 
condensation formation processes that build up higher mass species.  Pyrene oligomers (polymers) are observed out to 
at least mass 1500, while exponentially decreasing due to poor signal to noise levels.  This corresponds to 7-8 pyrene 
molecules linked together. 

Data analysis based on deconvolution of the mass peaks for the dimer and trimers of pyrene indicate that biaryl 
linkages account for about half that of dimers formed by cyclodehydrogenation.  This partially supports the pathways 
proposed by Mukherjee, et al. as a means of molecular weight growth.22,23  However, simple biaryl addition is still an 
important mechanism of molecular weight growth.  Thus, the data support both simple radical polymerization growth 
and cyclodehydrogenation for molecular weight growth.  These data are also consistent with the analysis of Solum and 
coworkers.11  Note that there is little evidence of ring opening  in the pyrene samples.  

Pyrene soot at these temperatures corresponds to products of polymerization, typical of pyrolysis and dehydrogenation 
condensation products.  Both of these mechanisms result in growth via pyrene addition and/or hydrogen elimination.  
Polymerization creates molecular structures which are capable of undergoing dehydrogenative condensation to large 
graphite entities, as an example is shown below.  This structure, which is but one of many isomeric structures, is 
composed of five pyrene ring systems.  There appears to be little direct thermal hydrogen transfer reactions or ring 
cleavage reactions.  The complex nature of the pyrene soot results from both a broad molecular weight distribution and 
a variety of structural isomers. There is no direct evidence of molecular soot growth by acetylenic addition in these 
soots.  The mass measurement support the dehydrogenation pathways proposed by Mukherjee et al.22 
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Figure 6.  LMDS of pyrene soot at 1460 and 1410 oK. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This approach simplifies what is typically a very complex process in the formation of soot in flames.  Reaction 
schemes can be developed which can be rationalized by the relatively simple product mix.  Both aromatic coupling and 
the addition of acetylene appear to be important.  Soot formation from pyrene and biphenyl involves remarkably 
different chemistry, reaction mechanisms and product mix. 
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An innovative rotary triboelectrostatic separation technology has been developed to
purify powder materials such as fly ash from coal combustion and fine coal particles.
One of unique features that distinguish the new technology from existing
triboelectrostatic processes is that the new technology utilizes an electrified rotary
charger to charge particles, rather than use pressurized air to move solid particles in a
stationary charger to accomplish tribocharging. The novel charging mechanism has
proven to be considerably more effective and more energy efficient. Experimental results
with a number of fly ash and fine coal samples are presented and important process
parameters are investigated in this study.
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ABSTRACT 
 
   The coal slurry fuel preparation step is most important for quality fuel because it 
determines a number of slurry characteristics, including its stability and viscosity.  It has been 
established that there is an optimum particle size distribution (PSD) for a given coal slurry 
concentration that minimizes the viscosity and, hence, the energy costs associated with pumping.  
The intent of the present work is to propose adding finely ground material to conventionally 
ground slurries so as to bring the PSD closer to the optimum. This is useful for coal as well as for 
petroleum coke, a high heating value fuel. However, there are very few data available regarding 
the preparation of aqueous coke slurries to be used either as fuel or as feed to a gasifier.  Hence, 
this study. 
 

Coal and coke slurries were prepared by wet grinding with the pilot Szego Mill model 
SM-220 so that the grindability of these fuels could be compared.  When the feed rate of dry 
material varied between 200 and 720 kg/h, and the discharge consistency was about 60% solids, 
the reduction ratio at d50 for coal was 45 to 150, while for coke it varied from 20 to 42. These 
results come from single-pass operation using a pre-crushed feed (d50 = 1.5mm), at a mill 
rotational speed of 1200 rpm.  The petroleum coke used is more difficult to grind but does still 
give respectable size reduction.  The effect of mill design and other operating variables on 
grinding performance can be predicted using the dynamic model developed for the wet grinding 
process with the Szego Mill. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The last few years have brought about dramatic changes in the cost of oil and gas, with 
current crude oil prices above $60 US/barrel, and natural gas prices just below $10 US/MMBtu. 
The search for alternative fuels is ongoing, not only for renewables but also for coal, suitably 
clean and in a convenient-to-handle form. To that mix should be added petroleum coke, readily 
available from the upgrading of heavy oils or bitumen as well as from petroleum refining 
operations. Interest in coal is, of course, backed up by wide availability as well as by the  vast 
deposits, ten times greater than conventional oil and gas reserves. Further, there simply is no 
adequate replacement fuel available, since potential alterative are both limited in quantity and/or 
too slow to get on stream. 
 

Coal-water fuels (CWF) are suspensions of coal in water, also referred to as coal-water 
mixtures (CWM) or coal-water slurries (CWS). The term CWF is preferable since it allows a 
differentiation between fuels and pipelined coal-water slurries.  The higher the coal content of the 
slurry, the greater its heating value, but, in order to produce highly concentrated coal-water 
                                                 
TM :  Trademark of General Comminution Inc. for its planetary ring-roller mills. 



 

mixtures, it is necessary to control the particle size distribution. The maximum packing of 
particles is obtained when there is a wide PSD so that the voids among the larger particles could 
be filled by the smaller ones. However, a large content of coarse particles results in poorer 
stability and combustion of the coal-water mixture, whereas a large content of fine particles 
increases the energy consumption required for grinding. Therefore, the particle size distribution is 
limited in an appropriate range by these constraints. This topic has been addressed by 
Papachristodoulou and Trass (1984).  They showed that a substantially bimodal particle size 
distribution allows a high solids loading without an excessive increase in viscosity. Similar 
comments apply also to coke-water fuels. 

 
Mills capable of wet grinding of coal at relatively high consistencies are the ball mill, the 

Attritor and the Szego Mill.  The latter has several distinctive advantages over the ball mill and 
the Attritor. It has a high capacity per unit volume, modest power consumption, and requires a 
lower capital investment.  It can grind the coal particles down to a 10-20 µm median size, very 
fine, and can operate over the whole range of coal-water mixtures, from slurries to thick pastes 
without serious loss of efficiency. Indeed, the higher the solids loading, the greater the advantage 
of the Szego Mill over the others. 

 
Within reason, not only particle size distribution but also particle shape can be controlled, 

for example from granular to flaky. The flaky shape assures pseudoplastic (shear thinning) 
rheology and enhances slurry stability.  The special niche of the Szego Mill is wet grinding at 
high solids loadings - a toothpaste-like consistency of the product appears to be the best. Special 
mills have been built for operation at high temperature and pressure, further enhancing the range 
of applications of this mill (Austin and Trass, 1997). 

 
  The preparation of coke-water slurries using the Szego Mill is investigated in this study. 
The results of this limited experimental program could be used as a basis for future work on this 
topic. Mill performance in terms of particle size distribution in the ground product for different 
flow rates, single and double pass grinding and mill rotational speed is examined. The effect of 
mill design variables on mill performance can then be predicted using the “dynamic model” 
developed by Papachristodoulou (1982). 
 

Because coke has a superior heating value and negligible ash content, it is often blended 
with coal.  The disadvantage of this otherwise premium fuel is its typically high sulphur content.  
Its major use is, therefore, restricted to situations where the sulphur can be readily captured. This 
is the case in fluidized bed combustion (FBC) when limestone is added for sulphur capture.  The 
situation will be even more favourable when the ashes, with high CaO content, can be 
regenerated and used again. Such sorbent regeneration has been described at this Conference 
(Trass, 2004) and will allow a major reduction in both limestone consumption and ash disposal, 
with corresponding lower carbon dioxide emission, all at a modest cost; hence, capital payback is 
rapid, typically one year.   

 
Another situation where coke can be favourably used is for gasification, since sulphur 

removal from sour gas or from a gasifier can be readily accomplished.  Since coal or coke 
gasification is a high-pressure operation, feeding of a pumpable slurry is favoured.  Then, a high 
solids loading is again desirable, at a reasonable viscosity.  Since large quantities of fuel are 
involved, it is recommended that a standard grind, for example from a large ball mill be used for 



 

the bulk of the feed coal or coke, with a smaller amount of the finer particles added, ground 
efficiently in the Szego Mill. 

 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE  
 
Description of the Szego Mill 
 
  The planetary ring-roller mill known as the Szego Mill was designed by General 
Comminution Inc. and researchers in the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University 
of Toronto (Austin and Trass, 1997).  Figure 1 shows that it consists of a number of rollers with 
helical grooves and ridges, rolling inside a vertical cylinder called the stator. The number, 
diameter, and length of the rollers depend on the internal diameter of the stator (in mm) 
incorporated into the name of the mill. 
 

The material to be ground is fed by gravity, or pumped into a top feed cylinder, and is 
discharged continuously at the bottom of the mill. It is subjected to crushing and shearing 
between the roller ridges and the stator. The grooves aid the transport of material through the 
mill. The compressive force is controlled by the speed of rotation.  The quality of the product 
after one pass through a Szego Mill with a given diameter is determined by the number, length, 
diameter and mass of the rollers, the feed rate, the angular velocity, and the material being 
ground. 

 
The Szego Mill SM-220 with an internal diameter of 220 mm, equipped with three 

helically grooved rollers, 90 mm in diameter and 300 mm long, was used for the wet grinding of 
coal and coke. The width of a groove was 16 mm, double the width of a ridge, and the depth of a 
groove was 5 mm. This groove/ridge configuration confers a better transport capability to the 
mill and the material is subjected to a higher stress than that developed by the rollers with the 
width of the ridge equal to that of the groove (more commonly used), operated at the same 
rotational speed.  The mill was driven by a 15 HP motor, via a pulley-belt drive system. 

 
Materials 
 

A hard bituminous Pittsburgh coal, with a moisture content of 9.5%, was used in this 
study. The petroleum coke, from bitumen upgrading operations in Alberta, had a moisture 
content of 5%. The coal and coke were pre-crushed to a median particle diameter of about 1500 
μm for coal and 1600 μm for coke before an experimental run. 

 
Experimental Procedure 
 

A variable-speed vibratory feeder controlled the flow rate of coal and coke to the mill, 
varied between 200 and 720 kg/h (dry basis).  Tap water was fed to the top of the mill.  The 
rotational speed of the mill shaft was 1200 rpm for all experiments carried out with coal and for 
all but one experiment with coke carried out at 900 rpm.  The discharge consistency of the wet 
product was 63 wt% for coal and 58 wt% for coke. 
 

A single-pass experiment was carried out at all flow rates for both coal and coke, except 
at the highest, 720 kg/h for coal and 705 kg/h for coke.  For those two experiments the product 
from the first pass was collected and fed back to the mill.  The second pass product was sampled 



 

for subsequent size analysis, as was done for all samples  immediately after the mill was shut 
down. 

 
Figure 1 Diagram of the Szego Mill 

 
The size analysis of feed coal and coke was carried out in two steps. The first step 

involved the dry sieving of the sample with 14 mesh (1170 µm) and 28 mesh (590 µm) size Tyler 



 

standard screens after drying.  The portion of the sample collected on the bottom pan of the 
sieves was analyzed using a Malvern Mastersizer S (1996)  particle size analyzer.  The size 
analysis of the ground products was carried out using only the Mastersizer.   All experimental 
details are reported by Rehman (2005). 
 
DYNAMIC WET-GRINDING MODEL 
  
Grinding Mechanisms 
 

There are at least two mechanisms involved in coal grinding with the Szego Mill.  The 
first is compressive crushing of the coal particles caught between the roller and the stator, either 
by direct contact with these surfaces or by having the crushing pressure exerted from particle to 
particle.  The second is breakage of the particles by shearing of the material in the mill.  As the 
rollers move at high speed past the stator surface, material is caught under the rollers and forced 
to move at high relative velocities into the grooves.  Very high velocity gradients result.  The 
shearing forces will obviously depend on both the velocity gradient and the slurry or paste 
viscosity; therefore, one would expect a greater contribution from shearing action when the 
viscosity is very high, i.e. when grinding occurs at high solid concentrations, substantially as a 
paste.  Grinding also takes place due to particle-particle attrition. 

 
Dynamic Model 
 

A theoretical, predictive model has been developed to describe the dynamics of roller 
motion past the stator surface, and the fluid flow pattern arising as the paste is displaced from the 
front of the roller ridges, either through the narrow gap between the ridge and the stator, or into 
the roller grooves.  The other part of the model deals with the mechanism of material transport 
through the mill.  It allows prediction of residence time distributions and, in combination with the 
first part, establishes upper limits to the size distribution of the product.  The third part of the 
modelling efforts involves combining the size limits with the breakage function for coal, to allow 
for the fact that any single crushing event will break the particle into a distribution of many 
smaller fragments. That work has been initiated. 
 
 As the rollers roll at high speed past the stator, the ridges plough through the slurry or 
paste subjecting it to compression in the progressively narrowing gap between the ridge surface 
and the stator.  The result is that material is crushed and sheared at relatively high velocities, 
while flowing from the inlet of this gap to the point of closest approach between the roller and the 
stator.  At the same time, this material flow results in a build-up of pressure as the flow path 
contracts, forcing the slurry into the grooves.  Only a small fraction of the slurry passes through 
the narrowest gap between the roller ridge and the stator.  In this way the material is displaced 
from the front to the rear of the roller, forming parallel steaks in the groove positions.  Under the 
influence of centrifugal force, the rollers mover outwards, closer to the stator until a dynamic 
equilibrium is established between this force and the pressure forces developed in the squeezed 
film of paste.  This pressure field is obtained by solving the governing fluid flow equations.  The 
integration of the pressure field yields the force that counterbalances the centrifugal force.  
Through this procedure the minimum clearance ho is determined, and the flow field within the 
contact region described.  Details of the assumptions, equations and their solutions are given in 
the Ph.D. thesis of G.L. Papachristodoulou (1982).  A brief summary of the development which 



 

essentially follows lubrication theory is presented by Trass et al. (1995), also the source for much 
of the above description.  The reader is referred to either source for further information. 
 
Model Predictions 
 
 The dynamic wet grinding model allows prediction of limiting particle sizes for all design 
and operating variables, for both single and multiple grinding.  It also provides a theoretical basis 
for scaling up the Szego Mill.  The practical value of this is that one can carry out a small number 
of experiments in a small mill, such as the SM-220 used for this study, or the larger SM-320 used 
by Trass et al. (1995), and use those data to predict performance of the same material is mills of 
different sizes, with various roller arrangements, groove designs, etc.  One illustration, the effect 
of ridge/groove size is given next, again from Trass et al. (1995).  This illustration also shows 
that the theoretical work has been substantially confirmed by experimentation.  Two predicted 
limits are shown in Figure 2 along with the corresponding experimental results. 
 

These were obtained in the same SM-220 mill, used here, but with different rollers viz. 4 
x 4 mm grooves spaced 4 mm apart, and 8 x 8 mm grooves 8 mm apart, respectively.  The 
rotational speed of the mill was 1200 rpm, the feed rate of coal 800 kg/h and slurry consistency 
65% solids, giving a slurry viscosity of about 0.5 Pa.s. 

 
 It is observed that the minimum clearance (smallest gap size) with 4 mm roller is 20 μm 
and that, during its residence time in the mill, 21% of the slurry will have passed under the roller 
ridges through that gap.  To follow that curve upward, 50% of the slurry, for example, has gone 
through a 77 μm gap, 95% through 140 μm and so on, thus defining the limiting size curve.  The 

 
Figure 2  Dynamic theory comparison of limiting particle size distribution (PSD) predictions for 

4 mm and 8 mm rollers:  SM-220 mill; 800 kg/h of coal at 65% solids; 1200 rpm. 



 

8 mm ridge/groove arrangement has only half as many ridges, hence correspondingly fewer 
grinding events for the same roller length.  The wider ridge cannot plow as readily through the 
paste; hence, its minimum approach distance or gap size is 30 μm, and the whole limiting size 
curve is shifted to coarser particles (really larger gap sizes). 
 

The experimental results, as expected, indicate much finer coal particle sizes, for the 
reasons discussed earlier.  While the major reason is breakage into much smaller particles than 
the gap, the other reason is that the high shear fields and interparticle attrition of the soft coal 
particles make an important contribution to particle size reduction.  It is interesting to note that 
when quartz is ground in the Szego Mill, there is a much smaller difference between the 
prediction and the experimental size distribution, since the hard quartz particles are not 
susceptible to breakage by shearing (Papachristodoulou, 1982). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
Paste Grinding  
 

Grinding of coal in water was carried out at six different feed rates, from 210 kg/h to 720 
kg/h (on dry coal basis). Figure 3 gives   particle size distributions for three of the ground 
products as a plot of the percentage below a certain particle size, cumulative undersize, vs. the  
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Figure 3. Particle size distribution for coal ground at different flow rates and 1200 rpm 

 
particle diameter in microns, on a log-normal plot.  The feed size distribution is also given.  A 
large size reduction is observed.  As expected, the lowest feed rate resulted in the finest product 



 

represented by the upper curve on the plots. As the flow rate is increased, the lines shift lower 
and to the right i.e. to coarser sizes.  The reduction ratio at the median size, d50, varies from 150 
for the finest to about 45 at the higher feed rates. 
 
 Extensive data on coal grinding with the Szego Mill are reported by Trass et al. (1995).  
Figure 2 is reproduced from there, and the 800 kg/h, 8 x 8 mm groove structure result is also 
given in Figure 3.  It shows good agreement with the new results.  Feed sizes were comparable.  
The deviation at the fine end is more likely caused by different measurement techniques than mill 
performance.  For the earlier data, a HIAC optical obscuration instrument was used rather than 
the Malvern Mastersizer which relies on laser beam diffraction patterns.  Most data in that 
reference were taken in the larger, SM-320 mill, at higher feed rates and lower rotational speeds.  
The new data here were taken only to allow a comparison with the coke grinding results. 
 

Wet grinding of coke was carried out at five different flow rates, from 255 kg/h to 705 
kg/h. The experiment at 705 kg/h was carried out twice, the second time at a rotational speed of 
900 rpm. Figure 4 shows the particle size distributions of four ground products as well as for the 
feed. 
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Figure 4. Particle size distribution for coke ground at different flow rates and 1200 rpm 

 
It is observed that the reduction ratios are lower, varying from about 20 to 42 (at 1200 

rpm), so coke is more difficult to grind.  Again, the finest product is obtained at the lowest feed 
rate.  The reverse overlap of fine end results at 480 and 705 kg/h flow rates is likely a 
experimental error.  We also see that the reduction of the rotational speed to 900 rpm makes only 



 

a small difference at the coarse end, with a noticeable difference at the fine end only.  What this 
suggests is that, depending on the objective of grinding, higher feed rates and lower rotational 
speeds, in the 900 rpm range, may be more appropriate, both from mill capacity and energy 
consumption viewpoints.  That applies also to coal grinding. 

 
It is more convenient to describe the fineness of the ground products by a single 

parameter, the median, or 50% passing size d50, or by the 80% passing size, d80, which represent 
the particle size below which respectively 50% or 80% by mass of particles fall.  Figure 5 gives 
both of theses values and shows, again, that both sizes for coal are smaller than for coke, i.e. 
grinding of coke is more difficult.  For coal, the values from Figure 2 are also given, at the feed 
rate of 800 kg/h. 
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Figure 5. Fineness of ground product as a function of fuel type and feed rate. 

 
As mentioned in the experimental procedure, a more dilute paste was used for coke 

experiments compared to coal; hence, the paste grinding and inter-particle attrition mechanisms 
may have been slightly less effective in case of coke when compared with coal. However, the 
different grindability characteristics of coke compared to coal are the main reason for the better 
results obtained with coal. For both, paste grinding is highly efficient because the product mean 
diameter varies from 10 - 30 µm for coal and 38 - 80 µm for coke at the flow rates used. For 
comparison, Trass et al. (1995) obtained a coal slurry with a median particle size of 45 µm in the 
Szego Mill SM-220 after the first pass of 800 kg/h dry coal at 1200 rpm and 75 μm at 900 rpm.  
In the SM-320, a median particle size of 70 µm was obtained after the first pass of 2700 kg/h dry 
coal at 600 rpm.  That condition would roughly correspond to a feed rate of 1300 kg/h and 900 
rpm (same peripheral roller speed) in the SM-220 mill. 



 

 
Effect of the Second Pass 
 

Figure 6 shows the product size distributions for first and second pass of both coal and 
coke at the highest feed rates and 1200 rpm. As expected, the size distributions show a shift to the 
left after the second pass.  Notice that the shift is large at the coarse end and much smaller at the 
fine end, particularly so for coke.  The reason for this first shift is that the selection function, or 
chance of being broken, increases with particle size (Koka and Trass, 1987).  The second effect 
means, particularly the difference in coal and coke breakage, that shearing/attrition grinding of 
fine coke particles is minimal., as the particles are harder than those of coal. 
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 Figure 6 Particle size distribution for two passes of coal (flow rate of 720 kg/h) and coke (flow 
rate of 705 kg/h) at 1200 rpm. 

 
Effect of Mill Rotational Speed 
 

Figure 4 shows that grinding performance of the mill at 900 rpm is significantly lower 
than  at 1200 rpm (705 kg dry coke/h).  The median particle diameters for the first pass were 100 
μm and 80μm, respectively, with a considerably bigger difference at the fine end.  The simple 
explanation is that the centrifugal forces acting on the rollers are proportional to the square of the 
rotational speed of the mill. A decrease in centrifugal forces on the rollers results in a larger 
minimum clearance and finally in coarser particles in the ground product.  
 
 The second pass products at 900 rpm (not shown) followed substantially the trend shown 



 

in Figure 6.  The median size was 55 μm, with bigger size reductions at the coarse end and a 
minimal change at the fine end. 
 
Rheology of Slurry Fuels 
 

Papachrisrodoulou and Trass (1984) have shown how to predict the viscosity decrease 
with increasing median particle size and decreasing slope of the PSD plot at high solids 
concentrations and have confirmed the results experimentally, for both coal-oil and coal-water 
slurries.  A relatively broad particle size distribution, substantially bimodal, gives the best results, 
with the mixture having a lower viscosity than at either end.  One objective of this work was to 
confirm those results also for coke.  A few viscosity measurements of the aqueous slurries did not 
yield reproducible results, however, and will have to be done in future studies. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Grinding of hard bituminous Pittsburgh coal and petroleum coke in water was performed 
for coal and coke slurry fuel preparation at a discharge consistency of the wet product of 63 wt% 
coal and 58 wt% coke. Experiments were performed with feed flow rates in the range 200-720 
kg/h, single and double passes, and at mill rotational speeds of 900 and 1200 rpm. The following 
conclusions were reached based on the results obtained from these experiments:  
 
• The Szego Mill can grind efficiently both coal and coke in water. Large particle size 

reductions were obtained in both cases with a minimum median particle diameter of 10 µm 
for coal and 38 µm for coke.  

• The product median particle diameter obtained in case of coal for different flow rates was 
smaller than that for coke, suggesting that coal is ground more readily than coke. 

• Higher feed rates are preferred, as only a modest reduction in mill performance is observed at 
greatly increased capacity.  

• Two passes of the material through the mill resulted in finer products.  The relative size 
reduction of coke in the second pass was greater than of that coal due to the larger coke 
particle sizes. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
• Investigate the effect of mixing a coarse coke slurry with a fine coke slurry on the viscosity of 

the resulting slurry at various solids concentrations. Find the optimum particle size 
distribution for a slurry to be pumped to a gasifier 

• Perform more experiments with coke at different slurry concentrations to establish a more 
detailed database. These results must be compared with those for coal in the literature 
concerning its grinding with the Szego Mill.  

• Perform experiments in larger mills with higher capacities.  
• Predict mill performance in grinding petroleum coke in water under various conditions using 

the dynamic model. 
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Automation of Coal Spirals for Fine Coal Cleaning
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The main goal of this study is to develop a low cost microprocessor-based control system
for automatic adjustment of the splitter position in each spiral to maintain a desired
density cut-point irrespective of the fluctuations in the plant feed. A technique is being
developed to monitor the particle mass (function of both size and density) across the
spiral profile at the discharge end and then based on this knowledge adjust the splitter
setting automatically to obtain a desired clean coal yield. The initial work is being
focused on developing a low cost mechanical strain gauge type of system. The
development of this new system along with some test results from an automated spiral
will be presented in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

All the different kinds of coal which are often non-flowable are successfully being “induced” to 
vertically flow and discharge from storage.  This includes Bins, Silos, and Rail Cars which can 
completely empty. The Storage Piles are being made safe for added reclaim. 

 
For the “Induced Conveying” type of vibratory machines that perform important functions such 
as Feeding, Screening, and Drying, all these applications are already being accomplished even 
though the coal is adhesive, cohesive, and abrasive.  The units can be “dust-tight”, energy 
efficient, and require less head room. 
 
However, all the vibratory machines involved with handling coal will need to be properly 
“Interfaced” at their inlets and outlets. In addition to a qualitative “Design”, each must be 
operated in an appropriate manner to avoid very thick, particle “build up” on the internal surfaces. 
Also, the most beneficial method of operation for minimizing and possibly eliminating abrasive 
wear will have to be given consideration. 

 
II. THE HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS OF COAL 

 
There are different kinds of coal that may have other names. Some are known by the amount of 
sulfur content. Others are identified by where the coal is mined. 

 
In the vast maze of bulk solids, coal is classified as being “Generally Granular” with lumps. It is 
not “Floodable” which has very fine and dry particles such as fly ash, and it does not have thin 
“Flake” type particles that readily compress as typified by wood chips. 
 
Bituminous Coal has hard surfaced particles that are more dense at 50 PCF. It is usually mined in 
the eastern part of the U.S.A. This is also known as “high sulfur” coal.  

 
PRB is low sulfur coal. It has very soft particles which are more sluggish to discharge from 
storage and to react to the conveying of vibrating feeders and screens. It is also more adhesive 
and cohesive. Its density will usually be slightly less at 45 PCF. It is primarily mined in the 
Powell River Basin (PRB) located in Wyoming, U.S.A. 

 
Lignite is the so called “brown coal” but it can also be very black. It has soft particles similar in 
texture to the low sulfur coal combined with larger fibrous pieces that resemble dirty particles of 
wood. Consequently, the density is about 40 PCF. In addition to being very adhesive and 
cohesive, Lignite can develop a very strong degree of solidified “set” or what is sometimes called 
“consolidation”. The moisture content of Lignite will be higher than any other kind of coal. 

 

  



  

 
 

Fig. 1 
 

 



  

The waste type coals such as Culm, Silt or Gob are a challenge because of being composed of 
very small particles or all “fines”. This makes this kind of coal very adhesive and cohesive plus 
having a high degree of solidifying “set”. 
 
Being classified as “Generally Granular” all these different kinds of coal have the same handling 
characteristics. All that varies is the “degree” of a specific trait. For example, Bituminous Coal 
has the least amount of solidifying “set” when stored in a dormant or non-flowing condition.  
PBR coal will create a stronger bond. The worst is Lignite because its particles have the strongest 
bond. However, the waste type coals nearly equate the fused bonding of “set” experienced with 
Lignite. 

 
III. DISCHARGING COAL FROM BINS, SILOS, STORAGE PILES AND RAIL CARS 
 

The use of “Induced Vertical Flow” (IVF) for discharging is the complementary alternative to 
either “Impelled Retrieving” or “Static Design” technology, as comparatively listed in Figure 1. 
These alternatives complement each other. When one or even two of these methods are not 
appropriate for a given application, the other usually is. 
 
The benefit of “Induced Vertical Flow” for discharging is it can be successfully applied 
when “Impelled Retrieving” (Figure 2) cannot be justified and the bulk solid to be stored is 
beyond the practical limits of “Static Design” Technology (Figure 3). 
 
These machines generate a uniformly applied vibratory motion to effectively “Induce” (not force) 
a stored or contained bulk solid to vertically flow downward in conjunction with the force of 
gravity.  Uniquely, each becomes an integral part of the storage means. 
 

  
a. Augering the top layers. b. Using large vibrating feed conveyors as the “flat-

floor” of the storage compartments in a ship. 

  
c. Applying augers or drag-flight 
conveyors to push out the bottom layers. 

d. Rotary table feeders are sometime coupled with 
slanted augers that are often called “swizzle sticks”. 



  

  
e. A bucket wheel reclaimer for storage piles.       f. A scrapper type reclaimer for storage piles. 

 
Fig. 2: Examples of “Impelled Retrieving” 

 

 
Fig. 3: The three vertical flow patterns associated with “Static Design” technology. For 
simplicity, the influence of the interfaced inlet of a feeder located under their outlets is 
not shown. 

 
For discharging bulk solids that are obstinate to vertically flow from storage, this concept is the 
one to apply. The internal baffles increase the extent of the active vertical flow stream flowing 
from above and protect the outlet below. The mass penetrating, vibratory action markedly reduces 
the stored material’s interparticle friction, combined particle shear strength, and wall friction. The 
large, dynamic, vibratory force is strong enough to shatter any solidified “set” and unlock tightly 
interwoven and interlocked particles. Therefore, the stored material vertically flows from the 
storage means, such as a Container, Bin, Silo, Storage Pile or Rail Car, in conjunction with the 
force of gravity. The IVF unit must be operated in a manner that agrees with the stored material’s 
natural vertical flow pattern. Therefore, they should not have any other function; such as trying to 
also perform as a “Feeder”. 

 
A. Method of Operation 

 
Bulk solids will favorably respond to a vibratory action provided the particles can move or 
flow. When they cannot, and even though the dormancy is only temporary, the vibration 
will inherently try to densify or pack the non-flowing particles. This well known 
phenomenon is the basis of the success of all the different types of vibratory “Densifiers”. 

 
Therefore, to have a successful discharging application, the conscientious design of the 
vibratory unit will usually be only part of the assignment. The other aspect will depend upon 
how it is operated. In many applications, the method of operation can make the 
difference between success and failure. 



  

 
In general, whenever continuous vibration is not adverse to the stored material, this kind of 
operating procedure is acceptable. However, if too much vibration has a detrimental effect, 
the operating procedure should be changed to an automatic and repetitive “on-off” cycle. 
Said differently, do not aggravate the stored material with too much vibration. Instead let it 
remain in its natural state and “nudge” it occasionally to keep it flowing (Figures 4, 5 & 6). 
 

  
Fig. 4: To induce the vertical flow of stored  
materials from bins and silos, the Bin Activator 
started to be used in 1962. This unit initiated the 
concept of “Induced Vertical Flow” 

Fig. 5: An “open drop” discharge like this 
one for loading trucks won’t disturb the 
vertical flow pattern, but when feeders are 
used, they can. 

 
Fig. 6: The inlet of a feeder can influence the Vertical Flow pattern. Flow (light area) 
favors the upstream edge in 1, 2, and 3; downstream edge in 4. (Dark areas are dormant.) 
“Cycle” type operation minimizes the influence of a feeder’s favored inlet stream on the 
vertical flow pattern from storage, which could be a bin or silo. 
 
When a Feeder is located below the IVF unit’s outlet, it controls the discharge rate. 
Consequently, the IVF unit will most likely require a cycled operation. If, by chance, the 
interface with the Feeder is not very favorable, this type of operation will often be used to 
compensate for this deficiency. 

 
1. Continuous Vibration: This method of operation is seldom appropriate for discharging. If 

it is, it will be accompanied by a relatively small input force from the eccentric weights on 
the motor. The stored material will usually be Floodable, and it will not take a high degree 
of solidifying “set”. Some marginal, free flowing materials that have particles with hard 
surfaces such as dry sand can be vibrated in this manner. 

 
 Otherwise avoid continuously vibrating the IVF unit when it is Discharging.  Particularly, if 

it is wanted to be emptied of its stored contents. 
 



  

2. Cycle Type Operation: The IFV unit can be manually or automatically turned on and off 
on a repetitive basis when it is Discharging. It is electrically accomplished with an 
adjustable cycle timer, a starve switch mounted in the inlet of the Feeder below, or a 
combination of both. Even though the IVF unit is being turned “on” and “off”, the flow to 
the Feeder underneath will be virtually continuous. 

 
This mode of operation will usually be required when the stored coal can take a solidified 
“set” or its particles are adhesive and cohesive. 

 
A cycle timer is used to control the vibration when the stored bulk solid is reasonably 
consistent. When it always varies, a starve switch should be installed in the inlet of the 
feeder below. If a large bin or silo is being discharged, a cycle timer should also be used in 
conjunction with the starve switch to better limit the size of the peripheral, collapsing 
“sloughs” high up in the storage means. 

 
If, by chance, the stored material has already been excessively vibrated, changing to the 
cycle type of operation may not immediately yield good results. It will require patience 
to overcome the previously densified material. Therefore, persistently proceed with the “on-
off” operation until the needed flow is established with an appropriate cycle. 
 

B. Avoiding Corrosion 
 

Since coal contains some sulfur and is usually moist, it can develop a mild solution of 
sulfuric acid. This acid will slowly but steadily corrode carbon steel or Abrasion Resistant 
liners. The resulting corroded surface (rusted) enables the adherence of particles which 
accumulatively cohere to from thick layers of “build up”. 

 
Therefore, a stainless steel liner that is secured by welding and is seal welded at the mating 
seams and at the edges is recommended. 

 
C. Minimizing or Avoiding the Adhesion and the Cohesion of Particles 

 
Do not continuously vibrate the IVF unit. Use the appropriate operating cycle. The reason is 
excess vibration will prompt the “build up” kind of particle accumulation on the internal 
surfaces. This added adhesion will occur even though the inside surfaces are lined with 
stainless steel. 

 
D. Minimizing Abrasive Wear 

 
The normal vertical flow of coal through the confines of an IVF unit should not cause 
excessive abrasive wear. This benefit is qualified by many years of productive use 
discharging very abrasive particles. Therefore, excess abrasive wear should not occur with 
either Bin Activators or Storage Pile Dischargers. 

 
However, if the inner surfaces can corrode or are repeatedly subjected to incoming particles 
“impacting” the exposed metal surfaces, excessive abrasion will occur. 

 
 
 
 
 



  

1. Bin Activator 
 
 In most applications, the stored level in the Bin or Silo seldom drops below the inlet to 

the Bin Activator. Consequently, all the inside surfaces are immersed in the stored coal, 
and “Impact” abrasion is eliminated. 

 
 Therefore, if the inner metal surfaces become exposed and the coal is abrasive, the Bin 

or Silo should be re-filled to a higher level. 
 

2. Storage Pile Discharger 
 
 Usually the SPD is always immersed in coal. Thus, it is protected from “Impact” 

abrasion. 
 
 If the rate of flow from the peripheral sloughs does not keep the SPD filled and covered 

with coal, then the pushing from the outer edges of the periphery by “Impelled 
Retrieving” should begin. Avoid continually dropping incoming coal from a stacker 
onto the exposed inner surface of the SPD, such as from a “stacker conveyor”. 

 
E. Discharging Coal and Emptying Bins and Silos 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: The reward for a properly designed Bin Activator, properly applied, combined 
with its appropriate method of operation.  The induced vertical flow pattern is uniformly 
symmetrical and concentric. The top level of stored material descends evenly, and any 
previously segregated particles are remixed. The bin will be emptied. 

 



  

An appropriately selected Bin Activator of proven design that is properly operated will 
discharge a filled Bin or Silo until is empty of coal. All the while the flow through the outlet 
should be reliably steady, without interruption. Also excessive particle “build up” on the 
inner walls or the internal baffles will be avoided even though the discharged coal is very 
adhesive and cohesive. The typical Vertical Flow Pattern of the stored coal will approximate 
the one illustrated in Figure 7. Almost always an automatic repetitive cycle kind of operation 
will be required to get this beneficial result. 
 
If this Expanded kind of vertical flow pattern is not being achieved, the Bin Activator’s 
Method of Operation should be reviewed. Most likely the Bin Activator is being vibrated 
too much. This can happen even though it is being “cycle” type operated. Particularly, if 
particles of coal are noticeably adhering and cohering to the internal surfaces of the Bin 
Activator. Or if nuisance type “bridges” inside the unit are occurring. Another situation is 
when very large eccentric weight forces are needed to shatter any solidified set or bridges of 
interlocked particles. That high force should only be briefly applied. (It duplicates the slam of 
a heavy sledge hammer.) If it is applied for long periods of time, that overly strong force will 
have an adverse effect. 

 
The detrimental effects of excessive vibration are illustrated in Figure 8. 
 

 
Fig. 8: The typical symptoms of excess vibration being applied to the stored material. 

 
 



  

When it is necessary re-check the Manufacturer’s Instruction Manual to re-establish a more 
appropriate operating “cycle”. 

 
F. Expanded Flow from Storage Piles of Coal 

 
Recognize that piles of coal stored on a flat surface will have the same kind of natural 
Vertical Flow Pattern as coal flowing from a “flat bottomed bin”. This reality means all the 
coal in the pile will not flow and empty the pile solely by the force of gravity. The remaining 
coal that surrounds the flowing portion will have to be forcibly moved to drop into the active 
flow stream by “Impelled Retrieving”. 

 
Therefore, the primary purpose of the Pile Discharger is to “induce” enough of the 
stored coal to flow to make it safe for “Impelled Retrieving” by front pushing vehicles 
(Figure 9). 

 
Fig. 9: A Storage Pile Discharger. The O.D. of the peripheral rim is 15 ft., and its inlet is   
12 ft. in diameter. 
 

When a filled pile is begun to be withdrawn and discharged, a “Funnel” (rat-hole) type of 
flow will first occur (Figure 10). As the level of coal in the “funnel” drops down, peripheral 
sloughs will begin to appear as radial shear lines around the top of the Pile. Eventually, these 
peripheral sloughs will slide into the circular funnel. As these sloughs fall, the flow pattern is 
expanded outward in ever increasing concentric circles (Figure 11). 
 

 
Fig. 10: Achieving an “Expanded Type Vertical Flow Pattern” from a storage pile. 
 



  

 
Fig. 11: A “Funnel Flow” rat-hole or core over a static port is about to be collapsed 
by the extension of the “Expanded Flow” crater in this pile, where a SPD “induces” 
the discharge of -2″ size steam coal. The pile was initially 90 ft. in height. 

 
For this reason, the Discharger should have the largest inlet diameter that is practical for the 
application. The objective is to try to exceed the dynamic version of the “Critical Core” 
dimension. That factor varies directly with the height of the pile and is also affected by the 
inherent flow characteristics of the coal being stored. If the SPD’s inlet will reasonably 
approach the “critical core” dimension, it will increase the diametrical extent of the open 
crater withdrawn. Normally, the peripheral coal that does not flow by the force of gravity 
is often left for the emergency reclaim. If that is the plan, the withdrawn expansive crater is 
re-filled with more coal to be discharged (Figure 12). 
 

 
 

Fig. 12: When the extent of the “Expanded Flow” has been discharged, the pile is 
refilled. The peripheral, dormant material is usually left as extra storage and 
reclaimed only as an emergency supply. 

 
Therefore, a Storage Pile Discharger is not continuously vibrated. It is always operated on 
an intermittent cycle that accommodates the application. 

 
G. Unloading Rail Cars 

 
The Rail Car Discharger temporarily presses a long beam kind of vibratory mechanism up 
against one side of the car. The obstinate to flow type of coal falls out of the car when it is 
vibrated (Figures 13, 14 & 15). 
 



  

 
Fig. 13:  To install, set the Discharger on a concrete mounting pad and connect the 
incoming electrical power supply and possibly a source of compressed air. To unload the 
car, push the vibrating beam against the car. 
 

 
Fig. 14: When the car is vibrated, the coal 
flows out the bottom outlets. 

Fig. 15:  The car is quickly emptied. 

 
The vibration is intermittently applied as necessary to empty the car. (The cars are not 
continuously vibrated.) 

 
It can unload 100-Car Unitrains in 4 hours. Standard cars with bottom outlets with end slopes 
of 35 degrees or more are emptied. The cars being unloaded can be of Steel or Aluminum 
construction. 

 
H. Conserving Energy 
 

If an IVF unit is vibrated continuously, normally the amount of force generated by the 
motor’s eccentric weights is relatively low. Therefore, the electric power being consumed 
will also be markedly reduced. 

 
However, for those applications that require a very large force input to overcome solidified 
“set” or interlocked” bridges, it necessarily will be operated to avoid over packing the stored 
particles awaiting the opportunity to be discharged. When it is cycled, the “Root-Mean-
Square” (RMS) power consumption is surprisingly low. It can be calculated by 



  

multiplying the square of the HP required during the “on” cycle by the amount of the “on” 
time in seconds. Then divide by the sum of the “on” time in seconds plus one-half the “off” 
time in seconds. Extract the square root of that quantity to determine the HP being consumed. 

 
Expressed as an equation, it would be 

RMS HP = (Required HP)     (Seconds "on")
         Seconds "on"  +  Seconds "off"

                             2

2

 
For example, if 3 HP is required for an “on” time of 5 seconds and is combined with an “off” 
time of 90 seconds, then: 

                             2

RMS HP =    (3)     (5) =  0.949 HP
5  +   90

2

 
Therefore, either continuous or intermittent “cycle” type of operation energy is being 
conserved without any sacrifice in performance. Sometimes the performance may actually be 
improved. This reduction in power consumption is the earned reward for operating the Bin 
Activator, Storage Pile Discharger, or the Rail Car Discharger in agreement with the stored 
material’s “Natural” vertical flow pattern. 

 
IV. USING “INDUCED CONVEYING” TO PROCESS COAL 

 
 Materials can be “Carried” on belts, skip hoists, and tramways. They can also be “Impelled” to 

move by augers and drag-flights. “Sliding” them over rotating or reciprocating surfaces and being 
“Pneumatically” transported are the other choices (Figure 16). 

 
Conveying Methods 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
The Methods “CARRIED”    “IMPELLED”      “SLIDING”      “PNEUMATIC”   “INDUCED”
Practical         Belts, Aprons,    Augers, Drag          Reciprocating     Dilute or Dense    Vibrating   
Examples:         Tramways,         Flights, Rotary       Surfaces or         Phase, Air            Feeders, 

               Skip Hoists,       Vane Feeders,       Slats, Declined   Classifiers &         Conveyors, 
                                          Gravimetric        Extruders, and       Chutes           Fluidized Beds      Screens, Spirals, 

             Belt Feeders,     Disc Screens         Trommel                Fluidized Beds, 
                                         Wire Belt               Screens, and                 & Foundry Units. 
                                          Screens, and               Rotary Coolers 
                                          Tray Dryers              or Dryers 

 
Fig. 16: Unit pieces or bulk solids can be moved by various methods. They can be 
“Carried” on belts or impelled to convey by augers and drag flights. “Sliding” over 
reciprocating surfaces or being “Pneumatically” transported are other choices. Another 
alternative is “Induced Conveying”. 

 
 “Induced Conveying” is accomplished by imparting a proper stroke, which is preferably linear, 

at the needed vibrating frequency to move the load (Figure 17). The result is a conveying 
motion that is “induced” instead of being “forced”. It can be a very gentle type of movement. 
Or by changing the stroke angle, a very sharp, reacting type of vibration can be produced as 
illustrated in Figures 18 & 19). 

 



  

 
 

Fig. 17:  Of these stroke patterns, the “linear” one, as shown on the right, is the most 
efficient for accomplishing “Induced Conveying”. 

 

 
Fig. 18:  The wanted path of a particle being moved by vibration.  The particle leaves the 
trough at point “A”. It follows a free projectile path and then re-engages the trough at 
point “C”. The extremes “B” and “D” represent the maximum amplitude of the unit’s 
stroke. 

 

 
 

Fig. 19:  This curve shows the resulting vibratory action and unidirectional conveying 
speed for the various stroke angles.  The conveying force is held constant at 3.5 “Gees”.  
When the linear stroke is less than 45º, the vibratory movement is “gentle”.  For stroke 
angles above 45º, it is more abrupt or “sharp” reacting as it conveys. 

(a) By reducing the vibratory force or “Gees”, the conveying speed reduces and the 
movement becomes more “gentle” for all the stroke angles. 

(b) By increasing the vibratory force or “Gees”, the conveying speed increases and the 
resulting action is less gentle or has a higher degree of abruptness. 



  

 
 Machines that accomplish “Induced Conveying” depend upon the vibratory drive to do 

most or all the needed work. When vibrated, the “interpiece” or “interparticle” friction of the 
moved material is reduced. The layered depth of the coal is “Densified” as it is conveyed. This is 
why the different particles “stratify. The “fines” sink to the bottom layer and the larger sizes rise 
to the top. The liquid in slurries tends to “implode”.  

  
 The host of machines in this category includes Vibrating Feeders, Conveyors, Screens, Heat 

Transferring units and the like. They have been available for many years from different 
manufacturers. Usually the drive configuration that produces the required vibratory action is a 
primary factor in determining the performance capability of the machine. 

 
 A. Reviewing the Vibratory Drives and Analyzing the Loads 
 
  This analysis is based upon a Vibratory machine being any unit that is intentionally or 

purposely vibrated to enable it to perform useful work or some beneficial function. 
 

 While the well known “Resonant Curve” is informative (Figure 20), the vectorial “Drive vs. 
Load” analysis formulated in 1964 is offered as a more appropriate method for analyzing the 
“Loads” and the required amount of “Vibratory Power”. Derived from electrical analogies, it 
separates the “Load” and the “Drive” into Heat and Non-Heat quantities as outlined in 
Figure 21. 

 

 
 
Fig. 20:  The well known “Resonance Curve” which plots “Frequency Ratios” against the 
corresponding “Magnification Factors”.  It is shown with some degree of damping. This 
curve is typical of the classic theory dedicated to either the elimination of vibrations or 
their isolation. Applying this logic to intentionally produced vibratory power to drive 
“Loads” proved to be cumbersome. 
 



  

 
      Fig. 21 

        
 The “Heat Energy” requirements of the vibratory drive are usually provided by an Electro-

Magnet or an Electric Motor turning either a crankarm or eccentric weights.  
 
 The “Non-Heat Energy” can be supplied by relatively stiff drive springs that work in 

conjunction with an Electro-Magnet or the Motor. This non-heat energy is sometimes called 
Kinergy. It is defined as the specific kinetic energy developed by a spring’s motion during the 
drive portion of its cycle. Although the non-heat energy produced has a net power output of 
zero, its use beneficially affects the ease of adjusting outputs, operating versatility, enabling 
units of larger dimensions to be manufactured, and improved “energy efficiency”. 

 



  

 When a vibratory machine takes advantage of a drive spring’s non-heat energy, it utilizes the 
principle of Resonance or “Natural Frequency”. For example, Vibrating Conveyors that 
utilize a crankarm are best operated at the resonant frequency of their drive springs. To make 
the stiff drive springs inherently produce more under load, they are purposely “subresonant” 
tuned. This means the unit’s operating frequency is always kept below or under the resonant 
point of all the “stiff” drive springs being utilized. These strong drive springs should not be 
confused with the “soft” compression springs that isolate and support the entire machine.  

 
 The “Load” is made up of the resistive frictional forces that are vectorially combined with 

the mass inertia forces that innately oppose the vibratory motion. 
 

 Note: The load can also include a portion of the “spring effect” caused by the drive springs 
being “Pushed and Pulled” by a crankarm that is not operating at their “Natural Frequency”. 

 
 Since the “performance” of an “Induced Conveying” machine is very dependent upon the 

kind of drive it employs, the comparative chart in Figure 22 was prepared. Each of the four 
different kinds of vibratory drives available is comparatively reviewed. This includes the 
“Single Input” drive that rotates very large eccentric weights, an Eccentric Crankarm 
combined with “natural frequency” tuned drive springs, and the two “Free Force” inputs 
combined with Subresonant tuned drive springs that utilize either an Electro-Magnet or an 
Electric Motor turning eccentric weights. 

 
 B. Larger Dimensions 
 

 To build a very large diameter or a wide and long vibratory machine, the driving forces 
should be distributed and not concentrated at one location. Therefore, to accomplish this feat, 
the “non-heat” energy producing drive springs will be needed because they can be spread out 
around the circumference or across the width and along the length of the machine. 
 
Said differently, without the use of “stiff” drive springs, “Induced Conveying” machines of 
larger dimensions would not be as practical as they are. 
 

 C. “Dust-Tight” Construction 
 

The “Induced Conveying” machine can be fully enclosed by increasing the height of the 
vertical sidewalls of the trough or body, adding a bolted top cover, plus providing inlet and 
outlet chutes that are sealed with flexible connections. 
 

 D. Electrically Adjustable Output 
 

 This can be accomplished by adding a VFD (Variable Frequency) type of electrical control to 
any of the drives. For example, a broad range of adjustment from virtually “zero” output to 
the maximum TPH rating is available. 

 



  

 
                                  Fig. 22 
 
 
 



  

 E. Operating Versatility 
 

With the Vibratory machine in operation, “pulsing” is the momentary application of the 
maximum stroke and frequency to the unit for a brief period of time on a repetitive basis. 
After the energetic “pulse”, the unit returns to its normal output. This change can be manual 
or automatic. In other words, it periodically gives the machine a robust “vibratory burst”. It 
can be likened to a dog “shaking” water from its wet body. This operating versatility can be 
used to “clean” screens, remove adhesion, move wet materials, and avoid excessive 
dormancy when very low conveying speeds are needed for relatively long periods of time, or 
whenever a marked, temporary increase in the output is of any benefit. 
 
This kind of operating versatility may be needed to improve the Feeding, Conveying, and 
Screening performance or minimizing adhesion and abrasion of the coal being processed. 
 

F. Energy Efficiency 
 
 To reduce the power consumed to perform any function, the effective use of “stiff” drive 

springs is required. 
 
G. Abusive Load Capability 
 
 The Vibratory Drive must employ rotating eccentric weights as the heat energy source to 

successfully tolerate abusive loadings. 
 
H. Avoiding Corrosion 

 
  Since coal contains some sulfur and is usually moist, it can develop a mild solution of sulfuric 

acid. This acid will slowly but steadily corrode carbon steel or an Abrasion Resistant liner. 
The resulting corroded surfaces (rust) enable the adherence of particles which accumulatively 
coheres to from thick layers of “build up”. 

 
  To avoid this unwanted situation a stainless steel liner is recommended. It should be secured 

by welding. All the mating seams and the edges should also be seal welded. 
 
 I. Minimizing or Avoiding the Adhesion and Cohesion  
 
  “Interface” the inlet of the “Induced Conveying” machine with the same chosen configuration 

as a Vibrating Feeder. 
 

 Reduce the normal conveying speed to a lesser amount. In turn, let the conveyed “mat depth” 
of the “sticky” material increase. In other words, convey the adhesive coal more slowly and at 
a more deep depth. (If the coal is very moist and wet, a stainless steel liner should also be 
used to prevent rust from causing the particles to adhere.) 

 
 J. Minimizing or Avoiding Abrasive Wear 
 

 “Interface” the inlet of the “Induced Conveying” machine with the same configuration as a 
Vibrating Feeder. When in productive use, keep the interfacing inlet chute filled with 
incoming coal. 

 



  

 Reduce the normal conveying speed to a lesser amount. In turn, increase the conveyed “mat 
depth” of the coal. In other words, convey the coal more slowly and allow it to be moved at a 
more deep depth. 

 
 A horizontal or slightly declined slope will have very little abrasive wear. However, if the 

decline is more than 15 degrees, added abrasive wear from the particles “sliding” over the 
surfaces can be expected. 

 
K. Vibrating Feeders 
 

Usually a Coal Feeder is located under the outlet of a Storage Bin, Silo or Pile. When it is, it 
must be appropriately “Interfaced” so that the incoming coal makes the 90 degree change 
from flowing vertically to essentially feeding horizontally. Any non-flowing coal that 
accumulates at the rear portion of the Feeder’s inlet should be avoided (Figure 23). Whereas, 
the smooth, uniform 90 degree turn illustrated in Figure 24 is the wanted phenomenon. This 
can be achieved by utilizing the instructional diagrams normally provided by the 
manufacturer.  A typical one is shown in Figure 25. 
 

 

  
 

Fig. 23:  A vibrating feeder that is incorrectly 
interfaced with the outlet of a bin. The upstream layers 
of material are not flowing and become dormant. 
Consequently, this portion of the material “packs” or 
densifies. 

Fig. 24:  A correctly “interfaced” feeder. The 
material flow is nearly uniform as it makes 
the turn from vertical to essentially 
horizontal. 

 
 

 
           Fig. 25:  A typical “interface” layout. 
 
The Feeder can be installed horizontally or slightly declined to, say, 12.5 degrees. 
 
 



  

 
Fig. 26:  The Electro-Magnetic Feeder 
developed in 1928. It prevailed as the 
most popular feeder for many years 
because it had an inherent full range of 
electrical control. 

Fig. 27:  The “Single Input” or “Brute Force” driven feeder 
that appeared sometime in the 1930’s. Since it used a motor 
instead of an electro-magnet, it was called “Electro-
Mechanical”. It could tolerate severe “load abuse”, whereas 
the Electro-Magnetic Feeder could not. It also showed a 
better performance level. Consequently, in time, the quest 
began to make it adjustable in output by a more practical 
method. 

 
a. As shown in Figure 28, the feeding trough can be made “dust-tight”.  Flexible 

connections are required at the inlet and outlet. 
 

 
 

Fig. 28:  A “dust-tight” trough design feeder. 
 

By spreading stiff drive springs across the width and length, very large Vibrating Feeders 
are now practical.  The one in Figure 29 is 12 ft. wide by 38 ft. long.  
 

 
Fig. 29:  This mammoth Feeder is 12 ft. wide by 38 ft. long and it requires only 10 HP. 
Installed under a large dump hopper, it makes up the “flat floor” that is needed to achieve 
the most storage space in the least amount of height. Trailer truck loads of 20 tons are 
repeatedly dropped into this feeder. 



  

L. Vibrating Conveyors 
 
While these essentially perform a transporting function, vibrating conveyors can also 
accomplish other tasks while the coal is being moved. For example, “sorting” of the coal, 
removing metal with an Electro-Magnet, or other beneficial functions can be performed. 
 

M. Vibrating Screens 
  
Two Vibrating Screens that utilize the “Single Input” (Brute Force) type of drive are shown 
in Figures 30 and 31.  Both require a steep walled collecting hopper underneath that 
consumes head room.  The kind of Vibrating Screen that is available with a larger width and 
length. Larger diameters, enclosed and dust-tight construction are shown in Figures 32, 33, 
and 34. 
 
 

Fig. 30: An “Inclined Screen” that uses gravity to   
help convey the material. 

Fig. 31:  Since it can readily convey material, this 
screen can be installed horizontal, but its length is 
limited. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 32: 
96″ wide x 27 ft. 
long, 4 deck, 
bottom drive, 
horizontal, 10 
HP, “Grade 
Sizing” coal at 
350 TPH. 
 

 
 
 



  

 
 
Fig. 33:  
A “deliquefying” 
screen with an integral 
bottom pan to collect 
the passed liquid.  
Therefore, the 
deliquefying function is 
completely contained. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 34:  A typical 
horizontal “Dust-Tight” 
Grade Sizing Screen that 
makes three separations of 
PBR Coal. 

 
Both the “Sizing” functions and the “Deliquefying” screens are available with full 
length conveying pans installed underneath to collect the passed “Unders”.  This saves 
“head room”. 
 
The “Desliming” screens, Drain and Rinse screens, the Dewatering screens, Washing, and 
others utilized for coal processing are usually electrically operated on an automatic, repetitive 
vibratory “pulse” to further improve their performance (Figure 35).  
 
 



  

 
Fig. 35 

 
72″ wide by 7 ft. long for 
removing excess water 
from coal at 4000 TPH at 
the belt conveyor transfer 
points in a Longwall 
Mining operation. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
None of these vibrating screens will require a separate feeder to provide the needed “spread”. 
Instead, the inlet of the vibrating screen can have an adequate “feed plate” length and is 
appropriately “interfaced” at its inlet to achieve the needed spread. 
 
If it is beneficial to the productive process layout, this kind of vibrating screen utilized for 
“grade sizing” can also perform a Feeding function (Figure 36). This elimination of Vibrating 
Feeder simplifies the equipment layout. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 36:  This 4 ft. wide by 10 ft. long screening unit is installed under a bin so it can 
also act as a feeder. Minus 1″ coal is separated while it feeds 150 TPH. The power 
needed is 2 HP. 

 



  

Circular screens to 18 ft. diameter are now available if a circular screen action becomes a 
benefit to the processing of Coal.  
 

N. Transferring Heat 
 
Normally, slow conveying speeds are wanted to acquire the needed retention time for drying 
coal. One of the most popular versions is the vibrating “Fluidized Bed” which utilizes hot air 
permeating up through the conveyed coal to efficiently remove excess moisture.  
 
As shown in Figure 37, higher capacity dryers have become more practical with the further 
advancement of Vibratory Drive technology. 
 

 
Fig. 37:  High capacity “Fluidized Bed” Dryers are in productive use.  This one is 10′-6″ 
wide by 60 ft. long.  It is rated 600 TPH. 
 
 

V. VIBRATING GRATE THAT EFFICIENTLY BURNS ROM COAL TO FIRE A BOILER 
 
 The first Vibrating Grate that has an underside pressurized plenum for permeating combustion air 

up through the fuel being burned has been developed. The entire assembly vibrates as an integral 
unit (Figure 38). 

 
 



  

 
    
   Fig. 38:  A new Vibrating Grate that is expected to burn ROM Coal to fire a Boiler. 

 
  
 The “undergrate air” from a forced draft fan enters the plenum beneath the grate and pressurizes. 

The slightly compressed air passes up through small openings in the grate which promotes better 
mixing with the fuel. Since the grate burning surface and the air plenum vibrate together, a 
relatively tight seal with the bottom of the boiler above is more easily achieved. 

 
 Indications are that this kind of coal burning grate will reduce the cost of the onsite preparation of 

ROM coal before it is burned. In other words, ROM coal with a lesser fuel cost will be efficiently 
burned to fire a boiler to enable it to provide steam to drive a turbine generator to produce 
electrical power. 

 



  

VI.      CONCLUSION 
 

When the engineering design factor is combined with the proper “interfacing”, particularly at the 
inlet, and the most appropriate method of operation, any one of these “Induced Vertical Flow” 
and “Induced Conveying” vibratory machines will inherently have the following attributes: 

 
1. The moisture content can markedly vary over a wide range.  The wet, “sticky” coal caused by 

the particles becoming very adhesive and cohesive has been uniquely overcome. 
 

2. All the different kinds of coal can be handled.  For example, the hard surfaced bituminous 
coals, the soft texture of low sulfur coals such as PRB, and even the partially developed coals 
such as lignite.   

 
3. Abrasive wear can be minimized to where it appears to be practically eliminated.  

Particularly, by preventing impact abrasion. 
 

4. The reported productive availability is usually 98% or better. 
 

5. The required head room will probably be reduced. 
 
6. The initial cost is very competitive, plus the operating costs are reduced and so is the 

maintenance expense. 
 

Much of this improved vibratory technology is already in productive use handling or processing 
coal in the U.S.A. and in many other countries. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In developing a motorless and rotorless froth flotation cell (MRC) for coal beneficiation, 

Dynamic Separations (DSI) has installed two full-scale prototypes at coal cleaning plants 

in Illinois and Kentucky.  The data obtained from the full-scale testing led to the 

development of a set of tools available to DSI to evaluate potential coal slurry feed 

streams for commercial recovery.   In order to determine the suitability of a coal for 

recovery, an accurate prediction of final product moisture, grade and recovery rate are 

desirable.  Factors such as particle size distribution, coal release analysis, and machine 

dynamics must be considered.  This paper presents the evaluation of three feed streams 

(two from Western Kentucky, one from Central Illinois) that were made in order to 

predict if the MRC could be applied profitably to recover a salable product. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Brief Description of MRC 

 

The Motorless-Rotorless Froth Flotation Cell (MRC) was first developed at the Illinois 

State Geological Survey (ISGS) with funding provided by the Illinois Clean Coal 

Institute (ICCI) and the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity 

(DCEO).  Dynamic Separations (DSI) was formed in 2004 by a venture capital firm with 

the intention of developing the MRC for commercial use.  The initial concept of the 

design of the MRC revolved around producing a low production cost, low maintenance 

cost, low operating cost froth flotation cell that could favorably compete with existing 

cells on the market.  This lower cost cell would enable implementation of froth flotation 

circuits at coal processing plants which had previously deemed such technology 

impractical. 

 

The MRC is a high-throughput pneumatic cell that has no moving parts.  It generates 

mixing action through the use of internal jet mixing eductors.  These eductors introduce 

new feed material to the cell while providing remixing of resident fluid.   

 

In furtherance of an ICCI project titled “Pathway to Commercialization of the Motorless 

Rotorless Cell”
1
, DSI successfully designed, built, installed and tested a 1000-gallon 

MRC at Freeman Energy’s Crown III Mine in Farmersville, Illinois.  These tests showed 

that the MRC can process coal tailings at a quality level that is competitive with other 



commercial cells.  The ICCI funded further testing in 2006 to determine how well a 

screenbowl centrifuge would dewater the coal fines recovered from a full feed stream at 

the same mine
2
.  This testing revealed several design issues that Dynamic Separations is 

currently addressing through a development project funded by the ICCI. 

 

Marketing the MRC 

 

Dynamic Separations has chosen an innovative marketing model for the MRC.  It is 

designed to enable producers to install an MRC-based flotation circuit while avoiding the 

typically high capital cost usually associated with fine coal cleaning equipment.  Under 

this model, the mine waste stream will be evaluated by DSI and if it is found that fine 

coal recovery by froth flotation will be profitable; Dynamic Separations will install the 

froth flotation circuit at its expense and then jointly share revenue from the circuit with 

the host mine.  This would provide a win-win solution for the mine by providing an 

additional revenue stream with no risk and no capital cost.  An accurate prediction of the 

properties of the recovered coal is essential for this model to work for DSI.   

 

FACTORS AFFECTING PROFITABILITY 

 

Capital and Operating Expenses 

 

To determine the potential for profit at an installation, it is necessary to make 

assumptions about the cost of capital and operating expenses. For the purposes of this 

paper, the capital expenses related to installation of the Motorless-Rotorless Cell will be 

assumed as follows: 

 

 Motorless-Rotorless Cell - $75,000 

 Support Structure and Piping - $20,000 

 Installation - $100,000 

 Screenbowl Centrifuge (if needed) - $250,000 

 

The combination of flotation cell and screenbowl centrifuge will be different for each 

potential feed stream depending on what equipment is already on site and the amount of 

material to be processed.  For purposes of this investigation, a two year amortization of 

capital costs is assumed at 0% interest.  This represents a timely return, but ignores any 

opportunity cost associated dedicating capital funds to purchase the equipment.  For each 

feed stream, a capital equipment cost per ton will be calculated by dividing the total 

capital equipment cost by the total number of tons of clean coal produced in a two year 

period.   

 

Operating expenses will be assumed as follows: 

 

Power for Motorless-Rotorless Cell – 60 kWh @ $0.08/kWh = $4.80/hr per cell 

Power for Screenbowl Centrifuge (if needed) – 186 kWh @ $0.08/kWh = $14.88/hr 

 



This is a simplification, as actual rates vary from site to site.  The cost of 8 cents per 

kilowatt-hour (kWh) is a pessimistic estimate that provides for future increases in energy 

prices.  The actual cost for large commercial service, per Kentucky Utilities Company 

rate schedule is currently $0.02501 per kWh.
3 

 

Labor Cost – $10/hour per cell 

 

This cost assumes that a worker spends 10 minutes per hour monitoring each cell, and the 

cost associated with that worker is $60/hour.  In actual operation, the MRC should 

require minimal monitoring, but the intention was to estimate costs conservatively high. 

 

Frother and collector – $2.50/ton each for a total cost of $5.00/ton 

 

Generally the dosage required for effective flotation is in the range of 2-3 lb/ton.  For 

frother and collector as used at the Freeman Crown III test installation, this represents an 

actual cost of $1.12-$1.18 and $0.75-$1.13 respectively.  Chemical prices fluctuate, so 

for the purpose of planning profitability over a multi-year time frame, each has been 

rounded up to $2.50 per ton. 

 

This analysis also assumes: 

 

• The cost for maintenance is unknown and un-estimated.  Given the two-year 

timeframe for each analysis, any maintenance is assumed to be paid for with a 

continual re-amortization of the total capital cost. 

• There is no inclusion of mining related costs for this material, as this is an 

investigation into the potential of installing a fine coal flotation circuit at 

installations where such material is currently being discarded.  Conversely, no 

attempt has been made to calculate the savings that a mine would realize by 

selling material that would normally represent an expense to discard. 

• Revenue is calculated at a rate of $28 per ton.  This represents a reasonable 

expectation of the sale price of Illinois Basin coal fines minus the cost of 

transportation. 

 

Froth Flotation Overview 

 

Generally, all forms of coal cleaning involve the sorting of coal from rock based upon 

some difference in their physical qualities.
4
  For the largest size fractions, the sorting 

occurs in the primary crusher where material that does not break into smaller fractions is 

assumed to be rock and is discarded.   Subsequent processing of smaller size fractions is 

generally based on the difference in density between coal and rock.  Separation of these 

smaller fractions may include jigging, heavy media baths, heavy media cyclones or 

gravity concentrator spirals.  For the smallest size fractions, the terminal velocity of 

particles in water becomes the limiting factor for separation based on density.  Material 

sized smaller than 150 microns is generally either discarded or cleaned through froth 

flotation
5
.   

 



Froth flotation is the practice of separating coal from gangue based on differences in 

hydrophobicity.  Coal is naturally more hydrophobic than the surrounding rock.  Using 

chemicals to enhance the hydrophobicity and to reduce the surface tension of the water, 

air bubbles are introduced to the coal/ash/water slurry.  When the bubbles contact the 

particles, there is an opportunity for attachment.  Attached particle/bubble clusters will 

migrate towards the top of the flotation vessel where they are collected.  The removed 

froth is then dewatered. 

 

Moisture Content 

 

For coal that is sold for power generation rather than metallurgical use, the delivered 

heating value is of primary importance.  The moisture content of the coal is one factor 

that affects the delivered heating value, as water in the coal accounts for mass which does 

not add to the heating value of the coal.  This moisture can be one of two forms; inherent 

moisture and surface moisture.  Inherent moisture refers to moisture that exists within the 

coal in its natural state.  This moisture is not removed through conventional dewatering, 

and even if this moisture is removed through heat drying or other means, the coal will 

adsorb moisture until an equilibrium moisture value at or near the inherent moisture value 

is reached
6
.
 

 

Surface moisture is the water resident on the outside of the coal particle, and increases or 

decreases in proportion to the surface area of the coal particle.  As the size of a particle 

decreases, the specific surface area (the surface area per unit volume) of that particle 

increases.  Decanter Machine, a manufacturer of dewatering centrifuges, has developed 

an empirically-derived graph relating minimum achievable surface moisture to the 

percentage of material smaller than 45 microns (325 mesh)(Figure 1)
7
.  

 

 
Figure 1. Predicted Screenbowl Product Moisture Relative to Percent of 

325x0 Feed (Graph Supplied by Decanter Machine) 



 

Calculation of Yield by Size Fraction 
 

Testing performed at Freeman Crown III (FC3) provided data that could be used to 

develop a profile of the recovered material from the MRC on a size-fraction by size-

fraction basis.  For each test set performed, samples of feed, product and reject material 

were taken.  These samples were divided by size fraction and analyzed to determine ash, 

sulfur and BTU value (short proximate analysis
8
).   

 

A release analysis of the FC3 feed material was performed.  Release analysis is used to 

determine the grade-recovery curve for material subject to froth flotation.  It is analogous 

to the washability analysis that is performed to determine the grade-recovery curve for 

material subject to density separation.  The recovery data for the samples taken at FC3 

were plotted on this curve as shown in Figure 2.  From this curve, it is apparent that tests 

DW-6 and DW-8 realized the best yields, but with a higher than optimum ash content.  

This high ash content in all of the test runs reflects the large quantity of water which is 

associated with entrained clays and carried over during froth laundering.  The carry-over 

of large quantities of water with the froth concentrate is a design issue that current 

development efforts are addressing.   

 

While the FC3 testing emphasis was on dewatering the froth concentrate product, not on 

optimizing performance, this less than optimum performance provides a realistic baseline 

to gauge expected plant performance where local conditions can and often do negatively 

impact recovery and grade.  Organic efficiency is often used as a measure of the 

effectiveness of a system on recovering product.  Organic efficiency is defined as: 

 

 Organic Efficiency =    __Actual Recovery at Specified Ash Content__ 

      Theoretical Recovery at Specified Ash Content 

 

The organic efficiency of the MRC during the FC3 testing was found to be approximately 

75% for runs DW-6 and DW-8.  This value will be used in subsequent calculations as a 

practical estimate of potential yield by the MRC.  Because the MRC is still in the 

prototype stage, an assumption will be made that the cell will add 20% additional ash to 

the froth concentrate to account for mechanical carryover and design inefficiencies.  This 

is reflected in the higher ash concentrations seen in Figure 2. 

 

The feed material for each stream exists across a wide range of size fractions.  The yield 

varies with particle size.  Generally, the smallest size fractions will report to the clean 

coal concentrate with lower yield than larger size fractions, provided that the particle size 

is within the floatable range.  An attempt was made to quantify how each size fraction 

will report to the clean coal product by plotting the median size of each fraction against 

the average yield for that fraction for an average of the DW-6 and DW-8 test sets (Figure 

3).  The best-fit equation for yield was found to be: 

 

Yield =0.1899 x ln(ParticleSize) – 0.2771 

 



R-Squared values are used to measure the variance of a line or model from the associated 

data.  An R-Squared value is found by summing the squares of the variance of each data 

point from its predicted value.  R-Squared for the above equation was found to be 0.9194 

which indicates a good fit of the line to the data. 

 

FC3 Release Analysis Compared with MRC Yield Data
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Figure 2. MRC Performance Data from Freeman Testing 

 

FC3 Yield by Size Fraction
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Figure 3. FC3 Combustible and Ash Recovery by Size Fraction 

 

A logarithmic function with the slope of 0.19 will be applied to the recovery of each feed 

stream.  The y-offset of the function will be found such that the predicted yield at 150 

microns equals the predicted overall yield of that feed stream.  Thus, the equation 

predicting the yield of each size fraction can be expressed by: 

 

 YieldParticleSize = 0.19 x( ln(ParticleSize) – ln(150) ) + Predicted Average Yield 

 

The generally accepted limit for particle size on coal flotation is 600 microns.  It is 

assumed for this investigation that particles greater than 600 microns will not report to 

the froth zone. 

 

 



ANALYSIS OF FEED STREAMS 

 

Freeman Crown III Feed Stream 

 

The potential feed stream for flotation at the Freeman Crown III Processing Plant is 

comprised of two sources: underflow from sieve bends located downstream of a bank of 

6-inch hydrocyclones and reject from the plant’s vertical centrifuge dryers.  The flow rate 

of this feed stream was found to be 12.5 tons per hour (tph) of solid material (+/- 4.3 tph) 

at approximately 20% solids.  This feed stream was sampled, dried and divided by 

particle size fractions for each of 8 test sets.  Short proximate analysis was performed on 

each size fraction.  The results of the short proximate analyses are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1.  Freeman Crown III Feed Material - Short Proximate Analysis Results 

FC3 Feed Mean Data 

Size Weight 
Cum. 
Wt. Passing Ash Energy Sulfur MAF 

(microns) (%) (%) (%) (%) (Btu/lb) (%) (Btu/lb) 

1200x600 3.3% 3.3% 96.7% 9.25% 12669 3.83% 13960 

600x300 19.8% 23.0% 77.0% 10.94% 12395 3.90% 13918 

300x150 30.2% 53.3% 46.7% 15.67% 11598 4.15% 13754 

150x75 20.5% 73.8% 26.2% 26.50% 9662 5.31% 13145 

75x45 7.9% 81.6% 18.4% 47.12% 6166 8.95% 11660 

45x0 18.4%  100.0% 66.49% 3825 6.37% 11416 

Total 100.0%   28.55% 9539 5.11% 13074 

 

From the previously mentioned release analysis, the best recovery that could be expected 

would be 80.3% yield at 9.3% ash.  Applying a 75% organic efficiency to the flotation 

process, a yield of 60.2% could be reasonably expected.  Converting each size fraction 

into an anticipated feed in tons/hour, and then applying the logarithmic yield curve as 

previously described, the predicted yields for each size fraction are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  Freeman Crown III Predicted Yields by Size Fraction 

FC3 Predicted Yield 

Size Feed Wt. Yield Yield Weight MAF 

(microns) (tons/hour) (%) (tons/hour) (%) (BTU/lb) 

600x300 2.5 81.1% 2.0 28.8% 13918 

300x150 3.8 67.9% 2.6 36.9% 13754 

150x75 2.6 54.7% 1.4 20.2% 13145 

75x45 1.0 42.8% 0.4 6.0% 11660 

45x0 2.3 24.2% 0.6 8.0% 11416 

Total 12.1 57.5% 6.9 100.0% 13365 

 

Adding 20% ash to account for mechanical carryover and design inefficiencies, the 

resultant product should have about 11.2% ash.  This coal should have a heating content 

of 13344 BTU/lb (dry basis).  The final surface and inherent moisture content after 

dewatering must be determined in order to predict the as-shipped energy content.  

Equilibrium moisture of the dried coal concentrate was found to be 12.5% when analyzed 

per ASTM D1412.  This is in general agreement with the range reported by mine 

personnel.  With 9.3% of material smaller than 45 microns, the lowest achievable surface 



moisture will be approximately 10%.  With a total moisture content of 22.5% (12.5% 

equilibrium moisture plus 10% surface moisture), the as-shipped energy content would be 

approximately 10341 Btu/lb.   

 

The Crown III mine currently ships coal at 10750 Btu/lb, 8.3% ash, 3.45% sulfur with 

average moisture content of 16%
9
.  With energy content slightly less than the energy 

content of the coal that the mine is currently shipping, at higher moisture content, the fine 

coal produced through the use of a flotation circuit would have a slight negative impact 

on their overall product. This impact would be small as the anticipated 7.4 tons/hour of 

flotation product would only account for 0.6% of their 1100 tph normal production. 

 

The Crown III processing plant runs approximately 13 hours/day, seven days per week.  

With 350 days of production annually, the MRC would produce 31,395 tons of clean coal 

per year.  A flotation circuit would require one cell and the installation of a screenbowl 

dryer for a total capital cost of $450,000.  The estimated cost of power at $19.68/hour 

would amount to $2.85/ton.  Labor at $10/hour would add another $1.45/ton.  Adding in 

the cost of chemicals at $5.00 per ton gives a final cost of operation of $9.30 per ton of 

clean coal produced.  With gross revenue of $1,758,000 and total capital and operating 

expenses of $1,034,000 the $724,000 net income would provide an expected return on 

investment of 161% over two years. 

 

Providence - Shamrock Slurry Pond 

 

A small (<500,000 ton) impoundment in Western Kentucky was drilled to determine its 

suitability for recovery.  Twenty bore-hole samples were wet sieved to determine the 

particle size distribution.  Nine of these samples were sent for short proximate analysis 

across the range of size distributions.  Results of the analysis are shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3.  Shamrock Impoundment Short Proximate Results by Size Fraction 

Shamrock Mean Data 

Size Weight Cum. Wt. Passing Ash Energy Sulfur MAF 

(Microns) (%) (%) (%) (%) (Btu/lb) (%) (Btu/lb) 

2400 2.7% 2.7% 97.3% 10.11 12932 4.18 14516 

2400x1200 7.2% 9.9% 90.1% 9.64 13065 3.64 14457 

1200x600 17.9% 27.8% 72.2% 10.00 12986 3.61 14428 

600x300 18.6% 46.3% 53.7% 13.00 12542 3.87 14412 

300x150 13.8% 60.1% 39.9% 22.18 11024 4.41 14136 

150x75 9.9% 70.0% 30.0% 37.69 8613 5.10 13784 

75x45 5.6% 75.7% 24.3% 45.75 7316 6.15 13405 

45x0 24.3% 100.0% 0.0% 59.10 5218 3.99 12735 

Total 100.0%     28.92 9994 4.17 13856 

 

A sink-float analysis to determine washability of the coal was performed on the +150 

micron fraction of the pond.  Because of the fairly large margin assumed (75% organic 

efficiency and +20% additional ash), it is reasonable to use the results of the sink-float to 

assume the limits of a clean coal product from that pond.  Should this pond show 

economic promise, a release analysis would be warranted to confirm the floatability of 

the coal.  The sink-float analysis showed that at 1.8 SG, an 81.4% yield at 8.79% ash is 



achievable.  Applying 75% organic efficiency and 20% additional ash gives a predicted 

61.1% yield of a 10.6% ash product.   

 

In processing material from the Shamrock impoundment, a 15-inch classifying cyclone is 

employed to separate out fine material.  Underflow from the cyclone is sent to a bank of 

concentrating spirals which separates the material at 1.75 SG.  Clean coal product from 

the spirals is sent over a sieve bend to remove undersized material and then sent to a 

screenbowl dryer.  This analysis assumes that overflow from the classifying cyclone and 

underflow from the sieve bends is sent to flotation for fine coal recovery.  The predicted 

feed to the MRC and its recovery are shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4.  Predicted Yield of Shamrock Coal Through Froth Flotation in the MRC 

Shamrock Predicted Yield 

Size Feed Wt. Yield Yield Wt. 

(microns) (tons/hr) (%) (tons/hr) (%) 

600x300 0.0 82.0% 0.0 0.1% 

300x150 0.6 68.8% 0.4 10.0% 

150x75 2.3 55.6% 1.3 29.3% 

75x45 2.0 43.7% 0.9 19.9% 

45x0 7.0 25.1% 1.8 40.7% 

Total 11.9 36.3% 4.3 100.0% 

 

The clean coal concentrate is combined with the product from the spirals before being 

sent to a screenbowl centrifuge for dewatering.  The estimated production from the 

spirals is 33.4 tph.  When combined with this stream, the 1.8 tph of material that is 

smaller than 45 microns will only account for about 6% of the dryer feed material.  Thus, 

the froth concentrate should only add a small amount of moisture to the product, while 

adding an additional 13% to plant production.    

 

The Shamrock processing plant is expected to run approximately 20 hours per day, seven 

days per week.  With 350 days of production annually, the MRC would produce 30,100 

tons of clean coal per year.  Because the processing plant already has a screenbowl 

centrifuge on site, the operating and capital costs of that piece of equipment can be 

assumed to be shared in proportion to the fraction of the coal coming from the existing 

plant and the flotation circuit.  At 4.3 tph, the MRC would contribute 11.4% of the 

material to the dryer.  That would mean the dryer associated costs would be $28,500 for 

capital equipment and $1.70/hour for power.  The total capital cost of a flotation cell and 

shared screenbowl centrifuge would be $224,000.  The power costs of $1.51/ton, labor at 

$2.33/ton and chemicals at $5.00/ton bring the final operating cost to $8.83 per ton of 

clean coal produced.  With gross revenue from the floated material of $1,686,000 and 

total capital and operating expenses of $755,000 the net income of $931,000 would 

provide an expected return on investment of 416% over two years. 

 

River Queen Impoundment 

 

The River Queen Impoundment is located in Western Kentucky, eight miles west of 

Central City.  The pond is approximately 150 acres in size, and has been estimated to 



contain between three and four million tons of feed material.  The material in the pond 

was characterized by size and is shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5.  River Queen Impoundment Short Proximate Results by Size Fraction 

River Queen Slurry Characteristics 

Size Weight 
Cum. 
Wt. Passing Ash Energy Sulfur MAF 

(microns) (%) (%) (%) (%) (Btu/lb) (%) (Btu/lb) 

+2400 2.4% 2.4% 97.6% 23.2% 10969 3.57% 14282 

2400x1200 2.6% 5.1% 94.9% 21.8% 11074 3.64% 14167 

1200x600 9.4% 14.4% 85.6% 17.4% 11777 3.29% 14263 

600x300 18.6% 33.0% 67.0% 24.5% 10576 3.27% 14015 

300x150 14.7% 47.7% 52.3% 24.5% 10576 3.27% 14015 

150x75 9.6% 57.3% 42.7% 39.3% 8355 4.06% 13764 

75x45 4.8% 62.1% 37.9% 46.4% 7095 4.35% 13237 

45x0 37.9% 100.0% 0.0% 74.5% 2991 2.70% 11743 

Total 100.0%     45.2% 7458 3.20% 13127 

 

The current recovery plan for the pond includes the use of a dredge capable of pumping 

approximately 200 tph to a recovery plant that will employ density separation cyclones 

followed by a sieve screen to remove slimes.  Sink-float analysis indicates that at a 1.8SG 

separation, an 11.8% ash product at 81.8% yield is possible.  Assuming 75% organic 

efficiency and 20% excess ash, a flotation circuit should be able to achieve a 61.4% yield 

at 14% ash product. 

 

The current recovery plan for the site includes the use of water-only cyclones followed by 

sieve bends to remove undersize material.  The reject from the water-only cyclones 

would provide a suitable feed to the MRC because they are ineffective at separating 

material smaller than 250 microns.  The predicted feed to the MRC along with its 

anticipated yield is shown in Table 6. 

 
Table 6.  Predicted Yield of River Queen Coal Through Froth Flotation in the MRC 

River Queen Predicted Yield 

Size Feed Wt. Yield Yield Wt. 

(microns) (tons/hr) (%) (tons/hr) (%) 

600x300 10.3 82.3% 8.5 23.8% 

300x150 14.7 69.1% 10.1 28.4% 

150x75 9.6 55.9% 5.4 15.0% 

75x45 4.8 44.0% 2.1 5.9% 

45x0 37.9 25.4% 9.6 26.9% 

Total 77.3 46.2% 35.7 100.0% 

 

Approximately 26.9% of the predicted clean coal produced by the MRC would be 

expected to be sized smaller than 45 microns. This creates the possibility that the 

flotation product will account for over 25% of the total plant output.  With the high 

moisture content of the – 45 micron fraction, a follow-up examination of the impact this 

high moisture product has on handling, shipping and salability would be prudent. 

 



In order to process an expected 35.7 tph of clean coal, multiple flotation cells would be 

required.  Three cells processing 12 tph of clean coal each should provide sufficient 

capacity.  Further, the high volume of fine coal produced by the MRC may require a 

dedicated screenbowl dryer.   Capital equipment costs associated with this installation 

would be $835,000.  The anticipated 2-year production would be 499,800 tons of clean 

coal.  The cost of power for the four cells plus a screenbowl centrifuge would be 

$0.82/ton.   Adding in labor costs at $0.84/ton and chemical costs at $5.00/ton brings the 

total operating cost per ton to $6.66.  The estimated sale price of $28 after transportation 

costs would provide total revenue of $13,994,000.  Total operating and capital costs over 

that time would be $4,304,000.  The net income of $9,690,000 would provide a 1160% 

return on investment over two years. 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Table 7 summarizes the three feed streams analyzed in this report.  Of the three feed 

streams studied, the River Queen installation provides the highest potential return on 

investment, though the large of amount of ultrafine material may affect salability.  The 

larger up-front capital cost and exclusive use of a screenbowl dryer at the proposed 

Freeman installation limits profitability.  If an arrangement could be made to share this 

excess capacity with the plant and then take existing dryers off line, the return-on-

investment would be much higher.   

 
Table 7.  Summary of Profitability Analysis of Three Feed Streams 

Site 
Capital 

Inv. Prod. 
Tot. 
Prod 

Op. 
Cost Income Expenses 

Net 
Income ROI 

  $ tph tons $/ton $ $ $ % 

Freeman 450,000 6.9 62,790 9.30  1,758,000 1,034,000 724,000 161% 

Shamrock 224,000 4.3 60,200 8.83  1,686,000 755,000 931,000 416% 
River 
Queen 835,000 35.7 499,800 6.66  13,994,000 4,304,000 9,690,000 1160% 

 

All three feed streams demonstrate that an additional revenue stream could be generated 

from material that is currently being discarded.  This indicates that even a small operation 

with limited capital can benefit from hosting a froth flotation circuit.   
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ABSTRACT

U.S. lignites have moisture contents ranging from 25 to 40 percent. This results in lower heating value,
higher fuel flow rate, higher stack flue gas flow rate and stack loss, higher station service power, lower plant
efficiency, and higher mill, coal pipe and burner maintenance requirements compared to that of the Eastern
bituminous coals. Despite problems associated with their high-moisture content, lignite and sub-bituminous coals
from the Western U.S. are attractive due to their low cost and emissions, and high reactivity.

A low-temperature coal drying process employing a fluidized bed dryer (FBD) and waste heat was
developed in the U.S. by a team led by Great River Energy (GRE) and Lehigh University’s Energy Research Center
(ERC). The demonstration is being conducted with U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funding under DOE Award
Number: DE-CF26-04NT41763. The benefits of reduced-moisture-content lignite are being demonstrated at GRE’s
Coal Creek Station.

INTRODUCTION

When high-moisture coals are burned in utility boilers, about seven percent of the fuel heat input is used to
evaporate fuel moisture. The use of high-moisture coals results in higher fuel flow rate, higher stack flue gas flow
rate, higher station service power, lower plant efficiency, and higher mill, coal pipe and burner maintenance
requirements compared to that of the Eastern bituminous coals. Despite problems associated with their high-moisture
content, lignite and sub-bituminous coals from the Western U.S. are attractive due to their low cost and emissions.

Countries with large resources of high-moisture low-quality coals are developing coal dewatering and drying
processes. However, thermal processes developed thus far are complex and require high-grade heat to remove
moisture from the coal. This significantly increases process cost, which represents a main barrier to industry
acceptance of the technology.

A low-temperature coal drying process employing a fluidized bed dryer (FBD) and waste heat was
developed in the U.S. by a team led by Great River Energy (GRE) and Lehigh University’s Energy Research Center
(ERC). The demonstration is being conducted with U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funding under DOE Award
Number: DE-CF26-04NT41763. The objective of the GRE’s Lignite Fuel Enhancement project is to demonstrate a 5
to 15 percentage point reduction in lignite moisture content (about ¼ of the coal moisture content) by incremental
drying using waste heat from the power plant. The benefits of reduced-moisture-content lignite are being
demonstrated at GRE’s Coal Creek Station (CCS), using a phased approach.

1
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In Phase 1 of the project, a 115 t/hr prototype coal dryer was designed, constructed, and integrated into Unit
2 at CCS. The prototype coal drying system was instrumented to allow experimental determination of FBD
performance, and CCS Unit 2 performance over a range of dryer operating conditions. Additional coal dryers will be
designed, built, installed, and tested in Phase 2 of the project. With all coal dryers in service it will be possible to
remove at least ¼ of the moisture of the total coal feed to CCS Unit 2. The efficiency improvement, emissions
reduction, and the effects of burning dried coal on unit operation will be determined.

The prototype dryer at Coal Creek has been in almost continuous operation for over a year. To date it has
processed more than 300,000 tons of wet North Dakota lignite. Operating experience, dryer performance results, and
the effects of burning a lower moisture coal on unit performance, emissions, and operations are described in this
paper.

DESCRIPTION OF THE HOST UNIT

CCS is a 1,150 MW lignite-fired power plant located in Underwood, North Dakota. The plant supplies
electricity to 38 member cooperatives in Minnesota. Two tangentially fired CE boilers supply steam to two single
reheat GE G-2 turbines rated at 576 MW each. The units are designed for 1,005oF main steam and reheat steam
temperature at a 2,520 psia throttle pressure. Three mechanical draft cooling towers are used to reject heat to
environment. The boiler fires lignite coal from the nearby Falkirk mine that has a HHV of 6,200 Btu/lb and total
moisture content of approximately 38 percent. An aerial photograph of CCS is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Aerial Photograph of Coal Creek Station

A schematic representation of heat flows for the CCS Unit 2 is given in Figure 2. For full unit load (gross
power output of 576.7 MW) and fuel containing 40 percent moisture, the heat input with the fuel (Qfuel) is
approximately 5,670 MBtu/h. The boiler loss (Qloss), including dry stack loss (Qstack) and fuel moisture evaporation
loss (Qevap) is approximately 1,090 MBtu/h, or 19.2% of the fuel heat input. This gives a boiler efficiency of 80.78%.

The dry stack loss is 436 MBtu/h, representing 7.7 percent of the fuel heat input. The loss due to
evaporation of fuel moisture is 370 MBtu/h (approximately 6.6 percent of fuel heat input). Thermal energy (QT)
transferred to the working fluid in the boiler is about 4,580 MBtu/h. The thermal efficiency of the steam turbine cycle
is approximately 43 percent, which gives rejected heat of approximately 2,600 MBtu/h (46 percent of the fuel heat
input). The gross unit efficiency is approximately 34.7 percent, with a gross unit heat rate of 9,825 Btu/kWh.



Figure 2: Coal Creek Unit Heat Flow Schematic – One Unit

PREVIOUS WORK

During the 1990’s the engineering staff at CCS began investigating alternative approaches to dealing with
future emission regulations. Conventional approaches included changing fuels and/or adding environmental control
equipment. This approach often results in lowering emissions at the expense of increases in unit heat rate and
operating and maintenance costs. Higher heat rate results in higher required fuel heat input, higher CO2 emissions,
higher flow rate of flue gas leaving the boiler and lower plant capacity. Lower capacity is due to higher station service
power requirements or limited equipment capacity. Also, increased flue gas flow rate requires a larger size of
environmental control equipment, higher equipment cost and station service power.

A theoretical analysis was performed by the ERC in 1997 to estimate the magnitude of performance
improvement that could be achieved by firing coal having lower moisture content [1]. The results showed that a
decrease in fuel moisture would have a large positive effect on unit performance, Figure 3. Based on these
theoretical results, CCS personnel performed test burns with partially dried lignite in 2001 to confirm whether the
boiler and coal handling system could handle the partially dried lignite. Except for dust in the transfer hoppers, no
other fuel handling problems were encountered. Also, test results confirmed the theoretical performance
improvement predictions [2]. Results from other coal drying studies are described in [3] to [8].

After demonstrating the benefits of firing dried fuel, a technology for coal drying needed to be selected.
Based on laboratory testing conducted at the ERC in 2002, a fluidized bed dryer was selected as the best technology
due to its high heat and mass transfer coefficients and compact size. GRE submitted an application to DOE, in 2002
under the Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI) to develop a prototype fluidized bed coal dryer and develop and install
a full-size coal drying system on one unit at CCS. A Cooperative Agreement was negotiated with DOE for funding
under the CCPI in July 2004.

The project is divided into two phases. The first phase involves design, construction, installation and testing
of a prototype coal drying system at CCS. Performance testing was performed in March and April 2006 to quantify
performance of the FBD and the effect of dried coal on unit performance and emissions. The second phase of the
project involves installation of a full-scale drying system at CCS capable of drying 500 tons/hr of wet lignite fuel.

Gross Unit Heat Rate = 9,825 BTU/kWh

Gross Unit Efficiency = 34.73 %

Qfuel = 5,667 MBTU/h Gross Generation = 576.7 MW

(1,968 MBTU/h, 34.73%)

100%

Qstack = 436 MBTU/h (7.7%)

Qevap = 372 MBTU/h (6.6%) Rejected Heat = 2,610 MBTU/h (46.0%)

Qother = 281 MBTU/h (5.0%)

Qloss = 1,089 MBTU/h (19.21%)

BOILER

Boiler Efficiency =

80.78 %

TURBINE CYCLE (T.C.)

T.C. Heat Rate = 7,938 BTU/kWh
T.C. Efficiency = 42.98 %

QT = 4,578 MBTU/h



Figure 3: Effect of Fuel Moisture on Unit Performance

PROTOTYPE COAL DRYING SYSTEM

The CCS prototype coal drying system uses low-grade waste heat to evaporate a portion of the fuel
moisture from the lignite feedstock. No other heat sources are used for coal drying. Moisture removal is
accomplished in one prototype full-scale FBD. Coal feed to the dryer is supplied from an existing coal bunker. The
wet coal (feed stream) is delivered by a vibrating coal feeder to a coal crusher and crushed to -1/4”. The crushed coal
is screened and conveyed to the dryer inlet hopper. The dried coal (product stream) leaving the dryer is stored in a
coal bunker before being fed to a coal mill.

Fluidization and heating of coal and removal of coal moisture are accomplished within the fluidized bed by
hot fluidization air. The air stream is cooled and humidified as it flows upwards through the coal bed. The quantity of
moisture, which can be removed from the bed of fluidized coal, is limited by the drying capacity of the fluidization air
stream. The drying capacity of the fluidization air stream can be increased by supplying additional heat by the in-bed
heat exchanger. The in-bed heat exchanger not only increases drying capacity of the fluidizing air stream but also
reduces the quantity of drying air required to accomplish a desired degree of coal drying. With a sufficient in-bed
heat transfer surface, the fluidizing/drying air stream could be reduced to the value corresponding to the superficial
fluidization velocity. A dust collector (baghouse) is used to remove elutriated fines from the moist air leaving the
dryer. The clean moist air is discharged through a stack to the atmosphere, as shown in Figure 4.

Operation of the prototype coal drying system at CCS is completely automated, including the startup,
shutdown, and emergency shut down procedures. Heat input to the FBD is controlled automatically to match the heat
required to remove a desired amount of moisture from the dryer feed stream.

RESULTS

A number of performance tests were conducted in spring 2006 under controlled conditions to determine
dryer performance and effect of partially dried coal on boiler and unit efficiency, and stack emissions. Also, the FBD
performance during regular dryer operation was determined for the March to April 2006 time period. Plant operating
parameters such as: main and reheat steam temperature and desuperheating spray flow rates, coal flow rate, mill
and fan power, flow rates of primary air to the mills, temperature of air and flue gas at a number of state points, and
plant emissions were measured and recorded by the plant Ph.D. historian. Coal composition and HHV were
determined from coal samples that were collected manually and by automatic coal samplers.
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Figure 4: Moist air leaving dust collector is discharged into the atmosphere

Dryer Performance

Performance of a FBD is affected by many operating and design parameters. The most important
parameters include: flow rate and inlet moisture content of coal, flow rate, temperature and humidity of
drying/fluidizing air, expanded bed depth, residence time in a dryer, and heat input by the in-bed heat exchanger.
The total coal moisture (TM) and higher heating value (HHV) measured in the feed and product streams during
regular FBD operation are summarized in Table 1. The average moisture reduction, achieved during regular FBD
operation, was 8.23 ± 0.3 percent, or 22.4 percent of the feed moisture. The improvement in HHV was 752 ± 74
Btu/lb, or 12 percent of the feed HHV.

Table 1: Regular FBD Operation, March-April 2006: Coal Moisture and HHV

The results from the controlled performance tests are presented in Figures 5 and 6. The average moisture
reduction for the FBD performance tests was 8.08 ± 0.42 percent. The HHV of the product stream was on average
improved by 727 ± 62 Btu/lb.

It has to be noted that, during the performance tests, the FBD was operated conservatively, i.e., the
fluidizing air temperature and in-bed heat input were lower than design. As more operating experience was gained,
the FBD operating conditions were gradually increased. With higher fluidizing air temperature and higher in-bed heat
input, coal moisture was reduced by more than 10 percentage points, and HHV was improved by 1,300 Btu/lb.

Feed Product Change Change
Parameter TM % TM % TM % Abs TM % Rel

36.78 28.55 8.23 22.4
1.26 1.00 1.07
0.34 0.27 0.30

Feed Product Change Change
Parameter HHV [BTU/lb] HHV [BTU/lb] HHV [BTU/lb] HHV [%]

6,290 7,043 752 12.0

159 121 131
43 33 37

Average HHV

Std. Deviation
Std.Deviation of the Mean

Std. Deviation of the Mean

Average Total Moisture, TM
Std. Deviation



Figure 5: Total coal moisture content in feed and product streams: Performance tests

Figure 6: HHV of the feed, product, and blended coal streams: Controlled performance tests

Unit Performance

As predicted by theoretical calculations and confirmed in test burns, firing of a partially dried coal has a
positive effect on boiler and unit efficiency, and stack emissions. The actual improvement in performance and
reduction in emissions were determined from the performance test data.

In the current arrangement of a prototype coal drying system at CCS, the prototype coal dryer supplies
partially dried coal to coal mill No. 26. Wet coal is supplied to other mills. With the prototype coal dryer operating at a
nominal coal feed rate of 75 tons per hour, dried coal represents approximately 14 percent of the total coal input to
the boiler.
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Properties of the dried and wet coal streams were mass-averaged to determine properties of the coal blend
supplied to the boiler. The results are summarized in Table 2. The composition and HHV of the coal blend were
determined from the following expression:

XMass-Average = XBlend = XDry MDry/MTotal + XWet MWet/MTotal Eqn. 1

Where: XBlend Composition or HHV of blended coal
XDry Composition or HHV of dried coal out of the prototype FBD
XWet Composition or HHV of wet coal
MDry Flow rate of dried coal out of the prototype FBD
MWet Flow rate of wet coal to the boiler
MTotal Total coal flow rate, where:

MTotal = MDry + MWet Eqn. 2

Table 2: Properties of the Coal Blend (Mass-Average Dry) and Wet Coal

The results from Table 2 show that, with one full-size prototype coal dryer in service, the total moisture of
the coal blend was reduced by 1.14 percentage points, or 3.1 percent on a relative basis. The improvement in HHV
was 103 Btu/lb, or 1.63 percent (see Figure 6). The total coal flow rate, measured by the coal feeders, was reduced
by 1.83 percent. As expected, the coal HHV, expressed on a moisture-and-ash-free (MAF) basis, remained constant.

The measured and theoretically predicted reductions in total coal flow rate to the boiler are compared in
Figure 7. The results show an excellent agreement between the calculated and measured values. For a target value
of coal moisture reduction of 8.5 percent, the predicted decrease in coal flow rate is approximately 14 percent. This
decrease is due to the higher HHV of the partially dried coal and improved boiler and unit efficiency.

With drier coal, mill power was on average 3.3 percent lower compared to the wet coal. This decrease in mill
power is partially due to a decrease in coal flow rate, and partially due to the reduced mill power required to grind
drier coal. The comparison of the measured and theoretically predicted mill power reductions, presented in Figure 8,
shows an excellent agreement between the calculated and measured values. For a target value of coal moisture
reduction of 8.5 percent, the predicted decrease in mill power is 25 percent.

The temperature of the air-coal mixture leaving the mill grinding the partially dried coal was 10 oF higher
compared to the other mills grinding wet coal. This increase is due to the lower moisture content and higher
temperature of partially dried coal entering the mill. Also, with the prototype coal dryer in service, feeder trips for the
mill receiving dried coal were eliminated. This is because the oversize material, typically responsible for the trips,
was either screened out or discharged from the dryer with the rest of the non-fluidizable material.

C % by weight 39.55 39.00 1.4 0.6
S % by weight 0.68 0.66 1.6 0.0
H % by weight 3.34 3.35 -0.1 0.0
N % by weight 0.54 0.53 1.4 0.0
O % by weight 8.55 8.26 3.5 0.3
Moisture % by weight 35.92 37.06 -3.1 -1.14
Ash % by weight 11.42 11.14 2.5 0.3

Total % by weight 100.00 100.00

HHV BTU/lb 6,402 6,299 1.63 103
TOTAL FEEDER COAL FLOW RATE klbs/hr 953 971 -1.83
Total heat input MBTU/hr 6,102 6,117 -0.24
MAF-Basis HHV BTU/lb 12,157 12,160 -0.03 -4

Description Units

Mass-
Average

Dry

Average

Wet

% Change

WRT Wet

Absolute
Change

WRT Wet



Figure 7: Measured and predicted reduction in coal flow rate vs. reduction in coal TM content

Figure 8: Comparison of predicted and measured reduction in mill power

The flow rates of combustion air and flue gas decrease as coal moisture content is reduced. A decrease in
combustion air flow rate is due to the improvement in boiler and unit efficiency, which result in a reduction in coal flow
rate and heat input. The decrease in flue gas flow rate is caused by the improvement in boiler and unit efficiency, and
decreased coal moisture content, which results in lower water vapor content of flue gas. As a result, the decrease in
flue gas flow rate is larger compared to the decrease in combustion air flow rate.

A comparison between the measured and predicted decrease in flue gas flow rate is presented in Figure 9.
The flue gas rate was measured by the plant CEM. The results show a very good agreement between the measured
and predicted values. For a target value of total moisture reduction of 8.5 percent, the predicted decrease in flue gas
flow rate is approximately 3.9 percent.
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With the presently used fan flow control methods at CCS, the forced draft (FD) fan power remained virtually
constant for the partially dried and wet coals. For a partially dried coal, the induced draft (ID) fan power was reduced
1.43 percent, while the primary air (PA) fan power was 5.6 percent higher compared to the wet coal operation.

Figure 9: Comparison of the measured and predicted reduction in flue gas flow rate

The mass and energy conservation method was combined with the theoretical air preheater (APH) and FBD
models to calculate theoretical boiler efficiency, B, values. The mass and energy balance approach and
performance test data were used to calculate actual (test) values of boiler efficiency. The boiler efficiency
improvement, B, is defined as:

B = B, Dry Coal – B, Wet Coal Eqn. 3

Theoretical and actual values of B are presented in Figure 10 as functions of the total coal moisture
reduction (TM). The results show that B values for partially dried coal are consistently higher compared to the 

values for wet coal. The average boiler efficiency improvement is:

B, Prototype System, Test = 0.37 ± 0.11 percentage points

With the exception of one outlier test point, the results in Figure 10 show excellent agreement between
theoretical predictions and test results. With four prototype coal dryers in service and target coal moisture reduction
of 8.5 percent, the predicted improvement in boiler efficiency is:

B, Prototype System, Target Moisture Reduction = 1.70 percentage points

It has to be noted that the prototype coal drying system at CCS did not include all components that will be
incorporated into the full-scale coal drying system. Theoretical calculations show that the boiler efficiency
improvement that would be achieved by the full-scale coal drying system at CCS would be 0.43 percentage points
higher compared to the prototype coal drying system. Thus, the boiler efficiency improvement at the target coal
moisture reduction level of 8.5 percent and four coal dryers in service would be:

B, Full-Scale System, Target Moisture Reduction = 2.13 percentage points
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Figure 10: Predicted and test values of boiler efficiency improvement

The net unit heat rate, HRnet, was calculated from the following expression:
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Eqn. 4

Where:
HR cycle,gross Gross turbine cycle heat rate
B Boiler efficiency
Pss Total measured station service power (mills, fans, coal crusher, etc.)
Pg Gross unit power output

The relative improvement, HRnet in net unit heat rate is defined as:

HRnet = (HRnet, Wet Coal – HRnet, Dry Coal)/ HRnet, Wet Coal x 100% Eqn. 5

Theoretical and actual values of the net unit heat rate improvement are presented in Figure 11 as functions
of TM. The results show that HRnet values for the partially dried coal are consistently lower compared to the values
obtained with the wet coal. The average net unit heat rate improvement is:

HRnet, Prototype System, Test = 0.37 ± 0.14%

With the exception of one outlier test point, the results in Figure 11 show excellent agreement between
theoretical predictions and test results. With four prototype coal dryers in service and target total coal moisture
reduction of 8.5 percent, the predicted improvement in net unit heat rate is:

HRnet, Prototype System, Target Moisture Reduction = 2.05%

Similar to the boiler efficiency, theoretical calculations were performed to determine improvement in net unit
heat rate that would be achieved by the full-scale coal drying system at CCS. With four coal dryers in service and
target coal moisture reduction level of 8.5 percent the net heat rate improvement would be:

HRnet, Full-Scale System, Target Moisture Reduction = 2.39%
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Figure 11: Predicted and test values of net unit heat rate improvement

If VSDs were used for the fan flow control, fan power requirement would be lower compared to the currently
used flow control methods, Figure 12. For the prototype coal drying system and partially dried coal, the FD fan
power would be reduced by 0.94 percent compared to the IGV flow control, while the ID fan power would be 1.55
percent lower compared to the IGV/ID flow control. The PA fan power would be 1 percent lower compared to the IGV
flow control. The final result would be a 1.31 percent reduction in total fan power, and a 0.48 percent improvement in
net unit heat rate. To determine the overall performance improvement, the net heat rate improvement due to VSDs
needs to be added to the HRnet due to the partially dried coal. For the full-scale coal drying system at CCS
operating at target moisture reduction level, and VSD fan drives, the overall improvement in unit performance would
be close to 3 percent.

Figure 12: Effect of VSDs on fan power: partially dried vs. wet coal

Emissions

The reduction in NOx and SOx emissions, flue gas flow rate, and flue gas CO2 concentration, measured by
the plant CEM, achieved by firing a partially dried coal is summarized in Table 3. The reduction in flue gas mass flow
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rate (0.55 percent) is lower compared to the reduction in volumetric flow rate (0.73 percent) due to the change in flue
gas density. With a partially dried coal, the flue gas density is higher compared to the wet coal.

Table 3: Reduction in stack emissions, flow rate, and CO2 concentration due to drier coal

A 7.5 percent reduction in NOx mass emissions obtained with a drier coal is significantly higher compared to
the reduction in flue gas flow rate and cannot be explained by a flow reduction. This NOx reduction it is attributed to a
lower primary air flow rate to mill No. 26 handling a partially dried coal. From the NOx minimization tests, performed
by the ERC and GRE engineers at CCS in 1997 [9], it is known that NOx emissions at this plant are quite sensitive to
the primary air flow; NOx decreases as primary air flow is reduced.

With a partially dried coal, the primary air flow rate to the No. 26 mill was, on average, reduced by 12
percent. The recently performed modifications to the coal mills will allow the primary air flow to be decreased by
almost 30 percent. This will result in a further decrease in NOx emissions. With the full-size coal drying system in
service and the reduced primary air flows to the mills, the reduction in NOx emissions is expected to exceed 10
percent.

The reduction in CO2 mass emissions is proportional to the improvement in unit efficiency. For the prototype
coal drying system operating at a target moisture reduction of 8.5 percent, the reduction in CO2 emissions is
approximately 2 percent. For the full-size coal drying system, target moisture reduction, and VSD fan drives CO2

emissions will be reduced by approximately 3 percent.

With a partially dried coal, SOx emissions were reduced by approximately 1.9 percent, Table 3. The
decrease in SOx emissions is higher compared to the flue gas flow rate reduction. This is because with a lower flue
gas flow rate the flue gas bypass around the wet scrubber decreases (CCS is a partially scrubbed unit), resulting in a
higher SOx removal. With the full-scale coal drying system operating at a target moisture reduction level, the flue gas
flow rate to the scrubber will be reduced by approximately 4 percent, resulting in an additional reduction in SOx

emissions.

The reduction in SOx emissions for a full-scale coal drying system at CCS is expected to be significantly
higher compared to the prototype system. The difference is in the treatment of the segregation stream – a flow of
non-fluidizable material discharged from the FBD. The sulfur content of the segregation stream was found to be
significantly higher compared to the product stream because the pyrites, having higher density than coal, are
segregated out from the bed of fluidized coal. The full-scale coal drying system is designed to process the
segregation stream. After processing this stream will not be returned to the boiler and sulfur input to the boiler would
be reduced by 7 to 12 percent. By combining the reductions due to the lower scrubber bypass and lower sulfur input
to the boiler, the potential reduction in SOx emissions that could be achieved with the full-scale coal drying system at
CCS operating at a 100 percent capacity and target coal moisture removal level of 8.5 percent is estimated to be in
the 10 to 15 percent range.

The reduction in Hg emissions, achieved in controlled performance tests at CCS, is proportional to the
improvement in unit efficiency and is estimated to be in the 0.4 percent range. Similar to the SOx emissions, the
reduction in Hg emissions for the full-scale coal drying system at CCS is expected to be significantly higher
compared to the prototype. The Hg content of the segregation stream was found to be significantly higher compared

NOx Emissions -7.52
SOx Emissions -1.90
Flue Gas Flow Rate -Volumetric -0.73
Mass Flue Gas Flow Rate - Mass -0.55
Flue Gas CO2 Concentration 0.27

% Change

WRT WetDescription



to the product stream because, for the Falkirk lignite, a significant portion of Hg is bound to the pyrites that are
segregated out from the FBD. It is estimated that 15 to 20 percent of Hg could be removed from coal in the FBD by
segregation, resulting in a proportional decrease in Hg emissions. In addition, a reduction in flue gas moisture
content has a positive effect on Hg oxidation in flue gas stream. The oxidized mercury, Hg2+, is water-soluble and can
be removed in the wet scrubber, resulting in a further reduction in Hg emissions.

ON-SITE vs. OFF-SITE COAL DRYING

Although the main objective of the lignite fuel enhancement project at CCS is development of the on-site
coal drying system and demonstration of its benefits on unit efficiency and emissions, a part of the project activity
focused on exploring opportunities for producing dried coal for the off-site users. Theoretical calculations, performed
to determine effect of dried coal on boiler and unit efficiency, have shown that efficiency improvement that would be
achieved by firing the off-site dried coal is larger, compared to the efficiency improvement achieved by using the on-
site coal drying process, Figure 13.

Figure 13: Performance improvement: On-site vs. off-site coal drying

The difference is due to the losses associated with the coal drying process (FBD thermal losses, and
fluidizing air fan power requirements). These losses increase as more moisture is removed from the wet coal feed.
For a target coal moisture removal of 8.5 percent and the off-site dried coal, the improvement in net unit heat rate,
compared to the wet coal, would be 3.7 percent (1.3 percentage points higher compared to the on-site coal drying).
For a 15 percent coal moisture removal, the efficiency of the unit firing the off-site dried coal would be 6 percent
higher, compared to the wet coal.

MARKET POTENTIAL

The coal drying technology can be retrofitted to the existing power plants and should be integrated into a
new plant design to improve efficiency, reduce emissions, and improve plant economics. The effect of the on-site
coal drying on efficiency of subcritical, supercritical, and ultra-supercritical lignite-fired units is summarized in Figure
14. The results show that the efficiency improvement that would be achieved by reducing coal moisture by 15
percentage points is comparable to the efficiency improvement due to raising steam parameters from the
supercritical to ultra-supercritical conditions.
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Figure 14: Effect of on-site coal drying on efficiency of subcritical, supercritical, and ultra-supercritical units

For the off-site dried coal, the benefit of removing 8.5 percentage points of coal moisture is comparable to
the efficiency improvement due to raising steam parameters from the supercritical to ultra-supercritical conditions,
Figure 15. For a 15 percentage point moisture reduction, the benefit of coal drying outweighs the benefit of ultra
supercritical steam conditions.

Figure 15: Effect of off-site coal drying on the efficiency of subcritical, supercritical, and ultra-supercritical units

Considering the facts that 280 units in the U.S. burn high-moisture coals (Powder River Basin, and lignite)
and account for nearly on-third of the electric power generated from coal in the U.S. (more than 100 GWe), and that
sub-bituminous and lignite coals account for 52 percent of U.S. coal reserves, market potential for the low-
temperature coal drying/beneficiation technology in the U.S. is large. The world reserves of sub-bituminous coals and
lignites, presented in Figure 16 [10], show that world market for the technology is even larger.
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Figure 16: Recoverable world coal reserves by rank

CONCLUSIONS

A low-temperature coal drying process employing a fluidized bed coal dryer and waste heat was developed
in the U.S. by a team led by GRE and ERC. The benefits of firing partially dried lignite are being demonstrated at the
GRE’s Coal Creek Station using a phased approach. A prototype coal drying system employing one full-size fluidized
bed coal dryer was designed, constructed, and integrated into Unit 2 at Coal Creek in Phase 1 of the project.

The prototype coal drying system at CCS has been in almost continuous fully automatic operation since
February 2006 and has processed more than 300,000 tons of wet North Dakota lignite. Dryer inspections revealed no
wear or damage to its internals. With the prototype coal dryer in service, feeder trips for the mill receiving partially
dried coal were eliminated. This is because the oversize material, typically responsible for the trips, was either
screened out or discharged from the dryer with the rest of the non-fluidizable material.

Performance tests were conducted under controlled and regular operating conditions to determine dryer
performance and effect of a partially dried coal on boiler and unit efficiency, and stack emissions. With one FBD in
service, the boiler efficiency improvement of 0.37 percentage points was achieved. For a target reduction in total coal
moisture of 8.5 percent and four FBDs in service, the improvement in boiler efficiency is predicted to be 1.70
percentage points. The corresponding improvement in net unit heat rate would be 2.05 percent. The full-size coal
drying system would be more efficient, achieving 2.13 percentage point improvement in boiler efficiency, and
approximately 3 percent improvement in net unit heat rate.

With one FBD in service, NOx emissions were reduced by 7.5 percent and SOx emissions by 1.9 percent.
For the prototype coal drying system the reduction in CO2 and Hg emissions is proportional to the efficiency
improvement. Emissions reduction for the full-size coal drying system will be higher: NOx emissions are expected be
reduced by more than 10 percent, SOx emissions reduction is expected to be in the 10 to 15 percent range, the
reduction in Hg emissions is expected to exceed 15 to 20 percent.

Significant improvements in efficiency and reduction in emissions could be achieved by retrofitting the
existing sub-bituminous coal-fired units with a coal drying system, and producing dried coal for the off-site use. For
the maximum efficiency, the new sub-bituminous coal-fired supercritical and ultra-supercritical plants should be
designed and built with an integrated coal drying system.
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ABSTRACT

This paper demonstrates the commercial use of coal prep-waste as a partial fuel
replacement in cement manufacturing. Nearly 80 tons of coal prep-waste were used at a
Midwest cement plant operating with a preheater-precalciner process. Prior to its use,
the prep-waste was characterized and evaluated for its compatibility with the existing
plant fuel and operation. The material was blended with the regular fuel at 1:6 ratio and
directly introduced into the precalciner. During the demonstration, the overall operation
remained stable and realized several benefits as it: 1) imparted a nearly 15% energy
benefit in the form of fuel savings, 2) gained significant environmental benefits as it
reused the coal waste and did not cause any emission problems at the plant, and 3)
produced cement that exhibited comparable properties to that normally produced.
Cement test data collected from the demonstration are also discussed in the paper.

This technology is in the process of being commercialized. Cement plants will ultimately
require an economically viable fuel supplement for their energy intensive operation.
However, to expedite the commercialization of the technology, the local and state
governments may have to take a lead to encourage the users with economic incentives.

INTRODUCTION

Several million tons of prep-wastes are generated from coal cleaning operations in the US
each year. Except for a portion of the waste that is used for mine back-filling, the rest is
routinely disposed off in settling ponds. Years of accumulation have amounted to several
hundred million tons of waste. Components of this waste can potentially leach into the
ground and cause environmental stress. The prep-waste has not yet found a routine
beneficial reuse.

Prep-wastes typically consist of gangues and varying contents of residual coal. Typically
fine fractions of the prep-wastes are richer in coal residues than the coarse ones. Finer
fractions are generally pumped as slurry to the nearby waste ponds. In order to
investigate the viability of using prep-waste as a fuel supplement, several coal processing
facilities in the Midwest were approached. Their prep-wastes were tested and evaluated
for fuel contents and other properties compatible with cement plant requirements. A
Midwest prep-waste location meeting such criteria was subsequently identified. A large
amount of prep-waste from that location was procured, processed and used as a
supplement fuel in a Midwest cement plant. It was anticipated the demonstration would
facilitate fuel saving and lead to multiple benefits of 1) energy conservation, 2) waste
recycling, and 3) environmental improvement.



Nearly 80 tons prep-waste were processed and shipped to the cement plant for the
demonstration. Critical operational parameters were observed during the demonstration
that realized several, fuel, energy, material, environmental, and production benefits.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Material Collection and Characterization (Pre-Demonstration Testing/Evaluation)

By virtue of their high L.O.I., several samples of a prep-waste were collected from a
coal mine in the Midwest. The material was tested for fuel value, chemistry, and physical
make up to evaluate as a fuel supplement in cement plant. A composite of these prep-
wastes was analyzed for its chemical composition i.e. SiO2, A12O3, Fe2O3, CaO, SO3,
alkalies, and L.O.I. The sample was also tested for proximate analyses and trace metals.

The data in Table 1 indicate that the prep-waste is high in L.O.I. suggesting the material
to have reasonable fuel content. The prep-waste is also rich in SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, and
CaO, suggesting that the ash left after combustion would be beneficially incorporated
into the cement clinker. The material is also low in sulfur, which is always preferred in
cement operations to avoid preheater plugging.

Table 1. Composition of Composite Prep-Waste from a Midwest Coal Mine, wt. %

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O L.O.I.

29.70 8.35 3.14 2.31 0.79 1.33 0.49 1.29 52.69

Data on proximate analysis and trace metals, shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively,
indicate that the material with a fuel value of 6775 Btu/lb, is more like a “low grade”
coal. Also, the level of trace metals in the prep-waste is too low to be a cause of concern.

Table 2. Proximate Analysis in Coal Prep-Waste, wt. %
Moisture Ash Volatiles Fixed Carbon Btu/lb Sulfur

4.71 37.16 27.29 31.23 6775 2.43

Table 3. Trace Metal Concentration in Coal Prep-Waste, ppm
As Ba Cd Cr Pb Hg Se Ag

22 194 1 57 6 0.06 <1 3

The material is also particulate in nature; the average particle size appears to be close to
No. 100 sieve (150 μm). The sieve analysis was carried on a dried sample of composite
prep-waste. Typical particle size distribution of the prep-waste is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Particle Size Distribution of Coal Prep-Waste, wt. %

Particle size 4000 μm 850 μm 300 μm 150 μm Passing 150 μm

Retained 0.7 5.2 19.3 22.1
Cumulative 0.7 5.9 25.2 47.3 52.7

The prep-waste was also tested by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to determine
the heat value and volatilization temperature of combustible contents it might have.

 L.O.I. (loss on ignition) is also an indication of the carbon content in prep-wastes.



Figure 1. DSC plot showing exothermic peaks in prep-waste

Large exotherms starting around 200oC and peaking at 470oC (Figure 1), indicate a heat
release by combustion of residual coal in the prep-waste. However, the hump at lower
temperatures suggests the presence of low temperature volatile organic compounds
(VOC’s) which could cause emission problems for the cement plant. Therefore this prep-
waste was considered to be better suited for use in a precalciner where temperatures are
high to completely burn all components of the prep-waste.

After the prep-waste was tested as rich in fuel (6775 Btu/lb), low in sulfur (2.44%), and
having acceptable trace metal levels, a large amount of the material was prepared at the
mine site and delivered to the above mentioned Midwest cement plant.

Large Scale Preparation of Prep-Waste for Cement Plant Demonstration
Surveying and Sampling of Prep-Waste Pond. Prior to the dredging of the prep-waste, a
survey of the pond was carried out and several samples were collected (Figure 2 a,b).

a) b)

Figure 2. a) Prep-waste pond at coal mine in the Midwest, and b) sampling locations

The samples were subjected to a preliminary estimation of dryness (based on moisture
content), and fuel value (based on L.O.I.). The samples were collected from the top
8 to 12 inches of the pond surface. Top section of the surface was generally drier than
the overall material in the pond. The data on moisture and L.O.I. is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Moisture and L.O.I. in Prep-Waste Samples, wt. %
Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Moisture 27.3 29.5 30.4 26.7 27.8 28.7 26.0 27.7 27.3 25.6 29.7 26.2
L.O.I.* 64 66 76 65 65 66 74 63 60 61 57 71

L.O.I. was determined at 950oC on dry basis.



The moisture content of the prep-waste ranged from 25.6 to 30.4% with an average of
27.7%. The L.O.I. of the samples ranged from 57 to 76% with an average of 66%. The
L.O.I. suggested that although the material had a reasonable fuel value, the material had
to be dried close to 10% moisture in order for it to be flowable and blendable with the
regular coal to be usable by the cement plant.

Dredging and Hauling of Prep-Waste. A large amount of material was collected by
scraping the top 8 to 12 inches of the pond over an approximately 10,000-ft2 area
(Figure 3a). In order to have 80 tons of dry material, several truck loads of the prep-
waste were hauled and delivered to an open stage air-drying site (Figure 3b).

a) b)

Figure 3. a) Dredging of prep-waste from pond, and b) open stage air-drying site

Drying and Preprocessing of Prep-Waste. The dredged material was wet and sticky. In
order to dry it without elevated heating (to avoid the potential release of emission-related
species), the material was spread out in the open for air-drying (Figure 3b). The material
was frequently turned to expedite drying. In order to further enhance the aeration and
fowability of the material, a dry coal fraction available at the mine site was blended with
the prep-waste to have a bulk amount of about 80 tons.

Proximate analysis of the final material (Table 6) indicated that the blending with coal
fraction improved the fuel value to 9697 Btu/lb whereas the sulfur changed very little.
The moisture content of the final material was about 10%; which was acceptably dry and
flowable for the cement plant.

Table 6. Proximate Analysis of Prep-Waste Blend, wt. %
Ash Volatiles Fixed Carbon Btu/lb Sulfur

21.66 32.91 43.43 9697 2.67

Prep-Waste Delivery to Cement Plant. Nearly 80 tons (3 truckloads) of the final
material were delivered to the cement plant (Figures 4 a,b). The material was unloaded
into their coal storage area (Figures 5 a,b), where it was blended with the plant coal.

 Plant coal is the regular coal used as precalciner fuel.



a) b)

Figure 4. a) Prep-waste loading and b) delivery to the cement plant

a) b)

Figure 5. a) Unloading of prep-waste trucks in b) covered coal storage at the cement plant

Cement Plant Overview
As mentioned earlier, the cement plant is a dry process with a single stage preheater/
precalciner configuration. The annual production capacity of the plant is over 1.5 million
tons; the plant consumes about 70,000 tons of coal annually. The rotary kiln of the plant
operates on waste derived fuels, whereas the precalciner uses coal as the primary fuel.

A typical preheater/precalciner cement plant is shown in Figure 6. In a preheater, hot
gases from the rotary kiln heat the incoming raw material and provide 40% calcination
before it enters the kiln, whereas a precalciner achieves up to 95% calcination by flash
firing the material with fuel. The rotary kiln provides the final conversion of the raw
material and the clinker is later ground with gypsum into cement.

Figure 6. A cement plant showing a typical preheat
(Note: This drawing shows 4 preheaters but the p

Precalciner (where the prep-waste
was introduced as a fuel supplement)

Preheaters
(where the hot gases
from rotary kiln heat
the raw material before
it enter the kiln)

Raw material is
introduced here
er/precalciner configuration
lant only had 1 preheater)

Rotary kiln



The rotary kiln, and preheater/precalciner configuration of the cement plant are shown in
Figures 7 a,b,c,d.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 7. a) Cement plant showing precalciner/preheater tower, b) rotary kiln
c) precalciner and d) preheater

Kiln Burn and Operational Observations
The prep-waste was blended with the plant coal initially at 10% level; the blend rate was
increased to 15% as the demonstration progressed. The mixture of the delivered prep-
waste blend and the plant coal had a heat value of 12,054 Btu/lb and sulfur level of
1.54%. A short proximate analysis of the mixture is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Short Proximate Analysis of Prep-Waste and Plant Coal Mixture, % wt.

Even though the combined material was finer than the coal normally used at the plant, the
mixture required grinding. Due to its inherent moisture content, some operational
adjustments were made to accommodate the introduction of the material into the burning
system. Slightly more energy was required to grind the material in the plant’s coal mill.

Analyses Moisture Ash Btu/lb Sulfur

As-received 5.9 10.06 12054 1.54
Dry basis – 10.69 12810 1.64



Operational Parameters Monitored. The 15% substitution of the precalciner coal with
prep-waste was only a portion of the energy needed to complete the formation of clinker.
The control room constantly monitored the conditions within the kiln system and made
adjustments as necessary to keep conditions within normal operational parameters. The
categories of parameters observed during the use of prep-waste primarily included
material, fuel, production, emissions, and environmental aspects of the cement operation.
The impact(s) observed on the said parameters during the demonstration are summarized
in Table 8; where necessary, relevant comments are also incorporated for comparison.

Table 8. Summary of Observations made During Demonstration
Categories and Parameters Observations and comments
Material

Calciner coal blower rate (a function of
ease or difficulty in conveying)

Marginally higher precalciner blower amps
indicating the material was a little harder to
convey – most likely because of the
inherent moisture, a drier material will be
much easier to convey

Cyclone cone draft (air-flow rate) The by pass showed no change in flow
rates; draft pressure was normal – no
adverse plugging observed

Fuel

Fuel flow to coal mill A little more dry coal needed in the coal
mill – as expected a little more coal was
used to adjust the heat level

Coal feed rate to precalciner Calculated coal feed rate was little more
that normal – again adjustment was needed
in precalciner to maintain fuel level

Production

Kiln feed rate Normal kiln production – though a slight
increase in kiln production was observed
towards the later stages of demonstration

Emissions

Preheater exit CO No change observed
Preheater exit O2 No change observed
NOx level No change observed
SOx level No change observed
Environmental

Stack opacity No adverse effects

As can be seen from the operational observations in Table 8, the use of prep-waste
rendered a beneficial contribution as a fuel supplement and the overall operation was
smooth and predictable. There were no adverse effects on material, fuel, production,
emissions, or environmental issues during the demonstration. A slight improvement in
kiln production was observed towards the later stages of demonstration.



Characterization and Evaluation of Clinker
The clinker produced during the demonstration was characterized for its physical and
chemical properties and compared with those produced before and after the
demonstration. The following qualitative and quantitative tests were employed.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). Ground clinker samples were subjected to XRD analyses to
identify major crystalline phases and any variations caused by prep-waste use in the
precalciner. It must be emphasized that a 15% use of prep-waste should not incorporate
sufficient ash to the kiln feed to cause any variation in the clinker phases. XRD plots of
clinker produced during, before, and after the demonstration are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. XRD pattern of clinkers show major C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF free-lime peaks

Alite (C3S) and belite (C2S) phases are indicated by peaks at 32.2, 32.7, and 34.4
degrees. Peaks for tricalcium aluminate (C3A) and tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF)
are at 33.3 and 34.1 degrees respectively; peaks for C4AF are appearing as a shoulder in
these XRD patterns. A peak at 37.4 degrees indicates the presence of free lime (CaO).

The identical XRD patterns of clinkers – showing appropriate distribution of major
clinker phases and only traces of free lime content – suggests no adverse effects during
the demonstration compared to the control clinkers produced before and after.

X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF). The oxide analysis by XRF (Table 9) and the Bogue
compounds in clinkers (Table 10) confirmed the presence of major clinkers phase.

Table 9. Clinkers Oxide Analysis (ignited basis) and Bogue Compounds, wt. %
Analyte During Before After

SiO2 21.19 20.77 21.17
A12O3 5.81 5.78 5.95
Fe2O3 2.31 2.42 2.36
CaO 67.62 68.01 66.95
MgO 0.99 0.85 1.00
SO3 1.15 1.16 1.19

Na2O 0.13 0.10 0.12
K2O 0.74 0.77 0.80



Table 10. Computed Bogue Compounds in Clinkers, wt. %
Analyte During Before After

C3S 68 73 65
C2S 9 4 12
C3A 11 11 12

C4AF 7 7 7

Again, as can be seen, there are similarities between the contents of major phases for the
demonstration and the control clinkers – confirming that there was no adverse effect on
clinker chemistry as a result of prep-waste use in the precalciner. The chemical
composition and the computed Bogue compounds show clinkers to be of Type I/II.

Optical Microscopy. Polished sections of clinkers were examined by microscopy to
determine relative quantities and distributions of the major phases. Photomicrographs in
Figures 9 a,b,c show a reasonable distribution of the major phases in all clinkers.

a) b)

c)

Figure 9. Clinker produced a) before, b) after, and c) during demonstration show
formation and distribution of major phases, (field length = 560 μm)

Large angular (bluish) crystals are C3S, the round (brownish) crystals with lamellae are
C2S; the interstices are composed of C3A and C4AF. Large random round areas are pores.
Higher porosity often leads to better grindability of clinkers.

Testing of Cements per ASTM C 150 Specifications
The cements produced from clinkers before, during, and after the demonstration were
tested for compliance with ASTM C 150, "Standard Specification for Portland Cement."



Chemical compositions and Bogue analyses of cements as determined by XRF are shown
in Table 11. The standard requirements for cement are also given for comparison.

Table 11. Chemical Composition* and Bogue Analyses of Cements, wt. %
Analyte During Before After ASTM limits

SiO2 20.69 20.91 20.84 20 (min)
A12O3 5.73 5.69 5.93 6 (max)
Fe2O3 2.28 2.26 2.25 6 (max)
CaO 65.69 65.49 65.17 N.A.
MgO 1.24 1.31 1.41 6 (max)
SO3 3.35** 3.31** 3.28** 3 (max)

Na2O 0.14 0.13 0.14 N.A.
K2O 0.77 0.80 0.80 N.A

Bogue Compounds

C3S 59 57 54 N.A.
C2S 15 17 19 N.A.
C3A 11 11 12 N.A.

C4AF 7 7 7 N.A.
*Ignited basis, **Cements exceeding 3% sulfate are routinely checked by plant to meet ASTM C 1038

Chemical data indicate that cement produced during the demonstration is comparable to
those produced normally and meets the standard requirements for Type I/II cement. The
cements were subjected to the standard ASTM C 150 physical tests. Test data are shown
in Table 11; standard requirements for each test are also given for comparison.

Table 11. Data on ASTM C 150 Physical Tests on Cements

During Before After ASTM Limits

ASTM C 204 - Fineness, Air Permeability (Blaine), m
2
/kg

346 337 340 280 (min)
ASTM C 109 - Compressive Strength, psi

3-day 3650 3560 3810 1740 (min)

7-day 4880 4390 4390 2470 (min)

28-day 5700 5420 5950 4060 (min)
ASTM C 151 – Autoclave Expansion, %

0.05 0.03 0.05 0.8 (max)
ASTM C 185 – Air Content, volume %

6.9 7.2 7.8 12 (max)
ASTM C 191 - Time of Set, minutes

Initial 60 75 60 45 (min)
ASTM C 451 - False Set, final penetration, %

83 76 74 50% (min)

The data in Table 11 confirm that the demonstration cement meets the ASTM physical
tests requirements just as those produced routinely. The cements show normal setting and
strength characteristics within the acceptable range for Type I/II cement.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

Coal Prep-Wastes as a Viable Fuel Supplement
By virtue of being rich in fuel, prep-wastes can be used as a viable fuel supplement for
partially replacing coal in cement manufacturing. Given the conservative approach
exercised by the cement plant, the demonstration showed that the prep-waste replaced
15% coal. This could translate to several benefits such as: 1) high volume recycling of
the prep-waste, 2) eliminating waste accumulation, 3) reducing environmental stress,
and at the same time 4) conserving the fossil fuels that are otherwise purchased.

Coal Prep-Wastes Facilitate Predictable Operation
During the use of prep-waste, the cement plant demonstrated a predictable and smooth
operation – the plant did not encounter any processing, material, emission, product, and
environmental problems. The clinkers produced during the demonstration exhibited
similar chemical and mineralogical properties to those produced normally. Likewise,
cements produced during the demonstration also exhibited similar chemical and
physical properties conforming to the general purpose ASTM Type I/II cement.

Coal Prep-Waste Outlook
As realized in the demonstration, the use of prep-waste as fuel in cement manufacturing,
will positively address the issues of waste management and the related environmental
stress faced by the coal mines and cement plants. By adopting the technology, both
industries would benefit economically as well as environmentally.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on our experience, and dealing with both the coal mines and cement plants –
additional points to be considered prior to technology adoption are as follows:

1. A survey of the mine sites revealed significant differences with respect to physical
properties of the coal waste ponds. Cement plants require uniformity in composition
or compositional analysis to determine potential variability in materials supplied.

2. Other modes of introduction into cement kiln burning system such as mid-kiln
injection and insufflation from the firing end may be equally beneficial.

3. Transportation costs are higher on wet material. Methods of drying prior to shipment
are worth investigating. Two-way transport (back hauling) may reduce shipping costs.

Economic Incentives
Although the cement plants would ultimately require a viable fuel supplement for their
operation, we believe that, in order to commercialize the technology, the local and state
governments may have to take a lead to encourage the users with economic incentives.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (EDS) 
was used to understand the morphology and details of particulate matters generated from heavy fuel oil 
combustion. Several particulate matters were analyzed to understand the difference of particulate matters 
generated from heavy fuel oils with different properties. The main properties of heavy fuel oils were specific 
gravity, viscosity, asphaltene, CCR (Conradson Carbon Residue) and so on. Particulate matters were 
gathered from the exhaust duct iso-kinetically by the particulate sampling system (CE-22ASM). The CE-
22ASM was equipped with a sampling probe with a filter holder, a cooling device, two stage glass cartridges, 
a pump and a flow meter. A sampling probe with a filter holder was connected to the sampling port of the 
exhaust duct. This study shows the shapes, size distribution and trace metal contents of the particulate 
matters emitted from the combustion of several heavy fuel oils. There were bigger size particulate matters for 
heavier emission case. Trace metal contents in particulate matters were related with those of parent oils. 
 
Key Words: Combustion, SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy), EDS (Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence 

Spectroscopy), Particulate Matter, Morphology, Heavy Fuel Oil 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Particulate matter which is one of the major pollutants 
is inevitably generated after the fuel oil combustion, 
and the shape, size distributions and metal contents of 
particulate matters are closely related to fuel oil 
properties and combustion conditions.[1~4] 

Particulate matters generated from the gas phase 
undergo inception, coagulation and eventually surface 
growth and as a result, their typical size range from 3 
to 4 nm for the smallest metallic particles and to one 
hundred micrometer for the agglomerates. [8~12] 

Heavy fuel oils are the liquid fraction of crude oil 
which contains high molecular substances including 
harmful heavy metals and inorganic materials. [9~11] 
The major components included in the particulate 
matter are unburned carbon, sulfur compounds, iron 
and trace metal oxides and these are very harmful to 
human being. The trace materials are Si, V, Ni, Mg, Ca, 
Al, Cr, Br, etc. [5, 9, 10, 13, 14] 

The main purposes of this study are to understand 
the reduction effect of particulates, the trace metal 
distribution, and the morphology of particulate matters 
when the properties of fuel oils and combustion 
conditions are changed. Also the morphology and 
trace metal distribution with particulate size are studied 
to understand the characteristics of particulate with 
particle sizes. For this purposes, the Scanning 
Electron Microscope and X-ray fluorescence 
spectroscopy (EDS) are used. [15~21] 

 
 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS  
 
Burner System 
The typical oil firing arrangement is a central oil gun 
with a twin fluid (steam/oil) atomizer tip. The capacity 
of burner is about 800,000 kcal per hour, and the 
burner atomizer produces a spray of droplets from the 
fuel oil, which has been preheated to achieve a 
viscosity suitable for good atomization at the atomizer. 
The atomizing system used in this study is internal 
mixing type with steam as a spray media. So spray 
characteristics were good for different fuels, and 
combustion characteristics study depending on heavy 
fractions of HFOs was possible. The combustion 
conditions, i.e., combustion load and excess oxygen, 
were well controlled to meet the combustion test 
requirements. 
 
Fuel Composition and Particulates Emissions 
The 7 kinds of heavy fuel oils used in this study are 0.3 
B-C, QHD, VRDS AR, L/S AR, H/S B-C, N380 and 
ESA AR. 0.3 B-C oil is low sulfur heavy fuel oil which 
the content of sulfur is under 0.3 wt. %, and QHD 
means the heavy fuel oil made after the Quin Hwang 
Dao crude oil was treated. The VRDS AR is the heavy 
residue generated after it passed the VRDS (Vacuum 
Residue Desulfurization) Process, and L/S AR is the 
heavy residue which contains very low sulfur content, 
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similar to 0.3 Bunker-C oil. The H/S B-C contains 
sulfur under 4.0 wt. % and N380 is named as the 
meaning of new MF380 (Marine Fuel 380). The main 
blending stocks of N380 are cracked oils produced by 
FCC process. The cracked material produced by 
visbreaking has higher asphaltene content with 
different characteristics than that in the original 
distillation residua. Finally ESA AR means the heavy 
residue generated from the treating of Escalante crude 
oil, and ESA AR has very high kinematic viscosity. The 
detail fuel specifications used in this study are 
summarized in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. The properties of heavy fuel oils. 

 
 

The carbon No. distributions of seven heavy fuel 
oils were shown in Fig. 1. The graph shown in Fig. 1 
was acquired by SIM_DIS analysis and corresponds to 
ASTM_D86 data. As shown in Fig. 1, the carbon No. 
distributions over 80 are higher for HS_BC, N380 and 
ESA_AR, and this means that those fuels have more 
heavy fractions, and QHD, LS_AR and 0.3 BC have 
less heavy fractions.  

The heavy fractions of heavy fuel oils are closely 
related to the particulate emissions as shown in Fig. 2. 
It shows particulate emissions of 7 kinds of heavy fuel 
oils under various loads and excess oxygen. In case of 
ESA_AR flame, the highest level of particulate was 
emitted under almost all combustion conditions. This 
was predicted in the flame photographs which intense 
reaction zones are concentrated only on the central 
part of the combustor and the darkest flame existed. 
Particulate emission levels were relatively low in QHD, 
LS_AR and 0.3 B-C oils. Peak particulate emission in 
LS_AR was due to the flow obstruction caused by high 
pour point [30℃] and resulted incomplete combustion. 
Relatively high level of particulate emission of HS_B-C 

and N380 is considered to be higher level of 
asphaltene and heavy fractions. For most heavy fuel 
oils, particulate emission was higher for the low excess 
oxygen. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Carbon No. distributions of seven kinds of heavy 

fuel oils.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Particulate emission characteristics of seven 

heavy fuel oils.  
 
Particulate Sampling 
Particulate matters were gathered from the exhaust 
duct iso-kinetically by the particulate sampling system 
(CE-22ASM). The CE-22ASM was equipped with a 
sampling probe with a filter holder, a cooling device, 
two-stage glass cartridges, a pump and a flow meter. A 
sampling probe with a filter holder was connected to 
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the sampling port of the exhaust duct. The tube type 
glass fiber filter was pretreated in a silicagel bath and 
dry oven and weighed before and after sampling to 
determine the amount of particulates collected. [3~6] 
 
SEM and EDS System 
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with 
energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy 
(EDS) was used to understand the morphology and 
components of particulate matters.  The schematic of 
SEM and EDS system is shown in Fig. 3.  

The electron bundle generated from the electron 
gun is accelerated by acceleration voltage and hit the 
specimen. The energy of the accelerated electrons is 
about 20keV. The interaction between electrons and 
specimen generates various signals, such as 
secondary electron, backscattered electron, X-ray and 
auger electron, etc. In these signals, secondary 
electrons and backscattered electrons are the sources 
of SEM images and X-ray signals are the sources of 
EDS. [3, 6, 13, 14] 

In this study the microscopic images were obtained 
with normal SEM of JSM/5900LV (JEOL, Japan) with 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector 
7274 (OXFORD INSTRUMENTS LTD). The resolution 
of SEM image is 3.0 (for High Vacuum) ~ 4.5 nm (for 
Low Vacuum) and the acceleration voltage is 0.3~30 
keV and operating vacuum range is 1~270Pa.  

For the analysis of particulate matters, we used an 
acceleration voltage of 20 keV, working distance of 
10mm and EDS collection time of 70s. Every specimen 
was coated with gold for SEM images and EDS results. 
 

 
Fig. 3 SEM and EDS system (By courtesy of the JEOL) 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
SEM Images of Seven Heavy Fuel Oils 

The     The SEM images of thimble filter and particulate matters 
generated from 7 kinds of heavy fuel oils combustion 
are shown in Fig. 4. These SEM images are acquired 
from the thimble filter after the particulate are collected 
by iso-kinetic sampling at combustion condition of 50% 
load and 2% excess oxygen. The major components of 
thimble filter(88R, 25x90mm, Toyo Roshi Kaisha, Ltd) 
are SiO2, and it consists of cylindrical type with 0.2~2.4 
㎛.  

As shown in Fig. 4, relatively low level of particulate 
was generated for QHD, LS_AR, VRDS_AR and 0.3 
BC, and higher level for HS_BC, N380 and ESA_AR. 
For HS_BC, N380 and ESA_AR, the size of particulate 
matters is very large and the particulate shapes are 
very amorphous and peculiar. In case of QHD, which 
emitted the lowest level of particulate matters, the 
diameter of particulate was under 15㎛, and most of 
sub-micron sized particulate matter was emitted for 
VRDS AR and L/S AR. The trend of particulate 
emissions shown in Fig. 2. is reconfirmed through 
these SEM images. 
 

 
Fig. 4 SEM images of thimble filter and particulate 

matters generated from 7 kinds of heavy fuel 
oils combustion at the combustion conditions 
(Load: 50%, Excess O2: 2%). 

 
Analysis of 0.3 Bunker-C Oil PMs 
 Four types of particulate matters were shown in Fig. 5 
for 0.3 Bunker-C oil. The shapes are similar to the 
sphere with pores, but the size and distribution of pores 
are very different. The typical EDS data for Type A are 
shown in Fig. 6, and organic and trace metal contents 
are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The major component of 
particulate matter for type A is carbon (about 96 wt. %) 
and the trace metals are Ni, Ca, Mn, Mg, Fe, Zn, Na, Si, 
and V. As the size and number of pores diminish, the 
carbon content decreased and oxygen content 
increased. This means that as the combustion is  
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Fig. 5 SEM images of particulates emitted from 0.3 B-C 

combustion 
 

 
Fig. 6 EDS data of particulate A  

(Load: 50%, Excess O2: 4%) 
 

 
Fig. 7 Variations of organic compounds with 

particulate type (Load: 50%, Excess O2: 4%) 

 
Fig. 8 Variations of metal contents with particulate type 

(Load: 50%, Excess O2: 4%) 
 
progressed, the carbon content decreases and oxygen 
content increases because of the metal oxide formation. 
The sulfur contents of 4 types of particulates are similar. 
As shown in Fig. 8, as the pore and porosity decrease, 
the content of Fe and Zn increase and Ni content 
decrease. 
 
PMs Analysis with Combustion Conditions and 
Particulate Size Variation 
The SEM images of particulate matter for H/S BC and 
ESA AR are shown in Fig. 9 for excess oxygen 
concentration 2 and 4%. As oxygen concentration 
increase, the pore size and particulate emission are  
 

 
Fig. 9 SEM images of H/S B-C and ESA AR. 
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0.3 B-C 

3.07㎛ 5.10㎛ 9.54㎛ 12.70㎛ 16.60㎛ 21.40㎛ 

QHD 

3.67㎛ 6.74㎛ 9.60㎛ 12.20㎛ 16.60㎛ 83.80㎛ 

L/S AR 

2.98㎛ 5.23㎛ 9.44㎛ 11.90㎛ 16.30㎛ 24.30㎛ 

H/S B-C 

3.41㎛ 5.26㎛ 9.68㎛ 12.20㎛ 16.20㎛ 22.30㎛ 
Fig. 10 The SEM images of seven kinds of heavy fuel oils with particulates size variations. (To be continued) 
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ESA AR 

3.67㎛ 6.98㎛ 7.62㎛ 11.50㎛ 16.80㎛ 23.70㎛ 

N380 

3.60㎛ 5.25㎛ 9.37㎛ 11.60㎛ 19.60㎛ 24.50㎛ 

N380 with 
combustion 

additive 

3.50㎛ 5.99㎛ 9.86㎛ 11.90㎛ 16.60㎛ 24.00㎛ 
Fig. 10 The SEM images of seven kinds of heavy fuel oils with particulates size variations. 
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decreased. In case of ESA AR, more particulate matters 
are generated from the combustion because of heavier 
fraction in fuel oils. 

The morphologies of particulates with size variations 
are shown in Fig. 10. The shapes of 0.3 B-C oil are 
typical spherical type with pores and as the size of 
particulate matters decreases under 3 ㎛, the number of 
pores decreases. The shapes of QHD particulate 
matters are very different from those of 0.3 B-C oil. 
There are many spherical and amorphous types. And 
most of the particulate matters are not hollow. The 
particulate size of QHD over 10 ㎛ is very rare but very 
big particulate matter about 83.8 ㎛ is also captured. 
Most small particulate matters are generated from 
gaseous and light fraction and the large particulate 
matters are generated from the heavy fraction in QHD 
oil because the heavy fraction is hard to burn and needs 
much time for burning. The particulate shapes of low 
sulfur AR and VRDS AR are similar to 0.3 bunker-C oil, 
but have fewer pores than those of 0.3 bunker-C oil. 
The particulate shapes of high sulfur bunker-C oil are 
similar to 0.3 bunker-C oil, but they seem to have fewer 
pores than those of 0.3 bunker-C oil and seem to be 
much heavier. The shapes of ESA AR particulate 
matters are very diverse and peculiar. They have no 
specific shapes. The shapes are amorphous and bone-
like ring and sphere with and without pores. ESA AR 
has the largest heavy fraction than any other fuel oil, 
and has the biggest particulate emission. N380 (new 
marine fuel) has also very high particulate matters with 
high portion of heavy fraction. The shapes of N380 
particulate matters are similar to those of 0.3 bunker-C 
oil. The shapes of particulate matters with combustion 
additive are different. The particulate matters of N380 
with combustion additive seemed to have burnt more 
than those without combustion additive and the 
particulate sizes became much smaller because of 
catalytic reaction. 

 The major component variations of 0.3 bunker-C 
PMs with size variations are shown in Fig. 11. The 
carbon contents of most particulate matters are over 
80%, but as the size of particulate matters decreases, it 
seemed to diminish the carbon contents too. This 
means that as the particulate size decreases, the 
combustion seems to be more progressed. This is 
reconfirmed by the fact that as the particulate size 
decreases, the oxygen concentration increases due to 
increased metal oxide formation which is the reason of 
more complete combustion phenomena. The silicon and 
sulfur contents are similar irrespective of the sizes of 
particulate matters, but if the sizes of particulate matters 
are under 5㎛, there was no remained sulfur.  
   The trace metal contents for PMs size variations are 
shown in Fig. 12.  The main components of PMs are C, 
O, S and Si and the trace metals are Fe, V, Ni, Na, Mg,  

 
Fig. 11 Major component variation of 0.3 bunker-C PMs 

with PMs sizes. 
 

 
Fig. 12 Trace metal contents for PMs size variations of 

0.3 bunker-C oil.. 
 
Ca, Mn, Al and Zn. Most trace metal contents are under 
0.2 wt.%, and when the particulate sizes are under 5㎛, 
Ca and Zn contents are relatively high. 
   The particulate number of seven heavy fuel oils with 
particulate sizes is shown in Fig. 13. Most particulate 
sizes are under 5㎛, but for the particulate sizes over 
10 ㎛, most particulate matters are those of ESA AR, 
N380 and High Sulfur bunker-C oils which have higher 
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heavy fraction in fuel oils. It is important to note that the 
number of EAS AR particulate is highest near 9 ㎛ of 
particulate size because it reflects the highest 
particulate emission of ESA AR. 
   The numbers of PMs of high sulfur bunker-C oil for 
different combustion loads and combustion conditions 
are shown in Fig. 14. For the higher combustion load, 
the particulates over 15 ㎛ are much more, and for the 
lower excess oxygen concentration, the particulate 
emissions are much higher. 
 

 
Fig. 13 No. of PMs for seven heavy fuel oils. 
 

 
Fig. 14 No. of PMs of high sulfur bunker-C oil for 

different combustion loads and combustion 
conditions. 

CONCLUSION 
In this study, we analyzed the morphology, size 
distributions, and metal contents of the particulate 
matters generated from seven heavy fuel oils. The 
conclusions are as follows. 
(1) The emission of particulate matters are larger in 

case of higher specific gravity, CCR(conradson 
carbon residue), kinematic viscosity, asphaltene 
and heavy fractions of HFOs. 

(2) The morphology of particulate matters is closely 
related with the heavy fuel oil specifications. The 
shapes of particulate matters are amorphous and 
sphere with pores. 

(3) The morphology of ESA AR particulate matters is 
very amorphous and the sizes are very large 
because of higher heavy fraction in fuel oil.  

(4) The major components of PMs are C, O, S and Si 
and the trace metals are Fe, V, Ni, Na, Mg, Ca, 
Mn, Al and Zn. 

(4) Most of the particulates sizes are under 5㎛, and 
the higher heavy fractions of HFOs, the bigger 
and larger particulate matters.  

 
NOMENCLATURE 
AR 
ASTM 
EDS 
ESA 
FCC 
GHV 
H/S 
L/S 
MF 
N380 
ND  
PM 
QHD 
SEM 
SIM_DIS 
VRDS 
W&S 

Atmospheric Residue 
American Standard Testing Methods 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
Escalante Crude Oil 
Fluidized Catalyst Cracking 
Gross Heating Value 
High Sulfur 
Low Sulfur 
Marine Fuel 
New Marine Fuel 380 
Not Detected 
Particulate Matter 
Quin Hwang Dao Crude Oil 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Simulated Distillation 
Vacuum Residue Desulfurization 
Water and Sediment 
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ABSTRACT 

Knowledge of speciation or chemical form of elements in flue gases and ashes of coal-fired power plants is vital for the 
understanding of processes and the prediction of operational, environmental and health effects. Slagging and fouling are 
influenced by the speciation of (macro) elements too. Deactivation of the DeNOX is also influenced by certain elements in 
combination with their speciation. Four example's are given. a) The capture of mercury depends very strongly on the speciation. 
b) The European Waste Catalogue (EWC) is another important example Coal fly ash (CFA) from co-combustion has to be 
investigated on their toxicological properties by the presence and levels of the compounds (speciation of elements) E.G. 
carcinogenic compounds of As, Be, Cd, Co, Cr and Ni can be present in coal fly ash. c) Leaching of certain compounds of e.g. 
Cr and Se in CFA could be a problem if CFA is used in e.g. road construction. d) The personal exposure limits (PEL) of workers 
to CFA could be a problem by co-combustion of petroleum cokes for certain compounds of V. 

In Europe new technologies will be applied in pf-coal-fired boilers to enhance power plant efficiencies (Ultra Super Critical 
boilers or USC) and to reduce or overcome C02-emissions (high percentages of co-firing biomass and Oxyfuel). This paper 
presents research by means of thermodynamic equilibrium calculations on the speciation of (trace-) elements present in flue 
gases and ashes of pf-coal-fired power plants using high percentages (>IO%) of co-firing of biomass and new techniques such 
as USC and Oxyfuel Theoretical calculations will be verified with measurements as much as possible. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The knowledge of speciation of trace elements in fly ash is important in a number of fields However its measurement is difficult 
as concentrations are quite low e g measured concentrations are lying in region of 20 mgikg for As and 120 mgikg for Cr This 
means that XRD analysis can not be applied for these elements Although knowledge about the chemical form of the elements 
can be gained by leaching tests they don t give a decisive answer because reactions with water can occur Also different 
leaching tests give varying results XANES is a method by which directly, so without dissolution the valence of a selected 
element can be measured in a solid substance This method has been used to determine the speciation in coal fly ash for e g 
As Cr Ni, S, Zn 

To calculate complex thermodynamic equilibriums, KEMA has the disposal of the computer program FactSageTM. An overall 
description of this program is given in [Bale et ai. ,  20021 and a profound theoretical background is given in (Stam, 20061. 
Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations are a good tool to predict element speciation. The elements in the ashes are brought 
into equilibrium with the flue gasses and the composition is calculated with minimization of Free Gibbs energy. It has to be borne 
in mind that in a boiler, equilibrium is not likely to be obtained for all components, particularly not vaporized ones. Particles in a 
boiler are very rapidly heated and then cooled down in 1 - 3 seconds. This means that solid particles don't completely melt and 
crystal matrices in the coal ash do not completely disintegrate. The formation of certain compounds is constrained kinetically by 
the small chance of different elements to 'find' each other. The formation of compounds by reaction of compounds on the 
surface of fly ash particles with compounds that condense from the gas phase is likely (heterogenous reactions). An example is 
the formation of calcium arsenate by the reaction proposed by [Meij, 19951: 

3Ca0++As4O, i-0, -+Ca,(AsO,), 

However in the equilibrium calculated with coal firing in a conventional boiler calcium arsenate IS formed at 1000 "C but 
disappears at 800 "C The latter is a disintegration reaction that apparently not occurs as As is found as AsO4' (see [Huffman 
et a/  19941) 

In Europe new technologies will be applied in pi-coal-fired boilers to enhance power plant efficiencies (Ultra Super Critical 
boilers or USC) and to reduce or overcome COz-emissions (high percentages of co-firing biomass and Oxyfuel) Speciation 
measurements of elements in coal fly ash and fiy ash from biomass co-combustion are limited Equilibrium calculations provide 



understanding for reactions with coal combustion and offer a prediction for techniques such as USC and oxyfuel that are not 
established yet In this paper three cases are considered 1) coal firing in a conventionai pf fired power plant 2) co-combustion 
of 40% (e/e) wood in a pf fired power plant with a USC boiler and 3) co-combustion of 40% (ele) wood in an oxyfuel power plant 

2 OVERVIEW OF TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Conventional Dutch Power Station 

A conventional (Dutch) power plant lay-out is chosen as a basis for comparison. For the temperatures described below, it 
always holds that they are dependent of the design of the installation. The standard power station is equipped with the following 
flue-gas cleaning plants: an SCR, ESP and a wet scrubber. In addition, the flue gasses can be reheated before they enter the 

Super 

Figure 1 Layout of a typical conventional (Dutch) power plant with SCR, ESP and wet scrubber. Temperatures are stated at 
distinct points. 

stack see Figure 1 nr 2 This can be done in a heat exchanger where the flue gasses are heated to approximately 55 'C to 
rise aDove dew point This heat exchanger is optional and flue gasses can be transported from scrubber to stack with a 
temperature of 45 - 50 'C resulting in wet stack operation (one power station) In two Dutch power plants the heat exchanger 
nr 2 can also be a GGHE (rotating Gas to Gas Heat Exchanger) In other power stations reheating is applied by steam and by 
missing with the flue gases of a gas turbine In a GGHE the flue gasses are heated to 70 - 90 "C to prevent condensation of 
water in the installation and also to ensure a short visible plume from the stack The latter IS not obligated anymore and IS not 
likely to be built in (Dutch) power plants in the future 

The boiler has normally an end of furnace temperature of about 11 75 "C This temperature IS taken as an average and depends 
on design 1175 "C is used to compare with other techniques Flue gas temperature is 900 "C before the super heater tubes At 
the end of the boiler flue gas temperatures are 300 - 375 'C When the boiler is operated in part load temperatures will be 
lower down to approximately 200 "C Particles in modern Dutch boilers such as Amer 9 have a residence time of about 3 
seconds to ensure sufficient burnout 

Flue gasses enter the SCR with a temperature of 300 - 375 "C (or down to 200 "C when the boiler is operated in part load) 
Temperature increases only little due to the exothermic reaction in the SCR A divergent flue-gas channel lowers the input 
velocity from 20 to ca 6 [mls] With a length of 12 [m] the residence time is about 2 [s] Downstream SCR the flue gasses are 
cooled down in the air preheater (nr 1 in Figure 1) to 120 - 140 "C The residence time is about 10 [SI in the ESP Flue gasses 
leave the ESP with the same temperature and enter the heat exchanger nr 2 which is optional The heat exchanger nr 2 in 
new power plants is left out The flue gasses enter the scrubber with a temperature of 90 or 120 - 140 "C and are quenched 
immediately to a temperature of 45 - 50 "C The height of the scrubber IS 20 - 40 [m], average velocity is about 3 - 5 [mk]  so 



the residence time is about 5 - 10 [SI. Either the flue gasses enter the stack with a temperature of 45 - 50 "C or after preheating 
with 55 or 70 - 90 "C. The stack has an average height of 150 [m] and the velocity is about 15 [mls] resulting in a residence 
time of 10 [SI. In the various air ducts the speed is approximately 10 [mls]. Lengths of ducts can be rather high, e.g. due to 
retrofit of SCR, scrubber or GGHE. 

2.2 Co-firing of biomass 

SPENCE is a computer program for performing thermodynamic analysis of energy systems, developed by KEMA. SPENCE 
calculations show that with secondary fuels with a high moisture content (wood from trimming, chicken litter) the end of furnace 
temperature decreases (max. 45 [K] at 25% (ele) co-firing of wood from trimming) [KEMA, 20021 shows that co-firing of 
secondary fuel needs more air. This means that residence times decrease and consequently heat transfer decreases, resulting 
in an increased end of iurnace temperature (max 25 [K] at 25% (de )  co-firing of RDF). It depends on the combination of air 
needed and moisture content whether temperature increases or decreases 

The focus lies in this paper on co-combustion of wood which is a major co-iiring biomass that is co-fired in power plants in the 
Netherlands at the moment and is expected to be in the future as well, see [KEMA, 2007al. The ash content in wood is much 
smaller than in coal: 1.8% and 12 3% respectively. As a result, most concentrations of trace elements in wood are lower than in 
coal except for Cd, Mn and Zn, see Figure 2. We consider only clean wood and no waste wood from construction that contains 
increased levels of Pb and Zn. Also the content of free lime (CaO) is higher in wood ash. 
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Figure 2 Element distribution of coal, wood and woodlcoal blend of 40% (ele) (which is 54% (mlm)). Mass 
percentage of Ba in coal is 197 mglkg; Te in wood was always measured under the detection limit 

2.3 USC boiler 
Steam temperatures and pressures are raised in order to increase power plant efficiencies The technological challenges are to 
create (economically feasible) boiler materials that can withstand temperatures and pressures introduced with these steam 
conditions Also turbine blades have to deal with increase steam conditions. Steam temperatures and pressures are raised 
above the critical point, hence Super Critical (SC) When temperatures and pressures are raised further above the critical point 
(>600 "C and 30 MPa), it is called Ultra Super Critical (USC). Efficiencies can increase from 41% (supercritical) to 47% (USC) 
and in the future 55% is aimed at [Blum and Vanstone, 20051. 

The lay-out of the power plant does no differentiate from a conventional power plant with a subcritical boiler. Difference in USC 
power plants is found in the boiler, in design and materials, see [KEMA, 1994bl. When operating in part load or during start up, 
the boilers will operate under subcritical conditions. As the materials used in USC boilers are Ni alloyed steels, there is a need to 
build compact boilers with steam lines that are as short as possible. 

[Zeijseink et a/., 19981 show a comparison between an SC and a USC power plant. End of furnace temperature for SC is 1170 
"C for USC 1250 "C. The flue gas boiler exit temperature is given as 367 "C for SC and 384 "C for USC. An increase with 80 
and 17 [K] respectively. SPENCE calculations give a maximum flue gas temperature at the end of the furnace of 1300 'C and a 
cold boiler end temperature of 385 "C. When operating in the supercritical region, less heat is transferred with a temperature 
difference compared to subcritical steam. Difference is the enthalpy of vaporization. This means that when less heat is 
transferred to the steam in the evaporator, the end of furnace gas temperature increases. A possible consequence is increased 
slagging on the superheater area, see [KEMA, 1994133. A solution would be to further raise steam temperatures. but, with a 
temperature difference of 40 [K] added to steam temperature for the outside tube temperature, this is constrained by material 



properties Lower the furnace temperature is not an option since this will affect the efficiency of the boiler negative Residence 
times are not likely to change in comparison to conventional power plants 

With increased boiler temperature volatilization and melting is more likely resulting in a composition moving more towards 
equilibrium By large amounts of co-firing of wood this effect can (partly) be cancelled out Thermodynamic equilibrium 
calculations for power plants with USC boilers are the same as for conventional plants with subcritical boilers 

2.4 Oxyfuel 

One method of post-combustion C02 removal is firing fuel with high purity oxygen instead of air The Con can be removed more 
easily due to its much higher concentration The flue gas contains a high amount of C02 which can be removed relatively easily 
Air is separated producing O2 with approximately 95% (v/v) purity The fuel is combusted in the boiler producing a Hz0/CO2 flue 
gas from which the water is easily condensed Flame temperatures with higher oxygen Concentration in the feed gas get much 
higher in comparison with air firing To maintain the same heat exchange in the boiler part of the flue gas stream is recycled to 
moderate boiler wall temperatures and to reduce fuel NO, release 

Superheater 
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Figure 3 Indication of lay-out and some temperatures of oxy-fuel fired boiler for COa capture, lay-out afler [Jordal et all. The 
research on integration of flue gas cleaning is in progress, several options for lay out are possible. 

The recycle flue gas flow is abstracted after ESP (see foregoing Figure) to prevent particle build up in the boiler. In comparison 
to an air fired boiler the process parameters influencing the speciation of the elements (components) present in the gas phase, 
gas phase composition and temperature will change. Gas composition moves from a nitrogen rich gas to a C02/H20 rich gas. 
Other elements that are in the gas phase at boiler outlet (350 "C) are Ar, 02, N2, SOz, HCI. F, B, I, Se, As, Brand Hg. With a 
recycle flow of 2/3 this means that 1/3 of the boiler flue gas goes out. Inlet and outlet are equal in stationary operation so in this 
case the amount of C02 increases with a factor 3. This also holds for Ar, O2 and N a  but not for the other gaseous elements 
because they partly condense on the fly ash. Capture percentages are low for SOz, HCI and I, medium for F, B and Hg and high 
for Se and As In total, the effect of separating the nitrogen and recycle a part of the flue gasses is that the amount of gas in the 
boiler decreases and thus the boiler can be made smaller. This also means that partial pressures of volatized (trace) elements 
increase. 

Flame temperature increases with oxygen firing and increasing wall temperature arises as a consequence of higher gas 
emissivity Higher O2 partial pressures result into shorter reaction times and flame temperature increases A recycle flow with a 
high C02 partial pressure has a moderating effect on the flame temperature in comparison with air firing because C02 has a 
higher c, value than N2 The total effect depends on the combination of partial pressures of both O2 and C02  



The lay out of an oxyfuel-fired power plant will change radically in comparison to a conventional power plant It is expected that 
the flue gas cleaning wiil change How this is changed in detail is still unknown research by KEMA is in progress It is expected 
that due to air separation nitrogen IS present in small concentrations and no SCR is needed [Gampe et al 20061 indicate that 
desulphurization efficiency slightly degrades with increasing COz content in the flue gas The boiler pressure might be higher 
than normal air pressure to avoid leakage of air (nitrogen) into the boiler 

Residence time of none gaseous particles will decrease in a smaller boiler Gaseous compounds have an average residence 
time that is higher due to the recycle flow 

3 SPECIATION MEASUREMENTS AND EQU l Ll BRlU M CALCULATIONS 

3.1 Enrichment of elements is the ash 

After combustion of the coal ash remains In general the ash contains the same elements as were present in the coal, but 
enriched in the ash by a factor equai to 100/(ash content in %) However the enrichment in the ash depends on the type of ash 
and the particular element The term relative enrichment was introduced to properly describe the behaviour observed, see 
[Meij et ai 19831 and [Meij 19941 The relative enrichment factor ( R E )  is defined as 

[concentration in the ush of eiernenl x] u.vh conli'nl in % 

IO0 
RE lx) = 

[concentration in the fuel of element x] 

Based on the RE factor, elements can be grouped into three classes. The background of the classification is the behaviour of 
the elements during combustion in the boiler and further behaviour in the ducts, air preheater and ESP. The three classes are 
given in Table 1 and are based on full coal firing in the past [Meij, 19941. Class iI is further divided into three subclasses. These 
subciasses refer to the degree of volatility. 

Table 1 Classification of elements based on their behaviour during combustion in boiler and ducts with their Relative 
Enrichment factor (RE) 

in boiler but complete 
condensation in ESP on the ash particles 

collected in control devices such as the ESP 4, Fly ash as present downstream of ESP and PFA from last hopper of ESP (finest 
fraction) 

Class I elements are defined as elements that do not vaporise during cornbustion Their concentration in all ash types is the 
same (see Table 1). The RE factor is about one. 

However. for some elements there is redistribution among the various ash types, i.e. furnace bottom ash, PFA (collected) and fly 
ash (in the flue gases downstream of the ESP). Those elements are vaporised in the boiler. Concomitantly with the route of the 
flue gases through the boiler, ducts, air preheater and ESP, the temperature decreases from about 1600'C to about 120'C. 
Depending on the chemical compound, the dew point will be passed somewhere on this route and condensation will start. 
Condensation occurs on the surface of the fly ash particles. Also, particles can form through nucleation of vaporised material 
and growth through coagulation and heterogeneous condensation. The smallest particles have the largest specific areas. 
Therefore, on a weight basis. the condensing elements are found in highest concentrations on the smallest particles. All 
elements that condense within the installation are grouped in class II. The RE factor of the furnace bottom ash is less than 0.7 
because elements originally present in the vapour phase have no chance of condensing on the bottom ash particles. The RE 
factor of the PFA from the collection tank is about one for elements of class II; the factor for the smaller particles exceeds 1.3. 
The smaller particles are found in the last hoppers of the ESP and in the flue gases downstream of the ESP. 

Elements that occur in compounds with a low dew point condense only partly within the installation and, in the absence of an 
FGD plant, they are totally or partly emitted in the vapour phase. They are grouped as class 111. Their RE factors are very small 
(<< I ) ,  especially in the furnace bottom ash and to a lesser extent in the PFA of the collection tank. The RE factor of the 
smallest fly ash particles, as found in flue gas downstream of the ESP, can be high. An important distinction between class II 



and class 1 1 1  elements is the RE factor of the PFA-C For class II elements there 
is a deviation of 30% thus it lies between 0 7 and 1 3 For a class 1 1 1  element the 
RE factor of the PFA-C must be lower than 0 7 

Calculated speciation Literature Most likely speciation 
1000'C 750°C 350°C 120°C 25°C 

Ba s (BaO). BaSOJ BaS04 BaS04 BaSO, BaS04 Ba" 
(SQ) BaO in slag 

Cr s (MgO)' (MgO). Cr2(S04 )3 Cr2(S04 ) 3  Cr2(S04 ) 3  6 +/- 3% is (CaO). (cr203) Cr3+ 
(Cr203) (0203) Cr(VI) 2 ) ;  Ca-Cr- c r203  in slag 

0 complexes (Mg,Ca)CrO, cr6+ 

s (MnO) Mn2A14Sis0,e MnS04 MnS04 MnS04 Mn" I Mn" MnS04 Mn" 
possible 3i: (6%) 

3.2 Distribution of trace elements in fly ash 
The equilibrium calculations are performed with the computer program 
FactSageTM. Aside from gaseous and solid compounds, solution phases are 
defined to characterize high temperature silicate slags. Slags are chosen in such 
a way that all macro elements can solve in the slag. However, these slags have 
not (yet) been optimized for all micro and trace elements. This means that some 
of those elements will never be found in the solution phase. 

In Figure 4 it can be seen that Cu is distributed evenly over the fly ash particles, 
both spherical (glass) and none spherical particles with some enrichment at the 
surface. Same images have been made for Ba, Cr, Mn, Pb, Sr, V and Zn with 
same results. [Hulet and Weinberger, 19801, [Hulet et a/., 19801 and [Hulet et a/., 
19811 report that aluminosilicate / glass contains many trace elements as As, Cd 
and Pb. 

Figure4 Distribution of cu i n  in fly ash 
from co-firing of clean wood, 
cU is found in both non spherical 
and spherical (glass) particles. 
SEM image, element distribution 
determined with XRF. 3.3 Speciation measurements and equilibrium 

calculations 
Speciation of Class Ilc elements 

I Mn 1 
I 

Ba Cr and Mn are volatile in a very minor way The RE (enrichment factor) for these elements is close to 1 In equilibrium 
calculations for coal firing in a conventional power plant no significant amounts of gas phase of Ba Cr and Mn are found in the 
gas phase The pfedicted speciation of these elements with equilibrium calculations shows some similarities Below 
approximateiy 450 "C sulphates are the most stabie BaS04 is formed in eqUilibriJm just below 1000 "C so this speciation is 
quite iikeiy At higher temperatures Ba Cr and Mn are found as oxides dissolved into the siag or as mixing crystal with AI and / 
or Si 

(in slag) presumed at MnO in slag 
surface 4, {Mn2(S04)3}1i Mn3' 

Mn02 Mn4' 

[KEMA, 1999aI found with XANES that for Dutch fly ashes, ChrOmiJm is present predominantly as Cr(ll1). The amount of Cr(VI) 
is 6% +/- 3% (measurements were performed by Huggins). This complies with the equilibrium speciation of CrzO3. Cr leaches 
predominantly as Cr(V1) because Cr(lll) is not dissolvable in water, see [Fruchter et a/., 1990). 

Table 2 Speciation of Class 1Ic trace elements Ba, Cr and Mn with coal firing 



Equilibrium calculations for an USC boiler (which 
are in fact the same calculations as for 
conventional plants with subcritical boilers) show 
with co-firing of 40% (e/e) co-firing of wood 
formation of Cr03(g) above 1200 'C which is not 
the case with 100% coal firing. This is supported by 
XANES measurements at fly ashes from co- 
combustion with wood and 100% wood 
combustion. These measurements had KEMA 
performed by the University of Kentucky. Purpose 
is the determination of Cr(V1) concentration which 
is constrained for fly ash for the application in 

Calculated speciation Literature 
1000 "C 750 "C 3 5 0 T  120°C 25°C 

c o  s (COO) (COO) CoSOs CoS04 CoS04 not leachable 
(Cr~O3j (Cr2Od (H20j7 Coi* presumed 

at surface4' 
cu s (CUO) (CUOi CuS04 CuS04 c o S o 4 .  leachability 

(Fe203) (Fe203) (H~o)  (H20)3 insignificant 2i 

Cu2' presumed 
at surface 4i 

g CUCI, c u  CUCI, c u  

NiS04 NiS04 NiS04.  Ni", in Ni s (NiO). (NiO) 
(Fe20d (Fe203) (H20) (H20)8 combination with 

o 31; not 
leachable 2' 

cement The concentration Cr(VI) is much higher 
with wood (co-) combustion and seems to be 
reiated with the amount of free CaO which is more 
present in wood than in coal ash see Figure 5 A 
probable reaction mechanism is given in eq 3 

Figure 5 Correlation between amount of free CaO and the share of 
Cr(V1) in fly ash Fly ash samples are from wood co- 
cornbustion in Dutch coal-fired power plants and from a 
Dutch wood tired BFBC power plant 

which is supported by [Tauber 19881 stating that Cr(VI) leaches in the form of C r02  in alkali fly ashes 

CaO T CrO, 4 CnCvO .I (3) 

For an oxyfuel fired power plant with 40% (ele) the same speciation results are obtained as for a plant with a USC boller and the 
same amount of co-firing The formation of Cr(V1) by means of Cr03(g) is less than with USC 

Most likely speciation 

(COO) (Fe203) I CO" 
glass; COS04 

(CuO) (Fez03) I CU" 
glass; C U S O ~  

I 

(NiO) . (Fe203) I Ni" 
glass; {NiS04} 

Speciation of Class Ilb elements 

Co, Cu, Ni are elements which volatize in a minor way, but more than class IIc elements. In chemical equilibrium calculations no 
significant amount of Co in the gas phase is seen. Some Ni in the gas phase is found above approximately 11 00 "C. Cu is 
completely volatized above 1100 "C but no significant amounts are found below 800 "C. The predicted speciations of Co, Cu 
and Ni in equilibrium calculations show some similarities. Above approximately 500 'C, mixing crystals are the stable form: 
(MeO)(Fez03)(s) (where Me is Co, Cu or Ni) and below 500 'C (hydrated) sulphates MeS04 are the most stable. The valence is 
always Me". This complies with nickel found as Ni2' in XANES measurements by [Goodarzi and Huggins, 20041. CoS04, 
CuS04 and NiS04 are all good solvable in water. However, it was found by [Praharaj, 20021 that Co and Ni did not leach from 
coal fly ash and Cu concentrations were insignificant in the leachate. Also, [Goodarzi and Huggins, 20041 found Ni in an oxygen 
environment similar to that reported for silicate glasses. Other fly ashes analyzed indicate Ni" in an oxygen environment, either 
a spinal or NiO structure. Concluding it can be stated that the most likely speciation seems to be (MeO)(Fe203)(s) or a similar 
mixing crystal, or, Me0  dissolved in the slag. 

Co is predicted as (COO) . (FezO3) in the temperature range 1200 - 600 "C in a plant with USC boiler and 40% (ele) co-firing of 
wood. This speciation is different from coal firing where (COO) . (Cr203) was predicted but also this speciation is more likely 



considered that Fez03 is available in abundance unlike Cr203. Speciation of elements of class Ilb other than Co show no 
difference from coal firing. Calculation results for an oxyfuel boiler with co-firing are analogous to those of a USC boiler. 

Speciation of Class //a elements 

As, Cd, Pb, Sb, Zn are elements which are quite volatile In equilibrium calculations these elements are volatized all except for 
Zn which is only volatile partly above 1300 "C As and Sb show agreements as they are in the same group in the periodic 
system. Valences of 5+ and 3+ occur in calculations and measurements. Oxides are among the stable predicted forms in gas 
and solid phases. The formation of compounds by reaction of compounds on the surface of fly ash particles with compounds 
that condense from the gas phase is likely. Calcium arsenate is probably formed by the reaction proposed by [Meij, 19951: 

3CaO++As,O, i.0, +Ca,(AsO,), (1) 

Only little free lime is found in coal fly ash as the calcium compounds react with the silica based minerals during combustion. 
[Sterling and Helbe, 20031 conducted experiments with AsA06(g) in contact with both lime and calcium silicates: CaO, 
2(CaO).(SiOz) and (CaO).(SiO,) over a temperature range of 600 - 1000 'C . Ca3(As0& was found in all cases. No A s z O ~ S )  
was found indicating no physical absorption but only gas -solid interaction. The amount of calcium arsenate formed diminished 
with lower temperature and higher SiOz I CaO ratio. Solid complexes are formed by the reaction, presumed to be: 

3 (CuO)(SiO,)++As,O,  +O,  + Cu,(AsO,), +3SiO, (4) 

However, the equilibrium calculated is calcium arsenate which is formed at 1000 'C but disappears at 800 "C (coal firing) or 
600 "C (USC and oxyfuel) to form AsZO5(s), see Figure 6. The latter is a disintegration reaction that apparently does not occur 
because As is found as AsO? (see [Huffman et a/., 19941). Arsenic equilibrium speciation with USC and oxyfuel does not differ 
from coal firing in a conventional power plant. The speciation of antimony is also quite alike with the difference of the formation 
of SbOz(s) between 700 and 600 OC with both USC and oxyfuel. 

Table 4 Speciation of Class Ila trace elements As, Sb, Cd, Pb and Zn with coal firing 
Calculated speciation Literature Most likely speciation F 

et a/ 20021 and [Breslin and Duedall 19831 [Miraveta ef ai 20061 [Shoji et a/  20021 and [Huggins 20071 
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composition of arsenic with pure coal firing in 
a conventional boiler or a plant with oxyfuel 
and 40% (e/e) co-firing of wood 

Cd, Pb and Zn sulphates are predicted at 
lower temperatures for coal firing, USC and 

g 0 2 c i  1 4 oxyfuel Pb and Zn form complexes with 
g 

0 1u 

0 os 
0 or: 

aluminium oxide in case of coal firing, USC 
and oxyfuel. With oxyfuel also a short peak of i 
(CdO) (TiOZ) is found [Shoji et a / ,  20021 
investigated fly ash from eastern USA coal 
with XANES and found that the dominant 
speciation of Zn is ZnFezOa(s) [Huggins, 
20071 (personal corresponding) also found a 
variation in Zn speciation as a function of 

IIIOO 1 NO i w n  

particle size that indicates the formation of 
Figure 6 Equilibrium composition of arsenic in a power plant with a USC zinc sulphate in submicron ash and 

Zn(Fe,A1)z04 and ZnO in coarser fractions. 
This complies with equilibrium calculations where ZnA120c is stable at higher temperatures and ZnSOa condenses at lower 
temperatures. The zinc sulphate will condense on the surface of formed fly ash particles and will thus be enriched in the 
submicron particles due to the high surface / volume ratio. For the reactions to form Zn(Fe,A1)204 and ZnSOa, probably similar to 
reactions (1) and (3), it would seem logical that Zn is present as ZnO in the gas phase over a wide temperature range. It is also 
known that Zn is a volatile class Ila element. This is not reproduced with equilibrium calculations, neither for coal firing, USC and 
oxyfuel with coal firing of 40 YO (ele) of wood. 

boiler and 40% (eie) co-firing of wood. 

Speciation of Class 111 elements 

Hg, Se and Te are elements which are highly volatile. Calculations predict complete volatizing of all these elements. Te starts to 
solidify at 400 T ,  Se at 250 "C and Hg at 20 "C. The solid equilibrium phases are HgS04 (around 20 "C), MgSe03, Te02 and 
H2Te04. 

Table 5 Speciation of Class Ha trace elements Hg, Se and Te with coal firing 

Mercury is in the far most cases, no matter what form it is present in the coal, volatized during combustion and present as 
elemental Hg, see [Meij, 19951. Hg' is highly volatile and not soluble in water. Therefore most Hg' is emitted in the air. However, 
according to [Meij, 19911 elemental mercury can be converted into HgCl2 (which is less volatile) when HCI is present. The CI 
content in the fuel is positively correlated with this reaction. Mercury speciation is very important as the oxidized form of Hg. 
HgC12 favours a high degree of removal as well as presence of a SCR-type DENOX, see e.g. [Meij et a/., 20021. 

Equilibrium calculations show Hg(g) as the dominant species above 530 "C, below this temperature HgClz(g) is the dominant 
gas phase species, see Figure 7.  HgO(g) is only present in minor amounts. These calculations confirm the formation of HgCIz in 
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favour of Hg(g) at lower temperatures 
Liquid forms of Hg were also involved in 
the calculation but not calculated as 
present compound At very low 
temperatures (around 20 'C), solid 
HgSOa is stable with coal firing This is 

not the case with USC and Oxyfuel 
where Hg is in gaseous form over the 
whole temperature range see Figure 6 
Similar results were obtained for 
oxyfuel Coal firing shows the formation 
of HgS04(s) at 25 "C,  which IS, as 
HgC12, Hg" 

In leaching tests with fly ash Se is 
found as Se(lV) and Se(Vl) [KEMA, 

different ratio's in the porewater of a 
lysimeter with 
and Miller 19981 found Se(lV) as the 
predominant speciation [Yan et a/ 

20011 found Seo and SeO? as predominant in the particulate phase (valence Se(0) and Se(lV)) [Hansen et a/ 19841 presume 
Se to be present as Seo and selenite, Se03' (valence Se(0) and Se(lV)) [Meij, 19891 found Seo in the solid phase as well and 
explained that SO2 can act in the scrubber liquid a reducing agent to form Seo from Se02 SeOzcan react with Mg or Ca that is 
present in the fly ash particles as is found in equilibrium calculations where Se(lV) IS present as MgSe03, which also 
corresponds with [Hansen et a / ,  19841 who presume Se present as SeO? In thermodynamic equilibrium calculations from 
[KEMA 20001 Se(VI) is bounded as CaSe04(H20)2 under 120 "C With USC no major differences are found in speciation 
Oxyfuel does give a major difference selenate starts to condense already at 560 "C as BaSeOn This can not be explained 
readily Oxygen content in the boiler does not differ from USC or coal firing Although the partial pressure increases with 60% 
[KEMA 20001 showed no difference with increasing the concentration of Se in the flue gas with a factor 10 More research is 
needed on this subiect 
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Figure 7 Equilibrium composition of mercury in a power plant with a USC boiler 
and 40% (e/e) co-firing of wood 

fly ash 

Te shows no difference in speciation with coal firing USC and oxyfuel Gaseous TeOz condenses and can possibly react until 
TeOai 

4 CONCLUSION 

Knowledge of speciation of trace elements in fly ash is not very profound but, however, relevant for the further use of fly ash 
(e.g. concrete), mercury abatement, etc. Two new techniques are considered: USC and oxyfuel, both in combination with co- 
firing 40% (ele) of wood. In USC boilers end of furnace temperatures are higher but this effect is probably cancelled out by co- 
firing wood which contains a high percentage of moisture. Oxyfuel boilers have a higher temperature which makes equilibrium 
composition more likely. Furthermore flue gas composition changes from a Nz rich gas to a H20/C02 rich gas. Concentrations of 
gaseous trace elements, e.g. Se, Hg and As increase due to recycling. 

The equiiibrium cornposition of the solution phase (molten slag) shows often no presence of trace elements. This is refuted by 
XRF measurements combined with SEM EDS showing a homogeneous distribution of trace elements over glass (molten slag) 
particles and other particles. Calculation results indicate that the most likely speciation of the elements Ba, Mn, Co, Cu, Ni, As, 
Sb, Cd, Pb, Zn, Hg and Te does not change for USC and oxyfuel in combination with co-firing 40% (ele) of wood in comparison 
with coal firing in a conventional power plant. The amount of Cr(V1) measured with XANES in fly ash samples from co- 
combustion of wood is increased which complies with enhanced formation of Cr03(g) above 1200 'C, The formation of Cr(VI) 
seems to be related with the availability of free lime (CaO). 
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ABSTRACT  
 
This study demonstrates the use of Class F fly ash in combination with lime or lime kiln 
dust in the full depth reclamation (FDR) of asphalt pavements.  FDR is a process of 
pulverizing a predetermined amount of flexible pavement that is structurally deficient, 
blending it with chemical additives and water, and compacting it in place to construct a 
new stabilized base course. With funding from the Ohio Coal Development Office, two 
existing failed asphalt pavements in the fastest growing counties of Ohio were 
rehabilitated in summer of 2006 with Class F fly ash in combination with lime and lime 
kiln dust.  After the construction, relationships for the service performance and structural 
behavior of the FDR pavements were monitored to determine how the fly ash sections 
compared to other more traditional pavement rehabilitation techniques. Service 
performance and structural behavior were determined with the use of sensors 
embedded in the road and Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) tests. Results of the 
FWD tests conducted up to 3 months after road reclamation show that Class F fly ash 
can be used successfully in combination with lime kiln dust or lime for FDR work to 
obtain resilient modulli values ranging from 500 to 750 ksi or more. Long-term 
monitoring of the pavement response will be carried out till December 2008. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
In the United States many of the almost two million miles of asphalt roadways are 
severely distressed and in need of repair or replacement. Over the last few decades, 
increasing traffic demands combined with decreasing funding for repairs, environmental 
concerns and an emphasis on safe, efficient, transportation systems have stimulated 
research and field demonstration projects to explore methods to reuse and recycle 
pavement materials.  

 
In response to this need, the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and 
Geodetic Science at The Ohio State University (OSU) has partnered with the two fastest 
growing counties in Ohio (Delaware and Warren) to construct and monitor two county 
roads in which sections of failing asphalt pavements were reclaimed and recycled. 



Class F fly ash generated from Ohio coal at the Zimmer power plant was used in the 
reclamation process.   

 
At both locations  the full depth of the asphalt wearing surface plus the  base, subbase 
and a pre-determined amount of the underlying existing subgrade soil were uniformly 
pulverized, blended with chemical additives (Class F fly ash in combination with lime or 
lime kiln dust), and compacted to construct a new stabilized base course. An asphalt 
overlay was then placed over the newly reclaimed and stabilized base.  
 
The Class F fly ash provides the silica and alumina needed for cementitious reaction 
with lime to increase the strength, stiffness, and durability of the stabilized base layer. In 
addition fly ash acts as a mineral filler to fill the voids in the granular pulverized 
pavement mix, reducing the permeability of the FDR stabilized base layer.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Blending fly ash with pulverized base material 
 

 
 
OBJECTIVE AND GOAL 

 
The overall objective of this work is to demonstrate the effective use of Class F fly ash 
in combination with lime or lime kiln dust in the full depth reclamation (FDR) of asphalt 
pavements. The goal of the proposed program is to establish field-verified relationships 
for the service performance, structural and environmental behavior of FDR pavements 
constructed using lime-activated fly ash. 

 
Two highway pavements were constructed and instrumented in 2006, and will be 
monitored for two years. This project will demonstrate that when fly ash in combination 
with lime or lime kiln dust is properly incorporated into FDR reconstruction of a flexible 
pavement, its use can be economically attractive while offering increased structural and 
service performance, 
 



DELAWARE COUNTY PAVEMENT 
 

Delaware County (located 20 miles north of Columbus) is the fastest growing county in 
Ohio. In collaboration with the Delaware County Engineer's Office, Section Line Road 
between State Route 42 and Home Road was selected for FDR reconstruction in 2006. 

 
The section of the road selected for study measured 4.1 miles in length. Roadway width 
is 20 feet with minimal shoulders, with an asphalt surface thickness ranging from 5.25 to 
14 inches (average of 10.28 inches). The original pavement was underlain by a base 
course ranging from 1 to 11 inches (average of 5.18 inches) thick. 

 
The pavement sampling and design was the responsibility of EDP Consultants in 
collaboration with OSU. Nine sections were constructed using the following six mixes:  

 
• 4-percent lime with 6-percent fly ash, 8-inch stabilization depth (0.7 mile)  
• 5-percent lime kiln dust with 5-percent fly ash, 8-inch stabilization depth (0.6 

mile)  
• 3-percent lime kiln dust with 1.4 gallons per square yard emulsion, 8-inch 

stabilization depth (0.7 mile)  
• 5-percent cement, 12-inch stabilization depth (0.8 mile)  
• 2-percent cement with 1.6 gallons per square yard emulsion, 8-inch stabilization 

depth (0.3 mile)  
• 5-inch mill and fill (two 0.1-mile sections at the north and south ends of the 

project, and a 0.7-mile as well as 0.1-mile sections near the middle of the 
project). 

 
The FDR rehabilitation of Section Line Road began in August, 2006. Strawser Paving 
first milled and removed 5 inches of the existing pavement. Base Construction then pre-
pulverized the remaining pavement materials to the appropriate depth as listed above.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Compaction of the FDR base layer in Delaware County. 
 

The pulverized pavement materials were then treated with the design admixtures. Water 
was added to the mix and it was compacted immediately (see Figure 2). Pavement 



resurfacing with 5 inches of hot mix asphalt followed a specified curing interval. All work 
was completed by mid-October. 

 
 

WARREN COUNTY PAVEMENT 
 

Warren County, near Cincinnati, is the second fastest growing county in the state. The 
Long Spurling Road (County Road 171) located in the southeastern part of the county in 
Harlan Township between SR132 and the north driveway to the LM Animal Products 
Plant was chosen by the Warren County Engineer's Office for FDR construction. The 
failing pavement was 0.4 miles in length, 20 to 21 feet in width with minimal shoulders 
and a 2-inch asphalt layer on top of 4 to 6 inches of chipsealed pavement. 
 
As was the case for the Delaware County project, EDP Consultants designed the new 
pavement system in collaboration with OSU. Two sections were constructed:  
 

• 4-percent lime with 6-percent fly ash, 12-inch stabilization depth (0.32 mile)  
• 5-inch mill and fill (0.08 mile) 
 

The FDR rehabilitation of the Long Spurling Road was begun in July, 2006.  Strawser 
Paving milled and removed 4 inches of the existing pavement asphalt surface. Base 
Construction pre-pulverized the remaining pavement materials to a depth of 12 inches. 
Lime and fly ash were added to the pulverized pavement materials to a depth of 12 
inches. Water was added to the mix and it was compacted immediately. Resurfacing the 
pavement with 4 inches of hot mix asphalt (see Figure 3) was completed by mid-
September. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Resurfacing with hot mix asphalt in Warren County. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
PAVEMENT INSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING 

 
During construction, the Delaware and Warren pavement sections were instrumented 
with the following structural and environmental monitoring devices:  
 

• Strain gauges at bottom of asphalt layer (see Figure 4) 
• Pressure cells at bottom of stabilized base layer (see Figure 5) 
• Pore pressure devices at bottom of stabilized base layer  (see Figure 5) 
• LVDTs for measuring vertical deflections of pavement (see Figure 5) 
• Lysimeters installed within the stabilized base to monitor leachate quality. 
 

Data collection from the above monitoring devices is being carried out on a quarterly 
basis. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Placement of the strain gauge at the top of the FDR layer in Delaware County. 
 

 
Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) tests (to measure pavement load deflection 
behavior and calculate the insitu resilient modulus of pavement base) are being carried 
out by the Ohio Department of Transportation. FWD tests were conducted immediately 
before construction, directly after construction, and will be carried out twice a year to 
determine the longer-term elastic moduli of the various sections constructed in this 
project. 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5: The OSU pavement instrumentation installed at the bottom of the FDR layer 
(left to right) — pressure cell, pore pressure device and LVDT base — in Warren 

County. 
 

 
 
FWD RESULTS 

 
Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) tests were carried out before pavement 
rehabilitation and within three weeks of paving for both the Warren County site and the 
Delaware County site. Additionally FWD tests were carried out at 3 months after paving 
at the Warren County site. 
 
The FWD test data was processed using MODCOMP3, a popular FWD back calculation 
software, to determine the elastic modulli of base layers. MODCOMP uses the FWD 
deflection profile along with theory of elasticity and an iterative process to fit elastic 
moduli to the layers of the flexible pavement. The required inputs to the program are the 
FWD data (including deflections, sensor spacing, etc.), layer thicknesses (determined 
from borings), and Poisson’s Ratio of the layers (usually from 0.35 to 0.45). 
 
Figure 6 and 7 summarize the base layer resilient modulus values back-calculated 
using FWD field data for Delaware and Warren counties, respectively. It can be seen 
that pavement sections stabilized with fly ash showed large increases in stiffness 
compared to pre-reclamation base stiffness modulli values.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Delaware County resilient modulus vs. road distance 

(Note - Typical resilient modulus values are from Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design 
Guide 2004, FHWA4) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Warren County resilient modulus vs. road distance 
(Note - Typical resilient modulus values are from Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design 

Guide 2004, FHWA4) 
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Figure 6 for Delaware County pavement site gives a comparison of six different mixes. It 
can be observed that shortly after construction was completed, the fly ash+LKD section 
modulli values were comparable to those of the cement section. The fly ash+lime 
resilient modulli values were slightly lower than that for fly ash+LKD. The 
cement+emulsion and LKD+emulsion sections exhibited lower stiffness values. The 
control section base layers saw little or no increase in modulli values (as expected). In 
general, the resilient modulus values obtained were comparable to typical values for soil 
cement (500 ksi) to open graded cement stabilized aggregate (750 ksi). 
 
Figure 7 shows back-calculated resilient modulus values for Warren county pavement 
site before construction, within three weeks after construction, and 3 months after 
construction. As in Delaware County site, fly ash+lime section elastic modulli values 
were in the range of 100 to 500 ksi. The 3-month resilient modulli values for lime+fly ash 
section were more than twice that at 3 weeks due to curing of section with time. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
  
In this research project two test roads were developed to determine how Class F fly ash 
combined with lime or lime kiln dust (LKD) can be used in Full Depth Reclamation 
(FDR) of asphalt pavements. Two Ohio counties, Warren and Delaware, partnered with 
The Ohio State University to develop two test pavements. These pavements consisted 
of an asphalt layer, a stabilized base, and a subbase. In Warren County, a pavement 
section using Class F fly ash and lime was reclaimed, while in Delaware county five 
different pavement sections (using cement and emulsion, cement, LKD and emulsion, 
Class F fly ash and lime, and Class F fly ash and LKD) were constructed. Analysis of 
FWD test data carried out on the pavement sections soon after reclamation shows that 
Class F fly ash can be used successfully in combination with lime kiln dust or lime to 
obtain resilient modulli values ranging from 500 to 750 ksi or more. 
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Tampa Electric Company (“TEC”) conducted a Dissolved Oxygen (“DO”) Pilot Test Study 

(“pilot test study”) in the discharge canal at Big Bend Station (“Big Bend”) from June through 

August 2006.  The pilot test study was a comprehensive effort that resulted in the collection of 

over 27,600 DO values recorded during the course of the study.  These were in addition to the 

5,850 DO values recorded by TEC and used to document DO differences between intake canal 

and discharge canal.   

 

Based upon previous tests, the selected technology for the pilot test study was artificial in-stream 

aeration utilizing diffused air. The test system was designed as complete-mix, water column 

aeration.  The aeration and circulation/mixing technique used dispersed air bubble columns to 

transfer oxygen from the rising bubbles to the surrounding water in the discharge canal test area.  

The aeration was provided by gas diffuser devices, connected to an air source by submerged 

header pipes and air mains.   

 

The coarse-bubble diffuser assembly was a stainless steel, wide-band diffuser designed by 

Sanitaire.  These diffusers have been used for oxygenation and mixing in high rate conventional 

and extended aeration biochemical processes.  The units are an inverted air reservoir design with 

dual, 24-inch horizontal levels of diffuser ports on the diffuser sides for uniform air distribution, 

providing a 48-inch perimeter of air release.  The air reservoir design created a pocket of air in 

the center of the diffuser to prevent clogging, and the bottom v-angle deflector limits suspended 

solids and debris from entering the diffuser.  The units were designed to sustain a low headloss, 

providing lower blower pressure and horsepower (HP) requirements.   

 

The Pilot Study test system consisted of a grid of 224 Sanitaire D-24 diffusers attached to eight 

(8) stainless steel laterals mounted on each of two (2) dropleg header pipes.  Each of the eight 

laterals had 14 diffusers (7 per side) on side mounts.  The diffusers were arranged in a parallel, 

fluid-flow, cross-roll configuration.  The dropleg header/manifold pipe sizing and orifice control 

was utilized to maintain uniform airflow through the eight laterals.  The laterals had cantilevered 

diffuser attach points mounted on the invert (bottom) of the piping to allow all liquid to be 

evacuated from the system during start-up.  The lateral pipes had separate reinforcing gussets 

tying the diffuser connector ends to the sidewall of the header tubes in order to strengthen the 

diffuser mounts. 

 



TEC NPDES compliance monitoring data, collected at locations in the intake canal and 

discharge canal that were unaffected by the aeration system, were used to document weekly 

intake and discharge DO concentrations from June through August.  The DO deltas were highly 

variable; appearing to be driven by natural processes rather than plant operations.  In fact, 53% 

of the time there was either no difference in DO concentrations between the intake canal and 

discharge canal or higher (enhanced) values in the discharge canal.  There was no apparent 

correlation with temperature (daily or seasonally) or time of day.  In any given week, the 

average, hourly daily differences between intake and discharge DO values could be all positive 

(enhanced), all negative (depressed), or fluctuate between positive and negative.   

  

Based on locally measured intake and discharge values in the pilot test study channel, the results 

of the pilot test study appear to demonstrate that a 0.5 milligram/liter (mg/l) enhancement in DO 

concentration may have been achieved by the system.  Results of the air variation tests indicate 

that the pilot study aeration system with 50% air flow through all eight test diffusers achieved the 

same oxygen transfer rate compared to the other conditions tested.  However, the variability in 

DO concentrations measured at the discharge canal monitoring station compared to the DO 

concentrations measured at the test location should be considered when evaluating this apparent 

elevation of DO.  That is, the concentrations measured at the test station could as often be lower 

than the values at the discharge station as higher. 

 

The current estimated project costs for a full-scale aeration system designed to produce a 0.5 

mg/l DO enhancement, would be approximately $24,515,000.  This does not include the 

approximately $13,000,000 in replacement power costs during the eight month outage required 

for construction of the foundation pad for the full-scale system.  In addition, operating and 

maintenance costs would be approximately $1,804,000 on an annual basis.  The difficulties 

experienced in trying to maintain the pilot-scale system were challenging; maintenance of a full-

scale aeration system would be equally or even more difficult.  In addition to structural problems 

associated with heat and salinity, biofouling is rapid and extensive.  If there are operational 

issues with one or more of the diffuser arrays diver repair will be required.  During the summer 

months dive time is very limited or impossible resulting in the system remaining out of service 

until the end of the season if the repair requires divers. 

 

The environmental effects of the system are of concern.  Should a full-scale system designed to 

produce a potential 0.5 mg/l enhancement in DO concentrations be installed, the physical 

conditions in the canal would change.  The increases over ambient for turbidity and total 

suspended solids were small; but, could be an issue in a full-scale operation if the increase was 

viewed as a potentially chronic elevation.  Turbidity is related to seagrass health and as such has 

become an issue in Bay management.  Increasing water clarity is generally considered to be an 

important Bay management target.   

 

Although the diffusers would be removed seasonally, the civil structures required to hold the 

system in place during operation would remain.  The concrete pad that would span the canal will 

have an immediate and permanent effect on the benthic habitat.  During dredging for the pad, an 

82,600 square foot area would be disrupted.  The permanent installation would eliminate 47,200 

square feet of benthic habitat.   

 



The discharge canal is a Federal Manatee Sanctuary, and as such, substantial restrictions 

designed for manatee protection are applicable between November 1
st
 and March 31

st 
of each 

year.  Manatee presence in the discharge canal outside this period could adversely affect 

installation, subsequent operation, and removal of the aeration system.   

 

In addition, the full-scale system would create a bubble wall 160 feet long across the whole 

discharge canal that could prevent fish passage.  If fish were resident in the east end of the 

discharge canal when the system is turned on and would not pass through the bubble wall, fish 

kills could occur during the peak summer period.   

 

Finally, the hydraulics associated with a full-scale installation may affect sediment deposition 

downstream of the system.  
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Since the early 1970s, water-cooled power plants have installed fish protection technologies 

largely on a case-by-case basis with limited guidance from the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA). In 2004, the EPA published rules (the Rule) for implementing Section 316(b) of 

the Clean Water Act (CWA) at existing plants. The Rule uses national performance standards (a 

reduction in impingement mortality of 80-95% and, in some cases, a reduction in entrainment of 

60–90%, compared to a baseline) as a metric for measuring the effectiveness of compliance 

options. 

 

The Rule is technology-based. All of the compliance options require an examination of cooling 

water intake system (CWIS) design and operational measures to demonstrate that the protection 

of aquatic organisms will meet the performance standards. Most of the compliance alternatives 

require a detailed evaluation of alternative technological and/or operational measures to 

determine the feasibility, effectiveness, and cost of compliance.  

 

Until recently, the mechanisms of fish impingement, collection, spray washing and return to their 

source water body have not been examined individually in detail.  Rather, the entire process has 

been combined and reported as ―fish survival rate.‖  Extensive laboratory and field studies 

conducted over the past five years have provided great insight into the causal mechanisms of 

injury and stress to fish from each part of the process.  Visual observations during these studies 

have caused us to realize that many of the assumptions that we, as researchers, have made about 

what is happening were inaccurate.  These assumptions relate to what ―impingement‖ actually is, 

how velocity and impingement duration affect survival, how important spray wash pressure is to 

injury, and how injurious collection/ return systems are to fish.  The results of these combined 

studies allow us to define conditions needed to achieve survival levels consistent with the 

§316(b) impingement mortality performance standard.   

 

 

Myth # 1: Intakes are vacuum cleaners  

Consider first how fish—in reality—enter cooling water intakes. Some imagine intakes as giant 

vacuum cleaners, ―sucking fish in‖ from their natural environment. There is no empirical data to 

support this concept. On the contrary, if one considers the behavior of fish and the way in which 

they naturally react to physical obstacles and hydrodynamic conditions in their environment, the 

possible manner in which fish interact with intakes becomes clearer. 

 

It is generally assumed that for a fish to enter a CWIS, it must be in the area where the structure 

influences the plant flow.   The fish most commonly ―impinged‖ at CWIS swim in daily and 



seasonal patterns as they forage for food or move to spawning areas. Their movement may bring 

them close to a CWIS. Here, fish behavior comes into play. For a fish to avoid an intake, it must 

receive some type of stimulus, or cue, to trigger an avoidance response.   

Within the range of velocities and other hydraulic phenomena occurring at most CWIS, such 

cues appear to be largely lacking. This is not surprising, given that the hydraulic conditions 

which fish experience at intakes are not substantially different from those they experience 

elsewhere. In most environments, fish are subjected to flow velocities from about 0.1 to 3.0 

ft/sec. Similarly, turbulence is common to both normal and CWIS environments, and is most 

pronounced in tidal estuaries and rivers. 

Fish indeed respond to hydraulic conditions at a CWIS as they respond to any object in open 

water. Lacking any cues that would trigger an avoidance response, fish enter cooling water 

intakes freely. Once within the CWIS, they may or may not receive stimuli that would signal 

them to return to the source waterbody. 

 

Observations of fish within intakes indicate that most are capable of maintaining their position in 

the flow and are free to move about. Larger predatory species are known to favor screenwells, 

where prey can become concentrated upstream of screens. Why don’t smaller fish simply move 

back upstream out of the intake?  Decades of studies of angled screens and louvers clearly 

demonstrate that most fish will, in fact, take cues from these technologies, guide along them in a 

downstream direction, and safely enter a bypass at the downstream terminus. Without physical 

and hydraulic cues to guide fish in this manner, many species seem to lack the impetus to move 

upstream out of intakes and instead maintain their position in front of the screens. 

 

Recent advances in tracking technologies (e.g., hydroacoustics and dual-frequency identification 

sonar (Didson)) allow us to monitor fish movement and behavior in real time. We can now begin 

to understand the behavior of fish as they interact with intakes. Images of fish at a tidal river 

intake in Alabama captured by a Didson camera clearly show them moving freely in and out of a 

shoreline CWIS (visit www.apl.washington.edu/programs/DIDSON/DIDSON.html for a 

demonstration). With further research of this type, we should come to better understand how fish 

behave at intakes and perhaps identify improved ways to minimize impingement. 

 

Myth # 2: Fish are attracted to intake screens 

The term ―impingement‖ conjures up an image of a fish hung-up on a screen from which it is 

released only as the mesh clears the water surface. In fact, it often is assumed that impingement 

is the primary cause of mortality. While it is clear that fish do interact with screens, video 

footage from tests of modified, traveling screens makes clear that the interaction is different 

when the screen is optimally designed and operated with fish protection in mind. 

 

Surely, at CWIS whose screens are rotated infrequently and have no fish protection features, 

many fish can be trapped and suffocate or die later from mechanical injuries and stress. 

However, screens equipped with fish-lifting buckets and continuous screen rotation provide 

opportunities for fish to be collected and released with little injury or stress. 

 

As it turns out, most fish that are long enough to be caught on a screen (at least 1 inch) can swim 

faster than the approach velocity to the screen. These fish can maintain position in front of the 



screen. Recent studies demonstrate that this behavior, coupled with the use of a continuously 

operating screen with fish buckets, provides the opportunity for fish to avoid experiencing 

―impingement‖ as many picture it. 

 

In 2006, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) sponsored laboratory studies to quantify 

survival of fish collected by a state-of-the-art, through-flow, modified traveling screen. Ten 

species of fish commonly impinged at freshwater CWIS were evaluated: bigmouth buffalo, 

bluegill, channel catfish, freshwater drum, fathead minnow, golden shiner, hybrid bass, 

largemouth bass, white sucker, and yellow perch. 

 

Tests were performed at screen approach velocities of 1, 2, and 3 ft/second. In each test, a group 

of fish was placed in a confined area upstream of the screen at a low approach velocity. The 

velocity then was increased to each of the three test values and the fish were observed behaving 

naturally. At the end of each test run, a crowder screen was deployed to encourage any remaining 

fish to enter the fish buckets and be removed. Fish collected by the continuously rotating screen 

were collected in a trough on the back side of the screen, just as they would be at a CWIS. 

 

Discrete samples of the collected fish were taken at regular intervals during each trial, and each 

sample was held separately for 48 hours for the purpose of quantifying latent survival. In 

particular, the fish collected by the crowder screen were separated since they were least likely of 

experiencing true impingement. All tests were recorded on videotape to enable viewing of fish 

behavior in detail for the first time. 

 

While behavior varied slightly among the 10 test species, the predominant response to the screen 

was avoidance. Fish maintained position immediately upstream of the screen; many fish entered 

the bucket (an area of reduced flow) and remained there until they were discharged into the 

collection trough. 

 

The key finding of this study was that the 48-hour survival of all species at all velocities 

approached 100%. EPRI and Alden attribute these high survival rates to the ability of the test 

fish to exploit the improved fish protection features of the modified traveling screen. 

 

These results indicate that the modified traveling screen indeed has the potential to meet the 

impingement mortality reduction standard in CWA Section 316(b). However, site-specific 

factors will impact the ability of a particular screen to meet the standard. Before making any full-

scale retrofits, plant owners would be wise to conduct pilot-scale field studies to confirm the 

effectiveness of screens at their site(s). Regional studies of modified traveling screens in water 

bodies with similar species and hydraulic and environmental conditions could be a cost-effective 

approach to verifying performance. 

 

 

Myth # 3: High spraywash pressure kills 

Historically, screen systems modified for fish protection have been equipped with a dual-

pressure spray system: a low-pressure (5–10 psi) spray for fish removal and a high-pressure (60–

100 psi) spray for debris. Often, the wash water from both sprays is returned to the waterbody 

via separate troughs. The assumption underlying this approach—that fish would be injured or 



killed by high pressures or debris—has remained unchallenged for decades. Another assumption, 

made by the EPA as it developed the Rule, was that intake screens with dual-pressure spray 

systems would be widely used by plants as a compliance option. Yet, it is clear that plants could 

substantially reduce their retrofit costs if a single wash/trough could be used. 

 

As part of the aforementioned EPRI lab studies of modified screens, tests were conducted to 

quantify the survival rates of four species—bluegill, channel catfish, freshwater drum, and 

golden shiner—when subjected to a spraywash pressure of 60 psi. Survival after 48-hr was 100% 

for all four species. Similar lab studies were conducted for the screens at PSEG’s Salem Nuclear 

Generating Station in New Jersey. In this case, alewife were exposed to pressures of 0, 20, 40, 

60, 80, and 100 psi. Survival of this fragile species was approximately 100% under all test 

conditions. These results raise doubts about whether the standard, dual-spraywash system is 

required. 

 

Finally, at Salem, both washes and troughs are combined after leaving the screenhouse into a 

single return to the source waterbody. Survival estimates were obtained for a diversion of this 

combined flow (from 12 screens) into a sampling pool. Despite the presence of heavy debris 

loads, the survival rates at this facility are some of the highest reported in the literature. 

 

Myth # 4: Fish return systems kill 

As with spraywash pressure, it has long been assumed that certain features of fish return systems 

are injurious to fish and increase mortality. Most return systems use troughs or pipes to convey 

fish from the traveling screens to the source waterbody. The features of those systems most often 

considered hazardous to fish include vertical and horizontal bends, high velocities in shallow 

sections, and turbulent discharges into the receiving water. Over the years, criteria for safe fish 

transport have been developed for the following system features: bend radius, minimum water 

depth, and maximum velocity. 

 

There are many CWIS whose fish return system can be retrofit to bring the facility close to 

compliance with the 316(b) impingement mortality reduction standard. Where the system can be 

designed to incorporate established criteria, this approach is recommended. However, at some 

facilities it is impossible to meet the criteria cost-effectively for any of several reasons, including 

limited space, existing use conflicts, property ownership issues, elevation restrictions, and safety 

and security issues. 

 

In 2004, PSEG conducted a study to determine if the return system at Salem Station was injuring 

fish to the extent that it warranted modification. The concerns at this facility were over high 

velocities in the return line and a large hydraulic jump in the discharge pipe as the flow enters the 

Delaware River. 

 

The study was conducted in the laboratory. First, engineers built a three-dimensional computer 

model of the as-built system to determine the velocities and shear forces within it. Then they 

evaluated two free-fall alternatives for eliminating the hydraulic jump. Even in areas of 

maximum velocity and minimum depth, the shear stresses identified for all three designs were in 

the range of values reported in the literature as being non-injurious to fish. 

 



The next step was to build a full-scale, sectional model of the return system in the laboratory for 

testing with live fish. Again, the as-built design was tested along with two free-fall alternatives. 

While the turbulence observed with all three designs appeared to be injurious to fish, zero initial 

and latent mortality was the result of tests using relatively fragile alewife. Underwater video 

showed that the alewife immediately schooled as they entered the receiving pool and displayed 

normal behavior. 

 

What’s next? 

Laboratory studies of traveling screens modified to include fish-handling features indicate that 

they are effective enough at collecting and returning even fragile species with a high survival 

rate to meet the 316(b) impingement mortality reduction standard at many facilities. The next 

step in realizing the full potential of the technology is to conduct pilot-scale studies at existing 

CWIS. 

 

The results suggest that the most important design and operational parameters for fish survival 

are an appropriately shaped lifting bucket and continuous screen rotation.  If screen approach 

velocity and spraywash pressure are truly not factors critical to fish survival, the opportunity 

exists to use an existing screen bay at a CWIS for the pilot study—to confirm that costly 

modifications to reduce velocities and pressures are unnecessary. Data from the studies also 

indicate that return systems are not as injurious to fish as previously assumed. If the CWIS does 

not already have a fish return system, a temporary facility can easily be constructed that would 

allow for collection of fish for effectiveness assessment. 

 

The ability to use a simple screen replacement as a prototype test facility affords plant operators 

the opportunity to assess—at full scale—newer screen designs that may offer extended life, 

improved debris handling features, or other O&M features favorable to the conditions at their 

CWIS (water quality, biofouling, and corrosion, for example). 

 

The authors encourage operators of existing CWIS to consider the pilot-scale approach to 

Section 316(b) compliance. Under this approach, you would propose to conduct a pilot-scale 

study as a condition of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for 

your facility and commit to a complete technology retrofit in the next permit cycle—if the 

technology provides an acceptable impingement reduction level. 

 



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 316(b) CWIS TECHNOLOGIES 
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Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires that the location, design, construction, 

and capacity of a cooling water intake structure (CWIS) reflect the “best technology available” 

(BTA) for minimizing adverse environmental impacts (AEI).  While the rules overseeing the 

implementation of Section 316(b) are currently in flux, fish protection at CWIS continues to be 

an important topic to regulators, power generators, and the public.  Below are two examples of 

two laboratory or pilot-scale studies conducted in the last few years that shed light on the 

biological efficacy of existing technologies. 

Field Evaluations of Wedgewire Screens (EPRI/EPA/Alden) 

Field evaluations of wedgewire screens were sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute 

(EPRI) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  These studies were carried out in 2004 

and 2005.  Based on the results of laboratory evaluations, slot widths of 0.5 and 1.0 mm and 

through-slot velocities of 0.15 and 0.30 m/s were selected for further testing in the field.  A 

floating test facility was used to simultaneously collect paired entrainment samples through an 

open port and a test screen.  Comparison of entrainment rates though the two intakes provided an 

estimate of the ability of the test screen to reduce entrainment.  Testing was performed in two 

different water body types, an estuarine site located in Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island, and a 

freshwater site located at the mouth of the Portage River, Ohio into Lake Erie.  The effect of 

approach velocity on entrainment rates was also evaluated at the estuarine test site.  In addition, 

the effect of biological factors, including species and larvae/egg size, were evaluated. 

At the estuarine test site, entrainment samples were dominated by grubby, sand lance, and winter 

flounder larvae and samples from the freshwater site were dominated by clupeid (shad) larvae.  

Entrainment rates of eggs were also evaluated at both sites but were not identified to species.  At 

the estuarine site, testing with the 0.5 mm screen demonstrated a significant reduction in 

entrainment of 72 percent or more for all species and sizes of larvae combined.  The greatest 

reduction was observed for grubby and sand lance larvae ( 80 percent), however, the 

entrainment of winter flounder was also significantly reduced ( 44 percent).  The 1.0 mm screen 

provided a significant entrainment reduction for grubby larvae ( 45 percent), but not sand lance 

or winter flounder.  The entrainment of clupeid larvae at the freshwater test site was significantly 

reduced by 50 percent with the 0.5 mm screen operated at 0.30 m/s but not at 0.15 m/s or with 

the 1.0 mm screen.  Entrainment reduction increased as larval length increased.  At both test 

sites, the entrainment of eggs was significantly reduced by the 0.5 mm screen ( 92 percent), but 

not the 1.0 mm screen.  The results of this study indicate that 0.5 and 1.0 mm wedgewire screens 

have the capability to physically exclude eggs and larvae of the species evaluated. 



Additional research was conducted in 2005 to further develop additional biological efficacy of 

wedgewire screens by evaluating these screens in Chesapeake Bay, with a different assemblage 

of estuarine species.  Relative to the control, both the 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm test screens 

significantly reduced entrainment of fish larvae and eggs, but the reduction was greater with the 

smaller slot width (0.5 mm).  Table 1-1 summarizes the estimated entrainment reduction 

provided by each screen for each species of larvae, all species of larvae combined, and bay 

anchovy eggs.  Although the effect of slot velocity was variable among different species, the 

screens were generally more effective in reducing entrainment of eggs and larvae when the slot 

velocity was 0.15 m/s (by up to 30 percent) than when the slot velocity was 0.30 m/s. 

Entrainment reduction increased as ambient velocity (approaching the screen) increased.  For all 

species, entrainment reduction tended to increase with larval length. 

Modified Traveling Screens (EPRI/Alden) 

Modified traveling screens have been used at a few power plants and are now being considered 

at additional facilities to reduce the mortality of juvenile and adult fish.  Existing biological 

efficacy data show that post-impingement survival is highly variable by species.  The majority of 

previous installations are at estuarine facilities.  Therefore, there is a lack of biological efficacy 

data with many of the freshwater species commonly impinged at CWIS.  In addition, most of the 

existing modified screen installations were installed prior to 1990.  Since that time, 

improvements in screen designs have increased survival.  For these reasons, the existing 

biological efficacy of the new screen designs was limited and largely unknown for many 

freshwater species.  EPRI sponsored studies in 2005 to evaluate these screens with several 

freshwater species. 

The mortality, injury, and scale loss rates of 10 species of freshwater fish impinged and 

recovered with a modified traveling screen were evaluated at Alden.  Species tested included: 

golden shiner (Notemigonus crysoleucas); fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas); white sucker 

(Catostomus commersoni); bigmouth buffalo (Ictiobus cyprinellus); channel catfish (Ictalurus 

punctatus); hybrid striped bass (Morone chrysops × M. saxatilis); bluegill (Lepomis 

macrochirus); largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides); yellow perch (Perca flavescens); and 

freshwater drum (Aplodinotus grunniens).   

Fish were impinged at 1, 2, or 3 ft/s velocity.  Mortality, injury, and scale loss rates were 

generally low.  Mortality rates did not exceed 5% for any species and velocity tested, indicating 

that this technology has potential to substantially reduce impingement mortality at CWIS.  

Despite a general trend toward increasing mortality at higher velocities, velocity was only a 

significant factor in the mortality of bluegill (P=0.0005).   

Injury and scale loss rates were low for most species tested, although they were more variable 

than observed rates of mortality.  There was a trend toward lower mortality, injury, and scale loss 

in larger fish.  In all cases where fish length was a significant factor (P<0.05), the pattern of 

decreasing mortality, injury, and scale loss as fish increased in length was constantly observed. 

Additional tests were undertaken with channel catfish, fathead minnow, and golden shiner to 

assess the effect of duration of impingement on mortality, injury, and scale loss.  Longer 



durations of impingement appeared to result in higher mortality, injury, and scale loss, especially 

at durations of impingement greater than 6 minutes.  However, longer durations of impingement 

could be avoided at most cooling water intake structures by continuously rotating screens. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Electrical power generation accounts for the second largest quantity of water used in the 
United States (U.S.) after agricultural irrigation, withdrawing approximately 136 billion 
gallons per day (BGD)1 of freshwater from U.S. waters.  As U.S. population and 
associated economic development continue to expand, the demand for electricity will 
increase and, as a result, the amount of water needed for electric power generation will 
also increase. 
 
The Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy, through the National Energy 
Technology Laboratory, has initiated a research and development (R&D) effort under its 
Innovations for Existing Plants (IEP) program directed at technologies and concepts to 
reduce the amount of freshwater used by power plants and minimize any potential 
impacts of plant operations on water quality. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Coal-fired power plants utilize significant quantities of water for electricity generation.  
This is due to the process used to generate electricity.  Most electricity (either alone or in 
combination with the Brayton cycle) is generated using the Rankine thermodynamic 
cycle to convert thermal energy to mechanical energy which is then converted to 
electrical power.   
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The Rankine cycle involves four processes: 
1) The working fluid (water) is pressurized using a pump. 
2) The high pressure water enters a boiler and is heated at constant pressure to 

become a saturated vapor.  The heat source is usually coal. 
3) High pressure, super heated vapor expands through a turbine (converting thermal 

energy to mechanical energy) 
4) The low temperature, low pressure vapor enters a condenser and is cooled to a 

saturated liquid. 
 
The Rankine cycle, also called the steam cycle since water is typically the working fluid, 
is a closed system with cycle water being recirculated.  Most of the water used for 
electricity generation is needed for cooling in the condenser to remove the latent heat of 
vaporization from the steam and convert it back to liquid water.  There are basically three 
types of cooling system designs: once-through, wet recirculating, and dry.   
 
For once-through and wet recirculating cooling systems, the steam condensation typically 
occurs in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger known as a condenser.  The steam is condensed 
on the shell side by the flow of cooling water through tube bundles located within the 
condenser.  Cooling water mass flow rates of greater than 50 times the steam mass flow 
rate are necessary depending on the allowable temperature rise of the cooling water – 
typically 15-25ºF. 
 
In once-through systems, the cooling water is withdrawn from a local body of water such 
as a lake, river, or ocean and the warm cooling water is subsequently discharged back to 
the same water body after passing through the condenser.  As a result, plants equipped 
with once-through cooling water systems have relatively high water withdrawal, but low 
water consumption.  This is traditionally the most efficient and least costly system, 
however, EPA §316(b) regulations are making once-through systems less common.   
 
Wet recirculating systems use a cooling tower to flow the warm water from the condenser 
over packing material, causing a portion of the water to evaporate, which requires heat 
and causes the remaining water to cool.  The evaporated water is nearly pure and the 
dissolved substances are left in the recirculating water which becomes saltier due to this 
concentrating effect.  The salts either tend to precipitate out as scale (i.e. calcium) or 
cause the water to be more corrosive (i.e. chloride).  A portion of the water (blowdown) 
is discarded to prevent either scaling which lowers the heat transfer rate or corrosion 
which destroys metals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Wet Recirculating Cooling Water System for a 500-MW Coal-Fired Boiler2
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Once-through cooling systems tend to withdraw much larger amounts of water for 
cooling than recirculating cooling towers, since the water only goes through the 
condenser once.  Cooling towers tend to consume (evaporate) more water, since this is 
the cooling mechanism of the tower.  Essentially, the latent heat of condensation is 
removed in the condenser and given off as latent heat of vaporization in the cooling 
tower. 
 
Dry cooling does not require water loss to dissipate the heat from the condenser.  The 
condenser can either use only air to cool the steam, which is typically in a large A-frame 
configuration of steam pipes with mechanical fans underneath.  Or an indirect dry system 
uses water in the condenser but instead of evaporating a portion of the warm water to 
cool it, only air is used.  The air flow can be done mechanically or with a much larger 
natural draft tower.  Dry cooling is the most capital intensive method and also has the 
largest energy penalty due to ancillary power requirements (pumps and fans) and higher 
turbine backpressure which lowers the efficiency of the Rankine cycle. 
 
When the heat source (coal), is inexpensive and readily available, air emissions 
(including carbon dioxide) are not a concern, and the cooling source (clean water), is also 
inexpensive and readily available, little consideration is needed of the amount of coal and 
water usage.  As coal usage, emissions, and water usage become more expensive and 
constrained, the efficiency of power generation and water usage must be thoroughly 
inspected and improved. 



WATER NEEDS ANALYSIS 
 
The Energy Information Administration (EIA) publishes its Annual Energy Outlook to 
provide a forecast as to where the energy sector will be in the future, including 
projections of thermoelectric capacity and generation.  Thermoelectric (fossil steam, 
combined cycle, and nuclear) generating capacity is projected to increase from 704 GW 
in 2005 to 872 GW in 2030, an increase of 168 GW.  Coal-fired generating capacity is 
projected to increase from 309 GW in 2005 to 457 GW in 2030, an increase of 148 GW, 
or 88% of the total increase.  NETL estimated future freshwater withdrawal and 
consumption requirements for the U.S. thermoelectric generation sector for five cases: 
 
Case 1 – Additions and retirements are proportional to current water source and type of 
cooling system. 
 
Case 2 – All additions use freshwater and wet recirculating cooling, while retirements are 
proportional to current water source and cooling system. 
 
Case 3 – 90% of additions use freshwater and wet recirculating cooling, and 10% of 
additions use saline water and once-through cooling, while retirements are proportional to 
current water source and cooling system. 
 
Case 4 – 25% of additions use dry cooling and 75% of additions use freshwater and wet 
recirculating cooling.  Retirements are proportional to current water source and cooling 
system. 
 
Case 5 – Additions use freshwater and wet recirculating cooling, while retirements are 
proportional to current water source and cooling system.  Five percent of existing 
freshwater once-through cooling capacity is retrofitted with wet recirculating cooling 
every five years starting in 2010. 

 

The following summary results were found on a national basis. 

Thermoelectric Water Impacts, National Results 

Freshwater withdrawal or consumption (BGD) 
 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030

Withdrawal 149.2 152.7 145.6 147.6 148.8 148.4Case 1 Consumption 6.2 6.6 6.8 7.3 7.6 7.9
Withdrawal 149.2 149.4 141.0 138.6 138.0 136.3Case 2 Consumption 6.2 6.7 6.9 7.5 7.9 8.2
Withdrawal 149.2 149.4 140.9 138.5 137.9 136.1Case 3 Consumption 6.2 6.6 6.9 7.4 7.8 8.1
Withdrawal 149.2 149.3 140.8 138.3 134.6 135.4Case 4 Consumption 6.2 6.6 6.8 7.3 7.4 7.5
Withdrawal 149.2 137.7 122.7 114.2 109.4 103.7Case 5 Consumption 6.2 6.9 7.4 8.2 8.7 9.2



For all cases, withdrawal is expected to decline, and consumption is expected to increase.  
These results are consistent with current and anticipated regulations and industry practice, 
which favor the use of freshwater recirculating cooling systems that have lower 
withdrawal requirements, but higher consumption requirements, than once-through 
cooling systems.  Converting a significant share of existing once-through freshwater 
power plants to recirculating freshwater plants significantly reduces water withdrawal, 
but significantly increases water consumption.  Case 4 indicates that dry cooling could 
have a significant impact on water consumption; compared to Cases 1-3, which have an 
average consumption of 8.1 BGD, Case 4 results in a 7% decline, equivalent to more than 
200 billion gallons per year.  Case 5 provides the most extreme water consumption 
impacts, with significantly reduced withdrawal and increased consumption compared to 
the other cases.   
 
Using the 2005 baseline, the percent change into future years was calculated.  Negative 
values for withdrawal indicate decreased withdrawal while the positive consumption 
values indicate increasing consumption over time. 
 
Percent Change from 2005 Baseline, National Results 
 

Percent change from 2005 baseline 
 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 

Withdrawal 2.3 -2.4 -1.1 -0.3 -0.5 Case 1 Consumption 6.5 9.7 17.7 22.6 27.4 
Withdrawal 0.1 -5.5 -7.1 -7.5 -8.6 Case 2 Consumption 8.1 11.3 21.0 27.4 32.3 
Withdrawal 0.1 -5.6 -7.2 -7.6 -8.8 Case 3 Consumption 6.5 11.3 19.4 25.8 30.6 
Withdrawal 0.1 -5.6 -7.3 -9.8 -9.2 Case 4 Consumption 6.5 9.7 17.7 19.4 21.0 
Withdrawal -7.7 -17.8 -23.5 -26.7 -30.5 Case 5 Consumption 11.3 19.4 32.3 40.3 48.4 

 
The needs analysis was done on a regional basis and shows some significant differences 
from the national averages.  For example, consider Case 2, which represents a plausible 
future cooling system scenario.  The national percent changes indicate that water 
withdrawal will fall by 8.6% and that water consumption will rise by 32.3% between 
2005 and 2030.  On a regional basis, however, water withdrawal ranges from a 25% 
increase in Florida to a 30% decline in Texas; and while freshwater consumption 
increases in all regions, the biggest gains come in California (352%), Florida (199%), 
New York (132%) and the Rocky Mountain/desert southwest region (74%). 
 
 
INNOVATIONS FOR EXISTING PLANTS R&D PROGRAM 
 
As the U.S. population grows and demand for electricity increases, power plants will find 
it more difficult to locate the large quantities of water needed for cooling.  The 



Innovations for Existing Plants (IEP) Program is a comprehensive R&D effort directed at 
the development of advanced technologies that can enhance the environmental 
performance of the existing fleet of coal-fired power plants.  The IEP Water and Power 
Plant program has focused on four interrelated aspects of power plant water usage: 
 
1) Non-Traditional Sources of Water--Develop cost-effective approaches to using non-
traditional sources of water to supplement or replace freshwater for cooling and other 
power plant needs.  Alternative sources which have been investigated include the 
following: mine pool water (the water collected in underground voids resulting from 
mining), produced water (water produced in association with oil and natural gas 
extraction), municipal wastewater, cooling water blowdown, flue gas desulfurization 
wastewater, acid mine drainage, municipal drinking water reverse osmosis reject 
wastewater, ash pond effluent, and high-silica groundwater characteristic of the western 
U.S. 
 
2) Water Reuse and Recovery--Develop technologies to reuse power plant cooling 
water and associated waste heat and investigate methods to recover water from coal and 
power plant flue gas. 
 
3)  Advanced Cooling Technology--Improve performance and reduce costs associated 
with wet cooling, dry cooling, and hybrid cooling technologies.   
 
4)  Advanced Water Treatment and Detection Technology—Prevent “air pollutants” 
such as mercury from being transferred to surface or ground waters and other deleterious 
effects from coal-fired power plants. 
 
The focus of this paper is the impact of water availability on the operation of coal-fired 
power plants.  Methods are being investigated to decrease the use of freshwater without 
effecting cycle efficiency or overall cost of electricity. 
 
A portion of the largest water loss, evaporation and drift from the cooling tower, may be 
recovered using a hybrid wet/dry cooling tower with a condensation system.  SPX 
Cooling Technologies will evaluate the performance of its patented Air2Air™ 
condensing technology in a cooling tower application on a test cell being constructed at 
the San Juan Generating Station in New Mexico.  The Air2Air™ system has the potential 
to condense as much as 20% of the cooling water that would normally be evaporated.  
Pressure drop and energy use during operation will be determined, water quality will be 
analyzed, and potential on-site processes capable of utilizing the recovered water will be 
identified.  A big concern is operation in freezing conditions, which makes San Juan 
Generating Station an ideal test site during winter due to cold temperatures.  This test cell 
will replace a portion of an existing hybrid structure that was previously damaged due to 
freezing.  The wet/dry system will also be useful for plume abatement, and the dissipation 
of the plume discharged from the cooling tower fan will be studied.   
 
One option for decreasing blowdown from the cooling tower is to filter out impurities 
rather than discharge them.  Drexel University is conducting research on physical water 



treatment (PWT) methods that precipitate scaling ions with electrical pulses and filter 
them with a self-cleaning membrane.  Nalco Company, in partnership with Argonne 
National Laboratory, is also developing advanced scale control technologies.  Novel scale 
inhibitor chemicals will be paired with filtering mechanisms (electrodialysis, 
electrodeionization, and to a lesser extent, nanofiltration) both to decrease blowdown and 
allow poorer quality water to be used in cooling towers. 
 
When coal is burned in the boiler, a significant amount of water is discharged in the flue 
gas from water associated with the coal, the oxidation of hydrogen in the fuel, and 
humidity in the combustion air.  There are three basic ways to remove the water from the 
flue gas: (1) condense it out by cooling, (2) use a desiccant, or (3) filter it out using a 
membrane.  The IEP program has investigated the first two methods.  
 
Lehigh University has designed and initiated testing on a smooth wall tube condenser to 
remove water from flue gas in three stages:  The first stage condenses sulfuric acid out of 
the flue gas, the second stage further cools the flue gas without the corrosive acid present 
and the third stage condenses water for reuse. 
 
The University of North Dakota’s Energy & Environmental Research Center 
(UNDEERC) developed a technology to extract water vapor from coal-fired power plant 
flue gases using a liquid desiccant.  The flue gas is cooled, and then sent through either a 
spray tower or packed bed configuration where the desiccant, calcium chloride, absorbs 
water from the flue gas.  The wet desiccant is then heated to remove the water, and the 
water is condensed. 
 
In flue gas water recovery, there could possibly be a Rankine cycle efficiency gain as 
heat is recovered from the boiler flue gas.  In concert with an economizer used to preheat 
the cycling water and the air preheater to heat combustion air, integration of these 
methods will make them more economical. 
 
A similar project is being done to reduce water usage in plants using wet flue gas 
desulfurization (FGD) systems for sulfur dioxide removal.  URS Group will demonstrate 
the use of a regenerative heat exchanger to reduce the flue gas temperature prior to 
treatment in the FGD system and reheat the flue gas exiting the FGD system.  This will 
reduce evaporative water consumption in wet FGD systems on coal-fired boilers.  As 
with all coal flue gas, control of sulfuric acid emissions will be critical. 
 
Several projects have been completed that investigated the use of waste heat from the 
condenser.  Lehigh University utilized the hot water from the condenser to heat air and 
dry low rank coal.  Information from this project is being used to design a full-scale coal 
drying system at Great River Energy’s 546 MW lignite-fired Coal Creek Power Station 
located near Underwood, North Dakota under DOE’s Clean Coal Power Initiative 
Program. 
 
The University of Florida investigated a desalination technique that demonstrated how 
hot water from the condenser can be used to humidify air.  The humidified air goes to a 



direct contact condenser to condense out fresh water.  The capital and energy costs of this 
process are competitive with those of reverse osmosis or flash-evaporation technologies. 
 
A new project by Energy Concepts will investigate the use of waste heat to operate an 
ammonia Rankine cycle to generate additional power.  A test site has been located at a 
gas turbine at the California State Prison at Avenal, California 
 
In conjunction with the produced water feasibility study conducted at the San Juan 
Generating Station, EPRI also conducted pilot-scale testing of a wet cooling system using 
low quality water.  The wet surface air cooler (WSAC) uses a deluge system of wetted 
tubes and is capable of operating in a saturated mineral regime because of its spray 
cooling configuration.   
 
One of the biggest drawbacks of dry cooling is the high capital expenditure required for 
the much larger heat exchanger required for air cooling.  Heat transfer from air to 
tubes/finned tubes is not efficient hence a much larger surface area is required.  If the 
heat transfer rate could be increased, a smaller heat exchanger could be used.  Ceramic 
Composites, Inc. has developed a high thermal conductivity foam that is formed into fins 
and attached to aluminum tubes for use in an air cooled condenser.  A small prototype 
has been fabricated and will be tested for heat transfer ability by SPX Cooling 
Technologies. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Water resources and reliable and secure electrical energy are inextricably linked.  
Thermoelectric generation requires a reliable heat sink due to the nature of the cycle used 
for power generation.  In the future, power plants will increasingly compete with 
demands for freshwater by other users.  There will be increasing pressure to lower water 
usage for existing plants and to deny permits for new power plants due to water 
availability and quality issues.   
 
In response to this challenge to national energy sustainability and security, NETL is 
carrying out an R&D program focused on the development and application of advanced 
technologies and concepts to better manage how power plants use and impact freshwater.   
 
The goal of this effort has been quantified into both a short and long term goal.  The short 
term goal is to have technologies ready for commercial demonstration by 2015 that, when 
used alone or in combination, can reduce freshwater withdrawal and consumption by 
50% or greater for thermoelectric power plants equipped with wet recirculating cooling 
technology at levelized cost of less than $2.40 per 1000 gallons freshwater conserved.  
The long term goal is to have technologies ready for commercial demonstration by 2020 
that when used in combination can reduce freshwater withdrawal and consumption by 
70% or greater at levelized cost of less than $1.60 per 1000 gallons freshwater conserved. 
 
For more information on NETL’s power plant water R&D activities and for access to 
project reports written under this program, please visit:  
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/ewr/water/index.html.  

http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/ewr/water/index.html


 
 
DISCLAIMER 
 
Reference in this article to any specific company, commercial product, or service is to 
facilitate understanding and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of 
Energy. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a boosted air system installed on A/C Power Colver
Unit, a 122-MW Ahlstrom Pyropower Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) unit burning
waste coals from western Pennsylvania coal mines. Limestone is injected into the furnace
to reduce the SO2 emission and ammonia is injected into the cyclone inlet duct to reduce
NOx emission. The emission regulations require the unit to maintain 92% SO2 reduction,
but the unit had been suffering from high limestone usage and poor mixing in the furnace.
Approximately 160,000 tons of limestone is used every year with a Ca/S molar ratio of
approximately 3:1.

Mobotec’s Rotating Opposed Fired Air (ROFA) has been installed for the first-time to
the CFB unit to improve the unit performance as well as to improve the limestone
utilization. The system diverts a portion of the secondary air to a region above the dense
fluidizing bed. High velocity air injection through multiple nozzles results in strong
turbulent mixing between gas phase, limestone, and fuel. The intention of this high-
pressure ROFA air system is to provide better limestone-SO2 chemical interaction,
increased volumetric utilization, and improved combustion.

A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis was performed for this CFB unit 1) to
understand the baseline unit performance, and 2) to optimize ROFA system design. The
FLUENT CFD code with granular two-phase thermo-fluid solves unsteady conservation
equations for the velocity, temperature, and species concentrations fields for gas and
particles, as well as particle volume fraction in the furnace. The model results revealed a
very important phenomenon; that is a “plume” containing combusting gas phase mixtures
with very lean particles appears in the center of the furnace and sustains until the furnace
exit. This phenomenon is believed to be typical in CFB combustors burning high volatile
high moisture fuel, and is thought to be the denominate factor responsible for poor gas-
solid mixing in CFB combustors. ROFA, to larger extent, has demonstrated to be able to
eliminate the formation of the “plume” by high-velocity air jets, as shown in the CFD
model. The comparison of baseline and ROFA cases have suggested that ROFA
improves limestone usage by (a) increasing turbulent mixing, (b) staging to reduce bed
temperature and increase residence time, and (c) improving combustion and overall
operation to allow better tuning.



After ROFA has been installed and tuned, the field data have shown that the limestone
feed rate was reduced by 20% with ROFA on while 92% SO2 reduction is maintained;
the Ca/S ratio has in turn been reduced from 3:1 in baseline to 2.5:1 in ROFA case. The
staging in the dense bed caused by ROFA also reduced the ammonia flowrate for NOx
reduction by over 65%, while the stack NO emission is maintained at the same level.
After more than a year of ROFA being in service, the plant has not seen any significant
operational issues caused by ROFA.
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Alstom is a major, worldwide supplier of power plant equipment. Alstom is one of 
the very few companies, worldwide, that can supply a turnkey power plant which 
includes the entire boiler/scrubber island and combustion turbine or steam 
turbine power block of their own design and manufacture. Over 40% of the 
world’s power plant steam generators are of Alstom design. Environmentally, 
Alstom has pioneered the development of power plant SO2 scrubbers, CO, NOx 
and particulate control and most recently mercury capture systems. 
 
Over the last decade, Alstom has launched a comprehensive CO2 Capture 
Technology development program involving the development of pre-combustion, 
oxy-firing and post-combustion CO2 capture processes for world-wide 
deployment on new and existing coal, oil and gas fired power plants. One of 
these technologies, currently known as chemical looping, has the potential to be 
the most efficient and most cost-effective means of capturing CO2 from coal-fired 
power plants, while at the same time providing extremely clean, low-cost and 
high-efficient operation. The development effort encompasses work being done 
within ALSTOM both in the US, under the sponsorship of the US Department of 
Energy, and in Europe, under European Union sponsorship. 
 
The first use envisioned for Alstom’s chemical looping is in supercritical steam 
power plants. In this application, the technology can be employed in a green-field 
power plant application or it can be added to a pulverized coal boiler or 
circulating fluidized bed boiler sometime in the future whenever CO2 capture is 
required.  



 
Future uses of the technology can include combined cycle or fuel cell power 
plants. Industrial uses include the production of syngas or hydrogen. In its most 
advanced configuration this new concept offers the promise to become the 
technology link from today’s Rankine cycle steam power plants to tomorrow’s 
energy plants. The high purity CO2 produced by the process can be used for 
many purposes such as enhanced oil recovery, food processing or other 
industrial purpose; or it can be sequestered. 
 
So far, the chemistry and solids transport requirements required for the chemical 
looping process have been validated at pilot plant scale. Economic studies based 
on these results continue to meet Alstom’s objectives. This paper covers the 
progress of the chemical looping program to date. 
 
CHEMICAL LOOPING CONCEPT 
 
The chemical looping concept is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – Chemical Looping Metal-Oxide Concept 
 
This figure shows the chemical looping concept utilizing metal oxide for oxygen 
transport. The system consists of two separate reactors. Air is supplied to the 
Oxidizer reactor where it is used to burn an oxygen carrier (often some type of 
metal, represented by Me in Figure 1). This burning operation creates a hot oxide 
(MeO) which is then used in the Reducer reactor to burn any carbon-based fuel 
(e.g. coal, petroleum coke, natural gas). The reaction with fuel reduces the MeO 
back to Me for re-use in the Oxidizer. The continual recycling of the Me and MeO 
between the Oxidizer and Reducer constitutes “chemical looping.”  
 
Figure 1 shows how chemical looping provides a method of separating the 
nitrogen that was in the air from the carbon bearing gas leaving the Reducer. By 
condensing the water vapor from the Reducer exit gas stream, a clean stream of 
CO2 is produced which can be put to use or sequestered. 
 
There are several ways to employ this concept in power plants. These are 
discussed in a later section of this paper. 



 
COMMERCIAL OBJECTIVES 
 
Alstom began development of the chemical looping system about ten years ago, 
as an advancement to Alstom’s coal-fired circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler 
technology and previous coal gasification experience. Early bench test results 
and engineering studies suggested that chemical looping had the potential to be 
the lowest cost option for capturing nearly all of the CO2 from coal-fired power 
plants. Based on these early favorable conclusions, broad commercial objectives 
were established for chemical looping. These are shown in Figure 2. 

• Over 90% CO2 capture from Coal

• Low avoided cost of CO2 capture

• Capital cost – lower than CFB Boiler Island (without CO2 capture)

• Competitive with Steam Power and IGCC on a world wide basis

• Medium Btu gas or Hydrogen without Oxygen Plant (Future)

• H2 for Hydrogen economy (Future)
 

Figure 2 – Chemical Looping Objectives 
 
No one can know when CO2 capture and sequestration will be required within a 
given state or country. Therefore, a major feature of Alstom’s chemical looping 
development effort is to produce a chemical-looping-based power plant that can 
beat currently available power plant performance and economics whether or not 
CO2 capture is required. This approach will enable chemical looping to be 
commercially deployed based on superior cost and performances in areas where 
CO2 capture is not currently required. 
 
All of Alstom’s studies to date indicate that all of the objectives in Figure 2 can be 
met. 
 
ECONOMICS 
 
As part of Alstom’s CO2 Capture Technology development program, all of the 
technologies are continually compared on a common economic basis. This 
economic ranking is a key factor used to deciding which technologies to pursue. 
The results of some of these studies are shown in Figure 3. The figure shows the 
cost of electricity (COE) which for all of these studies includes capital, operation, 
maintenance and coal costs, against a range of allowance costs for CO2 
emissions. 
 



These studies are all on the following common basis: 
 

• Plant size                                 400 MWe 
• Steam conditions                     3915 psia/1085 degF/1148 degF/2.5in Hga 
• Cost basis                                2006, $US 
• Coal cost                                  1.5 $/MMBtu 
• Levelized capital charge          13.8% 
• Capacity factor                         85% 
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Figure 3 – Economics for Alstom’s CO2 Capture Technologies 
 

Figure 3 shows that for all cases, the chemical looping alternatives present the 
lowest cost alternative for CO2 capture that Alstom has identified to date. With 
respect to CO2 capture costs, the chemical looping studies indicate an a cost of 
CO2 capture in the range of $11 to $13 per ton of CO2 avoided when compared 
to a baseline supercritical coal-fired steam power plant without CO2 capture. 
 
There are several reasons for the relatively favorable economic potential shown 
by the chemical looping alternatives. With respect to fuel costs (i.e. coal usage), 
the net plant efficiencies for the chemical looping cases are significantly higher 
than for oxygen-fired or post-combustion scrubbing alternatives. The reasons for 
the relatively high efficiencies are related to some inherent thermodynamic 
advantages of chemical looping which are discussed in the next section. The 
higher efficiencies also result from relatively lower auxiliary power from avoiding 
the use of an oxygen plant which where employed, consumes a large percentage 
of a power plant’s electrical power. 
 
Another reason for the relatively favorable economics of Alstom’s chemical 
looping plants is related to the chemistry. The reaction rates for the chemical 



looping processes are fast. The rapid reaction rate, in turn, allows the reactors to 
be relatively small compared to conventional power plants. Figure 4 shows such 
a comparison. 
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Figure 4 – Plant Size Comparison 

 
Figure 4 shows an elevation view of a chemical looping island compared to a 
conventional CFB island. The chemical looping equipment requires about two-
thirds of the construction materials required for the CFB. The types of materials 
(steel, refractory, plate, tubing) are the same for both systems. Fabrication 
methods are similar as well. The smaller amount of materials required for the 
chemical looping plant translate to lower capital costs as compared to the CFB. 
 
 
TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION 
 
Solids transport is a critical element of Alstom’s chemical looping development. 
The program builds upon Alstom’s nearly three decades of CFB experience. 
Figure 5 shows a CFB schematic. 
 
CFB boilers operate at high solids-to-gas ratios. The high solids flows stabilize 
temperatures and result in high heat and mass transfer rates. These same 
characteristics are important for chemical looping and Alstom’s CFB experience 
has served as an excellent starting point for development of chemical looping. 
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Figure 5 – Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) Boiler 
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Figure 6 – CFB-based Coal-fired Metal-oxide Chemical Looping  

 
One configuration studied by Alstom for metal-oxide power plants is shown in 
Figure 6. This concept uses two CFB reactors: one for the Oxidizer and one for 
the Reducer. The solids cross over between the Oxidizer and Reducer (called 
the Combustor in the figure) via the solids crossover lines which connect the two 
reactors, as shown in the figure. Gas is prevented from traveling between the two 
reactors by the loop seals. 
 
As in Figure 1, the solid oxygen carrier (MeO) is transported between the two 
reactors, reacting first with air in the Oxidizer to produce hot metal oxide (MeO) 
and then with coal (or other carbon-based fuel) in the Reducer (Combustor in the 
figure) to burn the fuel and produce reduced metal (Me) for return and re-use in 
the Oxidizer. Thus, the energy in the coal is released by indirect burning with air. 



Just as in a conventional coal-fired boiler, the heat released in this process can 
be used to produce high-temperature, high-pressure steam for power production. 
This concept is shown schematically in Figure 6. 
 
There are many alternatives for use as the oxygen carrier for chemical looping. 
For example, metal-oxide-based systems can utilize a host of metals such as 
iron, nickel, manganese, copper, etc. The carrier can be coated on a substrate 
material as a manufactured pellet of a desired size or can be used in ore form. 
The choice of carrier in any particular situation can depend on materials 
properties, availability, economics and process considerations. Work within 
Alstom on metal-oxide-based chemical looping processes is being undertaken in 
Europe with Alstom as the equipment developer and Chalmers University 
currently leading the process development. The work is being done under the 
generous sponsorship of the European Union. 
 
Limestone presents another option for use as an oxygen carrier. Alstom is 
pursuing both process and equipment development of limestone-based chemical 
looping at Alstom’s Power Plant Laboratories (PPL) in Windsor, Connecticut with 
the guidance and generous sponsorship of the US Department of Energy. A 
schematic of this process is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – Alstom’s Limestone-based Chemical Looping Concept 

 
The heart of this process is shown as the lower loop of the figure. Limestone 
(CaCO3) reacts with the sulfur in the coal to form calcium sulfate (CaSO4). 
Analogous to the metal-oxide concept (Figure 1), hot CaSO4 carries oxygen from 
the Oxidizer to the Reducer where it reacts with coal to form nitrogen-free 
product gas. The CaSO4, in turn, is reduced to calcium sulfide (CaS) which is 
burned with air in the Oxidizer to produce heat and replenish the hot CaSO4 for 
recycle to the Reducer.  
 



There are several major options for employing the limestone-based concept for 
power production: 
 
Option 1: Chemical Looping Combustion 
 
With an air-to-fuel ratio of about 1.2 (i.e. 20% excess air), the product gas is 
composed of CO2 and some water vapor. As with the Metal-oxide process in 
Figure 1, the heat released in the Oxidizer can be used to produce high-
temperature, high-pressure steam for power production. By removing the 
moisture from the product gas stream leaving the Reducer, a high purity stream 
of CO2 can be produced for use or sequestration. Since the Oxidizer and 
Reducer reactions operate well above the steam cycle temperature, there is no 
thermodynamic penalty to be paid for capturing the CO2. A small auxiliary power 
penalty resulting from solids transport power requirements is much lower than 
that of the oxygen plant (cryogenic air separation unit) used for capturing CO2 via 
an oxygen-fired boiler or integrated coal gasification combined cycle (IGCC). 
 
Option 2: Chemical Looping Gasification 
 
By using an excess fuel-to-air ratio, a nitrogen-free synthesis gas (SynGas) 
composed mainly of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (H2) can be produced 
without the use of an oxygen plant’s capital cost or auxiliary power associated 
with conventional coal gasification. This fuel is suitable for combined cycles or 
industrial uses. Unlike Option 1, Option 2 has no inherent CO2 capture. However, 
just as in conventional IGCC, a water-gas shift reactor (converting CO and steam 
to CO2 and hydrogen) could be employed with subsequent scrubbing for CO2 
capture. The CO2-free hydrogen can be used industrially or for CO2-free power. 
 
Option 3: Hydrogen Production 
 
Referring again to Figure 7, by adding a CaO-CaCO3 chemical loop and a 
CaCO3 Calciner to the limestone-based concept, hydrogen can be produced as 
the product gas stream, along with a high-purity stream of captured CO2 from the 
calciner. Heat for the Calciner reaction is supplied by hot solids from the 
Oxidizer. The production of hydrogen and capture of CO2 using Option 3, is more 
efficient than that produced by Option 2, because both the hydrogen production 
and CO2 capture reactions occur at temperatures above power cycle 
temperatures. 
 
Chemical Looping is flexible with respect to its application to both new and 
existing power plants. Some of this flexibility is illustrated in Figure 8. This figure 
shows Options 1, 2 and 3 along with some of their associated applications. 
 
It should be noted that although Option 3 is unique to the limestone-based 
chemical looping process, Alstom’s metal-oxide-based process is suitable for 
both Options 1 and 2. Additionally, the metal-oxide concept is being developed to 



specifically use either natural gas or solid fuels (e.g. coal, petroleum coke, etc.) 
along with a large variety of oxygen carrier alternatives. 
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Figure 8  - Alstom Chemical Looping Power Applications 

 
Since it is difficult to predict when CO2 capture and sequestration will be required 
in a particular jurisdiction, it may be useful to have a power plant technology 
capable of capturing CO2 at some time in the future when the CO2 capture 
requirement becomes clear. At the same time, utilities and power generators 
should ideally not have to pay a big penalty for contingent CO2 capture capability 
before sequestration is a practical option.  
 
Chemical Looping appears to provide several solutions to this predicament. For 
example, Option 1 allows a utility operator to purchase a new supercritical coal-
fired which inherently provides a high-purity CO2 stream for future sequestration. 
Purchase of the CO2 liquefaction equipment can be delayed until sequestration is 
feasible. Such a CO2 Capture-Ready plant can be as cost-effective as a 
supercritical coal-fired plant, but without the same built-in CO2 capture capability. 
 
Similarly, Option 3 presents several CO2 Capture-Ready options. For example, 
space permitting, a chemical looping system producing CO2-free hydrogen from 
coal can be used to retrofit an existing pulverized coal (PC) or CFB boiler. A 
study nearing completion at Alstom suggests that such an option is significantly 
less capital intensive and more efficient than retrofitting an existing boiler for oxy-
firing to capture CO2. 
 
 The same strategy can be used for new boilers. That is, a utility could purchase 
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a CO2 Capture-Ready supercritical PC boiler by leaving enough ground area to 
install an Option 3 (i.e. coal-to-hydrogen) chemical looping system when CO2 
sequestration becomes practical. At such time, the PC units coal mill output 
would be directed to the chemical looping unit which would capture CO2 for 
sequestration and provide clean gaseous fuel to the supercritical boiler. Net 
power would be reduced by about 7% including CO2 liquefaction and 
pressurization, but not including CO2 transport and sequestration. This power 
reduction is less than one-third of the cost of installing oxygen-firing for CO2 
capture. The study results also indicate that very little modification would be 
required to the boiler. In effect, this approach can be considered to be pre-
combustion CO2 capture with respect to the PC boiler. The same option can 
apply to a new CFB. 
 
DEVELOPMENT STATUS 
 
The chemical looping work at Alstom is in the pilot plant stage. Currently, the 
metal-oxide process work is centered at Chalmers University, Sweden, under the 
creative leadership of Professor Anders Lyngselt. In the process of testing, over 
300 oxygen carriers have been tested and some of the carriers have been tested 
in the pilot plant for over 100 hours without performance degradation. Figure 9 
shows the 300 Wt process development unit (PDU), while Figure 10 is a photo 
for the 10 kWt pilot plant.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Figure 9 – 300 Wt PDU                                 Figure 10 – 10 kWt Pilot Plant 
       Chalmers University                                          Chalmers University 
 
The 300 Wt PDU is used for such things as screening carrier performance, 
characterizing agglomerating and attrition characteristics, and determining 
preliminary kinetics. The 10 kWt pilot plant is used for long term testing. Both 
natural gas and solid fuels have been tested, along with many different metal-
oxide oxygen carriers. 



 
Work on limestone-based chemical looping is proceeding at Alstom’s Power 
Plant Laboratories, Windsor, Connecticut. Preliminary engineering and economic 
studies were based on lab and bench scale testing using a variety of in-house 
test facilities. Following the favorable results of these preliminary studies, Alstom 
designed and built a 65 kWt Chemical Looping Pilot Facility (Figure 11). This 
facility has been the major facility for development of Alstom’s limestone-based 
process for the last three years. 
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Figure 11 – Alstom’s 65 kWt Limestone-based Chemical Looping Facility 
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Figure 12 – Alstom’s Chemical Looping Cold Flow Test Facilities 



The pilot program is augmented by a variety of cold flow model (CFM) facilities 
(Figure 12). These facilities include at 15-foot CFM and a 40-foot CFM as well as 
other smaller, specialized test rigs. These models provide invaluable engineering 
and operational insight and scale-up information to the development program. 
 
Pittsburg Seam coal (which is a low reactive char) and wood charcoal (which is a 
highly reactive char) have been successfully tested. The rates of all of the 
reactions required by the process have proven to be faster than those used for 
the engineering and economic studies, so that the process development and 
economics are continuing on track. 
 
FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
 
Upon completion of pilot plant activities Alstom anticipates a prototype scale work 
at about 500 to 1000 lb/hr of coal. All of the pilot plants were necessarily heated 
externally (via electrical heaters). The prototype phase will provide the first 
opportunity for autothermal operation in which all necessary systems will be 
integrated with a goal to develop enough information to design construct and 
operate a viable, reliable demonstration in cooperation with a commercial power 
producer. Following successful demonstration, the system will be ready to 
commercialize. 
  
Although circumstances could prove otherwise, the first commercial use 
envisioned for Alstom’s chemical looping is in supercritical steam power plants. 
In this application, the technology can be employed in a green-field power plant 
application or it can be added to a pulverized coal boiler or circulating fluidized 
bed boiler sometime in the future whenever CO2 capture is required as described 
within the report. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
In summary, Alstom is developing chemical looping process for coal-fired power 
plants because the technology has the potential for providing the lowest cost CO2 
capture of all of the option studied to date. The process can provide a CO2 
Capture-Ready option for both new and existing pulverized coal and CFB boilers. 
The process is capable of capturing over 90% of the carbon in the coal as CO2 
for use or sequestration. If development progresses as planned, it will be suitable 
for use in any sub-critical or supercritical steam cycle application and in the future 
can also provide SynGas or hydrogen for combined cycles, fuel cells and the 
hydrogen economy. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Alstom Power has led the US coal fired boiler market in the development of low NOx coal firing 
systems.  During the first quarter of 2006, fifty of the fifty lowest NOx emitting utility coal fired 
boilers (non SCR) were Alstom design boilers, and thirty eight of these used a 100% Alstom 
firing system, according to EPA data. More than 240 units have been retrofit with Alstom low 
NOx technology. This includes the internally developed TFS-2000™ firing system, plus various 
enhancements to it developed in concert with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).   
 
In order to maintain this leadership position, Alstom recently partnered with the DOE to design 
and test new firing system hardware to further reduce the NOx emissions from both Alstom's 
new boilers and the tangentially fired boiler fleet. The goal of this partnership is to develop an 
enhanced combustion, low NOx pulverized coal burner which, when integrated with state-of-the-
art, globally air staged low NOx firing systems, will provide a means to achieve less than 0.15 
lb/MMBtu NOx at less than ¾ the cost of an SCR with little or no impact on balance of plant 
issues when firing a high volatile bituminous coal. The new coal nozzle tip and firing system 
improvements developed during this testing have shown very promising NOx reductions in the 
laboratory towards achieving this 0.15 Lb/MMBtu NOx emissions target for combustion control 
technology on bituminous coals. 
 
From late 2005 through early 2007, Alstom designed, modeled, and tested a number of candidate 
designs.  During the combustion test phase at Alstom's 15 MW Industrial Scale Burner Facility 



(ISBF) at its U.S. Power Plant Laboratories facility in Windsor, Connecticut, one design stood 
out from the field, substantially reducing NOx emissions below any current commercial product.  
The testing program has provided sufficient data to design, construct, and demonstrate a 
commercial version of this enhanced combustion low NOx pulverized coal burner.  Alstom 
intends to proceed towards demonstration of this technology at an existing utility boiler site as 
soon as an agreement can be reached with an appropriate host.    
 
This paper describes the design and testing process used to develop this new firing system, 
including key results.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
NOx emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants in the United States have dropped 
significantly since the Clean Air Act Amendments were passed in 1990.  NOx emissions data in 
2003 showed a 29% reduction over 1990 levels, even though coal usage increased by almost 
30% over the same period (1).  On March 10, 2005, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
announced the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR).  CAIR will require 25 eastern states to reduce 
NOx emissions from the power generation sector by 1.7 million tons in 2009 and 2.0 million tons 
by 2015. To support this regulation and other potential future legislation, the U.S. Department of 
Energy Office of Fossil Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory (DOE/NETL) is 
funding programs for the development of advanced NOx control technologies for the existing 
fleet of coal-fired utility boilers.  
 
As part of this effort, Alstom, in cooperation with the DOE, is executing a project to develop an 
enhanced combustion, low NOx pulverized coal burner which, when integrated with state-of-the-
art, globally air staged low NOx firing systems, will provide a means to achieve less than 0.15 
lb/MMBtu NOx at less than ¾ the cost of an SCR when firing a high volatile bituminous coal.  
The new coal nozzle tip and firing system improvements developed during this testing have 
shown very promising NOx reductions in the laboratory towards achieving this 0.15 Lb/MMBtu 
NOx emissions target for combustion control technology on bituminous coals. 
 
This NOx reduction should be achieved without significantly impacting CO, unburned carbon in 
the fly ash, or any other balance of plant issues. This project builds upon a previous DOE co-
funded project where Alstom developed an Ultra Low NOx Integrated System for NOx emission 
control from pulverized coal-fired utility boilers (2).  That research effort utilized a scaled 
version of Alstom’s LNCFS™-P2 low NOx coal nozzle tip and focused on global air staging, 
windbox air distribution, and fuel air balancing.  In contrast, the current project focuses on the 
near field aerodynamics and aims to develop a new low NOx coal nozzle tip. 
 
ALSTOM LOW NOx FIRING SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 

Alstom has developed a broad line of low NOx firing system products to address varying 
customer needs.  With the wide variety of tangentially fired boiler designs of varying vintage, the 
broad range of coals being fired, and the local variation in NOx emission regulations, one low 
NOx firing system technology is not necessarily suitable for all applications.  Alstom has 
developed and provides a family of low NOx firing system products, which includes Level I, II, 
and III LNCFS™, LNCFS™-P2, TFS2000™R, and TFS XP™ technology.  These firing system 
options are shown in Figure 1 with boxes representing the various windbox and overfire air 



compartments typical of each option.  Each product has specific applicability criteria based not 
only on NOx requirements but also factors including coal, furnace design, unburned carbon, new 
versus retrofit, etc. 
 
Each of these low NOx firing system products utilizes the same basic design features of air-
staged combustion, early fuel devolatilization, and local combustion air staging. In general, in 
applying these low NOx technologies, unburned carbon in the fly ash increases inversely with 
the extent of NOx reduction, however the ultimate NOx and unburned carbon levels are a 
function of the furnace design and the coal fired.  More highly loaded (hotter) furnaces tend to 
generate higher NOx emissions and may cause additional waterwall deposits.  The high 
temperatures cause increased thermal NOx levels and the smaller furnace volumes may limit the 
potential residence time under reducing conditions, which is necessary for NOx reduction under 
globally staged conditions.  The lack of residence time in the furnace may also cause an increase 
in unburned carbon in the fly ash.  Lower rank coals typically have lower NOx emissions and 
unburned carbon levels under low NOx conditions than high rank coals.  The differences among 
the applicable low NOx firing system options occur in the tradeoffs between the extent of NOx 
emissions reductions, potential unburned carbon increases, and complexity and cost.  
 

Standard 
Windbox

LNCFSTM       

P2
LNCFSTM 

Level I
LNCFSTM 

Level II
LNCFSTM 

Level III
TFS2000TMR

TFS XPTM

SOFA SOFA SOFA
SOFA SOFA SOFA

SOFA
SOFA

AIR VCCOFA CCOFA CCOFA CCOFA CCOFA
COAL P2 COAL CCOFA COAL CCOFA COAL

AIR CFSTM AIR COAL CFSTM AIR COAL CFSTM AIR
COAL P2 COAL COAL COAL COAL COAL

AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR
COAL P2 COAL COAL COAL COAL COAL

AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR
COAL P2 COAL COAL COAL COAL COAL

AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR CFSTM AIR
COAL P2 COAL COAL COAL COAL COAL

AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR
CCOFA = Close Coupled Overfire Air, CFS = Concentric Firing System, SOFA = Separated 
Overfire Air, LNCFS = Low NOx Concentric Firing System, TFS = Tangential Firing System 

 
Figure 1 – Alstom Power Low NOx Firing System Options 

 



Figure 2 – NOx Reduction System Cost and Performance (3) 
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Figure 2 shows the relative costs and reduction efficiencies of Alstom Power’s current low NOx 
solutions, all based on a typical single furnace pre-NSPS 200 MW boiler (3). Clearly Alstom’s 
in-furnace systems offer NOx reductions of up to approximately 70% at a reasonable cost 
relative to selective catalytic NOx reduction.  Baseline uncontrolled NOx emissions from pre-
NSPS tangentially fired boilers typically range from 0.5 – 0.9 lb/MMBtu, depending upon the 
unit design and the coal fired.  The actual percent decrease in NOx emissions from baseline is 
also unit and fuel specific.  
 
The extensive Alstom low NOx retrofit experience for tangentially-fired boilers is shown in 
Table 1.  Over 240 pulverized coal-fired tangential boilers have incorporated these systems, 
representing over 76,000 MWe of generating capacity. These unit retrofits range in size from 44 
MWe industrial to a 900 MWe supercritical, divided unit. The retrofit experience covers a range 
of coal types from lignites to bituminous.  It should be noted that the technology developed in the 
Ultra Low NOx Integrated System program with the DOE in 2001 has been integrated into the 
entire Alstom Power low NOx firing system product line. 
 
Tangentially fired units burning low rank coals with low NOx systems consistently produce the 
lowest NOx emissions levels in the country on a yearly basis.  Many units now achieve less than 
0.15 lb NOx/MMBtu.  Table 2 shows the lowest NOx generating plants (pulverized coal-fired 
units without an SCR) from the first quarter of 2006 according to data taken from the EPA’s 
website (http://cfpub.epa.gov/gdm/index.cfm). 
 



Table 1 – Alstom Power (U.S.) Low NOx Retrofit Experience, T-Fired, P.C. Units 
 

Firing System Units MWe 
LNCFS™ – P2 37 4,856 
LNCFS™ – Level I 42 11,273 
LNCFS™ – Level II 59 17,348 
LNCFS™ – Level III 66 29,390 
TFS2000™R 25 10,635 
Other T-Fired 11 2,844 
   
TOTALS 240 76,346 
Revision Date 10/03/06   

 
 Table 2 – EPA Lowest NOx Emitters (pulverized coal-fired, no SCR) 1st Quarter 2006 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Generating Station Unit 
No.

NOx, 
lb/mm 

Btu
Boiler 

Supplier
Fuel No. Generating Station Unit 

No.

NOx, 
lb/mm 

Btu
Boiler 

Supplier
Fuel

1 Baldwin Energy 3 0.092 ALSTOM PRB 26 J T Deely 1 0.126 ALSTOM PRB
Rush Island 1 0.099 ALSTOM PRB 27 J T Deely 2 0.126 ALSTOM PRB
Rush Island 2 0.104 ALSTOM PRB 28 South Oak Creek 7 0.126 ALSTOM PRB
Sam Seymour/Fayette 1 0.104 ALSTOM PRB 29 Scherer 3 0.128 ALSTOM PRB
Sam Seymour/Fayette 2 0.105 ALSTOM PRB 30 Scherer 4 0.129 ALSTOM PRB
Labadie 4 0.106 ALSTOM PRB 31 Joppa Steam 5 0.129 ALSTOM PRB
Labadie 1 0.112 ALSTOM PRB 32 Big Brown 2 0.129 ALSTOM Lignite
Labadie 3 0.112 ALSTOM PRB 33 Shiras 3 0.132 ALSTOM PRB
Hennepin Station 1 0.113 ALSTOM PRB 34 Wood River 4 0.133 ALSTOM PRB

10 Hennepin Station 2 0.113 ALSTOM PRB 35 Bridgeport Harbor 3 0.135 ALSTOM Indonesian
11 Sam Seymour/Fayette 3 0.113 ALSTOM PRB 36 Joppa Steam 1 0.135 ALSTOM PRB
12 Labadie 2 0.117 ALSTOM PRB 37 Meramec 1 0.135 ALSTOM PRB
13 Milton L Kapp 2 0.119 ALSTOM PRB 38 Scherer 2 0.136 ALSTOM PRB
14 Scherer 1 0.122 ALSTOM PRB 39 Joppa Steam 2 0.136 ALSTOM PRB
15 Joliet 29 71 0.122 ALSTOM PRB 40 Gibbons Creek 1 0.137 ALSTOM PRB
16 Meramec 2 0.122 ALSTOM PRB 41 Big Brown 1 0.138 ALSTOM Lignite
17 Joliet 29 72 0.123 ALSTOM PRB 42 Joppa Steam 3 0.140 ALSTOM PRB
18 Newton 2 0.123 ALSTOM PRB 43 Columbia 1 0.140 ALSTOM PRB
19 Columbia 2 0.123 ALSTOM PRB 44 Joppa Steam 4 0.142 ALSTOM PRB
20 Joliet 29 82 0.124 ALSTOM PRB 45 Will County 3 0.142 ALSTOM PRB
21 South Oak Creek 8 0.125 ALSTOM PRB 46 Monticello 1 0.144 ALSTOM Lignite
22 Fisk 19 0.126 ALSTOM PRB 47 Will County 4 0.145 ALSTOM PRB
23 Joliet 29 81 0.126 ALSTOM PRB 48 Coleto Creek 1 0.145 ALSTOM PRB
24 Joppa Steam 6 0.126 ALSTOM PRB 49 Jeffrey Energy 3 0.146 ALSTOM PRB
25 Newton 1 0.126 ALSTOM PRB 50 Monticello 2 0.146 ALSTOM Lignite

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Prior to the demonstrated success of Alstom’s technology to achieve this low level of NOx 
emissions, it was thought that installation of an SCR would be required to meet most NOx 
emissions limits.  The success of low NOx firing technology, used in concert with high reactivity 
low rank coals, represents a significant cost savings by avoiding an SCR installation while 
achieving NOx emissions below 0.15 lb/MMBtu.  It is the goal of the cooperative research 



project with the U.S. DOE/NETL, however, to develop in-furnace technologies to achieve NOx 
emissions below 0.15 lb/MMBtu for high volatile bituminous coals as well. 
 
ENHANCED COMBUSTION LOW NOx PULVERIZED COAL BURNER PROJECT 

Alstom, in cooperation with the DOE, is executing a project to develop an enhanced combustion, 
low NOx pulverized coal burner to achieve the goal of NOx emissions below 0.15 lb/MMBtu for 
high volatile bituminous coals.  The burner development program includes CFD modeling and 
large pilot-scale combustion testing in Alstom’s Industrial Scale Burner Facility (ISBF) at its 
Power Plant Laboratories facility in Windsor, Connecticut.  A goal of this work is to optimize the 
near-field combustion environment to maximize NOx reduction while minimizing the impact on 
unburned carbon in ash, slagging and fouling, and flame stability / turn-down under globally 
reducing conditions.  The performance of this work at large pilot scale (approximately 50 
MMBtu/hr) will provide sufficient data to allow Alstom to design, construct and demonstrate a 
first of a kind commercial version of the final system upon completion of the project.  
 
Alstom utilized computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to evaluate different coal nozzle tip 
geometries and/or near field stoichiometry controls in order to screen promising design concepts 
for large pilot scale testing.  Following this CFD screening work, several coal nozzle tip 
prototypes were constructed for testing in the ISBF.  The first of three series of ISBF test 
campaigns was completed in November of 2005, the second was completed in March of 2006, 
and the third in January 2007.  Additional CFD evaluation and optimization of the nozzle tip 
designs took place between the combustion test weeks. The primary goal of the final ISBF test 
campaign was to characterize the performance of the optimum design on three coals; a midwest 
bituminous, an Indonesian sub bituminous coal, and a western bituminous coal. 
 
The following sections will describe in more detail the CFD modeling, fuels characterization, 
and ISBF testing tasks that were part of this coal nozzle tip development project. 
 
CFD Modeling 
CFD modeling was used to evaluate the proposed coal nozzle tip concepts before the ISBF 
testing was performed.  The CFD modeling was performed with Fluent version 6.2 and focused 
on predicting the near field mixing and particle dispersion rates.  The simulations were run as 
steady state, turbulent, non-reacting flow with heat transfer.  The typical grid sizes for the 
different coal nozzle tip simulations ranged from 2.5-3 million cells.   
 
The ISBF geometry used in the simulations is illustrated in Figure 3.  As shown in the figure, the 
model includes the coal pipe, the windbox, two levels of overfire air, and a simulated convective 
section.  The convective section was simulated using a porous media region.   
 
The CFD simulations assumed a secondary air temperature of 450 °F and a primary air 
temperature of 150 °F.  A Rosin-Rammler coal particle size distribution was used with a top size 
of 200 microns, consistent with a DYNAMIC™ classifier grind.  A primary air to fuel ratio of 
2.0 was assumed for the CFD modeling.  Separate air species were used for the primary air, fuel 
air, auxiliary air, and overfire air compartments to facilitate looking at the mixing of the various 
air streams. 
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Figure 3 – ISBF Geometry for CFD Simulations 

 
The geometry of the ISBF windbox is shown in more detail in Figure 4.  As illustrated in the 
figure, there were three auxiliary air compartments above and below the coal nozzle 
compartment.  The secondary air that enters the compartment with the coal nozzle is referred to 
as fuel air.  The geometry of the Shearbar/Air Deflector and LNCFS™-P2 coal nozzle tips, as 
modeled with CFD, are also shown on the right in Figure 4.  Note that the CFD model included 
sufficient grid resolution to resolve the fine features of the coal nozzle tips.  These two coal 
nozzle tips are commercially available and were selected as the baseline tips for this project. 
 

    
 
Figure 4 – ISBF Windbox Geometry, Shearbar/Air Deflector and LNCFS™-P2 Nozzle Tips 

 
The predicted velocity magnitude on the center plane of the burner tips is shown in Figure 5.  
The air deflectors on the top and bottom of the tip cause recirculation zones to form, which help 
the flame ignition point to attach to the top and bottom of the coal nozzle tip.  Recirculation 
zones form behind the pumpkin teeth on the LNCFS™-P2 tip, which increase the turbulence 
levels and mixing in the primary air stream, promoting rapid nitrogen release which can reduce 
NOx emissions under staged conditions. 
 

 



      
 
Figure 5 – Predicted Velocity Magnitude for Shearbar/Air Deflector and LNCFS™ P2 Tip 

 
The predicted particle phase concentration for the baseline tips are shown in Figure 6.  As seen in 
the figure, the LNCFS™-P2 tip tends to segregate the particles into several distinct rich/lean 
zones.  Similar CFD models were constructed for the new coal nozzle tip concepts as well in 
order to compare the predicted flow fields, gas phase mixing rates, and particle dispersion rates.   
 

     
 

Figure 6 – Predicted Particle Concentration for Shearbar/Air Deflector and 
LNCFS™ P2 Tip 

 

       
Figure 7 – X Tip and Recessed Center Bluff Body Coal Nozzle Tip 

 
A wide array of other tips and tip modifications were modeled during the project.  Figure 7 
shows two of the concepts: 1) the X tip, designed to increase the contact area of the primary coal 



stream with combustion air and recirculating flue gases by increasing the perimeter of the 
primary stream, and 2) the recessed center bluff body tip, intended to increase turbulence and 
therefore flame attachment around its periphery, and then propagate that flame into the stream 
center with the bluff body recirculation zone. 
 
The X tip velocities in Figure 8 shows some near field separation of the streams permitting 
greater contact with the surrounding gases, but then the streams quickly merge into a single jet. 
The recessed center bluff body tip shows fewer streams but a longer lasting separation of the 
primary stream into high and low velocity zones. 
 

             
 
Figure 8 – Predicted Velocity Magnitude for the X Tip and Recessed Center Bluff Body Tip 
 
Figure 9 shows similar stratification of the coal particles with both tips, but again with the effects 
lasting further downstream with the recessed center bluff body tip. 

             
 

Figure 9 – Predicted Particle Concentration for the X Tip and Recessed Center 
Bluff Body Tip 

 
Fuels Characterization 
 
One coal was tested in the ISBF for the first two campaigns, then three coals were comparison 
tested for the final campaign.  Coal and ash analyses for the coals tested are shown in Tables 3 
and 4. The Illinois 6 coal is typical of the abundant eastern and midwestern high volatile 



bituminous coals, the Sufco coal is a typical high volatile bituminous from the Utah coal region, 
and the Indonesian sub-bituminous coal is fired at several US plants and is similar to PRB fuels 
from Wyoming. 
 

Table 3 – Analyses of the Coals Fired in the ISBF 

Fuel Properties - As Fired 

Week 1 
Illinois 6 

Midwest Bit

Week 2 
Illinois 6 

Midwest Bit

Week 3 
Illinois 6 

Midwest Bit

Week 3 
Sufco 

Western Bit 

Week 3 
Adaro  
Sub Bit 

% Total Moisture 9.30 8.3 10.26 5.95 20.92 
% Volatile Matter 32.60 32.50 30.75 37.05 37.37 
% Fixed Carbon 50.00 50.40 49.42 45.16 39.50 
% Ash 8.20 8.90 9.57 11.84 2.21 
      
HHV Btu/lb 12084 12047 11498 11399 9543 
      
% Moisture 9.00 8.30 10.26 5.95 20.92 
% Hydrogen 4.60 4.50 4.19 4.39 3.82 
% Carbon 67.00 67.20 63.90 63.93 56.59 
% Sulfur 1.70 1.90 1.65 0.45 0.09 
% Nitrogen 1.40 1.40 1.50 1.23 1.00 
% Oxygen (difference) 8.10 7.80 8.93 12.21 15.37 
% Ash 8.20 8.90 9.57 11.84 2.21 
% Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

 
Table 4 – Coal Ash Analyses of the Coals Fired in the ISBF 

 Week 3 Illinois 6 
Midwest Bit 

Week 3 Sufco 
Western Bit 

Week 3 Adaro 
Sub Bit 

Coal Ash Properties    
Ash Fusibility (reducing atmosphere)   
I.T. (deg F) 2120 2105 1995 
S.T. (deg F) 2140 2125 2010 
H.T. (deg F) 2160 2140 2035 
F.T. (deg F) 2180 2160 2050 
F.T. - I.T. 60 55 55 
    
Ash Elemental Analysis    
% SiO2 41.44 44.38 27.46 
% Al2O3 19.99 10.30 13.63 
% Fe2O3 15.02 4.55 24.08 
% CaO 7.70 22.30 14.36 
% MgO 0.72 4.96 5.23 
% Na2O 1.90 1.79 0.46 
% K2O 1.74 1.01 0.74 
% TiO2 1.06 0.62 1.15 
% P2O5 0.12 0.09 0.20 

 



The coals were pulverized in an Alstom HP mill to as consistent a size distribution as possible. 
The actual sizing for the three fuels is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5 – Variation in the pulverized coal size distributions 
 

 Illinois 6 Sufco Adaro 

Sieve Opening Average % Retained 
+ 50 mesh 0.09 0.10 0.12
+ 70 mesh 0.27 0.25 0.35
+ 100 mesh 1.31 1.30 1.43
+ 140 mesh 3.68 3.80 4.24
+ 200 mesh 8.81 9.16 10.79
Pan (-200 mesh) 85.84 85.39 83.08

 
ISBF Combustion Testing 
 

AbThe Industrial Scale Burner Facility (ISBF, Figure 10) 
is designed to simulate, as closely as possible without 
tangential firing, the time-temperature-stoichiometry 
history of a tangential utility boiler.  A single burner 
elevation of a single corner is modeled in a tunnel 
furnace configuration.  The desired time-temperature-
stoichiometry history is achieved by selective 
application of refractory, firing rate selection, and 
overfire air set points and locations. 

c

 
The ISBF offers a full range of adjustment of 
combustion parameters using an Advant DCS 
(Distributed Control System).  Most data is acquired 
via a Labview data acquisition system. A gas igniter is 
used to ignite the coal and maintain furnace heat while 
firing system hardware is changed in the course of a 
test campaign.  Tests are run 24 hours per day to avoid 
risk of thermal variations in the test conditions. 

Figure 10 – Photo of Alstom’s 
Industrial Scale Burner Facility 

(ISBF) 

 
Acquisition of data for each matrix test point typically consists of 30 minutes of steady state 
furnace operation, for which configuration and operational variables are monitored and held 
constant.  For tests where collection of fly ash samples were not required, approximately 15-
minute tests were performed.  At the end of a test point, furnace operation and/or configuration 
are modified and, after the necessary time for conditions to equilibrate has elapsed, the process is 
started again. 
 
The ISBF utilizes a continuous sampling gas analysis system to measure the gaseous species 
concentrations in the furnace effluent gas stream, prior to the post-combustion, flue gas 
conditioning equipment.  The system utilizes gas species analyzers meeting the requirements of 
40 CFR methods 7E, 6C, 3A, 10, and 3A for NO/NOx, SO2, CO2, CO, and O2, respectively.  



This system is calibrated against certified bottled gas standards at least every twelve hours when 
taking test matrix data.   
 
Carbon loss data is obtained through a pseudo-isokinetic sampling of fly ash with a water-cooled 
sampling probe, which is inserted in the furnace gas duct downstream of the simulated 
convective pass.  The fly ash was sampled at six locations across the approximately 5 foot 
diameter outlet duct.  The flow-rate through the sampling system was measured/controlled 
during the entire sample time to ensure that the ash system was operated at approximately 
isokinetic conditions.  A water-cooled, suction pyrometer with a single Type B thermocouple 
was utilized to measure in-furnace gas temperatures at the furnace outlet plane. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The first two combustion test campaigns were used in combination with the CFD modeling to 
develop an optimum nozzle tip design. Initial designs were created and modeled before the first 
combustion tests.  The first tests’ emissions results were used to better understand the 
characteristics which reduce local NOx formation, such as velocity variations, rich/lean zones, 
recirculated gas in-mixing, local and large scale recirculation zones, etc. The characteristics of 
the best initial performers were then integrated via CFD into the tips as possible.  The second test 
campaign showed that these modifications yielded no improvements in some instances, but 
substantial improvements in others.  A best tip (the vane tip) was determined and design 
adjustments again made via CFD.  For the third campaign several modest variants of this tip 
were used both to see if further NOx reductions could be made, as well as understand the 
geometry sensitivity of the design (important information required for scaling up to utility size).  
 
During the third test campaign all variants of the vane tip showed significant NOx emissions 
reductions versus the baseline LNCFS™-P2 tip for all coals.  For each coal and tip a series of 
tests were run which included a base overfire air configuration (all ports open) at several levels 
of main burner zone (MBZ) stoichiometry, plus some tests with alternate overfire air 
distributions.  NOx emissions and carbon in ash for the Illinois 6 midwest bituminous coal are 
shown in Figure 11.   
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Figure 11 – NOx and Carbon in Ash Results for Midwest Bituminous Coal 



Tip A is the reference LNCFS™-P2 tip, all the others are vane tip variants.  Note that baseline 
(no overfire air) emissions are higher for the vane tip than the LNCFS™-P2 for all the coals 
tested.  The percent carbon in ash was typically slightly lower for the vane tips for all the coals.  
Carbon in ash results typically show more scatter especially with the short sampling times 
(typically 18 minutes) possible during these tests. 
 
Figure 12 shows the NOx and carbon in ash results for the western bituminous coal (Sufco).  
Note here the baseline emissions are significantly higher for the vane tip; some caution will need 
to be used in any field application with a limited flow rate overfire air system. 
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Figure 12 – NOx and Carbon in Ash Results for Western Bituminous Coal 

 
Figure 13 shows the NOx and carbon in ash results for the Indonesian sub-bituminous coal 
(Adaro).  Several test points for both Sufco and Adaro show NOx emissions slightly below 0.1 
lb/MMBtu, significantly lower than the LNCFS™-P2 under the same tunnel furnace, single 
burner conditions.  
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Figure 13 – NOx and Carbon in Ash Results for Indonesian Sub-Bituminous Coal (Adaro) 

 



A preliminary topical DOE report on the economics of the low NOx hardware developed was 
submitted in September 2006.  This showed that at current NOx credit prices this new product 
has good economic benefits, with a payback period under most circumstances of less than one 
year. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Alstom’s existing non-SCR low NOx technology is the best in the industry.  A cooperative 
research project with the U.S. DOE/NETL is in progress to further develop Alstom’s in-furnace 
technologies to achieve NOx emissions of 0.15 lb/MMBtu for high volatile bituminous coals 
without significant negative impacts on performance or operation. 
 
During this project, large pilot-scale testing in Alstom’s Industrial Scale Burner Facility has 
demonstrated that the coal nozzle tip design has a major impact on the NOx emissions, even at 
deeply staged conditions.  Significant reductions in NOx emissions on three tested coals were 
seen with a new nozzle tip design versus the baseline LNCFS™-P2 design.   
 
These laboratory NOx reductions provide a firm basis for achieving the 0.15 Lb/MMBtu NOx 
emissions target for combustion control technology on high volatile bituminous coals. 
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Executive Summary

Hydrogen: Striving For a Cleaner Fuel
Junaid Yousuf

S&B Engineers and Constructors

Harnessing energy from fossil fuels has contributed to global warming and pollution of the
atmosphere. With stricter environmental laws and regulations the struggle to find a cleaner fuel
is even more imperative than before. Hydrogen is a clean fuel since its combustion neither
releases any green house gases such as carbon dioxide nor does it release other gases like carbon
monoxide, NOx, SOx. Hydrogen fuel cells should replace the conventional fossil fuels used
today as source of energy. Hydrogen is the best fuel for low temperature fuel cells like proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) and phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC). These fuel cells
have higher efficiencies and help reduce primary fuel usage.

The primary fuel for fuel cells is hydrogen and unfortunately hydrogen is not naturally occurring
in the environment. Hydrogen is extracted from other sources such as water, biomass or
hydrocarbons. At present hydrogen is commercially produced by steam reforming of light
hydrocarbon such as natural gas. The two main products of this process is hydrogen and carbon
monoxide (reaction 1). The by-product of steam reforming is carbon dioxide (reaction 2). These
gases are also called ‘syngases’.

CnH2m + nH2O  nCO + (m + n) H2 (1)

CO + H2O  CO2 + H2 (2)

However, this process neither limits the use of fossil fuels nor does it reduce carbon dioxide
production. In order to limit the production of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide, new
technologies like gasification of carbon with sequestration of carbon are being researched. At
present these technologies are not very cost effective and steam reforming is still more
economical.

Therefore, in order to benefit from hydrogen as a source of clean fuel, it must be produced from
non-fossil resources with sequestration of carbon. Some of the technologies that are being
researched are wind electrolysis, gasification of biomass, photolysis of water and high
temperature splitting of water with nuclear heat. These different hydrogen production
technologies will be strongly affected by factors such as availability of raw materials, cost of
production, delivery and storage options. If hydrogen is to become the future source of clean
fuel, the technology to convert hydrogen into useful energy has to develop significantly. Fuel
cells and other combustible technologies need to develop to lower production costs and increase
efficiency that can harness hydrogen to give usable energy. Finally, the infrastructure to deliver
hydrogen based energy also needs to develop so that it reaches consumers in a reliable and safe
manner. A hydrogen fueled economy will bring new advances and opportunities to a growing
energy economy.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Fuel & Furnace Consulting, Inc. has developed an innovative coal combustion 
technology1 with the proven potential to reduce fuel derived NOx emissions to levels 
comparable to SCR for less than one-twentieth the capital cost ($2/kW vs. $50/kW) and 
with minimal operating cost versus $2.50/MWhr for SCR.2 Moreover, it is applicable to 
existing burners through simple modification which adjusts coal and air distributions in 
the coal injector in order to retard dispersion of the coal. The company has developed 
designs for wall-fired burners and tangentially-fired systems.  
 
A comparative study in two sister wall-fired units burning bituminous coals proved this 
NOx reduction technology. The bottom row of preexisting low-NOx burners are modified 
in one of the units, the remaining two rows of burners being unchanged. The sister unit is 
the same boiler design, furnace configuration, and vintage, and equipped with the same 
firing system. It also is fed from the same coal source and operated similarly, allowing 
the comparative study to be performed. Separation Number™ analyses3 for data collected 
from both units over the summer 2006 show that the fuel derived NOx for the modified 
burners is 60% lower than their unmodified counterparts. Computational modeling and 
Perturbation Method™ tests4 performed before the installation to estimate the potential 
NOx reduction agree with the post-modification comparative demonstration test results. 
The modified burners also give other operating benefits, including lower fuel stream 
pressure drop, and better ignition and turndown behavior.  
 
TECHNICAL PAPER 
 
Introduction 
 
This paper describes the development of an innovative NOx reduction technology by Fuel 
& Furnace Consulting, Inc. It details the progression from science to concept to 
demonstration of a fundamental technology with broad application wherever there is a 
need to retard heterogeneous mixing. First, the nitrogen oxide emissions from coal-dryer 
furnaces are considered, where the firing conditions are similar but the coals employed 
differ over a wide range in both volatile matter content (18%-38% by weight on a dry 
basis) and ash content (5%-20% by weight on a dry basis). Next, the importance of 
residence time and stoichiometry on nitrogen oxide emissions is addressed by 
considering the results of a pilot plant investigation using a single coal. Finally, two 
premises are put forward, which are ultimately verified by calculation, applied through 
innovation, and proved in full-scale demonstration.  
 



Coal Dryer NOx Emissions 
 
Figure 1 below displays the nitrogen oxide emission (in pounds per hour) plotted versus 
the firing rate represented as a nitrogen oxide equivalent (in pounds per hour) based on 
complete conversion of the fuel nitrogen.5 Presenting the data in this form is convenient 
since the interpolated slope indicates the fuel derived NOx formation and the intercept 
estimates the thermal NOx contribution. The NOx measurements have a bandwidth of 
about 20 pounds per hour, which corresponds to a range between ±25% at the lowest 
firing rates and ±15% at highest firing rates. The data spread is not attributable to 
composition variations in the coal or furnace design. The suspected cause is poor control 
of burner fuel and air flow rates as well as flow fluctuations at the measurement location.  
  
Figure 1: Coal Dryer NOx Emissions 

 
 
Pilot Plant Investigation 
 
The causes of the observed fluctuations are addressed in a follow-up pilot plant 
investigation, in which the furnace and coal are held constant while the firing rate, 
burner-zone stoichiometry and burner-zone residence time are independently varied. The 
broad range of operating conditions in this data set is seen in the mapping of burner-zone 
stoichiometric fuel-air ratio and average residence times presented in Figure 2 below. The 
resulting pilot plant NOx emission data is presented in Figure 3 below in the same format 
as previously used to display the coal dryer data. The measured NOx has a uniform ±60% 
bandwidth, which is due entirely to the imposed variations in the pilot plant furnace 
operating conditions.  
 



Figure 2: Pilot Plant Operating Conditions 

 
 
Figure 3: Pilot Plant NOx Emissions 

 



In Figure 4 below, the pilot plant investigation results are replotted as fuel derived NOx 
formation (amount produced due to fuel compostion relative to the fuel nitrogen input to 
the furnace) versus the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. The data exhibit a strong linear 
relationship, and it is apparent that residence time considerations only emerge for fuel-
rich conditions (as overall stoichiometric fuel-air ratios approach and exceed 1.0). The 
measured NOx is the integrated result of a time-temperature history that is the cause of 
much of the scatter. So, it is necessary to maintain fuel-rich conditions for a time 
adequate for complete reaction to attain low levels of fuel derived NOx. This is not a new 
concept in and of itself. The novel information is the linear correlation to stoichiometry 
and an estimate of the residence time requirements to gain full benefit of the fuel-rich 
condition. 
 
Figure 4: Fuel Derived NOx Formation 

 
 
Premises 
 
Further consideration of the results of these two studies leads to the formulation of two 
premises, which may be tested by investigation:  
 

1. There exists a single parameter that unites the stoichiometric and residence 
time effects.  

 
2. Particle diffusivity controls the process. 



Computation 
 
Residence time presupposes some specific volume, but a utility boiler is a cavernous 
reactor and the volume associated with the burnout of fuel from multiple burners 
occupies only a very small fraction of the furnace volume. If a burner is considered to be 
a NOx controlling device, then the flame attached to that burner could be considered as 
defining the volume of interest. In order to access this detailed information it is necessary 
to resort to finite element modeling. When the volume having a particular fuel 
consumption rate or greater is computed, as shown in Figure 5 below for a wall-fired 
furnace, the structures of coal combustion are evident: namely, the ignition zone, the 
burner attached flame, and slow char burnout.6 Moreover, it is possible to investigate the 
premise that particle diffusivity is controlling the process by redistributing the coal in the 
primary air flow. 
 
Figure 5: Fuel Reactive Volume 

 
 
Figure 6 below depicts the burner attached flames for two furnace computations where all 
conditions are the same except that the coal is uniformly distributed in the primary air for 
the case displayed in the left boiler image, and the coal is constrained to one quadrant of 
the primary air for the case shown on the right. The flames are painted to show the 
concentration of nitrogen oxide (blue is low and red is high). Comparing these cases, it is 
evident that the flames are distinctly different in both the shape and the nitrogen oxide 
concentrations. However, the NOx emissions computed for 20 distinct cases showed no 
correlation with this burner attached flame volume. 



Figure 6: Burner Attached Fuel Reactive Volume 

 
 
Figure 7: NOx Controlling Volume 

 
 



Accordingly, a different volume was specified that overlays the fuel reactive volume with 
a fuel-rich condition. This NOx controlling volume is depicted in Figure 7 above for the 
same two cases, and it is seen that the same observations regarding flame shape and 
nitrogen oxide concentrations pertain to this redefined volume. 
 
However, as Figure 8 below shows, there exists a good correlation between this redefined 
NOx controlling volume and the NOx emission. The scatter is due to thermal NOx 
contributions in the total emission. The two labeled cases correspond to those shown in 
the preceding figures, and show a 30% NOx reduction due to concentration of the coal in 
the primary air stream. 
 
Figure 8: NOx Control by Burner Modification 

 
 
Innovation 
 
The next and innovative step is to implement this concept of a NOx controlling volume in 
a burner modification. A full-scale test of this concept is required because the NOx 
controlling volume is furnace specific. It is seen in Figure 7 that the NOx controlling 
volumes for each individual burner do not interact in the furnace. Thus the concept can be 
tested without modifying all of the burners in the selected test furnace. The difficulty 
with full-scale testing is that normal operating practices cause fluctuations that are 
commensurate with the expected NOx response. Test methods needed to be developed 
that are sensitive enough to determine the NOx response to fuel inputs. Fuel & Furnace 



had already developed Perturbation Method™ testing and Separation Number™ analysis, 
which were then employed for this purpose.  
 
The required burner modification must affect a consistent concentration of the coal. CFD 
modeling was used in the design of the burner modification. Figure 9 below displays a 
photograph of the device during shop assembly, along with the CFD model of the final 
design. The model also displays velocity vector results in several planes between the 
burner entry and nozzle exit. In this particular design, the coal is concentrated from the 
primary air by tangential entry and collected on a twisted blade that runs the length of the 
burner nozzle. 
 
Figure 9: Burner Modification Design 

 
 
Figure 10: Computed Coal Distribution 

 
 



Figure 10 above displays the computed conditions in the exit plane for the modified 
burner coal nozzle. The figure on the left profiles the mass concentration of coal entering 
the furnace relative to a uniform distribution. This device produces on average a greater 
than six-fold concentration of coal. The particle distribution by size is shown on the right. 
Each color represents 20% of the coal flow. The fact that the larger particles are 
preferentially concentrated, and the finest particles remain dispersed in the flow entering 
the furnace gives the burner good ignition and turndown characteristics.  
 
Demonstration 
 
The burner modification was implemented for a particular furnace, and all furnace 
computations described previously are based on that furnace. In fact, there are two sister 
furnaces in this study. The sister units are the same boiler design and vintage, and are 
equipped with the same firing system, i.e., burner type and over fire air configuration. 
The sister units are fed from the same coal source and operated similarly, allowing a 
comparative study to be performed.  
 
Prior to the burner modification, a study was performed using Perturbation Method™ to 
determine if there were a potential NOx benefit, and to estimate the magnitude of the 
benefit. Perturbation Method™ includes a combination of process control and data 
analysis techniques. A small oscillation is independently applied to the coal and primary 
air streams by burner row (mill), in essence providing a frequency tag that permits the 
filtering and detection of any NOx response to the specific input flow. The test results 
agreed with the modeling results and the bottom row burners were modified in one of the 
furnaces.  
 
After the modification, three months of operating data were obtained for both units, and 
examined and compared using Separation Number™ analysis. Separation Number™ is a 
single value that characterizes the fuel and air distribution for a furnace. It is defined as 
the difference between the locations of the weighted average of the reactants to the 
furnace.  In this study, Separation Number™ is applied together with firing rate to 
correlate NOx emissions to the furnace operation.  
 
Figure 11 below displays the response of NOx emissions to furnace operating conditions 
for the furnace without burner modification (baseline case). The firing rate is represented 
as a nitrogen oxide equivalent as it was for the coal dryer measurements. The fuel derived 
NOx is quantified by the coefficient of the firing rate term as 0.157 lb NOx per lb fuel 
Nitrogen equivalent NOx. 
 
Figure 12 below displays the response of NOx emissions to furnace operating conditions 
for the furnace with the bottom row burners modified. For this case, the fuel derived NOx 
is 0.126 lb NOx per lb fuel Nitrogen equivalent NOx. Compared to the baseline case, the 
fuel derived NOx is reduced by 20%. The nature of the underlying principles and the 
computational models of NOx controlling volume indicate that there is no reason not to 
expect at least a 60% NOx reduction when all burners are modified.  
 



Figure 11: Without Burner Modification (Baseline) 

 
 
Figure 12: Bottom Row Burners Modified 

 
 



Apart from the NOx reduction, there are several other noteworthy benefits. The 
comparatively low pressure drop of the modified burners permits more coal throughput if 
necessary, and/or reduced load on the primary air fan. As noted previously, good ignition 
and turndown characteristics are a consequence of the fact that the finest coal particles 
are the least influenced by the applied concentrating forces and remain dispersed in the 
primary air stream as it enters the furnace. The modified burner has low maintenance 
requirements because the design gives minimal exposure to wear and heat damage. The 
elegance and simplicity of the design makes fabrication and installation relatively easy. 
Capital costs for fabrication and installation of this technology are less than $2/kW. 
 
The NOx reduction technology described here is equally applicable to tangentially-fired 
furnaces. A design is completed for accomplishing the same objectives in a low-NOx 
tangential firing system in an existing furnace. The next steps are fabrication, installation 
and demonstration of the modification in one firing level.  
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ABSTRACT 

The present work is centered in the evaluation of the impact of air staging on the overall 
performance of a large-scale laboratory furnace fired by an industry-type pulverized coal swirl 
burner. Data have been obtained for pollutant emissions and particle burnout for a wide range of 
the furnace operating conditions. The influence of the axial position of the staged air injector, of 
the primary zone stoichiometric ratio (λpz), of the coal type, and of the configuration of the staged 
air injector on pollutant emissions and particle burnout are quantified on the basis of these 
results. The main conclusions are as follows: i) NOx emissions decrease as the distance between 
the staged air injector and the burner exit increases; however, if the distance exceeds a given 
value, CO emissions increase significantly; ii) in general, a reduction in λpz causes a decrease in 
NOx emissions and both an increase in CO emissions and a decrease in particle burnout. 
Moreover, the present results suggest that the benefits in terms of reduction of NOx emissions 
obtained with values of λpz < 0.9 can be considerably attenuated by its deleterious effect on the 
overall combustion efficiency; iii) the type of coal can affect significantly the effectiveness of 
the present NOx control method; it is not possible, however, to establish definitive correlations 
between the reduction in NOx emissions and the main coal properties; and iv) the configuration 
of the staged air injector has little impact on NOx emissions, because the air staging effectiveness 
is a strong function of λpz, but it is a key feature in establishing the overall combustion efficiency 
for λpz < 1. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The Large Combustion Plant Directive of the European Union (2001/80/EC) states that, 
starting from 1 January 2008 and ending no later than 31 December 2015, combustion plants 
with thermal capacities above 500 MW will be required to control their nitrogen oxide (NOx) 
emissions to values below 500 mg/Nm3. Primary measures for NOx emissions control include the 
use of deep air staging through which the stoichiometry of the primary combustion zone is 
reduced to values below 0.9. Although this control technique cannot meet alone the NOx limits 
for the new power plants in the European Union (below 200 mg/Nm3), it may provide an 
attractive solution, especially because of its reduced costs of installation and operation, for older 
boilers for a period of almost a decade to meet the 500 mg/Nm3 limit. When operating a boiler 
under deep air conditions to control NOx emissions, there are a number of issues that require 
attention, such as slagging and fouling behavior and high temperature corrosion, not addressed in 
the present paper, as well as burner stability, CO emissions and particle burnout performances, 
among others. 

The present paper concentrates in the evaluation of the impact of air staging on pollutant 
emissions and particle burnout from a large-scale laboratory furnace fired by an industry-type 
pulverized coal swirl burner. Related studies include those of Spliethoff et al. [1], Bool and 
Kobayashi [2], Costa and Azevedo [3], and Costa et al. [4], among others. 



Spliethoff et al. [1] have conducted an investigation on air staging in an electrically heated 
tube reactor. These authors have evaluated the effects of stoichiometry and residence time in the 
primary (fuel-rich) zone and the effects of temperature for air staging with different coals. 
Spliethoff et al. [1] concluded that an increase in residence time in the primary zone reduces NOx 
emissions, reaching an optimum in air-lean conditions. Moreover, they observed that higher 
temperatures with excess air result in higher NOx concentrations; but under air deficient 
conditions, provided by air staging, the NOx emissions decrease. 

Bool and Kobayashi [2] have conducted tests in two combustion systems (a pilot- and a 
full-scale facility), both burning pulverized coal under staging conditions. These authors have 
replaced a small portion of the low NOx burner combustion air with locally injected oxygen. The 
oxygen injection allowed burner operation at lowered stoichiometric ratios that led to significant 
reductions in NOx emissions without many of the problems typically associated with air staged 
combustion systems, namely burner stability and particle burnout performance. 

Recently, Costa and Azevedo [3] have conducted a study in a 300 MWe, front-wall-fired, 
pulverized-coal, utility boiler, which has been retrofitted with boosted over fire air injectors that 
allowed the operation of the furnace under deeper staging conditions. For these conditions, the 
authors reported NOx emissions below 500 mg/Nm3@6%O2 and acceptable CO emissions and 
overall particle burnout, that is, comparable with those obtained in a previous study in the same 
boiler with a conventional over fire system [4]. 

The present investigation aims to provide new information on the impact of air staging on 
the overall performance (pollutant emissions and particle burnout) of pulverized coal fired 
combustion systems. To this end, a methodical investigation has been performed in a large-scale 
laboratory furnace. A major advantage of the present furnace is that it is large enough to ensure 
that the essential physics of full-scale combustors are simulated. In particular, it is large enough 
to ensure fully turbulent flow combined with significant thermal radiation transfer, but small 
enough to enable the collection of detailed and reliable data. Measurements have been obtained 
for pollutant emissions and particle burnout for a wide range of the furnace operating conditions. 
The influence of the axial position of the staged air injector (Z), of the primary zone 
stoichiometric ratio (λpz), of the coal type, and of the configuration of the staged air injector on 
pollutant emissions and particle burnout are quantified on the basis of these results. 
 
TEST FURNACE AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

The air staging trials were carried out in the Instituto Superior Técnico (IST) large-scale 
laboratory furnace. The combustion chamber is cylindrical in shape. Its axis is vertical to 
minimize asymmetry due to natural convection and biased ash particle deposition and it is down-
fired to facilitate particulate removal. The cylinder comprises eight water-cooled steel segments 
each 0.3 m in height and 0.6 m in internal diameter. The roof section and the upper four 
segments are lined with a layer of refractory, and a ceramic fiber blanket sandwiched between 
the refractory and the water-cooled jacket. Each segment incorporates a pair of diametrically 
opposed 0.22 m diameter ports for probing and injection of over fire air. A more detailed 
description of the experimental facility can be found elsewhere [5]. 

Figure 1 shows schematically the arrangement of the top end wall of the furnace and of the 
burner. The burner geometry is typical of that used in power stations for wall-fired boilers and 
consists of a burner gun and a secondary air supply in a conventional double-concentric 
configuration, terminating in an interchangeable refractory quarl of half-angle 30°. In this work, 
the burner gun used consisted of two concentric tubes: the central orifice was used for the 



introduction of pulverized coal and transport (primary) air and the annular orifice was used for 
the introduction of a small amount of natural gas in order to help the flame stabilization process. 
The secondary air entered a plenum chamber situated above the burner, in which it encountered a 
moveable block swirl generator of the type developed at the International Flame Research 
Foundation. The air then flowed through an interchangeable cylindrical duct and, subsequently, 
into the refractory quarl section. The primary air was supplied by an air compressor (10 bar) and 
its flow rate was measured using a calibrated rotameter. The secondary air was supplied by a fan 
of variable speed and its flow rate was measured with a calibrated orifice plate installed 
upstream of the fan. The natural gas was supplied by the Portuguese gas company via the IST 
grid. In this case, the gas flow was controlled with pressure regulators and valves and the flow 
rates measured using calibrated rotameters. The pulverized coal was transported to the burner via 
a loss-in-weight feeder and a compressed air ejector system. The solid fuels feeding system is 
fully described elsewhere [5]. 

In the present study, three distinct over fire air configurations have been used, as shown in 
Fig. 2. As can be seen, the over fire air was injected radially inside the combustion chamber at 
the furnace axis through two different nozzles (Figs. 2a and 2b) or from the furnace walls (Fig. 
2c). In an initial set of experiments, reported below, the locations of the over fire air injection 
systems were varied along the furnace and the flue-gas concentrations and the particle burnout 
measured. The outcome of this procedure allowed us to define appropriate locations for the 
injection of all three systems. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Furnace roof and burner arrangement of IST furnace. 



EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
The gases for the measurement of the flue-gas concentrations of O2, CO, CO2, unburnt 

hydrocarbons (HC), and NOx were withdrawn using a water-cooled stainless steel. The probe 
outlet was connected to a heated polytetrafluorethylene line through which the gases were 
conducted first to a cyclone separator immersed in an ice bath, to eliminate the moisture and the 
larger particulates from the gas sample, followed by a micro fiber filter, to remove the remaining 
particulates, and then on to the analyzers. The analytical instrumentation included a magnetic 
pressure analyzer for O2 measurements, no dispersive infrared gas analyzers for CO2 and CO 
measurements, a flame ionization detector for HC measurements, and a chemiluminescent 
analyzer for NOx measurements. The analog outputs of the analyzers were transmitted via 
analogical/digital boards to a computer where the signals were processed and the mean values 
computed. Zero and span calibrations with standard mixtures were performed before and after 
each measurement session. The maximum drift in the calibration was within ± 2% of the full 
scale. At the furnace exit, where the gas composition was nearly uniform, probe effects were 
negligible and errors arose mainly from quenching of chemical reactions and sample handling. 
Samples were quenched near the probe tip to about 150 °C and condensation of water within the 
probe was avoided by controlling the inlet temperature of the cooling water (typically to around 
60 °C). Repeatability of the flue-gas data was, on average, within 5%. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Air staging arrangement showing the details of the over fire injection systems. 



Solids sampling was performed with the aid of a stainless steel water-cooled, water-
quenched probe, details of which may be found in [5]. Upon leaving the probe, the char samples 
were collected in a glass container. Following decantation, the collected wet solid sample was 
placed in an oven at approximately 110 °C to dehydrate. Complete dehydration was ascertained 
by repeated drying and weighing of the sample until the measured mass became constant. The 
solid samples were subsequently analyzed (ultimate analysis). The particle burnout data were 
obtained from the following equation: 
 
 ( )[ ] ( )kxk ωωωΨ −−= 11  (1) 
 
where Ψ is the particle burnout, ω is the dry ash mass fraction, and the subscripts k  and x  refer 
to ash content in the input solid fuel and char sample, respectively. 

Uncertainties in particle burnout calculations based on the use of ash as a tracer are 
connected to ash volatility at high heating rates and temperatures and ash solubility in water. In 
order to determine the accuracy of the experimental procedure and measurements, carbon and 
oxygen elemental mass balances have been performed for all tested conditions. The overall mass 
balance discrepancies were below 12%. Radial traverses at the exit sampling location indicated 
no spatial variation in particle burnout and repeatability was, on average, within 10%. 
 
TEST CONDITIONS 

Table 1 lists the main characteristics of the five pulverized coals used during the present 
study. 
 

Table 1. Properties of the pulverized coals (as received). 
 

Propriety Coal A Coal B Coal C Coal D Coal E 

Origen England England Russian South 
American 

South 
Africa 

Proximate Analysis (wt %) 
Volatiles 
Fixed carbon 
Moisture 
Ash 

 
37.00 
56.49 
4.80 
2.42 

 
29.10 
64.77 
2.30 
4.70 

 
31.80 
52.20 
5.80 

10.20 

 
32.60 
45.90 
11.50 
10.00 

 
25.25 
57.57 
3.89 

13.29 

Ultimate analysis (wt %) 
Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Nitrogen 
Sulphur 

 
77.78 
4.77 
7.67 
1.90 
0,66 

 
82.83 
4.50 
2.73 
1.81 
1.13 

 
66.20 
4.40 

10.93 
2.10 
0.32 

 
63.80 
4.55 
8.28 
1.18 
0.65 

 
68.12 
3.77 
8.80 
1.63 
0.50 

High Heating Value (MJ/kg) 
Low Heating Value (MJ/kg) 
Sauter Mean Diameter (µm) 

30.84 
29.72 
18.16 

32.83 
31.80 
14.70 

27.87 
26.90 
15.61 

26.24 
25.00 
20.14 

27.09 
26.17 
19.52 

 
Table 2 summarizes the furnace operating conditions for the air staging parametric trials. 

All together these tests allow assessing the influence of the axial position of the staged air 
injector (Z), of the primary zone stoichiometric ratio (λpz), of the coal type, and of the 



configuration of the staged air injector on pollutant emissions and particle burnout. It will be 
noted that throughout the experiments, the following furnace operating conditions were kept 
constant: thermal input = 100 kW, overall stoichiometric ratio = 1.15 and the secondary air swirl 
number = 1. The stoichiometric ratio of the primary zone (from burner exit to over fire air 
injection) was varied from 1.15 to 0.8, while the distance from the burner exit to the over fire air 
injector (Z) was varied from 610 to 1510 mm. 
 

Table 2. Furnace operating conditions. 
 

Coal A B C D E 

Total thermal input (kW) 100 100 100 100 100 

Overall excess air (%) 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 

Coal mass flow rate (kg/h) 7.27 6.79 8.03 8.64 8.25 

Natural gas mass flow rate (kg/h) 3.16 3.16 3.16 3.16 3.16 

Primary air mass flow rate (kg/h) 7.96 7.96 7.96 7.96 7.96 

Secondary air mass flow rate (kg/h) 88-131 88-130 84-125 82-130 87-128 

Secondary air swirl number (-) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Over fire air mass flow rate (kg/h) 0.0-42 0.0-42 0.0-40 0.0-49 0.0-42 

Primary zone stoichiometric ratio (-) 0.80-1.15 0.80-1.15 0.80-1.15 0.80-1.15 0.80-1.15 

Configuration of the staged air 
injector Fig. 2a Fig. 2a Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c Fig. 2a Fig. 2a 

Distance from the burner exit to the 
over fire air injector, Z (mm) 960 960 Figs. 2a and 2b: 960; 

Fig. 2c: 1050 960 610-1510 

NOx emissions for the unstaged 
flame (mg/Nm3@6%O2) 

421 499 562 428 498 

Particle burnout for the unstaged 
flame (%) 81.8 59.7 90.4 79.7 58.5 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As an initial remark, it should be stressed that the HC emissions were below 7 ppm for all 
the experimental conditions studied so that we have excluded them from the discussion below. 
 
Influence of the Axial Position of the Staged Air Injector 

Figure 3 shows the influence of the axial position of the staged air injector (Z) on both NOx 
emissions and burnout reduction, and CO emissions. In each of the cases presented in the figure, 
the fuel fired was coal E, λpz was 0.9 and the injector used was that shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 3 
reveals that, in general, NOx emissions decrease slightly as the distance between the staged air 
injector and the burner exit increases; specifically, the NOx reduction is around 45% with the 
over fire air injector placed in Z = 610 mm and around 70% with the injector in Z = 1510 mm. 
Note, however, that for values of Z > 1000 mm, the CO emissions increase significantly. 



Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe that the influence of the axial position of the staged air 
injector on particle burnout performance is rather marginal. 
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Figure 3. Influence of the axial position of the staged air injector (Z) on both NOx emissions and 
burnout reduction, and CO emissions. Coal E, λpz = 0.9 and injector of Fig. 2a. 

 
When the over fire air injector is placed in axial locations relatively close to the burner exit 

(Z < 800 mm), the residence times of the particles in the primary zone, poor in O2, are relatively 
low and, thereby, the particles devolatilization process extends well into secondary zone, rich in 
O2. The relatively high O2 concentrations in the secondary zone promote the formation of NO 
mainly via the fuel mechanism, see, for example, Spliethoff et al. [1]. As the distance between 
the staged air injector and the burner exit increases, the residence time of the particles in the 
primary zone increases, which favors the conversion of the fuel nitrogen to N2 and, thus, inhibits 



the NO formation in this zone. Conversely, the increased residence times of the particles in fuel-
rich regions, with relatively high temperatures, promote the formation of CO in these zones. In 
fact, Fig. 3 reveals that, for values of Z > 1000 mm, NOx emissions continue to decrease, but CO 
emissions increase exponentially, revealing a deficient oxidation of the CO, which comes from 
the primary zone, to CO2. It should be noted that the positioning of the over fire injector in Z = 
1260 and 1510 mm extends the reaction zone well into the water-cooled lower end of the 
furnace, where the temperatures are relatively low, with CO oxidation suffering accordingly. 
 
Influence of the Primary Zone Stoichiometric Ratio 

Figure 4 shows the influence of the primary zone stoichiometric ratio (λpz) on both NOx 
emissions and burnout reduction, and CO emissions for all coals studied. In each of the cases 
presented in the figure, the injector used was that shown in Fig. 2a and Z was 960 mm. As can be 
seen, a reduction in λpz causes, in general, a significant decrease in NOx emissions (in the case of 
coal C, it reaches about 80% for λpz = 0.8), an increase in CO emissions (considerable in the case 
of coal D – an increase from about 50 ppm for λpz = 1.15 up to around 600 ppm for λpz = 0.9) and 
reductions in particle burnout lower than 10%, with the exception of coal D, where the reduction 
reaches about 40% for λpz = 0.9. The influence of the coal type on both NOx emissions and 
burnout reduction, and CO emissions is discussed in the following section. 

As discussed earlier, the progressive reduction of the O2 availability in the primary zone as 
λpz decreases inhibits the NO formation mainly via the fuel mechanism, which explains the 
evolution of the NOx emissions observed in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the gradual reduction of 
the O2 concentrations in the primary zone with λpz affects progressively both the CO and the char 
oxidation processes, since both processes tend to occur in the vicinity of the over fire air 
injection region, where the temperatures are relatively low, as discussed in the previous section. 

Finally, it is important to note that the NOx reductions achieved with the reductions in λpz 
for values below 0.9 are insignificant. Under these circumstances, the present results suggest that 
the benefits in terms of reduction of NOx emissions obtained with values of λpz < 0.9 can be 
considerably attenuated by its deleterious effect on the overall combustion efficiency. 
 
Influence of the Coal Type 

Returning to Fig. 4, it is seen that this figure also reveals the influence of the coal type on 
both NOx emissions and burnout reduction, and CO emissions. In conjunction with Table 1, Fig. 
4 indicates that it is not possible to establish definitive correlations between the reduction in NOx 
emissions, or particle burnout, and the main coal properties, such as, for example, the volatile 
matter content or the nitrogen content. Efforts to establish correlations with other fuel 
proprieties, such as, for example, the C/H ratio were also unsuccessful. This is a rather expected 
result taking into consideration the extreme complexity and heterogeneous nature of the coal 
and, also, owing to the impossibility to maintain constant important coal characteristics, such as, 
for example, the particle size. 

Nonetheless, if coal A is excluded from the analysis, it can be concluded that, in general, 
for a given value of λpz, NOx emissions are lower for those coals with higher volatile matter 
content. This is probably due to the higher devolatilization rates in the primary zone associated 
to these coals. In practical terms, this fact should favour the conversion of the devolatilization 
products that contain nitrogen in their composition into N2, owing to the primary zone being 
richer for coals with high volatile matter content, as compared with the primary zone established 
with low volatile matter coals. In terms of particle burnout and CO emissions, Fig. 4 reveals that, 



with the exception of coal D, the behaviour of the coals is globally identical. The exception 
observed in the case of coal D, which presents lower particle burnout and higher CO emissions 
for values of λpz < 0,95, is probably due to the higher coal mass flow rate fed to the burner in 
order to maintain constant the thermal input for all coals – see Table 1. 
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Figure 4. Influence of the primary zone stoichiometric ratio (λpz) on both NOx emissions and 
burnout reduction, and CO emissions for all coals studied. Injector of Fig. 2a and Z = 960 mm. 

 
Influence of the Configuration of the Staged Air Injector 

Figure 5 shows the influence of the configuration of the staged air injector on both NOx 
emissions and burnout reduction, and CO emissions. In each of the cases presented in the figure 
was used coal C with the three injectors. For the injectors of Figs. 2a and 2b, Z was 960 mm and 
for the injector of Fig. 2c, Z was 1050 mm. 
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Figure 5. Influence of the configuration of the staged air injector on both NOx emissions and 
burnout reduction, and CO emissions. Coal C, Z = 960 mm for the injectors of Figs. 2a and 2b 

and Z = 1050 mm for the injector of Fig. 2c. 
 

In terms of NOx emissions, the performance of the three over fire air injector 
configurations, as a function of λpz, is similar, since the effectiveness of the present NOx control 
method is essentially determined by the primary zone stoichiometric ratio. In contrast, Fig. 5 
reveals that for values of λpz < 1, both particle burnout and CO emissions depend significantly of 
the injector configurations, that is, depend of the mixing characteristics that prevail in the 
secondary zone. These observations suggest that the injector configuration is crucial in regard to 
both particle burnout and CO emissions when the conditions in the primary zone are rich, which 
are precisely the conditions most favourable for the reduction of the NOx emissions. 

For λpz < 1, it is the injector of Fig. 2a that presents the lower impact in the particle burnout 
performance, probably because it assures a more uniform air distribution in the secondary zone, 



while the injector of Fig. 2b provides the lower CO emissions, suggesting that the 60º angled 
injection of the over fire air (see Fig. 2b) allows that the mixing process between the over fire air 
and the combustion products from the primary zone takes place in regions closer to the burner, 
and, thus, characterized by higher temperatures that favour the CO oxidation. 

Again for λpz < 1, the injector of Fig. 2c presents particle burnout values comparable to 
those of the injector of Fig. 2b, but CO emissions significantly higher as compared with the 
injectors of Figs. 2a and 2b. This is essentially attributable to the poor mixing between the over 
fire air and the combustion products from the primary zone owing to the positioning of this 
injector at the furnace walls – see Fig. 2c. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

Extensive parametric trials have been performed in a pulverized coal fired furnace in order 
to evaluate the impact of the air staging on its overall performance. Data have been obtained for 
pollutant emissions and particle burnout. The measurements quantify the influence of the axial 
position of the staged air injector, of the primary zone stoichiometric ratio (λpz), of the coal type, 
and of the configuration of the staged air injector on pollutant emissions and particle burnout. 

The main conclusions of the present study are as follows: 
i) NOx emissions decrease as the distance between the staged air injector and the 

burner exit increases because the residence times of the particles in the primary 
zone increase; however, if the distance exceeds a given value, CO emissions 
increase significantly because the reaction zone expands downstream to regions 
with lower temperatures, thereby, making difficult the CO oxidation. 

ii) In general, a reduction in λpz causes a decrease in NOx emissions and both an 
increase in CO emissions and a decrease in particle burnout. Moreover, the present 
results suggest that the benefits in terms of reduction of NOx emissions obtained 
with values of λpz < 0.9 can be considerably attenuated by its deleterious effect on 
the overall combustion efficiency. 

iii) The type of coal can affect significantly the effectiveness of the present NOx 
control method; it is not possible, however, to establish definitive correlations 
between the reduction in NOx emissions and the main coal properties. 

iv) The configuration of the staged air injector has little impact on NOx emissions, 
because the air staging effectiveness is a strong function of λpz, but it is a key 
feature in establishing the overall combustion efficiency for λpz < 1. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Test results from an existing DOE-NETL funded program to evaluate 
performance of the Advanced Layered Technology Approach (ALTA) in a 
pulverized coal-fired furnace are presented. ALTA involves a synergistic 
combination of over-fire air (OFA) and burner modifications, Rich Reagent 
Injection (RRI), and Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR). The eventual 
goal of this program is to demonstrate at pilot-scale that the combination of 
combustion modifications, deeper staging, and RRI may yield NOx emissions 
lower than the combination of traditional low-NOx burners with OFA. A key 
concept of this approach is the homogenization of furnace gas composition within 
a deeply staged primary combustion zone to achieve NOx emissions approaching 
thermodynamic limits.  Results show that the chemistry of NOx reduction 
associated with RRI is valid in a PC environment.  At long residence times, a NOx 
concentration of 62 ppm (0.061 lb/MBtu) may be reached at a burner 
stoichiometry of 0.85.  At short residence times, RRI is ineffective when 
introduced into the stratified gasses generated by a low-NOx burner, but up to 
50% reduction of NOx can occur when the burner is modified to homogenize the 
combustion gases.  It has also been demonstrated that at short residence times, 
a combination of burner modifications, staging, and RRI can produce lower NOx 
emissions than low-NOx burners and staging alone, to achieve NOx emissions of 
76 ppm (0.075 lb/MBtu).   

INTRODUCTION 
 
The approach for NOx management in coal-fired utility boilers has evolved over 
many years.  Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) offers a sound solution to NOx 
control, but the staggering capital investment limits its applicability to large units.  
Current technology allows significant reduction of NOx from an uncontrolled level 
with small modifications to the furnace and operating conditions.  Low-NOx 
burners (LNBs) stratify the combustion gases as they delay the mixing of air with 
fuel-rich regions, limiting the formation of NOx.  LNBs may be coupled with over-
fire air (OFA) to stage the lower furnace to a stoichiometric ratio of 0.95 to 0.85.  
This addition promotes a hot, rich lower furnace and causes further NOx 
reduction. Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) is often applied to the upper 
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furnace for added NOx reduction.  An amine reagent (usually urea) is introduced 
to react with NO to form N2 without an accelerating catalyst.   
 
Reaction Engineering International (REI) has developed an alternative for in-
furnace NOx control called Advanced Layer Technology Approach (ALTA).  ALTA 
requires the promotion of a deeply staged and homogeneous lower furnace, with 
a stoichiometric ratio in the region of 0.9 to 0.65.  An amine reagent is injected 
into this rich region to accelerate the rate of NOx reduction through the reaction of 
NO with NHi and HNCO/NCO to form N2.  SNCR is also applied in the upper 
furnace for added NOx reduction.  Application of ALTA requires complex 
optimization of the combustion and layering configuration and strategic 
placement of reagent injection location to target appropriate stoichiometry and 
temperature.  ALTA has been demonstrated on cyclone boilers to achieve NOx 
emission rates at or below 0.12 lb/MMBtu.1 
 
Cyclone units provide an ideal environment for rich reagent injection (RRI), 
because the coal is devolitalized and partially combusted in the cyclone barrels, 
before it enters the furnace.  When staged, this environment is rich, hot and 
homogeneous, providing all of the characteristics necessary for NOx reduction by 
RRI.  ALTA has not previously been applied to a PC unit due to the stratification 
of the near-burner gases.  Particle residence time and char burnout are also 
important considerations for the application of RRI in a PC environment.  Burner 
operating conditions can be adjusted to provide a desired staging condition, i.e. 
near-burner stoichiometric ratio, but these conditions will not be met until fuel 
from the char particles has reached the gas phase.  For application of RRI to a 
PC unit, a hot, rich and homogeneous environment must be developed quickly to 
allow RRI to be applied before the OFA zone. 
 
Pilot-scale experiments have been performed to investigate the applicability of 
RRI in a PC environment.  The homogenization of near-burner combustion gases 
has been promoted through burner redesign and unit operation.  Rich reagent 
and over-fire air have been introduced at long residence times to prove the 
applicability of RRI in a PC unit.  Short residence time experiments were used to 
demonstrate the limits caused by combustion gas stratification and the 
effectiveness of burner design at overcoming the technical hurdles of applying 
RRI to a PC unit. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
 
The L-1500 combustor at the University of Utah is a pilot-scale, coal-fired furnace 
that was designed to simulate low emission, pulverized coal-fired boilers.  This 
unit has contributed to investigation of technologies for NOx and particulate 
control, including: staging, reburning, selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) 
and burner development.  The reaction zone of this furnace has a 3.2 foot square 
cross section and is approximately 46 feet in length.  The length is divided into 10 
sections, each with various sampling and injection ports.  It is fired by a 



5MBtu/hr, dual-register, low-NOx burner.  The combustion air can be preheated 
up to 800 °F.  The solid feeding system includes a feeder, hopper and eductors 
to deliver pulverized coal to the burner at a measured rate.  The unit is controlled 
via an Opto 22 distributed control system.  This control system automatically 
collects data from emission monitoring equipment, including measurement of O2, 
CO2, CO, NOx and THC.  A diagram of the L-1500 appears in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Diagram of the 5 MBtu/hr, pulverized coal-fired furnace 

 
A Utah bituminous coal was selected for the investigation of ALTA in a pulverized 
coal furnace.  This coal originated at the Skyline mine in central Utah.  Table 1 
contains an ultimate analysis of the coal. 
 
 

Table 1.  Skyline Mine coal analysis 
Utah Bituminous Coal 

Carbon 71.6 % dry 

Hydrogen 5.1 % dry 

Nitrogen 1.3 % dry 

Sulfur 0.3 % dry 

Oxygen 11.6 % dry 

Ash 8.4 % dry 

Heating Value 12501 Btu/lb AR
 



For these experiments, coal was introduced into the furnace at a rate of 320 
lb/hr, representative of an approximately 4 MBtu/hr firing rate.  This firing rate 
was chosen to provide a stable temperature profile in the reactor throughout the 
day 
 
Three different injection configurations were used for RRI and OFA.  Rich 
reagent was injected in section 6 and OFA was introduced in section 9 for long 
residence times to evaluate the feasability of RRI chemistry in PC units.  To 
investigate more realistic conditions, sections 4 and 6 were used as well as 
sections 3 and 5.  Sections 4 and 6 provided average particle residence times of 
0.50 and 1.40 seconds.  When sections 3 and 5 are used, the residence times 
were 0.37 and 1.02 seconds respectively.  The short particle residence times 
from the burner to the OFA (Sections 5 and 6) were representative of residence 
times found in commercial units. [Note:  Sections 3,4 and 6 should be labeled] 
 
Rich reagent was introduced into the reactor using dual fluid nozzles from 
Spraying Systems.  Nitrogen was used as the atomization gas for these 
experiments.  Two injection nozzles were used, horizontally opposed, in the 
center port of the section of injection.  A 40 wt % urea solution was diluted with 
water before entering the injection probe.  In this way, the gas to liquid ratio was 
maintained over a broad range of baseline NOx concentrations and NSRs. 
 
To investigate the effects of flue gas homogeneity on RRI, two different burners 
were used in this investigation.  The burner typically implemented with the L-
1500 is a dual register LNB.  This burner is able to operate across a range of 
primary air flows, down to air / fuel ratios of less than 1.5.  The remainder of the 
burner air could be split between the inner and outer registers of the secondary, 
each with its own swirl settings.  A Rich Reagent Injection Burner (RRIB) was 
designed to rapidly homogenize the flue gases in the near-burner region.  The 
homogeneous, near-burner region should provide ideal conditions for NOx 
reduction by staging and for RRI.  This was accomplished by distributing the 
primary air and coal into the inner register of the secondary air.  This burner 
could be operated with or without the outer register of the secondary. 

RESULTS 
 
To show that NOx reduction by RRI was possible in a PC-fired furnace, long 
residence times were first used.  Rich reagent was injected in section 6 and OFA 
was not introduced until section 9.  The low-NOx Burner was used for these tests.  
It was operated with a 33% of the secondary air in the inner register and the 
remainder in the outer register.  The swirl for the inner and outer register was set 
at 50%, corresponding to a swirl number of 0.6.  The overall stoichiometric ratio 
was held constant at 1.2 for all of the tests.  The burner stoichiometric ratio 
(BSR) was varied from 1.05 to 0.65.  Reagent was injected into the furnace at 
normal stoichiometric ratios (NSRs) varying from 0 to 3.  The results of these 
tests are presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  NOx concentrations at various staging conditions with RRI in 

section 6 and OFA in section 9 
 
 
Figure 2 shows that RRI chemistry is feasible in a pulverized coal furnace.  At a 
BSR of 0.8 the NOx concentration was reduced from 286 ppm (0.28 lb/MBtu) to 
62 ppm (0.06 lb/MBtu) while using an NSR of 3.  This was representative of a 
78% reduction in NOx concentration.  The data also show that at very deeply 
staged conditions (BSR of 0.75 – 0.65) there was little NOx reduction due to RRI, 
but the NOx concentrations were already extremely low, possibly near the lowest 
possible concentration determined by char-nitrogen and thermodynamics.  Under 
these experimental conditions, there was little or no impact of burner operating 
conditions on NOx concentrations or reduction.  This indicates that the injection 
and OFA locations were sufficiently far away from the burner that stratification is 
limited. 
 
RRI was moved to section 4 and OFA was moved to section 6 of the furnace to 
investigate more realistic residence times and to move into a region of the 
furnace where stratification of the combustion products may limit the ability of the 
reagent to reduce NOx.  For this injection configuration, both of the burners were 
evaluated.  The RRIB was operated at conditions that provided the lowest NOx 
numbers possible with reagent injection.  The LNB was operated in a manner to 
produce the lowest possible NOx numbers without reagent injection.  This means 
that the region in front of the burner was expected to be highly stratified.  Staging 



conditions were investigated from a BSR of 0.95 to 0.65 and the NSR was varied 
between 0 and 2.  The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  NOx concentrations at various staging conditions with RRI in 

section 4 and OFA in section 6 
 
Figure 3 demonstrates that residence time and mixing limitations can impede the 
effectiveness of RRI when using the LNB.  Significant reductions in NOx 
concentration could be achieved in this region when the RRIB was used.  At a 
BSR of 0.80, NOx was reduced from 212 ppm (0.21 lb/MBtu) to 104 ppm (0.10 
lb/Mbtu) for a reduction of 51%.  These data suggest that the RRIB was 
operating nominally and causing homogeneity in the flue gas.  Even with 51% 
reduction in NOx concentration, the RRIB, which is designed to operate under 
deeply staged, short residence-time conditions, was not able to produce NOx 
concentrations that were significantly lower than the LNB under these conditions.  
NOx concentrations from the LNB were also further reduced with RRI.  This 
suggests that with RRI in section 4 and OFA in section 6, there was still enough 
residence time to overcome the effects of stratification before the OFA.  This was 
also evident in the NOx concentration at deeply staged conditions.  As with the 
long residence time experiments, the NOx values converged at a BSR of 0.7 for 
both burners, with and without RRI.  Experiments also show that additional 
reduction may be achieved with either burner by increasing the NSR.  These 
data are presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  NOx reduction at various NSRs with RRI in section 4 and OFA in 

Section 6 
 
Figure 4 shows that increasing from an NSR of 2 to 3 gives an additional 12% 
reduction with the RRIB and an additional 10% reduction with the LNB, at a BSR 
of 0.85.  Therefore, at these conditions, increasing the NSR does not significantly 
advantage the RRIB.   
 
Experiments were also performed where RRI was introduced in section 3 and 
OFA was introduced in section 5.  Here the average particle residence time was 
0.37 to the injection location and 1.02 to the OFA.  All of the remaining conditions 
were identical to the previous experiments.  These results are presented in 
Figure 5 and Figure 6.    
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Figure 5.  NOx concentrations at various staging conditions with RRI in 

section 3 and OFA in section 5 
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Figure 6.  NOx reduction at various staging conditions with RRI in section 3 

and OFA in section 5 



Here, the NOx values were the same with and without reagent injection, when 
using the LNB, illustrating that the combustion gases were significantly more 
stratified at these injection and OFA locations.  However, the RRIB still showed 
almost 50% reduction in NOx at a BSR of 0.85.  Even more significant was the 
separation between the NOx values produced by each of the burners under 
deeply staged conditions.  At a BSR of 0.75 the RRIB with reagent injection was 
able to produce 17 % lower NOx concentrations than the LNB.  At moderate 
staging the RRIB also showed lower NOx concentration with RRI than could be 
produced with the LNB.  Based on the NSR curve in Figure 4, more reduction 
may be achieved with the RRIB with a higher NSR while NOx concentrations 
from the LNB will remain static. 

CONCLUSIONS & SUMMARY 
 
When RRI and OFA were introduced into sections 6 and 9 of the L-1500, at a 
burner stoichiometric ratio of 0.8, staging and low-NOx burners alone produced 
286 ppm NOx (0.28 lb/MBtu).  Injection of rich reagent at an NSR of 2 resulted in 
a 78% reduction of NOx beyond the staging and LNB condition, indicating RRI 
chemistry is feasible in a PC environment under deeply staged conditions (BSR 
of 0.7 to 0.65).  The long residence time experiments demonstrated no 
dependence of NOx reduction with RRI on burner operating parameters, implying 
that the combustion gases have sufficient time to become homogeneous 
regardless of burner stratification. 
 
As the distance between the burner and RRI/OFA decreases, reagent injection 
becomes less effective at reducing NOx when operated with the Low-NOx Burner.  
For conditions where RRI is placed in section 3 and OFA in section 5, RRI has 
no impact on NOx emissions.  Here the burner stoichiometric ratio is sufficient to 
provide a rich region, but burner stratification causes the reagent to be consumed 
in pockets of fuel-lean gas.  The rich reagent injection burner was designed to 
provide a homogeneous near-burner region.  This design has proven successful.  
As distance to injection location is decreased while firing the RRIB, NOx 
reduction continues to be as great as 50%, resulting in NOx emissions 17% lower 
than those possible with the LNB and staging alone.  Under these conditions the 
NOx emissions may be further reduced by increasing NSR with the RRI burner, 
but the emission rate with the LNB will be unaffected by RRI. 
 
The difference in behavior between the LNB and RRIB at short residence times 
suggests that the conditions necessary for NOx reduction by RRI in a PC 
environment are understood and may be created for real combustion situations.  
A greater separation between LNB and RRIB performance may also be 
achievable for conditions where NOx emissions are not approaching the 
thermodynamic limit. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

A new, staged low-NOx, pulverized coal burner named AireJet™ was developed with the 

aid of computational fluid mechanics modeling and tested at pilot-scale.  Tests were conducted 

in a 100 million Btu/hr facility that was setup with “separated” and “close-coupled” overfire air 

(OFA) ports at different elevations above the burner centerline.  An eastern high-volatile 

bituminous Middle Kittanning coal and a western Powder River Basin Black Thunder coal were 

chosen for testing.  Effects of burner hardware, combustion stoichiometry, and coal fineness on 

NOx (NO + NO2), CO, and loss of ignition (LOI) were evaluated.  Under the normal operating 

conditions of 17% excess air and 0.85 burner stoichiometry, and with the OFA ports being 

separated about 21 ft above the burner centerline, we achieved 0.148 lb NOx/106 Btu and 3.84% 

LOI for the eastern bituminous Middle Kittanning coal and 0.076 lb NOx/106 Btu and 0.35% LOI 

for the western Black Thunder coal, respectively.  In the close-coupled OFA arrangement, the 

OFA ports were 2 and 3 ft above the burner centerline, resulting in 0.240 lb NOX/106 Btu and 

1.26% LOI for the Middle Kittanning coal, versus 0.122 lb NOX/106 Btu and 0.34% LOI for the 

Black Thunder coal.  In the first commercial application of twelve AireJet™ burners in a 95 MWe 

utility boiler that burns a Powder River Basin coal, the NOx emissions averaged around 0.13 

lb/106 Btu and the LOI levels were less than 1%. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Ideal implementation of deep staging for maximum NOx reduction entails “complete” 

consumption of oxygen in the fuel-rich combustion zone between the burner and the overfire air 

(OFA) ports.  In a utility boiler, the NOx reduction residence time is approximated on the basis of 

flue gas movement from the mid-plane of each burner row to the OFA ports.  As an example, in 

an opposed-fired boiler the residence time from the bottom burner row to OFA ports is typically 

2 to 3 seconds, but less than 0.5 second from the top row (based on OFA ports 10 ft above the 

burner row).  Since the required burner-to-OFA residence time for flue gas mixing and reaction 

is often greater than 0.5 sec, the upper-row burners are less effective in NOx reduction.  A 

properly designed low-NOx burner can minimize the flame length and maximize the available 

time for NOX reduction reactions ahead of the OFA ports. 

 

Fundamentally, oxygen-deficient and high-temperature coal flames with large internal 

recirculation zones (IRZ) in the near-burner region have been known to accelerate ignition, 

improve flame stability, and generate low NOx emissions.  Based on these principles, a new 

prototype, staged low-NOx burner named AireJet™ [1] was developed for pulverized coal firing 

with the aid of COMOSM [2], a multi-dimensional computational fluid dynamics code.   The 

burner design features a central “core air” nozzle for introducing a portion of secondary air to 

enhance combustion.  Primary air and pulverized coal (PC) flow through an annulus 

surrounding the core nozzle.  Additional secondary air flows through two concentric inner and 

outer annuli encircling the coal annulus.  Swirl is imparted on those flow streams via fixed and 

adjustable spin vanes.  A diverging air separation vane (ASV) can be mounted at the outer 

secondary air annulus exit to enhance the IRZ.  

 

COMOSM simulated the flow patterns, coal particle dispersion and trajectories, coal 

pyrolysis chemistry, gas-phase and char reactions, flame structure, and heat transfer.  No 

attempt was made to predict NOx emissions.  Instead, COMOSM was applied to identify 

arrangements that produced oxygen-deficient and high-temperature flames with large internal 

recirculation zones.  Figure 1 shows the computed flow fields and temperature profiles for the 

AireJet™ burner equipped with a uniquely-designed ASV.  With this burner, the hot sub-

stoichiometric IRZ was significantly larger relative to the commercial low-NOx DRB-4Z® burner.   
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Figure 1.   Predicted flow fields and temperature contours for the AireJet™ burner.  Plots 
correspond to combustion of standard fineness eastern bituminous Middle 
Kittanning coal at 0.85 stoichiometry and 100 million Btu/hr. 

 



Quantitative comparisons of the calculated reverse flows within the flame envelopes of 

both burners are shown in Figure 2.  It’s easily observed that the AireJet™ burner creates a 

larger recirculation (reverse flow) volume within the flame.  Based on the computer modeling 

results, a detailed mechanical design was prepared and a prototype burner was constructed for 

testing.  Figure 3 shows the burner schematic. 

Figure 2.  Predicted reverse flow variations within the flame envelope versus axial 
distance-to-burner diameter ratio (x/D) for the AireJet™ and DRB-4Z® burners.  
Plots correspond to combustion of standard fineness eastern bituminous 
Middle Kittanning coal at 0.85 stoichiometry and 100 million Btu/hr 
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Figure 3. General schematic of the low-NOx AireJet™ burner 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

 
Prototype-scale testing of the staged AireJet™ burner was conducted in the B&W’s 100 

million Btu/hr Clean Environment Development Facility (CEDF).  Pulverized coal flow was 

transported to the burner by 150°F primary air and at desired air-to-fuel ratios.  Secondary air 

was preheated to 600oF and a part of it was diverted and reintroduced through two OFA ports.  

Figure 4 shows the construction of the CEDF furnace and the overfire air port arrangements.   

Figure 4.  CEDF furnace and OFA arrangements 
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In the separated (upper) OFA arrangement, two ports were put in service at 21.3 ft 

above the burner centerline with a burner-to-OFA bulk flow residence time of 3.5 sec during 

staged firing (SR= 0.85).  Commercial utility boilers have significantly less gas flow residence 

time between most of the burners and OFA ports.  To examine the effect of shorter residence 

times, two close-coupled OFA ports were also installed in the tunnel section of the furnace at 2 

ft and 3 ft above the burner centerline, and 26 ft away horizontally from the burner throat.  For 

this arrangement, the calculated residence time above the burner centerline was 0.3 sec, 

representing the time from the upper row of burners to the OFA ports in a utility boiler.   



Flue gas was sampled continuously through a heated sample line at the convection pass 

exit.  After filtering and drying, the composition of key species (e.g., CO, NOx, and O2) was 

measured by standard analyzers.  Fly ash was also sampled across the convection pass exit 

duct via a multi-hole probe and analyzed for loss on ignition (LOI).  LOI values closely 

approximate the unburned carbon levels in the fly ash. 

 

 
PILOT-SCALE RESULTS 

 

Coal Composition and Fineness 
 An eastern bituminous Middle Kittanning coal and a Powder River Basin sub-bituminous 

Black Thunder coal were used in testing.  Table 1 lists the proximate, ultimate, and heating 

value analyses of the “as-received” coals.  Fixed carbon-to-volatile matter ratio (FC/VM) for the 

Middle Kittanning coal was 1.63 versus 1.10 for the Black Thunder coal.  Table 2 lists the 30 to 

200 sieve (595 to 74 μm) cut sizes for the representative standard grind (~72% through 200 

mesh) and fine grind (~87% through 200 mesh) PC samples.   

 

Table 1. As-received coal analyses 
Constituent Middle 

Kittanning 
Black 
Thunder 

Proximate   
        Fixed Carbon (%) 53.09 35.99 

Volatile Matter (%) 32.56 32.60 
Moisture (%) 1.29 26.23 

Ash (%) 13.06 5.18 
Fixed Carbon/Volatile Matter 1.63 1.10 

Ultimate  
Carbon (%) 72.11 51.29 

Hydrogen (%) 4.80 3.63 
Nitrogen (%) 1.39 0.70 

Sulfur (%) 2.05 0.35 
Oxygen (%) 5.30 12.62 

Heating Value (Btu/lb) 13,045 8,991 
 

 

Optimum burner and OFA port settings for minimum NOX and CO were established at 

full load (100 million Btu/hr), 0.85 burner stoichiometry, and 17% overall excess air.  Lowest 

pollutant emission levels were generally achieved when the OFA flow was split equally between 

the opposed side ports.   

 

 



Table 2. Typical PC size distributions 
Mesh Designation and Size Percent Smaller 

Middle Kittanning Black Thunder  
Screen # (μm) Standard PC Fine PC Standard PC 

30 (595) 100.00 100.00 100.00 
50 (297) 99.87 99.96 99.86 
70 (210) 98.91 99.77 98.18 

100 (149) 94.82 99.06 96.01 
140 (105) 84.48 95.57 86.01 
200 (74) 72.27 87.18 71.90 

 
 
Initial Burner Hardware Optimizations with Separated OFA Arrangement 

Figure 5 compares the effects of coal rank and burner stoichiometry on NOX and LOI at 

a fixed overall excess air level of 17% when the separated OFA ports were in service.  Raising 

the burner stoichiometry increased the oxygen availability in the flame zone and elevated the 

NOX emissions.  LOI and CO levels remained relatively low with burner stoichiometry variations, 

but their expected reductions at higher burner stoichiometries (for a fixed overall excess air 

value) were in most cases offset by slower burnout due to decreasing OFA flow penetration and 

mixing in the furnace.   
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Figure 5.   Coal type and stoichiometry effects on NOx and LOI for the AireJet™ burner 
using separated OFA ports.  Nominal operating conditions: 100 million Btu/hr, 
17% overall excess air, and 70-72% through a 200 mesh screen PC fineness. 



At full load and 0.85 burner stoichiometry, average NOX, CO, LOI, and ΔP values were 

110 ppmv (0.153 lb NO2/106 Btu), 29 ppmv, 4.62 %, and 4.7 in wc, respectively for Middle 

Kittanning coal combustion.  Another hardware variation resulted in 105 ppmv NOx (0.148 lb 

NO2/106 Btu), 27 ppmv CO, 3.84% LOI, 4.2 in wc ΔP under the same operating conditions.  

Staged combustion of Black Thunder coal at 0.85 burner stoichiometry and 17% excess air had 

3.4 in wc ΔP and generated 56 ppmv NOX (0.076 lb NO2/106 Btu), 12 ppmv CO, and 0.35% LOI.  

Higher reactivity (lower FC/VM), and lower coal-nitrogen content for this coal were responsible 

for low NOx emissions and high carbon burnout.  Overall, good combustion efficiency was 

exhibited by the AireJet™ burner with low NOX, LOI, and CO levels.  Part load operations 

generally resulted in lower NOx and higher LOI levels due to cooler furnace environment.   

 

Coal Fineness Effect 
Increasing the Middle Kittanning coal fineness from 72% to 87% through a 200 mesh 

screen had the expected effect of faster combustion and oxygen depletion within the staged 

flame, leading to a longer NOx reduction residence time for the flue gas prior to reaching the 

overfire air ports.  A 6% drop in NOx was attributed to raising the PC fineness in the close-

coupled OFA configuration.  Corresponding LOI levels were low and relatively unaltered by PC 

fineness variations. 

 
Final Burner Hardware Optimizations with Closed-Coupled OFA Arrangement 
 More design modifications were made to further improve upon the previous results.  

Additional tests were then conducted using the close-coupled OFA arrangement to gauge the 

modified burner performance with regard to high combustion efficiency, short flame length, low 

NOX and CO emissions, low burner ΔP, good flame stability, and low LOI values.  NOx and LOI 

performance results are plotted in Figure 6.  At 100 million Btu/hr, 17% excess air and 0.85 

burner stoichiometry, the combustion of high fineness eastern bituminous Middle Kittanning coal 

produced 195 ppmv NOX (0.266 lb/106 Btu), 19 ppmv CO, 1.47% LOI, and 3.2 in wc ΔP.  

Burning the same coal at 0.80 burner stoichiometry, generated 173 ppmv NOx (0.238 lb/106 

Btu), 14 ppmv CO, and 1.60% LOI while operating at 2.6 in wc ΔP.  Deeper staging from 0.80 to 

0.75 stoichiometry showed only a slightly more NOx reduction. 

  

 Firing the standard fineness western sub-bituminous Black Thunder coal in the AireJet™ 

burner resulted in 91 ppmv NOx (0.122 lb/106 Btu) and 0.34% LOI in the fly ash.  Within the 

plotted burner stoichiometry range, the NOx emissions were nearly unchanged and averaged 

around 0.124 lb/106 Btu.  CO and LOI levels were below 25 ppmv and 0.4% LOI, respectively.   
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 NOx emissions remained near their lowest levels when the burner stoichiometry was at 

0.80 or less for the Black Thunder coal and at or below 0.85 for the Middle Kittanning coal.  In 

the end, the configuration that was optimum for Black Thunder coal firing also turned out to be 

optimum for firing the Middle Kittanning coal, achieving 176 ppmv NOX (0.240 lb/106 Btu), 17 

ppmv CO, and 1.26% LOI at 0.85 burner stoichiometry and 17% excess overall excess air.  

 
Comparison with the DRB-4Z®

 Burner Performance 
Comparative tests were also carried out with a 100 million Btu/hr version of the 

commercial B&W staged DRB-4Z® low-NOX burner [3].  Figure 7 compares the NOX and LOI 

levels of the staged AireJet™ and DRB-4Z® burners for the separated OFA arrangement.   NOx 

emissions from firing the standard fineness Black Thunder and Middle Kittanning coals in the 

AireJet™ burner at 0.85 burner stoichiometry and 17% excess air were 12% and 21% below 

their respective measured values for the DRB-4Z® burner.  Similar plots for the close-coupled 

OFA arrangement are also shown in Figure 8.  Relative to the standard DRB-4Z® burner, the 

AireJet™ burner generated 18% and 33% lower NOx when firing the Middle Kittanning and 

Black Thunder coals, respectively.   
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Figure 6.   Coal type and stoichiometry effects on NOx and LOI for the AireJet™ burner 
using close-coupled OFA ports.  Nominal operating conditions: 100 million 
Btu/hr and 17% overall excess air.  PC fineness (percent through a 200 mesh 
screen): 87% for Middle Kittanning coal and 72% for Black Thunder coal. 



Figure 7. Burner hardware and coal rank effects on NOx and LOI at 100 million Btu/hr, 
0.85 burner stoichiometry, and 17% overall excess air with separated OFA 
ports.  Nominal PC fineness (percent through a 200 mesh screen): 70-72%.  
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Figure 8. Burner hardware and coal rank effects on NOx and LOI at 100 million 
Btu/hr, 0.85 burner stoichiometry, and 17% overall excess air with close-
coupled OFA ports.  Nominal PC fineness (percent through a 200 mesh 
screen): 87% for Middle Kittanning coal and 72% for Black Thunder coal. 
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SUMMARY OF PILOT-SCALE RESULTS 
 

We have developed a new staged low-NOx burner named AireJet™ for pulverized coal 

firing.   Close-coupled and separated OFA ports were setup for testing to represent burner-to-

OFA residence times of top and bottom row burners in a commercial boiler.  At 17% excess air 

and 0.85 burner stoichiometry, NOX, CO, and LOI levels were 105 ppmv (0.148 lb/106 Btu), 27 

ppmv, and 3.84% for the eastern bituminous Middle Kittanning coal and 56 ppmv NOx (0.076 

lb/106 Btu), 12 ppmv CO, and 0.35% LOI for the western sub-bituminous Black Thunder coal, 

respectively when using the separated OFA arrangement.  In the close-coupled OFA 

arrangement, the combustion of Middle Kittanning coal produced 176 ppmv NOx (0.240 lb/106 

Btu), 17 ppmv CO, and 1.26% LOI, versus 91 ppmv NOx (0.122 lb/106 Btu), 11 ppmv CO, and 

0.34% LOI for the Black Thunder coal.  These favorable results also indicate the suitability of 

the AireJet™ burner for firing a broad range of coals.   

 

HIGHLIGHTS OF COMMERCIAL-SCALE EXPERIENCE 
 

Following the successful single burner performance testing at pilot-scale, the next logical 

step was commercial-scale demonstration at a utility boiler.  Our first commercial-scale 

demonstration was done at the PRB coal-fired, Black Hills Generation, 95 MWe, Wygen1 Unit 3 

in Wyoming.  All twelve pre-retrofit, opposed-wall, B&W low-NOx DRB-4Z® burners were 

replaced with AireJet™ burners but the existing four dual-zone opposed-wall OFA ports 

remained unchanged.  NOx emissions at full load operation with the AireJet™ burners were 0.13 

lb/106 Btu versus 0.19 lb/106 Btu with the DRB-4Z® burners.  Excess O2 level at the boiler exit 

was also reduced to 2.0% on a dry volumetric basis while holding the CO emissions below 100 

ppmv.  Post-retrofit and pre-retrofit LOI levels were less than 1%.  Further details can be found 

in another paper [4].  More commercial installations are planned for the AireJet™ burners in 

units firing bituminous and sub-bituminous coals. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The electric utility industry is facing more stringent NOx reduction requirements in coal-fired 

boilers. Available technical solutions range from low-NOx burner technology and addition of 

overfire air systems to post-combustion control methods such as SCR, SNCR or a combination 

of these. In many existing units, application of SCR is cost prohibitive and as a result, there is 

strong interest for more cost-effective technologies. Also, due to the potential impact of the 

adopted solution on other parameters such as unburned carbon in fly ash or CO emissions, there 

is a need for a balanced approach, which can assess the optimum solution.  

This paper describes Riley Power Inc’s approach to NOx control and its use of CFD modeling as 

an integral tool in the design and implementation of NOx reduction technologies in utility boiler 

applications. Several examples are presented on how RPI has used CFD modeling to develop 

design upgrades and modifications for reducing emissions. They involve the staging of furnace 

combustion through the use of overfire air (OFA) to reduce NOx emissions while minimizing the 

impact on CO concentrations and unburned carbon. Furnace simulations were used to optimize 

the OFA port placement as well as to identify locations of highest CO and O2 concentration. 

Plant data for these units confirmed the accuracy of the modeling results for pre-retrofit and post-

retrofit operation. The benefits of using CFD modeling to minimize start up and commissioning 

time as well as the potential impact on CO emissions are discussed. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The electric utility industry is facing more stringent NOx reduction requirements in coal-fired 

boilers due to legislation such as the Clean Air Act of 1990 and the CAIR regulations. Available 

technical solutions range from low-NOx burner technology and addition of overfire air systems 

to post-combustion control methods such as SCR or a combination of these. In many existing 

units, application of SCR is cost prohibitive and as a result, there is strong interest for a more 

cost-effective technologies. Since the early 1990’s most large utility boilers have installed some 

form of low-NOx burner (LNB) technology and/or overfire air (OFA) as a primary means or first 

step to controlling NOx emissions.  The cost is typically much less than implementing SCR 

systems and the level of NOx reduction can range from 40-70% from uncontrolled levels. Also, 

due to the potential impact of the adopted solution on other operational parameters such as 

unburned carbon in fly ash and CO emissions, there is a need for a balanced approach, which can 

fully evaluate the optimum solution.  



  

 

Riley Power Inc (RPI) has used CFD modeling extensively over the past 20 years to assist in the 

design process of low-NOx combustion systems for utility boilers [1-3]. Recent applications have 

focused on retrofit projects designed to reduce NOx emissions by applying low-NOx technology 

to a wide variety of boiler types such as traditional wall-fired and tangentially fired (T-fired) 

furnaces as well as unique Turbo


 fired boilers, a proprietary boiler design of RPI [4-6]. The 

design requirements for these applications include burner upgrades, staging and overfire air as 

well as burning of various fuels. The potential impact of burner and furnace modifications on 

NOx and CO emissions, furnace exit gas temperature (FEGT) and waterwall corrosion was 

evaluated. This paper describes RPI’s use of CFD modeling to evaluate and design NOx 

reduction strategies applied to three coal-fired utility boilers. 

 

 

RPI’s BURNER AND OFA SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

 

RPI supplies low-NOx CCV


-DAZ burners and OFA systems as a solution for controlling NOx 

emissions from wall-fired boilers firing pulverized coal. To date, RPI has supplied over 2100 

low-NOx CCV


-DAZ burners on 150+ utility boilers. Figure 1 shows a schematic of RPI’s dual 

air zone low-NOx CCV


 Burner. Unique design features for controlling NOx include: 

 

• Independent control of secondary and tertiary air streams to control near field 

stoichiometry. 

• Patented low-NOx CCV


 type coal nozzle and low swirl coal spreader for fuel rich 

combustion with excellent flame attachment and flame length control. 

• 50-60% NOx reduction for burners only from uncontrolled levels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  RPI CCV
 

DAZ Low-NOx Coal Burner 

 

In addition to low-NOx burners, an overfire (OFA) system is typically offered by RPI on units 

with suitable furnace geometry for additional staging of the combustion air to achieve further 

NOx reduction. Overfire air (OFA) nozzles are normally located above the top elevation of the 

burners and are designed using criteria established during previous in-depth OFA design study 

conducted for EPRI. Separate on/off dampers are used to control airflow through each of the 

compartments, which results in better control of the penetration and mixing of the overfire air 

over a range of operating boiler loads. This represents a key factor used by RPI to achieve 

optimum combustion and minimize CO emissions. The amount of air diverted to the OFA 

system results in a reduced burner zone stoichiometry, which produces lower NOx emissions by 



  

providing a reducing environment in which the primary combustion occurs. Key features of the 

OFA system include: 

 

• OFA jet velocity for complete mixing and efficient burnout of the remaining fuel. 

• OFA distribution, including the use of wing OFA ports on units with suitable geometry. 

• Residence time between the main burner zone and OFA system and between the OFA 

system and furnace exit respectively for NOx and CO control. 

• Independent control of OFA from the burner air and of each OFA port. 

 

For the applications presented in this paper, the integration of RPI’s low-NOx burner technology 

and OFA system played a critical role in achieving the targeted NOx emissions with minimal 

impact on CO production and unburned carbon in ash. 

 

 

APPLICATION TO FRONT WALL FIRED BOILERS - LNB AND OFA 

 

CFD modeling was used to evaluate the modified furnace design for a low-NOx retrofit on a 320 

MWg unit at a major Southeastearn U.S. utility. The unit fired various eastern bituminous coals 

and experienced relatively high NOx emissions (>0.6 lb/mmBtu), unstable CO levels and 

relatively high-unburned carbon in the flyash. The retrofit involved replacement of the OEM’s 

first generation LNB’s with RPI’s CCV


-DAZ type low-NOx burners and addition of an RPI-

designed OFA system. The challenge for this application was to effectively reduce NOx while 

maintaining low CO emissions and low unburned carbon. This required CFD analysis of the 

burners as well as the entire furnace to ensure adequate mixing by the OFA system in the upper 

furnace. Basic features of the model are shown in Figure 2. The unit is equipped with 16 front 

wall mounted burners connected to 4 HP 863 mills, and has five waterwall platens in the upper 

front furnace, opposite the rear wall nose arch. Included in Figure 2 are: a typical CFD 

aerodynamic flow pattern of the CCV


-DAZ burner and a photo of an as-installed burner. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Basic Features of the 320 MWg Boiler CFD Model 

Typical CCV® −DAZ 
CFD Pattern

RPI CCV®−DAZ Burner Installed 
in 320 MWg Utility Boiler



  

Figure 3 shows the computed temperature distributions for the modified furnace on vertical and 

horizontal cuts through the burners. It can be seen that the hot flame mass from the burners 

reaches the rear wall and turns closely around the arch as it flows out the furnace. The flames are 

well attached across all burner levels with fairly wide base angles. As expected, the flame cores 

become hotter from the bottom row to the top row due to the greater level of confinement and 

increase in heat release. The vertical FEGT plane has a very non-uniform temperature 

distribution with a bulk average of 2320 
o
F. Figure 4 illustrates the computed CO distributions 

for the modified furnace on similar vertical and horizontal cuts through the burners and OFA 

plane. Furthermore, Figure 4 highlights how the lower outer burner flame cores tend to flare out 

to the sidewalls and rear corners ultimately to find paths of least resistance to exit the furnace. 

The figure also indicates that, as is common with low-NOx burners, the flame core penetrates 

into the furnace and slowly expands with rotation of the combustion air to fill the furnace width 

and depth. As particles move outward into regions of lower O2 concentrations, the CO emissions 

remain high. As a result, a non-uniform CO distribution enters the OFA zone. In the upper 

furnace, pockets of concentrated CO pass the nose arch elevation in the rear corners, resulting in 

elevated CO leaving the furnace in small patches, giving an average value of 445 ppm dry at the 

furnace exit (superheater inlet) dropping to 245 ppm, dry at the model exit after the superheater. 

The relatively good furnace turbulence through the furnace exit superheater, due to the shape of 

the nose, reduces the CO level considerably before the economizer plane, where CO 

measurements are typically collected. Furnace exit flyash UBC was predicted using proprietary 

empirical methods to be relatively low at 7.5 % for this eastern bituminous coal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Calculated Temperature Distributions in the Furnace (
o
F) 

 

 

Average FEGT 
T = 2320 0F



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Calculated CO Distribution in the Furnace (ppm, dry) 

 

The final performance for this unit demonstrated a NOx reduction of 45 % from > 0.60 to 0.34 

lb/mmBtu, which subsequently was reduced further to <0.30 lb/mmBtu at 40% boiler load. At 

the same time CO emissions and unburned carbon levels remained low at 128 ppm and 5.9%, 

respectively. This compared well with the baseline values of 150 ppm and with the post-retrofit 

guarantee value of < 300 ppm. Figure 5 presents the pre- and post-retrofit NOx performance for 

this application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Pre & Post Retrofit NOx Performance - 320 MWg Boiler 
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APPLICATION TO OPPOSED WALL FIRED BOILER – LNB AND OFA 

 

Another recent application, for an opposed wall-fired boiler, was the LNB and OFA retrofit of a 

365 MWg boiler with 32 opposed fired burners, burning Powder River Basin (PRB) coal. Similar 

to the previous application, the retrofit involved replacement of the OEM’s first generation 

LNB’s with RPI’s CCV


-DAZ type low-NOx burners and addition of an RPI-designed OFA 

system. The goal of the CFD modeling was two-fold: 1) finalize details of the burner design and 

settings to minimize burner and unit optimization test periods, and 2) optimize the OFA system 

design to maximize the reduction of furnace NOx emissions, while minimizing adverse effects 

such as increased FEGT and increased CO emissions. OFA system design considerations 

included OFA port placement elevation, port geometry and jet velocity. Several options were 

considered, most notably the placement of OFA ports at different elevations, including one 

replacing the OEM’s NOx ports. Figure 6 presents a schematic of the baseline geometry and one 

of RPI’s design options. An initial baseline simulation was performed to model the current 

operating conditions and to verify the accuracy and validity of the model. The baseline 

simulation predicted an average FEGT of 2213 
o
F and a model exit CO of 618 ppm, dry. The 

FEGT predictions were very close to the field-measured values (< 5% difference). The CO levels 

can be expected to further decrease between the model exit and economizer outlet. The results 

for the 365 MWg Boiler Base Case are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The RPI design 

configurations included the CCV


-DAZ low-NOx burners and various OFA configurations, 

based on residence time and construction limitations. The OFA port elevation and placement of 

the ports were variables used to bias the air injection and effectively target the pockets of high 

CO especially in the corners of the furnace above the burners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Schematic of the CFD Base Case and one of the RPI-modified cases 
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Figure 7 Calculated Temperature Distributions in the Furnace for the Base Case (
o
F) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Calculated CO Distribution in the Furnace for the Base Case (ppm, dry)  
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Figures 9 and 10 present the results for one of RPI’s configurations in which the existing NOx 

ports immediately above the burners were replaced with RPI’s OFA system. The average 

temperature in the FEGT plane increased less than 5 % but was still within the acceptable limits 

while the CO emissions at the model exit were reduced by 50% from the Base Case model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Calculated Temperature Distributions in the Furnace for the RPI Mod Case (
o
F) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Calculated CO Distribution in the Furnace for the RPI Mod Case (ppm, dry) 

Average FEGT 
T = 2300 0F

Average CO 
311 ppm, dry



  

Good penetration and mixing from the OFA jets smoothes out considerably the CO levels in the 

upper furnace through the exit. Additionally, the use of wing OFA ports close to the furnace side 

waterwalls provides OFA to regions of otherwise high CO concentration, resulting in a lower 

average CO at the model outlet. Since this is an ongoing RPI project, the full results of this 

retrofit are not yet available, however it is expected that NOx emissions of 0.15 lb/MMBtu or less 

will be demonstrated, while minimizing any adverse effects on increased FEGT and CO 

emissions. 

 

 

APPLICATION TO TURBO
 FIRED BOILERS – LNB & OFA 

 

The Riley Turbo
 

fired boiler or “Turbo
 

Furnace” is a unique design developed by RPI in the 

1960’s for burning low volatile fuels such as petroleum coke and bituminous coal with low 

volatile content.  The boiler design is shaped like an hourglass with a row of burners mounted 

opposed at only one elevation and aimed to fire downward due to their location on the underside 

of a waist wall. The original Riley axial flow “Directional Flame (DF) Burners” feature two (2) 

rectangular coal nozzles/burner with air introduced above, below, and in between the two 

nozzles.  Some Turbo


 furnaces have OFA introduced in the narrowest section or throat of the 

furnace immediately above the burners. Approximately twenty (20) Turbo
 

Furnaces are in 

operation today ranging from 85-600 MWg in capacity firing various fuels from low volatile 

petroleum coke to high volatile sub-bituminous coal. Through CFD modeling and physical flow 

modeling, RPI has developed upgrades to the DF burners to produce lower NOx emissions. 

Burner modifications have included new tilting or fixed low-NOx coal nozzles, windbox 

partitioning and other internal burner modifications. The key factors enabling reduced NOx 

emissions focus on better flame attachment, better airflow recirculation patterns and earlier 

ignition and pyrolysis of the coal in the primary combustion zone.  The modifications also 

provide more independent control of the combustion air within the burner windbox and to the 

OFA for more precise control of the burner zone stoichiometry. 

 

A recent example of utilizing the upgraded equipment involved a 500 MWg Turbo
 

Furnace 

burning pulverized bituminous coal through twenty-four (24) opposed-fired Riley Directional 

Flame (DF) burners, fed from three (3) ball tube mill systems. The utility needed to reduce NOx 

emissions on this boiler and also to improve combustion and OFA system performance, while at 

the same time minimizing CO emissions and lower-furnace waterwall corrosion and flame 

impingement. CFD analysis was extensively used to analyze and develop the modification 

details for the DF burners as well as for the firing configurations used in the full furnace 

modeling. RPI modifications included new coal nozzles and OFA system design. Furnace 

modeling demonstrated the benefits of the combined RPI nozzle technologies and OFA system 

improvements on furnace performance. The addition of a boundary air system in combination 

with RPI tilting nozzle technology proved beneficial in controlling the CO emissions in the upper 

furnace. Further burner setting optimization and field-testing was used to balance O2 distribution 

in the lower part of the furnace and hence minimize the potential for corrosion.  

 

Basic features of the model are shown in Figure 11. Included in the figure are a typical schematic 

and a CFD pattern of the DF burner. Figure 12 displays plots of furnace CO distributions for the 

Base Case (non-optimized) and the Modified Case (which includes RPI tilting nozzles with 

optimized settings and the addition of a boundary air system).  

 



  

 

Figure 11.  Basic Features of the Riley 500 MWg Turbo
 

Furnace CFD Model

 

 

 

        a) Base Case     b) Modified Case 

 

Figure 12.  Contours of CO distribution (ppm, wet) for: a) Base Case and b) Modified Case 

 

The Base Case model results compared well with available test data and observations about the 

unit’s behavior and performance. The coal flames were shorter and more attached and the CO 

concentration increased along the sidewalls, which was in agreement with CFD predictions. The 

Modified Case, which included boundary air introduced through sidewalls in the upper furnace 

showed that there is significantly less CO in the upper furnace region. This was a dramatic 

change from the Base case, where excessive CO content in the flue gas could be observed 

leaving the furnace at the exit plane and along the sidewalls and in contrast was reduced 

significantly in the Modified Case.  

 

Typical DF Burner 
Schematic and CFD Pattern



                                                               

From the baseline test conducted by RPI it was determined that the unit was staged only about 

10% versus the original design value of 20%. Using RPI’s NOx regression analysis system of a 

database of measured performance (pre- and post- low-NOx retrofit) covering several boilers 

with low-NOx enhancements it was determined that further NOx reduction is possible if the unit 

staging is increased from current levels to 20%. Figure 13 presents the current and predicted 

performance of the Riley 500 MWg Turbo
 

Furnace from the regression analysis output. It is 

also worth mentioning that additional NOx reduction can be accomplished by changing the 

nozzle tilt angle. Additional Post-retrofit testing with the latest modifications incorporated has 

yet to be conducted on this unit. 

 

Figure 13.  Predicted Riley 500 MWg Turbo
 

Furnace Unit Performance 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Reducing NOx emissions from coal fired utility boilers using combustion control only continues 

to be a cost effective approach for meeting environmental regulations. Three (3) examples have 

been presented to illustrate Riley Power Inc’s approach to NOx control and its use of CFD 

modeling as an integral tool in the design and implementation of NOx reduction technologies in 

utility boiler applications. All cited examples have primarily involved upgrades to or 

replacement of existing first and second-generation low NOx burners with overfire air. CFD 

simulations were effectively used to identify designs that maximize in-furnace NOx emission 

reduction, while minimizing adverse effects such as increased CO emissions and increased 

carbon in fly ash. Actual field performance demonstrated NOx reductions of 15-45% from pre-

retrofit first generation burner design NOx levels.  RPI’s experience presented in this paper 

covers a range of boiler types including wall fired and Turbo


 fired furnace designs. The low-

NOx burner technology includes patented designs proprietary to Riley Power. CFD modeling 

was extensively used in each of the projects discussed to refine the design details and to establish 

initial equipment settings to shorten commissioning time. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In 1996 Ameren was the first US utility to employ overfire air on a coal-fired cyclone boiler for 
NOx control at their Sioux plant.  Since that time, a number of further enhancements have been 
made to both 540 MW boilers at Sioux Plant in order to optimize operation of the OFA systems 
to achieve very low NOx emission levels while achieving extremely high capacity factors.  
During 2005, Reaction Engineering International (REI) led a DOE-NETL sponsored program to 
combine deep staging with rich reagent injection (RRI) and SNCR in Sioux Unit 1 to 
demonstrate full load NOx emissions below 0.15 lb/MBtu.  This layered approach to NOx 
reduction is termed the Advanced Layered Technology Approach (ALTA). The results of the 
DOE-NETL program were presented at the 2006 Clearwater Conference.  The success of that 
program prompted Ameren to discontinue previous plans for SCR installation at Sioux Plant in 
favor of commercial ALTA systems in both units at Sioux Plant, representing the first 
commercial installation of its kind.  This paper provides a description of the ALTA systems that 
were recently installed at Sioux Plant as well as performance results from startup and 
optimization testing.  
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Cyclone fired boilers have historically been characterized as high NOx emitting units due to the 
very high combustion temperatures that are produced in the primary combustion zone.  
Uncontrolled NOx emissions ranging from 0.8 to 1.9 lb/MBtu have been typical.  Due to the 
design characteristics of cyclone fired units, they are not conducive to the application of 
conventional low NOx burner technology.  Prior to 1997, the conventional wisdom was that 
cyclone fired boilers could not be practically operated under two stage combustion conditions 
due to concerns about the reducing conditions in the cyclone barrel leading to corrosion.  Gas 



 

reburn technology and SCR were considered to be the technologies of choice in cyclone units 
for NOx reduction (Stultz, 1992). 
  
Starting in 1995 Reaction Engineering International (REI) participated with EPRI and their 
Cyclone NOx Control Interest Group (CNCIG) to evaluate cost-effective approaches for NOx 
reduction in cyclone units.  There were three significant outcomes of this work:  1) 
Development of a CFD based model of cyclone barrel combustion for evaluation of cost-
effective options for NOx reduction (Adams, 1997), 2) Demonstration of two stage combustion 
in cyclone boilers as a cost-effective NOx reduction strategy (Smith, 1997), and 3) 
Demonstration of Rich Reagent Injection (RRI) in combination with OFA for significant 
additional NOx reduction in cyclone boilers (Cremer, 2001, 2002).  The successes of the 
CNCIG group led to the installation of OFA in the majority of cyclone boilers currently 
operating in the United States allowing them to meet the Title IV NOx limit of 0.86 lb/MBtu at 
capital and operating costs significantly lower than that of gas reburn or SCR.  
 
Subsequent field tests led by REI and EPRI and funded by CNCIG and DOE showed that OFA 
could be combined with RRI and SNCR to further reduce NOx emissions from cyclone boilers.  
The culmination of these efforts was the successful testing of the Advanced Layered 
Technology Approach (ALTA) in Ameren’s Sioux Unit 1 during summer 2005.  This DOE-
NETL funded program demonstrated full load NOx emissions well below 0.15 lb/MBtu were 
achievable with ALTA at levelized operating costs well below those of SCR.  As a result of 
these efforts, in late 2005 Ameren chose to discontinue SCR engineering efforts at Sioux Plant 
in favor of the installation of ALTA systems.  The installation and startup of the ALTA systems 
were recently completed in time for initiation of full-time operation during the 2007 ozone 
system.  This paper describes the installation and results of ALTA start-up testing at Sioux. 
 
APPROACH 
 
Plant Description 
 
Ameren’s Sioux Power Plant consists of two 540 MW generating units located on the 
Mississippi River approximately 20 miles north of St. Louis, MO.  The steam generators are 
supercritical, universal pressure, once through, cyclone-fired with balanced draft.  The cyclone 
barrels are 10 feet diameter with five each on the front and rear walls in a two over three 
arrangement on each wall.  The cyclones are equipped with radial burners that utilize primary 
and tertiary air.  Secondary air is supplied to the cyclones from a common windbox, and control 
and shutoff dampers control the air to each cyclone.  Each unit also incorporates a flue gas 
recirculation system for steam temperature control.  Although the steam generators were 
designed for Illinois No. 6 high sulfur coal, both units currently fire a blend of approximately 
85% Powder River Basin (PRB) and 15% Illinois No. 6 to achieve net outputs of approximately 
440 MW.  Both units are equipped with fine grind crushers, allowing them to burn high 
percentages of PRB.  Higher percentages of Illinois coal can be burned in the event full unit 
capability is needed to meet system demands. 
 
During April-May 1997, Ameren installed a temporary OFA system on Sioux Unit 2.  This 
system was designed to inject secondary combustion air into the furnace through the ten existing 



 

gas recirculation ports located above the top row of cyclones.  Due to the success of the 
temporary OFA system, Ameren subsequently converted the temporary system into a permanent 
installation.  During spring 2001, Ameren installed OFA on Unit 1.  In this case, however, 
Ameren elected to locate the OFA ports at a higher elevation in the boiler to accommodate the 
future installation of RRI technology as well as to achieve the higher levels of NOx reduction 
with the OFA system, predicted with CFD modeling.  During the spring 2001 outage, 20 ports 
were also installed in unit 1 below the OFA elevation and above the cyclone barrels to 
accommodate RRI.  In addition, stainless steel weld overlay was installed in both units in the 
waterwall region extending from the studline to just above the OFA elevation as a preventative 
measure for mitigation of waterwall corrosion.  Subsequent RRI and ALTA tests were performed 
in Unit 1, culminating with the DOE-NETL sponsored ALTA test program during spring 2005 
(Cremer, 2005). 
 
Project Team 
 
During Fall 2006, Ameren contracted Fuel Tech Inc. (FTI) for the RRI and NOxOUT SNCR 
equipment supply and for the RRI and SNCR start-up and optimization testing in both units at 
Sioux Plant.  FTI had previously supplied the temporary reagent injection equipment and testing 
personnel during the 2005 DOE-NETL ALTA field tests at Sioux Plant and is also one of two 
RRI system implementers.  REI was contracted to provide CFD modeling to support the process 
design of the RRI and SNCR systems as well as to support the OFA system modifications in unit 
2.  REI was also contracted to provide support of the start-up and optimization testing of the RRI 
systems.  Ameren contracted Benham Companies for management of the system construction 
and Sega for distributed control system (DCS) programming. 
 
ALTA Process Design 
 
Starting in 1995 (see Figure 1), REI began work with Ameren to use CFD modeling to guide the 
design of the overfire air system that was subsequently installed in 1997.  Since that time, further  
modeling has been used to guide the design of the OFA system, and the temporary RRI and 
SNCR systems that were subsequently tested in unit 1.  Many of these efforts were reported in 
the literature (Boll, 2002; Cremer, 2004; Cremer, 2005). 
 

OFA Arrangement 
 
Following the ALTA test program in unit 1, carried out during spring 2005, and Ameren’s 
decision to move forward with the commercial installation of ALTA systems in both units at 
Sioux Plant, REI commenced with additional CFD modeling to guide the OFA modifications and 
the location of RRI and SNCR injectors in unit 2.  The OFA system that was originally installed 
in unit 2 required modifications involving relocation of the OFA ports to a higher elevation to 
accommodate the RRI process (see Figure 2).  CFD modeling showed that the 10-port staggered, 
opposed wall OFA arrangement could effectively limit CO concentrations at the furnace exit 
even when relocating the ports to an elevation five feet higher than in unit 1.  The model results 
showed that the higher OFA elevation would provide additional residence time under fuel-rich 
conditions, potentially leading to lower NOx emissions following application of RRI.  Since the 
predicted CO concentrations and average gas temperature were not predicted to  



 

 

Figure 1. Timeline of NOx Control Efforts at Ameren’s Sioux Plant 
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Figure 2.  OFA arrangements in Sioux Units 1 and 2 to accommodate installation of ALTA 
process. 



 

increase significantly at the furnace exit, SNCR performance was not predicted to be negatively 
impacted. 
 

RRI Arrangement 
 
The RRI arrangement that was installed in unit 2 was based on the results of modeling the 
application of RRI in this unit as well as the results of the RRI test programs that were previously 
completed in unit 1.  This arrangement included a total of twenty (20) injector locations with 
eight (8) locations on the front and rear walls and twelve (12) locations on the side walls.  CFD 
modeling conducted prior to the 2005 ALTA tests in unit 1 showed that locating the front and 
rear wall ports seven feet below the locations that were originally installed in unit 1 would lead 
to a significant improvement in RRI performance (Figure 3).  The improved performance was 
subsequently verified in the 2005 tests (Cremer, 2005).  The front and rear wall ports were 
installed only at the lower elevation in unit 2. 
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Figure 3.  CFD model predictions showed the benefit of relocating the front and rear wall RRI 
injectors seven feet lower than those originally installed in unit 1. 

 
 

SNCR Arrangement 
 
The SNCR injector arrangement that was installed on unit 2 was based on CFD modeling 
completed by REI as well as on the results of the ALTA field testing completed summer 2005.  
The arrangement includes thirteen (13) injectors located at two elevations on the front wall as 
well as two (2) additional injectors located on the side walls. 
 



 

Equipment 
 
The ALTA system at Sioux Plant was designed for use with aqueous urea.  The common reagent 
between the RRI and SNCR systems allows for common use of the reagent storage tank, pumps, 
and skids.  Figure 4 shows the 400,000 gallon aqueous urea supply tank and adjacent pump 
enclosure which were constructed for the ALTA system.  The insulated tank, as well as all urea 
piping, are constructed of stainless steel.  Urea is continuously recirculated between the tank and 
the pump building passing through electrical heaters to ensure that the urea temperature stays 
well above the saltation temperature.   A FTI high flow delivery (HFD) pump (Figure 5) supplies 
undiluted reagent from the tank up to the FTI injection zone modules (IZM) inside the boiler 
house (Figure 6).  For each unit at Sioux plant, a single IZM delivers mixed urea to four injection 
zones:  2 RRI zones and 2 SNCR zones.  For each unit, the liquid and air pressures to injectors 
within each injection zone are controlled from four distribution modules.  Pressurized air and 
mixed reagent are supplied to each individual RRI and NOxOUT SNCR injector (Figure 7).   
     
 

 

Figure 4.  400,000 gallon aqueous urea supply tank and adjacent pump house for the ALTA 
system at Sioux Plant. 
 
 
The RRI and NOxOUT SNCR injectors at Sioux Plant are manually inserted and retracted.  In 
general, the RRI and NOxOUT SNCR injectors will remain inserted except when maintenance is 
required.  The RRI injectors can remain inserted even when chemical is not flowing since they 
are water-jacketed and are equipped with high temperature alarms to notify when overheating of 
the coolant water is occurring.  The SNCR injectors, located where the average flue gas 
temperature is significantly lower than where the RRI injectors are located, are air-cooled.  Air-
cooling is sufficient to protect them when chemical is not flowing.  
 



 

 

 

Figure 5.  FTI’s High flow delivery (HFD) pumps (center) and recirculation pumps (left) located 
inside the pump house adjacent to the urea storage tank. 
 

 

Figure 6.  One of two FTI injection zone modules (IZM) where dilution water and aqueous urea 
are metered and mixed. 



 

 
 

 

Figure 7.  Two side-wall RRI injectors installed in Sioux Unit 2. 

 
 
RESULTS 
 
Following the initial startup of the ALTA system in unit 2 during winter 2007, the system was 
run continuously over a 1-week period.  Figure 8 shows the associated plant traces over that time 
period, showing gross load (MW), NOx emission rate (lb/MBtu), 50% urea flow rate for RRI 
(gpm), and 50% urea flow rate for SNCR (gpm).  Over this time period, the gross load during the 
daylight hours was approximately 470 MW, and the gross load during the evening hours was 
approximately 330 MW.  This load curve is relatively typical for both units at Sioux Plant except 
during the hot summer months when the peak load can increase to a maximum turbine output of 
540 MW.   The trace shows that over this time frame, NOx varied from 0.08 – 0.14 lb/MBtu.  
The NOx trace shows that the NOx emission is strongly related to the gross load, with the lowest 
NOx emissions corresponding to the time periods when the unit is at reduced load.  Figure 9 
shows the NOx emission rate during this 1-week time-frame when the gross load was 470 MW 
and Figure 10 shows the NOx emission rate when the gross load was 330 MW.  The average 
NOx emission rate at 470 MW was approximately 0.13 lb/MBtu and the average at 330 MW was 
0.09 lb/MBtu, well below the current ozone season limit of 0.15 lb/MBtu.  Extractive ammonia 
measurements as well as continuous tunable diode laser measurements taken over the range of 
loads have shown typical levels to be less than 5 ppm. 
 
A 1-day trace showing the incremental NOx reductions achieved with RRI and with RRI+SNCR 
is shown in Figure 11.  For this time-period, the gross load was steady at approximately 445



 

 

 

Figure 8.  1-week trace following the start-up of the ALTA system in Sioux Unit 2 showing 
load, NOx emission rate, and RRI and SNCR urea flow rates. 
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Figure 9.  470 MW data taken from Figure 8. 
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Figure 10.  330 MW data taken from Figure 8. 
 
 

 

Figure 11.  1-day trace following the startup of the ALTA system in Sioux Unit 2 showing the 
separate contributions of OFA, RRI, and SNCR on overall NOx reduction due to ALTA. 
 



 

MW.  Prior to RRI or SNCR injection, the NOx emissions were approximately 0.234 lb/MBtu.  
Emissions dropped to approximately 0.163 lb/MBtu with RRI injection (30% reduction).  The 
addition of SNCR reduced the emissions to approximately 0.124 lb/MBtu (47% reduction).  
Emissions returned to approximately 0.234 lb/MBtu when the urea flow to the RRI and SNCR 
systems were turned off.  This trace is consistent with data obtained during the 2005 ALTA 
testing in unit 1 (Cremer, 2005). 
 
Results have shown that the NOx emissions achieved with ALTA under reduced load conditions 
(e.g. 330 MW) are significantly lower than those achieved under max load conditions.  This is 
expected and is attributable to several factors that improve the performance of OFA, RRI, and 
SNCR.  The reduced flue gas flow rate in the lower furnace leads to an increase in residence time 
under fuel-rich conditions at reduced load.  The increased residence time is favorable for 
improving NOx reduction under fuel-rich conditions as well as for improving RRI performance 
through both improved reagent distribution and increased rich zone reaction time.  In addition, 
the lower furnace gas temperatures decrease somewhat under reduced load, which is also 
predicted to improve RRI performance in the Sioux boilers.  The increased residence time at the 
furnace exit as well as the reduced furnace exit gas temperatures at reduced load are also 
expected to yield improved SNCR performance.  The result is NOx emissions well below 0.10 
lb/MBtu at reduced load. 
 
The ALTA control strategy that has been adopted thus far at Sioux Plant includes the following 
elements: 
 

• OFA dampers are adjusted based on a load curve to achieve desired NOx emission of 
approximately 0.23 lb/MBtu 

• Urea flow for RRI is a function of load;  NSR increases with load 
• Urea flow for SNCR is a function of load; NSR increases with load 

 
It is expected that this control strategy will be modified over time to improve overall 
performance across the load range.  Flexibility of the RRI and SNCR systems allow for 
adjustment of total urea flow, biasing of reagent between the injectors, as well as adjustment of 
the injector air pressure to control the droplet size distribution.  Ameren anticipates future 
integration of the ALTA system in neural networks that are planned for both units at Sioux Plant. 
 
Potential balance of plant issues associated with the ALTA system at Sioux Plant include:  1) 
increased LOI, 2) degradation of barrel tapping performance, 3) waterwall wastage, and 3) air 
heater pluggage due to ammonia slip.  Sioux plant has been operating with OFA in unit 2 since 
1997 and in unit 1 since 2001.  Over that time frame, there have been occurrences of high LOI, 
and poor tapping performance, and isolated occurrences of accelerated waterwall wastage.  
Regarding LOI, observations have shown that it is sensitive to a number of operational 
parameters (e.g., coal moisture, air temperature, coal grind).  However, for the current barrel 
stoichiometries, data have not yet shown a significant trend of increasing LOI with degree of 
staging (Cremer, 2004).  Similarly for barrel tapping performance.  Both units are equipped with 
weld overlay to mitigate waterwall wastage, which has been experienced with certain high 
chlorine Illinois coals.  Regarding potential air heater pluggage due to ammonium bisulphate 
(ABS) deposition, ammonia slip measurements show that sub 5 ppm levels are characteristic of 



 

the ALTA system.  Given the low sulfur content of the PRB/Illinois blend along with the use of 
tubular air heaters, it is believed that these slip levels will not result in any significant air heater 
fouling. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Commercial ALTA systems were recently installed in both cyclone-fired boilers at Ameren’s 
Sioux Plant.   These systems were placed into full time operation for the 2007 ozone season 
which began May 1.  Startup testing has shown that typical full load NOx emissions during 
week-long operation of the system were approximately 0.13 lb/MBtu, well below the 0.15 
lb/MBtu limit.  Average NOx emissions under minimum load of 330 MW were 0.09 lb/MBtu.  
Ammonia slip measurements at the economizer exit show typical levels less than 5 ppm.  
Ameren plans to integrate the ALTA systems within neural network systems on both units at 
Sioux Plant, which could lead to further improvements in performance.  Current plans are to use 
the ALTA systems during the 2007 and 2008 ozone systems and then to use them annually 
during 2009 and beyond.    
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ABSTRACT

Heavy aromatic crudes from synthetic coal derived direct liquefaction crudes from direct
liquefaction processes have unique properties that make them especially suitable for value added
products such as needle grade coke, anode grade coke, binder pitch and others. Specifically, coal
derived synthetic crudes can be low in heavy metal impurities; low in sulfur and high in aromatic
content, resulting in superior anisotropy when these materials are converted to carbon materials.
Accordingly, coal derived synthetic crudes may produce a proportionately higher percentage of
revenues from distillation bottoms, compared to traditional petroleum or oil sands crudes.
Conversely, refiners of conventional petroleum or oil sands generally seek to maximize the yield
of liquid products, since these usually command the highest price on the open market. Hence,
the production of heavy synthetic crudes via direct liquefaction of coal may be more attractive
than the production of light synthetic crudes from coal.

For example, in recent history, the price of needle coke (i.e., coke with a highly oriented
graphitic atomic structure, commonly used to make synthetic graphite) has remained above $500
per ton for certain sub-grades. This corresponds to about $69 per equivalent barrel of petroleum.
Similarly, products such as binder pitch, impregnation pitch and anode grade coke have recently
commanded prices in the range of $200-$300 per ton ($27 to $41 per equivalent barrel).

Coal derived aromatic oils can be candidate precursors for these carbon products.
Aromaticity is desirable because such compounds are able, upon thermal conversion to pure
carbon, to promote long range graphitic order or anisotropy. In this respect, coal derived
precursors may be more suitable than their petroleum based counterparts, which tend to me more
aliphatic, which tends to result in the formation of more disordered carbon upon coking.

If acceptable revenues can be obtained from the heavy fractions from coal derived
synthetic crudes, this suggests that the aim of direct liquefaction of coal might be to produce a
heavy aromatic crude rather than a lighter “sweet crude”. The heavy aromatic coal-derived
synthetic crude might be similar to oil sands in that substantial upgrading would be required in
order to produce viable fuels. Unlike oil sands, however, coal derived synthetic crude would
contain reduced levels of impurities.

INTRODUCTION

Direct liquefaction involves conversion of coal feedstocks from the solid to liquid state,
which generally involves adding hydrogen and cracking molecules in the coal via different
processes.



Efforts at West Virginia University have typically emphasized the use of solvent
extraction. Briefly, a commodity solvent (such as a coal tar distillation product) is hydrogenated
to enhance its ability to digest coal. Crushed coal is then digested in the solvent resulting in
conversion of up to 90% of the dry, ash-free coal to the liquid state. Industrial processes
involving coal-derived solvents as liquefaction solvents generally isolate process-derived
recovered solvents, which can be recycled back to the process, thereby minimizing the addition
of fresh solvent. The chemical composition of these recycle solvents controls the overall
behavior of the coal liquefaction process.

The solids are removed via centrifugation, resulting is a 100% liquid synthetic crude.
The synthetic crude can be refined to produce a combination of gas products, liquid products and
carbon products. As is usually the case for hydrocarbon refiners, a variety of options exist for
the final products. In particular, three scenarios are considered:

a. Production of a Syncrude that matches light or intermediate crude, with the intention
of maximizing the yield of transportation fuels and in particular gasoline.

b. Production of an aromatic heavy Syncrude, with co-production of a binder pitch.

c. Production of an aromatic heavy Syncrude, with co-production of a mesophase pitch.

d. Production of an aromatic heavy Syncrude with co-production of needle grade coke.

Table 1 compiles commodity prices of products of interest for direct liquefaction of coal.
Conversion between mass and volume is based upon an equivalent barrel of West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) Crude, having a density of 0.8365 g/cm3. 1 Thus, one barrel of WTI Crude
is the equivalent of 0.1458 short tons. Commodity prices are subject to considerable fluctuation
even in time scales of a few months. In general, however, the commodity prices tend to move
with the price of crude petroleum, such that the ratio of the commodity price to crude oil price
may be more stable with time. Hence the commodity prices (including the six-year-old data
from the University of Kentucky Study) are normalized to the price of WTI crude in the second
column.2 The third column estimates the price per barrel (mass-equivalent), based on a WTI
Crude price of $60 per barrel and 0.1458 tons per barrel, and the fourth column is the equivalent
price per ton. The date and source of information are listed in the last two columns.

Approximate world market data is contained in Table 2.



Table 1. Estimated Commodity Prices Based on WTI Crude @ $60/BBL.

Commodity
Lower Heating

Value, MJ/kg
Normalized

Cost
Price per

Equiv BBL
Price per

Ton
Source

Gasifier Fuel
-

0.0194 $1 $8
EK,
2007

Powder River Basin
Sub-Bituminous Coal

19
0.0238 $1 $10

EIA,
2007

Central Appalachian
Bituminous Coal

27
0.1166 $7 $48

EIA,
2007

Metallurgical Coke
32

0.4374 $26 $180
EK,
2007

Calcined Anode Coke
32

0.4860 $29 $200
EK,
2007

Coal Tar Pitch
-

0.6097 $37 $251
EK,
2007

Heavy Oil Sands
(Lloyd Blend)

43
0.6878 $41 $283

EIA,
2007

Natural Gas (Pipeline
Receipt)

-
0.7238 $43 $298

EIA,
2007

Residual Fuel Oil
(RFO)

-
0.7300 $44 $302

EIA,
2007

Binder Pitch
42

0.9234 $55 $380
EK,
2007

Low Sulfur FCC
Decant Oil

-
0.9505 $57 $391

UK,
2001

Crude Oil (W.Texas
Int.)

42
1.0000 $60 $412

EK,
2007

Creosote Oil
-

1.1584 $70 $477
UK,
2001

Gasoline
45

1.3955 $84 $574
EIA,
2007

Premium Calcined
Needle Coke

32
1.4455 $87 $595

EK,
2007

Toluene
-

1.4752 $89 $607
UK,
2001

Crude Napthhalene
43

1.5049 $90 $619
UK,
2001

Xylenes, Mixed
-

1.5446 $93 $636
EK,
2007

Benzene
-

1.8911 $113 $778
UK,
2001

Mesophase Pitch - 3.4000 $204 $1400 EK,2007
Hydrogen (refinery) 142 5.3461 $321 $1361 EK,



2007

Hydrogen (tube trailer)
142

9.7201 $583 $4,000
EK,
2007

EIA = DOE Energy Information Administration, Mar 2007; UK = University of Kentucky, Phase II Quarterly Technical
Progress Report, DE-AC22-91PC91040, April 2001; EK = telephone interviews with commodity producers by Elliot Kennel,
Mar 2007.



Table 2. Estimated Domestic and World Markets for Carbon Products.3

Product Primary
Feedstocks

Main
Applications

Domestic
Annual Sales,
Tons

Worldwide
Annual Sales,
Tons

Binder Pitch4 Coal Tar Pitch
Petroleum Pitch

Anodes (Al smelting)
Arc furnace electrodes
(steelmaking)

800,000 1,500,000

Impregnation
Pitch

Petroleum Pitch
Coal Tar Pitch

Electrodes,
Composites

180,000 380,000

Mesophase Pitch Petroleum Pitch
Coal Tar Pitch

High performance composites,
fibers

800 3700

Anode Coke Petroleum Pitch Anodes (Al smelting) 1,800,000 8,000,000

Needle Coke Petroleum Pitch
(US)
PP + CTP (Japan)

Arc furnace electrodes
(Steelmaking)

400,000 1,300,000

Carbon Fiber
(PAN)5

Petrochemicals Non-graphitic composites 10,000 24,000

Pitch Fibers6 Coal tar pitch,
Petroleum Pitch

Graphitic composites 200 3000

Carbon Black7 Petroleum Pitch,
Coal Tar Pitch

Rubber additives,
various other

1,800,000 8,000,000

Carbon Foam8 Petrochemicals,
Coal, Coal Tar
Pitch

Structures, electrochemical
systems,

200 200

Carbon
Nanofibers9

Natural Gas,
Gasified Coal

Polymer additives 50 150

Other Carbon
Nanomaterials

Various TBD <1 <1

ANALYSIS

To determine the materials costs associated with liquefaction, it is necessary to consider
the hydrogen content of the feed material as well as the desired product. A representative coal
sample was provided by the Kingwood Mine (Alpha Natural Resources) preparation plant. The
elemental analysis in Table 2 lists the composition by mass. The atomic H/C ratio is described
by

HC

CH

at Am

Am

C

H









, (1)

where mH is the mass of hydrogen, mC is the mass of Carbon, AC is the atomic mass of carbon
and AH is the atomic mass of hydrogen. Thus from the data in Table 3,
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Table 3. Elemental Analysis of Bituminous Coal (Kittaning).

Element Average % Rel. S. D.

Nitrogen% 1.737767498 2.2299

Carbon% 77.93449148 1.0471

Hydrogen% 5.33333683 1.029

Sulfur% 1.83043015 22.9324

A light crude crude would require
atC

H








of about 2.00 or higher. Thus the required mass

ratio would be

17.
12

00.2
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H
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m
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A mass balance is set up, according to the basic solvent extraction process in Figure 1.
The energy balance is problematic because of the large number of chemicals present and the
different possible reactions that can occur, as well as the different sources of energy loss (e.g.,
thermal insulation loss). Thus it is a highly empirical quantity. Malhotra estimated that the
overall thermal energy efficiency of direct liquefaction processes to produce a light crude is
roughly 65%.10 A process with lower hydrogenation levels would presumably be more efficient
due to decreased residence time and lower enthalpy change in the hydrogenation step.
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Figure 1. Simplified Mass Balance for Direct Liquefaction.

a. Maximum transportation fuel yields. Crude petroleum has an H/C atomic ratio of
about 2.0, translating to a mass ratio of about 0.17.11 Thus, the date of Table 3 suggests that it
may be necessary to add hydrogen equal to about 12% of the starting mass of coal in order to
produce a light crude. An approximate mass balance appears below. The input cost and output
value considers only the market price of the feedstocks, and does not include processing cost.
Although the cost of refining of coal liquids is controversial, it is likely the case that residence
time, temperature, pressure and thus refining cost are functions of refining cost. Hence higher
hydrogenation levels certainly translate to higher processing costs. The input makeup solvent is
assumed to be pure naphthalene, under the assumption a solvent rich in naphthalene would be
required in order to absorb the required amount of hydrogen. As a result, the feedstock cost is
approximately $33 per barrel, approximately 57% of which is due to the cost of hydrogen.

Table 4. Input Feedstock Materials Costs, Max Fuels Yield.

Input Feedstock Mass
Fraction, %

Unit
Cost

Extended
Cost

Central Appalachian Bituminous Coal 80 42 $34

Hydrogen (refinery) 9.6 $1,361 $131

Naphthalene Solvent 10.4 619 $64

Total cost (per ton) $229

Total cost (per barrel) $33



Table 5. Output Materials Values, Max Fuels Yield.

Output Product Mass
Fraction, %

Unit
Value

Extended
Value

Synthetic Crude 85 $412 $350

Solids 15 8 $1

Total Value (per ton) 100 $351

Total Value (per barrel) $51

Net Value Added (per barrel) $18

b. Production of an aromatic heavy Syncrude and binder pitch. In this scenario, as with
the subsequent scenarios, very little hydrogen is consumed, as the intent is to produce a synthetic
crude. Accordingly a low-performance hydrogen donor solvent is acceptable, and thus a heavy
oil such as petroleum decant oil or coal tar distillate can be substituted for the naphthalene-
enriched solvent used to produce a light crude. The production of binder pitch from coal direct
liquefaction products has been demonstrated successfully at the bench scale.12 The value of
heavy crude is significantly lower than that of light crude (less than 70%, based on the values
shown in Table 1). High ash residue is assumed to be useful as a feed for a coal gasifier,
representing another low value product. However, binder pitch is a relatively high value
product, which partially offsets the low value associated with the other two main coproducts.

Table 6. Input Feedstock Materials Costs, Binder Pitch Production.

Input Feedstock Mass
Fraction, %

Unit
Cost

Extended
Cost

Central Appalachian Bituminous Coal 89 42 $34

Hydrogen (refinery) 0.4 $1,361 $5

Coal Tar Solvent 10.6 $251 $64

Total cost (per ton) $103

Total cost (per barrel) $15

Table 7. Output Materials Value, Binder Pitch Production.

Output Product Mass
Fraction, %

Unit
Value

Extended
Value

Synthetic Crude (heavy) 60 $283 $170

Solids 15 8 $1

Binder Pitch 25 $380 $95

Total Value (per ton) 100 $266

Total Value (per barrel) $39

Net Value Added (per barrel) $24



c. Production of an aromatic heavy Syncrude, with co-production of a mesophase pitch.
The production of mesophase pitch requires an aromatic pitch with low levels of microscopic
particulates (e.g., quinoline insolubles). This pitch is then heated in a quiescent state to promote
the formation of liquid crystals, resulting in a mesophase pitch. Mesophase pitches can be used
as a binder for graphitic materials with high thermal conductivity. The presence of particulates
can interfere with the growth of ordered graphitic domains. Normally coal tars derived from
metcoke production have several percent quinoline-insoluble carbon particles, which mainly
result from partial pyrolysis of hydrocarbon vapors. Solvent extracted synthetic coal pitch would
not have pyrolytic quinoline insolubles present, but might have inorganic mineral matter or fixed
carbon present. Thus, an effective mesophase pitch precursor would have to be centrifuged to
remove most of the particulates. The required levels have not been determined experimentally,
although proof of concept has been accomplished using precursor pitches that are greater than
99.9% liquid phase. Because additional thermal processing is required, it is estimated that the
total yield of mesophase pitch would be somewhat lower than the corresponding yield of binder
pitch. Yet, as shown in Table 2, the ultimate market potential for mesophase is probably only a
few thousand barrels per year. Thus mesophase pitch can be considered as a high value niche
product, but might not represent a sufficiently large market for large scale production. The
output product summary is contained in Table 9.

Table 8. Output Materials Value, Mesophase Pitch Production.

Output Product Mass
Fraction, %

Unit
Value

Extended
Value

Synthetic Crude (heavy) 65 $574 $373

Solids 15 8 $1

Mesophase Pitch 20 $1,400 $280

Total Value (per ton) 100 $654

Total Value (per barrel) $95

Net Value Added (per barrel) $71

d. Production of an aromatic heavy Syncrude with co-production of needle grade coke.
Needle grade coke is normally produced from the residues created by the delayed coking of high
quality decant oil. Alternatively, an aromatic heavy crude might be used as a substitute for
decant oil. The input material feedstock list would be similar to that shown in Table 7. The
world market price for needle coke is over a million tons per year, making it a suitable niche
product for a small refinery used for coal liquids. The yield of needle grade coke is small,
because the coking operation required to produce needle grade coke removes volatile
components from this product stream via thermocracking, thereby permitting increased yield of a
crude hydrocarbon component.



Table 9. Output Materials Value, Needle Coke Production.

Output Product Mass
Fraction, %

Unit
Value

Extended
Value

Synthetic Crude (heavy) 75 $574 $431

Solids 15 8 $1

Needle Grade Coke 10 $595 $60

Total Value (per ton) 100 $491

Total Value (per barrel) $72

Net Value Added (per barrel) $57

CONCLUSION

The results suggest that carbon products produced from low hydrogenation levels via a
direct liquefaction process result in increased value added compared to the light crudes that could
be produced from a more severe hydrogenation. This is primarily due to the fact that hydrogen is
relatively expensive compared to the hydrocarbon crudes that are sought. In addition,
significantly less processing is involved in producing an aromatic heavy synthetic crude, which
likely results in much lower processing cost in order to produce a heavy aromatic synthetic crude
versus a light synthetic crude. Accordingly, since it requires less effort, lower energy, less
material expense and results in more net revenue, profitability may favor lower hydrogenation
levels. Nevertheless, most of the direct liquefaction efforts worldwide appear to be aimed at
high hydrogenation levels and maximization of liquid fuels.
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PRODUCTION OF COAL-BASED FUELS AND VALUE-ADDED PRODUCTS: 
COAL TO LIQUIDS USING PETROLEUM REFINING SOLVENTS  
 
Caroline Burgess Clifford,* Josefa Griffith, Ömer Gül, Parvana Gafarova Aksoy, Gareth 
Mitchell 
The Energy Institute, Penn State University, C211 Coal Utilization Laboratory, 
University Park, PA 16802 
 
BACKGROUND: Because of the recent rise in petroleum prices, alternative 
hydrocarbon resources are being sought to produce fuel and value-added materials.  
Much of the focus recently has been on gasification coupled with Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) 
synthesis; however, liquid fuels made from processes such as these may not easily 
produce ring compounds (aromatic and naphthenic) that may be necessary to improve 
some fuel properties (thermal stability and lubricity) and to produce value-added 
chemicals.  Another concern is the implementation of commercial gasification/F-T 
facilities within the US may take several years to come on line.  Researchers at The 
Pennsylvania State University Energy Institute have been involved in research involving 
several processes that utilize coal, coal-based materials, and by-product biomass in 
existing refining facilities. One of our major projects is the production of thermally stable 
jet fuel from coal using unique processing to take advantage of the existing structures in 
the coal.   
 
The major goal of our Department of Energy (DOE) funded project is to examine the 
integration of coal or coal-derived material into a refining facility. The ultimate goal is to 
produce coal-based jet fuel; however, the funding for this project is to examine how coal 
may influence the other products and emissions introduced into a refining facility.  The 
main focus has been on the pilot-scale hydrotreatment of a blend of light-cycle oil (LCO), 
a refinery solvent, with refined chemical oil (RCO), a metallurgical coke by-product.  
The blending process, the evaluation of catalysts, and the fuel and combustion properties 
of gasoline, diesel, and fuel oil have been discussed in more detail elsewhere.1-5 The use 
of RCO has been helpful in learning how a coal tar would affect the catalysts and the 
products, but there is a limit on its market availability, so other alternatives are being 
sought to introduce coal tar into a refinery.  The focus of this presentation includes 
discussion for two of the alternative processes: 1) co-coking of coal/refinery solvents and 
2) coal extraction using refinery solvents.2-17  The following briefly discusses the 
progress of each project and where we plan to go in the future.  
 
CO-COKING COAL/DECANT OIL: The focus of this project is to blend coal/decant 
oil to feed into a delayed coker, to produce a high quality carbon material and produce 
liquids that could produce thermally stable jet fuel.2-10,12-13,16-17 The Energy Institute has a 
unique large lab-scale co-coking unit that allows introduction of coal into the coking 
process.2-5  A schematic is shown in Figure 1. Addition of coal into petroleum refining 
streams may yield benefits from the development of carbon products with different 
properties than typically generated from residua alone. Consequently, the objective of 
this part of the refinery integration research program is to investigate whether coal 



introduced into the delayed coker can result in carbon materials of higher value along 
with providing useful liquid streams for liquid fuels and binder pitch.   
 
The most thorough examination has been on Pittsburgh seam coal blended with decant oil 
from United, and we are currently in the process of evaluating a second coal blend from 
the Marfork mine in West Virginia.  The properties of both coals and the beneficiated 
coals (Pittsburgh FCE and Marfork JCE) are shown in Table 1.  The proximate and 
ultimate analyses for the decant oil and coal are shown in Table 2.     
 
With Pittsburgh coal, twelve duplicate co-coking runs were completed, including 
analyses, in 2006.  The yield results are shown in Table 3.  When using a feed of 4:1 
United Refining decant oil to ultra-clean Pittsburgh seam coal, conditions of ~465°C and 
25 psig, the  products are 27.4% coke, 9.8% gas, and 62.8% liquid (by weight). The 
liquids produced were analyzed via simulated distillation and vacuum distillation, the 
liquid fractions analyzed by GC/MS.  Details of the experimental and reproducibility can 
be found in other publications.4,6  The average values in each fraction were: 1) gasoline 
fraction, IBP-180ºC, 2.26%, 2) the jet fuel  fraction, 180-270ºC, 4.64%, 3) the diesel 
fraction, 270-332ºC, 6.05%, and the fuel oil/pitch fraction, 332ºC-FBP, 86.12%.  The 
liquids were not hydrotreated, and hydrotreatment and/or cracking will result in shifting 
the product distribution.  The composition of the gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel fractions 
are shown in Figure 2.  The gasoline fraction contains mainly paraffins and single-ring 
compounds, the jet fuel fraction contains mainly paraffins and two-ring compounds, and 
the diesel fraction contains mainly polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are 
primarily three-ring compounds.  The fuel oil fraction will most likely contain the 
heaviest components.  The fuel oil fraction has been fractionated to produce a pitch 
fraction, and details can be found elsewhere.4,12  
 
Coke produced using ultra-clean coal proved to be of high quality for anode use, but iron 
and silica content in the carbon did not meet anode specifications.  Work has been done 
to characterize the coke in more detail to determine other uses for the coke.4,9,10  As 
suggested by characterization by optical microscopy, XRD and density measurements, 
before and after calcination, the cokes produced are of sponge coke quality.4,9,10 
 
We have examined modifications to the process in order to improve the liquid 
composition and reduce the minerals in the coke product.  One aspect has been to 
hydrotreat the decant oil before co-coking, details discussed in recent publications.3-4,13,17  
Prior hydrotreating of the decant oil has been shown to improve the liquid composition 
and the coke produced.  Another approach to reduce the metals content and influence the 
product distribution has been to test a second coal.  The runs for Marfork coal are in 
progress, and the yield data for the first two runs is shown in Table 3.  Interestingly, 
while the coke yield is similar to the Pittsburgh runs, the liquid yields are significantly 
higher (~70%), while the gas yields are lower (~3%).  The products from these first two 
reactions have not been characterized to-date, but it is anticipated that the liquid product 
distribution will contain more light ends than with Pittsburgh coal. Another approach has 
been to extract coal with decant oil in order to feed an ashless material to meet the 
mineral specifications for anodes and electrodes. 



 
EXTRACTION OF COAL USING REFINERY SOLVENTS: As mentioned in the 
introduction, one of the main limitations to the coal tar blending is the availability of 
refined chemical oil (RCO); metallurgical coke plants are being slowly being shut down 
in the US for environmental reasons.  We are currently developing a process that is 
capable of extraction of coal using light cycle oil (LCO), the advantage being that once 
the extraction takes place, no separation of the liquids is necessary and can be fed directly 
into a hydrotreater.4,11,14,15  Tables 4 and 5 show the coals and solvent used for extraction 
in a small stirred autoclave, and Figure 3 shows the yield data for various ratios of LCO 
to coal.  The best yields were obtained with Pittsburgh, Illinois, and Blind Canyon coal.   
When using a 10:1 ratio of LCO and coal in a stirred autoclave at 350 °C, ~ 40-50% 
extraction yields were obtained.  In a lab-scale multistage reactor (Figure 4), the yield for 
Pittsburgh coal increased to ~73% in the third stage. Current research has focused on 
scaling up the reaction and developing a multi-stage reactor (Figure 5).   
 
SUMMARY: Liquid fuels produced directly from coal utilize the inherent structures in 
coal.  Work is progressing for the production of fuels from co-coking of coal and coal 
extraction, although the liquids produced will need to be hydrogenated before blending 
into refinery streams.  The coke produced from co-coking is of high quality, but metal 
content must be reduced before it will be acceptable for use as anode material. The 
advantages to utilizing refining solvents/coal and processes that exist within a refinery to 
produce particular fuels and value-added materials are (1) implementation could be much 
faster than projected for commercial gasification in the US and (2) production of fuels 
and carbon materials with specific uses that F-T liquids may not be suitable for. 
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Table 1: Comparison of Coal Properties of Run-of-Mine and Clean Coal Samples for the 
Pittsburgh Seam FCE (EI-186) and Marfork JCE (EI-187) 

 

Analytical 
Procedure 

Pittsburgh 
Seam 

DECS-34 

Pittsburgh 
FCE 

1.280 Float 
EI-186 

Marfork 
Product 
DECS-36 

Marfork 
JCE 

1.268 Float 
EI-187 

Proximate Analysis: (dry) 
Fixed Carbon, % 54.3 63.4 58.3 nd 
Volatile Matter, % 38.4 35.6 34.5 nd 
Ash, % 7.4 1.0 7.2 1.2 
Ultimate Analysis: (dry) 
Carbon, % 78.2 84.6 80.8 nd 
Hydrogen, % 5.2 5.3 5.1 nd 
Nitrogen, % 1.6 1.6 1.5 nd 
Sulfur, % 1.6 1.1 1.0 nd 
Oxygen, % (diff.) 6.0 6.4 4.4 nd 
Gieseler Plastometer: 
Softening Temperature, °C 381 385 384 375 
Fluid Temperature Range, °C 91 93 108 121 
Maximum Fluidity (ddpm) 16,418 29,527 30,000 29,516 
Temperature at Maximum, °C 435 436 448 439 
Ash Mineral Composition: 
Silicon Dioxide, % 48.47 41.8 57.38 nd 
Aluminum Oxide, % 23.15 27.3 25.60 nd 
Ferric Oxide, % 14.84 13.6 11.36 nd 
Titanium Oxide, % 1.00 nd 1.44 nd 
Phosphorus Pentoxide, % 0.53 0.61 0.23 nd 
Calcium Oxide, % 2.49 5.65 1.21 nd 
Magnesium Oxide, % 0.76 0.74 0.93 nd 
Sodium Oxide, % 0.69 0.72 0.72 nd 
Potassium Oxide, % 1.87 1.64 1.87 nd 
Sulfur Trioxide, % 1.95 nd 0.47 nd 
Organic Petrography: (volume %) 
Total Vitrinite 82.8 96.2 73.8 91.4 
Total Liptinite 4.0 1.5 5.3 3.9 
Total Inertinite 13.2 2.3 20.9 4.7 
 
 



Table 2: Proximate and Ultimate Analysis of the Feeds Used in this Study 
 
                                                          Coal         Decant Oil 

Proximate analysis a                      EI-187         EI-107 
Ash (%) 1.2 0.22 
Volatile  matter (%) - - 
Fixed carbon (%) - - 
Ultimate analysis a 
Carbon (%) - 89.59 
Hydrogen (%) - 7.32 
Nitrogen (%) - 0.22 
Sulfur (%) - 2.99 
Oxygen (by diff.) (%) -  
Fluidity Data b 
Fluid Temperature Range (°C) 121 na 
Maximum Fluidity (ddpm) 29,516 na 
Softening Temperature (°C) 375 na 
Organic Petrography, vol% 
Total Vitrinite (vol. %) 91.4 na 
Total Liptinite (vol. %) 3.9 na 
Total Inertinite (vol. %) 4.7 na 
a values reported on a dry basis   
b Determined using a Gieseler plastometer 
 
Table 3: Run Conditions used for Pittsburgh Seam FCE (EI-186) Compared with 
Marfork Clean Coal Product (EI-187) 

 
Coker Runs #50 - #61 
Pittsburgh FCE EI-186 

Marfork Runs 
EI-187 Conditions 

Average Range Condition 
Desired #84 #85 

Feed Stock, hrs 5.86 5.6 – 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Steam Stripping 0 0 0 0 0 
Hold at 500°C, hrs 24 - 24 24 24 
Feed Rate, g/min 16.76 16.7 – 16.8 16.8 16.7 16.7 
Preheater inlet, °C 120.9 119 – 124 120 118 115 
Preheater Outlet, °C 438.7 432 – 443 440 432 426 
Coke Drum Inlet, °C 499.2 483 – 512 500 504 509 
Coke Drum Low/Mid, °C 496.3 487 – 505 500 486 502 
Coke Drum Top, °C 478.8 468 – 499 475 475 473 
Material Fed, g 5750 5206 – 6054 6000 5938 5898 
Products: 
% Coke 27.42 - - 26.29 27.20 
% Liquid Products 62.82 - - 70.24 70.14 
% Gas (diff.) 9.76 - - 3.47 2.66 

 

 



Table 4: Coals used in small-scale tubing extractions using LCO as solvent. 
 

Coals used Rank 
Pittsburgh hvAb 
Powellton hvAb 

Blind Canyon hvAb 
Illinois # 6 hvCb 

Upper Freeport mvb 
 
 
Table 5: Light cycle oil characterization. 
 
API Gravity @ 60°F 10.3 
Specific Gravity (gr/mL) 0.9979 
Sulfur (wt %) 1.92 
Nitrogen (ppm) 535 
Distillation ASTM D-86 ASTM D-2887
IBP 220 146 
10 266 249 
30 286 279 
50 296 301 
70 313 324 
90 336 359 
FBP 354 396 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of delayed coking unit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Composition of typical fractionated liquids for Pittsburgh co-coking runs. 
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Figure 3: Yield data for small scale stirred autoclave extractions using LCO in various 
solvent ratios (10:1, 5:1, 3:1, 1:1) for the following coals: Pittsburgh (Pitt), Powellton 
(Pow), Illinois #6 (Ill), Upper Freeport (UFP), and Blind Canyon (BC). 
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Figure 4: Schematic of multi-stage reactor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Schematic of single-stage reactor with modifications. 
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Executive Summary

Electrolysis of Coal at Intermediate Temperature
Xin Jin and Gerardine G. Botte*

Department of Chemical Engineering
Russ College of Engineering and Technology

183 Stocker Center
Ohio University

Athens, OH 45701, USA

Coal can be used for the production of hydrogen by electrochemical oxidation. Some advantages of
the technology are 1. It does not require high temperatures and pressures, and 2. The hydrogen generated
is completely clean without separation.

The electrolysis of coal was first investigated in the 1980s. These early studies concluded that the
technology was not economically feasible due to the low current densities (1mA/cm2). Ohio University
(OU) developed new catalysts for the electrolysis of coal. Using these new catalysts significantly higher
current densities have been observed (25 mA/cm2). However, it has been observed that the temperature
has a significant effect on the electrooxidation of coal.

Novel electrodes were designed to electrooxidized coal at intermediate temperatures. A high
temperature coal electrolytic cell (CEC) was designed and constructed in order to operate at the
intermediate temperature with concentrated electrolyte (H2SO4) and test the novel electrodes.
Galvanostatic and Potentiostatic experiments were carried out on a continuous bench-scale setup.
Experimental results show that slow kinetics of coal oxidation and films formed on the surface of the
coal powder were the main reasons for low coal conversion efficiency. Increased temperatures improved
the kinetics of coal oxidation reaction, which increased coal conversion efficiency, from 2.1 % at 40°C
to 31% at 100°C.

These results will be presented at the meeting.

* Principal Presenter
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Abstract 
 
Advanced Burner Technologies developed the Opti-Flow

TM 
low NOx 

burner 
approximately ten years ago. The design has matured through several iterations 
to yield lower NOx, greater simplicity of design and the ability to fire a wide range 
of pulverized fuels; from 100% petroleum coke to many types of domestic and 
foreign bituminous and sub-bituminous coals. Some boilers equipped with the 
Opti-FlowTM design have converted from 100% bituminous coal to 100% PRB or 
high ratio PRB/bituminous mixes with no change to the ABT-supplied burner 
components.  
 
The excellent flame stability of this burner not only allows the firing of very low 
volatile (high fuel ratio) coals, but also to operate at very low capacities (high 
turn-down ratios) without utilizing auxiliary fuels for flame stabilization. The 
primary advantage of this capability is to eliminate the need to remove mills from 
service when reducing load on units that cycle. This results in significant savings 
of auxiliary fuels such as oil and natural gas as well as eliminating the need to 
inert these mills since they remain in service over a wide range of boilers loads. 
Mills only need to be inerted when taken out of service for maintenance or when 
the boiler is being taken off line for an outage.  
 
Two units equipped with Mark III Opti-Flow low NO

x 
burners, a 350MW front fired 

unit and 350MW opposed-fired unit, have demonstrated the ability to operate 
their respective burners at 25% and 20% of normal full load capacity without the 
need for auxiliary fuel. In addition to the benefits noted above, with proper use of 
this ability, auxiliary fuel use can also be minimized during startup. This paper 
describes the burner designs that enable these results to be obtained and the 
specific field experiences that are the results. 
 
 



Introduction 
 
Advanced Burner Technologies (ABT), A Siemens Company, has developed a 
novel, highly effective low NOx burner.  More than 16,000 MW of large utility boilers 
have been converted to ABT’s Opti-Flow™ burner design.  These units range in 
capacity from 70 to 950 MW and fire diverse fuels including lignite, sub bituminous, 
high sulfur bituminous coal, blends of petcoke/bituminous coal and 100% petcoke in 
select coal mills. 
 
NOx reductions of 35% have been attained by replacing other Low NOx Burners and 
over 60% when replacing turbulent burners with ABT’s Opti-FlowTM design, while 
improving flame stability and controllability without deteriorating combustion 
efficiency.  In addition, ABT has implemented a novel Overfire Air (OFA) System 
along with its low NOx burner, to obtain minimum NOx while maximizing mixing in the 
upper furnace to control CO and unburned carbon. 
 
Without Overfire Air, NOx emissions have been achieved in the range of 0.35 to 0.40 
lb/106 Btu (430 – 492 mg/Nm3 @ 6% O2) in boilers burning bituminous coal; With 
ABT highly efficient OFA system, NOx can be at least 20-30% lower. 
 
Levels in the range of 0.15 to 0.25 (184 – 307 mg/Nm3@ 6% O2) have been 
achieved in boilers burning sub-bituminous coal.  Actual NOx levels are a function of 
the burner zone liberation rate (furnace temperature) and the coal being fired. 
 
The Opti-Flow™ low NOx, flame stabilization nozzle is the key element of the fuel 
injector for attaining excellent flame stability along with minimum NOx.  Excellent 
flame stability is achieved due to the addition of external flame stabilizers surrounding 
each tip segment.  Additionally, nearly uniform fuel distribution is obtained around the 
burner nozzle circumference, which provides significant aid in attaining minimum NOx 
and UBC simultaneously. 
 
ABT’s Opti-FlowTM technology utilizes an innovative dual register design that 
provides the operator with the flexibility needed for optimizing the flame shape: inner 
and outer zone swirl values and the air flow split between the inner and outer zones 
independently of swirl.  This is accomplished with a manually adjustable inner air 
damper and represents a significant improvement over other dual register designs.  
 
 
For T-fired and wall-fired boilers, ABT utilizes a system approach to control and 
improve combustion, while reducing NOx emissions and minimizing slagging and 
unburned carbon: 
 

• Utilize a highly effective low NOx burner 
• Minimize fuel and air imbalances within the burner 
• Control fuel and air distribution between burners 
• Use a maximally effective Overfire Air System to minimize NOx 



• Minimize sidewall corrosion with a novel anti-corrosion system 
 
DELETED 
 
Figure 1 shows a complete burner assembly including the fuel injector and dual 
register assembly.  The key features of these components of the burner are: 
 

 Opti-Flow™ Fuel Injector: this is a reliable, high performance internally staged 
low NOx fuel injector for use on boilers firing fuels ranging from lignite to 
bituminous coal and blends of petroleum coke/coal.  The fuel injector nozzle is 
an open design with no parts in the coal path thus eliminating coking and 
erosion typically found with other burner types.  DELETED 

 Opti-Flow™ Dual Register: is a simple, reliable and highly effective method of 
controlling secondary air distribution within and between adjacent burners.  A 
sleeve damper controls the air split between the inner and outer zones. 

 
 

   

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Opti-Flow™ Low NOx Burner Assembly 
 

 
 

ABT’s Opti-Flow™ low NOx burner generates a very bright, intense flame that does 
not look like the classical low NOx flame. The intensity is more akin to that of a 
classical turbulent burner.  Yet, the NOx levels are typically more than 35 percent 
lower than those generated by our competitors’ low NOx burners that we have 
replaced.  This NOx reduction result has generally been attained without any 
additional UBC penalty.  In addition, the intense flame typical of the ABT burner, 
results in its excellent turndown capabilities that are very desirable for conserving 
fuel. 



 
The following is a summation of the prominent features and benefits 

provided by the Opti-Flow™ low NOx burner: 
 
• Nearly uniform fuel distribution around the burner nozzle’s circumference 

is obtained, which provides significant aid in attaining minimum NOx and 
UBC simultaneously. 

 
• A highly stable, very bright flame is produced that is also adjustable so that 

it can be used in either tight, high temperature furnaces or larger, low 
temperature units without compromising furnace performance. 

 
• The pressure drop across the fuel injector is lower than in more 

conventional designs, which allows coal pipes to be orificed without 
increasing overall system resistance. 

 
• In some cases, conversion of the existing low NOx burners to the Opti-

Flow™ configuration requires only the installation of the Opti-Flow fuel 
injector inside the existing dual register. 

 
 

Overfire Air System 
 
Minimum NOx levels are not attainable without the use of Overfire air.  The early 
generation Overfire air systems utilized large quantities of Overfire air at low 
velocities. Operation with these high levels of Overfire air (i.e., with deep staged 
burner operation); resulting in a burner stochiometry less than 95% can result in: 
 

• Increased LOI levels 
• Increased CO levels 
• Lower unit efficiencies due to high unburned carbon levels and higher 

excess air levels than necessary 
• Potential increased sidewall corrosion 
• Potential increased slagging and upper furnace fouling 

 
The Overfire air system used by ABT, which does not deep stage the burners, uses 
an aerodynamic port design. The port opening is non-circular with flow baffles that 
produce a flow field that not only projects longitudinally into the furnace but also 
transversely across the furnace plan.  The result is excellent mixing between 
adjacent OFA port flows and rising furnace gases. 
 
 



Retrofit Scope and Test Results 

Case 1 Tarong Station, Australia 
 
Tarong Station includes 4x350 MW Babcock Hitachi (ex-licensee of U.S. Babcock & 
Wilcox) boilers with three rows of five burners on the front wall and three rows of five 
burners on the rear wall (30 burners total) The unit fires medium volatile Australian 
black coal (currently from the Meandu mine).  With the existing single register OEM 
burners, NOx levels are approximately 840 mg/Nm3.  
 

Table 1 Tarong Coal and Ash Analysis 
MINE Meandu Alternate 1 Alternate 2 Alternate 3

HHV Btu/Lb 8426 10,576 10576 8331

ASH 28 16.5 13.7 28
MOISTURE 12 8.7 12 14

VOILITALE MATTER 24 40.8 38.8 23.5
FIXED CARBON 36 39.6 38 36

TOTAL 100 105.6 102.5 101.5

C 48.36 60.81 58.33 47.23
S 0.26 0.37 0.47 0.27
H 3.18 4.64 4.61 3.16
N 0.88 0.82 0.79 0.74
O 7.32 8.00 10.10 6.60

S Content, daf % 0.43 0.5 0.63 0.47
Ash Content, % 28 16.5 13.7 28

SiO2 72 71.5 57.3 66.3
Al2O3 23 23.9 25.6 27.6
TiO2 1.42 1.47 1.44 1.48

Fe2O3 0.95 1.2 2.6 4.14
CaO 0.1 0.2 6.1 0.52
MgO 0.16 0.32 1.48 0.7
Na2O 0.13 0.15 1.09 0.1
K2O 0.27 0.3 0.84 0.74
P2O5 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.18
SO3 0.02 0.12 2.59 0.06

Quartz 37.50 35.65 18.90 24.90 
Pyrite 0.60 1.58 3.13 0.79 

Erosion Propensity Exceptionally Erosive Erosive  Moderately Erosive Erosive

Slagging Potential Low Low Meadium Low

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS (% by Wt)

ULTIMATE ANALYSIS (% by Wt)

Ash Anlysis and Slagging & Erosion Prediction

 
 
OEM burners lead to coal accumulation and coking leading to burner fires, as well 
as, furnace slagging problems. The slagging potential becomes increased due to 
poor fuel quality. Table 1 shows the coal and ash properties, Slaging and Erosion 
predictions.. 
 
To help overcome these problems, ABT did two major changes to the existing 
burners for the Tarong units.  First, ABT replaced the existing single register with our 
dual register design thus providing the added benefit of NOx reduction.  In addition to 



the air register replacement, ABT supplied the Opti-Flow™ fuel injector that includes 
a low NOx nozzle with external flame stabilizers.  DELETED 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 2 Burner in Tarong (View from inside the furnace) 
 
During the station’s regularly scheduled 2006 outage one deck of new Opti-Flow 
burners (five burners) and auxiliary equipment were installed. Fig 2 shows the actual 
burner installed during the outage.  
 
As the coal was being introduced to the new burners while igniters were in service, 
the flames developed instantly, with a complete ring of fire around the entire throat 
area.  Once the coal loading was increased above 28%, the oil igniters were 
removed.  The flames remained very bright and stable all the way up to 12.5kg/s coal 
flow(maximum mill output). 

 

A turndown test was conducted to ascertain the very minimum coal flow and still 
have a safe stable flame without the need for secondary ignition (oil guns). Since the 
new burners are on the bottom deck and the above burners were out of service 
during the test, there is not too much additional heat support from the opposite wall’s 



burners.   When the coal flow was reduced to the minimum flow, a very bright stable 
flame was observed.  It was decided to continue to reduce down to 2.5 kg/s(20% mill 
load) giving a 5:1 turndown; this had never been attempted before with low NOx 
burner.  It was discovered that the Opti-flowTM burners performed well at this low mill 
capacity.  
 
Significant NOx reduction will be achieved in addition to eliminating furnace slagging 
and the potential of burner fires after all burners are upgraded.  Tarong Units 1 - 4 
have a moderate burner zone liberation rate of approximately 385,587 Btu/hr-ft2 

(4.378 GJ/hr-m2). For this furnace burning medium volatile Australian black coal, NOx 
emissions are expected to be approximately 0.366 lb/106 Btu (450 mg/Nm3) with a 
complete retrofit of thirty (30) Opti-FlowTM burners. 
 
 

Case 2 Ligang Power Station, China 
 

Ligang Units 1&2 are Foster Wheeler 350 MW sub-critical natural-circulation 
balanced draft with dry bottom boilers. These units are located in Ligang Town, 
Jiangyin City, Jiangsu Province, P. R. China. The boiler fires Dayou bituminous coal 
using  the OEM’s 16 Controlled Flow (CF) type burners located on front wall. The fuel 
injector nozzle is an annular configuration that incorporates no components to 
address the specific needs of the Chinese coals. Consequently, NOx level was 
around 900 to 1230mg/Nm3 (0.73 to 1.0 lb/MMBtu) and fly ash LOI is higher than 
necessary.  There are four decks of burners and each deck has four burners 
supplied by four MBF23 pulverizers.  Table 2 shows the coal analysis, Fixed Carbon 
to Volatile ratio is more than 2 which indicates that this coal will be relatively difficult to 
burn. 

Table 2 Ligang Coal Analysis 

Baseline
HHV Btu/Lb 11,138
ASH 13.52
MOISTURE 9.5
VOILITALE MATTER 24.29
FIXED CARBON 52.69
C 64.21
S 0.84
H 3.95
N 0.7
O 7.28  

 



ABT kept the burner pattern unchanged and retained the existing dual register, 
replaced the fuel injector and inner secondary air zone with the Opti-FlowTM design,  
added four (4) OFA ports above the burner zone and two (2) wingports close to the 
side walls above the top deck burners. CFD modeling was heavily used to design the 
turning vanes and to balance the air flow from deck to deck inside windbox. The 
burner scroll inlet was replaced by the elbow inlet and coal flow diffusers were 
installed to improve the coal distrubustion around the nozzle. Coal Pipe balancing 
valves were installed to balance coal flow between the coal pipes. The oil guns were 
removed and smaller capacity igniters were installed on the side of each coal nozzle.  
Final results show that NOx has been reduced nearly 70% to the 400 mg/Nm3 range, 
there is no flame impingement on the rear wall with any mill out, the furnace is 
cleaner than before and superheat tube metal temperatures are now within normal 
ranges. 
 
After the retrofit excellent flame stability was achieved and the burner did have a 
stable flame without any oil support at the minimal coal flow for the pulverizer(25% 
full load): 4:1 turndown.  The DCS doesn’t allow further reducing coal flow. Good 
ignition capability and good flame stability reduced the supporting oil, even with the 
smaller capacity igniter, during start-up, mill switching and coal quality changes. 
 
The rear wall gas temperature was reduced compared with the original turbulent 
burners which generated very high NOx. Table 3 shows the measured gas 
temperature for Unit 1 with  the ABT low NOx burners, and Unit 2 with OEM’s CF 
burner. For the front wall, the average flame temperature for the ABT Opti-FlowTM 
burner was only 25℃ lower than with the higher NOx (more than 1300 mg/Nm3) 
OEM burner. This shows the intensity of combustion for ABT’s ultra low NOx burners 
are very close to turbulent burners with extremely high NOx. The rear wall gas 
temperature of Unit 1 with the ABT Opti-FlowTM burners is 138℃ lower than was unit 
2 with the OEM CF burner. This indicates that the flame length for the ABT Opti-
FlowTM burner was shorter than that with; the CF burner having no flame 
impingement on the rear wall. Opti-FlowTM burners with six segments will burn more 
of the carbon out much sooner and will reduce the fuel NOx by the intensive early 
ignition. Thermal NOx is also lower because of the lower gas temperature at the rear 
wall. 

Tab.3  Temperature Comparison for Burners’ Area  
B deck A 

side 
B deck B 

side 
C Deck A 

Side 
C Deck B 

Side 
D deck A 

Side 
D deck B 

side Item 
FW RW FW RW FW RW FW RW FW RW FW RW 

Unit 1 1146 1209 1205 1412 1201 1249 1263 1266 1235 1246 1229 1258
Unit 2 1248 1490 1237 1543 1293 1376 1277 1427 1174 1316 1199 1316
Note: Average of 2 measurements for each location. Unit is ℃ 
 
 

These Front Wall-Fried boilers, as originally equipped with the OEM’s CF 
burner, have a significantly unbalanced gas temperature distribution. The RH tube 



metal temperature distribution was shaped like an “M” and the RH tubes close to 
both  side walls suffered from  high temperature. This fact was verified by inspecting 
these tubes during an outage and higher grade heat-resistant tubes were installed. 
Thermocouples were installed in the gas pass. The gas temperature deviation 
between the peaks and valleys was 323℃; highest temperature was 37.34% higher 
than the lowest point. The tube mental temperature difference between the peaks 
and valleys was 160℃. 

High CO rising between the side wall and side burner column  caused high 
temperature close to the side wall after the furnace exit. After the retrofit the RH tube 
metal temperature improved significantly, all are now below the alarm limit under all 
conditions. This overheating problem, which had been a serious reliability problem 
since the beginning of operation, was eliminated. Effective OFA and wing ports can 
burn the CO and unburned carbon to minimize the furnace exit gas temperature 
distribution.  

Figures 3 and 4 show the RH tube temperature before and after the retrofit. From 
these two figures the tube temperature difference between the peak and valley has 
been reduced from 175℃ to 78℃ for ABC mills in service and from 160℃ to 90℃ for 
BCD.  

Reheater Tube Temperature Distribution before Retrofit
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Fig 3 RH tube temperature before the retrofit. 

 



Reheater Tube Temperature Distribution after Retrofit
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Fig 4 RH tube temperature after the retrofit. 

 
 
 

Summary 
 
 
Mark III Opti-Flow low NOx 

burners produce excellent flame stability while achieving 
much lower NOx in the boilers retrofitted by ABT in Australia and China. The test 
results have demonstrated the ability to operate their respective burners at 25% and 
20% of normal full load capacity(4:1 and 5:1 thurndown) without support from 
auxiliary fuel. Auxiliary fuel use can be minimized during startup, mill switching and 
normal operation when coal quality changes. Nearly 70% NOx reduction was 
achieved at the Ligang Power Station in China. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Circulation fluidized bed combustion boiler has gotten high-speed development in 
China in the last few years. Two questions become well focused and widely researched. 
(1) Further improve the thermal efficiency of the circulation fluidized bed combustion 
boiler; (2) Further reduce the coal consumption rate of circulating fluidized bed 
combustion boilers. It is very important to accurately address these two questions for 
turning China into an efficient resource utilization, and environment friendly society. 
This paper discusses the major technological measures that improve the thermal 
efficiency of circulating fluidized bed combustion boilers: (1) Optimize combustion 
temperature; (2) Reduce fly ash carbon and bed slag; (3) Optimize oxygen supply; (5) 
Optimized combustion control; (5) Prevent multi-layer combustion and uneven 
combustion at upper combustion chamber; (6) Appropriately reduce combustor exhaust 
temperature.  
 
Keyword: Circulation fluidized bed combustor; Improve the thermal efficiency 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Recently, major Chinese boiler manufacturer has been increasing the development of 
large scale circulating fluidized bed combustors (CFBC) based on imported 
technologies and domestics developed technologies. By April 2006, China has 326 units 
of 50MW CFBC boilers, 142 units of 135 MW CFBC, and 20 units of 300MW CFBC 
in operation or construction. China has the largest number of CFBC units and largest 
capacity in CFBC boilers. Because of the rapid development of the CFBC in China, lots 
of experience in design, manufacturing, operation, installation, and management has 
been accumulated in CFBC industry. However, several problems are revealed as well, 
such as: erosion/corrosion and cracks of metal surfaces, erosion/corrosion and cracks of 
anti-erosion/corrosion insulation layer, erosion/corrosion and ash leak at distributor cap, 
and slag jam. It is also found that the thermal efficiency of CFBC is lower than 
conventional pulverized boiler, the utility usage and accident rate are little higher than 
conventional pulverized boiler. 
 



2. HOW TO INCREASE THE THERMAL EFFICIENCY OF CFBC 
 
Several techniques have been studied, applied and proved to be effective to increase the 
thermal efficiency of CFBC in China. This paper summarizes some major findings from 
CFBC research and operation experience in China. 
 
2.1 Increase the Combustion Temperature Adequately 
 
When combustion temperature is increased, carbon reactivity is increased; hence the 
combustion time for coal particle in CFBC is reduced. If the residence time of coal 
particle is assumed to be the same, the combustion efficiency shall be increased, and 
carbon content in ash and slag shall be reduced. 
The empirical relations between combustion temperature and combustion time is shown 
below. 

16.19 ))273(01276.0exp(1077.8 pbp dT +−×=τ                    （1） 
Where τp is the combustion time of coal particle in seconds；Tb is the combustion 
temperature in 0C；dp is the diameter of the coal particle in cm. 
 
From this relation, it can be seen that increasing combustion temperature can 
significantly reduce the combustion time of coal particle. 
 
Table 1 and Table 2 list the relationships between the combustion time and combustion 
temperature for coarse coal particle and fine coal particle. It can also be seen from Table 
1 and 2 that the combustion time is decreasing significantly when the combustion 
temperature is increasing. When combustion temperature increased from 800 0C to 950 
0C, the combustion time is reduced 6 times. 
 

Table 1. Relationship between Combustion Temperature 
and Combustion Time for Coarse Coal Particle 

Diameter(mm) 
      

    pτ  
 
Temp( 0C)  (min) 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 

950 pτ  1.69 3.77 6.03 8.43 10.92 18.80 24.43 
900 pτ  3.20 7.14 11.43 15.69 20.67 35.66 46.19 
850 pτ  6.05 13.51 21.13 30.20 39.12 67.49 89.42 
800 pτ  11.45 25.58 40.94 57.16 74.05 127.73. 165.47
 
Figure 1 shows the relationship between combustion temperature and combustion 
efficiency. It can be seen that the combustion efficiency increases 2% when the 
combustion temperature increases 50 0C from 870 0C to 920 0C. So increase the 
combustion temperature can reduce the carbon content in ash/slag and increase 
combustion efficiency. However, the performance of this method is limited due to 
ash/slag melting temperature, slag carbon content, NOx production rate and the 
performance of the SOx removal. The melting temperature of ash/slag is normal high, 
this limitation shall be small. NOX production rate increases along with the combustion 



temperature. The best temperature for SOx removal is 830 0C -880 0C. The performance 
of SOx removal reduces if the combustion temperature is above 880 0C. With the 
consideration of all factors, the combustion temperature in CFBC should be set between 
850 0C and 950 0C. Low end of 850 0C to 950 0C will be used for brown coal, and high 
end will be used for Anthracite. 

 
Table 2. Relationship between Combustion Temperature 

and Combustion Time for Fine Coal Particle 
 

Diameter (mm) 
      

pτ     
 
Temp(0C)  (s) 

0.008 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.80 

950 pτ  0.37 1.08 3.14 5.41 7.01 15.66 45.33 78.20 
900 pτ  0.71 2.05 5.94 10.24 13.26 29.64 85.80 148.01
850 pτ  1.34 3.88 11.24 19.38 25.11 56.10 162.40 280.14
800 pτ  2.54 7.35 21.27 36.68 47.52 106.18 307.38 530.21
 
 
 

 
Combustion Temperature（0C） 

Efficiency 
% 

Figure 1 Relationship between Combustion Temperature and 
Combustion Efficiency in CFBC 

 
2.2 Reduce Fly Ash Carbon 
 
High carbon content of fly ash is the major reason of low combustion efficiency. The 
carbon content of fly ash could reach 20%-40% in some CFBCs. Factors that affect 
carbon content of fly ash are: combustion temperature, type of coal, ash circulating rate, 
combustion angle of upper combustion chamber, oxygen supply, separation efficiency 
and recycled ash combustion. 
 
(a) Combustion temperature 
The combustion temperature has been discussed earlier. Figures 2 and 3 show the test 
results for two different kinds of coal. 



 
Combustion Temperature (0C) 

Figure 2. Relationship between the Combustion Temperature 
and Fly Ash Carbon of Coal 1 

 
From Figure 2, it can be seen that fly ash carbon reduced to 10% from 22.5% when 
combustion temperature increased from 900 0C to 950 0C. 
 

 
Combustion temperature (0C) 

Figure 3. Relationship between the Combustion Temperature 
and Fly Ash Carbon of Coal 2 

 
From Figure 3, it can be seen that fly ash carbon reduced to 15% from 22.5% when 
combustion temperature increased from 900 0C to 950 0C for coal 2. It can be seen that 
the effects of combustion temperature to fly ash carbon are different on different kinds 
of coal.  
 
(b) Type of coal 
Generally, low volatile coal such as anthracite in Fujian Province shall have high fly ash 
carbon. High volatile coal such as bituminous and brown coal shall have low fly ash 
carbon. In China, normally, fly ash carbon has a 5-10% higher when burning anthracite 
than burning bituminous. 
 
(c) Ash circulating rate 
Increase ash circulating rate can reduce the fly ash carbon significantly. Figure 4 shows 



the relationship between ash circulating rate and fly ash carbon. 
 

 
Ash Circulating Rate 

Figure 4 Relationship between Ash Circulating Rate and Fly Ash Carbon. 
 
From Figure 4, it can be seen that fly ash carbon is 12.5% when the ash circulating rate 
is 5. The fly ash carbon decreases 2.5% when the ash circulating rate increases to 4 from 
3. The fly ash carbon decreases 1% when the ash circulating rate increases to 8 from 7. 
However, the fly ash carbon only decreases 0.5% when the ash circulating rate increases 
to 18 from 14. It means the effect of increasing ash circulating rate to reduce fly ash 
carbon is decreasing when the ash circulating rate is increasing to high end. It is the best 
to control ash circulating rate to be 2-6 in order to reduce fly ash carbon effectively. 
 
(d) Uneven combustion at upper combustion chamber 
The uneven combustion at upper combustion chamber is pretty much caused by the 
multi-layer combustion at dense phase zone in lower chamber. The air flow rate and gas 
flow rate through the combustion layer in dense phase are reduced, at mean time, the air 
flow rate and gas flow rate through the non-combustion layer in the dense phase are 
increased. Consequently, more ash circulating rate, less oxygen supply, positive gas 
pressure, and high gas temperature can be found at non-combustion layer side. 
Sometimes, secondary combustion may even happen in separators. It is a totally 
different on the side of combustion layer, which is having less gas flow rate, less ash 
circulation, less oxygen supply, negative gas pressure, and low gas temperature. 
Obviously, the uneven combustion at upper combustion chamber does not utilize the 
upper combustion chamber effectively，which causes high fly ash carbon. Data collected 
at two units of 135MW CFBC (Using anthracite) at Guangdong Province shows the 
typical phenomena of uneven combustion at upper chamber combustion chamber as 
shown in Table 3. 
Secondary combustion is believed to occur in the right side of the chamber since (1) the 
ash return temperature on right side is 956 0C，which is 67 0C higher than the exhaust 
temperature, (2) the right side separator pressure drop is 300Pa more than that of left 
side. It is believed that the fly ash carbon can be reduced to 8% from 11% if the uneven 
combustion at upper combustion chamber is fixed. 
 

 



Table 3 Uneven Combustion at Upper Combustion Chamber in the 135MW CFBC 
 

Separator 
 

Parameters 
Left Side Separator Right Side Separator 

Exhaust Temp. 0C 923 889 
Exhaust Pressure Pa 300 0 

Oxygen（before pre-air 
heater）% 

3.2 2.5 

Ash Return Temp. 0C 867 956 
Separator Pressure Drop Pa 650 950 

 
 
(e) Effects of secondary air supply methods 
CFBC combustion chamber is divided into three zones: dense phase at lower 
combustion chamber, transition phase at middle chamber, and dilute phase at upper 
chamber. In order to control the production rate of NOx，the primary air rate is normal 
controlled to be 60%，the rest 40% is supplied as secondary air through ports at upper 
dense phase. The penetration capability of secondary air is extremely important to 
supply oxygen evenly to the combustion chamber, consequently, reduce fly ash carbon, 
and increase combustion efficiency. Based on the research conducted at Gaoba Power 
Plant in Shichuan Province, the fly ash carbon was reduced from 20% to 17% by 
adjusting the secondary air flow rates at each secondary air supply port without 
changing the excess oxygen rate. 
 
(f) Increase separation efficiency 
Separator is the heart of CFBC. The performance of separator has huge impacts on 
many factors of CFBC, including the fly ash carbon. Generally, if separation efficiency 
is high, ash circulating rate is high, and the fly ash carbon is low. 
Equation (2) shows the relationship between the separation efficiency and ash 
circulating rate. 

c

y
c aA
η

η
−

=
1

m                                               (2) 

Where m is the ash circulating rate，ηc is the separation efficiency，Ay is the coal ash 
content，a is the fly ash ratio. 
 
Figure 5 shows the relationship between combustible content and particle size for a 
410t/h CFBC at Gaoba power plant. It is well known that 96% of the ash particle has 
the diameter of 50 μm. From Figure 5, it can be found that the combustible content is 
1% for all ash particles with 37+ μm of diameter; the combustible content is 28% for 
ash particles with 6-18 μm. In this CFBC, large ash particle has a small combustible 
content, which ensure the combustion efficiency of 97.2%.  



 

Combustible 
Content % 

Ash Particle Diameter (μm) 
Figure 5 Relationship of Combustible Content And Diameter of Ash Particle 

 
(7) Precipitated Ash Recirculation Combustion 
For high heat value, low volatile coal such as anthracite, the fly ash carbon is normally 
20%-40%, which cause low combustion efficiency. Partial or full precipitated ash 
recirculation combustion is the most effective method to increase the combustion 
efficiency. 
 
There is one CFBC in Germany; the fly ash carbon was 23% when the ash recirculation 
rate was 10-15. After precipitated ash recirculation, the fly ash carbon is reduced 
dramatically as shown in Figure 6. 
 

 

Fly Ash Carbon 
Cf (%) 

Precipitated Ash Recirculation Rate R 
Figure 6 Relationship between Precipitated Ash Recirculation Rate 

and Fly Ash Carbon 
 
From Figure 6, it can be seen that the fly ash carbon dropped to 13% from 23% when 
the precipitated ash recirculation rate was set to 0.3；the fly ash carbon dropped to 4% 
when the precipitator ash recirculation rate was set to 0.6. Hence, when burning high 
heat value coal (31.20MJ/kg), precipitated ash recirculation combustion is a very 
effective way to reduce fly ash carbon. This method has also been proved to reduce fly 
ash carbon at three Chinese CFBC power plants.  
 
2.3 Reducing Bed Slag Carbon to Increase Combustion Efficiency 
 
CFBC combustion chamber is made of lower chamber dense phase, upper chamber 
dilute phase, and transition zone. Coal particle with diameter greater than 1mm are 



burned at lower chamber dense phase. Carbon particle with diameter less than 1mm are 
burned in the ash recirculation process. 
 
(a) Residence time of Coarse Particle at Dense Phase 
The residence time of coarse particle at dense phase can be calculated by using the 
empirical equation： 

 
BFH bdbr δρτ /60=                             (3) 

 
Where Hb is the static bed height in meter ；Fd is the area of distributor plate in m2；ρb 

is the piling density of the static bed materials in kg/m3；B is the coal consumption rate 
in kg/h；δ is the coarse particle ratio.  
 
Table 4 and Figure 7 show the relationship between the residence time and particle 
diameter in a 75 t/h CFBC.\ 
 
Table 4  Residence Time of Coarse Particle in Dense Phase（75t/h  CFBC） 
Coal Heat Value 
(MJ/kg） 

4.18 8.36 12.54 16.72 20.90 25.08 

Coal Consumption Rate
（kg/h） 

66000 33000 22000 16500 13200 11000 

Coarse Particle Ratio（δ） 0.5 0.4 
Residence Time τr（min） 6.2 12.4 18.6 19.8 24.8 29.8 
 
 

 
Coal Heat Value (MJ/kg) 

Figure 7 Relationship between the Residence Time and 
Coarse Particles with Difference Heat Values in a 75t/h CFBC. 

 
It can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 7 that: (1) low heat value coarse particle’s 
residence time in dense phase is short; (2) high heat value coarse particle’s residence 
time in dense phase is long.  
 
2.4 Control and Optimization 
CFBC is a reaction including combustion, SOx removal, and NOx removal. These 



processes are constrains to each other. For example, combustion and SOx removal need 
more oxygen; however, extra oxygen causes more NOx production. Compromise must 
be made to get the optimized performance. 
 
(a) Increase combustion performance. 
The combustion temperature shall be maintained between 900 0C -950 0C. Bed material 
shall be maintained between 800mm-1000mm. Excess Air coefficient shall be 
maintained 1.1-1.2. The fluidizing velocity shall be maintained between 4.5m/s-5.5m/s. 
 
(b) Increase SOx removal 
The optimized temperature for SOx removal is between 830 0C -880 0C. 
 
(c) Control NOx Production Rate 
The NOx concentration in exhaust gas shall be controlled between 200mg/Nm3-400 
mg/Nm3. The best temperature for controlling NOx production shall be between 830 0C 
-930 0C. 
 
(d) Exhaust Gas Analysis 
Laser Instrumentation is one of the best instrumentation to analyze the exhaust gas. 
Figure 8 shows the schematic diagram of the Laser Gas Analyzer (LGA) at Thermal 
Power Plants. From Figure 8, it can be seen that LGA can be installed to test 8 kinds of 
gas at 8 positions: Combustion chamber exits, super heater, gas turning zone, 
economizer exit, NOx removing device, downstream of precipitator and stack. LGA has 
been used widely at thermal power plants in the United States. LCA has done important 
work to control SOx and NOx production, and combustion optimization.  
 
 

 
Figure 8 Schematic Diagram of LGA Application at Power Plants 

 



3. CONCLUSION 
 
(a) Lots of works has been don in China to improve thermal efficiency of CFBC 
(b) Combustion temperature can be practically adjusted to increase the combustion 
efficiency of CFBC power plants. 
(c) Fly ash carbon can be reduced through many ways to increase the thermal 
efficiency of the power plants, however, comprises has to be made for emission control. 
(d) Bed slag carbon can also be reduced to increase the thermal efficiency of CFBC 
power plants. 
(e) Combustion and optimization of the power plant through emission control and 
monitoring can also increase the thermal efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 
The power generation industry is constantly challenged with the need to improve the emissions 
and heat rate performance of their assets.  In the case of pulverized coal fired units, poor fuel 
balance at the burners is a relatively common issue that impedes efforts for combustion 
optimisation.  The problem of fuel imbalance is particularly acute on units that employ splitting 
devices between the pulverizers and the burners.  
 
Ontario Power Generation’s Nanticoke Generating Station employs quadrafurcators (one-to-four 
splitters) on many of its units.  These splitters boxes are arranged in the vertical, typically 
immediately downstream of a 90° elbow which results in exceptionally poor fuel balance - 
baseline measurements indicate values in excess of +/- 50% (RMS) from the mean.  This 
translates to a number of problems including reduced flame stability and carbon conversion.  The 
generally poor combustion conditions also require increased levels of excess air with the 
expected negative impact on NOx emissions, capacity and heat rate. 
 
In 2006, Nanticoke GS installed a Variable Area Rope Breaker (VARB®) system supplied by 
Greenbank Energy Solutions on a single mill serving Unit 2. This technology was developed in 
the United Kingdom and has since been successfully installed on a number of large (500 MWe) 
coal-fired units configured with 3-way and 4-way splitters.  The trial at Nanticoke represents the 
first application of the technology in North America.  Initial testing of the system indicates a 
significant improvement in fuel distribution, reducing the imbalance to approximately +/- 15% 
(RMS) from the mean.  The commissioning and testing of the VARB® system are described in 
this paper. 
 



INTRODUCTION 
Nanticoke GS, operated by Ontario Power Generation, is located on the north shore of Lake Erie, 
approximately one hour from Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.  The station is comprised of eight units, 
each with a nominal rating of 500 MWe.  The boilers are of the opposed-fired design and are 
equipped with five 10E10 ball-race pulverizers per unit.  The original design of the firing system 
employs two large (28”) outlet pipes on each mill.  Each of these outlet pipes is routed to the 
centre-line of the boiler where a quadrafurcator is used to split each pipe into four smaller burner 
lines (14.25”).  The resulting eight burners per mill are arranged in three rows on the front wall 
and two rows on the rear. 
 
A typical Nanticoke piping configuration is shown in Figure 1.  The original designers of the piping 
obviously expected to have problems with a strong rope formation on the outer radius of the 
elbow.  A venturi has been used in the original design with the intention of centering the rope on 
the splitter box as an aid to distribution.  However, in practice this venturi is simply not aggressive 
enough to disperse the rope.  Physical and computational models as well as field measurements 
confirm that the rope quickly reforms on the outer wall.  This results in two of the four outlet pipes 
being heavily loaded with pulverized fuel.  Table 1 shows the results of physical modeling for one 
of the groups of row “A.  Pipes 3 and 4 in this example are located above the outer radius of the 
inlet pipe elbow. 
 

Figure 1:  Original Arrangement of Nanticoke PF Distributor 
 

 
 
 
 

Table 1: Typical Baseline PF Distribution 
 

Parameter Pipe 1 Pipe 2 Pipe 3 Pipe 4 
Normalised Distribution (% of mean) 49% 62% 138% 152% 
Group RMS Distribution 45% 
Maximum / Minimum Ratio 3.1 to 1 

 
 



THE IMPACT OF FUEL MAL-DISTRIBUTION 
The impact of fuel mal-distribution on coal-fired utility units has been well documented elsewhere 
[1, 2].  The specific issues at Nanticoke are by no means unique and may be summarized in three 
broad categories. 
 
Safety  
Fuel lean burners are characterized by very high local air/fuel ratios.  At some point, the relatively 
low energy input cannot maintain the air at combustion temperatures and the flame becomes 
unstable.  This problem is most prevalent at low pulverizer loads where the general air/fuel ratio is 
already high.  This allows unspent fuel to possibly reignite in an uncontrolled fashion downstream 
of the intended combustion zone.  Fuel rich burners will also tend to result in local reducing zones 
that can compromise the integrity of the water walls. 
 
The possibility of unstable flames (without the use of gas igniters for support) limits the overall 
turndown of the Nanticoke units.  Market conditions have forced the units to be able to perform 
two-shifting operation to meet the needs of the grid during periods of low demand.  
 
Emissions 
Fuel rich burners require that the entire boiler operate with higher levels of excess air.  This in 
turn results in very high excess air levels at the fuel lean burners with a corresponding increase in 
overall NOx emissions.  In addition, unstable and/or unattached burner flames will almost certainly 
result in higher levels of NOx as the combustion process occurs in a relatively uncontrolled, 
oxygen-rich environment. 
 
At Nanticoke, higher levels of excess air also represent a significant challenge for the relatively 
small electrostatic precipitator.  The original ESP was designed with a specific collection area of 
245–ft.  The shift to the use of a high PRB furnace blend has reduced the operating SCA to 209–ft. 
 
Economic Performance 
This includes the maximum achievable unit load, unit heat rate and carbon content of flyash (for 
byproduct sales) all of which can be impacted by the fuel imbalance directly or the need to 
maintain higher than optimal levels of excess air.  The required use of auxiliary fuel (natural gas 
at Nanticoke) to support unstable burners at low loads would also fall into this category. 
 
The carbon utilization performance at Nanticoke has historically been very poor.  The carbons in 
ash (CIA) levels on bituminous coals were approximately 20%.  This represents a significant 
energy loss and yet another challenge for the small ESP.  The more recent experience with 
operation on a high percentage furnace blend (80% by energy) of Power River Basin (PRB) coals 
has improved the CIA levels dramatically.  However, the current performance – about 6% LOI – is 
still well above industry standards in this regard. 
 
Nanticoke currently operates with a fuel blend of 80% Southern PRB and 20% Central 
Appalachian bituminous coals.  Blending is conducted in the furnace with the pulverizers handling 
only a pure parent coal by use of selective bunkering.  This process has allowed the station to 
employ a significantly larger fraction of PRB than would otherwise be possible with traditional 
blending in the coal yard [3].   
 
The move to PRB has of course also created operational issues.  The larger PF particle size and 
higher mass flows have resulted in further degradation of the PF distribution at the splitter boxes.  
Fuel trials employing 100% PRB at Nanticoke were largely successful.  However, a critical issue 
with slagging on the leading edge of the secondary superheater will restrict operation on pure 
PRB at full unit load.  Not surprisingly, the mechanism for this slagging has been traced back to 
fuel rich zones created by poor fuel distribution.  The issue of PF balance continues to be the 
major combustion related problem at the station. 
 
 



SOLUTION APPROACH 
 
Background 
In 2004, development work on a new type of PF distribution device came to the attention of OPG.  
Greenbank Energy Solutions Incorporated (GESI), part of the Greenbank Group, had recently 
completed the design and development of a new type of fluidic mixing device called the VARB® 
(Variable Area Rope Breaker).  Several VARB® devices had been installed in stations in the 
United Kingdom to assist with serious PF mass balance issues in trifurcators. 
 
The VARB® family of devices are considered to be geometric fluidic mixers.  They operate 
through a variety of modes and work by moving both fluid mass of air and momentum of the 
pulverized fuel phase.  The VARB® was developed by Greenbank Advanced Instrumentation and 
Measurement (GAIM), the research and development division of the Greenbank Group.  
 
Operation  
The solution offered to OPG was the H-VARB® complete with a newly designed quadrafurcator 
and control gate device.  This equipment was installed as part of a full scale trial of the 
technology at Nanticoke GS on mill 2A during its fall 2006 outage.   
  
The H-VARB® in essence operates like an aggressive non-uniform venturi.  However, the design 
of the H-VARB® overcomes many of the shortcomings of the non-uniform venturi.  An aggressive 
venturi works by presenting the flow with an obstacle, which moves the pulverized fuel into the 
centre of the stream.  A non-uniform venturi has by its nature incredibly high-pressure drop (and 
high wear) and does not deal with issues such as reattachment of solid phase in vertical lines or 
drop out in horizontal lines.  
 
Reattachment occurs in most splitting devices due to the action of secondary flow patterns in the 
air and momentum of the pulverized fuel phase.  This normally leads to certain devices moving a 
heavy rope away from the back of the pipe into the centre for only a few pipe diameters.   
 
The H-VARB device is able to overcome the pressure drop issue by its design that allows minimal 
constriction of the pipe.  It is also able to prevent reattachment and drop out due to its unique 
shape that disrupts secondary flow patterns and alters the path of the pulverized fuel.   In addition 
the unique cross section is designed to spread the pulverized fuel in the centre of the pipe 
promoting mixing.  The issue of accelerated pipe wear is handled by lining the internal surfaces of 
the device with ceramic tiling and abrasion resistant wear linings 
 
The fluidic mixing shape is unidirectional - precise placement and orientation of the device is 
necessary in order to optimize operating conditions.  Computer modeling is used to place the 
device in the appropriate location.  Computer modeling is also used to optimise the shape of the 
VARB®, which has given birth to several standard variants of the original VARB® shape for 
special scenarios.   The various shapes are tested in GAIM’s scaled testing facilities to confirm 
and validate the computational data on the devices.  
The control gate device, which is fitted after the VARB® but before the splitter, is designed to fine 
tune the dispersed material to provide a better split and in some stations allow biasing of the pipe 
legs 
  



Development 
The VARB® development was the product of the close association between the University of 
Nottingham and Greenbank Terotech LTD in the United Kingdom.  This lead to the creation of the 
joint venture company GAIM and through use of the research environment was able to aid in the 
development of several important products.  
 
The procedure involved in the development of the H-VARB® began with simple concepts and 
looking at established devices and flow phenomena.  In the development of the H-VARB® 
particular interest was given to ways of moving material from the bottom of the pipe into the 
centre of the pipe and suspending it there using flow phenomena.   
 
The next step was to model the existing geometry to replicate the pre-modification flow 
conditions. Then model a variety of possible designs that took advantage of these flow 
phenomena and test the devices computationally.  This process involves various iterative 
modeling programs utilizing computational fluid dynamics (CFD).  The most promising designs 
are developed further and optimized computationally. 
 
Once the design had been optimized, several variables were chosen to be altered as part of a 
parametric study of the device to see how these changes affected the performance of the device.  
These were again modeled and computationally validated then experimentally validated on a 1/3 
scaled pneumatic conveying rig.  
 
The rig is designed to represent the same conditions in a power station and dynamically scaled to 
one-third the physical size.  Many parts of the rig are Perspex allowing laser techniques such as 
particle image velocimetry and laser sheet visualisation to be undertaken to examine the flow 
phenomena.   The rig also collects the split material into individual weigh hoppers to monitor the 
degree of improvement a device makes to the split.  
 
Built into this design process is constant communication with the parent company using their 
years of experience to advise on the practicality and function of the devices in the field and has 
lead to the development of the VARB® family of devices. 
 
 
COMMISSIONING AND RESULTS 
 
The H-VARB® retrofit of mill 2A was completed during an outage in the fall of 2006.  The new 
components, shown in Figure 2, were designed to fit between the existing flanges of the original 
equipment.  The scope of supply included two new quadrafurcators that are designed to take 
advantage of the diffused coal rope in the centre of the pipe work.  These splitters also have the 
additional benefit of a lower pressure drop vis-à-vis the original devices. 
 
The installation of the H-VARB’s® also included a dedicated PfMaster system (also supplied 
Greenbank) for monitoring pf flow conditions in the individual burner lines. 
 



Figure 2:  Configuration of H-VARB® components on Nanticoke Mill 2A 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The original observations of PF balance on the test mill were rather disappointing.  
Measurements of relative coal flow on group 2 via the PF Master system indicated very little 
improvement on the base case – two burners were very fuel rich while the remaining lines in that 
group were correspondingly fuel lean.  This was also confirmed by direct visual observation of the 
burner fires.  At this point, the commissioning team realized that the pipe layout immediately 
upstream of the H-VARB® installation did not seem to match the configuration in the piping 
drawings supplied to design the system.  The CFD was modified to reflect the actual piping run in 
the field.  This new information established the “true” location of the rope at the inlet elbow to the 
group 2 H-VARB® and the designers recommended that the VARB® be rotated on it’s flanges to 
place the rope on the “spine” of the device, per the initial design. 
 
The impact of rotating the VARB® was both immediate and positive.  Control gate tuning 
continued using the PF Master sensors for feed back.  During this period, the load on mill 2A was 
limited by a primary air flow issue (not associated with this trial).  At the conclusion of the initial 
tuning runs, the burner line PF balance was on the order of +/- 10% RMS.  Figure 3 shows the 
results for mill loads up to some 42 tonnes/hour. 
 



Figure 3: Initial PF Balance Results for H-VARB® Retrofit 
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Modifications to the primary air control system allowed the mill load to be increased to the 
throughput necessary for boiler operation at MCR.  At these higher loads, two observations 
became readily apparent. 
 
PF Master Signals 
The PF Master sensors were installed immediately downstream of the new quadrafurcators.  This 
location was identified as questionable by the vendor but installation in the ideal locations 
(straight, vertical runs) was not viable during this outage.  Nevertheless, the equipment appeared 
to work well up to the point of increasing the mill load to maximum.  At mill loads in excess of 
90%, the signals became very “noisy”.  This scatter in the raw data in turn yielded a step change 
in the perception of PF mal-distribution – the calculated RMS balance changed from +/- 10% to 
more than +/- 20%. 
This sudden change in performance seemed unlikely as the combustion performance of the unit 
was not observed to deteriorate.  Further investigation indicated that the erratic behaviour of the 
PF Master signals was directly related to a small instability in the mass flow of the primary air. 
 
Pulverizer Outlet Mass Flow Split 
Nanticoke Unit 2 is equipped with 10E10 mills each of which is configured with two large (28”) mill 
outlet pipes.  The design of the two H-VARB’s® for this mill assumed an equal coal flow at the 
inlet of each device – an even 50/50 split at the mill outlet.  Analysis of the data during tuning 
indicated that this was true only for the lower portion of the pulverizer load range.  At mills loads 
in the 80-100% range, the measured PF mass flow split was seen to vary by as much as 3% (i.e. 
a 47/53 split).  This change in mass flow is relatively minor for the VARB® but the variance in flow 
between the two groups translates directly to a mal-distribution for the mill as a whole.  This 
phenomenon has been observed previously at Nanticoke and is attributed to the lower air/fuel 
ratio (1.45 to 1 at maximum mill load) associated with higher mill loads. 
 
 
 



Performance Analysis 
The uncertainty in the PF Master signals discussed above made a complete quantitative 
assessment of fuel distribution problematic.  The Nanticoke team was encouraged by the results 
observed at the low and mid-range of the mill load and considered these to be representative of 
the actual performance of the device.  The pre- and post-retrofit results are summarized in Table 
2. 
 

Table 2:  Summary of PF Balance for Mill 2A 
 

Parameter Baseline H-VARB® Retrofit 
RMS Distribution 45% 10% 
Max/Min Ratio 3.1 to 1 1.4 to 1 

 
 
Two important qualitative indicators were then assessed for the unit 2 trial.  First, direct 
observation of the lower furnace conditions with mill 2A in service revealed a significant 
improvement in the furnace environment.  This region was visibly brighter when compared with 
the pre-retrofit case.  Second and perhaps more important, the operations staff of Unit 2 have 
now started to employ mill 2A for low load unit operation, running the mill at the full design 
turndown of 2:1 without the need for auxiliary fuel support.  Low load flexibility was one of the key 
drivers for this project. 
 
 
NEXT STEPS 
Based on the positive results of the single mill trial, OPG has commissioned a full boiler set of 
VARB® devices to be installed on a single unit in the fall of 2007.  Modifying all burner rows will 
allow for an assessment of the impact of improved distribution on the unit as a whole.  This same 
unit will also be the host for a biomass co-firing system that will go into service in the summer of 
2007.  Fuel distribution at the splitter boxes is expected to be a significant problem when handling 
the larger biomass particles.  These projects represent an opportunity to assess the impact of 
biomass and coal distribution on the performance of the co-firing system. 
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Introduction 
This paper discusses recent results gained from testing a catalyst at two different test 
locations currently burning coal. The design of experiment and test protocol was 
developed to test the effectiveness of injecting a catalyst formula into the flue gas for 
controlling: 

1. SlaglFouling 

2. Loss on ignition (unburned carbon) - LO1 

3. co 
4. NOx 

5. con 
The first test location was a boiler located at a major University whose primary 
function is providing heat for their campus. The second test location was a major coal 
burning Utility boiler. This paper examines results from primarily the first test 
location with the main focus on slag/fouling, LO1 and CO reduction 

The key technologies necessary for accomplishmg the test results will be discussed as 
well as the sample collection methodology. 

Key Technologies 

History of Targeted In-Furnace InjectionTM TIFITM Technology 
TIFI was originally designed primarily as a slag and fouling control program that 
involves targeting areas of the radiant and convection sections of a boiler. By targeting 
the problem areas of the furnace instead of targeting the fuel, performance and cost 
effectiveness has been significantly improved. By adding a catalyst to the same 
chemicals designed to control slag/fouling the question is how has performance been 
further enhanced. Chemicals x e  mixed with air and water and then injected into the 
flue gas stream. The areas that are "targeted" are based on Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) to ensure maximum coverage where the problem areas are known to 
exist. This has allowed excellent slag, fouling or so3 abatement performance previously 
thought to be resistant to chemical programs, including utility and other boilers firing 
coal. 
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With the chemical being added to the flue gas and "aimed" at either the problem heat 
transfer surfaces or at chemical reactions (catalytic combustion), greater than 90% of the 
injected material goes to the problem areas. This causes the additive to react with slag 
as it is forming and penetrate existing deposits to affect its physical crystal 
characteristics in areas where t h s  is required. It is also what gives the technology its 
enhanced combustion performance whch  is the main thrust of the catalyst test protocol. 

The Art of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Modeling 
TIFI technology involves using two different forms of fluid dynamics modeling and a 
virtual reality engine. Together, these create a running duplicate of a given furnace 
with injection overlays and dosage maps to predict where the chemical is going and to 
ensure as close as possible to 100% coverage of the targeted zones. 

Process Design Modeling, in effect, involves simulating the operation of a particular 
furnace in a high performance computer and then testing various "what if" problems 
and solution scenarios at various power settings. A great deal of detail goes into 
running this "plug flow" model. 

NX size arc1 design dimensions, fuel md heat rates, he1  CfiamjSt~y details, details of bir 
umge a ~ d  boiler or duct ~ e o ~ l e t ~  as appropriate a e  p ~ o ~ ~ n ~ m ~ ~ ~  into the model. 

The &tCi set cxrtprit imrn th is  xnodeX i s  complex 
and difi icult to visualize. Ret-ent acit*ances with 
virtual rewlity v i s i ~ ~ l i ~ a t i ~ n  techniques, coupled 
with fluid dynamics in ode^^, ̂ have yielded new 
insights into how complex dyiranmic systems 
behave in real tinme, 

After all of this data is ~ r o ~ ~ n ~ m ~ ~ ~ /  a 
temperature and gas velocity gradient is 
calculated for the artire fwrmce or duct, In 
frmace ~ p p l ~ c ~ t i o I ~ ,  the results gmmally show 
sinal1 irnbdarices in lieat release arid gas flow 
pattan, whid-i is considered nornml, If the 
vwiations me excessive, a riotation is made in a 
report ~ d i c ~ ~ ~ ~  that the abrrormd condition 
exists, along with r e ~ o ~ n ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ t i o ~ s  on how to 
deal with the situation 



Figtrre A ddails the gas flaw fluid dynamics using flying vedor mows that are coded 
for velocity (la h), t ~ r ~ e r a t u r e  (color) and direction, 

The next phase of the model deals with setting up the injectors and their p r e d i ~ e ~ ~  
perEonnmce w i t h  the model. How well the various injedor scaitlr.ios ye?rfor~n at 
co\7eririg the targeted critical gas path is calculated. 

Fip1re B 

Figure B shows how the boiler gas path from the 
radhit section through the suyerheaters s-td d-te 
reheaters is targeted for c h e m i d  application ~md 
the associated injection strategy. 

This t ~ ~ ~ i o i o ~  makes it possible to have high 
chemical activity iri several places at the s a l e  
t h e .  This is tfnought to be a key point for the 
catalyst t e ~ o l o ~  that is cc t .~~~a t ly  in 
d e v e l o ~ ~ a ~ t .  

This process continues until the result is judged 
s a t ~ ~ e ~ ~ o ~  for solving the problem. A custonr 

constructed/ based on these ~*esults. 
feed ax.1 control systan is ~ ~ ~ g ~ i e ~ ~ ~ ~  aid 

In this nramer, the t r ea t~xe~ t  covers dl the meas 
that necd the nxost attention. The progrmi uses 
this s o p h ~ ~ i c a t e ~ i  "aiming" ability to a i s w e  that 
the comect dosage is applied everywhere it is 
~ ~ e ~ u ~ ~ d '  

The most conixnon application of TIFI t e ~ ~ ~ o l o g y  utilizes ~ r a ~ e s i ~ r  hydroxide sltrrry 
diluted with water and then atornized with air. In  this partiarlar. a p p ~ i c ~ t i o ~  a metallic 
catalyst is also s u s p ~ ~ d e ~  in with the mixture. "his nrixture is then sprayed into the 
furnace at computer-determined ports that allow for complete coverage of the problem 
areas. In order to understand how this is done, it is necessary to look at the injection 
process itself. 
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Injection Technology 
The injectors are set u p  to feed the required air, water and chemical as determined by 
modeling. The injectors produce a range of droplets that the computer program has 
calculated and/or taken into account. The smallest droplets evaporate very close to the 
injection point. The chemical activates, and thus covers the zones nearest the injectors. 

Each successively larger set of droplets goes deeper and deeper into the furnace before 
evaporation is completed and chemical is activated. This provides coverage 
successively further into the furnace until all the droplets have been evaporated and all 
chemical has been activated. Furthermore the distance travel and time needed to allow 
for the catalyst to "collide" with the carbon particles is taken into account. The number 
of injectors, placement, injector design and performance settings are all critical for this 
process. 

The program overlays all injection calculations on the fluid dynamics model. The result 
is chemical distribution calculations that merge into a map of how much chemical goes 
where; i.e., a dosage map of the targeted areas in the furnace. This targeted area can be 
as small as a dedicated problem heat exchanger or as broad as the furnace water walls, 
the convection sections and the platen areas combined. 

Reagent Chemistry and Catalyst Theory 
A metallic catalyst is mixed in with the reagent to form a chemical slurry with high 
reactive ability owing to its large surface area per unit weight ratio (approximately 
530,000 sq.ft. /cu.ft.). This high activity results in better performance at recommended 
treatment dosages while its high stability eliminates many of the handling and feeding 
problems associated with unstabilized compounds. The mixture is designed to provide 
100 ppm to 200 ppm catalyst at reasonable levels of magnesium hydroxide feed rates. 

The levels required for good performance are based on chemical reactions in the 
combustion gases which allows for the catalyst to attach itself to the carbon particles. 
The larger carbon particles are then broken down into smaller particles and the 
combustion process essentially occurs sooner rather than later as a result. Furthermore 
the Mg(0H)z is also activating as described in the previous section. By synergistically 
combining slag/fouling control with more efficient combustion the overall boiler 
operation becomes more efficient. For example when properly treated, deposition from 
acid and ash reactions is significantly reduced, allowing the air pre-heater to remain 
clean and free of corrosive deposits as will be discussed later in this paper. The cooler 
temperatures further up the boiler also allows for efficiency gains that normally could 
not be obtained without the chemical treatment. Simply stated the predicted results 
per the design of experiment are reduced LQI, reduced CO, reduced NOx and reduced 
c02. 

The following Figure (C) is a pictorial of the desired catalytic effect. The data to follow 
demonstrated this phenomenon. 
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Figure G Red &raws indicate where carribustion is complete 

The special fornnuhted chemical reagent used 

micron sized pczrticles with an additional 10% 
by weight metallic catalyst. Atomization takes 
place in accordance with the model output and 
the kinetic activity of the catalyst is the key to 
the more efficient conhistion 

wris in the fonI1 of suspended sltrrry of 5-s 

Figure D depicts urlique capability for users 
of this technology. ?Tie rnodel c~m also calczllate 
iso-contows of t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a t L ~ r e ,  such that m y  spot 
at R given taxperatwe in the boiler can be 
visudizec'l md linked to form ri surface af the 
sCww tcmperriture. In this example, the 
translucent green shidpe represents 2,150 
degrees F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i t .  This, in itself, is not 



unique. However, when matched to the ash fusion temperature for the fuel being 
burned in the subject boiler, it becomes an accurate predictor of the slag and fouling 
front. It essentially shows the operator where the slag and fouling are likely to first 
show up. Assuming that the catalyst is working properly the cooler operating 
temperatures enhance the slag/foulmg control in these areas. 

When targeted with slag controlhg chemical injection using the proper catalytic 
formula, a unique and powerful synergistic technology is formed that can  be used to 
control the slag and fouling to a degree not possible before. 

Injection Strategy 
At the original test site the boiler was experiencing very high LO1 (30% unburned 
carbon) and CO levels mound 200 ppm. After reviewing the CFD model the decision 
was made to feed the chemical through the existing ports even though these ports were 
too high in the boiler to be considered ideal. Figures E and F are snapshots of the 
predicted coverage based on these penetration points. This boiler is relatively small at 
roughly 25Mw and the temperatures run a little cooler than normal. Data indicated that 
the t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ e  at the injection points w $ s  a a u t d  1500" F. 

Figure E Injection array with predictive cliemical coverage 
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After* r ~ v i e ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t  ktjectiori scenarios the decision ~-\ras rnade to use the s ~ a t e ~ ~  
indicated k.t figure E with the strategy indicated iri f i p e  F as a back up pending hitid 
results. It should be noted that the color cocfed coverage 'cvns not s i ~ ~ ~ i c ~ t l ~ ~   it 
between the two scawios. Light blue indicates adequate co~yerage, p e a l  more than 
&quat.e and purple less t l m  ideal coverage, but not necessarily void, 

~ a ~ ~ ~ i n g  and Testing ~ ~ ~ t h ~ d ~ l ~ ~  
'bere  't\rae three methods used for collecting ash samples to be tested for. LOI. A Cegrit 
ash sanrnpler, a Storm ash sanpler aid samples taken dkectly fronr the ash hoppers 
were the three methods. The Cegrit nsh sampler used was designed to obtain samples 
~o-kine tical^^ and was expected to be the most ~ c ~ ~ a ~ e  s a ~ ~ l ~ ~  m&€iod. As xioted 
kiter in the analysis this proved not to be the case, The Sto~m ash stanpler is not iso- 
kinetic nnd the reason it 'tt'ds used was to try m d  correlate the data per the Design of 
~ ~ ~ e ~ . ~ ~ e ~ t .  TIE third method of obtaining samples (froin the ash hoppers) turned out 
to be the most accurate. There were eight hoppers that were emptied and purged every 
time samples were obtained. The samples were collected every 2 to 5 hours in a manner 
such that equal amounts were obtained from each hopper and then mixed together to 



form one homogeneous test sample. Although this too was not ideal it was considered 
a valid test, whereas the hoppers were consistently purged after each sampling and the 
data considered relative rather than absolute. The ash samples were sent to an 
mdepatdent lab and tested for unburned carbon using a bomb calorimeter. 

The data for CO was obtained using a portable sems (Testo 350) at 15 minute averages. 
The CO in the duct was measured by traversing the duct both vertically and 
horizontally. 

Other data, such as dP across the Air Pre-Heater (AI") was obtained from the Plant 
supplied sems. 

Results and Observations 

The original test site data collection started 23 Oct with feed starting on 25 Oct. All 
samples and data collected for the first couple days is considered baseline dormat ion  
Figure G is a compilation of the two weeks of testing for LOI. 

TIFI CATALYST TRIAL LOIS 
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Figure G 

CEGRIT HOPPER STORM 

The ash hopper data mdicated that the LO1 started out around 30% as expected and 
trended down to around 15%. The cegrit ash sarripler did not show such a dramatic 
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downward trend and the storm ash sampler was discounted, whereas the samples were 
taken too late and infrequently during the test cycle. Feed rate started at 3.6 lbs of 
reagent per ton of fuel consumed which equates to 99 ppm metal catalyst. The feed rate 
was increased to 4.5 lbs of reagent per ton of fuel consumed on 29 Od which equates to 
124 ppm metal catalyst. 

The CO levels were initially observed to be around 200 ppm as expected. During the 
first week of treatment the CO data had a high standard deviation; however the trend 
was also noted to be downward. 

TIFI CATALYST TRIAL CO 

75 

25 

! I -25 
29 Oct 30 Oct 31 Oct 01 Nov 27 Oct 28 Oct 

DATVIME COPPM 

Figure H 

Figure H is a compilation of the CO readings. Note that the variation changed 
dramatically when the feed rate increased. (from 3.6 lbslton = 99 ppm catalyst to 4.5 
lbs!ton = 124 ppm) It can also be observed that the overall CO concentrationwas lower 
shortly after the feed rate increased. 

Previous data indicated that the ilPH, once clean, had a tendency to stay clean when 
treated with Mg(OH)z, however the feed rates for most TIFI applications are generally 
much lower. (i.e. < 2 lbs/ton) 
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Figwo L is a picttre of ai air pre-heater (APEI) t a k a  out of service during ai outage at a 
differtmt facility. Note the black sticky appear.ance of the deposits. Annlysis suggests 
that these deposits are black due to the iron sulfate comosion deposits, m c l  a e  mixed 

with coridertsec-i serlfk.ric acid on the 
baskds. This c o ~ ~ b ~ ~ t i o ~ i  is a proble~n 
for a number of reasons, 

First, these deposits w e  corrosive mid will 
s i b ~ ~ i c ~ t ~ ~ ~  degrd.de the baskets through 
oxidation. Second, sulfuric acid is sticky 
mcl will cause corrosion products and 
ash to form a 1iar.d crusty deposit that 
fo,,ls th:! h&sk&s rmd lirrxits gaf; flow 
through the API-I* 

DuKing o2one ~ t t ~ ~ ~ e n t  season, 
~ n ~ ~ o ~ i i ~ ~ ~  biser~ate deposits from SCR 
operatiorts make the matter worse mid 
can cause unscheduled outages durifig 
ozone a t t a ~ n e ~ i t  season when the cost of 
~ e ~ l a ~ ~ n ~ i t  power is at its highest. 

Figxrtx 1: - ~~~~~~~~~~) 

Clean up for air heater in this condition is difficult costly. \\hen ~ a ~ e s i u ~ i  
hydroxide is injected using Targeted In-Funnrce I ~ j e c t i o ~ i ~ ~ . ~  T I F P  ~ ~ a ~ ~ e n t ,  based on 
CFD ~ n o ~ ~ e l ~ ~ g ,  the results w e  drcmatic but riot necessarily ~ n ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ e .  It has always 
been surmised that it takes some t h e  m d  initially a relatively high dosage plm to 

condition md ranove the deposition from 
duct md pre-heater sufaces. 

lhe APH shown in Fib'ure I was no longer 
fouled a i d  corroded as bdicated in Figure 
J. This photo shows a clem set of rzir. 
baskets, tree ot clsh, failing and corrosion. 

l'lie d p  across the NW was r n e a s ~ e d  
dwhg the TIFI catalyst testing. It c m  be 
observed that the MEI ac2ually started to 
"clean up" so to speak. Note that the 
following Figwe (K) actually ~ i d i c a t ~ d  a 
do1\7nw~d traid in the dP across the 
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Since the trial was only two weeks long the data is not conclusive, however it does 
suggest that at relatively high TIFI feed rates the AI" does in fact start to become 
cleaner as earlier surmised. 

i 
1 I I I 

There are two more areas that were briefly investigated during the first TIFI Catalyst 
test; that being the effects on NOx and COz. As previously stated the main tkrust of this 
paper was the affects that the catalyst formula has on LOI, CO and slaglfouling. 
However the following two graphs are also noteworthy and encouraging. 

TIFI CATALYST TRIAL NOx 
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Figure R/f 

Both NOx and C02 levels were trending down, albeit ever so slight, during the two 
week test period. This data was obtained from the plant Cans and the variation was 
noted to be higher than statistically ideal, 

Co nclwsions 
The evidence supports that more efficient combustion and enhanced slag/fouling 
control can be obtained by synergistically combining TIFI technology with a catalyst. 

The injection strategy chosen was less than ideal, because it was too high in the boiler. 
Therefore the distance - travel and time for the catalyst to work was also less than ideal. 
This was compensated for by increasing the chemical feed rate resulting in higher 
catalyst concentration. (99 ppm to as high as 179 ppm) The boiler was experiencing 
secondary and post combustion as evidenced by the relatively high CO concentrations 
in the duct. The high variation in the CO concentrations was indicative of the %de 
out” effect of CO. Traversing the duct at one level would yield very low concentrations 
as well as very high CQ concentrations. By saturating the boiler with a higher catalyst 
concentration this “de out” phenomenon went away indicating that combustion was 
subsequently more complete and lower in the boiler. This was corroborated with the 
significantly lower LO1 percent. (from 30% to 15%) 

Regarding the three methods of collecting fly ash samples the method of collecting 
samples from the ash hoppers yielded the most accurate data It was fortunate that the 
hoppers could be dumped and purged on a schedule to accommodate the sampling 
schedule otherwise this would not have been possible. Baseline samples taken from the 
ash hoppers were close to the predicted LQI value of 30%. The cegrit ash sampler, 
although hyper - kinetic, did not yield the same ”absolute values” as was expected. 
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(15% baseline) It appears that the cegrit ash sample was "screening" out the larger 
carbon particles therefore skewing the data results. This could be fixed by redesigning 
the cegrit sampling probe to accommodate a more random distribution of particle sizes 
so as not to screen out the larger carbon particles. No conclusions could be drawn from 
the proposed correlation study between the storm ash sampler and the cegrit ash 
sampler. Due to equipment problems at start up, samples from the storm ash sampler 
w e e  obtained late in the test cycle without the opportunity to develop a baseline. 

The relatively high chemical feed rate has shed some light on the effects of highly 
reactive Mg(OH)2 on slag/fouling, in particular regarding the APH. This may be 
beneficial for units with SCRs that are using or considering on using the TIFI 
technology during the ozone season. 

The observed lower trend on NOx and C02, although encouraging, requires additional 
testing to definitively make any conclusions. The second test site was chosen to gather 
additional dormat ion  in this area and will be the subject of another paper. 
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TEM Study of soot aggregates from pulverized-coal combustor

Jian-kun ZHUO, Qiang YAO+,*, Shui-qing Li*, Qiang SONG
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Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China

ABSTRACT: Soot from pulverized-coal flames received renewed attention due to its

health effects on human beings as well as its environmental effect on NOx formation.

In this paper, the soot generated from a pilot-scale 25 kW down-fired combustor was

extensively investigated by using a nitrogen-aspirated, water-cooling isokinetic probe

with two-stage dilution. A 13-stage Electric Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI) was used to

deposit particles, in which the last six stages are selected for the further analysis by the

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). The soot aggregate

typically has a structure of chainlike branches with size of 100 nm to 2000 nm,

whereas the size of primary particle ranges from 10nm to 100 nm. The onion-like,

capsule-like and grapheme-fibre nanostructures of soot were observed. The

complexity of fuel property, the flame condition and the existing catalytic effect of

mineral matters results the complex structure of soot particles.

KEY WORDS：pulverized-coal flame; soot; nanostructure; graphitization; oxidation

1. INTRODUCTION

Formation of small submicron carbonaceous particles known as soot in the

combustion and gasification of fossil fuels has been observed since the very beginning

of their utilization to supply energy. Soot in the exhaust streams generally exists as the

aggregate comprising of a larger fraction of the ultrafine particle matters (PM) with

size less than 0.5μm, which greatly affects the health of human beings [1]. Especially,

soot plays a more important role in the coal flames because of its enhanced effect of

radiative heat transfer as well as the effect on NOx formation [2].

In coal flames, soot is mainly produced from the second reaction of the pyrolytic

volatiles emitted from the coal when fed into the high temperature furnace with a

relatively high heating rate of 104~106 K s-1. Acetylene and polyaromatic hydrocarbon

(PAH) are considered the most likely precursors. Compared with dozens of soot

studies of gases or liquids fuels, so far the available literatures of soot formation,

growth and other characteristics (e.g., soot yields, the optical properties of soot, and

the relationship between soot and NOX formation) during pulverized-coal pyrolysis

and combustion are limited [3-5]. Especially in the post-flame zone, although there are

many studies on the agglomeration or aggregation of soot, the knowledge about soot

oxidation within that zone is quite scare. There is a strong correlation between the

oxidation in the post-flame and the soot reactivity in the flame. Because the high
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temperature field and oxidation condition co-exist in the pulverized-coal flame, a

process of carbonization [6], which mainly includes graphitization, will occur either by

the thermal or oxidation process. The degree of graphitization strongly affects the

reactivity of soot [5]. Thus, it is important to study the soot reactivity in the coal flame

zone. However, most of the current researches focus on the soot that is generated from

the coal pyrolysis in inert conditions (i.e. nitrogen, argon, or helium) or that from a

simulated flue gas condition by a flat flame reactor [4]. As known, the flat-flame burner

using hydrocarbon fuels is designed to produce the flue gas condition similar to those

in the near-burner region of a pulverized-coal combustor. However, the mechanism of

the interaction between the local combustion conditions (e.g., oxygen-containing

species, oxygen fractions and residence time) in coal flames and the formation and

reactivity of soot is still unclear, because of the absence of the direct studies in the

practical, pilot-scale pulverized-coal combustors.

As far as the structure of soot is concerned, graphene layer is its basic unit.

Graphene layers are two dimensional planar or nearly planar polyaromatic clusters,

with dimensions of generally less than a few nanometers, often cross-linked at edge

sites [7,8], consists of carbon atoms located at basal plane and edge site positions, and

the reactivity of the former is far lower than that of the latter [8]. It is evident that the

graphitization process involves the reorientation of the grapheme layers from less

order to more one. Thus, the difference of the nanostructure indicates the reactivity of

soot. There only exists two nanostructures of spherical primary particles, i.e., the

amorphous nanostructure and the shell/core nanostructure. However, some parameters

such as the fuel properties, the soot formation conditions and the resident time in flame

zone all cause the differences in morphology and nanostructure of soot, which can be

referred as the dimensions, tortuosity and relative orientation of the grapheme layer

plane. Especially, the differences between nanostructures indicate the differences of

the formation progress of soot [7], and then the different reactivity of soot oxidation [9].

As for the reactivity of soot from hydrocarbon fuels such as diesel soot, lots of data

have been obtained. However, the soot from coal flame will be greatly different to that

from hydrocarbon fuels. Firstly, coal-derived soot is strongly related to the

high-temperature initial pyrolysis of PAH, since pyrolytic tars are just a mixture of

PAHs[2]. Secondly, the heteroaromatic compounds containing O, S and N, and the

simultaneous evaporation of mineral metals that are bonded with organic compounds

both result in the complex structures of soot and soot-metal composites.

In this paper, the soot generated from a pilot-scale 25 kW down-fired combustor

was extensively investigated by using a nitrogen-aspirated, water-cooling isokinetic

sampling probe with two-stage dilution. A 13-stage Electric Low Pressure Impactor

(ELPI) was used to deposit particles. The last six-stages within submicron field were

sent for the further analysis by the high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM). The HRTEM images was obtained and analyzed to illustrate the formation

progress of soot such as graphitization and oxidation in the pulverized-coal flame.

2. Experimental Section

2.1 Experimental system



The soot was gotten from a 25 kW down-fired combustor (Figure 1), with a SiC

tube of 150 mm inner diameter, 3.43 m height and a 700 mm outer diameter with the

refractory insulator. There lay out temperature measuring ports and two types of

sampling ports, which inner diameter is 80 and 15 mm. At the top of the furnace, the

multi-functional burner is specially designed for conducting the single firing or

co-firing of gases, liquids and solids fuels. During the coal combustion experiments,

the liquified natural gas (LNG) was fed to the furnace to preheat the furnace until the

axial profiles of temperature through the whole furnace met the requirement of coal

ignition and burnout, and then the LNG gradually decreased and finally was turned-off.

A screw of 4.2 kg/h flow rate fed pulverized coals to the mixer, where primary air

pneumatically transported pulverized coals to the multi-functional burner. The coal

feeding rate could be measured and then controlled by a calibrated gravitational sensor.

The secondary air was preheated to 400 ℃ before entering to the furnace. The flue gas

from the furnace was cooled to 180 ℃ before entering the bag filter and then emitted to

the chimney.

Along the length of main down-flow combustor, there are 4 sampling ports of 80

mm I.D. and 15 temperature measuring points. There also have 6 sampling ports of and

6 temperature measuring ports along the down-stream of flue gas system.
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Figure 1. Down-fired combustor Figure 2. ELPI sampling system

2.2 Sampling and analytical technology

In this paper, only the sample from port P1 (shown in Fig.1) will be discussed. The

P1 port corresponds to the flame zone of pulverized-coal combustor where the gas

temperature was about 1200 ℃ and the resident time was 0.15 s. The sampling probe

was nitrogen-aspirated, isokinetic sampling probe (Fig.2) cooled by the water. In order

to use ELPI, two-stage of N2 dilution was adopted, and the total dilution ratio was hold

about 60, which was monitored by the flue gas composition analyzer of MGA 5. The

sample out of the probe was firstly pre-separated by PM2.5 cyclone, and then further

separated into 13 stages of ELPI. The particles of each stage were collected by the



polycarbonate in the ELPI. The 1-6 stages of samples in submicron domain were used

in this paper, whose corresponding aerodynamic equivalent diameters is 30℃63℃109℃

173℃267 and 407 nm, respectively. The samples for transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) analysis were prepared by ultrasonicating small amounts of the sample in

acetone and transferring two drops of the suspensions onto holey carbon TEM grids.

The HRTEM image was characterized by JOEL JEM-2011 equipped with a JOEL

energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer for qualification of sample.

3. Results and Discussion

Unburned carbon in the fine particulate of coal combustion has two distinct

morphological structures with almost identical chemical composition. The spherical or

irregular shaped coke and char particles were abundant in the super-micron particles,

whereas soot aggregates dominated the sub-micron fraction and nano-scale fraction. In

this work, we only focus on the later.

3.1 Morphology

Figure 3. The morphologies of soot from coal flame

Fig.3 illustrates the morphologies of sampling soot from coal flame. Similarly to

previous results of coal-derived soot [1,7,10], the soot aggregate typically has a structure

of chainlike branches（Figure 3b,c,e,f（with an aggregate size of 100 nm to 2000 nm.

The size of primary particle in the aggregates is typically ranging from 10 nm to 100

nm. The morphology of coal-derived soot aggregates is quite similar to that of soot

aggregates obtain from the exhaust of diesel engine [5]. However, in the smallest stage

which aerodynamic equivalent diameter is 30-63 nm in size, a kind of thin slice, in

which the size of primary particles is about 10 nm, were often observed (shown in

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)



Figure 3a). The nanostructure of the slices is different from the typical

completely-formed soot, which will discussed in detail in the next part. In addition, a

single dispersed soot particle was also found in the samples, however, this kind of

single soot particles is usually fixed in a carbon film with the distinct edges (Figure 3d

arrow indicator). The size of this kind of particles changes between 10 and 100 nm.

The similarity of soot morphology with previous work indicates that the classical

three stages of soot formation during coal combustion, i.e., particle inception, surface

growth and coagulation. In the coagulation stage, during the process of soot growth,

particles are either sintered into hard aggregates known as coalescence process, or

formed into soft aggregates by the van der waals adhesion during collision process.

However, compared with hard aggregates, the soft soot agglomerate can’t be easily

found through HRTEM technology, because the soft agglomerates will disaggregated

into particles in an ultrasound bath[11]. Furthermore, the difference between the soot

aggregates shows the complexity of soot formation, concurrent with the graphitization

and oxidation process, which can be distinguished from nanostructure.

3.2 Nanostructure

Figure 4. Concentric onion-like nanostructure

(a) (b)

(c) (d)



Fig. 4 further shows the nanostructure of the soot from coal flames. It is

concentrically stacked graphitic layers, where a nanostructure similar to the structure

of an onion is formed. The outer layer is roughly parallel and equidistant, while the

central core region are randomly oriented [7].The disordering of the central core can be

regarded as the evidence of the forming of soot nuclei (soot precursor particles) and

then giving rise to the primary particles [5].The burn-out of disorganized carbons is

easier than that of the graphitic carbon. Therefore, the carbon at central region results

in the hollow interiors in the carbon structures by internal oxidization, as shown in the

arrow indicating of Figure 4(a, b). The similar nanostructure is also observed in the

oxidation of diesel soot [5].Furthermore, those hollow interior was often found in the

fine particles, as the finer particles, the finer units, and high curvature, surface area,

thus, increasing reactivity. The similar nanostructure is also shown in the Fig. 3e

(arrow indicating) and Fig. 5a.

Figure 5. Capsule-like nanostructure

As given in literature [8], a higher ratio of the marginal carbon and grapheme

carbon means the high reactivity and the carbon is more easily converted to CO2.

Carbon atoms in the edge sites can form bonds with chemisorbed oxygen and

hydrogen due to the availability of unpaired sp2 electrons, while carbon atoms in basal

planes are more aromatic that has only shared π-electrons to form chemical bonds.

Therefore, the oxidation of the carbon particle will firstly occur at the sites of

peripheral layers, remove the interstitial materials and the strained bonds, which then

results in the further graphitization. The radical creation further promotes the

grapheme layers and the cross-linked with neighboring carbon. Finally the coated

nanostructure is formed by the above pattern, as shown in Fig. 5b.

Graphene fibre structures were also observed in the slice as shown in Fig. 1a. The

grapheme fibre is either straight or curved, with different sizes of layers (Fig. 6). This

structure may be formed by the catalytic oxidation wtih the submicron metals in the

coal flame [12]. Another path of fibre is due to the high temperature graphitization, in

(a) (b)



which the highest temperature should reach to 2000℃. For this kind of structure, the

graphene layers are well-oriented and have long lamella, which cause the lower

reactivity. In addition, Chen et al. (2005) found similar structures of graphene fibers in

the cooling flue gas [12]. This work found them from the coal flame of 1200℃, while

implies that the near-burner region plays a central role in the soot formation and

oxidation.

Figure 6. Graphene fibre nanostructure

4. Conclusion

In pulverized-coal flames, soot experiences both graphitization and oxidation

processes. The degree of graphitization determines the different reactivity, which

causes the hollow interior nanostructures due to the internal-burning of carbons.

Because of the anisotropy of soot oxidation, the reactivity of basal plane is distinctly

lower than that of the edge site, which enhance the graphitization of particle at

peripheral edges and finally forms the capsule-like nanostructures. Under the catalysis

of metal oxide in coal flames or the graphitization at the higher temperature(~2000 ℃),

grapheme fibre of lower reactivity may be formed. Generally, soot from

pulverized-coal flame is more complex than that from gases or liquids fuels because of

the complexity of fuel property, the flame condition and the existing catalytic effect of

mineral matters, etc.
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ABSTRACT 
 
The coupling of a mathematical simulation code for the combustion process in the furnace with a 
numerical tool for the water/steam system of a boiler yields a detailed boiler simulation 
methodology, considering the mutual interactions of the combustion/ flue gas side, and the 
water/steam side. Such a tool may be used to give guidelines for design purposes and to improve 
the operational performance of existing boilers. 
 
For this purpose, two codes - a Finite Volume based simulation program for turbulent reactive 
flows, and a code for the simulation of the water/steam system of utility boilers - have been 
coupled, allowing the prediction of thermo-technical quantities such as heat flux densities and 
mass flows in the individual parallel tubes of the heat exchangers with high spatial resolution. 
This will be illustrated by the application of the simulation tool to two power plants, a lignite 
coal and a bituminous coal fired boiler, respectively. Among a variety of results, it will be shown 
how unbalances of the flue gas conditions as well as individual pressure differences induced by 
the header configurations lead to temperature differentials in the parallel tubes of the heat 
exchangers. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Utility boilers are used worldwide for electricity production in fossil-fuel fired power plants and 
for thermal waste treatment. The steam generation process and the plant efficiency depend on the 
interaction of the heating from the combustion side and the design of the heat exchangers. As the 
heat exchanger tubes in the boiler of a power plant are under high pressure, the tube material has 
a certain maximum allowable load which limits the maximum allowable temperature. Mass flow 
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and heat flux distributions in the parallel tubes of heat exchangers may lead to different steam 
and material temperatures. Higher safety margins have to be kept in boiler design to account for 
non-uniform distributions, and the tube material cannot be utilised equally in all tubes up to its 
maximum allowable load. For the optimization of the design of the heat exchanger system and to 
identify deviations from the optimum operational conditions, the application of detailed 
mathematical simulation programs is very beneficial [SSH02], [SSH02a], [SWB00], [SBR02]. 
 
On the flue gas side of the boiler, the heat transfer is mainly dependent on the gas temperature 
and its velocity. On the steam side, the tube material is cooled by the water/steam flow which 
mainly depends on the steam temperature and its mass flow density. In parallel tubes of a heat 
exchanger, the latter is primarily defined by the arrangement of the tubes between inlet and outlet 
header. For the calculation of the steam generation process, the water/steam-cycle simulation 
program DYNAMIK [DR80], [R84] is used. In order to obtain the temperature and velocity 
distribution of the flue gas, and the local heat fluxes along the tubes of the heat exchangers the 
Computational Fluid Dynamics code AIOLOS [S01] is applied. AIOLOS was previously 
validated with extensive in-furnace measurements under different operational conditions 
[GSU04], and a comprehensive evaluation of the models using the experimental data was 
performed. Furthermore, the predictive quality of the Computational Fluid Dynamics code 
AIOLOS coupled with the water-/steam cycle simulation program DYNAMIK has been 
approved in previous projects in detail [BSSH00], [BRSH99], [RSH99]. 
 

THEORY 
 
In utility boilers the heat released from the combustion reactions of the fossil fuel is transferred 
by radiation, convection and conduction in order to produce steam and, finally electricity. 
Radiation is the predominant mechanism of heat transfer in the lower part of coal-fired boilers 
whereas convection prevails in the tube bundle heat exchangers in the upper part of the boiler. 
The flue gas side convective heat transfer in tube bundle heat exchangers is a function of 
geometry, temperature and velocity. Thus, different heat transfer coefficients for different heat 
exchanger tubes result from flue gas streaks with temperature and/or velocity profiles 
significantly differing from the respective mean values along the heat exchanger bundles. Ash 
deposition and its removal by soot blowers can lead to an additional non-uniform heat resistance 
due to conduction in the deposit layer. 
 
In order to meet the goal of maximum possible efficiency, the heat exchanger layout in modern 
utility boilers is characterized by very sophisticated designs. But some operational issues cannot 
be answered without understanding and questioning the design and its consequences. For this 
purpose, detailed simulation models for the reheater/superheater section have been introduced 
into the DYNAMIK code, e.g., a parallel tubes model, an inlet and outlet headers model and a 
parallel steam lines model. The parallel tube model allows to account for different heating 
conditions in different parallel tubes. The pressure distribution in the headers and thus the steam 
mass flow in the parallel tubes are derived from the header-model [B99]. In the reheater and 
superheater section of utility boilers, parallel steam lines are commonly used in order to reduce 
the influence of non-uniform combustion side heating conditions. From the interaction of these 
three models the temperature, mass flow and pressure along each single tube of a heat exchanger 



is obtained. As a result of the simulations, the performance of the steam line arrangement can be 
analysed, and the amount of injected cooling water into the individual steam lines can be 
obtained. For example, a good header design leads to outlet steam temperatures and mass flow 
densities in parallel tubes which do not differ significantly from each other.  
 
In the following section, these potentials of the coupled simulation methodology will be 
illustrated by the application of the simulation tool to two power plants, a bituminous coal fired 
and a lignite coal fired boiler. 
 

RESULTS 

Lignite Fired Power Plant “BoA 2&3” of RWE Power AG 
 
The simulation tool was further applied to the lignite fired power plants “BoA 2&3” in Neurath, 
which is currently under construction. This power station will be set up as a dual generating unit 
plant with a net output of 2 x 1050 MW and will be the world’s largest lignite power stations. 
The main objective of this study was to investigate if  some tubes would reach the critical wall 
temperature. This cannot be resolved by single-tube design programs. In the following, results of 
the final reheater (reheater 2) in the intermediate pressure part are presented. 
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Fig. 1: Steam attemperation and temperature increase of reheater 2 
 
 



Reheater 2 has four steam lines with different incoming steam temperatures. The outlet 
temperature of each steam line is individually controlled by water injection after reheater 1 in 
such a way that all the lines have the same temperature after reheater 2 (see table 1). In figure 1 
the temperature increase for each tube is plotted over the average tube length. 
 

Table 1: Attemperator mass flows 
 Steam line 1 Steam line 2 Steam line 3 Steam line 4 
Injection mass flow [kg/s] 2.58 3.62 4.90 1.03

 
The temperature differences at the outlet header of reheater 2 are the result of three effects. 
Different tube lengths (which are not shown in figure 1), header unbalances, and heating 
differences on the flue gas side. The source of the heating differences is a hot flue gas streak in 
the centre of the furnace (on the left of figure 2) accompanied by relatively low temperatures in 
the corners.  
 

Flue gas temperature below Reheater 2 Flue gas temperature above Reheater 2

Temperature [°C]

Front wall

Rear Wall

Fig. 2: Cross sectional areas below and above reheater 2 
 
The resulting heat flux density is shown in figure 3. At the lower levels of reheater 2 there is a 
significant imbalance in heat flux density between the corners and the centre of the furnace, 
corresponding to the flue gas temperatures in figure 2. This imbalance is reduced when the flue 
gas has passed through reheater 2, as can be seen in figure 2 (right side). 
 
The levelling of the flue gas temperature has two reasons. First, the higher heat absorption of the 
tubes at the centre of the furnace because of higher temperature differences between the flue gas 
and the steam temperature. Second, the differences of the flue gas velocity between the corners 
and the centre of the furnace are reduced by the pressure drop at the tube banks. Because of the 
imbalance in heating, the tubes at the centre of the furnace have a higher temperature than the 
design temperature, while the outer tubes are much cooler (figure 4), although the resulting 
temperature of each steam line equals the design temperature. 



 

Fig. 3: Heat flux densities at the tubes of reheater 2 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: Steam temperatures of reheater 2 
 
 
 



Bituminous Coal Fired Power Plant „Heizkraftwerk Altbach-Deizisau” (HKW 2) of 
EnBW (Energie Baden-Württemberg) 
 
For the numerical simulation with AIOLOS, the boiler under consideration was discretized using 
a three-dimensional grid including the convective section (see fig. 5, left). Twelve pulverized 
coal burners on three burner levels are located on the walls. The furnace walls, consisting of 
inclined tubes, are the evaporator section. Tube bundle heat exchangers, serving as reheaters and 
superheaters, are arranged in the upper part of the boiler.  
 
In fig. 5, the computational grid of the tubes with the piping scheme of the superheater and 
reheater section is shown [SGS04]. Along the flue gas path, the sequence of the heating surfaces 
starts with the platen superheater SH2 and ends with the Economizer ECO. Throughout the 
entire convective heating area the SH2 has heated sling tubes. To increase the heating surface the 
economizer tubes are finned. The reheater RH1 has the largest heated surface. 
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Fig. 5: Numerical grid for AIOLOS (left) with grid and piping scheme of the superheater/ 
reheater section (right) 
 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 6 (left) shows the rotating flame vortex induced by the tangential firing system along the 
vertical centre axis of the furnace. The temperature is constantly decreasing. The simulation 
results show a balanced flue gas temperature at the beginning of the convective section. The flue 
gas temperature at the furnace exit plane ranges from 1100 °C to 1400 °C (see also fig. 7).   
  

TFGas [°C] TFGas [°C]

Furnace Exit

Furnace Exit

TFGas [°C] TFGas [°C]

Furnace Exit
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Fig. 6: Flue gas temperature distribution along the boiler height (left) and cross-sectional flue gas 
temperature distribution at the furnace exit plane (right) 
 
 
 
In Fig. 7, the maximum and minimum flue gas temperatures along the boiler height are shown. 
The maximum temperature peaks are in the range of the three burner levels (BL). The “cold” 
peak at about 27 m is caused by the over fire air. The introduction of the over fire air leads to an 
increase of the flue gas temperature due to further combustion. Up to the economizer, the heat 
transfer to the membrane walls and tube bundles decreases the flue gas temperature, and 
temperature deviations are reduced constantly. 
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Fig. 7: Maximum, minimum and mean flue gas temperature distribution along the boiler height 
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Fig. 8: Water/steam temperature along tube path  



 
Fig. 8 shows the water/steam temperatures of all heated tubes and the interconnecting piping 
system for all heat exchangers. The tube path starts from the economizer ECO to the final 
superheater SH4 in the high-pressure system, and from the first reheater RH1 to the final reheater 
RH2 in the intermediate pressure range. The spread of the outlet temperatures of each heat 
exchanger depends on the asymmetric flue gas temperatures, unbalanced water/steam flow 
across the boiler width, and the arrangement of the heat exchanger system. The spray water 
injection system cools down the steam temperature to meet the turbine inlet temperature.   
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Fig. 9: Steam temperature of final reheater RH2 
 
 
The steam temperature of the final reheater RH2 is shown in fig. 9. RH2 has a 4-line 
arrangement. The outlet temperature of each of the four steam lines is individually controlled by 
water injection in such a way that all the lines have the same temperature after the final reheater 
(see fig. 8).  
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Fig. 10: Geometry and Steam temperature of second superheater SH2 
 
Fig. 10 shows the geometry (left) of the radiant superheater SH2 and the steam temperature 
distribution (right). Membrane walls surround the convective part. Directly in front of the 
membrane walls, the superheater has two tube panels which are shorter than the other panels. 
The lower heating surface and the position with lower flue gas temperature close to the furnace 
wall results in a lower steam temperature in these tubes, as shown in Fig. 8. 
 
The superheater SH2 is divided into two parts. SH2 starts from one heated header and ends in 
two opposite collectors. This shows the complexity of the simulated geometry.    
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In utility boilers, the steam generation process in the parallel tubes of the heat exchangers is 
influenced by the heat transfer distribution from the combustion side as well as by the design of 
the heat exchangers and the piping system. Therefore, the numerical simulation using a 
Computational Fluid Dynamics code coupled with a detailed water/steam-cycle simulation 
program enables to take into account the effects of the design of the boiler and furnace and to 
predict the influences of operational conditions on the thermal performance and the utilisation of 
the boiler material. This was shown by two exemplary results of a bituminous coal fired and a 
lignite fired utility boiler. 
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Abstract 

 
In this paper, we will present a novel approach to combine advanced sensors and coal 

gasification process model to provide in-line monitoring and diagnosis for real-time close-
loop control of gasification temperature and slag formation, especially targeting IGCC power 
plant.  In this approach, advanced Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is 
proposed to measure elementary atomic composition of syngas in the Radiant Syngas Cooler 
(RSC).   In LIBS, plasma breakdown induced by laser provides a none-contact, highly 
sensitive sampling method without the need of complicate sample preparation, making it an 
efficient way to perform compositional analysis in the harsh environments such as RSC.  
Combined with a novel high-temp fiber-optic CO sensor and model-based molecular 
analysis, CO/CO2 ratio can be obtained to infer temperatures in the gasifier, which is one of 
the most critical control parameters in the IGCC power plant.   For slag control, we propose 
to measure real-time in-line Base-to-Acid ratio (BA ratio) of the slag by performing LIBS 
measurement directly on the fouling/slag/ash in the RSC.  The measured BA ratio in RSC, 
used as the real-time indicator of slag condition, can then be fed to control coal and oxygen 
injection rate to increase gasifier temperature in order to prevent slag in the RSC.  We will 
present preliminary laboratory results on fiber-optic sensors we developed to measure both 
slag and syngas content and discuss the sensor and instrumentation needs in order to advance 
this approach for practical applications.    
 
Index Terms – sensor, IGCC, harsh environment 
 
I. Introduction: 
 

IGCC is presently considered the most promising clean energy for next 20 years 
because of its potential for providing high efficient energy conversion and feasibility of 
concentrated emission control [1,2]. The evaluation of the IGCC system relies mainly on the 
product gases, whose composition depends on coal type, slurry preparation, carbon/oxygen 
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ratio, and the structure designs of gasifier and RSC. Coal gasification is a complex processes 
involving the thermal pyrolysis, homogeneous gas phase and heterogeneous gas-solid 
reactions between the coal and the product gases. Optimization control of IGCC operating 
condition is the key to keep such a complex system in a constant high efficiency and reduce 
the maintenance cost [3]. Temperature plays a critical role in achieving high efficiency of 
IGCC. Depends on the content of the feedstock, there is an optimum operating temperature, 
which determines the production rate of syngas, and the carbon conversion rate from the 
feedstock. 
 

To maintain the IGCC in a good operation condition, another critical fact is the slag 
removal. Slag is the side product of IGCC power plant, and it has to be removed from the 
bottom of the RSC. For the slag successful flows down along the RSC cooling platen, its 
viscosity must be sufficiently low at the temperature of tapping, typically smaller than 15 – 
25 Pa·s, at temperatures from 1400 to 1500 °C. The slag viscosity is a function of 
temperature, the higher the temperature, the lower the slag viscosity. Therefore, to 
successfully remove the slag, the RSC temperature has to be maintained above the so-called 
temperature of critical viscosity (Tcv), at which the viscosity becomes non-Newtonian. At 
the same time, the RSC temperature can not reach too high, because of the operation 
limitation, such as the lifetime of the coating material and the fractory wall, thermal 
expansion of the IGCC tower, RSC cooling capability, heat transfer efficiency, and system 
load, et al. Therefore, IGCC system must be maintained to work at an appropriate 
temperature range. 
 

To optimize the operating condition of an IGCC system, equally important for both 
present and future models, the control system will rely on a suitable and robust sensing 
system. From this point of view, the concept of an advanced IGCC control system based on 
real-time in-line sensing technologies is introduced in this paper. 
 
II. Harsh environment optical sensing system 
 

Advanced control relies on robust sensing technologies. Due to the extremely harsh 
nature of IGCC system, very few sensing technology can survive. In the present paper, 
advanced Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is proposed to measure elementary 
atomic composition of both syngas and slag in the Radiant Syngas Cooler (RSC).   Also, a 
novel high-temperature fiber-optic CO sensor is introduced. 
 

3.1) LIBS 
 

Laser-induced plasma was formed by focusing a high-power laser to generate 
localized plasma that may reach temperatures in the range of 5000K ~ 10000K, which 
vaporizes materials into excited ionic and atomic species. The atomic emission lines of the 
elements can be accurately detected. Due to the nature of plasma, this technique requires no 
sample preparation, which makes it extremely suitable for online, in-situ measurements. At 
GE Global Research, a compatible optical probe has been developed that can work in harsh 
environment based on in-volume laser machining technique both in fused silica and sapphire 
fibers. Since the high temperature plasma can be easily used to vaporize any deposition on 



the tip of the probe, it is possible to design and implement a self-cleaning optical probe 
suitable in high-flyash environment, such as IGCC RSC. For more detailed description 
regarding LIBS, please refer a formal written paper [4].  
 
 

3.2) “Smart-skin” Syn-Gas Sensor 
 

The proposed sensing mechanism is based on a novel grating structure that enhances 
coupling between the fundamental and cladding/radiation modes. This ‘radiation mode 
coupling sensing’ significantly increases interaction of evanescent fields with the sensitized 
ceramic film on the surface or “smart skin”. To increase selectivity, a 30-nm thick SnO2/SiO2 
sol-gel film was deposited on the fiber surface. As this cladding modification is in the order 
of nanometer scale, its influence on the mode coupling could be ignored, improving the 
device reliability. After the thermal treatment, the fiber optic CO sensor will be able to 
sustain long-term operations up to 750°C and limited hours up to 1000°C. The SnO2 / SiO2 
sol-gel film is robust and has great potential for high temperature operation due to the close 
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) match with fused silica fibers.  For more detailed 
description regarding the fiber optic CO sensor, please refer a formal written paper [5,6]. 
 
III. Concept of intelligent IGCC control based on advanced optical sensing system and 
coal gasifier cell model 
 

The goal of IGCC control strategy is to maintain IGCC operation temperature within 
a desirable range. As explained in the forward introduction, gasifier temperature plays a 
critical role in the IGCC system, and its importance within IGCC power plant needs no 
further elaboration. However, there is presently no practical temperature sensor available that 
can survive the harsh environment within the gasifier. Our proposed method is to monitor the 
gasifier temperature indirectly using the CO/CO2 ratio. First, a gasifier cell model is 
introduced, and then based on the modeling result, an advanced optic sensing system is 
adapted to realize the IGCC control. 
 
 4.1) Numerical cell model for gasifier 
 

A good understanding to the processes in the gasifier and RSC would be particularly 
useful for controlling the gasifier temperature and syngas composition. A numerical model 
based on cell model concept was used to study the gasification processes inside the gasifier. 
The numerical model was established based on the cell model concept, that is, to divide the 
gasifier along the height into a set of cells, and all energy and mass conservation equation are 
developed for this cell. By simplifying the interaction force into drag force and calculating 
the time solid and gas phase species staying in the specific cell, the flow condition is then 
determined.  The key part of the model was to calculate the reactions, which was conducted 
by using Chemkin, a commercial software tool for solving complex chemical kinetics 
problems. The main chemical reactions are listed in Table 1. 

 
As coal or slurry enters into the high temperature gasifier, it reacts with oxygen and 

then be gasified. This partial oxidation process provides energy to maintain the gasifier 



temperature and produces syngas. Generally, the following reactions in Table 1 were taken 
into consideration. As shown in Table 1, the gasification process starts with the 
heterogeneous reaction and then all these reactions are entangled with each other to make a 
really complicated gasification process. The main gas compositions in the syngas are CO, H2, 
CO2, H2O, N2 and CH4.  

 
 
Table 1  The main reactions in the numerical gasifier cell model. 
 

Gas phase reactions Heterogeneous reactions 

1 225.0 COOCO ↔+  7 22)( HCOOHsC +↔+  

2 OHOH 222 5.0 ↔+  8 422)( CHHsC ↔+  
3 222 HCOCOOH +↔+  9 COCOsC 2)( 2 ↔+  
4 OHCOHCO 222 +↔+  10 222 HCOOHCO Surface +⎯⎯ →←+  
5 OHCOOHCH 2224 2+↔+  

6 OHCHHCO 2423 +↔+  
11 22 )12()22(1)( COCOOsC −+−↔+

φφφ
 

 
 

Currently, the gasifier temperature is controlled by altering the oxgen/coal ratio, and 
the gasifier pressure is regulated by adjusting the water/coal ratio. It is found  that  the CO2 
concentration will change following the gasifier temperature as oxygen/coal ratio changes, as 
shown in Figure 1. To increase the sensitivity and robust, CO/CO2 ratio, instead of CO2 
concentration itself, is used as the feedback signal to infer gasifier temperature, and their 
relationship is demonstrated in Figure 2. This trend is in consistent with those of Wen and 
Field [7,8]. 
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Figure 1  Change of CO2 concentration 
with gasifier temperature as oxygen/coal 
ratio changes. 

Figure 2  Change of ratio of CO/CO2 with 
gasifier temperature as oxygen/coal ratio 

 
 



4.2) Strategy for IGCC control 
 

Figure 3 demonstrates an IGCC control strategy based on advanced optical sensing 
system. To obtain the CO/CO2 ratio, the CO concentration of syngas is measured by fiber 
optical CO sensor, as shown in step 1, and the elementary atomic concentrations are 
measured by LIBS system, shown as step 2. For syngas, the elementary carbon exists 
dominantly in two gas species, CO and CO2, therefore, the concentration of CO2 can be 
derived with the known CO concentration measured with fiber sensor and the total 
elementary carbon concentration acquired from LIBS. As shown in step 3, the ratio of 
CO/CO2 is obtained. Therefore, the real-time gasifier temperature can be determined by in-
line monitoring gases and elementary species concentration of the syngas. Even after the 
interference with gas phase reaction, the trend of this relationship would still exist. 

 

 
Figure 3 Strategy for IGCC control 

 
 

As mentioned in the introduction section, RSC needs to be maintained above the 
temperature of critical viscosity, Tcv, which is not a fixed value. The slag viscosity is a 
function of temperature, and its chemical compounds. Slag is composed chiefly of silicon, 
aluminum, iron and calcium, with smaller amounts of magnesium, titanium, sodium and 
potassium. It is found that the value of base-acid ratio determines the slagging tendencies, 
where the base-acid ratio is defined as (Fe2O3 + CaO + MgO + Na2O + K2O) / (SiO2 + Al2O3 
+ TiO2). During the application inside the RSC, a second laser beam from the LIBS system is 
focused on the slag, instead of the syngas. The elementary mineral compounds, such as [Fe] 
[Ca] [Mg] [Na] [K] [Si] [Al], and [Ti], are determined as illustrated in step 4 of Figure 3. 
 

Therefore, during the IGCC operation, both the gasifier temperature and the slag 
viscosity are continuously monitored, by using the advanced optical sensing technology. If 
the temperature is lower than Tcv, the RSC temperature can be increased by increasing the 
oxygen injection rate, or reducing the RSC cooling water load; if the temperature is too high, 
decreasing the coal feedstock rate will normally work.  
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IV Conclusion 
 

This paper describes a novel approach to combine advanced sensors and coal 
gasification process model to provide in-line monitoring and diagnosis for real-time close-
loop control of gasification temperature and slag formation, especially targeting IGCC power 
plant.  During which, the LIBS technology is proposed to measure elementary atomic 
composition of both syngas and slag in the RSC. Combined with the novel high-temp fiber-
optic CO sensor and model-based molecular analysis, CO/CO2 ratio is obtained to infer 
temperatures in the gasifier.  For slag control, the measured BA ratio in RSC from the LIBS, 
used as the real-time indicator of slag condition, can then be fed to control coal and oxygen 
injection rate to increase gasifier temperature in order to prevent slag in the RSC.   
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Field Demonstration of an Acoustic Sensor for On-line 
Measurement of Gas Temperature in Coal Gasifiers 

 
Peter Ariessohn (Enertechnix, Inc.), Noel Fitzgerald (Enertechnix, Inc.), Hans Hornung (Cal 
Tech), Kamalendu Das (DOE) 

ABSTRACT 

Under contract DE-FC26-03NT41617 from the Department of Energy, Enertechnix, Inc., with 
assistance from ConocoPhillips and SG Solutions, Inc., has developed a novel acoustic gas 
temperature sensor for use in coal gasifiers.  

Since 1989 the U.S. Department of Energy has supported development of advanced coal 
gasification technology. However, a continuing challenge for entrained flow gasifiers is the 
tradeoff between achieving high carbon conversion which requires high internal gas 
temperatures, and degradation of the refractory which is exacerbated by those high temperatures. 
Reliably maintaining the optimum gas temperature is hindered by the lack of a reliable 
technology for measuring gas temperature. For this reason, the Department of Energy has funded 
several research projects to develop more robust and reliable temperature measurement 
approaches for use in coal gasifiers. 

Enertechnix has developed a line of acoustic gas temperature sensors for use in coal-fired 
electric utility boilers, kraft recovery boilers, cement kilns and petrochemical process heaters. 
Acoustic pyrometry provides several significant advantages for gas temperature measurement in 
hostile process environments. First, it is non-intrusive so measurement component survival is not 
a serious problem. Second, it provides a line-of-sight average temperature rather than just a point 
measurement so the measured temperature is more representative of the process conditions than 
a thermocouple measurement. Third, unlike radiation pyrometers, the measured temperature is a 
linear average over the full path rather than a complicated function of gas temperature and the 
exponential Beer’s law. This permits tomographic reconstruction of the acoustic measurements  
acquired on multiple paths to produce detailed 2-dimensional temperature maps. Therefore, 
acoustic pyrometry is an attractive choice for measuring gas temperature inside a coal gasifier. 

During the course of the project reported here, Enertechnix has developed and tested a novel 
sound generation method suitable for use in a high pressure process. The influence of gas 
composition variability, and particle loading and slagging have been evaluated, and methods to 
address these issues have been developed. A series of prototype sensors were fabricated and 
tested, and a field prototype has been fabricated and tested at Wabash River. Enertechnix has 
demonstrated that an acoustic sensor can provide accurate gas temperature measurements inside 
an operating gasifier and we believe that this technology can provide long-term, trouble-free 
operation in this very hostile environment.  

This paper reports on the theory and practical considerations affecting acoustic pyrometry in 
gasifiers, the operating characteristics of our prototype sensor, the results obtained at Wabash 
River, and the prospects for reliable acoustic gas temperature measurement inside gasifiers.  



  
 
 

ACOUSTIC PYROMETRY:  PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL ISSUES

Acoustic pyrometry offers a fundamentally simple, non-intrusive method for measuring gas 
temperatures inside harsh industrial processes and in recent years, acoustic pyrometry has begun 
to be widely adopted in the power generation industry for measuring gas temperature inside coal-
fired boilers. The method is based on the relationship between gas temperature and sound speed.  
From simple thermodynamic arguments it is easy to show that, in an ideal gas, sound waves will 
propagate at a speed given by 

  
M
RTc γ

=  (1) 

where γ is the specific heat ratio, R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, 
and M is the mean molecular weight of the gas mixture [1, 2]. Both M and γ depend on gas 
composition; γ is also a very weak function of temperature. Therefore, if the gas composition is 
known, or can be estimated, the absolute temperature can be inferred from a measure of sound 
speed. The measurement of sound speed along a path in a non-uniform temperature environment 
yields an average of the square root of temperature, which in most practical cases is nearly 
indistinguishable from the square root of the average temperature itself.   

Acoustic pyrometry has a number of advantages over optical methods. First, cleanliness of port 
openings is much less critical than for optical measurements. Second, once the path length is 
determined, no calibration is required since the measurement of the time of flight is not affected 
by drift or changes in sensitivity of the components. Third, the measurement represents a true 
spatial average of the temperature along the line of sight connecting the sound source and 
receiver. Because of this averaging, it is straightforward to implement tomographic 
reconstruction techniques to generate two-dimensional temperature maps within a plane by 
utilizing several sound generators and receivers. The temperature range over which the 
measurement is valid is large, encompassing the full range of gasifier operation. Because the 
wavelengths of the acoustic waves used in this technique are on the order of centimeters (many 
orders of magnitude larger than the dimensions of suspended char or slag particles), scattering or 
attenuation by the suspended particles is much less significant than for electromagnetic 
techniques, even those using millimeter wavelengths.   

Enertechnix, Inc. has developed a line of acoustic pyrometers based on this measurement 
principle which is gaining widespread acceptance as the preferred method of measuring gas 
temperatures inside large coal-fired utility boilers, kraft recovery boilers, cement kilns and 
petrochemical process heaters. However, all of these processes operate at atmospheric pressure 
and adapting acoustic pyrometry for use in the gasifier environment presents several very 
significant technical challenges. Our approach to acoustic pyrometry relies on propagating an 
intense sound pulse through the process atmosphere and measuring both the time at which the 
pulse is initiated and the time of arrival of the pulse at the receiver. For measurements in 
processes that operate at atmospheric pressure, Enertechnix has developed a sound source that 
uses a pressurized reservoir mounted outside the process and connected to the process by means 
of a barrel (a smooth pipe). The pressure vessel is typically pressurized to 25 atmospheres and 
the sound pulse is generated by opening a very rapidly operating valve that allows the high 
pressure gas in the reservoir to escape into the process. This produces a shock wave that 
  



  
 
 

  

propagates into the process and expands hemispherically as it propagates through the process 
atmosphere. As the wavefront expands, the pressure differential across the wave rapidly 
decreases and the wave quickly becomes a sound wave that propagates at sonic velocity. One or 
more receivers placed at other locations around the perimeter of the process will receive the 
acoustic signal and by measuring the time of arrival at each receiver, the average temperature on 
all the paths connecting the generator to the receivers can be determined.  Experience has shown 
that a strong shock wave is required to produce a sound pulse that is loud enough to be detected 
above the background in a large boiler when the measurement path is more than 10 meters long.  

In the gasifier environment, the internal process pressure is in the range of 400 to 1200 psi. In 
this case, the use of an external pressure vessel is impractical since achieving a 25 to 1 pressure 
ratio would require pressurizing the pressure vessel to between 10,000 and 30,000 psi. 
Therefore, one of the challenges of this project was to develop an alternate method of generating 
a sound pulse that could be injected into the gasifier environment and used to make a 
measurement of sound speed inside the gasifier process.  

Another issue that required attention had to do with the propagation time inside a typical 
gasifier. In order to achieve a given level of accuracy in a temperature measurement based on 
sound speed, the uncertainty in the sound speed measurement can only be half the tolerable 
uncertainty in the temperature. This is because of the square root relationship between 
temperature and sound speed. Thus, in order to determine absolute temperature with an accuracy 
of 1%, it is necessary to measure the sound speed with an accuracy of ½%. In a large boiler, 
typical sound propagation times are on the order of 20 to 50 milliseconds, so achieving a 
measurement accuracy of ½% implies that the time of flight must be measured with an accuracy 
of between 100 and 250 microseconds. This requires the receiver to have a frequency response 
of no more than 10 kHz. In the gasifier environment, the path lengths are much shorter and gas 
temperatures are somewhat higher than in the boiler environment. Therefore, the anticipated 
sound propagation times are on the order of 2 to 4 milliseconds. In this case, achieving a ½% 
timing accuracy requires that the time of flight be resolved to within 10 to 20 microseconds. This 
implies that one must measure frequencies in the range of 50 to 200 kHz. In addition to requiring 
components with higher frequency response, this also raises concerns relating to the attenuation 
of sound waves by the process environment inside the gasifier. These issues are discussed in 
detail below. 

End Corrections 

Another significant challenge in adapting acoustic pyrometry to the gasifier environment has to 
do with “end corrections”. On the generator side the wave is detected as it passes a trigger 
transducer in the barrel connecting the generator to the process, and on the receiver side, the 
wave is detected after it propagates through the process and through a waveguide that connects 
the receiver to the process (see Figure 1).  

In general it isn’t possible to measure these end times directly; they must be estimated from 
laboratory measurements or models of the sound wave propagation in the barrels. In a typical 
boiler measurement, the end corrections represent a small fraction of the total measured time of 
flight - typically 2 to 10 milliseconds out of a total of 50 milliseconds or more. Therefore, small 



  
 
 

errors in estimating the end 
times do not have a 
significant impact on the 
overall accuracy of the 
measurement. In a gasifier, 
the end corrections will be 
comparable to those in the 
boiler application, but the 
propagation time inside the 
gasifier will be very much 
smaller. Therefore, the end 
corrections can constitute as 
much as 2/3 of the total 
measured propagation time 
and errors in estimating them 
can produce large errors in 
the inferred temperature. 
Consequently, in the gasifier 
application, it is critical to 
have an accurate model of the sound and shock wave propagation inside the receiver and 
generator barrels, respectively. Enertechnix has developed such a model which is used to 
accurately predict these end corrections. 

Figure 1. End corrections to measured propagation time 

Another issue relates to the supersonic propagation of the shock entering the gasifier. As 
discussed above, the shock velocity rapidly approaches sonic velocity as the wavefront expands 
and in a large-scale boiler where typical path lengths are on the order of 10 to 30 meters, the 
magnitude of the correction is negligibly small; in a 2-meter wide gasifier, the correction will be 
more significant and must be accounted for. A model has been developed to calculate this 
correction as a function of initial shock strength and path length. 

Sound attenuation 

1.1. Vibrational relaxation of high temperature gas molecules 

In coal-fired boilers, vibrational relaxation of the gas molecules through which a sound wave 
propagates is not a significant issue primarily because the modest timing accuracy required in 
these environments allows the use of relatively low frequency sound waves to measure 
temperature. However, at the high frequencies required in the gasifier environment, this 
interaction becomes a significant issue. Figure 2 shows the attenuation of sound waves 
propagating through syngas at about 3000 deg F and 400 psi over a 2 meter path as predicted by 
a model developed at Cal Tech.  

From this figure, we can see that on a 2 meter path the attenuation due to interaction of the sound 
wave with the gas molecules is tolerable up to about 100 kHz (10% transmittance), but at higher 
frequencies attenuation becomes extremely large. Therefore, it will not be possible to detect 
frequencies much above 100 kHz if the gas temperature is as high as that used in this calculation. 

  



  
 
 

  

Sound Attenuation in Hot Gases
(Path length =        meters, c =             m/sec)
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Figure 2. Sound attenuation due to molecular interactions.

As discussed earlier, the 
timing accuracy required in 
the gasifier environment is 
on the order of ±10 
microseconds. This is 
compatible with detection of 
frequencies up to 100 kHz. 
Therefore, the predictions of 
this model suggest that it 
should be possible to 
achieve the desired 
temperature measurement accuracy of 1% with an acoustic time-of-flight measurement in a coal 
gasifier. 

1.2. Effects of suspended particles 

Shaw [3] presents expressions for the impact of suspended particles on sound propagation. These 
include thermal and viscous damping which produce attenuation, as well as excitation of particle 
oscillations which result in a shift in sound speed as a function of frequency (dispersion). The 
model upon which these expressions are based shows that a number of physical properties of the 
particles and the gas are important in evaluating these phenomena. We have developed a model 
to calculate attenuation and dispersion based on Shaw's model and have used it to predict the 
magnitude of these effects as a function of particle loading, particle size, particle and gas 
densities, gas viscosity and thermal conductivity, etc. 

Little or no experimental data exists on the size distribution and loading of suspended particles in 
coal gasifiers. To our knowledge, no direct measurements of these properties have been made in 
an operating gasifier. Furthermore, we are not aware of any mechanistic models of particle 
formation and evolution inside a gasifier. Therefore, we have relied on CFD model predictions 
of particle mass loading and number density provided by Reaction Engineering, International 
(REI). REI has provided local values of particle mass loading and number density at the model 
node locations along two diameters in the second stage of a two-stage entrained flow gasifier 
based on operation with both coal and petcoke. From the mass loading and an assumed value for 
the ash particle density, we can calculate the volume concentration and mean particle diameter at 
each node location. These values allow us to estimate spatial averages for particle loading and 
particle diameter along the two diameters. 

In addition, we have created a mass balance model to estimate upper limits on the possible ash 
loading based on global considerations. The particle loadings obtained from this model for both 
coal and petcoke gasification are in very good agreement with estimates based on the REI CFD 



  
 
 

model. Both models show that 
for petcoke operation the 
particle volume concentration 
(m3 of particles per m3 of gas) 
is approximately 4x10-7 at the 
bottom of the second stage 
and about 4x10-5 above the 
second stage injectors. For 
operation with coal the 
volume concentration is 
predicted to be roughly 2x10-
5 and 6x10-5 respectively at 
these same locations. This is 
based on an assumed particle 
size of about 6.5 microns. It 
should be kept in mind that 
the CFD model is itself an idealization of the actual process. The CFD model does not contain 
any particle generation mechanisms and its predictions are based on assumed ash particle sizes.   

Sound Attenuation in Particle Laden Gases
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Figure 3. Sound attenuation due to ash and char particles. 

Using these estimates of particle size and loading along with estimates of the physical properties 
of the particles and gases, we have developed a model of the attenuation of sound waves in the 
gasifier environment due to the presence of ash and char particles. Figure 3 shows the predicted 
attenuation for a 2 meter path at a number of different particle loading levels. This figure shows 
that at a frequency of 100 kHz, particle volume fractions up to about 5x10-5 produce only modest 
attenuation of the sound wave. This suggests that it should be possible to make an effective 
measurement of acoustic signals inside a gasifier operating either on petroleum coke or coal. 

1.3. Sound Dispersion 

Suspended particles also 
produce a shift in sound 
propagation speed which 
depends on all of the properties 
that lead to sound attenuation. 
Using relationships reported by 
Temkin [4] and assuming the 
same particle size and loading 
used in the attenuation 
calculations above, a model has 
been developed that predicts the 
magnitude of this effect 

As shown in Figure 4, the sound 
speed ratio (the ratio of sound 
speed in the particle-laden gas to that in the particle-free gas) deviates significantly from unity 
only for frequencies below a few kilohertz. The particles—with their finite mass and thermal 
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Figure 4. Sound dispersion in the gasifier environment

  



  
 
 

  

properties—are only able to respond to fluctuations in gas pressure and temperature which occur 
on time scales that are short relative to the viscous and thermal relaxation times of the particles. 
For fluctuations that occur more rapidly than that, the particles are unable to respond and remain 
fixed. Therefore, for these higher frequency fluctuations, the observed sound speed is unaffected 
by the presence of particles.  

GAS COMPOSITION EFFECTS 

In addition to sound attenuation which can affect the ability to detect the sound signal after its 
passage through the gasifier, spatial and temporal variations in gas composition and temperature 
will affect the accuracy of the acoustic measurement. An analysis of the error produced by the 
assumption that the gas temperature and composition are spatially uniform shows that this 
assumption produces errors of at most 5 K (0.3%) in the inferred average temperature (relative to 
the true spatial average) when using temperature and composition profiles predicted by the REI 
CFD simulations. Therefore, it appears that spatial nonuniformity should not seriously 
compromise the accuracy of the measurement. However, assuming that gas composition is 
constant over time may lead to larger errors. To our knowledge, no measurements have been 
made to determine short term variability of temperature or gas composition inside an operating 
gasifier. Therefore, in order to estimate the magnitude of potential errors that would result from 
an assumption that gas composition is constant over time, we have performed calculations that 
are based on a temporal variability in average composition equal to the spatial variation along a 
diameter predicted by the steady state REI CFD model (1.4% variation in molecular weight and 
0.4% variation in specific heat ratio). This is almost certainly an overestimate of the degree of 
temporal variability that would occur when the gasifier is operating at steady state with fixed 
inputs, but it may be representative of the degree of variation in composition that would occur as 
the result of intentional changes in operation such as fuel switching or load changes. The 
assumption of a fixed gas composition, when the spatial average composition actually varies by 
the amounts shown above, leads to an error in the inferred absolute temperature of as much as 
100 K. ConocoPhillips has provided estimates of the expected changes in molecular weight and 
specific heat ratio resulting from normal changes in operating conditions which also produce 
significant errors if these operational changes are not taken into account in estimating the gas 
composition. Therefore, we conclude that it is important to adjust the estimate of gas 
composition whenever there is a change in operating conditions, but that if this is done, it should 
be possible to achieve an accuracy of 1% in the determination of gas temperature using an 
acoustic measurement method. 

PROTOTYPE SENSOR 

As discussed above, the pressure inside the gasifier presents a significant challenge when it 
comes to generating a sound pulse that can be injected into the gasifier from the outside 
environment. However, it should be noted that the gasifier pressure is between 25 and 65 times 
greater than atmospheric pressure which is more than sufficient to generate a strong shock wave. 
Unfortunately, the pressure acts in the wrong direction so that opening a port in the gasifier 
would produce a shock that propagates away from the gasifier. On the other hand, it should be 
noted that shock waves can be reflected from a solid surface. Therefore, the approach we have 
adopted employs a reflected shock sound generator which is shown schematically in Figure 5. 



  
 
 

  

 

In this figure, the gasifier is located at the left and a hollow cylindrical insert penetrates through 
the steel shell and the refractory providing an open path to the interior of the gasifier. During 
normal operation, the service valve will be kept open, but it can be closed to allow the acoustic 
pyrometer sound source to be installed or removed while the gasifier is operating. Initially, the 
pneumatically actuated isolation valve is closed and the pressure throughout the device to the 
right of the isolation valve at atmospheric pressure. This allows the diaphragm clamp to be 
opened to move a new portion of the strip of diaphragm material into position. Once the new 
piece of diaphragm material is in place, the clamp is closed and plant nitrogen is introduced on 
both sides of the diaphragm until the pressure equals that inside the gasifier. To fire the device, 
the isolation valve is opened creating a clear path from the front of the diaphragm to the inside of 
the gasifier through the isolation and service valves and the insert. At this point, the pressure to 
the right of the diaphragm is reduced by venting the nitrogen in the shock tube to atmosphere. 
When the pressure to the right of the diaphragm falls to a sufficiently low value, the diaphragm 
bursts and a shock propagates first to the right down the length of the shock tube, and then—
after reflecting from the tip of the slag rodder—to the left and into the gasifier. Once the 
measurement is completed, the apparatus is purged by blowing high pressure plant nitrogen 
through the device to clear out any slag and remnants of diaphragm material that may have 
gotten into the device. The pneumatically actuated rodding mechanism is then forced down the 
bore of the sound source, through the service and isolation valves, and through the insert to the 
edge of the refractory where it will remove any slag that may have built up. Once the rodder is 
retracted, the isolation valve may be closed and the process repeated. It may be preferable to 
leave the ruptured diaphragm material in place until it is desired to make a measurement, at 
which time the isolation valve can be opened just long enough to purge the system with nitrogen 
and rod out the slag before closing the isolation valve and moving a new piece of diaphragm 
material into place. Venting the shock tube directly to the atmosphere could cause syngas to be 
released, so in the prototype sensor we have incorporated an accumulation tank that captures any 
syngas that gets into the shock tube. The accumulation tank can subsequently be purged to flush 
the syngas back into the gasifier. 

Figure 5. Schematic of reflected shock generator



  
 
 

Although this device exhibits a certain degree of mechanical complexity, all of the technology 
required to implement the various functions is available in the form of standard commercial 
components that are routinely used in harsh industrial environments. Therefore, this design is 
quite robust and can be made to operate reliably in the gasifier environment. The use of a 
bursting diaphragm avoids the need for a sophisticated, rapidly-acting valve and should be quite 
tolerant of particles of slag being ingested into the device when the diaphragm bursts and gas is 
drawn into the device from the gasifier.  

Laboratory prototypes 

A series of small prototypes were constructed and tested. The first prototype was a manually 
operated device with a small diameter shock tube that was used to evaluate a large number of 
diaphragm materials to identify those with highly repeatable bursting characteristics. A bursting 
model was developed and used to select appropriate thicknesses and diameters for a given 
material to ensure that the diaphragm would burst at a pressure differential somewhat lower than 
the pressure difference between the gasifier and the ambient environment. 

A second laboratory prototype operated in the reflected shock mode verified the underlying 
concept of the measurement approach and was used to accurately measure the temperature of the 
gas inside a large experimental pressure vessel.  

Field prototypes 

Following these proof-of-concept 
experiments, a mock-up of a full 
scale sensor was fabricated and 
tested and this was followed by two 
field prototypes the second of which 
is shown in Figure 6 mounted on the 
Wabash River gasifier. This 
photograph shows the sound 
generator unit of the AutoGAP 
(Automated Gasifier Acoustic 
Pyrometer) sensor. The receiver is 
considerably simpler, but it also 
incorporates a port rodding 
mechanism. This prototype was 
tested extensively at the Enertechnix 
test facility to demonstrate fully 
automated operation under computer 
control, and numerous safety issues 
were addressed prior to installation 
on the Wabash River gasifier. 

Figure 6. Generator unit mounted on the Wabash 
River gasifier 

  



  
 
 

FIELD TESTS 

The first successful test of the AutoGAP sensor was performed in September, 2006. The system 
was operated in automatic mode, firing approximately once every 10 minutes under computer 
control for about 4 hours on the 18th and again for several hours on the 19th. During this time, the 
sensor functioned smoothly, firing properly on each attempt; the acoustic signals were very 
strong and highly repeatable; and the inferred temperatures were in good agreement with the 
temperature readings from the two thermocouples mounted in the same plane as the acoustic 
sensor. Figure 7 shows the acoustic signals from a typical measurement during the test.  

In this figure the red and 
green traces are the 
signals from the two 
trigger transducers and 
blue is the receiver 
signal. The receiver 
signal is quite distinct 
and is many times 
stronger than the 
background noise 
allowing the time of 
flight to be determined 
easily without any 
ambiguity. All of the 
measurements in these 
tests produced nearly 
identical signals.  

Wabash River Test - 9/18/06 13:41
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Figure 7. Typical acoustic signals from testing at Wabash River. 

Figure 8 shows the temperatures measured with the autoGAP sensor relative to the readings of 
the plant thermocouples. Initially, the acoustic sensor measured temperatures that were 
significantly higher than those measured with the plant’s thermocouples and later in the 
afternoon there was closer agreement. The fact that the acoustic sensor measures temperatures 
that differ from the thermocouples is understandable for two reasons. First, the thermocouples 
are located approximately 1 foot from the inner surface of the refractory and measure 
temperatures only at those points, whereas the acoustic measurement is an average over the full 
width of the gasifier. If there is significant non-uniformity in temperature in the radial direction 
within the gasifier, the thermocouple readings may not accurately reflect the average 
temperature; the acoustic measurements are more representative. Second, the thermocouples are 
enclosed in protective housings (thermo-wells) that have significant “thermal mass” and are 
unable to respond to rapid changes in temperature. Their response time is probably on the order 
of several tens of seconds or even minutes. The acoustic measurement, by contrast, is almost 
instantaneous since the propagation time of the sound pulse across the gasifier is on the order of 
a few milliseconds. Short duration temperature excursions would be completely invisible to the 
thermocouples, but would be detected by the acoustic sensor. The actual degree of temporal 
variation in gas temperature within the gasifier is presently unknown but the acoustic pyrometer 
measurement offers a means of determining its magnitude. 

  



  
 
 

One should also notice 
in Figure 8 that there 
were two occasions (at 
13:23 and at 16:17) 
when temperature 
measurements were 
intentionally acquired 
about 3 to 4 minutes 
apart to test the 
maximum repetition 
rate of the system. 
This is probably the 
minimum time interval 
that can be achieved 
with this sensor in its 
current configuration. 
Usually, however, 
process operators are 
only interested in 
seeing measurements 
every 15 to 30 minutes, so this should not be seen as a deficiency.   

Wabash River Temperatures - 9/18/06
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On September 19th 
testing was resumed and 
the sensor again 
functioned properly for 
several hours under 
computer control. As on 
the previous day, the 
sensor produced clear, 
unambiguous signals 
essentially identical to 
those shown in Figure 7 
and the signal to noise 
ratio was almost 10:1 on 
every shot. Data was 
collected throughout the 
day and temperatures 
were calculated from the 
timing of the acoustic 
signals. Figure 9 shows the temperature readings obtained during the testing on September 19th. 
As before, these temperatures are reported relative to the approximate range of thermocouple 
readings which were observed to remain nearly constant throughout the test.  

  

At the start of testing there were a three occasions when the acoustic measurements yielded 
temperatures much higher than those measured with the thermocouples, but all through the latter 

Figure 9 Temperature readings measured with autoGAP relative 
to the plant thermocouple readings during testing on September 
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part of the test, there was very good agreement between the thermocouples and the acoustic 
sensor. The gap in the data from about 13:30 to about 15:00 occurred because files were being 
downloaded from the supervisory computer to the remote computer during this period so the data 
produced during this period were not acquired. Nevertheless, the sensor continued to operate 
normally throughout this period.  

Following the last measurement shown above, the Teflon seal on the diaphragm clamp failed and 
testing was terminated. The Teflon seal material was selected prior to the implementation of 
certain modifications in the operational sequence that have resulted in hot syngas being aspirated 
into the sound generator during normal operation. This exposed the Teflon seals to excessive 
temperatures causing them to fail, but the use of a simple metal-on-metal seal should correct this 
problem. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND PROSPECTS 

Enertechnix has recently received additional funding from NETL to conduct an extended test of 
the AutoGAP sensor at Wabash River beginning in June, 2007. Modifications and upgrades to 
the sensor are currently underway and will be implemented prior to commencing the extended 
testing. The next round of testing will again be performed at the top of the gasifier where 
conditions are less severe than at other locations. Once we have demonstrated successful long-
term operation at the top of the second stage, we will move the sensor to a more challenging 
location and demonstrate its performance there.  

We have demonstrated the feasibility of non-intrusive gas temperature measurements in an 
operating gasifier and we are confident that with only modest improvements, the AutoGAP 
sensor can be made to operate reliably in any entrained flow coal gasifier. 
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Abstract 
 
Next generation combustors are expected to be smarter, more efficient and result in near zero 

pollutants emission, including carbon dioxide emission. In such a combustor, the challenges of local flow, 
pressure, chemical composition and thermal signatures as well as their interactions are far more complex 
to seek for optimum performance of the system. If one or two sensors were used in combustor or power 
system, their numerical values will be erroneous since the local value of a given parameter may not 
represent the actual behavior in the process. As revolution in sensing and control technology rapidly 
grows, a high density sensor network with a large number of sensors will be required in future smarter 
combustors, which can provide detailed information on the various ongoing processes within the system. 
However, the flood of data from a large number of sensors can challenge the data handling and data 
processing capability, and this may change the manner in which sensors are used to control the 
combustion system. In this regard, it is important to determine the appropriate number of sensors and 
their locations in a practical combustor or power system. Currently, very little is known on means to 
determine the number of sensors that must be used to provide adequate and effective information in a 
combustor. Furthermore, identifying correct location(s) for sensors to provide representative information 
is not known. 

 
This paper is focused on seeking the basic information for quantifying the number and location of 

sensors required to adequately describe the smarter performance of practical combustors. Our approach to 
tackle this challenge is with: i) initially select the available sensor(s) that can be used to describe the fate 
of ongoing phenomena inside or around a practical combustor, ii) design and develop new micro-
sensor(s) that are not only small in size but also inexpensive, disposable and provide as a minimum, 
detailed information that is equal to and possibly superior than that currently available in the market, both 
in terms of frequency-amplitude and spatial resolution, and iii) provide information on the fate of 
combustor performance using single and multiple sensors. Our focus has been on seeking information on 
the spatial and temporal signatures from the combustor. Acoustic signatures, including combustion noise, 
have been chosen as the initial representative signature parameter. To achieve fundamental understanding 
of the influence of sensor location on the sensor readings, acoustic measurements have been carried out at 
different vertical locations and angular locations immediately outside the test combustor. The 
experimental results indicate that one or two sensors cannot provide adequate information to help 
understand the actual ongoing complex behavior in the combustor. To obtain the acoustic signatures of 
the combustor, multiple sensors are required, both along and circumferentially around the combustor. By 
using these results, the critical number and locations of the sensors can be evaluated for a given 
combustor geometry. Eventually, virtual reality of the acoustic field from the combustor will be realized.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With growing concern on the environment conservation and material conservation, future 
advanced power plants will be smarter, more efficient and environmentally benign. This will require a 
significantly improved real-time control and analysis system.  Our ongoing efforts have shown that single 
sensor on a combustor provides inadequate information on the various ongoing processes within the 
combustion system [1]. This also suggests that single sensor is not capable of providing detailed 
information on the true potential performance behavior of a power plant. It is expected that future 
advanced power plants will have a large number of sensors that will assist in providing comprehensive 



information about the combustion process. Incorporating a large number of sensors in a sensor network 
will allow one to obtain comprehensive information, which can then be processed to visually display the 
behavior in real time and support advanced control systems that can anticipate the behavior of the plant. 

 
Next generation advanced combustors are expected to be smarter with significantly higher 

efficiency and performance and have near-zero emission of pollutants, and elimination of carbon dioxide 
emission. In seeking optimum system performance from advanced power plants, the challenges of local 
flow, pressure, chemical composition and thermal signatures, as well as their interactions in combustors 
are complex and must be closely evaluated. The main problem in effectively controlling operational 
performance lies in determining the actual conditions within the combustor and other components in the 
system (e.g., turbine, heat transfer section, fans and pumps), both in time and space. This is particularly 
when there are thermal load variations.  

 
Sensors are critical elements for combustion and power plant control. They are used to monitor 

and control a system so as to achieve a more efficient, smart and robust combustion system. If one or two 
sensors were to be used in the combustion zone or power plant, their numerical values would more likely 
be questionable because the local value of a given parameter may not represent the actual behavior in the 
combustor. With rapidly approaching revolutions in sensing and control, incorporating a high-density 
sensor network with a large number of sensor arrays provides attractive benefits of knowing detailed 
information about the various ongoing processes within the system for future advanced, smart and 
efficient combustor operation. However, the flood of data from a large number of sensors may challenge 
the ability to handle and process data and may potentially change the manner in which sensors are used to 
control the combustion process. In this regard, determining the appropriate number of sensors and their 
locations in a practical combustor is critical. Then one must evaluate simple means of interaction between 
plant operator and engineers with the sensor output data. Currently, very little is known about the means 
to determine the number of sensors required to provide adequate and effective information from a 
combustor or power system. Furthermore, the critical location of various sensors to provide representative 
information on performance is not known. In addition, too many sensors can result in flood of data that 
can challenge the ability to handle and process data. This may change the manner in which sensors are 
used to control the combustion process. Therefore, a self-organized sensor network, including lead sensor 
notes and other sensors as swarms or small groups rather than as individual sensors, may play an 
important role in advanced combustor design. It is likely that the sensors in such networks will work 
together to handle discrete tasks in the sensing and control networks. 

 
In our previous work [2], we evaluated the roles of various sensors that can provide online 

monitoring of the detailed combustion process. It was determined that the specific focus should be on 
spatial and temporal resolution on the various parameters at upstream region of the combustion zone, 
during combustion and post combustion zone. A systematic development procedure was proposed to 
carry out the sensor system development with multi-function capability for further processing the large 
body of data. A hierarchical sensor network frame work was also proposed, which incorporate a large 
number of heterogeneous nano-scale or micro-scale sensors.  The manner in which sensor network can be 
realized is also discussed to addresses various sensor and power plant needs as well various issues and 
algorithms that must be considered for using high density sensor network in future smarter power plant 
systems. 

 
In this paper, we focus our efforts on seeking detailed information about spatial and 

temporal signatures from a practical combustor from the point of view of sensor response. To 
achieve fundamental understanding of the influence of the sensor location on sensor readings, 
combustion roar and combustion instability signatures have been chosen as the initial 
representative parameter (in reality, one has to monitor several other parameters to monitor the 



actual performance). The selected sensors, their relative positions within or around the 
combustor walls or adjacent to the outside walls are discussed. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

 
The University of Maryland (UMD) 50 kW premixed test combustor (shown in Figures 1(a) and (b), 

which features many of the key characteristics of practical combustors used in many industries, is used 

here for experimental study. The combustor possesses many key elements that are critical in simulating 
the behavior of many practical combustion systems used in the power plants. The combustion chamber is 
210 mm long with an inside diameter of 55 mm. A quartz tube, located at downstream section of the 
combustor, provides full optical access to the combustion region. Combustion occurred at atmospheric 
pressure under semi-confined conditions. The premixed condition was achieved by injecting methane fuel 
at 100 mm upstream from the combustor inlet to assure adequate mixing between the fuel and air. The 
flame was stabilized using swirl with a cascade of 30°, 45°, or 60° six swirl vane blades to provide any 
desired swirl strength in the main flow direction. 
 

3. SENSOR RESPONSE 
 

Combustion behavior is very complex in almost all practical power plant systems. Combustor 
performance is dictated by many functions so that the combustion process must incorporate many sensors 
due to the inherent many ongoing complex processes in the system. If one or two sensors were used in the 
combustion zone, their numerical values can be erroneous because the local value of a given parameter 
would not reveal the actual representative behavior in the combustor. Thus, if one considers a practical 
combustion system, the challenges associated with local flow, pressure, chemical composition, and 
thermal signatures are far more complex to not only influence between them but also on seeking potential 
optimum solution for desired system performance. Determining information on quantifying the number 
and location of sensors that adequately describe the exact performance of a practical combustion system 

                 
                               (a)                                                                        (b) 
 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of UMD test combustor with detailed view of the test stand and (b) photograph 
of the test combustor. 



is not trivial. Our approach to tackle this challenge is to initially select the available sensor(s) that can be 
used to describe the fate of ongoing phenomena inside a practical combustor, and provide information 
about the combustion behavior using information from single and multiple sensors. 

 
Premixed combustion, although expected to be 

steady, is susceptible to inherently unsteady high acoustic 
pressures. We choose acoustic pressure as one of the initial 
representative signature parameter. Although the total sound 
power radiation from the flames has been extensively 
characterized, significantly less attention has been give to 
noise signature with respect to the sensor locations around 
the combustor. The experimental data show combustion 
noise to be broadband, with noise level in the frequency 
range of 100 to over 20 kHz [3]. The experimentally 
observed flame noise levels reveal their peak in the low 
frequency range of 200-1000 Hz [4, 5]. Studies have also 
shown that the acoustic spectral characteristics vary with 
operating conditions and configurations [4-6]. It has been 
shown that combustion noise spectra can be affected by 
burner diameter and shape, flow velocity, and turbulence 
intensity. All of the above experiments were performed 
using a single sensor (microphone) placed at a fixed location. 
Emitted acoustic signatures at various locations around the 
combustor require close examination.  

 
To obtain fundamental understanding on the influence of sensor location on sensor readings, 

acoustic measurements have been carried out at different vertical locations (z) and angular locations (θ) 
immediately outside the test combustor, as shown in Figure 2. A single sensor was used in our initial 
efforts to determine the extent of spatial variations at different axial positions downstream from the 
combustor and at different angular position for any given axial position downstream from the flame 
anchoring location in the combustor.  

 
In the experiments, sound 

pressure measurements were determined 
using a piezoelectric type microphone 
sensor coupled to a spectrum analyzer. 
The analyzer records signal from the 
microphone and performs a fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) on the signal to convert it 
to frequency domain. The accuracy of the 
system is +/- 1.5 dB with frequency 
discrimination of +/- 1%. The frequency 
range was measured from 20 to 20,000 Hz. 
The sound spectrum analysis was 
averaged over 10 seconds to obtain a 
mean value of the results. The goal here 
was to assure that there are indeed spatial 
and temporal variations in sound pressure 
levels around the combustor. A traversing 
mechanism was assembled to allow moving the microphone both axially and angularly relative to the 
fixed combustor. The arrangement provided a resolution of 0.01 inch in vertical and 1° angular direction. 
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Figure 3. Spectra of differential SPL measured at different 
locations along the vertical axis (z). 
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As mentioned previously, the acoustic waves generated from the combustor lie mainly in the 
frequency range of 200 Hz to 1 kHz. Low frequencies are associated with the combustion roar (200–1000 
Hz) while the higher frequencies are associated with some modes of acoustic coupling, including the 
standing waves in the flow ducts. To determine how the combustion-generated acoustic waves are related 
variation in vertical location of the microphone, we initially focused on the near-field acoustic signatures 
downstream from the combustor exit. The vertical location of the microphone was therefore limited to 
within 1 inch (i.e., z <1 inch) from the burner exit. The radial distance of the microphone from the 
combustor outside walls was fixed at 1inch (i.e., x=1inch). The sound pressure levels were recorded 
starting from vertical position of z=0 to the combustor downstream location in increment of 0.025 inch. 
Baseline sound pressure levels associated with air flow and background noise from exhaust fan operation 
and other sources were also recorded.  

 
Differential sound pressure 

levels (SPLs) were determined by 
subtracting the baseline sound level 
from the total sound pressure level when 
the combustor was ignited. Since 
combustion noise is the initial focus 
here, we only show the sound spectra 
over the frequency range of 100 Hz to 1 
kHz. Some representative spectra of 
differential SPL are shown in Figure 3. 
This figure show a variation of over 10 
dB SPL at around 600 Hz with the 
microphone located at z=0 and z=0.8 
inch. In Figure 4, the differential SPLs 
spectra are plotted as a function of the 
sensor vertical positions at different 
frequencies. Large variations in SPL can 
be observed as vertical location of the 
microphone is changed from z=0 to 
z=0.9 inch. In addition, as the 
microphone height is increased, the SPL 
does not increase or decrease 
consistently. Instead, the SPL fluctuates 
and the peaks and valleys occur at some 
fixed positions (e.g., z=0.575 inch, 
z=0.6125inch, and z=0.85inch), even at 
different frequencies.  

 
The circumferential variation of 

the acoustic signatures from the 
microphone from 0° to 90° (i.e., angular 
variation, θ) with respect to the fixed 
combustor were also examined in 10° 
intervals. The results are shown in 
Figure 2. The microphone was placed 
parallel to the combustor wall and was 
fixed at the vertical location of 
z=0.85inch. The combustor was set up on a rotational stage to allow position the microphone at any 
desired angular position. Noticeable differences in the SPL spectra were observed with change in the 
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Figure 4. Differential SPL variation versus vertical locations 
at different frequencies.   
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Figure 5. Differential SPL measured at different angular locations 
(for vertical position z = 0.85 inches).  



relative angular position between the combustor and the microphone. The results clearly showed that the 
flame exhibited angular variations for the acoustic signatures. The maximum relative SPL variation 
observed over the 90° angular range was about 8 dB. The differential SPLs with respect to angular 
positions at different frequencies are illustrated in Figure 5. The SPL variation with respect to angular 
positions can be seen to be less as compared to the data obtained from changing vertical locations (see 
Figure 4). This demonstrates that obtaining detailed information for understanding acoustic signatures 
generated from a combustion process requires incorporating multiple sensors that should be placed both 
axially along the combustor and circumferentially around the combustor with a defined degree of 
compactness. The extent of sensor compactness can be determined from the resolution details required to 
provide the necessary details and accuracy. Of course, a multi-sensor arrangement would be complex, 
perhaps costly, and may even pose challenges in data processing because simple mean value from the 
sensor network array will be erroneous. The detailed information from multiple sensors will allow one to 
visualize the complex combustor performance in real time. 

 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
In this paper, sensor response obtained from a single sensor (microphone) placed at different 

locations around the combustor is presented. The results have shown that combustors posses significant 
spatial and temporal variation. A single sensor is inadequate to provide detailed information from the 
combustor, particularly when there are large-scale temporal and spatial variations. The peak signal is 
located downstream from the combustor and was found to depend on geometry and operational 
parameters. The results clearly identify the need for a multi-sensor network placed around the combustor 
for seeking detailed information that can allow better control, improved efficiency and smart and superior 
performance. The previous practices with one or two sensors from a combustor provide little to none or 
sometimes even misleading information on the ongoing combustion process in a system. In our future 
work, a practical sensor network framework for advanced combustion systems will be developed, which 
is aimed at providing a detailed database for further code developments and model validation in addition 
to promoting better decision making and intelligent smarter combustor development.  
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1 Introduction 

The paper presents the software based supervising plant control system, which provided 

the operator and management with recommendation for optimal plant operational mode 

adjustment and for long time scale plant operation. Further the system provides data and 

inputs for additional manual control and for manual adjustment of the system parameters. 

The purpose of the developed supervising system is to optimise the operation of the power 

plant. In case of boiler the system provides recommendation for the air control and 

distribution for attaining minimal thermal losses, harmonious burning and maintaining the 

emissions at required values. In case of the steam water circuit and attached technological 

equipment the system evaluated temperature and pressure deviations to expected values 

and deviations of real operating points to the projected. It evaluates simultaneously their 

probable caused and impacts on the total plant efficiency. 

Implementation of the system in the Czech fossil plant International Power–Opatovice, 

which resulted in thermal efficiency improvement, is presented.  

2 Technical basis 

Optimization of fossil power plants operation is focussed on the achievement of maximum 

plant efficiency, maintaining the CO and Nox emissions at balance given by allowed limits 

and costs for the emissions exhalation into environment. Simultaneously there is required 

to maximize time between necessary boiler or the whole plant shut down (for example 

because of the boiler pollution, etc.) and to minimize impact of the plant operation on 

technological equipments life time. In case of plants operating with more units (boiler, 

turbine) the attention is focussed to achievement of the whole plant optimal operation by 

controlled mass and energy transfer between individual units. 



 

The possible way how to achieve these objectives is applying of supervising systems for 

continuous checking of the plant equipment operational state with respect to total plant 

economy. Further possibility is to utilize reserves given by real technological equipment 

state and evaluated achievable state. 

These supervising systems are built to minimize or eliminate impacts which negatively 

influence economic parameters of the operation, intervals between necessary plant shut 

down and technological equipments life time. At operated power plants there are following 

important parameters which have impact on plant economy: 

- mean heat load of the burning chamber and its parts 

- mean value of the air surplus 

- mode of the outflow streams from burners 

- inequilibrium of the heat load in the burning chamber and of the air surplus in the 

burning chamber 

- temperature of burning air 

 

Their impact on the boiler operation can be checked and controlled by adjusting of optimal 

boiler operational modes, or operational states respectively. 

Such a supervising system (with performance described above) is under development in 

company I&C Energo, Prague. The development is running in collaboration with the Czech 

Technical University Prague. The first phase of the development has been finished. The 

result of the work is the software based supervising system DECISON SUITE cooperating 

with the plant control system. The system was developed under financial support of the 

Czech Ministry for Industry and Trade and the ZAT plc Company (Czech company 

producing industrial control systems applied in the Czech energy system as well) and with 

the fossil power plant International Power Opatovice, a.s, where the system was tuned and 

tested. 

Position of the system DECISON SUITE at the plant is to be a sophisticated 

superstructure of the plant control system. The system DECISION SUITE communicates 

with the plant control system in both directions and provides the plant management with 

information for optimal operational mode adjustment and recommendation for long time 

scale plant operation. Further the system provides data and inputs for additional manual 

control by the operational staff and for manual adjustment of the system parameters. 

3 Measured data validation 

The system DECISION SUITE includes a subsystem for validation of data which are used 

in the evaluation of the plant operation and economy for development and determination of 

control measures and actions used by the operational staff and by the management. 



 

For the plant optimization the trustworthy data which are mutual consistent must be used. 

This is necessary from the following reasons: 

- Real inaccuracy of the measured value (including failures of transmission of the 

physical value to the electrical one, transmission of electrical values and its 

transfer, transmission to the visualized value) is obviously not known. Testing of 

accuracy by the plant operator is mostly limited to testing of signal transmission 

lines 

- Mass and energy balance of the technological equipments and pipes junctions at 

measured data validation is mostly not by the plant operators applied 

- There are no additional data calculations from validated data which could enable 

the plant optimization at mutual energy and mass transfer between individual 

boilers, turbines, feed water tanks and units and reheaters  

 

For data validation the data reconciliation method is used. The base principle of the 

method is: 

- Reconciled data fulfil equations describing laws of mass balance, energy balance 

and momentum balance conservation 

- Sum of data corrections at their validation is minimal.  

 

The following advantages of the data reconciliation method result from this principle: 

- The reconciled data are consistent with nature laws. There are more trustable for 

the user and their application remove problems when the data have disproportion  

- The reconciled data are in the statistical sense more accurate comparing with 

measured data. Improvement of the measurement accuracy by the data 

reconciliation can be quantified by decisive deviations, which are always lower then 

the decisive deviation of measured values.  

- The additional calculation of not measured values in case when the redundant 

measurements are applicable. .  

 

Fig.1 gives an example of the data validation by using the reconciliation method. The 

method was applied to the power plant with six boilers and with six turbines. The original 

measured data and the reconciled data are visualized for each flow in a screen which is 

split into two sub windows. In the upper part is given the original measured data and in the 

lower part the validated data. The less accuracy is in case of the steam flow measurement 

from boilers, in case of the flow measurement from the boiler K3 original measurement has 

a mistake about seven percent. 



 

According to experience from the reconciliation method application the accuracy of the 

water and steam flow measurement in direct flow to the boiler from condenser by using the 

reconciliation method can be increased by 30 – 35 %.  
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Fig. 1.Measured and validated data by the reconcilation method 

4 Basic function of the DECISION SUITE system 

As for the thermo hydraulic performance of the plant of the DECISION SYSTÉM provides 

for the user: 

- Analysis of the heat flow from condenser to boiler and back to turbine, monitoring 

and evaluation and analysis of the whole plant behaviour considering heat and 

mass transmission between individual boilers, turbines, feed water tanks and 

reheaters 

- Analysis of the whole plant system for the determination of efficiency, power of the 

boiler and turbine. 

- Analysis of the operational condition impact on achievement of the required results 

- Diagnosis of losses and heat transfer degradation 

- Check of the plant operation, recommendation of manual control actions to 

improvement of the boiler and turbine performance, plant production and availability 

 



 

The structure of the DECISION SYSTEM is modular. This enables to build structure of the 

system relevant to specific design of the real power plant and to its real technical state. 

 

The system consists of the following modules: 

- Module of the combustion optimization 

The module performs continual evaluation of the combustion conditions and air 

distribution and recommendation of such manual control actions which lead to the 

combustion efficiency increase and decrease of the chimney losses especially 

- Module of optimization of the flue gas emissions 

Provides continual emissions evaluation and relevant combustion conditions and 

provides support to maintain the emission on required level 

- Module of the turbine performance optimization 

Performs continual evaluation of the turbine and low and high pressure 

regeneration and provides data about deviations from reference value  

- Module of the condenser cooling system optimization 

Evaluates condenser cooling system function, home consumption and recommends 

optimal mode of the cooling system operation 

- Module of the plant optimization at stationary operational conditions 

Module performs evaluation of the all plant operation at stationary conditions with 

respect to impact of individual control actions on the boiler and turbine as well 

- Module of the plant surveillance and optimization at operation at the primary and 

secondary frequency control 

The module provides check of functions which are required for plant system 

operation when the plant is introduced into primary and secondary frequency control 

- Central module 

This module organizes transfer of data between DECISION SYSTÉM and plant 

control system, data processing, testing and tuning of the system. The 

communication is in both direction – from the system to the control system and 

conversely. Further the system provides monitoring of outputs and recommendation 

for operational start 

 

An example of the plant performance evaluation and recommendation monitoring by the 

DECISION SUITE system is given on Fig 2. The screen is related to the boiler combustion 

and has in the central part three windows. In the first window there are visualized data for 

control of the air surplus, in the second part data related to the false air entering into boiler. 

And finally in the third part there are data related to the combustion balance in boiler and 

to the recommendation for the operator how to improve this balance if the real state is 

evaluated as not optimal. 



 

 
Fig 2 System output visualisation – combustion control 

5 Some results of the testing phase of the DECISION SUITE system 

The system was after development stage installed in the power plant, which operates six 

mutually interconnected boilers and six turbines with power of 60 MW for each. 

 

At the DECISION SUITE system testing phase the mean level of the oxigen concentration 

at the output fro boiler was decreased by 1%. The flue gases output temperature from the 

boiler was decreased by 5°C. This influenced the ch imney loss decrease by 0.8 -1 % 

approximately. In the same range the CO2 emission was decreased. The CO and NOx  

emissions are maintained by the system at by the environmental conditions required 

levels.    

As an example Fig 3 presents results of tests in individual phases of the system 

development process. In the upper part of the figure there is displayed the chimney loss 

and the lower part the appropriate power and temperature of the air at output of the boiler. 

By the red colour there is displayed data from normal plant operation, by the blue colour 

data from tests. The data before 23.4.2004 are from the time before start of the DECISION 



 

SUITE system development. The DECISION SUITE system tests have been started after 

9.11.2004 and were finished on the 28. 5.2005. There are interesting displayed red data 

round 17.2.2005 because they were achieved by the staff by manual control by applying 

general knowledge of the DECESION SUITE functional algorithm. The results are worse 

comparing with the data achieved by using support of the developed system and 

demonstrate that the results are better when the boiler control is performed according to 

correctly proposed control actions. 

As for the turbine and the feed water regeneration system the system DECISION SUITE 

provides data about deviations of real measured or calculated data with reference data. 

The contribution of the DECISION SUITE system to the power unit (60 MW electrical 

output power) economy enhancement can be summarized as follows: 

- optimization of the condensers cooling can increase the thermal efficiency by 0.5% 

approximately (measured power increase 1 MW) 

- monitoring of decreased condenser vacuum impact on the power losses and 

specification of cause ( loss at tests 1,4 MW) 

- monitoring of real values of the heat transfer coefficients and condenser cooling 

water mass flow 

- monitoring of the condenser and cooling tower degradation and its tendency in time 

Operation of important feeding pumps from economy aspects is evaluated and monitored 

in the DECISION SUITE system as well.  As an experience from the first system 

application could be said that the real pumps working points are shifted to the less 

efficiency. It result in  the power consumption of the pump by several tens kW. 



 

 

Fig 3 Chimney loss decrease at system testing 

6 Conclusion 

Application of the supervising system cooperating with the plant control system represents 

a trend, which is followed by most of the main world producer of the power plant control 

systems. The important aspect is, that the price of the supervising system must not be 

high and the investment costs should be minimally compensated in relatively short time by 

the decrease of operational costs and/or increase of production. At our conditions there is 

usually for the due time of payment the requirement to be in rank of one or two years. 

Within the DECISION SUITE system the used models are relatively simple and the system 

could be adjusted to the real plant conditions relatively simply and therefore the system 

can fulfil this commercial requirement. Higher effect can be expected at bigger power 

plants, on the other hand the older and smaller power plants have bigger reserves. Not 

negligible there is also positive psychological effect of implementation such a supervising 

system on attention and work of the operational staff at the power plant control. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling has been leveraged as a primary tool in the 
design and evaluation of boiler retrofits, combustion optimization, and NOx reduction in power 
plant Coal Combustion Improvement through SmartBurn®. This paper reviews the applications 
of SmartBurn® CFD modeling (including 3-D ash behavior modeling) in combustion 
improvement projects, such as evaluating the performance of the boiler and its components, 
identifying root causes of problems, developing conceptual designs for new control technology 
or retrofits, and guiding boiler operations or tests on tangentially-fired, cyclone-fired, and wall-
fired boilers for the utility industry. As a successful combustion improvement technology, 
SmartBurn® has provided the power generation industry with a cost-effective alternative for 
reducing NOx emissions and improving performance.  It has achieved NOx levels below 0.11 
lb/MMBtu for tangentially-fired units, 0.125 lb/MMBtu for a wall-fired unit, and 0.17 lb/MMBtu 
for cyclone-fired units without chemical injections. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Coal combustion inside of the boiler is one of the most complex processes in the traditional 
technology area. It involves fluid dynamics, multi-phase flow, heat and mass transfer, chemical 
reactions, and particle behaviors. Among all of these phenomena, turbulence, radiation, reaction 
kinetics, and particle behaviors are the most challenging. What makes the process even more 
complex is that all these phenomena combine together in the boiler combustion process. 
 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is one of the best approaches to solving this kind of 
complex problem. It couples all the phenomena together using a set of partial differential 
equations to approximate toward a converged numerical solution. With the numerical solution 
one can visualize how “the good” and “the bad” happen together inside the boiler and work out a 
way to enhance “the good” and alleviate “the bad.”  
 
The utilization of CFD modeling plays a key role in SmartBurn® achievements in improving 
combustion for coal-fired boilers. SmartBurn® uses Fluent commercial software, coupled with 
SmartBurn®’s unique modeling strategies and methodologies. The unique feature of SmartBurn® 
CFD modeling is that we have developed several key proprietary sub-models, such as a NOx 
formation and reduction model for different combustion conditions, a corrosion model, an 
erosion model, a mercury capture model, a coal-particle fragmentation model, and an ash 
behavior model. The ash behavior model, AshProSM, allows us to predict and visualize ash 



   

slagging and fouling inside of the boiler. We have established our own procedures to prepare 
inputs for modeling and to set up the model. Model boundary conditions have been extensively 
validated using on-line boiler instrumentation data. 
 
This paper uses three sets of examples to review the significant role that CFD modeling has been 
playing in SmartBurn® Coal Combustion Improvement. In regard to NOx reduction, we have 
achieved NOx levels below 0.105 lb/MMBtu for tangentially-fired units, 0.125 lb/MMBtu for a 
wall-fired unit, and 0.2 lb/MMBtu for cyclone-fired units without chemical injections. 
 
 
CFD APPLICATIONS IN SmartBurn® COMBUSTION IMPROVEMENT 
 
SmartBurn® has applied CFD modeling to assess the performance of a boiler and its components, 
troubleshoot problem areas and identify root causes, develop conceptual designs for emission 
controls and boiler retrofits, evaluate proposed design and operational changes, and then identify 
the potential impacts as well as guide boiler testing and operations. Three sets of applications are 
discussed in this section. 
 
CFD Applications for SmartBurn® OFA Design 
 
The Alliant Energy Columbia Generating Station has two sister 512 MW tangentially-fired units. 
Unit 1 was retrofitted for NOx reduction in 2002 with an OEM over-fire air (OFA). SmartBurn®, 
using its CFD modeling process, designed a new OFA for unit 2 which was installed in 2005. 
The new OFA design goes beyond NOx reduction to address the low superheater (SH) steam 
temperature and nose erosion problems of unit 2. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the 
temperature profiles and flue gas path lines of the two OFA systems. From the temperature 
profile, one can see that the heat transfer in the SH division panel region was enhanced for unit 2. 
From the path line profile one can see that the high density of the path line shown in unit 1 has 
been diminished in the unit 2 OFA design. 
 

 
 
     OEM OFA      SmartBurn® OFA 
 
Figure 1. Comparison of Temperature Profile and Flue Gas Path Line of The Two OFA Systems 



   

 
As the result of the new OFA design, unit 2 NOx has reached a level below 0.11 lb/MMBtu, 
while unit 1 is in the level of 0.14 (see Figure 2). In addition to the NOx reduction after the OFA 
installation, operators have felt that unit 2 has been easier than unit 1 to operate and control. The 
SH temperature has reached its design value in unit 2 and only occasionally needs slight spray to 
control the SH temperature. Inspection of unit 2 during an outage has not found any apparent 
erosion on the upper slope of the nose as is often seen in unit 1. It is common for unit derating to 
occur in many units after OFA installation. However, Columbia Unit 2 has regularly been 
operating at 540 MW after OFA installation while it regularly operated around 525 MW before 
the OFA installation. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of  2006 Monthly Average NOx Emissions for Columbia Units 1 & 2 
 
Edgewater Generating Station Unit 5 is a 380 MW opposed-firing wall-fired unit that was 
equipped with 30 DRB burners supplied by 5 mills. Prior to the installation of the OFA system, 
NOx emissions were approximately 0.25 lb/MMBtu at a 420 MW load. RMT’s primary design 
objective was to lower NOx emissions to 0.150 lb/MMBtu on a sustainable basis while 
maintaining or improving previous boiler operations.  
 
One stringent requirement for this project was that the CO emission increase had to be less than 
100 t/y after OFA installation. As the baseline CO emission was very low, this translates to about 
55 ppm CO emission for day-to-day operations after OFA installation. It is generally well-known 
that NOx reduction conflicts with CO reduction, and that relationship posed the biggest 
challenge to the project. We did extensive CFD modeling to optimize the OFA configuration to 
find the sweet spots where both CO and NOx could simultaneously be reduced. 
 



   

Figure 3 shows the NOx and CO concentration comparison between the baseline case and the 
designed OFA case. NOx was reduced due to the staged combustion. The predicted NOx for the 
designed OFA case was about 0.122 lb/MMBtu at 400 MW. CO increased significantly in the 
burner region and then was well-oxidized in the upper furnace when mixing with OFA. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of  NOx and CO for SmartBurn® OFA Design Versus Baseline 
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Figure 4. Comparison of  NOx Emissions Before and After OFA Installation 



   

 
Figure 4 shows the latest NOx emission results as of March 2007. The NOx has reached a level 
below 0.125 lb/MMBtu at and below the full load capacity of 380 MW. CO emission has been 
well-maintained at a level below 55 ppm at all the load ranges. As can be seen from Figure 4, the 
NOx is still at a level below 0.14 even at a load capacity of 425 MW (which is 10% higher than 
the design load capacity).  
 
CFD Assists Plant Operation and Troubleshooting 
 
Cyclone units are one of the biggest challenges for NOx reduction. Alliant Energy Edgewater 
Generating Station Unit 4 is a 330 MW cyclone-fired unit. The baseline NOx level at this unit 
was as high as 1.1 lb/MMbtu. Over the past several years, SmartBurn® has put significant efforts 
into this unit including CFD modeling (see Figure 5), testing and turning and physical 
modifications. In all of these activities, CFD has played a key role in helping us to understand 
the flame structure inside of the cyclone as well as the combustion process in the furnace. We 
have successfully switched fuel to 100% PRB coal without a slag tapping issue. We have 
successfully reduced NOx to a level below 0.17 lb/MMBtu. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. NOx Concentration Inside of the Cyclone Barrel 
 
Figure 6 shows the NOx reduction milestones in Edgewater Unit 4. The baseline NOx prior to 
SmartBurn®’s intervention was about 1.1 lb/MMBtu. Installation of an OFA system in 2002 
reduced NOx to a level of 0.45 lb/MMBtu. Further CFD modeling has been carried out to 
understand coal quality impacts as well as damper setting impacts on cyclone and furnace 
operation. These modeling results provided insight into the complex combustion process inside 
of the cyclone. Based on the knowledge gained through CFD modeling, three phases of 
optimization testing have been conducted prior to the ozone season in 2003, 2004, and 2005. 
During this time, NOx has been gradually reduced to the levels of 0.31, 0.22, and 0.17 
lb/MMBtu respectively.  
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Figure 6. Milestones of NOx Reduction at Edgewater Unit 4 from 2002 to 2005 

 
Thus far, we have only discussed the use of CFD modeling in Edgewater Unit 5 OFA design. 
CFD modeling also has been also applied to direct the commissioning testing of a specific unit. It 
is known that there are many adjustable variables in commissioning testing and that the range of 
each individual variable may be wide. CFD modeling was used to determine the most important 
variables in the Edgewater Unit 5 commissioning testing as well as the appropriate ranges of 
those variables in order to reduce NOx. Utilizing the CFD modeling results, we developed 
testing strategies which allowed us to quickly reach a lower NOx level. 
 
Table 1 displays a summary of CFD modeling results for different operational settings. As can be 
seen in Table 1, the NOx levels are much different for the same design with different operating 
conditions. The modeling results were used to give guidance while making OFA and burner 
adjustments during the commissioning testing. Following the modeling results, unit testing has 
gradually seen NOx reduced from 0.15 in January, to 0.14 in February, and then below 0.125 in 
March while still maintaining CO below 50 ppm (see figure 7). CFD modeling results simplified 
the boiler turning process, reduced the time required for the testing and improved the levels of 
NOx reduction. More sustainability testing with different loads are ongoing and the results will 
be reported in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



   

Modeling Case # #1 #8 #11 #14 #15 

CO (ppm) 59 94 72 64 28 

O2 (%) 3.27 3.06 2.99 3.02 3.01 

NOx (lb/MMBtu) 0.25 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.127 

FEGT (°F) 2402 2383 2389 2394 2398 

 
Table 1. Modeling Results for Different Operational Conditions 
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Figure 7. NOx Reduction at Edgewater Unit 5 during Commissioning Testing Jan-March 2007 

 
Figure 8 shows another example of the application of CFD modeling — this time in 
troubleshooting a tube leak at Columbia Unit 1, which is a tangentially-fired unit. Tube leaks on 
the upper slope of the bull nose have happened several times. All of the leaks were in a similar 
location. To identify the root causes, we pulled out our CFD model for this furnace and studied 
the flow pattern around this area. The CFD model showed that there was a high-velocity flue gas 
stream with high ash loading in the tube leak area (see Figure 8). This is a common problem for 
many tangentially-fired units. We have taken this into account when we designed the OFA 
system for Columbia Unit 2. So far, there has no apparent evidence of erosion on the top slope of 
the bull nose in Columbia Unit 2. 
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Figure 8. Bull Nose Tube Leak Caused by Erosion Due to High Flue Gas Velocity 
 
THE CFD AshProSM MODEL 
 
Undesired ash deposits inside of a boiler have been a long-standing issue for the power 
generation industry. Such ash deposits cause reductions in thermal efficiency and unit 
availability and therefore increases in operating and maintenance costs for coal-fired boilers. 
Historically, power plant engineers and operators have had limited tools available to respond to 
changes in coal quality and to minimize ash-related problems. In the past few years, RMT 
SmartBurn® and the University of North Dakota Energy & Environmental Research Center 
(EERC) have developed an ash behavior prediction tool to assess slagging and fouling in coal-
fired boilers called AshProSM. AshProSM modeling has been subsequently integrated into 
SmartBurn® CFD modeling. A unique advantage of AshProSM is that it can be used to evaluate 
the localized slagging and fouling problems that are related to actual operating conditions. 
Therefore, it can be used to identify the major causes of ash deposition and to guide changes in 
boiler operations such as taking corrective action when using various coal feeds. To minimize 
operating cost, AshProSM can also help to maximize unit availability, minimize ash-related 
forced outages, and optimize soot-blowing strategies. 
 
Figure 9 compares a deposit thickness prediction from the AshSlagging sub-module of AshProSM 
on the furnace rear wall to a picture of the actual deposit taken from inside of the boiler. The 
deposit pattern is reasonably consistent, particularly in the near separated over-fire air (SOFA) 
region. Such a consistency indicates that the model is providing the right prediction although the 
model accuracy could be improved even further by fine-tuning the ash behavior models and then 
better integrating the ash behavior models with the CFD model simulation.  
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Figure 9. Comparison of  the Slagging Pattern on a Furnace Rear Wall Between an Actual 
Picture and the CFD Model  

 
The AshProSM model not only proves to be an effective tool in solving the furnace wall slagging 
issue, but it also effectively models slagging on the upper furnace panels and fouling along the 
convection pass. Figure 10 compares an actual plant picture of the superheater (SH) division 
panels to the ash impaction rate on the same panels as predicted utilizing an AshProSM model. 
The deposit pattern predicted on the bottom section of the SH division panels is consistent with 
actual plant picture and provides s a good qualitative verification of the slagging model’s 
accuracy. The consistency between the model and the actual plant picture also helps to explain 
that the deposits on the bottom SH division panels are mainly caused by slagging instead of high-
temperature fouling. 
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Figure 10. Predicted Ash Impaction Rate Versus Slagging on Superheater Division Panel  
 



   

Figures 11 and 12 show the soot-blowing impact on deposit thickness and heat flux on rear and 
right furnace walls after 6 hours of  operation. Soot-blowing effectiveness over a 3-hour cycle is 
worse when compared to a 2-hour cycle, and causes less heat to be transferred to the wall. 
Optimized soot-blowing scenarios can be implemented at the plant to ensure a greater frequency 
of cleaning in the region of higher ash impaction and a lesser frequency of cleaning in the region 
of lower ash impaction. Such a strategy helps the plant to optimize soot-blowing usage in order 
to improve heat transfer to the furnace walls while simultaneously maintaining the same 
operating cost and avoiding waterwall and tube erosion due to over–soot-blowing.  
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Figure 11. Shoot-Blowing Cycle Impact on Deposit Thickness  
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Figure 12. Impact of Soot-Blowing Frequency on Furnace Wall heat Flux (kW/m2) 

 
 



   

SUMMARY 
 
SmartBurn® CFD modeling has become an unique tool for combustion improvement by 
providing a visualization of the combustion process that enhances our understanding of how such 
a process works.  CFD modeling can answer many “what if…?” questions very quickly and leads 
to a better and faster design whereby both time and money are saved. As represented in Table 2, 
SmartBurn® CFD modeling application in NOx reduction projects has achieved an emissions 
level of 0.11lb/MBtu for a T-fired unit, 0.125lb/Mbtu for a wall-fired unit, and 0.17lb/Mbtu for a 
cyclone-fired unit.  
 
 

Achieved NOx 
 Generating 

Station 
Unit # 

(Year Built) 
MCR 
(MW) 

Boiler 
Type 

Coal 
Type 

Start NOx 
lb/MMBtu 

lb/MMBtu mg/Nm3 

(6% O2) 
Columbia 2 (1978) 512 T-fired PRB 0.38 < 0.11 <135 
Edgewater 4 (1969) 330 Cyclone PRB 1.09 < 0.17 <209 
Edgewater 5 (1985) 380 Wall-fired PRB 0.23 < 0.125 <154 
 

Table 2. Summary of SmartBurn® CFD Modeling Application in NOx Reduction Projects 
 
The integration of CFD simulations with ash behavior models enables AshProSM to provide both 
a qualitative and a quantitative description of the fireside slag formation and deposition 
processes within the coal-fired boiler. For both design and operational purposes, AshProSM can 
be used to assess the impact of fuel quality, ash properties, fouling, slagging, etc. in the operation 
of coal-fired boilers.  
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INTRODUCTION

To meet mandated NOx levels, coal plants are using a variety of reduction methods: low NOx

burners, Over Fire Air (OFA), Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR), Advanced Reburn,
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR), etc. In general, low NOx burners and OFA systems are
installed as a first step. Combustion modifications of this sort reduce NOx by decreasing the
amount of air near the primary combustion region, resulting in conditions favorable to fuel
nitrogen being converted to diatomic nitrogen (N2). Unfortunately, these conditions also tend to
increase the amount of unburned carbon in the flyash. In many locations, elimination of flyash
with high carbon content can become a significant economic liability.

European plants, in particular, are interested in maintaining a low Carbon-in-Ash (CIA) level as
this allows them to sell the ash, as opposed to having to pay for removal and disposal. During
the design phase for the low NOx equipment retrofit of a tangentially fired (T-fired) pulverized
coal (PC) boiler in the UK, the client (RJM Corporation) requested Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) be used to verify the CIA guarantees. Previous CIA modeling attempts with
FLUENT (versions 6.1 and earlier) had produced unsatisfactory results. The char burnout model
that had been implemented only allowed one specie (either CO2 or CO) to be evolved from the
char oxidation. If CO only was employed, CIA levels were unrealistically low (~ 0.01% CIA
predicted compared to ~ 6.2% actual) and predicted CO from the furnace was too high. If CO2

was employed as the only product of char oxidation, the predicted CIA levels were too high (~
25% CIA compared to ~6.2% actual) and the predicted CO levels were too low. Clearly a
balance was needed.

Recent experience with coal gasification modeling indicated that the new multi-char reaction
option in FLUENT 6.2 provided better estimates of CIA. This option allows for multi-path and
multi-specie reactions with the char. As a commercial project with tight submission deadlines,
prompt execution time was of the essence. This paper reports on a unique CFD methodology that
was developed using FLUENT 6.2 for accurately predicting trends in flyash carbon. As will be
seen, the model was able to predict CIA with remarkable accuracy.

CIA MODEL

Computational Fluid Dynamic modeling has been utilized for years [1, 2] on utility PC boilers to
understand combustion dynamics and to predict NOx and CO trends. For example, Goldring and

1 Correspondence Author, Alion Science and Technology, Inc. Owasso, OK, USA lberg@alionscience.com
2 RJM Corporation, Ltd.
3 AES Kilroot Power Ltd.
4 Alion Science and Technology, Inc. Owasso, OK, USA jdsmith@alionscience.com



Berg present some of RJM’s previous successful application of CFD to various projects and
applications [3]. The CFD models (continuity, momentum, turbulence, species and reactions,
etc.) that were utilized have been sufficiently documented elsewhere [4] and will not be
addressed in this paper. What is of interest, however, is the approach to coal modeling that was
employed / developed for the current project.

For a T-fired PC coal furnace, experience has shown that the k-ε turbulence model, with either
the RNG or Realizable modification reasonably simulates the turbulent flow inside the furnace.
Even though there is a strong tangential furnace circulation, experience shows that the full RSM
turbulence model is not required. The combustion model includes species conservation and uses
the eddy-dissipation model. A single species is devolved from the coal, and spontaneously
decomposes to form a combination of methane, CO, NO, SO3 and water. The specie split is
calculated to maintain a reasonable mass balance of the C, H, O, N, S and H2O from the
proximate and ultimate analyses.

Boundary conditions (air mass flow rates, temperatures, coal particle size distribution, etc.) are
determined from field measurements and data. The two furnace configurations that were
analyzed will be discussed in greater detail in the next section.

The discrete phase model is used to model particle flow in the furnace. This model is based on a
Lagrangian particle tracking technique, which traces a particle trajectory through the phases of
coal combustion. Figure 1 shows a cartoon that illustrates the steps which occur during general
coal combustion. For the computer code utilized in the present study, these steps are sequential,
and proceeds as follows:

1. Particle begins to heat up - particle achieves the boiling temperature of water, the
temperature does not change until enough heat has been absorbed to boil off all of the
inherent water in the coal particle. Since specie conservation is used, the mass of
water evolved from the coal is transferred to the gas phase.

2. Devolatilization - begins once water has been driven off coal particle. The particle
heats up rapidly due to radiant interaction with the flame. Kobayshi et. al. [5]
discusses volatile yield as a function of the conditions along the particle trajectory. It
is important that a path dependent devolatilization method is employed. The one used
for this study is based on the Kobayashi model which has been modified to allow for
different volatile yields, depending on path conditions.

3. Char Burn-out - begins once devolatilization is complete. The multiple char reaction
model was used. Bartok and Sarofim [6] discuss various competing reactions on page
695 of their book. They provide applicability guidance and list references for specific
rate data. The interested reader is highly encouraged to review this information prior
to attempted implementation. From previous work in coal gasification, the following
reaction set was employed:

C + O2 => CO2 Reaction 1
C + CO2 => 2CO Reaction 2
C + H2O => CO + H2 Reaction 3

Reaction 1 is exothermic, and Reactions 2 & 3 are endothermic.



4. Leaving Domain - freezes unburned carbon in particle. In addition to leaving the
domain, the Lagrangian tracking methodology require a maximum residence time. If
the particle trajectory time exceeds this maximum time, the particle is “dropped out”
of the calculation. A good practice is to have a residence time long enough so that
any carbon “dropped out” in this manner is at least one order of magnitude less than
the total carbon leaving the furnace exit.

MODELING OF EXISTING FURNACE OPERATIONS

Figure 2 shows a wireframe of the furnace geometry with coal injection points identified. The
furnace has four injection levels; A through D with D being the lowest injection level. Firing
coal the furnace has a nominal capacity of 220 MW gross power production. The furnace is
typically operated with three of the four levels in service, with the fourth level kept in reserve.
This allows the plant to maintain a high level of on-line availability. A previous modification to
the furnace included installation of offset secondary air buckets and Separated Over-Fire Air
(SOFA) ports. The geometry of the furnace, existing SOFA ports, and burner corners were
developed from drawings supplied by the client.

As the plant performance is critical, AES-Kilroot Power Limited performed as series of baseline
tests to help establish the existing performance of the plant. The furnace operates on both coal
and oil, so baseline testing of various configurations for each fuel type was accomplished over
about a 5-day period. Of specific interest to this work were two 220 MW configurations firing
pulverized coal through: 1) A-C level burners, and 2) B-D levels burners. During each test,
continuous measurements of nearly two hundred set points collected process information over
approximately a four hour period.

The information gathered during the baseline testing was used to set the flow conditions
(velocity and temperature) for each air or fuel injection location. Modest adjustments were
accomplished to ensure excess O2 matched measured values. After the CFD model had
converged, comparison of furnace exit values to measured data was accomplished to ensure that
the CFD model reasonably reproduced field data. Table 1 compares the CFD model to actual
data for CO, NOx and Furnace Exit Temperature (FEGT) for upper mills (A-C) in service with
excess O2 of 4.3%.

Table 1 - Comparison of Data to CFD – Upper Mills Operation

Data CFD
CO 11 ppm 2200 ppm
NOx 641 mg/Nm3 *

649 mg/Nm3 *

FEGT 0C 1120 0C 1158 0C
Carbon in Ash (CIA) 6.2% 22%

* To convert mg/Nm3 to lbs/MMBtu, multiply by 6.655E-04

Iso-surfaces of the predicted CO, NOx, and furnace temperatures are provided as Figures 3
through 5. Since the CO was measured after the economizer, continued CO oxidation is
expected in the post furnace region (i.e., economizer, etc.). While it was not possible to directly
compare the CO numbers, the predicted values were typical of coal furnaces. NOx and FEGT
match reasonably well. As discussed earlier in the paper – the CIA prediction was so far off in



the initial CFD modeling that predicted trends were not expected to be meaningful. Thus, what
was needed was a more accurate CIA model.

Using RJM’s combustion expertise and building upon experience gained from recent work
modeling coal gasification, the three char reaction model discussed earlier was applied to the
current CFD simulation. Starting reaction rate parameters were taken from literature sources
outlined by Bartok and Sarofim [6]. Not all coals are identical, so it was anticipated that rational
adjustments to the kinetic parameters would be required to match the data. Since each rate
parameter adjustment required a complete re-convergence of the CFD solution – and since the
expected affect of the kinetic rate parameters have been shown to be nonlinear on CIA [7], it was
not possible to completely match the predicted data. However, after just a few variations, a
prediction of 6.48% CIA (compared to measured ~6.2% CIA) was accomplished.

This comparison is not particularly remarkable as it was accomplished by adjusting kinetic
parameters to achieve a good comparison. The second baseline test more critically tested the
models ability to match observed CIA for a completely different operational scenario. Using the
same methodology, a baseline CFD model of running the lower mills was executed. Results are
presented in Table 2 (excess O2 of 3.7%):

Table 2 - Comparison of Data to CFD – Lower Mills Operation

Data CFD
CO (ppm) 13 1770

NOx (mg/Nm3)
* 554 560

FEGT (0C) 1246 1185
Carbon in Ash (CIA) 4.4% 5.98%

* To convert mg/Nm3 to lbs/MMBtu, multiply by 6.655E-04

Again, the NOx and FEGT predictions are reasonable while the CO is high but anticipated given
the relative location of the predictions. In this case, using the adjusted 3 char reaction
mechanism accurately predicted the trend (CIA went down for this operating scenario). This
was especially encouraging, as the excess O2 was reduced from 4.3% to 3.7%.

In addition to the furnace exit predictions, the new CIA model also has the full range of
diagnostic tools possible in a comprehensive CFD code. The following were particularly useful
during the equipment design phase:

Identification of CIA sources

In addition to better accuracy, the new model allows for identification of carbon sources from
individual injection locations. Table 3 shows the predicted Upper Mills Baseline CIA, broken
down by coal injection point. In this case, the first letter is for the mill (a, b, c, or d mill) and the
number is for the particular furnace corner where the coal was injected. Using this
nomenclature, injection “c1” means Corner 1, C-mill injection.5 Interestingly, 52% of the
predicted baseline Upper Mills CIA comes from the lowest level – “C” mill.

5 Absolute location of each corner with respect to furnace nose and ash pit geometry can not be included due to the
proprietary nature of the solution developed for the client.



Identification of “C” concentrations

Visual diagnostics are also available to supplement the quantitative information. Figure 6 gives
an example of this type of diagnostic. It shows coal particle trajectories colored by carbon
concentration. The B4 injection shown starts off with maximum carbon concentration (red), and
as carbon is oxidized, the path color becomes bluer, with dark blue representing nearly 0%
carbon. This diagnostic not only shows where coal is going in the furnace, but where it is being
oxidized.

Table 3 - Upper Mills Baseline CIA by Coal Injection

c4 0.03877 18.5%
b4 0.017 8.1%
c3 0.02169 10.3%
b3 0.00411 2.0%
c2 0.0344 16.4%
b2 0.0185 8.8%
c1 0.0142 6.8%
b1 0.00587 2.8%
a4 0.0296 14.1%
a3 0.00649 3.1%
a2 0.014 6.7%
a1 0.00514 2.5%

Particle / SOFA Interaction

Using a 10% iso-surface of oxygen, Figure 7 combines the iso-surface with coal path lines
colored by carbon concentration. This unique view shows how coal particles interact with
surrounding air being supplied though either the offset or SOFA ports.

LOW NOX BURNERS AND CIA MINIMIZATION

After completion of baseline modeling, the proposed low NOx burners and modifications to the
OFA system were modeled. Comparison to the baseline model is shown in Table 4.

Table 4 - Comparison of Baseline to Upgrade (CFD) – Upper Mills Operation

Baseline Upgrade
CO (ppm) 2200 4700
Excess O2 4.3% 4.3%

NOx (mg/Nm3)* 649 430

Carbon in Ash (CIA) 6.45% 14.70%
* To convert mg/Nm3 to lbs/MMBtu, multiply by 6.655E-04

As expected, lower NOx leads to higher CO and CIA. The roughly 33% NOx reduction predicted
was sufficient to provide confidence in RJM’s solution’s ability to meet the NOx guarantees. The
higher CO number was not as much of a concern. This was due to previous baseline furnace
modeling results which indicated sufficient residence time to accomplish CO oxidation.
However, the predicted increase in CIA number was troubling since it was critical that the CIA
not increase above the value for the existing operation. The following shows some of the
diagnostic power of the new modeling tool.



Three methods were employed to reduce CIA and maintain the same NOx reduction:

1. Upgrade rotary classifiers and reduce overall particle size,
2. djust angle and damper positions of SOFA ports to capture high amounts of CIA, and
3. Identify high CIA injections, and selectively add secondary air.

Option 1 was simple to incorporate into the model by changing particle size distribution in the
model input file. This was accomplished and the predicted CIA value decreased to about 10%.
This was encouraging, but still not sufficient.

The SOFA ports were installed as part of a previous modification and were installed fairly close
(in vertical direction) to the furnace exit. As a result, when the furnace was operated on the
upper mills the residence time for carbon burnout could become an issue – especially with the
lower furnace air level being lowered to obtain a compliant NOx performance. Figure 8
compares the carbon burnout for the base case and the upgrade. Clearly the SOFA ports need to
be optimized.

Figure 9 exemplifies how the SOFA ports were optimized. It shows a series of three injections
that analysis had shown were significant contributors to the CIA problem. As seen, they merge
together, in the back – left corner. Changing the angle of SOFA air injection on the back right
(top) port, virtually eliminated the CIA. This was a significant finding – since the existing SOFA
ports were fixed angle. The client, as part of the upgrade, now knew that SOFA ports with yaw
angle control was required. Figure 10 shows the virtual elimination of CIA with upper mill
operation. In this case a remaining SOFA port was angled into the center of the furnace to
interact with the high concentration of CIA in center furnace. The final predicted CIA is 4.65% -
nearly 28% less than the original base line prediction.

Lower mill operation presented a different set of problems. As a practical matter, SOFA yaw
angles could not be varied, so the angles that were set for upper mill operation had to be used for
lower mill operation as well. This prevented using the SOFA angle optimization just outlined.
When the upper mill SOFA settings were used, the CFD prediction for lower mill CIA was
7.5%. A good starting point, but still too high. Table 5 shows the CIA levels for lower mill
operation using the optimized SOFA angles from the upper mill study.

Table 5 - Upgrade CIA by Injection Source (Lower Mill Operation)
Injection Mass Flow % of CIA
d4 0.0672 26.6%
d3 0.0272 10.8%
d2 0.0575 22.8%
d1 0.0226 8.9%
c4 0.0083 3.3%
c3 0.00766 3.0%
c2 0.0131 5.2%
c1 0.0323 12.8%
b4 0.00025 0.1%
b3 0.0055 2.2%
b2 0.0048 1.9%

b1 0.00616 2.4%



Unexpectedly, almost 70% of the CIA came from the lowest injection level (D mill) in this
operating scenario. When this row of nozzles were modified to a more optimum angle of
injection, the CFD model predicted a CIA of 3.45% - with most of the reduction from the
predicted “D” mill injections.

SUMMARY

Table 6 shows the final CFD predictions for the upgrade.

Table 6 - Comparison of Baseline to Upgrade (CFD) – Upper Mills Operation

Upper Mill Upgrade (CFD) Lower Mill Upgrade (CFD)
CO 2400 ppm 2600 ppm

Excess O2 4.56% 4.3%
NOx 430 mg/Nm3 *

416 mg/Nm3 *

Carbon in Ash (CIA) 4.65% 3.45%
* To convert mg/Nm3 to lbs/MMBtu, multiply by 6.655E-04

Often, these types of adjustments are made at start-up by experienced personnel – which can be
time consuming, labor intensive and costly. In this case, CFD analysis identified additional
equipment modification (yaw angles to the SOFA ports, and modification to the D mill injectors
/ secondary air) and valuable operational settings prior to installation.
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Figure 3
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Figure 8
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ABSTRACT 
 
Emerging fossil energy power generation systems must operate with unprecedented efficiency and near-zero emissions, while 
optimizing profitably amid cost fluctuations for raw materials, finished products, and energy.  To help address these 
challenges, the fossil energy industry will have to rely increasingly on the use advanced computational tools for modeling 
and simulating complex process systems.  In this paper, we present the computational research challenges and opportunities 
for the optimization of fossil energy power generation systems across the plant lifecycle from process synthesis and design to 
plant operations.  We also look beyond the plant gates to discuss research challenges and opportunities for enterprise-wide 
optimization, including planning, scheduling, and supply chain technologies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The process and energy industries manage some of the most sophisticated, high-integrated, and expensive plants in the world, 
spending hundreds of billions of dollars annually in plant design, operation, and optimization.  The fossil energy (FE) sector 
also faces the grand challenge of designing next-generation plants, including integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) 
power plants and poly-generation facilities, such as the zero-emission, coal-fired, gasification-based power and hydrogen 
production plant in the $1 billion, 10-year U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) FutureGen R&D Initiative (DOE, 2004).  The 
275-megawatt FutureGen plant will employ advanced coal gasification technology integrated with combined cycle electricity 
generation, hydrogen production, and capture and sequestration of carbon dioxide (CO2).  It will be the cleanest fossil fuel-
fired power plant in the world, capturing and sequestering at least 90% of the CO2 with potential for 100% sequestration.   
 
To accelerate the development of next-generation power plants, the FE industry relies heavily on the use of computational 
process modeling and simulation across the plant lifecycle.  Coupling this existing technology with high-fidelity modeling, 
advanced analysis, optimization, and high-performance computing will not only speed up technology development by 
reducing pilot/demo-scale facility design time and operating campaigns, but also lower the cost and technical risk in realizing 
high efficiency, near-zero emission power plants. 
   
PROCESS SYNTHESIS 
 
In the synthesis phase of the FE plant lifecycle, computational tools are used to systematically generate, from among a set of 
alternatives or superstructure (Figure 1), a sub-system network (e.g., reactor, separation, heat, water) or an overall plant 
flowsheet so as to meet certain objectives, for example, to maximize business potential.  Once the conceptual design of a 
plant has been determined, a process simulator can be used for more comprehensive design work.  Thus, process synthesis 
tools help ensure that the simulations in the process design phase of the plant lifecycle are performed on the best possible 
flowsheet.  Recent efforts to integrate process synthesis and simulation tools have for the most part focused on enabling 
engineers to synthesize heat exchanger and distillation networks within a process simulator.   
 
In the power and energy industries, the synthesis tools that see the most use are heat exchanger network design and pinch 
analysis.  For the conceptual design of FE plants, synthesis technology will be important for generating candidate plant 
configurations from various technology modules.  Synthesis tools will also be required to develop tightly integrated heat and 
water recovery networks. 



Many recent approaches to process synthesis are based on 
rigorous mathematical programming algorithms, thereby 
avoiding the use of hierarchical decomposition and 
heuristics.  These algorithmic approaches require 
considerable computational resources when used for plant-
wide process synthesis.   
 
Mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) is the 
optimization technique of choice for systematically 
generating process/heat/water networks from a set of 
candidate technology options so as to meet certain 
objectives (e.g., Bruno et al., 1998).  MINLP involves the 
optimization of an objective function (e.g., cost) with 
respect to nonlinear equality constraints (e.g., mass and heat 
balances) and inequality constraints (e.g., specifications) 
and includes both continuous variables (e.g., state variables) and integer decision variables (e.g., equipment assignment).  
Common MINLP methods include branch and bound techniques which solve nonlinear programs (NLPs) at each node, outer-
approximation (OA) methods, Generalized Benders Decomposition (GBD), and more recent logic-based methods 
(Grossmann and Biegler, 2004).   
 
A key research challenge in process synthesis is to develop computationally reliable and efficient MINLP methods and 
solvers to optimize the large process flowsheet superstructures arising from the synthesis of complex FE power generation 
systems with integrated heat and water management networks.  Continued advances in rigorous algorithmic approaches to 
process synthesis will enable FE process design engineers to consider more process alternatives in a shorter time.  Parallel 
computing also provides opportunity to reduce greatly the solution times for these combinatorial problems. 
 
PROCESS DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION 
 
In the process design phase of the plant lifecycle, process simulators are the computational technology workhorses.  These 
tools typically consist of unit operation models, thermodynamic calculation models, reaction models, and physical property 
databanks.  The unit operation models are typically lumped-parameter models that perform mass and energy balances.  A 2D 
graphical layout of the process flowsheet is created by dragging and dropping icons from the unit operations model library 
and connecting them with process streams.  Large flowsheets that contain hundreds of unit operations and streams, as well as 
a large number of chemical species, may involve solving tens of thousands of equations.  The user interface generally 
provides plotting capabilities for viewing simulation results.  Engineers use process simulators to quickly predict the steady-
state and dynamic behavior of entire plants, as well as to perform equipment costing and sizing calculations. 
 
Steady-State Design and Optimization 
 
Process analysis, design, and optimization for continuous processes are typically done using steady-state process simulators.  
Most steady-state simulators use the sequential-modular (SM) approach, in which the process flowsheet consists of unit 
operation models, all recycle streams are torn, each unit operation is solved separately, the flowsheet is worked through 
sequentially, and iterative solution is continued until the entire flowsheet is converged.  
 
Another way to solve a steady-state process model is to use the equation-oriented (EO) approach, where all of the process 
equations are solved simultaneously.  The EO approach offers speed and flexibility for steady-state calculations, especially 
when dealing with highly interconnected flowsheets with many recycle streams and design specifications.  It also is an 
excellent approach for performing process optimization and dynamic simulations, as discussed below.  These potential 
benefits are generally recognized today, and there is increasing industrial interest in this approach.  EO process simulation 
requires the solution of a large sparse system of nonlinear algebraic equations (NLAE).  While initial work in EO simulation 
typically involved solution by tearing to reduce the number of variables iterated on, today the solution is almost always by 
simultaneous linearization.  In this case all the equations are linearized and all the variables iterated on simultaneously using 
a Newton-type method.   
 
For power and energy applications, the commercial steady-state simulator, Aspen Plus® (Aspen Technology, 2007), is often 
used by the DOE, industry, and other researchers.  Aspen Plus offers solids handling capabilities important for coal 

Figure 1.  Process Synthesis – Superstructure with 
equipment assignment options (dashed circles) 



combustion and gasification modeling; comprehensive physical properties, thermodynamics, phase and chemical equilibrium 
relations, and reaction kinetics for gas cleanup modeling; and an extensive library of heat exchange and rotating equipment 
models for simulating combined cycles.  Aspen Plus also provides both the SM and EO solution approaches 
 
Steady-state process optimization gives rise to nonlinear programming problems (NLP) with constraints (equality or 
inequality).  Many commercial process simulators provide a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method for continuous 
variable optimization.  SQP solvers allow the creation of a number of NLP algorithms based on Newton steps.  Moreover, 
these solvers have been shown to require the fewest function evaluations and they can be tailored to a broad range of process 
optimization problems with different structure.  Large-scale optimization algorithms for NLPs with several thousand 
variables may be needed to augment the current SQP optimization methods in process simulators which are equipped to 
handle only up to 100 variables or so.  One potential alternative for solving much larger models is the new class of interior 
point methods (Wächter and Biegler, 2006).  Finally, considerable opportunity exists for additional research on global 
optimization methods (Sahinidis, 1996), since nonconvexities in the design problems are likely to yield suboptimal solutions 
since the corresponding bounds for the variables are rather loose in these problems.  Global optimizers find the “best 
optimum” when multiple local solutions exist, for example in applications such as the consumption of freshwater in 
integrated process water systems (Karuppiah and Grossmann, 2006). 
 
High-Fidelity Co-Simulation 
 
To improve the accuracy of FE system design, steady-state equipment models evolve in complexity from lumped-parameter 
to spatially distributed representations based on partial differential equations (PDEs) in multiple dimensions.  Due to the need 
for accurate spatial discretizations for fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, and reacting systems, optimization problems 
involving PDE formulations are often orders of magnitude larger than typical optimization applications.  In addition, the 
integration of high-fidelity PDE-based equipment models (such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models) with overall 
process models leads to the creation of very large models for process optimization. 
 
The Advanced Process Engineering Co-Simulator 
(APECS) developed at the DOE’s National Energy 
Technology Laboratory (NETL) provides 
process/equipment co-simulation capabilities (Zitney et 
al., 2006).  The hierarchy of equipment models ranges 
from high-fidelity CFD models to custom engineering 
models (CEMs) to fast reduced-order models (ROMs) 
based on pre-computed CEM or CFD results.  At 
NETL, system analysts typically use APECS to run 
power plant co-simulations coupling the steady-state 
process simulator, Aspen Plus, with CFD models based 
on FLUENT® (ANSYS/Fluent, 2006), a leading 
software package for comprehensive flow analysis.  As 
shown in Figure 2, the APECS integration framework 
uses the process industry-standard CAPE-OPEN 
(www.colan.org) software interfaces to provide plug-
and-play interoperability between process simulation 
and equipment simulations (Zitney, 2004a).   
 
The APECS process/CFD co-simulation technology 
enables process design engineers to analyze and 
optimize power plant performance with respect to fluid 
flow in key equipment items, such as combustors, 
gasifiers, syngas coolers, steam and gas turbines, heat 
recovery steam generators, and fuel cells.  At NETL, 
system analysts, oftentimes in collaboration with R&D 
partners (e.g., ALSTOM Power), are applying APECS 
to a wide variety of advanced power generation 
systems, ranging from small fuel cell systems to 
commercial-scale power plants (Figure 3).   
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Figure 2.  APECS Co-Simulator



Using APECS, the overall performance of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) auxiliary power units (APUs) modeled using Aspen 
Plus are optimized with respect to the local fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, electrochemical reactions, current transport, 
and potential field in the SOFC simulated using detailed, three-dimensional, steady-state FLUENT CFD models (Zitney et 
al., 2004).  The process/CFD co-simulations are performed over a range of fuel cell currents to generate a voltage-current 
curve and analyze the effect of current on fuel utilization, power density, and overall system efficiency.   
 
In collaboration with cycle engineers at ALSTOM Power, APECS co-simulations have been developed for a conventional 30 
MWe pulverized coal-fired (PC) steam plant for municipal electricity generation and an advanced 250 MW, natural gas-fired, 
combined cycle (NGCC) power plant.  In the PC co-simulation, an Aspen Plus process design specification is used to adjust a 
FLUENT CFD model parameter for the boiler damper position (bypass resistance) to maintain a specified steam temperature 
over a range of loads, from the load at the maximum continuous rating to a control load, below which the boiler cannot 
sustain the required turbine inlet temperatures (Sloan et al., 2004).  For the NGCC co-simulation, an Aspen Plus process 
design specification is used to manipulate designated control parameters for the FLUENT CFD model of the heat recovery 
steam generator (HRSG) so that a specified superheat steam temperature is maintained for various load points over the range 
from 100% to 50% gas turbine load (Sloan et al., 2005). 
 
At NETL, research engineers are also developing APECS co-simulations to analyze potential FutureGen plant configurations 
(Zitney et al., 2006).  In a recent demonstration case, the FutureGen co-simulation combines a plant-wide Aspen Plus 
simulation with two FLUENT CFD-based equipment models, one for the entrained-flow gasifier where fluid dynamics 
strongly affect syngas quality and carbon conversion and one for the gas turbine combustor where the blending of air and fuel 
is at the heart of gas turbine combustor performance and efficiency.  Using APECS, Aspen Plus controls the co-simulation 
and automatically executes the gasifier and combustor CFD models as needed to converge the tail gas recycle loop and a 
design specification on the gas turbine inlet temperature.  The design specification is met by manipulating the synthesis gas 
split between power production and hydrogen production.   
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Figure 3.  APECS Power Generation Applications



To improve co-simulation turnaround time, APECS provides options on both ends of the performance spectrum, including 
the use of fast ROMs and parallel execution of the CFD models on high-performance computers.  ROMs are a class of 
equipment models that are based on pre-computed CFD solutions over a range of parameter values, but are much faster than 
CFD models.  For example, the APECS system currently provides for the automatic generation and use of ROMs based on 
multiple linear regression (Syamlal and Osawe, 2004) and artificial neural networks (Osawe et al., 2006).  Future ROM 
solvers will include non-linear regression, principal component analysis (PCA) and proper orthogonal decomposition (POD).  
For parallel execution, the APECS CAPE-OPEN integration controller allows process simulations running under the 
Windows operating system to use equipment models running locally/remotely and serially/in parallel on Linux clusters 
and/or supercomputers (Zitney, 2004b).  
 
The APECS system also provides a wide variety of powerful computational analysis tools for optimizing overall power plant 
performance (Zitney, 2004b).  Design specifications are used to calculate operating conditions or equipment parameters to 
meet specified performance targets.  Case studies are used to run multiple simulations with different input for comparison 
and study.  Sensitivity analysis shows how process performance varies with changes to selected equipment specifications and 
operating conditions.  Optimization is used for maximizing an objective function, including plant efficiency, energy 
production, and process economics.  For process optimization in the face of multiple and some time conflicting objectives, 
APECS offers stochastic modeling (Figure 4) and multi-objective optimization capabilities developed to comply with the 
CAPE-OPEN software standard (Subramanyan et al., 2005).   
 
Several key computational research challenges and opportunity areas for high-fidelity co-simulation include: 

• Reduced-order modeling strategies 
• Parallel solution strategies for co-simulations with multiple embedded CFD models  
• Optimization strategies for  large-scale process/CFD co-simulation  
• Computational strategies for  dynamic co-simulation 
• Data management, analysis, and virtual engineering 

 
Stochastic Simulation 
 
The FE industry can benefit from a systematic approach for characterizing the 
impact of process uncertainties on economics, safety, and environment.  
Failure to account for the uncertainty of key parameters (e.g., technical 
coefficients, product demands) has the drawback that the solution of 
deterministic models can lead to non-optimal or infeasible decisions.  Unlike 
sensitivity analysis which varies only one or two parameters at a time, a 
stochastic analysis handles many uncertainties simultaneously and provides 
insight as to the likelihood of different outcomes. 
 
For optimizing power plant performance under uncertainty, stochastic 
optimization methods are required.  The typical approaches can be classified 
in two broad classes: (i) deterministic, in which the parameter uncertainty is 
typically described through bounds of expected deviations, and (ii) stochastic, 
that describes the uncertainty through a probability distribution function 
(Sahinidis, 2004).  The latter approach to uncertainty analysis is considered 
here and typically consists of four main steps: (1) characterization and 
quantification of uncertainty in terms of probability distributions, (2) 
sampling from these distributions, (3) propagation through the modeling 
framework, (4) analysis of results (e.g., Diwekar et al., 1997).   
 
Computational research challenges and opportunities in stochastic analysis include the development of more efficient 
sampling techniques to minimize the number of repeated process simulations required for plant design and single objective 
optimization problems needed for stochastic multi-objective plant optimization.  It is also clear that computational 
approaches to stochastic simulation are inherently parallel since the samples (process simulations) are independent and can be 
performed simultaneously.  Therefore, stochastic process simulation applications would benefit significantly from the use of 
parallel computers, especially for cases involving complex flowsheets for coarse-grain parallelism.  Continued progress on 
stochastic simulation technology will enable system analysts to optimize fossil energy applications with respect to risk and 
uncertainty, as well as plant safety and operational flexibility. 
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PROCESS OPERATIONS 
 
Dynamic Simulation and Process Control 
 
Interest in dynamic simulation and optimization of FE power generation systems is increasingly significantly.  Dynamic 
simulation tools provide a continuous view of a process in action by calculating the transient behavior of the plant over time.  
Typical applications include plant startup, upset, shutdown and transient analysis, and the evaluation of control schemes.  
Dynamic simulation is also utilized for operability analysis, environmental and safety studies, and training applications 
requiring real-time or faster simulation.   
 
Plant-wide dynamic simulation is used in an off-line mode to evaluate alternative control strategies without the expense and, 
perhaps, without the unexpected hazards of plant experimentation.  Engineers can manipulate various control variables in a 
dynamic model to establish the best control strategies together with the most effective controller settings.  This capability is 
essential when dealing with complex processes or with new processes for which little or no operating experience is available. 
 
For gasification-based power plants, such as IGCC systems and 
the DOE’s FutureGen plant, dynamic simulation is required to 
determine key equipment response times and to investigate 
interactions between major plant sections, including the air 
separation unit, gasifier, gas cleanup system, combined cycle, 
and heat recovery steam generator.  Dynamic simulation is also 
essential for predicting the transient behavior of the fossil 
energy plants during startup and shutdown, as well as 
subsequent to planned (e.g., loading, unloading) or unplanned 
(e.g., gasifier trip, gas turbine trip, steam turbine trip) 
disturbances of the steady-state operation.  At NETL, process 
researchers are applying dynamic simulation to hybrid fuel cell 
gas turbine systems (Shelton et al., 2005) and plant-wide IGCC 
systems (Zitney et al., 2007), as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Well-known commercial dynamic simulators include Aspen HYSYS Dynamics® (Aspen Technology Inc.) and the EO-based 
packages, Aspen Dynamics® (Aspen Technology Inc.) and gPROMS® (Process Systems Enterprise Ltd.).  HYSYS 
Dynamics uses a simultaneous-modular approach, combining the EO approach for solving pressure-flow equations and the 
SM approach for solving energy and composition balances.  These dynamic simulators are tightly coupled with their steady-
state counterparts.  Such integration enables engineers to start with an existing steady-state solution and quickly move to a 
running dynamic simulation complete with an automatically generated default control scheme.  This capability also allows 
companies to fully leverage their existing investments in steady-state models and ensures the consistency of steady-state and 
dynamic simulation results.  While these popular commercial dynamic simulators are most heavily used in the chemical 
process industries, they are seeing some increased use in power and energy applications.   
 
Dynamic process simulation is typically more computationally intensive than steady-state simulation.  The EO approach to 
dynamic simulation requires the solution of large, sparse differential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems, consisting of 
differential equations that describe the dynamic behavior of the system, such as mass and energy balances, and algebraic 
equations that ensure physical and thermodynamic relations.  These DAE systems typically contain ordinary differential 
equations and algebraic equations.  PDEs occur in dynamic models that are distributed spatially, but even these models can 
be converted to DAE form by using the well-known methods of lines to approximate the spatial derivatives using finite 
differences or orthogonal collocation on finite elements.   
 
The majority of dynamic simulators use difference approximation schemes to solve the DAE systems.  In the context of 
process simulation, the backward difference formulation method of Gear has emerged as a reliable method.  Other popular 
dynamic integrators include Euler’s method, fixed- and variable-step implicit Euler, and Runge Kutta.  Given a set of 
consistent initial conditions, the DAE system is reduced to a NLAE system to be solved at various time steps.  The NLAE 
system is solved using a Newton method so that the solution of a large, sparse system of linear equations is at the core of the 
dynamic simulator.  The linear system is solved several times for each nonlinear solution, while the NLAE-solving step is 
executed for each time step in the simulation.  For large industrial simulations, the linear equation solver is usually a direct 
sparse matrix solver (e.g., Harwell’s MA48) and may be the dominant computational step. 
 

Figure 5.  Plantwide IGCC Dynamic Simulation 
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The following is a list of some of the key computational research challenges and opportunity areas for dynamic simulation: 
 

• High-index DAE systems 
• Model consistency 

o Degrees of freedom (DOF) and dynamic degrees of freedom (DDOF) 
o Structural non-singularities 
o Consistent initial conditions 

• Faster DAE solvers with discontinuity and bounds handling 
• Direct and iterative sparse matrix methods 
• Real-time performance for training applications 
• Parallel dynamic simulation for large-scale plant-wide or multiple plant problems  

o Parallel-modular iterative approach, waveform relaxation 
 

Dynamic optimization becomes increasingly important to enhance operation of FE processes during transient phases such as 
grade transitions, start-up or shut-down, as well as real-time applications for optimization-based monitoring and optimal 
control on receding horizons.  The general differential–algebraic optimization problem (DAOP) is solved either by the 
variational approach or by applying some level of discretization that converts the original continuous time problem into a 
discrete problem (Grossmann and Biegler, 2004).  Full discretization of state and control profiles is typically handled using 
multiple shooting or collocation methods (large NLP), while partial discretization of control profiles is done using control 
vector parameterization (Iterative Dynamic Programming (IDP) or NLP/DAE). 
 
For gasification-based power plants, rigorous dynamic simulations are also needed to support development and evaluation of 
advanced process control (APC) methodologies based on model predictive control (MPC).  At the core of MPC technology is 
a mathematical model of the process that is used to predict future process behavior.  Using this predictive model the 
controller is able to calculate an optimum set of process control moves which minimize the error between actual and desired 
process behavior subject to process constraints.  Since the late 1970s, MPC technology has performed reliably in the 
petrochemical and refining industries because of its ability to account for process interactions and constraints, thereby 
reducing process variability and driving the process closer to its limits.   
 
Current research efforts are focused on novel and emerging developments in MPC technology for use in IGCC power plant 
applications.  MPC areas of interest include, but are not limited to dynamic matrix control, nonlinear advanced control, and 
real-time adaptive control.  Additional work is required to develop and evaluate strategies for applying MPC solutions to 
various IGCC operating control modes.  For the power production control, MPC strategies are required for driving the 
gasifier to satisfy load demands while meeting IGCC plant integration, performance, and environmental objectives.  
Considerable research challenges and opportunities exist in the development of advanced MPC strategies for IGCC-based 
polygeneration plants that must simultaneously satisfy power, hydrogen, chemical, and steam demands. 
 
Real-Time Dynamic Simulation  
 
A common use of real-time dynamic simulation is operator training.  Plant 
personnel can be trained to operate complex processes and to deal with 
dangerous procedures such as commissioning, start-up, changeovers, 
emergency handling, and shut-downs.  By interfacing a dynamic simulator to 
a distributed control system, a realistic environment for hands-on training can 
be provided without the complications, risks, and costs arising from operating 
the real plant.  The combination of a rigorous dynamic model with the plant 
control system also has major applications in process monitoring and control.  
The operating conditions of many plants must be adjusted periodically to 
optimize plant performance given economic, environmental, and safety 
constraints. By using on-line, dynamic models either as a guide to operators 
for process monitoring, or directly for rigorous nonlinear model-predictive 
control, it is possible to generate significant increases in operating profit.  
 
To meet growing demand for education and experience with the analysis, 
operation, and control of IGCC plants, NETL has launched a collaborative 
R&D project to develop a generic, full-scope, IGCC dynamic simulator (Zitney and Erbes, 2006).  The IGCC simulator will 
combine a process/gasification simulator and a power/combined-cycle simulator together in a single dynamic simulation 

Figure 6.  IGCC DS&R Center  
at WVU’s NRCCE



framework for use in research and development as well as engineering studies.  The key features of the IGCC simulator will 
include: 
 

• High-fidelity, real-time dynamic model of process-side (gasification) and power-side (combined cycle) for a generic, 
commercial-scale IGCC plant based on slurry-fed entrained-flow gasification technology 

• Full-scope dynamic simulator capabilities including plant startup, shutdown, load following and shedding, response 
to fuel and ambient variations, control strategy analysis (turbine and gasifier lead), malfunctions/trips, alarms, 
scenarios, trending, snapshots, data historian, and trainee performance monitoring 

• Extendable to incorporate additional gasification and gas turbine technologies, as well as new, advanced 
technologies such as fuel cells and membrane separation systems 

 
The IGCC dynamic simulator will be used to establish a world-class R&D center at West Virginia University’s (WVU) 
National Research Center for Coal and Energy (NRCCE) (Figure 6).  The IGCC Dynamic Simulator & Research (DS&R) 
Center will be established under the auspices of the Collaboratory for Process & Dynamic Systems Research (CPDSR) 
organized between NETL, WVU, the University of Pittsburgh, and Carnegie Mellon University.  The DS&R Center will 
offer much-needed plant operation and control demonstrations, onsite training courses, and computer-based training. 
 
ENTERPRISE-WIDE OPTIMIZATION 
 
Enterprise-wide optimization (EWO) is a promising research frontier that combines process systems engineering and 
operations research, and has become a major target in the process and energy industries due to the mounting pressures for 
strengthening competitiveness in the worldwide marketplace (Grossmann, 2005).  EWO involves optimizing the operations 
of supply, production, and distribution activities of an enterprise to reduce expenditures, waste, lead times, and inventories.  
A major challenge in EWO is the optimal operation of production plants, which often requires the use of nonlinear process 
models.  Key operational considerations include planning, scheduling, real-time optimization, and inventory control.  One of 
the key features of EWO is integration of the information and the decision-making among the various functions that comprise 
the supply chain of the enterprise.  
 
EWO problems are typically formulated as linear problems, linear programming (LP) and mixed integer linear programming 
(MILP), for planning, scheduling, and supply chain.  These optimization problems can be computationally expensive to solve 
since in the worst case complexity increases exponentially with problem size.  However, recent progress in algorithms and 
hardware has resulted in significant performance improvements in MILP solvers such as CPLEX (from ILOG) and Xpress 
(from dash optimization). 
 
For companies in the process and energy industry to remain competitive and economically viable, it appears that EWO is 
likely to emerge as major research challenge area over the next decade.   Several examples of potential applications in the FE 
sector include: 
   

• Power generation capacity expansion planning with uncertain load forecasts (Stochastic programming) 
• Cost minimization of combined fossil energy co-production facilities and CO2/H2 pipeline networks (Co-

optimization) 
• Supply chain model for optimal planning of the production and distribution of liquid fuels with uncertainties in 

demands and supplies, as well as supply disruptions (Multi-period MILP with stochastic programming) 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
Future FE power generation systems will consist of plants that individually represent complex, tightly integrated, 
multipurpose designs.  All allowable technologies will be required to meet aggressive engineering goals (such as producing 
near-zero emissions); even so, system planners will need to choose among a wide range of potential plant configurations with 
differing design, operability, and control characteristics.  Issues to be considered include not only technical requirements but 
also the need to operate profitably amid cost fluctuations for raw materials, finished products, and energy. 
 
FE systems are described by a variety of computational structures and problems that arise across the plant lifecycle from 
synthesis (e.g., superstructure optimization) to design (e.g., steady-state and dynamic simulation, high-fidelity 
process/equipment co-simulation) to operations (e.g., dynamic simulation, process control, real-time applications).  In 
addition, enterprise-wide problems at the highest levels need to be addressed to enable system-wide planning of capacity 
expansion, production, and distribution. 



 
The FE industry has already invested to excellent effect in R&D on process modeling, simulation, and advanced optimization 
methods, but many challenges remain.  Significant nonlinearities as well as a mixture of continuous and discrete variables 
can be found in realistic models of plant planning, scheduling, operations, supply, and process synthesis and design.  Here a 
future trend will be increased use of MINLP optimization models where there have been applications in power generation 
systems, and significant progress is being made for solving larger problems.  However, there is little mathematical theory 
about existence and uniqueness of solutions for general mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problems.   
 
An additional set of computational challenges and opportunities arise because of the non-convex formulations that occur in 
current FE system models, which result in the possibility of non-unique solutions.  Despite progress within the past decade on 
global optimization methods, current techniques and solvers are often unacceptably expensive for large commercial-scale 
problems.  Finally, an obvious consideration in FE applications is the presence of significant levels of both uncertainty and 
risk which can be handled using stochastic simulation technology. 
 
To improve the accuracy of FE system design calculations, process simulation can be combined with high-fidelity equipment 
simulations such as those based on distributed-parameter CFD and custom PDE-based engineering models.  The key 
computational research challenges and opportunity areas for high-fidelity process/equipment co-simulation include reduced-
order modeling, parallel co-simulation techniques, and computational strategies for co-simulation optimization and dynamics.  
 
Plug-and-play interoperability of numerical solvers and optimizers in process systems engineering software is facilitated by 
the process-industry CAPE-OPEN software standards (www.colan.org).  Future developments for large-scale FE system 
optimization will be driven by rapid advances in scientific computing research, both in parallel/distributed computing 
hardware and in parallel optimization algorithm and software development. 
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PRESENTATION SUMMARY 
 
After many decades, some would say centuries, engineers now use high performance computing 
routinely to design products.  For example, the Boeing 777 gained notoriety as a product 
designed from nose to tail with computers.  More routinely, process simulators and 
computational fluid dynamics programs are utilized to design and refine burners, boilers, back-
ends, and balance of plant.   
 
The next step in this evolution is to put these tools in the hands of the plant performance engineer 
to continually improve efficiency, availability, output, and overall economics while minimizing 
environmental impact.  Electric power utility power plants now commonly have sophisticated 
digital control systems.  These typically include data acquisition systems with large capacity 
archives and programmable reporting.  What’s often missing, however, is enough time in the day 
to look at the numbers and continuity among the performance engineers who would evaluate 
results.   
 
APPROACHES TO PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
 
It is not unusual that performance improvement is treated as a “project” to be investigated 
intensely.  CFD models may be developed to diagnose problems and identify solutions to 
problems.  Efficiency simulations can be run to quantify benefits.  Once the objectives are 
achieved there is a tendency to move on to another project.  Experienced engineers will move on 
as well to advancements won from recognition of jobs well done.  Quality programs that 
emphasize continual improvement tend to generate many projects, with many meetings, starts, 
and stops.  Methods that provide continuous, intensive assessment of performance would greatly 
enhance and accelerate these efforts.   
 
Virtual reality techniques are now ready to provide an environment for continual performance 
improvement.  Once too expensive for anything less than a major project, software and hardware 
cost are a fraction of that required just a few years ago.  Intuitive interfaces essentially eliminate 
the need to “relearn” the software each time it’s used.  The virtual environment is well developed 
for working with simulations.  With the next step “real world” data are displayed and compared 
with simulations in real time.  Differences provide useful cues for ad-hoc evaluation.  Other 
systems, such as advanced instrumentation and artificial intelligent agents, enrich what’s known 
and what can be done about any situation.   
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Figure 1 is an example of the information flow that can be available to the plant engineers and 
operators.  The system can be built in pieces and refined over time.  It can be implemented 
initially as a manual process and automated at a later time.  Data are taken off the data highway.  
Various methods can be used for this.  A custom program can be written to read, average, and 
captured data.  Or, a variety of commercial add-on programs or “historians” built into the DCS 
will do the job.  The  
data are processed into information to identify key performance indicators important to identify 
the behavior of the system.  The experience gained by observing behavior can be in the form of 
performance charts that are routinely reviewed by the performance engineer.  Or, ultimately, an 

expert system can be developed with expert rules that say “I’ve seen this before and this is how 
to handle the problem”.  Information can be brought in from other sources, such as infrared 
camera imaging and 3D temperature and species data.  At the core is a virtual reality interface 
where information is displayed to provide knowledge for making decisions.  A library of 
simulations, such as CFD solutions for an array of conditions, provides the information on how 
things “should be” based on the current conditions as found by inputs from the data highway.  
The system can interact with other optimization programs such as intelligent combustion and 
sootblowing programs, which often go astray because no one is looking at them.   
 

Figure 1 Information Flow for AI Control and Evaluation 



The task of scoping the data sources may at first seem daunting.  But, this isn’t really a big task.  
Data sources in an electric utility plant can easily exceed 10,000 tags.  For performance 
evaluation the number needed to compute heat absorptions and efficiencies is typically around 
150 items.  Editing tools make the process of selecting the appropriate tags fairly simple.  Sorting 
and filtering edit tools are used to select the list of pertinent tag identifications.   
 
The typical tags for a generic sub-critical steam generator are shown in the diagram in figure 2.  
Furnace wall heat absorption predominantly goes to raising steam to saturation, and thus can be  
isolated.  Plants that have invested in systems with heat flux meters will have greater resolution 
of the furnace heat absorptions.  Some well placed chordal thermocouples will provide detail for 

computing local wall absorptions in super-critical units.  At the other extreme, industrial boilers 
with a boiler bank are more difficult to isolate absorptions in the saturated steam circuits.  
Desuperheating stations are usually instrumented to measure temperatures and pressures at the 
inlets and outlets, and the spray water flow.  With these values, the heat absorptions in the major 
superheater and reheater circuits can be calculated.   
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Figure 2 Typical Instrument Tags for a Sub-Critical Steam Generator 



INTERVENTION OPPORTUNITIES 
 
One definition of a problem is “an opportunity for improvement”.  These come in many forms.  
Fuel Tech’s main product lines are the NOxOUT® processes for controlling pollutant emissions 
and the FuelChem® fireside additives for boiler performance improvement.  In many cases the 
processes have overlapping impacts.  Fuel changes to reduce emissions made create slagging 
problems.  And, improvements in fireside performance will reduce emissions.   
 
One client was able to reduce flue gas excess O2 requirements for 3.2% to 2.6% using the Fuel 
Tech’s TIFI® product.  In addition to a significant improvement in boiler efficiency a nine 
percent reduction in NOx emissions provided substantial value in NOx credits.  In another case 
heat rate was improved by more than half a percent by restoring superheat and reheat 
temperatures that had be lost due to slagging.  In several cases the need to drop load frequently to 
clear deposits were avoided.  The symptoms varied, including limits due to exceeding allowable 
metal temperatures in superheaters and fan limitations due to pressure differential impediments.   
 
Efficiency improvements have economic and environmental benefits.  A direct way to reduce 
CO2 emissions and its impact on greenhouse gas emissions is to reduce the amount of fuel 
burned.  High attemperation flows to control reheat temperature will reduce turbine cycle 
efficiency by short-circuiting the regenerative superheat stage.  Cleaning the various heat transfer 
sections of the boiler can provide a reduction in reheat spray requirements.  Combustion 
problems resulting in carbon loss are often due to fuel imbalances.  The resolution of the 
combination of several problems has shown several percent improvement in efficiency.  
Generally, steps that reduce the variability of plant operation will increase efficiency, 
availability, and utilization of capital.   
 

 
Figure 3 Information in a Virtual Environment 

 



UTILIZING INFORMATION IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
Opportunities are easily overlooked.  One expression is “staring you in the face”.  In a visual 
environment human intuition is remarkably powerful.  Computational tools generate enormous 
volumes of data that are very difficult to comprehend in numerical or even graphical form.  Yet, 
common tasks such as driving a car involve similar volumes of data, which are routinely handled 
everyday.  A virtual engineering environment activates this intuitive capability to handle 
complex technical problems.   
 
Figure 3 is a simple example of viewing complex information.  A simple geometry provides a 
context for the data.  A visualization object displays a surface of constant temperature at 1200oC.  
The surface is complex, resulting from the combustion and heat transfer processes in a 
tangentially fired furnace.  Also displayed is a point query showing all the data in the simulation 
at that location.  These data are easily compared with a physical measurement at that point.   
 
With the virtual display the impact of information is readily seen.  This prompts interest in 
looking at different conditions that may be available in simulations or may launch to further 
explore the problem and opportunity.  It can also prompt the gathering or viewing of additional 
measurements for further explorations.   
 
High performance computing is no longer a futuristic tool.  It is now effective and affordable.  Its 
evolution needs to be guided by users who place the technology into everyday practice.  The 
economic and environmental opportunities are very large.  Practical problem solving may lead to 
interventions such as burner tuning or other modifications that provide large payback in an 
increasingly competitive industry.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
A vision for engineering simulation of power plants is shared by the U.S. Department of 
Energy and ANSYS, Inc.  The ANSYS Workbench environment and ANSYS’ 
involvement in the Vision 21 and APECS projects are two parallel tracks towards this 
common vision, which combines advanced technologies, virtual prototyping, engineering 
process compression, and simulation data management to leverage the benefits of the 
simulation revolution by enabling engineering understanding and decision making across 
disciplines, corporate boundaries, and corporate hierarchies.  This paper explains how 
this vision has developed and what can be expected in the future. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In some respects, the basic technology of coal-fired power plants has changed little in the 
last fifty years.  The most important changes over that time have been related to 
emissions reduction, through improved combustion efficiency, low NOx burners, air 
staging, and back-end equipment such as Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) and sulfur 
dioxide scrubbers.  The long years of experience with boilers together with advanced 
simulation technology such as finite element analysis (FEA) of structures and 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for combustion, spray, and chemical reactions have 
enabled the retrofitting and design of traditional coal-fired boilers with vastly improved 
performance and reduced NOx, SOx, and particulate emissions.   
 
With the current concerns over global warming, and carbon dioxide being officially ruled 
as a pollutant, however, a step change in coal-fueled power plants is required.  Many 
options are being considered, from supercritical pulverized coal plants to carbon dioxide 
separation in oxygen-fired and gasification plants.  In all cases, the plant complexity will 
increase, and especially when carbon capture is involved, the coal-fueled power plant will 
begin to look more like a chemical plant than a traditional power plant.  Developing these 
complex plants will require complete system process simulation.  In addition, the three-
dimensional modeling of fluids and structures that was so essential to optimizing the 
performance of traditional plants will be required, to minimize emissions and to ensure 
proper mixing, completion of reactions, and maximal heat transfer and structural 
integrity.  Because system performance will depend upon component performance, 
coupling between these simulation technologies will be needed by the process and plant 
design engineers.  
 



ANSYS developed the Workbench platform with the idea that simulation will be 
employed by every engineer in the future, and that the availability of a single user 
interface with connectivity to multiple simulation tools will not only improve the ease-of-
use of the tools, but will also help to make simulation more realistic by allowing 
interactive simulation of multiple physical processes.  The ANSYS goal is for the 
Workbench platform to drive engineering innovation through simulation with the 
following four components: 
 

• Advanced Technologies 
Providing state-of-the-art simulation tools with the most advanced physics and 
numerics. 
 

• Virtual Prototyping 
Simulating entire systems and all relevant physics, minimizing assumptions so 
that the need for physical prototyping is minimized. 
 

• Process Compression 
Streamlining simulation processes in a customizable fashion so that time-
consuming tasks are eliminated with repeated calculations. 
 

• Dynamic CAE Collaboration 
Enabling multiple engineering organizations to collaborate on projects, 
seamlessly sharing simulation data and understanding its implications with a 
minimum of training on the various simulation tools involved. 
 

This vision for ANSYS Workbench is paralleled by ANSYS Inc.’s involvement in the 
U.S. Department of Energy’s Vision 21 and APECS projects.  The developed 
capabilities, and their implications for power plant simulation, are the topic of this paper. 
 
THE PAST 
 
Stage 1:  Advanced Technologies—The Simulation Revolution 
 
Thirty years ago, most energy industry engineers designed new systems and equipment 
based largely upon experience, physical prototyping, and bulk flow one-dimensional 
hand calculations.  The experience is not to be dismissed, and remains a critical asset for 
design today.  But the power to investigate many alternative scenarios quickly and 
cheaply has increased sharply with the advanced technologies of desktop process 
modeling with codes such as Aspen Plus® on the one hand, and 3D structural and fluid 
dynamics models such as ANSYS, CFX, and FLUENT on the other.  The process models 
allow huge cost and time savings for plant optimization and design, and the 3D models 
provide a level of component understanding to structural and fluid mechanics specialists 
that was not available to engineers thirty years ago, even when using pilot plants and 
physical prototyping. 



 
Stage 2:  Virtual Prototyping—Process and 3D Simulation Coupling 
 
To accelerate the development of advanced power plants, DOE’s Vision 21 program 
identified the need for an integrated suite of software tools that could be used to simulate 
and visualize new plant concepts. Existing process simulation software did not meet this 
objective of virtual-plant simulation. Sophisticated models of many individual equipment 
items were available; however, a seamless coupling capability that would integrate the 
advanced equipment (component) models to the process (system) simulation software 
was still required. The inability to use models in an integrated manner causes knowledge 
loss (e.g., knowledge captured in detailed equipment models is usually not available in 
process simulation) and modeling inconsistencies (e.g., physical properties and reaction 
kinetics data in different models are not the same). A team consisting of  ANSYS-Fluent, 
ALSTOM Power Inc., Aspen Technology Inc., Intergraph Corporation, and 
West Virginia University, in collaboration with the National Energy Technology 
Laboratory (NETL), addressed this challenge in a project performed over the period from 
October 2000 through December 20041. 
 
In this project the integration of the cycle analysis software was based on Aspen Plus® 
for process simulation and FLUENT for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling 
of equipment items. The integration software was also designed to include custom (in-
house, proprietary, legacy) equipment models that often encapsulate the experience from 
the many years of designing and operating the equipment. The team adopted CAPE-
OPEN (CO) interfaces, the de facto international standard for communication among 
process models, for exchanging information between software. The software developed 
in this project was the first demonstration of the use of CO interfaces to link CFD and 
custom equipment models with process simulators. The new software capability was 
designed to make the construction of integrated models fast and integrated simulations 
robust and user-friendly. An Integration Controller and CFD Model Database were 
developed to facilitate the exchange of information between equipment and process 
models. A reduced order model (ROM) framework and a solution strategy capability 
were incorporated in the Integration Controller to enable a flexible trade-off between 
simulation speed and complexity. A CFD viewer was developed so that process engineers 
can view CFD results from the process simulator interface.  The result was a three-tiered 
system (process simulation executive, the controller subsystem, and the detailed 
equipment model, consisting of a CFD model, or a reduced order model), as shown in 
Figure 2.  Figure 3 depicts the Aspen Plus® interface and the connection to CAPE-Open 
and FLUENT. 
 
For demonstrating the capability of the integrated software suite, the project members 
conducted simulations of (1) the conventional steam cycle at a 30 MWe coal-fired power 
plant for municipal electricity generation, and (2) a 270 MWe, natural gas-fired, 
combined cycle power plant. These were followed by a simulation of a 250MWe 
FutureGen IGCC power plant, in which a cycle component was replaced with a FLUENT 
CFD model. Both Demonstration Cases 2 and 3 (coupled with FLUENT) were run over a 



Local Area Network to demonstrate the distributed computing capability that was 
developed. 
 
The integration software was made available to industry in November 2003 and won the 
2004 R&D100 award as "…one of the 100 most technologically significant products 
introduced into the marketplace over the past year". The software developed through this 
project enables designers to conduct process simulations with a simultaneous scope and 
accuracy never before possible. The deep insight from such simulations will help 
designers to identify opportunities for achieving unprecedented high efficiency and near-
zero emissions in advanced power plants. 

 
Figure 2.  Three-tiered software integration system  



 
Figure 3.  Placing a 3D CFD model into a process flow sheet. 
 
THE PRESENT 
 
Stage 3:  Process Compression—Reduced Order Modeling  
 
While 3D simulation can offer the benefit of insight, foresight and accuracy that can 
potentially lead to improved greenfield/turnkey or retrofit designs, as well as optimal 
operation of those designs, the long execution times that are associated with such 
simulations (particularly CFD) remain a significant barrier to its widespread use in “on-
line” system level simulation of power plants. A solution to overcoming this reticence in 
using CFD simulation models is the development and demonstration of the use of fast 
and accurate Reduced Order Models. ROMs are of crucial importance in leveraging the 
potential benefits of coupling CFD to process models, and the successful use of ROMs 
are expected to have a significant impact on the use of 3D simulation for routine 
parametric design studies in the foreseeable future.  
 
Whereas ROM techniques have been routinely employed over the years by 3D structural 
analysts in the form of method of superposition, for example, ROMs are currently 
regarded as a nascent and evolving piece of technology in the CFD industry.  They may 
range, in level of sophistication, from a physics-based method to black-box artificial 
neural network (ANN) models, and finally, to relatively simple regression models that are 
based on least squares correlations for flow quantities and model parameters. Whereas 
the framework discussed in Stage 2 included a framework for usage of ROMs, the 
demonstrations employed a simplistic linear regression method.  One drawback of this 
approach is that for problems exhibiting significant non-linearity, the process analyst 
needs to pre-process previous CFD results on a case-by-case basis in order to specify the 
true functional form of the variation of the equipment parameters before generating 
correlations that encapsulate the characteristics of the equipment component. The ANN 
technique avoids this tedious and error-prone procedure by the very nature of its 



construction, and has been shown in general to be capable of handling systems that 
exhibit significant non-linearity. 
 
Beginning in October 2004, the National Energy Technology Laboratory of the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) has been funding the development of a software integration 
framework (Advanced Process Engineering Co-Simulator – APECS), that is designed to 
provide an easy-to-use software toolkit for coupled simulation of system level power 
plants, and detailed high fidelity CFD models of equipment items of interest so as to 
better account for the effects of turbulent mixing, heat and mass transfer, chemical 
reactions, and other phenomena.  ANSYS has been contributing to this project in 
developing the software integration framework and the ANN computational engine2.   
 
The architecture for a multi-layer, feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer is 
shown in Figure 4. Each layer is comprised of neurons, which may be regarded as the 
sensors of the network. The data representing the neurons in the input layer in the context 
of power plant simulations are the stream composition, temperature, pressure, enthalpy, 
flow rate, etc. Additional network inputs are parameters that are associated with the unit 
operation. The intervening layer(s) between the input and output layers constitute the 
black-box capability of the model. The current implementation of the ANN in APECS is 
restricted to a maximum of two hidden layers, which proved in this investigation to be 
sufficiently accurate in predicting flow and scalar quantities at the outlet boundaries of a 
CFD model. The network typically predicts the stream variables at the outlet boundaries 
of the CFD model, as well as output parameters that are of interest in a given analysis. 

  

Figure 4: Sketch of the architecture of the Feed-forward Neural Network with one hidden layer. 
 
The computational procedure for generating a useful ANN starts with initializing the 
weights connecting the neurons from the input layer to the hidden layers(s), and from the 
hidden layer to the output layer with random numbers. This is followed by multiplying 
the input neuron in a given layer with the random weight connecting the input neuron to a 
neuron in the next layer.  
 
Process compression is built into ANSYS Workbench in a number of ways.  Firstly, 
Workbench is explicitly designed so that CAD inputs and meshing capabilities can be 
applied to multiple CAE simulation technologies—FEA, CFD, Electromagnetics, and so 
on.  Secondly, multiphysics capabilities allow coupled and linked simulations from the 



above technologies within a single user environment.  Figure 5 shows a screen view of a 
Workbench fluid-structure simulation of a T-junction in which hot and cold fluid are 
mixed together, and resulting thermal stresses on the piping and flanges are calculated. 
Another way in which Workbench embeds engineering process compression is by 
coupling optimization to CAE with the DesignXplorer module, since the desired 
engineering result is rarely one simulation, but rather an optimal design.  Once the 
variable input parameter ranges (geometric or otherwise) and the objective function are 
defined, many simulations can be performed in the background and an optimal solution is 
provided.   
 
ANSYS Workbench provides an open framework so that in addition to native ANSYS 
applications, third party software may also be linked to the existing solvers.  An example 
of this is the Mathcad-ANSYS Workbench integration. The integration allows Mathcad 
to act as a "plug-in" within Workbench to manage parameters. Engineers can 
automatically exchange data and calculated values between Mathcad and the Ansys 
Finite Element Analysis modeling solution, supporting dynamic, live updates to 
calculations3. 

 
Figure 5.  Screen shot of ANSYS Workbench, showing thermal coupling of fluid and 
structural components. 
 
 
THE FUTURE 
 
Stage 4:  Dynamic CAE Collaboration—Simulation Data Management 
 



3D models, by their nature result in tremendous amounts of data.  This is one of the great 
advantages of 3D modeling, in that information that could never be acquired in real 
equipment becomes available, and can guide engineers on component and system 
improvements.  It is also a disadvantage, however, in that storing all of this data, and 
managing it for future usage, or usage by non-modelers can be an overwhelming task.  
Today, after a simulation is complete and the modeler has gathered the information of 
interest, the vast majority of 3D model data simply takes up space on a hard drive, DVD, 
or archive tape never to be queried again.  The current APECS project, as mentioned 
above, is making use of a relational database in order to optimize reduced order models, 
and this is the first step in another major change in the way simulation is performed and 
used. 
 
VE-Suite, a system for decision making and visualization of power plant design and 
simulation data is being developed at Iowa State University 4.  The visualization 
capability allows power plant designers to see the entire 3D layout of a plant (using data 
from a tool such as Aspen Plus®) and to visualize flow and/or combustion in individual 
components modeled with CFD.  An effort is also underway to couple the APECS 
framework to VE-Suite5.  This innovative data management system allows engineers who 
may know very little about modeling to “walk through” a plant, looking at the layout and 
detailed behavior of components.   
 
This vision for the future, when non-modelers will be able to query simulation results and 
make real decisions through the optimal use and management of large simulation datasets 
is shared by ANSYS and is the goal of the Engineering Knowledge Manager (EKM) 
currently under development. In this way, the fate of all the simulation data generated by 
a modeler will not simply come down to a handful of numbers and plots, but will truly 
have the capability of being interactively used by decision makers, who could query not 
just one result, but also would be able to ask what impact new input parameter bounds 
(say a fuel type) will have on the optimal placement of oxygen ports.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Two parallel tracks showing the development of advanced simulation technologies, 
virtual prototyping, engineering process compression, and dynamic engineering 
collaboration have been presented.  One of these tracks is being managed by the DOE 
Vision 21 and APECS programs, and the other by ANSYS, Inc. in its Workbench 
environment. ANSYS has an open strategy in supporting the development of simulation 
technology.  In the first track, ANSYS tools are plugged into another hosting 
environment (ASPEN Plus® in the DOE projects), whereas in the Workbench track, 
ANSYS hosts both native and non-native plug-ins. Because the needs of engineers are 
broad and varied, the future of engineering simulation, particularly as it relates to power 
plant design, depends upon this open collaboration, and on the ability to create a custom 
mix of linked tools appropriate to the job at hand.  
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High energy prices, the desire for greater energy independence, and environmental
concerns are all creating the ‘perfect storm’ for next-generation gasification technologies.
Hundreds of companies and government organizations around the world are investing in
the development of a wide variety of processes utilizing various feedstock materials and
gasifier designs in an attempt to capture part of this critical market. However, given the
technical challenges, fluctuating economic cycles, and strong competition it is likely that
only a handful of these processes will prove to be viable. Since gasification plants
represent investments of hundreds of millions of dollars it is essential to leverage
advanced technology to identify optimal process configurations, to design equipment that
will run reliably and safely, and to develop very accurate cost estimates to ensure that the
right decisions are made early in the design lifecycle.

Fortunately, recent advances in engineering software and the relentless progress of
Moore’s law have made it possible to simulate large scale processes such as combined-
cycle gasification plants at increasingly higher levels of fidelity.

Consider the challenges of simulating IGCC and other large-scale integrated processes.
Today’s simulators, such as Aspen Plus, allow users to break the process down into
hierarchical sections. Each hierarchy captures an area in the plant, such as an air
separation unit or the utility side of the power cycle. The hierarchical sections are
connected by the ‘boundary streams’, representing the material, heat, electricity, or shaft
work flowing from one section of the plant to another section. Hierarchical models can
also be used as containers for complex equipment models. For example, gasifier models
may be assembled from combinations of ideal reactor blocks, furnace models, mixers,
and splitters. Building these reactor models in a hierarchy container allows the model
developer to package the entire structure as a reusable template. The resulting templates
can be inserted into a process model just like any of the built-in unit operation models.
Hierarchies improve the usability of these complex simulations by organizing the models
into a sensible structure. In addition, hierarchies make the models easier to maintain since
an entire section of a process can be updated by importing a single object into an existing
simulation case.

Improvements in computer hardware and software have allowed process engineers to
significantly increase the scope of the process included inside a single simulation case.
Specifically, equation-oriented simulation allows users to carry out wide-scale process
optimizations of entire integrated plants, including both the process side and utility side.
Simulating and optimizing the whole process using an integrated plant model allows
Process Engineers to avoid time-consuming manual work reconciling designs spread
across multiple case files. More importantly, optimizing a process using an integrated



model ensures that the resulting designs capture the true global optimum instead of a
local optimum.

The gasifier is the core of IGCC plant. It is essential to design the gasifier properly to
ensure high yield and good process economics. Engineers can apply computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) tools to optimize equipment design to identify and eliminate dead zones,
hot spots, and other potential operability problems. These types of CFD models can also
be used to characterize equipment performance over a range of operating conditions to
improve predictions of yield and utilization under various scenarios.

Although CFD models are very powerful, they have high computational requirements. As
a result, the CFD models have been used primarily in isolation to design key equipment.
Recent work led by the Department of Energy National Engineering Technology Labs
(DOE/NETL) shows great promise for improving this situation. A number of
organizations working together under the NETL-sponsored Advanced Power and Energy
Co-Simulation (APECS) project are developing methods of converting rigorous models
(including CFD models) to simplified reduced order models (ROMs), which in turn can
be used in the context of an integrated plant process simulation model. Advanced
mathematical modeling techniques, such as neural networks and principle component
analysis (PCA) are used to perform data regression against simulation results from the
high-order models. The models are fitted to complex equations which capture the essence
of the equipment behavior. The ROMs are much less computationally intensive than the
original high-order models, so they can work inside simulators to help predict the global
optimum operating conditions.

Detailed first-principle gasifier models have also been developed using equation-oriented
modeling tools such as Aspen Custom Modeler (ACM). These models, which capture
rate-limited reactions, mass- and heat-transfer, can be used to optimize the steady-state
operating conditions and the equipment designs. Such models can also be used to study
process dynamics, to test control schemes, and to identify the best startup and shutdown
procedures for these plants. These custom models can be plugged directly into the steady-
state simulation environments (such as Aspen Plus) to examine the process as a whole.

In many regions, CO2 credits make carbon capture economically viable. Absorber-
stripper loops, using amines or other types of solvents, are commonly used to extract
CO2 from combustion gas and fuel gas generated in the process. Simulating these types
of absorber-stripper loops is technically challenging for several reasons. The process
involves rate-limited and equilibrium electrolytic reactions. The absorber and scrubber
are mass-transfer rate limited; apparent tray efficiencies can be less than 20%. Further,
the flow rate of solvent flowing in a loop between the absorber and stripper is much
higher than the gas flux through the process.

Several recent advances in process simulation technology have made it easier to
accurately predict the performance of the CO2 scrubbing systems. Second-generation
rate-based distillation models, such as Aspen RateSep, reliably predict the mass-transfer
limits inside the columns using new discretization methods to account for concentration



profiles across the vapor-liquid interface. With Aspen Plus release 2006, these rate-based
column models can work in equation-oriented mode. This allows Process Engineers to
apply equation-oriented solution methods which can handle the high recycle flow rates
typical in these types of processes. The resulting models can be used to find operating
conditions or identify the best solvents to minimize the recycle loop flow rate, which can
reduce operating and capital costs associated with the process by reducing the required
size of the process heat exchangers and by reducing the required column diameters.

AspenTech, in conjunction with the University of Texas at Austin, is actively researching
these processes to establish next-generation thermophysical and transport property
models to further enhance the reliability of these models. New types of semi-predictive
activity coefficient models are being designed. We expect these models to do a better job
of characterizing new types of industrial solvents and solvent mixtures using a minimal
amount of measured data.

Process simulation models can be used to predict the mass and energy balances and key
equipment sizes for IGCC plants. These results can be used to together with rigorous cost
modeling software, such as Aspen Icarus Process Evaluator (IPE), to carry out detailed
economic evaluations of various process configurations and scenarios. Rigorous cost
modeling provides the accuracy needed to make the right investment decisions and to
reduce the risks of cost overruns. Further, these tools allow Estimators to carry out
detailed economic analysis of various scenarios such as future escalation in raw material
and energy costs.

In summary, there are a number of excellent technologies available today to help guide
decision making with respect to process selection, feedstock selection, process
configuration, and detailed equipment design. Companies who leverage these
technologies most effectively to develop the most economical and reliable IGCC plants
will come out the winners in this competitive race.
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Abstract The chosen sewage sludge co-combusted with coal with different mixing ratio is investigated through 

Thermogravimetry and Differential Thermal Analysis. The end point of reactions was confirmed by TG curve, whereas the 

dividing point was determined by DTA curve. Reaction kinetic parameters such as Activation energy, Frequency factor and 

Reaction order were calculated by Achar-Brindley-Sharp-Wendworth method, and the combustion characteristics of sewage 

sludge/coal mixtures were analyzed. It was clear that the combustion of mixtures was composed of pure coal and pure sewage 

sludge and is related with sorts and characters of coal and sewage sludge respectively; however, both keep their own 

characteristics in the process of reaction.  

Keywords: sewage sludge, coal, combustion, TG, DTA 

1. Introduction 

Sewage sludge is solid waste formed during water treatment[1]. Incineration has become an important 
route in current disposal of sewage sludge[2, 3], and co-combustion of sewage sludge with fuels such as coal is 
usually adopted because of high ash content and low heat value of sewage sludge. Many scholars have 
researched on the combustion reaction kinetics of sewage sludge and other fuels by Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) and Thermogravimetry (TG)[4-25], but seldom by Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA). As 
it is difficult to confirm each end point of reaction in DTA curve, this paper investigates combustion 
characteristics of sewage sludge/coal mixtures mixed by different ratios by DTA, and determines the reaction 
ending point by TG curve.  

2. Experiment and Theory 

2.1. Samples and Equipment 

Thermogravimetry (TG) is a technique in which the mass of a substance is measured as a function of 
temperature whilst the substance is subjected to a controlled temperature program. Differential Thermal 
Analysis（DTA）is a technique in which the temperature difference between substance and reference material is 
measured as a function of temperature whilst the substance and reference material are subjected to a controlled 
temperature program. From DTA curve, physical and chemical transformation process of matters can be 
analyzed qualitatively. The sewage sludge sample was collected from urban sewage plants and the coal sample 



was a kind of bituminous. Proximate analysis and heat values were shown in Table 1. Samples were dried at 
105oC and ground into fine powder by pestle and mortar, and then passed through a 120 mesh screen. Mass 
fraction β was defined as the ratio of the mass of sewage sludge in the total mass of mixture. Values of β were 
chosen as 0%,10%,20%,30%,40% and 100% .The experiment was carried out on WCT－2A Differential 
Thermal Balance produced by Beijing Optical Instrument Factory. Environment in  

Table 1 Properties of the fuels investigated 

PROXIMATE (WT %) ULTIMATE (WT %) 
NO 

M V A FC C H O N S  

HEAT VALUE(GRY  

MASS)(MJ.KG-1) 

Coal  1.28 21.76 16.19 60.77 70.68 5.52 4.02 1.68 0.63 33.34 

SS 1.84 23.48 73.21 1.47 13.94 2.229 6.39 1.371 1.02 5.078 

Differential Thermal Balance of the test was N2 and O2, ratio of the N2 and O2 was 80:20, and gas total flow 
rate was 90ml/min .Heating rates of the Differential Thermal Balance was 30 /min.℃  

2.2. Calculation of Reaction Kinetic Parameters 

Kinetic parameters are acquired by Achar-Brindley-Sharp-Wendworth Method[26]. For the combustion 

reaction of solid, its reaction kinetic equation is shown as: )()/( αα fAe
dt
d RTE−=  

By invariable rate of rising temperature, dtdT /=φ , then the equation will be changed into 

)()/( α
φ

α feA
dT
d RTE−= . 

where α －transformation ratio, and in DTA curve, SS /1=α [27], where S is the total area of DTA 
curve that is corresponded by reaction peak, and S1 is the area of DTA curve that is corresponded by the range 
from reaction starting point to reaction ending point, A－frequency factor, E －activation energy (kJ·mol-1), R 
–gas constant, T－reaction temperature (K), )(αf -reaction mechanism function. 

Taking the variable in equation(2) separated, and obtaining logarithm: 
RT
EA

dTf
d

−=
φα

α ln)
)(

ln( . 

Taking different )(αf  to the equation, plot the left equation corresponding to 1/T. If according with 

linear relation, E、A and )(αf  can be acquired. 

3. Results and Discussions 

TG curve and DTA curve of sewage sludge/coal mixtures were shown in Figure 1 and Figure 

2,,respectively. In Figure 1, each reaction dividing point in TG curve was not obvious, therefore, it was 

required to be determined by DTA curve. In Figure 2, it was clear that two exothermic reaction peaks appeared 

in all samples, which demonstrated that the reaction was mainly composed of two exothermic reactions. The 

first reaction phase might be the combustion of similar volatile matter and the second one might be the 



combustion of fixed carbon substances. 
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Figure 1.TG curve of sewage sludge/coal mixtures 
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Figure 2. DTA curve of sewage sludge/coal mixtures 

3.1. Confirmation of Combustion Characteristic Temperatures 

Dividing point of each reaction phase was not obvious in single TG curve, as well as that ending point in 
each reaction phase was hard to be settled. Therefore, TG-DTA method was employed to determine 
combustion characteristic temperatures. This method was illustrated in Figure 3, setting TG-DTA curve of 
No.1 sample(pure coal)for an example. First, find the point whose rate of slope was zero between these two 
reaction phases, and define the corresponding temperature as dividing point td. In first reaction phase, starting 
temperature ti1 

[27] was defined as the corresponding temperature of the node between left tangent line of 
exothermal peak and baseline. Then make the droop line through dividing point td and meet with TG curve at 
point A. Between the TG baseline k and the TG value of point A, there existed a point(B) whose weight loss 
was 95%[28]. Named this temperature as reaction ending temperature te1 in first phase. Characteristic 
temperatures in second phase were also confirmed by the same method as that in first phase, and results were 



shown in Table 2. 
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Figure 3. Figure of the definition of combustion characteristic temperatures 

 

3.2. DTA Curve Characteristics of Mixtures 

From Figure 2, it was observed that the first reaction phase of No.1 sample(pure coal) was between 253℃ 
and 412 , the second one was between 412℃ ℃ and 663 , and area of the first exothermic reaction peak was ℃

obviously smaller than that of the second one; DTA curve of No.6 sample(pure sewage sludge) was quite 
distinct from that of No.1 sample. Its first reaction phase was between 229℃ and 375℃, the second one was 
between 375℃ and 526℃, and area of the first exothermic reaction peak was evidently bigger than that of the 
second one. Phenomenon above demonstrated that releasing heat in volatile combustion was visibly lower than 
that in fixed carbon combustion in coal combustion process. However, sewage sludge combustion showed the 
opposite characteristic- volatile released more heat than fixed carbon. 

Volatile matter and fixed carbon in No. 6 sample(pure sewage sludge) combusted in lower temperatures 
than No. 1 sample(pure coal). It was main because sewage sludge had high content of volatile matter, as a 
result, it could fire at a low temperature and the reaction happened rapidly. Meanwhile, a mass of heat was 
released when volatile matter was combusting, that could bring about the fast combustion and burnout of 
low-contained fixed carbon.  

With sewage sludge mass fraction in the mixture increasing, at first, releasing heat in volatile combustion 
phase was less than that in fixed carbon combustion phase, which illuminated coal was the most influential 
factor in the mixture reaction. But deviation of the two releasing heats reduced in the following reaction, so 
that releasing heat in the phase of volatile combustion exceeded that in fixed carbon combustion phase, and 
sewage sludge played the main role in the reaction process.  

3.3. Analysis of Mixture Reaction Kinetics 

Table 2 showed the reaction kinetic equations, reaction kinetic parameters, and reaction temperature 
ranges in each reaction phase that identified by Achar-Brindley-Sharp-Wendworth method. The first reaction 
mechanism equation was 5.0)1()( αα −=f , which belonged to boundary reaction, sphere symmetry, decelerate 
type t−α curve. The second reaction mechanism equation was 1)]1ln([)( −−−= ααf , which belonged to 



planar diffusion, cylindrical symmetry, decelerate type t−α curve.  
To investigate the relation of sewage sludge mass fraction β and activation energy E, take β as x-axis and 

E as y-axis, and obtain fitting curves shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

Table 2 Mechanism function and reaction kinetic parameter 

 First  Phase Second  Phase 

No. E1/KJ·Mol-1 A1/Min-1 M11 
Temperature 

Range/℃ 
E2/KJ·Mol-1 A2/Min-1 M22 

Temperature 

Range/℃ 

1 60.3604 2.0564e+006 a 253-395 141.5881 8.7105e+008 b 412-604 

2 53.1070 4.6058e+005 a 235-377 160.9224 3.4042e+010 b 402-562 

3 46.3855 9.2445e+004 a 237-406 126.3914 4.3466e+007 b 433-662 

4 48.0269 1.6094e+005 a 215-369 142.1441 1.7581e+009 b 401-581 

5 40.1887 1.9287e+004 a 216-381 142.7359 1.0976e+009 b 436-628 

6 55.6554 4.8972e+005 a 229-334 194.1904 1.6339e+015 b 375-468 

1.M1 was mechanism equation of first phase reaction: a― 5.0)1()( αα −=f   

2.M2 was mechanism equation of second phase reaction: b― 1)]1ln([)( −−−= ααf  

From Figure 4 to Figure 5, it was observed that when sewage sludge/coal mixtures combusted, activation 
energy in the first reaction phase( the combustion phase of similar volatile matter) first decreased gradually 
and then increased with sewage sludge mass fraction increasing. As volatile content was low in coal but high 
in sewage sludge, volatile content became more in mixtures with sewage sludge mass fraction increasing. It led 
to fast combustion reaction, resulting in the reduction of activation energy needed. However, due to high 
volatile in sewage sludge, the reaction took place quickly, and the fixed carbon combustion occurred in an 
advanced time. Furthermore, fixed carbon content in sewage sludge was low, so the general behavior was the 
required activation energy would increase after the sewage sludge mass fraction reached an optimal value.  
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Figure 4 .E1 curve of sewage sludge/coal mixtures 

In the second reaction phase(the combustion phase of similar fixed carbon), activation energy needed by 
sewage sludge/coal mixtures slightly reduced at first and then enhanced rapidly. Due to the adding of 



high-content volatile contained sewage sludge, large quantities of heat released after it was fired and 
combusted. Moreover, releasing and combustion of volatile matter added to holes in the mixtures, increasing 
the tangent area of air and mixtures(increasing the reaction surface). These could help fixed carbon to be fired 
rapidly and combust more completely. Therefore, activation energy required in this reaction decreased gently. 
However, sewage sludge was a high ash-contained matter. As the combustion reaction processed, ash exposed 
gradually and wrapped on the surface of less-contained fixed carbon, that held back the contact of fixed carbon 
and oxygen(that meant to hold back the combustion of fixed carbon). With the increase of sewage sludge mass 
fraction, the preventive effect behaved more clearly, and correspondingly, the required activation energy 
increased. 
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Figure 5. E2 curve of sewage sludge/coal mixtures 

4. Conclusions 

(1) Combustion characteristic temperatures were confirmed by ascertaining the dividing point of two reaction 
phases by DTA curve and the end point of each reaction phase by TG. The combined method of TG-DTA was 
more reasonable and accurate to determine temperature ranges.  
(2) Combustion reaction process of sewage sludge/coal mixtures was composed of two reaction phases. One 

was the combustion of similar volatile matter and its reaction mechanism equation was 
5.0)1()( αα −=f . The 

other one was the combustion of fixed carbon substances and its reaction mechanism equation was 

1)]1ln([)( −−−= ααf . 

(3) Reaction kinetic parameters such as Activation energy(E), Frequency factor(A) and Reaction order(n) were 
calculated by Achar-Brindley-Sharp-Wendworth method. Reaction kinetic equations and temperature ranges in 
the two reactions were also acquired. 
(4) The relation of mass fraction of sewage sludge and apparent activation energy in each reaction range 
showed that, apparent activation energies in the mixtures trended to change in law with the increase of mass 
fraction of sewage sludge. It was influenced by both the combustion characteristics of coal and sewage sludge. 
(5) Sewage sludge was a matter of high volatile and ash content and low fixed carbon content. It was better to 
co-combust it with coals with low content of volatile matters. 
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Abstract: There have been various methods used for measuring the heating value of coal either by experiment 

using a bomb calorimeter or by empirical equations based on its proximate and ultimate analysis. The correlation 

between the proximate analysis, ultimate analysis of Chinese bituminous coal and low heating value was discussed. 

It was found that, the higher carbon content in coal, the higher low heating value will be. But the correlation between 

low heating value and other components of proximate, ultimate analysis is nonlinear. The current prediction 

equations of low heating value, which are based on proximate and ultimate analysis and linear regression method, 

are not exact for Chinese bituminous coal. In this paper, two models were developed using artificial neural networks 

methodology to predict the low heating value of coal from its proximate and ultimate analysis. A total of 60 samples 

of bituminous coal selected from literatures were used as the training data to build and train the two nets. Then 

several samples selected randomly were used as predicting samples to check up the accuracy of the nets, 

respectively. A higher precision of 1% relative error in the prediction results was obtained through this method, while 

the relative error of linear empirical equations was more than 3%.    

Keywords: Back-propagation neural network; Low heating value; Proximate analysis; Ultimate analysis   

1.  Introduction 

The heating value of coal is an important standard to evaluate the quality of coal, and is the 
base to calculate the heat balance, heat efficiency and coal consumption rate[1]. It also plays an 
important role in combustion process, contaminant control and steadily operation of coal burning 
boiler. There are complex relationships between the heating value and its chemical components. 
The chemical compositions of coal are characterized in terms of proximate and ultimate analysis. 
The proximate analysis typically involves determination of volatile matter (V ), moisture ( M ), ash 
( A ) and fixed carbon ( FC ) contents whereas the ultimate analysis includes an assessment of the 
levels of carbon (C ), hydrogen ( H ), oxygen (O ), nitrogen ( N ) and sulfur ( S ) contents.   

The heating value of coal is usually measured experimentally using a Bomb calorimeter. 
However, this method requires exact instruments and relevant experimental technique, and has the 
disadvantages of easily influenced by environmental conditions, complicated measure method and 
high measure cost[2], so it is not suitable to power plant. There also exists another method to 
estimate the heating value of coal by linear empirical equations based on proximate and ultimate 
analysis. But the estimation results are usually far away from actual data. The design of station 
boiler is based on a certain kind of coal. Influenced by the coal resource distributing in China and 
other factors, the fuel burnt in many station boilers in China is not the designed coal instead of many 
other kinds of coal with different characteristics and different heating value, what is adverse to the 



operation of station boilers. Therefore, for combustion, control and depollution of station boilers, it 
has an important meaning of finding a measuring method to predict the heating value of coal quickly 
and exactly.  

Table 1 Characteristics of some Chinese bituminous coal samples collected from literatures[3] 

Proximate analysis (wt%) Ultimate analysis (wt%) 
No. 

Vad Mad Aad FCad Cad Had Oad Nad Sad 

LHV 

(kJ/kg)

1 16.34 0.96 27.26 55.44 61.30 3.27 3.34 0.92 2.95 24090 

2 17.70 10.0 24.63 47.67 55.09 3.69 5.23 0.97 0.39 21940 

3 19.00 1.71 15.34 63.95 74.04 3.69 3.61 1.09 0.52 28720 

4 20.10 2.03 22.47 55.40 64.74 3.78 4.74 1.17 0.97 25990 

5 21.50 6.66 11.10 60.74 70.37 4.49 3.45 1.07 2.86 27940 

6 24.00 4.48 12.04 59.48 69.48 4.18 7.22 0.82 1.78 27220 

7 24.21 1.09 26.03 48.67 60.16 3.54 7.40 1.24 0.54 21730 

8 24.40 7.95 42.06 25.59 42.28 2.69 4.26 0.52 0.24 16270 

9 25.60 5.27 22.81 46.32 59.64 3.98 5.67 1.16 1.47 23840 

10 27.22 3.50 32.20 37.08 54.50 3.44 4.11 0.85 1.40 21770 

11 28.80 8.28 9.07 53.85 68.18 3.73 9.40 0.65 0.69 26970 

12 29.30 1.53 39.30 29.87 47.80 3.30 6.95 0.77 0.35 17800 

13 31.00 3.79 17.27 47.94 61.25 3.74 12.9 0.84 0.21 23110 

14 31.60 2.40 14.20 51.80 67.40 4.50 7.50 2.00 2.00 24720 

15 32.20 4.00 29.33 34.47 55.20 3.50 2.73 1.16 4.08 22370 

16 32.54 12.44 28.67 26.35 44.90 3.56 9.26 0.72 0.45 17000 

17 33.00 1.39 26.72 38.89 55.28 3.02 7.28 0.88 5.45 23200 

18 33.20 5.87 38.29 22.64 46.83 3.09 4.44 1.01 0.47 18110 

19 34.57 2.35 29.51 33.57 56.04 3.32 7.46 0.88 0.44 21610 

20 34.76 9.00 20.07 36.17 58.14 3.86 8.09 0.62 0.22 22680 

21 36.20 12.80 11.90 39.10 58.90 3.60 10.4 0.70 1.70 22110 

22 37.00 9.22 27.48 26.30 50.14 3.40 8.81 0.57 0.38 19410 

23 37.00 5.92 8.90 48.18 68.10 3.98 11.55 0.98 0.57 25880 

24 37.00 9.20 17.10 36.70 59.60 3.50 9.20 0.70 0.70 22860 

25 37.00 15.60 18.40 29.00 50.60 2.50 11.10 0.90 0.90 18260 

26 37.20 3.55 11.52 47.73 69.40 4.73 7.93 1.59 1.28 28010 

27 38.50 6.20 5.27 50.03 72.97 4.56 9.33 0.86 0.81 29440 

28 39.50 1.75 38.33 20.42 47.99 3.02 6.61 1.19 1.11 18720 

29 39.88 16.84 18.75 24.53 50.85 3.24 9.05 0.65 0.62 19520 

30 40.00 10.00 34.20 15.80 44.60 3.30 5.70 0.90 1.30 17500 

31 40.90 3.20 29.42 26.48 55.12 4.11 7.01 0.81 0.33 21980 

32 41.98 16.32 23.38 18.32 45.14 3.70 9.20 0.69 1.57 16770 

33 44.40 13.90 13.38 28.32 56.44 4.40 9.93 1.38 0.57 22090 

34 44.53 10.64 11.20 33.63 61.82 4.95 9.71 1.26 0.42 24550 

35 45.00 10.67 17.38 26.95 55.56 4.16 10.11 1.30 0.82 21770 



36 46.70 4.79 14.09 34.42 57.28 4.58 17.96 0.97 0.33 22500 

 

Table 2 Characteristics of some Chinese bituminous coal samples collected from literatures[4] 

 Vdaf Mar Mad Aar Car Har Oar Nar Sar LHV 

37 31.25 7.39 1.52 10.77 69.15 3.03 7.74 0.77 1.15 26950 

38 31.33 9.27 1.67 9.54 68.94 3.82 6.70 0.73 1.00 26214 

39 48.73 6.25 0.78 23.61 61.51 3.76 3.22 1.16 0.49 21591 

40 17.26 5.33 0.73 22.73 63.87 2.93 3.11 1.06 0.97 23978 

41 33.58 2.75 0.81 29.18 46.22 3.75 16.48 1.20 0.42 23036 

42 43.63 8.35 2.14 24.02 49.73 3.06 12.05 0.91 1.88 21855 

43 40.32 5.40 1.75 20.06 64.85 4.45 3.71 1.22 0.31 25812 

44 37.51 13.38 10.05 27.41 43.50 2.85 10.81 0.88 1.17 16998 

45 43.48 26.81 3.19 8.95 52.02 4.00 7.07 0.83 0.32 19841 

46 28.22 5.21 1.22 30.48 54.26 3.32 5.52 0.88 0.33 16998 

47 47.87 14.57 7.94 21.70 47.13 3.25 11.99 0.95 0.41 18133 

48 36.39 7.16 2.44 22.78 57.44 3.58 8.00 0.73 0.31 22316 

49 37.45 8.37 1.42 20.45 58.68 3.89 7.88 0.59 0.14 22944 

50 28.69 3.61 1.58 15.83 70.43 4.25 4.77 0.81 0.30 27997 

51 40.63 6.60 1.79 32.66 54.43 3.12 2.00 0.80 0.39 17823 

52 35.92 7.06 1.57 24.43 57.03 3.63 6.28 1.03 0.54 22148 

53 40.29 6.34 1.83 33.25 48.47 3.42 5.35 2.87 0.30 18422 

54 34.27 7.71 0.46 25.41 56.90 3.64 2.25 0.88 3.21 22362 

55 36.10 6.50 1.29 27.71 57.00 3.64 4.27 0.99 0.43 23865 

56 21.66 6.40 2.63 23.96 62.57 3.22 1.69 0.93 1.23 22986 

57 40.20 8.61 1.96 17.25 59.84 4.05 8.35 1.03 0.87 24158 

58 24.01 4.80 0.37 33.37 52.61 2.94 4.57 0.84 0.87 19845 

59 38.85 8.52 2.33 28.49 56.15 3.45 1.73 1.08 0.58 23237 

60 42.63 10.53 2.46 25.34 52.78 3.94 4.54 1.08 1.79 22994 

Artificial neural network (ANN), as a new mathematic method, has been widely used in 
research areas of industry process[5-9]. In this paper, the back-propagation neural network (BPNN), 
a method of neural network in mathematic software package MATLAB, was used to predict the low 
heating value (LHV) of Chinese bituminous coal based on the proximate and ultimate analysis.    

2.  Experimental data  

The proximate and ultimate analysis data and LHV of 60 Chinese bituminous coal samples 
were used for this research. 36 samples were chosen from literature[3] and other 24 samples were 
selected from literature[4]. All the data were listed in Table 1. The latter 24 samples were 
determined on “as received” basis (ar), which can be converted to the “air dried” basis (ad) by using 
the following expression[10]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) adaradarnetarnetad MMMMQQ 2310010023,, −−−×+=                     (1) 



)100(100( ) aradarad MMXX −−×=                                           (2) 

)100()100()100(100 aradarardafad MMAMVV −−×−−×=                      (3) 

where netQ  is the LHV, and X can denote the moisture, ash, fixed carbon, carbon, hydrogen, 

oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur content. 

 
Fig.1. correlation between the LHV of coal and its proximate and ultimate analysis data (air dried basis) 

The correlations between the LHV of coal and its proximate and ultimate analysis data were 
investigated using plots exhibited in Fig1. We can find that, for proximate analysis, the LHV shows a 
poor linear correlation to the moisture content and volatile matter content. There is a approximately 
tendency that samples which have the higher fixed carbon content and lower ash content would 
reasonably contain higher LHV. For ultimate analysis, the carbon content contributes positively to 
the LHV while hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur contents give poor correlations to the LHV. 

It can be concluded that the correlation between LHV and proximate and moisture analysis is 
not linear. The current prediction equations of LHV, which are based on proximate and ultimate 
analysis and linear regression method, are not exact for Chinese coal. 



3.  Prediction of LHV based on BPNN 

ANN is an empirical modeling tool, which is analogous to the behavior of biological neural 
structures. ANN is powerful tool that has the abilities to identify underlying highly complex 
relationships from input-output data only. One of the major advantages of neural network is efficient 
handling of highly non-linear relationships in data, even when the exact nature of such relationship 
is unknown. It is considered as a nonlinear statistical identification technique.     

In this paper, back-propagation neural network (BPNN), a method of neural network in 
mathematic software package MATLAB, was used to predict the LHV of Chinese bituminous coal 
based on the proximate and ultimate analysis. The architecture of BPNN is shown as below (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2  BPNN architecture with two hidden layers 

This network usually consist of three layers described as input, hidden and output layers, and 
I,J,K,Ldetermine the node numbers of the input, first hidden, second hidden and output layers, 
respectively. The number of nodes in hidden layer measures the non-linear degree between the 
input and output, but there is not uniform criterion of selection in theory. The number of hidden 
layers and the optimal number of nodes can be got through comparing training results of every 

BPNN model. Each interconnection has a scalar weight ( ijW ) associated with it, which modifies the 

strength of the signal. In addition, a bias can also be used, which is another neural parameter that is 
summed with the neuron’s weighted inputs. 
Table 3 Proximate & ultimate analysis data (ad) of Chinese bituminous coals along with experimental LHV 

Proximate analysis Ultimate analysis 
No. Ref 

V M A FC 

LHV 

(kJ/kg)
No. Ref

C H O N S 

LHV 

(kJ/kg)

1 [11] 10.05 1.20 27.01 61.94 24302 1 [11] 69.99 3.10 2.48 1.34 2.48 26889

2 [11] 11.23 0.90 20.03 67.84 27174 2 [11] 69.66 3.23 2.08 1.67 1.77 27100

3 [11] 28.24 8.80 20.61 42.36 21649 3 [11] 55.79 3.51 9.98 0.66 0.66 21649

4 [11] 30.17 3.50 13.17 53.17 24704 4 [11] 61.96 3.98 8.60 1.15 0.84 23665

5 [11] 26.53 2.20 9.36 61.91 29080 5 [11] 63.67 3.74 9.83 0.75 0.75 24564



6 [11] 24.38 3.50 28.77 43.35 20924 6 [11] 62.14 4.52 12.58 1.19 1.20 24295

7 [11] 29.13 3.00 18.27 49.60 24564 7 [11] 37.12 3.69 6.19 0.87 0.54 15556

8 [11] 8.62 1.40 20.20 69.78 27100 8 [11] 42.32 2.76 4.04 0.85 1.06 16837

In this paper, two models were build base on the proximate and ultimate analysis, respectively. 
Model 1 is based on the proximate analysis (V , M , A  and FC  contents) which make up of four 
nodes of the input layer. Model 2 is based on the ultimate analysis (C , H ,O , N and S  contents) 
which make up of five nodes for the input layer. The LHV is the only required output and so one 
node is used in the output layer both in model 1 and 2. The proximate and ultimate analysis of the 
60 samples listed in Table 1 was used to build and train the net models, respectively. Then 8 
proximate analysis data and 8 ultimate data listed in Table 2 were used to access the precision of 
prediction of the two models. 

The performance of the two BPNN models is valued by an error analysis. The widely utilized 
error function is known as “root mean squared error” (RMSE) which is calculated as  

NLHVLHVRMSE N

i
ii

c∑ =
−=

1
2)(                                                (4) 

where N denotes the number of patterns in the data set; i  refers to the pattern index; LHV  and 

cLHV  respectively represent the experimental and BPNN-predicted outputs. Otherwise, the 

absolute and bias errors were defined as: 

absolute error %100)( ×−= LHVLHVLHVc                                        (5) 

bias error %100)( ×−= LHVLHVLHVc                                            (6) 

4.  Results and analysis 

The tan-sigmoid transfer function (tansig) was used in the hidden layers, and the linear transfer 
function (purelin) was used the output layer. Through a series tests using different initial number of 
layers and nodes, a 4-7-4-1 BPNN based on proximate analysis and a 5-8-7-1 BPNN based on 
ultimate analysis gave the best results for model 1 and 2, respectively. Fig.4 and Fig.5 illustrates the 
prediction results of LHV by two models, respectively.   

  
Fig. 4. Comparison of actual and predicted values by 

BPNN model 1 

Fig. 5. Comparison of actual and predicted values 

by BPNN model 2 



Some linear empirical equations for calculating the LHV were collected (Table 3). The LHVs 
were calculated by these equations from the data in Table 2. then, the comparison of calculated 
LHVs by equations and predicted LHVs by BPNN models were shown as Table 4. 

The performance of the BPNN models and linear empirical equations is evaluated by RMSE, 
average absolute error, average bias error, minimum and maximum relative error. It is found from 
Table 4 that, the BPNN model 2, which uses ultimate analysis of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, 
nitrogen and sulfur contents as model inputs, has a higher precision in predicting LHV of Chinese 
bituminous coal than the BPNN model 1 which uses proximate analysis of volatile matter, moisture, 
ash and fixed carbon contents as model inputs. The reason may be that, coal consists of organic 
and inorganic matters and the proximate analysis is a chemical index of coal assuming a uniform 
material while ultimate analysis gives specific chemical compositions. 

Table.4  Some equations used for predicting the LHV of Chinese bituminous coal 

No. Equation Unit Basis Ref.

Eq.1 LHV=12808＋216.6C＋734.2H－200O―133A―188M kJ/kg ad [3]

Eq.2 LHV=6984＋275C＋805.7H＋60.7S－142.9O―74.4A―129.2M kJ/kg ad [12]

Eq.4 LHV=265.9C＋993.5H＋48.7S－171.9O－105.5M－84.2A＋7144 kJ/kg ad [10]

Eq.7 LHV=13907.4＋201.6C＋790.7H－204.7O－151.5A－201.2M kJ/kg ad [13]

Table 5 Comparison of calculated LHVs by equations and predicted LHVs by BPNN models 

BPNN model 1 based on proximate analysis BPNN model 2 based on ultimate analysis 

Relative error % Relative error %  
RMSE Avg.abs. 

error 

Avg.bias 

error 
Min Max

RMSE Avg.abs.

error 

Avg.bias 

error 
Min Max

BPNN 0.2728 0.895 0.580 -1.259 1.139 0.1770 0.667 0.367 -0.356 1.436

Eq.1 0.4596 1.761 -1.320 -3.341 1.767 0.3091 1.184 -0.384 -2.638 2.155

Eq.2 0.4501 1.730 -1.272 -3.233 1.833 0.3040 1.152 -0.366 -2.546 2.141

Eq.3 0.4867 1.905 -1.535 -3.746 1.479 0.3576 1.555 -0.929 -2.850 1.882

Eq.4 0.5295 2.084 -1.640 -3.778 1.778 0.3992 1.741 -1.042 -3.024 1.875

It is found from Table 4 that, compared with linear empirical equations, the BPNN method 
shows a high precision in predicting LHV of Chinese bituminous coal. The maximum relative error 
of linear empirical equations can be up to 3.778%, but reduces to 1.436% for BPNN. The average 
absolute error of linear empirical equations can be up to 2.084％, but reduce to 0.895% for BPNN. 
So the BPNN method used to predict the LHV based on proximate and ultimate analysis is good 
way with reasonable accuracy, which is better than calculating LHV with linear empirical equations. 
If there are more samples used as training samples of BPNN model, the prediction results will be 
more precise.     

5.  Conclusions 

The LHV shows a poor linear correlation to the moisture content and volatile matter content. 



There is a approximately tendency that samples which have the higher fixed carbon content and 
lower ash content would reasonably contain higher LHV. For ultimate analysis, the carbon content 
contributes positively to the LHV while hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur contents give poor 
correlations to the LHV. It can be concluded that there are strong nonlinear correlations between 
LHV and proximate and ultimate analysis. 

Compared with linear empirical equations, the BPNN method shows a high precision in 
predicting LHV of Chinese bituminous coal. A higher precision of 1% relative error in the prediction 
results is obtained through BPNN method, while the relative error of linear empirical equations is 
more than 3%. So the BPNN method is a reasonable way to predict the LHV based on proximate 
and ultimate analysis.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nitrogen is ubiquitously present in coal and sewage sludge. 

The forms and evolution mechanism of nitrogen during 
combustion has become a subject of increasing interest. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was a kind of 
method for solid materials surface analysis, which can be uses 
to identify the elements (except H) on solid particle surface. It 
was considered to be one of most successful non-destructive 
techniques applied to study the N-contained functionalities in 
coal surface[1]. Jone[2] and Pels[3] used XPS to determine the 
nitrogen functionalities in coals of different ranks respectively, 
concluding that nitrogen was mainly present in pyrrole and 
pyridine, the former being in higher concentration. Kelly[4] 
pointed out that an additional peak corresponding to 
quaternary nitrogen was usually required to achieve an 
acceptable fit to the XPS spectra. Wojtowicz[5] found another 
nitrogen peak between 402 and 405eV besides the former 
three functionalities. Perry[6]，Buckley[7]，Gong[8] and Liu[9] 
studied the nitrogen forms in coal respectively, showing 
N-contained functionalities in coal included pyridine, pyrrole, 
quaternary, nitrogen oxide, amine and inorganic nitrogen. 

Research of the forms of nitrogen in sewage sludge was 
much less than that of coal. Werther[10] distinguished nitrogen 
in sewage sludge as organic and inorganic nitrogen. Correa[11] 
and Ojeda[12] suggested inorganic nitrogen include ammonium 
and nitrate. Barrio[13] determined nitrile, pyridine and pyrrole 
in pyrolysate of sewage sludge applying PY-GC-MS. Inoue[14, 

15] identified amines and amides in oils derived from 
liquefaction of dewatered sewage sludge. Mo[16] found a large 
amount of nitrobenzene in municipal sludge from 11 cities in 
China. Dominguez[17, 18], Faure[19] and Fullana[20] also 
researched the nitrogen forms in sewage sludge, concluding 
that nitrate, ammonium, nitryl, amine, nitrile and small 
amount of pyridine and pyrrole were present in sewage sludge. 

In view of the above, the study of nitrogen in coal was 
mainly focused on nitrogen forms in raw coal and their 
transformations during pyrolysis[1, 3, 5, 8, 21, 22], whereas the 
evolution of nitrogen functionalities during combustion was 
rarely discussed. The nitrogen forms in sewage sludge, as well 

as their transformation during combustion, were seldom 
presented. In this work, the study by XPS was a continuation 
of above earlier work. The evolution of nitrogen 
functionalities in coal and sewage sludge and their chars were 
discussed together, which maybe improve the insight of 
nitrogen transformation during combustion. The first objective 
was to discuss the transformation mechanism of nitrogen in 
coal during combustion. The second objective was to identify 
all peaks appearing in the N1s spectra of sewage sludge and 
chars, and transformation pathway of nitrogen in sewage 
sludge during combustion was also discussed on the base of 
that in coal. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Sample preparation 

Experiment was performed on the samples of a bituminous 
coal and sewage sludge. Sewage sludge was collected from an 
urban sewage plant. Analysis data of the samples were given 
in Table 1. The samples were dried at 105  and ground into ℃
fine powder by pestle and mortar, and then passed through a 
120 mesh screen. Chars were prepared at the temperature of 
850  under the environment of N2 and O2℃  (N2:O2=80:20) in 
a tuber reactor furnace. The excessive air coefficient value was 
1.2. Tow groups of chars were obtained, corresponding to coal 
and sewage sludge, the burn-off ratio α of which were 0, 30%, 
50%, 70% and 100% respectively. The experimental furnace 
was illustrated in Fig.1. Chars were stored in vacuum prior to 
XPS analysis and no other pretreatment of chars was carried 
out. 
2.2 Apparatus 
XPS experiment was performed using XSAM800 ESCA 
spectrometer (made by KRATOS Company) equipped with 
MgKα(1253.6ev) ,excitation source being operated at 12.5KV 
and 16ma(200W) at a base pressure of 5×10－7Pa. The 
spectrometer was run in FRR mode at analyser pass energy of 
160 eV and 20 eV for whole and narrow scans respectively. 
The spectra were recorded in the FRR mode with middle 
resolution of 0.9eV and of 0.1%. The calibration was carried 
out to the main C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. Samples were mounted 
on double-sided adhesive sensitivity tape. The vertical axis  
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sludge was mainly nitryl（－NO2）, nitrate（NO3

－）and ammonium（NH4
＋）.Dominating species was－NO2 accounting for almost 

80%. The －NO2 declined at first and rose up at last while NO3
－ and NH4

＋ presented in opposite characteristic. The peaks of 
amine(－NH2) or nitrile(－CN) and N-6 appeared during combustion, the reason of which need to be discussed further.  
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Table1 .Proximate and Ultimate analysis of coal and sewage sludge 

Proximate analysis (WT%) Ultimate analysis (WT %) NO. 
M A V FC C H O N S 

Q 
(MJ.kg-1) 

Coal 1.48 12.56 26.3 59.66 61.89 1.792 6.51 0.978 1.05 28.39 
Sewage 
Sludge 6 12.96 64.12 16.92 23.25 1.743 3.161 0.78 0.946 7.593 

 

 
Fig.1 The scheme of experiment for char preparation  

   1－gas cylinder；2－flow-meter；3－quartz tube；4－tube furnace；5－thermoelectric couple； 
6－temperature controller；7－ceramic boat；8－powder filter；9－gas analysis；10－absorb bottle

represented for electronic number in the spectra while 
horizontal axis was electronic binding energies. The area of 
peak reflected the relative content and the height stood for 
information strength in N1s spectral line. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The N-contained functionalities in coal chiefly included 

pyridine, prrrole, quaternary, nitrogen oxide, amine and 
inorganic nitrogen[1, 5, 9, 21-23]. Generally, amine was excluded 
in N1s spectral of coal because it presented in such small 
amounts that it cannot be distinguished separately[1, 6]. Besides, 
the binding energy for this functionality being 399.4 eV 
meaned that it was difficult to reliably detect small amino 
peaks between N-5 and N-6. It was also pointed out by the 
reference[1, 24, 25] that there was no evidence indicating the 
occurrence of inorganic nitrogen in bituminous coal. Thus 
only the former four functionalities were considered in this 
work, and their binding energies were shown as table 2.  

 
Table 2 Binding Energy of N Functionalities in coal[1, 5, 9, 21-23] 

 
N-contained  
functionality Symbol Binding energy 

/eV 
Pyridine N-6 398.7±0.4 
Pyrrole N-5 400.5±0.3 

Quaternary N-Q 401.1±0.3 
Nitrogen oxides N-X 403.5±0.5 

 
Table3 Binding Energy of N Functionalities in SS[10, 11, 15, 17, 18] 

 
N-contained  
functionality Symbol Binding energy 

/eV 
Pyridine N-6 398.7±0.4 

Amine/Nitrile －NH2/－CN 399.5±0.5 
Pyrrole N-5 400.5±0.3 

Ammonium NH4
＋ 401.5±0.5 

Nitryl －NO2 403.5±0.5 
Nitrate NO3

－ 406.0±0.5 
 
The nitrogen functionalities in sewage sludge were 

obviously different from that in coal, the reason of which may 
lie in thedistinct origination, formation process and inherent 
attribution. Nitrate, ammonium, nitryl, amine and nitrile may 
exist in sewage sludge, small amount of pyridine and pyrrole 
was also considered[10, 11, 15, 17, 18] (shown as table 3). Amine 

and nitrile would be discussed together because of their 
similar binding energies. The composition of sewage sludge 
was related to the source of waste water and disposal method 
etc., which lead to the variety of nitrogen functionality. Thus 
part or whole functionalities mentioned above may be 
contained in specific sewage sludge.  
3.1 Nitrogen functionality in coal  

N1s spectra line of raw coal and peak-splitting result were 
presented in fig. 2. Four components were required to achieve 
acceptable fits in the XPS spectra, corresponding to 
N-6，N-5，N-Q and N-O respectively. The concentrations of 
nitrogen functionality derived from the fitted N 1s components 
were 11.8% (N-6)，44.1% (N-5)，26.2% (N-Q) and 22.9% 
(N-O). Dominating species were N-5, which was in 
accordance with result of the reference[2, 5, 6, 9, 22]. The content 
of N-O, However, was in a relative high level, which may be 
induced by the oxidation by air during coal preservation[22]. 
 

 
Fig.2 N1s spectral line of raw coal 
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Fig.3 Evolution of N functionalities in coal during combustion 
 



     
 

The behavior of nitrogen functionalities in coal surface 
during combustion was shown in fig. 3. 

N-5 content decreased while N-6 content increased 
appreciably during the early stage of combustion, which was 
consistent with the reference[1, 5, 22]. This demonstrated that 
N-6 was steadier than pyrrole. With the process of combustion, 
N-6 content decreased to 0, the reasons of which may include 
three aspects: first, released as volatilize; second incorporated 
into aromatic structure with coal molecule[5]; third, oxidized to 
form pyridone in the oxygen-enriched environment. However, 
small amount of N-6 was detected during terminal stage. It 
may be induced by the fact that the particles of coal crash to 
each other, exposing fresh surface where N-6 was still exist. 
N-5 content declined in whole combustion period, being 
released as volatilize or transforming into N-Q or N-6[22]. N-5 
was always more than N-6, however, N-5 was considered to 
be more active than N-6. This fact indicated that nitrogen may 
present as pyridone whose binding energy was closed to N-5 
while structure was preferable to N-6. 

N-Q content presented in the tendency of increasing at 
the beginning and decreasing with the process. It was known 
that there were two kinds of N-Q in coal. One was N 
incorporated into aromatic structure in coal molecule, the 
other was pyridine-N combined to the surroundings[5]. At the 
beginning, the temperature on particle surface increased 
rapidly for the high volatilize content and fast inflammation of 
coal. The temperature was so high that N-5 and N-O may 
convert to N-Q when trapped into aromatic ring with the 
incorporation of aromatic structure. In terminal stage, the N-Q 
declined substantially. Two reasons were provided. Firstly, 
N-Q was usually decomposed completely at 1218 K[26] that 
was just a little higher than the experimental temperature 
(1123K) used in this work, which means N-Q may partially 
decompose at the end of combustion. Secondly, when oxygen 
was provided, the N seated at fringe of aromatic ring may be 
oxidized, transforming into volatilize and the center N in 
aromatic ring (N-Q) would be exposed to be fringe N. This 
result was in accordance with reference[5, 22]. 

The opposite tendency of N-O was observed. The 
declining of N-O in early stage demonstrated that N-O 
represented nitrogen oxides, instead of nitrate. If the latter was 
accepted, the area of this peak would increase, because it can 
not be released as volatilize or decomposed at this temperature. 
The declining of N-O may be caused by reasons similar to N-6, 
released as volatilize or incorporated into aromatic structure. 
In combustion process, the decomposition of N-Q and 
oxidation of N at the edge of aromatic ring such as N-5 and 
N-6, would lead to the increasing of N-O. 

In general, in early stage N-5 and N-O reduced while N-Q 
rose up and N-6 remained, which illustrated N-5 and N-O may 
convert into N-Q[5, 9, 21, 22, 27]. It was demonstrated by 
reference[28-30] that NH3 may originate from N-Q and NH3 was 
the dominant volatile species at low temperature. Besides, 
NH3 may decompose to NH2 and NH radicals while HCN may 
decompose to NCO and thereafter NCO can react with NO to 
form N2O. This reaction mechanism was the main N2O 
formation route during fluidized bed coal combustion. In this 
work N-5 and N-O were preferable to transform into N-Q, 
which demonstrated that a large amount of NH3 would be 
formed and much N2O may be released. Tan[31] investigated 
the transformation of pyridine-N in coal during combustion, 
obtaining the product of N2O reach the maximum at 
temperature of 1123K, which indicated the presumption in this 
paper was appropriate.  
3.2 Nitrogen functionality in sewage sludge  

N1s spectral line of sewage sludge was given in fig. 4. The 

peak of N-5 was excluded because it can not be found in the 
spectra of sewage sludge and its char in this experiment. N-6，
－NH2/－CN，NH4

＋，－NO2 and NO3
－ were used to obtain 

an acceptable fit of the spectra. Their binding energies, from 
low to high, were 398.7eV，399.5eV，401.5eV，403.5eV and 
406eV, the concentration of which were 0，0，8.1%，80.8% and 
11.1% respectively. Dominating species was－NO2 
accounting for more than 80% while small amount of NO3

－ 
and NH4

＋ was also detected, which was consistent with the 
conclusions of reference[10-12, 16]. The result of peak-spitting 
showed there’s no N-6 in sewage sludge, the reason of which 
may be caused by its deletion in waste water. It was shown by 
reference[13, 14, 17, 20] that －NH2/－CN were contained in 
sewage sludge. However, it was interesting that there was no 
－NH2/－CN identified in this work. Three assumptions were 
summarized: a) －NH2/－CN may decompose into 
environment when preserved in air. b) －NH2/－CN may 
react with oxygen, producing nitryl-like substance. c) N in －
NH2 may exist as forms of  peptide linkage （-C（O）-NH-）, 
and the binding energy of N may deviated to high value. The 
specific deviant value still needs to be discussed.  
 

 
Fig.4 N1s spectral line of sewage sludge 
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Fig.5 Evolution of S functionalities in SS during combustion  

 
The evolution of nitrogen functionalities in sewage sludge 

surface during combustion was presented in fig. 5. The －
NO2 content declined sharply at first, and the minimum was 
reached when burn off ratio was 70%. Releasing as volatilize 
or combining with oxygen to form nitrate may be the answers. 
In the end of combustion, －NO2 content rose up, two reasons 



     
 
were offered: 1, Fresh surface of sewage sludge particles was 
exposed by crashing to each other. 2, The temperature was so 
high on particle surface that part of nitrate decomposed into 
nitrite whose binding energy was closed to that of －NO2. 
The latter was considered to be more appropriate. 

NO3
－ presented in opposite characteristic to －NO2, 

increasing firstly and decreasing finally. In early stage, the 
temperature on particle surface was low and NO3

－ cannot be 
decomposed or released as volatilize. Meanwhile, part of －
NO2 may be converted into NO3

－ while NH4
＋ may enter 

environment as volatilize. These influences induced the 
ascending of NO3

－ relative content. As the combustion goes, 
the temperature of particle surface reached a higher 
degree—so high that NO3

－ begin to be decomposed, which 
indicted that the increasing of “－NO2” in this period may 
caused by the decomposition of nitrate. 

NH4
＋ content increased gradually at first, then decreased 

to 0 rapidly. Not very high temperature was needed for the 
decomposition of  NH4

＋ because of its poor thermal stability. 
However, the surface temperature was low at beginning, and 
the reaction was not severe. NH4

＋ existed as ion that may 
transmit from interior to exterior during decomposition, which 
kept  the concentration of  NH4

＋ in a certain degree. When 
－NO2 content declined sharply, the increasing tendency of 
NH4

＋ may be acceptable. The surface temperature rose up 
and the transmission of NH4

＋ was weakened with the process 
of combustion, resulting in sudden decreasing of NH4

＋ due to 
decomposition and no supplement. 
－NH2/－CN appeared with the process of combustion, and 

disappeared finally. In early stage, particles were enclosed by 
reductive atmosphere in which－NO2 may be reduced into －
NH2 /－CN. Meanwhile, if N in -NH2 were trapped in peptide 
linkage, it would be decomposed into －NH2 that would 
transform into －CN under reductive atmosphere[20]. The 
conclusion of reference[13, 14, 17] suggested that －NH2 and －
CN can be both formed during the pyrolysis of sewage sludge. 
XPS can hardly distinguish these two functionalities because 
their binding energies were closed to each other. This peak 
standing for －NH2 or －CN still needs to be identified. N-6 
presenting at the terminal stage may be converted by other 
nitrogen forms under high temperature. It was examined in the 
pyrolysate of sewage sludge under 1073－1273K supported 
by reference data[14, 17, 20]. 

4. CONSLUSIONS 
XPS was utilized to investigate the evolution of nitrogen 

functionalities presented in coal, sewage sludge and their chars 
during combustion. The following conclusions were obtained: 
a)The nitrogen in the bituminous coal existed in the forms of 
pyridine (N-6), pyrrole(N-5), quaternary nitrogen (N-Q) and 
nitrogen oxides(N-O). Dominating species were pyrrole(N-5).  
b)N-5 content decreased while N-6 content increased firstly 
and decreased finally during combustion, which demonstrated 
that N-6 was steadier than N-5. N-Q presented in the tendency 
of ascending at the beginning and declining with the process. 
The opposite tendency of N-O was observed. N-5 and N-O 
may transform into N-Q which may be correlated with the 
production of N2O.c)The nitrogen in sewage sludge was 
mainly nitryl（－NO2）, nitrate（NO3

－）and 
ammonium（NH4

＋），which was obviously different from 

that in coal. Dominating species was －NO2 accounting for 
almost 80%. 
d)The －NO2 declined at first and rose up at last . NO3

－ was 
stable in low temperature and would be decomposed in high 
degree, causing the opposite characteristic as －NO2. The 
tendency of NH4

＋ was similar to NO3
－. The peaks of －NH2 

/－CN and N-6 appeared during combustion. The former was 
due to the reduction of －NO2 or the decomposition of 
peptide linkage while the latter may result from the conversion 
of other nitrogen form under high temperature. 
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ABSTRACT 

Energy consumption in the rural Sector of Punjab in the form of petroleum-based fuels has 

increased manifold during the last two decades or so. Fast depleting stock of fossil fuel and steep 

increase in their prices may lead to an energy crisis in the not-too-distant future. Punjab has vast 

resource of bio mass; a renewable source of fuel, which if used effectively would reduce the rate 

of depletion of fossil energy resources. As plants consume CO2 emission during photo synthesis 

process , the overall CO2 emission during combustion of bio mass can be offset, which is 

fundamental advantage of extracting energy from biomass through combustion process in the 

perspective of sustainability. Rice Husk/Rice Straw is available in Northern India abundantly. 

Utilization of this rice husk/rice straw plays an important role in reducing the dependence on 

fuels like coal which are transported from the eastern/Central part of India. The fluidized bed 

combustor is ideally suited to burn such fuels since the uniform mixing condition ensures 

efficient combustion, even at temperature as low as 873 to 923 K. In this paper a case study will 

be presented of a 10 MW bubbling bed fluidized bed boiler using rice straw and rice husk (a 

unique plant) located at Jalkheri, Distt. Fatehgarh Sahib,Punjab, India. This is basically a mini 

thermal plant which uses biomass as fuel instead of coal for releasing heat energy. Few 

modifications were done like modified secondary air, removal of in bed superheater, bed material 

size, additional soot blowers and feeding system for additives.CO2 emissions are nearly zero but 

SPM for this plant is quite high comparative to other conventional power plants. SO2 and NOx   

emissions are below the emissions from conventional power plants. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Effective utilization of biomass, a vast resource of renewable energy, would reduce the rate of 

depletion of fossil energy resources. Rice Husk/Straw is available in the state of Punjab in 

Northern India. The utilization of this rice straw plays an important role in reducing the 

dependence on fuels like coal which are transported from the Eastern/Central part of India. This 

involves long haulage and hence increased cost. The rice straw ash has a low-melting point of 

about 1023 K due to its alkali containing mineral combinations. The fluidized bed is ideally 

suited to burn such fuels since the uniform mixing condition ensures efficient combustion, even at 

temperatures as low as 873 to 929 K. 

                                      Punjab state electricity board took first step to exploit non conventional 

sources of energy, when a 10 MW plant was set in village Jalkheri (Distt. Fatehgarh Sahib) in 

1991. This was a demonstration unit wholly designed and manufactured by BHEL,India. This is 

basically mini thermal plant which uses bio mass as a fuel instead of coal for releasing heat 

energy. The heat so liberated goes into water which is converted into superheated steam. The 

steam used to run steam turbine which is coupled with generator to produce electricity. 

Requirement of water is taken from near by canal. The generation voltage of power is 11kv which 

is stepped up to 66kv for linking it to PSEB transmission network. In order to ensure adequate 

raw material required for the plant, a consortium of type as shown in Figure. 1 has been formed. 

Initially the plant was shut down due to some drawbacks and non availability of fuel but after 

some time it was recomissioned. Plant is fully automatic which uses conveyor for feeding fuel. 

Any type of bio mass can be use. At present fuel used is (rice husk+ rice straw +cotton waste). 

All the main controls of plant and other performance parameters can be handled from single 



  

computer placed inside control room. Presently it is being run by a private entrepreneur on lease 

hold basis and plant now runs satisfactorily. The consortium for the collection of biomass has 

been shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure. 1-Consortioum for the Collection of Biomass 

 

2. FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTOR AND ITS ADVANTAGES 

A fluidized bed combustor consists of a collection of combustible particles suspended in an 

upward flowing gas stream at such a velocity that the particles are not carried out of the vessel but 

continue to circulate vigorously within the vessel. Cavities usually called ‘bubbles’ move through 

the suspended mass, which help the vigorous circulation of the bed material. Since the bed offers 

resistance to flow, the drag forces, as given by pressure drop across the bed, are sufficient to 

support the weight of the bed.  

The advantages of fluidized bed boilers are as follows; 

• The smooth, liquid like flow of particles allows continuous, automatically controlled 

operation with ease of handling and it is suitable for large-scale operations. 

• The rapid mixing of solids leads to nearly isothermal conditions throughout the 

combustor; hence the operation can be controlled easily and reliably. 

• Heat and mass transfer rates between gas and particles are high when compared with 

other modes of contacting. 

• Since the bed temperature is kept normally below 1000
0
C, little atmospheric nitrogen is 

converted to NOx. 

• Low-grade fuels such as high ash coal and biomass can be used in the system.  

• In addition, the whole vessel of well mixed solids represents a large thermal flywheel that 

resists rapid temperature changes, responds slowly to abrupt changes in operating 

conditions and gives a large margin of safety in avoiding temperature runaways for 

exothermic reactions. 

• The rate of heat transfer between a fluidized bed and immersed object is high; hence heat 

exchangers with in fluidized beds require relatively small surface areas. 

 

3. STATUS OF FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTION POWER PLANTS IN PUNJAB USING 

AGRIWASTE 

Punjab is one of the major paddy growing states in India, which is the source of rice husk and 

rice. Rice Production in Punjab during 2003-2004 has been 9.65 million tones, which produce 

1.93-2.41 million tones of husk (20-25% of paddy production).No abrupt change in this scenario 

is expected in the short and medium term. Punjab has a potential of 300MW for power producing 

Fuel Preparation Units 
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by fluidized bed based boilers using agriwaste and so far exploited by PSEB is 16MW. Punjab 

has 220 MW Potential of cogeneration (exploited so far in baggase based plants 12.3MW). A few 

of various plants based on fluidized bed combustion using agri waste are  

1. 24MW bio mass based project at Gujrat Ambuja Cement Limited at Ropar. 

2. 6.5 MW Rice husk based plant at I.A.L (Sangrur). 

3. 6MW power project at Village Gullabewala in Distt. Mukatsar and this has been set up by m/s 

Malwa power private limited on BOO (international competitive on built, operate and own basis). 

4. 3.5 MW Rice Husk based cogeneration project at Dhandari kalan at Ludhiana. 

5. 3.5 MW Rice Husk based cogeneration project at Sherpur Woolen Mills, Ludhiana. 

 

Each District of Punjab has been identified as 15-20 MW capacity. Table 1 gives the locations 

where PEDA (Punjab Energy Development Authority) is planning to set up biomass/agriwaste 

power projects to be set up in Punjab. 

 

Location District Estimated power 

generating potential 

(MW) 

Sunam  Sangrur 31 

Ludhiana  Ludhiana  15 

Nakodar Jalandhar 12 

Fatehgarh Sahib Fatehgarh Sahib 11 

Shahkot Jalandhar 10 

Phillour Jalandhar 10 

Patiala Patiala 10 

Ajnala Amritsar 10 

Jagraon  Ludhiana  10 

Faridkot Faridkot 9 

Amloh Fatehgarh Sahib 6 

Anandpur Sahib Roopnagar 5 

Nihalsingh wala & 

Baghapurana 

Moga 5 

Samrala Ludhiana  5 

Abohar Ferozepur  5 

Phagwara  Kapurthala 5 

Hoshiarpur-I Hoshiarpur 4.5 

Kharar  Ropar  2 

Gurdaspur  Gurdaspur 2 

Total  167.5 

 

Table 1 –Agriwaste Power Projects to be set up in Punjab (The Tribune, Nov. 18, 2005) 

 

4. POWER GENERATION FROM VARIOUS AGRIWASTE 

Agriwaste has traditionally been a handy and valuable source of heat energy all over the world in 

rural as well as the sub urban areas. In spite of rapid increase in the supply of, access to and use 

of fossil fuels, agriwaste is likely to play an important role in developing countries in general and 

India in particular, in the foreseeable future. Thus, developing and promoting techno-

economically viable technologies to utilize agriwaste for power generation, remains a pursuit of 

high priority. One way of accomplishing this is to set up agriwaste based captive plants in agro-

based industries and small capacity power generation plants in rural areas as decentralized power 

supply sources. One such power plant can satisfy the power need of a cluster of 30 to 40 nearby 



  

villages. The agriwaste like rice-straw, saw-dust, sugarcane-trash, coir-pith, peanut-shells, wheat 

stalks, soyabean stalks, maize stalks and cobs, sorghum, bagasse, waste wood etc. can be 

fruitfully utilized in power generation. This stuff is otherwise a waste and liability and consumes 

a lot of effort on its disposal; in addition to being a source of fire and health hazard. Table 2 

shows caloric value of various agriwaste fuels. Calorific value of various agriwaste fuels has 

comparable to Indian coal (17 MJ/kg).  

 

Fuel  Calorific Value  Units 

Rice Husk  15.3 MJ/Kg 

Rice Straw 15.5 MJ/Kg 

Cotton Stalks 15.8 MJ/Kg 

Baggase 19.0 MJ/Kg 

Mustard stalks  20.5  MJ/Kg 

Coconut shells  20.1 MJ/Kg 

Ground Nut Shells  19.7 MJ/Kg 

Wheat Straw  18.9 MJ/Kg 

Wheat Husk  17.2 MJ/Kg 

 

Table 2: Calorific Value of Various Agriwaste 

In the present scenario, the agriwaste stuff is processed to conform to the power 

generation requirements where it is to be used as a fuel. Feedstock characteristics and 

quality greatly influence the design, choice and performance of conversion technologies, 

design of plant components, fuel handling and ash disposal. Present research on power 

generation from agriwaste is focused on improvements of existing system with respect to 

ease of operation, higher efficiency, higher calorific value of composite (bi or multi) fuel, 

low cost of fuel (including transportation, labour and maintenance cost and marketing 

cost) and emissions controls. 

 

5. PLANT DATA AND OBSERVATIONS 
The first type of data noted from the power plant at Jalkheri (Distt. Fatehgarh Sahib) is shown in 

Table3. The different types of fuels [Rice husk (70 to 80%) + Rice Straw (10 to 20%) +Cotton 

Waste (10 to 20%)] are mixed by using forks and tractor. Fuel is fed to the conveyor belt using 

rollers. Fuel through conveyor belt is passed to boiler for incineration. Any type of Bio Mass 

(Rice /Wheat Husk, Raw Straw, Saw dust,  cotton waste ,baggase, tree chips ,cow dung cakes etc. 

which are conceivable)  can be used. The light-off compartment contains only in-bed evaporator 

surface. The light-off of the boiler is with the help of charcoal and kerosene. This method is 

adopted in many installations. However it was successfully employed for deep beds in this boiler. 

The fuel (Rice straw +Rice Husk+ Cotton waste) burns with a dull flame in the fireboard rising 

up to the roof/convection super heater probably due to insufficient mixing of air and 

combustibles. Due to the burning of volatiles in the freeboard of FBC, heat is released higher than 

of expected proportion in the freeboard zone. The resultant high gas temperature softens the ash 

due to its high alkali content and the ash deposits on the convection super heater tubes on the flue 

gas path. The ash deposition rate is such that in less than 12 hours of operation, the space between 

the convection super heater tubes are bridged with ash and flue gas could not pass through it. 

However, the ash deposition is observed to be related to the surface temperature as there were no 

deposits on the furnaces walls, roof and hanger tubes which carry water/steam mixture. The rate 

of ash deposition on the convection super heater tubes increases on increasing the firing rate. As 

the soot blower was located after the convection super heater, the cleaning of the ash deposits at 

super heater inlets was insufficient. The ash deposit (larger mass) falls back on the furnace and 



  

disturbs the fluidization. The fly ash when allowed to accumulate in the hoppers is observed to 

sinter and affect the flow ability of ash from the hoppers.  

 

 

Type of Fuel Used Rice Husk + Rice straw+ Cotton Waste 

 

Feed rate of Fuel 3.2 Kg /sec 

Feed rate of water 11.11 Kg/sec 

Air Flow rate 20 m
3
/sec 

Rate of steam generation 10.83 Kg/sec 

Main steam temperature 673 K  

Area of Fluidized Bed 39.1 m
2
 

Type of Distributor Nozzle type tuyre 

Total no. of holes 22400 

Specific Fuel Consumption 1.3 Kg of Fuel /unit Generation 

 
Table 3- Power Plant Data at Jalkheri (Distt. Fatehgarh Sahib) 

 

6. MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR THE OPERATION OF THE PLANT                            
The following modifications were carried out to improve the performance after critical review of 

the plant observations: 

6.1 Modified Secondary Air Arrangement: The secondary air system was modified to increase 

the quantity of secondary air to about 30% of the total air. This could be achieved by providing 

additional openings on both the side walls and also new ones on the rear wall below the arch 

portion. The secondary air tapping was shifted to the outlet of forced draft fan instead of the air 

heater outlet to enhance the air pressure available to this system. A small proportion of the air was 

also admitted above the bale feed-box so that the loose straw pieces are forced down into the bed 

to increase the in-bed combustion/residence time.  

 

6.2 Removal of in-bed super heater: The in-bed super heater was removed totally to enable 

light off of the unit with the bed segment that is the farthest from the convection super heater 

tubes. As the heat absorption in the bed super heater was very low due to lower operating bed 

temperatures, the reduction in super heat temperature was within limits. 

 

6.3Bed Material Size: In order to ensure proper fluidization even after reducing the fluidizing 

air, (as secondary air is increased) the average bed particle diameter was reduced (top size of 1.5 

mm against 3 mm adopted earlier). 

 

6.4 Additional soot blowers: As the soot blower provided was found to be insufficient, four 

additional long retractable soot blowers were added (three in front of the convection super heater 

and two at the rear) so that ash deposits can be dislodged and they are kept clean for flow of flue 

gas through it. 

 

6.5 Feeding system for additives: A pneumatic feeding system was designed and incorporated 

so that limestone (top size of 1.5 air flow) to each segment. This is done for improved 

fluidization. 

 

The improved Furnace Arrangement of 10 MW FBC Boiler at Jalkheri Power Plant (Distt. 

Fatehgarh Sahib) is shown in figure 2. 

 



  

 

 
Figure 2-Modified Furnace Arrangement of 10MW Boiler at Jalkheri 

 

7. HABITAT HAZARDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FROM JALKHERI 

POWER PLANT 

In the present scenario in power generation, the need for using non conventional fuels other than 

fossil fuels cannot be overemphasized on two counts. Firstly, this helps not only to maximize the 

potential of non-fossil fuels including bio mass fuels but also places a check on the rate  of 

exploitation and consequent depletion of fossil sources. Secondly there is am incidental benefit of 

minimizing the all round environmental degradation and stress associated with mining, 

processing and Transportation of Conventional fuel. From this perspective, the 10MW bio mass 

based Jalkheri power plant can be considered as one of the most environmental friendly options 

available. The operation of 10 MW Jalkheri power plants produces air emissions, waste water and 

solid wastes such as boiler ash. The emissions noted from power plant at Jalkheri is given in 

Table 4. 

  

Parameter  Value  Unit 

O2 6.9 % 

CO2 11.1 % 

SO2 15.4 ppm 

N2 79.4 % 

NOx(as NO2) 176.2 ppm 

CO 80.7 ppm 

TSP(dust) 12.1 mg /Nm
3
 

Table 4-Plant Data (Emissions from Power Plant at Jalkheri) 



  

Portable Gas analyzer IMR 1400 and stack monitoring kit APM 610 is used for measuring the 

above data. The emissions from other conventional power plants have taken from literature 

mentioned in references [9] & [10]. Comparison of emission data of Jalkheri plant with other 

Conventional Plants is shown in table 5. 

 
Emission(Kg/MWH) Item 

Jalkheri Coal Oil Gas Combined 

CO2 Nearly zero 1.26 × 10
3 

8.1 × 10
2
 5.7 ×10

2 
7.3×10

2
 

SO2 0-0.4 2.8 1.3 3 × 10
-4 

0.65 

NOx 2-3 5.8 2.9 1.4 2.4 

CO 0.6-0.8 0.2 0.27 0.2 0.2 

SPM(Dust) ≥8 × 10
-2
 3.7 ×10

-3
 9.7 × 10

-2 
3.6 ×10

-3
 3.6 ×10

-2
 

         

Table 5(Comparison of Jalkheri Power Plant with Other Conventional Power Plants) 

 
7.1 AIR: SPM (Suspended Particulate Matter) emissions from above plant are higher than 

conventional power plants. Devices such as multi cyclone and electrostatic precipitator are 

installed at exit to limit the dust in the flue gas and sufficient chimney height is provided for 

effective dispersal of flue gas. This value is lower than oil based power plants but it is higher than 

other plants. 

7.2 CO2: CO2 from the Jalkheri plant is from bio mass combustion and hence being part of the 

global carbon cycle does not contribute to global warming. This is a distinct advantage of bio 

mass based energy production. 

7.3 SO2: SO2 emission of the project is less than emission from coal and oil power plants. This is 

expected since the rice husk contains only about 0.4 % sulphur. Even though it higher than gas 

power plants, it is still lesser than the overall emissions from conventional power plants.  

7.4 NOx : NOx emissions from the project are also less than coal and thermal plants but higher 

than gas turbines plants. This is also anticipated because the combustion temperature in fluidized 

bed combustion for Jalkheri plant is less than 900
0
c which implies that all NOx will only be from 

the N-content in the fuel, not from the air.  

7.5 CO: CO formed when Combustion is incomplete, is slightly higher for this study than 

conventional electricity production. 

7.6 Waste water: Jalkheri power plant is equipped with waste water plant which treats effluent 

from the plant. 

7.7 Ash: Ash generated is stored in designated land with in power plant premises in 

environmentally friendly manner as suggested by state pollution control board of Punjab. 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

From the above case study following conclusions are concluded 

(a)The harmful gases like SO2 and  NO2 emitted from above plant is less than the other 

power plants. 

(b) CO emitted is higher than other conventional power plants.  

(c) CO2 emitted is nearly zero.  

(d) The SPM (Dust) from Jalkheri Power Plant is quite high. 

(e) With the few modifications the performance of Jalkheri Power Plant increases. 

(f) Agriwaste has huge potential for power generation. 
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